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SUBJECT INDEX.
A PAGE.

African Wonder Grass {Panicum spectabile)
African Woiuler Grass ; by B. Harrison 19, 243

Agave. [See Sisal Hemp.]
Agricultural Education. \_See Agriculture—Education ; Experiment Farms and

Stations.]

Agricultural Implements, Tools, and Ma-
chinery-

Useful Farm Imjjiemeuts; by A. H.

Haywood ". 19, 1008

Agricultural Pests. [See Rabbits ; Spar-
rows ; \\'e-eds.]

Agricultural Societies. [Sec Agriculture—
Societies, Exhibitions, Boards, Con-

ferences, Shows.]

Agriculture
—General^

Farm Xotes [monthly] 19, SO, 168, 261, 348,

513, 603, 775, 865, 1042

Wheat-growing in Xew South Wales ;

by G. L. Sutton 19,355,448—— Education, Teaching, Colleges, Schools,
Museums—•

"
Daily Telegraph

"
Farrer Scholarship 19, 677

Societies, Exhibition's, Boards, Con-

ferences, Shoirs—
Agricultural Societies' Shows [monthly] 19, 89,

177, 265, 352, 432, 520, 608,

694, 780, 868, 956, 1044

[See also Judging at Shows.]
Alfalfa. [See Lucerne.]
Amarantus albus. [See Tumble Weed.]
Amsinckia echinata^
Note on Amsinckia echinata, a very bad

weed; by J. H. Maiden 19,891
Animals. [^S'ee Diseases of Animals.]
Aphides. Economic Zoology—

A])liis causing Seal) on Sheep, Cattle, and
Horses 19,505

Apples and Apple-growing—
Ameiican Apple Industry; by G. Brad-
shaw 19, 1028

Apple Report [London Apple trade] ... 19, 757

Apples : in Varieties of Fruit Gro^vai ; by
W. J. Allen .'. 19, 998
Diseases—

Growth of Black-spot on Cased Fruit;

by H. M. Xicholls 19,408
Thrips ; by W. W. Froggatt 19,1030
[See also Codlin Moth; Entomology,
Economic ; Fruit-growing; Insects,

Injurious; Plant Diseases.]

Apricots-
Apricots: in Xotes on Varieties Grown;
byW. J. Allen 19,991

Apricots dried and salted [Mebos.] ... 19,325
[See also Fruit-growing.]

PAOE.

19, 673

19, 609

Argemone mexicana. [.S'ee Blue Tliistle.]

Argentine Republic^
Dair;ying in the Argentine; by L. T.

Maolniies

Artesian Irrigation
—

Artesian Irrigation : an antidote for alka-

line waters ; by R. S. Symmonds. [Map.]
[See also Irrigation.]

Artesian Water and Wells—
[See names of individual Bores.]

Asclepias semilunata^
V'ahiable Fibre Plant {Asclepias semi-

liinata); by J. H. Maiden ...

by C. A. AMiite

B
Bacteriology. Economic—

Science in Agriculture: Soil Bacteria;

by R. Helms ...

Beans. Fodder—
Feeding of Pigs; by H. W. Potts

[See also Cow-peas; Nitrification; Soy
Beans.]

Bees—General—
Influence of Bees on Crops ; by A. Gale

[See Fertilisation. Botany.]
Bees and Bee-farming—

[See Honey.]
Beetles—

Beetles attacldng furniture and woodwork
Beetles from Solomon Islands attacking

Coco-nut Palms

[See also Insects, Injurious.]

Binniguy Thistle. [See Blue Thistle.]
Birds—

Xative Bird destro5ang the Sparrow
[Ground Cuckoo—Slirike (Pteropo-

doci/s pha-sianella)] ; by C. T. Miisson

Blue Thistle {Argemone inexicana)—
Xote on Argemone mexicana : by J. H.
Maiden ...

Bores and Boring—
[See names of individual Bores ; as Pera

Bore.]
Bot Fly. [See Horse-bot.]

Botany. Economic—
[Sec Filjre Plants ; Forage Plants ;

Grasses.]
Bounties—

Bounties on Australian Products ... 19, 391
Butter Factories—

List of Butter Factories of N.S.W. [and
brands] ... ... ... ... ... 19, 70

Butter. Preservatives—
Preservative Action of Boric Acid in

Butter •

19, 1033

19, 926

19, 585

19, 057

19, 812

19, 211

19, 503

19, 507

19, 680

19, 829
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CarpDcapsa pomonella. [Sec ('(Klliu Arotii.]

Cattle. Importation Rules —
lliik-s and Jiegulalioiis fur the. iiispccliou
and shipment of live stock (l'liilii)piiu!

Islands) 19,738

CheDse—
Clmese-niaking on the South ('oast of

Xow South Wales; by W. (h-ahani... 19, 797

[See. also Dairying.]

Cherries —
Clieriios: in X'arieties of Fruit (Jrown;

by W. J. Alien 19, 99(>

\H('.r «'.sY) Fruit-giowint;.]

Chicken-pDX. ['SVc Poultry
— />?.sc.'/ «>.«.]

Chloris Gayana. [See Rhodes Grass.]

Closets. |'SV(^ DiT-earth Closets.]

Clovers—
I'li-^'ijaluin dilatatuiii and Clover;

C.F.Julius 19, S,-)!

\
See also Lef.nijninos;e; Nitrification.]

Co3oa-nut Palm {Cocoa nucijem)—
Beetles from Solomon Islands attacking
Coco-nut Palms 19,507

CO'Jlin Moth {('arjximpsa ponionclln)
—

(io.sford-Xarara Fruit Fly and Codling
Moth- ContTol Experiment ; by W. B.

Gurney '. ... 19, 581

[See aim Ajjples and .Aijplc-growing;

Kntonu)logy, lOcunoniic; Insects,

Injnridiis. |

Coffee. Agriculture—
Cultivation of Coffee, with ])articulars

(if imports, l'.t(H); by H. V. Jackson... 19, 440

Cold Storage—
.Nutritive and Digestive Projjcrties of

Frozen and Chilled .Meat
| Rej)()rt by

S. Hideal] ... ..". 19, 59

liefrigeration on IIk^ Homestead; by
H. V. Jackson and A. E. Lea [Plate] 19, 537

Concrete -

Concrete Floors; l)y A. Brooks 19,137
Coniferae—

(Jonifers: »i Forestry; by J. H. Maiden 19, 1.

17i>, •-'(i7

[See also Larch; Pines; and names of

other Trees.
|

Co-operation in Agriculture—
Co-operative l'"arm .Machinery; by P.

Quirk ...

'

... 19,911
Co-o()erativc .Marketing of Citrus Fruits

(California I'Vuit-growers' E.xchange) 19, 941

Cost of Production. [iSee Crops, Cost of

Product 1(111.
1

Covton. Cultivation—
C<jtton Growing in X.S.W. ; by \\. \\.

Fry .' 19,381
Cow-peas—

Feeding of Pigs; by IL W. Potts ... 19,808
[See also Forag*; Plants; Manures and

Fertilisers ; Xitrilication.]
Cows. [.S'ee Dairy Cattle.]

190(^.

Crops. Cost of Production -

Cost of Producing Crops in the Hawkes-
bury District ...

Cytisus proliferus. [iS'ee Tagosiiste.]

PAt:E.

19, 732

19,
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Feeding Experiments—
Feeding of I'igs; by H. W. Potts 19, (538, 808

Sheep and Salt-bushes ; by G. L. Sutton
and H. J. Kelly 19,49

Fermentation. [Sec Wine.]

Fertilisation. Botany—
InHuence of Bees on Crops ; by A. Gale 19, 21 1

Fertilisers. [Sec Manures.]

Fibre Plants. Agriculture-
Valuable Fibre Plant {Asclepias semi-

^(oiato) ; by J. H. Maiden 19,926
Valuable Fibre Plant (Asclepias semi-

lunata); by C. A. White 19,585
[See also Flax ; Sisal Hemp.]

Figs-
Figs (Ficus): Morace£e ?» Forestry; by

J. H. Maiden 19,957
Urticaceae ( Ehns and Figs) : in Forestry ;

by J. H. Maiden '.. 19,781

Figs. Fruit-

Figs : in Varieties of Fruit Grown ; by
W. J. Allen .. 19,992

[See also Fruit-growing.]

Fir Trees—

Sapinese : in Forestry ; by J. H. Maiden 19, 269

[See also Coniferae.]
Flax. Cultivation—
Notes on Flax Growing; compiled by
H.V.Jackson .. 19,296

[See also Fibre Plants.]

Flower Gardening-
Practical N'ecretable and Flower Grow-

ing; l)y W^ S. Campbell ... 19, 84, 170

Fodders and Food Stuffs—General—
Growing Fodder Crops under Irrigation

(Pera Bore); by W. J. Allen ... 19, 17

[See also Forage Plants and Soiling

Crops; Glasses.]

Forage Plants and Soiling Crops—
Edible Treej and Shrubs; by R. W.
Peacock 19, 101

Fertihty of Teosinte 19,831
Forage CrojJs on Black .Soil at Morec

Irrigation Farm; by A. E. Darvall... 19, 387
Goat's Rue (Galega officinalis); by

R. W. Peacock 19,681
Indian Cane (Saccharum officinariim) ;

by A. H. Haywood 19,830
Rabbits and the Western Flora ; by

R. W. Peacock .'. 19,46
Rib-grasa or Plantain ... ... ... 19, 754

Rib-giass or Plantain {Plantago lanceo-

fato, L.); by J. H. Maiden. [Plate]... 19,573
Tagosaste or. Tree Lucerne (Ci/tisus

prolifenis); hy J. H. Maiden ... 19,390
[See also Fodders and Food Stuffs ;

Grasses ; Lucerne ; Salt-bushes ;

Sorghums.]
Forestry and Forest Conservation—

Forestry: some Practical Notes on

Foreatry suitable for New South

Walts; by J. H. Maiden 19, 1.

179,267,523,628,711,781,957

PA(iK.

Forestry and Forest Conservation—continued—
Twist of grain in Timliers; by J. H.
Maiden. 19,380

[See also Timbers
; and names of Trees

,
and of Families, Genera, and Species;
as Coniferae.]

Frozen Meat. [See Cold Storage.]
Fruit Fly—

Gosfortl-Xarara Fruit Fly and Codling
Moth Control Experiment 19,581

Fruit Diseases—
Giowth of Black-spot on Cased Fruit;

by H. M. Nicholls 19,408
Rust in our Fruit Crops; Ijy E. Clieel... 19, 750

[See also Insects, Injurious.]

Fruit-drying and Dried Fruits—

.\pricots dried and salted [Mebos] ... 19, 325

Drying Apricots and Peaches ; by W. J.

Allen 19, 741
Fruit Trade. [.S'ee Cold Storage.]

Fruit-growing-
Orciiard notes [monthly]; ])y W'. J.

Allen 19,78,165,258,345,426,
511, 600, 690, 773, 801, 954, 1040

Report on Land between Gosford and

Mangrove River; by Vv". J. Allen ... 19, 845
Varieties of Fruit Grown at Depart-

mental Orchards ; by W^ J. Allen ... 19, 986

[See also Apples ; Apricots ; Cherries ;

Figs; Grapes; Nectarines; Oranges;
Packing ; Peach ; Pear ; Plums ;

Strawberries.]

Fungi in Agriculture and Fruit-growing.

[See Fruit Diseases.]

Galega ofTicinalis. [See Goat's Rue.]
Gardening—GVja'rai-
Garden notes [monthly] ; by W. Sander-

son
"

..."19,350,429,517,604
Education—

English Royal Horticultural Society's
Examinations in Horticulture ... 19, 1031

[See also Flower Gardening ; Propaga-
tion of Plants; Vegetable Gardening.]

Gasterophilus equi. [See Horse-bot.]
Geese—
About Geese; by G. Bradshaw... ... 19,274
[See also Poultry and Poultry-fanning

—
General.]

Goat's Ru9—
Croat's Rue (Galega officinalis); by

R. W. Peacock .'. 19, 68 1

Gosford-Narara Fruit Fly. [See Fruit Fly.]
Gramineas. [See Botany, Economic ;

Gr.isses.]

Grape Vine. [See Viticulture.]

Grapas—
Export of Grapes to England 19, 755

Grapes : mi Varieties of Fruit Grown ;

by W. J. Allen ... 19,993
[See also Sultanas; Viticulture.]
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Grasses —
At'iicaii Woiuler Grass {/'niilcinii spectii-

bik); by B. Harrison...

Chlorw divaricnta, R.Br. [Plate]; l)y

J. H. Maiden
Eriachnc obtu.s<t, I{.l5r., vm-'wiy f/lnhrala :

New variety [Plate]

Grasses at the Hawkcsbury Agricultural

College; by A. H. E. McDonald ...

Phdlan's coiniimtdid : by W. H. Webb ...

JVivate IO.\|K-rinuiut Station for Grasses

[Minenibali, near Singleton]; by J. H.

Maiden ...

Rhodes Grass Seetl ; by C. T. Miisson...

Sporoholus (idinodddus, F.v.M. ; by
J. H. Maiden. [Plate]

Sporoholus pulrhdhifi, 11. i5r. ; by J. IT.

Maiden. [Plate]
_

...

[See also Fodders and Food Stuffs;

Forage Plants; and names of special

grasses, as I'aspaium. Phalaris Goni-

nuilala. Rhodes (h'ass. &c.]

Grasshoppers
(Jrasshopper (or Locust) Swarms

X.S.VV. during 1907-8; by W.
Gurney. [Plate]

Grasslioppers

\Sci- also Fnsects, Injurious.]

Ground Cuckoo Shrike-
Native Birtl destroying the Sparrow; by

C. T. Musson ... .".

H
Hakea leucoptera. [Sec Xeedlewood.]

Hemp. Agriculture. [Sec Fibre I'lants;

Sisal Hemp.]
Honey—

Mai'ket for New South Wales Honey in

(Iicat Britain ...

Horse, The- Breeding
—

Almac Col) Stud ...

Diseases—
[See Horse- bot.]

Horse-bot (Gasterophilus equi)
—

'^h(^ Bot Fly; by W. W. Froggatt.

|Plate| ..."

Horticulture. [See Cianlening.]
Humus. [See Manures; Soils and Sub-

soils.]

Hygiene. [See Dry-earth Closets.]

I
Incubators. [See Poultry and Poultry-

famiing—General]
Indian Cane (Sncehfirum o//icinarani)

—
Indian Cane (Succliar ton oljlcinaniiii) iia

a Fodder for Dairy Cattle; by A. H.

Haywood
Insects. Injurious—

Progress Reports from ^Ir. VV. W.

Froggatt ... 19, <>(>, 'i-J.^, 400,

Thrips; by W. W. Froggatt
[Sec also Aphides ; Bet ties ; Entomology,
Economic ; Griisshoppers ; Mites ;

Poultry—Diseases ; Weevils.]

INDEX, 190S.

P.4GK.
I

19, -24:}

19, GS2

19, 830

19, iir,

19, 848

19, 4.3.-)

19, 389

19, 924

19, 1010

19,411
19, 1007

19, ()80

19, 938

19, 915

19, 229

19, 643

19, 831

(J03, 759

19, 1030

PACiE.

Irrigation. Agriculture
-

(irowint.' {'"odder Crops under Irrigation

(Pera Bore); by W. J. Aihn ... 19,17
Irrigation witli Household Wastt; \\'at(H';

liv 11. Selkirk 19,223
Small Irrigation Areas; by \V. R. Fry... 19, 2!tl

Yanco Irrigation Farm
; by W. J. Allen 19, 927

[See «/.s'o Artesian Irrigation.]

Jersey Cattle. [See Dairy Cattle, Jersey.]

Judging at Shows—
.Judging tlie Competitive Wheat Ex-

hil)its, R.A.S., 1908; by F. B. Guthrie 19, 509
Score Card ; by P. QuirkJ 19,328
Student's Score Cards. [Lucerne Chaff;

Oaten and Wlieaten Hay.] 19, 910

K
Knots and Splices.

Knots; by F. G. Choniley 19,206

Larch—
Larice.-B wi Forestry ; by J. H. Maiden... 19,267
[See also Conifers'.]

Lariceae. [.sVe Larcli.]

Leguminosse. [See Beans ; Clovors ; Cow-

peas; Forage Plants ; Lucerne ; Nitri-

fication ; I'eas, and similarly names
of othei- families and gcnt^ra. j

Linseed-
Linseed (Linnm usi(atissimum) ... ... 19, 33i>

Local Market for Linseed ... ... 19,850
Locusts. [»SVe Grasshoppers ; Insects,

Injurious.]
Lucerne

Feeding of Pigs: Lucerne; bv H. W.
Potts ...

'

19,638
Kansas and her Alfalfa (Lnccrn(^); by

F. D. Coburn 19,240
Lucerne at Wagua E.xperiment Farm ;

by (J. M. McKeown 19,330
[See also Tagosaste.]

Maize—^

Cli(unii-al Changes taking place during
the Knsilage of .Maize; by E. J. Russell 19, 1019

Composition of Green Maize and of the

Silage produced therefrom; by H. E.

Aiuiett and F. J. Russell 19, 1011

Manures and Fertilisers —
Exf)erinients with Swede Turnips; by

A. H. E. McDonald 19,904
Licpiid Manure for Tomatoes 19, 1032
List of Fertilisers in New South Wales:

1908 list; by F, B. Guthrie and L.

Cohen ... ... ... ... ... 19, 313

Farmyard, Green, Natural—
Humus ami the best means of supplying

it; by F. B. Gutlu-io 19,200
Nitrogenous—

Use of Nitrate of Potash as Maniu-c ... 19, 903
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Manures and FeTMiseTS—coiifintied—
Potass ic—

Use cf Nitrate of Potash as Manure ...

[See also Soils and Subsoils.]
Meat Trade—

Jvcctures on the Meat Industry
Mebos. [See Apricots.]

Meteorology. [.S'ee Weather Reports.]
Mexican Poppy. [See Blue Thistle.]

Milling of Wheat-
Notes on the Milling Nature of the 1907-

190S Harvest in N.S.W. ; by F. B.

Guthrie and G. W. Norris

[See also Wheat.]
Mites—

Chicken Mite {Dermanyssus gallince) in

Diseases of Fowls ; by G. Bradshaw
Morace3—

Moraceae in Forestry ; by J. H. Maiden
Urticacese (Elms and Figs) in Forestry;

by J. H. Maiden '...

Mules. Animal Husbandry-
Mules; by G. Valder

N
Nectarines^

Nectarines /« Varieties of Fruit Grown;
by W. J. Allen

[See also Fruit-growing.]
Needlewool (Hakea leucoptera)

—
Needle«T)nd

New Guinea and Archipalago^
Analyses of Soils from Papua ; by F. B.

Guthrie and R. S. Symmonds
Nicotiana suaveolens. [See Tobacco.]
Nitrification—
Experiment with Lucerne and Pea Cul-

tiu-es

[See also Bacteriology, Economic]

Oaks-
Oaks in Forestry ; by J. H. Maiden

[See also Forestry.]

Oranges and Orange Culture-
Export of Oranges, 1907 ; by W. J.

Allen

How to utilise the Surplus Orange Crop ;

by M. Blunno
Orchards. [See Fruit-growing.]

P
Packing Goods—

PaekiuL' and ^Marketing Citrus and other

Fruits; by W. J. Allen

Panicum spsctabile. [See African Wonder
Grass.]

Papua. [See New Guinea.]
Paspalum dilatatum—
Paspalurn dilaiaium and Clover; by C.

F. Julius

[See also Grasses.]
Passeres. [See Sparrow.]
Pea and Bean Weevils. [See Weevils.]

PAGE.
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19, 24

Prickly Poppy. |.SVr JJluc Thistle. J

Propagation of Plants—
I'l.iiil l'rn|iai,':Uinii ; liv H. IN.id

Fteropodocys phasianella. [Sec ( Ground

L'lK-koi) Shrilcc.
I

R
Rabbits -

l!;ililiit-< and the Western Flora; l>y !!.

W. I'eirdrk 19, ^^>

Refrigerating Machinery—
Kefrigeration on the Honiestnad ; by

H. V. Jackson and A. E. Loa ... 19, 537

\Sce also Cold Storage;. ]

Refrigeration. ['S'ee Cold Storage.]
Rhodes Grass {Chloris Gai/nnd, var.)

—
Khodes Grass Seed; by C. T. Musson... 19, :5Sn

[.S're (i/fo Crasses.]

Rib-grass or Plantain (I'buitn'jo J'tiiriohidt, !..)—

Ril)-grass or rianlain 19,754
Weeds of N.S.W.; by .1. H. Maiden.

[Colonved Plate] 19,573

Rope. \Sc(! Knots and Spliee>.]

Rusts. I'SVt I*>uit Diseases.]

s
Saccharum ofTicinarum. [.SVc Indian

Cane.
I

Salt-bushes—

Sheep and Halt-bushes; by fJ. L. Sntton

and H. J. Kelly 19, 4'.»

Sapineis. (.SV- Kir Trees.]

Scolymus maculatus, L.—
.\nother bad Weed; by J. H. Maiden... 19, 102!)

Score Cards. I'S''' .Indging at Shows.]

Sheep
Slieej) for Fanners; by 11. H. (Jennys... 19, SI3

[Sec also Cold Storage; Meat Trade;

Wool.]
Breerliiuf (Wo3l)—

Sheep at Bathurst K.\])erirnental Farm;
by K. W. Peieock 19, i)

HrcaUn',1 (Mutton)—
I^reeding Sheep for Mutton; by G. .M.

McKeown !. ... 19, 4S'.l

She.'p at Batliurst Experimental Farm;

by R. W. I'caeock 19,713
Diseases—

J'^xperimental Tests of Tre itinents for

Worms in Sheep at Glen Innes Experi-
ment Farm 19. nsi

^fortality in Pregnant Ewes (Parturient

a|)(ipl(»xy) ; bj' Jas. 1). Stewart ... 19,940 i

Shrikes. [S'" (irmuid Cuelcno Shrike.]
Silos and Silage

-

Choniieal Changes taking place during
the Ensilatje of Maize; by E. J.

Russell ...

*

19, 1019

Composition of (Jrccn Maize and the

Silage produced therefrom; by H. E.

Annett and E. J. Russell 19, 1011

Co-operative Farm Machinery; by P.

Quirk, ... .. ...
. .

...
.

...
.

... 19, 911

2, 1909.

1908.

p.\f:E.

Silos and iWdigi— conl inucd—
Inexpensive Silo; by F. (j. Choinley ... 19, 587

Ploa for Silage in the West; by C. C.

Bradly 19,825
Silo in a Hill-side: how to construct;

by A. Brooks 19,244
Stack Ensilage; by R. W. Peacock ... 19,735
Stack Silage; by G. M. McKeown ... 19,920
Titanic Asbestos Silo; by F. G. Chomley 19, 37

Sisal Hemp (^rjnir rigida, var. Sisnlaita)
—

Some \otes on Sisal Hemp; by H. \'.

Jackson. [Plate.] ... ..". ... 19,3(17

\See also l''ibre-plants.]

Soils and Subsoils. Agriculture
—

Analy.-e< of Soils from the Eden District 19, 838

Analyses of Soils from Papua; by F. B.

Guthrie and R. S. Symmonds ... 19, 321)

Humus and the best means of suj)plyiim

it; by F. B. Guthrie .'. 19,200

\Scc also Manures and Fertilisers.]

Soja Beans. [Sec Soy Beans.]

Sorghums-
Sorghum : in Forage Crops; by A. K.

Darvall T 19,387
[See also Forage Plants.]

Soy Beans or Soja Beans—
Keeding of Pigs; 1)V H. W. Potts

'

... 19,811

Sparrow (Passer domeslicns)—
Hou.se Sparrow in X.S.W. ; by C. T.

Musson 19, 127

Native Bird destroying the Sparrow
[(iround-Cuckoo, Shrike (I'/erojio'lon/s

/-//•/.s7V,/,,//7)l; l)y C. T. .Musson '... 19,080
Sporobolus actinocladus, F.v..M. —

Sporol)oliis actinocladus, F.V..M. ; liv

J. H. Maiden. [Plate.] ... ..'. 19,924

Sporobolus pulchellus, R.Br.—
Sporobolus pulchellus : by J. H. Maiden.

[Plate] ." 19, loio

Spotted Golden Thistle—
Anotlier Bad Weed {Scoli/mui nuKU-

lalw^. L.); by J. H. Maiden 19, 1029

Strawberries
'I'ail-s(ein!ned iarge-fruitcd Strawl)erry. .. 19, 09

Sultanas
Sultanas on i'liylloxera-resistant Stocks;

by M. Blunno 19,919
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Forestry.

Some Practical Notes on Forestry suitable for New
South Wales.

[Continued from December, 1907, page 906.]

J. H. MAIDEN",
Government Botanist and Director of the Botanic Cardens, Sydney.

XVTI—continued.

Conifers.

VIII.

Tribe—Abietine^.

Sub-tribe 1.—Pineop.

U, Pinus.

Sub-tribe 2.— Laricece.

15. Larix. 17. Cedrus.

16. Laricopsis.

Sub-tribe 3.—Sapinece.

18. Picea. 20. Abietia.

19. Tsuga. 21. Abies.

Sub-tribe 1.—Pinece.

14. Pinus.

Ov^er 70 species of this well-defined genus have been described. Not many
of them are at their best in the Sydney district, but most of them will

vmdoubtedly do well in one part or other of New South Wales. At present

we confine our attention, in this State, almost exclusively to P. radiata

{insi(/nls), Pinaster, pinea, and halepensis, and exhibit too little enterprise in

trying other species of this beautiful, health-promoting and interesting genu.s.

The seed is quite cheap, and caii readily be imported if local seedsmen do not

have that of any particular species in stock.

(1.) P. Ai/acahuite, Ehrenberg. The "
Ayacahuite

"'

of Mexico. The

common " White Pine
"
of Mexico.

A graceful Pine, tender in many parts of. Britain, and probably quite

hardy in parts of New South Wales.

A
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Araucaria Bidwilli, Hook.

Camden Park, N.S.W.

(See Decem)ier, 190tJ, page 903.)
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Pinus canariensis, Ch. Smith.

Botanic Gardeus, Sydney.
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(2.) F. canariensls, Ch. Sinitli.
"
Canary Pine."

Native of the C;uiary Islands. See Gard. Cliron. 18,S8, iii, Tl'S, f. 94.

A beautiful long-leaved Pine which does well in ctjinparatively dry

situations and calcareous soils. It does only indifferently well in Sydney,

l)ut is a very useful tree in iiuiny parts of the State.

L 7, 17, 32 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(3.) P. Cembra, L. " Swiss Pine."

This is a cold country Pine which just exists in •the Sydney district. It

should be well tried in the coldest regions.

(4.) P. ecmbroide.t, '/ahc. (P.fertdis, iJoezl.) "MexicaTi Swamp Pine."

The seeds are edible W'c \\;\\v not bt-cii \("ry successful with this tree in

the Sydney district, but steps are being taken to give it a further trial.

It will probably be found suitable in cooler situations.
.

L 30 b (Sydney l'>otanic (wardens).

(5.) /*. co///or/r/, Dougla.s.
"
Oregon Scrub Pine."

Is a small scrubby tree which iidiabits the sandy dunes anfl exposed pro-

montories of the Pacific Coast from Mendocino northwards to Alaska. Tt

may be adfled to the list of trees and shrubs moi'e or less useful for covering

sand-dunes and preventing land slips, and is listed here Avith that view.

(6.) P. Coulterl, Don. " Coulter's Pine."'

A large tree, remarkable for its very large cones. It does fairly well in the

Sydney district (better at Campbelltown), and in many cooler parts of New

South Wales, but in our experience it is not dense-foliaged and hence not

very popular. At the same time further experiments should be made with it.

(7.) P. densiflora, Siel). and Zucc. " Akamatsu Pine." See Sieb? and

Zucc, Flora Japonica, ii, 22, t. 112. Japan.

This .Japanese Pine has never done well in the Sydney Botanic Gardens.

It requires colder localities and is worthy of extended trial.

(8.) F. excelsci, Wallich. "Himalayan Pine." "Lofty or Bhotan Pine."

Temperate Himalaya.

This tree has been tried in the Sjalney Botanic Gardens for many years,

Init it always suffers duiing the droughts of sunmiei-. It is a beautiful and a

very large tree and can be confidently reconnneiided for cool localities where

good soil is available.

L lo b, 29 c (Sy<li\ey Pxitanic Gardens).

(9.) P. liahpensis. Miller. The " Jei^usalem or Aleppo Pine." See Gard.

Ghron. 188-1, xxii, 553, f. 97 : 1888, iii, 629, f. 84.

Native of South Eui-ope to Afghanistan.

A tall tree, but, in the Sydney district, liable, during the last few years, to

an insect disease (a Coccid, Dactli/lopus sp.) which has almost thrown it out

of cultivatitm.
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Pinus Coulteri, Don.

State Nursery, Campbelltown.
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Pinus excelsa, Wallich.

State Nursery, Camplielltown.
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Pinus Laricio, Poiret.

State Nursery, CiimplieUtowu.
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It prefers calcareous soil, and a drier climate than Sydney. It does

admirably in Adelaide and many parts of .Soutli Australia, and will llnuiish

iTi many parts of our State also.

Tn its best d(?velopment it is a very large, handsome tree, with large

branches of very dense foliage.

L 7, 33, 3.5 (Sydney Botanic (iurdens).

(10.) P. Hartwegii, Lindl. (Syn. P. Wir&nberf/ii, Endl.) Mexico.

This has never made a good ])lant in the Sy(biey Botanic Gardens, being

always thin and spindly. It should be more thoi-oughly tested in New South

Wales.

(11.) P. heterophi/Ua,i:\l "Cuban Pine."

Prof. B. E. Fernow says that this specicis is in tlu; very first rank of timlier

pines in the United States.

It should therefore be given a tli(t)-ough trial here.

(12.) P. Koraiensis, Sieb, and Zucc. " Corean Pine."

Native of Corea, China, and .Japan.

For a figure of the remarkable and handsome cone, see Veitch's Manual.

It is often planted in .Japan, where it attains imposing dimensions.

Sydney is too warm for it, and it is hence a poor grower in the Sydney
Botanic Gardens ;

but it should certainly find a place in gardens and planta-

tions in colder districts.

L 15 b (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(13.) P. Lambertiana, Dongl. "Sugar Pine."

Native of California, Oregon, and British Columbia.

Sargent, tt. -542, 513.

A gigantic tree in its native country, being the loftiest of all pines,

attaining a height of 300 feet.

It yields a well-known and valuable timber, and Professor B. E. Fernow

classifies it as one of the best timber pines in the United States.

The Sydney district is too warm for it, but it is certainly a valuable tree

for the cold districts.

L 5 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(li.) P. Laricw,F(nvet.
" Corsican Pine," " Larch Pine."

Native of South Europe and the Levant.

The most useful tree for general forestiy planting in Great Britain.

It does fairly well in Sydney. Our tree has been a good specimen, but it

is now past its prime. This pine should be well tested in the coast districts.

L 7 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

Var. ausfrinca {P. austriaca, Hiiss).
" Austrian Pine."

It is a smaller and more inland tree than the preceding, and promises best

away from the coast.

L 17 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(To te continued.)
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Sheep at Bathurst Experimental Farm.

R. W. PEACOCK.

The following notes are supplementary of others upon this sul^ject, and give
the average weights of the fleeces of the various crosses for 1907. The
actual weights represent thirteen months' wool

; weights equivalent to twelve

months' growth are given.

Merino Ram. 8-tooth.

Owing to the very dry weather of the spring, the wool was ^ery dirty,

especially the backs, they containing a large proportion of dust from the

roads. Fully 1 lb. each should be deducted for this.

The photographs shown give some idea of the rams used for crossing

purposes, and also of the progeny. The rams were purchased from reputable

breeders, and are typical of the breeds. They appear in Hock condition,

nothing being done to improve their appearance.
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The followino- arc tlie average weights of fleeces ;

Lincoln-Merino, cross-bre<l

English Leicester-Merino, cross-bred ...

Sliroijsliire-Merino ,,

Border Leicester-Merino ,,

Southdown-Merino ,,

Merino ram on [^incoIn-Merino ewe, Comeback

,, English Leicester-Merino ewe, Comeback

,, Bordei Leicester-Merino ewe ,,

T.iin<ohi ram on Shroijshire-Merino ewe, second cross

Sliropshire ram on Border Leicester-Merino ewe, secrmd c;ross

Southdown ram on Soutiidown-Meriuo ewe ...

3 months'
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First-cross Shropshire-Merino. 4-tooth.

First-cross Ewe. 13 months.

By Shropshire ram from Merino ewe.

Secoiia-ctoss Ewe. 13 months.

By Sliropsliire mm from Bonier Leicester-Merino ewe.
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Lincoln Ram.

First-cross Ewe. 2 years.

By Lincoln ram from Merino ewe.

c.^^:^^ ^-^^TSL^iVrMf^^ *

fj't:' First-cross Ewe. 13 mcnlhs.

2SaiJl!( By Lincoln ram from Merino ewe.

-M'tl'

L_^. :.
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Second-ci OSS Ewe. Hoi;t;ett. 13 inonlhs.

By Liucolu ram from ShropsLire-Meriuo ewe.

Second-cross Ewe. 2 years.

By Liucoln rum from Sbroi'shire-Merino ewe.
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Southdown Ram.

First-cross Wether. 13 months.

By Soutlidowii mm from Moriiio ewe.

N".§.W

Three-quarter-bred

Southdown-Merino Ewe. 2 years.

By Southdown mm from Southdown-Merino ewe.
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A-'-

First-cross Welher. 2 years.

By Soutlidowu ram from Merino ewe.

3^

Romney Marsh Ram.
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English Leicester Ram.

First-cross English Leicester-Merino. 2 years.

By Eiig-lish Leicester mm fnnii Merino ewe.

First-cross Ewe. 13 months.

By Enijlisli lieicester r;im from Meriuo ewe.
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Growing Fodder Crops under Irrigatioi]

(Pera Bore).

W. J. ALLEN.

As there have been contradictory reports from time to time as to the suita-

bility or otherwise of artesian water for growing crops, the Department of

Agricnlture thought it advisable to settle the question by carrying on a

series of experiments to cover a period of at least five years, during

l^fc^^W^i;

Lucerne Ploi, under irrigation ; young planii juii up.

which time crops were to be grown continuously on the same land under a

proper system of irrigation
—such crops as sorghums, corn, &c.. to be sown

in drills aiul irrigated from time to time, whenever it was found necessary,

by running water down furrows made with the plough between the rows.

After each irrigation, while the crops wei*e young, the furrows were to be

B
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cultivated as soon as they were dry enough, and in this way the surface soil

was to be kept in a tliorongh state of cultivation, in ortler to prevent evapora-

V

FiRi Crop—Kaffir Corn.

I

tion,

tliat

- \%
: >

Ji^

hi-'^.

Second Crop— Kaffir Corn.

and to keep the crops in the best possible condition. It is well known

crops will not do nearly so well in hard., baked soil as in that which is
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well ciiltivntcd, even tlum^li tlic s\il)soil in cacli instance was well .supplied

witii moist lire. Also, when a thorough system ol' ciihivatiftn is carried on,

less water is required to produce a crop than where water is nni down the

furrows and those not fultivated in as sf)on as dry enough, if at all.

Til growing lucerne, it will be i'oun<l advantageous in most cases—par-

ticularly when the head of water is only a limited one, and does not admit

of flooding the crop quickly—to run shallow furrows at distances of from

4 to 8 feet apai-l, aecording to the nature of the soil, a heavy soil requiring

Rhodes Grass (CMoris (jayuna var.).

(Four months after sowin??.)

lll'l <Avs to be made after the land isthem closer than a porous one; su<

properly levelled and the seed sown.

It is best to sow the seed as soon as the land is in fit condition, either after

a rain or an irrigation, and no further watering should be given until the

young crop is well up, else the surface soil will harden, and the result may
be that the seed will not come up evenly, and, in consequence, a further

sowing might be necessary to get a good stand. Seed may be either broad-

cast or sown with a drill; but unless one is accustomed to sowing seed by

hand, it will be found rather difficult to get as even a stand as with a drill,

and they will require to sow a greater quantity of seed
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Grasses.—'I'Ih^sc are sown in drills, many of tliciii makiiiii" very fail'

growth; l)i:1 i>ut >>( ten varieties there was notliiiiii' which, when eumiiared

willi the liliixles (Ji-ass, was considered

worth growing. This variety stood

ont ahead ef all others, Paspaliim

ihhi/alam not lioldiiig a candle to it.

When once the Rhodes Grass is estah-

lished, it appears to do remarkahly
well willi liiit \-ery little irrigation—
as a mattei' of fact, it liad only one

irrigation last yeai'; hut wo were

fortnnate in getting two or three good

heavy summer rains, which supplied it

with all the moisture it re(|uired.

The otticei's of the I )ei>ai-tnient are

of opinion that with any kind of

systematic (.'ultivat ion, in conjunction

with ii'i'igation, at least good fodder

ci'ops can !)(• gi'own wherever hore

water is availahle in this State, and

that on moderately light soils lucerne

can be profitably grown. On the

heaviest soils, where, jierhaps, lucerne

will not do well, some of the very hest

crops of sorghum can be grown.

The gromul in which we have

started these experiments at this bore

has been under cro]) for at least two

years out of three during the past

ten years, and I fail to see that it

is in any worse condition to-da.v than

it was after the first crop was taken

<,tf it.

We have not turned our attention to the making of ensilage here, but we

have shown for the last ten years at our larger farms how to make this, not

only in the stack, but in the pit and tub silos; so that there is very little

need for going in for it here, where we do not carry stock of any kind

beyond the horses necessary for working the orchard and (^x]ieriniental plots.

Last year our wheaten hay crop jirovcd a failure, owing to rust attack-

in?' it iust about \\\c time it was readv for cuttiuL;', when continuous

rains, lasting for nearly a fortnight, Hooded the ground and spoilt the

crop. This year we have tried .Tohn JJrown and Plover, both of which

are fairly rust-resistant varieties. John Brown, has done very much

better and yielded heavier crops than Plover. Next year we will, in all

probability^ try three or four other good varieties.

Blacl( Sorghum.
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Wheat for Hay ; variety, John Brown.

The following are the weights of the green crops taken from 1 acre :
—

Notes on Sorghums, Millets, ite., grown at Pera Bore.

Variety.
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Millets.—These have not ^ivrii us auytliing' like satisfactory yields; the

Hungarian iinxluccd llic hcst crop.

Grasses.—The following- are the grasses we are testing, viz.:—
Triraphis nmlhs ( Pm-|ilc llcail).

Eriochlod jiii iicliihi ( l*",arly S|)i'iim' (irass).

Paniciiin dccoininisit nm (Anstraliaii Millet).

Dlplacline fusca ( Hruwii-Howered Swamp Grass).

Sporohiihis Lhuilcti'i ( Pretty Sporobolus).

Chloris Gayaiui. var. (Rhodes Grass).

Bine (Irass.

Paspalum dihtlnl iim.

Mitclicll (irass.

Umbrella Grass.

Johnston Grass.

c

V *

?l

First Crop Amber Cane.

Caroh Beans (two varieties).
—Small tree yielded i:;i 11>. beans; large tree

yielded 1-" li>. l>eans.

Lucerne.—Owing In pressure of work, we were nnl able to sow any last year,

but have recently ])ul in a plot (see illustration), wbieli wc bo[)e will make

good headway this season. There was some sown twelve years ago, but as

lit coidd only l)e watered oecasioiudly during the summer when the trees
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required most of the water, it did not have a fair chance. Still, these old

plots have produced a good many tons of hay. They are now being used

for grazing purposes, and will be nntil such time as we can see our way to

regrading them, and if we consider we have sufficient water to give them an

occasional irrigation, sowing them to either Rhodes Grass or lucerne.

Planters' Friend.

The R.A.S. Annual, 1907.

There has lately been published by the Royal Agricultural Society of New
South Wales the second Annual, compiled and edited under the authority of

the Council by Mr. H. M. Somer, Secretary to the Society.
The 1907 Annual, which is considerably larg*^r than the first one issued in

1906, should find a place on the bookshelf of every progressive farmer. The
book is presented free to members, but to others it is for sale at the very
moderate price of 2s. 6d. The Annual contains many excellent articles by
prominent authorities, embracing Agriculture, Beef Cattle, Dairy Cattle,

Horses, Pigs, Poultry, The Royal Agricultural Society
—Historical Sketch,

Financial Position, List of Members, Judges, etc.—Sheep (British Breeds),
Wine Judging, The State in Relation to Agriculture, The Prize List for

1907, and other useful information not readily obtainable elsewhere.

The Annual is very interesting, is full of information, and well illustrated.
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Hawkesbiiry Agricultural College and

Experimental Farm.

Plant Propagation.

[Continued from December, 1907, page 944.]

HUGH RKID,

(lardener, Hawkesbury Ami<ultuial College.

Propagation by Layers.

A LAYER is a branch or shout, part of which is iiitrothieed into the soil, and

strikes root Avhilst being fed by tlu> i)nr(Mit ))l;nif. with which, however, its

communication is partially interriiiilcd 1n induce tlic returning sap to form

roots where checked, instead of returning in tlic parent stock. It has already

been stated tliat when absorbed by the roots, the sap passes ti])wards through

the alburnum .)r cambium layer, and the youngest layers of wood, to the

leaves, a)id tlint having been exi)osed in the tissue of these in the influence

of light, it returns by the liber or inner bark, forming woody matter and

A Callus formed on the end of a cutting that has been buried upside

down previous to being set out in the ground to strike.

(See December, 19(1", iMge !it:'..)

depositing secretions in its ])rogress. a ])nrtiou extending to tlie roots, to

which it supplies organised matter fur the growth of tlu' spujigioles (the

tiny whitish portions at the extremities of the roots for absorbing water).

As the upward tluw of sap is by the young wood, it is evident that we nuiy

cut off from a l>i-;incli ;i ring of b:n-k, including the lilier oi- inm-r hni'k,

withont stopping the flow of saj) l)y the alburnnm. Tiie returning sap will.

however, be deprived of its regular channel wlien it reaches the place where

the onter and i}nier bark were removed b.v ringing. If this jiart is kept in

dry air, the obstructefl sap forms a swelling on the upper edge of the ringed

space, or if it protrudes a little in the form of a celhdar tissue, it soon dries.
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exliibiting a margin of irregular excrescences, but when the ringed portion

is placed in the soil, the cellular tissue, protected from the drying influence

of the air, forms granulations, which by degrees elongate and assume the

form and office of spongioles. It is upon these principles that the operation

of layering is founded. The shoot or branch is kept alive by the flow of

sap from the parent, and various means are adopted to check its return, and

induce the formation of roots on the layered branch where it is placed in

the soil. When these have formed in sufficient quantity for the entire

support of the layer, it may be severed from the parent, and removed at the

l^roper season for transplanting, which is from May till August, according

to circumstances. Various modes of layering are adopted, the principal

being as follows :
—Simple bending in the earth ; twisting ;

incision by splitting, tongueing, or heeling ; strangulation,

or wiring; ringing or piercing ; serpentine arching; insertion

Fig. 1.

of the growing point ;
and circumposition ;

and when the principles upon
which these are founded are understood, the modes of operation can be varied

still moie :
—

1. Simply bending the branch in the earth and covering. This is

usually unsuccessful, as there are only a few varieties which will

take root in this manner.

2. Incision by splitting. Select branches which will bend easily, and

remove the leaves where they are going to come in contact with

the soil, thrusting a sharp-pointed knife through the middle of the

branch at the continued part which is to be laid in the earth, and

then split it longitudinally to the extent of 2 inches or so, more or

less, according to the size of the branch. The parts are kept

separate by a piece of wood or stone. The split, of course, occasions

an obstruction of the sap, and allows of the emission of roots by
the edge of the cleft. (See Fig. 1.)

3. Twisting is performed by twisting the branch and then covering with

soil. This operation is to check the returning sap, and conse-

quently favour the emission of roots.
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4. Tongueing or heeling is performed by entering the knife about the

lowest part of the bend below a bud, and cutting upwards about

1 inch or 2, the branch being then pliint(M] at the proper depth.

A stone or ])iece of wood is iilacod in a gr(»ivc made for its recep-

tion, and the whole kept from springing out of tiie ground by a

hooked peg. In placing it, care must be taken to keep the divided

portion separate, for, if in contact, they woidd unite, and the object

of making the cleft would l)e defeated. It is also necessary to

observe that all buds on the layer below the surface, except the bud

at the base of the tongue, should be r\d)bed off or cut out before the

shoot is laid down. It will be seen that the sap can ascend l)y the

upper side into the buds left above the

when these exj^and into shoots or leaves,

latter are able to return elaborated sap,

turns to the stem, whilst another jpor-

towards the tongue, and arcunui-

must lireakout in the shupeof roots.

bud of the shoot will have the tiow

dii'cet, because the vessels on

entire ; but it will also fiufl its way

remaining uiu-ut. The saji from

surface ; but

and when the

a portion I'e-

tion will go

lating there,

The topmost
of sap more

that side are

t(i the buds

/-! the leaves

%

Fig. 2.

produced by the latter will, liowever, tend to return to the tongue,
in consequence of that part being on the same side and in con-

nection witli (lie part from which roots proceed. Spongioles
should be encouraged with a compost of sand, leaf mould, and
loam of equal parts, well mixed, and put all over the part that

is laid in the ground. The reason for cutting below the bud is

that when a shoot is cut a little above a joint or bud, the dividing

parts are apt to die tij) to the next joint, and it has also a

tendency to injure the core of the branch, and if this happens
the layer will die. The tongue is sometimes made on the upper
side, and the branch is twisted so that the tongue may be placed
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in a peri^endicular position, and in a downward direction ; but,

in general, it is jireferable to make an incision on the under

side, unless the shoot is of a brittle nature, and may bend when

cut on the upper side with less danger of breaking. Tongueing
is certainly the best way of layering. (See Fig. 2.)

5. Strangulation or wiring.—If a wire is twisted tightly round a

branch, the ascending sap will flow along the vessels of the albur-

num or cambium layer, but the returning sap, descending by the

inner bark, will be checked. Woody layers continue to be formed

so long as the outside bark admits of being compressed, but by

degrees the portion of it within the ring becomes hard and so

compact as to prevent the return of the sap below the ring, and, of

course, the further deposition of woody layers. An accumulation

of the returning sap then takes place above the wires. Exposed to

the drying influence of the air, roots do not readily break out in

consequence of this accumulation, but an increased deposition of

woody matter is indicated by the swelling of the branch to a much

greater thickness immediately above the wire than below it. WHien,

however, the part around which the wire is twisted is laid in the

earth, the accumulated sap tends to form I'oots, and to encourage

their breaking out, the part above the ring is sometimes pricked

with a sharp instrument in various places quite through the inner

bark.

6, Circumposition is an old term for a mode of propagation employed

in cases where the branch is far np from the ground, or when from

stiffness, brittleness, or other circumstances it cannot be bent down.

Whilst the branch, for any of these reasons, retains its position,

some soil or compost is arranged around it in a box, garden pot,

basket, or any other article, adapted so that the branch can be

introduced into the interior. A garden pot may be used to greater

advantage when cut down the middle, and a piece taken ovit of the

bottom large enough to allow the branch to be introduced into the

pot. The pieces, of course, require to be bound or hooped together.

It, however, is preferable to arrange a post or stake with a board on

top, thus forming a table or stand for the pot to rest on. The

branch can then be introduced into the pot at the proper height,

and placed in a suitable position. A slit must be made about

2 inches up the centre of the stem with a sharp knife or saw, and

a piece of wood placed in the slit to keep it open. Owing to being

raised in the air, the soil in the pot or box is apt to dry rapidly,

and this should be prevented by mulching or with moss, which

should be kept moist. It will also prove advantageous to cover the

whole pot with moss, in order to prevent evaporation. Pots or

boxes made of slate, not being porous like those of earthenware,

are preferable for this mode of pi'opagation. (See Fig. 3.)
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7. Riii^iii.i; ;i jxirtiuii ut" the hr.iiicli.—The ring slmulil lie taken oft"

quite tliroiifili llic liliri' ur iimci- li;n'l<. dllicrwisc the reluming' sap

AVo\il(l pass liy it to the stem, .mil thus tlie object of ringing', to

interrupt it. would he defeated, liiniiing is ])refcral)1c to straiiftida-

tion or wiring, inasnitieh as the granulated cclhilar matter has a

clean-cut vAgQ to issue from, and on wliicli ii can sooner accunuilate

in sutficient (piantity to fcu'ui jirol rusions, in the shape of spongi-

oles, tlian it can Imrst out. Besides, previous to its doing so, part

of it is ai»pi'opriated for tin- deposition of woody hiyers.

.s. P i (' r c i u g.
— T h e

hrau<-h. whiTc laid

in the ground, is

sometimes pierced

or ]iunct ui'cd. Tlu?

rctiu'iiiug sap is

therehy obstructed,

:nid the emission of

roots encouraged.

But punctures are

more apt to cause

disease tluiu dean

cuts ; therefore,

very small circular

notches will an-

swer the ]iurp()se

better, except when

the branch is of a

tender succident

nature, and lial)le

to bleed when cut.

9. Serpentine layering.

This mode is very

applical)le to vines,

such as wistarias,

clematis, and other

plants which make

knig running shoots.

The shoot is layered

at every 2 feet, or

less, aecin-ding to

the nature ol' the |)lant. its pliability, and the situation of the buds.

Each curve below ground is held down l)y pegs. The buds must lu-

ctit or rubbed off. The extremity is supiiorled by a stick, and when

the shoot is sufficiently rooted at the ditt'ereul ]iarts laid, it is cut

off the parent; then each is cut separately, and jilauted where

Fig. 3. Circumposition ^ I'l/ccu ((///(>;t« iiariegata).
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wanted. When this method of propagation is adopted in snmmer

with a growing shoot, the latter must be layered as it proceeds in

growth, and the leaves on the part above ground should be pre-

served and encoiiraged; consequently, the shoot will have to be

shallow, and the curves to be but slight. Sometimes, pressing

?////'# tlie shoot at its joint the depth of its thickness in the soil, and

r^Z

Fig. 4. -Serpentine Layering.

10. I

then laying small stones upon it, will l)e sufficient
;
but as the

stones may be knocked off, small pegs are jr^referable at any time.

(See Fig. 4.)

ayering by insertion of the gTowing point.
—Some plants which

emit few roots, and these but slowly, by the previously-detailed

modes, will j^roduce them in surprising abiindance by merely

inserting the growing points or tip'^ of the shoots in Avell prepared

Fig. 5.—Layering by insertion of the Growing Point.

soil, and before autumn a large bimdle of roots will be formed with

a bud, which must be carefully preserved in transplanting, and

afterwards trained to form a stem. This mode, though not, in

general, essential for propagation, deserves notice, as it can easily

be tried, and doubtless will often be found successful, in the ease

of many i^lants difficult to propagate by other means. (See Fig. 5.)
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Construction oj-^ Pig-sty EuiLuiNcis.

[Continued from November, 1907, page 862. J

A. BROOKS,
Foreman of Works, Hawkcslmry Agricultural College.

Separate Sties.

A VERY ordinary design of slicd to liuusc ;i nrmilicr of pigs togctlicr is lliat

shown at Fig. 17, l)nilt uf Imsh tiinlici'—round >tufF for llic fi-anicwork, slabs

iixcd iipriglit for the

walls, similar slabs laid

down for the floor, and

hark roof. Tlie size of

the our sliowii is 1 1) ft.

X y ft., and it cost here

forlahoui- and materials,

<£9.

Such a hinlding may
make a dcct'iit shelter

shed, hut it is not by

any means a healthy pig-house. The floor allows all the urine to soak through,

tlu; walls and roof are a harbour for vermin, and the timbers so(m decay away.

Something Better.

Figs. IS and 19 show the gronnd plan and elevation of a house of similar

dimensions, set into the dividing fence of two separate runs, and so fitted

with gates on the front at A-B, Fig. 18, that the pigs can be shut oif from

either run.

M^ "*^
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'^^'^K.,

Fig. 19.

The cost of this house is, comparatively speaking, little more than that of

the slab one, but it is a sanitary and healthy house in every way, and

Tvill last many years. The framework consists of light round posts, with

rails of sawn stuff, braced with battens where required, (four) rafters on the

roof, with battens 1% inch thick to take the iron. Both walls and roof are

covered with corrugated iron. The wall iron may be set into the floors (see

page 860, 1907), th^ls keeping the faces free from any ledges to hold dirt, and

making both walls and floor all the more easy to clean. Shoidd it be desired

to have a bottom rail in the walls to fix the iron to, let it be on the outside

face, and a few inches off the floor, so that the rain will not rot the wood,
and the inside will be free to clean down.

The roof-lights may be thought too elaborate for a pig-sty, but sunlight is

most necessary, and in no way can it be better provided for than through

the roof. Protection from hailstones can easily be provided for by wire-

netting. They ma}^ be on hinges, to allow of them being opened for ventila-

tion in summer. They are made in the corrugated sheet of iron ready for

fixing, which is no more trouble to do than fixing another sheet, and can be

had any length, as ordered. They cost—say, in 9-foot sheets—opening lights,

23s. ; fixed lights, 19s., including glass.

The floor, as shown, is of brick paving, laid flat on the sand, requiring

thirty-two bricks per square yard, the outer edge bricks being set on their

ends to make the border stronger. The joints of the bricks when laid are

kept % inch open, and after the floor is thus paved, a liquid cement-mortar

grout is made and poured into all the joints until they are quite full and
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flush on the surface. 'J"*) make this grout, mix three jjarts sand to one part

cement into ordliKif.v nKU'tar. then in a half bucket of water mix sufficient

mortar to make the grout just thin enough to run into the joints. Previous

to pouring in the cement grout, throw a ivw l)uckcts of water over the floor

to wet all the bricks, to prevent them from absorbing the moisture out of the

grout too quickly. The floor must, of course, be graded to the back to an

open gutter, to carry ofi' all drainage. On-this brick floor, portable batten

floors, as previously described on page 8G1 (1907), may be laid in sections to

make them easier to handle.

Fencing.

The fencing" of the runs may be of posts, with to^) rail, J]-! inches high

(for sows), a barb wire on the ground, a No. 8 wire 24 inches up. and iJ-t in.

X 4 in. mesh, and 14-gauge wire-netting threaded on the wires and

stapled to the posts. The cost of this fencing (for material only) would be

be about 13s. per chain. On the front line, sun-shade and feed-pens ma.v

be constructed with a few saplings and bushes. Houses and runs thus

arranged, the pigs can have the whole of the house room, while only one of

the runs is being used: the other may he sweetening up for a few weeks.

A Portable House.

Where it is desired to use pigs to feed oft' crops and improve the land,

shelter is very necessary, and nothing better can be on hand for this purpose

than a portable house.

Fig. 20. Portable pig-house.

Fig. 20 shows one 12 ft. x s ft., huilt lightly, but strongly, of sawn timber

frame, on ^S in. \ ''> in. hardwood slci'iiers as slides, and boarded on the sides

and ends with i)inc weatherboards, and on the roof with ^/o-inch match

boarding. A drop tlap-dooi- on the front ])rovides a gangway for the pigs

to walk into the house on. and fasten them in if rccpiired. The floor is of

battens % inch apart to allow the di-ainage to soak through. Drag chains
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at either end to hook a swingle-bar to, and one horse can shift it anywhere.
It costs about £9 to make, complete. To preserve it in good order, it must,

say once a year, be painted externally, and not allowed to stand too long in

one position.

Troughs.

Feeding pigs with slop food is most easily dune in troughs, and, uu-

doubtedly, these should be well made. They should be so strong that the

pigs cannot break them up, but not so cumbersome and heavy that one man
cannot lift them about to clean out occasionally. Smaller separate troughs,

in a yard where there are a number of pigs to be fed, are preferable to one

large trough, where the pigs crowd and jostle each other for the feed. Some-
times a large platform, with a deep gutter all round, is laid down, the feed

tumbled into the gutters, and the pigs haul it out on to the platform to feed.

This style is very suitable where a large number have to be fed at one time.

The ordinary trough for the sty may be made of various materials, but,

like the floors, they should be impervious and easily cleaned. Square and

sharp corners should be avoided, and if this is attended to the pig will clean

out its o\n\ trough.

Fig. 21. Mould for casting Concrete Troughs.

Concrete, comiwsed of bricks, stone, gravel, or such like, broken up to a

%-inch gauge, mixed with cement mortar, makes capital troughs. All that

is necessary is to have a mould—such as is showm at Fig. 21—the stone, sand,

cement and water, and a handy man can make a trough at any time he

may have a spare hour at a cost of Is. 6d.

If coarse, clean sand, mixed witli about one-third its bulk of finer sand,

and using three parts of this to one part Portland cement, no stone will be

necessary.

Ax\, at Fig. 21, shows a rough platform (which would not be necessary if

a floor was available) to set the mould on. This mould is made of li/4-inch

pine sides and ends, the latter set into the sides in wedge-shaped grooves, as

at FF, and held together by J-inch bolts and nuts at E. A wedge is

inserted behind the end pieces at F to keep them in position and to enable

the mould to be m.ore easily- taken to pieces when the cement is set.

c
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The cciitrc part of llic UKuild I!, with llic licnrcrs DI). i-- \wm\v cxnclly

the sli;i]M' (if ill!' inside (if the 1 im uiizh, niid l' iiiclu's less every way than the

outer Jiiiiuld. All ecii'ners ai'e rdiiiided dtl. < hi ihe fi-(int (if the niduld a

li-iiieh lidle is made, into which a ping is set, to\ichin,u' a.aaiiist the inner

mould, thus providing a cleaning hole in the concrete ti-ongh. To ensure

a smooth face Avhen east, the moulds should he lined with light galvanized

iron. When making these troughs, fix the outer mould together, set it on

the floor on a piece of flat iron, and fill in ahout i"" 2 inches thick of con-

crete; then set tlie inner mould and press it down until the heai'ers 1)1)

rest on the tojD edges, and an e(|ual space of '1 im-lies all round. Set the

I'lug in tlie fr(.)nt, and till the conci'ete t'arefully in ail round, packing it

tightly and flush to the top.

Allow this to set for about twenty-four lionrs, when the plug may he taken

out, the inner mould removed, the holts and weclges withdrawn, and the

trough laid aside to dry. Any rotigh edges should he dressed u[) heforc

leaving it, and it should be covered over with a wet l)ag for a few days, when

it will l)e ready for use.

fig. 22. Concrete Troughs.

Fig. 22 shows the trough as made.

Another handy trough for suckers can he made of sawn timber, as shown

at Fig. 2.'j
—the ends ]2 inches long, i\ in. x 2 in. thick hardwood, and the

Fig. 23.— Suckers' Trough.
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sides of 1-iiieli pine, jointed and nailed together on the bottom edges, and

let into the ends % inch deep, painted and nailed. Use paint on all the

joints, and paint the ontsidc when tinishe;!.

The Oil-drum Trough.

As a handy, easily made, sanitary trongh, to set in the front of a sow's sty,

nothing can be compared to that shown on Figs. 24, 25, 26, and 27.

To make it all that is necessary is an

ordinary 5-s;allon linseed-oil drum

(larger if you wish it), two pieces of 3

in. X 1 in. hardwood battens to fix to

the sides, two pieces of 3 in. x 2 in.

hardwood for bearers, cut out as at B,

and two brackets of 3 in. x 1 in., as

shown at XX, seven (7) 1?> in. x ^ in.

bolts and nuts, and four 2i in. screws.

Call the top side of the drum that

with the bung-hole nearest the rim, and

mark out lines on each side 2i inches

above the centre of its depth. Cut with

a sharp chisel along these lines on the

sides and up to each rim, and the trough
is opened up. Shape the battens to fit

against the sides of the drum, the front

one projecting 1 inch past the rim

at each end. Cut and round these

projecting ends to form a 1-inch

round pin, to fit into the holes in

the brackets XX.

When bolting these battens on, take care to have the end bolts pass

thiough the rim of the drum. The inside batten is cut S([uare at the ends,

and just long enough to fit in between, and fixed with three bolts. Bevel

o\i all edges of the battens, so that they will not hold anything when the

trough is being cleaned out.

The bearers are % inch thick in the centre, so that the trough is that

much clear of the floor to allow free flow of the drainage. The swinging

flap over the trough shuts the pigs off when cleaning or filling, and is held

in position by the sliding bar shown in the centre, and stop pins are at 11

(Fig. 24). It is simpr 8 ledged shutter with round jiins formed on the

ends of the top ledge, m much the same way as the batten on the trough

already described.

The illustrations show the construction very plainly.

Fig. 24 shows the outside or front of the trough, as when the pig is

feeding, while Fig. 25 shows the inside.

Fig. 24.
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Tt will lu" seen there are no lodges on the inside t'aee; also, note the drop

catch or stop, (I, lianiiiiej- at tlie left hand eii<l of llie trouLili. 'I'liis pre-

Fig. 25. Fig. 26.

vents the piji raisinL'' th(> trougli with lier snout. Tlu' stop is raised hy

the flap when it is jiusIkmI fr(>ni tlic outside.

Fig. 26 shows the troiiiih as tihed up, when washing out. eniplyiug into

the open drain in front;

Fig. 27. Brackets and Bearers.

and Fig. 27 .shows the drum. l)rackets, hattcns. and hearers, all ready to fix.

The cost of such a trough, as shown here at Fig. 27, will not exceed 2s., and

the.v are as cl(\iu as a i)late.
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The Titanic Asbestos Silo.

F. a. CHOMLEY.

The Ignited States of America is undoubtedly the lioiue of the modern

silo : there the wooden tul) silo holds sway ; but there they are fortunate in

having a supply of timber suitable for this purpose, while our hardwoods

are not well adapted for staves for a tub silo.

Concrete and ferro-eonerete (concrete strengthened with iron rods or

lathing) are also becoming connnon, and where the materials are obtain-

able at a fair rate, tliis form of silo is as nearly perfect as anything yet

introduced, being practically indestructible.

These materials are not available here at a price that enables the average
farmer to make use of them for silo building, except in special cases.

Moreover, ferro-concrete requires very careful workmanship, unless the

walls are very thick ; it would l)e without the scope of an ordinary farmer

to make use of his own lal)our or that of his employees.
Our native hardwoods enjoy a reputation for durability under circum-

stances that would cause speedy decay in most of the soft imported tim-

bers, which makes them of great value for framework for silos of which

the walls are formed of some kind of sheeting, to make an air-tight silo.

In Victoria a form of silo consisting of an outer framework of circular

shape, Iniilt of hardwood lined with tlat iron, is largely used, l)ut lias not

been an lUKiualified success, except that any sort of a silo is a tremendous
advance over no silo at all.

During the last year or so there has been introduced to these States a

form of cement sheeting that is admirably suited to lining a wooden frame
for silo construction, and was first referred to in tliis journal in Octoljer,

lOOC), l)y Mr. E. G. Stone, C.E., wlio designed and erected the first one
on ins property at Werrington, near St. Mary's. These sheets are mainly
a mixture of cement and as1>estos

; they are strong, durable, fire and acid

proof, are splendid non-conductors of heat, and are of large size.

A silo built of liardwooil framing and cement sheets has the advantage
of simplicity of construction, and is free from tlie disadvantages the iron

sheets are subject to.

Silage made in an air-tight silo of non-conducting material is of

uniform quality right up to the edge. This is not the case with iron-

sheeted silos, as the following extract taken from an article dealing with
.'w'r. A. Foster's Boisadale Estate, Gippsland. Victoria, published in the

A}i^ir(il<i><ian^ 9th November, 1907, will show :
—

Latterly Mr. Foster lias been following the system of construction advocated by the
Department of Agriculture, and most of the large cylindrical tubs are of iron. But he
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lias not fouud it wholly sati.sfactoiy. The great point in favour of the iron silos is, of

course, the cheapness of building. If, however, efi'ectiveness is sacrificed for cheapness,
it is a doubtful economy. And that appears to be the danger. The best resiUts have
not been obtained from the iron structures, but from a wooden silo, which was about
the first one erected in the State. Ahnost invarial)ly, so Mr. Foster states, there is a
M'aste of 3 or 4 inches round the edge, and no explanation can be given of the cause,
and no remedy suggested. Whether it is the ettect of alternating heat and cold upon
the thin walls, or some corrosive effect jiroduced by chemical action of the fermentiug
mass and the iron, he is at a loss to determine. Unless the fault can be rectified, he
intends to buihl of wood in future.

Ill the Titanic Asbestos silo which is being placed on the nuu-lvct by

Messrs. Noyes Brothers (Sydney), himited, 109, Pitt-street, and fully

illustrated in this issue, the circular form of the standard lOO-tou (24 ft.

X 16 ft.) wood tub silo has been kept to as nearly as the dimensions of the

Titanic sheets would allow, the height being 24 ft. 7i in. by an approxi-
mate diameter of l.j ft. 6 in., which is arrived at by having twelve sides

each 4 feet : this gives a content of 4,403 culjic feet, with a capacity of

94 tons of ensilage, allowing 48 lb. to the cubic foot, which is a fair

average weight per foot for a deep silo. The Titanic asbestos silo can be

made any size the sheeting will work in with, but the stock size is the one
illustrated. This size lias the advantage of depth, which is very im-

portant, while the area is not excessive. The 100-ton silo is the most

popular size in the T'nited States for dairymen.

The sheets are 8 ft. 2^ in. x 4 ft. A silo can Ije made of any number of

sides and height, but it is better to have them fairly high, to obtain

better solidification of the chaffed fodder. If a silo is desired havintr a

different number of sides to the one illustrated, it would be necessary to

cut the studs from the 6 in. x 4 in. stuff at an angle to suit.

Referring to Fig. 1, the silo is seen in elevation. The doorway, it will

be observed, is a continuous one ; this form of doorway is the kind abso-

lutely insisted on in all tub silos in the United States, and has many
advantages.

In Fig. 2 a single section is shown in elevation. In this the method
of fitting the battens to the studs is show'ii, and the distances at which they
are spaced to suit the size of the sheets are set out. It should be observed
that the sections are absolutely independent of each other, but are Imilt

exactly the same in every way, except the doorway section, wliich is shown
in the same illustration. These sections are accurately fitted at the works
to the dimensions shown, and when erected in position, as shown Ijy the

ground plan. Fig. 3, form what is practically large staves of a tub ; these

sections are bolted together at the corners, as shown in Fig. 1, and are

in addition bound together, just as a cask is, by means of iron rods of

special design. These rods, together with the bevelled studs, are the dis-

tinctive feature of this form of construction, and are clearly shown in

position in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 5 it is shown how two studs having the required bevel are cut

from one 6 in. x 4 in. piece of hardwood. The angle of the bevel varies
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Tlie method of attaching these rods is sliown in Fig. 1, and also in

detail in Fig. 6. The rods are of |-incli niihl steel, shaped as shown,
with an eye to go over tlie end of the next preceding rod, and provided
with a thread and nut to enable the rod to be tightened at each joint.

To doubly secure an air-tight joint at the corners and obviate any

ingress of air due to the roui;h surfaces of the studs, which niight allow

Fig. 3.

slight leakage, a strip of damp-course material is tacked up the studs, as

shown in the detail of tlie corner joint in Fig. 4.

The doorway is of the continuous pattern, which is al)solutely insisted

on in the tub silo so popular in the T'nited States, as shown on plan in

Fig. 7. The studs are rabbeted, as shown, to permit the horizontal planks
shown in section in Fig. 8 to be placed against the back of the rabljet and
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inaiiitaiiUMl in ]Misiti()ii liy I lie iii>ila'ji . Tlic'sc hoards are placed in posi-
tion as tilliii'j |ii-orrc(|s, and aic icniovrd as eiiiptyiii<:' tukos jilaco : tiicre

ran he no acriininlat ion of rarKonic acid i:as to cause accident to the men
wlicn lil]in<|- or cmptvin^. AUo, wlim ciniityiiiy, tlie boards are removed

to the K'Vcl, oi' just l)ch)\v tiic surface, and thus an\ lifting of the ensilage
is obviated. The (h)or-plank is of the diinciisions shown, and cut fi'oiii

toiigued and grooved Oregon, !.*<) in. lonu', 1 i' in. wide and \], in. thick,

with a good stout tongue.

Fig. !) shows the ])lan of the bottom plat;-. This is of I in. x •) in. Iiard-

wood, shaped and mortised ;is shown : the l)evel corresponds with the l)evel

on tlie stud ; the top ]date is the same, exct'pt that the st ulT is 1 in. x
:2^i

in.

To facilitate the setting out of the stumps to carry the frame, a trammel

is i^rovided. This is of the sha]ie and dimensions shown in Fig. 10.

In erecting the silo, the foundati(m stum|is are first set in position and

uccurateh' marke(l. as shown in the illustration— oidv a piu'tion of the

stumps is shown—these marks indicati' the position the l)Ottom plates

will occupy. The sections having all been htti'd ami sectirely nailed, as

,shown in Fig. 1*, are placed in jiosition. >tartini:' with the doorway

section, whicli is placeil vertically on the stumps and careftdly plumbeil

and staved (the roof battens may be useil fiu- this purposed. Care should

he talseii not lo twist or rack the sections

while heim: elevated. When the doorwa.v

section is uj). the liottoui jilatt' should he

n.ailed In the -lum])s; then the section on

either -ide i^ I'ai^ed up nnd bolted, where

>hown. to tup and holtoni of the doorwa.v

section. Proceed in this wa.v till all are

up, care being taken that tlie studs are

Hush at the joints When all the sec-

tions are up, tlie remaining bolts are i)Ut in, juUting in the nuddle

row first all round; tighten bolts a little at a time, till all are home and

taut. The ir(Ui rods are next put on — a nail in the stmls ahmg the line

to support till' rods while fixing them will help: thread the bolts together,

in the direi'tion shown in l-'ig. 1, that is, with thi- nuts to the left, other-

xvise the screwine up of the nuts will l)e left-handed, and rather trouljle-

Fig. 5.
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«oine to a riglit-luuuled iiuiii to work. Screw these gently at first, and go
•over them twice, or oftener, till all are tightened et[ually.

r^

1 r~.

DOOR

Fig. 7

4^5

Fig. 6.

The anclior post-holes shonld now be dug, and the anclioi's put in and
bolted to studs, as shown in the elevation and idan. Figs. 1 and 3. The
holes should l)e thorougldy rainnie<l : the anchors are purely for safety,

and may never be called

upon to take any strain,

but Ingh winds may do

some damage when the silo

is empty.

The roof, which is of the

simplest kind, is carried on

a roof-plate, shown by dotted

lines in tlie plan, Fig 3,

v\ Inch is bolted or nailed to

the tc|) platC'^.

The framework is now complete, and the sheeting nuiy l)e put on. The
•sheets are very tender when first taken from the crates, luit soon liarden

;

whde green they are slightly flexilde, and may be nailed, sawn, or planed.

Use 1-inch clout-nails, about 1 inches apart, to attach sheets, but

discretion must be used to get the sheets to lie flat against studs and

battens. Start at the top (.f tlie silo. The sheets should be slid up the

studs on edge and mulcil. If

the sheets do not make a per- \
—— '

fect joint at the corners, the V
'

- -
'

- /i'

edges are to be planed to a fit. F'g- 9-

following proportions:
—1 part cement, IV2 part lime, 3 parts sand.

As soon as the sheets are all fixed, the joints may be grouted with

a mortar, made of sand and cement, or sand, lime, and cement, of the

Fig. 8. A scaffold is not recpured ; use planks across the battens of the sides.

The whole of the Titanic sheeting should now l)e painted with P"'errol

paint, whieli is provided with the silo.

czn S"
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The jiractifc in tlir I nitcil States is for iiiaiiut'acl iii'ci-s to sujiply silos

ready to erect, with all iletails woi'knl u\\\ ami made an aet'uratc tit. The

|piirchasiT then Knows exactly what his silo is ijoiiiL: to cost him : the lalioui'

of erectiii<i' is usually su|i|p|ie(l tfom anionj:' the eiii]>loyees on the farm.

The ])usiness has heeome so e.xtensive that ev('i'\- .\TMerican ani-icultui'al

pajjer (Mnitains many advertiseiiieiits of silo manufact uicrs. \N hen sihis

are made in numhei's, the cost is far less than an individual couhl ]>ossil)ly

jMiiTliase the material for and have it I ra ns|)oi-ted to his hohlini!. (juite

apart fi'om the loss of time entaileil ohtainine the vaidoiis materials in

small (plant ities and in workinL;' out plans and details foi- himself.

.5fourndii

Thus it is that a demand for silos has led to their --uiiplx at reasonable

])rices 1)V firms who have ^one into the husiness pi'epared to supply that

(lemaiul at a less cost than the farmer can do it f(U' himself. The demand

in this State has hitherto not been sufficient to make it worth while manu-

facturers takiiiL!- up the business, each fainiei' beim:- left to work out his

own silo as best he could, drawinL: his su]i|dies from vaidous sources, and

paying the retail ]irice for his stuff, and any errors he mi<_dit make were
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:all charged to one job. This lias deterred many men from going in for

silos, who, had they been able to purchase one ready to erect, would not

iiave hesitated. There are circumstances under which it is more profitable

to (h) all the work of sawing the wood, httiiig and making the iron-work

on the farm—that is, where a saw-bendi and a smitiiy arc part of the

farm outfit—but for the average farmer who only requires one silo, and

who is without any means to cut his own timber, it will undouljtedly pay
better to buy the whole thing ready to erect.

To sujiply tliis demand, Messrs. Noyes Brothers (Sydney), Limited, are

prepared to supply the whole of the niaterial, cut to size and fitted at the

works before being sent out, according to their design, or they will supply
with the sheeting plans and specification to enable those wdio are desirous

of doing the work themselves.

The price, which is liable to alteration, depending on the market rates

for materials, has been fixed as low as possible, and will be quoted on

apjjlication to them.

Quantities.

The following is a list of the timber and materials required for a silo of the

dimensions described :
—

Foundation— 12 stumps, 9-inch diameter, 2 ft. 6 in. long.
Frame- Hardwood. Studs, 24-25 feet, cut on bevel a.s per

detail, from 6 in. x 4 in. 12 -2o feet, 4 in. x 3 in.

Plates—Bottom, 50-feet, 4 in. x 3 in.

Top, aO-feet, 4iu x 2i in.

Battens- 600-feet, 3 in. x 1 in.

Anchor— .50-feet, 4 in. x 4 in.

Roof— Bearer, 4-16, 4 in. x 3 in., Oregon.
Rafters, 10-9, 4 in. x 2 in. ,,

Brace, 2 17, 3 in. x H in. ,,

Battens, 8-17, 3 in. x 1^ in. ,,

Ridge, 1-17, 7 in. x l:|in. ,,

7 lengths 4-inch gutter.
3 lengths 14-inch ridge capping.
7 lengths 2|-inch down pipe.
IS sheets 9-feet gal. corrugated iron.

Door—25-2 ft. 2 in. x 12 in. x \h in., Oregon, tongued and grooved.

Sheeting- 36 Titanic asbestos sheets, 8 ft. 2^ in. x 4 ft.

Miscellaneous—300 feet damp-course, 4| inches wide.

60 tie-rods, f in. x 4 ft. 5 in., with hexagonal nut and washer,
screwed 3 inches, with § inch wrought eye, formed as shown
in detail of plan.

5 gallons Ferrol paint.
72 6 in. X i in. ])olts and nuts, with washers.

4 Sin. X h in. ,, ,, ,,

5 11 in. X ^in. ,, ,, ,,

3 lb. screws, galvanized.
3 lb. lead washers.
14 1b. Sin. X 10 nails.

12 packets 1-in. wire clout nails.

28 lb. cement.
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Rabbits and the Western Flora

]:. w. I'lvAcocK,

T}IK tldfii of the wotciMi iiastdi-al di^trifts of tiii^ State is oxt I'ciuely

iiitcn'sti I !<_;, coiiiiirisiii^- as it docs many trees, slifiilis, and smaller ]ilaiits

of pt'culiar iiite-rest to the siraziri- ami liotaiiist. It lias lieeii cvoIvimI uiider

extl'eine eoiidit ions : oidy those foi-ms whieh could withstand severe

periodical drou^lits and (\ti'cmi'> of tem|iei'at iii'e. either as plants or

eml)rvos, have survived.

Fig. 1.— Remains of Kurrajong Tree.

The ])rimeval condition of the cdil)le flora, which comprises mjiny trees,

slirubs, herhs, and grasses, was viy different to what it is to-day. The

stocking of this coiintrv l)v inan, lii'sli\- with eatile a. ml afterwards with

sheep, has in many instances (far too manv) le(l to serious deterioration.

Stocking with cattle had far less effect in this respect tii;ni the overstocking
with sheep which has in many places lireii ]>ractised. Since the advent of

sheep, another important factor in this deterioration lias appeared, viz.,

the rabbit. The rabl)it I)ears as great a relationship to the sheep in the

matter of deterioration as slieep Ix'ar to cattle. The effect of tlie rabbit is

extreme and astounding, l)iii]ging about a metamorphosis in the floi'a

upon a scale which seemed incredible, and testifies to the niarvellc)us
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adaptability of exotic plants (hiring fair to Linod seasons, as well as the

proliticucy of these and native herbs.

These rabbits, apj^earini;' in millions, devastated the euinitry tirst from

the south about twenty years ago; their northward marrh was checked

for many years by the wire-netting fence erected alont:- portions of the

southern and western railwav lines; bevond tliis 1)arrier the ralibits did

i. of

Fig. 2.—Cockspur {Centaurea sohtitialis).

not appear in plague form until the past few years. It is upon this area

that my oliservations were made. I was in a i)osition to study the flora

prior to the rabbit, and to view it after he had worked his sweet will upon
it. As regards the edible trees, the position is lamentable, thousands of

valiuible kurrajongs, leopard trees, orange buslies, wild lemon, and others

which had played their part in the sustenance of hundreds of thousands of

sheep throughout the 1902 drought and preceding droughty years, had

been ringed, and were dying without hope of recovery. The only redeem-

ing feature of this tree-ringing was the fact that the rabbit is partial to

l)udtha ; stock, generally speaking, will not eat it, and it is one of the

worst trees for the pastoralist to cope with in the improvement of the

countrv. Manv of tliese have been destroved.
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Miuiy small kui'ra iuii>^s wcic calcii down, ami t I't't's 7 iiicln's in diaiiiL'ter

were t'cllfil l>y the I'ahbits and tlir leaves, hranelies. and trunks devoured

liy the liun<_;r\' nideiits. All llial w a.s left nf (ine sneli tree is shown in

illustral inn. Vxix. i.

The (ii'an^e hush jiroveil very |ialatalile, and thi' rahliits would eat all

the i)ai'k t'l'om the trunk, and elimh u|i tlir l)U>lic-~ and >trij> the limbs up
to fully Id feet fi'oin t he Ll'i'ound . The el'fra of all this wholesale ringing
will he seidously felt duidng the next didULiht, the edil)le trees being one

of the |irinei|ial featuiH's of lai'ge ti'aets of this country.

Upon the hei'bage their el'feets were vi'r\- markrd: not a vestige of the

more eonunon lierl)s and grassi's, which the rabl)its relished, eouhl be

found. In the pliice of these, a white evii'last ing (II < 1 1 pfi'i'iim species) has

taken jiossession of Imndreds of thousands of acres. The reason that this

has taken such a hold is on account of the rabbits not eating it. altlnuigh

]ii'act it'ally starving. 'i'his fact was the salvation of the kangaroos and

man\- thousands of sheep. The kangaroos and sheep, also cattle, may not

liave relished it, but it was Hobsiui's choice, and they ajijicar to do fairly

well upon it whilst young, and when it was more mature and the seed-

heads formed sheep a))peared to thrive upon it.

The rainfall over this tract for the past two year> had considerably

exceeded the average.

Further eastward another plaid, Centaurea sofsfillnH^ (f'ocksjiur), has

taken possession of large areas. The seeds were inti'odueed in fodder for

starving stock throughout the ] !)02 drought. This plant has adapted
itself adniiral)ly to the conditions of the {)ast few years. It has come to

stav, as I have noticed large patches existing through severt' droughts in

horse-pa(l(U)cks amiind homesteads. Fortunately, shee[) thrive upon it,

and it is spoken of highly by pastoralists of large e.\j>erience. Rabbits

do not eat it, which accounts foi' the hold which it has obtained. In proof

of this statement, 1 nught mention that I saw an embaid\ment of a tank

covered with it to the height of IS inches, whilst the surrounding country

was perfectiv l)are, excepting for the wdiite everlast ini;'. d'he embaid'iment

was enclosed bv a drop-fence, which was sheeji-proof, Init not proof against

rabbits, of wliich there wert' thousands surrounding the tank.

The above are striking instances of the effects of rabbits u]ion the tiora,

and I have no doubt but that i)astoralists ami others have notict'd other

cases a])plicabk' to other ]dants. It will be seen that the effects ot the

rabbits are not transitory, but may be ]iermanent, ami tlu' most deplor-

able feature is probalily the ringing of the edible trees. (Jther plants seed

so profusely, and the vitality of such seeds is so great, that they will

probablv reinstate themselves aftei- many years. Not so with our edible

trees. I'ndei' our jiresent s\stem of stockin<_r, many of these have gone

for ever. It behoves those inteiX'sted to weigh this aspect of the case and

to use everv endeavour to cope with the rabbit, so that this imjioi-lant

section of the State will not sulTer further deterioration.
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Sheep and Saltbushes.

coolabah experimental farm.

Eelding Experiment.—Second Term.

GEO. L. SUTTON and H. J. KELLY.

This experiment is a contimuitiou of that carried mit in 1004-5, the details

of which were published in the Agviculinval Gazette, July, 1906. The

experiment, when originally planned, had for one of its objects the deter-

mination of the carr.ying capacity of land planted with saltbush ; but, on the

expiration of the first period of twelve months during' which the. experiment
was running, it was found that the paddock in which the experiment was

'\f^^'y^'

Fig. 1.—The paddock as it appeared when the experiment started.

being conducted had still plenty of saltbush feed in it, though this paddock
had carried for the twelve months an average of nearly a sheep and a half

per acre. In order, therefore, to obtain the information desired, it was

necessary to continue the experiment for a further term, and until the

saltbush feed was exliausted.

The second term of the experiment was therefore entered upon, imme-

diately at the conclusion of the first term, 30th November, 1905; and, in

addition to testing the carrying capacity of land under '' Old Man "
salt-

bush, its object was incidentally to observe the effect of an almost exclu-

sively saltbush diet for a prolougt'd period upon the wool and stamina of

the sheep.

D
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The paddnck in which this tri;il wn^ fdiuliictcil wii-; the <in;ill niic cif

CV2 ticres, in which the mipciincd >hccp. during the tir>l Icnn nl the experi-

ment, wore riiiiniii.i;. In 1S!»!» it had heeii phiiited with "Old Man" salt-

hiisli, in i-iiws S feet apart ; 4 acres had made very >atisfactory growtli, as

can be seen fr<ini tlie illiist i-at inn ( l*"iii'. 1),which -hi. v~. this jxirtion of the

])addnck hefoi'e the sheep were tni'iicd inln il al 1 he cdninicni'inn'nt nt the

lirst term dl the ex])crlmcnt . ()n the remaining jjortion nt the padddck the

salthti.sh was very thin, and its growth meairre. On \-'>\\i .Inly. l'.M)(;, a

portion of llie paddnck, which was ahnosl destitute n\ -allhush. was ploiiji'hed

up and fenced off. This reduced the area axailahlc tu the sheep to ."»•<;!) acres.

It is interest ini;' to note that the soil in this |)addoi'k is not the typical

bhick soil usually associated in liiis district with saltlm-h, and on which it

natui'all\' .yrows. hut is what is known as
" Ked

"
count i\v.

The paddock, duriiii;' the pi'ecedini;' twehc niouths, had canae<l >ix sheep

for the first three months, ten sheep I'oi- the next four month-, and eleven

sheei? for the remaining five months, oi- the e(iuivalent of 1 -f-l: sheep |)er acre

for twelve months. Despite this com|iarat ively heavy stockiuii'. there was,

at the eommeneement of this term of the exiiei'imeut, an ahundance of salt-

bush within reach of the sheex), also a short i;reen shoot, and some dry grass

and herbage.

Good rains fell towards the end of Fehiaiai-y and durim: March, and,

though the i^addoek was carrying over three sheep pel' aci'c. the grass made

a fair shoot, which was much relisheil hy the sheei); thi- gi'een shoot

remained in evidcMice until the nnddle of Miiy.

Towards the end of duly, the lowei' jiortions of tlie salthush within easy

reach of the sheep had all Leen I'atiai. At this slagt'. sullicient of the

higher top branches to meet the needs of the sheep were l)roken down as

required. On 11th Sei)tend)er the whole of the salthush wa- eaten, and it

became necessary to remove the sheep and ternnnaie the i-xjieriment.

The sheej) with which the trial was conducted were the wethers and the

ewes and their i)rogeny used during tlie first term ol the (•.xperiiiient. 'I'here

were four wethers, ten ewes, and six lanihs; the ewes and wethers were about

3V2 yt'ars, and the lambs hetweeu 1 and i' months old. Three ewes (one of

the ewes with a lamb) and one wether had leen conliued in a pen and fed

exclusively on salthush during the i»revious tweK'e month-, and tlii' remainder

had heeii running loose in the small saltliush ]iaddock, their diet being

mainly salthush, with the slight addition of any grass or herbage which grew

after rain.

On 4lli A])ril, T.iOt;, a ram was addid to the sheep in the paddock, and

remained with them until 17th July. The result was that eiglit out of the

ten ewes became in lamb.

The sheep were shorn on Itlth .Vugust. llMiii, exactly twelve months later

than the date of the ])revio\is shearing. The fleeces, including tliose of the

hoggets, averaged l<"o lb. each.
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On 2(Jtli August one of the ewes died; a post mortem examination showed

that she was in lamb, and that her death was probably due to compaction, as

the contents of the stomach had formed into a hard, dry lump, this state

possibly being largely due to the character of the food she was getting.

During the early part of the experiment, the sheep had free access to

water at a tank in a small bare paddock adjoining the one in which they

•were running; but after the rains in February, which caused a growth of

herbage in the tank paddock, the sheep were driven daily to the tank for

water, and immediately after watering were returned to the saltbush

paddock.

Fig. 2.—The paddock as it appeared at tiie conclusion of the experiment.

The rainfall recorded during the progress of the experiment was:

Date.

December, 1905 ...

January, 1906 ...

February, ,,

March, ,,

April, „

May, „ ...

June, ,,

July, „ ...

August, ,,

September 10, 190G

18-7'

No. of days on wliich

Rain fell.
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total wci^lit (it tlicsc siiiiic wctlicrs nine iiinnths pivviuiisly, with lliri'c and a

half iimnlhs" Wddj un 1 hem, was 4(i!> Ih., so that the t real iin'iil ihc.v received

during; ihe coni-M' of I he experiment was res])onsihle for a toial shrinkage,,

in I heir ease, of alioiil '.Ml Ui.

]\I r. T. (_'. l)ieksoii, of
'

^'arrawill," who hred ihe sheep and >ele(Me(| iheni

for tlie oxperiinent, kindly coiisented to examine the sheep sliortly liefore its

eonipletioii. With i-e,L;ai-d to this experiment, on :^4th »September, lltiic, he:

wrote as follows:—"
I had the sheep in the yard and ha<l a lkumI look at

them. They have altered very nnieh sinee they were tal<en to the farm, and

have also altered since last year; the wool iuis grown smaller in the tihre,.

and shows a shorter and weaker stai)le. wilhont any increase in quality to

make up for the loss in weight. They liave not grown the frame they would

iifc<**3M!'4*^r. fr^'.^ '*'

Fig. 3.— Showing ihe pudilock after twelve moiulis spell.

running on natural pastures. \ cannot undei-stand why they ha\-e !)roiluce(f

such a black yolky tip
—quite as good a tiji as you see on sheep reared in a

cooler climate. I can give no reason why sheep fe(l on natural grasses and

hei'hage show a white tip inclined to he fuzzy, while these sheep, ted onl.\'

on salthush, show a good tij). Although they have not grown a really pro-

fitable fieece, nor produced the carcase of more highly-fed slice]), the experi-

ment proves that sheep can he ke]it alive, on salthush only, for a considerable-

time—possibly for long enough to tide over a severe period of dry weather,

probably at less cost than by expensive means of artificial teeding. The

experiment has also shown that salthush can he grown at little cost—at a

less cost than any other fodder— in a very dry lime, and is practically

drought resisting. I may state that, although the shce|) looked to he in

good condition and strong, I do not think they had much vitalit.y of system

left, and would not stand the hardshiji travelling sheej) have to go tlirough

at times."
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This report sums up the results of the experiment clearly, and in a concise,

jjractical manner. Coming from such an experienced and recognised

authority on western conditions, it shows conclusively the great value salt-

bush has for mitigating the effects of the droughts, which periodically visit

these (h-y districts.

That sheep for twenty-one months maintained a healthy condition on a

•diet consisting almost exckisively of saltbush, and during that time produced

fair fleeces and reared lambs, demonstrates that the feeding value of salt-

bush is very good. Seeing that the small saltbush paddock in which the

experiment was conducted carried an average of nearly one and a half sheep

per acre for twelve months, and then an average of over three sheep per acre
'

for a further consecutive period of nine months, it is evident that the

carrying capacity of conserved saltbush country is very high. From these

facts it is plain that the pastoralist, by planting and conserving saltbush,

has available a practical method of making provision for times when grass

and ordinary herbage is scarce.

Once established, the saltbushes will remain available for many years.

The recuperative power of the plant is very great. At the conclusion of the

experiment, the saltbushes had the appearance of a number of dead bushes,

as may be seen from the illustration (Fig. 2). which shows the paddock just

after the sheep were removed. The sheep had nibbled off the young shoots

as fast as they_ appeared, and because of this, it was feared that the bushes

might be permanently injured and would not recover their usual vigour.

These fears proved groundless, for, twelve months after the sheep had been

removed, the bushes had almost as much feed on them as ever, and presented

the appearance shown in Fig. 3, which is from a photograph taken some

twelve months after the termination of the experiment.

By this experiment, the value of saltbush for our western country has

been demonstrated in no uncertain way. In order to make the fullest vise

of the advantages which this plant possesses, the cheapest and most expe-

ditious method of planting it will have to be sought and found. A suggested

•cheap (but untried) method, and one which seems likely to be successful, is

to sow the seed, on bxish-land or on plain country, with a maize-planter or

similar implement during a favourable season. Such an implement, drawn

])y a horse, woidd open a furrow for the seed, deposit the seed, cover it up,

and at the same time compress the seed into the moist earth. The difficulties

in the way of sowing the seed effectively, but cheaply, are purely mechanical,

and are likely to be readily solved once attention is drawn to this subject.

Possibly the now almost ubiquitous poison cart could be adapted, with slight

alteration, for the purpose.

For the planting of seed with any machine to \)Q attended with success, it

is believed that some provision for compressing the seed into the moist earth

as it is planted will be absolutely necessary.
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Diseases of Fowls.

[Cuiitiiiut'd fi'dii I)fieinl)( r, I'JHT, jtage 92(i.]

Chickex-1'ox oji Warts.

G. BRADSHAW.

The above is a blooil disease, unkiunvn in Eiij>'laiiil and other temperate

climates, is most virulent in South Africa, is prevah-nt in various parts

of the Conunonwealth, and particularly around Sydney. Mild cases have

been seen in New Zealand, and although of frc(|uent occurrence in the

Southern States of America, it is in a simple form, and imt roLr'ardcil with

any danger as here, where late hatched chickens succumb to it in

thousands annually. In India, South Africa, and America it is known

as chicken-pox, and in Australia as warts, affectin<>- chickens only, usually

appearing in the autumn, most cases occurring in the month of April.

The younger chickens usually succumb to it, wliile in tlio>r of from three

months upwards deaths are rare.

It is communicable from one to another, generally going right through
a yard, even in birds which the owner thought had e.scaped. Such might
not be the case, as the attack in dilt'erent subjects is so extreme that

one bird's head and eyes may become a mass of eruption, while, in

another, if tlie same brood, tlie only visible sym])toms may l)e a rutlied

appearance of the plumage, and languid gait, lint wlieii caught, the sulj-

ject may be just as feverish as the most severe case. Tliis leads some

breeders to think that in a country in which chicken-pox occurs, like the

measles in children, every one is expected to take them, and in the latter

there are cases so mild that it is not unusual for a paieiit to say that a

child never had the measles, when such may liave hvvw in a i^^\•\\\ unnol ice-

able. The breeders who contend that warts or chicken-pox attack every
chicken in the yard, point to the fact that although understood to attack

chickens only, there are instances of adult birds taking it, these exceptions

being cases which escaped it in chickenhood, and all evidence points to the

disease occurring only once in the same chicken, or in otiier words, chickens

which have had the disease become inunune to further attacks, and .seldom

or ever does it occur more than once in tlic sanu' individual. A peculiar

feature of the ailment is that while adidt fowls are rarely aflfected. birds

imported from England to any of the Sydney suburbs usually take it. but

not until the season of its appearance among the chicks. That is, fowls

arriving in, say. May. June, or .Inly take the di.sease in the following^
March or April, the season when it is most rife; indeed it is nothing un-

usual to see the English liirds covered with the eruptions, every other

adult in the vards being free, the inference bcimr that the latter had it
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duriii"- chickeiiliood, and air thus innmuie fi-om further attacks. Ill-

effects rarely result to adult birds, hut niauy instances occur of chickens,

when better of the disease, having during its course acquired roup or

other ailment.

The first noticeable symptoms are small pale eruptions or warts appear-

ing about the eves, head, and nostrils, gradually extending over the comb,

From Bulletin No. 161. Berkeley, California.

Intestines and Mesentery of a Fowl affected with tuberculosis.

(See page 922, December, 1907.;

and eyes, some specimens becoming actually Idind, when they have to be

hand "fed till the eruption or scab ripens and falls off, while sometimes the

case is so severe that one or both eyes are totally destroyed.

Mrs. Lance Rawson, the authoress of the "Australian Poultry Book,"

1893, then residing in Queensland, told the writer that warts were the most
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terriblL! scuurgu lliul (.^Kiccuslaiul poullrv -kccprrs were >iuljJLfl tu. In her

work, she says,
"

1 conclude that warts ai'e i)eculiar to the warmer parts of

the cohjiiies, as 1 liavu never seen it in thr cuMcr parts. It conies like a

.seal\' fiiiption, t^enerallv aliout the head, iivaii, and nnstrils, and 1)\" degrees
the whole liead is eovt're<l, the chickens t"re(|nentlv iioinii' bliiul, and it" not

hand iv^l \\\\\ die of starvation. It is wonderfully infectious, seeming to

l^e in the air. 1 once hud three cliickeiis affected, and isolated them at once,

but in ten days 1 had tliirty in the same state. T!ie disease has l)alHeil

and disiiearteiied many poultry men, L'O nr .)ll po' cml. df thr cliickens

f reipn-nt l\- beim;- lost."

in America, thi; disease, when it ot'curs, is of so mild a form as not to

warrant any college experiments, and is dealt with liiihily in a book on

poultrv diseases in that country, as follows :'" Chicken-pox is known

bv the scabbv idcers appearing on any pai't of the body, but principally on

the head and wings. 'I'he ulcers exude a li(|uid, and pcesent themselves

in masses, and have no great dejith. Toiictliei- with the cniplion the bird

shows great thirst, and a idse of tt'iiijierat ure.
"

Lewis Wright, the welhknown Knglisii authoi'ity, says:
— "The disease

is rare in England, but frequent in hot climates, sut-h as the Cape,
Australia, and America. It beii'ins with a wlnt.v-hrown excrescence

near the base of the beak, and extends rapidly, becoming;- yellowish as it

does so. It also invades the head and neck. If the nodules are bi'oken,

they exudt' matter. The c<jmplaint is nianifestly i-ontaL;ious, and isola-

tion an<l disiid'ect ion are the Hrst measures."

The first symptom is the fever, or incubation stagi', and rarely observed.

After this the rash or eru])tions appear ; they then grow and sjiread.

change appearance gradually, ripen, l)ecome scabby and ilry, and ulti-

mately fall off, Ijut not infrecpiently, as with childi'en, leaving some ill

results. We have yet no knowledLie' of the I'xteiit of the fever stage of the

disease. The observant ]ioultry-man will, however, witness a comi)lete

change in the droppings of tlie fowls, the well-known appearance of that

from healthy fowls l)eing changed to a soft yellowish matter, at once in-

dicative of ill-health. Tlu' eru])tioii then follows, and, although locally

termed warts, such name can \k' oidy applietl to the later stage of the

disease when the eruptions become drv ami scabby. These at the com-

mencement ai'e small, pink in coleur, and of irregulai' si/e. and most

iioticeal)le on the coml), which increase in si/e, ultimately runnin'.; into

one am)ther, resulting m a large patch of eruptions, whicli in the

ordinary cotirse would soon dry up and fall off. iialher than this, how-

ever, when the ripening stage is reached they bi^come ilchv, the fowls

scratch the healing spots, the seal) is jiremat ui'ely removed, leaving a raw

patch of flesh which is further irritated by mos(piitoes. the three oi' four

weeks stage of thi- disease beiiiL;' thus fi-i'qucntly leiiLithened into double

that time, ami often with the loss of one or both eyes. It most often

happens that chicken-pox brinies other ailments, roup and diarrhoea

frequentlv lesulting and emitributing to great moi'tality.
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In the whole history of iionltrv diseases in tliis eouiitrv few have

receiveil sueh varied and eontradictory treatment as lias eliieken-pox or

warts.

In ahnost every instance the fact has been overlooked that the disease is

one of the blood, and that these erui^tions have to go through a stage of

growth, terminating in tlie ripening of the j^ox, consequently the

remedial measures, just as with measles and chicken-pox in human beings,
must 1)? those of an internal nature. Together with the many things on

the market for this disease, almost every poultry-man has some home

remedy, or, as he is pleased to call it a cure. One man told me he

cured his birds In- ruljbing on the sores grease and ashes
;
another that

gunpowder and grease was good ; another cured some Leghorns with

kerosene, and giving sulphur pills. The fact remains that several of

the alwve admitted that they could not cure the very small chickens,

while it is quite possible that those of larger growth which they claimed

to have cured would in the absence of any treatment have recovered.

Mrs. Lance Rawson, the Queensland authority, evidently realised this

wdien she says,
"

I think the disease is a l^lood disorder, and the only

remedy I have found is to mix plenty of sulphur in their food, and give
& good deal of boiled vegetables every day." Lewis Wright says the same

thing, viz.,
" That small doses of sulphur should be given internally

with tonics and green food, and the spots painted with a 2 per cent, of

formalin. When tlie disease is first noticed an aperient should be given."

I have already said that the disease is experienced in a mild form

only in America. That, however, is speaking generally, there being
.some States where it is severe, as the following extract, contributed to an

American newsjiaper, shows:—
Of all tlie poultry diseases the fancier lias to contend witli, cliicken-pox in

its malignant form takes the lead. I liave been in the poultry business for

the past twenty-five years, and it is wonderful to read all the rot and contra-

dictory theories that are written on this subject. Some go so far as to claim
it is a local disease, caused from mosquito bites; otliers claim it is dry roup,
&c. While the etiology of chicken-pox is still shrouded in mystery, there is

no doubt it is of microbe origin. Tliere are three distinct stages of the disease—the eruptive, that of desiccation, and that of desquamation. It is some-
times discrete (mild formj, when the pustules remain separated from each
other, contluent (or seA'ere form), when the pustules unite.

This disease is both contagious and infectious. Symptoms : a vesiculo-pus-
tula eruption of the comb, face, and wattles; colour, yellowish white, and
becoming pustular as tliey develop, ending in a dry scab; when these scabs
are removed tliey resemble a bunch of spiles set in the flesh, and breed freely.
In the contluent form the eyes are closed, and a yellow fungus growth forms
in the corner and under the lids of the eyes. From the pressure of this fungus
growth on tlie eyeball we often find the eyeball ruptured and destroyed.
Wlienever we have a case of the continent form we do as George AVashington
did—we use the hatchet.

As to the treatment, I am a great believer in the old saying:
" An ounce of

prevention is worth all the cures." This is my treatment—prevention; hence
for five years (although my neighbours' poultry has had the disease) I have
not had a single case of oliicken-pox, or sore head, in my flocks. My mode of

prevention is this : tliorouglily cleanse everytliing in tlie yard, houses, ttc,
and sprinkle with carbolated water (one teaspoonful of carbolic acid to ]

gallon of water); give for drinking water two tablespoonsful of sulphate of
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map;no.sia (Epsom salts) to 1 gallon of wator ; place this ^vater (and no otlior)
Itclorc your chicks twice a week (liiriii;j: the summer months. Use this treat-

ment, and a case of soi'e Jiead will he a rare occiirrencf in your yards.
Jf yon have not used this treatment, and should have the disease in your

flocks, a remedy we have used successfully is to batlie the head of the fowl in

warm water, and apply to all sores a coat of pine tar; do not try to pull off

the scah; let tiiem droj) off. Many applications have heen suggested; hut 1

would advise that in all conlluent cases—that is, where the [)ustiil<'s united

and form a crust over the face and eyes— I used the hatchet.

Tlu' aljuvc rccoiiiincndat ions for cleanliness in the poultry yards as a

preventive of cliicken-]M).\- may have heen effective in the instance qvioted,

hut if so the disease must he of a differi'iit form fi'om lliat experienced

here, where fanciers' yards which have l)eeii iikhIcIs of cleaidi iicss have

had the disease in the most destructive foi'in. Bathing- tjie head in pine
tar or aught else would have no curative effect in many cases here.

Outward applications of vaseline, oil, <ir other t>Teasy material are

certainly useful in the way of allaying painfulncss of the sores and

I'fduciiiL;- irritation, ])ut the disease has to go tlirouLili its various stages,

terminating in the scal)s dropping oft". Consecpiently we have to fall

back on tlie remedies suggested hy T>ewis "Wri'jht, Mrs. Kawson, and

others: small doses of nuignesia and suli)hur, with st rcULithenini:' fooil

throughout the period, with an occasional application of oil, vaseline. Szc.

Should the scabs have l)ecome }>rematurely removed, thus leaving a raw

looking sore, one of the l)est healing ointments can be jirepai'cd as-

follows :
—

Powdered oxide of zinc, 80 grains

Glycerine, 1 drachm

Lanolin. 1 drachm

Lard, G drachms.

Melt tile lard and lanolin togetlier. add the glycerine, and stir in the

zinc until the ointment "
sets." The most simple and effective way to

apply the ointment is with the finger.

Before leaving the suliject it shoidd be menti(Micd that there are some

poultry keepers who attribute the disease to mos(|uiloes. The best answer

to the above, at time of writing, is that moscpiitoes are as ]dentiful as

they can be, but there is no chicken-pox. There, however, is no doubt

that these irritating and disease-carrying insects interfere in delaying

largely the course of tJie chicken-pox disease, thougli in no way
responsible for its outbreak.

(Z'o be ro/ifut IK f/ .)
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Nutritive and Digestive Properties of Frozen

and Chilled Meat.

The keeping qualities of frozen beef and mutton are sometimes brought

into question by the housewife, and some prejudiced persons will not admit

that frozen meat of any description is equal to fresh meat. Whatsoever

the experience may be of the practical housewife when cooking frozen meat,

the report by Dr. Rideal (which has recently been issued in pamphlet form,

for and on account of Messrs. Weddel & Co., of London) gives expert

evidence as to how frozen and fresh meat compare during the process of

cooking, which apparently goes to show that at any rate frozen meat as a

food is not inferior to fresh meat.

The following is the report by Samuel Rideal, D.Sc, Lond., F.I.C., Chemical

Laboratory, 28, Victoria-street, Westminster, dated 14th February, 1907,

on the nutritive value of frozen and chilled Argentine beef and Australian

lamb and mutton:—
Some years ago I had an opportunity of ascertaining whether the hard

freezing to which a number of samples of Queensland meat had been subjected
influenced their digestibility and value as food, and from the results of that

inquiry I was satisfied that, both with regard to digestibility and for the

preparation of soups or beef tea, the hard-frozen meat from Queensland
was of intrinsically the same value as that which had been chilled for a short

period, or freshly killed. Since that date Argentina has fostered a trade with

this country in beef which is shipped, either chilled for a much longer period

(about four weeks), or hard frozen, so that at the present time, in the London

market, there are on sale large quantities of frozen and chilled beef from

the Argentine Republic.

It is, therefore, of interest to consider whether either of the two methods
of preserving beef from the same source modify their dietetic value in any

way.
Foi the experiments, three shins and three portions of steak were employed.

The two samples of frozen beef were taken direct from the London and India

Dock Co's. Victoria Dock Cold Stores, roughly weighed, and despatched to

my laboratory in Westminster.

For furthei reference, these different samples were lettered as follows, and

are designated throughout this report:
—

A.—One shin of Argentine chilled beef marked " La Plata Cold Storage Co.,"

weighing 9J tb.

This sample arrived in Liverpool on the 29th December in the
"
High-

land Laird," after a voyage of thirty-one days duration, at a temperature
of about 29^° Fahr. The meat was railed direct from ship to Smith-

field. This beef was from a bullock about 3 to 4 years old, and was of

good average quality.
B.—One Argentine frozen shin marked

" La Plata Cold Storage Co.," weighing
about 8| lb.
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This ])0('t arrived in London hv the
'"

Hiiililand Marv "
on the 13tli

Septend)er. The voyage occupied a period of thirtj-one days; the

temperature on board sliip hciiig maintained at about 20° Fahr. Sub-

seciuently the beef was warehou.sed in tlie Victoria Dock Store, at a

temperature of about 16° Fahr. The beef from which this sample was
taken was good average quality River Plate ox, of about 3 years old.

C—A sample of prime English steer of the Norfolk breed (the shin weighing
about 10 tb.), freshly killed and broughtto the Sniitlificld market for

sale ou 1st January, 1907.

1).—2 lb. of Argentine chilled steak, ex
"
Highland Laird

in connection with sample A apply also to sam])le 1).

E.—2 lb. of Argentine frozen steak, ex
"
Highland Mary.'

cerning sample B apply also to sample M.

F.—2 lb. of English steak taken from a prime English steer of Norfolk

breed. Remarks concerning sample C apply also to sample F.

My analysis of the lean meat from these samples gave in percentages:
—

The remarks

Remarks con-
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The percentages show the relative values of these individual samples,
and whilst this particular hard-frozen shin,

"
B," was the least economical,

owing to the fact that it contained the greatest percentage of bone and the
least percentage of lean meat, the chilled sample

" A "
gives the best value

for money, as it contains the largest percentage of useful lean meat for making
soups and gravies.

The English sample,
"
C," although heavier, is derived from a smaller-

animal, as the percentage of bone is much less than the other two. The
weight of this joint is due to the much larger quantity of fat and waste.
This result is confirmed by the fact that the amount of disseminated fat
is about the same, if anything being slightly less in the English sample, thus

showing that the English feeding had produced fat in large masses, which
for this purpose should be regarded as extraneous, having only a value as

dripping.

Comparative Values of Extracts {by hot wafer) from Shins.

1 lb. of the lean meat, minced in a sausage machine, was digested in a
covered, jacketed saucepan with 1 pint of water, kept simmering for six

hours, and then strained through muslin. The undissolved residue was
pressed and weighed in the moist state. The strained

"
beef tea

"
was

allowed to stand in a cold place till the fat separated; this was then removed
and weighed. The sediment that deposited was also collected and weighed;
it consisted mainly of coagulated albumen. The licjuid on cooling formed

nearly clear jellies; "A" and "B" about equally firm, "C "
of decidedly

less consistency. They had in each case a natural acidity, and the odour
and taste were normal.

The c[uantitles obtained were as follows;—

QuantUv taken—1 tb. Minced Lean Meat.
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almost idoutical when an allowance is made [or the vahuitions in volume.

The following are the percentages obtained:—
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with successive quantities of benzene to remove any remaining fat. The

residue left after this treatment was weighed, the weight giving the amount

of undigested matter in 20 grammes of meat. The percentages obtained in

this way are tabulated below:—
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the mutton was of frradp 6 {i.e.. botwoon 60 and O.") Ih.). and inoluding-

a rertiiicate siniilar to that on sample H. Tlic imittoii was killed al)out

the middle of October, and was put on hoaid steamer on 5th November.

It has fie((Uently l)een alleged in the })ast that frozen meat is more wasteful

than English, that it diminishes in weight more in pi-opoitim: (lining the

cooking process, has more refuse parts, which cainiot l)e consumed, and less-

drip|)ing and gravy. These objections have been refuted from time to time,

and were specially leported on in the
"
Hospital

"
in IH'.t**, dealing with

New Zealand mutton. Since that da.te no furtliei' tests have been brought
to my notice. I, therefore, according to youi- instructions, re])eated the.se

baking tests with the above legs of Australian lamb and. mutton, and followed

the detailed methods of baking in every particulai as in the former trials.

Mv results are as follows:—

Weight wh'-'ii dehverud

Weight when taken from oven

Weight of slices snital)le for hosj)ital diet

Weiglit of bone and waste ...

Pure hone

Dripping
(jravy in dish after carving ..

<Jravy under dri])ping

G
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Digestibility of the Cooked Meat.

In order to ascertain the relative food value of the cooked meat, I have

determined the quantity of water, fat, and nitrogenous matter in the cooked

slices. These were carefully trimmed from all visible fat, minced, and digested
with pepsin in the way I have described in the beef experiments. The results

are tabulated as follows:—
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Progress Report from Mr. W. W. Froggatt.

[Mr. F'ro(;(;.\tt is travellinti' (ni hclinlf of tlic ( Idvcninients of Queensland,.

Xew Soutli Wales, Victoria, and Soiilli Auslrajia. in quest ef means of eom-

liatin<r the fruit-lly and eudliny moth pests, and utlier fruit and plant.

diseases.]

Washin.uton. D.C, U.S.A.,

Sir, i:; (),-iol.er, 1907.

T have the lienor to forward yon a prof^ress rejwrt of my movements and
work sinee 1 left California on the 17th of Septemher last. 1 found that it

would be quicker and cheaper to come straig'ht across to Washington than to

come via Texas, as I had Wv>\ iirojioscd, ])iirt icnlarly ;is I roidd easily see the-

cotton weevil work on my road to Alexico.

I arrived here on Siuiday morning, 22nd September, I'.XiT, and on Monday
went up to the Agricultural Department, where I presented my credentials

to Dr. L. O. Howard, Chief of the Staff, and had a long talk witli him about

the most advantageous way of spending my time and seeing the inner work-

ing of all these divisions and branches into which the Department of Agri-
culture is divided at Washington. Through his kindness. I have been

enabled to go about and interview all the officers and sec the methods they

adopt in breeding specimens, looking after tlieir specimens, books, and

materials.

There are over 10,000 persons in tlie Dei)artment of Agriculture at

Washington and scattered through the Federal offices in the ITnited States;

there are 300 in the Entomological Division, and in the Plant Pathology and

other groups of this division under Dr. Galloway there are seventy botanists

at work alone. Each of the leading entomologists under Dr. Howard is a

specialist on a certain group of insects; thus— Dr. Hopkins deals only with

forest insects; Professor Webster, with insects infesting field crops; ^larlatt,

scale insects and the best methods of dealing with them; Quantance, witli

those on fruit-trees and truck crops; and Hanks, with ticks and animal

parasites, and so on; therefore, they can get through a great deal of original

work, besides answering corresi)ondence. Besides this, there is a large statf

of workers at the Natiomil Museum, each in charge of a different group of

insects, who are also niuler Dr. Howard. With all these officers I have

spent some time, and they have lieen very kind in i)la<'ing all llieii- iutorma-

tion at my disposal. One of the greatest time-saving methods is the card

catalogue system in all branches of work, even extending it to the collections.

1 have specially inquired into the habits of all cosmoixilitan pests and the

methods adopted here and in other i)arts of the Slates, and the range of the

insects, but will not enlarge upon it in this report, as it woidd take u]) too

much of your time, but have recorded all my observations in my journal.

The two species of fruit-Hies found in the New Kngland States are not

known in the west or so\itliern States. I'rfiprhi pmnuni'lhi is vi'ry coinnion

in the State of New York, and damages as many apples as the codling moth

does in some years; but the ci^nnnercial orchards are of very small extent,,

and very little is done to keep it in check. The same might be said of the-
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cherry fruit-fly (Tri/pefa cingiilnfn), which is common in ehorrics in the

same districts. The climatic conditions and the neglect of orchards will not

furnish us with any suggestions in our work of fruit-fly destruction. I have
met Mr. Gilles, in charge of silk-work culture, a business that the Depart-
ment is introducing into the soutliern States. They supply the eggs,

instructions, and mulberry plants free to anyone who will take the business

up, and then buy the cocoons from the growers at a little above market

price, spin the thread in the Departmental workshops, and sell it to the silk

manufacturers.

The bee culture, under Dr. Phillips, is another important branch, as there

are over 500,000 bee-keepers in the United States. The bacteriologist in

this branch would be very glad to get specimens of bee paralysis from
Australia, and would acknowledge and furnish reports upon any specimens
received; specimens of foul brood would also be interesting to him. They
have here a special Fairbanks' scales, which will weight from 400 lb. to V4 of

an ounce, and on this they are testing a hive of bees to find out the
^'
activities of a hive," and with regular observations, regularly recorded,

expect to get some interesting results.

I spent a most interesting day in the division of Plant Pathology, where
Dr. Galloway sent me round to all his ofiicers; and, among others, I had a

very interesting time with Mr. Swingle, who is interested in the dry-

farming cultivation, and has travelled extensively in Asia and Northern
Africa. He is very much interested in our western flora and edible shrubs

and plants. Among other interesting questions he pointed out that it was
not a spineless cactus that we want in dry countries, but such a spiny one
that nothing will toncli it until the spines are bixrnt oif. A spineless cactus,

he maintains, would never hold its own in desert country; everything, from
the mice to the mules, would eat it out. He showed me a species (Opuntia
fulgida), which is such a mass of spines when young that nothing can come
near it ; but the spines are so thick and dry that they are like matchwood,
and this species grows a great quantity of fruit, that is a very valuable food

to stock. He is also greatly interested in the cultivation of dates in the dry

covuitry, and thinks that we should also be able to grow dates commercial] y^

in Australia.

In the Investigation of Plants division, Mr. Collins went into the questioji

of cotton and also maize, and said that some of the species obtained in the

arid parts of Mexico will mature in three months, and they are carrying out

extensive experiments in these dry-lands varieties of maize. The germina-
tion of seeds is a special branch of this division, and the purity of all seed".

sold in the United States is tested here. Miss Schofield, in charge, has al'l

the seeds examined under the microscope, and the foreign seeds, inei"'.

matter, and seeds all listed and determined.

With Dr. True, of the same division, I had some interesting conversations

regarding the diseases of stock caused by native plants, and he informed ma
that

" Loco
"

disease in the eastern parts of the Rocky Mountains round to

Arizona and Mexico, is very similar in its effects npon stock, and horses in

particular, to our "
Darling Pea," and last year in some places as many as

75 per cent, of the horses in Arizona died from this disease, causerl by eatiag
several species of Astragulus and Argullus. Several species of wild lupins

(Delphirnis) also often kill large numbers of stock in the West, particularly

sheep.
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I also called ii|i(iii I)r. ( 'uliW, wliu lia> a l>i-aiii-li iiihIci- I )r. ( ialluway. who is

only just iicll iiii: lliiuf^s toj;ctluT in iii> liram-li; In- wished to be reiuenihered

to all the iiiiicurs of oni- Department. Aiiolher luorninff was spent with

Drs. .Mueller. Dorset, and llas-ell. wIkj have charge of the l)ranehes of

l>ureau (if Auinial Industry, and deal with much ef the work undertaken hy
our Stock JJranch. The Jjioiira|)hical Survey deals with invest i^'ations as

to the spread and ranfi'e of nsefid and injurious birds and animals. In the

absence of Dr. .Mei-riiuan. Di-. Msher took me through the offices and

ex])lained the truuhle that t he\- hail in the north-west with the firuuiid-

squirrels. wiiich destroy grass and crops, just like our rabbits. Poisoning
with i)hosphorus or other mixtures is the chief method of extermination; but

it has been stated tliat a few years ago a contagious disease sprang up
amongst them, and in some places they all died ,>\\\. J)r. Tijier has been

investigating this matter. The Jhireau of Forestry was also visited, and the

officers in that branch gave me much interesting information about their

methods of dealing with the forest areas. Most of the I'nited States forests

are in the west and nortli-west. and consist chiefly of conifers. Keplanting
is not practised on a large scale, but the forests belonging to the Govern-

ment are waste lands, much of them in the free-range districts. The free-

range system has grown up into one of the greatest evils to settlement in

the States. There are millions of acres for whieh the State gets no rent in

the occupation of sheep and cattle men. who ai'e eating out the grass and

fighting among themselves to hold the land o|' whieh none of them have any
right or title.

The Weather Bureau is also closely connected with the De])ai-tinent of

Agriculture, as they issue warnings as to rain or frost indications that are

carefully watched by fruit-growers, farmers, and others interested in agri-

culture. They issue two weather-charts ever.v day. The observations are

taken all over the States, from Edmonton in the fai- north of Canada to

Porto Rico in the West Indies, and at 10.30 a.m. the .same morning all these

reports are tabulated and ready for publication.

Last week, 7th October, I went to Ithaca and visited Cornell I'niversity as

one of the most typical agricultural colleges in the Ignited States, where
Professor Comstoek showed me all their work, and the arrangement of

specimens for their teaching work. Professor Slingerland showed me his

methods of making lantern-slides and other work. Dr. Xcedham took me
down to his marsh lands experiments, whei-e all water insects, mosquitoes,
and fish can be continuously ob.st'rved under natural conditions, and tlie

reclamation of marsh lands studied.

From there I went to Boston to study the work of the Cips.y J\lolli and
Browii Tail Moth Commission. The State Commissioners have a force of

1,000 men engaged bui-ning off underbrush, burning ogg clusters, bandaging
the trunks, and spraying the foliage of the infested forests. Tlie State of

Massachusetts votes part of the money, and each town in the infested

districts has to tax itself so natch i)er valuation of ))i'operty. and at the same
time the Federal Department has voted a sum to deal with the introduction

of jiarasitic enemies of these moths in their native home (Furoi)e), and

thousands of such parasites are being liberated in these inf"ested areas. The
resvdt of these parasites will be watched by the economic entomologists all

over the world. 1 went over about 200 miles of the infested area with the

State Connnissioner. 1 have now arranged to leave o!i tlie l.'th (next
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Tuesday) for Texas, where the Cotton Boll Weevil Commisjiiuu is working,

and after a few days' stay in the district of Dallas will proceed to the City

of Mexico, via San Antonio, to investigate the Mexican Fruit-fly {Trypeta

ludens) and its parasites, and, if feasible, shall forward consignments of

infested pupse direct to our Entomological Branch.

I have, (tc,

WALTER W. FROGGATT.
To The Hon. Minister for Mines and Agriculture,

Sydney, New South Wales.

Tall-stemmed Large-fruited Strawberry.
The firm of Vilmorin-Andrieux, which has already propagated several very

interesting varieties, has now brought out a novelty in strawberries, which

presents some extraordinary characteristics. This is the long-stemmed

strawberry with large fruit—Queen of August. It is the result of a cross

between the strawberries Dr. Morere and Saint Joseph. It has been carefully

cultivated for several years in order to fix its special characteristic of tall

growth. It is also very prolific, which is another great merit. The fruit is

large and tapering, and scarlet when ripe. The flesh is firm, rose-coloured,

very juicy, and slightly acid. It seems likely to turn out a great success,

and has received a Certificate of Merit from the National Society of Horti-

culture.—P. Florent, Journal d'Agriculture.
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A list of Butter Factories of New

South Wales.

Factory.
Unuui ut. i>rcsent

in use.

Avon iiiid ISni-riiiytoii ('<)-()j)»T:it ixc Diiiiy Cn., (iloiiccst-er ...[

Alliury Co-operative Uiitter Kactor.v and I'rodiice (o., f.td.,
Albiii'v.

Albiiry Co-operative Hiitter Kactor.v and I'rodiice Co., Ltd.,
CootainiiiKlra.

Al.stonville Co-operative l{etriyerat my Co., Ltd., Al.^ton-

ville.

Argyle Co-operative Central Dairy Co., IA(L, Goulhiirn ...

.\iistralian Cliillinji and l''reezin<j; Co.. T>td., ,Vl)erdeen

Uerriiua District Funii and Dairy Co., LtiL, OfJl, iiarri.s-

street, Sydney.
Bathurst Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Batlawst ...

Bega Co-operative Creamery Co., Ltd., Bega ..

Bellinger Central Co-operative Bntter Factory, Ltd., Raleigh

Bellinger Central Butter Factory, Feriinioiuit

Braidwooil Co-opei'ative Dairying Co., Ltd., Braidwood
Benil)oka Co-operative Butter Co., Ltd., Beniboka ...

Buriundulla Dairy Co., Ltd., Mutlgee ...

'J'lionias Blunt, Overton Creamery, Muswellbrook
Bowthoi-ne Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Hinton ...

Blanch, G. A. F., Southampton Butter ]"'actory. South
Grafton.

Brooklet Co-operative Dairying Co., Ltd., Biooklet ...

Ballina Co-operative J{etrigerating and Pioduce Co., litd.,

Ballina.

Berry Central Butter factory. Berry ...

Bacchus Marsh Concentrated Milk Co., J>td., L'i)7, Clarenc(>

street, Sydney, and at Bomaderry.
Black Mountain Dairy Co., Ltd., Black Mountain ...

Barrengarry Dairy Co., Ltd., Barreugairy ...

Braemia Co-oi)erative Dairy Co., Ltd., Dennian
C'larence Bi\er i'ioneei' Dairy Co., Ltil., I Iniarra ...

!"fc"j'ieu Park Estate, Ltd., iMenaiigle
Clarence River Co-operative Butter and Hetiigerat ing Co

Ltd., Maclea,-..

Casino Co-operative Dairy Co., l-td.. Ca-ino ...

Cooyal District Butter Co.. Ltd., .Mudg»'e
Cathcart Co-opierative Dairy Co., I,td., Cathcart
Castle Mountain Co-operative Butter Factory, Ltd., Ca.'-tle

Mountain.
Ciookwell I5utt(>r Factory Co., Ltd., Crookwell

Cowra Co-operati\'e Daii\\' Co.. Ltd.. Cow la ...

A.Fi.C. (name of
Co.).

Brio, Willock.

Wongwah.
C.A., Coot a -

muntlra.

Fnipross.

'i'histle.

Thistledown,
'I'histle brand
(Hg. ot thistle).

Wombat,
Kangaroo.

Bathurst.
J)ega,

Burrawaiig.
Boi'ouia.

^
Raleigh.

Bellingen,
Fei'nmount.

Braidwood.
ii.B., Bemboka.
Burrundcdia.
Overton.
Bowthorne (tig.
bow and
j'.rrow).

Hyacinth,
Ouara.

Sea\ iew.

JJalliim. Fralba,
Durandfoi.

Berry, Lillipilli.
liacclius Maisii,

f?omadi'rr\ .

Bora.
Lion.
iJi'aemia.

Pioneer,

Calliope.
Laurel.

Nyndicida (fig.

of Uorse-.shoe).
Casino, Coronet .

Cooyal.
Cathcart.
Castle Mountain.

Yictorv, Ci ook-
walla.

Cowra.
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A LIST of Butter Factories—continued.

Paetory.
Brand at present

in use.

<Dopmanhurst Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Copmanhurst
Caiidelo Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Caiidelo

Coraki Co-operative Butter Co., Ltd., Coraki...

Cudgegoiig Dairy Co., Ltd., Cudgegonj?
^

I

Cobargo District Co-operative Creamery Butter Co., Ltd., I

Cobargo.
j

Cessnock Butter Factory, Cessnock

Curtis and Curtis, Harbour-street, Sydney ... ...
...j

Dungog Co-operative Butter Factory, Ltd., Dungog
Debenham, F., Frederickton

Dorrigo Central Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Dorrigo

Duckenficld Co-operative Dairy Co., Ld., Morpeth
Deniliquin Co-operative Butter Factory and b'arm Produce

Co., Ltd., Deniliquin.
Eugowra Co-operative Dairy Co., i.td., Eugcnvra
Foley Brothers, Ltd.—

Sydney

Cootaniundra
Cambewarra
Lismore . . .

JTarmers and Settlers' Co-operative Society, Ltd., Blayneyi
Do do do Kangaroo Valley

Forrester, A. C, Braiixton

Foxgrouud Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Foxground
Farmers and Dairymen's Milk Co., Ltd., Harris-street,!

Sydney.
^ j

Forbes Co-operative Dairy Co. Ltd., Forbes ... ... ...'

Grabben GuUen Butter Factory, Ltd., Grabben Gvdien
Gordon and Binnie, Singleton
Gerringong Dairy Co., Ltd., Gerringong
Gloucester District Co-operative Butter Factorv, fjtd.,

Stroud.
Glen Innes Co-operative Butter Factory, Ltd., Glen Innes...

Gleniffer Central Dairy Co., Ltd., Gleniffer ...

Gurrunda Co-operative Butter Factory, Ltd., Gurrunda ...

Gundagai Ck)-operative Butter Factory, Ld., Uundagai
Gunnedah District Co-operative Butter Factory, Ltd.,

Gunnedah.
Gresford Butter Factory Co., Ltd., East Gresford ...

Hastings District Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Port Mac-
quarie.

Hay Co-operative Butter Factory Co., Ltd., Hay ...

Inverell Co-operative Butter Factory, Ltd., Inverell...

Ireland, J., Ltd., Newcastle
lUawarra Co-operative Central Dairy Co., Ltd., Albion Park
Janiberoo Central Dairy Co., Ltd., Jamberoo ...

Kyogle Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Kyogle ...

Kangaloon Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Kangaloon...

Comluir.st.

]jilac, Moana,
and Candelo.

Southern Cross,
Silverstream,
Greenleaf,
Coraki.

Emu (fig.),

_ Narira.
Koh-i-noor,

Dianthus.
Magnum.
Prairie, Durliam,
Anchor.
Alpine, Dorrigo.

(fig. of tri-

angle).
Stockman.

Fugowra.

Meadow, Bar-
oona, and
Native Rose.

Golden Rose.

Daphne, Short-
horn, North-
ern Central.

Snowdrop
Kangaroo (fig.).
AVhite Swan.
Glen.
Golden Cow.

Forbes.
Grabben Gullen.
Maeranie.
Gerringong.
Karuah, Stroud.

Hyland, Golden
Wattle.

Glenfalls,
Glenifi^er.

Gurrunda.
Gundagai.

Hastings, Koala,
Bullhead.

Waradgerv.
Willow.
Rosebud.
WarriUa.
Waughope.
Kyogle.
Kangaloon.
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A LIST of Butter Kactorii's— ii,ii/})ii/"l.

K,ict..i-v.
Uraiiil at present

in use.

Ivialla Jiutter Factory Co., Ltd., iviaila

Kaiij^aroo JRiver Co-operative Dairy Co.. Ltd., Kajigaroo
V'allcy.

j

Leconfield JJutter Factory Co., Braiixtoii

Lismore Co-op(Mati\<' Dairy Co., I.td., l,isiiiore , ...
...j

Maaiiiny iiiver Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltil., Jones' Island

Molong District Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Molonp:
Millthorpe liutter Factory Co-operative Co., Ltd., Milllliorpe
Mudgee District Dairy Co., Jjtd., IVIudgee
McKiniiey Bi-os., iNangus, Gnndagai
Macleay River Co-operative Dairy Co.. Ltd., Kenipsey

McLean Co-operative Dairy Co., Jjtd., Maclean
Nowra Co-operative Dairy Co., J^td., Nowra ...

Newell, Joseph, Bulladelah
Nanibucca Dairy Co., Ltd., Macksville ...

North Coast Co-operative Co., Ltd.—
Byron Bay
South Lismore ...

^hirwillunibah ...

Narrabri Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Narrabri
New South Wales Fresh Food and Tee Co., Ltd.. Harbour

street, Sydney.

Oakey Creek Dairy Co., Ltd.. Cudgegong
Orange Co-operative Cf>ntral Dairy Co., Ltd., Orange
Orara Co-operative Dairy Co., litd., Coranilja...

Palmer's Island Co-operative Dairv Co., Ltd., Painici-
Island.

Parkes Co-operative Dairy Co.. Ltd.. Parkes ...

Panibula Co-operative Dairy Co.. Ltd., Pambula
Rylstone Co-operative Dairy Co., Ijtd., Rylstone

Raymond Terrace Co-operative Dairy Co.. litd., Kaymonci
Terrace,

Rocky Hall Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Rocky Hall
Rolir, 0. .J,. Wao-ga...
ReicL .L IL, Tenterfield

Southgate Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd.. I'linarra ...

Smithtown Dairy Produce Co., Ltd.. Sniitlitoun

Singleton Farming and Dairying Co., Jitd., Singleton
Singleton Central Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Singleton

Stewart, A. C, Union Creamery, Cathcart ...

Southern Monaro Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd.. Nimitybelle

Skillen & Co., Dungog
Scottish Australian fnvestment Co., Ltd.. .\daminaby

Crooivwell.

Kangaroo Ri^•er,

Leconfield.

Countess,
W'onga, and
riulu.

Sun, Pyramid,
and NVingham,

Molong.
Mulga.
Acacia.

Nangus.
Yaeluood,
Kempsey,

Nealcam.
Xowra.
Worrabba,
Wilna.

.\cnie.

Ft nngan.
^lacksville.

IMyee.
Fnara.
North Coast,

lOureka,
Cavanl)a.
Noorebar.

Narrabri.
F.F.I.C. Onono-

graiu). Golden
Star.

Orange.
Orara and
Coram ba, with
fig. of Phoenix.

Cycle, Merista.

Parkes.
Oakleaf.

Rylstone Co-op.
Dairy Co.

Oak.

HockyHall.
Riverina.
Cottisbrook.

Crescent.
Smithtown Co-

op. Dairy Co.
Singleton.
-Vlmond, Bush-
man.

Fairview.
Southern
Monaro.

Heather Bell.

Bolaro.
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A LIST of Butter Factories—continued.

Factory.
Brand at present

in iise.

South Woliunla Co-operative Creamery, Ltd., Wolumla

Tremayne Bros., AVellington
Tweed River Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Murwillumbah
Tenterfield Co-operative Dairy Co., T>td., Tenterfield...
Tamworth Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Tamworth ...

Tonaniba Central Co-operative Creamery, Ltd., Towamba
Tiimiit Co-operative Butter Factory, Ltd., Tumut ...

T'pper Macleay Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Hickey's Creek
I'pper Belliugen Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Bellingen ...

Upper Wallamba Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Krambach...

Upper Manning Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Taree

UlladuUa Co-operative Refrigerating Butter Co., Ltd., Milton

Uralla Co-operative Butter and Bacon Co., Ltd., Uralla ...

Unanderra Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Unanderra
Woodhill Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., AVoodJiill

Woodburn Dairy Co., Ltd., Woodburn ...

West End Creamery Co-operative Co., Ltd., Bemboka

Winkley & Co., G., Forest Hills Creamery, West Maitland...

Withycombe, C. J., Millgrove Creamery, Muswellbrook
Wingham Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., Wingham ...

Woodstock Co-operative Dairy Co., Ltd., .Jamberoo ...

Wilde's Meadow and Yarrunga Dairy Co., Ltd., Wilde'.s
Meadow.

William White, Butter Factory, Tumut
York, Hamilton, Central Butter Factory and Ice Works.

Quirindi.

Buttercup,
Wolumla.

Lily.

Pansy, Celosia.
Tamworth.
c.c.c.c.
Gadara, Tumut

Valley.
Upper Macleay.
Orchid.
Rock Lily, Rock,

Banksia.
Taree, Upper
Manning.

Ulladulla,

Boomerang,
Lion and
Kangaroo.

AUaru.

WoodlufF,
Airlie.

Atlas, Wyambah,
Budgeree.

Fern (fig. of

fern leaf).

Hillcrest,
Mindaribba.

Millgrove.

Wilde's Meadow
and Yarrunga
Dairy Co.

Eppeles.
S^uirindi.
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Rural Hygiene.
I'm-: iiiij)ui-t;Micc of kcc|iiiiK the closets ill till- ciiuiitry in ;i siiiiiliu'.v coiidition

is lijirdly I'cniiscd. 'I'licrc is alisoluldy iki rcasun wliv tlirsc places sIkhiIiI lie

in the iiiiclciiii ami insujiitury coiulit i<iii they trci|iiciii ly arc. Tlicy arc too

often a liai-hoiir and l»rcc(lin<r-;:roiind for flics, uliicli arc iKitoriims as

carriers of disease, are kej»l in a dtule of (li>rc|>air. with iinsnilaMc (tr leaky

hnekets. and are generally a ]>laee of eorniption and e\ il smells. If there

was any ditlicidty ahonl maiiitainiiii;' these [)laees in a sanilai'y condition it

wonld !)(• a ditferi'iit matter, hut the means for keepin.u: the closets in a

perfectly sweet and wholesome state are to hand everywhere in the eoiiiitry.

The following extract from Thr Worlil's Work-, dealing with Dr. Poorc's

Rural Hygiene, by Mr. Allport, author of "
Inexpensive Holiday Homes."

is of interest to farmers, butter factory managers, and all dwellers in areas

not served by sewage or municipal sanitary systems.

"As one who takes a great interest in this stdiject, and who had the

advantage of freiinent discussion with the deceas(>d reformer, both on his

Andover ])roperty and elsewhere, may I be allowed to give the residts of my
own practical experience of his methods with regard to solid and litpiid

sewage. I have for about five years adopted his systems at a country

bungalow of my own, and although I believe his theories to be practically

right, I have found that there are several jwints not generally known-which

materially affect their satisfactory working. When going over with the

doctor his bountifully manured garden at Andover, we tnriuMl over the soil

in several ))laces at which the dates of manuring were known. And we

found, even where twelve months had cla])sed, then' were still freiinent

instances of excrement quite undecomposed.
"His plan was to bury the excreta in a (Much trench, and put the soil

removed in forming the next trench on top. 1 have found that if no trench

is made, the contents of the buckets being ]iut on the surface, and only

sufficient soil to conceal their character raked over them, tlie <lecomposit ion

is exceedingly rapid, a few weeks destroying all trace of organic matter.

The application is best made in the intervals between already growing

Ijlants, which are never injured by it.

"There is one matter in this connection which should he insisted u])on.

Each closet should have two buckets to he used alternately, the one just

emptied being as recommended by Dr. Poore. rinsed with dry earth, llwn jml

under cover, in llic open air. tuitil its tui'u for nsc comes round. It will then

1h' absolutely free from odour. Ignorance of this essential condition is

responsible for all, or nearly, the prejudice against the earth closet.

"
I find an admixture of roughly sifted peat-moss litter (not obtainable

here) a great imi)rovement to the earth and ashes generally employc^d in

earth closets, and 1 have aluuuloned all mechanical contrivances in favour <if

the old-fashioned box and scoop, which are infallible in operation, and do

not demand perfectly dry and sifted earth."
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Weather Conditions during November, 1907.

A. NOBLE,

Meteorological Department, Sydney Observatory.

Ox the 1st and 2)i(l of the month li^ht rain was recorded, ehietly on the

coast; hut on the ;!rd one of the host rainstorms experienced for many
months passed over our State. All stations in the extreme north-west and

on the extreme north coast participated. The storm, whicli was responsible

for the above useful rainfall, was undoubtedly monsoonal in origin, and

developed rapidly. It resulted from the continued agency of monsoonal

conditions, operating over Northern Territory on the 1st, and the eastward

progression of a so-called Antarctic Depression passing along the shores of

the Great Bight. Some of the heaviest falls were:—Kiandra, 336 points;

Molong, 334; Junee, 330; Orange, 315; Carcoar, 311; Tuml)arumba, 309;

Wellington, 251; Young, 258; Mudgee, 270; Murrurundi. 218; Adelong,

215; Burrowa and Cowra, each 218; Rockley, 229; Bathurst, 210; Diibbo,

211; and Cannonbar, 208.

During the period between the 5th and 13th, inclusive, light to moderate

rainfall of a partial character was recorded, chiefly over the south-east quad-

rant. Central Tablelands, and North Coast districts.

Thence, to the 16th, light to motlerate falls were registered generally east

from the Western Division, and in parts of the North Coast district upwards
of an inch was received, the heaviest being: Manning Heads, 225 points;

Woolgoolga, 132; Seal Rocks, 130; Clarence Heads, 112; and Byron Bay,

103 points.

As the result of the operations of a w^ell-defined monsoonal disturbance,

which intensified on the 16th and 17th, light to heavy and general rain fell

throughout the State. This disturbance, before it left our coast, was also

responsible on the whole for almost continuous rainfall over the various

districts of New South Wales east from the Darling. The heaviest falls

during the rainstorm, which lasted from the 16th to the 22nd, were as

follow :
—Byron Bay, 444 points ; Armidale, 333

; Murriu-undi, 315 ; Glen

Lines, 306; Bundarra, 294; Yetman, 282; Emmaville, 276; Mullumbimby,

263; Inverell, 257; Tabulam, 250; Grafton, 228; Walcha, 222; and Manning
River Heads, 196 points.

From the 23rd to the 27th, rainfall, associated with thunder and hail, was

recorded over the Metropolitan, Hunter and Manning, Northern Tablelands.

North-western Slopes and Plains, as also at isolated places on the North and

South Coasts and Central Tablelands. Upwards of an inch in the aggregate
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was received in various places, chiefly in tlic imrth-cast quadrant, as

follows:—Bendemccr. 1 <*.('. ])(iints; Uiugiira, 15ti; Colhuvnehri, 150; Muii-

gindi, 331; Murrurmidi. Il'T; KayjuDud Terrace a\u\ ^s'undle, each IlU;

Paterson, 107; and Alhury. on the South-west Slope, 12y points.

Between the 2Sth and -'JOtli df the mouth, lidit to heavy rain tV'U along

the coastdine, aud liere and there on the t;d)lehuids; the lieavit'st falls, how-

ever, were confined to Northern mid ( 'entral Coast districts. Byron Bay
received 21."); J\I nlluinhimb.v, 21.S; K'iaina. ^!) ; and -lervis P)ay. 7."' jioiuts.

On the whole, the I'ainfall during- the month was bolh general and bene-

ficial, the major portion of the State having received totals in excess of the

average. Defects, however, were experienee(l at scattered places in each of

the sulxlivisions, excepting Xorthern Tableland ;ind Xoi'th-west Plain, where

rainfall was generally in excess of the average. 'i'he met ropolitnn area

fared worst, all stations showing defect.

The following is a statement of the distribnt i<in of i-ainfan over the

various subdivisions of the State during Novemher

Division.

Over North Coast

,, Hunter and Manning
,, Metropolitan

,, South Coast

,, Northern Tableland

,, Central Tableland

,, Southern Talileland

,, North-western Slopes

,, Central-western Slopes

,, South-western Slopes

,, North-western Plain

,, Central-western I'lain

,, Riverina

,, Western Division

from

Abo\(:
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The above table shows India, Melbourne, and Adelaide to have had tem-

perature considerably in excess of the average, while at Sydney it was

slightly in defect.

The pressure results of India and Melbourne were somewhat similar, the

former being -02 below and the latter equal to average. The general

weather conditions at these two places were "
very dry

" and "
moderately

dry," respectively.

Pressure at Sydney and Adelaide was in excess—in tlie former + -08,

and the latter + -06—while the weather conditions of Xew South Wales

and South Australia were "
moderately wet " and "

wet," respectively.

Monthly Weather Ueport.

hawkesbury agricultural college, richmond.

Summary for November, 1907.

Air Pressure

(Barometer).
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Orchard Notes

W. J. ALLKX.

January.

Codling Moth.-—Growers of pears, npiilcs. and (|uiiircs will find that they

will have to give the strictest attention to the handaKinj; of" trees, as also to

picking- np and fiMni the trees of nil int'cstcd fruit, if tlicy hdpe to be able,

to market anything lik(^ a decent percentage of clean triiit. The handages

must be examined, and all grnbs desti'oyed which an- t'dnnd hidden under-

neath, at intervals of eight days, and the fruit ])ickc<l up every few days, and

either boilecl ni- bniMit, so that the gi'uhs eaniiot ixissibly escape alive.

Acetate of Lead Spray for Codling Moth.

The formula recommended by the Georgia 8tato Jioaid of Entoino\>i.'v

{Bnlhlln 19), is as follows:—
Acetate of lead ... ... 11 oz.

Arsenate of soda ... ... 4 oz.

Water... ... ... ... oO gals.

Dissolve in separate vessels, the lead in 1 gal. watei-, and the arsenate of sodn.

in 2 gals, water. Use wooden buckets foi' preference. Poui- the arsenate

solution into the lead solution. Add to oO gals, watei', and stir well. Heady
for use.

Comparative cost—
s. .1.

(ii)
11 oz. acetate of lead, at (Jd. per lb. = 04
4 oz. arsenate of soda, at 6d, per lb. = H

5^ foi' no gals

To get the same amount of arsenate of lead pei- oO gals., using Swift'.s:

arsenate of lead, you would requii'e
—

{h) 10 oz. arsenate of lead, at Is. M. per lb. = 9J,<I. for 50 gals.

The Victorian foiitiula for arsenatt^ of lead is—
s. <1

(r)
1 lb. ai-senic, at 1 s. ;ld. per lb. = 1 .S

•_' lb. earb. soda, at 2d. „ =04
7 lb. acetate of lead, at (id. per lb. = .> •!

o 1 for 3()0 gals.

or 8t for 50 gals.
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Fruit Fly.
—All infested fruit, whether on the tree or on the ground^

must be gathered and destroyed by boiling or burning, and no fruit must

be allowed to remain on the ground longer than three days before being

picked up.

It has been reported that fruit imported into Victoria from South Aus-

tralia has been found to be infested with the grub of the fruit fly, bitt a

contradiction appeared later to the effect that they were the larvse of some

other fly.

Red and other Scales on Citrus Trees.—If the trees are in good growing

condition, fumigating or spraying may be safely carried on this month, but

where trees are suffering from the effects of want of moisture, they should

rjf;t be treated tinder any consideration, as either spraying or ftimigating^
would tuider such conditions be harmful to the tree. The lower the

temperattire the better will the trees stand either of these processes ; there-

fore never treat trees on a hot day; in fact, dtiring this month fumigating

gives best results if carried on at night. When it is found necessary, trees

may be sprayed with Bordeaux mixture after fumigating, but under no

circtimstances must a tree be fumigated after it is sprayed with that

mixture.

Fruit-curing.—The last of the apricot crop and the first of the better

varieties of peaches for drying purposes will be ripening this mouth. See

that such fruits are handled properly, and do not allow the ctired product to

become over dry. As soon as properly processed, store in bags until they

are to be packed. Pamphlets on frtiit-curing can be had on application tO'

the Department of Agricttlture.

Cultivation.—Should rain fall during this month, see that the soil is well

stirred as soon as it is sufficiently dry to work, or the restdt will be the loss

of a considerable qtuintity of the moisttire so essential for the proper

nourishment of the trees. These have had a pretty bad time up to the

present this season, more especially in the coastal districts, and as a con-

sequence are in a weakened condition; and therefore we cannot afford to

neglect the cultivation, in order that they may derive the greatest benefit

from any moisture that falls.

Do not fail to order vetches, i^eas, rape-seed, or whatever crop it is in-

tended to sow among the trees for green nitniure, as early as possible, as.

such crops should be sowti withotit fail early in March, in order that they

may put on good growth before being ttirned tuider, and before the rains

have ceased to fall in the spring. There are many orchards wliicli could bo

made more productive, if the owners would only give a little more attention

to the proper manuring and working of same.
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/arm Notes.

IIaavkesbukv District—January.

H. W. I'OTTS.

Discouraging as was llic oiitluuk in this district twelve miMitli.s a{^(j, the

present conditions are far worse. Recent rainfalls, scanty and patchy as

they undoubtedly were, might have lieeii iimde of service to the crops had

they not been followed by scorching winds, which left the grdiiiid as bad as

ever. Tire tenant farmer, faced with the necessity of rallying all his

resources in order to pay his half-year's rent, feels tempted to give notice at

the same time.

However, the key-note of the month's operations nnist bi' conservation of

sxzcli moisture as there is and the sowin<:- of all availal)le Lirnmid for ureen

feed and ensilage.

January is practically an off month in several respects, as it is too late to

do much for the summer crops, and rather early for the autunui au<l winter

ones. Weather conditions are usually tnifavourable for many opcrai inns.

However, as occasion offers, vigorous i)rei)arations sho\dd be nuule foi- ihe

sowing of turnips, lucerne, barley and vetches for green feed, and tlie

main hay crop.

Maize.—Little can be done to the early cr(»i), l)ut light cidl i vat ions, even

after hilling (btit before the formation of the cob), will |)ossibly be of

service. Though it is against local practice to wm-k ibi'MUgh the corn after

hilling, our experience on the high lands has shown that a light scutiiing at

that time is often decidedly beneficial. Should a thunderstorm or two come,

plantings may be made of any of the standard heavy-leafed varieties, stich as

Hawkesbury Champion, Red Hogan, Hickory King, or Early Mastodon.

Even as late as February, where early frosts are not lik<'ly to occur, maize

may be sown for ensilage and green feed. liows -5 ft. (i in. apai-t. and the

seed sown with a dropper G inches in the rows or three or four grains every

2 feet will be found <lcsirable.

Soriilnuns.—Frequent shallow cultivations must be resorted to in oi'ilci- to

keep this crop on the move. Attention to this jioint may mean all the

difference between a good crop and failure, as sorghum is a slow grower in

the early stages. It is rather late fiu- sowing, but Early Amber Cane may
be tried, while Planters' Friend niay give greater yields in situations

imtouched by early frosts.
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Millets.—Many farmers wlui have deemed it unwise to plant their usual

area of corn woidd d(j well to devote their attention to these valuable fodders.

Hungarian has been found the best here, while White French finds favour

in many parts, especially where the seed can be utilised by poultry. Sow at

the rate of 7 to S lb. per acre, with an ordinarA' wlieat-drill or barrow-

sower, and 12 to 14 lb. by hand. It is best to roll the surface previous to

sowing, and follow by harrowing lightly, as the seed must not be covered

aiore than an inch or so.

Rape.—For green manure or pig-feed this useful crop may be sown at the

latter end of the month, and ground got ready for further sowings in

February.

Potatoes.—If weather conditions prove favourable, planting may be started

late in January, though the main crop should not be planted till a fortnight

or so later.

Swedes and Mangolds.—Sufficient attention is not given to these succulent

root-crops, and a small area might well be devoted to them on every farm.

Sowings may be started near the end of the month on ground which has

received deep and thorough cultivation.

GrLEN InNES DISTRICT—JANUARY.

R. H. GENNYS.

Harvesting.—Much oats will yet remain to be harvested in Xew England.

These should be cut for hay when the tops are beginning to turn white.

Sheaves for hay should not l)e made too big, in order that they may dry

more quickly, three or four only being put in a stook and heads tied with

band keeping them close together to throw off rain. If very green or wet,

and the outside of sheaves fit, turn them inside out ; this will greatly

expedite their readiness for stacking. Oats are very liable to heat, and must

not be prematurely stacked.

Lucerne Hay.—This crop should be cut for hay when about one-fifth of

the crop is in flower. It should be cut with scythe or mowing machine, and

not be exposed too long to the sun, but turned over once and put into small

cocks to "make" prior to stacking, the point being to preserve as much
of the leaf as possible. Better to stack a little early than too late, as

bro-mi lucerne that has been slightly heated is not objected to by stock,

and often brings good value. Aim, however, for green leafy hay.

F
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Alycnan Litmiir is ilciiii^ lairly well lici-c nii the hillsides, but sccius

slower of growth than the lu-fiiiiary liicci-nc. It is carl.v tn say as yet what

its value really is under Australian cuiiditioiis; hut a few acres here are well

set, aud tiuii' alone can show if it will tlnurish on hilUidrs, as it is claimrd

it will.

Do not feed lucerne too elose. as any injury to the cruwn may ruin tlu'

plant. ^Mleu cuttiuj;' fur hay. too, do not <shave too elose, for the same

reason. It has heeu shown clearly here that sowiup- too thickly is injurious.

In a dry spell here a i)lot sown at alxuit l'O 11). jier acre was coninieneiny

to wither badly when that sown in drills at abotit 1 Hi. per acre was fresh

and green.

A middle course in seeding is advised, and (ui wcllcult ivateil soils and

where the best seed is used, 8 lb. per acre will ju'ovt' in the long run better

able to stand adverse climatic conditions than, say, 1 .! to lo lb. when

sown with a drill, but if broadcasted 12 to 15 lb. per acre is not too much.

The plants should form deep vigorous tap-roots, drawing their nutriment

from a great depth. It would be well to gather seed only from a crop-

with well-developed jilants. (lood seed sliouhl be of a liright-yellow

colour— not dull-brown nor dark.

Seasonable Notes.

(4P:0. L. SUTTON,
Wheat Experinientahst.

As soon as the harvest is over, farmers with fallowed land should seize-

every favourable opportunity to get the fallows broken down and in order

for planting. Experience at Coolabah has proved that on worked fallows

planting can take place, and the seed germinate at the ]iro]ier season, even

though no rain has fallen for two to three nuuitlis |ireviuusly, if the

moisture has been consei'ved by harrowing the soil as soon as a crust

formed after rain. In addition to consei-ving the moisture, the working'
which the soil receives helps to com])act it, and so produce that firm ideal

seed-bed desirable for the wheat plant, without the aid of special imple-

ments like the "Campbell Sub-packer." Working the ground aerates and

mellows it, ami at the same time destroys weeds, aud in connection with

keeping grouml idean, it is as well to bear in niiml that the easiest wav to

destroy weed seeds is to makt- them grow, ami then kill the plants ri'sulting-

therefrom.

In Jtily last attention was drawn to the necessity of comljining with

fallowing some profitable practice of maintaining the sui^ply of organic
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matter in tlie «oil. The fact that tlie harvest this year in most districts is

an early one will possibly ali'ord tliose fanners who do not systematically

plan to do this, an opportunity of doing so, in connection with the land
to be fallowed next summer. There is every probal>ility that this land, if

ploughed early, can be cropped in February, March, or April with rape
or tares. These crops, after being fed oft' at any time from May to

September, will leave the soil richer in humus, and the surface soil richer

in plant food than if the ground had been spelled all winter. These plants
are deep rooters, and obtain a proportion of the plant food used by them
from depths below the feeding area of the wheat plant, which has a com-

paratively shallow root system. This plant food is used to build up their

leaves and stems, and when these are ploughed in, becomes mixed wnth the

surface soil, and so is rendered available for the next wheat crop. Such

crops are very valuable, for they serve a double purpose in that they
furnish a valuable stock feed, and they also enrich the surface soil with

plant food obtained from the subsoil, and with organic matter obtained

from the air.

It is advisable to manure these crops, so as to encourage their growth as

much as possible, and especially as there is fairly conclusive evidence that

if the manure be applied to these crops, it is unnecessary to apply it with

the following wheat crop. There need be no fear that the manure will be

lost before the wheat crop can use it, for with these crops growing on the

land, there is less danger of plant food being washed out by the winter

rains than if the land were uncropped.

On fallowed land these crops can be planted with a reasonable amount
of certainty, and this year the early harvest affords an ojijiortunity of

their very probable success on unfallowed land.

Some growers thiidv that the rest which fallowing entails is beneficial to

the land in the same way that sleep is beneficial to animals ; and these may
fear that cropping in the way suggested will exhaust the ground, and

lessen the yield of succeeding crops. Such fears are quite groundless, for

it will improve the ground and increase the yield, whilst bare fallowing,

though its immediate effect is the production of better crops, really

exhausts the soil. One point brought out in a general way by experiment
work is that continuous cropping on right lines makes land fertile, whilst

injudicious cropping impoverishes the land. There is abundant evidence

in this and neighbouring States that the system of cropping recommended

is on the right lines.
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Practical Vegetable aijcl
Flower Growing

W. S. CAMI'P.ELL.

Directions for the Month of January.

Vegetables.

We often have favourable conditions for veg'etal)le g-rowing durincr

January—that is, for sunnuer vegetables
—^tlie weather being moist and

warm, in some districts very hot, and at the same time weeds grow with

extraordinary vigour, and are difficuh to cope with, if rain is abundant.

All old vegetable remains, such as pua and Ijean haulm, cabbage stuinps,.

rotting tomatoes, should be cleared out of the garden : indeed such things.

shouM never be allowed to accumulate, for immediately the plants are past

their useful stage, they should be removed, and other kinds of vegetables

planted in their places, keeping the ground constantly cropped wherever

practicable. Always follow one kind of vegetable with another of quite

a distinct character, and, where possible, alternate a vegetable which is

grown for its leaves or pods with anothrr which is grown for its roots ; for

instance, a cabbage can be very well followed by red beet, carrots, turnips,

potatoes, and so on
; peas and beans can be followed by roots, or by cab-

bage, cauliflower, &c. Where different kinds of diseases prevail to any

extent, such as scab in potatoes, or black spot disease in toiniitoes, be sure

not to grow such plants on the same ground next year, altlioui:h other

vegetables may be grown in the meantime, for the diseases remain in the

ground, in some cases, such as potato-scab disease, for years; and once

they become established, thev are extremely difKcult to eradicate.

If a mulch of dung has been spread between and about vegetables, stir

it up occasionally, and stir also the surface of the ground below it as well.

Beans of all sorts, except the Broad nr Windsor ln'an, may hv sown

during the month as extensively as anyone may rr(|uiro. It is woitli

while trying several varieties, for there is a very great deal of difference

in the (]uality of the various kinds, l)oth runners and dwarfs. For

general purposes the Canadian Wonder holds its own very well for (piality

as well as productiveness. The bean, although an excellent vegetable,

should not be depended ujion eiitii-cly. 'I'lie gi-eatei- variety of vegetables

made use of, the better and more wholesome for tlioso who make use of

them. An overdose of beans is likely to cause indigestion to some persons.

Broccoli.—A little seed may be sown, from time to time, during the

month. This vegetable is hardier tlian the cauliflower, wliicli it resembles

so much, that the two can liardlv ])e distinguished from one another liy

many persons. It needs rich soil to enable it to grow to perfection. It
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should be grown as quickly as possible, and without a check from seed to

flower. Wlien the seedlings are 3 or 4 inches or so in height, they should

be pricked out in a small bed by themselves a few inches apart, and allowed

to grow into good strong little plants. Before they are very large, plant
ovit in a heavily-manured bed—that is, if the ground is not rich enough
without the manure; but it is only in very few places that, such as rich

alluvial flats, where manure, in more or less quantity, will not be an

improvement.

Borecole or Kale.—This is very suitable for cool climates, and is worth

growing. It belongs to the cabbage family, and needs the same treatment

as broccoli, cauliflower, and cabbage. A little seed may be sown.

(Jabbage.—This vegetable is, perhaps, more extensively grown than any
other, and is in general favour. It can be cooked in various ways, and

it is abused in the cooking, as a rule, probably more than anything else.

When sometimes it might be made very j^alatable, it is cooked in such a

manner as to be almost uneatable.

Sow a little seed during the month, and treat as advised for broccoli.

During the growth of any of the cabbage family, stir up the ground

frequently between the plants
• and even when the huge leaves overlap each

other, it is possible to get a Dutch hoe underneath.

Cauliflower.—Obtain the best seed procurable, and sow a little in seed-

bed, from time to time, shading and watering when necessary. After

sowing vegetable seeds of any kind in a seed-bed, never allow the soil to

become dry. SjDread a mulch, and, if necessary, shade and water

frequently.

Cucumber.— If any more cucumber plants are required, seed may be

sown, and the chances are, if the season is moist, the plants will soon

come into bearing. Check the growth of runners by pinching before the

runners extend overmuch.

Celerij.
—This should grow very well during the month, and be available

in sufficient quantity for all requirements, that is, if there should be

good rains. Under irrigation it can be grown to great jaerfection. Sow
a little seed, prick out advanced seedlings, and when they are well grown,

plant out on ground that has been well manured. Water the plants before

and after planting. Celery plants that are nearly full-grown should be
"
earthed

"
up. If soil is used for the earthing up, take care that none

of it falls in between the leaf stalks.

CVf.'i.s and Mustard.—These deserve to be grown, for they are very use-

ful for summer : but they will not succeed satisfactorily without a good
deal of rain, or frec[uent supplies of water. The quicker the plants are

grown, the more palatable they are likely to be. Sow seed occasionally

during the month.

Eyg L'lant.—These should be bearing well in the early districts, where

they are more at home than in cool places. They succeed best in humid
climates. In early districts seed may be sown if plants are required.
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Maize (Sweet or Sugar).—Plants slionM Ic licnriiif:- citrs sufficiciitly

j^dvaiKY'd for use, in suital)le disti-iets.

Onion.—A little seed may \)v sdwn : liiit uidcss the seedlings are kept

quite free from weeds when tliey eonic up, tliev are likrK to Ite smothered.

.Seedlings ean be raised in seed-bed and afterwards transplanted when

they are strong enough. This is a good method td adopt, ami will save

ii good deal of trouble in early weeding, although the tiansplanting takes

•some little time to earry out.

['ar-<l(il.—A little seed may be sown.

/Vvrv.— If the weather is satisfartory and the sdil is moist, a sowing or

two of peas may be maile ; but, as a rule, the summer is not a satisfaetory

time for the pea.

I'ohtto.—A few rows may be planted, takini;- all possible trouble to

-select good seed, free from any signs of disease sueh as moth, sometimes

known as
"
potato fly," eel worm, and scab. Discard all potatoes that

are in any way defective. Use whole potatoes f<jr seed of medium size.

If it is necessary, however, to cut potatoes into sets, select the largest

potatoes for the juirpose, making use of those of the most ]>erfeet shape.

Plant in rows about •) feet apart layinL: the [lotatocs 1 foot apart in the

rows. The drills shoidd be 3 to 6 inches in dejitli.

I' II III plaiiK.
—Seed mav be sown if required, but by this time, plants

should be growing and bearing well so that fuither sowing may be

unnecessary.

Jx'iufish.—Sow a little seed.

Sji!ii(ic/i.
—A little seed may Ik- sown frdiii time to time. This

vegetable deserves to be grown, ludn^- useful f(u- a change from those

Tegetables most cimmKinlv used.

Tomato.—According td Dr. Coidon Stables, IJ.X.,
'" The tomato if just

ripe and not too ripe is perhaps the most health-iiivin^' food in ihc

kingdom." Therefore, taking this into consideration, no one couhl go

wrong in jilanting and using tliis vegetable extensively. A few seeds may
be sown and seedlings ])lanted nut in (uder to kee]* a supjdy of fruit

going as long as possil)le. Train to one stem, for, from repeated

trials, I feel ceitain that sueh system of ti'aining is the very best to carry
otit. Nothiim- is more oft'ensive than a mass of rottiiiL!' tomatoes in a

garden where the plants liave not been trained in any way, and probably

nothing is more likelv to increase tomato diseases. There is but little

troid)le in tj-ainin^- toiiinto plants as tliey should lie traiiie(l. Stakes must

be pi'dvided, and as the plants grow they must be tied td the stakes

removing all side shoots as soon after they a]ipear as ])ossible. The

leaves will spread out well, giving a (piite handsome appearance to the

plants, and fruit will Lrrow in (juantity along the stems.

Tiirinp.
—Sow a little seed in ilrills from time to time.
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Flowers.

Flowers should be abundant in tlie garden during the month, that is^

of course, if the season is favourable. If the weather should prove very

dry with hot winds, w-aterinji' will be necessary, particularly for chrysan-

themums and dahlias, the two chief j^lants which are coming along now

for the autumn flowering. Carnations also will need water as well as.

niost of the other garden plants. A thick mulch o dung, if kept suffici-

ently moist to prevent its being blown away, will prove very beneficial

t''"- all plants. Both chrysanthemums and dahlias are likely to be improved
bv applications of liquid manure occasionally, uidess the garden soil i&

of an exceptionally good character, when water will suffice.

Asters, of the annual varieties, may be planted out in the garden when

the weather is suitable and the ground in good order. They are extremely

showv plants when in full bloom, and tlie blooms last for a considerable

time.

Koses, grown in pots for the purpose, if not too old, may be planted,

and as they will soon establish themselves, they will, if looked after, be-

come fine plants by next spring. If the soil is dry, apply abundance of

Tvater to the roses when planted, and keep up the watering from time io

time. Also spread a mulch over tlie ground aljout the plants.
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AGIUCCLTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.
Secretaries are invited to forward for ins('rlii>ii in tliis page dates of their

forthcoming shows
;
these should reach the .Sub-Editor, Department of Agri-

culture, Sydney, not later than the 21st <if tin- niniitli pi-evious to issue.

Alteratimi of liatcs sliould ho notified at once..

19;)8.
society

Dapto, Uiiaiulerra, A. and H. Society

Alhion Park A., H., and I. Society

Central Cuinberland A. and H. Ass. (Castle Tfill) ...

(losfoi'd A. and H. Association ...

Kiania Agricultural Association

Coraniba P., A., and H. Society

Wollongong A., H., and I. Association

Alstonville A. Society

Gunning P., A., and I. Society...

Pambula A., H., and P. Society

Kangaroo Valley A. and H. Association

Southern New England, Uralla

Canipbelltown A., H., and I. Society ...

UlladuUa A. and H. Association

Robertson A. and H. Association

Manning River A. and H. Association, Taree

Newcastle A., H., and I. Association...

Bega A.
,
P. ,

and H. Society

Bi-aidwood P., A., and H. Association

Yass P. and A. Association

Tenterfield P., A., and Mining Society

Berrima A., H. ,
and I. Society, Moss Vale ..

Wyong Agricultural Association

Bombala Exliil)ition Society

Bangalow A. and I. Society

Glen Innes and Central New England P. and A. Ass.

Tunibarumba and Upper Murray P. and A. Society

Nambucca A., H., and I. Association, Bowraville ...

Nepean A., H., and I., Penritli

Port Maccjuaiie and Hastings District A. and TI. SoD.

Blayney A. and P. Association...

Cobargo A., P., and H. Society

Macleay A., H., and I. Association, Kempsey
Crookwell A., P., and H. Society

Gundagai P. and A. Societj'

Inverell P. and A. Association ...

Tainworth Agricultural Association ...

Hunter River A. and H. Association (West Mailland)

Moruya A. and P. Society

Orange A. and P. Association ...

Berry Agricultural Association...

Clarence P. and A. Society, Graf'on ...

Secretary.
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Society.

Durham A. and H. Association (Dinigog)

Warialda P. and A. Association

Bathurst A., H., and P

Walcha P. and A. Association ..

Lower Clarence A. Society, Maclean ...

Moree P. and A. Society...

Mudgee A. Society

Cooma P. and A. Association ...

Upper Hunter P. and A. Association (Muswellbrook)

Upper Manning A., P., and H. Ass

The Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W. ...

The Central Australian P. and A. Ass., Bourke

Wyngan and District P. and A. Association ...

Deniliquin P. and A. Societ}' ...

Forbes P., A., and H. Association

Murrumbidgee P. and A. Association .

Young P. and A. Association ...

Germanton P. and A. Society ...

Cootamundra A., P., H., and I. Association...

Secretary.
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[advertisement.]

Government Stud Bulls available for lease, or

for service at State Farms.

Breed.
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3. Bulls leased will be transferred free of charge to any place not more
than 100 miles by rail from the place from which they are transferred

;
to

any place distant more than 100 miles by rail, lease will be granted only on
condition that the lessee pays all chai-ges for the extra distance over 100 miles.

In the case of bulls sent by sea, or partly by rail and partly by sea, all

expense over the sum of £1 (one pound) must be borne by the lessee. The
lessee must make all arrangements for, and bear all expense of, transferring
a bull from the nearest railway station or port to the place where it is to be
stationed. In the case of leasing a bull already stationed within the district,
the new lessee must send for the bull and bear the expense of removal.

4. A condition of the leasing of the bulls shall be that the farming public
be allowed to send cows to the bull at a fee of not more than 10s. (ten shillings)

per cow, provided the bull's list is not already full, but the total number of

cows served must not be more than thirty for six months.
5. Each bull shall be treated and kept in a condition to satisfy the Depart-

ment, and shall be at all times open to inspection of authorised Officers of the

Department.
6. A return showing the number of cows served, and distinguishing

between cows owned by those to whom the bull is leased and the outside

public, shall be sent to the Department at the end of the term.

7. All due care must be taken to see that the bull shall not have access to

cows suffering from any infectious disease, special attention being given to

pleuro-pneumonia and tuberculosis.

8. No farmer who is known to have pleuro-pneumonia in his herd shall be

permitted to send cows to any of these bulls within three months from the

date of the last outbreak.

9. In case of illness of a bull the Department shall be immediately informed.

10. The bull shall not be allowed to run with cows, but shall be kept in a

special bull paddock, which must be well fenced, and each cow " in use" shall

only be allowed to remain with the bull such time as will enable him to have
connection with her twice. However, where necessary, in order to keep bulls

quiet, special permission may be given to run with one or two specially-
selected healthy cows.

11. Should any of the foregoing rules not be complied with, the Depart-
ment shall have the right to remove the bulls at once, and all fees paid shall

be forfeited.

12. Should a bull be wilfully neglected or badly treated, or Rule 10 be

bi'oken, the Department shall have the right to take any action desirable for

the recovery of damages.
13. All applications for bulls should be made to the Director of Agricul-

ture, Department of Agriculture, Sydney.

AGREEMENT CLAUSE.
In consideration of the loan of one Stud Bull ( ) for a period of

/, of do hereby agree to be bound by the conditions expressed

in the foregoing Regulations.

Dated this day of 190 ,

Witness,— Lessee.

J. P.

Duty Stamp. N.B.—This agreement must be signed on the day the bull is received by the lessee, and

One Shilling,
j

is to be returned by first post to the Director of Agriculture.
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PURE=BRED PIGS
FOR SALE.

Ncu/ington Asylum, Parramatta River

Breed. Age. SiBES. Dams.

Russell Swanwick (imp.

BERKSHIRES.. 3 months to
Ocean Wave (imp.)8 months. \

\ f >

Gold Digger (imp.)

YORKSHIRE,
LARGE.

TAMWORTH ...

do

From 3

months.
(

Sir Wilfred (imp.).

Cholderton Don (imp.)

Cossack I (imp. I

Danesfield Lottie III (imp.j,
Joyce (imp.), Queenie.

Black Cloud, Jeanette, Queen
Betsy, Rookie.

Swanwick's Pride, Jean, Miss

Swanwlck, Joyce II, Sea
Wave, Ripple, Sea-Shell.

Newington Countess (imp.),
Hawke's May, Hawke's Lass,
Hawke's Flower, Newington
Empress, Newington Duchess
(from imported stock).

Rolleston Cowslip (imp.).
Daffodil imp.).

Ruby (from imported stock).

All the imported stock has been selected from

THE BEST STRAINS IN ENGLAND.

Terms from J&3 3s.
Prices may be arranged for young sows ready for service.

Intending buyers are invited to inspect the stock. The Parramatta

River steamers call at Newington Asylum. If notified in advance, a

vehicle will meet the train at Auburn Station. (Telephone, No. 22,y

Rookwood.)

Communications sliould be addressed to tlie Superintendent of Newington Asylum.

G. E. BRODIE,

Inspector-General of Charities.
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Dairy Cattle.

NEW vo
BOTr
C

M. A. O'CALLAGHAN.

The Guernsey.

As complete success in dairy farming depends in the first instance on the

cattle used therein, it goes without saying that the dairying industry of

any country is not on a sound basis unless the class of cattle n-iel therefor

a-re of the required character, and it might also ba added that improvement
in financial results must depend very greatly on the improvement which

is capable of being brought about in cows which any dairy farmer keeps.

The price of butter may be a coujile of shillings per cwt. dearer one year
than another, but that means only a very little all round. If, for instance,

we say that butter is worth a farthing nett more one year than another,

this only means 3s. 4cl. per cow on a returned basis of 160 pounds of butter

per cow per year, whereas if, by selection, we improve our cows from 400

to 500 gallons per head per year, it means an improvement in money value

of 33s. id. per head on the very low valuation of 4d. per gallon for whole

new milk. It is thus .seen that it is in the increased production from our

herds we should devote our greatest energies, until the standard reached is

so high that we cannot expect, without great expense, to materially increase

it. The yielding of milk in large (juantities is really a question of development

through selection, and proper handling of the young female, both before and

after calving; and there seems no reason why, if sufficient intelligence and

energy be devoted to the question, the standard of all dairy cattle could not

be raised to, say, 700 gallons of milk or 300 pomids of butter per milking

period. Any number of individual cows yield considerably more than this,

and the standard mentioned should be within the reach of many. Before,

of course, this could be acquired, concentrated efforts sustained over a number

of years should be made, and considerable sums of money spent in the selection

of animals. If we look back and .see to what perfection the modern thorough-

bred has been brought for purposes of horse-racing, we will have some idea

of what is possible for man to do with regard to the improvement of animals

^ for special purposes. Large sums of money are to be won and great notoriety

H? obtained by the owners of race-horses of the highest class, and hence wonderful

CTi improvement has been effected in this animal. If similar efforts were made

throughout the world with regard to the development of the dairy cow, there

is no doubt but that the averages stated would be obtained before a great

many years in those districts throughout the world where dairy farming is
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specialised. 'I'hou^h it may not appear so important on the surface as the

improvement of the horses, still there seems little doubt but that the amiua^

leveiiue of a i-oiintiv in which a large section is devoted to dairying, would

be increased more by the development mid improvement of thr (lair\' cow

than of the thoroughbred. WIkmi daiiying was first begun in Xew South

Wales, those who undertook to carry it on had»to do so with whatever cattle

were available, and as Australia is looked upon as a pastoral country, it i<

almost unnecessary to say that the cattle introducefl here were selectetl

fiom herds for beef purposes ratluM' than loi' the [iroduction of large (juantities

cj!' -riilk. With oidy material of this kind in tlieii- hands the eail\- pioneers

of the industrv deseive very great credit for the suc(;ess which thev obtained

in producing a cow capable of giving a paying ((uantity of milk. It is,

perhaps, a luckv thing foi' the dairving industrv in Xmv South Wales that

the modern Shorthoi'u had not been developed fnnn a beef point of view

to such a success seventy-five years ago as it is to-dav. becau."e the foundation

of our cattle was undoubtedlv of a Shorthoiii t\pe. We know that the

cattle from which the modern Shoi'thorn has descendeil wen^ oi'iginalK' of a.

heavy milking variety, and as it takes a considerable number of years to

cross out milk and cross in beef, there is no doubt that the Shorthorns, which

were landed here, say, sixty years ago, were, on the avei'age. more likely to

produce milk in quantity than, say, those animals which have been imported
for beef purposes within the last thirty years. As the industry developed,

however, importations of cattle were made on a small scale, specially for

dairy purposes, and thus it is that the Ayrshire and the Jersey were introduced,

as well as the Holstein. Bulls, especially of the Ayrshire breed, were mated

with Shorthorn cows, and the result was very satisfactory from the daii-yman's

point of view, because it produced an animal capable of vielding large rpiantities-

of milk.

Our development in dairying, however, took place so rapidly that it became

impossible for farmers to purchase suitable cattle, in numbers sullicienth-

large to keep pace with the develo])ment generally. Hence, in most districts,

with the exception of a few special animals, farmeis had to take what thev

could get, and this meant o])taining animals that were bred almost entirelv

with a view to a laying on of Mesh. Thus it is that the average yield of

our cows throughout the State was bound to be a low one, and though it is

on the increase, it is still capable of great improvement, without the expendi-
ture ol any considerable amount of brains or monev.

It is now a generally understood fact that the i)ull. if puic bred, has a very

great effect on the milking properties cif his progeny, no matter what class

of cattle they are. For this reason it is evident that the first steps towards

improving the milk yields of the cattle of any district .should be to procure
bulls of the character best calculated to bring about the desired results.

The question of which breed is not of so much moment as the individuality
of the animal. Excellent specimens may be gbtained fi(un manv of the

recognised dairy breeds, which when crossed on to ordinarv half-bred cattle^
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will be capable of stamping bis type on a very high percentage of his calves.

The farmer should, however, first make up his mind as to the breed of animal

calculated to suit his soil, chmate, and class of farming; and, having fixed

this, should stick to bulls of that breed for three generations of animals at

least. By that time his cattle wil! have, practically speaking, all the chief

characteristics of the breed which he has selected his bidls from. If all

heifer calves are kept from the best milkers, and their bringing up has been

properly attended to, he will, in a few years, have considerably increased

the butter yield per head of his herd.

Government Bulls for the use of Farmers.

For the purpose of demonstrating this fact, and thereby educating the

farmers on the point, as well as, of course, to generally improve our dairy

stock, the Government of this State decided to import a number of cattle

in 1898, and lease a number of the bulls to farmers, as well as establishing

the stud farm where young bulls would be raised, to be sold at reasonable

prices afterwards to bond firh dairy farmers. At first the experiment was

voted as injudicious, mainly by those who were interested or prejudiced,

but when it was seen that the imported bulls produced an improvement
in the cattle with which they had been mated, the desire to lease them

became very strong, and, of course, only a very small percentage of those

making recjuest to do so could be accommodated. The result of the experi-

ment for education purposes, however, had been very valuable ;
and instead

of the farmer being prepared to use the first bull that he came across, the

intelligent farmers now demand pure-bred animals, no matter what breed

thev desire, so that with this feeling abroad we are assured of a general

improvement in our dairy stock for some time to come. No gi'eater evidence

of this can be got than the fact that many of our farmers have recently

imported cattle from England on their own account, for the purpose of

breeding bulls and improving their own stock.

Breeds of Cattle.

We have in New South Wales all varieties of climate and soil, speaking

in a general way, and for this reason there is a demand for different breeds

of cattle suitable to the conditions under which they are required to be used.

We have also the different branches of dairying, viz. :
—the selling of milk,

for consumption as milk, the manufacture of butter, the manufacture of

cheese, as well as in a smaller way the manufacture of condensed milk; and,

because of these varieties of purposes, there is a demand for special cows

for cheesemaki)ig, for butter-making, and for the production of milk for

sale as milk. Besides the well-known strain of Shorthorn already referred to,

we have the Ayrshire, the Jersey, the Holstein, the Guernsey, and the Kerry

now established in this State.
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The Guernsey.

of all the breeds of cattle impoited in 1898, none has given so much satis-

laction to lanni'is apparoiitlv a^ tin- (Jiieriisev, and judging by results obtained

l)y crossing with the ordinarv cattle, the

confidence of the farmers is fully justified.

The desire to [)ur(liasc oi' lease bulls of this

breed has been very pressing now for some

vears. but owing to the limited number of

cows originally imported, the Government

were only able to su])])ly a verv small per-

centage of the denninds made for young
bulls. Matters, however, have now been

considerablv improved fiom the taimer's

point of view, tln^ late Minister for Agri-

culture, The Hon. S. W. Moore, and the

late Premier, The Hon. .1. H. Carruthers,

having arranged for an importation of

twenty (jiuernsev females for the purpose

of breeding bulls to meet requirements of

dairy farmeis. These animals, which aie

undoubtedly a great acquisition to the State, have now l)een landed, and

photographs are given herewith of some of tluMn.

Head of No. 2 (Clattord Hopeful).

No. 3.— Parson s Red Rose 2nd.
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as.-v/-:,

''^0^ 'sf^*?^^'^

No. 5. Claudia's Pride (Heifer),

No. 6.— Bi ou de la Fontaine 3rd.
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The photofiraph of No. .") ifprcsents
"
Parson's Red Rose 2n(l." calvt'd

on the 26th January, 1906. She was bred by A. Parsons, Castel, Guernsey,
and her sire is

"
Gil Bias" (1.679 P.S.R.G.A.S.); and her dam.

"
Parsons'

Red Rose
"

(2,813 F.S.R.G.A.8.). She is a nice heifer, showing a good deal

of quality, and is now at the Wollongbar .Experimental Farm.

No. 5 is the heifer
"
Claudia's Pride," who obtained second piizc in her

class at the last Royal Show of England, so that she must rank as an animal

of class. She shows good milking capacity, and is of a very rich and fashion-

able colour, with grand ski)i. Her head is vcrv liandsome. tlie fault, if any,

being that she is slightly short and thick in the neck, but as she develops
into a cow I expect her to fine down there. She is stationed at the Berry

^Sj^^KW*-'*?*,

No. 7.— Golden May of the Gron 3rd,

Stud Farm. She was born on 2tth April, 1906, ani was bred by Mrs. H. C.

Stephens, Salisbury; and her sire is
"

Perniit
"

(1,407, E.G.H.B.): and her

dam, "Itchen Claudia" (5,152, E.G.H.B.)
No. 6 represents

"
Bijou de la Fontaine 3rd." a cow of wonderful substance

and constitution, in fact she is ton strongly constituted for a typical Guernsey.
However, I expect to see hei put up good dairy records, and she should produce
animals of a type calculated to do benefit to the biccd in New South Wales.

She is stationed at WoUongbar Experimental Farm. She was born on 21st

December, 1902, and bred by Mrs. H. C. Stephens, Salisbury; and her sire,
"
Cholderton Lord Roberts

"
(1.272. E.G.H.B.): and her dam "

Bijou de la

Fontaine
"

(3,976, E.CJ.H.B.).
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j/:) ji.Er-?--."'^--'*^"?^ -" \i-^r .-, .• ii ?»<^;../,l-»i-.».''-jS:?.!iXil»tJJIWB«ia- :

No. 9.— Hayes' Lily du Preel 4th,

No. 10.— Rosey 7th.
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No. 7,
"

(ioldeii May of the Gron 3rd," is another cow that has been sent

to Wollon^'bar Kx])(>iinioiital Faini. She was boni on 8tli October. 190-i,

and was bred by Col. H. W. Shakcrlev, Godahning. Her .sire is
"
Burgate

Holden
"

(1,:558, E.CJ.H.H.): and her dam, "Golden May of the Gron"

(5,119, IC.G.H.B.). She is a cow just at the .end of lici' milk and ndt at the-

present time in her very best condition, but is''very tyj)i(al of the biccd.

No. 8 represents a very nice heifer indeed,
"
Hayes' Muzette 7th." She

was born on 3rd March, 1906, and was bi'ed by E. A. Handiro. Kent. Her

sire is
"
V.C." (1,729, E.G.H.B.); and her dam.

''

Hayes' Muzette 2nd"

(4,090, E.G.H.B.). She is stationed at the Berrv Stud Yarm.

No 11. Rosey 8th.

No. 9,
"
Hayes' Lily dn Preel 4th." is a heifer by the same breeder as

No. 8. She is also a handsome young beast, and has been sent to Wollongbar
Farm. She was born on 7th April, 1906, and bred by E. A. Hambro, Kent;
and her sire is

"
Hayes' Royal

"
(1.674. E.G.H.B.) : and her dam, "Haves'

Lily du Preel 3rd
"

(6,166," E.G.H.B.).

No. 10,
"
Rosey 7th," represents probably one of the most tv])i(al Guern-

seys imported, as well as one showing very excellent dairy (|ualities. She

represents a notorious strain of Guernsey blood, hci- dam being a well known

animal, who is now about 19 years of age. She was born on 4th September,

1904, and was bred l)y The Rt. Hon. J. E. Ellis, M.P., Yorkshire. Her sire

is
"
Broomflower

"
(1,446, E.G.H.B.); and her dam. "Rosey" (2,308,

E.G.H.B.). She was much admired when sent to the Wollongbar Farm.
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No. 12. Rohais Lassie,

'"<^

No. 15 —Bel Air VI.

<<*sr.

«
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No. 11.
"
Rosey 8th," is related to No. 10. Ix'iiiu a year youn<;er, and

directlv desreiided from the well-known cow "
Rosey." She was born on

10th SepteniV)er. 1905. and bred })v The Rt. Hon. J. E. Ellis. Yorkshire.

Her sire is
"
liroomflower 2nd

"
(l.lill. E.(i.ll.B.); and her dam, "Rosey

3rd" (3.912, E.G.H.B.). She has been sent to Berry Stud Farm.

No. 12.
"
Rohais Lassie," is an island-lucd lieifci' just over 2 years old.

She has pleiitv of (|ualitv, and should dcxflo]) into a very fair cow. She was

born on 21:th October. 1905, and was bred b\- V. Bclloir. (iuernsey. Her sire

is "King of the Friquet
"

(1.074. P.S.R.U.A.S.) : and h'M' dam.
"
Dollv

Oray
"

(5,337, P.S.).

.. ;i

No. 16. Beauty V of the Brickneld.

No. 15,
"
Bel Air VI," is an island-bred c.iw. She is now at the end

of her milk, and was born on 21st February, 1905, and bred by T. H. Mahy,

Guernsey. Her sire is "Sequel's Crescendo" (1.4:06, P.S.): and lici' dam.
"
Bel Air IV "

(5.809, P.S.). She is stationed at Berrv Stud Farm.

No. 16,
"
Beauty V of the Brickfield," is an island-bred cow, just 4 years

old, and at the end of her milk. She was t)orn on 4th November, 1904, and

bred by J. de Garis, Guernsey, and her sire is
" Mino

"
(1,415, P.S.); and

her dam,
"
Beauty 1 of the Brickfield

"
(4,859, P.S.). She has been sent

to the Wollongbar Farm.

FThe numbers 2 to 16 refer to the numbers cut on the horns before being

shipped from England.]
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Edible Trees and Shrubs.

II. W. PEACOCK.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the Flora of the central portion of

Australia is the large proportion of trees and shrubs which are edible. In

the western districts of New South Wales, where the rainfall is meagre and

subject to prolonged periods of dry weather, these trees and shrubs are of

'^

Kurrajong {Sterculia diversifolia), (i. Dou.

peculiar value. Their drought resistance is remarkable. They being evolved

under droughty conditions possess characteristics which allow of develop-

ment under adverse conditions. For example : the root system of the kurra -

jong allows of plant-food being stored in tuberous-like sections, which is

drawn upon in dry years. The harsh narrow phyllodia or leaves of the

acacias present the least transpiring surfaces to the hot rays of the sun.

They also are attached vertically and throw the least possible shadow. The
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currant busli divests itself of its leaves uiidcf adverse conditions, tlicv oiilv

appearing in (|uantitv in tlie best of seasons. Tlie stems at other times

function as leaves. Such characteristics fit them admirahlv for their environ-

ment.

The value of these trees and shiuhs luis heen full\- demonstrated tlirouglidiit

the extreme drouirht of 19()l^ and precediuti lean years. Manv thousands of

sheep and cattle subsisted solel\' upon tliein foi' considciablv over twelve

months. Sheep ha\T, been fed foi' several years upon ticcs alone, and kept

Needlewood (Ha';ea /eucoiitera), K.Bi'.

in fair condition. Cattle have fattened upon some of the best of these trees.

They are practically useless for horses. Goats thrive upon tlu-m. Cows milk

fairly well and produce good flavored butter upon a tree diet. Working
bullocks pull heavy loads and work hard at sinking tanks for water, when

thev can obtain nothing else. C'anuds prefer nothing better. Ivalihits are

far too fond (»f nuinv of the liest \arieties, and have done much towards

their annihilation. Such is regrettable, and if uncheckeil, these in conjunc-

tion with overstocking with sheep, must eventuallv alter the nature of the

western flora for the worse.
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Many varieties are well uigh extinct over many tracts upon which they at

one time were plentiful. Owing to the injudicious system of felling, instead

of lopping, many of our mulga scrubs have been destroyed. The same applies

to other trees. Overstocking, or even rational stocking, prevents the growth
of seedlings to take the place of the older growths.

Owing to the rabbits the conservation of these valuable plants is fraught

with many difficulties. The loss of such during the next drought will be

keenlv felt. Nature mav evolve something to fill the breach. At present

Supple Jack {Vfiitilivji> Viinunilis , Huuk.

the outlook is not very encouraging. In order to facilitate the gaining of

information respecting them, the plates of several are shown, and these notes

are supplementary of those appearing in the Agricultural Gazette of April,

1899.

The brigalow, ironwood, and yarren cannot be classed as edible. The

gidyea is eaten by the camel. Sheep have been known to eat some of the

eucalpyts, and also pine scrub when hard pressed. Such are not comparable

to those shown, of which many are relished by stock, and they unquestionably

thrive upon them.
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Emu bush or Berrigan (EremophUa lonjifoUa), F.v.M.

Brigalow {Aracia harpophylla).
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Warrior bush (Eremophila polydada), F.v.ll.

uandong [Fajiunua acantinatu.ii, ll.iir.
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Orange Bush (Capparis MitclwlU), Lindl.

Narrow-J'aved Apple-tree \Aii'j'.>i'!i'<ro. inb:nnr'hu]y -L>f
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Hawkesbury Agricultural College and

Experimental Farm.

Grasses at the Hawkesbury Agricultural College.

A. H. E. McDonald,
Experimentalist.

Experiments Imve been conducted at the College for some years with a

lai-ge ntiniber of grasses and forage plants, and close observations made

of the characteristics and habits of tlie different varieties, witli a view to

selecting, if possible, those which will prove satisfactory under our con-

ditions. Owing to the uncertain nature of the climate, and its dis-

similarity to that of older-established countries, we can gain little from

their experience, and have to depend largely on our own research work

to guide us in selecting varieties and methods for the formation of pasture

land. I'ntil recent years, with the exception of the more favoured coastal

districts, this important Ijranch of farm operations had received little

attention ; but with the increase in land values and in the nundjer of

small farms, the necessity of obtaining the highest returns from the land

has become greater, and more attention is now being paid to it. The

spread of dairying has tended still further to create a desire for better

pastures, and in consequence keen in(iuiries are now being made fo-r

suitable grasses. It is in satisfying these demands that the experimental
work is proving useful. The years during wdiich it has been carried out

have, generally speaking, been remarkable for tlie low annual rainfall

compared with the average, and the results give a pretty clear indication

of the value of the grasses under somewhat adverse conditions. It has

been the aim to contrast with the lietter-known varieties—native and

introduced grasses
—which might be expected to prove of value. Whilst

it has not been possible to carry out the tests under the conditions which

wotild prevail in paddocks grazed by stock, the method of comparison

adopted allows of fairly accurate estimates of the usefulness of the different

grasses. Special attention has been paid to those likely to prove suitable

for dry conditions, as it is from tlie inland districts that the keenest

incjuiries come, and it is in those districts that the greatest difficulty is

encountered in estaljlishing pastures. Attempts that have been made in

such places have in many cases been followed by indifferent success, and
have to a certain extent given rise to an impression that good results

cannot be obtaineil from artificial grasses. This is no douljt true of some

varieties; but from the results of work here we can point to several kinds

which are likely to give good returns, provided they receive fail' troat-

nieiit. The mistake is often made when sowing new grasses in supposing
them to possess some magical power which enables them to resist all
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cirfuiiistaiices. Hoots or sccil ari' siinply ]ilaiit(il or sown in |iail(locks,

and Icl't to take tlu-ir fhaiifc with otiicr wcll-cstaMislicd grasses. Cattle

are gra/.fd ui)oii tlioiii, and when tlirv fail to <;row siir])rise is expressed.

Such new "Trasses, beinj^' sweet and teiniitin;^- to stock, arc kept eaten down

too closely, and are consequently soon eaten ri<z-ht out. Any attention

grass land receives is well deserved, and will he followed liy satisfactory

increases in its carrying eajiacity- Winn once established it hist.- years;

liiit it nuist he well treated at tlie coniinencenient, an<l eneouragiMl to get

its roots well down into the soih or it will never thrive.

In such a country as tliis, wlicrc farming is practically in its inl'ancy,

everyone must depend much on his own resources and e.xjierience for

success. If each individual landholder carrinl out a few tests with soiiie

of the best grasses, it would prove of great assistance in showing the most

valuable sorts for Iiis jiarticular district. .\11 grasses have particidar

characteristics, such as preference for dift'erent classes of soil, temperature,

&:c., and it may I)e fouiul that some which do widl in one ])lace cannot

thrive in others. Hy this simple form of e.xpeiimentini: the best could

soon be selected, and much expense and disappcdntiiient avoided, than if

varieties were planted of which tlie farmer had no practical experience.

Introduced Grasses.

Meadow Foxtail (AIo/)rrii/iis pratf nsis).
—This quick grower conies earlv

in the spring, and provides a good l)ite of fodder when other grasses are

scarce. It grows to a lieight of b"^ inches to 2 feet, and is fine and
succulent in the stem and leaf. It does not give a heavy yield, but is

highly fattening, and is also valuable in pastures on account of its earli-

ness. After flowering in Octolier, it gradually dies down, and iiro(Iiices

no fresh growth until tlie cool weather of autumn returns. Stock of all

kinds relish it.

Bent Grass {Af/rnxfis sfi)loii if> ra).
—(irows slowly (hirinL:' thi' spring and

earlv summer montiis, and Mowers in November. It attains a heisfht of

12 inches, and remains gi'een and succident throughout the summer. Init

is not a heavy yielder. its stoloniferous roots give it the power of quickly

forming a close sward. It is a \iseful grass for cool, moist climates.

Blue (irama (irass {lioiilcloiKt oligosiachya).—This grass is deep

rooting, and when sown thickly forms a dense mass of heritage about

18 inches high. The stems and leaves are fine and succulent, and have a

characteristic i)luish tinge. It resists drought well, and is likidv to prove
useful in the drier districts as a ]>asture grass. It begins to flower in

November, but remains <_:reen until I'"e1)nu\ry or Marcii, when it dies

back, and tioes not make fresh growth until the following sin-ing.

Prairie Grass (Bromiis iinwloidex).—This is a very vigorous winter

and spring grass, which seems to do well in almost all soils and climates.

It attains a height of -5 to i feet generally, but has grown 8 feet high in

rich moist soil. The seed is produced in large quantities, and germinates
freelv. The first growth is made in the autumn ami earlv winter months.
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and remains green almost up to Deceml)er. Stock of all kinds eat it

greedily, and it forms a highly nutritious fodder either in the green
state or made into hay. Owing to the ease with whicli it is cut, and the

heavy yield, it is very useful for the latter purpose. It does well, and

spreads rapidly on old cultivated ground. Some care is necessary in

o-razing it to see that it is not eaten down too closely, as stock are so fond

of it that they eat the crowns right out, and consequentlv it dies out : it

is one of the best winter grasses.

Awnless Brome Grass (Bromus inermis).

Awnless Brome Grass {Bromtis inermis).
—This hardy grass appears

to resist drought and frost equally well, and remains green practically

throughout the year. It tillers freely, and produces dense tufts of succu-

lent foliage. The flowering stems are produced in October; but here,

perhaps owing to the peculiar nature of the past season, no seed was

formed. It possesses a mass of iibrous roots, whicli, extending deep into

the soil, enable it to produce large (piantities of feed on even poor soil.

It is liked by all classes of stock.
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Itliiiilcv (Ira'-s {<'hl(>n>i (ini/dini var.).— Tliis ji'rass, alt Ikhi'jIi oiih intro-

duced into tlio State comparatively i-cci'ntl\-. has sincad i-a|iiill\. ami is

imw well known. Tlu' ix'asons foi- its i'a]iiil rise into t'avdur arc its

wonderful jiowur oi' loturiiin^' lar^v yields of fodder when Liii>wii on poor
soil, and its power of resisting' drotinlit. I'a^ pnl u m dihilal tun has long
• njoyed a reputation for produet iveness : huf the essential conditions for

success with it are a fairly rich soil and a iCLiular rainfall, and whei'i' these

are absent it does not always thrive. Rhohs (Jrass tills the iiiii. ami pro-

bahly no other grass will Li'ive such good re-ults under adverse eondit ions of

s(jil and climate. It is particularly suited for li^ht. sandy soils; l)ut also

thrives in even heavy clavs. It does not stand frost well, and is cut down

Rhodes Grass (Clilcrm (idiitna var. i, four months after sowinj

in the winter, hut ui'oavs i-apidly in the s])rim:', and attains a lieight of

• ) to 1 feet. In experiments at the College it has yielded up to 1 "_' tons of

green forage per acre. The stems are tine, ami in their early stages'

surculent : hut if not kept closely grazed or cut hefcu'e the seed hardens,
it heeomes a little coarse and har>li. The feeiliuL; value is hicli. and it is

relisiied l)y all classes of stock. The stem-; in the earlv stages of their

growth ai'e procumbent, and as tlu'V root at evei'v node, fi'c^sli centres of

growth are l)eing constantly formed, and the ci'ouml is i|uickl\- covered

with a dense sward. \\ hen the flowering is ahoiit to occur, in November
or December, the stems grow u])right rapidly, and if it is desired to

make it into hay. no diffit'idty is found in cuttinL;' it at this time. It is

likely that it will In't'onie ]iopuhii- f(U' hay and ensilage. owiuL:' to its:
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heavy growth and the ease with whicli it is harvested. After cutting, a

second growth is made, and gives good grazing. Tlie seed is formed

freely, and is easy to liarvest, l)nt shakes out ahiiost as soon as it ripens,

and a certain amonnt is always lost in the field. The harvesting sliould

be done when the largest quantity can l)e obtained, and a careful watcli

must l)e kept to select this time. It can best Ije done l)y using a sickle,

and cutting only the heads. This is rajpidly done, and the heads are tlien

dried on clean floors or cloths for a few days, when the seed can be shaken

out without beating or threshing. Many inquiries have been made whether

this grass would l^e difficult to eradicate after it has become estaljlished.

It is not likely that it will ever present any difficulty, as the roots are

fibrous, and the plants can easily Ije ])loughed out of the ground.

Crested Dogstail (Ci/Nosiirus crisffifus).
—This grass forms dense tufts

of a soft velvety nature, but rarely grows to a height of more than a few

inches. It is usefid for giving a bottom to other tall grasses, and does

well on poor soils. It is a good fodder, Ijut is more fitted for sheep than

large stock. It keeps green almost throughout the year.

Cocksfoot, Orchard Grass (JJnrf ijlis (jloiiK^ratd).
—This grass prefers

strong land, and although it requires plenty of moisture for its best

development, it resists drought fairly well. It flowers in November.

During the hot weather of .January it dies down, unless the soil is moist,

and Ijecome.^ green again in the autumn. A good body of foliage is \n'o-

duced, which is suitable for either pasturage or hay. The stems become

somewhat liarsli with age, and it needs to be grazed moderately close.

JJi iihirhnf •<i).
—Attains a height of 2 feet 6 inches, and "ives a good

succulent forage. The stems die <lowii after flowering in November; but

the leaves at the base remain green until Irosts set in. The seed is pro-
duced in large quantities, and germinates freely. The plants tiller well,

and fairly large tufts are formed. It can be used for j^asture, or hay,
and can Ije easily cut.

Tall Fescue (Ftxtuca elatior).
—Crows to a height of 4 to o feet, and

produces a large Ijody of forage, which, however, is rather coarse in

character. The plants tiller well, and form dense upright tufts. Its

deep-rooting system enables it to resist drought and do well on poor soil.

Frosts have little effect on it, and a vigorous growth is maintained during
the greater part of the year.

Giant Fescue (Fesfi/ca s/i-)
—This grass grows to an immense size, the

stems often measuring over 7 feet in height, and the tufts -3 to i feet in

diameter. The leaves grow to a length of .3 to 4 feet, and are very broad.

When in the full vigour of its growth it joresents a very striking appear-
ance. Tile forage produced is rather hard and coarse in character, and

does not possess a good flavour. It resists drought well, and remains

green during the whole year, with the exception of the hottest months. It

is only suitable for ensilage and rough feeil.

Perennial Rye Grass {LoUutn pereime).
— Tliis grass requires a fairly

good soil and an evenlv distributed rainfall. Under the.se conditious it
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has piovcd mil' of x\\v most valuahlf Li'i'asses t'oi' citlin- jiast uia<_;e or liay :

hut ill a iliv rliiiiati- or in poor soil it is out of its ju'oiicr sjihrre, and

will not \i'\yv satisfactory results. I'mli r favinirahle coiMlitioiis the plants

tiller out close to the irrouiid, a dense sward i> foi-nied, and a heavy mass

of hifjfhlv nutritive herbage produced, whirh is relished hy all classes of

stock. In our experiments with it a fair 'jiowih is ohtained in the early

spring months and in late autumn : hut duriiiL: the hut weathei' of suminei-

it suffers severely, and almost dies out.

Italian live Grass (Lohiiin ifnhciini).— Tlie rt'inai'ks made on Perennial

Kve Grass ajjply to this variety, witli the exception that it is slightly

more drouLi'ht-resistant , l)ut is not so jiei'maneiit in character.

Little Millet {Milnuii in iilf Ifioni m).
—Attains a height of -'5 feet, and

produces a large quantity of herbage, which lemains green dui'ing a

considerable portion of the year. It resists drought well, and gives good
results in even dry seasons. It is a good hay grass: but if left standing

after it flowers, in November, becomes w()0(|y in the stem. It does well

on poor sandy soil, and makes several growths duiing the yeai-. Large

(|uantities of seed are produced-

PaniKil II 1)1 i] iJdtiif II III .
— This grass is now so wi'll known tliat any mention

of it may seem superfluous ; but it may be as well to give a few notes in

order that a comparison with other grasses can be made, and a better

relative idea of their value obtained. Our exjierience with it has been

of a mixed kind. In moist seasons it gives wonderful returns of nutritive

herbage, which stock eat greedily: but in dry seasons it makes little

growth, and sjncads slowly. It requires an abun<lant rainfall and a

fairly warm climate for its best development. Given these conditions,

no grass will e(|ual it : ami, in fact, the growth is so heavy that at times

stock are unable to keep it down, and it l)econies coarse and uiqialatable,

especially in the latter part of the season. Frosts cut off the upper leaves,

and although the grass lieneatli this coat of i\vy matter i-einains green

during the winter, it is unpalatable to stock, ami tliey refuse to eat it.

Under circumstances such as these the value of tjie grass can be greatly

improvi'i] by cutting in February or early in .March, and making the

crop into hay or ensilage. This allows of a fies'n shooi ; and although
frosts cut it back, it has a good feeding value. This cutting also prevents

largely tlu' tendency tlie grass lias to become coarse after it has been

established some vt'ars.

Hairy Paspalum (I'tixjxil n iii n n/af ii m).— (irows to a heiiiht of 7 feet

6 inches, and Mowers in November. The jilants tiller well, and it spreads

ra])idly fidin the pai'eiit stem, foi'iniiiL! dense tufts. Seeij is produced

abundantly, and germinates easily. The character of growth is upright,
and an immense bulk of foliage is jn'oduced. The stems are somewhat

coarse, but carry many large leaves, wliii'h are fairly soft and i)alatable

to stock. It grows wi'll in [loor sandy soil, but does not seem to possess

any advantage over I'dxpaJ um dildidl n m, except its upi'ight nature.
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PasiMihnn [xinlcujaf tim.—Attains a height of 18 inclifs, aiid flowers in

December. It grows in tufts, and is not very vigorous. The foliage

remains green during a great part of tlie yuar, and is tender, but some-

what hairy.

Fanicum pioUferuni.—This is essentially a sunnner grass. It grows

rapidly during the spring and early summer, and produces a fair amount

of herbage. The flowering occurs in November, ami after this it quickly
becomes dry, and makes no fresh growth until the following spring.

Evergreen Meadow Grass (Foa ^enipervirfini).
—This variety enjoys the

reputation of being one of the richest of the cultivated grasses. It is

creeping in habit, and forms a dense turf, but requires a moist climate.

Frosts affect it very little, and it maintains a green growth through the

winter, until hot weather sets in, when it dries off rapidly. In our trials

it has never given large yields.

Natal Red Top (Trk-hnlwna rosea).

Texas Blue Grass {Poa ardrhnifrrd).
—This is one of the most valuable

grasses in our collection- It resists drought and frost well, and produces
a dense mass of foliage tip to 2 feet high, whicli is highly nutritions.

Frosts affect it little, and good pasturage is obtained from it throughout
the winter and well into summer. The hot weather of January and

February dries it oft' a little ; but it starts into growth again as soon as

the cooler days return. It possesses a deep-rooting system, which enables

it to do well on even poor soil. Once planted, it spreads I'apidly, and
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I'di'iiis ;i (Iriisc tui-f. Ill our ti'ial- its tine licallliy ali]if;waiicr duriiiL: the

colli iiMiiilli.- iTiiihTcd it vri'v ((iiis|)it-ii(}iis.

Kent ii(k\ liliiL' (Ii'ass {/'<i// /i/-/i/i /ix/s).
—Tin- stuloiiift'rous roots of this

grass allow it to spread i-apidly. It resists frosts well, and produces good
feed duriiiL;' the winter and carK s])riHii. It docs not stand droiiu'lit or

heat well, and nndei' such conditions ^ives oidy small yields. It is

nuti'itious, and liked hy stock; ami as it is early, i^ valuahlr for cold

<-limates.

Natal IJcd Top {T iicIkiI ii nil ro:<t(i).
—This is a very striking Lirass. its

higlily-col()iire(l apjiearance when in tlower makini;- it very handsome, and

it is on this aci'oiint a favouidtc Lii'ass for ph/asin'c Lirounds. It is a

vigorous grower, and attains a hei^iit of '.\ feet (i inches. A dense mass

of leafy, succulent herhaiie is (piickly pro(luced in sjiring. and remains

until cut down liy heavy frosts. It flowers in Xovemher and Decemlter,

and ]iroduces a large amount of seed, which germinates frei-ly. It resists

drought well, and flourishes in poor sandy soil. l'"oi' growing as green
food for i)oultiy it is very valual)le, and can be recommended for sowing
in fowl-yards which require resting.

Sjiurnhn/ lis iiiroidrs.—A fairly ra]dd-growing. tall gi'ass, attaining' a

height of -5 feet. It Howers in Xovemher, and after tliis dies down until

the following sprini:', when it makes a fresh growth. The htahage it

]iro(luces is succulent and very suitahle for hay.

taniciiiii 111 rifoli II III .
—Attains a height of 2 feet, and flowers in

November. It is a ipiick-growing grass, but somewhat watery in nature,
and is apparently more suited to a moist climate than dry conditions.

After flowering it rapidly dries, ami does not make a fresh growth until

the following s])ring.

I'llmen III hnlhoxn III .
—This ujuuLiht-LirowinL;' ^rass Mowers in Xovember,

attaining a height of '2\ to 3 feet, but is only sparsely covered with leaves.

The forage it produces is succulent and palatal)le, but lieconies drv shortiv

after the flowering. It is a good drought resister, and does well in sandy
soil. r-^^

Native Varieties.

In the selection of grasses, our own native varieties are worthy of

careful consideration. They have become adapted, by long natural

selection, to our peculiar climatic conditions, and are letter able to with-

stand th(_'m than many grasse> brouLjIit fj-om coulci- i-limates, whii'h, no

matter how good they may be \\\ their own hal)itat, are not fitted to

districts liaiilc to drouiihl. There are many valnahle kinds in our

numerous and varied sjn'cies, and amoiiL'' them will Ije found varieties

.suitable for almost every distidct. Many of the introduced gras.ses are,

and will continue to be, the favourites for localities where the climatic

conditicuis are similai' to those to which tlie\- have l)ecome inured bv lontr

years of cultivation; but when they are removed to districts with

absolutelv diffei'eiit comlition^, sat isfactoi'v I'esults will not alwavs follow.
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Australian grasses iiavc, tliruaL;li tKu wcjdl and meat j)ruiliK'eil, obtained

a world-wide reputation, and it is well worth attempting to still further

increase their value, and that of the pastures, by carefully selecting and

^rowing those varieties which have by actual results proved the best.

We have many areas the stock-bearing capacity of which could be largely
increased by a little judicious treatment ; and with the increasing necessity

of making the greatest profit from the land, attention might well be

turned to our own varieties. In many cases in the western wheat country
horses have been worked hard at [doughing for several months at a time,

with no other feed than that which they have been able to obtain from

the natural grass land. They have remained strong and healthy through-

out, and have in some instances even put on flesh, and looked better at

the end of the season than when they commenced work. This is an actual

proof of the high nutritive ([ualities of our grasses, and if but ;. portion

of the attention is given to them which other crops receive, highly satis-

factory results must loUow.

Mitchell Grass (Aiitrehla triticoides).
—This grass, whilst giving fair

results, lias not thrived so well under our conditions as its power of

resisting drought in the inland districts would lead us to expect- It does

not apjiear to do well in poor sandy soil, and probably the different

climatic comlitions influence its growth. In its native hal)itat of the

interior it has the reiJUtation of being one of the most vigorous and

fattening indigenous grasses. Even under extreme heat it produces
abundant highly nutritive herbage, which stock eat greedily and do well

on, even after it has become quite dry. This is a marked feature in

many of our grasses, and is responsible for the heavy stocking which can

be done throughout the year.

In our tidals with Mitchell Grass it grew to a height of IS inches and

tillered largely, producing a large quantity of flue succident stems and

many leaves. It flowered in December, and remained fairly green

throughout the summer. It has strong, wiry roots, and bears a fair

-amount of well-developed seed.

Tall Blue Grass (Aiulropof/on nfr<icfu^).
—This variety remains green

•during most of the year. It grew to a height of 3 feet, and flowered in

December. The stems are a little hard, and are scantily leafed; but a fair

amount of succulent leaf is I)orne at the base of the stems. It is fairly

prominent among the native grasses of the farm, and resists drought and

heat Well.

Brown-flowered Swamjt Grass {hiphiclmi' fiixca).
—This common name

is somewhat a misnomer, as the grass thrives well on the driest soil. It

is a rapid grower, and reaches a height of 3 feet. The forage produced
is succulent during its young stages, and verv useful for stock, but

become.s slightly coarse after it flowers, at the end of November. The

foliage remains green during the sunnner months, and dies down on the

approach of frosts, and reniains dormant until the following spring.
It resists drought well, and grows on i)Oor sandy soil.

c
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Cralj (irass {l:h ii.<im indic'i).— A (|iiirk-L;rii\viiii;- annual t^rass, wliie-li

re:";ists droti^iit well. Il lilln-s lar'jcly, ami a mass of lierl)a<re is fonucd

aliHiit 1 '_' int'lies in lici^lil : lint it is latlicf cdai'sr, and of little value-

The sci'd is lidfnc |ilcnt i fully, and Lid'tninatt's t'rrrly.

Weeping Love Grass (/wv/7/•o^7^^• /n/osaj.
—This is one of tlie most

vii^cu'ous vaideties we have litowii. It resists drouLiht womlert'ulh' well,

and lias always stood out from otiiei' grasses as a heavy yieldei' in even

the dfiest years. The tlowei'ini;' stems attain a heii^'lit of (> feet, and Ijear

leaves along almost tlieii' eidire Iciejth. It is a ra|dd growei'. and a|)])ear->i

to he f)ne of the hest grasses for pooi' sandx' >oil. In its carh' ui'owtli. n]

Tall Blue Grass (A)i<Jrn/Mi;joit rflfrrirtus).

if kept elosely gra/eil, it is sueeulrnt ; hut if allowed to make too strong"

a growth it hecotues wiry. Its tihi-ous roots I'.xtemI deep into the soil.

The seed is ju'odueeil in largt' (piantities, and as they L;enninate wi'll,

the grass ipiiekly spiralis. This varii'ty is inTi'ii iiial. and must not he

confused with an annual Love (irass whii'h slightly resemhles il.

Kotigh Bearded Grass { h'f/n //it/ioi/an or<////.s').-
— A i tains a height of ahoiit

IS ineln's, and gives a fair amount of foliage. It keeps green duriuii' the-

winter, and jirodiices good feed when other grass is scarce. The flowering-
stems are produced in Octohei ; Ijiit it remains green u\> till Christmas,
when it dies down until cool v.eather returns. It is verv soft and tender

in the leaf and stem until it flowers, when the stem^ become a little harsh-

Seed is pfodueed ahiindantly, and grows easil\-.
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EriorJiJod poliisfdcliiid .
—This variety grows to a height of 2 feet

6 inches, and flowers in November- Its strong roots penetrate deeply
into the soil, and enable it to resist drought and thrive on poor soil.

An ulMindance of fine, nutritions forage is produced, and is well liked

by stock. It remains green until frosts occur, wIkmi it withers, and does

not make a fresh growth until spring.

Australian Millet (I'inncn iit (hcdiii
iii).-<if inn).

—This v.iriety should be

encouraged in all pastures. It resists drought well, and is a rapid,

vigorous grower, attaining a height of 3 to 1 feet. It flowers in Novend^er,

and the stems carry leaves along almost their entire length. Uidike

a large numljer of our native grasses, it remains green well into winter.

:^#-

Weeping Love Grass {Eniyru-^tis pilosa).

A large amount of nutritious herbage is produced, which is greedily
eaten by stock, and when cured makes good hay. It is one of the best of

our native grasses for this purjjose, and when cut it quickly sends up a

fresh growth. The seeds are produced freely, and germinate well. Its

deep, fibrous roots enal:)le it to grow in almost any class of soil.

Vandyke or Yellow Grass (Fainnnn fl'i viduni)-
—A quick-growing

variety, which attains a height of 3 feet, and flowers in October. It is

upright in liabit, and does not spread rapidly. Tlie heritage is scanty,

and contains few leaves. It makes two or three growtlis during the

season if cut.

Pnnirinn leucophceiu/i .
—This is a valuable upright-growing variety.

It produces a fair amount of licrl)age, which is fine and succulent, and
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siiitahlu fur hay or ]iast iiia^ic. Its ilrcp. tihroiis roots ix'ImIcI" it capable
of resisting drought ami (huiiL:' well in poor soil. 'I'lic scrd is jiroiluced

freely, ainl Lirows well.

Forage IMaiits.

Slife|i's IJiiriirt ( I'ol < n inn sd/it/iiisorhit ).
— This excellent perennial

foihlci' plant grows in tufts, ami attains a heiL.'ht of 1.'^ inches. Its strong
roots i)euetrute deeply, and enable it to thi'ive in almost all classes of

soil, from a heavy clay to almost pure saml. It I'esi.sts dmuLiht and lieut

Sheep s Burnet (/'oteriidii ttanytirnoiba).

wonderfully v.ell, and wiu'U eaten down ipiickly tliro\v.> u|i fresh shoots.

Sheep eat it greedily, and rapidly put on ll;'>h when fed on it. A heavy

yield is produced, and it ri'inains green throughout tlie \cai'. J'he seeds

arc ]>roduce(l frei'ly, and germinate easily. It is well worth extended

cultivatiiui to piovide grazing for either pigs or sheep, jiarticularly so

as its pertnanent character makes it an inexpensive ci'<i]i
to Lirow.

Millefoil (Arliillci niillt-foh ii iii).
— A perennial forage ])lant, which

produces a fair amount of fodih'r under favoui'ahle conditions. In dry
.seasons it gives a good growth in eaidy spring, and dries oft' during the

summer until the autumn, when it i-eeovers, and gives a fair crop. It

is a suiialilr croji foi' Li'razing to shee]), and diK's well on
]

r siul.
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The House Sparrow in Neaa' South AYales.

[Continued from Defember, 1907, page 917.]

C. T. MUSSON.

As to .sparroics destroyed t/iro/Kjh the ayeiicij of sjjcirroio clnhs and adion of
societies,

A considei'able amount of goxl work has been done, l)ut tlie eSbrts have
been spasmodic and wanting in uniformity. Ti'apping is resorted to where
there are sparrovv cdubs. A number of societies have for some years given

prizes for eggs and heads with satisfactory results. One society (Hawkesbury
distiict) last year held a sparrow crusade, poisoning a considerable number.

Large nuiid)ers of Ijirds have been destroyed, and the success attained points
to a still greater success that would certainly attend an organised general
crusade.

^.s- to the prevai/ iiKj sentimeut icith respect to the !-pnrrou\

The bird is universally condemned.

As to suggestions received.

These probably cover the whole conceivable range of the subject, and can

be roughly epitomised as follows :
—

The authorities to take the matter in hand.

The societies to take the matter in hand.

Bonus to be given.

Reguhir crusade should Ije organised.

The authorities to advise best means
;

societies and individuals to

carry out the details.

Killing the fledged young is the best method of takins' advantaue of the

usefuhiess of the spari'ow, and at the same time checking its ravages

amongst grain.

Conclusions arrived at.

The sparrow is widely distributed ;
it is here to stay, and has to be reckoned

with as a rapidly-increasing enemy to be combated before it becomes too

oppie«sive in its detrimental action.

It certainly does good in destroying insects. A service whicli cannot be

calculated and is frequently overlooked.

The damage don^ far outweighs the good, probably as 8 to 2.

Damagv; is greatest when the pest is present in numbers.

The sparrow was of no serious importance as a pe-st prior to 1890.

It is only within the last ten years it has spread widely and increased so

much as to become a sorious pest.

On large areas witli spjr.se population we have ditticulties in dealing wi'h the

bird not found where areas are smaller and population denser.

It has spread beyond the Darling, and is found in the dry western country
as far as Milparinka.

It has become a menace to thf agi'icultural industry and to fruitgrowers, and

should lie promptly checked.
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It is a scavenger in tdwns, which furni ih(; crntics frcin whith the ncii^h

lioui'injj; country is invadcfl.

Iloniid hinhhutis it ai'cunmlatcs liltli :iiicl is a nicaMs of cniitaiiiiiiat iiig th(^

wak'i' supply.

Tn ])ast()ral districts tlie hi'd j:i\es little trduhlc.

[t is in the farm the Ijird causes most loss.

It has spieid mainly along the railways and inads.

Thei'e is no uiuversal ieme.d\' wliiili will get rid of the Spariow.

Extermination is impossilile.

Prevention of increase is po.ssible, a.s also is reduction in numbei-s.

Bounty laws have not been a success elsewhere and are liatdly likely to be

so here.

The Sparrow always nests elost' to the habitations uf man.

The Spai-row needs to be reiluci-il in nuiidiHi-s and kept in check.

AVe must look to the individual to carry out the necessary work.

This can only be carried out by orgainsed, uin'tecb and per.-istent effort

renewed each year.

Every year this matter is left the birds will increase enonnou.-ly, and

prol)ably the required labour and expense to be incurred in tighting them

will be largely augmented.

There are signs that in the not very distant future a fiesh '• I)nlince of

Nature'' will be ai'rived at; in this country in relation to the Sparrow and its

present want of natural checks. This position has, according to a writer in

the Scientijic American, apparently arrived in tlu^ United States ; largely

brought about there by the native flesh-eating bii'ds, the Hawks and ( )\vls.

We should, however, do evervthiiig in oui' powci' to encourage the birds of

prey likely to make use of the Sparrow as food. None of tlie small Hawks

shoulfl l)e destroyed, nor should the Ikitcher Ih'rd. They ha\(' only been

destroyed in the |)ast through a misunderstanding as to the nature of their

food ; they may do a little harm but they do a very large amoui.t of good.

"We cannot affurd to wait for this possible and prol'al)le cour.se of events as

the damage increases with the numtier of Sparrows.

With the expenditure of a litt'e time and money, carried out on i o uperat i\('

lines, the local agricultural and related societies supjilpug the machinery, it

is (juite possible to bring the i)est within reasonable bounds during the next

few years. The experience of our local society has shown that with one

effort, carried out at a bad time of the year for the purpose, the nuuibers can

be considerably reduced. Without doing anything else, pre\cntion of breed-

ing would alone answer the general purpose in view : the sit \iat ion-, in which

they breed adiiut cf this being doiu\

Everything points to two lines of work as likely to ^i\-e the best results if

anything is to be done at all- -

I. Prevent them breeding.

'1. Reduce them in number by poisoning and shooting.

If the former is carried out. tln'y will become reduced in number gradually

through t' e operation of natural auencies.
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If these two methods were carried out thoroughly for three or four seasoi,s

there would be no Sparrow pest worth mentioning ;
and a little timely work

in looking after the breeding haunts would, in pi-ev'enting the production of

young, stop any great increase for the immediate future.

Introduction of Foreign Birds.

With regard to tlie indiscriminate introduction of l)irds to this country, a

suggestion was once made to us (February, 1905) "that a little green bird

(a nice whistler) from Hongkong, whose food is the nnjth
(?),

should be

introduced here as likely to l^e of use in keeping down Codling Moth."

Without knowing something about the habits of any bird in its native

home, it would be folly to introduce it into a new home
;

for it might prove
to be of no real use and perhaps a positive pest.

In New South Wales, under the Stock Act, there is no restriction placed
on the introduction of foreign birds. For regulations, &c., as to importation
of other animals, see page 41, Stock Act. The Birds Protection Act gives
no protection to Sparrows or Starlings. Originally Starlings were protected,

but the protection was removed under Gazette notice 17th February, 1905.

Native Birds suflieient as Insect-checks.

We do not neetl the sparrow as an insect-destroyer. The nati\e birds are

numerous as to species and also as individuals, and are quite sufficient for our

needs. The available feeding-grounds are admirably divided amongst the

different groups : the ground providing food for many, others attending to

the bark of trees
; others, again, to the leaves and lesser twigs ; whilst flying

insects are mainly looked after by fly-catchers. Small plants, as vegetables,
are attended to by certain of the ground-feeders, as the Chats, also some of

the Tits (Yellow-tail) and the Silver Eye. The customary food habits are

varied at times for change of food, much to our annoyvnce ;
for instance, in

the case of the Silver Eye. The small birds should be encouraged and

attracted under all circumstances, by not shooting or disturbing them, and

l)y providing occasional food and a water supply. At the times when they
are likely to be destructive we must watch them and drive them away.

General Suggestions with regard to the Sparrow.

Certain matters need to be strongly emphasized here if there is to be any
•effort made to reduce in numbers this increasing pest. Circumstances in

this country are such as to allow it to increase to enormous projiortions. It

has entered into a position here with tremendous possibilities before it in respect
of space, food, sparse population, and absence of enemies for the present.
We cannot afford to wait until such time, if ever it arrives, when our

native flesh-eating birds have come to the front and, as in other countries,

act as a sufficient check : it takes time for them to become accustomed to a

new article of food.

It is difficult to give any idea as to what the bird will Ijreed up to if left

alone for another five years. Let us as-iume that with us each breeding pair
raises sixteen young in a year, and that these are half males and half females

;
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this is, ]iei-li;ips, undcistatinii the case, hut will sutliciciitiy answer (nir

y)urpo?e. Thei-c would lie at the end of five years as tlie result of a single

]iaii-,
it" all the pni^cuy li\ed, over 64,000 l)reedinu pairs.

"J'iiei-e are, ii()\ve\cr, losses fi-oiu natuial causes, which reduce the inuubers

very inucl), and whicli make aiiv calculations jiuiclv sjieculative.

If left alone we can he sure tiiei'e nnist l)e enyrnious increase, and it may
1)6 tak(>n tliat they are now increasini^ foui- or fivefold each year. Under an

aniuial crusade, at the end of two years the luinihci' of Sjiariows in existence-

woidd piohalily he ahout the same as at present ;
if continued there would he

a slight annual decrease.

The followinn' genei'al suggesti")ns nivi'ii nierelv in outline may be takfji to

l)e the outcome of this investigation as to the position of the Sparrow in

relation to ])roducers in New South Wales. Then' indicate just what would

l)e likely to produce the de-ired result if persevered in, moreover tliev form an

essential pai-t of a gener.d ci-usade against (he Spai-iow, which should

culminate each year in a systematic winter cami>aign, as will he outlined

Ix'low.

Ercoinniciidafions as In irhat it is considered slionld he our piiVtrij ii-itli

regard to the Sjiarrow.

I. It seems desirable that the imjioi'tation of birds and other animals

into New South Wales should be absolutely prohibited, except
under strict supervision.

Noxious birds or other animals should not l)e permitted to b(^

moved from one part of the State to anotliei'.

Power should be given to some authority (the Under Secretary
foi' Agriculture?) to determine the advisability of admitting, or

otherwise, any bird or other animal, their eggs, or young.
'1. It should be a punishable offence to impoi-t into the State, or introduce

to any new locality, any prohibited l)ii'd or other animal.

''>. It should Lea ])art of tlie duty of the Inspectors of Nuisances in

towns, of the Police and any other otticers appointed for the j)urjose

to see that Sparrows are not allowed to breed about premises.

Municipalities should have power to jjrosecute, and th.-re should

be a fine infiicteil ujioii any pci'son not complying with the

regulations.

The same plan should lie adojited by the local authorities undei-

any Local Government Act.

4. Houseliolders .sliould be compelled by tlie local authorities to carry
out I'easonable means for pi'eventing sparrows nesting and rearing

young.
The same jirovision should l)e cai'iicd out bv Slat ion-mastiM's and

all persons in charge of buildings of all descriptions.

5. All Agricultural, Pastoral, and Hoi-ticultural Societies receiving a

grant of money from Government should be compelled to spend not

less than (?£10) per annum in fighting the pest, by offering;

pi'izes for eggs and heads, or in some other suitable way.
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6, 8uc'h societies should make it a part of their regular yearly work—
1. To offer jirize.s for eggs and heads.

2. To organise the members into actively fighting the Sparrow in

some recognised uniform manne)', chietiy by means of a yearly

winter crusade and by destruction of nes's.

7. Tt should h'i a part of tie curriculum in all schools, in connection

with Nature study, to instruct scholars as to the life history, good
and evil deeds of the connmm animals, especially instilling into

young minds the necessity of following up this knowdedge by
"
protecting the useful

" and "
destroying the noxious." Much

can be done by encouraging "the boy" to a lifelong Sparrow war.

This trouble is largely a matter of education. Thei'e should be a

" Bird Day
"

in all schools, and special instruction, looking to the

desired end.

S. Every effort should be made to pre\ent the Spn-row from making

good a footing in any district at present unoccupifd, or where a

few are present. In the early days of its settlement it should be

pursued relentlessly until exterminated, an end that can in such

cases be attained.

Su(/gestions in detail, more pa7'ticidarly for l.lte man hitprpsled.

The Sparrow is a cunning and wary bird, which learns to avoid poisoned

food and traps after a few have ti'ied them and succumbed. We must, there-

fore, meet cunning with cunning and endeavoui' to present things to him in

such a way that they do not look like ''

preparation," but as natural as

possible.

Every grower who is interested in the subject
—and there can Ije l)ut few

who are not sufferers in one way or another—should help the matter on, by

urging his local society to take tlie matter up anfl organise a s}stematic plan

of operations for the district. When this is done, everyone should join in

the matter heartily, carry out the instructions faithfully, and follow up the

proceedings by undertaking such oHier suitable things on his own initiative

as he is able to adopt, with the one end in view— destruction of the Sparrow.

Most men only want to know what to do, and to see others do the same

thing, when they will act likewise.

Destroy the nests and disturb t'le roosting-places.
—

Probably, the best

result in any Sparrow crusade wdl be attained by regularly and systematically

preventing the Sparrow from building ; or, wdiere nests are found, allowing the

eggs to hatch and then destroying the young; the latter is the better plan.

It is believed that, in the fact that the Sparrow never nests far from build-

ings, lies the key to the whole question of preventing increase in this pest.

The nests are always close at hand
;
the only requirement is never to let the

young get away.
A hook of bent wire attached to a baml)oo makes a useful itistrumeut for

destroying the nests.

The offering of prizes at local shows is a great inducement to this ^^irticular

end.
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T(i
j)i-L'\i'iit

.sown MH'd troin ht-iiii;' Lukeii, dip it, hi't'uif |ilaiitiiiL;.
in tar water,

nftorwards clrvinir it. One pound of tar .steeped in Imiling water overnight,

^'.nd made up tu 1.*.") gailnns, shuidd he strong enouyli. Another plan is to

moisten the seed with water and sj)i'inkle on it jiowdered rfd h^ad, stiiring it

until well coateil, drving it before use.

Still aiiothei- phm is to sprinkle the see'"l with kerosene.

8eed-beds and small vegetaljh' plots can be protected by w iic netting, but

this is expensi\-e as is also the netting of trees. An old fashiooMl but

successful method for protecting seed-beds is to .stretch tine white twine or

cotton aci'oss them, tving bits of paper or feathers on them to make a scare.

The gun is a great help, as it frightens birds away. Naturally enougli it is

necessary to keep any "scare" going all day as long as the danger lasts.

" Scare boys
"

are employed in Knglaiid and elsewhere, always moving aroun I

the eroji with loud-sounding wooden clappei'.-.

Poisoning, when adopted, should be carefully plamied, and everythiu',' done

to prevent dead liirds from contaminating water sujiplv. to pi'e\cnt poulti y
from taking the poison, and to protect farm animals. The native l^rds sutler

also. This it is impo.ssible to prevent where poison is spread in the })acklocks ;

but it is a serious matter to kill otf the native useful birds, such as magpies.

Encourage the natuial enemies.—Hawks, butcher birds, and even owls

will take spai-rows. The doaiestic cat is also a great enenu'.

Hedges should not be allowed to become dense, as if such be the case they
make admirable harhours for the l)ir(l.

We should use the sjiarrow as food, and encourage traj)ping or shooting
for the purpose.

OUTL[NE FOll A\ ORGANISED SpARROW CrUSADK.
A general Sparrow crusade should 1)6 commenced at once. Succfss will

entirely depend upon the heartv co-operation of e\eiv householder and ewvy
person suflTering from the depredations of the Sparrow, This ajiplies to town
as well as countr}'.

On the Victorian border the plan would not result in such 2>ermanMit good
as elsewhere, uidess it were cai'iied out in the .southern State contemporane-

ously with us, for our .side of the ii\ci' would soon receive colonists again.
'I'he two operations

—
(

1
) prevent ion of breeding, and ( L') wintei- poisoning

—
must be cai'rieil out thoi-oughK' and completely.

All newspa|)ers should be recpiested to jirint this outline in full at earliest

convenience, and again at beginiung and ctkI of July, in oi'der to give reminders

t ' all interested.

All Agricultural, Pastoral, and Horticult ural societies are recpiested lo t;.ke

.such .steps as ai'e necessary to secure the c(j-operation of theii' membeis in the

general effort to check the bird.

Municipal authorities should at the same time ]irevent the Sparrow fi-om

rearing young in parks o)' puldic places.

If all join heartily in the ciaisade, success is assured, but action must be

unanimous, and the work must be thorougt)ly done.
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Summer Campaign.
To jn'event increase in numhevx.

All Imus' holders in the State are requested, in tlie interests of the State, to

prevent Sparrows from rearint;' their young- vijion or near th^r premises.

As the Sparrow never nests far from human liabitations, this should not l^e

ix, difficult matter to accom|)lish. The bird usually builds under house roofs,

in spoutinu, in dense hedges and tr<-es, in ivy, and other protected places.

The nests are large and easily found.

The best plan is to let the parent birds hatch the eggs and feed the young
for a week, then destroy the young beFore they can fly. The birds will rear

other broods, often as many as four or tive ; these should be stopped in a

-similar way. Breeding is cont'nuous from July to the end of summer.

If this were properly cirried out. or even the nests destroyed before they

lould I'e made full use of, the bird would cease to increase in numbers.

Boys might be encouraged to undertake much of the necessary work.

Special inducements might be given by extending the system of giving ]
riz' s

fur " heads
"
at the local shows. Better prizes should be offered for heads

than eggs.

This summer work should be followed up for two or even three years until

the bird is completely under subjection, when the amount of work to prevent

jii'oduetion of young woukl be reduced to a minimum.

Winter Campaign.

To reduce the nuihher of those already in existence lointer puisoniyif/ must he

res: rted to.

August is probably the best month, as there is le-s food about for them then.

The poii-on should be laid in such places as the Sparrows are likely 'o vi>it,

where poultry are not likely to get at it, and far enough from any water

supply to prevent dead birds from contaminating it.

The special method adopted should be suited to the locality.

If the area is baited with a little untreated grain for a few days l)efore

spreading the poisoned grain, the birds are likely to be less suspicious.

There should be three poisonings, each one to be carried out on three

«accessive days at intervals of a fortnight. Convenient dates would be the

last week in July, second and third weeks in August.
A bushel of grain for each poisoning should be enough ;

a third of it

should be spread on the first three days of the week mentioned, in each ca>e

laying the grain in ditl'erent places.

For the three poisonings it would, perhaps, conduce to success if the

character of the food is varied. Cracked corn, millet, or sorghum might 1 e

tried, say, one of them for the second poisoning.

The most useful grain for the purpose is, undoubteelly, that which is

mainly grown in the district where poison is laid.

Speaking generally, wheat is the most convenient to operate with, most

easily obtainable, and most readily used.

Local circumstances may call for slight variations in the method. The

important point is that all should poison at the same time.
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How to Poison the Sparrow.

The various inctliods of jtrcpariiii,' poiMin aic ^ivcii below. 'I'lic societies

interested niiylit very well luidertake the jmrchnse of poison and ;j,iain wliere

necessary, and its distribution to inemher.s. This would make it easier for

the indi\ idiial, who nnght find a ditli.'ult \' in o' it aindiL; the poison : n\ hii^t the

e\|iense Aduld not be SO n'l'eit on account ot it bein^- obtaine I in (|uant it \'.

/>/•// MiIIhiiI (advised as best).

Ten 11). of sound wheat is thorou;j;hly ilamped with fiesh milk, so that the

grains are all wet. but not
(li'ip|iinL;'

with moisture. iMve-sixths of an ounce

of powdered strvchnine, not too tine, is then shaken on to the L;rain. the

whole bein,<4" kept constantly stii'i'i'il. NN'hen all the strvchnine is mixed with

the grain, it can Ije immediat-lv laid.

Anotlwr M'tjhxl.

J)issolve one-einhth of an ounce of powdered strychnine sulpliate in lialf a

pint of boiling water. I'lair this wdule hot over "J (piarts of wheat (or
cracked corn), stir well, and continue stirring until the liipdd is a])soi'hed.

Diy thoroughly, without scorching.

Ani>t]i<'r very (jood AletJiod.

Dissolve 1 ounce of Mulles' sohdile strychnine in 1 jiints of boiling I'ain-

water, when cool add 1") fluid ounci'S of methylated s})irit, then add enough
I'ain-water to make 4 gallons strychnine solution. Take 1 bushel wheat,

jilace it in a wooden keg or washtub ; over this pour the \ gallons of

strychnine solution, and allow the grain to soak for fortv-eigiit houi's.

Spread out and dr\' in the sun. It rei|uires from 1 to 1 gi'ains to kill a

sparrow.

Phosphorised grain is sometimes used with ellect. j)articularly when spread
after sow ing tlie crop.

7Vr,j (Jallforyudn nn'tltddf aj jxt'isom ikj.

1. Place shallow lioxtvs on the end of a ])ole aiul put in 1 oi' o feet from

the ground to keep the poison out of the way of ]ionltrv. In the boxes

spriidvle maize meal and a \ery little strvclnune, which mixture tlie liiids

eat. Tt will not hurt dogs or cats to eat the dead bii-ds, as then- is not

enough poison absorbed by the bii'd.

'1. Put the strychinne in jueces of ajiplcs ami stick them on the (mds of

lind)S of trees.

Method (if spreading tJu' Poison.

It is advisable to lay grain tlnidy in a lunnber of places rather than

thickly.

Take advantage of fresh warm h«u'se-droppings to spiiid<le a few grains of

])ois5ned wheat o\er them.

After a crop has been sown, scatti'r a li'tle poisoned grain over the surface

of tiie ground.

TjIV a train of cliatl', and sirinkle a few grains alonir it.
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A little chaff dropping out oi: the tail of a cart, with poisoned grain mixed,

will give a very natural looking appearance.

(Jood results are obtained by laying bait on roadways near trees.

Tn cold districts, especially when snow is on the ground, and Si)arrows are

short of food, a train of chaff with grain may be laid within reach of some

c invenient place ;
when the birds are there in iiunibei-s a is,\iv\ will kiU off a

considerable number if fired along the line.

Caution.

Persons usinc strychinc for this purpose are earnestly cautioned to beware

of its intensely poisonous nature. They should not allow anyone to assist

except picked men. The greatest caution should be observed to prevent the

possibility of an accident. When put away it should be securely packed and

plainly labelled, and kejit out of the reach of children and domestic animals.

After each period of iioi-oning have the spouts and guttering on a'l buildings

searched for dead bodies of sparrows.

Trapping

can only V)e satisfactorily resorted to when live birds are requited.

Mechanical Scares.

A number have been devised ; acting with more or less success. None of

them, howevi-r, give completely satisfactory results.

Birdlime

is of little practical use in relation to Sparrows.

With reference to the important work of exterminating the Sparrow, or

reducing it in numbers, one correspondent replies as follows :— " I hit upon
a plan that completely finished Mr. Sparrow ;

since then there has not been

one about the place; this can be corroborated by my neighbours. I do not

tell my method because it may be of value to me. It is effective and sure."
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Concrete Floors.

A. BROOKS,
Foreman of Works, Hawkesbury Agricultural College.

Old bricks, blue metal, or saiidstone broken to H-iucli or 2-iiicli gauge,,

clean sharp sand, Portland cement, and clean water are the necessarj
materials j

a gauge-box, as shown in tlie illustration, made of Ijoards,.

12 inches deep, measuring 4 ft. G in. x 3 ft. inside, is also re(|uired. This-

is laid on a prepared platform of jjlanks bedded flat and close together.

Set the l)0x on the platform, fill it with the stone, and again nearly lialf-

full of sand ; mix tliese together, then add one and a Iialf bags or lialf it

cask of cement, and mix all together dry, by turning over with shovels.

twice : then turn a third time, and while this is being done one man should

sprinkle the water over from a watering-can ; this heaj) should again be

turned over, when any dry stuff should be wet as before. Care must be

taken not to use too mueli water, as the concrete must not be sloppy- ; and
after it is laid it should Ix' liglitlv raimned with a flat ranniier, say
12 in. X 10 in. on the face.

A Cheaper Concrete for such as Cow-bail or Pig-sty Floors.

Spread and ram (hjwn to tlie I'eijuircMl Ifvcls the dry stone or otlier

aggregate to be used, which need not in tliis case be broken to anv
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]»aft iciilai' :jiiii;^c. Mix a hatcli of stone liiin' inuitar, ii>ii]U tlii-cc |iai-ts

.san<l Id iiiir iif niislal\;'(| liiiu-. '^lli^ iiia\' lie iiiaili; u|) li\'
(i)ieiiiiiL: iiui the

centre of tlir licap of saml ami placiiiL: the un.-lakcil fi'oh linic in the

centi'e : then sjirinkle eu(iU<:li water on to feiluee tlie lime to a powder,
add enuugh water to make it like milk, and 'jradnalh' mix in the sand;
knock the lot into a hea|i, cover with a little ili'\- sand, and k-ave it stand

for a week. Mix np this into a i;ront or liipiid inoi'tar, and pmir it over

the Avy stones until all the s[iaees are tilled in, and n-'xt day render or

plastt-r the top olT with a i-oat of cement mortal- .', inch thick, ruled slraii^ht

and t rowellcd ha vA.

Rendering.

This is the term j^ix'eii to ih:' 1ini>hinL: coat ajiplicd to walls or iloors,

and is usually d(Uie with I'emeiit mortar maile of two paits clean saml

to one part Portland t'emenl. workefl tot^cthei- throuiih a tine sieve before

hein.L;' wetted tor use. ('arc should he taken not to wet up an.\' luiwc than

can he used within a half houi\ as some cements set ipiicklv (an imiication

they are not the hestj.

Mixing and Laying Concrete Floors.

A few hints as to how to mix and lay cement i(Uicrete, esj)ecially for

siieh as ])ig'-sty floors, may piMve useful, and it is i^iven hei'e in the ho])e

that it may he so.

Laying- concrete floors recjuires two distinct o]ierations
— first, laying

iind ramming (lightly) the concrete in position, and then rendei'ing or

top-dressing' with cement-inortnr made of clean sand two pai-ts to one part

Portland cement, evenly laid and trowelled hai'd to a smoot h finish, t'onci-ete

that is to 1)6 so top-dressed must never he allowed to dry liefore the render-

ing is ]iut on. otherwise it will not adhere togethei'. aiul no floor should

be laid in large areas. l)ut in small, easily worked slahs, otherwise the tloor

is sure to crack in various directions. This is more likely with Iloors of

less than (i inches thick.

To lav a concrete Hooi-. say 1 L' ft. \ H» ft. and 1 inches tliic'k. to he

top-dressed (rendered) to a smooth fini

tiiiished surface, and drive in pegs

at thefour corners; with a straight-

edge or levelling rule, laid on tlu'

top of these pegs, measure down

and cut out the soil to a hard,

even surface, using the spade or

square-mouthed shovel only, I

inches below the straight-edge in

every direction. This will make

room for a slab of concrete 4 inches

thick all over, 'i'lien di\ide the

area, say, into tw(d\e scpiares of

3 ft. 4 in. X .1 ft., thus—

determine the heieht to the

t

II f ^ _

1
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From Nos. 1 to 12, and usiiig boards 4 inches wide, with the upper eilges

straight, lay one from A to B and another from C to D, and drive pegs

in the centre space behind tliem, as at e, e, e
;
then using short boards

3 ft. 4 in. long, place them three on each side, as at F, F, F, and fix tliem

in position with pegs as before. Note that these pegs are not to be in

tlie spaces to be filled with concrete: it is sometimes necessary to have

them so, Ijut they must lie removed, and tlie holes filled in with cement

mortar as soon as possible.

Having the concrete mixed, hll in slabs Nos. 1, 3, !), and 11, keeping
the surface lightly rammed down h inch below the edges of the l)oards, to

allow for the top-dressing. These should be allowed to set for, say,

twenty-four hours, when the top may be finished off, trowelling hard with

a steel trowel for a smooth face, or with a wood float or trowel if required

for a rough face. Cut off the corners half V shape ;
tlien take up the

short boards and place a strip of strong brown paper against the edges
of tlie finished slabs; fill in Nos. 2, 4, 10, and 12, allow to set, and finish

as before, then Nos. 5 and 7, then 6 and 8, and the floor is laid in twelve

separate blocks that will, if the stuff has been properly mixed and a liberal

amount of elbow-grease used, never crack or wear out. The quantities
of material reijuired for tliis floor would be—

\\ cubic yards stone, broken to li-inch gauge;

J cubic yards clean sand
;

(') butj's or two casks Portland cement.

D
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On the Chemical Composition of some

Australian Wines.

M. BLUNNO, Goveriimeiil Viticultuiist, and L. A. MUSSO, Assistant to the
Viticuh iiial lirancli.

The tables l)elow ivfer to the aiialyticsil data of some of the .Vusti'aliaii wines

analysed under the AN'ine Adulteration Act, IDOl', with the view of aseertain-

ins: whether thev had been submitted to aiiv illicit treatment.

We are j^dad to say that the statement so often made of Australian wines,

or of New South AVales wines at any rate, being adulterated, has little if any
foundation at all. in so far in one case only we found one sample of sherry,

one of port, and another of sweet red, all sold by the same South Australian

tirm, which contained an unchie amount of sodium chloride, \iz., common salt,

for which offence the firm in ([uestion was lined.

Also in four samples of sweet wines recently analysed and not iiuluded in

these tables we found an excess of alcohol, ranging from 1 to .5 jjer cent, of proof

spirit above the limit of 35 per centum prescribed by the Act for sweet wines.

It was not thought opportune to lay any infoi-mation against the merchants

concerned as it Avas obvious that the slight o\er-fortification was due to a

mistake of calculation on the part of the wine-growci' oi' of the merchant, who

generally do not possess the knowledge oi- the ajiparatus for an exact estimation

of the alcoholic strength of their wines and of the wine-spirit used for fortify-

ing. That there couid be no malice in it is evid(Mit when considei ing that wine-

spirit is not a cheap substance, and, therefoi'e, no undue advantage would be

gained by anyone to increase the alcoholic strength of wine, which would also

raise the cost of production at a time when com[)etition is lather keen.

It is generally said that Australian wines are too acid, and the expression

is as co]lo({uial as it is misleading. There are two kinds of acidity in wunes,

one which is called fixed acidity, and is that wlii(di is naturally found in

grapes, consisting of malic acid (apple acid), tartaric acid, and potassium
acid tartrate; the other acidity is volatile and forms during and after fer-

mentation of the grape juice. This volatile acidity is higher in wines the

fermentation of whidi has been neglected, oi" where the article is not kept
with all the diligence and skill such as the keeping of wines in casks or in

bottles recjuire. Volatile acidity in wines is mainly due to acetic acid
;
with

it smaller ])roportions are to be found of formic, propionic, butyric, valeric,

caproic, and acids which are responsible for the nasty smell and taste of

souie wines. Volatile acids in wines are always the eil'ect of secoiuhiry

fei'mentatioiis which take place while the alcoholic fermentation is iu process

or after, and natui'allv implies the presence and growth of bacterial life.

Not even the best of the world s wines are exem])t from traces of volatile

acidity ;
such traces are howcvei- so negligible that the trained palate, wdiitdi

is the finest analyser, fails to detejt because the liompu't of said wines is so

marked as to ol)literate any contrasting crgaiiolc]itic sensation. It is when
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the volatile acidity from traces increases to appreciable proportions that the

wine becomes more or less iiiidi-inkable.

Some Australian wines, like all wines produced in hot climates, show a

marked deficiency in fixed acids on account of the grapes being overripe when

taken to the crusher. This deficiency is mainly responsible for the development

and growth of those micro-organisms responsible for the volatile acidity, as

they thrive 1-ss in a medium with a higher degree of fixed acids. The hot

weather prevailing at vintage and other factors i-eferred to so oft'^n in the

Gazette, enhance the activity of those germs, which by tht-ir multiplication

encroach on the alcoholic yeast.

It is safe to say when tasting a bad Australian wine that its fixed acidity

is relativr-ly low and the volatile is high. Wines of this kind are the:i thought

by people as having been adulterated, when really those winps are genuine

and pure, only they have been Ijadly made or badly looked after.

Those are the wines that, relatively few as they may be, discredit the New
South Wales vintages, and as the mass of people in general is not apt to

discriminate, a wholesale condemnation ensues.

In the wine-drinking countries of Europe a limit as to the amount of

volatile acidity tolerated in wine is fixed by law, and the same should be done

here by opportunely amending the Wine Adulteration Act, 1902. By doing

this the sale of unsound wines, even if unadulterated, would be prohibited,

and only a wholesome and palatable article would be found on t'le market.

New South Wales wines have all the nourishing qualities of European wines.

The proportion of ashes, viz., mineral matter, is from fair to good, and com-

pares very favourably with any of the old-world vintage. The quantity of

phosphoric acid is normal
;
the average quantity of sulphates is about -6 per

thousand cubic centimetres, therefore always far below the limit prescribed

by the law
;
while Algerian, Spanish, and Portuguese wines often contain an

undue amount of acid potassium sulphate on accovmt of the old and unjusti-

fiable practice of adding gypsum t > the must during fermentation—still pursued

by many growers in those countries. Boron is normal in Australian wines

as in those of various other countries
;
but its proportion is so small that no

person could make a point of it and elude the law if using boracic acid as a

preservative. This State's wines contain also iron and manganese in propor-

tion considered by the medical science sufficient to act beneficially. We have

only made qualitative tests of the iron. Its presence in the New South

Wales wines did not surprise us, as most wines contain it, but we were

pleased to discover manganese as well, which we always found whenever

looked for and determined quantitatively when in appreciable proportions.

We showed Dr. Th. Fiaschi the data relative to manganese found in the

wines of New South Wales and that gentleman expressed the opinion that

they represented the proportions administererl for therapeutic purposes. For

a long time it has been and it is still c(«isidered that iroft and manganese are

found in wine in a state of chemical combination that makes the two

elements assimilable by the human system, and that state of combination, so

it is believed by many medical authorities, has not yet been reproduced by

any pharmaceutical preparation.
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A Mammoth Poultry Farm

G. BRADSHAW

INTRODUCTION.
The following- Irttui' latel\ iijuirarc'il in a weekly pajn'r t'l-oiii oiif of its.

corix'spoiidt'iits :
— "" The t'niit-iii'owiT coiir's aii<l stays and jirospers, the

small ^^L'lK'i'al fai'iiu'i' cdnics and stays, even if lie does not always jirusjier,

l)ut tiie tioulti'v-faiiner coiues and jjfoes. His wire- iiett iiiL;' is left to lian'r

kI
i'.>:

- ;.r/" -''
>f-i

Fig. 1.— A corner in the rearing ground.

useless from its sujiiioi'ts, and iiis incul)ators ^o to swell the Inniliei' of the

auction room. It is douhtful if in per cent. ()f those who start ]iouhry

fai'iiiini;' continue in the industi'y for more than one yeai', oi' |iei'lia]is t wo."

The al)0ve is not a lengthy eommuiiieiit ion, still it I'ontains some truths,

and a good deal apparently so, hut all nneoui])limentary to tlie poultry

industry. How^'ver, without strain ini: a point, every reflection is ca]ial)le

of exiilunation.
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Fig. 2.— Big responsibilities.

Couceruiiig tlie fiuit-f.ri'ower coining, staying, and prospering, it i-

very well known that wlietlier for the amount of cash and laljour lost in

the respective industries, or a putting of the abandoned orchards in

county Cumberland against the poultry farms which once were, fruit-

growing has suffered most. The proprietor of the j^oultry farm which

forms the subject of

this ))aper was a

practical market-

gardener and fiuit-

grower, with a few-

fowls as a side issue ;

the possibilities, how-

ever, for profit from

the latter were such

that there was a

gradual evolution
from cherries to

chickens, onions to

Oi'pingtons, lettuce to

Leghorns, and man-

darins to Muscovies,

the mixed farm ulti-

mately disappearing in favour of a farm of fowls, a permanent one, the largest,

and from every point of view one of the most successful in the Common-
wealth. A further testimony, too, in relation to the profitableness of the

poultry industry in comparison with the one to which the correspondent

attaches prosperity, is the fact thit independent of our very large consump-
tion of poultry and e.cgs, the .small

farms and other holdings in the Com-

monwealth are able to produce enough
for all our demands, there being but

a couple of hundred pounds of differ-

ence between the imports to Aus-

ti'alia and the exports to other

countries, while coming to the fruit,

the imports of fresh, dried, canned,

and otherwise pi'eserved exceed our

exports by hundreds of thousands of

pounds annually.

From these facts it must not be supposed I am desirous of placing one

industry against the otlier, but rather to give facts and figures to discount

the condemnatory terms in which poultry breeding is frequently referred

to. I should here say that the subject of this j)apei' is a poultry farm pure

and simple—that is, there is no other stock or article produced on the

place for profit beyond eggs and meat— vet, despite wliat I know of the

profital)lene.-;s of the place, that is no reason for tho.-e lacking experience-

I

Fig. 3.—Just out.
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to helieve tlu'V can no aii<l ild likewise. Any iittiiii]it ai pdnlti-y lireeding
tor jH'olit sliouM he t-dinnieneed in a small way in conjunction with some

other issue of the t'arin. It i> this specialist ])oultry t'iirniiuL' which has

given till' industry a l)a(l name: ami the man who wishes to make a living

from his fowls must have, as the owmr of this fai'iii had. other strings to

his how, a few years experience soon showing whether any of them can be

dispensed with, and if so the determinatioiK will likely he that the laixiur

and care which hitherto luid been divided amongst the peaches, ]iotatoes,

4ind pig« will (show a better return by a transference to poultry.

Fig. 4.—Six hundred ducklings ! three to six weei s old.

Chapter I.

The Locality.

Every Sydney or std)uiban resident has heard of The Spit, while thou-

sands of them—cyclists, picnickers, and others—annually visit the i)lace,

but possibly not 1 per cent, of those who cross on the junit are aware that

the largest poultry farm in the Commonwealth i> situated within the

proverl)ial stone's throw of the landing-place on the Maidy side, and just

beyond and to the right of Seaforth. The slow walker can do the journey
in fifteen minutes, while residents who know the short cuts calculate as

ten minutes from wharf to farm, which is a corner block bounded by Tlie

Si)it, Manly, and French's Forest Hoads. Cyclists, motorists, and other

tourists who from Xorth Shores-wards to the villaiii' ascend the heights by

the zig-zag Government road, iuit to reach the farm on foot one g'oes a

few perches to the right and is brought to a well-made track throuLih the

bush, which i)i'im:s him right to the public si-hool, it ami the 2 acres of

ground being originally a ])ortion of the farm; proceeinng down thi'

French's Forest Road j)ast the school, one conies to a large gate, which tells

visitors they are at
"
Glenbrook.

"

This opens into a wide avenue, and

leads to the stone homestead, one of the bungalow type, sul)stantial in the

extreme, and has bei-n the liome of perhaps scores of owners, from a

•Government architect to a Chinese gardener. To some the place was a

retreat after the city toil : the remaining massive, but now neglected fruit-

trees tells the i)lace was at least n one-time prospcidus-looking orchard.

In more recent times, however, it faileil to afloid a living to several
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tenaiit.s, until some lialf-dozuii years ago, when the present owner, Mr. J.

McConib, purchased it, and transferred his not too numerous stock from

his neighl)ouring farm to tliis one, since when it has developed into what
the numerous illustrations depict

— a poultry farm of mammoth dimen-

sions, and of unquestioned prosperity.

Chapt?:i{ II.

The Farm.

The proprietor is a North of Ireland Scotclnnan, arrived in New South
"Wales witli some relatives when aljout 15 years of age, and settled down
with them on a farm named Mount Pleasant, in the Manly district, about
a mile from '"

Glenbrook." Mount Pleasant was the country residence of an

uncle of Mr. McComb. and a well-known city man. Market gardening,

fruit-growing, and pig Ijreeding were conducted at the place. In course

^
Fig. 5.—Almost ready for maticet.

of time the uncle died, and left the nephew an inheritance which, under
other circumstances, would have placed him beyond the tending of cab-

bages or the dread of swine disease. The inheritance was in the form of

bank and Iniilding society sliares, but many being unnegotiable, rather

than a rich man his position when thoroughly realised was that, although
not penniless, he was obliged to take a serious view of things, and what

was a perfunctory sort of management of the farm for a relative, who

perhaps did not expect much profit, now became a reality when a living
had to be made. A numbei- of profitable years attended the operations,
then the inevitable drought came, the one or two lean years eating up
all that was stored in the fat ones, convincing Mr. McComb that to battle

witli the elements in the interests of market gardening for profit on such
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an elevated i)Osition could never be a financial success, and from tliis on

less attention was ^'iven to industries wliicli depended so iiiucli on climatic

conditions, ^-radually increased his stock of fowls, ultimately ddin;^ so

well with tlirm that six yeai's a^d he |Mii-chascd the pic-rnt farm "(ilrn-

brook." Each year since the date of puichase h" has inci'cased his stock,

until at time of \vrilin<,' there are located on the IS acres alxmi 1 ,S()()

duckliii<i:s 11])
to 1 Week oM. ."i.dOO from 1 „to 4 weeks, .'5, 000 from 1 to .S

or !) weeks, 1,200 .Muscovy stock ducks with a |iro|i(U't ion of di-akes, ."lOO

Rn^disii ducks, ami about :i,00() hens, or well nieh l:!,000 all told.

The farm is IS acres in extent, about H acres of it is occu]ded by the

poiiltrw the >i'liool end heine' hii'e'eK- in it> ]ii'iiiie\';il stat(s ('hri^tmas bush

.-•A-

r-vT^ ^.:^<-

Fig. 6. - Portion of a llocX of 1,000 laying ducks.

aboundiije-. The soil is of a sandy nature, and althouj^h there is an ever-

running creek along one boundary of the farm and })onds on the phice^

city water is largely used.

One half or more of the fai'iii was oi-iijinally an orchard, many giant

pear, ])each, midln'rry, and other trees still ])earing, the ]ii'ojirietor s value

of this product being that, while every egg is I'arefully gathered, the fi'uit

is allowed to lie wlicie it falls, until eaten by the fowls or ducks located

underneath. 'I'he soil, the shade, the situation, ami its proximity of

Gi miles to Sydney, all combine to make the place what it is—an ideat

one for profitable ])oultry farming.
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ClIAI'TER III.

The Houses and Runs.

It is (luite simple to hear, read, and tallv about thousands of ducks and

fowls, but seeing them is a different matter, and when nearly two thou-

sand tiny things of under 1 week old are brought under notice, one

wonders how they are all accommodated. Although there are foster-

mothers, they are not of the wooden sort, but Muscovy ducks, which are

usually given from eighteen to twenty-tive to brood. Figure 2 illustrates

this svsteni of rearin"'.

Fig. 7.—Two rows of hatching boxes, with 500 in the distance.

To accommodate the thousands mentioned, there is an extensive nursery

ground (Fig. 1), located under an avenue of trees, with moderate-sized

houses, o^jen fronts, and grass runs. The houses are not large, there

being no necessity for this, as the Ijaljy ducklings live the greater portion
of their time in the open air on the grassed shady runs; only visiting the

straw-bedded houses at night, when they are shut up with a wire-fronted

door, to prevent them in case of rain or storm running out in the wet,

which is most devastating to ducklings of tender age.

Three or four mother ducks occupy each of these houses and runs,

for, unlike hens, tliey live most agreeably, not knowing or caring whether

a duckling is one of their own l)rood or not, and bestowing the same

motherly care to a hundred as readily as to a single protege.
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Frusli city watci- is always Iscj't lirfdi'i' tlic iluekliiij^> : the vcssl-I I'usL-iuble.s

a iralvaiiisc i| liamllos (

i|i]M'i', ii]it iiiiicil in a siuicer of the same material,

a small Imlc iiraf the rim uf the ujitiinied vessel keeps a supjily in tin-

saiicex".

ClIAPlKH IV.

The Hatching.

To have seven or ei^lit ihousaml (hicklin^s of v.ii'ious a<::es on a farm

must involve vt'ry extensive hatcliin^' upciat i<ins, ami in plaees where the

stock is consi(leral)ly less than at (ilenhrook, 1 have seen sixteen or

eighteen incubators of various sizes in use, tiiis being (piite a department
of the farm. Not so at The Spit farm. There certainly is an incubator-

room, ami not too largi' for the four machines it contains; but if each one

turned out the ducklings as two of them did on the nioiniing of the photo-

graphers visit, then both fertility and hatchini: mu>t be of the best. Tlie

Fij. 8.—A yard of Leghorn and Orpington layers.

incul)ators are home-made, and do good work : l)ut the principal hatching
is done by the system shown in Fig. 7, wlu're two rows of hatching boxes,

numbering from forty to fifty in each row. are seen, and over oOf) hoxes

in the distance. These are ]irinci])ally iiutler-boxes, place(l in rows close

to one another, in the middle of a lai'Lie jiaddocl-;. and each tenanted bv

a Muscovy duck, undei' which are from lifleen to twentv eggs in variou^

stages of incuI)ation.

It might appear a sort of ciaielty kee]»ing these humlreils of ducks in

a five weeks" imprisonment, without even a leaf of shade. The photo-

graph, however, shows that the sitt ing-l)oxes are all covei'eil, the mateidal

being thick (uUdoth or tarpaulin, some t(Uis weiuht of which wi're juir-

cliased at an auction sale t'liea]dy. I'lach I'ow In covei-( d with this inateidal,

which hangs over the front of the nest, with a s]ilit in centre, which allows

the duck to come off her eggs for food ami walei-, and return when satis-

fied. About (jno of these lioxes wej-e occupied on the da\- of the writers

visit. Fig. 12 shows a due hatch, ibu-kling> haviiiL; chijiped the sliell,

sonu' hatcluMl Ikuiil;' |>lainlv visible.
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Concerning success in hatchina', Mr. McConil) says he places all the eggs

possible under liens or Muscovy ducks for the first week, and then removes

them to tiie incubators, wlien almost every fertile one hatches. Several

experiments nia<le at the American Agricultural Stations have demon-

strated the same thing, while tlie manufacturer of one of the most popular
incubators in the United States lately told a large audience that incubator

manufacturers had not yet mastered the subtilities of the first seven days
of artificial incubation, that the hen and duck were for that period still

easily best.

Throughout the present season there liave been many complaints about

the infertility of botli duck and hen eggs. Mr. McComb, wlien asked his

->v>i5 i*^ ;

Fig. 9.- "Train up a ciiild, &c."

experience of the matter, replied that the fertility of the Englisli duck

eggs in the early part of the season was bad, later fair, while the Mus-

covies were fertile right through the season.

Chapter Y.

The Rearing and Feeding.

Altliough most poultry people are anxious for big liatches, these same

people when they do get them occasionally have ill success in the rearing.
The proprietor of

"
(rlenbrook

"
has no trouble, wliile the feeding is of the

simplest. The Muscovy duck when her hatch comes off, if not a large one

is made up, twenty-five or thiity being the number given
—they may be

made up from the incubator or two broods given to one. The first and
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sucei'Ciliii<^' fodil for tlic new Iv-hatclR-il ilmkliiiLis beiiij.'' simply l)r;iii ami

|i()llai-(l iiiixeil c'niiiilily with iiiill\, soup, ur, in tliv ahseiice of these, wuter ;

wlicii a littlu older, chaf'ftMl <rrefn maize or iiaili'V is aihlcil to the above,

ami from five weeks ami over lioilnl Idii-heii waste, mill-ilii>I, iVc, forms a

port ion of the rat ions.

l"'oi- the laviiif^ and stoek diieks pollard, bran, bakeiiouse refuse, eookeil

meat, and other household waste is all fed. To Lict eji'gs in abundanoe

meat or its soup must be supplied : and there is nothing better than hotel,

restaurant, and other kitchen waste for thi> ]Mii|iose. A large waggon
visits North Sydney t'aeh day. ealliie^' at the butchers, the bakers, and

other jdaees for tlie materials mentioned: a second horse is sent to meet

the tii'st on each day on the return jonriicx- at Tli.' Spit to assist in the

liatdim;'.

Fig. 10.— A yard of Stock Muscovies.

Fi"'. 4 shows al)out (lOO (bieklin"s from four to six weeks old, and Vwi. ~)

a large number gettiiii: ready for market, wiiile Kig. 1() shows a yard

containing over 1,000 stock Muscovies.

C'llAI'Ti;H VI.

The Fowls.

Some poultry farn;s speeialis;> in (bicks onl\, others m fowls; that at

Manly carries large numbers of both. l''igs. <"< and !) show one yard of these,

perliaps numlierinL; -ind, whicli is about the tenth of the fowls on the farm.

Tliev are kept in larue vards with much liusli. in Hocks of from 1<H) to bOO
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each, ami. as tlic [iliotograph sluiws, are mostly Leglioriis (ir Orpingtons.

There are lai-ge roostiiig-liouse.-;, Ijiit many of them percli on trees. The

hiving houses are connnodious, divided into hundreds ot" nest boxes, but

neither nesting material or nest-eggs. Wliitewash as a vermin killer has

been found useless; an occasional painting of the roosts with wood-

preserving oil or kerosene keeps them clear of all venuiu.

The feed for tlie liens consist of pollard and bran mixed with chaffed

green sttiff, scalded witli meat-soup from the sheeps' lieads ; wheat for the

evening feed in summer, and corn in winter. Meat is also regtilarly

i^tipplied as a means to good i^^^'^ results.

In connection with the fowls, a remarkable thing was witnessed. There

was not a male bird visibli' on the place, and more remarkable still, there

was not a chicken to l)e seen, (^'uestioned on tlie matter, the proprietor

replied :

"

Koosters are no good to me ; they would only eat food. I keei?

ni}- fowls for laying only." ^Vhen told that whatever the fowl's age was

'f?"'''!?i

r'ft!*.;4

Fig. 11.—A flock of Blue Orpington ducks.

now, in a year or two thev would l)e too ohl—and where are your chicktns

to take the ydace of the old ones:
" Oh !

"
said he,

"
1 do not rear a ay

chickens. Taking into consideration infertile eggs, losses in rearing, and

time inctirred, when I count everything I cannot luring cliickens to the £ge

of laying for less than 2s. 9d. or '^s. each. The Manly district is a

wonderful place for people starting poultry farming. Many of th^ise

beginners are unsuccessful, in a year or two giving the business best, a ad

I generally purchase tlieir stock at mucli less than I could rear it. Fre-

qtientlv 1 have bought people's stock right out at 2s. to 2s. 6d. a couj^le,

young and old. I handle every one I buy, and put a mark on the young-

ones by which I always know their age. I place the-e in a pen by them-

selves, and in a few days if any of them appear not to l)e doing well I

send tliem and the old ones to the saleyards, where perhaps on the same

•lay I may purchase young stufi' for less than the old ones fetched. 1 do

not know," said he, "how people can rear fowls at the price. I could not;

or. rather, when I can ])u.rchase ready made, why ti'o to all the v.'orry of

rearintr ?

"
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It was rciiiai-kni ihal lie cnuld not exju'ct a ^^ood laviiiLi strain l»y pro-

(.'Ui-iiii;- the fowls in suclr a manner. '"Cannot I.'" said li.-.
"

I am j>re-

parcd io ]dacr Ktit onl of aiiv yard in llio ])lac;' a:^aiiist 100 of some of

voiir mucli advertised laying- strains, and have no fear of tlic re-ull>."'

Did not this svsti'm of inirchasi n'j lay:'r> h-ave oneself open to the in-inua-

tioii tliat tlie praetiee wa- poultry dealing'. "Call it what you like.'" said

•Mr. -MeCoinl).
""
Certain liii^- city tirms Ixith make ami purehase furni-

ture. When they ean jiurchase chea])er than they can make, they

pui'eha^e; still rlie\- would olijeet to \)v termed dealers."'

-«

4

Fig. 12.— Patience rewarded.

Coneernim^- the remark alx.ut so many peojile eommeneine;- poultry

farmiiiL:' in .\laidy ami failini;- to make a success of it, the
" Glenbrook

proprietor, in reply to the ([uery, said there were several reasons for the

non-success.
"" Some poultry-men wlien they commence keepin<i' a few fowls

and havino- done well with them are not satistied, l)ut run off to the

news])apers to tell their achievements, and even forward the halance-

slieet, which has heeii frepiently puMished. i'erhaps the man is lu-ver

heard of a^ain in the |Miu!fry woi'ld. or if so, it is in a year or two hence,

when all his fowls ami incubators are advertised for sale. However,

before tlii< trouble came about the harm was done. Some poor fellow with

one or two liundrt'd pounds read alioiit the money that was to be made by

poultry-keeping, and invested all he had in the uiideitak i ne-. He had no
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experience, and woulrl have had an ciiiial chance of succl'ss had he started

a jeweller's sho]i. Some find tlic wurlv too hard and tiie hours too long;

others expect too nmcli, and fail to realise that even when a poultry farm

is doing well it reipiires a ])retty extensive one to keep a house and family

after paying the feed liill. cartages, conunission, ikv. Then disease gets

into some of the farnis early in their existence, and good-bye to profits.

Laving competitions also have done harm, in that they did not show the

actual net profit. Tlie surplus over the food bill was called profit, but it

was not ; there was all the labnur, cartages, wages, commission, A:c.

Neither did the sixty or 100 lieiis hiy all the eggs credited to tli:'m. Tliere

were many deaths, as in every poultry flock ; for everyone that died

another was supplied from tlie owner's yard ; so that in place of 100 hens

laviu"- so manv eu^s, often it took 120 hens to lav tlie number. The

poultrv farmer does not get his laying fowls supplied to him free, and

when deaths occur there is no one to replace them as at the competition.

1 must remark that all the ]teople who start poultry farming about Manly
do not go wrong. There are several doing nicely, and although not in a

big wav are perhaps making more actual cash than those who advertise

themselves so much. The successful ones I refer to are not in a big way,
but that time will come. Poultry farming is a business that cannot be

rushed, and those who tlo not expect too much, manage intelligently, have

l)atience, and can afford to wait, will liave their reward."

Chapter VII.

The Eggs and Meat.

As has been seen, the large majority of the ducks kept are Muscovies,

This is due to the fact that the market demands them. There is always

a sale for English ducks at a price, but young Muscovy drakes are a

standard article for which there is a demand every market day in the

year. Those marketed from "
(ilenbrook

"
fetched tliroughout the year

from as low as 5s. ."Jd. per pair ; the highest price received was 10s. Dd.

Muscovy ducks do not attain the size of the drakes, 6s. per pair being the

highest price received during the year, and as low as 3s. "hi. per pair.

English ducks are kept on account of l)eing considered better layers than

the Muscovies and do not g.) broody. At one time there was a bit of

a boom on a cross between the Muscovy and English duck, Init it did not

last long. The poulterers did not like these mules; and it is not a matter

of what one cares to breed, it is what the market demands. There are

between fifty and 100 Indian runners crossed with English ducks on the

farm. They are good layers, and the eggs larger than the pure runners,

but the ducks are inferior for market ijurposes.

Fig. 11 illustrates a flock of Blue Orpington ducks. Tliis breed was

first imported to the State in 1895, and has formed portion of the Glen-

brook stock for several years, and are kept principally on account of Ix'ing

excellent hiA'ers, and large-framed ducks as well. The drakes show a
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Iiroafl wliitt' v\\\'j: (Ui neck, sDinct iincs rxtcinliiiL;' ilowii tln' UfL'asl, llio

Tfina i mlcr <.>t' \\\v ]iliiiiia!ii' l)(_'iii<i an I'vm liliic cnldiir.

ISiilT <

triii ii'_;t nil iliu'ks aw also krpt. <,hirst idiifil alxjiit the ipiant itv of

e^iis sdld \v(_'fkly, ami when ami liow disposed ot'. .Mi\ McCoiiil) said:
""

1

Mijiply sfVL'i"al shops in .North Sydney with ffoin I DO to 200 dozen weekly,

the halaiicc .Mr. T. ("larkc, of Siisscx-sl I'ccl. scll>. One of my liost \yceks-

was MK) dozen all told, hnt 7(H) dozen i> (luite eoninion."" When .-avinu-

this, .Mr. McComli handed oyer the Snssex-street account sales, whiuh

yeritie(l his statement .

'' For the last si.\- years," said Mi'. Mef'omli.
""

I haye stored eiiiis largely
in the (loyeriiment ('old Stores, soinetiines for uiyself, at other times for

the ;jforei's, to whom 1 hand ovei' tlie store warrants. 1 handed the

warrants to .Mr. Clarke to take deliyeiy of my last si.xteeii cases. He wiiit

carefully through the lot, ami out of the oTG dozen only got two an<l a half

dozen of faulty ones. The lowest ]iriee 1 receiyed for eold-store eggs.

dui-iuii' the year I'.tOT was Is. lio,].. an<l I he highest Is. !ld. 1 have IIS

cases of thirty-si.y dozen each storeil at present. For ordinary eg^s the-

lowest price ohtained thronahout 1!H)7 was Nf-xl.. the hiahest '1^."

Chaftek VIII.

General.

(ilenhrook Fai'm is a s(iuari' lilo(_-k, hai'riuii' the ]iulilie school corner.

For the rearing, housing, ami general pui|io>c of the farm there arc-

erected eighty-si.x houses, Ayith yards or runs. The houses are from (> ft.

X ) ft. G in. to seyeral yery large o;ies ranging up to 120 ft. x 1 *_' ft.

Plight through rlie yards, except where the newlydiatehed dut-klings are,,

there is a system of continuous ojien troughs, througli which a constant

stream of city water flows, the stock taking their su]iply as it passes along.

The supply is from a stand-pipe on tlie highest jmrtion of the farm, the

tap being turned on to a grade sufficient to allow enough f(U' the wants-

of ducks and f(uvls. This system has tln' adyantage of supplying fresh

cool water in the warmest days, and sayes a large amount of manual and
horse labour. At the lower eml of the farm and fui'thest from the dwel-

liiig-house, is the boiler and other appliances for cookiiiL;' and manipu-
lating the food, which for such a stock is so considerable that a li(U-se is.

employed a moderate portion of the day hauling a slide loaded with food

to the various yai'ds. The ]iroprietor could not exactly tell what weight
of food was consumed daily, but assuming that young and old ayeraged
1 oz. each, that would come to over a ton carteil dail\- to the stock, irre-

spectiye of the large ipiantities of Inan. |iollai'd, wlieat, and maize used.

.MthouLih the yards foi' the Lirowing ducklin-js and stock ducks are very

large, still with the excrement they xioii become foul. .\t this stage they
are ploughed uj) and sown with barley or maize, which in a short lime-

not only sweetens the ground, but affords a continuous suply of most

succideiit gi'eeii fooil. which is chaffed and mixed with the other materials..

e
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A large yard of maize will be seen in Fi^;-. (;, where it affords a background
for tlie breeding ducks. In the lower portion of tiie ground, and adjacent
^o where the food is cooked, is a large iron feed-house 36 feet long by a

great width, l)uilt on rock, and caj^able of holding 50 tons of foods. When
the late rise to Is. (3d. per bushel for bran and pollard took place, tliere

Tvas in store 10 tons of pollard, about the same of Ijrau, and about 100
sacks of wheat and maize. The lowest price paid for pollard and bran

during the year was 8Jd. per bushel, and the highest lOd., thus showing
that the big man in any business, if he cannot sell better than the small

•can sell more profitably through being able to buy more cheaply. The
bulk of the maize bought tliroughout the year was from 2s. 4d. to 3s. Gd.,

the late price l^eing 4s. 9d.

To keep a place like this going from one year's end to another naturally
involves a great deal of both manual and horse labour. Four men are

t-mployed all the year round, and one casual ; four horses are also reijuired
to kee]) the j^Iace going, one as has already been shown in daily carting
food to the place, and a second one to assist him in the haulage. Then
there is tlie food to be conveyed to the different runs by horse-power, while

another one sjjends the half of its time in making several journeys in the

week to Sydney with eggs, ducklings, and fowls.

The farm throughout is clean and free from smells, and although cook-

ing is done on the place, in the absence of offal it does not come within

the region of a boiling-down establishment.

Chapter IX.

Financial.

Izi the earlier portion of tliis paper, Mr. McComb speaks lightly of

some poultry-men foolisldy making public the financial part of their opera-

tions. With him the writer thoroughly agrees. If a njan opens a

butcher's or grocer's shop, he does not run off to the Press telling all and

sundry how much profit he made. Indeed, if his venture was a profitable

one, that is the Ijetter commercial reason why such should be known only

to himself. Frenuently when balance-siieets are published tlie place has

not had more than one or two years' existence, and it often happens that

it takes the third or fourth year to find the stability of a poultry farm.

Holding this view in common with the ownier of the Glenbrook establish-

ment, I was a l)it chary in making advances with the purport of drawing
him on the financial results. 1 liowever, ventured, "Would you care to

tell the readers of the Gazette anything about the profits of the concern '?

"

"
I thought it would come," lie replied ;

"
you poultry writers are all alike.

Why don't you ask me straight out does it pay? when I would tell you
' No ; I only keep the men for the sake of paying them wages, and work

myself twelve hours a day for amusement.' But, seriously, had anyone
the clieek to go into one of the large drapers or grocers in Sydney and

ask them if their business paid, and what profits they made, he would
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he (O'llrml (ilY ilic |i|;icc. ami drserve it, ton. \\ li.it socialist ii_- t'catiu'c is

tlirn^ alioiii poult i'\- t'ariiiiiiL; tliat evurvoiie \vlio coiiics aloiii;' is expected
to l)f tolil wlift lici' tlir liiisiiH'ss jiays or not, ami. if in llic atiinnat ive,

expects to see one's Ijalauee-sheet '? My experience," .says Mr. McComb,
'

is that the man who is making money in any business discreetly keeps

quiet on the suliject, the liard-u]) ones Ijciii'j t'n'i|uently the most vohihlc

as to how well they are. (hiing.
" '

M)'. .Mcl'oml) dors not make an\' claims

as to the success of his farm, and says if ])eople l)elievc he is doinL;- well,

tliei'e are othci' poult i-y hifcilcis doing' better, an<] who prefer hiding their

light, markriing tlicii- fowls, and jiorkcting their elii'i|ues without any
ostentation, as is done in any other business.

Reverting to the I'emarks throughout this ])aper about many jieople

^oiiiii' into the poultry busiiic>.s, and with unfortunate i-esult'~. like dis-

apjiointmeiits occur in evei'v known business throiighout the woi-ld, tveii

in America, of which we read so much of the success of the poultry bu>i-

nes-;. The following ai'ticle from a recent issue of a leading American

poultry journal gives the other side of the jdctui-e, the failures in that

country, iis here, heirig largely dtie to iue.xjiei'icnee :
—

All epidemic present in all seasons ot tlie year,
" Tlie Poultry Fever,'*

contagious to a marked degree, its victim^ men and women in all stages and
Avalks of life.

One can safely say without fear of contradiction, that there are more
failures, year in and year out, in the poultry industry than any other industry
one might name. Most of these failures are entirel.v uncalled for, and are

generally, if not always, made h.v those individuals who lack the jmsh and
energy which i^oes to spell success in aiiv industry or vocation the.v mii^lit
choose to follow. The man or woman who lacks in the sense of detail—a

sense which must he most highly cultivated in the " chicken crank
"'— hetter

let poultry in any of its hranches alone, for success along that line \\ill never
be their reward.

The poultry industry is the most fascinating and lurinii; of industries, hence
its many victims. Its pi'otits look so larj^e on paper that the idle dreamer
and get-ricli-(|uick individual often dream of fabulous wealth in a short time.
They count their chickens before they are hatched, as it were.

Nevertheless there is no industry which shows hetter returns for the amount
of ca]jital invested as that selfsame "chicken business." Start at the bottom
of the ladder, and .steadily hut surely work upwards, that's the only safe and
sane start for the average individual, and learn troni your ow n exi)eriences,
which will Ije varied and almndaiit : watch your flock closely, .study their

dail.v habits and needs, and above all do not neglect the minute details, therein

you will find .vour success hidden, .so
" seek and you shall find." "When yon

start your venture, start right. A poor mechanic re(|uires good tools to work
with, .so procure good birds for your foundation stock. A few good birds of

exceptional (piality and worth are better than a larger flock of inferior rpiality.

INlaiiy large and successful jxiultry plants were started with a pen or two of

really good hirds. and that same opjiortunity is still open to xou.

No matter what your intentions are. fancy or commercial poultry, they go
hand in hand. Th<' day of "

scruli
"

poultry farms is near its end.

The following was c(Uitributed to aimther Amei'ii'an jioultrv joui-nal. all

showing that, as here, there are successes aii<l disappoint nieiit- in tlie-

])0tdtry business :
—

We see or hear of srune cases in which poultry is condemned on accf)unt
of one or more individuals having made an attempt at rearing t:r keejiiiig
poultr.v anil having heen unsuccesful in it. and out thev go. sa.ving that
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poultry-keeping is no profitable pursuit. They have failed. AVliy do they
tailr Why are they not successful;-' l^et me ask a i)roader question:
AYhy are .some people successful with poultry and others a dismal failure?

One question gives rise to .several otiiers. Are all failures due to the
same reasons? Is it the breeder him.self or his method of management
that brings on his bad luck? I dislike that expression "bad luck." There
is no such tiling as bad luck in the poultry business, except in rare instances.

Things don't iiappen. They are ju.st as one makes them. If you want to u.se

that expression
"
luck," here is a good definition of it :

" Bad luck
"

is simply
a man .standing around with his hands folded and idly letting his work go
on as easily as jjossible and waiting for success to come along and catch hold
of him, while good luck is that which comes to the man who gets up and
does something, i.e., the man who makes his work count by diligent applica-
tion of the business principles to the principal business of his life.

Ill regard to Glenbnxik Farm. I .-^hmild say there are no mysteries in

connection with the management ; every condition which contribntes to its

success are availaljle to others. It is the first three or four years which

te.st tlie stabilitv of sucli undertakiuLis, and these who can negotiate that

period, are ahnost assured of success.

In conclusion, I sliouhl state tliat it was with difficuhy I prevailed on

Mr. McComb to allow the place to be described, his fears being that the

publicity given to tlie farm may increase tlie visitors to an extent which

might interfere with tlie routine of the place. A few visitors are, liow-

ever, always welcome, and especially so if tliey abstain from putting the

stereotyped ipiery, "Does it pay?"

l^S '^^
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I\I KTEOllOLOGICAL BuilEAU, Xo. I DlV^ISIOX,

New South Wales.

Weather Conditions dnrino December, 1907

8. WILSON,
l)i\i.sii)nal OIHclt.

IliK UKiiitli <i|)( lied with ;ni extensive iiKnisixinn! ilistnrliaiice covering" the

"whole of the continent, nnd wliich on llie ">v<\ dcvelnjieil a cyclonic centre

o/er tile sniith-eastei'ii pdi'tien uf the Stale. 'i"he-e eonilitions resulted in

li^ht lo moderate rainfaU. as^ueiated with thunder>lurni- <ivei' the Coast and

I'ableland-s, Central and Souili-western Slopes, ])ai'ts of Rivei-ina. and as far

"West as Louth, on the Darliny River. The heaviot falls were—Port

]\Iae(inarie. 85; Candeln, ~-2; Hendenieer, li-"! ; I'ralla, lid; and 'i'eiilertield.

58 points; the reniainiuL;' lntals I'an.ycd fi'nni a few jxtints to half an inch.

The e\'e]onie disl ui'hanee passed oft' the coast on the 5th, and was su])er-

seded by a high pressure of small dimension-, under the intliieiice of which,

however, no rainfall was recorded ovei" New South Wales, exce|)t at (raho.

with t) points.

A narrow tongue (^f hnv pressure which apjieared over the gold-fields of

West Australia on the 5th developed into an enei-gelie distnrbance, and on

the 6th was centrally situated lietween Muela and I'^iwler's I:>ay. As it

travelled eastwai'd it was accompanied hy light to heavy rainfall, associated

with ihunder over the north-eastern half oi the State and in i)arts of

southei'ii districts. The heaviest falls oeeiirred at Werris Creek, with 175

"I)oints; J\Loree, K'd ; l>oggaliilla. l-'li.': liyi'on Day and (^iiirindi. each 1(»4;

Seal Rocks, 94; Kiania. M'; ('oolah, "H; Cape llawke, '''>: and \ el man. 7".

Barometric pressure disti'ihntioii wa- eoinpai-atively Hat and wanting in

character between the Ifth and IJlh, and line weather ruled generally, with

the exception of half a do/en ]ilaees on the North Coast, where light to heavy

rain fell, and two <ir three stations in the South Coast di-ti'iets. where light

showel's were recorded.

On the l.'lth not a single station reported rainfall, hut hot sultry con-

ditions rilled throughoul the State, due to the influence of a monsoonal dis-

turbance, which first appeared in the iioi-th-west of West Australia on the

J-!th, and tluring the ensuing iweuly-four liours had exitanded eastward.

The highest tomiieiatnres recorded were—T^logil, with 11l' degrees; Bourke,

HO; Coonanilile. fn'.i; .Mmigindi ami Abaiindle. each 108; Brewarrina. In7;

Moree, Xarrahri. and Cobar, each KN); Collarendabri, Cudgellico, Dubbo,
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Grafton, and Quamboiie, each 105; Pilliga, 104; Biiigara, (kmnedali.
Broken Hill, and Maitland. 102 degree;^ ; and Eiiston. Walgvtt, and Warialda.
101 degrees.

On the 14th an extensive low pressure was shown, which covered the

greater part of Eastern Australia. This disturbance had two centres, one
situated about Port Augusta, and tlic other over liobart. As the result of these

conditions, wliich prevailed until the 20th. rain, accompanied by thunder—
iind in some instances hail—fell over the larger portion of the State. Some
good totals in the aggregate—several of them exceeding 4 inches—were

recorded on Northern Plains, Slopes, and Tablelands, and upwards of 2

inches in Eastern Eiverina, South-western Slopes, and Southern Tablelands.

The greatest amounts were—658 at Bendemeer; 60(3 at Tamworth; 601 at

Kundlc; Boggabri, 494; Collarendabri. 465; Wee Waa, 462; Pilliga, 438;

Bombala, 302; Adelong, 290; Tarcutta, 243; Tumut, 232; Delegate, 230;

Nimitybelle, 215 ; Wagga, 205 points. The unsettled showery weather ceased

on the 20th, as the monsoonal disturbance passed off our North Coast, and

fine weather ruled during the following tw^enty-four hours, under the

influence of a high pressure.

Excepting at a few stations on the North Coast, where light to moderate

rainfall \vas recorded, the weather continued fine until the 24th. when

thundery conditions developed over the far west and southern areas, from a

low pressure situated then aljout Adelaide, which, as it travelled eastward,

resulted in good general rainfall, the heaviest totals occurring over the

Barwon tributaries. Western Slopes, and extreme South Coast. The dis-

tribution of rainfall over the sidxlivisions of the State durijig this storm

was as follows :
—On the North Coast, from 9 to 193 points ; Hunter and Man-

ning, 2 to 82 points; Metropolitan area, from 30 to 52 points; on the Soutli

Coast, from 20 to 137 points; North-western Slope, from 34 to 210 points;

Central-western Slope, from 23 to 104 points; South-western Slope, from 46

to 255 points; Central-western Plain, from 40 to 175 jioints; North-western

Plain, from 21 to 146 points; Riverina, from 9 to 145 points; Western

Division, from 25 to 302 points.

Judged as a whole, the rainfall distribution over the greater part of the

State during the month of December was satisfactory, and in parts excessive.

Some large totals were recorded over the North-west Plain and Slope.

Bendemeer had 854 points; Nundle, 807; Tamworth, 713; Boggabri, 673;

Narrabri, 657; Millie, 552; and Kiandra, on Southern Tableland. (^^>^

Other totals in Western Districts, although not so large, yet represented

amounts which were niiu;-h in excess of the normal. For instance, Wanaaring,

with a total of 312 points, was 257 per cent, above average; Wilcannia's

225 points was 221 per cent, above; and Broken Hill's 188 points repre-

sented 185 per cent, above average.

On the other hand the majority of coastal stations fared badly, having

percentages whicli ranged from 8 to 77 per cent, below average. In \ arious
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dtlii'i' pnrts of tlic Stale (Icficicncies were sliowii. The iicrcontag'O^* of rninfall

ill the >Miit h-easteni puriidii of Western Division, ami in Western TIi\'ei'ina,

ranged from !'.• to '>'> per eeni. helow iioriiuiL

The iiercciitage distrihnt ion over tlie various snlxli visions of iht- State

(hirinii 1 )e('enihei', li'H", was as follows:—

Division.

Ovei' North Coast ... iKiiii

,, Hunter ami Manning ,,

,, Metropolitan ,,

,, South Coast ,,

,, Northern Tableland ,,

,, Central Tablelaml ,,

,, Southern Talilelaiul ,,

,, North-western Slopes ,,

,, Central-western Slopes ,,

,, South-western vSlopes ,,

,, North-western Plain ,,

,, Central western Plain ,,

,, Riverina ,,

,, Western I )i vision ,,

The following statement shows a hrief comparison of the ehief nieteoi-o-

log'ical elements over India, together with Australia, so far as data an;

availahle for the mouth of Deeemfer, lIHiJ;—

I'uiceiit,
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Orctjarcl f{ote:

W. J. ALLEN.

FEBRUARY.
Ovvix(; to the coiitinueil dry weather many of the trees in our coastal distiiets

are looking very bad, particularly the old citrus trees, the majority of which

are carrying little, if any, fruit; the younger trees, however, are in most cases

carrying a fair sprinkling. The dry weather has not affected tlie grape crop
so greatly, and it promises to be up to the average. Apples are light but

good, whilst apricots, plums, and peaches have been the worst crops we have

had for yeai's
—that is, in most places it was light and the fruit undersized.

It will be well this month to keep a close watch overall kinds of trees, and

wherever scale of any kind is found use e^ery effort to destroy same, either

bv fumigating or spraying, using any one of the many mixtures which have

been found by previous experience to do the best work. For the destruction

of San Jose scale in deciduous trees there is no better spray for this season

of the year than the resin and soda wash, and for citrus trees fumigation is

the easiest means of ridding the trees of all scales : but wherever brown scale

or white louse are found in the trees it is b^st to increase by one-fourth the

strength of the charge as given in the No. 2 fumigating table published about

three years back. Growers who intend to practise fumigation would do well

not t) treat the trees on hot days, but to do the work on cool days, at night-

time, or in the earlv mornings and evenings. In measuring t'le size of the

tree take the extreme height and width before referring to the table to

ascertain the quantities of chemicals to use, and be sure not to add the cyanide
to the mixture until after the sulpliuric acid and water have been put in the

l)owl or generator and the latter placed under the tent, then drop in tiie

cyani !e and close the tent immediately.

Gieat care must also be exercised not to allow any of the sulphuric acid to

come in contact with either the hands or clothing, as it w'ill make the hands

very sore, and if it touches the clothes or tents it will burn holes in them.

Never spray with Bordeatix mixture after fumigating.

Keep the cultivator at work this m'inth, and in this way keep down alt

weeds, as also the land in a fine state of tilth.

Ccmtinue to fight the codling moth by picking up and destroying all fruit

found underneath the trees and seen to be inffst^-d with the moth, and give

regular attention to the bandages.
Pick up and destroy all tiy-infected fruit.

Wh^-re irrigation is practised see that the trees and Aines are given a good

soaking if they require it, Imt in most cases during normal seasons vines

should not require any further watering, as in the case of raisin grapes it

would retard the ripening period, which is precisely what we wish to hasten.

It may help dessert varieties intended for marketing late in the fall or early
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winter. Tn ('V(M'V oaso wlioi-o troos m' vin(>s at'f watci'cd soi- iliat tlic land is

thorouglilv culli\ati'il iiiiiuLMiiutely it is diy enough to work.

The eai'ly pai't of the present month is the liest time to Imd to liftrci-

varieties all pool- and worthless vaiicties ot' tVuit-t rccs found urouin^ in the

orchai'd. Do not allow an unprotitahlc tree to rcinaiii tiici-c anot lit-r year.

Be sure that the l)U(t.s used are taken from trees that have boi'iie tlie \(My

best i(uaHty of fruit, and do not forget that 1n,tlie ease of peaches tlie good

fanning varieties always find a ready sale at I'eiinmerative ])rices.

Towards the end of the moiitli an'angi'mcnis should lie made for sowing

leguminous crops, sudi as are re(|uircd foi' giccn mainiring ;
and as the fall

and winter are the oidv seasons when such crops can he grown among the

trees without rol)hing them of moisture it is best to sow onh- su(di xarii'ties

a.s will make a fair growth during the cooler and cold months. Such crops

as grey field peas, tares, ivc, are depended on to fuinish nitidgen and organic

matter to keep the soil in a high state of fertility.

Mr. Luther Burbank's Orchard, California.
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Arsenate of Lead Spray for Codling Moth.

The lunniila recommended liy the Geur.ia State Board of Kiitomology

{BvUrliu ]!)), is as follows :
—

Acetate of lead ... ... 11 oz.

Arsenate of soda ... ... 4^ oz.

Water 50 ,<;-allons.

Dissolve in separate vessels, the lead in 1 g dlun water, and the arsenate of

soda in 2 <(allons water. Use wooden buckets for preference. Pour the

arsenate solution into the lead solution. Add to 50 gallons watei', and stir

well. Ready for use.

Comparative cost—
S. (1.

(a) 11 oz. acetate of lead, at 6d. per lb. = -i

4 oz. ars-^nate of soda, at 6d. per lb. = H

5 1 for 50 gallons.

To get the same amount of arsenate of lead per 50 gallons, using Swift'.s.

arsenate of lead, 3'ou would require
—

{h) 10 oz. arsenate of lead, at Is. :3d. per lb. = 9kl. for 50 gallons.

The Victorian formula for arsenite of lead is—
s. (1.

(c)
1 lb. arsenic, at Is. 3d. per lb. =1-3
2 lb. carb. .soda, at 2d. ,,

=01
7 11). acetate of lead, at 6d. per lb. = 36

5 1 for 360 gallons,

or 81 for 50 gallons.

The above formuhe were published in last month's Gazette, but as some

mistakes in the nomenclature occurred it is reproduced here correctly.
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Farm Notes

IlAWKliSBURY Ui.STKICT—FeJ5KUAUV.

H. VV. I'dTTS. .

In thr Fclinijiry is^nc <>\' the (nizd/c last yciir, in l*';inii Xotes it was stated:

"
111 point iif scviM'il.w llic (Ii'miil;!:! this sraMin Iim> iinl liccii cxnniiilcil in the

liistdi'v lit' till' iiMot iiilinliil :ti:t. It is ilitiiriilt tu in-taiicc a siniiir croi),

excepting eowpeas, wliich has imt liecn sluntnl in iirnwth, and in thi?

majority of cases a ('om])lete failure."' The dronulfl continne-^. The state

f agriculture in the Valley this year is worsi- than last. Kven the eowpea

crops this season are a failure. Farmers, finding the suhsoils dried out.

have not riskeil the cost of planting maize and oiIht >uninier ei'opN. The

few who have, liave lost heavily, except wliei'e the maize stalks ha\e hern

used as dairy green feed.

We may he favoui'ed with rain this month, as we were last year. It is a

risk to take to plant maizes, sorghums, and millets to provide for ensilage

an.d early winter forage. With a late winter the results will lie favouralile,

particularly with varieties that mature rapidly.

In some cases, crops of Red ITogan and Hickory King have heen planted,

and are just ahove ground. These will require constant cultivation.

)Sof!/li iniis.—(liven rainfall within a few days, it will he good policy to

put in at once sowings of Amiier ('ane. If there he sufficient moisture to

effect germination, it will he essential to follow with shallow cultivation.

The x\mber Cane or Planters' Friend varieties are noted for quick growth

and hardiness, enabling the plant to resist early frosts. Year after year

these crops have p-i-ovided fodder for stock up to the middle of July.

In the early stages of growth sorghums require more attention than

mnizes, l)Ut when full grown t\\cy ]ii'o\e hanliei' and can he i-elied on as

green feed later in the autnnni. In addition to providing a succulent and

I'l'Iisluihle class of food when othei' foi-age is una\ailahle, the sui'plus cro|)s

can he- readily converted into ensilage, also dried a> hay. In the latter cas(^

it has been used with excellent results, chaffed with other foods.

Cereals.—The main crops ha\'e now to he considered, and fai'uiing opera-

tions conducted to get the land in oi-dci'. Large areas of last season's laml

used for crops were turned ovt-r, and have lain in fallow throughout the

summer.

('ultivation should he pursued during the month to got the soil into good

tilth, rendy for sowing the early winter crops of oats, wheats, and barleys,

with or without vetches, the aim lieing to get the seed sown in ordci' to take

advantage of the earliest i-ainfall and secure green feed foi- wintei'.
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Liiccnte.— It is well to make further provision for extendiufi' the gTowvli

of hiceriie. and wliiist this mouth is uusuitahlc for sowing, yet advantage

may be taken to get the land in readiness l)y ploughing and top-dressing

with gypsum, at the rate of half a ton \n-v acre.

Millets.—The last erop of Iluugariau or White French millet may b(^ sown

in the early part of the month, provided there is sufficient moisture in the

soil to encourage germination. It is still possible to obtain a gi'een forage

crop in from sixty to seventy days.

Cattle Cahhage,, Kohl-Ralii, and Kale.—The soil may now be got in readi-

ness for these excellent crops. If farmyard manure be available, it is

always the best fertiliser, otherwise use a complete manure of superphos-

phate, potash, and sulphate of ammonia.

Potatoes.—The last crop did not provide enough tubers for seed, an.d may
be regarded as a failure. The autumn <'rop ought to be planted during the

next three weeks.

Bape.—Always jiroviding we get rain, then an early series of sowings of

rape may be made.

Jerseys por Dairying.

Milk Yikj.us of the Melbourne (Imp.) Strain.

M. A. O'CALLAOHAN.

There are at the Wagga Experimental Farm, Piiverina, a number of

superior young Jerseys ; and as evidence of the ability of this breed of

cattle to yield good quantities of rich milk under conditions of small rai.,

fall, the following yields are given :—

Hawthorn
Enid

Wonga
Wilga
Doreen
Clover

Joan ... ... ... ... ..:

All l)ut the last cow are ])ure-Ijrcd Jerseys, and are l^y the bull Colleen's

Golden Lad, who is Ijy Mell)ourne (imp.), from Colleen (imp.). These are

excellent yields for Jersey cows on their first calf, and it proves con-

clusively that the Melbourne strain of Jerseys is a heavy-milking one.

^Melbourne, though 13 years old, is still doing stud duty at the Berry Stud
Farm.

eeks.
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practical Vegetable ai]d Flower Growing
\V. S. CAMI'IJELL.

Directions for the Month of Februauy.

Vegetables.

Till-: iiKiiitli of F(>iivii;n-y is s-onernlly (Hic of the incst tryiiiii' In the yoav. iiiid

if dry, VfyvtahU' j-rowiuK lu'fds a ^(khI deal of paticul wurk if a laryx.' supply

is needed. The main difficulty lies in the neeessily for watering almost,

everythinji-. so tliat, if the water sui)ply is shoi't. only a few veiietahles can

he pi'odurcd. If the month should hapix-n to he very wet. then- is sure to-

he ditticulty with weeds of maiiy kinds, which luxui-iatc in hot. moist.

weather. es])eeia]ly in good soil, along the coast. All these difficulties, how-

ever, can be surmounted, to a great extent, hy regular attention to work.

The use of eonsiderahle quantities of farm-yard manure and organic

matters will ])rove invaluahle in districts where the rainfall is scanty, both

dug into the ground and used as nudch.

Bfdii. Frriirh or Kiihici/.—In the warm districts of the State a few rows,

should l.e sown, if the soil is not very dry. It will probably be too lati' to-

sow in the very cold districts, for the jdant cannot stand frost. Plants that

have ceased to bear should be indlecl up to make room for some other kind of

vegetable. Old withered plants of beans or peas, when allowed to remain,

give the vegetable garden a most miserable neglected appearance, besides-

taking up space that nnght be producing something useful. Every grower

of vegetables should strive to keep his garden tidy and make it worth looking-

at. If this be done the place will become more and more interesting and

protital le.

Bean, Broad.—This vegetal)le has been in t-ult i vat i<in from the most

remote times—thousands of years before the Christian ei-a. The soil best,

suited to it is a heavy clay loam, although it will gi-ow and bear well in

almost any kind of soil. It would net be advisable to sow to any great

extent during the present month. Dig the ground well, and if if is jxior,

apply plenty of horse qy cow dung, and if this has been well rotted, all the-

better. If artificial manure is used. ai)])ly little er no sidjihate of ammonia

or nitrate of soda. Use bone-dust or supei'})hosphate of lime and potash.

Sow in rows from 2 feet to 3 feet ai)art, according to the variety, for the-

dwarf-growing kinds may be sown closer together than the tall. The seed

should lie sown about 4 or ."> iiu-hes ai)art in the rows.

Beef. Red.—Sew a row or two of this u>eful vegetabk-. Thin out well anj""

jilants tha.t ari' coming up from previous sowings.
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Bed, Silver.—Sow a little iscetl in ground that has beeu well manured—
that is, if the soil is not naturally sufficiently rich without it, which is

seldom the case.

Borecole or Kale.—It. is doid)tful whether this vegetable is worth troubling

about, when so many other kinds of the cabbage family can easily be grown

in the State. It will succeed best in the coolest districts. Seed may be

sown in lieds or boxes like cabbage, and the seedlings afterwards transplanted.

It prefers a rather stiff soil, but may be grown successfidly in almost any

garden.

Broccoli.—Seed may be sown in the same Avay as cabbage seed, and the

.seedlings afterwards transplanted, bearing in mind the rule that the richer

the soil the wider apart the plants. Plants availal)le from ]irevious sowing-

may be planted out.

Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts, Caulifioicer. and Savoy may be planted out if

well-grown seedlings are available. Seed also may be sown, and cai-e should

be taken not to sow it too thick in the drills.

Celery.
—Sow a pinch or so of seed in order to have plants available when

required. It should be remembered that celery requires a great deal of

moisture during its growth, for its native localities are wet and marshy

places. Plant out a few well-grown seedlings in well-manured ground.

Make shallow trenches so that water and liquid manure when api^lied will

not run to waste. It may be mentioned that, although the plant requires

plenty of water during its growth, it may be possible to over-water, whereby

the result is a loss of flavour. The proper quantity to apply can only be

learned by experience, and anyone who will take an interest in the gardening

work will soon learn. The best manure to use for celery is the droppings of

farm animals, mixed well with the soil when the ground is being prepared.

If anyone wishes to try the common old method of growing and blanching

this plant, he should dig out trenches 12 inches deep or more, and about 16

inches wide, the soil taken out of the trench to be spread along the top of

the bank. At the bottom of the trench dig in a good supply of manure and

plant strong, stocky young seedlings, 9 inches apart, in the middle of the

trench. The seedlings should be moved from the seed-bed with care, and

the roots injured as little as can be avoided. When the plants have attained

a good growth, they can be earthed up so as to make the stalks white, or

^'

blanched," which is the ordinary term used. The soil must not be allowed

to drop into the centre of the leaves, or they will probably decay or become

injured and unfit for use. Some gardeners use paper round the stalks; but

this is unnecessary if the stalks are held together, and care is taken when

earthing-up is done.

Cress and Mustard.—Sow a little seed every now and then in i\ small,

well-manured piece of ground. The plants will need water frequently when

they come up. and subsequently.

F
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Endive.—Seed iiin.v lie xiwii in ,-i >cci|-lii-(l nr in lioxcs, niid wlicii the

seedling's liavc j^rowii Ini-iic cmMiali In Inindlc iIkv may he 1 raii>iilaiitfd.

This plant is best suited tu a warm <-liinatc. Plant out alinnt 1 foot or 15

iiiclics apai'l. When the planls ai'c |>r<'tty well I'nII i^i'uwn. llic lca\c> -lundd

be tied toi^vllier, so that lli<' innci' one m;iy licconic white an<l tender.

Ilrrhs.—Seeds of all kind< may he sown. 'i'lu'se n>ei'ul plants >h()nld nut

be forgotten. Sow in ])ots, boxes, or seed-l^'ds, and afterwards trauspbuit.

Parsley sliould lie f ransi)laiiti'd whilst it is very youuy, for it soon sends out

a louj>' tap-root, which had better not lie hroken.

Lettuce.—Sow seed in the seed-bed for future plantini; out. if any slron.y

young' lettuces are to he had. plant tli<'m out in i-ich. well-dug ground. It is

very often the custom to sow letlnce seed, at tlii- >ea-on of the year, in rows

where the plants are to grow, and not ti'ansplant, hecaiise the lettuces are

very likely to run (piickly to seed.

Li'cL'.—This time of year is about the best season to sow seed largely of

leeks. Prepare a sced-hed and sow in rows. Wlien the plants are alxnit

() or S inches in height, they may be transplanted to a bed made exeeedingly

rich with good farm-yard mantire. Make shallow trenches and plant in rows

about bs inches apart, tiie leeks to stand about '.» inches from each other.

Water and li(piid manure will be needed often if it is desired to grow the

best of plants.

Peas.—In eool, moist climates, sow a few rows of this excellent vegetable.

Prepare the ground well, and, if it is ])ooi', a])i)ly a good deal of farm-yard

manure.

Radish.—Sow a little seed occasionally to keej) uji a supply.

Sea Kale.—Sow a little seed in a set'd-hed and afterwards transjilant the

seedlings, just as cabbages are jdanted, to well-manured. dceply-pi-e]iared

groiMid. When the plants attain a good size, they need to he covered and

blanched, and for this purpose special kinds of pots are made; but dead

leaves, maniires witli plenty of straw, boxes, or something to k(>ei) the light

away from the plants, will answer.

Spinach.—Sow seed in drills in ricli, rather moist, but well-drained soil.

Let the drills lie about bS inches a]part, and when the seedlings appear, thin

them out well. I'his is a very good vegetable, ami well worth growing.

Slitilhds mid (idrlif'r.—Plant out in drills, ahoul 1 fonr apart, as much of

this useful vegetable as is likely to be reqtiired. The bulbs or cloves can be

l)urchased from any seedsman. Dig the gnumd deej) and manure it well.

When planting, just press the bulb tirndy into the soil. l\cep the jjlants

free from weeds as they grow, (jurlic may he [danted out in the same way
as the above, taking care to divide tlie iuilbs.

Flowers.

March is a good time of the year to plant out many kinds of bulbs, and no

one should be without daffodils, crocuses, snowdrops, sparaxis, ixias, hya-

cinths, &c. These may all be planti'd, and the earlier the bettei*—that is, if
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thf soil has lu'eii prepared for them. They can be phuited .singly, in elumps,

or ill rows, or in any way in wliicli yon please or circumstances may require.

You cannot do wrong in planting l)ulbs to almost any extent, for the.v are

so pretty and ornamental that they cannot fail to please everyone, and no

plants can be more easily grown. Daffodils, hyacinths, tulips, crocuses,

snowdrops, and snowflakes will come to the greatest i^erfection in the cool

climates in this State, but they will give great satisfaction almost everywhere.

After i)lanting. spread a mulch of cow or horse dung over them. The

depths for i)lanting should vary with size and variety, the largest from 3 to

4 inches, and the smallest about an inch. It would be advisable to have the

ground properly drained, for bulbs will not succeed in ground too wet. All

the charming little flowers, dear to almost everyone—daisies, cowslips, prim-

roses, polyanthuses, auriculas, pansies, and so on—may be planted during

the latter iiart of the month. Violets, too. should not be forgotten, and they,

especially the double varieties, come to the greatest iierfection in our coolest

climates, although the singles succeed fairly well almost everywhere, if there

is sufficient moisture for them. Sow some seeds of ten-w^eek stocks in a bed.

or in boxes, for transplanting when the seedlings are large enough to move.

The plants will flower in the spring. All sorts of hardy annuals and peren-

nials may be sown, eithe]- in the garden where they are to flower or in boxes

or pots. It will probably be the best way to sow in boxes or pots, and after-

wards transplant, because seedlings in the garden whilst very young and

tender are so liable to injury from insects and other causes. As numbers of

the readers of these directions may be new to flower-gardening, and the

names are not familiar, they are advised to obtain seeds of some or all of the

following:—AnagalJis grandiflora, or Pimpernel; Anchusa capensis, hardy

perennial; Anterrhinum, or Snapdragon, of varieties, hardy perennials;

Aquilegea, or Columbine, of various kinds, hardy perennials; Aspenda

odorata, or Woodruff, a very old English flower, hardy perennial ; Auriculas

of varieties, hardy annuals ; Campanulas of variety, hardy perennials ; Candy-

tuft of varieties; Coreopsis of varieties, hardy annuals; Carnations of

varieties, hardy perennials; Centaurea of varieties, hardy annuals; Annual

Chrysanthemums of varieties ; Clarkia of varieties, hardy annuals ; Cosmos of

varieties, hardy annuals; Coreopsis of varieties, especially Grandiflora, hardy

biennials; Dianthus Heddewigii; Delphinium, or Larkspur, of varieties;

Digitalis, or Foxglove; Eschscholtzia, hardy perennial, of varieties; Freesia

bulb, but easily raised from seed, will flower the first season; Hedysarum

coronarium, French Honeysuckle, hardy perennial; Gaillardia of varieties;

Godetia of varieties, hardy annuals, extremely pretty free-flowering plants;

Senecio elegans, or Jacobia, hardy annuals; Everlasting Pea; Sweet Pea of

varieties ;
Lobelia of varieties, hardy annuals ;

Perennial Lobelia, Cardinalis ;

Lhiam grandiflorum rahimn nlgcUa hispanica, or Love in a Mist, hardy

annual; Lupines of varieties, hardy annuals; French and African Mari-

golds; Mignonette, hardy annual; Kemophila. hardy annual; Nasturtium of
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\ iii'icl its ; rnnsies of variclifs, liai-dy ;iiiini:il>; Pciislcnioii (il varii'tii-s, hardy

jxTt'iiiiials ; J'/ihj.r Dnniimondii of varieties, some of the prettiest of annuals;

I'lippics (if varieties, hardy ainiual>; Perennial l'i>ppii'>: Polyanthus, liardy

perennial; Scabious of varieties, hai'dy pcreninal; Sweet Sultan, hardy

annual; Sweet William; and Walltlower.

The seeds should he sown with care on a finely-prejiared surface of soil

which has heen made ijnv as well as level. Sow very thin and barely cover

with soil. Keep moist, but not too damp. When strong enough, plant in

the garden.

Cuttings of roses. ])elargoniunis, I'uchsias, geraniums, verbenas, and nuany

other plant> will strike easily this month. Shade well after ])lanting, and

keep them moist, i)nt not too damp.

Seasonable ^'otes.

GKO. L. SUTTON,
\\'hcat Experiinentahst.

Wiiii the object of relieving some of the pressnn- inseparable from a veiy

busy time, the seed wheat iutend(-d for this season's planting may be

"pickled" with blnestoue. or with hlnestone and lime-water, during the

present month, with as nuich safet.y as if
•'

pickle(l
"

jnst before sowing,

provided the seed is thoroughly <lried immediately after being treated.

Though the benetit of ilipping in lime-water after treatment with blue-

stone is evid(>nt and distinet, iiii: Aiisoi.tTi-: xi;fi;ssiTv foij TiroRoroiiLV

DHVi.\(i Tin-; ciiAiN AKTi;i! Ti;i;Ai\\ii;Nf m t sr la; sri;(i\(a.v i;\i i-ii \sisi;i). Tf the

wheat so treated is thoroughly dried, the majority of di'ills ou the market

will sow the grain without injiii'ing it. tiiough even when "bone" dry it

does not run as freel.v thronL;li the di'ill a> gi'ain which has been treateil with

blucstone only. On many farms, it is the jiractice to plant see(l whieh is

not thoroughly dried after tfeatmeiit. but which i- only jiartially dry as the

result of draining for several hours. Whilst this method is satisfactor.y

when formalin or hlnestone is used, it cannnl be ado))tcd with the blucstouc-

lime-water method. Trials made last year at Cowi'a clearly showed that

wheat which had been allowed to drain for sixteen hours, after being treated

with blucstone and lime-water, choked the drill, though this same di-ill had

previously sown, with the titiuost satisfaction, some thirty odd varieties

which had been tix-ated in exactly the same way. with tlie exception that
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thej' had been thoroughly (h'ied after treatment. It is questionable whetlicr

there is any drill on the market which will sow the partially-dried grain

without damaging it.

Unless the grower is tln)roughly prepared to dry his treated seed, it will

be I'ar better for him to forego the advantages derived from treating with

lime-water, and to use bluestone only, with its attendant disadvantages of

seed destroyed and of plants of lessened vigour, for the loss residtin^g from

them will be far less than the loss incurred through attempting to drill

grain partially dried after its treatment with bluestone and lime-water.

The result of the trials to determine the value of a mixture of bluestone

and lime-water (Bordeaux mixture) as a preventive of smut are not con-

clusive enough to warrant its use being recommended. Though more

troublesome, the double treatment cannot yet be discarded.

Growers who intend to use formalin—and it is j^robably a better preven-

tive of smut than bluestone—are cautioned against treating the seed until

just before it is required, or against using it when the groTUid is too dry for

the seed to germinate.

At the commencement of another season the advantages of the plan sug-

gested last year (Agricultural Gazette, March, 1907: "^Seasonable jSTotes"),

of growing the seed required for the farm in a special plot, are naore than

ever apparent. The adoption, by careful farmers, of the i)lau. then sug-

gested is now strongly recommended. There is no doubt as to its practical

and economic value. Aj^art from the saving—some 95 per cent.—which

must be effected in the cost of treating the seed wheat of the farm for the

prevention of smut, its adoption must result in an increased average yield,

as the result of planting a better class of seed. To obtain the very best

results, the special area set aside should be treated as a stud plot, and should

be planted with the best seed obtainable, either from selections made on the

farm itself, or purchased from growers who make a specialty of raising

seed wheat; just as sheep-men, either by breeding or l)y i)urchase, regularly

obtain stud rams to improve their flocks.

The advantages accruing fr^m the adoption of such a plan are so great

that it is believed its adoption by one or more progressive farmers in a

district will lead to it becoming general; and when this is brought about,

the average wheat-yield of the State will be raised.
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Mules

i;KUii(.;K NALJJKK.

Foil some years past Soutli Africa lias impoi'tril nnilcs in very lar<re

iiuiiilxi's. Tlie 1004: Census sliows tliat in Capu Colony alone there were

llien einjtluved some (U,-!-!-) muk's ami 100,-170 donkeys. The South

African farmer finds that the mule is much haidio- than the horse, that

he is not so liahle to disease, and that he can thrive upon much coarser

fare. He is therefore employin<i' mules foi' almost all classes of farm work.

In many districts horses cannot be profitably worked, in conscijucnce of

the prevalence of certain diseases to which tliey are liable, and therefore

nudes are used in their place. In other districts live-stock diseases are so

t roiililesome that even the mule eaunol be profitably employed, and tlie

still m(U'e hard\ donkev tokes his place. In many parts of South .\frica

it is (piite a comnKUi thine- to see teams of si.vtuen, eighteen, or even

twentv-four donkeys brineine' into town a waggon loaded witli fjirm

produce.
The Customs returns for the yeai' 1906 show that, in spite of the

depressed state of trade, the demand for mules continues, no less than

5,538 mules, of a valtie of £67,51 I, being imported. Nearly the whole

of these mules were obtained from Argentina, the following being the

numbers obtained from each country, and the value :
—

Couiitrv. Mules. Value.

Argentine KepuMir
United States

Canada

Total

£
55,451

5,050
7,013

It will be seen that the average value given is about .£12 ])cr head.

This ])rice is f.o.b. port of embarkation.

The mules imported from North America are usually of tlie heavy-

draught type, which bring from GO to 100 guineas per ])air in Cape Town.

These arc used for town work. For the faiins, the lighter and cheaper
Soutli American mule is preferred. The prices (piotcd for these, delivered

at South .\friean ]iorts, are as follows:—

Mules, 2 to 7 years, 12.1 hands

„ 3 to 7 ,, 13 ,,

3 to 7 ,, 13i ,,

;^ to 7 ,, 14 ,,

All mules are guaranteed to be as represented, and to be delivered in

good condition. No whites or piebalds will be sent.

Uiokcii.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.
Secretaries are invited to forward for insertion in this page dates of their

forthcoming shows
;
these should reach the Sub-Editor, Department of Agri-

culture, Sydney, not later than the 21st of the month previous to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once.

1908.
Sofietv.

CorambaP. , A., and H. Society

Wollongong A., H., and I. Association

Alston ville A. Society

Gunning P., A., and I. Society...

Guyra P. A. and H. Association

Pambula A., H., and P. Society

Kangaroo Valley A. and IT. Association

Southern New England, Uralla

QlladuUa A. and H. As.sociation

Robertson A. and H. Association ... ...

Manning River A. and H. Association, Taree

Newcastle A., H., and I. Association...

Bega A., P.
,
and H. Society

Braidwood P., A., and H. Association

Yass P. and A. Association

Tenterfield P., A., and Mining Society

Berrinia A., H.
,
and I. Society, Moss Vale ..

Wyong Agricultural Association

Bombala Exhibition Society

Bangalow A. and I. Society

Glen Innes and Central New England P. and A. Ass.

Uapto, Unanderra, A. and H. Society...

Tumbarumba and Upper Murray P. and A. Society

Narnbucca A., H., and I. Association, Bowraville ...

Nepean A., H., and I., Penrith

Port Macquarie and Hastings District A. and H. Soc.

Blaj'ney A. and P. Association ...

Gloucester Agricultural Society

Queanbeyan P. and H. Association

Cobargo A., P., and H. Society

Macleay A., H., and I. Association, Kempsey
Crookwell A., P., and H. Society

Gnndagai P. and A. Society

Inverell P. and A. Association ...

Tamworth Agricultural Association ...

Hunter River A. and H. Association (West Maitland)

Moruya A. and P. Society

Orange A. and P. Association ...

Berry Agricultural Association...

Secretary.
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Society.

Claifiice 1'. and A. Society, (Iiaftoii ...

Durham A. and H. Association (Dinigog)

Waiialda I', and A. Association

Batliur.st A., H.
,
and P

Walcha P. and A. Association ...

Canipljelltown A., H., and I. Society ...

Lower Clarence A. So(!iety, Maclean ...

Moree P. and A. Society...

Miulgee A. Society

Cooma P. and A. Association ...

Upper Hunter P. and A. Association (Muswell

Upper Manning A., P., and H. Ass. ...

The Koyal Agricultural Society of N.S.W. ...

Dubbo P. A. and H. Association

The Central Australian P. and A. Ass., IJourki

Nyngan and District P. and A. Association ...

New South Wales Sheep ]>reeders' Association

Deniliquin P. and A. Society ...

Forbes P., A., and H. Association

Murrumbidgee P. and A. Association ...

Young P. and A. Association ...

Germanton P. and A. Society ...

Cootauiundra A., P., H., and I. Association...

Secretary.

... Thos. liawilen

. . C. E. Grant

.. W. v.. Geddes ..

... \\". ( ;. Thomijson.

... S. Hargraves

... Fred. Sheather ..

... i^i. Davis ...

... D. E. Kirby

... H. Lanieiton

... C J. \\"alnisley .

irook) Pierce Healy

... D. Stewart, jun. .

... TT. M. Sonier

... P. Weston

... a. W. TuU

.. Pv. H. A. Lyne ..

. A. H. Prince

... L. Harrison

.. N. A. Read

... A. F. 1). White ..

.. G. S. ^^'lIitenuln .

... J. Stewart

... T. Williams

Date.

Apl. 1, 2

„ 1,2

„ 1,-', -3

„ 1. -\ 3

,) —
,

•'

,, ~, 8

), ", 8

„ 7,8,9

„ 7,8,9

. „ 8,9

. „ 8, 9, 10

. ,, '•'. 10

., 14 to 22

May (i, 7

„ 20,21

„ 27,28

June 24 to 27

July IS, 19

Aug. 12, 13

„ 25,2(5,27

„ 8, 9, 10

.Sept. 9. 1(1

. ,, If), 16

Information invite:) fiiom Wheat-Growers.

The Wheat Ex]M'riiiu'iitalist of the Auricullurjil 1 )(']iartiiu'iit
is (Icsii'ous of

obtaining' some (Icliiiitc data as to the inininnnn amount of rain re(juirc(l in

different districts to ]>ro(lucc a ]ir(ilital)lr croii of wheat under fanners"

conditions. Last sea.son being unfavourable generally, would appear to be

a suitable period for furnishing sueli infoi'niation, and the Minister for

Agrieultui'e invites such of our readers wlio are wheat-growers, and have kept

rainfall reeoi'ds, to assist the Department by furni.shing the following details

with regai-d to t he different areas cropped—(1) Area harvested, (2) total yield,

(3) variety of wheat, (4) date planted, (5) date hai'vested, ((i) how harvested,

(7) details of rainfall during the year, (8) any other information likely to be

of interest. The particulars should be sent as early as convenient to the

Director of Agriculture.

Printed and published by WILLIAM APPLEGATE GULLICK, of Sydney, Govetnment Printer and
Publisher of the State of New South Wales, at Phillip-street, Sydney.
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[advertisement.]

Government Stud Bulls available for lease, or

for service at State Farms.

Breed.
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3. Bulls leased will be transferred free of charge to any place not more
than 100 miles by rail from the place from which they are transferred

;
to

any place distant more than 100 miles by rail, lease will be granted only on

condition that the lessee pays all charges for the extra distance over 100 miles.

In the case of bulls sent by sea, or partly by rail and partly by sea, all

expense over the sum of £1 (one pound) must be borne by the lessee. The
lessee must make all arrangements for, and bear all expense of, transferring
a bull from the nearest railway station or port to the place where it is to be

stationed. In the case of leasing a bull already stationed within the district,

the new lessee must send for the bull and bear the expense of removal.

4. A condition of the leasing of the bulls shall be that the farming public
be allowed to send cows to the bull at a fee of not more than 10s. (ten shillirgs)

per cow, provided the bull's list is not already full, but the total uumber of

cows served must not be more than thirty for six months.
5. Each bull shall be treated and kept in a condition to satisfy the Depart-

ment, and shall be at all times open to inspection of authorised Officers of the

Department.
6. A return showing the number of cows served, and distinguishing

between cows owned by those to whom the bull is leased and the outside

public, shall be sent to the Department at the end of the term.

7. All due care must be taken to see that the bull shall not have access to

cows suffering from any infectious disease, special attention being given to

pleuro-pneumonia and tuberculosis.

8. No farmer who is known to have pleuro-pneumonia in his herd shall be

permitted to send cows to any of these bulls within three months from the

date of the last outbreak.

9. In case of illness of a bull the Department shall be immediately informed

10. The bull shall not be allowed to run with cows, but shall be kept in a

special bull paddock, which must be well fenced, and each cow " in use" shall

only be allowed to remain with the bull such time as will enable him to have
connection with her twice. However, where necessary, in order to keep bulls

quiet, special permission may be given to run with one or two s})ecially

selected healthy cows.

11. Should any of the foregoing rules not be complied with, the Depart-
ment shall have the right to remove the bulls at once, and all fees paid shall

be forfeited.

12. Should a bull be wilfully neglected or badly treated, or Rule 10 bo

broken, the Department sliall have the right to take any action desirable for

the recovery of damages
13. All apalications for bulls should be made to the Director of Agricul-

ture, Department of Agriculture, Sydney.

AGREEMENT CLAUSE.

In consideration of the loan of one Stud Bull
( ) for a jxriod of

/, of do hereby agree to he hound hy the conditions expressed

in the foregoing Regulations.

Dated this day of 190 .

Witness,— Lessee.

J. P.

"
^^

amp.
j^ g —this agreement must be sif^ned on the day the bull is received by the lessee, and

One Shilling.
is to be returned by first post to the Director of Agriculture
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Pure-bred Pig.s ior 8ale at jSewiiigtou Asyluiii.
'

•

Dairy Pulls for sale at Pei'ry Stud Farm.
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IX.

(15.) P. JongifoJia,V\Ox\^.
" Emodi Pine." Himalaya, India,

A tall tree, remarkable for its beautiful, long, pendu'ous leaves. It does

fairly well in the 8ydney_ district, and .should be well tried in the coastal

districts and eastern slopes.

L 17, 29, 35 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(16.) /-*. Massoniana, Lambert.

China. Timber used for tea-boxes. This is a tree which does fairly well

in the Sydney district, and if it be given a fair chance, with fair soil there is

no doubt it will prove a useful Pine for New South Wales.

L 7 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(17.) P. «i?V/s, Michx. (Syn. P. eclunnta, Miller.) "Short-leaved Pine."

"Soft-leaved Pine" (England), and "Yellow Pine" (Unite 1 States\ Sargent,
t. 587 (as P. esliinata. Miller).

Native of the Eastern United States, where it is wddely diffused. It yields
a valuable timber, and has the merit of rapidly reaftbresting worn-out fields,

thus enabling a crop of timl:)er to be raised while tlie soil has an opportunity
of recovering its fertility.

Professor B. E. Fernow, the eminent exponent of forestry in the United

States, speaks of this species as being one of the best pines of that country.
Eor that reason it .should well be tried in this State. It has been tried in

Sydney and has not done well so far, but residents in the coldest districts

shouki experiment with it.

L 15 b (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(18.) P. Montezumce, Lambert.

The common Pine of the mountains and highlands of Mexico, between the

17th and 25th parallels of north latitude. It is a beautiful species, very

distinct, tender in Britain and Ireland, and may be expected to fioui'ish in

many parts of New South Wales.

It is not in the Sydnej' Botanic Gardens at present.

A
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» * ":>*

Pinus longifolia, Roxb.

State Nursery, L'ainiilielltowii.

(19.) P. mi/ricatd, I). Don. "
l^>isli(>j)'«

Pine'"' ('c<)rru])tion of Obispo Pine).
" Prickle-coiied Piue." .Sargent, U. D65, 586.
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A maritime Pine found wild only in the vicinity of the Californian coast

exposed to the fogs and winds of the Pacific Ocean.

Our experience shows that this Pine has not been a success in the Sydney
Botanic Gardens. It is, however, worthy of additional experiments, and

should be thoroughly tested along the South Coast. It is a small-leaved,

dense-growing species, and its real value for ISTew .South Wales remains to

be ascertained.

(20.) P.palustris,M\\\kiv. "Long-leaved Pine,"
" Southern Pitch Pine,"

*' Southern Yellow Pine," "Yellow Broom Pine." Sai-gent, tt. 589, 590.

A medium sized or tall tree.

PiiiKS pa/u><fr)-< is almost tlie sole ingredient of the immense forests stretching unin-

terruptedly along the Atlantic seaboard from south-east Virginia to the Everglades in

Florida, and also along the northern littoral of the Gulf of Mexico as far as Trinitj-

"S'alley in South Texas. This belt, known in the United States as the Southern " Pine

Barrens,"' varies from SO to 125 miles in breadth in the Atlantic States, but is much
narrower along the Gulf coast

;
it is estimated to have once covered upwards of 130,000

square miles, an ai-ea greater than that of Great Britain and Ireland, and to have repre-
sented an amount of wealth which, if properly iiusbanded, would have made the States

of South Carolina and Georgia among the richest in the Union. But,
" invaded from every

direction by the axe, a prey to tires which weaken the mature trees and destroy the

tender saplings, wasted by the pasturage of domestic animals, and destroyed for the

doubtful profits of the turpentine industry, the forests of Long-leaved Pines appear

hopelessly doomed to lose their commercial importance at no distant day."
*'

It is by far the most valuable Pine of the Atlantic States, and still the most abundant.

It supplies nearly tlie whole of the turpentine, pitch, tar and resin of American
commerce as well as for home consumption, and its timber is used for all sorts of

constructive purposes, including ship-building, house carpentry, fencing, railway ties,

etc. (
Veitch's Manual, p. 353.)

See "Waste in Logging Southern Y'ellow Pine," by J. Girvin Peters,

Year-book, Dept. Agric. U.S.A., 1905.

Prof. B. E. Fernow says it is one of the best Pines of the United States.

It is too tender for Great Britain, and is a species well worthy of attention

in coastal New South Wales. It promises well ; for example, there is a fine

specimen in the National Park, sent out by the Botanic Gardens, Sydney, and

fiu-ther tests are being made in the Botanic Gardens.

(21.) P. pa tula, Schiede.

A large tree, native of Central Mexico. It is
" one of the most orna-

mental of Pines," rather tender for Great Britain, and should ha^"e more

extensive trial here. Up to the present time it has shown itself a rather slow-

grower in the Sydney Botanic Gardens, but is full of promise. It was distri-

buted by the Sydney Botanic Gardens some years ago, but reports are not

available as to results.

L 32 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(22.) P. Pinaster, Sol. (Syn. P. maritima, Lam.). "Cluster Pine" or

" Maritime Pine."

South Europe and the Levant.

Figured and described in Bentley and Trimen's Weflichml Flnnfa,

Silva of Nortli America, xi, 156.
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An excellent Pine for sea-coast plantin<(. Jt is the celelji'ated Pine of the
" Lande.s

"
of South-western France, so extensively planted to reclaim the

sand-dunes, and valuable because of the yield of Turpentine. This tree

spi'eads spontaneously in the Sydney district.

It is undoubtedly a valuable tree for the sandy coast districts. While \ery

useful, it is, however, not one of the most ornamental .species.

L 30 (Sydney P>otanic Gardens).

(2^^.) P. pinea, L. "Stone Pine." The "Parasol Pine" of the Prencli^

owiii^- to the tlat tops of mature tr es. Often called " Umbrella Pine."

Pinus penea, L.

State Niuvsuiy, ('aiiiplielltowii.
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Mediterranean region. This valuable tree does well in the Sydney district

and in the coastal district generally. It attains a very large size, and is one

•of the Pines which is worthy of attention in any scheme of Australian forestry,

involving artificial planting. Because of its tlut top it is the most easily

recognised of all Pines.

XJ 3, L 29 a (.Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(24.) F. pomJerosa, Dougl. "Western Yellow Pine." "Bull Pine."

Sargent, tt. .560-64.

The western Yellow Pine or Phui": poiiderosa is the most widely distribi ted Pine-tree
•of the mountain forests of western North America, where it spreads from the interior of
British Columbia from about latitude .'il" N. southwards to Mexico and eastwards to
northern Nebraska, the font-hills of the Rocky Mountains of Colorado and western Texas.

Usually an inhabitant of dry elevated slopes, where it often forms open forests of great
extent, it flourishes also on the western slopes of the Sierra Nevada in the comparatively
humid climate of northern California, where it attains its largest size

; and in California
it grows occasionally in wet and swampy ground. . .

A tree of such enormous range over a region of so many different climates has

naturally developed many forms, and no other American Pine-tree varies more in size

and habit, in the character of the bark, length of leaves and size of cones. Sometimes
it is 250 feet high, with a trunk 12 feet in diameter, covered witli bright cinnamon-red
bark broken into great plates ;

sometimes it attains witli a ditiiculty a height of 50 feet,
and its bark is nearly l>lack and deejily furrowed. Such variations in the character of

the bark are not always due to climate, and individuals with the red bark of the
Californian tree and the black bark of the inliabitant of the arid slopes of the Colorado
mountains stand side by side in northern Arizona, to the discouragement of the botanist
anxious to understand this tree aud the causes of its variations. One hundred

photographs would not be too many to illusttate the appearance of Finus ponderosa in

the different parts of the country which it inhalnts ; and an attempt to describe the
different forms with any words at our command would be hopeless. {Veifch's

Manna/, pp. 364-5.)

Prof. B. E. Fernow says that this is one of the best timber Pines of the

United States, and that it is well adapted to dry, windy, exposed places. It

is evidently a hardy Pine.

This is a species not a great success in Sydney, but hardy in many parts
of Britain, but I recommend seed for New South Wales to be, as far as

possible, obtained from Californian trees.

The wood of Pinus ponderosa varies greatly in qualit}-, strength and durabilitj' in

flifferent parts of the region over which it is distributed ; the wood of the western tree

is heavy, hard, strong, and fine-grained, but not durable in contact with the soil.

( VtitcKn Manual, p. 366).

See also " Forest Planting Leaflet," Forest Service Circular 72, U.S.

Dept. Agriculture.

L. 30 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).
Ynv. Jeffreji {P. Jpffreyi,^l\XYv.)

"
.Jefirey Pine." California. Hee Gai'd.

C'hroH. 18S9, V. 361, "f. 65.

Distinguished in Oregon from the typical Pinus ponderosa by its more pungently
aromatic resinous secretions, its stiffer and more elastic leaves, persistent for a longer
time ; its yellow-green staniinate flowers, and its larger cones, armed with stronger
reflexed prickles. (Vvitch's Manual, p. ,364.)

On the mountain above the Yosemite ^'alIey is a wonderful forest of Pine-trees, com-

posed of P. pondi rosa ?•«/•. Jejfreyi : the trees stand sometimes close together, sometimes at

a consideral)le distance apart ; they are often 250 to 3U0 feet high, their massive trunks
10 to 12 feet in diameter, and free of branches, except near the top of the tree. There
are not many things more impi'essive or more beautiful than these trunks ; the bark is

excessively thick, and broken by deep fissures into great armoxu--like plates, across

which the sunlight, as it flickers down through the scanty canopy above, casts long
shadows. [Veitch's Manual, p. 366.)
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Pinus ponderosa, Dougl.
Statu XursLi\ , Cainiiljclllown.
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Pi-of. B. E. Fei-ii.)\v says this is a second-class Pine in the United States.

\\V have hafl l)ut Hmited experience of this Pine in Sydney, but sufficient to

sliDW tliat it will thrive hrre, and it can be recommended for a tliorough

trial. It does fairly well at Campbelltown.

{-'>.) P. fii/reufiica, Lapeyrouse. The "
Pyreneean Pine."

The geographical range of Finns pijreanlra may he stated in general terms to extend

through the Mediterranean region, from the Pyrenees to the Levant and Asia Minor,
whence it spreads eastwards through northern Persia into Afghanistan as far as Herat.*
It occurs on many of the mountain ranges tlirougliout this region at altitudes of 2,000 to

6,0.10 feet. {WitrJis Manual, i^. '^QX.)

This should be a useful Pine for New South Wales, not only for the Coast

districts, but f(jr considerable elevations on the Coast range.

In Asia Minor, where it forms pure forests, it is much esteemefl, not only
as a timber tree, but also as a yielder of turpentine.

(26.) P. radiata, Don. (Syn. P. insi<pus, Dou.iilas.) The "Monterey
Pine," of California. Sargent, tt. 573-1.

A stately tree, of 80-100 feet.

Pinua radkita inhabits a strip of coast-land in Soiitli California, extending for about
15(1 miles from Pescadero to 8an Simeon Bay, spreading inland only a few miles. It also

grows in a peculiar form on Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz, of the Santi Barbara group of

islets off the coast of South California, and in Guadalupe, off the coast of Lower
California. The wood is light, soft, anl brittle, and is used only for fuel.t (Veitch's

Manual, p. 370.)
PiuHs radiatti is much cultivated in Austi'alia and Xew Zealand, wliere its growth is

still more rapid than in Great Britain. In South California it is planted for fixing the

sand dunes [<)]>. ciL).

This is extensively known in New South "Wales by its botanical name of

P. insigais, but it must give way to that of P. radiata, which is two years

older. It will not be easy to supplant the name P. inaignis in favour of the

rightful one. It is undoubtedly a most useful Pine, being hardy in many
climates anrl soils, and a rapid grower. It is, hence, often grown for shelter

and ornament A drawback is its liability to sudden death.

It has been attacked, in recent years, by the same Coccid which has

destroyed P. hihpensis?, but P. radlnti has a stronger constitution than

P. halepensis in the coast districts, and hence has not suffered much.

L 8, 15 b (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(27.) P. resiaosa. Solander. " Rerl Pine." "Canadian Pine."

A tall tree, native of the North American continent between the 41st and

48th parallels. It is a useful timber tree, exuding much I'esin. In the neigh-

bourhood of the North American lakes it thrives best in a dry, sandy soil.

It can only be expected to do best in colfl localities.

This is one of the best Pines of the United States according to Prof. B. E.

Fernow, but he states that seed is difficult to obtain. [See Forest Planting

Leaflet, Unit^-d States Department Agriculture Forest Service, Circular 60.]

We had it in the Sydney Botanic Gardens, but ciivumstances required its

renKnal. It did moderately well, and it should be further experimented with.

It was not a handsome tree with us, but our experience of it is limited.

*
Boissier. Flora orkntalis, v. (i96. t Sargent, Silva of North America, xi. 104.
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Pinus radiata, Don. commonly known in N.S.W. as /'. iiinii/nis}.
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(2S.) P. ricjida. Mill. " Pitch Pine."

This is one of the second-class Pines of the United States according to

Prof. B. E. Fernow .

It is not in the .Sydney Botanic Gardens. It should be well tested in the

colder districts.

(29.) P. Snbiniana, Douglas.
"
Digger or Bull Pine

"
of the United States;

"Nut Pine" (England). Sargent, tt. .569-70.

A medium-sized tree, inhabiting the foot-hills of California, hulh of the coast range
and of the Sierra Nevada, almost throughout tlie entire length of the State from north

to soutli, ascending in places on the latter to 4,001) feet above tlie level of the sea, but

usually nuich lower. It is so unlike any other Pine in habit and aspect, that even amidst
the luxuriant coniferous vegetation of California, it forms a distinct feature of the land-

scape, af)pearing in the distance more like an Olive tree or a Willow than a Pine. Its

loose and widely-branched habit, and its thin, grey, pendulous foliage tufted at the ends
of its crooked, straggling branches, render the tree so pervious to light that it affords no

.shade, but, at the same time, clothes it with pale colouring so distinct that in the

distance this Pine can be easily recognised amidst the darker surroundings. { Vcitch's

Manual, p. 376.)

It yields a poor timber, but its large seeds are much esteemed as an article

of food by the Indians.

We have many localities in which this remarkable species may be expected

to flourish.

AVe had it in the Sydney Botanic Gardens for a number of years, and

was ratlier a thin-foliagefl plant with us. At the same time it should be

further experimented with.

(.30.) P. sinensis, Laud).

Has never done Avell in the Sydney Botanic Gardens. It evidently

requires a cooler climate and better soil than is available here.

L 17 a (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(.31.) F. strubus, L. " White Pine "
of the United States.

See a valuable paper by Pi-of. B. E. Fernow in the " YeardDook of

Agriculture" (U.S.A. )
for 1897, p. 64.5, where this tree is recommended as

being one of the very best timber Pines in the United States.

See also Forest Planting Leaflet, U.S. Dept. Agric, Forest Service,

Circular 67.

Not at present in the Sydney Botanic Gardens. Not a handsome species

for the Sydney district, hut should be well tried in the coldest localities.

(32.) r. sijlvesfris, L.

The name " Scots Pine
"
has attached itself to this Pine.

Figured and described in Bentley and Trimen's Medicinal Plants.

The Scots Pine has a greater geographical distrilnition than any other Pine, or even of

any other species included in the Abietineie. ^Yith the exception of the southern

portion of the Balkan peninsula, it is spread over the whole of Europe, including the

British Islands, and in Asia it occurs throughout nearly 1 he whole of that part of the

continent comprised within the Russian dominions. {]'eitch'>i Manual, p. 380.)

See also Forest Planting Leaflet, U.S. Dept. Agric, Forest Service,

Circular 68

It is a very valuable Pine for shelter, and also for th^- multifarious uses to

which its timber is [lUt.
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ItsliiMild IliMirivh ill i he cnliN-r ]i;ifts of New Sjiitli Wales ; t lie ni'dinarv

Scots Pine friiin iii n't Im'Mi l*jir(i|ic dors not tli mri'-li in the coast districts.

(:;;5.) I\ /»/,(, L. -
J...l)l.dly i'iu.'.' "Old Field Pine."

Figured and describefl in Bentley and I'linien's Medicinal f Innls.

Pinus Tiiild is one i>f the iiiost wiilclx' ilisiiihutL'd of tlie I'ines inliiiliitiiiii the Atlantic

States of North Ainefioa. It spreads from Delaware southwards to Floi-ida, and

through tlie (Julf States Icj Texas. Kxce])t in tlie noithei-n portion of its range where
it prefers tlic low lands adjacent to the Atlantic coast» it takes the ])Ia(e of the southern
Pitch Pine, /'. /xihisfrix, inland spreading westwards through South Carolina and

Georgia to the Mississip|)i River. \Vest of tlie great river, the area covered by it is less

extensive, but in western [..ouisiaiia and eastern 'I'exas it forms ('onsiderable foi'ests, and
in Arkansas and tlie Indian Territory it is the most important tiniljer tree of the country.
(Vcilclvs MdiiKii/, p. .'{S-J).

This is one of the species growing in a warm chniate, and it sltould do

well in our coastal districts. Tn the south-eastern I'nited States it is a rapid

grower, but it does not seeui to \ield a \aluable tindier, and Professor B. E.

Fernow says it is one of" the nio-,t \aluable Pines of that country.

jVIr. Robert Garrett grows it well at Chatsworth Island.

LIT (8y(hiev P>otanic Garfleiis).

(.34.) P. teniiif(ili<i. I'.enth.

Guatemala. A lian<lsonie longlea\(Ml I'ine, with tine needles, as its name

denotes. Tt is certainly a valuable addition to the jilants of the Sydney
district. r nfortiniateh' the to]) was i)lowii oil' the specimen in the Sydney
Botanic Gardens, but it is so full of promise that it is hoped that it may be

more widely grown.

L7 (S\-duev I lot an ie < Ian lens).

(35.) F. tiihcrcKld'd, (iordou. ' Knob-cone I'ine." Sargent, tt. oJ.j-G.

A medium-sized tree.

Pinif< t Ill/err uia/'i inhabits the dry southern and western slopes, fully exposed to the

sun, of the mountain ranges, which under various names, extend from south-west

Oreg<ni, its nortliern limit to tlie San Beriiaidino mountains in Soitth California. In

some places it forms pure forests of considerable extent ; in others it is more scattered

and mixed with other trees; its vertical langc; is from l,()U()to r),0O(» feet above sea -

level. Tiie wood is soft, luittle, and eioss-grained, and Ijut little used. . . .

I'hiiix tnli'-rciihUd is singular among pines in bearing cones when only a few feet high,
and which remain on the tree for thirty to forty years, often becoming embedded in

the bark, and not opening till tlie tree dies from local causes, or is destroyed by a

forest lire. /'. tiihc-rrnlaln also has tlie peculiarity of jiroducing its cones on the main
trunk as well as on the branches, giving it a singular appearance, as they are arranged
around the stem in almost a circle, usually five though often seven cones composing the

circle. ( Vvilfli'^ Mmmn/, page 887.)

This tree will Hourish in manv parts of New South Wales, and is an

interesting species, if it possesses no other mt>rits.

We have had it in the Svdiiev l'>otanii' (hardens, where it <lid not ihi'ive,

out steps are beiiiL;' taken to ol)tain fui'ther sp(>eimens.

(To he conlinncd.)
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Potatoes,
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for till' latter by leaving the soil in tiiie tilth : when it is intended to hill,

jilant potatoes about 4 inches, and when for tlat cidtivation, G inches deejj
—

ix double mould board
|ilou,ij;h

is a i^ood iin|ilriiient for hilling potatoes.

Mcnuririff.
—Potatoes rt'(|uirc aliundatuc of

]
otash—sulphate of p(.itasli is

-a very good form in which to a[i|ily it - but this manure acts better when in

combination, espec-

ially with superphos-

pliate, say, in p)ropor-

t ion two of the latter

to one of sulphate of

potash : they also re-

({uire intioL;cn. but

this may he supplied

when required by

ploughing in legumes

such as clovei-, peas,

beans,ctc. Too much

nitrogen is not good,

as haulms may <>i-ow

too strong at the ex-

pense of tubers.

^\'elll•ott(d man-

ure is splendid for

])otatoes, and may
also be used in com-

bination with arti-

ficial m a n ti res.

Wood ashes are also

good, as they aic rich

in potash. •'Thomas'

phosphate"' or basic

slag
—a by-})roduct

from the manu-
facture of steel, is also

a useful manure : this

should ! e supplied

before planting as it

is slow-acting.

Easily soluble

manures may be ap-

plied (it her above or

below the sets, but

should not beallowed

^lanuring may be

11 mi.xed v.ith the soil

1.

f

Irish Flounder. Nutiiml size.

to touch the seed, more especially if cut sets are usee

very successful when done in broadcast fashion, and wc

before planting.
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/^eed.—Tubers intended for seed should be selected from healthy, vigorous

plants with good foliage,
—these could be marked with a stake early,

— then^

when digging, select the tubers growing under the most prolific plants,

having due regard to their size and trueness to the type they represent.

Small potatoes growing with large ones under a prolific stalk may produce a

good crop, but in no case plant small potatoes when this is not known, and

Centennial. Natural size.

they are better in every case discarded. Large, well-formed tubers in every
case are the best, and generally whole sets are more prolific than cut sets.

However, opinions differ somewhat, but the weight of sets is very important
as it is the plant food that gives the young plant its start in life

;
a small,

miserable set cannot have a good supply to nourish its offspring till it can

gather food for itself. A good potato should be true to type, clean skin-
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that is, free from disease; the eyes sliould not be too deep, but large iiiid well

defined for all that, especially for seed. Ijai-ye eyes bear large shoots. AH

stnggy sorts, and with excrescences of all kinds, are not good when mature.

The tubers when cut and then put together should adhere closely, showing a

lai-ge percentage of starch. When ripe the skin is tinn and not easily

rul)})efl oil'.

Plaatiny.—The set—that is, tuber or portion of tuber planted
—should in

no case be less than 2 oz. in weight, with at least two eyes. The weight is of

much consequence, more so than the luunber of eyes, providing there are at

least two. Tf cut before planting, ruli nil' Kmg and weakly shoots. Potatoes

sprouted in sunlight pi'oduce N'igoi'ous plants, and nia\' br sdwn just as tlicv

are, the slioots to be placi'd in an upi-ight direction— the very best crops lia\e

.&!t-

Northern star. Niihiral size.

been pro(hu-cd in ibis way, and tlifv niatui-c cai'lici : but tabei's sprouted in

the dark often produce long and weakly shoots, and if planted, these must be

rubbed ofT. AVliere the potatoes are cut, in order to prevent much bleeding,

ashes, slacked lime, or soot may be used. >\'hole potatoes of good size are

recommended when procurable; cut potatoes are more liable to rot in dry soil.

Cut tuljers lengthwise when con\'enient. The drills or furiows where sets

are to be planted slnndd be from "_' feet 11 inches to ."5 feet apart, and the sets

placed in theiu from III inches to I") inches. A good plan is to run a harrow-

over the soil just liefcjre thev should a]ipear ai)0ve the ground, to destroy

young growths of weeds.
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Digging the Crop.
—Dig early potatoes when of a marketable size

;
but for

keeping over the winter the haulms should be quite dead, tuber firm, and the

skin hard to rub off. For this, the main crop, do not sow too early in the

season, or there may
be much difficulty

through their shooting.

Only plant good
keepers in tliis con-

nection.

Potatoes to be kept

through the winter

should be placed in a

cool, dry shed, on straw

if possible, or in dry
sand under cover, or

they may be stored in

the open in pits, say

heaped up about 4 feet

deep, about 4 feet

wide, and S feet long,

a 6-incli layer of sti'aw

spread over the lot

and covered up witli

earth so that water will

not enter—later, if

wished, and where

frosts are severe, an-

other laj'er of sti'aw

andearthmaybeputon.
Potatoes are used in

.some countries for the

production of starch,

which is abundant in

their constitution.

Food for Stock,—In

this connection, except
for feeding pigs, they
have been little used,

but the drought and a

dull market have

brought the unmarket-

able ones to the fore,

and ere long they are likely to be much used in conjunction with other

foods, as they are not a complete ration. For pigs they are better when

about half cooked than fed raw
;

for cattle and sheep probably they will

answer the purpose "as well raw, but should be sliced or bruisetl to j^revent

Asbleaf Kidney. Natural size.
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them choking animals wlien the lattor aro hnn^rv and tuhors whole. The

feeding value of potatoes is said to be ahuut e(jual to hects and turnips ; but

the cost of growing them is greater
—

still, when they are cheap and a hirge

If

British Queen. Xatanil size.

surplus on li and, it is well to know that the inferior tubers may be used

with such good cITcct.

Potatoes (jroivii on top of the soil and matured nnde>- straio only.
—

Some soil is too heavv and stiff for potatoes, and will not allow the tubers

to expand. There; is mucli of this class of soil on the flats of New England.
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Orowing them in straw was tried and the experiment is being continued.

The ground is ploughed deeply and harrowed into a good state of tilth
;

the potatoes are then placed by hand firmly in the soil until they are about

half covered
;
then 12 to 15 inches of wheaten straw is placed over them

;
this

completes the planting. Nothing more is done until the potatoes are

picked
—not dug—from under the straw, for they lie on top of the ground

around the seed set. Some people do not understand that the jjotato tuber

is not the root of the plant, but a modified portion or a runner from the

stem. The potato tubers must form above the seed planted, therefore if it

is placed on top of tlie soil they have no option but to grow as they do. The

Potatoes grown under straw. Oue-tbird natural size.

straw forms a protection from the sun and other destructive agents, the

same as the earth does when they are grown in the ordinary wa}". The

potatoes grown last 3'ear under straw were only a fair crop, but of beautiful

shape, with lovely skins Some were found in the straw hanging to the stem

6 inches off the ground ;
most of them were lying on the soil, and some were

slightly buried. They can be looked at at any time during growth by removing
the straw, which must afterwards be replaced. The same plant has been looked

at several times apparentlv without damaging the tubers. Will this method

of growing potatoes pay ? This cannot be answered at present, but further

information is beinj^' obtained.
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Exju'rinients in ifrowiiig potutocs niidi'i' straw and under t-artli are now

beiiii^ carried on side liv side, vvitli the suiue variety and other eoiuHtion.s Ix'ini,^

eijual ; both are now t'nnuiii'j,' tubers nicely. Last year crickets destroyed a

good uiany under straw. The straw, of course, is an item, also carting and

laying it on, al-

thouiih tlie latter

oi)cr;i t ion can

Potatoes grown under straw. One-third uatviml size.

he jici't'or med

quickly, hut there

is no after-culti-

\alioii, ami no

weeds grow—no

digging, straw can

be foi'ked away

quickly. If suc-

cessful il will he a

handy way for a

kitchen garden, as

the cook will

merely have to go
out. put aside the

straw, and pick

the best tubers otl'

for the pot ; those

left will prohably

growall thebetter.

T do not claim to

ha\e made a discoveiy, but liad read somewhere of it Ix-ing done in Ireland

yeai's ago with success, but liad to iind out the way to do it, as no available

data were to hand. The object was to overcome a ditticulty in treating the

heavy soils which contain the plant food necessary, but are otherwise unsuit-

able, and the Agricultural l)epai'tment aims at overcoming these dithculties,

and oidy hy ext)erimenting can this he (htne.

Potato Diseases.

Scab [Oospora scabifs) is a common disease in tubers, and lirst ajijiears as

slight swellings on skin, wliicli imarasc t ill tlicy burst

sets in, leaxing uglv pits or abrasions of greater oi

manure, especially if not well I'otted, faxoui-s the increase of scab; rotation

of crops tends to check it.

Perhaps the best treatment yet used, and the simjilest. is: 1 oz. commercial

formalin (liquid) to 2 gallons of water, soak for two hours in the solution,

then cut and plant in the usual manner. Or, 1^ oz. commercial formalin

(liquid) to 2 gallons water, and soaked for one and a half hour only, may
be used.

Another treatment: 1 oz. of corrosive sublimate dissolved in 12 gallons.

water. Immerse potatoes for about two hours in this solution.

then decomposition
ess depth. Stable
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The former treatment, viz., witli formalin, is recoimiicnded, and has been

used on this farm

Dmmiy Mil(leiL\ or Rot, attai'ks stems, leaves, and tubers. Treatment :

Weak solutions of Bordeaux mixture sprayed on at shoi't intervals often

effects a cure.

There are other diseases which require special treatment ; hut it is alway.s

best, when a badly-diseased plant appears, to pull it uji and l)urn it.

I am indebted to Mr. A. A. DunniclifT, of the Department of Agriculture,

fi r valuable informrition re the varieties, which he found all true to name,

except, he points out, tliat one that was sent here under the name of

" Satisfaction
"

is
"
Centennial," and it now goes under that name here

;
it is

one of our \evy best.

A preliminary experiment was made to find out best seed to plant, as

follows :
—

A potato 6 oz. in weight, with sixteen eyes : The yield from one plant w^as

8 lb. 12 oz., the largest tuber weighing 13 oz., and smallest, \ oz.
;
a very

uneven lot.

A potato ^ oz. only in weight : The yield from one plant was 3 lb. 4 oz.
;

largest tuber, 8^ oz.
;
smallest tuber, ^ oz. : an uneven lot.

A potato 2 oz. in weight, with five eye--, yielded 4^ lb. from one plant ;

largest potato being 8 oz., and smallest tuber, \ oz.
;

a very even lot

generally.

All the above were planted whole, none being cut.

Further and more extensi\e experiments relative to the above, and also to

cut and uncut seed, are in course of being carried out at the Farm here this

vear.
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Notes oil Humus and the Best Means of

supplying it.

F. B. (;UTJ1R1E.

Over that considerable portion of the State's arable land on which the rainfall

is limited or uneven, the need of retaining within the soil whatever moisture

is received as rain is one of paramount importance in the treatment of the

land. The maintenance of the soil's fertility in these areas becomes largely

a question of conserving this sometimes scanty supply, and soil treatment

having for its object suitable means of maintaining the most favourable

conditions as to moisture will rlaiin the most serious consideration of the

farmer.

As the land taken into cultivation gradually extends so as to include more

and more of the area within the belt of reduced rainfall and approaching to

semi-arid conditions, this question cf the conservation of soil moisture becomes

of increasing importance.

It far exceeds in importance the question of manuring, and it is safe to say

that unless the conditions as to moisture are satisfactory the apphcation
of manures is not likely to be of any benefit, and the money expended on their

use is practically thrown away.

Apart from the question of cultivation and drainage, the maintenance of

the best conditions as to water within the soil depends to a very large extent

upon the presence of humus. Humus, which is derived from the gradual

decay of animal or vegetable matter within the soil, is one of the most impor-

tant of the soil's constituents, and any variation in its amount affects

profoundly the value of the soil for agricultural purposes.

Functions of Humus.

The presence of liunuis in the soil increases the fertility in the following

ways:
—

In the hrst place it absorbs and retains moisture in the soil, and prevents

surface evaporation. A surface soil, fairly rich lu humus, exercises much

the same influence on the underlying soil as does a mulch of dead leaves or

other vegetable matter. During dry spells, and under the influence of the

hot winds usually prevalent under such conditions, the loss of moisture from

the soil by surface evaporation is enormous, and in soils destitute of humus

this loss is so rapid as to result in the drying up of the soil and the wilting

of the crops. The hnal result of such conditions is the formation of scalded

spots and the complete removal of the fine surface soil in the form of dust.
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The humus in the soil is the ingredient which is most subject to alteration

and destruction, and under dry conditions it is more or less rapidly destroyed.
As soon as it has lost its moisture and become dry it is rapidly burnt out

by the combined action of sun and air. So that it is exactly in those circum-

stances where its presence is most essential that it is most liable to destruction,

and the necessity for renewing it most urgent.

The presence of humus in the soil also tends to improve the texture of the

soil, hghtening it and loosening it. and preventing compaction of the surface,

so that it is of special value in the amelioration of stiff soils.

It is the principal source of nitrogen in the soil, and by its decay under

the influence of soil organisms, ammonium salts and nitrates are produced,
which are the forms in which this important element is assimilated by the

plant. It is of interest to remember that the humus of arid or semi-arid

regions is richer in nitrogen than that of the moister districts. This is a point

of great importance with reference to the potential fertility of these soils.

In point of fact from a variety of causes acting together, the soils of the dry
climates are richer in plant food of all kinds than are the soils in regions of

greater rainfall, consequently nothing but the absence of water prevents
these from being extremely reproductive. There is, therefore, no problem
which exceeds in importance that of retaining in the soil the little moisture

that it receives, and any operation that succeeds in arresting even partially

the unavoidable loss of that moisture deserves the highest consideration.

Methods of supplying Humus.

There are three ways of supplying humus to soils in need of this constituent,

namely by the application of generous additions of farmyard manure (in

cases where this is available), by the application of compost manure, and by

green-manuring, or the ploughing under of a quickly growing green-crop

(leguminous for choice). We will discuss these separately.

Farmyard Manure.

Except in some dairies or such farms on which the animals are stall-fed,

the material known as farmyard manure is nothing more than the solid

excrements of animals, and does not contain either the urine or the vegetable

matter used as bedding which is the characteristic of farmyard manure

made and used in Europe and colder countries.

Owing to the absence of vegetable matter such manure has very little

value in the formation of humus, and it is probably most economically used

in the compost heap.
The Compost Heap.

The compost heap is a most valuable adjunct to the farm, and it is a very

great pity that it is not more frequently to be found.

A heap or pit can be made very economically, and is of special value in

that it utilizes all sorts of vegetable and animal refuse, which would otherwise

be wasted, and converts it into a valuable manure, rich in vegetable matter

and eminently suited for soils low in humus or subject to droughty conditions.
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The priiici])le of tlic coinpost heap is the teiiiieutatioii of easily decomposed

vegetable material in the pieseiice of earth and lime. It is not only substances

like peat and straw, which form the usual basis of compost heaps that are thus

decomposable, but ahnost every kind of organic su])stance, both of vegetable

and animal origin, can be thus composted. Dead leaves, bush scrapings,

sawdust, weeds, tops and stalks of vegetables, as well as bone and animal

refuse, can be treated in this manner. In the case of animal refuse the

operation is much slower, and substances like bones should be first crushed.

It is also important to be sure that animal refuse so treated is not derived

from a diseased source.

The best wav of ni:iking and maintaining the compost heap will depend

largely upon local sunoundings.

As a general method of procedure the following will be found satisfactory:
—

Make a heap with alternate layers of earth, refuse, and lime. Und(M- the

term refuse is included all the refuse material of animal or vegetable material

mentioned above. Cover the whole with a la\-ei- of earth. When a suffi-

cient quantitv of refuse is again collected, place it on top of the heap and

cover with a layer of lime, and lastly of earth, \\\\\\\ the heap is 3 to 4 feet

high. The heap should be kept moist, and ioi- this purpose all refuse water

from the house. slo2:)s. urine, &c.. should lie added. The hea{) may be

conveniently watered by making a hole into the interior and pouring the

liquid in. The covering with earth has the object of absorbing any

ammonia which is evolved in the process of fermentation and by the action

of the lime.

When the heap has been prepared it must be left to itself to ferment for a

greater or less time. Probably a few months will be sufficient unless very

refractory substances, such as bone, &c., are present. In a few months'

time it should be well forked over and another layer of lime and finally of

earth should be added. In the course of another month or two it should

be ready for use, and you will have provided yourself at a very slight cost

with an excellent manure rich in humus, and will have utilized for the purpose

a great amount of refuse material which would otherwise be lost or burnt.

When refuse material is burnt, the ashes, though still possessing manurial

value on account of the lime and potash and phosphates they contain, are

of incomparably less value than the original substances out of which they

are derived, owing to the absence of humus niat<Tial and of nitrogen, which

have been lost in the process of burning.

Instead of a heap the compost may be conveniently prepared in a pit.

In either case the bottom should be cemented, or so drained that the liquid

escaping from the mass can be collected and returned to the compost.

It will be found advantageous to prepare a second heap while the first

one is ripening and being used. It will also be found that if it is desired

to use more concentrated fertilizers, such as superphosphate, potash, and

ammonium salts, these can be mixed with ach-antage with the compost
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manure, before being applied to the land. Used in this way they will be

in less danger of leaching away, and will be of greater benefit than if applied

directly to the land.

Green Manuring.

Amongst the most effective methods of supplying humus to the soil and

increasing its fertility is the practice of green-manuring
—that is, the ploughing

under of a green crop. The beneficial action of this operation is a twofold

one : it enriches the soil, in the first place, by supplying it with a considerable

proportion of readily-available plant-food; and in the second place, by adding
humus, and thus improving the soil's texture and its power of absorbing and

retaining moisture. When such a crop is buried, the surface soil becomes

enriched by the nourishing materials which the crop during the period of its

growth has drawn from the air and from the lower portions of the subsoil,,

and this material is now placed within the reach of the succeeding crop.

During the growth of the plant the soil has, in addition, been stirred up
and disintegrated by the development of the roots. When ploughed under,

provided that sufficient moisture and warmth are present, the buried mass

decomposes with more or less rapidity, and the succeeding crop gets the

benefit of the fertilising ingredients contained in the decaving mass of vege-

tation in a readily-available form. The resulting humus is of the greatest

value, not only as a source of plant-food, but in improving the soil's texture,

in preventing too rapid evaporation, and in enabling the soil to absorb and

retain water, thus rendering it less liable to suffer cUxring dry spells.

A further important result is the formation of carbonic acid by the decom-

position of the buried crop. Carbonic acid is given off abundantly in the

fermentation of the mass, and assists in the disintegration of the soil and in

rendering available the plant-food contained in it.

Green-manuring is effective both in sandy and on heavy clay soils, and,,

indeed, on all soils deficient in humus. On sandy soils the effect of green-

manuring is to consolidate the soil, the humus formed binding the particles

together. On clay soils, the effect of the addition of humus and the produc-
tion of carbonic acid is to loosen and aerate them. When conditions as to

warmth and moisture are favourable, and the crop decomposes fairly rapidly^

the production of soluble plant-food proceeds with considerable rapidity.

This is especially the case in respect of nitrogen, which is the principal

manurial ingredient. Nitrification (that is, the conversion of the nitrogenous
material of the plant into soluble nitrates) takes place (|uite rapidly. In

sandy soils, green manure nitrifies more rapidly than manures like dried

blood, bone-dust, &c., and only less slowly than ammonium sulphate; while

in stiff clay soils the green crop nitrifies very much more rapidly than either

sulphate of ammonia or animal manures.

With regard to the kind of crop to be used for the purpose of green-

manuring, a good deal of latitude is permissible. Any crop that is rapid and

iuxuriant in growth, and that can be readily turned under, is suitable for the=
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purpose, and the selection will be guided by considerations such as the time

of year at which it is to be grown, its suitability to soil and district, &c.

Amongst the most effective class of crops for the purpose are leguminous

plants, such as clover, cowpea, lupines, &c., since these are specially v;iluable

on account of their power of obtaining their nitrogen from the air. They
are, therefore, especially suitabh; for soils poor in nitrogen, and are of high
value in enriching the soil with this ingredient. There ai'c. however, many
other crops which are suitable for the purpost;, and frequently used, such

as mustard, buckwheat, &c. These are all rapid growers, and can be grown
as catch-crops

—that is to say, after the main crop has been harvested and

before the succeeding one is sown. The practice of growing a crop of tares

or vetches after the wheat crop has been harvested is very common in

Europe, and can l)e followed successfully here in districts where the autumn

rainfall is sufficient. Such a catch crop occupies the ground only at a time

when it would be otherwise unoccupied, and, during its growth is collecting

plant-food from air and soil, which is utilised for manuring the succeeding

•crop.

The practice of green-manuring is of special value in orchard work, where

the green crop can be grown and ploughed under between the rows.

It must be borne in mind, in all cases, that green-manuring depends for its

success upon conditions favourable to the decomposition of the buried green

crop, namely, sufficient warmth and moisture. A crop ploughed under in the

late autumn or winter will nitrify owW slightly, and the same applies to

ploughing under a crop in a dry season. If the land is quite dry the crop

will remain buried without decom])osition for a considerable period, and its

benefit is lost.

Proportion of Nitrogen supplied to Soil by Green Manuring.

With regard to the actual amount of material supplied to the land by

ploughing under a green crop, some exjjeriments were carried out at the

suggestion of Mr. Allen, the Fruit Expert of the Department.

The produce of one square yard of crops of vetches, at Wagga, Bathurst,

and Hawkesbury College, was harvested carefully, tops and roots, and for-

warded for analysis. In the case of the Wagga samph', the roots were

obtained by washing away the soil, and Mr. McKeown calculates that he

succeeded in obtaining 95 per cent, of the total weight of roots in the soil.

The produce of t()])s from one square yard was 4 lb. i\\ oz.. or 10 tons

12 cwt. per acre; and of roots, 1 lb. 9 oz. per square yartl, or 3 tons 7 cwt.

per acre. Analysis showed that the tops contained 87 per cent, water (13

per cent, dry matter), and "506 per cent, nitrogen; the roots contained 83

per cent, water (17 per cent, dry matter), and •213 per cent, nitrogen.

When therefore, this crop is ploughed undci-. it will add to each acre of

the soil, in the shape of dry matter, 1 ton 7 cwt. tops, and Hi cwt. roots,

including 120 lb. nitrogen from tlie tops and Ki lb. iiitrojicn from the roots;
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a total of 136 lb. nitrogen per acre. Assuming that conditions are favourable

for nitrification, this will be equivalent to a dressing of nearly 7 cwt. sulphate

of ammonia per acre, or over 11 cwt. dried blood—an enormous dressing.

The soil in which this crop was grown was a light loam with about 25

per cent. clay. The clay is of a tenacious character, and has a tendency to

cake hard on drying. The soil is low in humus, containing only about 4 per

cent, of this ingredient. It is fairly rich in potash and satisfactorily supplied

with lime, but rather low in nitrogen and phosphates. It is, consequently,

just the type of soil in which green-manuring should be effective, as the effect

of ploughing under the crop will be to break it up and render it more friable,

and to supply the deficiences in humus and nitrogen. Its efficacy is, of course,

dependent upon conditions as to rainfall being favourable to its decomposition

in the soil. The climate of Wagga is not very favourable to the growth of

these crops.

At Bathurst, and at the Hawkesbury College, where conditions are more

favourable, the benefits of green-manuring are even more striking. Mr.

Allen obtained similar samples of tops and roots, representing the produce

of one square yard from crops grown at these places, and they gave the

following figures :
—

At Bathurst, the tops weighed 17 lb. and the roots 21b. 5 oz. per square

vard, or 36 tons 14 cwt. tops and 5 tons of roots per acre, giving a total

of dry matter to be ploughed under of 4 tons 15 cwt. from the tops and

16 cwt. from the roots. Assuming the same nitrogen content in tops and

roots as was found in the Wagga plants, this will give when ploughed under

411 lb. nitrogen per acre from the tops and 22 lb. nitrogen from the roots.

At Hawkesbury, the produce was 21 tons 12 cwt. tops and 4 tons 14 cwt.

roots per acre. When ploughed under, this would yield 2 tons 16 cwt. dry

matter from the tops and 16 cwt. dry matter from the roots. With "5 per

cent, nitrogen in the tops and "2 per cent, in the roots, the soil will be

enriched in nitrogen by 242 lb. per acre from the tops and 22 lb. from the

roots.
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Knots.

V. G. CIIOMLEY.

EvEKV fai-mer uses rojies for some purpose, t'itlicr t'oi- tyiiiy on louds or ii>

CJiinection witli his stuck, but it is seldom that one sees the most suitable

F.g. 1.— Reef ki.ot.

knots employed. .V good knot should be e?isy to undo- -that is, it siiouid not

jamb when a strain i.s put on it, nor sliould it become fast when wet. Ihere

Fig. 2. Bowline.

are so many knots employeil by sailors, that to refer to a work on knot.s and

cordage is almost bewildering, and many of the knots shown in such work.t
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'are purely of a fancy nature. For the purpose of sim])lifying the matter, a

few of the more useful and easily-tied knots are here shown. These are all

Fig. 3.— Running bowline.

easily tied
,
and were tied and photographed specially with the view of showing

clearly how it is done. For this reason they are not pulled up tight, but were

just tied loosely, so as to show as clearly as possible how the ropes "lay"
over one another

r«"V'>ail1iifilWi

Fig. 4. -Becket, or sheet benJ.

There are two knots that stand out us useful knots above all others, and

these are the " reef
"
or "square" knot and the " bowline." The reef knot
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(Fig. Ij is the lii'st kuiit i^ty iiinst jnii[>uses ;
wliere it is iieressaiy tu juiii two

I'opes, it will iK)t jiiinh exrcpt when the rope is very thin.

The l>u\vliiic (Fig. _')
is ii very useful knot indeed, and is (piite safe

;
it

cannot jinssiijly slip, and for this reason is a suitable knot to use for tethei'iiig

Fig. 5.—Clove hitch.

stock. Jf a running loop is required, the running howline (Fig. 3) is a good

form, as the loop v\ill not pinch on the rope and give trouble when in use.

Tlie plain, herket, or sh^et l)end (Fig. 4), is anotlier useful knot for join-

ing two ropes
—

especially when one

end runs up to, and stops at, a puUey-

hlock, there is no loose end to feed into

the block and jainl) it.

The clove hitch (Fig. -5)
is also a

useful knot for use with poles and

guys. It will not slip in eitlxM- dii-ec-

tion, and is easily undone.

It sometimes happens that there is

some building or well-sinking going on

on the farm, so it is just as well to

know how to make a timber hitch—
this is shown in Fig. ('k This knot can

be combined with a half-hitch by pass-

ing the fall of the rope round the spai',

say, 2 feet along its length and back

under itself. This makes a good hitch

for lowering timber down a shaft or

well. This is shown in Fig. 7. It can

be made additionally safe Ijy putting

in another half hitch another '1 feet

along the syiar.

Sometimes it is desirable to reduce the length of a rope without undoing

the ends; when loading, for instance, the ropes may be reduced in length by

Fig. 6.—Timber hitch.
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means of the sheep-shank previous to putting in twitches. There are many
times when it is liandy, and it is very simply tied. It is shown in Fig. 8, but

it is far easier to tie than it looks.

For tightening ropes over loads of hay, straw, lucerne, gi-een stuff, and

other springy loading, no means is so rapifl as the one shown in Fig. 9. The
fall is taken through a ring or round

the guard-irons of the dray or wag-

gon. A loop in the bight is grasped,

in the hand, and a half-hitch is

made round the end of tlie loop

higher up the bight ; the end of the

SI:-:.

m

Fig. 8. Sheep shank.

fall is then passed through the loojD

thus made, and used as a pulley

block or snatch block. It is a little

bit rough on the rope pulling it

through the loop, but it enables the

rope to be drawn very tight and

thus keep the load quite firm. It is possible to extend this system by

putting more than one such loop in—a second, or even a third, can lie put in

Fig. 7.—Timbsr hitch with half-hitch.
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the fall in succession. Bui for all nrdinaiy iiur|H)-,f.s (jne is enoUi;li. It' the

load is goinj^ any (Hstance, the twitch method, using sticks, is hetter.

Tlip too connnon knot generally called tlir granny is shown in Vv^. 10.

This knot is easier to tie, and far harder to undo than a reef or si|iiar(' knot,

yet it is the usual knot tied liy the iiicxpeiienci'd. To .SOME people the

grainiy knot comes natural—the

knot is liable to slip ; it is frequently

usp(lT)v shop assistants to tie parcehs,

lii-ol);ili|\-
With tlie object of incteas-

Fig. 9. Fis. 10.— Granny knot.

inir sales. The best wa\' to untie a "rainn- knot is U)— cut the rope. Of

cour.se, there are many \ciy useful knots not shown, but because they are not

shown is not to say they are useless, or mendy fancy knots, for such is not

the case; but those shown may be considered a few of the most useful,

.simple knots in general use.
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The Influence of Bees on Crops.
[Continued from page 879, November, 1907.]

ALBERT ft ALE.

In " The Story of the Plants," Grant Allen says,
" The use of the corolla

with its brilliant petals, is to attract insects to the flowers and induce them

to carry pollen from plant to plant. That is why they are painted red and

blue and yellow ; they are there as advertisements to tell the bee or butterfly
'' Here you can get good hone}'

"
! If the brilliant coloured petal of flowers

are so attractive to bees, how is it the single blooms are more attj'active to

them than double ones of the same variety and species having the sajne colour ?

Here is the answer : The single ones produce pollen which is the all-essential

food supply for the young bees, but truly double bloou)s produce no anthers,

therefore they produce no pollen. Where bees can get the greatest supply of

food in the shortest space of time is the place where they will go. The}' do

not care what colour the corolla is, it may be "painted red, blue, or yellow,"

the pollen and honey are the advertisements. Neither do they care what

colour the pollen is because they carry home white, yellow, and red pollen

indiscriminately, but only one colour at the same time. The cells in the

combs that are packed with pollen contain any colour the}- can get. Food

is the advertisement, and not the colour in the corolla or the petals.

In some of our most ornamental plants the flowers are so inconspicuous

were it not for their foliage they would be treated as weeds and rooted out.

The brilliant foliage is their only recommendation. The carpet beds in our

Botanical Gardens during summer are one of the chief attractions to the

gi-ounds. They are nothing but leaves. There is no denying their brilliancy.

Watch as long as your patience will permit, you will never see pollen or honey-

feeding insects aliglit on them for the purpose of obtaining food. If the

clipping or trimming of these carpet beds be neglected, and the tiny flowers

be permitted to expand, j'ou will at once see bees and other insects alighting

for grains of pollen and sij^s of honey.

The caladium and the coleus have foliage far more showy than the blooms of

scores of plants that are constantly visited by bees, but bright as the foliage

may be, the bees are not attracted thereby. When the coleus throws up its

.spike of pale blue flowers then it becomes attractive to insects, and tliey are

drawn to it, not by the colour o? the flower or the leaf, but by the food

contained in the fortner.

In the month of September the peach-trees are in full bloom, so are the

bougainvilleas. The brilliant crimson bracts of the latter, with their small
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creamv-wliite flowers, ai-e cijually as attracti\<- in c-olnm a-< tlic ])oach-trees,

yet where one Ijee visits tin- lattci- a tlniusan<l will \isit the fnimer.

The niaiiut'actmiiii;' <it aitilicial lluwcis has Ixeoiiie so jierfect of hite, aixl

tlie iniitatious are so iiiueli like natnial llowcrs that wlieii placeil ainniijfst

iiatiiiMl foliage, the experienced eye of the tiorist freijuently fails to detect

the fi-aiid. Even if it be a honey or pollen bearing imitation bees are not-

deceived thereby. Tf the colour of the flowers or their forms are the adver-

tisements telling thi'in where they could get ht)ney, how is it that liees and

oth^r insects are not swarming on the head dresses of the fashionablv attired

la 'lies of today? No one can (h^ny that these ai'titicia'. Ilowers are as jierfect

both in foi'iu and colour to the sight as the natural ones they are meant to

represent, only their essentials of re])roduction are absent. The food bees

recjuire is wanting, and food, find foo I alone, is the only advertisem(>nt that

will induce the b(H» to search for sustenance even in natuial blooms. 'I'lu-ir

natural intelligence and generations of education have taught iheni the true

sources of wealth. i^)^es will no more search eolouis in the expectation of

getting food than a gold-miner would go fossicking in a coal-pit for gold.

Botanists and entomologists s|)eak of bees as one of the highest types of

insects, and Grant Allen, in "The Story of the Plant," speaks of them

thus:—"These higher insects . . . are the safest fertilisers because

tliev have legs and a pi-oboscis exactly adapted to the work they are meant

for; and t]i(y have also, as a rule, a taste for red, blue, and purjile flowers,

rather than for simple white or yellow ones. Jlence, the blossoms that

especially lay themselvt>s out for the highei- insects ai'e almost always blue

or pur])le.''

Darwin, in "(Self-fertilisation of Plants," says:
—"Not onlv do the

bright colours of flowers serve to attract insects, but dai-k-coloured streaks

and marks are often present, which Sprengel long ago maintained serve as.

guides to the nectary," and "that the coloured corolla is the ehief guide

cannot be doubted." The native daphne {Pifti>sporu>n undnlafn/n) fiower

has a creamy corolla hidden amongst its deej) green foliage. These trees,

both in the P)t)tanic and in private gardens, were in l)l()om at the same time

as the double-Howered p(vxch. In the formei' the bees wcie in swarms busily

at work, and oidv an odd bee occasionally visite 1 the latter, ami the Ilowers.

visited were tlio.se containing a few scattered anthers from whence they
could scrape together a few grains of jiollen. The bright lilooms of the

double-dowering peach could be seen hundieds of yards away, V)ut to discover

the flowers on the pittosporum you nved stand undei'neath the tree. There

is I'o (lower in this State more frequently visited by bees than the simjile

white or creamy yellow eucalyptus bloom. ]t is the lieekeeper's most

impoi'tant source of profit.

Again, we are told that markings on certain flowers are finger-posts.
" The

lines or spots so often found on the petals of liighly-develo|)ed flowers," says

the author of "The Story of the Plant," "act as honey guides to lead the bee

or other fertilising itisect direct to the nectary
"

;
he then goes on to describe

the "so-called nasturtium." The up]ier paii' (of petals) ai-e broad and
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deep-lined with dark veins wliich all converge about the mouth of the spur,

and so shoA' the inquiring insect exactly where to go in search of honey.

The lower three on the other hand, have no lines or mirkings, but possess a

curious sort of fence running right across the face, intended to prevent other

Hying insects from alighting an 1 rifling the flower without fertilising it."

The nasturtium is bi-sexual (one of those whose stamen? develop before the

pistil), which is said to bs the reason the nectary is situated so far down the

spur. In most bi-sexual flowers, in those where the stamens are first to

develop, and also in those where the pistil first comes to maturity, the

nectary is not situated low down, and as far as we know bees find no

difficulty in fertilising them. Such flowers, i.e., those whose nectaries are

easily accessible, however, produce plenty of seed. How Ijees must be baffled

when they visit unicolour flowers?

What a waste of time it must be for insects to discover the nectary where

Nature has been so remiss as not to put up guide posts. In the wild

nasturtium nf India the two upper petals have these "guide posts," but the

three lower ones have not. The cultivated descendants of these have altered

wonderfully in their shades of colours and markings. Now before me, I

have some blooms that are like the originals, only the three lower petals have

markings. The markings 0:1 the two upper ones are brick-colour, and in

fortn like the broad-arrow, the apex pointing towards the nectary. The

marking on the lower petals are somewhat similar only the apex points out

wards. In blooms of such character are bees much perplexed to discover

the nectary 1 I have also before me a nasturtium unicolour, a pale sulphur-

yellow, yet when in the garden I saw the bees wei^e never at a loss which

way to turn to find the nectary, and this flower was visited as regularly as

trhose of brighter colours, and most pronounced markings. George Massee,

in " The Plant World," says
" that the only use of colour in the flower is that

of nn advertisement indicating their presence to insects." When stamens

lose their character as such, and become p'-^tals,
the intensity of colour

increases and it becomes more attractive to the eye ; nevertheless, the more

double a flower becomns the less it is attractive to insects.

Mr R. T. Baker, Curator, Technical Museum, infurms me that when

botanising in the mountainous districts of New South Wales, n^^ar a garden
filled with gorgeous-coloured flowers, lie observed a specimen of Panax sam-

hnrifolhix, the small, inconspicuous flowers of which were literally swarming
with bees in quest of honey and pollen ;

and those brightly-coloured blooms

in the garden were in nearly every case passed over by the bees for the

purjaose of visiting the specimen named.

Some of the writers I have referred to have given their experience of

watching bees searching for the nectary, and the insects' apparent failure to

discover it at first sight. Wlnm bees are seen searching about the essential

organs of flowers it is not the nectary they are in search of, but the gyrations

they make are f(^ the purpose of collecting the grains of pollen. If a bee is

seen at work on a sunflower or other composite bloom, her movements in

gathering pollen differ greatly from those in collecting honey. Every leg is
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bi'ouiflit int.) plav in tli furmi')' work, aurl her motions are as systeniatii- and

various as the figures in a country dance. How differently she goes tu wmk
in collecting honev. Her head bends towards every expanried flower, and

her tongue is thi'ust into every nectary. At some she pauses monieiitarilv—
siMiie insect lias iieen tliei'e liefDre liei' : at others her stay is lon^^cr ; slie lias

her reward.

Notwithstanding an insect may have rilled the nectary of its honev, and

when visited by the hee found to he empty, in a few minutes another or the

same hee will revisit it, and this lime her stay may l)e InnLicr, because

between the two visits the nectaiv will ha\-e secretetl ani»ther supplv. ilie

indecision of the iiee at a llctwci' is rm pniuf that she is lnoking f(ir the |)<isit
inn

of the nectary.

To-day bees may be industi'iouslv at work upon n flower of certain colour,

and to-morrow tbi'sake it for one of less conspicuous shade. "It would

appear," says Darwin, "that either the taste or the odour of the nectary of

certain flowers is unattractive to hive bees, (»r to Innnhle bees, oi- to both. f<ir

there seems no reason whv certain open flowers which secrete nectar are not

visited by botii. The small (piantitv of nectar secreted by some of thf-.se

flowers can hardly be the cause of their neglect, as hive-bees search eagerly

for the minute drops on the glands of the leaves of the Prumis knirocerdsiis.'

"The small (juantitv of honey secreted
"

is the cause. Within a near

I'adiiis there were, undoubtedly, IIonvcis that were secreting lai'ger (piantities

of honey, and both humble and hive-bees always visit flowers where they can

gather the greatest quantity in the shortest space of time. When the hi\e-

l)(»es were searching
"
eagerly for the minute di'ops on tht^ glands on the

lea.ves of the I'raims lauroccra.siiH, the hone\- tlow must have been scarce

elsewhere. I have seen bees in time of a honey famine st^arch the most

unlikelv ])laces in the liojje of getting somethini;- to take home. " A drow niiig

man will catch at a straw," and a hee on short allowance will seai-ch anything
and anywhere to keep the cupboard full.

Some years ago, at Cooma, in a dry .reason, a bed of turnijis ran to llower.

They were sown on a sandy, thirsty soil. For three or four days they \\ei-e

beseiged by bees. Almost suddenU- the bees ceased to visit the tiiinip Mooms,

although thev were still expandinL;. The cause of their forsaking the turni]is

became e\ident. Ab(Hit one-third of a mile away, on the banks of a creek, a

small paddock of lucerne had tloweivd, and the bees were bestowing their

attention on it, because it was yielding a greater supjily of food. Their

harvest from tlm lucerne lasted but a day or so. Th(> scvthe stopped the

honev flow, an<l the bees returned to the turnijis. Was it the dark-blue

llower of the hiceiaie that caused the bees to forsake the creamy yellow flower

of the turniji, or the superior (juantity of honev contained in the lucerne?

Undoubtedly the latter. The whole family of trefoils are well known to be

great honey-] iroducers.

Whatever may have been the reason for plants to have brightly-coloured

fiowers, and to be otherwise decorated so as to attract insects to aid in the

work of the development of the vegetable world in past ages, it is evident
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in tbe.se latter times the bees at least have been sutHciently educated to go
without leading strings, and have kicked over the traces, and now work

according to their own sweet will, or a Higher One.

Darwin himself is not quite sure that the colours and markings of flowers

in every case are for the sole purpose of attracting bees.

I have before remarked that bees do not work indiscriminately on every

species of flower that comes to hand, notwithstanding they are all honey-

producers ; but one peregrination is confined to collecting from one species,

and in the next ramble they may select another, and so on. Whatever

species of flower they may select to gather from, it is not the colour of the

bloom that is the attraction. In watching bees at work on a bed of poppies,

the brightly-coloured flowers are not chosen in preference to white. Any
colour in the bed is as attractive as that of any other.

" Bees repeatedly passed in a direct line from one variety to another of

the same species, although they bore very difterently-coloured flowers. I

observed also hees flying in a straight line from one clump of yellow-flowered
(Eathera to every clump of the same plant in the garden without turning an

inch from their course to plants of Esehocholtzia, and others with yellow

flowers, which lay only a foot or two on either side. In these cases the bees

knew the position of each plant in the garden .... so that they
were guided by experience and memory."'* Tlie experience they had gained
was that (Enthera contained more food than Eschoclioltzia, and Nature had

taught them that it would be impossible to im|)regnate the ovaries of the

one with the pollen of the other.

What is oar Australian experience as it regards the colour of flowers

that are chiefly visited bv bees ? There is no denying that some of our

endemic flowers are as brightly coloured as the exotic ; and, before the

introduction of foreign plants and the heQ (Apis meWjira), t\\e cliief hone)
-

gathering social insect was the little native bee {Triyona carbonaria), one

of the cliief insect fertilisers in Australia. The chief honey-yielding plants
in these States are the Piltospormn and the tea-tree [Leptospermuyn family).

The colour of the native flowers named are whitish, with a few exceptions.

The chief exotics that have been introduced are fruit-bearing and ornamental

flowering plants, which nearly in all cases bear brightly-coloured flowers or

blossoms. The exotic, white, flowering fruit-trees in the spring-time are very

conspicuous b}^ the multiplicity of the blooms they bear
; yet our little native

bee? now as readily find the nectary in them as our introduced bees, and

they cannot have had ages of experience to guide them.

On the other hand, it is very singular that the hive-bee, on its introduction

into Australia, and V)eforp it had been sufliciently colonised, should forsake

the highly-coloured garden flowers of the Old Woi Id that were introduced

here at about the same time as the bee. These highly-coloured flowers and

the hive-bee. as far as Australia is concerned, are coeval. Untold genera-

tions of them had learned to work these bloom=, we are informed, and their

* Darwin in
" Cross and Self Fertilisation of Plants.

'
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experience had ifi-eatly aided in the developinciit of s])0(ios and tlie production

of showy Hewers of the land of our fathers. ( )ii the intrcduction of tlie

bees and the flowers referred to, the former appi ar to liave suddenly turnfd

their attention from \\w latter, and appr(;nticed themselves to the work f'f

attendin,<f to the whitish native honey-bearing- Ihiweis of the Colony —a

colour that the writers on the subject say the bees studiously avoid for the

more <:^or<;eously-coloured ones their progeiutors had been at such piains to

produce by < rectin^- those bright-coloured signs for the benefit of the l)ces of

to-day, for the jiurpose of saving them Ixith time and lal)oui-. Xevertheles=,

the hive-bee, when introduced here, after ha\iiig l)een educated to the

highest staiulard in the recogiution of coloui's they arc said to possess in

Europe, have stai'ted f/e novo, and worked upon, not our inti'odueed orna-

mental flowei's, nor our showy blooms of "red, Ijlue, and purple," but upon

"simple white or yellow ones"; so unlike the education in colours tie y

had recei\ed in the other side of the world. (Question Will our eucalypti

and acacias, aiul othei- white and yellow tlom, in ages to come, develop highly-

coloured flowers and of a larger size than at puesent, and will the bees then

forsake the colours thev now work upon in the same way they are said to

have done in the other parts of the world? Jt is queer l)ees should ha\'e

gone back in their tastes for colours, when they crossed the equator in coming
to this side of the world.

Some years ago a series of ([uestions were sui)mitted by the Department of

Agriculture to the bee-keei)ers of this State, relative to what plants were

visited l)y bees as regards size and colour of blooms.

In the ranks of the bee-keepers are men of keen observation as to whence

their honey flow comes. The whole of the answers given are full of interest.

Of course, the imported fruit-trees and other exotic tlowering plants are

jiamed as giving the spring supply t)f pollen and honey, l)ut the irenhark,

grey gum, bloodwood, blue gums, and the eucaly{)ts genei'ally are by far the

most remarkable as honey-jielding, and all these have white flowers. On
the northern districts the broad and narrow-leaved tea-tree is stated "to be

the largest honey-yielder we have
"

;
therefore its white flowers are the

attraction. One l)ee-keeper states that " one year he grew a plot of ichite

poppies for experiments with o]>ium, and found the flowers literally erowded

fr. m daylight to dark with l^ees.
'

The report concludes by saying,
"
Regarding the size and colour of flowers

most aftected by the bees, much diversity of opiinon exists among apiarists."

It is, in(leed, an open (pu^stion if colour has any efTect in the

matter." In the report one obsei'ving bee-keeper ( pia in tly observes, "The
bee is quite inditFerent to the size of a flower, provided he can get what he

wants "
: and, from exp(>iience, I can add, (piite iiifliflerent as to colour.
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Diseases of Fowls.

[Continued from i)age 58.]

G. BRAUSHAW.

The Chicken Mite.

In an earlier Gazette tlie above pest was dealt with under the head of

" External parasites." The following report on the same subject has Ijeen

issued by the Iowa Experimental Station, U.S.A., and is the most exhaustive

on the subject yet published, and worth reproduction. The observations

were taken by Mr. J. J. Repp, V.M.D., and are as follow :
—

One of the most formidable enemies of chickens is unquestionably the chicken mite,

scientifically called Derinanyssus gallinc (Redi). My observations have demonstrated
that chickens infested with mites are exceedingly unprofitable. The cost of keeping
them is increased, and the income fi'om them is very much reduced ; indeed, when very
badly infested, they are totalh' incapacitated for performing work.

The hen will cease laying. The ovaries undergo atrophy, and on autopsj- will be found

shrunken, and in a condition unsuitable for work. In several docks on which I made
observation, I found that egg production was greatly reduced or altogether prevented
during the spring and summer, when, under normal conditions, it would have been at its

height.

Hatching hens will often either die on the nest as a result of the mite infestation, or

will leave their eggs, literallj* driven away by the vast hordes of mites wliich accumulate

upon them. In the case of three hens which thus died on the nest in one flock of

sixteen hens, I could not find any tissue change on post-mortem examination which
would account for death. There was, however, an anajmia, or impoverished condition

of the blood, such as would be produced by the sucking of the blood by the mites.

The following is an extract from mj' autopsy record, which will serve for all three

cases :
— "Subject, a light Brahma hen, found dead on the nest after sitting for nearly

three weeks. Her skin and feathers were swarming with mites, although there were a

few wdiite lice, the Mcnopon pdUiilum (Nitseh). The body was in fair flesh. The

digestive tract was nearly empty ; some oats were in the crop, and a small amount of

hard, dry fa?ces in ceca. In each ca?cum were found about a dozen worms—which I

identified as the Hvti'rakis papilloma (Bloch), one of the round worms of the chicken, but

they were not in sufficient numbers to exert any harmful efl'ect. The blood was

impoverished—a condition accounted for by the sucking of the blood by the mites. All

the organs wei-e normal, as far as could be determined by the naked eye. Death could
be accounted for only by the mite infestation.

Another very important feature of the evil effects of mites is the injury they do to new-
born chicks. If the hen survives the ordeal to which she is subjected while hatching,
the young chicks are attacked by the mites in great swarms as soon as they leave the

protection of the shell, and, as a rule, the majority of them will succumb. I have known
the loss of new-bcjrn chicks from this cause U) reach 90 per cent.

Chickens, both old and young, will become reduced in flesh, and lose the euergj' for

hunting and scratching which is so necessary to their welfare. The feathers will

become roughened and drop out, the head will become pale, and the chickens in every

way present an unthrifty and unhealthy appearance. Broilers which are being prepared
for market will not thrive well and will turn out in the end to be unprofitable ;

in fact, a

loss to the owner. In addition to the sucking of blood, the mites reduce the vitality of

the fowls by biting them and disturljing their rest at night. The birds require more

food, and are at the same time incapable of converting it into tissue and energy as

Avould be done by iiealthy fowls.
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Description of tlie Mite.

The cliicken mite is coiinnouly considered a fnini of insect life, altluiiigh it is nut,

jii()])eily s|ieakin!.', an insect. It is sometimes called the ciiicken tick, or poultry tick.

It would ])rolKibly he better to apply the term tick to this parasit*, and reserve the word
mite for the true itch mite of chickens, the SarropttH niitann (Robin and Laiiipietin).
The mite has an average length of one twenty-fifth of an inch, and its width is about
four-fifths of its length. It has eight legs by means of which it can move very rapidly
from place to phice. In colour it is light grey witii small dark spots showing through
the skin.

About one in fifty or one hundred shows a distinct iyely red coloui', varying from alight
to a dark red. This red colour is due to engorgement with blood. The common white
louse of the hen, Mpnopon pallitlum (Nitsch), is longer than the mite and of a yellowish-
white colour. Much ai<l will be given by a hand magnifier.
The mites are of peculiar and stealthy habits of life, ratiier unlike that w liich one

naturally expects from a [)arasite. Indeed they are only semi-parasitic, and, as a rule,
remain upon the fowl only long enough to secure a meal. Tiiey are very active in their

movements, and seem to Ije evtr on the lookout for a victim.

(Jn account of their vigorous and vicious habits they may be styled the wolves of the
insect parasites of fowls. The mites hide in crevices and under objects in the hen-house

during the daytime while the chickens are outside, and lie in wait for their return. Tiiey
lay their eggs and the young are iiatclied in these hiding ])laces. A barrel atl'ords an
excellent hilling and breeding jdacc, as the mites lodge between the staves and under the

hoops. In the nests they are found to be under the straw or otiier nesting material. It

is a noteworthy fact that a place which sliows only a few mite.s on the surface may
contain vast numbers in the crevices or under objects.

Often they Ijecome so plentiful that they overflow the hiding-places and appear in

hordes upon the exposed surfaces. I have observed tiiem so thickly settled as to cover

the upper edge of an inch l)oard and down the sides for a distance of 2 inches

throughout 4 feet of its length, and at the same time in almost as great niunbers in

neighbouring places. On one occasion when the upper border of the nest-box was
covered by mites, as above described, a hen went upon the nest to lay. Within ten

minutes I noticed that at least three-fourths of the mites had left their position on the

box. On lifting ofl" the hen and examining her I found her to be swarnung with mites.

Introduction of Mites into a Flock.

In one case I was able to determine with certainty that the mites were introduced

into a flock l)y a rooster that had been liought in a neighbouring flock, which proved on

examination to be badly infected with mites. There is no doubt that mites maj' be

carried from one premises to another upon all sorts of intermediate bearers.

To provide against infection of a flock in this manner any new fowls which are brought
in from infected premises should be ipiarantined and treated l)y dusting with pyrethrum
powder until all the mites have been destroyed. ,

Extermination of Ciiicken Mites.

In one case I tried to exteiiiiinate the mites in a hen-house by means of fire applied
with a torch, but the attempt was unsuccessful. The flame was applied to the mites

that were visiltle, and they were destroyed. But the proc^ess was slow, and care had to

be taken so as not to set fire to the building. As soon as the interior had all been gone over

once, it was found that the mites covered it as thickly as before, thisy having crawled
out from their hiding-places. It was necessary to go over it several times before the

number aj)peare(l to appreciably diiiiiiiisli, and in a few days they were as ])lentiful as

ever. The ai)plication of the flame to all pai'ts is a very slow process, and is attended

with some danger. It cannot be directed into the crevices so as to desti'oy the eggs or

the mites which are in liiding. My experience convinces me that it is impracticable to

exterminate mites b}' means of the flame. The only way in which fire could be made
effective would lie to buin the entire building.

I next resorted to the use of kerosene emulsion, and found it very eflective. The
emulsion is made as follows :

—
Take one half-jiound of hard soap, shave it into a gallon of soft water ; put it on the

fire and bring it to a boil, liy this time the soap will have dissolved. Then remove the

soap solution from the fire, and stir into it at once, while hot, 2 gallons of kerosene.

This makes a thick creamy emulsion, wliich is made ready for use by diluting with 10

volumes of soft water and stirring well. It can be utilised as a spray, dip, or wash.
It is necessary to use soft water, for iiard water decomposes the soap and destroys its

emulsifying power. In my exjjeriments I used white laundry soap, but any good hard

soap will do.
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Make up as much of the stock emulsion as it is thought will be needed. Tliis can be

kept in a suitable vessel and a portion taken out and diluted as needed. If the bucket
or liolder attached to the spray-pump holds .1 gallons, one half gallon of the stock

emulsion shoidd be taken and put into the bucket or holder and 4^ gallons of soft

water added, and tlie whole well stirred. It is then ready to be sprayed on tlie places

occupied by the mites.

A beginning should be made at a particular place and the whole habitation of the
mites sprayed in a regular order, of whicli account should be taken so that the same order

may be followed in suijsequent spraying. The spray should lie directed with special
care into all crevices, holes, joints, and other hiding and breeding places of the mites.

The first spray of kerosene eniulsicm will kill within five minutes all of the mites and

eggs with which it comes into contact ; ))ut many mites will l)e left in the hiding-places
unaffected l)y the spray.
The spraying, therefore, should lie repeated as soon as the first spraying is completed.

Hven this will not kill all of the mites, hence a third spraying should be done as soon as

the second is completed. At each repetition the beginning should be made at the
same place, and the same order followed as in the first. These three sprayings done in

one day and in rapid succession will destroy nearly all of the mites, but, as my researches

have shown, many eggs are left in places untouched by the spray.

If mites are seen crawling about the building the next day, it should be sprayed again.
One might ordinarily suppose that he had now exterminated the mites. But such is not

the case, for, in about three days, a crop of young mites will be found hatched from the

eggs that escaped the first spraying. If these were allowed to go undisturbed it would
not be long ere the building would be as badly infested as at the beginning. Therefore

the spraying should be repeated every three or four days, spra^'ing two or three times on
each occasion, for about two weeks.

It is not necessary nor advisable to exclude the chickens from their regular coop while

the process of extermination is going on, except while the spraying is in progress. If

the chickens are deprived of their regular (juarters they will be compelled to select

tempfirary quarters, which will soon be as badly infested with mites as in the old,

through multiplication of the mites which are carried on the bodies of the fowls. If the

chickens are not required to make a new roosting-place, the mites which are carried out

by them will either drop oft" upon the ground and perish, or will crawl off into the

crevices about the roost and be killed by subsequent sprayings.

In one case, a sack of corn which had been in a hendiouse, and was swarming witii

mites, was removed to a distant l)uilding, which M'as not occupied by fowls of any kind.

No attempt was made to destroy the mites, yet in two weeks they had all tlisappeared.

Their death was doubtless due to the fact that they had no host upon which to feed.

This ol)servation leads to the supposition that if the fowls were kept away from a

building infested with mites, the n'.ites would entirely disappear within a few weeks.

In practice, however, it would be inadvisable to attempt to get rid of the mites in a

certain coop by keeping the fowls out of it, and thus starving the mites ; for, while the

mites would thus be destroyed in the regular hendiouse, the temporary roosting-place
would likely soon be as badly infested as the old.

A sugar-barrel which was used as a nesting-place by the hens, and which was swarming
with mites, was sprayed with kerosene emulsion. Afterwards a hoop was removed, and

was found to be covered on the inside with a large number of mite eggs. These eggs
had been thoroughly moistened by the spray, and the mites upon the hoop had been

killed. A piece of the hoop was cut out and placed under a glass dish. The air was

kept miiist by placing inider the glass dish a smaller dish containing water. Other pieces
of the hoop were left lying in an outbuilding, so that they migiit be under conditions as

nearly natural as possible. Observations were kept up for nine days, but the eggs failed

to hatch, and were at the end of this time shrunken, and evidently in such a condition

that subsequent hatching was impossible.

Summary.

The chicken mite is one of the worst enemies of chickens.

The mites live and breed in fissures about Iniildings, and feed upon the fowls when

thev go upon the nest or perch.
Mites may be introduced into a fiock by a fowl or other bearer brought from infected

premises.
Mites may be exterminated by thoroughly spraying the building and its contents with

kerosene emulsion.

Kerosene emulsion kills not only the mites but also their eggs, when it comes into

contact with them.
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Apoplexy.

This ailment is assix-iatecl with male hiiNJs iiioic fi-( ([ucutlv than with

hens. The symptoms are giddiness, aw kwaidiiess of .i^ait, the liead and

comb become (juite dai'k in colour; then the liird suddeidv falls down,

.struggles, and, if not attended to, often dies.

Every keeper of poultiy has had experience of the disease, and althongli

he may not have been a witness to the symptoms mentioned, is familiar with

the results, it being nothing unusual to have seen his dock all on theii-

perches of a night, apparently healthy, and in the morning finding one dead

under the perch.

Attacks are very easily prompted in birds subject to the trouble. A fright

will bring it on
;

if hungry, rushing their food may cause an attack
;
while

an attempt to catch the fowls in the yard is at times resjjonsible for a death

from apoplexy.
Hens are sometimes found dead on the nest after laying, from the same

cause ; intense heat or excitement may also bring it on. High feeding is the

principal cause of the ailment, overfat specimens being frequent subjects,

while some authorities think it may be inherited from parents which have

been highly fed
;
at any rate, fowls which are kept penned and lil'erally fed

are most subject to it.

Afiother term fur the ailment being congestion ( f the brain, a small blood

vessel of the brain breaking, usually causing the attack. As with other

parts of the muscular system, the little arteries suffer from fatty degeneration,

which weakens the wall, and is thus unable to resist tlie j^ressure caused by
over-excitement which is brought to ):)ear on the brain vessels

;
some of them

are ruptured, and serious results follow.

Some authorities s-ay that the deaths resulting from extreme heat are not

apoplexy proper, for although due to pressure on the brain, there is no clot

of blood found as in apoplexy.

Remedial.—When a fowl is attacked it should be treated at once, or death

may ensue. The first thing to do, and usualh' effective, is to bleed the bird

by 0|)ening the large vein found under the wing with a sharp penknife, and

allow say two teaspoonsful of l)lood to tlow.

Preceding the operation cold water should be thrown over the bird's head,

which at times brings about a recovery, but bleeding is the most effective.

Pollovving this the bird should be placed in a pen by itself, given some

Epsom salts in its drinking water, and fed sparingly.

At t he same time fowls prone to apoplexy are rarely profitable to their owners
;

even when cured of attacks they should be got i-itl of at the earliest opportunity.
Preventive measures are in the way of correct feeding ;

a diet consisting

largely (>f mai7,(> pi'ovoking the disease. Fowls liaving a free range, with

herbage at will, are rarely apopletic.

Diarrhoea, Dysentery, &c.

Intestinal troul)les in fowls are of many sorts and ilcgrees, from simpk-
diarrhcea to the almost incurable dysentery. The intrstines form a large

part of the alimentary canal, aiifl i-uns fi-om the in()uth of the fowl right
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through the system, terminating in the clocie, just inside the vent. The

intestines (two) are, of course, part of the digestive system. The small one

runs from the gizzard to the large intestine. It contains the substance

which aids digestion, thus completing the assimilation of the food, the

portion retained going to nourish the system, the waste material passing on

to the large intestine, then conveyed to the clocie, and ejected as dropjjings.

Diarrhcea, or looseness of the bowels, in fowls is brought on by some

irritating matter, such as sour and unwholesome food or exposure, cold, wet

weather, and other causes.

The symptoms are excessive discharge from the bowels.

Diarrho3a is responsible for very great mortality among chickens, some

poultry-keepers losing a greater number from this cause than from any other

chicken ailment.

In Auierica of late years a chicken disease, termed " White Diarrhoea,"

has become prevalent, and has baflfled the best poultry doctors in that

country. It is, however, confined to incubator-hatched chickens, not due to

that cause, hut to something not yet understood in aitificial rearing ; and, as

the chicks are only a week or two old when attacked, it is quite conceivable

the ditticulty in curing intestinal disarrangements at such an early age. But

even in this country, where artificial incubation is less general than in

America, the trouble is experienced, while those hen-hatched and reared are

sometimes victims.

The existence of diarrhciea in adult fowls is usually due to the presence of

some foreign, fetid, or irritant matter in the intestines, and to get rid of that

is to usually cure the complaint. The first treatment should be a teaspoonful

of salad oil, sweet oil, or a rather smaller quantity of castor-oil, or a dose,

about 25 grains, of Epsom salt?. Boiled rice, into which some powdered

chalk has been mixed, should be given a few hours after the purgative, and,

if not effective, pills made of 4 grains of prepared chalk, 4 grains of rhubarb,

and 1 grain of opium should be given.

L°wis Wright quotes 5 grains chalk, 5 grains rhubarb, and 3 grains

cayenne— a pill given morning and night.

Rhubarb pills can be purchased at any chemist's, which will often be

effective in arresting the complaint.

I have cured a number of cases with pills made of powdered chalk and

lard only.

Camphorated spirits is another useful remedy. The sinqjlest way is to

make a pill of ordinary bread, and work about 10 drops of the spirit into

it. A little alum in the drinking water is also useful.

Sometimes a case of simple diarrhfea may have developed into dysentery

before the poultry-keeper is aware of any ailment. In such cases the odds

are against the birds, the best remedies to try being a dose of castor-oil

followed by 5 drops of laudanum every three hours.

Dr. CoUis Brown's chlorodyne, in small doses, has also proved effective.

What is known as chalky or white diarrhrea in young chickenSj, has

baffled the most prominent investigators in America. Dr. Woodroff Hill,
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in his •'
I tjst'ases of Poultry," says :--" The causes of (liunhd-a in poultry

are niucli the same as those aftectin<^ other creatures, and may he invarial)ly

traced (a[iart fioni constitutidiial disease) to injudicious dictai'v ai-ran<^ement."

Sijr>i]>tn)ns.
—The fre(|ueiit evacuation of loose oi- li(|uid f;i'cr<. usually of a-

frothy and watery nature.

Treatment.-—A teaspoonful of castoroil. followed hv ."> i,rrains of i-huharb,

and 10 grains of carbonate of soda, or a iL;rain of opium. Chlorodvne, 3 to 6

(hM])s in a dessertspoonfid of watei- or Port wine, is especiallv sei"viceal)le.

In severe cases I liave found a pill (-(intaininya grain each of tannic acid and

o])ium effectual. I)iarrli(i'a, liowexci', is almost invarialilv due to the pre.sence
of irritating matter, and should, theref(U'e, not he checkecl al the outset with

astringents, wliich are .so often and unwisely prescribed.

During the attack, anrl foi- a little time after its abatement, the biid shotdd

be fed on soft food, and ha\ e no green vegetables.

For young chicks, half a teaspoonfid of salad-oil is jireferable to castoi'-oil,

and chlorodyne should be given in bdrop doses in a teaspoonful of warm
milk or barley water.

The doses ])articulai'ised above are for a medium-sized fowl.

(To he contlrmed.)
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Irrigation with Household Waste Water.

H. SELKIRK, Killara.

In dry seasons, the great advantage to the gardener of being in a position

to utilise all waste water from the house cannot be too strongly emphasised,

October Purple Plums.

The large plum at the top represents a t'Mir sample of the irrlarated fruit, while the two smaller

plums are an average sample of the uuirrigated ; the illustratiou is natural size.

and having personally benefited in this respect, my experience may possibly

be of use to others who are somewhat similarly circumstanced.
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My iiai-ilfii is situatcil mi a irciitl-- slope, tin- Infuse being on liic higliest

point, will: the land I'-illini,' a\v;(\' in tVnnt.

Residing in a subui'li wliicli is not c(inn('iti<l uitli any system of sewerage,
the problem of liow best to dispose of refuse watfr fr<ini kitehen, laundry, and

bathroom oi'opped up, and as a temporary expeflient it was carried by pip^s
into vacant bind, where it was consumed by a young growth of native vege-

tatioji. Subsequently, the necessity arising for a better arrangt^ment, t^vo

lines of l-indi drain jiipes wei'e carried do^^l the shipr. one connectin:^ with

the bathroom, and tlie other with kitchen and laundry ; these were so graded

as to discharge on the surface at suitable points in the garden. To pre\ent

any one spot becoming sodden and pi'ol)ably ofVensive. the discliaige was

directed by means of some lengths of ordinary galvani/ tl guttering, lirst to

one point, then to others as desired, and by running furrows across the slope

with a Piane,t Junioi' Hand C'nlti\ator, the water was still furt her distriliuted,

resulting in a simple, inexpensive, and t hoi-oughly etlective system of irriga-

tion on a small scale.

As a jiractical result, i may give two instances. Potatoes were planted
under precisely similar conditions of cultivation on op])r)site sides of the garden,

about 25 lb. of seed in each case. Bed No. 1 could not l)e irrigated, but bed

No. '1 had the water run Itetwcen the rows several times durinir the ""rowinc

period. The crop from No. 1 was almost a failure, giving little but marbles,

while No. '1 gave a full, even crop of large tubers of extra hue ipiali'y,

sufficient to sujtply all family wants for several months, and this at a time

when good potatoes were both hard to get and expensive to buy.

In the second instance, two plum trees, of the varipfy known as October

Purple, receiv(>d similar treatment to the potatoes. In the ca.se of no water

a small crop resulted, averaging about 1] oz. per fiuit
;
in the other ca'^'e,

where the tree was irrigated, a full crop of fruit was carried, a large propor-

tion of which ran 3.^, oz. per fruit, wliile fruit trees of othei- varieties benefited

in like degree.

If re=iults such as thos(> instaneed can be ohtained in a disastrous season

like the pr.'sent, which has been almost without jiarallel in the metropolitan

coastal district for its droughty conditions, sui-ely the small initial outlay

ivtpiisite should not deter the gai-ih iier fiom placing himself in a jiosition, by

simple means, to thus turn waste and no.xious material into luscious fruit

and wdiolesome vegetables.

t^JL^-
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Progress Report from Mr. W. W. Froggatt.

[Mr. Frokgatt is travelling on behalf of the Governments of Queensland, New
South Wales, Victoria, and 8outh Australia, in quest of means of combating
the Fruit fly and Codling moth pests, and other fruit and plant diseases.]

R.M.S. " Morro Castle," Gulf of Mexico,

Sir, 29th November, 1907.

I have the honor herewith to forward to you a ^^rogress report of my
movements since I left Washington, D.C, on October lOth,

Accompanied by Dr. L, C, Howard (Chief of the Entomological Division,
United States Department of Agriculture), left Washington for New Orleans,

at 9 a.m., passed through Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama,
and reached New Orleans at 10'30 p.m., on the night of the 16th. After

passing through Virginia we came into tobacco and cotton country, tlie

greater part of which is sublet, right into Texas, to the negroes who work it

on the shares system. The lanflowner finds the land, mule, seed, and pays
the negroes' store bill till the crop is taken off, so always has his tenants in

debt. A good crop is a bale to the acre, 500 lb., worth at present about
5.5 dollars, or slightly over 10 cents a lb., but it has beeii down to 5 cents,
which is the estimated cost of production. Roughly, 40 dollars an acre is a

good harvest, which the landowner and tenant divide; so that after the cost

of production is taken into account, the value per acre is not great. However,,
where the cotton-boll weevil [Anthimonis yraudis) has spread, the yield over

many thousand acres in the greater jiart of Texas and Western Louisiana,
has been reduced to half a bale an acre, and it has only been the high price
of cotton that has kept thousands of acres from going out of culti\ation.

The cotton seed is of some value for oil-making, cattle food, and manure
;

it

is hoj^ed that the stalks may be used for the manufacture of jjaper, and

experiments are being carried out to test this product. This halves system has
led to very poor cultivation, and the tenant does not take any trouble to clear up
the dead cotton plants after the crop is gathered, and so it is thus very difficult

to deal with the boll weevil, which is spreading northwards at the rate of thirty
mdes a year, has crossed the Mississippi River, and is now at Baton Rouge.
At New Orleans, Professor Hunter (who is in charge of the Agricultural

Experiment Station at Dallas, Texas) met us, and we went on next day to

the Agricultural Station at Baton Rouge, and the Pest Crop Commission of

Louisiana officers, under the charge of Mr. Newell, where experiments dealing
with the cattle tick, boll weevil, and other pests are being carried out. These
laboratories are fitted out in a very elaborate style and a regular staff engaged
under the State Government. The chief methods advocated in tick

extermination are starvhig them out of each paddock by removing all stock,

and thus gradually decreasing the infested area, and smearing all stock, but

they discourage dipping.
An introduced unt (/ ridoiuyscoiu isc hum His) allied to several of our species,

which is said to have been introduced from Buenos Ayres, South America, is a

very serious house pest all over this State, and is also spreading very rapidly.
W^e left o 1 the same day for Shrieveport, and arrived there at 10 30 p.m.
the same n'ght, and next morning visited Mr. Hood's office, where experi-
ments are being carried on with parasites of tlie cotton-boll weevil, lefi the

same morning for J)allas, and arrived there at 8 30 p.m.
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Suiiil;iv iimniiiii;' ^^'as s]M'nt at tin' Al;i ii-ult iiral Station, where a stall' of

seven entomologists and lirld agents aic Wdikini,' at tin- cniiti'ol of the weevil

Ijv inccliaiiical nirthoils, the discovery of parasite-, or the |>rofluction of a

liardy, or eai'lv-d('V('lo])ing variety of cotton. At one tiinr this year 17,000

weevils were under oljscrvation. Visited the Agricultural Slmw with

Professor Hunter, ami saw all the prize stock, some very line nudes, oidy
about 20 sheep. Mixed cattle and "

ri-d iiogs
''

predominate, tliougli Berk-

iihires were also well represented. Visited the c<}tton mills, where an auto-

matic draught sucks the cotton out of the carts and cairies it into the store-

room (Murre'v's ])atent) ; gave tlie staff an addre^-^nn ecniioniic entomolugv
in Australia in the evening.
On tlie 22n(l we left for Houston, stopping at C'nllege Station, where the

Agricultural and Teclmical College of Texas is situated, and containing GOO

.students and a staff of al)out 50 masters and teachers, It is run somewhat

upon the lines of the Hawkesbury Agricultural College ;
but they also teach

technical woi'k, and lia\'e a com])lete cnttun mill with hinni-;, ironwork, i<cc.

The students do all the washing and laundry work tliemselves; it was washing

day when I went round with the Pi-esident. This College is so popular that

the rooms are all occupied, and over (iO students were cami)e(l in t^nts on

the campus. This College is under State control, and consists of SOO acres

of good land. Dr. Howai-d having tinislied his business, we left at 4 o'clock

and reached Houston at I" i>jn. Next day we visited Galveston, and saw

the Medical Collesre, where sucli ydod work was done durinij' the vellow fevei'

epidemic, four years ago, in dealing with the mos(iuitoes. Returning tlie

.same afternoon, we left for Victoria, I:)ut stopped on the road, at the invita-

tion of the Manager of the Pierce Ranch, one of the largest in the district,

where they have introduced a number of different kinds of Bramah cattle

from India and crossed them with the large Texas cows. These bulls are \ery

large, handsome, quiet animals, and the ci'oss have also a very fine, close hair,

It is claimed that the bulls and their stock are tick proof. The suggestion is

that the close, short hair causes the larval ticks when they moult to di'op oif,

as they have no'hing to cling to. Rice, cotton, lucerne, ikc, are also grown
on this ranch, which consists of 70,000 acres of rich prairie country. Went
on next morning to Victoria, where the Department of Agriculture have a

small staticm, and after seeing tlie Officei'-in-Chaig-e, left for San Antonio, and
arrived there the same evening. The followdng day was spent in arranginti

to go on to Mexico, and Professor Hunter leturned to Dallas and |)i-. llowaid

to Washington. On the 26th October, 11)07, I left, for Mexico City, ri,i

Laredo, the border town, reaching my destination at (i a.m. on ^Monday, the

28th. Here my friend, Mr. A. Koebele, the well known Californian ento-

mologist, met me, and with him I made my head-(juarters at the Iturl)ide Hotel.

In Mexico I placed inys(df in the hands of the Depai'tment of Fomento

(Department for the Promotion of information). Professor Herrera, Chief

of the Entomological Bi'anch, was away sick, and there wcie three " Festa

Davs
"
coming together at the end of tht> month, so nothing could be done in

the field for three davs. The Secretary introduced me to l)r. Giandra, next

in charge, who made ariangeinents to engage an interpreter for me and go
down to the town of Yutapec, in the Mirelas country, the chief centime of the

orange industrv. Spent the rest of the time in learning about the raw

])i'oducts of tlie country, \isiting the native fruit markets, and, under Mr.

Koebele's guidance, the districts I'ound the citN', where there are many small

orchards, but in a verv neglected state and badly cultivate<l. One of the

chief industries in fruit is growing strawberries for the city restaurants. On
the road to Tres Marias, visited the Agricultural Show held this week, ^\here
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there was a very fine exhibit of cattle, chiefly Holland and Swiss, but a con-

signment of Herefords brought over from California \vere sold by auction and

lirought ^•ery poor prices. All the horses were English, imported or bred
frcnn English stock, and were very fine animals

; poultry were very well

represented, so were pigeons and rabbits. Sheep, as usual, poor, and repre-
sented l)y only two pens of Cotswold.

On tlie 5th November, left for Yutapec at 7 a.m. Dr. Giandar was to

have gone down with me, but missed the train
;
arrived there at 3 p.m., where

tl)e INIayor, his Secretary, the Chief of Police, Chief Fi'uit Inspector, and a

mounted i^scort met me and took me to a house, where I lived with a bodv-

guard of a policeman and a solicitor during my stay. The orchards of Yutapec
consist chiefly of oranges, the valley is rich black soil, and is all under irriga-

gation : all the trees are seedlings and of considerable size, and grown in a

very irregular manner. The growers know nothing about pruning, grafting,
or budding, and apparently never cut out a diseased tree until it dies out or

is blown down ; but the ground is so rich and the climate semi-tropical, so

that they nearly always have a crop of fruit. The fruit is large, well

flavoured, and contains very few seeds. This district is the only one where

oranges are grown for export, and the Entomological Division have advised
the State oflicials, who have passed laws to compel the growers to clean up
their orchards by burning or burying the infested fruit and windfalls. The

expense of making the furnaces, inspecting the fruit, destroying the old

wooden fences, and replacing them with barbed wire, and the payment of the

Inspector's salaries is borne by the Federal Comtnission, the State authoiitifs

seeing that the regulations are carried ouf, even to arresting a man who will

not clean up his orchard, or notify the Inspectors when be is going to gather
his fruit. Any fruit arriving at a railway station without an Inspector's
certificate is not allowed to go on the train, and the owner has to get an

Inspector, when he is ready, to examine it there. Where wood is scarce all

the oranges are gathered into heaps, and the Inspectors first punch a hole

into the end of each orange and the next one injects benzine into it with a

glass sj'ringe, plugging up the hole with some clay. I paw two men treat

358 oranges in forty minutes
;

it is claimed that the benzine kills every
raago;ot, and these oranges are then allowed to rot on the ground. I doubt
if this treatment kills all the maggots, even if cheaper than burning. Labour,
however, is cheap, the Chief Inspector gets 75 cents (Is. 6d.) and the

assistant 50 cents (Is.) for twelve hours' work. The oranges are examined
while being placed in the crates, and the Inspectors are very expert in

detecting damaged fruit. They are counted in threes, two hands of three, or

53 hands 318 oranges to a crate. These crates are carried to the railway on

mules, and the oranges are worth 25 cents a hundred in the orchard (English

money, Gd.). The wild oranges, which are sour and are made into wine, are

gatliered and sold for 3 cents (Id.) per hundred.
Most of the orchards are small, raneino-from 50 to 500 trees in this district,

and other parts of Central Mexico, but larger orchards are now being planted in

the north, mure on American plans. The Department, M-hich naturally wishes

to keep their export market in the United States open, claims that fruit fly is

only found in this State attacking oranges, but I have found records that it

is found in other districts, and it: prdbably has an extendeil range, but the

methods they are enforcing in Mirelas State is greatly reducing the pest.
I could not find that the parasite recorded from Mexico, on the orange

maggot, Avas of any value in checking tlie pest.
On returning to Mexico City I made several visits to difterent districts,

and several days at the Department with Professor Herrera, obtaining

D
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iufonnatioii ic^ardinL;' tin' |>(\sts of a^ricult uic, which I Iklnc iccoidcd for niv

report, but will not cnlari^'c upon here.

Actiiii;" upon the a(l\ict' of Piofcssoi- Ilcri'cra, and armed witli e-rcdt'utials

from him to the dcfe Political, or Chief Ma<;istrate of the ditlerent districts,.

I left Mexico City, on the 15th November, for Puebla, reach in_if there late in

the afternoon, where T en<ra<,'ed an interpreter and visited the (Jovernor'*

Secretai'v, who gave me letters to the President of the University of State,

where there was a small collection of Mexican insects, and with a letter to-

the Mayor of Tehuacan, left for that to\va at fi a.m. on Sunday morning,

reaching theiv at midday, and met two of the chief laiicli owners of the town
and went to the fruit market. Here 1 was told that a white grub often

destroys a great deal of the maize by gnawing off the roots. Maize, barley,
and fruit are the chief crops grown by irrigation, but hardly anything is.

exported. On the 18th November 1 left Puebla for Orizaba, and leached

that town at 3.30 p.m. the same afternoon, where I obtained an intei-preter
and called upon the Judge of the district at the Court House, who gave me
letters to the managers of the two lai'ge plantations in the neighboui'hood,
San Antino and tJalapella, which I visited next morning, going through the

orange orchards which were free from scale and fruit fly, but badly infested

with melanose, and, as the oranges are not used for sale, they are much

neglected. Drove through coffee plantations and sugar cane, visited the

mill, a very primitive affair, with one pair of rollers, the sugar is all made up
into loaves

;
the loaf sugar of three grades ; a large amount of raw spirit is-

also manufactured. In another orchard visited I noticed a very curious

mandarin oi'ange tree, with short sessile leaves, almost like holly.

On the 20tli I left for Vera Cruz, passing through large tracts of coffee

grown under shade trees and banana plantations, between Orizaba and

Cordoba. Ari'iving at "Vera Cruz the same afternoon I found an interpreter,
and called u])on the Chief Magistrate, wlio advised me to go down to the

tropical country of the Isthmus, and offered to give me a letter to his bi-othei-,

the owner of a large ranch and plantation ;
this I accepted.

Finding there was a boat going down the coast to Coatxacualas, 1 made

my arrangements to leave, and though the boat was advertised to leave early
in the day, did not get away till dai'k. After a smooth passage of about

100 miles, arrived at the mouth of the river at midday, when I found an

Indian with a canoe, and engaged him to row me up to Signor Ignacio Velos,
about six miles up a lagoon, and arrived there that evening. Here 1 spent
two very interesting days, where the estate consists of 6,000 acres of rich

tropical land, growing vanilla, coffee, and oranges. He also supplies the

town with milk, and grows coral gi-ass on the swampy land, which he cuts

and sells in bundles for the town horses. He has 500 cocoanut trees, and is-

]ilanting out more. His cattle are chiefly of the ^Mexican type, but he has

iiM])oi-ted four tine Holstein bulls from California, and is a very enterprising-
man, (hi Sunday night I returned to the town, and on Monday morning
left Coat.\acualas for San Lucrecia, the junction of the train from Vera Cruz

and Salona Cruz, on the Pacific Coast. Here T had to remain until 5 a.m.

next morning, when I took train to Vera Ci'uz, and arrived there that night.

The following day I packed up, and took- my passai^c in this boat for Cuba,

and Jamaica, leaving the c-ity at (! oclock yesterday.

I ha\'e, itc,

(Sgd.) AN'ALTEU W. F1U)(K4ATT.

To The Hon. ^linister for Agriculture,

Sydney, New Soutli Wales.
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The Bot-fly {Gasteropluhcs eqiu).

WALTER W. FKOGGATT,*^
Government Entomologist.

As several notices have recently appeared ia the newspapers stating that the
" Bot-llies

"
are causing the death of horses in the southern districts of

New South Wales, it is advisable for everyone to be on the look out for

them for the season is rapidly approaching when, if there are any of these

pests in the neighbourhood, tlif^y will emerge from the dormant pup:-e buried

in the soil and deposit their eggs upon liorses.

I tlier^fore propose in these notes to give some account oP these flies, their

habits and life-history, so that farmers and others interested in stock can

recognise both the larval " bots
" and mature flies when they c 'me across

them.

There is no record of bot-flies having been found in tlie iioithern disiricts

of this Colony, and the chief area of infes'ation is around Wagga, Bombala,
on to the Victorian border; but, at the same time, I have seen portions of

the stomach of a horse killed at Botany that were thickly covered wiih the

bots, so that it is probable that bots are much more common than is generally

suspected.

The ))ot-flies belong to the family (Estridcp, which contains a number of

rather large flies with very short antennae and the front of the head standing
out. They are distinguislied from all other flies by having the mouth parts
obsolete or aborted, and only repre-ented by two or three flesliy tubercles

(except in several of the minor genera), and 'hey all have stout wing-! with

few veins. These flies lay their eiigs or larvte upon the liairs oi" skin of

different animal-, fr.mi which position they work their way through the skin,

or gain an entrance into the mouth (by means of the animal licking itself),

aid make their way into the internal organs. WestA'ood grouped the

(Estridm under three heads—cutaneous, the warble flies
; cerv'wil, those

attacking the nasal cavities
;
and gastric, those found in the stomach. Those

whose larvie live l)eneath the skin are generally known as "
warbles," as the

"ox warble" (^llypoderma litieatd). In this case the eggs are licked ofl[' the

hairs of the animal they infest, and thus cai-ried into the mouth
;
but instead

of making for the st )mach, they work their way through the tissue to a point

immediately beneath the skin, wh-re they remain stationary, forming a warble

or lum|) from which thn fly makes its escape through the skin, leaving behind

[* As numerous inquiries for information regarding "Bot-flies" have been made, and as

the stock of November, 1900, (raze<<*« and pamphlets is exhausted, Mr. Froggatt's notes

are republished. At present Mr. Frogi^att, the Government P^ntomologist, is absent

from Australia in quest of information regarding insect pests ;
there is, therefore, no

opportunity for him to supply additional notes on the subject.
—Stb-Ed.]
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an ulcerated fester. The e^g.s of some species that attack the smaller and

softer-sUinned animals simply hatch where tliey are deposited, and th(^ iipiiute

larva^ pierce the skin, forming the warble beneath.

The sheep-Hv {<Et-trus oris) lays its eggs in the nostrils of tlie unfortunate

sheep, from whence the larvje make their way through the mucus of the

nasal passages. The sheep, when badly infested, develop a disease kiit)\\n as

"
stairsprs," which sometimes kills numbers.

Many animals appear to l)e infested witlt theii- own particular species ;

there are about ten species known in England which infest the horse, ox, ass,

sheep, and red deer. The camel in Arabia is infested with a lai'ge species

{Cepha/oittijid jiificnlata), and as Mr. Tepper has recorded the finding of some

large bot-larva' in South Australia, said to have come from the camels, it is

probable that it has been inti'oduced into those (bsti'icts of Australia wlieie

camels are us^ed for carrying. Even the smallest animal has its parasite, for

at a meeting of the Entomological. Society in 1888, Mr. C. O. Waterhouse

exhibited the larva^ of an (Entrus which measured neai'ly an inch and a half

in length, and was found in the body of a common mouse from Peru, of which

it occupied almost the whole of one side.

The true bot-flies belong to the genus Gastero/jJiihifi, and the common

species is known as the horse-bot {Gastei-ophilus equi) ;
it was recorded in

Victoria a good many years ago. There may be several species in Australia.

Kirk,* writing of the pest in New Zealand, says : "There seems little doubt

that we have at least two, if not three, species of horse-bot in this Colony ;

but that common in the North Island is, undoubtedly, UnsteropliUns pqui, a

comparison of New Zealanil specimens with types received from England

revealing no dift'erenee whatever."' Tiiis species has a very wide range over

Europe and North America, and was introducul into New Zealand many

years ago, and was also recorded from ^"ictoria some time befoi-e it was

observed in this Colony.

Naturally, it is very easy f<ir these flies to be introduced into a clean

country in the lai-val state while infesting imported animals; and though I

understand that the droppings of all stock in i[uarantine are burnt, some may
be voided after the animals have finished the regular time of detention. I

have recently had samples of bots from Fiji, said to have been introduced

with mules from America, which is a (liferent species to the common one in

Australia.

Though there is no doubt about the damage that the ^\alble Hies of the

cattle and the nasal-flies of the sheep do to the animals they infest, there is a

great diversity of opinion as to the eftVcts of bot-flies in the internal organs

of the horse
;
some authors even assert that their presence does not hurt the

animal at all, but rather has a beneficial effect. Bracey Clark, who published

a treatise on these flies in 1790, f was of this opinion, and also the well-known

naturalist, Reaumur. A'all snieti, however, attributed to this cause an

* "Leaflets for Farmers," No. 19, 1895. T. W. Kirk, Department Agriculture,
New Zealand.

t Trans. Linnean Society, Vol. Ill, 179(1.
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epidriiiic which kihed au iiiniu'iise iiuiiihei- dt' Ikhscs in Italy in 1713, as

many of the horsns dissected were found to have their stomachs full of these

larvje At the present time, most authorities agree tliat a horse infested

with bot-flies in any quantity (and as many as -tOO have lieen taken out of

the stomach of a horse), will lose tlesh and waste away. Yet it is very

rarely that a horse dies from bots ; but where a hnrse has some other organic

disease, the two combined may cau.>-e its death, and the bots being found

covering; tlie walls of the stomach, are credited witli being the sole cause of

its death. Thi-re can be no question that the local irritation caused by these

larvie, each attached to the membrane by a double hook at the tip of its head.

must be very great, though entire perforation of the stomach is very rare.

Life History.
—The eggs are dull light brown to diity white in colour,

elongate oval in form, somewhat pointed, and broadest at the apex. The fly

d(!posits them singly upon the hairs, the shell being coatefl with a sticky

substance that glues them on, so that it is a difficult matter to pull them off.

I have had hair taken off an infested horse with hundreds of them, but never

saw one hatch out in the jars in which they were kept. These eggs are

generally deposited on the jaw, shoulders, or flanks of the animal, from

whence, through the animal licking itself, they are conveyed to the lips and

motith, the warmth dissolving the gluey secretion and hatching the enclosed

maggot, thus enabling it to crawl out into the throat, from which it gains

access to the stomach, and takes up the position which it retains, attached to

the coating of the stomach until it is fully developer), when it looicns its

hold and is carried through the intestines and voided with the dung ;
but

very soon afterwards it works its way downwards and buries its^-lf in the

soil, where it pupates, and from which the perfect fly emerges in about six

weeks in the summer time
;

but the final development is retarded or

accelerated by the time of the year in which they are cast out.

The larvfe vary from dull yellow to light reddish-brown, and are of a

general oval form, measuring up to | of an inch in length and 5 lines in

diameter in the centre. The head portion is attenuated and armed with two

stout hooks placed back to back, each curving otitward, with the mouth

between them, and, when in position, these hooks and the mouth are buried

iti the membrane of thestanach, causing a pit or scar to form, which shows

quite distinctly when the bot is detached The segments of the larva? are

very well defined, and eacli is ringed with a band of i-egular, short, fleshy

spines, tipped with a black point, which, together with tlie cephalic hooks,

are very distinctive characteiistics of the bot, by which it can be easily

recognised.

The
fl}^

is about half an inch in length, the male having the abdomen

broad and rounded at the tip, but that of the female is slender and elongated,

and is generally c^rried curled down beneath the base of the body. The

h'^ad is dark yellow, thickly clothed with short golden-3'ellow down ; the

thorax clothed with fine pale yellow to light brown hairs or dow^n, which

gives it the appearance of a hairy bee. The abdominal hairs are lighter

along the sides, and intermixed with shorter black ones on tlie dorsal surface
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When
Hyiii.i^

nUoiit it makes a luiiil liiiiiiiiiinL;' noise—a sound wliieh the

horses seem to i-crnirr.ise instinctively, for as soon as they hear it they gallop

about and show decided sii^iis of t'eai' : yet, as the fly has no mouth, it cannot

be caused by tln^ (h"ead of its liite.

Remedies.—There are numbers f'f different di'enches that have been

suggested and recommended by stock ownei's to destroy or purge out the

infesting bots
;

l)ut wlien once the iiorse is infested internally, it is more a

matter for the chemist and the veterinary sui-gc(m to deal with than the

entomologist; but again, (juoting fi-om i\irk's jiaper, lie gives Mr. 11.

Thompson's, M.R.C.V.S., remai-ks as follows:— "
I know of no niMlicine that

will destroy them or make them leave their winter quarters until fully

developed. As a merlieine, 2 oz. of turpentine and 20 oz. of raw linseed-oil,

mixed and given as a draught once a fortnight, is the best remedy, i.e., if it

is thought the loss of Mesh of the horse is due to bots."

Prevention is better than cure, and in any disti'ict where the presence of

bot-flies is suspected, a watch should be kej>t during the early summer, and

the horses regularly examined to see if they are egg-infested. The eggs can

be easily noticed on the hairs (jf the jaws, legs, and shoulders. Thev can be

removed by gi'ooming, and the horse I'ubbed witli carbolised oil, or washed

with carbolic soap, or other oily substances that will not hurt the skin, but

are distasteful to the tiies, and will deter them fiom depositing their eggs

upon such evil-smelling coats. These flies are said to dislike dark places,

and will not enter stables or sheds ; so that where only one or two horses are

kept, if remaining under cover during the time when the flies are about, th(>y

would be safe from their attacks.

Bots in Mules.

Mr. Thomas fSteel, F.C.S., F.L.8., of the Colonial Sugar Refining

Company's Nausori Mill, Rewa River, Fiji, has kindly furnished me with

the following report of investigaiions he has t-arri(Ml out, with the view of

determining the best means of treating mule.? infested by bots :
—

"One mule was selected and isolated for experiment. On evening of 2nd

September a bran mash was given. Next morning, at 7 a.m., \l drachm of

carbon bisulphide was given in a pint of watei;, and the dose repeated three

hours later
;
then at <! p.m. 1 }, pint of linseed oil. The excreta was examined

for a period of forty-eight hours. That for the lirst twenty-four hours, l)eing

dry and formed, was spread, in small (Quantities at a time, on a sheet of tin,

and thoroughly and carefully searched ; wdiile that for the latter twenty-four

hours, being soft and semi-licpiid, was mashed in a doul)le-bottomed sieve

and treated as before.

"The results were, for th(> first period, two thread-worms; and for the

second, hundreds of the same parasite, a few hair-wdi-ms. and two ]Mn-worms.

but not the slightest trace of bots.

"The physiological action of the drug on the animal was not maiked
;
the

lOxdy point noticed was a slight acceleration of ]iulse. The animal is now at

grass, seemingly well."
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Xote on Preceding Report.

Simultaneously with the receipt of above report from Nausori Mill, we

have one from another of our Fiji mills reporting that the bot-flies had

commenced attacking the horses. As the bots are supposed to lemain for

something like a year inside the animals, and the flies emerge in about a

couple of weeks after the voiding of the bots, it is highly probable that these

flies are from recently-voided bots, and that in Fiji, just at the time of trying

the carbon bisulphide treatment, all the bots may have naturalh' left the

mules
;
hence the negative result at Nausori Mill, as far as bots are concerned.

The expulsion of so many pai'asitic worms would lead us to expect a similar

effect on bots when present, anrl instructions have been given to repeat the

carbon bisulphide treatment from time to time during the ensuing year.
—T.S.

Conclusion.

Since these notes were written I have examined some specimens of bot-

flies in the National Museum collections in Melbourne, which Mr. Kershaw

tells me is the common species in Victoria. These flies are named Gasterophilus

sahUaris, and are identical w4th specimens I have received from Wagga ;
and

only a few days ago Mr. Steel received specimens from the Colonial Sugar

Company's estates in Fiji, which also V)elong to this species. The bots of all

these flies also agree in having a double row of spines round the segments,

while the larvte of Gasterophilus equi are described as having a single row.

Some bots taken from a New Zealand racehorse, killed at Botany, New South

Wales, had only the single row, and probably belonged to the latter species.

Walker describes four species as found in England, and this one as rare. It

differs from the common species in having unclouded wings, and the more

brilliant tints upon the head and thorax.

Walker gives the following description :
—-

Gasterophilus salutaris, (Estr., pi. 1, f. 3.5, 36 (1815) ; Long. 4i-5 ; wings, 9-10 lines.

Body black, very pubebcent, shining, punctured, brighter and more robust in the male

than in the female ; head clothed with short ochraceous hair : eyes dull, castaneous ;

thorax covered with orange down, liaving at the base of each wing an orange spot, which

is more distinct in the mtile than in the female ; wings slightly In-own, yellowish-brown
at the base and along the fore border ; coastal vein brown, the otliers paler ; alulae,

opaque-white ; abdomen black in the middle, clothed with pale yellow hairs towards the

base, and with orange hairs at the tip ; legs reddish-brown, clothed with paler down.

Not common.

Reference to Plate.

1. Dorsal view of Bot-fly. Gasterophilus salutaris, Clk.

2. Side view ,, ,, ,, „
3. Eggs of Bot-fly on hair of horse.

4. ,, (enlarged) ,, ,,

5. Larvse or Bots attached to stomach of horse.

6. Bots of Gaxterophitus salutaris (mules), Fiji.

7. Head segment of Bot of G. salutaris (horses), Sydney.
8. Bots of Gasterophilns salutaris (horses), Sydney.
9. Bot of Gasterophilus equi (New- Zealand racehorse killed in Sydney).
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The Weeds of New South Wales
A Tumble-weed {Ahiarantua albas, L. ).

J. H. MAIDEX,
(joveriiinciit liotaiiist and Director of tliu Botanic CJanluns, Sidney.

Description of ./. a lb us.

("Tumble-weed," or " White Aiii;ir;uitli.'")

Ax erect, glaV)i'(jus, piile-i^i-eon niiiiual licrl), alxxit (i iiiclies to i' foot liii,'h,

witli slender, ascending, rathoi' whitish l)ranches.

Leaves alternate, from oblong to obovate, from tnidoi-
.', to 1.', inch

h)iig,

iiarro\v(-d into a sloiidci- petiole, the top generally with a tine ])oint (the

jirolongation of tho mithih liov<nid tlio l)lade).

Flowers often unisexual, several t'\getlior in small axillary clusters shorter

thaii the leaves, commonly not longer than tho petioles, sm-roundod bv three

subulate pungent-pointed sj)reading bracts.

Sepa/s, 3, much shorter than the bracts, meml)rauous, whitish.

Sfcujiens, 3.

Petals, none.

Fruit, a wrinkled utricle, opening cii-cumsciss, with a single smooth and

shining dark seed.

The leaves fall away in autumn, and on the plains the plant, thus denuded,
is freely uprooted and lilown before the wiiul, whence the American popidar
name " Tumble-weed."

It is stated to be often mistaken in America for tho dreaded "T'ussian

Thistle" (a form of Sahola kali).

It has largely been diffused in the United States through tlirty pasture and

lawn grass seeds. It is one of the most pernicious weeds in the United

States, and althougli it does not occur in New South Wales in the same

abundance, it is a weed to be dreadefl and fought against.

An enemy in Ohio is a white mould, Cystopus bliti (Biv.) Lev., which also

attacks the beet. It is an annual, and the onlv wav to destrov it is to pull

it up before it rijiens its seeds.

Common in waste and cultivated ian'ls throughout the greater part of

North America.

It is now spread nearly o\-er the whole glolie, but is indigenous onlv in

North Amei'ifa, and probably oidy in trojjical North xVmerica.

In New South AN'ales T have only received it fi-oni the Riverina. but do not

doubt that search will iind its invasion to lie much more extended than that.

Explanation of Plate.

1. l'"iuit-bearing branch (much reduced).
1a. Twig (natural size).

2. Part of same enlarged, siiowing a fruit in axillary clusters supported by bracts.

3. Fruit, a membranous utricle o])ening circumsciss when ripe.
4. iSeed, a single one in each fruit, very daik red (much enlarged and natural size).

5. Leaf much enlarged.
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W. A, GULLICK, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.

A TUMBLE WEED.
AMARANTUS ALBUS, L.
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Wine Makii^g.

Notes on ihe Fermentation of Must.*

M. BLUNNO.

The agent of fermentation is a microscopic plant of the fungi order, called

Saccharomyces ellipsoideus, which is usually spoken of as elliptic fern\ent, on

account of its oval-shaped cells
;
or it is called alcoholic yeast, because of its

faculty to change grape-sugar in alcohol.

Alcohol, however, is not the only substance derived from the action of the

yeast over the grape-sugar ;
a l?trge amount of carbonic acid is also formed,

which is that pungent, asphyxiating gas that is noticeable in badly-ventilated

cellars at wane-making time. Alcohol remains in the wine, carbonic acid is

set free, and the bubbling noise is due to that gas, which is released. Some

of it still remains in the juice even after fermentation ;
and it is enough to

shake in a glass a little wine a few weeks old to see small bubbles collecting

on the surface : but gradually with age, through the racking and fining, all

the carbonic acid is driven away. That is rather a pity, because a small pro-

portion of this gas
—in such a quantity as not to make the wine over-saturated

with it, but leave it quite still—-is a good thing, conferring on the wine more

vim, while preventing it from growing too old and becoming flat. That is

why wines that are too old and flat are in a way rejuvenated by dissolving

in it some carbonic acid.

The third substance that is formed in wine through fermentation is

glycerine, though in much smaller quantity than the previous ones. Glycerine

gives the wine sapidity, smoothness, mellowness. Often the natural harshness

of some wine is corrected by the addition of glycerine.

Succinic acid is also formed during fermentation
;

its quantity, however, is

so small that it is quite unimpoi'tant to dwell on it here.

The alcoholic yeast is a minute, organised, living body, in the shape of an

oval cell. Its germs are scattered in the air, in the soil
; they are found on

every part of the vine, viz., bark, canes, leaves, and are specially plentiful on

the berries and stalk. When grapes are squeezed they get into the grape-

juice, and their life begins. They grow and multiply at a terrific rate, and

in a few hours from a relativelv small number countless millions of other cells

are produced, which in their turn originate billions uf like cells. A drop of

grape-juice in fermentation, looked at under the microscope, shows the field

of the instrument literally covered by such cells, free and isolated, or budfling^

without even the smallest interstice to accomimodate one single individual

Like all living bodies, the life of alcoholic yeast is favoured or obstructed by
certain conditions of environment ; and the environment in this case is the

* Notes of lecture delivered at Albury, 190S.
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clKMiiical eoni|K)sitii)ti <if 11h' ini'diiiin in wliicli tlicv have to lixc and iniiltiplv,

and tli<' tcinpcraf lire imdci' wliidi tlic\' liav.' tn laltoui'.

Often w incmakers take a |iridi' in tlie
lii,i;li in-oport ion of suifai' coiitaiiiecl

ill tlieii' n'lajies ; hut it is a fact tiin nuists containinfif over, say, L'S [icr cent,

of sii^ar, fetnietit witli nmre dilliculty than one cDiitaiiiinii', sav, 20 per cent.

Grapes when too sweet, are, gcneially speakin,t(, rather deiicient in acids from

the vvine-niakinLj point of view. A c<'rtain •

]ir{i])niti(m of ,ieids is nut <>nlv

necessary, hut iniiispensahle, to make w inc.

The acids found in the n'rape-juice are maUc acid principailv, Nshicli may
be called apple acid, because it is also the main acid in that wholesome fruit;

then, in a very small prnpnrtiDn, tartaric acid is found : some musls, in fact,

hardly contain any in a free state, hut is all comhineij with potassium, ami

forms the hitartrate of potassium commercially known as cream of tartar,

which is nothing hut the wine stone recrystallised and bleached.

This cream of tartar is found in musts ])efore fermentation in the projjor-

tion of S to 12 parts ]>er 1,0U() : but as the alcohol forms it becomes

insohibk', therefore preci[>itates with t he lees as soon as tlu^ feiinentation is

finished, and the liquid is quiet and no longer tossed alxmt by the bubbling
of the carbonic acid. Consequently in wine wt» found a mucli smaller quantity
of said substance, about 2 in 1,000 pai'ts of the wine; all the other is in

more or less minute ciystals, settles down with the sediment, and also lines

the inside of the cask, forming that crystalline crust which is collocpiiallv

called wine-stone. By the way, popular prejudice looks at that with a kind

of horror, and people at the sight of wine-stone conjure up visions of gout,

rheumatism, stcjiie in the bladder, in the liver, and w hat not, and they little

know that when they eat grapes, or when they drink the sacrament wine

which is supposed not to contain alcohol, or when they drink the wine of the

abstemious, that is, the unfermented grape-juice, they take from four to six

times more wine-stone than there is in wine. Kav, we all eat scones, but

how many know that the nice hot scones contain a good deal of that alleycd

death-dealing wine-stone, insomuch as baking-]iowdeis are made by mixing
soda bicai'bonate and ci'eam of tartar %

Generally speaking, the higher the proportion of sugar the lower that of

the acids in the grapes, excep)t in those that have suffered from a long period
of wet weather for live or six weeks prior to the ripenini; of the grapes : in

them sugar, acids and all other substances decrease, while the aincamt of

Juice increases through an excess of water.

It is a common tliiniT; to hear that one of the faults of Ansti'alian wines is

that thev are too acid, which is another fallacv that oriiiinates, like all

prejudices, from ignorance of the subject. It will surprise wine makers,

therefore, to hear me saying that, on the contrirv, Australian wines are

deficient in acids. 1 must explain.

We must distinguish two kinds of acidity
—the acidity that is due to fixed

acids, or acid salts, which T have already I'eferred to, and that are found in the

grapes. Thev are called fixed acids, because they ai-e not \()latile—that is to

say, they do not go off if the w ine is expo.sed to the air. or shaken, or jait in
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a warm room. It is this kind of acidity which is really the grape acids whicli

Australian grapes for wine-making are deficient in.

The other acidity is called volatile acidity, and forms during fermentation

and after, in more or less quantity, according to the more or less skilled way
in which the grape-juice has been fermented and the wine kept.

This volatile acidity is mainly due to acetic acid, or vinegar acid, and other

acids called, in the chemical nomenclature, fatty acids. They are not fixed,

but volatile, because if exposed or shaken in the air they volatilise, and their

volatilisation is the more rapid the higher the temperature of the environ-

ment. The smell of very dilute acetic acid is pungent, not disagreeable, but

that of the other fatty acids is pungent and disagreeable at the same time.

The wines made in hot climates are all susceptible to contain a relatively

large proportion of such acids compared to what you would find in wines

made in cooler climates, all other conditions being equal. Portuguese,

Spanish, Southern French, Calabrian, Sicilian, Dalmatian, Algerian wines

that have not been taken special care of during and after fermentation,

contain a proportion of volatile acidity beyond the degree tol^^rated by an

ordinarily sensitive palate.

The climate of Albury district must be regarded as a hot one during

:summer, and, while little trouble will be found in growing grapps, extra care

must be taken to avoid high temperatures in the cellar and vats, or fermentation

will take place too violently.

I have already stated that the alcoholic yeast is an organised and living body,

the life of which is much influenced l)y its environment. Too much sugar is

a fault in gra2)es if you want to make light wine. Light dry wines should

not cont-iin more than from 10 to 12 per cent, of absolute alcohol by volume,

to obtain which from 17 to 20-2 per cent, of sugar are required. In Albury

disti-ict you get 25 and 30 per cent, and over. Such musts are specially

indicated for making swe^t wines of Port and Sherry types, also of Muscats,

or for heavy dry wines useful for blending; lighter vintages can, however,

supply a Burgundy. Fixed acids are generally deficient, in so far their pro-

portion is from .3-5 to 5 parts of must per 1,000, or a little over. Tliose

nuists would be better if they contained from 6 to 8 parts per 1,000.

The operations on musts and wines may be divided in licit and illicit

treatments. The correction for the deficiency of acidity by increasing it

through the addition of tartaric acid is quite licit, and allowed by the ^Yine

Adulteration Act, 1902, in force in this State. Tartaric acid is a natural

ingredient of the grape-juice, and its deficiency may be corrected within the

limits of what a suitable degree of acidity should have been. Now, to

do so, one should Ije able to estimate how much fixed acidity the various

kinds of grape-juice naturally contain at every vintage. To make such

estimation requires a knowledge of chemistry, and the possession of manipu-

lative skill, which is not usually found in vignerons, but I may safely say

that, if you increas- the acidity of your nmsts by two parts per thousand,

you will keep within safe, limits—that is, you may safely add to the must

and .skins of 1 ton of grapes, 2 lb. -t oz. -of tartaric acid.
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All otlicr conditions hciiiif e(|ual tlio yeast works Ix^ttor in a
<ii';i]>c juice,

say, wit!) 8 parts of ui'ape acids for cNcry IJIUO parts of nuist tlian in the

same i^rape juice with only 6 pai-ts per 1,000.

All or nearlv all viirnerons nuist he under llir impn'^sicm thai in ura])e

picking all unripe and second crop hunches, w liicli arc ^our. ^hoidd he carcf iplv

avoided. This is another of those pi-cjiidices which I am det rniiiiicd to lii^dit-

against. The sourness of the second cro}) of grapes is due to nothing else hut

to a deficiency of grape sugar and to an excess of acids. Then there you have

th(> most natural corrective of the bulk of your crop, which is too sweet and

contains little acidity. When this couiitry will teem with millions, and

wine growing will he carried on on evei\' patch that is unsuitable for an\ thing

else, and the sides of iMount Kosciusko will he terraced up to 3,000 feet, and

planted with vines, then tin; Government Viticulturist will tell the wine

growers of the mountain that they nuist avoid picking uji umijie grapes. But
now in the Albury district, I say pvit them altogether, your wine will be all the

better. It is much easier to do this than to make an earlier vintage such as i.s

often advised in hot countries. An early \intage would give grapes that are

not over ripe, but how can a vigneron decide l)y sim])ly tasting the grapes,
and judge of their acidity, and say whether it is 7, S, oi- 9 parts per 1,000 ?

Were he skilled in chemical work, he could take daily samples of grapes and

test them, but, even if he could do that, there is nothing so misleading as the

tests on samples of grapes, which are made hy four or live liunches jiicked

on different j^oints of the vineyard, representing anything hut tie- hulk.

Why even the ])osition of the berries on the same bunch will make adiil'eience,.

and those on the shoulder are usually less acid than those on the point of the

bunch. Besides, when grapes are well on the way of i-i))ening, every day
makes a great difference

;
therefore the last to be i)icked would always be over

ripe for wine-making ))urpose, and in most cases a vigneron would begin

picking grajjes when they contain, say, '.) jiarts of acid in l.OdO parts of must,

and the grapes picked last would finally contain much less.

Now as to the Temperature.

Fermentation is a complex phenomenon. It is physiological in so far as

a live organism, viz., the yeast is concerned, hut the yeast exudes a substance

called diastase, which acts chemically on the grape sugar and transforms it

into alcohol, carbonic acid, i^'c, as ahoxe stat(nl. JM'rmentation, therefore, is

a chemical phenomenon as well, and like in all such phenonu'iia there is

always loss or production of heat. Fermentation, however, always provides

heat; every particle of sugar that is S|>lit up in the various bodies already
enumerated juoduces heat. You niav easilv imagine the amount of lieat

generated by o cwt. of gi'ape sugar which is contained in a ton of grapes with

25 per centum of that ingredient.

Tf the grapes come in hot, and after being crushed they mark 75' Fahr.,

you will find that such temperature will steadily rise, and after foi-ty-eight

hours or so the li(piid will be so hot as to disturb the normal conditions of

life of the leaven, that is, of the yeast.
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You understand that 5 cwt. of grape sugar that is split into alcohol,

carbonic acid, etc., must fatally produce a certain quantity of heat, which is

the same, no matter what is the initial temjierature at which fermentation

begins; whether it begins at 60° Fahr. or at 80° Fahr., the amount of heat

produced by 5 cwt. of grape sugar turned into alcohol and the other ingredients
is always the same.

Howevei', if the must is cool wdien Ijeginning to fei-ment, then the heat

produced by fermentation will not cause the temperature in the vat U) rise

beyond the limits best adapted to the life of the yeast ; but if the grape-juice
is already fairly hot, then it gets nuich too hot for the yeast to perform the

best work of which it is capable.

What are these limits ? They are between 75° to 90'^ F'ahr.
;
even 92' or

93° Fahr. may be reached without the wine suffering in qnality.
There are onh' two ways to secure that fermentation should take place

within the proper temperature limits.

One is to pick the grapes early in the morning, and suspend picking during
the hot hours of the day. In this way the juice starts fermenting at a

relatively low tem})erature, and the rising of the initial temperature of the

must will not reach or go beyond the limit.

Naturally, gathering the grapes only early in the morning would ])rotract
the vintage too long ;

and if the method may be applied by the wine-grower
in a small way of business, the man with large vineyards cannot do it.

Then special devices should be adopted, so as to eliminate the increasing heat

from the vat.

Readers of the Gazette will find a description of several methods of how to

control the teinpi^rature of the fermenting grape juice in some of my previous
articles, viz., "Modern Processes of Vinification," January, 1902; "The

tStal.ility of the Colouring Matter in Red Wine«," January and February,
1903; "Licit and Improved Treatment of Grape-juice in Wine Making,"
January, 1906.

tg^
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Kansas and her Alfalfa (Lucerne)

F. D. COBURN,

Secretary, Kansas Boai-d of Afriicnlture.

Kansas is iiiiii|uc in many tliiiiL;s, hut iu.nonr more llian in the com-

manding position she (UTUpies in iclation t(i alfalfa growin<j:. Ilcr

developiiHMit in this industry lias lucn one of the marvels of her prolific

agriculture, and witli alfalfa, as with winter wheat, no other State is licr

equal in its area and production. The alfalfa held of Kansas now ap-

proximates nearly three-(piarters of a million acres, ami hut three culti-

vated crops exceed it in annual art'a, vi/. : whef^it, corn, and oats. In

combination with these, alfalfa furnishes Kansans in abundance with

perliaps the best and cheapest rations anywiiere available for the main-

tenance of their live stock, for the excellence of which they are famed.

The credulity of the stranger to alfalfa, however fair-minded, is invari-

ably taxe(l l)y a recitation of the truth al)out this wonderful plant: even

the facts cut in two leave him in a perturbed state of doidit as to the

veracitv of the narrator, but thoroughly convincing are the experiences

of those who are actually its growers. It is a perennial blessing to those

wdio are so fortunate as to have an area devoted to its culture: yielding

annually, whether the season l)e wet or dry, its several cuttings of hay

unsurpassed in t(mnage and (piality, it is indeed esteemed as a benefac-

tion, and doubly appreciated in those portions wliere it flourishes, but

where the clovers do not prosper. Another feature, too, that tlie wide-

awake farmer does not overlook or mininuse is the improving effects of its

roots, restoring and enriching, rather than depleting, the fertility of the

soil in which they grow, to tiie great benefit of other succeeding crops. As

is well known, alfidfa is one of the oldest forage jilants, l)ut to the hus-

bandry of the American farmer it is of but recent ac<piisition. Kansan.s

were among the foremost to correctly estimate its worth, and its wide-

spread introduction in the Sunflower State has Ijeen one of the most

important faetoi's in increasing hank deposits and the per rapitd wealth.

The increase in its area in Kansas affords some, although no adequate
idea of the growing ajipreciation in wlneh (he ]ilanl is held. It is six-

teen years since the crop was lirst tho\ight of enough imj^ortance to

chronicle its statistics, when the enumerators of the Board of Agriculture
returned the area for the State as 34,384 acres. This year (1907) the area

in alfalfa is 742,140 acres, or an int'rea^e of 2(l-7 i)er cent, over the area

of 190G, 132 ])er cent, more than in l!)01, and a gain of 2,058 per cent,

over the area of 181)1. Alfalfa can l)e grown in every county in the

State, and 103 of the lO.j counties rei)ort greater m- less areas devoted to

it in 1907. Of the 103, ninety-two counties sliow increases aggregating

130, 3G9 acres, while eleven rei)ort decreases aggregating 3,542 acres,

making a net gain for the year of 127,')27 acres. Jewell, a central county
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bordering Nebraska, has nearly 49,001) acres in alfalfa, by far the largest

acreage of any one county ; Smith, its neighbour on the west, ranks-

second with 30,939 acres; and Butler, south and east of these, comes third

with 30,355 acres. Other counties having over 20,000 acres each are

Cloud, [Mitchell, Phillips, Republic, all nortli-central counties, and Sedg-

wick, adjoining Butler. The largest gains in area in the year are like-

wise reported by Jewell and Smith, of 7,027 and 6,258 acres respectively,

followed by Mitchell with an increase of 5,451 acres, Washington with

4,991 acres, Wabaunsee 4,988 acres, Sedgwick 4,G13 acres, and Republic

4,029 acres.

Kansas, situated as she is, bordering the Missouri River on the east and

extending 400 miles westward toward the Rocky Mountains, presents a

wide variety in soils and other conditions, but alfalfa is all the way success-

fully grown, thus demonstrating its general adaptability. The farmers

of ijractically all portions are annually sowing enlarged areas, as is indi-

cated by the county statistics. For example, of the more western coun-

ties, Wichita and Stevens, in the second tier from Colorado, report gains
in area in the past year of 576 per cent, and 633 per cent, respectively;

Clark has increased its area 112 per cent., Pratt 104 jjer cent., Stafford

142 per cent., and Rush 95 per cent. ; of the eastern counties may be men-

tioned Leavenwortli, on the Missouri River, wliich enlarged its area 158

l^er cent, in the past year; Johnson gained 178 per cent., Bourbon 241 per
cent.

;
over 100 per cent, was gained in Brown, and 98 per cent, in Jackson.

In 1891 there were nine counties having 1,000 or more acres; this year
there are eighty-one. In 1891 there was one county, Finney, having over

5,000 acres; now there are forty-four such counties, twenty-nine of which

have 10,000 acres and upwards.
In Kansas, alfalfa growing was a j^relude to i^rosperity, and is the

steadfast promotor of her progress. From comparative obscurity it has

steadily risen to the foremost rank of the hay plants, and has already
resulted in (juadrupling the State's output of tame hay. In 1890 the

value of the tame-ha}- crop was 2,000,000 dollars, wliile that of 1905 was

worth over 10,500,000 dollars. The annual value of products of live stock

in that time has been practically doubled, and alfalfa has made of Kansas,

if not first, one of the foremost States in dairying
—a most desirable branch

of husbandry that, intelligently and generally followed, well-nigh ensures

continued and enlarged prosperity. x4.1falfa, it seems, supplied the one

requisite Providence failed to provide in establishing the otherwise ready-
made conditions for dairying in Kansas, and the attention being given
this mode of intensive farming in nearly every locality is having its bene-

ficial influence, commercially and socially.

As a hay, there is none so good for all kinds of live stock as alfalfa, and

for horses and hogs it is a most invaluable food, either as a hay, a soiling-

crop, or as pasture. As a meat-maker, milk-maker, and money-maker, it

is equally 2")rized, and as a renovator and improver of soils it has no

competitor.
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How to Utilise the Surplus Orange Crop.

M. JJLUNXy.

Thehk are no certain data as to how many oranges are required to ol)taiu

100 gallons of juice. It is evident that it di'])ends on the size of fruit,

thickness of tlie peel, on the vaidety, on the season, and on the jiro.sure

exercised in s(|uee/.inL;- the fruit. The vessels ami utensils required are—
One vat in which to ferment the juice, ahoiit I .")0 gallons capacity; two

casks of KM) gallons capacity each (one cask is tilled with the oi'aniie wine,

the other is a sj)are one, in which the wine is racked, so that it is ex-

changed from one vessel into another at cei'tain jieriods) ; a few demijohns
and jars ; a snndl hand-press.

To make lOO gallons of orange wine, an equal quantity of orange juice

is obtaine(l from as many fruit as re(piired ; to this oOO 11). of cane sugar
are added ; the whole is well stirred until the sui;ar is conqdetelv dissolved.

The following ingredients are also added, and well mixed, viz. :
—

() oz. of ammonia phosphate (at .'is. jK'r Ih.).

1 oz. of conuuon salt.

I 11). of cream of tartar (Is. i)er lb.).

10 lb. fresh wine lees, or 8 oz. beer yeast.

Mix everything thorouLildy in the juice, throw a sheet or a blanket over

tlie vat, whicli should lie placed in a cool room in a corner out of the reach

of the sun.

It is im^^ortant that the juice be extracted from the fruit as rapidly as

possible. The oranges are split in halves, and (piickly s(pieezed : a small

press, all of wood—without iron httings
—would help very mucli, bui

care should be taken not to exercise a very strong pressure.

Fermentation will grailually set in, and wlim this is completed and the

juice is (piite still, it is i'acke(l olT ami stored in one of the casks, leaving
an ullage of ."> or (i gallons, which are put in demijohns. An hydraulic

bung is put in I lie hungliole, so as to allow the escape of anv residual car-

bonic acid. Wlien the water in the hydraulic l)ung has ceased from

bubl)ling, the ullage is hlled and thi' cask bunged tight.

The cost of niakinp' 100 yallons of oraniie wine will aniMUi'i to .-ildut

£10, incbnling laliour. Xatui-ally, the outlay is not included in this

estimate, and the outlay wonld bi' about £'20 foi- the ]>uiH'hase of vat,

casks, a small jiress, iVc. A gieat saving miiiht be effected b\- pui'chasing
second-hand vessels— good clean casks that have si'rved to store wine,

brandy, whisky, sherry, oi- ])ort can l)e safelv used.

The orange wine so made is an intoxicant, and a jierson would not be

authorised to sell it witliout first obtaining a license.'O
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Pickling Citrus Fruit.

The pickling of citrus fruit peels, or of the citrus fruit themselves, to be

afterwards used to prepare candies, is carried out as follows :
—

The pickle used is salt and water, viz., a solution of 12|^ lb. of salt in

every 10 gallons of water. One of tlie heads of a cask of about 100 gallons
is removed and the vessel is filled with peels, or with the citrus fruit split

in lialves. The pickle is poured on them until the vessel is full to the

brim, then the head that was removed is put back. The cask will gradu-

ally get in ullage, through evaporation, therefore more Ijrine is added

through the bung, so as to keep the cask always quite full.

In this condition they will keep for a long time, and can be even shipped
to distant countries.

African Wonder Grass {Fanicmu spectab'ile).

B. HARRISON, Tweed River.

Thi^ is tlie heaviest-yielding grass in Australia, and it appears to thrive

well in any soil or situation. So far, it has proved a very shy seed bearer,

but it is readily j^roiDagated by pieces of the procumbent stem, which roots

freely at each joint. When well established it forms a mass of the richest

green foliage, about 5 or 6 feet higii, gradually lowering to the outer

border, where a network of shoots or runners cover the ground; it roots

at the joints, and sends up then a mass of the softest and most luscious

fodder. It is of rather coarse growth, Ijut should prove unrivalled for

pasture or ensilage. It is generally sjioken of in the highest terms of

praise by all those who have grown it, on account of its great vigour and

astonishing growth. A writer in the West Australian Journal of Agriculture

says :
— " As the result of numerous experiments, the African Wonder

grass has proved the best of all the grasses yet introduced to this State;

it has succeeded in almost every ^jlace where it has been tried, both in

dry and moist situations, and the introduction of this grass for the stock-

owners of this State is worth several times over all the money that has

been spent for grass seeds and experimenting with grasses during the last

few years." At the Bathurst Experimental Farm this grass has proved a

vigorous grower, is unaffected by frosts, and sheep like it well. At several

of the West Australian experimentnl farms it has given the most promising
results

;
in fact, it seems to stand the dry weather better than any grass

that we have yet had growing. It appears to be doing equally well in

sandy and clayey land, and also in dry places. This grass grows most

luxuriantly, and, as well as the upright growth, it sends out long lateral

stems, which form fresh roots at the nodules and cause the grass to

sjiread (piickly. Farmers in the western district should give it a trial,

as it is a splendid drouglit-resisting grass, and would enable them to

doul)le and treble tlie stock-carrying capacity of their holdings.

E
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Hawkesbiiry Agricultural College and

Experimental Farm.

Silo in a TTill-side : How to Construct.

There are many situations where a silo can be constructed in a liill-side^

thus doiny away with the necessity for an elevator, tlie material for tlie-

silagv beinjj: carted to the top and tlicrc chaft'ed and allowed to fall intcv^

the silo. Questions are frequently asked rep:ardin<r such silos : therefore,,

the following information, supplied liy Mr. .\ . Brooks, Works Foreman,.

Hawkesbury Agricultural College, will be of general interest :
—

The style of silo which could be constructed in the side of a hill is a.

combination of the pit and overground patterns
—that is to say, the hill

may be cut into sufficiently far back to give the vertical depth re(iuired

at tlie face, and this may l)e increased by sinking down -i or o feet, or even

more if tlie ground is hard, and will not require draining round the site-

of the silo.

A road may be constructed to the top, where tlie chaff-cutter may be

placed, when no elevator will be required ; Init the question of applying
the driving power may prevent this being done.

At least part, if not the whole, of tlie walls will require to be timber-

lined. This may be done witli logs for cross-rails, and slal)s for vertical

lining, jointed together as closely as possible.

The front frame will require to be strongly made of corner-posts, door-

posts, and rails. At each side of the doorway the slabs should be fi.xed

vertically, but those in the door-frame, which are movable, may be

horizontal (see sketch), or they may be arranged as shown in the diagrams
of the tub silo in Gazette of September, 1902.

POST

2fr-

8"^ 2" DOORPLANKS

As shown on the-

sketch, the door-posts are

checked out the thick-

ness of the planks, and

f)n one side a strip of

hoop-iron is nailed on.HOOP IRVfJ '

This prevents tlie loose planks falling into the silo, when emjity.

To make the Avails air-tight, it will be necessary to cover the inside face

with 1*. and 15. paper, not less than --ply thick, which I'eipiires to be

tacked on to the slabbing, as the hlling pi'oceeds. It can be purchased for

about 21s. per roll, containing 1,000 square feet.

If white ants are trouljlesome, the tinibers must be treated with a liberal

coating of some of the preserving oils, or else line the silo with brick and

cement.

The roof may be a flat one, pitched as the slope of the hill oi- less, and,.

if covered with iron, a sheet can be removed each time the silo is tilled.

With regard to the fall or grade of the hill, a 1 in 1 grade would be a

good position.
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^U:teorological Bureau, No. 4 Division,

New South Wales.

Weather Conditions during January, 1908,

S. WILSON,
Divisional Officer.

At the beginning of the month the rear isobars of a high pressure were

located over New South Wales, Victoria, and the main portion of Queens-

land, with its centre covering the eastern districts of Nev/ South Wales.

This distribution persisted until the 9th, when it began to move towards the

north-east. Its stagnation over the Eastern States resulted in a heat wave

ill South Australia and Victoria, which gradually affected parts of our

Western districts, as it was permitted to move eastward by the displacement
of the anticyclone. The highest temperatures reported on the 10th were—
111 degrees at Bourke, 108 at Brewarrina, 106 at Carinda and Mogil, and

105 at White Cliffs.

The rainfall during the week ended the 7th was light to molerate and

pa'chy, but the passage of a low pressure over our State between the 8th and

I I th was attended by some go id general falls. The greatest amounts during
that period were—In Western Division, 200 points at Hungerford and 166

atNymagee; North-western Plain, 237 atPilliga; Central Western Plain, 103

at Carinda; Riverina, 50 points at Deniliquin ;
North-western Slope, 122 at

Bingara : Central-western Slope, 346 at Dubbo ; South-west Slope, 69 at

Marsdens
; Northern Tablelands, 309 at Armidale

;
Southern Tablelands,

374 at Bombala ; North Coast, 235 at Byron Bay ; Hunter and Manning,
70 at Port Stephens; Metropolitan, I 90 at Kurrajong ;

South Coast. 127 at

Pambula.

Light to moderate rain continued in the extreme north-east corner until

the 16th, but otherwise fine weather ruled over the State generally.

High temperatures again occurred : Euston registering 117 degrees on the

17th; Deniliquin and Balranald, each 115; Wentworth, 114; Hay, 111 ;

and Tirana and Wagga, each 110 degrees. Hot weather conditions prevailed

more or less generally until the 20th, when they weie displaced by a cool

southerly change. An extensive anticyclone controlled the weather of the

southern half of the continent on the 21st, and fine weather was experienced
over the greater portion of that area

;
but at 9 a.m. on the 22nd, monsoonal

conditions appeared over the Eastern States and caused rainfall of rather

patchy character, associated with thunder, over Central and Eastern districts

of our State on the 23rd and 24th. The distribution was as follows :
—In

the Western Division, from 1 point at Bourke to 135 at Euabalong ;
North-
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western Plain, Wal;j;ett •"»

])i)iiits onlv : C'cnti'al-western Plain, tVoiii o jnints

at Warren to 7i< at [/iinarie ; Rivcrina, t'foin 1
]i()iiit at Carrathool to 13 at

Hillston
;

Nortli-we.stern Slope, 40 at Warialda and 1") at Hingara only;
{ 'entral-westei-n Slope, from 16 points at W elliiiLjton to 02 at Parkes ,

Soutli-western Slope, from .'J at Alhury and Gunda<;ai to -!lt> at Marsdens ,

Nortlieiii Tablelands. Bundarra 1 2iS and Inverell 16 points; Central Table

lands, from 3 at Spi-ingwood to .").'*> at IJoeklev : SoiittnTii Tablelatids, from ''>

at Goulburn to •"JOS points atKiandra; Noi'th Coast, from 1 at Tweed Heads

to 23 at Xambucca Heads ; Hunter and Manning, from 2 points at Taree

and Raymond Tei-race to 41 at Port ^laecpiarie : Meti-o[>olitan area, Kurra-

joiii;-
and Sydney, 10 points only; South Coast, from 1 p(jint at Picton to 35

at Eden.

On the 25tli the isobaric chart sho\v(^il the whole of Australia under very
weak barometric control, the isobar of 30 inches occupying the greatei- ]iait

of the mainland and forming a monsoonal dip over New South Wales
;

l)ut

by the 27th a great change hafi taken place, for over the south-western

portion of the continent a "
high

"
of .some energy had a])])eared, while the

rear of another was situated over Eastern Queensland and New South Wales.

Between these two anticyclones a long, nai'mw trough of low pi-essnre had

developed, exteiulin^ fiom Tasmania to Alice Springs, in Central Australia.

The.se conditions resulted in some good rainfalls over various divisions of the

State, the Central Tableland, Hunter and Manning, and j^ortions of the

South Coast faring best. The heaviest falls were as follows:—271 points at

Lawson, 200 at Jerry's Plains, 199 at Picton, 170 at Sutton Forest, lo7 at

Bowra', 146 at Carcoar. 1 1 1 at Taralga, 106 at Camden, and 102 at Newcastle,

At 9 a m. on tlie 2Sth very little change in the pressure distribution was

remarked, although the several systems had travelled slightly eastwai'd. An

incipient low pressure, however, covered the northern part of Australia. As

the result of the above-mentioned conditions, rain of a partial character—in

some cases associated with thunder—was received over parts of the Hunter,

Northern and Central Highlands, and Central-western Plains. During the

ensuing twenty four hours a curious development had occurred over Nortlicrn

and Eastern Australia. The low pressure had passed completely oft" the

mainland to the Tasman Sea, but the "high
""

which was oft" our North Coast

experienced a slight retrogre.ssive moNcment, and a monsoonal tongue of low

pressure had formed ovei- the western poi'tion of New South Wales, with its

centre iti the noitlieni part of the continent. The centi'e of the anticyclone

to the south showed little or no easterly progress, but its advance isobars had

extended as far as Gabo Tsland and Tasmaida.

That portion of the pressure disti-ibution whicdi was over our State caused

some very high temperatures in the Western Districts
;
in fact, the highest

registered during the present summer. Brewarrina reported 119 degrees;

Bourke, 118; Carinda, 114 : and Mogil, liO degrees.

Rainfall, associated with thunderstorms, was also reported from many

districts, the various subdivisions of the State being all more or less repre-

sented, with the exception of [the North Coast. Some heavy falls were
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registered in the Metropolitan area, Central Tableland, and North-western

Slope; the heaviest, however, occurred round abfiut the Metropoh"s. Turra-

murra had 388 points; Mount Colah, 333 points ;
and Sydney, 121 points.

At Roskley, on the Central Tableland, 116 points were recorded
;
at Scone,

in the Hunter and Manning, 160 points; and at Nundle, on the North-

western Slojae, 13-^) points. The remaining amounts ranged from a few

points to 97 points.

During the 28th and 29th, monsoonal conditions developed and intensified

over the eastern half of the continent, resulting in light to heavy rainfall

over the north-eastern districts of New South Wales, with the exception of

the extreme North Coast. Over Western Divisions, also, a large reduction

ill temperatures occurred, and a prevalence of cloudy, thundery conditions

was shown over the greater part of the State.

For the week ended Friday, the 31st, the rainfall over our State was as

follows :
—

ision from 2 points at Ivauhoe

Boggabilla

Quambone
Corowa
Manilla

Gilgandra
Junee

Walciaa

Orange

Bungendore
Tweed Heads
I*ort Macquaiie ,,

Parraniatta

Moruya Heads

The following statement also shows the percentage distribution of rainfall

over the various subdivisions of New South Wales for the month of January,
1908 :—

Western Division
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generally was l)el()w the average, more especially over tlir Wcstcin Division

and Ivivei-ina, where for tlic most part the totals were very small, and at

several stations no i-aintali was recorded. Tn many districts the best falls

occurred during the last week of the month, particularly in the Western

Division, Riverina, and over the Eh stern Division.

The following is a statement showing a brief compaiison of the chief

meteorological elements over India, together wjjth Australia, as far as fiata

are available, for the numih of January, IDOS :
—
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Seasonable Notes.

f4E0. L. SUTTON,
Wheat Experimentalist.

During the present month is the most seasonable period of the year to plant

the fodder and renovating crops
—

rape, tares, and peas. The bountiful rains

which fell early in February have made the planting of these crops quite

possible, even in our drier districts, and on land previously unfallowed. With

the object of obtaining increased returns from future wheat crops, it is to be

hoped that this welcome and opportune fall will result in a larger area than

usual being planted.

Because of the bounty offered by the Federal Government, to encourage

the growth of linseed (grain) and flax (iibre), wheat-growers in suitable

districts are probably considering the advisability of planting some of their

land with this crop. Flax or linseed is a possible profitable rotation crop in

many of our wheat districts. If, as stated in the daily Press, there is now a

market for unretted flax straw, the possibilities with this crop are largely

increased, and farmers ought to determine its suitability for their conditions

by growing a small area. It can be planted and cultivated with the usual

machinery found on a wheat farm, and the resulting crop, if necessary, can lie

.stripped without much difficulty and without much loss of grain, though the

usual plan is to harvest it with the reaper and binder, and thresh it with a

special flax thresher. Early sowing, about April, of 30 to 40 lb. of seed per

acre is likely to give best results.

Growers who intend to give this crop a trial are advised to treat the seed

before sowing with a solution of formalin, 1 lb. to 45 gallons of water, in

order to prevent the introduction of a destructive fungus disease known as

*' flax wilt," which attacks the plants in all stages of growth, and causes them

to wilt and die off. This disease of the flax plant is generally introduced on

to the farm by sowing infected seed. Seeing that flax is a new crop on most

farms, the disease is not likely to be present on them
;

it therefore is advisable

to take special precautions to prevent its inti'oduction. Prof. Bolley found

that this disease was the cause of " flax sick
"

soils.

Applications will now be received from farmers wishing to try new varieties

of wheats, and to compare them with those they have hitherto found most

profitable. Sufficient seed to plant up to half an acre of each of four

varieties will be supplied to approved applicants who are willing to conduct

the trial in accordance with the plan supplied by the Department, and who

undertake to furnish the results of the trial on its completion. The varieties

in the experiment are to be planted with the same machinery and in the

same way that the main crops of the farm are planted, for the object of
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these cxjicrimrnts i.s to (Icteiiuiuc wlR'tln-r the new wlieals jtiodueid l)y tlie

Department are equal or superior to the old ones, from a farmer's standpoint—
that is, when jud<j;ed by their ability to yield well. From otlier standpoints,

iiieludiii.i,' those of the miller and baker, each of the new wheats, before lieing

made available for distribution, has been proved to be superior in one or

more respects to those already in cultivation.

The varieties available for trial are—Jiubs, lUinyip, Cleveland, Come-

back, Federation, Firbank, Florence, Gen*oa, dohii P)rown, Jonathan,

Jumbuck, Rymer, Tarragon, and Thew. Of these, Florence, Genoa,

Firbank, and Thew have not been available foi- farmers before this season.

Florence and Genoa have, in our trial plots, shown themselves, under severe-

trial, to be practically smut-proof, anfl, in conscfjuence, seed of them does not

require to be bluestoned or treated with any other fungicide for the preven-

tion of smut. Firbank is a very early wheat, chiefly valuable for liay : tlie

object aimed at, when breeding it, being to produce a wheat as valual)le for

hav as the well-known Berthoud or Zealand— -which is one of its [jarents,

but much earliei-. Thew is also an early wheat, and, because of its jjromising

behaviour as a resister of rust at the Hawkesbury Agricultural College, is

likely to prove valuable, particularly for hay, in districts liable to rust.

The other wheats are more or less known to our farmers, and many of

them can now be regarded as standard varieties in some districts.

A farmer may select any foui' of these for trial, or he may leave the

selection of some, or all of them, to the othcers of the Department, after

stating what varieties he has tried and which of them in the past have proved

most suitable for his conditions.

To each experimenter a field-book, in \\ Inch to record planting and other

details, general directions as to the conduct of experiments, and specific

instructions as to the carrying out of the i)articulaT experiment undertaken,

are forwarded with the seed. These particulars are as follows :
—

Parmeks' Experiments.

General Directions.

The ground chosen for the experiments shoulil he typical of the land umlcr cultivation

on the farm, and should be as uniform as it is possil)le to get it.

A very suitable place for most experiments- -otlier tilings being equal— is near the

centre of a paddock which, during the present season, is being planted with similar

crops to those experimented Mith. Owing to the likely depredations of rabbits, birds,

&c-., it is not advisable to have the experiments near any of the boundaries of tlie paddock,
and for obvious reasons it is necessary to have the plots removed from the intluences

likely to be exercised by growing trees, buildings, itc.

Unless specially directed otherwise, the whole of the plots shcuild be ploughed and

prepared in a uniform and in a similar manner to the remainder of the paddock in wliich

they are situated. Thus their preparation can take place at the same time and in the

same manner as the remainder of the paddock.
After the preparation has been completed, and just before the planting is to be done,

will in most cases be found the best time for definitely marking out the plots.

The plots may vary in shape, but are preferably rectangular, and the results from them

will be more reliable and less affected by inequalities in the soil if the plots are long and

narrow rather than square or nearly square.
Whilst plots which are only as wide as the drill (half-round) will be more satisfactory

and will furnish more reliable results than a wider plot, yet when all the circumstances
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suri'oundiiig a farmei-'s experiment are considered, tlie width whicli will give the most
all-round satisfaction will be twice the width of the drill, i.e., a width requiring one
round of the drill to plant it.

The following table gives the dimensions of quarter-acre plots and half-acre plots, with
the dift'erent size drills on the market :

—

Size of

Drill.
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ALTERNATIVE PLANS. Expjri.nent Nj. 1.

(1) />Vs< r/>in.
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The method of conducting the trials has been made as simple as possible, and

experience in the past has shown that farmers whcj have undertaken these

trials have had no difficulty in planting these experiments as planned.

During the present month farmers in some districts will commence

planting their wheat crops. This early planting should be confined to the

late varieties, or to such crops as are intended to be fed off in the winter.

Unless required for this latter purpose, early varieties such as Bunyip,

Federation, and Comeback should not be planted during the present month,
as when sown so early they are likely to come into ear at an unseasonaljle

time either to produce grain or to be made into hay. The thorough preparation
(f the soil should, however, be pushed on in readiness for planting next month
or in May. In the matter of preparing the soil, it pays to be thorough,
for plants are unable to make use of either the fertility or moisture stored up
in clods. The result of observation goes to show that it is better to delay

planting rather than to sow on poorly-prepared soil. A hopeful sign for

the future of the wheat industry is that the day of the slipshod farmer is

passing.

Monthly Weather Eeport.

hawkesbury agricultural college.

Summary for Janiiary, 1908.

Air Pressure

(Barometer.)
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Export of Oranges, 1907.

w. J. alt;i:x.

In July the Minister approved <»t <uir ,seii(4iiiy a few cases of oranges and

lemons to London, Vancouver, and Seattle, in (uder to again test the carrying

quality of our fruit, and the prices to be obtained in the different markets;

as also to ascertain Avhether or not thev would land in good conditinn, and

if there would be any difficulty about landing our clean fruit at any of these

ports.

It may be claimed by some that we did not send large shipments, but our

reason for going slowly was to find out, 1st, whether our fruit wf>uld carry

well; l2nd, whether there would be anv diflicultv in landing it; 3rd, the

price it would command; and, ith, the total cost of landing and selling fruit

per case.

The varieties under test were (to London)—
Washington Xavels. l^lood.

Valencia Late. Joppa.
Mediterranean Sweets. Lisbon Lemons.

(To Vancouver)—
Mediterranean Sweets. Lisbon Lemons.

Valencia Late.

(To Seattle)—

Valencia Late Oranges. Lisbon Lemons.

&izes oj Oranges and Lemons.—A few of the Valencia Lates were 2a inches

in diameter, but the majority of the oranges were 3 inches, while the Wash-

ington Navels went 3^ inches in diameter. Most of the lemons were 2| inches

in diameter, but a few cases measured 2J inches.

The fruit was all evenly graded, wrapped and packed in bushel cases

having centre divisions. These cases hold ;il»oiit two-thirds as much as tlu-

American cases, and the Vancouver Agent reported that the fruit would have

sold better if we had put it up in the standard sized Canadian case. The

Seattle Agent made no complaint about the case, but if large consignments

were sent, I do not doubt but that they would prefer having them packed
in their standard-sized cases. In nearly every case they complain that our

shipment was a little late. My reason for shipping late was to try and put

the Valencia Late orange in the different markets in as ripe a condition as

possible, as this variety is rather sour when it first colours, and requires to

hang for a while before it is at all sweet. However, there would be no troub'e

in sending citrus fruits from here so that they would land in either London

or America at the time when they would be found most acceptable for the

trade. In looking over the different items of cost, it will be seen that outside
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of the Customs duty at Seattle, the other expenses are excessively high, and

unless these can be materially reduced, they could never expect to do business

with us. On the other hand, the Vancouver charges are moderate, and the

prospects for doing business there should be very good as there is a big back-

country market among miners, timber-getters, and the many resorts in the

mountains visited during the summer months by thousands of tourists.

The oranges and lemons were sent as deck cargo and not in the cool

chambers as was the case with the London shipment. Had the prosj^ects

of next year's crop been a normal one I would have liked to have seen our

growers again sending some of their best fruit, but owing to the very dry

spring and summer which we have experienced, I fear we will not have

sufficient fruit to supply our own requirements.

In reference to the report of the Agent-General on the condition of our fruit

on arrival, it will be noticed that he claims that it was soft, while the previous

year's shipment arrived in better condition. This I consider was due to the

wrapping paper we used. This year we used the ordinary glazed, while last

year we used a waxed pajjer. The latter is a little more expensive, but the

fruit wrapped in it usually keeps in better condition than that wrapjjed in

ordinary wrapping paper.

Vancouver.
0?'a?igres realised per case

Expenses per case:—
Cartage in Sydney
Steamer freight, Sydney to Vanco.iver...

Landing charges, Vancouver
Customs entry, Vancouver
Commission on sale (5 per cent.)
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London Shipment.

Oranqeii realised per case ...

Expenses per case:—
Cartage in Sydney
Freight to London

Loiiddii:—
Sale room charges
Packages on show

Brokerage and guarantee
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J. Fyfe Smith, Vancouver, to Director of Agriculture, Sydney.

Dear Sir, Vancouver, B.C., 5 October, 1907.

I beg to report that the twelve cases of citrus fruits shipped by your Department
to Vancouver in my care, arrived in verv eood condition. I disposed of same to a retail

merchant as per enclosed account.

Both lemons and oranges were clean and considered very good samples by the

wholesalers in Vancouver. Of the thirteen cases for Seattle one was delivered in a

damaged condition. I held this back as it would have been pillaged in transit. I

distributed the oranges amongst the wholesale houses to give them an idea of what

New South Wales is capable of exporting.

The fruit would have realised higher prices if it had not been too late in the season^

and if it had been packed in Canadian standard cases. This is a matter of vital

importance in this and the American markets.

Hamitt Bros, to Director of Agriculture.

Dear Sir, Seattle, Washington, 7 October, 1907.

Replying to your favour of August 30 we are pleased to advise you that the

shipment of oranges and lemons arrived in Seattle on the oth. We received instead of

nine cases of oranges and four of lemons, eight cases of oranges and four of lemons.

Mr. J. Fyfe Smith, in whose care these goods were shipped, having held one box at

Vancouver, on account of its being damaged more or less in transit.

On the oranges and lemons we received we wish to congratulate you on the quality,
more especially the oranges, which were very high coloured and in practically perfect
condition. The lemons were cured down, we think, a little too much: otherwise they
were very good.

We sold these oranges and lemons as per account sales enclosed, and are attaching
draft to these account sales, which, we hope, you will find all in order.

We are sorry you did not make us a larger shipment, as we could have used it to very

good advantage at the time tltese goods arrived; in fact, from the latter part of

September to the first of November there is an opening for some of these goods every

year, and another season we will take this matter up with you early, and we hone to be
able to do some business with you.

Under separate head, in a day or two, we will take up the matter of packing these

goods, &c., with you. As we will receive new Navels on this market about the 1st to

the 10th of Novexuber this always stops the sale of Valencia oranges.

The oranges you sent us were a very desirable size for this market. At your convenience
we would like to hear from you as to how you ordinarily pack your oranges. You

possibly have seen some of our Californian cases. The size you sent us was about

equivalent to what we call 1.50 or 176 size.

We would also like to have you advise us if the sale of these oranges was entirely

satisfactory, and meets with your approval.
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Orcl]ard I\otes.
W. J. ALLEN.

March.
The most important work t(i \)^ cuiiicd out this montli is the harvesting of

fruit, preparing the land to receive covci' (•ro])s, atteiidiiig to pests, and tin-

preparation of land whicli is to be planted tliis coming winter, as also tlie

ordering of the necessary trees.

For those who are exporting apples, the earlier in the month the fruit

can be sent to London the bettei- are the chances of its bringing good prices,

as when the season is normal to early, the early and medium markets are

usually better than the late ones, as it happens at times that some of the

earlier summer fruits clash with the late sliipments of apples, and it is

therefore well for exporters of apples to liear this in mind.

See that all fruit is well graded as to colour and size, and packed neatly

and closely in nice, new, clean cases
;
the latter to be neatly branded before

they leave the packing house with the name of the variety, the grade
—that

is whether thc^y are selected, specially selected, or choice ;
but never put first,

second, or third grade, as the quality of all grades should be equally good
—

the only difference being in the size and colour.

Some varieties of fruit when picked under-ripe will, during certain seasons,

develop black spots, on the voyage, similar in appearance to the bitter pit.

It is therefore best to see that such varieties are not picked uiiiil they are

ripe, in which case tlie fruit is not so liable to become so marked.

During the beginning of February splendid soaking rains fell all over the

coastal area, which up to that time had suffered from a prolonged drought,

ard many of the older citrus trees were languishing. The splendid rains have

caused most of the trees to freshen up, and the fruit is fast filling out. Not-

withstanding the dry weather experienced, there are some very fine apples

and pears in many of those orchards which have received good attention, and

where the trees are not very old. These fruits, when ])laced on the mark(>t,

are bringing very higli prices.

Where it is the intention of the orchardist to sow cover crops this fall

among the trees or vinps, it will be well to have the land prepared and the

crop put in by the end of this month. Grey field peas, black tares, and lye

may be sown, the last-named variety being the quickest-growing crop. Last

season's expei-ience taught us to put this -crop in early in the fall, and get it

ploughed under earl) in the spring, while the land has sufhcient moisture left

in it to plough well.

Fruit Hi/, wherever prevalent, must receive unremitting attention. It is

well to place tins containing kerosene around the trees which are carrying

fruit, in ordei' to trap as many flies as possible.

Coaling il/o^/t.- Continue to examine the bandages on all trees in orchards

carrying fruit, and for a few days after the fruit is picked ;
occasional grubs
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will be found. Our Inspectors under the Fruit Diseases Act have found

parasites at work in a <;-oo(i ni;iny places, but not in sufficient numbers to keep

the moth under. Tlie bandasjes .should be at least 1 foot wide, tied round the

trunk of the tree with a cord or fastened with a copj^er nail. The cord should

l)e placed about the middle of the bandage, the upper half of which should

be turned down to form a retreat for the grubs.

Ffaches.— In the April, 1897, number of the Agricultnral Gazette, pages

267 and 268, I advised growers to plant certain varieties of peaches, among
which was the Elberta. At

that time growers considered

this variety rather coarse,

and, in consequence it was

not planted very extensively

for several years, but of late

they are beginning to changt^

their minds, and to-day it is

one of the varieties which is

being most largely planted.

Messr.s. Jenkin Bros., of Lisa-

row, had a vei*y well-packed

case of this variety, which took

first prize at the GosfordShow

this year. There are several

other good varieties ripening

at different thnes, but there is

no better all-round peach. It

is a beautiful dessert fruit and Messrs. Jenkins Brothers' first prize case of Elberta Peaches

makes splendid canned and Block kindly lent by the Town and Countnj Journal.

driedfruit, aswellasarich jam.

Fl'iinting.^-^\\evQ\eY there is sufficient moisture the latter part of this

monih is a good time to plant out young strawl^erry plants.

Where young orchards are to be planted the land should be put iu condition

as soon as possible, so that it may be in readiness to receive the trees by

June, which is one of the best months for the planting of deciduous trees.

Poiodery Mildezv belongs to the Ery.siphea group, and its myceluim spreads

itself over the surface of the attacked organ, and resembles the oidium of the

vine, which also belongs to the same group. On this ace unit, sulphur dusted

on the plants in fine powder, whicli has been found so ettective against oidium,

is equally eflfective against powdery mildew.

The ammonio-carbonate of copper spray is also recommended for this

disease and late stages of fungus disease generalh'. The directions for

making the solution are as follow :
—

Formula:—Copper Carbonate

Ammonia (Liqnor Ammonia^ sp.

5 oz.

gr. •880)

Water

3 pints.

\b si;allons.
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^lakf a paste in a wooden bucket of the earhonate of copper and a little

water. Add the anuuonia, which will dissolve the paste, and then dilute to

45 gallons.

The first application should be made long before the leaves are half

grown.

Co[)per c;u-l)onate is obtainable from wholesale chemists, but is not stocked

in very large quantities, as there is little demand for it. The price is Is. 'Jd.

per lb., in 7 lb. lots.

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining carbonate of copper in smaller towns,

as well as the high jirice usually charged for it, the Department recommends-

that the fruitgrowers prepare it.

The following is the method given by Pierce :
—

" In a barrel dissolve 6 lb. of copper sulphate in -i gallons of hot water.

In another wooden vessel dissolve 7 lb. of washing soda or sal-soda, in 2

gallons of hot water. The soda should be clear (translucent), and not white

and powdery, as it appears when air slaked. When cold pour the soda,

solution slowly into the copper solution. As soon as bubbles cease to rise fill

the barrel with water, stir thoroughly, and allow the mixture to stand over

night to settle. The next day syphon off all the clear li(juid from the top
with a piece of hose, fill the barrel with water, stir thoroughly, and allow it-

to stand a second night. Syphon off the clear liquid the second day, fill the

barrel with water, stir, and syphon ort the clear licpiid once more the third

day. Now pour out the wet sediment from the barrel into a crock or other

earthen dish, strain out the excess of water through a cloth, and dry

slowly in an oven, stirring occasionally, if necessary, to prevent overheating.

Prepared in this manner there should be obtained, if none of the sediment in

the barrel be lost, about 2 -Go lb. of cojiper carbonate."

The cost of preparing carbonate of copper by this method will depend on

the cost of the sulphate of copper and the sodium carbonate (sal-soda or

washing soda). The present price of copper sulphate is 3d. per lb., and

washing soda 2d. per lb.
;
tlms the cost will be as follows :

—
s. d.

G lb. of Copi)ei- Sulphate, @ 3d. ... ... ... 1 G

7 lb. of .Sodium Carbonate @ 2d. ... ... ... 1 2

2 8

As these ingredients will make 2*65 lb. of the carbonate of copper, the cost

will be apj)ro.\imately Is. per lb.

The advantages of making it at the orchard are twofold; firstly, the

suljihate is obtainable almost anywhere, tlui.s saving delay, and secondly, the

cost is less.

Very little time is taken up, as there is no continuous stirring or watching,

as is the case with some mixtures.
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/arm Notes.

Hawkesbury District—March.

H. W. POTTS.

As a result of continuous drought the doleful recital of constant croji failures

month after month has been an unpleasant duty in the past. Happily this

is now entirely changed. The monsoonal rains of February reached the

Hawkesbury Valley and brought a copious downfall of 6 inches, all of which

was readily absorbed. The j^arched soils and subsoils were saturated.

Insufficient rain fell to fill the lagoons and waterholes which have dried out.

The volume and character of the i-ainfall has not been equalled for the past

ten years. The entire aspect of the valley has changed from a drought-
stricken condition to one of rapid growth, with intensely green grass and

rapidly-growing crops on all sides. Where farmers took the risk in January
and planted maizes, sorghums, and millets, the results now are most gratifying.

The growth is phenomenal. There will be green forage crops for stock in

April, May, .June, and July, with a surplus for conservation as ensilage.

There has been no period during the past ten years during which farmers

have found more need for energetic and constant work. Urgent provision is

essential for early supplies of green feed. The activities of the farm have

reached and necessitate this most intense application.

The soils are in excellent condition for cultivation—frialjle, moist, antl

warm. The long continuous period of drought with enforced fallows have

released ample plant food. The conditions for sturdy, prolific, and rapid

growth could not be moi'e favoural:)le. Stock are provided for until winter

by the excellent and abundant grazing conditions.

The milk yields at the dairy have responded already to these.

Provision must be made this month to get in the earliest cereal crops and

also prepare the land for the main sowings next month.

Crops for Green Feed.—For early crops for green feed the Macaroni or

Durum wheats are worthy of attention, and mtiy be sown in the middle of this

month in order to get the first cut for green feed in August, and secure a

second crop for hay or grain. These wheats are hardy, withstand drought,

and resist rust, and in our expex'ience have amply demonstrated their special

value for this district, more particularly where the soils are light and some-

what poor. The plant grows tall, has smooth, broad, succulent leaves, and

aiFords useful forage in the early stages.

Farrers Durum and Medeah give the best results.
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Again, oats and peas (tlic grey ficM ]i('a) form a useful coniViiiiation for

forniiv, 1 .', Ijuslicls uf (nits to .', bushel of peas drilled in, or oats and tares in

siniilac |iio])urtioii. W'hei-e a stiinulatinu nianuic is i'ef|iiired, the ap[)lication

of 1 cut. |iei- acre of honedust, dried hlood, and su])erplios))hatp, e(|nal ])ai'ts,

will he found sullirieiit. It lias, ho\\c\<'i\ to he renuMuheied that wliei'e

cro])s faili (1 last season through absence of moisture, the art ilicial fei'tilisers

applied then were not u-eii, and ])rohal)ly 'are lying dormant ready to he

taken up with the faxourahle moist ni-e conditions existing now, hence

judgment must he exercised in determining the lU'cjssity for adding
fertilisers this season, and the (piantity to apply.

For soiling piu'poses, Skiidess harle\' is in high fa\<)ur with dair\' fai'mers.

The soil requires careful cultivation for the crop. A maniu-e similar to that

suggested for the oats will ans\\ci- in this case, with \\ hushels of seed per

acre drilled.

Where an area of poor land is a\ailahle, it might he protitalily utilised hy

growing a crop of Emei'ald vyv for green feefl. 8ow \\ Inishels to the acre.

This plant is very hardv, and whilst not so nuti'iti()us as the ahovementioned

crops, 3'et it often conies in handy, and repays well foi- its growing.

JIay.
—The early hay ci'ops of wheat might be sown this season towards the

end of March, seeing the conditions are suitable for the late maturing varieties,

such as Blount's Lanibrigg, White Lammas, and AVhite Tuscan. It has

been shown that these usually aie fit to cut in 8e])tember. The best class of

oat to SOW" so early as this month is that known as the Potato Oat. The

straw is clean, stout, rather short, with good Hag, and is highly esteemed foi-

early green feed. 80w '1 bushels to the acre.

Hungarian Jlillet.—The final crop of this useful green fodder may be

sown this month. It requires a rich mellow soil. The growth is heavy, and

ap)art from its value as green fodder, it has pi'ovc^l one of the most valuable

and easily handled crops for conversion into ensilage.

The late crop sown last year at the College ]ii'oved a veritable gold-mine

during the past summer for our cows in the form of stack ensilage, and was

i-elished and greeddy consumed.

Rape.
—Much has been written about rape of late years, and it is satis-

factory to note that generally a, greater area is being gi-owTi. It sup)j)lies a

rich, i)alatable, and succulent food for all classes of stock, including poultry,

and mort' i)articularly sheep. With the latter the dual achaiuage is gained

hv the rich class of manuring the land is given. The feeding value of rap)e

necessarily dei:)ends on the character of the soil, but given good land the

I'esults closely approximate to that of clover. Kape is sturdy and vigorous

in growth, and occupies the position of a catch or cover crop. It is par-

ticulaily serviceable in acting as a cleansing crop. A good growth is

assured in from eight to twelve weeks. It may afford se\eral successive

cuttings, and will uixc from 10 to 15 tons of ^(^ed to the acre.

A fine, moist, clean seed-bed should be made, and seed of the Dsvarf Essex

variety sown in fh'ills 2 feet apart at the rate of 4 lb. per acre. A broad-

casted crop will recjuire more seed.
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Turnips, Sivedes, K<ihl Rabi, Tree Kale, and Thouaand-headed Kale may
be sown as early as possible. Dv^ep rich loams give the best returns.

Anderson's Imperial Purple-top Swedes gave us splendid returns in the past.

A quickly-gr.iwing favourite grren crop with a moist soil is the White Mustard.

This can be sown at the rate of 4 oi- 5 lb. seed to the acre. It provides

excellent fodder for slieep.

Maize.—The late-planted crops are now above ground and are growing

well. It is important that they be sulijected to shallow cultivation to keep

down the summer grass and weeds, as well as to aerate the soil. Constant

attention to this will keep up I'apid and sturdy growth.

Sor
(J
hums.—These crops, like the maize, require equal attention in the

form of shallow cultivation.

Lucerne.—The past three seasons of drought have given us unmistakable

proof of the hardy nature of lucerne and its extraordinary power as a drought
resister. On our poor high lands no grass or fodder plant responded more

vigorously to the recent falls of rain. During the summer a small picking of

this richly-nourishing plant was always available, from a grazing point of

view, notwithstanding the absen'i^e of moisture. The more we see of this

plant under the adverse conditions we recently experienced, the more

satisfied we are of its great capacity for providing an ideal food for stock.

The opportunit)'. now offers to increase the area under this useful crop. It

naturally thrives best on deep loamy, rich soils, with good natural drainage.

This, however, should not discourage farmers testing it on poor soils. It is

surprising the growth noted on low-class soils, always j^roviding there be

depth and good natural drainage. In all cases the land should be prepai'ed

by thorough cultivation and substnling. The addition of
^^
^on gyp^^uii pei"

acre is always attended with good results. A clean, fine seed-bed, particu-

larly when prepared after fallow, is advantageous, and favours early develop-

ment of the plant.

When lime is not added, the addition of 2 to 2i cwt. per acre of super-

pho.sphate and sulphate of potash may be harrowed in, in the proportion of

four ;jf the former to one of the latter.

Use from 12 to 20 lb. seed per acre, and adopt every precaution to secure

clem seed, free from dodder. It may be sown in drills or Ijroadcast.
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Glen Innes District—March.

r. h. (jennys.

Green fodders.
—Barleys may be sown this month for jjjroen fodder for the

winter. Cape and Skinless barley ai-e both ^ood in this connection: the

latter stools badly, so seed should be sown tiiickly. Ryes may also be sown

for green fodder or for grazing in winter. White Rye and Emerald are two

good varieties. For grazing on, Thousandfold stools well and stands niucli

lonsfer bet'oic (•(Uiiiiiii' into head than tlic ntlicr xarieties iiientii)ned. Wheat

and oats may also be sown for green wintei' fee*! ; the former is the sweeter,

but oats grow tlH> ([uicker and foi'in a good foddei- fur niilkinij cows.

Swedes and other turni[is ina\' now be sown \\ itli advantage.

Zwcerrae may be sown towards the end of the month on deeply-plough' d,

well-])repaivd land. See that seed is good, bright, and yellow, and guaranteed

iree froni dodder. Cover lightly with very light harrows, with tines slanted

backwards towards the driver, or with a bush harrow.

Ht'd Clover.—This is a capital fodder ]>laiit for New England; it might
also be sown towards the end of this month. Planted with any of the grasses

in the proportion of two-thirds grass seed to one-third clover will be found

about right. It is l)ettei- to sow the light seed of grasses first, sowing the clover

aftei'wards, as a more even distribution will thus be made. Small grass seed

and clovers should, like lucerne, be only covei-ed lightly Clovers, besides

improving the pasture, consei've much nitrogen on tlieir roots, providing

nourishment for the grasses they are sown with.

Rape may be sown yn\ good, wcll-i)repared land. A dressing of 56 lb. of

superphosphate to the acre almost doubleil the yield of fodder in our experi-

ments last season. The pi'actice here is to first mix the rape seed with the

manure with shovels as evenly as
}>()ssil)lc, then sow through the manure

feeders of the drill only, the seed-feeders not Ix'ing used.

Kale, Cabbages, Gatdiflotvers, Onions, Lettuces, Carrots, Celery may also

be sowji.

Orchard.—Destroy all fallen fruit by boiling or burning, examine bandages

on the appl(>, pear, and quince trees al^out once a week for codling moth. The

chrysalises of the moth which HthI shelter in the folds of the bandages should

be killed by cutting in halt with a knife, or the whole bandage dropped into

boiling water, care being e.xercised not to drop any in the process.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.
Secretaries are invited to forward for insertion in this page dates of their

forthcoming shows
;
these should reach the Sub-Editor, Department of Agri-

culture, Sydney, not later than the 21st of the month previous to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once.

1908.
Society.

Bega A.
, P., and H. Society

Braidwood P., A., and H. Association

Yass P. and A. Association

Tenterfield P., A., and Mining Society

Berrima A., H., and I. Society, Moss Vale

Wyong Agricultural Association

Bombala Exhibition Society

Bangalow A. and I. Society

Glen Innes and Central New England P. and A. Ass.

Dapto, Unanderra, A. and H. Society...

Tumbarumba and Upper Murray P. and A. Society

Narnbucca A., H., and I. Association, Bowraville ...

Nepean A., H., and I., Penrith

Port Macquarie and Hastings District A. and H. Soc.

Goulburn A., P., and H. Society ...

Blayney A. and P. Association ... ...

Gloucester Agricultural Society

Cobargo A., P., and H. Society

Macleay A., H., and I. Association, Kempsey
Armidale and N.E. P., A., and H. Association

Crookwell A., P., and H. Society

Gundagai P. and A. Society

Inverell P. and A. Association ...

Tamworth Agricultural Association ... ....

Hunter River A. and H. Association (West Maitland)

Orange A. and P. Association ...

Berry Agricultural Association...

Clarence P. and A. Society, Grafton ...

Ulladulla A. and H. Association

Durham A. and H. Association (Dungog)
Warialda P. and A. Association

Bathurst A., H.
,
and P

Walcha P. and A. Association ...

Campbelltown A., H., and I. Society ...

Lower Clarence A. Society, Maclean ...

Moree P. and A. Society

Mudgee A. Society

.Cooma P. and A. Association ...

Secretary
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Society.

Upper Himter P. and A. Association (MuswellKronk)

Upper Manniiiu' A,, I'., and II. AssociatJDii ...

'I'he Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W. ...

Dubho v., A., and H. Association

Hawkcsbiiry District A. Association ...

The Central Australian V. and A. Ass., iJourke

Nj-ngaii and District P. and A. Association ...

New South Wales Sheep Breeders' Association

Denili(|uin P. and A. Society

Hay P. and A. Association

Narandera P. and A. Association

National A. and I. Association of Queensland

Forbes P., A., and H. Association

Parkes P., A., and H. Association

Murrumbidgee P. and A. Association .,

^'oung P. and A. Association ...

Grenfell P., A., and H. Association ...

AUniry and Border P., A., and H. Society ...

Germanton P. and A. Society ...

Cootaniundra A., P., H., and I. Association...

Queanbeyan P. and A. Association

Printcfl and published by WILLIAM APPLEGATE GULLtCK, of Sydney, Government Printer and
Publisher of the State of New South Wales, at Phillip-street, Sydney.

[2 Plates.]

Secretary.
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[advertisement.]

Government Stud Bulls available for lease, or

for service at State Farms.

Breed.
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3. Bulls leased will be transferred free of charge to any place not more
than 100 miles by rail from the place from which they are transferred

;
to

any place distant more than 100 miles by rail, lease will be granted only on
condition that the lessee pays all charges for the extra distance over 100 miles.

In the case of bulls sent by sea, or partly by rail and partly by sea, all

expense over the sum of £1 (one pound) nmst be borne by the lessee. The
lessee must make all arrangements foi-, and bear all expense of, transferring
a bull from the nearest railway station or port to the place where it is to be

stationed. In the case of leasing a bull already stationed within the district,

the new lessee must send for the Ijull and bear tlie expense of removal.

4. A condition of the lea.sing of the bulls shall be that the farming public
be allowed to send cows to the bull at a fee of not more than 10s. (ten shillings)

per cow, provided the bull's list is not already full, but the total number of

cows served must not be more than thirty for six months.
5. Each bull shall be treated and kept in a condition to satisfy the Depart-

ment, and shall be at all times open to inspection of authorised OflScers of the

Department.
6. A return showing the number of cows .served, and distinguishing

between cows owned by those to whom the bull is leased and the outside

public, shall be sent to the Department at the end of the term.

7. All due care must be taken to see that the bull shall not have access to

cows suffering from any infectious disease, special attention being given to

pleuro-pneumonia and tuberculosis.

8. No farmer who is known to have pleuro-pneumonia in his herd sliall be

permitted to send cows to any of these bulls within three months from the

date of the last outbreak.

9. In case of illness of a bull the Department shall be immediately informed
10. The bull shall not be allowed to run with cows, but shall l)e kept in a

special bull paddock, which must be well fenced, and each cow " in use" shall

only be allowed to remain with the bull such time as will enable him to have
connection with her twice. However, where necessary, in order to keep bulls

quiet, special permission may be given to run with one or two specially-
selected healthy cows.

11. Should any of the foregoing rules not be complied with, the Depart-
ment shall have the right to remove the bulls at once, and all fees paid shall

be forfeited.

12. Should a bull be wilfully neglected or badly treated, or Rule 10 be

broken, the Department shall have the right to take any action desirable for

the recovery of damages.
13. All applications for bulls should be made to the Director of Agricul

ture, Department of Agriculture, Sydney.

AGREEMENT CLAUSE.
In consideration of the loan of one Stud Bull ( ) for a period of

I, of do hereby agree to be bound by tlie conditions ezpressed

in the foregoing Regulations.

Dated this day of 190 .

Witness,— Lessee.

J. P.

Duty Stamp.

One Shilling.

N.B.—This agreement must be signed on the day the bull is received by the lessee, and
is to be returned by first post to the Director of Agriculture
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Forestry.

Some Practecal Notes on Forestry suitable for New
South Wales.

[Continued from page 188.]

J. H. MAIDEN,
Government Botanist and Director of the Botanic (lardens, Sydney.

XVTI—continued.

Conifers.

X.

.Sub-tribe 2.—Laricece.

15. LariX, 8alisbuiy.
" The Larch"

This is a genus of alpine or sub-ali)ine trees confined to the northern

hemisphere. Larches do not do well in New South Wales, merely existing

in a few places. At the same time they cannot be said to have been

thoroughlv tested, say in such places as Southern Monaro.

16. Pseudolarix, Gordon,

Lat'icopsis of Yeitch's Manual. It is proposed to supersede Pseudolarix

for purely literary reasons.
" Nature produces nothing false," certainly not

in the Greek sense of pseudos. Admitted that the name is not a model one,

but if botanical nomenclature were to be disturbed on such grounds it would

be much more unstable than it is.

(1). P. Kaempferi, Gordon. "Chinese or Golden Larch."

A tall tree, native of China, inflorescence umbellate. Deciduous.

It just exists in the Sydney Botanic Gardens (M 18). It should be well

tried in the coldest districts, for it is a beautiful tree.

17. Cedrus, Loudon.

A genus of stately ti-ees known as Cedar in Britain.

There are three easily distinguishable forms, conventionally recognised as species but

scarcely so in a strictly scientific sense, i-espectively known as the Cedar of Lebanon, the

Deodar or Indian Cedar, and the African or Mount Atlas Cedar.

Tlie typical form which iidiabits the slopes of Mount Lebanon and the Cilician Taurus,
has been known as The CVr/'n- from remote antiquity ; the existence of a second Cedar

forming extensive forests in the north-west Himalaya was not known to science till the

commencement of tiie nineteenth century ;
whilst the presence of a third on the Atlas

Mountains of Algeria was not suspected till the discovery after the occupation of the

country by the French in 1831.—^(Veitch's Manual, p. 406.)
The geographical distribution of the Cedars is remarkable ; they are confined to three

separate regions in the great mountain systems that cross the eastern continent betweea

the 28th and .SSth parallels of north latitude with but little interruption from the Atlantic

Ocean to the China Sea [op. cit.)..
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(1.) C. ulldutica, Manetti. " Muuiit Atlas Cedar."

North Africa. A stately tree attaining a height of 100 feet. For park
and landscape considered the best of the three in Great Britain. It has been

grown in the Sydney Botanic Gardens for years (e.g. Af
liJ),

but in our

cHmate it is too close in appearance of the Deodar to be separately planted.
In colder districts it would flourish better and display its characteristics.

(-.) C. DeoiJara, Loudon. Thf^ "Deodar'" or "Indian Cedar."

A noble tree, native of the mountains of Afghanistan, Baluchistan, and
north-west Himalaya. This is the Ccdnis most generally useful in New
South Wales as an avenue or specimen tree.

For an excellent account of it see "The Deodar : a Sylvicultural Sketch
'"

{Indian Fureste>', xxv, 4).

We have many specimens in the Svdnev Botanic (4ardens (M 19 : L '-Vl b,

35, 15 b, 29 c).

(3.) G. Libanii Loud. The "Cedar of Lebanon."

Native of the Syrian mountains, Cilicia, and Cyprus.
A majestic tree of medium size.

This is the celebrated tree with sacred historic associations. ItisLatdyin
Britain, where then? are ti'ees over 2| centuiies old.

C. Libani is even more difhcult to grow in Sydney than C. atJanticn. It

can only be leeoramended for the coldest districts.

Sub-tribe o.—Sapivece.

18. Picea, Link. The "Spruce Firs."

Til is is a genus of evergreen trees of conical or pyramidal outline. It is a

fairly natural one, and includes about 17 species, though some may be

varieties of better-known forms. Most of them find New South ^^'ales too

warm.
The most important liotanical characters by which Picea is distinguished from Ahics

are :
—The leaves are stomatiferoiis on the upper surface ; the dehiscence of tiie anthers

is longituihnal (not transverse) ; the scales of the cone are always longer tlian the l)raet,
and persist after the dispersion of the seeds. Very obvious ditf'erences are also observable
in the pendulous (not erect) cones with ditierently shaped scales ; in the four-angled
spines-tipped leaves of the greater number, and in the general habit of most of the

species.
— (Veitch's Manual, p. 423.)

(1.) P. orif/ntalis, Carriere. " Eastei-n or Oriental Spruce."
A medium sized or tall trf e, found on the south-eastern shores of the Black

Sea, thence to the Caucasus. It is a beautiful species, but not much is known

concerning it. It will, doubtless, flourish in manyj^artsof New Suuth AVah s.

Our Sydney experience is that it is very slow in growth here, and it shouhl

be tried in colder localities.

M 19 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(2.) P.poJiia,CAYviin-e.
"
Prickly Fir."

A tall or medium sized species from Japan, with stout, pungent leaves. It

is rather tender in England, and should be well tried in New South Wales.

(3.) P. Smiihiaiia, Boiss. (P, Morinda, Link.) -'Himalayan or Indian

Spruce."
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A large tree in its native mountains, otrurring throughout
" the temperate

Himalaya fmm 151iotan \n Afglianistan, with a vertical range of from (),()()()

to 1 1,()UU feet elevation, and oeeasionally liigher." -(Veitch's Manual, p. loo.)

A beautiful speeies most suitable of all the Piceas, so far as we know, for

Sydney cDiKlit ions. hutcNcn it linds <iui' dry spells \cry trying.

M I'.) ; I. (), 7 ( (Sydney r.olanie (lardens).

«

19. TsUga. The " Hemlock Firs."

'riiese ai-e readily distinguished fioni all dthtr Ahiclinea' by their habit and

foliage, especially by their slenrler, often droojiing, terminal shoots clotheil

with leaves having a special anatomical structure.

They ai-e tall e\('i'green trees.

(1.) T. Alhrr/ldii/i, Kent. " ^\'estern Ilemlock
"
of the Tjiited States aiul

Canada. Sargent, t. (iOo.

A stately, tall tree, the largi-st of the genus. North California is its most

soutluM-n limit, so that seeds would i'e(iuire to be collected from as warm a

locality as possible in order to ensure success in New South \\ ales.

(2.) T. Brlinoni(1)1(1, V;\vy\'vvv. "Ilimalayau Ilemlock Spruce."

A beautiful tree of medium si/e, for the most part tender in England. It

should therefore be (|uite liard\- in sheltered situations in oui- coast range.

(•').) T. C(ii-ohui(tnn, Kngelmann.
'• Caiolina ITendock Sjiruce.'' Sargent,

t. G04.

'^riiis species, oi'iginalh' found in ('arolina, also occuis in sDUtheiii \ iiginia

and northern Georgia. Tt is a. recent introijuct ion into (! i-eat Britain as is

stated 'has thus fai' pro\'ed hardy in the neighbourhood of London." Tt

will proliably l)e found useful in many parts of eastern New South ^^ ales.

(1.) T. Sieboldii, Ciivvihre.
" J a2)anese Hemlock Kii."

A nu'dium-sized tree mucli cultivated in Japan.
7'. Sklio/dii takers the place of T. divcrsifolkt south of Xikko, ascfiidinf,' in places to a

coiisidoi-able elevation, nowhere forming a contiiuioiis forest, hut scattered in groves

among deciduous trees or mixed with Piiiiis i/i-nsijfora.
— (Veitch's Manual, p. 473.)

Tt is, therefore, more likely to succeed in New South Wales than T. ilicer-

sifolia, the other Japanese sjiecies, which forms a great forest, covering the

Nikko ^Tountains at an elexation of more than 5,000 feet.

20. Pseudotsuga.*
An anomalous genus jjreseiiting utlinities to AOies and Tsikju and less

closely to Picea. Kent, in Veitch's Manual, ])roposes to provisionally place

Keteleeria with it.

"
Kent, in Veitch's Manual (2nd edition, p. 474), proiidscs to reject the above name

(substituting Ahidia) for tlie foUowing i-eason :
—An un(!ontli, l)arbarous name, half

Greek, half Japanese, "utterly bad in construction," and mislcaditig in sucii meaning as

it has, and which I have refused to adopt as a protest against the admission of sucii names
into scientific uomcndature. Also, in compliance witli Art. (iO, sect. 4, of the Laws of

Botanical Nomenclature, ado))ted at the International Botanical Cf)ngress, held at Paris,
in 1SI)7, winch enacts that —Everyone is l)onnd tn reject a name wiiich is formed by a

combination ot {\vo languages.
The Vienna Congress does not make this a valid reason, and the su])ercession of names

for such reasons is dangerous.
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(1.) P. Douglasii, Carr. "The Douglas Fir" or "Red Fii." Sargent,

t. GOT.

The foregoing outline of the distribution of the Douglas Fir brings out prominently
the following remarkable facts :

—It is the most widely distributed, not only of ail

American Firs, but of all American trees. It is spread over 32 degrees of latitude, a

meridional range greater than that of any other coniferous tree, excepting, perhaps, the

conunon Juniper ; it must thence possess a constitution that "enables it to endure the

fierce gales and long winters of the north and the nearly perpetual sunshine of the

Mexican Cordilleras ; to thrive in the rain and fog which sweep almost continuously

along the Pacific coast range, and on the arid mountain slopes of the interior, where for

months every year rain never falls."* The Douglas Fir is not only one of the most

interesting, but it is also one of the most valuable of trees ; its size, its capacity of

adapting itself to new surroundings and the excellence of its timber, all contribute to

make it one of the most impijrtant inhal)itants of the forests of Western America. It

attains its greatest development in the humid lowlands of Western \A'ashington and

Oregon, especially around Puget Sound and on the western slopes of the Sieri-a Nevada,
where the jn-ecipitation from the Pacific Ocean is greatest ; in these regions it often

attains a height of 300 feet, with a trunk 9 to 12 feet in diameter. t—(Veitch's Manual,

p. 480. )

iSurelv a tree like this is worthy of acclimatisation in N^ew South Wales,

l)ut care should be taken to select seed from a locality with climatic con-

ditions approximately similar to those obtaining in the locality in which it is

proposed to grow it. Some forms
(/".y.,

var. taxifolia) are recommended f(ir

planting sand dunes near the sea.

20a. Keteleeria.

An anomalous genus close to Pseudotsuga.

(1.) K. Fortanei, Carr. {Abies jezoensis, Lindl.)

A large tree resembling the Cedar of Lebanon in habit and aspect. It

does fairly well in the Sydney district, and will certainly do better in cooler

localities. The best tree in the Botanic Gardens is in that lawn nearest to

the Federal Government House Grounds.

M 25 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

21. Abies, Link The "Silver Firs."

A noble genus of ti-ees, specially ornamental in their young state. They
are best suited for the colder districts of this State.

(1.) A. ftmabilis, Forbes. "California Fir."

This might be well tried.

(2.) A. balsamea. Miller (Picea balsamea, Loudon). "Balm of Gilead Fir."

"Balsam Fir.'" Sargent, t. 610. Also Bentley and Trimen's " Medicinal

Plants."

This tree yields Canada Balsam, used for optical purposes.

Native from Newfoundland to Virginia. It is for the most part a swamp
tree

;
"it seems to need a constant supply of water at the roots, as many die

in exceptionall}' dry seasons."

*
Silva of North America, xii, p. !)1.

+ The British public have had for many years past an 0])portunity of forming an idea

of the stupendous dimensions attained V)y this tree. In the Ro3'al (Jardens at Kew is

erected a HagstafF brought from Vancouver Island ; it consists of a single piece 150 feet

in length, 22 inches in diameter at the base, tapering to 8 inches at the summit ; it

weighs 3 tons and contains 157 cul)ic feet of timber. The tree from which this flagstaff
was made was 250 years old, as indicated by its concentric rings.
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Keteleeria Fortune!, Carr.

15(it;niic (j;ir<lens, Sviluov.

Ft is clncllv iiitere.stiii_u' hccaust'of its well known olco resin, and sliouli

thei'efore be tried in culd rri^'ions with nmist soil. It just exists in Svdiiey.

^r IS (Sydney llotanie (iardens).

(o.) A. hracleata, ^nt\.. The " Bristle cuumI Imi-.' Sai-cnt, tt. 6 in, (i IC

also Bot. Miuj. t. tTlO.

lv(>inarkal)l(' for its lonn', K'af like luacts plentit'id between tlie seales.
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Abies hracteata is the most remarkable of all the .Silver Firs. Its strict but statelj'
habit, its massive deep-green foliage, its singular oones, and especially its extremely
restricted habitat, have invested it with an esjjecial interest b(jth for l)otanists and for

liortieulturists. Its only known habitat is on the outer western ridge of the Santa
Lucia Mountains in South California, where at the jjresent time "it grows only in a few
isolated groves scattered along the moist l)ottoms of canons, usually at elevations of

•about 3,0LI0 feet above sea-level."— (Veitch's Manual, p. 497.)

It should be hardy in the cooler parts of New South Wales.

(4.) A. cephalonica, Loudon. "Mount Enos Fir." "Greek Fir."

A stately, medium-sized tree, growing in Greece at elevations ranging
from L'.oOO to 5,000 feet.

It is hardy over the greater part of Great Britain, and steps should be

taken to thoroughly test it in the colder parts of New 8outh Wales.

(5.) ^1. cilicica, Carr. " Cilician Fir."

This inhabits the mountain system of Asia Minor, known under the

general name of Taui'us. It lias a vertical range of 1,000 to 6,500 feet.

Veitch's Manual states :
—

The precise limits of its distribution have not yet been ascertained ; these limits

may, Iiowever, be assumed to be nearly conterminous with those of the Cedar of

Lel)anon, with which it is associated wherever met with.

That being so, this )Silver Fir should flourish in many parts of New
South Wales.

(().) A. coiicolor, Lindl., and Gordon. (Picea concolor, Gordon.) "American

White Fir." " California Silver Fir."

This Fir has an extensive range west of the Rocky Mountains. It is

common on most of the mountain ranges of California, between 3,500 and

8,000 feet, and therefore it may be expected to succeed in oiu' coldest moun-

tain regions. It is a specially handsome species.

(7.) A.Jtrma, Sieb and Zucc. "Japanese Silver Fir."

The largest and handsomest of the Japanese species. It is found in the

warmest parts of Japan and Corea. It does onl}" fairly well in the Botanic

Gardens, Sydney.
In Japan this tree is called "

Uro-Siro," signifying that the leaves are

white beneath, and also "
Sjura-Momi," ineaning White or Silver Fir.

(8.) A. Nordmanniana, Spacli.
" Nordmann's Silver Fir." Bot. Mag.

t. 6992.

A beautiful species from the Trans-Caucasian region, well known in some of

our mountain regions, but not as frequently planted as its great merits demand.

It does fairly well in the Sydney Botanic Gardens. In Mount Wilson,

for example, it is one of the loveliest trees imaginable.

M 19 (Sydney Botanic Gardens).

(9.) A. religiosa, Schlecht. " Sacred Fir," because branches are used for

decoration of chui^ches. Bot. Mnq. t. 6753.

Native of Mexico, and often at a considerable elevation. It is the most

southern species of the genus, is tender in England, and would probably
succeed in many parts of New South Wales.
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About Geese.

G. BRADSHAW.

ClIAI'TEll I.

Historical.

AViTiiix tlie jKist f(nv months then; have been iiuniorons applications to th(^

IvUtor foi-
"
Something on Geese."

The latest information on the subject was from the pen of .Mr. •!. .McCue,

a former poultry expert at the Hawkesbury College, and appcarcil in tlie

Noveinbci' (iazette of 1900,- -that issue and its icjirints bciiiL: Ioiil;- since

exhausted.

The following monologu(^ sliould sujiplv ('V(»rything practical on the suliject

to in(|uir(M-s.

When the goo.se became domesticated is still a matter of contention, nor

does it matter for the purpose of this pa]icr, e.^ccept to say that some writers

consider it more ancient than the cdnniion lien, both of whicli have been

servants of man from early times. Ancient literature has told us that since

the fourth century the goose has jirovided th(> (piills wherewith all oui-

history has been written, and depicted to us the virtues, faults, customs, ami

foibles of our ancestors.

It was kept about the house in the time of Homer, and this poet never

mentioned t lien. Fattened fowls, certainlv, ai-e mentioned in 1 Kings,

5-23
;
but some writers assert that these were geese, as they abcjunch^d

throughout Palestine. Herodotus (450 h.c), the "father of history," speaks
of the Egyptian priests being supplied with abundance of beef and geese.

AN'hen the goose first arrived in England is also lost in the vista of centuries.

That they were there at a very early time thei'c are manv records.

The i-ent for land tenure in olden times was usually paid in kind,—geese

being invarial)ly included in the lists of landlord's reipiests. Geese were

usually recjuired at Michaelmas, ducks and hens at other (p)arter days. It

is thought that the English custom of feasting on fatted goose on St.

Michael's day originated fi-om the payment at that ]>erio(l of such kind.

Jn tlie reign of Edward l\', we read that .)olin de la Ilav was bouiid to

render to William Harneby, J^ord of Lastres, in Herefordshire, for a parcel
of the deinesTie lands. - " w d., and one goose fit for his lord's diiuier on the

Eeast of St. .Michael the .Virhangel.'' Another writer alludes to the

agreement thus :

Ami wIm'm the tcnaiitos coiiio to ])ay thcii (jiiarler'.s rent,

They hriiig some fowle at ^lidsiiiniiiei-, a dish of tisli at Lent,
At Ohrislinasse a capon, at Michaehiias a goose ;

And somewhat else at New Year's tide, for feare their lease fly loose.

Indeed, the majority of the leases in the olden times included items such

as above, and if not brought their lease would be void.
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III connection with this variety of waterfowl, they were always held in

hii^li appreciation in England, the price in the early days being worth noting.

In 1450, the Mayor of Rochester gave an entertainment to King Edward
IV, on Michaelmas Day, and paid for " one gose and two pigges xviii d ".

Stowe, in his "
London," 1616 edition, says that in 1331, the price-

of a fat goose was fixed at 2kl., a fat capon •2d., a fat hen Id., and 24

eggs Id.

In the reign of Richard II, 1377, like most other commodities, the price
of a goose was fixed,—the best goose 6d., a mallard 3d. The price evidently
did not alter much for the following hundred years, for at the Candlemakers''

Feast, 1478, the cost of a goose was put down at 6d. From that period they

gradually got higher in price, until early in the nineteenth century, when
the annual value of the goose and its progeny was reckoned to be equal to

that of a ewe sheep, and sold at the same market price.

Goose-breeding became a great English industry, jiarticularly in the fens,

where some rearers produced as many as from 5,000 to 8,000 every season.

Of late, however, the huge flocks which were onetime driven by slow stages
to the great goose fairs are getting smaller every year. The importations to

England are also falling off, and the prices becoming lower, through the

change of taste in favour of the foreign rival, the turkey.

The goose, which for ages was associated with Michaelmas, is now scarcely
heard of at that term, while the demand for the Christmas goose, of later

years, has disappeared to an extent that the breeding of such in England can

now scarcely be called an industry. The huge flocks of thirty or more years

ago have entirely disappeared,
—

goose-breeding now being done but in a

comparatively small way, and principally on the agricultural farms of

England.

On this subject a practical English poultry breeder writes:—"The main
cause for this depression is no doubt a change of fashion on the part of the

public. People now prefer the turkey, and the demand for these birds at

Christmas is excessive, while that for geese is rapidly decreasing ;
and those

who do now indulge in the time-honored goose at that festive season, usually

prefer a medium-sized, meaty, rather than fatty specimen.
' Common" lands

where people used to run flocks of geese, have been enclosed, and fens and
other marshy places drained, and converted into rich farm lands. Many
peasants or cottagers therefore, who at one time could run quite largt>

flocks of geese for next to nothing, are now debarred from doing so.

Not so many years ago, many flocks of geese were kept entirely for their

feathers, and were plucked four or five times a year. This ci-uel practice
has happily been put down, and with the suppression goose-keeping was

given \\\) by many. The feathers are not so valuable as they once were,

owing, no doubt, to the fact tliat the spring mattress has been found to be
more hygienic than the feather-bed, which, however', still graces the ' best

bed-room' of many respectable houses in our rural districts.'"
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ClIAI'TER IT.

Breeds and Varieties.

'riicre are quite a iiuiiil)ei' oi l)ice(ls df wild and (lomcsticatcfl geese.

Tlu' Ijcst-kiiowu of tlie latter ai'o Toulousi', I'hiihiien, ^Vfrican or Cape,

Ciiinese, Egyptian, Sebastopo], and Canadian.

TJui Toiilonse, as the name iiniilics, is called after that city, in the south of

France, where they are hred in cniisiderahlc Muiiihcrs. 'I'liev are the largest

of all the goose ti'ihe, good Kiiglish spi cinicns weighing from 1*0 to 2") Ih.

^.
»,»

rA'

-•.»

''^^^^v^>.
>J^-

Imported Toulouse.

•or more each. Ihey are massive, square, and heavv. with a hroad long-

back, ])i'n(lant breast, and so tleep in keel that the underpart of old

specimens touch the ground. The licad is broad and dce|i, and the buck,

tliighs, and wings of a dark steel-grey colour, laced with a lighter shade.

The wing (lights and breast a solid grey, shading lighter towards the thighs:

stern, underparts, and tail white, with a bar of grev across the centre
; beak,

legs, and feet are orange. This bre(>d usually lay frum 10 to .50 eggs in the

year. Both sexes are coloured alike, and there is niuch dillicultv during
the tirst vear in determining the .sex. This breed are nearer non-setters

than any otbci- variety, yet some make gond mothers. 'V)fr goslijigs are

^reenisli-vellow in colour, and hardy.
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There are very few jnu'e-bred Toulouse i;eese in this State, althouq-h the

majority of the geese we liave, have tlie Toulouse niai-kings and shai)e, few

reaeliing even half the size of good pure Toulouse. An occasional pair of

pure-bred Toulouse appear at some of our sliows, hut, fnMu whatever cause,

they do not appear to increase in numbers. The first illastration is that of

Toulouse imported a number of years ago for the Hawkesbuxy College, one

})air of which weighed oO'^ lb. when taken out of the ship's coop.

Jv-.^

Toulouse at Hawkesbury College.

Enihden.—The Embden geese dift'er but slightly from the Toulouse in

«hape. The build is finer, the head longer, and there is no dewlaji. They
liave not the great pouch development as has the Toulouse, and appear

longer in the leg. The eyes are blue; the legs, feet, and bill l»right orange,

and the plumage pure white. They are not such good layers as the Toulouse,

but lay larger eggs. They received their name from the town Embden, in

HoUaml, from whence they came to England. The goslings are yellow when

hatched, but change to white as the feathers grow.

The late Harrison Weir, who V)red this variety largely, says :
—"The

Embden or Bremen geese have deteiiorated of late years by being crossed

with the Toulouse. Many have inherited the large dewlap and bagginess of

skin peculiar to that breed. They are also less compact and close in

feathers, and not such steady sitters as the.y once were. The Embden goose
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fats vei-y quicklv ami cNcnly, and the tlesli is \ ory (IcHcate, tender, and

juicy ;
the skin thin, and not <>i!y

like that of the Toulouse. Kinhdeu

"anders, or wese of larire tVanie, do not come to niaturitv until two years,

some growing for a longer jieriod. In ISoS, ^Ir. l"'o\\lcrs jiair of White

Kml)den at Birmin^liani show weighed 57 lb.
;
Mr. Mansticld's, second prize,

55 11). ; third jai/.e Ix'ing 51 II). At I'irniinLihani, the folluwin^' vear, Mr.

Price wiin with a ]iair weighing Go H). : the next, o.'i Ih. ; and thf thiid.

Embdens.

4S II). At the Crystal Palace in ISGI, the lirst piiz(- paii- weighed ()•'> 11)..

and then for a number of yeai's they deteriorated in size. The hist prize

pair at l'>irniinghani in ISJS were l)ut IS lb. .Mr. Weir attril)Uted the

decrease in the wcii^hts to the fooli'^h fallacv of erossing the l)reeils. which.

for the time may be successful, but is detrimental to the iinpiovcnient of anv

variety in the end, adding,
'•

I have always found that keeping anv ^ari(>ty

of p(Mdtry or other stock pure, and selecting the sti'ongest, healthiest, and

best formed, is the light way to attain the highest and, at the same time,

the most permanent e.\celleiu-e ; and I hose breeders who act on this princijile

always find the oio-cnv not onlv come truer ami moic e((iial in their lifneral

characteristics, but they maintain an evenness and ipiality which is not to be

procured in any other way ;
at least, such is my firm ojiinion. gained from

observation and a life experience."
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Chinese.—These are sometimes

termed the African or Knobbed

goose, and are ke})t in America

extensively, owing to their very

-superior laying qualities. Not

that geese eggs of any variety are

a marketable commodity, but

rather that, from the thirty to

forty eggs laid by the Embden or

Toidouse, ten to fifteen goslings

may be the entire year's produce.

The Chinese, on the other hand,

lay two or three settings in the

season ; and, as the eggs are

usually fertile, it is nothing un-

usual for one goose to be the

parent of twenty or thirty gos-

lings in a year.

In carriage, the Chinese goose African or Cape Goose.

Toulouse at Hawkesbury College.

differs largely from those already described, it being upright and statel}', with

a long, erected neck. It also differs from the Embden and Toulouse in having
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u liiri,'!' knnl) at tlic Ivisc of tlic upper inanclible, ;uul a pmicli-liko appenflaijf^

uiidci- tlir Inwrr iii.i IK lihlc, ul the I ]) i)f' the tliroat. 'I'licrc is a wliite line

t'xteiHiiiiL; alf)ML;- tVoni the base of the skull, and cinit inurd Itchind the frontal

knol). which is hiack, \\l:ile tlu' colnur lu'luw and ncaiU' suiiDundin^' it is

orange. A dark hiown or nearly Mack stripe runs down the hark part of

the neck from the head to the hack
;
the foi'e jiart of the neck and hreast are

a dun colour, and tlie other uppn- ]»aits hrqwiiishgrey, edged with a lighter

coloui'. The under paits are white, and the*legs yellow or a sootv hrown.

'Jhe heaviest specimens of this hreeil, when full grown, weigh about 14 lb.

There is also a w hi i(> ( 'hi nese gocse, possessing a carriage of its own. and

lias been described as the most beautiful of a'l the domesticated g(jose familv.

Tn their- motions thev are pai'ticularly graceful, and their l(»ng necks and

well formed bodies add to their beauty, which is eidianced bv the jiure white

plumage and the bi'illiant orange-red of their bill and knob. The white are-

somewhat laiger than the coloured Chinese goose, but it does not lay so many
eggs. l>oth \aiietieN |ia\e a lathei' shrill, iiaish \ oice, more noisy and

disagreeable than that of the Toulouse oi- I'jididen.

CjrAPTKK III.

Geese in Australia.

There are <pn"te <i lunnbei- of \arieties of geese otliei' than thos mentioned,

viz., p]gyj)tian, Sebastopol. hanubiaii, Canadian, IJussian, kc, but as we
have none of these in Australia detaihd descrijition is unnece.-sary, pai'ticu-

larly as none of them are of much \alue for jnotit making.
So far as Australia is concerned very few puic breeds are stocked, and

those now Vjred are largely a mixture of Einhden and Toulouse, and furtlier

crosses with the Cape, the latter being br(>d in moderate numbers on account

of their better laying (jualitie.s, but all, wliei'e\cr kept or bred, are of small

size, mere bantams in relation to the standard weights of the Toulouse or

Embden.
We are not told exactly how- mai;y geese arrived by the first fleet, but

from a return taken three,months after landing, the poidtry had increased to

I'tS turkeys, .!.") ducks, 142 fowls, 87 chickens, and 2i) geese.

That the feathered stock increased considerably can be assumed fiom the

fact that in ITOH tl ere were regular marki't (|uotations for all animals and

produce, and while wheat was 12.s. per bushel, tloui' 7.',d.. mutton 2s. per lb.,

jiork Is. fid., atid butter os., full-grown fowls and (hu'ks were hut os., and

geese and turkeys 21s. each, and eggs 2s. per dozen. The prices cf j)Oultry

it will he seen were then very little in excess of what they are now, evidencing
the excellence of the climate foi' jioulti'v breeding. The hiyh <|Uotations for

other stock show that they multi]ilied less freely than the poultrv.

Captain ^lacarthur. writing to a friend in Tlnglaiid, about the i-auie time,

describing his stock, added, ''Poultry of all kinds I have in abundance."

Indeed, the abundance of the poultry was so great that the following yeiir,

1797, they were omitted fiom the stock returns of the State, the omission
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remaining for 110 years:, poultry for the first time from the period mentioned

being inchided in the stock sheets which were issued at the end of the past year.

What the class of geese were which arrived over 120 years ago we know

nothing of, except that, as the stock in England at that time was largely

what is known as the grey lag, we may assume those first brought out were

of this variety, and the progenitors, with recent pure blood admixture, of the

present goose stock of this tState.

Goosedoreeding in Australia, for various reasons, has never attained the

importance it has in the older countries. To many it may be thought that,

as geese are largely grazing animals, tins country, with its btjundless acres,

would be an ideal one for their breeding. Such is not the case, our climatic

conditions being such that frequently those who have kept a few geese, and

have had a good season with them, increased their stocks wiih the object of

largely extending their operations to the end of greater profits the following

year, and no sooner was everything set in order for something to open
one's eyes in profitable goosedweeding than the inevitable drought set in, and,

as in the season now past, districts which should be ideal ones for the industry

were for several months unable to graze half a dozen to the acre, the ettects

of which are that through this ill-feeding the quality of the breeding stock

has so deteriorated that even in good seasons a goose to be found weighing 10 lb.

is a novelty. The same handicaps to ))r()fitable keeping of these waterfowl

obtain in all the States, with the result that, except guinea fowls, they form

the smallest number of all our domesticated poultry.

At time of writing our stock returns have not been published, but it will

likely be found, when the figures are made public, geese will not fornj more

than 1 or 2 percent, of the total i)oultry enumerated. In the Queensland

stock returns for the past year fowls, ducks, and turkeys numbered about

three-tjuarters of a million, geese totalling 8,700. In New Zealand the

fowls, ducks, tui-keys, and guinea fowls numbered 3,200,000, and there were

but 41,000 geese. In Victoria, at latest enumerating, there were but

7(),000 geese to about 4,000,000 of the other clashes of poultry stock, while

in West Australia the latest returns showed 476,103 fowls, 72,018 ducks,.

34,868 turkeys, and but 7,740 geese.

In the absence of any enumerations in this State the exports of a few

years ago aftbrd ;i fair guide, and confirmatory of the rather small place

geese occupy in tlie poultry fiocks of the Commonwealth. For the three

years ending 1902 tliere were exported through the Government Export

Depot 167,500 fowls, 54,120 ducks, 11,830 turkeys, and but 4,320 geese, and

this despite the fact that there were unlimited orders for them. One other

feature which tends to lack of interest in geese breeding, but peculiar to this.

State only, is the extraoi'dinary quantity of Muscovy ducks wdiich are bred,

the Urge suburban duck farms stocking them in preference to the English.

The drakes of these weigh as heavy as the ordinary goose, and being fed to

produce the greatest weight in the shortest time the fiesh is deliciously tender,

and of esteemed flavour, whereas the goose is generally allowed to find its own

living, is I'arely fattened, and consequently the flesh is of a fibred nature and dry.
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The merits of the Miisc-ovy lias of late years become i^'enei'ally ackiiow-

k'dyt'd, the one-time patrons of the goose for the .Sunday dinner now in-

variably asking for the Muscovy drake, in spite of it costing more money.

Chapter IV.

Breeding Geese.

From what has been said, it will Ik' seen that the climate for goose breeding

is but erratically suitable. Tlify lay but a small number of eggs in com-

pai'ison with other' poultry, and, at best, the market is not a good one. With

till these handic<i])S they ai'e still jjatronised by a few suburban poultry

keepers, some of whom Iiunc no reason to couijilain of the linancial I'esults,

wliile other.s treat tlicm in sin-li a way that profits cannot be expected.

Geese are essentially grazers, and wlicic the grass is good can live on it

alone the year I'ound, but, whether house-fed or not, extensive grass land,

rt)adside, or j)addock is necessary. Whei-e the ground is unenclosed they
often wander long distances. They keep togethei- like sheep, and return

home in the evening. Water to swim in is not rccpiircd for tlie young stock,

but to secure fertile eggs it is an essential.

Thi'ee geese are usually given to one gandei'. The goose, although living

to a great age, counnences to bi-eed early, the best results coudng from those

from two to four years of age. Still they breed uj) to twelve years or over,

infertile eggs being rare even at that age.

There is often ditticulty in distinguishing the sexes. The ganders, however,

are usually thicker in the neck, and coarser looking ;
the geese rounder and

fuller at the stern.

In England it is usual to house geese in the winter : such, however, is not

necessary in Australia, they having a special desire to keep in the open. A
piece of low swampy ground with ponds or waterholes is excellent for them ;

at the same time they delight to rest on a sunny bank.

Geese lay from twelve to twenty eggs. When they want to sit, some

breeders jiut the first laying of eggs under hens, and allow the goose to sit on

the second or third laying of eggs ;
she will cover eleven or twelve : a hen

will cover from five to seven eggs. Muscovy ducks are sometimes used here,

and cover eight to ten or twelve. Geese eggs can also bo successfully

hatched in incubators. If the goose is allowed to hatch the eggs, she must

be fed daily near the nest, and the gander will protect her most courageously.

Twenty-eight days is the usual time required to hatch the eggs, but it is

often thirty days befoi-e the hatch is complete. "When hatched the goslings

do not require any food for twenty-four or thirty hours, and, if hatclied by a

goose, can be safely given to a broody hen, who will usually rear the lot
;
the

goose will then lay a .second or third lot of eggs. If the young are left with

the goose, she occasionally treads on some of them, this being asoided if they

are given to a hen.

The first food for the goslings may be stale bread crundjs moistened, fresh

pollard and bran, or oatmeal
;

all should be made crumbly, not sticky.
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8onie give the young goslings for a day or two hard-boiled eggs ;
there is

no necessity for this. In America, fine maize-meal takes the place of the

pollard and bran for the early food. Water should be supplied in a shallow

dish, in which some gravel, coarse sand, pebbles, and cinders are placed ;

grass is the natural food of goslings, aiid if of a soft, tender nature, the

young goslings take to it shortly after being hatched, and when the supply is

plentiful, the cereal food can be gradually dispensed with. For the first few

days, whether brought up by a hen or a goose, they should be confined, but

full liberty is best, provided they have some protection from sudden show^ers

or storms, and the hot sun. When a few weeks old, cracked corn can be

given, and wi'h this and the soft grass one can almost see them growing.

It should be mentioned that rats have a distinct partiality for young

goslings, many being lost in this way, while they often fall a prey to crows,

magpies, and hawks.

It has been shown that there is not a great market for geese in Australia,

the quality, as a rule, being poor, and the prices consequently low. At the

same time, despite the goose's latter-day rival—the turkey
—there is still a

demand at Christmas for all that are available, and, should a little care be

taken in fattening, there is no doubt that the extra price received would

well pay the little additional expense of extra food.

To get fat geese for Christmas, they should be allowed the usual grazing

exercise, and about the beginning of November be given two or three meals

a day of oats, barley, wdieat, or maize. The latter will assist in putting on

internal fat, rather than flesh, and i>J, consequently, not recommended. If

the grass is scanty and dry, as it sometimes is prior to Christmas, vegetables

aSuch as turnips, potatoes, etc., can be used, while barley meal and pollard will

make a valuable addition, and in all cases they will be found easier to fatten

than either fowls or ducks, but being good feeders the expense is greater.

The English Board of Agriculture, which of late years has issued several

bulletins on poultry-breeding for farmers, prior to Christmas last sent out the

following leaflet on geese, which it will be seen is in accordance with much

of what has been said in this article :
—•

It is not generally wise or desirable to run geese in any but small flocks, except in

very special circumstances of accommodation or profitable outlet, the ordinary demand

being limited and variable. In manj/, perhaps most, localities a moderate supply will

nearly always find a remunerative sale as goslings ; or the birds may, without undue risk,

be sent otf the grass to London during the season. The distinctive goose market at

Michaelmas has practically ceased to exist ; there is still a demand at that time of year,
but not materially greater than that v,hich now prevails during earber months. Where
stubbles are available, some of the birds may be profitably run on them for the autumn

markets, or fattened' later for Christmas, when there is a more or less considerable

demand for fat geese. At the latter season, however, the goose occupies a second place
to the turkey ; moreover, the position of the English goose at Christmas is further

assailed by the imported goose, many poulterers regularly stocking foreign birds to the

entire exclusion of English, on account of the more favourable wholesale price. Unless,

therefore, the English producer can market birds of exceptional quality, he will find the

average Christmas market unsatisfactory, and would perhaps do better to dispose of his

goslings off" the grass in May and June.

Breeds.

For the English farmer, or commoner, the best breeds for purely table purposes are

the Embdeu and the Toulouse, or a cross between the tM'o.

B
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'Tin Kiiihili II has wliitc |]luiii,ii;(', tlcsli-cohjiire'l liill, "range sliaiiks, a siiuai'c, deep-set

body, and a tall, upstanding carriage. The average weight tor an adult gander is '20 Ih.,

and for a goose 18 ih., Imt niiicli greater weights are attained.

The. Toitloii.si' is of a dark grey eoloiii- on the upper jjurt and a lighter shadi^ on the

breast, which gradually merges into the white of the under jiarl ; the bill is of a red

flesh colour, and the legs orange-red ;
the body is full and compact, with a convex back..

The weight is geiici'ally greater than that of the iMiibdi'ii.

Breeding.

Geese will <(iiitiiuu' ti) ]Modnce eggs profitably until an ailvanced age, and several

geese which are now 19 years old have averaged Hfty-live eggs ea(di per year duiing the

last five years. Foi- hatching purposes tiie eggs of ni;tture birds are much inoi-e relialde

than those of young stock ; the risk of intertility is reduced, and the vigour and
hardiness of the goslings increased. Rearing, therefore, being easier, the profit is more
assured. Tlio breeding-pen shoidd consist of a gander and two or three geese ; the geese
will commence to lay in February, or not later than early March, j)roduciug (if not

permitted to sit) an average of from fifty to sixty eggs in a season. .\n ordinary hen will

cover foui' or rive goose eggs, ten being a suitable number for a goose ; the period of

incubation is thirty days. The stock birds may be housed in a roomy shed, well littered

and having a wire-netted open fiont ; w hen the laying season approaches, a rough iie.'-t-

shoulil be made in a convenient place, and provided with an ordinary nest egg. if this

is not done, the eggs may be dropped near the water to which it is necessary that the

geese sliould have access, not only for swimming, but also to ensure fertility in the eggs.
8tock l)irds should usually have a small allowance of soft food in the early morning, and
a little corn when the\' retuin from the (ields at night.

Rearing and Fattening.

When hatched, the goslings should be cooped out with the hens that ha\e hatched

them, in the same manner as chickens, and during the Hrst week o!' two they shouhl be

fed frecjuently. For the first few days tlu^}' may be fed on biscuit-meal, cr soaked bread,
mixed with a good projiortion of well-chopped dandelion leaves. This may be changed to>

Sussex ground oats and boiled rice at the third or fourth day. By the end of the first

week they will have made considerable progress as grazers, and their rations will conse-

quently not require increasing in the same proportion as those of other growing stock.

By about the tenth day they will be able to do without any brooding, and the hens may
be turned out and brought into condition foi' laying again. On a suitable grass range
they will then make lapid progress with a comjjaratively small allowance of bought food.

Earli/ Mai-kefinij.
—When goslings are reared for early marketing, their grass range

should not be too extended, ami they should not be allowed to enter swimming water ;

in addition to the grass, the food should consist of two moderate meals daily of a soft

mixture, in the making of which barley-meal, nnddlings, and a small proportion of

brewers' gi-ains may be used. (Joslings thus treated shoidd be in good killing rondition

before they are three months old.

Au/ionii M(irk(tin(/.
—

Goslings ii'tended for the autumn market should be run free

during the earlier months, or may, during part of the time, be folded on turnips, being more

closely confined for the last month before killing, and fed on meal and brewers' grains.

Mdrbfimj in Winter.—When kept for winter fattening, goslings should, from the time
they arc feathere<l, be allowed the same liberty and be treated in the same manner as

old birds, being contiiicd to a roomy, open-fronted shed for a month or live weeks before

killing, and allowed two full mtals daily. The meals should consist of soft food in the

morning and corn in the afternoon the grain being fed in the water troughs with a good
supply of grit. It is also necessary to keep the fattening birds w^ell supplied with green
food during the jierifjd of their confinement.

'i'lir best fatted geese of late year.s at the Cliri.stiiias market in j^ondon fetch

but fid. or 7d. pf-r lb. deadweight, wliile be.st full-grown live goslings realise

but Is. (id. to ')s. (id. each.

Geese, likf (hicks, have few ailnicnts. and witli ordinai-v care keoji in ^(>0(l

healtli. 'I'he hot sun affects the goslings as it does ducklings, and sometimes

they get leg weakness. In America of late, on some big goose-breeding:

establishments, a terrible disease, termed o(„,se cholera, broke out, causing

great mortality. JMirtunatcly, unlike the turkey disea.se, it has not reached

Australia, and as tlieiv! are no pro.spects of imports from that country, we

may be happy in tlie thought that of the few handicaps to profitable goose-

breeding, disease is not one of tlicin.
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Packing and Marketing Citrus and other Fruits.

W. J. ALLEN.

TnKKE are few, if any of us, who have arrived at the sta^^e of perfection either

in tlie care of our orchards or the picking and packin/j; of our fruits. We all

know, or should know, that a starved orcliard cannot pos>il>Ivl)(' a |)rofitable one ;

and yet there are growers who go on fr(jin year to year until the soil becomes so

impoverished that they are reluctantly compelled at last to admit that fruit-

growing under these conditions does not pay, and the treatment necessary to

l)ring the worn-out orchard into condition would be too expensive for them

to undertake. In the first place, why allow the laiul to become run down '^

8ome will answer that their soil was always poor. Then why embark in

fruit-growing on such soil, unless the person doing so is competent to under-

take the ti'eatment of such soil ? We all know that the man who is heavily

handicapped at the beginning usually has an up-hill task to keep pace with

his mnre favoured neighbour who Las started on good, sound lines by \)\\v-

chasing good land and planting it with some of the best known commercial

varieties of fruits. He has also given the cultivation his most careful atten-

tion and the spraying of trees for pests, and has attended to the up-keep of

the land, with a clear understanding that it will not do to take everything
from the soil and give it nothing in return. The result with this class of grower
is that his trees produce crops of the quality of fr-uit which finds ready sale

on the markets at top prices, while his unfortunate neighbour has a difficulty

in finding a purchaser for his indifferent fruit, and has to accept about half

the price obtained by the careful grower, who has made a business of Icjoking

after his place, as before stated.

The reader may ask what connection have the above remarks with the

picking and marketing ? Well, they have nothing beyond the fact that the

man who does not grow the best fruit cannot possibly market an}', and he

should not be disappointed if his agent does not get good prices for it, nor

has be any just cause of complaint if he finds that he is making only a bare

living from fruit-growing.

In marketing fruit there are several important things which must receive

careful attention, viz. :
—

(1) In picking the fruit see that the work is carefully done, so as to avoid

bruising or damaging in any way. If it is citrus fruits that are being

jncked, proper clippers for the purpose should be used. With these the

stems can be cut off close to the fruit without the slightest risk of cutting
the latter, but where ordinary pruning shears are used there is always a risk

of cutting or puncturing the skin with the points of the blade. If fruit is

intended for ex^^ort it should be cut from the tree, and not pulled.
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F<u t Clip^e.s. (Snyder s patent).

The clii)i)ers sbown above ai"e the best form on the market, the ends of the blades ai-e rounded, thus

preventing any danger of puncturing the fruit. These clippers are provided with a spriny attachment,
shown iu the lower viow, which holds the cut fruit by the short stem.

Pomona Fruit Clippers.

The blades (if thesi' I'lippers are slightly lieiit to enable the stems to be clipped q^uite short ; however, as

they have sharp points, it is almost imi)ossible not to puncture some of the fruit occasion';: ly.

Cases should never be filled so full that when one is stacked on the other

tlie top fruit will be Ijruised. If there are any rough roads to be traversed
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between the orchard and the paekiiig-house, spring carts rather tlian drays

should be used, else the fr-uit may be shaken about and bruised.

Damaged or bruised fruit is always the first to decay, and when once a

specimen hecomes rotten in a box, there is always a ^reat I'isk of many more

fruits surrounding it going bad also.

(2) Graditiy.
—It is most important that all fruit should be graded eveidy

for size, colour, and quality. For instance, a "ii-inch fruit should not be

packed in the same box as fruit 2| to 3 inches in diameter. Again, bright

and dull fruits, although of the same size, should not be packed in the same

case. In the case of oranges, a soft or rather thick and loose-skinned or

Small Grader and Orange Press.

puffy specimen should never be packefl with a firm orange, as one spoils tlie

appearance of the other. .Scarred or thorn-pricked citrus fruits should

never be exported, as the cost of sending poor, or badly graded and selected

fruit is just as great as that of well-selected, sound, good fruit : and while

the chances are that the former fruit may make a loss for you out of the

shipment, the good fruit is your only hope of success.

Packing.—See that only one grade is put in any one casp, that is, the

fruit should all be of the same size, quality, colour, and should be neatly

wrapped. Proper wrappers can be purchased by the thousand for the various

sized fruits, and a i'-inch fruit shou'd not be wrapped in a paper large

enough to accommodate a 3-inch fiuit, nor shoukl a 3-inc'i fruit have a
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wrapper put on it which lias been cut to fit a '1\ inch specimen. The

followini;' will be found about the riij^ht sizes for the flifiVrcnt fruits :
-
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Tjiiyfirs,

1 ;iii(i 2 : 8.

Liivers,
: iinci \ : S,

L;ivPrs.
2M1I.14 111.

Number au'l size, f! !.

Diiimcter, \\ in.
; layers, 4.

Niimlier and size,
'
2.

Dijuiieter, 4; in. ; luyers,^4.

Fig. 5.

Nunilicr iiml size, 80.

Diameter, 4 in. ; layers, 4.

Layers,
1 and 3 : 12.

Layers.
2 and 4 : 12.

Number and size, 96.

Diameter, 3i in. : layers, 4.

Fig. 6.

The JiccompanviiiL; (liai<;ram.s fidiii Professor

H. H. Humes liulletin, No. G3, Florida Ai^ri-

cultural lv\|i('riiii(iit Station, illustrate the ur-

raiigeinent of the diffei'ent sized fruit.s. Figs.

1
, 2, and '.\ show the arrangement of orange.s

acecji'ding to thcii' diameters to secure the cases

heing packed uniforndy. Figs. 4, 5, and 6 show

the airangement foi- pomelos (grape-fruit). In

packing, the cases ai-e usually filled so that the

last tier of fr'uit projects about I inch above the top of the box. After the

ease is packed, it is placed under a press (see Fig. 7) and tlie lid g(>ntly foi-ced

into position. The system of "jumping" the cases by a hard rocking move-

ment on the bench or Hoor cannot be too strongly condemned for fruit intended

for export. In the above diagrams the cases are the 2 cubic feet ones used

in California.

Tn packing-houses in other countries, it is customary to have the name of

tlie packer nicely printed on the wra])pei-s, and manv different cohmis aw".

used.

fl C

i 9

wm\ L
Fig. 7. Details of Orange Press.

N.B.—In the above illustration of an oran.L'c press the cross rods forminfr the lever are too thick and
are an imiiediment to the operator when nailini;' on the lids. This lever should be thin and
narrow, say :{

x l iron.
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Small Irrigation Areas.

W. R. FRY,
Fruit Inspector.*

The recent copious rainfall throughout the State has relieved faimers and

stockowners of much immediate anxiety and labonr. It is to be hoped^

however, that the experiences in the coastal areas will not be forgotten, but

that ensilage-making and provision for irrigation will receive more attention.

It is somewhat surprising that more irrigation has not been practised in

many places where x'unning streams occur. Certainly the water in permanent
streams cannot always be utilised by setilers without infringing on the

riparian rights of others. Howevei", when a stream rises in a farmer's

paddock and merely creates a swampy patch,
—from which most of the water is lost by

evaporation,
— the owner or occupier could

justly and profitably irrigate a few acres by

gravitation. In streams with sutiicient fall,

part of the water could often be diverted by
means of an automatic hydraulic ram. These

rams are comparatively cheap (from £3 up-

wards according to size), and will elTectively

raise a small supply from 30 to 150 feet high,

%vithout any cost for fuel or attention.

Again, suitable spots are frequently seen

where a valley could be easily dammed and

a few thousand gallons of water impounded,
to be gravitated or syphoned on to a culti-

^ ation patch as required.

Several opportunities for these methods

occur in the Moss Vale and other districts, but in very few cases have they

been practised. Possibly the chief reason is that the necessity for irrigation

has never before been so apparent ;
but in other cases, it may be due to a

want of knowledge of the advantages or practice of irrigation.

Many people, when the subject of irrigation is discussed, speak as though
it required a great expenditure for costly pumj^s, pipes, cement di'ains, and

special implements. For large areas, permanent, and therefore costly, appli-

ances are necessary ;
but a few acres can often be cultivated by the judicious

use of the plough, with a little fluming of the most primitive materials. In

the Kangaroo Valley, for example, the trunks of the cabbage-tree palms are

frequently used for water fluming, whilst hollow logs, and even strips of bark^

Hydraulic Ram.

*'

Formerly Manager, Moree Irrigation Farm.
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are used in oilu^r eases.
.

ANitli an ordinary sjiirit
\i-\A on ]le^•s or a home-

made A IcNil. it will oft 'Ml ],< fouii.l tliat walei- can be brought on to land

apparently liii,dH'i' than

t/

I ...16k fed ...

Home-made Level.

the stream. ( )i(l inincrs

are generally expert in

c o 1 1 s t )• u ( t i 1 1 u' water-

races, and several ex-

amples of tlcir ijidustry

can 1)(' SOPH around Addont;- an<l otlici' old ininini;- districts.

.Vlthough to many pi'ople these .schemes may appear paltry, they go to

prove the possibilities of more extended areas, and provide that practical

experience which will b.' iif^eessary when larger water su])plies are availaVde.

Settlei's should not be aliove considering such methods, even if the irrigable

area is small, — for it is really wondei-ful what an amount of succulent fodder

can be obtained from a small aiva. Only 2 acres planted with soi'ghum

will, with watering, produce ovei- 40 tons of green stuff. This would, lately,

have been verv acceptable on those dairy farms where the occii))iers were

carting ]iricklv peai' for miles, or ]>aving ]irohibiti\e prices for hay. Even

the overflow from a windmill tank could often irrigate a small ]iatch, and

thus save a little of the expeiisi\-e hay.

—.-^. , , ,
•

.
. V. .

,
. .-^-^^^ ... ^ '

'

'—

Gravitating Scheme for stoclt or garden.

Coming to the actual application of water to ci'ops, the chief object should

be to ensui'c an ev(;n su|)]ily. 'Phis cNcn supplv of moisture—not too much

and not too little—is absolutely necessary for ))erfect plant de\elo})ment.

To (plot e the words of a well-known agricultural lecturer,
—"Plants drink

their food, thev don t eal it."' It has been, unfortunately, too often demon-

strated that the l)est artificial fi-rtilisers or the richest ba.saltic spoils are

uttei'ly useless without sutlicient inoisture. To artificially supply this

moisture,
"
8j)rinkling may a)i]ieai' the most natural method, but it is

iieldom practised for farm ciops. In the town of Picton (which rejoices in a

water supply at Id.
))ei' 1,0U() gallons) .some Chinamen have rented a few acres
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of land from A. H. Aiitill, E.sq., and erected tall poles, with outstanding

spir-; to cin-y hoses and sprinklfi-?.-. The vegetaMes are growing; luxuriantly ;

but I he method does not appear an unqualified success, and probably the

furrow system of watering would be just as effective, and more economical.

Surface sprinkling, although extensively practised iti suburban gardens, only

gives best results when the soil is covei'ed with a good mulch or lieavy foliage

of plnnts. Unless a thorough soaking is given, most of the moisture is

evaporated by the next day's heat. tSprinkling when the sun is scorching

hot, although often practised, is certainly unnatural, and has not nearly such

a good effect as on a dull day or at night-time.

Theoretically, the best time to apply water is when the weather appears
like rain, as the moisture in then received under natural conditions of

atmospheric pressure and evaporation. In practice, however, water must

be applied whenever the leaves of the plants show that the moisture content

of the soil is below their requirements. This is one of the reasons for the

frequent statement, that "a shower of rain is better than hours of sprinkling."

Another reason is that the first showers of rain after thunder (especially

hailstorms) generally contain a small quantity of ammonia and nitric acid

from the electiic disturbances, and this has a stimulating effect as an immedi-

ately available plant food. The initial cost of pipes and tai)S is another

disadvantnge of the hose and sprinkler method, which may be dismissed, as

seldom applicable for farm crops.

The floodirg an 1 check system of watering, as practised in many parts of

America, has not been generally adopted in this State, excej^t for lucerne

and permanent pastures. Flooding invariably leaves the land very hard and

sodden, and requires more preparation of the land. Grading and levelling

is generally necessary to prepare any extensive irrigation area, l)ut the

process is rather expensive, and not always easy for the average faimer.

Where the soil is shallow, as in most parts of Cundjerland and Camden,
extensive grading operations are not practical, for it is e\ident that if

18 inches of the surface soil is scraped away, it will Ije years before the bare

patch of subsoil Avill produce profitable cro})s.

How to Irrigate.

By the furrow system, which is the best for most crops, land can be

irrigated even on a hillside, provided the contour of the land is considered

when striiiing the drills. The distance apart of these furrows depends on the

kind of sotl and the fall. If the newly sown land is of a clayey natur-e, and

very dry, the furrows ma}' be (i to 9 feet apart, as the water will spread out

in a lateral direction. With a steeper fall, or more porous soil, the furrows

must be closer together. The furrows can be made with an ordinary plough
or a cultivator, and should l)e parallel. All dead furrows or "clean outs

''

should be ploughed in before the ci-oss furrows are made. Having succeeded

in bringing a supply of water to the highest point in the main channel, the

next object is to get it info the soil. To distribute it evenly to each furrow,

xhort lengths of pipe or turfs ai'e necessary. Sluice-boxes, or pieces of board
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contaiiiiiiif an inch jiiiucf Iwile, are also useful. Care must lie taken nut to-

rush too l)ig a stream down the furi'ows at first, or the soil may
"
slicken,"

or become puddled, ami |>i(veiit percolation. In waterin<( maize oi' sor<ihum,

water is best applierl duw n everv altei'nate furrow to germinate tlie see(|, and

tlii'n down e\<TV row wlien tlir ])lants are growl nic well.

Frequent surface cultivation is a most es.sential operation after furrow

irrigation. The settler who, when asked why he did Tiot use inoi-e hors(»-hoe-

and less water, i-e])lie(|.
"

1 can sit down to irrigate, hut have to walk to

cultivate," explained a too commfm cause of failui'e amongst irrigators.

AV'hen the soil connnences to ci-ack after irrigation, it is time to cultivate,

not irrigate.
< )n clav soils the surface may he cracked and yet ilie suhsoil

may be saturated. For fruit-trees, wait until the soil is almost too dry to

"ball
" when squeezed in your hand before watering again. Surface cultiva-^

tion destroys the crust, lills up cracks, and by pi-eveming undue evaporation

Furrow Irrigation on Clay Soil.

ensures the necessary even degn>e of moisture. A good rule in irrigating is-

never to run watei' more than once over the same surface. (live a good

soaking, and when dry enough for horse-work, st ir the soil weekly. With
this treatment a 4-inch watering will last two months, whilst widiout

cultivation it \\ ill orilv last a few weeks.

Tn all cases where the subsoil is not porous, underground drHinage is

absolutely necessary whei-t' irrigation is practised. A heavy fall of rain

falling after an irrigation may, in the absence of drainage, do considerable

harm, as the soil becomes waterlogged and aii- tight. With cmps of oats or

rape the leaves tui-n red and gi-owth is stunted, but with lucerne or fruit-

trees more disastrous effects follow. The roots decav, encouraging the attack

of " white rot," or "
mal-di-goma." i>r the jilants mav be di'own«Ml for want of

air. Underground drain.s, which may be filled with stones, tea-tree,

logs, or any available material, take up le.ss room than surface drains, and, if
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properly made, ;ire more effectual. In many cases wher • troul^le has occurred

with alkaline salts in the soil or water, it has been due to a neglect of this

important factor. With underground drainage, a heavy fall of rain tends to

leach out the excess of salts
;
whereas on undrained, flat, clay lands the

excess moisture has to escape by evaporation, and the secretion of surface

salts is, therefore, increased.

On an irrigation area, heavy manuring, or correct rotation of crops, is neces-

sary. If an irrigated acre of land produces 20 tons of greenstufFevery year, it

is evident that it must become exhausted sooner than land that occasionally

misses a crop owing to drouglit. Most agri'ul'ural rctiiiiis are more or less

inigaled Sorghum.

affected by the rainfall, but whilst rain is often a remote probability, system-

atic irrigation is an absolute certainty. Several profitable crops of straw-

berries and cauliflowers could have been obtained, and many a milk cheque

increased, by the practice of these methods during the past few months. A
dressing of lime, in conjunction with di-ainage and watering, will convert

many a sour swamp into a luxuriant fodder patch, and if the feed is not

required immediately when grown, it can be easily converted into ensilage.

The application of water by the furrow system followed by frequent

cultivation, with provision for drainage and rotation of crops, are the neces-

sary principles of "wet farming," which must be practised by all farmers on

..any large or small irrigation scheme to obtain profitable and permanent results.
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Notes on Flax Growing
CiviNti I'AU'ru'ii.ARs OF HKnisii AMI Alstkamax Impohts, and ExTRArrs

FUOM I'.LI.LKTIN HY ]\I I;. W
. L. MaUCKV, J^KPAKT.M KNT OF A(iHICUL-

TURE, Wasjiington, I'.S.A., HiciNf; ExrrjACTS FROM Prof. Holley's.

Report.

OiMi'ii.Ki. I'.v H. V. JACKSON.

'I'm; I Jouiitics r>ill jia^^snl li\- the ( "iiniiiiDiiwcaltli I'arlia iiii'iit haxiiiL;' Ix'Cdine

law, it is pdssililr lliat ^ mic faiiiicis anl iiianut'artnrci's in tlie State iiia\'

nnii their atteiitiii t > those ciiijisaiMl tlieif resultant pi'oducts which are

sche<hile(l under the Act.

The cultivation nf tilire jiiiiducing crojj.s is to be stinndated if })os.sihle

thr()Uj;li |>aviiient of houn'ics, and, therefoi-e, tlie hitest infoi'nuition on some

of the phuits likely t(j be grown in tiiis State will jio doubt be opportune.

Flax.

Great Britain imports very large quantities of flax, and the following

particulars show at the same time wliich countries are contributing the bulk

of the supjjlies :
—

Great IbiiiwiN—Imports and Consumption, 1906.

Tt.ctib .Md'erials— tons. £

Flax
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(luring 190(5, to the value of .£3,552,359 ; tow, under ilie same head, to the

value of £159,808. Jute, during the same period, was imported to the value

ot" £8,341 268. The grand total of importations of flax, hen)p, and jute,,

being £15,012,002.

Australian Imports.

The importations of fibre into Australia for th^; 3'ear 1906, under the

head of Flax and Hemp, am lunted to 87,954 ewt., valued at £167,281 ;

other fibre being also imported valued at £12,400.

Linseed and linseed meal was imported to the value of £5,700.

Linseed cake and oil cake valued at £1,388, and the value of linseed oil

imported amounted to £105,309, the quantity being 1,032,118 gallons.

The importation of fibre* from New Zealand amounted to £77,374, and

linseed grain to the value of £480.

Tlie countries where flax is mostly produced are British India, Russia.

Ar-;entine, and the United States.

The United States Department of Agriculture has devoted a considerable

amount of attention to flax culture, and in 1903 Professor H. L. Bolley was
sent to European countries to investigate the conditions of flax culture, and a

very useful bulletin by Mr W. L. Marcey, being extracts from Professor

Policy's report, was issued in 1907.

The following information given under separate heads will be of value to

intending flax-growers in this State :
—

Climatic Conditions.

The regions in which the flax crop has been successfully grown, either for

fibre or for seed, cover a wide latitude, being within the 10th and 65 ch

parallels of north latitude. New culture areas in southern latitudes also

show the crop successfully grown under similar climatic conditions. As at

present cultivated in Europe, the limitations as to climate are rather sharply
defined. These are probably matters of variety and strain, which have

become established because of unintelligent cultivation rather than because

of any definite attempts which growers have made to obtain new and suited

strains or varieties.

Temperature, rainfall, atmospheric humidity, and soil type directly govern

plant distribution. Generally speaking, the flax crop may be said to grow
best in the colder parts of the temperate region.

As far as the growth of the seed crop is concerned, its region of culture

may be stated to be similar to that of successful spring wheat cultivation,

while the fibre crop is at })resent produced in regions of heavier rainfall and

somewhat cooler and more cloudy skies than those in which spring wheat is

usually grown with success. The crop may also be said to possess either

general capabilities or varieties and strains, which allow of the production of

fair crops of seed flax at least to the southern limits of winter-wheat

producing regions.

"
Flax ami hemp.
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'V\u' raiiit'all of tut) districts may \ai\- murli a^ \n aninmit, yet tlir l^^lllls

as to soil ami at inos],|icric plant riixiioiiincnt remain essentially similar.

Tlic less mi'asuraltic t'caturcs ot' simsliiiir. cloudiiiess, foggiiH's<, general

atmospheric liiimiility, i^c, arc matters wluili \itally affect plant growth,
and these are esjx'cially notewnrthy as aUcriiiiL; tlic Hax ci'op. Foi' the

production of line long libre of t-ww (juality, the jiiant must have an even,

rathei' slow development, with fi-w, if any, sudden checks. The cloudy sky
and cdol humid air, with an cxcii liut not too great soil moisture throughout
the period of growth, is a featureof all IlKre dislriets.

Soil Conditions.

observations and studies of the ^oil relations of the flax cro|) lead to the

belief that the question of soil type and fertility, as affecting the successful

culture of this croj), is one of far less importance than has usually been

supposed. Nearly all writers on fla.x culture have thought it necessary to

state that flax demanrls a very fei'tile soil. The writers ob.servations in

America, the Netherlands, Belgium, llussia, and .Vustria do not confirm the

belief of those writers. The lighter soils of Ward and Kamsey counties.

North Dakota, equal or excel the most fertile soils of the North-west in

flax-seed production ; and the light, sandy, very poor forest or scrub lands of

some of the flax districts of llussia easily produce the finest types of fibre

llax when the system of culture is at all intelligent. Indeed, in Russia, the

writer found the peasantry continuing the culture of flax upon soils naturally

light, and so im])0verished from the long-continued ruinous "three-crop''

rotation that the growing of oats aiid rye was no longer a possible consider-

ation. This was a surprising confirmation of previous conclusions drawn

from woi-k done at the North Dakota xVgricultural Experiment Station. It

has also been shown in this work that the fiax plant is less radical in its

draft upon the soil than wlieat, corn, or oats.

Experiments conducted by the North Dakota Station on large plots

definitely illustrate that fiax is not particulai-ly hard on the soil. Jn the

Red River Valley it has ofteji been found that the soil is too fertile for the

growth of a flax crop when atmospheric and soil moisture is normal. The
farmers of the valley often put tlax up)t)n summer-fallowed lands, thinking
that such lands are too sti'ong for the wheat crop. Observations of this

pi-actice have shown that very often the tlax crop almost fails, and produces
a poorer yield of .seed becaus(> of this extra fertility. In drought}' seasons

the fiax crop has shown itself able to stand on very fertile lands, but

frequently it is almost woi'tliless when anything moic than an ordinary i-ain-

fall occurs. It has also been very clearly demonstrated at the North Dakota

Station that consideralily better crops of wheat may l)e rai.sed after flax than

after wheat.

By comparing soil statistics, contrasting tlie chemical c(»mposition oi farm

crops, and considering extremely various types of soil upon which fine crops
of fiax fibre and fiax-seed have been grown, it lias been made evident that

flax-growing is not injurious to the soil. The chemical analyses of the soils
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of some of the noted Kussian Hax-producing districts bear out this state-

ment. The lesson for American farmers is that, fc-o far as tiax is concerned,

soil quality is rather a secondary consideration. The strains of seed used

and the climatic and atmospheric conditions seem to be tirst in order of

importance.

Growth-periods of the Crop.

The flax plant of cultivation is naturally an annual, and is, therefore,

limited to climatic and soil conditions which are suited to the growth of

such plants. In certain southern regions, including southern France, it is

sometimes cultivated as a winter annual, but such varieties are found to

mature when sown as spring crops in the usual flax-growing regions. The

complete growth-period varies somewhat according to the types or varieties,

and quite considerably according to the climate and region in which the

crop is grown. Flax may, however, be looked upon as a short-season crop.

It is quite common for the seed crop to be matured in from two and one-

half to three months. This makes it a very important crop for northern

regions. Indeed, the fibre ci'op, as has been previously noted, may be

produced in very fine form in regions so far northward that few other crops

may be successfully matured.

The entire growth-periods of the plant may, for convenience, lie divided

into (1) the period immediately following seed germination, and preceding
the development of the regular foliage leaves

; (2) the period from the seed-

leaf stage to the blossoming stage ; (3) the period of flowering and lioll

formation; and (4) the period of maturing. Very much depends upon tlie

condition of weather and soil during these definite periods of growth as to

the final types of the products ; and much depends also upon whether one is

growing the crop for the production of fibre or seed, what sort of weather

should be hoped for, and what soil conditions one should strive to maintain.

Generally speaking, a halting, irregular growth will result in tlie formation

of a woody straw and a poor type of fibre product. There may or may not

be a good seed crop produced under these conditions. If the aim is to

produce a long even growth of fine fibre, everything possible should be done

to obtain an even and rather slow growth. Arrangements shovdd be made
to provide that texture and drainage of the soil which will give as constant

a water supply as possible. Anything which checks the growth of the straw

during the period preceding boll formation is sure to result in an inferior

tyi^e of fil)re. If a drought sets in at some time when the straw should be

making its greatest strides in length and increase of diameter, there will be a

formation of woody straw and a thickening and hardening of the fibre cells,

and the straw becomes contracted, stunted, and brittle.

Where the crop is being grown for seed purposes, the matter of an even

growth is almost of &\\x'a\ importance. It is extremely important to the seed

crop that the atmospheric conditions should be sutficienfly dry to cause the

sturdy woody t3'pe of stem growth and a heavy production of foliage, for the

reason that seed production demands a strong branching plant-body with

large leaf surfaces. In order that the boll formation may be numerous and

c
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perfect and the seeds may be well lilled, large liwif surfaces exjoauded to the

sun and air are a n(^cessity, as these arc the nianufacturiii<f source of the seed

content. T<i<i iiiurli ninistui-c t hrou,<,di<>iit t lie uiMwtli season results in weak

and imperfect stems and poor hoU and seed formation. If a severe <h"ought

should occur at or near the time of tiowering or boll and seed formation, it will

prevent the proper flow of sap and occasion the hardening and ripen-

ing of the straw, especiall}' of the slender and thin stems up(jn which

the bolls are formed, thus cutting oft' the proper su])ply of food material*

from the seeds. Every etloit shoulil. tlinct'ore, he made to pro\ ide a type of

soil which will maintain to the last a suthcient sup{)ly of moisture. The flax

plant when supplied with a sul)soil moistuie will stand very severe conditions

of atmospheric heat and di'ought.

A period of extrcuu; impoitance in the gi'owth of the crop is that which

immediately follows seed gernnnation. It is of the Utmost importance that

the germination should hi; i-apid and that the soil should be in such conditinn

as to allow the seedlings to come iunnediately above the surface. This-

accounts for the great care which should be exercised in the preparation of

the soil for the seed-boMl, as desciibed later.

Cultural Methods.

TIk' matter of t'orniulaling some systematic methods of flax culture which

shall be i-ecognised as of special merit is of tiist impoitance when considering-

the question of establishing the crop as a staple one in any particulai- region.

In America thei-e is a gi-eat diflference of opinion as to what aiethods should

best be pursued in prej)aring the seed-bed, sowing the seed, and harvesting

the })roduct. Generally, the ciop is looked upon as a side issue, and is cared

for without much uniformity of effort and method. Even in the old flax-

producing regions of Europe the writer found that definite knowledge as to^

the best methods <if handling the soil and seed is liardlv to be had except
from observation. A great diversity of belief was found to exist. The

processes generally followed and the methods which may be calculated to-

give the most satisfactory results are outliiu>d in the following })ages.

The Seed.

The most successful llix-growers place great stress upon the care with

which the seed is handled, and upon the type and character of seed which is

used
;
but it is a peculiar, indeed, a strange feature of the (Mitire system if

flax culture that Jio matter what region is visited one liniis that the protlucer

of the crop believes lie should send to some distant region to prncure seed.

It is evident that this belief alone would result in a \vv\ thoi-ough mixng
of all the kinds, types, or varieties, and at the same time it practically

eliminates the idea of seed development or seed breeding.

The writei- is convinced that the raising of fjroperly-cared-for home grown
seed would be of great advantage to tlie entire fibre industrv of the Nether-

lands. This statement is made here in order to iuiiuc^^s upon the American

flax-producer the fact that, if it is to b(^ hoped ever to make the crop reach a.
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standard of excellence, he must cease to buy seed of unknown quality, and

must |)rouef-d to grow the crop from seed of known pedigree. Experiments
with farm crops have for a number of years shown that cops in their

climatic environment do not degenerate by being grown for a long time upon
the same type of S'>il. Tlie cause of weakening depends upon other features

which are not pi-operly considered. The Dutch grower persists in sowing
the seed thick upon the ground in order to give the fine type of fibre-straw.

He also pulls the straw while yet somewhat immature, that he may procure
what he considers the best grade of fibre. The result is that each year the

seed becomes weaker and weaker. Those who are in the business of growing
fibre flax can well afford to set aside a piece of gi-ound in order to jjroduce

a suflicient quant' ty of thoroughly matured seed of a pure type with which

to seed their lands.

The quantity of seed sown to the acre throughout each particular flax-

growing region is fairly uniform. The Russian growers, who sow the crop
for oil-production, approximate very closely one-half bushel of good seed per
acr^". The- Dutch, Belgian, and Russian growers of fibre flax sow very
unif >rmly 8 to 10 pecks of seed per acre, according to the strength of the

land and the moistui-e conditions which the crop can stand. The Russian

seed costs Hollanders approximately from $2-50 to $4 per acre, because,

before sowing, great caie is taken to grade out everything but the very

plumpest and best seeds.

Because of its capability of absorbing water and of its oil content, flax

seed is nf such a nature as to I'eadily lose its viability. Tt is particularly sus-

ceptible to injury by heating in the bin, by exposure to high dry-storage

temperature--, or by exposure to slight amounts of moisture under conditions

of low temperature. As the young plants are very susceptible to the action

of moulds and other fungi which attack the seedlings and the mother seeds

at the time of germination, it is of great importance that the seed should be

S'ored dry, so that the spores of such fungi cannot gain a hold upon the

seed. Flax seed for sowing purposes should, therefore, be harvested dry and
stored in a cool dry jalace.

The Land

lu America flax-growers make little distinction as to what type of soil

they select on which to grow the crop. Speaking generally, the farmers- of

the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, and Russia follow the same course. Th6
writer's observations show that the kinds of soil upon which the crop reaches

the standard of perfection are very uniform in all regions, though fair crops

may be raised upon soils of a great diversity of types.

For the fibre crop the texture of the upper layers of soil should be such as

to give a fiiiely-compact surface, well drained, but of sufiiciently sardy and

lofimy nature to allow the first growths of the root system of the young plant
to be rapid ; and yet it should nob be so loose as to cause rapid drying, or so

compact as to cause Ijaking and cracking. A feature of the greatest import-
ance is that there should be a heavy, rather compact subsoil, capable of
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persistPTit letciitioii of moisture. The best types of the filjre crop of the

Netlierliiiids ;niil of Uussiii were found upon soils which spfMucd to possess

these ^(Micr.-il cli.njictci'i.stic.s witli a liiif adiiiixt ui'c (if KCJi-saml, L;'i\iiiu a type

of surfiici' whicli i-oiil(i staiul a lar^c aiiijuut of walrr without liakiiig aii<l

crackiu.i;' ihniiig ])t'rioils
of panial diduiflit.

As pi('\iouslv in(iicat('ii, the iiiattef of fertility seems to be of minor

importance. The Uax crop can be grown upon a soil so poor in the chemical

elements luvded for plant nutrition that scai'cely any other crop could surceed,

provided the ot her and more important conditions an' favourable, in hot,

dry re,y;ioTis, where the crop is more connnonly iji'own for seed, the features of

the soil which ai'e of extreme iinjioi ^ance are those which ensure a shallow

but compact seed-l)P(|, a rapid lirst growth, aiul a steady wa'ei- su])]ily from a

heavy underlyinif sid)soil. While i^ood cro})s of seed flax may be grown upon

light lands with a gravel subsoil, this can only he expected in years when the

.season of boll formation bas an abundance of rainfall or receives its equivalent

by irrigation.

As to the a|ij)lication of manurtvs anil fertilisers, the growers in the Nether-

lands do not reconunend barnyard manure U})on lands which are to be used

for the ]>rofluction of tibi'e tlax. They claim that this fertiliser jiroduces too

much wood in the straw, and thickt^iis the fibre. ^laiiy of the growers who
have to deal with lands of light quality that need pushing, apply a light top-

dressing of saltyietre at about the blos.soming period. This is said to lengthen
the grow th jieriod and to soften and lengthen the straw\ The a])plication of

properly composted barnyard manures to the crop wdiicli is l)eing grown for

.seed purpo.ses cannot he condemned, as the strong, woody stem in this case is

of material b(>nelit in s(^ed production.

The Seed-bed.

Great stress is usually placed by l^^nglisli writers on llax culture upon the

idea of deep woi'king the soil in pri'paring the seefl-hcd. The wnteis work

has shown that this idea is correct where compactness of soil is pid\ ided ; but

those who cont(uid for a looseninjj and softeinnji of the seed-bed seem to be

wholly in the wi-ong. The one thing that a flax crop cannot stand is a

friable, loose-textured soil. Th<^ best Hax soils aiv found to be those with an

admixture of very fine sea-sand or silt I'esting ujion a hea\y compact sulisoil.

Where the better crops of Belgium, the Netherlands, and norih-wot Paissia

are seen growing, the topsoil, with its fine admixture of sand, soon after

])reparation becomes very compact, save only a slight blanket of suiface sand

which, worked to the lop by nu-aiis of rain, acts as a mulch or blanket to

prevent cracking and baking in jx-iiod of slight drought.

The charactei' of the soil naturally determines the time for working and

[)loughing ; but usually fall ploughing is apt to give the best I'esuits in all

those types of soil which tend to become more compact l>y working. In all

cases in which the soils after deej) ploughing become^ more thoroughly com-

pact by harrowing or top-working, much harrowing is desirable. In very

rich, loamy soils, which are liable to become loose and friable by persistent;
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workino:, the top-working should be conhmd to the destruction of weeds, and

shoukl be stopped at the slightest sign that overwork is tending to looseness,

liability to blow, etc.

The aim is to provide a well-worked undersoil, so as to give it a close

texture and continuity for the ascent of water, and at the same time to pro-

vide such surface-working as to give a fine, shallow seed-bed. Regardless of

traditional theories, observations show that a compact soil underlying a

shallow seed-bed of not to exceed 1 inch in depth always gives the best

results. The deep jiloughing and working should precede the seeding time

just as long as possible, as its value consis's in a proper aeration of the

underlying soil for the preparation of food materials for the coining crop.

Seeding Time.

The Rev. J. Lintott Taylor states that in the Orange district of New
South Wales the most suitable time for sowing linseed is in the months of

March and April. The date varies according to the latitude and climatic

features. The rather cool, rapid-growth months of spring and early
summer tend to produce long and fine types of fibre. The fibre plant cannot

withstand the hardening infiuence of the high dry heat of the late summer
months.

Seeding Methods.

The methods of seeding for flax are as various as the people who grow the

"vop. The lai'ger areas of the Netherlands and Belgium are seeded with

ordinary grain-drills, and such machinery is also used upon the largest estates

ill Russia, where the crop is grown for oil production. Small areas in all

countries are seeded by hand broadcast and harrowed in. Russian peasants
broadcast by hand almost exclusively. If evenly cast, it is supposed that all

straws are shaded alike, and therefore mature evenly as to fibre.

The chief merits of any method of seeding must depend upon three points :

The seed should be embedded at an even depth—not too deeply
— and should

be evenly distributed. The brush harrow, as conmionly made by American

farmers, gives good results when properly handled
;
but no scheme of broad-

cast seeding can give the regularity of depth that yields best results with this

cro|i.

Considering entire crops, the best ones are quite the most apt to follow the

drill. Regularity of depth in seeding is of the utmost importance with flax,

whether planted for oil or for fibre purposes. If the seeds are buried at

diff'eient depths there is very great irregularity of first growth, resulting in

unequal maturing. With the fibre crop evenness of growth and maturing
of the straw is of first importance.

Crop Rotation.

With the flax-grower, crop rotation is of great practical importance. He
must either rotate or cease to grow the crop. An efl'ort to learn the best

possible .system of rotation for flax resulted in showing that among growers
there is much confusion of ideas.
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. jPnly one fiict was cliaracteristic of all n'])lies obtaiiic(l. \ iz., that there

should be as long a period of years intervciiin- hctwcen flax crops as possible.

Most growers in the Nethi rlaiids and Belgium liuld that the cliicf necessity

for long series of crops in the rotations is due to the destructive action of

flax-wilt, but tliey also lu'lieve in the process as one that is ess ntial to general

agriculture. Of the best producci-s of (ibie fla.x, few t)elieve in less than seven

year series. ^Vlauy recommend inmh longer rotation periods and favour tlie

introduction of grass and pastuic in tlie series of cmps. A wry (•iiniinnn

rotati(jn in the Netherlands is as follows:—(1) Manure or I'ape ; (2) wheat;

(3;), ry.e ; (4) legumes (horse beans); (5) flax; (6; potatoes ; (7) pota'oes ;

and (8) fallow-rest, and crop of weeds turned under as a green manure late in

the season. If the soil is very fertile, the potatoes follow the legumes

preceding the flax.

.
, In Russia the peasants, according to the compulsory customs of the particular

commune, piactice either three or six year I'otations. In the better flax-

p^'pducing villages the rule is usually for a six-year rotation, as follows :
—

(1

and 2) wheat; (3 oats; (4) rye; (5) pasture; (6) flax. In many districts

the common rotation is :
—

(1) fallow; (2) wheat, rye, oats, oi' bailey; (3)

pasture for the village cattle
;
and then flax year after year until the soil is

practically robbed of the strength necessaiy to support even grass.

In the noi'thern regions of Russia, a scrub and timber countr}-, where the

population is s})arse, great crops of fibre flax are grown by "land rest" method.

A.fter each flax crop, the peasant allows the land to run wild as a village

pasture, and to grow up to scrub timber for ten or fifteen years. Tlie scrub

is then bvu-ned off' and the breaking is cropped to flax. By this wasteful

method they grow undoubtedly the hest flbre straw known. The laud cleared

in this way seems to have all the advantages of virgin soil.

The feature most widely observed is that on light soils a leguminous crop is

of much benefit in pre[)aring the soil for flax culture. If, however, the soil

naturally possesses much available nitrogen, the flax is sown so long after the

leguminous crop as possible, and is usually preceded bv grass or hay crops. The
most common procedure in all countries seems to be the placing of flax in the

series after several years of grass and pasture. This seems impuitant when
freedom from the destructive action of wilt is considered. During the wiiter's

investigations, however, no grower was found who believed that any sort of

rotation series could serve as a comjJete specific against the occurrence of

flax sick .soil. Tt is also self-evident that no rotation can be given which will

fit all soils and regions.

Control of Weeds.

Very little need be said of weeds. It is not supposed that they should

be allowed in any carefully grown crop ; vi't there is probablv no crop in

which their presence is more pernicious tjian in flax culture. In the case of

fibre crop they must all be removed fi-om the straw by hand before retiing, a

"very cpstly process, 'ilieir presence in t!ie croj) also causes unevenness of

growth ajid maturing, with associated evils. In the seed crop they occasion
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by their extra foliage great difficulty in properly drying and curing the seed-

bolls for thrashing. The greatest difficulty is also experienced in atteaipting

to grade weed seed from flax seed
;
and whether the seed is being purchased

for oil or for sowing pur|joses, there must be a loss to the grower on account

of the low price obtainable for such inferior seed.

Harvesting the Seed.

Whether the seerl is to be used for sowing purposes or for oil, great care is

necessary in the harvesting process in order to hold the quality of the seed.

The essentials are that the seed sliould be allowed to mature, be harvested dry,

Flax seed cleaner and separator.

and be kept in a dr\^ condition. Since there are no gro\vers who practise

growing fibre flax for seed purposes, it is easy to account for the fact that

even the best which is to be had is of very uneven grade. In Russia the seed

is sown so thick that only two or three of the topmost bolls are able to

mature. When the crop is pulled the other bolls furnish weak, half mature,

scaly seeds. No Russian peasant grows any great quantity of seed, and

before it reaches a seedsman many different lots are mingled.
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Pulling.

Everv\vhore the pulling of the straw is done l)y hand. The aiLjuinents for

this practice are always essentially the same, viz., (Ij that there is no machine

which will do the work well, and
{'!)

that it is wise to pull l)y hand, as all

weeds mav he diseai-dcd. and the ci'o]) may he sorted and thmwii into pniper

crades of straw. Some writers claim that there is much loss of libre if one

attempts to cut the crop, for the reason tliat-" the best fil)re is located in the

lower stem and root." There is little or no foundation for this belief. The

last 2 or 3 inches of stem is exceedini,dy woody, and contains but little libre,

and the root contains no tibic of xaliic i^tsomeof the large scutching mills

in Belgium, it was contended that the til)re from cut sti-aw is unsatisfactory

for spiiuiing purposes, for the reason that fibres with cut ends do not bind

together in the thread properly, that they slip, itc. There may be some basis

for this belief, but it .seems very doubtful that it (tan be a feature of any

great importance. The principal reasons for pulling instead of cutting flax

seem to be—(L) to avoid stain and injury, which would lesidt from soil

moisture soaking into the cut stems while curing in the shock ; (2) to secure

better curing of the straw and ripening of the seed
; (3) to secure straw of

full length. Pullerl tlax connnands a price of from .'^l to •S2 per ton more

than cut llax.

Clean culture would elinnnate the weeds, and the seedd)ed which is best

suited to tlax culture is of so even and smooth a nature when properly prepared
that reaping machines could l)e set to run .so clo,se to the earth as to remove

practically every inch of valuable straw. T'here is no successful pulling

machine now in use, though its invention has been attempted.

Thrashing, or Seed Removal.

Tn European fibre work the seed is always removed by hand, or such simple

machinery is used that hand labour is the main element. The attempt is to save

the fibre in the small branches upon which the bolls are located. Much care

is given to the proper drying of the sti-aw and seed Ixjlls or capsules, so that

the work of seed removal may be as easily effected as possible. The crop is

sometimes left in small bundles or swaths as pulled, aiid then dried and

stacked. Sometimes it is kiln-dried, or often in peasant districts hung in

bunches upon fences or on racks put up for that purpose.

European growers of fibre flax contend that the proper sa\ ing of the seed-

croj) should give sufficient seed to pay for all of the farming processes
—

indeed, all of the steps in the culture of the cii^i up to and including the

process of retting.

Retting.

The process of freeing the fibre from the woody and gummy substances, so

that it can be easily removed by the processes of breaking and scutching, is

known as retting. The work may be done either Dy chemical means or by
the slower process of fermentation oi' rotting. The retting may be done in

water or by a weathering process through exposure to dew, rain, and sun.
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The latter iiu'thod is aht» one essentially of fermentation. The great mass of

flax fibre of the world is produced by the nntural fermentation method. Up
to the present, chemical methods liave been found too costly, and the quality

of fibre produced has not been satisfactory. Some very pretty types of fibre

have at times been freed by chemical means, but large plants for such work

are not as yet successful. The various chemical methods used up to the

present time result in bleached fibres, to which the trade is unaccustomed,

preferring the raw fibre colour. Nearly all of the tlax fibre thus far produced

by chemical methods feels harsh, and lacks the strength and durability of

either the dew-retted or water-retted flax.

In some of the fibre districts of Russia the peasants use a combination of

shallow pool and dew retting. They commence the work in the fall as soon

as the seed can be removed, wetting the straw once by immersion in some

shallow pool for a period of one to three weeks, weighting it down by the

use of logs or stones. The straw is then removed direct to some grassy
meadow and spread in thin swathes for drying and dew retting. The chief

reason for the dark colour of the great bulk of the raw fibre produced by the

Russian peasantr}' is the carelessness with which they carry out their

processes, as they often allow the straw to remain either too long in the pool

or too long on the grass, letting it rot rather than ret.

Another process seen in practice in Russia was a modified pool or pit method.

It is there referred to as American, the natives stating that it was^

introduced by a very bright American. This belief, however, could not be

confirmed. Very fine results are obtained by this method. The straw is

stacked until May, and is then immersed in deep pits or pools encased in

heavy planking or logs capable of holding many tons of straw in bundles. The

retting processes are continued through the summer months. In an instance

seen by the writer, the pits were placed uj^on a hillside in such a manner

that the water from the spring above was allowed to pass through a series of

pipes from one pit to another
; and, as there is an automatic arrangement

governing the inflow and outflow of the water, the temperature of the

fermenting straw and surrounding water can there be kept at a very regular

point. When the straw is first put in and the water is turned on, the

temperature rapidly rises, but it is not allowed to go above, approximately,
110° F.

An outline of this process may be indicated by the following steps :
—

(!)•

The bundles of straw are placed in the pit and wet up for a period of

twenty-six hours
; (2) the water is then turned off and the mass of straw is

allowed to heat for thirty-six to forty-eight hours, care being taken that the

temperature does not rise above 110^ F.
; (3) the water is turned on agnin

for sufficient refreshing to keep the temperature down, the straw being
allowefl to remain from one to three weeks, accoi'ding to the progress of

retting ; (-4) the straw is next spread out in swathes upon the grrtss to dry
and dew ret for a period ranging from one to three weeks, according to the-

conditions observed
; (5) after proper drying the straw is placed in bundles-

and stacked dry.
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Breaking and Scutching.

After it is ret ted, tlic straw should be bright, thoroughly dry, and have

a rather sweet odour. At Courtrai, B(>lgium, the straw, after being retted,

is dried and stacked, and icinnins in the stacd^s until the close of the I'etting

season, when the breaking and scut(diiiig operati'iiis conunence. As the

wood, skin, oi' hark parts are harsh and brittle and the llbre elastic and

touirh, the straw is broken or crushed in suoJi a manner as to cause ihe wood

to drop away from the iibre masses. This jjr.ieess is called l)reakiiig The

straw may either be crushed by pounding with mallets or ciimped in some

i5ort of breaking machine.

Although the biH^aking and scutching may be well done by iiKudiinery, yet,

at best, niueh hand labour is neederl in order to keep the fibre properly

bunched, graded, and free from snaids. 'Jdiat which becomes much snarled

must be disposed of as tow. The usual machine-bi-eak in Europe consists of

Typical flax-fibre breaking machine.

From Jliilletiii No. 274, I'. 8. Depurtiiu'iit of Ayriciiltufe.

pairs of horizontally-|)laeed ihited or corrugated rollei's, through w lii( h the

retted straw is passed endwise. Thei-e are usually from si.v to tw(dve jyairs

of such rollei's, so adjusted that each pair cidrnps somewdiat more closely and

fits more tightly than the pi-eceding pair. Flax-breaking machines used in

America usually consist of five corrugated rollers, arranged so as to give an

interrupted or i-eti'ogiade movement.

The scutching is done by means of flattened paddles. if done by hand, a

bunch of bioken fibi-e is held tightly in one hand, while a glancing stroke is

made with a thin, smooth paddle, the process being continued until all of the

•coarse bits of broken wood are removed. In the regular scutching mills the

work is done by a set of revolving paddles, while the fibre is held in the

hand of the operator in su(di a manner that the ]),iddles strike it a glancing
blow as it rests ovei- a rounded, sni(>i)tli-ed<'eil hoard with slanted sid(!S or
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edges, the ends of the bunch of fibre being reversed from time to time during
the process.

In ;i properly arranged scutcliing mill there is a series of stalls foi- the

•operators, in each of whicli the scutch wlieels revolve upon a power shaft.

A Belgian scutching mill, showing the position of the operator with reference to the scutching wheels and
sorting stalls.

From Bulletin No. 27i, U.S. Department of Asricultwre.

There are twelve paddles to the wheel, and the wheels revolve at the rate of

.150 revolutions per minute. The paddles thus strike regularly upon the fibre

at the rate of 1,.S00 times per minute. Because of this regularity of action
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tlie opiTutui' i.-^ al)l(' to
,iu(l,i,M'

to u nicety lln' jirci^rt'ss and tinisli of tlic utirk.

As it is exceedinqjly du^ty work, ventilaticm stacks ai-e pinvidcd with hoods

co\'('i-inL;- each wheel. ;ind an air Mast eai'i'ies dll' all dn^t and li,L,dit matter.

In lli'li^inni it is a eoniinon practice t) di\ide tlie sciiti'hinu,' ptdcoss into two

oi- three periods, placing the lihre in cold storage (hning the rest period

bi'tween the sciitehings. This niclhi'd nt woi-k is said ti give fle.\il)ilit\- and

"Hfe" to the fibre.

Sorting, Baling, and Grading.

The sciilcliing ]iroeess results in cleaning the lihre of all the woody matter,

and while this is being acconiplislied the operator throws the tlax into

separate piles, according to Ids judgineiit of (piality. Tt is then tiecl into

small bundles and tinally baled, each bale being supposed to contain fihi'e of

e(pial ipiality as to market value. Tt is baled under pressure into small

bundles appi-o\iniat ing l'<)0 lb. 'Tlie best (jualities of fibre are usually

encased in covers of coarse guiuiy sackiiii,', and ea<-h bale is marked to indicate

its grade oi' (pialitv before it is allowe I to be placed OJi the market. This

is (lone in the large warerooms by opening tlie bales sutiicientlv to draw

samples of the fibre.

The writer often saw- the ])rocess of grading in operation. In the

NetJierlands the tests applied are such as can only be made by those who have

liad long association with fibre work. It was observed that in all types of the

finest libre grader? the fibre strands were perfectly free from woody <)i" extra-

neous matter and entanglement. The best types were usually of a pale-grey

colour, shading slightly to a light gc^lden-greenish cast. If too raw or green in

colour, the fibre may represent an insufficient I'etting and degumming. If too

white, it is found to have lost pliability, life, and j^ei'haps strength. Very
dark'gi'ey types of fibre, such as is usually sold b\- the IJussian peasantrv,

i-epresent undue retting and exposure to weather, whereby much sti-ength

and plial)ilitv are lost before the process of artificial lileaching mav bring

the fibre back to a usable fui'in.

Flax Diseases.

The fiax crop gives a fair yield upon new land, but if allowed to follow

itself year after year sooti ceases to be profitable,
—for the crop dies away to

such an extent that there is not sulUcient stand left to i)ay for the work.

The soil is then said to be "fiax-sick" or "exhausted "
for flax culture. It

lias ])cen deinonstratd at the North hakota Agricultural Experiment
Station that the trouble is not primarily with the soil,

—that the scjil is not

chemically exhausteil, but that the troulile is due rather to the ]iresence in

the soil of micro-organisms.

Varieties of Field Flax.

Considerable attention has been given by the writer to the question of the

existence of fixed varieties within the species known as Lrnnm nsifafitii^innan,

the common field fiax. Most practical growers throughout Europe, and

especially in IJussia, contend that there are no absolutely fixed varieties.

Numerous ol)ser\ati(>ns made in the difl'erent countries, however, concerning
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sin,ijle forms, have convinced the writer that there are several well-marked

varieties of cultivated field flax. Among these there are at least two which

should he classed as species, namely, Linum iisitatissiiinnn, L., including all

of the small-seeded varieties, and Linum Immile, Mill, including the large-

seeded varieties. Of the first-named species, the following varieties may be

liisted :
—

(1) common blue-fiowered fibre flax
; (2) common blue-flowered t-eed

flax ; (3) dehiscent-boll seed flax ; (4) common white-flowered fibre flax
;
and

(5) white-flowered white-seeded flax.

Of the big-seeded Sicilian species, Linum humile, the following types may
be iiot'-d:—(1) Sicilian big-seeded, blue-flowered seed flax, sonu'times grown
as a winter variety ; (2) big-seeded, white-flowered, white-seeded flax

;
and

(3) Indian seed flax, Egyptian seed flax, and Argentine seed flax. The latter

are large-seeded varieties of a character almost midway between the Sicilian

big-seeded flax and the common Russian seed flax. Each has some qualities

distinguishing it more or less definitely.

There seem to be many intermediate grades or strains between the two

species mentioned, and within the various varieties named. Because the

crop has always been grown without much care as to jjurity or variety, there

have been much intermingling and mixing, possibly cross-breeding ;
and it

is a matter worthy of experiment to determine, just now, how far the so-

called "
running out" of varieties is due to cross-breeding, and how much is

due to mixing, from careless handling of the seed. Studies conducted upon
the varieties of these two species of cultivated flax tend to indicate that they

are usually close fertilised. Individual flowers, for example, produce seed

freely, whether in association with other flowers or not. The structure of

the flowers, while possibly allowing cross-fertilisation, is such as to indicate

that they do not usually cross-fertili>e to any great extent. It is the opinion

of the writer that practically all cases in wdiich the different varieties are

reported as "running out" may be traced to careless seed handling and

mixing, whereby tlie common type characteristic of a particular region soon

predominates over the imported strain.

In the Public Ledger, London, of November 30th, 1907, the current price

of various fibres are quoted as follows :
—

Aloe, per ton

China Grass, per ton

,, Jute, ,,

Mexican
Raffia .. ...

Hemp, per ton, c.i.f.—
Polish

Italian ... ...

Sunn...

Other East Indian...

Manila, brown
^aJr

good
Mauritius ...

New Zealand
Sisal ...

The Tvxiilc Mfrnin/, December 21, 1907, quotes flax as follows :— Bejetsky, ,£36 10s.;

Javapol, £-26 to £27 ; best Livonian, £20 ; Couiish, £1S to £10 ;
and HoHs, £15 10s. to£16.

£
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Yield of Seed.

TIk' yield of llax seed in tlic American States averages about ll) hiisliels ta

the acre.

Yield of Fibre.

Ill Irtl.iiid tlie average yield ])er acre of llax for the years 1 SOfJ to 1905^

was 44S 11). : in 1 '»()(; the yielrl was estimated to be 485 lb.

The cost of gi-ovvini; and pulling of flax fibji'e at the Oregon Station was.

$1") loc. (£.3 '^s. 1?,(1.): and for ploughing, hai-rowiiig. and sow itig, i^J 70c.

(£1 ll^.s. Id.)

In America, the price foi- tlax seed vaiies from S-") cents
(.'{s. ('>},([.)

to

$1 .oOc. (fis. :kl.)

Allowing 56 11). of seed per bushel, and taking the general average of yield

of flaxseed in the United States at 10 bushels per acre, i.e., 5 ewf., and allow-

ing, say, 5s. per bushel as the price obtainable by the faiiiuM- here, £2 lO.s. per
acre is realised for the seed, and taking the average yield of Hbre, as ohtaint-d in

Ireland, at, say, 4 cwt. at a low price of, say, 16s., per cwt
,
the retui-n from

fibre will be £3 4s. per acre, making a total of £'.") 1 Is per acre. If the

fibic, howcwer, is of better quality it nia\' bring ,£30 or £36, oi' even ino'C,

per ton, say, 30s. pier cwt ;
the total vield will thi-n be £S lOs. per acre, i.''.

50s. for se(>d and 1 20s. for fibre.

On the other hand, the yield of seed may r(>ach, say, 11 bush' Is \)cr acre,

which at 5s per bushel equals £3 10s. for seed, and if in such circumstances

4 cwt. of fibre can also be obtained at the lower [irice of 16s. per cwt , then

the total yield for the crop equals £6 14s. per acre, i.e
,
7Us foi' seed and ()4s.

for fibre.

The farmei- niay, however, be growing a thickly-sown crop foi' fibre oidy,
and untler such circumstances supposing that 5 cwt. of fibre is obtained,

worth, say, 40s. per cwt., then the yield is £l0 per acre from fibre only,
and there will be snme seed saved as well.

Fair to first-class flax evidently brings o,„,(l prices, and in makiTig an

estimate at the price of only £16 per ton, it nnist be borne in mind tlie

ab ive returns are perhaps too low, and £20 to £.30 and e\eii £40 per ton

may at times be obtained for really excellent fibre.

'{"here is some variation in the weight per bushel of flax seed ; some seed

will go up to 60 11). per bushel or over. In Ireland the setd is sold by
the barrel or by the stone, and it is hardly advisable to form estimates on a

price per bushel uidess the weight of that Ijusliel is made known in the first

instance; consequently, 1 have taken the weight at •")() lb., being a halt' cwt.

At the present time linseed fi'om Calcutta for cruslnng puff oses for fodder,

t^'c, may b(> purchased at about 1 Is. per cwt., which is e(iual t) 7s per
bushel of 56 lb. The seed locally grown would comjHite against the imi>orted

article, and while the above estimated price of 5s. per bu.-hel in the t'xaraples

of estimated results may hv low, T am probably safe in saying there is that

margin, as between the 5s. 1 have allowed as the price per bushel to 'he

farmer, and the value of Calcutta seed at the time of writing, namely, 7s>

per bushel of 56 lb
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List of Fertilisers in New South Wales.

F. B. GUTHRIE and L. COHEN.

1908 List.

The accompanying list of manures obtainable in New South Wales, together

with their composition, as guaranteed by the vendors, and their values, is the

result of the revision of the list issued in April, 1907.

The list is published in the interest of the farmers, and it is hoped that it

may serve as a guide to those requiring any particular class of manure.

It must be clearly understood that the figures given are not those obtained

by analysis of the sample by the Department. They represent the guarantees-

given by the vendors in accordance with the provisions of the Act.

Where possible, samples have been taken from bulk by one of the officers

of the Department, and only those manures are inserted in the list which have

been found on analysis to be up to the guarantee.

A word is necessary in explanation of the column giving the " values
"
of

the manures. These figures are calculated from the composition of the

manures as repres' nted by analysis, a definite unit- value being assigned to

each of the fertilising ingredients. The units on which the values here

given are computed are as follow :
—

Unit-Values of fertilising; ingredients in different manures for 1908.

13 9
15

3

2
4 8

Per unit.

s. d.

Nitrogen in nitrates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 7

,,
in ammunium salt.s ...

,. in 1)1(10(1, bones, ofFal, (fee.—fine ...

Plio.sphoi'ic acid in liones, offal, &f.—fine ...

Potash in sulfjliate of potash .

Potash in muriate of potasli ..

Pliosj)lioric acid in superphospliate and mineral phosphate
—

\Vater-soluble ... ... ... ... ;.. ... ... ... 5 2

Insoluble ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 2 9

Price per lb. of fertilising ingredients in different manures for 1908.

Pence per lb.

Nitrogen in nitrates ... ... ... ... .. .. ... ... 8'3

,, in ammonium salts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... / '4

,, in blood, bones, offal, &c.—fine ... ... ... ... ... 8'0

Pho.siphoric acid in bones, offal, &c.—fine ... ... ... ... ... 1'6

Potash in sulpliate of potash . . .. ... ... ... ... .. 2*8

Potash in muriate of potash ... ... ... ... ... .. ... 2'5

Phosphoric acid in superphosphate and mineral phosphate
—

Water-soluble ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ••• 2"8

Insoluble ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ••• 1'5

To determine the value of any manure the percentage of each ingredient is

multiplied by the unit-value assigned above to that ingredient, tlie result
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buing the vjiluc pur Inn of tliuL substuiice in llic munuii'. i'ur L'xuni])lc, a

bone-dust contains 4 per cent, nitrogen and 20 per cent, phosphoric acid :
—

4 X l")s. Oil. f.S <)s. (111. value nf tliu nitrogen per ton.

20 X .'is. OJ. — £3 Os. Oil. = value of tlie jiho.splioiic acid per ton

£() (l.s. Oil.
- value iif niauuie per ton.

It must be clearly understood that the \alui' thus assigned, depending solely

upon the chemical composition of tlic ni.inure, does not represent in all cases

the actual money value of the luanuic, whic^i depends upon a variety of

causes other than the composition, ami is all'ected by local conditions.

Neither does it i-cpnscnt the costs inriurrd liy
tin' nianiifactun'i- in the

pteparation, such as cost of mixing, bagging, labelling, I'cc. It is simply
intended as a standard by which difPer-ent 2)roduct.s may be compared. At
the same time, it has been attempted to make the standard indicate as nearly

as j)ossible the fair retail price of the manure, and tlie fact that in the majority
of cases the price asked and the value assigned are fairly close show s that the

valuation is a reasonable one.

These figures have been checkefl in all cases by analyses made on samples
collected by an officer of the Depai'tmcnt. It by no means follows, however,

that tlie ])articular product analysed and here pul)lislied will be in stock for

any length of time.

Some agents guarantee two figures
—for instance, ''from Ki to 18 \wv cent,

phosphoric acid." In these cases the lower one has l)een published in the

list, as it \\ ill certaiidy be the one the vendors will ivly upon in cases of

dispute.

Now that the Fertiliser Adulteration Act is in force, the purchaser has

only himself to blame if he pays for cin inferior article. Every vendor is

obliged to furnish a guarantee with every delivery of fertiliser, setting forth

its actual composition as determined by analysis.

If tlie jun-chaser has any I'eason to suspect the genuineness of the guai'antee,

all he has to do is to notify the vendor of his intention to take samples for

analysis, in sufficient time to enable the vendor oi' some person appointed by
him to be present. The samples must be taken before the consiginnent is

finally in the purchaser's possession ;
for example, if the fertiliser is sent by

rail, the sample should be taken at the lailway station or siding. Three

sam})les nuist Ix' taken, one being given to the vendor oi- his repi'esentative,

the second kept by the purchaser and submitted to an analy.st, and the third

forwardefl to the Department of Agi-iculture for future refer(>nce, in case of

divergence in the analyses of the other two. All three samples nmst be

sealed up.

In the case of bone-dust, blood, and lione manures, itc, the valuation has

been made irrespective of the fineness of division, and is based on the amounts

of fertilising ingi'edients only ;
but it must be borne in mind that finely

ground bone-dust acts moi'e rapidly than coarse, and that unground fragments

of bone only become available as fertilisers very slowly.

A word may be added in explanation of the term water-soluble phosphoric
acid. When hones or jniiieral jihosphates are acted on h\- sulphuiac acid, a
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portion of the tricalcic phosphate is converted into aiiother lime compound,
known as monocalcic phosphate or superphosphate. This compound is

sohible in water, and it is to its presence that the rapid action of the

phosphate is due. This is the " water-soluble
"'

acid of the table. In many-

superphosphates, however, a considerable portion of this compound has

undergone change. This change may be due to the salts of iron and alumina

present, or to the length of time it has been kept, and it results in the

formation of a third lime compound—bi-calcic pho-!i:)hate. This is known as
' reverted

"
or "

retrograde
"
phosphoric acid, and is insoluble in water, but

soluble in ammonium citrate.

In the fourth table are a number of waste products whicli may in many
cases be economically utilised.

When purchasing a manure always insist on a guarantee of its composition

as determined by analysis.

Artificial manures should be mixed wdth aljout three times their weight of

dry loam, and distributed evenly.

Never add lime to a manure containing sulphate of ammonia or blood and

bone manui-es, as in these cases loss of nitrogen results
;
and -wdien lime

has been applied to the land do not use such manures until about three

weeks afterwards.

The accompanying fertiliser diagram, which represents in a graphic manner

the points to be taken into consideration in the mixing of different manures,

is reproduced in the hope that it will be found useful to farmers who make

up their own mixtures. The diagram originates with Dr. Geekens, Alzey,

Germany, and is taken from an article by Mr. Leo. Buring in the Oarden

and Field of 10th October, 1903.
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Field Experiments at Batljurst Experiment Farm,

1907.

K. W. I'KACOCK.

W llKATS gidu ti at llatliursl Ivxjicriinciital Farm, 1 DO",

\'arietv.
Previous

crop.

0^

Date
sown.
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Notes.—It will be apparent from the distribution of the rainfall that the

spring rains were inadequate for the production of heavy yields. The dry
October militated against the early-sown wheats and also against the early-

maturing varieties. The good rain of November was too late for the above

to recover, but was excellent for the later-sown and later-maturing varieties.

Early wheats, such as Federation, Comeback, and Bobs, were placed at a

disadvantage. Mid-season wheats, such as Cleveland and Tarragon, had an

advantage. The season also certainly favoui'ed the late wheats, such as Power's

Fife (Manitoba variety). It will be .seen that Paddock No. 12 gave the highest
and most consistent yields. The previous crop was maize, which was

harvested just prior to the seeding with wheat. This necessitated a compai'a-

tively late seeding. The ground was in excellent tilth, due principally to

the frequent summer cultivation of the maize crop. A dressing of 1 cwt. of

superphosphate was drilled with the seed. This was applied to give the crop
&, vigorous start, as well as to augment the supply of available plant-food to

make up in some measure for the late seeding and the exhausting effect

of the maize. The result was extremely satisfactory, the application giving

by far a greater return than any previous application on the farm. The

umnanured check-plot was situated in the Federation block. The estimated

yields per acre were—
Unmanured ... ... ... 26 bushels 53 lb. per acre.

Manured ... ... ... 39 bushels 6 lb. ,,

Excess over unmanured ... 12 bushels 13 lb. ,,

The effect of the manure was very ap|)arent from the time the crop

appeared above ground until harvest.

Paddock No. 15 had been bare-fallowed the previous year and received an

application of 1 cwt. of super2:)hosphate per acx'e with the seed. These wheats

were sown earlier than the above. Power's Fife felt the effect of the dry

October, and showed such by the slight tip-withering of the ears. Tarragon
withstood it much better, as is apparent in the yields. The effect of the

bare-fallowing was very marked and attended with good results.

Paddock No. 17.—This paddock whilst under rape the preceding year was

-stocked heavily during the spring, and practically no crop residue was

ploughed under.

Paddock No. 21 is not comparable with the others, it being sown

comparatively early in the season with early varieties.

Paddock. No. 18 gave the lowest yield, which cannot be attributed to the

preceding crop. The unsatisfastory yields were due to the peculiarity of the

soil, which readily loses that desirable mechanical condition after winter rains.

Early sowing would have been preferable, the greater root development thereby
induced would have kept the soil in better condition after the continuous

rains of June.

Paddock No. 5 was devotetl to a manure experiment and will be treated

under that heading. It has grown wheat continuously since the beginning
of the experiment.

Paddock No. 2.—A portion of slightly over b^ acres was placed under

wheat to demonsti'ate the effect of continuously growing wheat as opposed to
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rotation. As lias Ih'Oii stated the variety Cleveland was favouietl by the

season, and, wlien compared with the same \ariety in the other paddocks,
shows a falling off in yield of (i and 7 husliels per acre.

i'addock Xo. .}.—This wheal was sdwii after vai'ious crops, and the results

will l)c a\ailal)l(' in conjunction witli dthrr experiments in connect ion with

rotations.

The following is a statement of the wheat yields since 1902 :

-

1902—Rainfall, 14-83 in.
; average yield, 8.'j

4jus.
; highest yield, 23 bus.

1903
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Notes.— Generally speaking the season proved too dry for barleys. The

Cape, in Paddock 28, gave a ci'editable yield after having been cut for gi-een

fodder during the winter. The plot in Paddock 7, which had been

previously bare-fallowed, gave the highest yield. All the varieties after

maize gave an unsatisfactory crop.

Ryes grown at Bathurst Experimental Farm, 1907.

Varietv. Previous crop.
oj
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Analyses of Soils from Papua.

V. V,. CLJTHIUK AM. 11. S. SYMMONDS.

Till'; t'dllow iiiL;' iHitcs (111
s;iin|il<'s of sdil sul)iiiilt('(l 1)\- tlic I )iicct(ii' of .\uri-

culture, Pa]Hi;i, nml forwarded tliroiiL;li tlic (A)minoin\call li I )i']iartinriit of

External AH'airs, iiiav 1m' of intcri'st to (riizette readers wlio dcsiro infoniiat ion

as to the nature of tlie soils and their aijji'icull iiral vahie in this jioi-tion of

the ConnnonwcaUli, and t(j eonijjare tliein with Ivpical soils of the mainland,

already ])ul)lislied in the Gnzpttc

The soils examined are t\|iical of the soils met with in New Guinea, and

were eollecte(| midei- the direction of .Mi-. Stanifoi'th iSmith, Director of Asri-

culture, I'apua. Mr. Staniforth Smitli reports as follows :
—

Tlie twelve .sanipk's of soil that have heeii forwarded to the Director of Agriculture,
Sydney, have been cl)taiiie(l from all aceessihle portions of the Territory. U ith the

exce])tion of the Sogeri soil tlu; elevation has been near the sea level and generally taken
from places only a few miles inland from the coast.

In every case a piece of land has been selected which was a fair average of the agri-
cultural land of that district, and in no case has soil been selected that is situated less

than i?(l chains from a river bank.
A hole, with perpendicular sides, has been sunk to a de])th of IS inches or 2 feet and

the soil for analysis taken in slices of even width from the surface to the bottom ; any
stones found in this have bi^en included. With the two following exceptions none of the
soils taken ^\ere more than 100 feet above seadevei :

—
Sogeri, 1,700 feet. Kemp Welch, about 300 feet.

8j)eakint|; generally, these are rich fertile soils of a loamy nature, friable,

and fairly easy to work. They are <,'ood nitrifying soils, and should be

capable, under cultivation, of giving good results with any kind of crop
.suited to the climate. With the exception of the soils from Woodlark Island

and Cheshunt J^ay, they may he elassed as rather light loams. These two are

rather ]iea\v clay loams, hut the clav appeal's to l)e of a friable iiatur(>, and

if the drainage is eHicieiit they should pre.sent no dithculties to cultivation.

The relation of the .soils to w;iter an- good, the capacit}' foi' retaining moisture

heing in all cases high, and the humus content satisfactory. With one

exception, that of the Woodlark Islaiul soil, the capillary power is good, and

the soils are in good mechanical condiiion.

In only one instanee, that of the iSogeri soil, is the land sour, and in this

case the application of lime apjieai's desirable, as the soil is deficient in this

ingi-edi(>nt, and its addition would help materially in sweetening the land.

Iti .id other cases the soil is abundantly sujijilied with lime. They are, on

the whole, fairly rich in )ilant food, nitrog(Mi and phos))hates being from

satisfactory to good, but are iinariahly low in potash, and this ingrediiMit

Would have to l)e .supplied in the case of such crops as tobacco, coco-nut,

banana, and fruit-trees generally.

With this exception, it is doubtful whether manuring will be required, at

least, fo]' the first few seasons. I am not in a position to spsak authori-

tatiyely as to theii- suitaliility for tropical crops, but they are fertile soils and
should give good results with any of the crops cultivated on the mainland. 'i"he

lighter .soils sliould be capable of producing the finer \arieties of tobacco leaf.
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The Score Card.

p. QUIRK.

The system <>i" judging,' stock by points is notliinn- new. So far hack as 1891

the late Mr. A. Bruce, Chief Inspe(;tor of Stock, issued a valuable pamphlet
on " Points of Stock and their Relative Value." This system has not received

the attention it deserves, as the practice of deciding on the merits oi-

demerits of ;ui animal by a cursory examination, which results vei-y often in

the pi'ize being awarded to the wrong exhibit and not on the essential value

of the animal.

Agricultural societies look upon the point system as an experiment, and

prefer to go slowly by ti'ving the experiment on the youths of the district

by means of the score card in judging dairy cattle. A prize is held out for

the youth who judges best (mi points. It has repeatedly come under my
notice where the wrong competitor has gained the prize, as awards are made

on totals and not on the sum of the dirt'erence of points fi'om the judge.

Appended are two Score Cards, No. 1 and No. 2.

Now take No. 1 Score Caid. The maxinnnn number of points, or ])erfec-

tion, in a dairy cow is, say, 200. The judge has credited the animal with

179 points. The competitor credits her with 174 points: therefore, on

totals, he only loses 5 points, whereas actually he has diftered from the judge
to the extent of 23 points. Take again No. 2 Score Card in the .same com-

petition, the same judge, ajul animal. The competitor's total is 167 points,

and he differs from the judge 12 points as against 5 ptnnts in No. 1 Score

Card, whereas No. 2 only differs from the judge l-i points as against No. 1

23 points. So that it is obvious the com2)iler of No. 2 Score Card has done

the best judging and should be awarded the prize. To explain further : Say
a youth is 2 points above the judge in one place and 2 points below him in

another; he has balanceii his account and his total is eijual to the judge,

although hi' has missed 4 points.

Tlie Score Card is a splendid system for the training of youths. We have

u.sefl it for years on the r!o\-ernnient Stud Farm in the training of students,

and have found it invaluable, as every point in a dairy cow has, as compared
with another, a certain definite value. It would be a progressive movement,
and the .system would be of high educational value to the \outh competing,
and also the geneial (lublic. it the judges compared the Score Cards and

explained where each competitor had failed, ;ui(l also gave reasons f( f his

de:;isions as to the desirable and uuJesirabl(> ))oints of a dairv cow.

IJ
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No. 1 ScoiiE Card.

Style and general appearance
Colour ...

Head
Neck
Forequarters ...

Back

Body
Flanks

Hindquarters ..

ThiglLS

Legs
Udder
Milk veins

Teats
Escutcheon
Tail

Temper ...

8ize

Skin

Maximum
Points.

Judges' Competitor's I Points
Points. Points. Lost.

20
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Notes oil Lucerne at Wagga Experiment Farm.

(;. M. M(KK()\Vi\.

TilK site occujiicd 1)V t lie croii is otic of I lie liinhrst ])ai'ts of the t';inii, situated

between two liills of yraiiite formation, froiii wliiih it is considei'ed tliat

moisture reaches the inter\'eiiiiiL:' d']iicssion hy soakage at a de|itli at uhii-h

it is aA'ailabh' for the hcMelit of the crop. -'I'lie land was jiloii^hcd to a

(k'jjth of 6 inches with rotar\- disc jiloughs in the second ueek in .\iiL;ust.

and the seed was s(jwn about tlie middle of the month.

Hunter Kiver seed was sown at the rate of 3 lb. per acic by means of

a irra.ss-bo.x attached to an ordinai'\' wheat-drill, t !)L;'ct her with .")() lb. df

superphosphate ]m'1-
acre.

The land was rolled after sowing, and the seed germinated eaily. Three

months after sowing, the crop was cut and harvestefl for a yield of \ cwt. of

hay per acre, which was then worth 7s. per cwt. A month latei' it was stocked

with slieep consisting chiefly of rams and large fi-amed cross-bred wethers at the

rate of seven per acre. Portion of the crop was cut and allowed to lie rs

the mower left it, for the stock to ]iick up. These sheep were allowed to

remain on the cro}) for eighteen ilavs, and after the lapse of twenty-fl\(' davs

they were again put in, remaining for eleven days.

Fourteen days lat(>r it was again fit for moderate stocking, although the

growth was too shoi-t for cutting.

Tt is intended to cut foi' hay all growths of suHlcient length, and when the

growth is too short for this purpose it will be cut for feeding on the ground.

The rainfall from 1st darmary to the (>nd of October was 907 points, and

tilt.' subsequent recor<ls were—November 209, L)ecend)er 286, January nil.

February 219.

Linseed (Limmi iisittftissunum).

In view of the fact that bounties are being offered by the Federal (lovern-

ment for the production of linseed, oi- the fibre \\ liich is obtainable from the

plant under favorable conditions, attention is drawn to the desirability of

farmers testing tins crop in Kiverina.

At Wagga fair crops of linseed liaAc been obtained ; but tliegrowth of the

iilaiit for iil)re has not been satisfactory, as it has been slioi't and branciiinij-,

defects which depreciate its value.

Tt is yirobable that in the higher })ortions of the district fibre of the best

(juality can be grown, while the seed yield should also be increased. The
land intended for the crop should be ploughed as deeply as the soil will

admit, without biinging sour subsoil to tlu> surface. It should be well

pulverised and levelled by hairowing.

Seed at the rate of 40 lb. per acre should be sown broadcast, and lightly

covered by harrowing, followed by the use of the roller.

The seed may be sown from I\[arch to the middle of May, April being the

best month.
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m kteorological bureau, no. 4 division,

New South Wales.

Weather Conditions during February, 1908,

S. WILSON,
Divisional Officer.

The iiiontli opened with a cyclonic storm centrally situated on tlie sea-

board between Jervis liar and Port Macquarie, where it caused severe

gales and very rough sea. This disturbance was attended by good rains

over our State generally, which persisted until Tuesday, the 4th instant.

In Queensland, also, light to heavy rainfall was recorded during this

period. The largest totals in New South Whales were in and around the

Metropolitan area, as follow :
—1,154 points at Law^son, 1,147 at

Katoomba, 1,072 at Kurrajong, 1,000 at W^ollongong, 866 at Spring-

w^ood, 73G at Camden, 715 at Parramatta, 653 at Picton, 613 at Black-

heath, 605 at Ulladulla, 532 at Sydney, and 501 at Bowral.

The distribution during this rainstorm, which persisted from 29th

January to 4th February, was :
—

On North Coast t'r

Hunter and Manning
Metropolitan

South Coast

Northern Tablelands

Central Tablelands

Soiithern Tablelands

North-western Slope
Central -western Slope
South-western Slope
North-western Plain

Central-western Plain

Riverina

Western Division

Monsoonal conditions reappeared on the 5th, resulting in unsettled

weather over the north-west half of the continent, attended In- light rain

over the southern seaboard, and moderate to heavy in Central Australia;

but in New South W'ales only two stations reported rain, viz., Manning
Heads and Sydney, with 5 points and 2 points respectively. Otherwise,

in our State it was fine generally. On the Gth and 7th tlic rain area on

the coast expanded, and light to moderate falls were recorded soutli from

Port Stephens, and mode.'ate at Cape Byron on the North Coast.

Mild temperatures ruled generally during the first week of the month,
100 degrees in the shade being exceeded at only a few scattered stations in

55
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the ^\\^t^nl Division, Xort li-wrst IMains, Rivei'iiia, jiml Nditli-west

Slope. riic liiL;lic>t were rc|i<iii(i| I'loni ilif western di.striets, wliere

Menimlic Inadcil the list with llO iIcl; rres, followeil l)y I'^ustoii with 100

degrees; Dunili'|iiiii, in 11 iveii na, with 10.1 desji'i'es : and Hav, 101

degrees. On the (ith, Hoiiilxc had 1".") degrees, and Muunt Hope and JJre-

warrina 101 degrees each.

At !) a.m. on the .'^th, an energetic high pressure was situated over the

.south-west half of the c'ontineiit, with a cent?l'al barometric value (»f oO'S

in the south-west corner: wliilst the rear isobars of another were shown

over eastern <\luecnslaiid. Hetween these; two anticyclones, and covering
New South Wales, Victoria, an<l Tasmania, was a steei)

"
AuUirclic Low,"

with its least pressui'e I'eading l".!' 1 7 inches at Hobiirt.

llainl'all assmdated witii thunder resulted over ('eiitral and I'^ustern

Australia, in ])arts lieavy. Charlotte Waters reported 1 9 -5 ]>oints, and

Alice Springs LS.! jioints : at Thui^day Island l!7(l points were recorded,

and in South .\ustralia M(d)onnell had 100 points. In New South Wales

die talis were fairly genera h the heaviest being registered over the north-

<'ast (luadraiit. Duniidu had :280 points; (Juainboue. 20"; Listnore. 187;

Eiingouia. istl; Taree, IS,"); Ercwarriua. ITti; Scone, Wu>; Warialda.

162; Moree, 1 (iO : and Singleton, 15.'> points.

By Monday, the I 0th, the (li>turbance had ]iasse(l seaward and the high

pressure covered the greater pai't of t!ie coidineiit, with its centre over

the (ireat Australian Hight. A depression, however, still e.\iste(l over the

iiorlhern boi'der. eastern (^uecMisland, and our north-east ihstriets, and

was responsible for further light to lu-avy falls over that region. Port

Darwin had 1 71' p(dnts am] l»ockham]tton 170 points. In our State the

heaviest falls occurred at Jjisniore, with 4:0J. points; Cape Byron, 370;

Millie, 184; Clarence, 172; and Casino, 153 points.

During the I Itii and 12th the depi'ession had l)ecoine the donnnant

weather feature over the Eastern States, and caused fresh to strong east to

south-east winds, with rouuh to higli seas on the North Coast. The rainy
<'<uiditions intensified over the north-east half of New South Wales, and

consistently heavy falls wei'o recorded on the North-west Plains, Sloi)es,

Tablelands, and North Coast, as also over the Hunter and Manning Dis-

tricts. Amongst the largest amounts were—Casino, 112 points: 'I'weed

Heads, 405; Mogil. 31)7; Xambucca, 305; Millie, :;il; I'.yn.n Day, ;;i:;;

K'unopia, 3(U ; Tabidam, 2!tl; W'vr Waa, 278; and Dungog, 2()5 point-.

At !) a.m. on the followine day tlie pressui'e d ist ribul i(m jirescnted
somewhat siunlar features to those of the (*^tii, and some good falls were

rei)orted from scattered places over Queensland and Northern Territory.

Ivockhampton had .)2(l ])oints: lirisbanc, loG; Tliursdav Island, 115; and
Port Darwin, 113 [loints. In New Soutli Wales, on the llth, an isolated

heavy fall was registered at Tambar Sjndngs—1G4 points; but, otherwise,

the rainfall was light to mo<lerate and confined to the north-ea>1 (piadrant.
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points at Loclmagnr was the chief amount, followed by 108 at MitchelL

1 lir falls in the X'orthcrn Territory and Smith Australia werr> only lip'ht

to moderate. lii -\ew South Wales liyht to heavy falls were registered

over parts of the north-east quarter, the heaviest beinp; 175 and 1-30 points,

respectively, at Wee ^^'aa and Pillifra, on the North-west Plain; 103 at

Quambone, on Centi'al Western IMains: II.") at rralla. on Xorthcrn Table-

land : and I "-Ml at Jri'ry's IMains, and lOO |)uints at Seal Hocks, in lluntri-

and Mannin<^' Districts. ,

On the ItMh. the hiuh pressure was situated over the north-east quad-

rant of our Slate and south-east portion of (.^>ueensland, with its centre

between Koekhamptun and Hi'isl)ane, whilst another
"
hig-h

"
covered the

southern districts of liie centlnent fi-imi I'urtland. in South-west N'ietnria,

to Pertli, in West Australia. Between and noi-th ef i his;' t wu Idgh-pressure

systems were three depressions. 'J'he
" monsoonal toneue

"'

was still over

Central Qtieensland, it,> west portion extending to the west coast of Aus-

tralia; the second one was situiited over Tasmania; and the third, which

was a eloud-cnrve dejiression, covered the south-western half of our State.

As the result of the above, rainfall associated with thunderstorms was

exjjerienced over many j^arts of the continent. Fully two-thirds of New-

South Wales benefited from falls varying from light to lieavy, east of a

line joining Wanaaring, Mossgiel, and Corowa, with the exception of that

part of the seaboard between Taree and Nambucca Heads. The heaviest

amounts were— 214: points at Waireii, 20.") at Picton, 19G at Coonal)ara-

bran, 189 at Scone, 178 at Quirindi. 17.") at Jerry's Plains, 1G5 at Murru-

rundi, 150 at Mungindi, 144 at Canoidiar, 128 at Walgett, 128 at Xowra ;

and in the Metropolitan ;irea Jieeeroft had 1-34; Gordon, 131; Turi'a-

murra, 104; Bankstown, 88; and Sydney, 42 ])oints. At Kangaroo Galley,

in South Coast district, an exceptionally heavy aiul destructive hailstorm

occurred. Isolated lieavy falls were reported from Queensland and West

Australia. Thursday Islaiul had 3()2 points, and Carnarvon L'i") ])oints.

At 9 a.m. on the 2()th, the Jiigh |)ressui'e over South Australia was

shown to have travelled at an al)noi'nudly ra])id rate eastward, to the-

extent of about 1,100 miles ; its centre being then to the south of Adelaide.

It now covered all the southern part of the continent from (Jeraldton to

Sydney, having displaced the two low pressures over the South-eastern

States; btit the monsoonal depression still liovered in (^)ueensland and our

northern border districts. During the ensuing t \vent.v-fi>ur hours the high

pressure had become the chief weather control of Australia, with indica-

tions of monsoonal influence still over Queensland and portions of our
iidaiid <listricts.

The centre, to the value of 30'.") inches, was now to the south of Tas-

mania, having ti'avelled about, anothej- !)()() miles eastward. At 9 a.m.

on this date, consistent rainfall was reported from the north-eastern

quadrant of New South Wales, and here and there on the northern

l)order, as also from scattered places on the South Coast, South-west Slope,.
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iind Riverina. Some heavy falls were recorded in the north-east quarter,

the principal amounts being—Xambucca, 379 points; Tabulam, ;5GU;

Kyogle, 330; Manning Heads, 328; Woolgoolga, 321; Grafton, 290; Lis-

more, 265; Seal Rocks, 210; Warialda, 203; Cape Hawke, 202; Nundle,

184; Tamworth and Narrabri each 183; Armidale, 180; Gunnedah, 174;

^nd Port Macquarie, 150 ; the remaining amounts varied from a few

points to about IHO i)oints.

On the 22nd, some additional heavy falls were reported from the central

part of the seaboard. Port Macquarie had 308 points ; Manning Heads,

190; Camden Haven, 156; Cape Hawke, 140; Seal Rocks, 130; and New-

castle 105 jjoints. The weather chart showed that the high pressure had

surged slightly southward, and lost somewhat in its central barometric

value over Tasmania where the greatest reading was now 30*4 inch. With

this movement southward, the monsoonal conditions extended also and

intensified, although, speaking generally, the anticyclone covered prac-

tically the same area as the preceding day. The winds on the coast of

New South Wales were still fresh to strong from the south and south-east
;

but inland they were blowing more consistently from the east and had

freshened. By the 24th, tlie anticyclone had contracted considerably east-

ward, and the axis of the main liody of it had wheeled round from an

east and west direction to north-east and south-west. It now covered only

the South-east States, having lost one-tenth in the central reading, which,

at 9 a.m., was 30"3 in. Monsoonal indications were also shown between

the Queensland coast and Norfolk Island. Between Saturday, the 22nd,

and the following Monday, an exceptionally heavy rainstorm occurred over

the Hunter and Manning districts, and resulted in phenomenally heavy
falls there. The largest amounts were— 1,045 jioints at Newcastle, 908 at

Maitland, 805 at Camden Haven, 729 at Paterson, 659 at Gresford, 594

at Singleton, 545 at Dungog, and 531 at Port Macquarie. In the Metro-

politan area, 527 points at Kurrajong Heights, 472 at Turramurra, and

471 points at Mount Colah. Tliese falls are included in the following
statement of the distribution of rain from the 18th to the 25th inclusive,

over the various subdivisions of tlie State :
—

North Coast from

Hunter and Manning ,,

Metropohtan ,,

South Coast ,,

Southern Tablelands ,,

Central Tablelands ,,

Northern Tablelands
, ,

North-western Slope . ,

Central-western Slope ,,

South-western Slope ,,

Central-western Plain ,,

North-western Plain ,,

Riverina ,,

Western Division ,,

169 po
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l''(ir tlif iiio.sl jiarl iiiiM leiiipL'i'alurL'.s I'uk'il uvur llif Slate (iiiriiig the

laoiitli, l)iit ()C'casi()iiall\ , as wlien the frontal portion of a "low" reached

the Wrstcrii distrifts, 100 degrees in the shade was exceeded. The highest

|i()ints attained were 11.") degrees and 1 1 •' degrees respectively at Bourke
and Krewaridiia on the '~^th.

The percentage di^l iil>iit ion of rainfall over the various subdivisions of

the State during F(l>ruai-\. lOOS, was as follows :
—
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Seasonable Notes.

Notes on some of the lesser known varieties of Wheats
AVAILABLE FOR FaRMERS' EXPERIMENTS.

GEO. L. SUTTON,
Wheat Experimentalist.

8oME u£ the wlieats referred to lust month as being available for farmers'

experiments are now well known to farmers, but as others are not so well

known, and some of them are being placed in general cultivation for the first

time, a few details regarding their characteristics are sure to be of interest to

those engaged in the industry.

Bunyip.

This is a very early variety, being about a week earlier than Federation,

and about a fortnight earlier than Steinwedel. On account of its extreme

earjiness, to plant it early in the season is to court failure with it
;
towards

the end of May will be found (|uite soon enough to sow it. This varietv seems

admirably suited for our warm dry districts, and will be found very valuable

for late planting. It is not a rust-resister, but because of its especial

earliness it is likely to escape injury from this pest.

The growth is vigorous, fairly compact, and erect, and, like Federation,

the plant is short and strong. These qualities, combined with the fact that

it does not readily shell, make it admirably suited for tliose districts where

stripping is general.

Its sliort stiff straw and rather pale colour, however, cause it to be rather

unsuitable for hay. After heading, because of its upright and level-headed

character, a crop of this wheat presents a most attractive appearance in the

field. The gi'ain is large and plump, and when milled jircxluces about 70 per
cent, of flour, with a strength of 52-6, and having II"-") per cent, of dry

gluten.

Comeback.

This wheat is not as well known in this State as in South Australia,

where it has proved to be a satisfactory yielder, and to produce Hour equal
in strength to that of the Fife or ^Manitoba varieties.

Because of its earliness it is likely to prove very suitable for our warm, dry
districts ; and because of the character of its foliage, which indicates that t

will resist rust, it is worth a trial on our coastal areas.

It is a vigorous growing earlv variety, with clpan, slender, but e'astic,

straw, qualities which make it \aluable as a hay wheat.
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Bunyip.
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Comelack.

The straw is line ciioiigli to apjicar weak, but it evidently makes up in

elasticity what it lacks in stoutness. Last season, at the C'owra Farm, a crop

5 feet high was l)eaten dnw n by heavy rain just as it was ripening early in
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I^ovemljer. It was tiien feared that it would \)q inipossiWle to liarvest the

laid crop witli the strip2)Hi-, and that it would be very dilficidt to cut it with

the reaper and binder, but such was the elasticity of the straw that a few-

weeks later the crop of about 10 acres was stripped, and averaged between

32 and 33 bushels per acre. So far, we have had no trouble with it shelling,

but if it held its grain a little tighter it would be an improvement. It strips

about as easily as Early Purple Straw.

Sliould it, on further trial, maintain its ability to yield as it has done in

the past, it is sure to become a great favourite with farmers, as it possesses

the desirable properties of quick maturity and suitability for either hay or

grain.

As a milling wheat it is amongst the very best. This season buyers have

been offering 3d. to 6d. per bushel premium for parcels of this wheat.

A milling test, made by Mr. Guthrie, the Departmental Chemist, of the best

sample grown this year at Cowra, shows that the grain weighed 65^ lb. per

bushel, and produced 70"5 per cent, of flour of excellent colour, which had

a strength of 61-5, and contained 15-74 per cent, of dry gluten. These are

the best results we have had, and they at once stamp Comeback as being in

the very front rank of milling wheats.

An extensive baking trial, conducted by one of the largest Sydney bakers,

with Hour made from this variety, proved in actual practice that the quality

of the flour was quite equal to the best imported American (Manitoba).

Such results are very gratifying, and combined with the fact that this

variety yielded up to 36 bushels per acre last year at Cowra, show that the

climate of Xew South Wales is admirably suited to the profitable production

of the very highest class of wdieats.

Firbank.

This varietv is the result of a cross between the well-known Zealand and

a crossbred called ]Maffra. It if? very early, and is specially suitable for hay,

the straw being sweet, soft, and of excellent colour. Should it prove, under

farmers' trials, as prolific and otherwise as suitable foi' hay as Zealand (or

Berthoud), it is likely to replace that variety, for Firbank is about fourteen

days earlier than it. If required for hay, it should not be sown before mid-

season
;
but if sown early, it will be ready to cut for ensilage before the

" black oat
"
ripens, and if utilised in this way it will prove a very valuable

aid in profitably ridding dirty paddocks of that pest.

Last season the yield of hay from a small plot of this variety planted on

May 8 was at the rate of 2 tons 16 cwt. per acre.

Florence and Genoa.

These wheats are the successful results of the efforts, initiated by the late

William Farrer in 1901, to produce varieties so resistant to smut (bunt) that

it will be unnecessary to treat the seed with bluestone or other preventives

of smut before sowino- it.
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To ensure that tliese wlieats will Ije I'esistaiit to smut, each generation of

the cross was subjected to the following rigorous treatment, which is as-

severe as it is possible to devise. The seed before being planted was so-

thoroughly infected with smut spores as to be quite black with them. The
extent of infection may be judged by comparing the illustrations Figs. 1

and 2 with each other. Fig. 1 is from a photograph of the grain before it

was infected, and Fig. 2 of the same grain after infection. The seed after

being thus infected—and in a degree never to be met with under ordinary
conditions—was planted without further treatment. From these test&

Florence and Genoa have emerged triumphant in regard to their ability to-

resist smut
; they have proved themselves to be over 99 per cent, smut-

resistant, that is to say, that out of 100 seeds thoroughly infected in the

manner described 99 plants have been found to be entirely free fi'om smut at

harvest time.

To ensure that the freedom from smut is due to the inherent ability of the

plants to resist the attacks of the parasite, steps are taken to determine that

the absence of smut is not because of seasonal or other peculiarities.

Florence and Genoa are the result of the same crosses
;
the varieties used

in their production being White Naples, Improved Fife, Hornblende, and

an Indian wheat.

Florence is a very early wheat, Genoa being about a fortnight later, other-

wise they have similar characteristics. Both are vigorous grower.-s, stooling

feeely, with rather narrow stiflf leaves
; they are of medium height, with straw

of good colour right to the ground. Genoa holds its grain rather more

firmly than Florence, which gives pron)ise of being more suited to the warm

dry districts than Genoa
;

it also promises to be more prolific. Last season

at Cowra, its yield in a small field trial was at the rate of '35 bushels per

acre, exceeding that of Genoa by 41 per cent.

As milling wheats they rank very high ;
a test made by Mr. Guthrie shows-

that the grain weighs 68| lb. per bushel, produces 74^ per cent, of fiour, with

a strength of 52, and containing 13"9 per cent, of dry gluten.

The introduction of these wheats marks another stage in the history and

progress of wheat-breeding in New South Wales. With their advent, the

production of smut-resisting varieties has passed the experimental stage, and

is now well within the realms of practical agriculture. Their intr(jduclion

indicates to the farmer that, in the very near future, the operation of treating

seed grain for the prevention of smut will be unnecessary. For even if these

varieties do not prove for farmers' requirements equal to those already in

cultivation, other smut-re.sistant varieties will soon be available to suit any
of our conditions.

Jumbuck.

This variety is rather late, being about the same season as Genoa, and is-

suitable for early planting in warm dry districts, or for mid-season planting

on the cool tablelands. It is of the same breeding as Tarragon, which is the
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i-('sult i)f ;i cross with luipicivcd Fife

and Tardeut's Blue with r.ainl)i-igg,

Austi'aliaii 'ralavcra. It is an erect

ratlicr compact gTowcrof mediuni liciuht ;

the leaves are fairly stitl' l)ut narrow
;

the ears are rather square, and have

woolly chaff, hence the name .linnltiick.

Jt is likelv to prove a i^ood hay wheat

and proliHc yielder. In 190G, at Cow ra,

it was consisteTit]\' llic l)est vieldei-, and

\ ) *^ ^ ^

H

\

Fig. I.—Clean seed.

/

% \ «

fFlorence.

v.- €£>C.^ ^'- €!> <tif' e
Fig. II. Seed same as Fig. I infected with smut

spores to test the alility of the variety lo resist

smut.

last season, when planted in .\pril, it pioihiccd at the rate of 31
1

bushels

per acre, ;uid when planted six weeks later, at the rate of 27 bushels. The

computed yit'lds of ha}' jn^r acre were '1 tons 12 cwt. and 2 tons 4 cwt. for
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the I'espective plaiitiuii's. As a milling wheat, it is similar in coiiipo.sil ion to

Tarragon, wiiicli wciglis about 62| lb. per busliel, produces 78 per c-ciil. of

ilour, having a strength of 53, and containing 13 per cent, of dry gluten.

Thew.

This is anotbci- eailv vigorous variety, of medium stooling and ratliii'

spreading habits
;
the foliage is dark green, and the straw soft and of g(jo(l

colour right to the gi'ouiid, qualities which make it admirably suited for hay.

The head is i-ather oi)en, but the grain is held firmly. Last season it was

one of the most pi'olitic hay wheats at the Cowra Ivxperimental Farm, yielding

up to •) tons 2cwt. per acre. Tt has also pid\c(| snit;d)le for hay in the trial

plots, at the Hawkesbury Agiicultui'al College. It is well worth a trial in

the coastal districts, and is liki'l\- to prove suitable for other districts where

vcai'ly wheats are desi^•ed.

A sample of the grain milled as follows :
—

Flour. .. ... G'-t per cent.

Strength ... •'^G "4 quarts per .sack.

Dry gluten ... 1 0-4.

A result which shows it to lie an excellent milling \arietv.

Concentrated Gi^ate Juice for Sweetening AVine.

M. BLUNNO.

As no sweetening ingredient othei- than fresh or conc(M\trated grape juice is

permitted in the manufacture of wine, it will no doubt be of assistance to

many if I briefly describe the process, which is very simple.

The apparatus recjuired consists of a boiler, with steam jacket, or a boiler

in which a steam coil can be fixed. If, howevei-, neither of these ai'e a\ail-

.able, an ordinary copper boiler may be used for concentrating the juice.

The juice is first straine<l through a piece of gauze, and then put in the

boiler and brought ix, the boiling point, and maintained at this temperature

until the bulk is reduced from onedialf to two-llfths of its original volume.

While boiling it must be stirred from time to time to prevent the bottom

layer of juice fi 1 burning, in which case the juice would contract a peculiar

burnt taste, that to many is not agreeable. The juice so concentrated keeps

for any lengtli of lime, provided it is kept in xciy clean vessels or glass, and

is well corked.

It is preferable to use a copper boiler, tinneil inside,

A slow steady boiling is better than piling on firewood to hasten the

process.
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Orchard l^otes

W. J. ALLEN.

April.

The outcome of the recent Conference of Ministers for Agriculture of New
8outh Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmania, is that much better

arrangements than have heretofore existed have been made for the iinjoorta-

tion and exportation of fruits, fruit-trees, and vegetables, and it was not the

desire of any of the Ministers that any restrictions should be jiut on legiti-

mate trade. South Australia still prohibits the import of grapes or grape-

vines, or any part of a vine, owing to the fact that there is no phylloxera in

that State, but will allow fruit to pass through to Broken Hill, provided

always that it has no disease which may spread to their orchards in transit,

'They reserve the right to inspect the same.

Victoria and New South Wales have come to a very satisfactory agree-

ment, but fruit affected with fruit-fly is not allowed to be sent from one

State to another. Tasmania admits our nurseiy stock, provided it is free

from disease.

All fruits to be exported must be passed as being fit for export and reason-

ably free from disease, and a certificate must accompany them to that effect

from the exporting State before they will be admitted to an}- State. Each

State resei'ves the right to inspect all fruit on arrival, but it is hoped that

the pre-export inspection will block much of the inferior and diseased fruits

which, up to the present time, have been sent from one State to the other,

and which has been the cause of all the friction between the States.

Mr. Hugh CalderwooJ, of Galston-road, Hornsby, informs me that he had

recently fumigated some orange-trees, which had been sprayed with Bordeaux

mixture a fortnight before, and had not damaged a leaf on the trees. I am
of opinion that the heavy x-ains which fell between the time of spraying and

the fumigating washed the bluestone off the trees. Had there been no rain

in the meantime I fear the trees'would have suffered.

Inspector Corrie reports that he found the following varieties of fruits

were doing best on the rivers south of Grafton, viz. :
—

Apples. Pears. Grapes.

Granny Smith. Bartlett. Isabell.

Newtown Pippin. Gansell's Bergamot. White Sherry.

Carrington. Winter Cole. Muscat of Alexandria

The latter two grapes take oidium badly, and require an occasional

spraying of Bordeaux mixture.
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Green M<i n h mi'/. Alt liniiL;ii it is L;ct t iiii;' r;itli(i' late in a numl iiiaii\' dia-

tri(;ts ti) sow
<-ri.[)s aiiioiiL; tlic ti'et's, it is, liowcver, l)(est to ]int tliciii in as

early as jjossihlc now lather than to niis^j tlie season. Tt is a recognised fact

that soil cannot go on producing crops witliout the loss of a great amount
of plant food which is reiiiiired for the sustenance of the trees or vines, and

hence it becomes necessary for growers to assist in replacing in as large a

measure as possible the constituents so removed from the soil. One of the

besr and cheapest ways of floing this is the growing and plougliing iiiidei- of

green crops, such as clovers, vetclies, peas, rye, ttc, whicli help, not onlv to

build up the worn-out soil, but also assist in keeping it in condition when

once it has been put into a suitable state of fertility.

Liiiiituj Siiil.— liiinc nia\- he aj)plic(l in (•as(>s where the soil is found

to require it, pai-ticularlv where it is sour, or wlicrc it is very heavy or sticky.

After making the application of lime, see that is well worked into the

surface soil.

Destruction of Pests.— Ft is most important that our citrus growers should

endeavour to i-id their trees of all scales, either by fumigating or sprayirg,

and this with as little delay as possil)le, as even after the scale is killed it

takes some time for it to leave tlie fruit, particularly after fumigation.

Fumigating tables may be obtained on application to the Department of

Agriculture."^s'

San Jose Scale.—Lime and sulphur solution, without the afldition of the

salt, is one of the best sprays for the destruction of this scale. The mixture

to be applied about the time the buds begin to swell in the spring, and i.s

made as follows:—Take 15 lb. of best lime and 15 lb. of sulphur to 50

gallons of water. The sulphur is put into 12 gallons of water, nearly at

the boiling-point, after being mixed with sufficient water to form a thin

paste; the lime is then added, and the mixture is boiled for forty minutes,,

keeping it stirred from time to time. Tlie whole is then sti'ained into a

50-gallon tank, which is thereupon filled with water. If one has a tank

large enough to liring the whole 50 gallons to a boil, and apply while hot,.

I am inclined to think that this spray woidd be still mote etiective. Such

a solution should not be so hard on the hands of the ouerator as when

.salt is added.

Codling Moth.—Bandages must still be kept on the trees, as even after all

the fi'uit is remo\('(l, an occasional grub finds its way to the bandages. All

props should 'je removed from the orchard, and any gi'ubs adhering to then

destroyed.

Planting.
—

Planting of citrus trees may be continued this month. When
autumn planting is practised, care should be taken in handling such trees not

to expose the roots to either wind or sun for any length of time. As there

has been a good demand for suital)le varieties of apples for export this year,

growei's of this fruit should, in planting, only put in such varieties as are

found the most suitable for export, and i-enienilx !• that an apple which colours

up nicely (pref(>i'ablv red), and which t'anie> and keeps well, is the one to
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grow ;
and also bear in mind that the grower who can supply a line of ten

thousand cases of any such variety can easily find a buyer for same. Up to

the present the trouble has been that exporters could get only a few hundred

cases of a kind, and not in siitKciently large quantities to make it worth their

\\hile to exploit foreign markets. There is also a good demand for suitable

varieties of good carrying grapes for export, and from information which I

gathered while in the western part of the United States and Canada, a good
market could be found there for considerable fruit during April, May, and

June. Those who intend planting out new orchards should get the land

cleared and subsoiled as soon as possible, and trees secured. Tn planting

apple-trees, see that they are all worked on blight-proof stocks, as trees worked

on such stocks can be easily kept free of the Woolly aphis.

When apples and pears are being pulled it is found necessary, when eaidy

shipments are being exported, to go over the trees two or three times, taking

only such specimens during each picking as will measure 2| inches or more

in diameter, and lea\'ing the smaller immatured or uncoloured fruits to

remain on the tree until they are in a fit condition for picking.

Valencia Late Orange budded on Seville orange stock.

Not 3 the thick rmd. Grown by Mr. L. \\'. Nic\iolsou, The Oaks, Camden.
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Jarm Notes.

IIawkesbury District—April.

H. W. POTTS.

The recent rains liaNc been favourable for getting;- tlie land into good con-

dition for the sowing of autumn crops. Advantage may be taken of the

opportunity to consei-ve cultivated crops in the form of hay or ensilage now

that there is plenty of gi'ass.

Wheat.—Owing to the prevalence of rust, it is not safe to grow this crop

for grain. The main sowings may be made for hay, and rust-resisting types

should be selected as far as possible. This season a number- of new cross-bred

types that have succeeded well in the wheat-growing dii^tricts are being planted

on an extensive scale. Tluy- include John Brown, Rymer, Thew, Plover,

Federation, Comeback, .lumbuek. It is a,(l\isaV)le to stee]i Ix^fore sowing.

Drill in at the rate of 45 lb. to the acre.

0<ttK.—For green teed the Algerian is the best. Sow about 2 bushels of seed

to the acre. The main sowings for hay are made next month. An improved
ration is made bv sowing a fcnv tares, .say lialf a bushel, with the oats.

i)'ar/e(i/. ^Successive sowings may be made of Cape barley for green feed.

Tares should be included where grown for dairy stock. This combination

provides a more relishable fodder, and ensures a better balanced ration tor

milk-production.

Rye.—Emerald ive may be planted for green feed or green manure. It

will thrive on light pooi- soil, unsuited for any other crop. Where grown
for gi'ain, the straw should be saved, as it is invaluable for bedding purposes,

and, if not broken in threshing, is suitable for stutling collars, Arc.

Lucerne.—It is not yet too late for sowing this valuable crop. Have land

as clean as pt)ssibl(\ and broadcast at the rate of about 1 5 lb. of seed to the acre.

Select prime clean samples, obtained fi'oin good lucerne paddocks. Light

soils, if pi'operlv worked, will gi'ow good crops of this plant, and no stock-

owner should be without a paddock of it. It may be rather difficult to make

hay of the late cuttings of old estal)lished crops, owing to heavy dews, cool

weather, and showery conditions, but it makes good ensilage.

Maize and Sorghum.—The late sowings of these crops should be kep>t clean

by the use of the cultivator until they are high enough to look after them-

selves. Towards the end of the month these will be readv for convei'ting

into ensilage.

Turnips and Swedes.—-The-se crops will now be making rapid growth, and

if thinning has not been done it should be pushed on as (piickly as possible.

This provides for well-shaped uiiit'oiiii roots, so essential t'of market pur-

poses. A few late sowings may be made for stock feed. The swede is a

valuable crop for a rotation, and, on large areas, may be grazed ofif by sheep ;

the land will be greatly benefited by the accumulation of manure from the

animals.
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Rajye.
—This valuable crop can still be sown. Given fair, moist conditions,

few croi^s will pay to grow so well as rape for sheep and pigs. Drill in at

the rate of 7 or 8 lb. to the acre. When cut or grazed lightly before it has

matured, a second or third crop may be obtained fruni the one sowing. It is a

deej:) rooter, and may also be utilised for green manuring. Successive

sowings, at intervals of a few weeks, Avill provide a continuous supply of

green feed throughout the winter months. This crop is also of great value

for clearing lands of weeds
;
at the same time, it is necessary to give the

rape a good start by having the soil in a fine condition. On large areas, it

can be conveniently sown by means of the special broadcasting attachment

to a cultivator.

Field Peas.—This crop may be planted either for green manure or for the

pulse. Sow in drills about 2 feet 6 inches or -3 feet apart. It is also valuable

for sheep, where it may be fed off in a similar manner to rape or turnips.

Sheep's Burnet.—This plant may be sown this month. It is a deep rootei-,

and, when properly established, will stand a good deal of feeding. It is

invaluable for sheep.

Pastures.—Where it is intended to lay down permanent pastures, mixtures

should be made up suitable to the soil and climate. It is getting late for

sowing grasses ; but, provided early frosts do not set in, sowings of prairie,

rye, cocksfoot, and white clover will make good growth before winter. The

English grasses will only succeed in the moist localities.

Monthly Weather Report.

hawkesbury agricultural college, richmond.

Summary for February, 1908.

Air Pressure
(Barometer).
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Garden Notes,

W. SAXDKli.SOX.

April.

Vegetables. ,

As most parts of the State have beuelitcd l)y an ahuiHlaiit I'ainfall during

hist month, no doubt this will encoura<,^t' many to grow a few vegetables who

were unable to do so during tlie pi'otractc^d drought.

Tf the land has been properly cultivated and manured this slKiuld 1)(> a

very favourable opportunity to grow many kitchen garden products.

It is the easiest thing in the world to .sow seeds or prick out seedlings

from a .seed-bed, and with a little attention they will make satisfactory

growth. Seed, however, is often absolutely wasted by being planted too deep or

in unsuitable land; also seedlings are sometimes transplanted into land poorly

cultivated, with plenty of weeds in it, with the result that the plants go
back instead of making vigorous growth as they should.

The difficulty with sowing seed in stiti' soil can ea.sily be ovei'come by

plantiiig them in l)eds or drills, as the case may be, with a covering of compost
of good leaf mould, rotted dung, sand, etc., that has previously been collected.

This is light, and will not crust when watered, consequently if the seed is

sown a trifle too deej) it will germinate, and the young plants find their way

through.

When the young plants are ready for transplanting, this should lie done

on days (evening foi' preference), when the weather conditions are favourable.

Before lifting them out of the seed beds give them a good watering, so

that some portion of earth will adhere to the fibre of the young plant.

Care should be exercised to press the soil firndy round the roots. When

transplanting, the soil lound the base of the plant should be left a tiifle low,

so that when watering later on the water will collect at the root, thereby

ensuring plenty of moisture to the young plant. If the land has been

previously well maiuu'ed and cultivated, the growth of the plants will, with

ordinary attention and subsequent watering and cultivation, be up to

expectations.

In the wanner or coastal districts a sowing of beans, kidney or French,

might be made to advantage, but in colder parts, where early frosts occur,

perhaps it would not be worth the risk of planting; also, in the case of

cauliflowers and broccoli, the season is, perhaps, a trifle late. Yet if a few

good healthy plants -were pricked out in well manured land they should at

least repay for th(" trouble of attention.

Cabbage may be planted out, say, a few now and another planting in the

course of a fortnight or three week.s, in (juantities large enough to .satisfy
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the requirements of the household
;
also red and silver beet can be pricked

out from seed-beds ;
but if seedlings are not available make a sowing for

transplanting later on.

The weather conditions are very favourable for planting out celery, but it

requires land that can command a good water supply, which is absolutely

necessary to produce well grown stalks lit for the table, otherwise they will

be stringy and useless.

Onions, eschalots, and garlic should be planted now in small quantities,

and as salad is used on almost every table the following should not be

forgotten :
—Lettuce, endive, cress, mustard, and radish.

A few rows of peas can be ti-ied, and when about fi inches high they

should have something to climb on in the way of sticks or brambles, as this

preveiits the pods lying on the ground, and the wind from destroying the

haulms, as is frequently the case.

The following seeds may be sown :
—Carrot, parsnip, cabbage, broad beans:

also a stock of herbs should be looked to, as they are most useful in the

kitchen.

Flowers.

As the season for planting spring flowering bulbs is getting late, no time

should be lost in putting in hyacinths, daffodils, freesias, snowflake jonquils^

anemone, ranunculus, tulips, &c., but, especially in the case of the hyacinth and

daffodil family, the land should have been previously worked to a depth of

16 or 18 inches, and, if not naturally rich, a little bonedust or other fertiliser

mixed through the ground before planting will feed the plants later on.

Dahlias and chrysanthemums should be kept tied up to protect the blooms

iind keep them from lying on the ground ; any other flowering plants that

require tying up should have attention.

r or present planting, seeds of the following may be put in :
—Pansies,

carnations, gaillardia, antirrhinum, phlox, wallflower, daisies, verbenas,

hollyhock, primula vulgaris (common English primrose), intermediate stocks

(Beauty of Nice and Queen Alexandra are good kinds).

The lawn should receive attention now, as the grass grows very fast at this

time of the year under favourable weather conditions. All weeds should be

removed that have been introduced from time to time, thereby preventing

unsightly patches ; also, if continued showery weather prevails, worm-casts

considerably spoil the appearance of the lawn. These, however, can be

prevented by watering with a fairly strong lime-water-, which will cause the

worms to disappear.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.

Secretaries are invited to forward for insertion in tliis page dates of their

forthcoming shows
; these should reach the Sub-Editor, Departiucnt of Agri-

culture, Sydney, not later than the 21st of the montli jircvious to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once.

1908.
Society.

Clarence P. and A. Society, Grafton ...

UUadulla A. and H. As.sociation

Durham A. and H. Association (l)ungog)

Warialda P. and A. Association

Batlmrst A., H., and P

Walcha P. and A. Association ...

Campbelltown A., H.
,
and I. Society ...

Lower Clarence A. Society, Maclean ...

Moree P. and A. Society...

Mudgee A. Society

Cooma P. and A. Association

Upper Hunter P. and A. Association (Muswellbrook)

Upi^er Manning A., P., and H. Association ...

The Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W. ...

NaiTabri P., A., and H. Association ...

Dubbo P., A., and H. Association

Hawkesbury District A. Association ...

The Central Australian P. and A. Ass., Bourke

New South Wales Sheep Breeders' Association

Nj'ngan and District P. and A. Association ...

Deniliquin P. and A. Society

Hay P. and A. Association

Narandera P. and A. Association

Young P. and A. Association ...

National A. and I. Association of Queensland

Forbes P., A., and il. Association

Parkes P., A., and H. Association

Murrumbidgee P. and A. Association ...

Secretary.
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Society.

Grenfell P., A., and H. Association ...

Germanton P. and A. Society ...

Albury and Border P., A., and H. Society ..

Alolong P. and A. Association ...

Cootainundra A., P., H., and I. Association..

Queanbeyan P. and A. Association

Printed and published by WILLIAM APPLEGATE GULLICK, of Sydney, Government Printer ani

Publisher of the State of New South Wales, at Phillip-street, Sjdney.

Secretary.
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[advertisement.]

Government Stud Bulls available for lease, or

for service at State Farms.

Breed,
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3. Bulls leased will be transferred free of charge to any place not more
than 100 miles by rail from the place from which they are transferred

;
to

any place distant more than 100 miles by rail, lease will be granted only on

condition that the lessee pays all charges for the extra distance over 100 miles.

In the case of bulls sent by sea, or partly by rail and partly by sea, all

expense over the sum of £1 (one pound) must be borne by the lessee. The
lessee must make all arrangements for, and bear all expense of, transferring
a bull from the nearest railway station or port to the place where it is to be

stationed. In the case of leasing a bull already stationed within the district,

the new lessee must send for the bull and bear the expense of removal.

4. A condition of the leasing of the bulls shall be that the farming public
be allowed to send cows bo the bull at a fee of not more than 10s. (ten shillings)

per cow, provided the bull's list is not already full, but the total number of

cows served must not be more than thirty for six months.

5. Each bull shall be treated and kept in a condition to satisfy the Depart-

ment, and shall be at all times open to inspection of authorised Officers of the

Department.
6. A return showing the number of cows served, and distinguishing

between cows owned by those to whom the bull is leased and the outside

public, shall be sent to the Department at the end of the term.

7. All due care must be taken to see that the bull shall not have access to

cows suffering from any infectious disease, special attention being given to

pleuro-pneumonia and tuberculosis.

8. No farmer who is known to have pleuro-pneumonia in his herd shall be

permitted to send cows to any of these bulls within three months from the

date of the last outbreak.

9. In case of illness of a bull the Department shall be immediately informed

10. The bull shall not be allowed to run with cows, but shall be kept in a

special bull paddock, which must be well fenced, and each cow " in use" shall

only be allowed to remain with the bull such time as will enable him to have

connection with her twice. However, where necessary, in order to keep bulls

quiet, special permission may be given to run with one or two specially-

selected healthy cows.

11. Should any of the foregoing rules not be complied with, the Depart-
ment shall have the right to remove the bulls at once, and all fees paid shall

be forfeited.

12. Should a bull be wilfully neglected or badly treated, or Rule 10 be

broken, the Department shall have the right to take any action desirable for

the recovery of damages.
13. All applications for bulls should be made to the Director of Agricul

ture. Department of Agi'iculture, Sydney.

AGREEMENT CLAUSE.

In consideration of the loan of one Stud Bidl { ) for a period of

/, of do hereby agree to he hound by tlie conditions expressed

in the foregoing Regvlations.

Dated this day of 190 .

Witness,— Lessee.

J. P.

Duty Stamp.

One Shilling.

G

N.B.—This agreement must be signed on the day the bull is received by the lessee, and

is to be returned by first post to the Director of Agriculture
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PURE=BRED PIGS
FOR SALE.

Ncu/ington Asylum, Parramatta River.

Breed. Age. Sires. Dams.

BERKSHIRES.. 3 months to

8 months.

YORKSHIRE, do
LARGE.

TAMWORTH... From 3

months.

Russell Swanwick rimp.)

Ocean Wave (imp.)

Gold Digger (imp.)

Sir Wilfred (imp.i...

Cholderton Don imp.)

Cossack I (imp. I ...

Danesfield Lottie III (imp.),

Joyce (imp.), Queenie.

Black Cloud, Jeanette, Queen
Betsy, Rookie.

Swanwick's Pride, Jean, Miss

Swanwick, Joyce II. Sea

Wave, Ripple, Sea-SheU.

Newington Countess (imp.),
Hawke's May, Hawke's Lass,
Hawke's Flower, Newington
Empress, Newington Duchess
(from imported stock).

Rolleston Cowslip (imp.)»
Daffodil i'mp.).

Ruby (from imported stock).

All the imported .stock ha.s been selected from

THE BEST STRAINS IN ENGLAND.

Terms from J&3 33.
Prices may be arranged for young sows ready for service.

Intending buyers are invited to inspect the stock. The Parramatta

River steamers call at Newington Asylum. If notified in advance, a

vehicle will meet the train at Auburn Station. (Telephone, No. 22,y

Rookwood.)

Communications should be addressed to the Superintendent o( Newington Asylum.

G. E. BRODIE,

Inspector-General of Charities,
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Wheat-growing in New South Wales.

a. L. SUTTON,
Cowra Experiment Fann.

The Progress of Wheat=growing.
The wheat industry in New Soutli Wales at tlie present time is rapidly

increasing in imj^ortance. Its condition resembles tliat of a healthy

vigorous child who has emerged from the dangers of childhood and is

developing into prosperous manhood. At first its progress was slow and

irregular, but from 18G1, when 123,408 acres were planted, tlie acreage

under wheat steadily grew during the next thirty years, until •'356,666 acres

were planted in 1891. During the next decade progress was more rapid,

for in 1901 the area under wheat for grain was 1,392,070 acres. In 190G

we reached the maximum area, 1,939,447 acres; but in 1907, owing to xxn-

favouralile conditions at ploughing time, the area was only 1.390,171 acres,

but with good prospects and a favourable season we shall soon reach

2,000,000 acres. But even this is less than one-tenth of the area suitable for

the growth of this crop within tlie Ijelt liaving an average annual rainfall

of over 20 inches, which is now knoAvn to l)e the
"
safe

"
area for wheat-

growing. The expansion which is possible in the near future is obvious.

The slow progress which wheat-growing at first made in New South

Wales was due largely to the use of varieties unsuitable for the warmer

and drier districts. The wheats hrst u^ed were those which the early

settlers brought with them from the Old Country, and when the differences

between the climate of England and that of New South Wales are con-

sidered, it is not surprising tliat these varieties were found unsuitable,

or only adapted to the cold districts or the moist climates of the coastal

areas. By degrees, new and more suitable varieties were obtained, and

as these were secured wheat-growing spread into districts whicli l)efore

had been considered totally unhtted for that industry, and tlie rapid

expansion of this highly profitaljle Ijranch of agriculture during recent

years came about. This expansion has been materially assisted by the

adoption of new methods of cultivation and harvesting suitable for con-

ditions in Australia, where land is cheap and where large areas are avail-

able, and also by the introduction of labour-saving machinery where

labour is scarce and high priced.

That wheat-growing is highly profitable is shown by the comfortable

homesteads and thriving financial position of innumerable families in

those districts where wheat is king. A very gratifying feature of this

prosperity is, that many of these wheat-growers are men who started

with little or no capital in hard cash, and in many cases with but little

practical knowledge, but have succeeded because of their ability and

willingness to work. That sucli is the case is not altogether surprising
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wln'ii it is Isiiuwu that ill a favouralile year a I'aniiri' will ..ftcii receive

for his (Tdp more tliaii the capital value of his huHJ. Many instances

could l)e given of mm who started in a small way and who. after ])uttiiig-

in theii' crop, had to leave home to earn llu' iiceessaries of life until the

wheat was readv to hiirvest, i)iit wlio now have steady incomes and own

l)ro])crlies and plant whose value lauis into tour fiiiures.

Climate and Rainfall.

In view of the fact that in the eaily days (rf the industi'y wheat -i^rowiiig-

in New South Wales was c<mlini'd to the iiudst regions of the coastal

districts, which have an annual rainfall of -in to 10 inches, it is interest-

ing to note that the largest recent additions to the aica under eroji are

lands on the Western slopes, wdiere the average annual I'aiid'all is I'O inches

and under. The cultivation of wdieat in the coastal areas has, indeed, now

been practicalh- aliandone(l on account of the prevalence of rust, coml)ine(l

with the discoverv that the driei' distidcts are suitable l)ecaus<' the crop can

be more easily and more i-lieaply grown . The bulk of the wheat is now grown
in the districts bordering on the '20-incli raiid'all, many of them having
less. An average annual rainfall of 20 to '1~) inches is considered ample
for wheat-growing, and preferal)le to a heavier one. Actual re-sults have

])roved the industr\" to be highlx' ]iroJitable in <listricts with less tliaii

20 inches. A yield of over 'M bushels has l)een oljtaiiied with less than

1!) inches in the year. What is of more importance than the actual inches

of I'ain leceived is the iieriod when it falls. i'ain is most lieneticial in

the early autumn, to facilitate ]doughing, and in the spring at the time

when the wdieat is heading and tiowering : and falls at such times assure

ail abundant harvest. The wheat distidcts of the State are fortunate in

benefiting by rain at these particulai' periods.

The very di'yness of the wheat districts in summer, which at one time

was considei'e(l fatal to their suitability fiu' wheat, is now riglith- con-

sidered one of their advantages, for such dryness is favourable for the-

production of high-class grain, and because of it rust need only be feared

in unusually wet years, hay-making is facilitate(l, and the crop for grain
can i)e left in the held until thoroughly ripe, when tliev can be harvesteil

with spei-ial machinery and bagged ready for market at a cost of 4s. tiv

Gs. per acre (excluding the cost of bags).
The yields in the dry districts of New South Wales are certainly not

as large as in tlu' moister ones, but the averagi' return is about 11 l)ushels.

Wln'ii this is compared wiih the '.\'l bushels which is the average vield

of <o'eat IJritain it s<'eiiis alarmingly small; hut such a return as is

obtaineil ill our di'y districts leaves a very reasonable marein of proht,
for the cost of production is c(U-respondiiigly low. In such distidets it

is estimated that a cro|i of S bushels per acre, sold at 2s. lid. jier bushel,
will |iay the grower. 'Idie average i-eturn l)y no means indieates what the

dry districts are capaltle of, for the \ iehls of p<Mir and unskilled farmers.

reduce the avera<;e for a district.
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The Narroiiiiiie district, ouo in wliicli tlie most recent expansion is

taking place, is in the Central Western plain, and has an average annual

rainfall of about 20 inches. This district in the past has averaged 16,

IS, and 20 l)ushels per acre; and as much as 40 bushels ]ier acre from

t)00 acres and 2.") busliels per acre from •5,000 acres have been obtained.

The temperature is certainly high at tinjes in tlie summer (December
and January), tlie thermometer during the hottest part of the day often

registering over 100 degrees Fahr., but owing to the dryness of the air

this heat can be borne with considerably less discomfort than can much
lower temperatures in iiuiister climates. For two or thriv months in the

middle of the sunmier the conditions during the lieat of the dav may be

trying, l)ut during the remainder of the year the climate is ideal, the

winters being so mild that stock need no sheltering, and even fatten on

pasture during that season. The districts are reniarkal>ly healthy, and
it is possible to live out of doors all the year round. Occasional droughts
or periods of scanty rainfall are met with, Init farmers are learning how
to provide for them, and l)y new methods how to make the most of tlie

moisture that falls, so that the injurious effects of drought are lessened,

and in the future are likely to lie still further reduced. Nature is usually
so good that when she occasionally frowns folks are apt to be unprepared
and to become alarmed. The climatic advantages of these districts far

outweigh their disadvantages, and it is ([uestionable, when all things are

considered, whether many more desirable places for residence are to be

found.

Classes of Land.

The wheat districts comprise all classes of land, from plain open country
with belts of timber or scrub, to fairly open or timljered umlulating or

hilly country. In the open plain country the soil is chiefly rich black

loam, which is not considered as suitable for wheat as the red friable

loamy soil found on tlie timbered or scrul) lands.

The quality of the land is very good, easily worked, and naturally
drained ; for several years profitable wheat crops can be grown in succes-

sion without manure, and witli indifferent cultivation. In the districts

now devoted to wheat-growing, it is likely that wheat will always be the

principal money crop, and when it is grown in conjunction with the culti-

vation of oats, barley, rape, tares, peas, sorghum, and other crops suitable

for stock feeding, there is not the slightest doubt that its profitable culti-

vation can be carried on for an indefinite period. The unimproved value

of land in these districts ranges from £1 10s. to £2 10s. per acre.

Size of Farms.

With the implements now on the market, a good farmer can plant
and care for 200 acres of wheat, and some hard-working energetic men

manage 300 acres. In the settled districts, wheat farms range in size from

300 to 600 acres
; but farms of one, two. and three thousand acres are not

uncniiniKiii. When fenced, cleared, and provision made for water, they
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nuiv 1)1' jnit down as worrli tioiii £2 lOs. to £7 Ids. jilt acix', tlic value

(Ie]iciMliiiL: ii|Miii tlir iiiiprovL'iiifuts, and their proximity to llic railway.

It is llif f.xe-fptioii to tind wheat farms wliicli have a nalni-al iicriiianent

water siipplv. In some instances water is olilaiiicd hy sinkinn' shallow

wells. Iiiit ill the majorit\ of cases the mncli neeiled ]irovisioii is made by
excavatinii" taid\s or dams in suilnhli' lowd\inL;' sites, wliei-e the water i'l'om

the catchment area can l)e led into ihem hy ineaiis of drains or Liutter.s.

The u'eneral size of tliese taid\s ranges from 1,(»()0 to 2, ."()() cnliic \ards.

costing from 7d. to Is. \)vi- cul)ic yai-d to exclivate.

Fencing.

Tile universal practice is to fence eacli iioldiiiL;', and in tlie majority of

cases convenient suhdivision fences are ei'ei-ted. Tlie most common kind

of fence consists of posts erected I) to 11 feel apart, with six or seven wires

runniiiL; through them. The value of this fencing is about £28 to £."30

per mile: the cost of tlie wii'e being from £S to £10 per mile; the posts

are usualh" ol)tained from timlier on the propert\. The advent of tlie

rabbit has rendered it necessary to wire-net the boundary fences, so as to

exclmle him, and prevent his depredations; this necessitates an additional

exjjenditure for these fences of about £4.") to i^TiO per mile.

A wire-netted labbit-piool fence, two posts and six droppers per chain.

From Virgin Forest to Wheat Farm.

The ground is most commonly cleared of timber l)y first ringbarking
the green trees, and allowing;' them to die. befoiH^ littimi- the ground for

the plough l)y grubbing them out. Only in a few instances is the

ground entirely cleared of green timl)er, as the latter method is very
much more exjiensive than the former, and for some time tifti'r the re-

moval of the gre'cn wood, the ground is in a sour condition, and not in

the best state for the growth of eiops. After ringbarking, the ground

gradually sweetens as the trees die, so that by Ww time the timber is dead,

the ground is in fit condition for croi)ping ; and whih' the trees are dying,
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tlie ground is used for grazing. The cost of clearing ground on which

tlie timber is dead is only about a ({uarter or a third tliat of clearing-

land witli trees growing on it.

Cost of Clearing.

There are various methods of ringbarking in vogue, but in a general

way it may be described as tlie removal of a small strip of bark or sap-
wood from around the trunk of the tree, so as to prevent the How of sap
from nourishing it and making fresh growtli. After the trees are ring-

barked, they generally throw out young shoots— "
suckers

"—below the

ring from which the bark lias lieen removed. The removal of these neces-

sitates another operation, known as
"
suckering

"
; usually tliis has to

be done twice, and sometimes three times Ijefore the trees are dead. The

deeper the trees are ringhnrkcd. I.e.. the thicker the strij) removed, the

sooner the tree will die ; Init tlie greater the ten<lency to produce suckers.

Ringl^arking costs from !(d. to Is. .'5d. per acre; tlie hrst suckering, 6d.,

and the second suckering, Id. When the trees are dead, which is two to

three years from the date of ringbarking, they are grubbed or burnt out,

all roots within 12 to IS inches of the surface being removed. The cost of

doing this ranges from 10s. to Lis. per acre, so that in the wheat districts

the cost of getting timbered country ready for the plough is about 17s.

Id. per acre, made up as follows:—Ringbarking, !)d. to Is. .'hi. ; suckering

twice, lOd. ; grubbing, 10s. to 15s. The cost of clearing land in the

green state ranges from £2 to £2 10s. per acre.

In some districts it is the practice to cut oft' the dead trees level with the

surface of the ground, the roots below the surface being allowed to remain.

This is known as
'" Yankee

"
grubbing, and is from .js. to 10s. per acre

cheaper than the ordinary method. It requires special
""

Stump jump
"

implements to cultivate land so cleared : but seeing that these are avail-

able on the market, there is something to be said for this cheaper method
of clearing, as the yields obtained from land so cleared are not very much
less than from land more thoroughly dealt with, and to a man with limited

capital, the reduced initial outlay for clearing (either in hard cash or

laljoiir) is a consideration. The more careful farmers do not advocate

this method.

Ploughing, Sowing, and Harvesting.
With regard to the cultivation of wheat, the general custom is to plough

the ground as early as possible after the autumn rains fall in March and

April, and then to plant the seed as rapidly as the ground can be pre-

pared, until the end of June, when th.e planting season is considered over.

A change is, however, now taking place, for it is generally recognised
that better and more certain results are obtained when the seed is sown
on land which has been fallowed and worked during the sunnner, so that

the best farmers now^ make it a practice to plough at least part of their

land in the early spring, allow the ground to lie fallow during the summer,
and then plant at the usual time without reploughing, though in some
cases where the ground is weedy it is reploughed.
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Tlic iiin'oased viflds wliicli invariably t'olldw suimncr t'allowiiiL; are con-

clusive cviilc'iicc of its valiU' in dUi- wheat 'list I'irts, ami pnivrs that it

pavs, despite I lie slightly extra lo.-t incurred in jireparin^ the ground.
When the land is not fallowed, the operations connected with wheat-o-row-

ini;- are nsualh (1st), |ilou>^hini; ; ('.ind), harrow in«^ (if crop i^ drillrd. hut

omitted if crop is liroadcasted) ; (ord), sowing, eithci' Kroadcastcd oi'

drilled; (-Ith), harrowing after sowing; and (.Ith), harvesting. When the

land is fallowed a sliu'htly ditt'erent method is followed : then the iirouml is

lii'st ploughed in the spring or early .^umnnT. Inu'row^d twice or thn •

times during the summer, and ]ierhaps disc-hairowed or cultivated to kill

any weeils that may grow. At plaMtini; time the seed is sown without any
furlhei' |ii(pa rat ion, uidess the gi'ouml, des]iite the cultivaiion, is weedy,
when it mav lie reidouuhed.

Rolling.

In some cases the ground is i-olled, either before or after sowing, and
in others l^otli before and aftei-. Often the whole of the work done for

the laudovv-ner is by eonlrael. 'J'lie rates riding for the ililierent items per
acre are :

—
IMoughinL;—New grouml, 7s. ; old ground, Gs. ; fallowed L;found, Is.

to -JS.

Harrowing— (id. to !)d.

Sowing— iiroadcast liy hand, 7d. : bidadi-.ist with miuhine, 4d. ; with

grain-drill. Is. .Id. to Is. Cxi.

Harvesting— StrippinL;' and winnowing an ."^-bushel ei'o|i. 4s.: a Ki

to 20 bushel cid|i, 7s.; or if done with the reaper and binder—
cuttini;-, -is. to Is. : twine (say), 2s. ; stooking, !lil. to Is. Stacking
and I'artiiii:-, 4s. (id. to ."is.; thrashini^-. about Id. per bushel.

Various kinds of phuighs, l)oth the mould-board and disc, are used;

the size most favoured is the four-furi'ow , iliawn b\ live oi' si,\ horses,

ii team which an ordinary driver is ca{)able of cariuL; f(U'. The depth
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iisually plovighed is about 4 iiiclies, and rarely exceeds u inches; 4 to 5

acres is considered a day's work.

Harrowing is done with a set of three to six sections, covering from

12 to 20 feet; with them from 1") to 20 acres are done daily.

Double-furrow disc plough.

The almost general practice now is to plant the seed with a grain-drill,

at the same time distributing with the seed from -40 to 60 lb. of super-

phosphate per acre. Both disc and hoe drills are in use, the sizes ranging

Double-furrow mould-'joard plough.

from twelve to fifteen tubes, and on some ku'ge farms drills having twenty
tubes are used, the distance l^etween the tubes being 7 inches. From 12
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to 20 acres is an aTera<re day's work. A case is recorded where a farmer,

wlioso sowiiio- was delayed, had ."00 acres drilled in twenty-four days with

a tliirtccn-lioe drill: the drill was kept moin;^ iii;^hl and day with relays
(if men and horses, the nrcessary li<_;hl at night l)eing t'urnislicd l)y means

of acetylene lamps attaclitMl to tlic diill.

'?S7P11

bo
3

In some few instances the seed is still sown l)roadcast, generally with

a machine fitted to a cart or dray, the wheels of which operate the

mechanism of the im])lement. Though this method is cheaper and more

expeditions than drilling (with a broadcasting machine up to 100 acres
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per (lav can be sown), it is grailualiy giving place to the drill, the use

of which is now fairly general, as the amount of seed saved when tlie drill

is used, to say nothing of the increased yield, soon pays for its initial

cost, which is from

£35 to '£40. The

amount of seed used

is ?.() lb. to 45 lb. with

the drill, and 1 bushel

and over when broad-

easteiL

In some cases the

crop ()) pu't of it is

cut with a reaper and

binder, but in the-

majotity of instances

it is allowed to stand in the puhhck until perfectly ripe, when it is harvested

with a stripper or stripper har^ester.

Di'llmi

Harvesting Machinery.

The stripper
"'

is purely an Australian invention, and is a niaenine

drawn through the ripe standing crop by three or four liorses attached to

its side, which walk in the st>il)l)le of the liarvested portion. By means-

stripper at work.
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of u c'oiiili llif ii|ic l•al•^ (if wheat ((HiiiiiL: witliiii I'cacli of the iiiuehiiie are

gathci-cil ami d i i-cclci| to the cut 1 i iig-plate, whei'i^ the lieater-dniiii cuts

tlioiii fi-(iiii the straw and thi-ashr> tlie LiTaiii nut; at the same time tlie

j^raiu \\ilh the chaff and a small (|iiaiitiiy of >li-a\\ is deposited in a box-

like rei'c])t aele at the hack of the inaehiiK'. Thi- l)o.\ holds about ."< bushels

of grain and its aeeoin|ian \ i ng eliaff. V\ hiU the liox is full the machine

is taken to a convenient place in the |iaddock and thei'e emptieil. Here a

winnower oi- cleaner is situateil : ihc mixiure of grain, cavings, and straw

is jHit through this winnower, whicli cleans the wheat and h;\<ss it i-eady

for market. In fair erojts, one winnower with four men to work it and

Emptying the Stripper.

sew the b:;L:s will kec|) two strijipers goiim. In som;' ca>es the winnower

is driven by a hoi'se-tread power, and then (uie winnowei' keeps as many
as Hve stripjiers goiuLi'. Stripping stai-ls in the UKU'iiing about S a.m.,

and is cent inued t h rout; h out the day until about 7 ]i.m. .\ man with t wo

three-liorsi' teams, each team workiuLi about thi.'e hours at a time, will

stri]") in a fail ci'op about Id aii;>, yielding from -tO to 4") bags (180

bushels) per day. Cases are conunon where over .^l> bags (•?'20 bushels) are

stripped in a da v. ami one case is kimwn where one didver with hi>

machine stripped !>() bai^s (over -S.^ I bushels) iu one day.
The "Stripper Harvester" is another Australian invention, and an

improvement on the 'simple stripper. Hiiilt in as part of the machine is

.a winnowinu' attachinetit. on t-o which the tlira>h.'d but undeaned grain
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is delivered as the machine is drawn tiirough the crop. This implement,
in addition to liarvesting the ears and tlirashing the grain from them,

Winnowins!.

Harvesting with Reaper and Binders.
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;<„s in tlie case of the stripi>er, wiuiiows it and dclivci-s it m l)ii^s at tlie

side of tlu" iiiiifiiiiic rcmly (or iimrkct, thus c-(»iisi<l;Tal)ly rcihK'iii<i' the cost

of harvest iiiLi aii<l, in aiMilidii, cualjliii^' the fai-)ii;T to (lisju'iisc with a

certain ainoinit of outside hdxiui', which is cxlrciiicly ditliciih to ohlain at

liarvcvt tiiii". 'Ida- Siri|i]KT Harvester is a \v(.iidei-f nil y cdiniiacl iiricliine,

and tliouiih onl\ iiitr(Mhiced a few years ago lias ra|ddly i^'dwn into

favour. ddie coinb-^athcriuL!' device in these iinph'Uienl s is ."i to (i feet

wide, and in lU'der to ])ri'veiit damage to the iinharvested crop th • niicliiiie

is drawn h\ I lie horses wideli ai'e attached- to th<> side. This method of

att ai-lmieiit causes a certain amount of si(h'-draft. which in the past has

pri'Vented the comhs on these machines heini;' made widei' than that stated.

\'\iite recenlh', howev;-r, a new implement has heen patentid. in winch

Ttirasliing Wheal.

the horses nw attacheil to the rear of the niachiiie and jmsli insH'ad of

di'awiiiL;' it, as is usually dime. This implement is calleil the
"

I'ush
'"

harvester, ami hecause of the posit i(Ui of the horses the side draft is

practically eliiuiuateil, and in conseipience the comh or gathering device

is made twice as Avide as in the ordinar\- harvester or stri])]ier. thus a

very much greater area can he harvoted jier day with one of these

machines without a cor'resiiomlinL'' increase in the amount of manual

labour ri'ipiired. The harvester is worked ii\' two men, one of whom
drives the horses ami attends to the machine, the other ailjusts and

removes the hags and sews them up. The area dealt with hy the harvester

is about the same as tlint (h'alt with by tlie stri])per.

(To he continued .')
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Some Notes on Sisal Hemp.

H. V. JACKSON.

81SAL lii'iiip is one of the fibres schedulefl iin(l(>r the Commonwealth Bounties

Act.

The fibre is obtained fi-om the plants of the Agave species of plants.

At the Exjieriment Farm, Wollongbar, Richmond River, specimen plants

were under cultivation at the time the writer was Manager of the farm—
from 1898 to 1901. A considerable area was under Bieh)ueria nivea—China

grass or Ramie, and small plantations wei'e formed of Musa textilis, Manila

Hemp, and Agave rigida var. SisaJana, (Sisal hemp, and plants of Sansetnera

lanuginosa, Bowstring Hemp, and Fourcroya giganfea.

Various vernacular names are give-n to plants of the Agave species. One

authority expresses the oj^inion that the fil)re plants of the Agave family

were known to the Haitians comprehensively as "
Henequen," and according

to another writer it would seem that the word "Maguni" or "Manguai" also

belonged to the na.tive language of Haiti The Spaniards ajiparently took

the names Pita and Maguey with them to the mainland and applied t!ie nami'

to the Agave which they found cultiva'ed on the tableland of Mexico. In

consequence of the number of vernacular names, some confusion has arisen as

to the varieties of Agave they may specifically refer to. Baron von Mueller

.says of Agave rigida, it is
" the Chnle i>, Henequen, and Sacci of the Mexicans

furnishing the Sisal hemp. The leaves of the Sacci or Sacqui give the

laro-est returns. The yield of fibre begins in four or five years and lasts for

hilf a c-ntury or more, the plant being prevented from fi.iwering by cutting

Mway its flower stalk when very young. The fibre is stiaight, glossy, and

strong, particularly well adapted for ropes, as resisting dampness. The leaves

are from 2 to G fe(jt long and 2 to 6 inches wide."

In notes on Agave and Fourcroya in India by J. R. Drummond and

p. Prain, the description given of Agave sisalana, the true Sisal, is as

follows :
—

Leaves 20-35, oblong-lanceolate, never foi'ming a rosette, but closely tufted on the

rhizome or on a very short ascending caudex which is completely hidden by their

moderately thick bases, the inner making a very sharp angle with the axis, the outer

gradually receding but still making less than a right angle, neck not at all constricted ;

coI(HU' deep green, sometimes glaucous ; up to (5 feet long, breadtli at the widest part
which is just above the middle reaching 10 inches, margin with or without prickles,

which, if present, are weak, scattered, and pale coloured, terminal spine not channelled,

glossy, purple or dark brown ; scape 15 feet or more with the panicle, fascicles of

blossoms rather crowded, germen equal to or shorter than the perianth slightly broadened

upwards, base of perianth convex and somewhat dilated, limb suddenly contracted

narrowly ligulate tip slightly hooded, style long, very faintly lobed, early protruded.

{Capsule not available.)

India.—Introduced into various parts of the country between 1885 and 1892. Culti-

vated in Burma, Cachar, and Sylhet, Assam, Bengal, North-West India as far as Lahore,
Central India, Bombay, Deccan (Poona), Mysore, Madras.
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I),s/_rili. — Native country uiiUiiown ; iiitroiliiced from cultivation in Yucatan in 1834
to islands (Keys) ort' the peninsula of Florida and theie naturalised. Introduced into the
West India Islands ])ai-tl\- fioni I'Morida. jiaitly from the American continent. Supposed
by Schott and iMigehnarm t(t lie derived from a wild species, hut further- (evidence as to

Yucatan species is wanted ; tiuTe appear to he several in cuUivatii)ii there, ('ultixated
in .Australia, Fiji, Hawaii, anil (ierman J'^ast Afrita.

In India this species varies as reganls presence fir absence of spines on the leaf margins.
We have seen spines fully developed, spines jurtially and irregularly developed, and

sjjines altogethei' absent on leaves of the same individual ])lant.

Ill IS'.li'Mr. Fred, 'runicr, l'M,.S.. cont ril>ut<Ml ;ui nil icli- to tlic i-l'/r/'-/'/////vr/

Gazette, wherein lir ([iKitcd \ari(>iis autliontie.s on the cultivation of Sisal

lionip. likewise
jj;i\ iny some ut' liis own cxpericnce.s.

Tiie t'ollowin,<;' are e.\ti'acts from liis aiticli' :

Soil, Climate, and Culture.

'{'he frost line marks {][' limit uf safe cultivation. The miijuriiy of writers state that

arid, reeky land is best suited to the L;rowtii of the plant. 'I'iie soil of Yucatan, where
the Sisal tilne of connnerce is ])rodueed, is described as a gravelly, stony, and, in sfinie

places, of a rocky character, the plants tliriving best and yielding the largest amount of

til)re in comparatively arid districts only a few feet above the level of tiie sea. And a
moist or rich land is considered unsuited, because of the lesser yield of fibre which would
result. Mr. Ranson says :

— " The fact of the plant itself flourishing better may be
attributed to a (oml)ination of conditions existing both in the soil and surroumling
atmosphere, jirincipa! among which 1 notice tlie |)resence of salt, making it retentive of

moisture, and of lime phosphates, resultant from decaying shells. Land bordering on
the Atlantic coast, which is evidently alluvium of a comparatively recent date, is

generally considei-ed too poor in the constituents necessary to plant-life to make it

worth while to attempt any cultivation upon it ; and whilst this may be true as regards
a lack of decomjjosed vegetable matter, vet the sludly saline sands will be found to suit

such plants as the Yiiirti'<, Af/arc.i, &c., both chemically and ])hysicallj', better than the
rich l)lack hummock lands."

From my own observations, 1 do not favour those arid, rocky situations " whei'c

nothing else will grow," and which are so often advocated. In fact, I should say the
two extremes should be avoided. I saw on the Perrine (irant Sisal plants that were

growing on a stone w^all, but I could not help noticing that those growing on the higher
part of this wall were less thrifty and of a much lighter colour than the plants on anothii-

poition where the wall was broken down. There is no doubt but that in rich garden-
sod very long heavy leaves wouhl be produced, but it is a <|Ueslion whether the yield of

fibre would be greater than in the less thrifty leaves, with the disadvantage of a greater
weight of pulp and water to handle in extracting the fibre. Some tests should be made
to settle this (juestion. In the Bahamas they do not favour this ariddand theory. In a
recent report on the 15ahanuis fibre industiy, made Ijy Mr. .lames M. liae to the Covernor,
Sir- Ambrose Shea, my own observations in Florida are eoiifii-nred. Here is the extract—
"

I have both read and heard it broadlj' asserted that Sisal will grow and flourish any-
where, no nuitter how sterile or impoverished the land may be. My obser-vations, how-
ever, do not confirm this. I do not mean to convey the iilea that reallj- good rich land
is necessary for its successful cultivation, but merely to remove the impression, if such
there be, that the plant will thrive in drj-, arid sand, or on rocky land void of soil.

^Vorn-out 'provision' and ))ineapple fields appear- to be well suite<l to its cultivation ;

while on bi-okeu, r-ocky surfaces, containing imiumerable 'pot-holes' and crevices in

which is deposited the oi'dinary black or red earth, the plarrt luxuriates, .\owher-e have
I seen it appear nnu'c flourishing than on su(-h lands, ("eitain kinds of white sandy land,
found in large (juantities at s.jme islands, also suit it admirably. Oire of these varieties,
wliite on the surface fi'om being bleached by the sun, on being turneil, disclosed a dark-
colour-ed mixture resembling salt and black pepper, and is known locally by the term
'salt and ])epper land.' Another- still darker-i-oloured sandy soil is teriiied 'mixed"
land. ^'et another kind which, although white on the surface, is found to be of a
reddish colour- an inc-h or two below-, is very fine and close. These varieties doubtless

])ossess sonre oi-ganic uratter, and arc rrot to be confounded with the loose, coarse sand
found in scrubby plains and bay ridges, producing a natur-al gi-owtli of stunted palmettos
and low brush, aird on which nothing else will grow."

It is claimed that beyond clearing the laiul of all growth, cutting out trees, and

grubbing out stunrps and i-oots, no soil preparation is needed. With the ground clean,

weeds can be removed in the spring without tr-ouble, and after the plants are well

established no other weeding will be necessary.
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Mr. Edgar M. Bacoia gives the Bahamian practice as follows :
— "All the ground is-

gone over first with the machete, a long heavy cutlass-like knife, which the negro uses

either as a tool or a weapon. All trees and umlerbrush are cut down, except the very

large ones, which rc(iuire an axe. Then the stumps are gruhl)ed uj). so far as they are

likely to interfere with the work. Next, tire is employed, and quickly runs over the

acres where the negroes have toiled in gangs with tlieir cutlasses. When at last all the

clearing and planting have been done, and thousands upon thousands of perfect plants in

absolute symmetry of arrangement, with unbroken ranks, their rich green showing no

blemish, stretcli before the eye, the spectator (especially if he happens to have a financial

interest in the plantation) feels that tliere is a beauty apart from mere picturesqueness."

There see/ns to be a great difference of opinion in regard to the proper distances apart
that the plants should be set. In the Merida district of Yucatan they are set in rows

94 feet apart, and Gi feet in the rows. According to the Bahamian Government leport
made by Mr. Preston, several years ago, the distance in old fields is stated at i) feet

between the rows, and 4 feet in the row. Experience has shown, however, that when

planted too closely the leaves are injured by being beaten together in high winds, conse-

quently 11 by 6 and 12 by 6 was considered sufficiently close, requiring from (iOO to 650

plants per acre.

Regarding the actual practice in the Bahamas, let us again turn to Mi". Rae's report,

published in 1891 :
— " The system adopted by those who have engaged largely in

planting, varies. Some have planted as near as 6 feet each way ; others 7 by 7, 7 l)y 8,

7 by 9, 8 by 9, and 9 by 9. The Muiiroe Company, at Abaco, plant three rows 8 feet

apart, with 7 feet interval between the plants, and leave a space of 12 feet between every
fourth row. The Bahama Hemp Company (Limited), which is under the efficient super-
vision of Mr. Abbott, plant four rows 8 by 8, leaving a distance of 12 feet between every
tifth row. Most planters, however, have found it advisable, owing to the rocky nature

of the land, not to observe too strict regularity in planting ; but, while adhering as near

as practicable to it, to put plants in the most favourable spots. Most of the labouring
class wdio have engaged in planting have observed no method at all, but have put the

plants in the ground whei'ever a good
"
pot-hole" or chink in the rock occurs, and have

planted much too thickly.

In Mexico the plantations are set out with more regularity, and in fact witli the same

system, as a rule, that is followed in this country in setting out an orchard.

Mr. Stoddart, who has had much practical experience in planting Sisal, both in

Yucatan and in Jamaica, recommends the accompanying plan for laying out a field of

(say) 31 1 chains square :
—

D

i
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The tield is divideil iiii(j tliree sections, eauli of w liidi measures lOi chains, and is repre-
sentt'(l as follows :

—A to F> first section, B to C second section, C to D tliird section
;

in

the middh' of each runs an interval of jn'opei- widtli liaving a de[)th on either side within
each section of about ."> chains. 1'he short lines drav\n acnjss nidicate the rows of lieinj)

between which the cutter works, and tlieret'ore has—while cutting in any section—a
distance of not more than 5 chains to carry the leaves to the interval, wliere the cart

gets loaded. Each section has its boundary line, as is shown from B to E. It will be

found, if this plan is adopted, how much the carriage of the leaves is facilitated, being
done (|uickly to tlie great interest of the cultivator.

In tlic j'.ahanias many growers utilise tlie spaces between tiie rows of plants w ith

other crojis, even corn and cotton l)cing named, 'i'he jilaii will work well enough, pro-
vided the matter is not overdone, weeds are kept down, and tlie cost of keeping the land

clear lessened. Sweet potatoes, however, must nev«r be planted, as they cover soil and
Sisal plants alike, to the great injury of the latter. Sliade is jjarticularly had for growing
Sisal plants. During my recent visit to Florida the bad effects of shade upon large plants
was noted in several marked instanc(!s, the ))lants being less thrifty, and the leaves some-
times so spindling and tliin as to have lost their ligid hal)it, and to l)e bent and drooping.
In Mexico, according to an otHcial pnl)lication, henecpien plants receive two dressings
the first year, and one every year afterwards.

Upon the subject of cultivation and care of the plantation, Mr. Edgar Bacon, writing
from tiie Bahamas, makes the following pointed suggestions :

—Experienced growers use

650 plants to the acre, in rows 11 feet t)y 6 feet distant from each other. This will give
room for the labourers to walk between the rows without being wounded by the terrible

spurs, which, like a cluster of keen s])ears, make each })lant a menace to the unwary.
Besides this, the closer planting m (Uild result in the piercing of irmumerable leaves every
time the Avind blew, and the consequent destruction of much fibre. Stabs and biaiises

mean discoloration, and the expense of sorting damaged lots, apart from the proportional
loss would be ;in added and not insignificant item in the labour account of a plantation.

Many jieople wiio have caught the Sisal fever are ])latiting acre after acre, expecting
nothing less than that the farms, when ])lanted, will take care of themseves. To l)c

successful in this enterprise retpiires unceasing activity and care. One must be Argus-
eyed. One season of poor prices, with the consequent discouragement which is apt to

follow in the case of nine small proprietors out of ten, in a country where the peasantry are

all negroes, will result in an overgrowth of suckers and the poling of mature plants, till

nothing short of absolute clearing and stalling anew will save the farms. Tliere is no
cultivation where system and perseverance are more necessary to success. The dropping
of a seed from a single

"
pole,'" if not watched and attended to immediately, will produce

little spears enough to destroy a hundred plants, and I have frequently seen a dozen
suckers start up around and under the leaves of their parent. After such crowding the

leaves would be worthless even could they be reached ; but no man, unless arrayed in

metal armour strong and stout enough to \\ithstand the thrust of steel, wouhl be so

foolhai'dy as to attempt to jjenetrate such a growth. What 1 want to im]>ress is the fact

that without that ])atient and systematic care wiiiih I have nowhcie observed as charac-

teristic of the unled negro, a field of Sisal is as valueless as a field of mullein.

All suckers should be removed, as they are a detriment to the old plants, and when
they are not needed for planting n&w fields they should be thrown away. In plautini;
them out in Yucatan, a little hole is dug and the plant introduced, after which it is

projipeil up by a few stones a.nd left to take care of itself. In setting out these suckers
in the mirsery, in Florida, they are ])Iaced 10 to \2 inches apart in rows. The plants are

reproduced in two ways—by means of the suckeis, which form about the bases of the mature

plants; and by means of the "pole plants,'" which form upon the branches of the

blossom-stalk or "
pole" (sometimes CHlle<l a "

mast") after the tulip-shajied fiowers have
faded and fallen.

In Florida the age of maturity of a Sisal plant in the wild state is six oi' seven years.
At this time the plant blossoms, sending up its tlower-stalk or pole to the height of 15 to

•20 f.-et.

After the tidi|)-shapeil blossoms have begun to wither, thci'e now starts forth from the

point of contact with the flower-stalk a bud, which develojjs into a tiny i)lant, which,
when grown to the length of several inclu-s, becomes detached and falls to the ground.
Such "

pole plants" as come in contact with the soil take root, a.nd in a very short time
are large enoULdi to trans^ilant. A single "])ole"'or "mast"' produces from 1,000 to

2,000 plants, while only a few suckers are formed at the base of each old plant. The

largest pole plants that 1 saw in Flori<la measured aliout 4 inclies in length But among
a lot received from Mr. George Bier, and that had never been in the sjil. was one which
measured 10 inches.

In regard to the fiowering of the plants in the field, some writers state that the

appearance of the pole should be watched for, and the stalk cut out to prevent
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blossoming, as the plant then withers ;
while others state that because this indicates old

age and the end of the usefulness of the plant, there is no advantage in attempting to save

its life further. From the experience of Bahamian planters, not only does the cutting
of the leaves retard the period of poling, but it also lessens the size and productiveness
of tlie pole.

In Yucatan the period of usefulness lasts from six to eight years
—sometimes from

fifteen to twenty years
—a plant fifteen years old presenting the appearance of growing

at the top of a long foot-stalk several feet from the ground.

Yield per Acre.

A plant set out when IS inches higli will produce leaves fit for cutting in three

years. The lower leaves, naturally, are the most mature, and cut first
;
these should be

at least 3 feet long. Mr. Clenunson informs me that the average length of the leaf

from four-old plants, as grown in Florida, is H feet 3 inches when cut, and for three

years afterwards 6 inches longer eacli year. He also states that thrifty plants at seven

years will produce leaves 5 feet in length ; and if the fiowering stalk is cut when it first

makes it appearance the plant will continue to grow to profit for twenty-five years.
Mr, Ranson, of Titusviile (the Indian River region), set out plants in 1887 that were

6 to 8 inches high. At two years the leaves of the large jjlants were 2 feet 8 inches

long, and at three j^ears the leaves were 3 feet 2 inches long, and were fit to commence

cutting. The result of one plant here of two and one-half years' gi'owth is an average
of seventeen young plants and ten leaves sufficiently long to harvest. And he states that

in the fourth year such a plant will give a still larger result, increasing in usefulness

each year until it fiowers, in its eleventh to tliirteenth year, which ends tlie life of the plant.
I saw plants on th« West Coast, said to be only four j'ears old, the leaves of which

measured over 5 feet long. I think, from the above statements, the plant must be of

slower growth in the Indian River region than in more ti'opical Florida.

The late ]\Ir. Van Buren stated that tlie product of nine hundred plants to the acre in

the third year, allowing for two or three cuttings of five leaves each, equal to 12 or 15

lb. to the plant, would be 6 or 7 tons of green leaves to the acre, worth, at least, •'?3 per
ton. He estimated the yield for the following year at 18 tons of leaves, from five or six

cuttings, worth about .$50 per acre. In the report of Mr. Preston it is stated that in

Yucatan a leaf 4 feet long weighs 1"1 lb., and measures in the widest part Scinches
across from spine to spine, and is one-fourth of an inch thick in the centre of the leaf,

2 feet from either end. A similar leaf from the Bahamas is said to weigh li lb. and to

measure 44 inches wide, and five-sixteentlis of an inch in thickness.

Cross sections of a leaf.

Outline drawing, made from a freshly-cut Florida Sisal leaf, 5 feet 8 inches long and
inches wide, to illustrate the thickness and shape of the leaf (cross-section) at base

and centre or widest portion. It may be stated that the full-grown mature leaves of

Florida plant (var. smalana), 'y feet in length, will weigh Ij to 2 lb.
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Regarding yield, size of leaves, &c., in the Bahamas, Mr. Rae, in his recent report,
makes the tdllowing statements : -'Y\w length of time re(|iiire(l for the produc^tioii of tiie

first cutting of leaves may, I think, safel\- be regarded as four years from the time of

planting. A great deal depeii Is upon tiie size of tlie plants wlien transplanted ; but if they
he of a suitaide size, say from 12 to 1.") inelics, witliout doubt the leaves will attain a

length of from 4 to 5 feet, and be fit to cut well within tlie periled named. I have seen
thousands of ])lants with leaves from '1 to .S feet long that have l)een growing only two

years. 1 have also seen ])]ants, tliat I was told were tliree years old, from which leaves

liad already been cut. For the present, the yield i)er aci'e with us can only be a matter
of calculation, iu conseijuence of tlie industry having been so recently begun, but

sutHcient positive expei'ience has been derived to determine this point witii appioximatc
accuracy. The number of leaves cut from many, j)lants of four years' growth and

upwards has given an average of 40 leaves per tiee. with an average weight of H lb.

per leaf, and a yield of 4 per cent, of cleaned Hbre. With an average of 600 plants to

the acre, and 40 leaves weighing (iO lb. to each jdant, tiie yield would i>e 8G,0lJ<t II) of leaf

and 1,440 lb. of cleaned fii)re. If the estimate be reduced to S.> leaves, there would be

3l,.")0(l lb. of leaf, and 1,'2G<I lb. of fibi'c, and this is certainly a very modest estimate.

To guard against all pcjssible disappointment, however, the yield per acre can sifelj" be

placed at half a ton.

.\Ir. Bier finds that while the Florida tiljre is somewhat finer- in texture, it is longer
and stronger than that gro\\n in \ utacan, and the weight of liljre in the leaf is a fraction

more in weight, the average per leaf of Yucatan being 400 grains, \\ idle ours averages
520 grains, with less moisture.

iiiiliiii

Tramway in a Plantation in Yucatan.

According to .Mr. Preston's report on the liahamian culture, forty leaves may be cut

annually from a mature plant, at the average of U 11). to the leaf. On the basis of

650 plants to the acre, this yield gives a total of 39,000 lb. of leaves, or 19A tons. Mr.
Preston calls it 1!) tons, and at the rate of .'S'i.oO per ton (the value of the green leaves

before cleaning), we have .'?47.r)0 i)er acre, or almost double the vahu' stated by Mr.
Stoddart. On one of the farms visited by Mr. Preston in Yucatan, 4.S,<)00 leaves, or

7'2,000 lb. (3(3 tons), of crude material was cleaned daily. A yield of 5 ])er cent, of

fibre, which is his estimate, gives a little over 1^' tons of fibre per acre from the 36 tons
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of leaves. Here are Air. Preston's estimates, based on figures of jield in Yucatan, with

cost of labour in the Bahamas.

$90.0048,000 leaves (36 tons) at .if2.50 per ton

6 wheels, each two hands, at 48 cents

3 boys supplying feeders, at 24 cents...

3 women to remove and hang fibre, at 30 cents

Engine-driver at ':^2

Fuel
Incidentals

Total...

5.76

.72

.90

2.00

2.00

2.00

$103.38

This shows a yield of 3,600 lb. of fil)re from 72,000 lb. of leaves, at a cost of .S103.38,

making an average of S2.87 as the cost of producing 100 lb. of fibre, the product of

1 ton of leaves.

Mr. T. Albee Smith informs me that 1,000 leaves of henequen weigh in the rainy
treason KiO to 200 arrobas (2.5 lb. each) : in the dry season 100 to 160 arrobas per 1,000

leaves. One thousand leaves average a yield of 55 lb. of libre.

The leaves are cut close to the trunk, a sharp knife bemg used for the purpose. In

Yucatan the spiTies are removed from the edges of the leaf, together with its thorndike

point, after which fifty leaves are tied together to form a bundle. About 1,.500 leaves,

making just a cartdoad, are considered a day's work. A correspondent of the Farm
Imi til'mutt Neirs—a. Chicago gentleman interested in the Sisal industry

—thus describes

the method of harvesting in Y^ucatan :—"This is done by the Indians, who are almost

nude, with a stroke of the knife or machete, at the rate of, for one hand, 2,000 to

2,500 leaves per day. Following tlie Indian who cuts ofi:" the leaves is an Indian woman,

who, with a knife, cuts off the spike or thorn-tipped end and the thorny .side of the leaf,

ready for the machine. One foreman was understood to say that it costs about 38 cents

per 1,000 leaves, to cut, prepare, and get the leaves to the cleaning machines. On all

the large haciendas visited were little railways into the fields, upon which, on cars

drawn by mules, the henequen was taken to the mill, and the waste was taken away."

Raspador.

Preparation of the Fibre.

The cleaning of the fibre of Sisal hemp in an economical manner after the leaves have

been grown is probably one the chief considerations in the establishment of this industry.

Until very recently the only machine in use in Y'ucatan was a clumsy affair, stated to

be a native invention, called a raspador. Rude as this piece of mechanism is, it is said

that a native will clean twenty leaves a minute with it, though with quite a pei'centage

of waste of fibre.
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Wliilc the raspador is said to liavo lieeii siqiorsedcd on sonic ])laiitatioiis, it is more or

less generally used at the present time for exti-acting the immense (luantities of Sisal

liemp exi)orted. 'I'he average work of one maciiine is claimed to be 7,OUO leaves per day,
with two feeders or operatives.

For the following inteiesting parti<ulars I am indebted to Mi'. Stoddart's pamphlet :
—

Bar/a^sp . The bagasse or refuse from the leaves must be taken away by eart to some
distance from the works, and should not be thrown around trees nor beside plants, which
are of service, as it very soon kills them : no grass or anyrhing else grows whore tliis

refuse is put ; it destroys for a long time all vegetation, until its power gets woi-n out.

It must not be made intc) heaps, but spread out thinly to get '\vy, so as to be burnt.

JJrj/iiif/ the FiJjrc.—The fibre is, immediately after extraction, taken and hung on the

drying-stand, where it is allowed to remain in the sun' and attended to by turning until

perfectly dry, which occupies only a couple of hours. If the state of the weather pre-
vents the fibre from being entirely dried in the sun, it must be ))ut in the drying-house ;

in ease of rain, the ])roper etloit must be used to secure all tlie fibre in the house liefore

the downfall, as rain-water will so injure it by discolouring as to make it unfit for sale,

resulting in loss. Artificial drying is necessitated when the work goes on, and no chance
of having the fibre sun-ilricd in coiise(|ueiice of the inclemency of the weather during long
rainy seasons.

Bhachhig.
—The colour of the fibre, after being dried in the sun, is of a light straw or

cream, but where the planter desires to improve this and to put his hemji in the market

purely white, in or<lei- to gain fame, he may ado])t the t'ourse of hleaeliing. This is done

by first having the fibre perfectly sun-dried, and then allowing it to remain on the stanil

all night to get the dcM" on it, and during the next day until it gets entirely dry and free

from all dew by means of the sun, not omitting to turn constantly ; recjuires pa'-ticular
care and attention. This ])rocess causes a shrinkage, making it weigh less than it does
when cured in the ordinary manner.

lUiIing.
—This is conducted in the following manner:—The exact weight of fibre for

one bale, according to the caj)acity of the press, is first weighed off'; this is done with
each successive bale, to have uniformity of weight. One or two hands get in.side the

press, and the fil)rc is handed to them by one or two others, laying it out smoothly and

straiglitly, and then doubling over about one-third of its length to form a smooth head,
which must l)e

]>iit tUish to the head of the jiiess, the long ])ortion going the length-way :

the packers standing on each layer in succession until finished, making it one l)ulk

tlirougliout. It is then screwed down, lordcd aci'oss tightly with small cords made from
the same hemp, and ultimately thrown out. The baling must not be done by simply
flinging in the fibre, making hills and holes, but neatly packed in order that the bale may
have a smooth and neat a])pearance M'lien turned out, which makes it pass for what it

really is, hemp of the first quality—as badly put it)) bales, turned out rough and full of

fringes, through their ugly show, although a hemj) of first quality, is put down second
class. Instead of a screw press a hydraulic press may be used, M'hicli will be an advan-

tage. Any hemp which may, by way of accident, be damaged, either by the leaves

remaining too long after cutting to be cleaned, or the fibre getting wet, or otherwise, the

conseciuence of over-ripe leaves, all of which will give it s])ots and totally discolour it,

must OH no account be ))acked within the l)ale of white hemp, neither must it be
made into cordage to cord u]) tlii' bale, as it will in the first place destroy the fame it

ought to ha\e, and in the second injure the appearance of it.

Coining to infurni.ition of ;i more recent flate, in a bulletin published by the

Manila Merchants' Association, Manila, Philippine Islands, undei- the h(vid of

"Maguey," the following statement is made :
—

Maguey and Sisal hemp are two fibres obtained from eh.sely allied s|)ecies of the same

genus of plants. Both Maguey and >Sisal hemp can be profitably' cultivated in nearly all

parts of the Philipjjine Islands. Maguey is now being extensively planted in many
different provinces, and nearlj' half a million Sisal jilants have been imported into the
Islands and planted during the past year.

'{'he ])roduet ion of Sisal hemp within a ])eriod of comparatively few years, has made
Yucatan one of the richest Slates in the Kc])ublic of Mexico. This indiistiy has had a

remarkable de\elo|)ment, and the demand for Sisal hemp is steadily increasing. The

im])orts of Sisal hemp into the United States, as shown by the following figures, indicate

the growth of the industry :

Imports of Sisal hemp into the United States—
1894 48,468 tons; value, .S3,74'2,07.S

1904 109,214 tons : value, S15,<).S.-),.-)5.")
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These figures sliow an increase in the value of the imports of this fibre of 328 per cent.

in ten years.

Tlie Philippine exports of Maguey fil>re have increased from 87o tons in 1901 to 2,3"28

tons for the first nine months of UKJO. 1'his fil)re is now tlie export product of fifth

importance in the Islands.

The essential feature of the Maguey industry, and that which recommends it to the

Philippine planter, is its adaptability' to the conditions prevailing in many parts of the

Islands. Maguey flourishes in localities where there is insufficient rainfall for abaca" ;

it can be profitably grown on soils tliat will not grow sugar, rice, or corn ; its cultivation

requires but few draft animals, and comparatively little labour ;
and there are several

improved machines for the extraction of the fibre.

Maguey has an advantage over Abaca in that it cannot be blown down or uprooted by
violent winds, and it has no known insect enemies of importance. These plants will grew
well even in fissures of bare limestone rock, and the ideal Maguey soil is a liglit loam

composed of leaf mould and decomposed limestone. If fragments of undecomposed lime-

stone are present in abundance, so much the l)etter. Splendid Maguey plants are growing
in pure beach sand on the coasts of Mindoi-o and Talilas. The cultivation of the soil is

not necessary before planting. It suffices to clear away the brush and grass with the

bolo, and after planting to repeat this operation two or three times a year. While the

plants will, without suffering severely, stand periods of drought longer than any which
have ever occurred in these islands, they reach their best development if watered Ijy

occasional periods of rain.

Our rainy season not only renders it certain that young plants newly set out will

speedily and firmly establisli themselves, but assures the production by old plants of large

crops of long leaves ; while the occurrence of a well-marked dry season renders it equally
certain that these leaves will produce a good percentage of high-grade fibre.

Maguey is propagated either from suckers or from the small bulbs produced on the

flower-stalk. It should be planted in the rainy season in rows 4| by 12 feet apart, or

about 800 plants to the acre. The first crop of fibre can be harvested in three years
from the time of setting out sucker plants. The average annual yield is twenty leaves

per plant, or 16,000 leaves per acre. The yield of fibre is from 40 to .lO lb. of fib.re per
thousand leaves, or from 640 to 800 lb. per acre. The New York quotations for Maguey
on 1st May, 1907, were, for No. 1, 7g cents per lb. ; and for No. 2, 63 cents per lb.

Maguey plants continue to produce leaves for a period ranging from seven to twenty
years.

The cultivation of Maguey offers inducements to the small farmer and to the planter
with large estates. This fibre is a staple commodity, the use of which promises to

increase quite as rapidly as the production. The development of this industry during
the past few years indicates that Maguey will become, at no distant date, one of the

leading agricultural products of the Philippine Islands.

In 1899 a small plantation was formed of Agave sisalana at the AVoUong-
bar Experiment Farm, and from time to time cuttings of leaves have been

made and fibre extracted from same by means of the Faure Decorticating

machine, originally imported for the purpose of making Ramie fibre.

According to a re^jort liy Mr. A. 11. Haywood, Acting-Manager at the

Wollongbar Farm, in December, 1907, these plants had reached the poling

stage ; that is, from tlie heart of the plant a pole or flowering stem had

grown up, showing that the plants had about readied their term of usefulness.

Mr. Haywood states that in August, 1907, when cutting the leaves some

ninety leaves were harvested from one plant, nine leaves being left on the

plant uncut : the weiglit of the ninety leaves was l-l-t lb. ;
an average leaf

weighed 1 J lb. It would appear therefore that the growth and weight of tbr

leaf at Wollongbar does not materially differ from the weight in other

countries, excepting that it may be somewhat heavier in the green state.

*' Abaca-fibre made from the Manila hemp-plant.
—MiLsa textilis.
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G;5,073

Sisal Hemp Fibre.

One iilaiit producLMl sixty-six leaves.

Weiglit when trreeu, 110 IIp: yield, t lli.

filire. Growiiat Wollouf^barExiieriineut
Fuim, Richmond River.

Australian Imports.

As an iiidicalioii of tlic \ aluc of tlie Philip-

jiiiie Islands trade with ..Vustralia in the

matter of flax and li(in]i, the followintf figures

are instructive. Thi' imjiortatidii t'lom tlie

Philippine Islands in—
cwt. £

l'.)(i:'. amounted to I'l/tSO. \ahie 1!),(J91

1901 „' i.j,:").")? „ 32,01G

1905 „ 26,077 „ 57,092

190{i „ 27,329 ,

Tlic hoa\'iest impoitat ions to Austrah'a are

from New Zealand and the Philippine Islands.

The material from New Zealand for the most

part beiny' the Hax fibre manufactur(>d fi-om

the New Zealand fiax plant I'lmnn'i mn liiia.f.

Tlie material from the Philippine Islands

bi iny the fibre obtained from the Aloe and

from a lianatia like })lant, the JIasa tcxtilis.

There ;ire certainly somewhat di\ei'u-ent

o])inions expressed by different autliorities on

the question of rich, medium, or poor soils

being most suitabU^ for the cultivation of the

Sisal hemp plant. It may, however, be ac-

cepted as a fact that the Sisal hemp ]ilaiit

and other varieties of Agave will grow in

places where the cultivation of ordinary agri-

cultin'al ci'ops would not be followefl, whether

owins; to the stonv nature of the country or

its othei- misuitable characteristics.

]\Ir. Cameron, Superintendent of (lov(>rn-

nient Gai'dens, Bangalore, in a report made

by him said :
-

The advantage of tlie cultivation may be hrietly
stated as follo\\s :

—
1. Land of a gravelly and stony nature is suitable.

2. When land is ])lanted up, the cultivation

practically ceases for a period of four years,
or until the matured leaves are ready for

cutting,
.'i On suitable land, faiiurc of crop has never

been beard of.

4. The protit on an acre of land yielding crop is

estimated at ,t'4 to £'^ per annum : that is,

60 to 75 rupees.

The large succulent growth obtained in ricli land

is inimical both to the (quantity and quality of tibre

produced ; therefore somewhat poor land of a loose

stony nature is always preferreil as, in aihlition to

giving better results generallv, it acconnnodates a
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larger number of plants to the acre. Mj-sore possesses plenty of such land, and if the

latter can produce loaves of 4 feet in length, it will do. But there is a reduction in value^

oa

as well as difficulty in extracting the fibre, when the leaves are under .3 feet in length. In

Yucatan, plants are put out in rows at 7, 8, 9, and even 12 feet ajmrt, according to the

nature of the soil. But the general practice is to allow nothing under 400 plants to the
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acre, while GGO is considered al)i)Ut the iiiaxiinuiii iimnl)ci-. In the ]>aliaiiias the idantini;
is somewhat closer. When a jthmlation is once established it may he profitablj^ worked
for a lifetime, care being t.iken not to Ic^t the plants pole or become exhausted from over-

cutting, in a large plantation drives ai-e left at convenient intervals to facilitate the

easy removal of leaves.

Without doubt theiv are considerable tracts of scruli land in this State,

especially bordering the coastal areas, whereon the cultivation of Sisal mii^ht

prove to be a })rotitil)le means of utilisin<j; a class of country which is not

otlierwise likely to l)c \n\{ tu any usct'iil piujiosc. Trivate ctil crpriscs iiiav do

something under the stiniuhit iiig inlluence of, a bonus, l)ut pcrha[)s it might
be ])ossil)le for the Governnicnl to show the wav.

Musa Textilis. -Manila Hemp.
Abaca fibre is obtained fiom a plant similar to the ordinary banana jdaiit.

In a report issued by officials of 1 lie Uureaii of Insular AM'airs, Washington,

U.S.A., respecting the production of Abaca in the Philippine Islands, the

following particulars are given :
-

The first stalks are ready for cutting at from twenty months to three years after

planting. The time re(juired for develoi)inent varies consideral)ly with different varieties

and in different localities. After tlie first har\est it is customary to cut over a plantation
about every eight months.
The abaca plant when mature consists of a group or cluster of from twelve to twenty

stalks, all growing from the one root, 'i'hese stalks are in all stages of development, but

usually two or three will mature and can be cut at al)out the same time. The stalk is

ready for cutting between the time of the appearance of the fiovver and the development
of the fruit. If cut either before or after this perioi an inferior ((uality of fibre will le
obtained. When the plant is in flower the large violet-coloured flowered bracts fall to

the ground, making it an easy matter when passing through the field to select the i)lants
which are I'eady for cuttmg-
The stalk is cut with a bolo knife having a sharp blade. Tiie cutting should be made

two or three inches from the ground and on a slant. If a pei'fectly liori/.ontal cut is made,
water will collect on the stumj), causing it to rot, and thus injuring the root and the

remaining shoots. After tl;e stalk has l)eencut the leaves are trinuned off, and it is then

reidy for the first operation of fibre extraction.

Extraction of Fibre.

The extraction of fibre should commence within t« enty-four hours after the cutting of

the stalk. If left a longer time than this, tiie fibre is liable to become discoloured and
weakeued. As the abaca trunk is heavy and the fibre-extracting apparatus is light and

easily transported, it is customary to move the latter from pi ice to place, and to extract
the fibre near the spot where tlie plant is cut.

The trunk or stalk of abaca is often 12 feet or 1.") feet long, and from 1 foot to 1 V feet

in diameter. This trunk consists of a small central Hcshy stem, 1 inch or 2 inches in

diameter, around which are a number of thick overlapping layers, each layer being the
stem or petiole, of a leaf. The fibre is obtained from the outer portion of these leaf

stems. The process of fibre extraction consists of two distinct operations ; first, the
removal of the ribbon-like strips of fibrous material from the leaf stems ; and second, the

separation of the individual fibres by ])ulling these ribbons under a knife.

The lalxuuer, sitting on the ground with a trunk of abaca across his knees, insei'ts under
the bark of one of tiie leaf stems a small shari) piece of bone called a "

locnit," and pulls
off a fibrous strip 1 inch to 3 inches wide, and as long as the trunk. One stem will yield
two or three such strips. When these fibrous strips have been taken off the remaining
fleshy material is removed, and each consecutive layer is thus worki'd down to the central
stem of the trunk. The fibre obtained from the three or four outer layers, which are

green and hard, will be coarse and dark-coloured, while that coming from the layersnearest
the centre of the trunks will be very fine an<l white. 'I'he latter is not always stri])|)ed by
the natives, as it is too liable to break untler the knife, but, when extracted by this

method, is used only for the manufacture of various kinds of cloth. When a quantitj^
of these fibre strips has been collected, they are carried to some central point where a

shed has been erected and an api)aratus set ujj for stripping the fibre. The shed consists
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of a frame of bamboo poles covered with abaca leaves. The stripping apparatus, or
"
panguijan," is simple both in construction and operation. It consists of a log set in a

horizontal position 1 foot or 2 feet from the ground. On the top of this is fastened a

block of smooth hard wood. Over this block is placed a bolo having a blade about 1 foot

long and a handle H feet long. A rattan is attached to the end of tlu> knife and con-

nected with a bamboo spring above. Another rattan passes from the handle to a foot treadle.

The bamboo spring holds the knife down upon the block. Its pressure is easily regulated

bv lengthening or shoitening the rattan. By means of the foot treadle the operator raises

the knife when he desires to insert or remove a strip of fibre.

Stripping Knives.

In the process of stripping, the operator holds in his right hand one or more of the fibre

ribbons and also a short round piece of wood. These strips are inserted under the knife,

and are drawn through with a (piick, steady pull. The ribbon is then removed and

reversed, the cleaned end being wnund three or four times around the stick. This process
of drawing under the knife removes all the pulp or fleshy material, leaving in the hands

of the operator a small bunch of clean wet fibre. As the fibre is stripped it is usually
assorted into two classes. The work of fibre extraction, while apparently simple, is very

exhausting, even for the experienced operator, and many labourers are ruptured by the

excessive strain of pulling the fibre strips under the kriife. It is a fair day's work to

strip one arroba (-2.5 lb.), and the fibre-stripper will usually work oidy two or three days
a week.

All the fibre produced in the islands is extracted with this simple apparatus. The

colour and strength of the fibre—two most important qualities— are determined almost

entirely by the manner in which it is cleaned. The two factors in tlie process which

attect the quality of the product are the condition of the knife-blaile and the degree of

pressure with which the knife is held upon the base Idock. With a serrated knife,

loosely fastened, the fibres are only partially separated, and only a portion of the pulp is

removed ;
the work is easy, the yield large, and the fibre is inferior in quality. With a

knife having a smooth-edged blade and held firmly on the base block the work of extrac-

tion is much more difficult, and the waste is greater, but a very superior fibre may be

obtained. It has been determined by experiment that the same plant ^vill produce a

very superior or a very inferior grade nf fibre, depending on the kind of stripping-knife

used. As a result of using serrated knives the markets have been flooded with enormous

quantities of inferior fibre, and cordage manufacturers are continually making complaint
al)0ut the quality of Manila hemp. The %\hole future of the industry depending, as it

does, on the position which abaca continues to hold in the world's markets, it is mani-

festly to the interest of every producer to discourage the use of the serrated knife.

Fibre-extracting Machinery.

Numerous attempts have been made to extract abaca fiVire with machinery. A number

of the machines used have been in a measure successful, but some obstacle has always

prevented their coming into any general use. The greatest difficulty has been that abaca,

being a very long fibre, would not bear the strain of full tension while being cleaned. It

has been necessary to wind the fibre around a cylinder, or to hold it in two or three

idaces with a clutch, in order to lessen this tension. Cylinders of various kinds of

material have been used, but all have resulted in a discoloration of the fibre. The
machines thus far constructed have all been based on the old hand process of extracting
the fibre by stripping. Inasmuch as sisal and other vegetable fibres are now successfully

extracted by machinery, and as several American inventors are devoting tiieir attention

to the perfection of a machine for extracting al)aca, it is possible that such a machine

will come into use before many years. The fibre-extracting machine for abaca should be

simple in construction, strongi^ cheap, and portable. It must not break, tangle, discolour,

waste, or in any way injure the fibre. The introduction of suitable machinery will do

more than any other one thing to advance the interests of the abaca industry.

After-treatment of Fibre.

Abaca, aftei' being stripped, is hung on bamboo poles to dry. This drying takes

from three to four hours to two days. When tlioroughly dry, the fibre is collected, tied

up in hanks or bundles, and in this condition is shipped by ponies, carabaos, or carga-

dores, to the nearest market. It is there sold to a Chinese middleman, or to the

representative of some one of the large exporting firms of Manila. When the fibre

reaches the warehouse of the exporter it is carefully sorted into the different commercial

grades, and is then baled, each bale weighing 2 piculs, or 27-") lb.
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FiljfL' that is to be used locally for the ni;uiutactiirc of cloth luulcrgoes much more
elaborate process of ti'eatmeiit. Tlic leaf stem in the centre of the stalk is selected, and
the fibre is often diawn several limes under tlie stripping knife, M'hich gives a product
that is line, soft, and white. If to lie used fftr the tinest textures, it is then placed in a

wooden bowl and beaten with a mallet until the rci|uiied fineness and elasticity are
obtained. 'I'his process j'iclds a fibre that is almost silk-like ; and some of the textiles

manufactured from best ipialit}' abaca livals in delicacy and beauty the celebrated pina
anil jusi fabrics.

Description and Yield of Fibre.

Abaca fibre nf good ipiality is from S feet to 12 feet long, of a glossy white colour, very
light and strong, and <>f a clean, even texture. As cordage material it has no sui)eiior,
its chief value, particularly for shi])s" ropes, being itiS'relative lightness ami strength.
The yield of fibre varies greatly in accordance with the variety "f the plant, the soil

and climate conditions, and the methods of extraction used. Under favourable condi-
tions the annual yield will average from 12 to l(i j)iculs of dry fibre per hectare, or 687'5
to 967 '() lb. per acre. The average yield thi'ougbout the islands is probably Ijelow this

figure, often not exceeding 6 piculs per hectare. I'nder careful management the yield
may be lirought up to 20 or 2.") piculs ])er hectare. From .'v lb. to 1 lb. of fibre is olttaincd
fiom a single stalk. In Southern Mindanao the estimate is 212 stalks for 1 i»icul cf fibre.

With l,2.')lt plants to the hectare, and an annual yield of four stalks per plant, the
returns for 1 hectare would be 28-6 )>iculs, or ."5,24.1 lb. of fibre.

Twist of Grain in Timbers.

I)i?. Robert Bell, Chief Geologist of the Geological Sin\cy nf Canada,
writes to me as follow s :

—
In Canada a large projioition of the forest trees have a more or less pronounced twist

in the grain of the wood, which in, say, 90 per cent, is to the left— i.i ., if you look either

up or down the trunk, the twist is in the ojipo.site direction to the movement of the
hands of a watch. It is supposed to be due to the prevailing winds. It has occurred to
me that any theory as to the cause would be helped if one knew if a similar phenomenon
occurs in Australia.

May J therefore ask how this is ; to which direction the ^rain of the wood turns, and
what you consider to be the cause. In what species of trees is it most marked.

The attention of ii'adcrs of tlic (Utzctte is eallcil to the matter, ami corn -

sjiomlciicc is invited.

J. li. .MAJDEN.
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Cotton Growing in New Soutli Wales.

W. E. FRY.*

For several years in many parts of the State small experimental crops of

cotton have been successfully grown. The plant was first introduced into

New South Wales by Governor Phillip in 1787, from seed obtained at Rio

Janeiro when he visited there in H.M.S.
"

Sirius." At a later period a further

supply was forwarded by Governor King to Norfolk Island, where it proved
to grow Avell.

In 1899 the Department of Agriculture cultivated a few acres at Moonbi,

near Tamworth {Afjricultural Gazette, August, 1899), whilst at the Hawkesbury

College and other experiment farms, it is grown annually for educational

purposes.

The late Mr. John Mills was for years an enthusiastic grower in his suburban

garden at Ashfield, and a successful prizetaker at the Royal Agricultural

Show.

During the past four years the writer tested several varieties at the Moree

Bore Farm, the product of which was exhibited at many shows, where it

created much interest and inquiry. Many applications for specimens and

seeds were received, principally from school teachers who desired to increase

their pupils' interest in the school gardens. The plots were also inspected

by many visitors, one of whom represented an American firm who contem-

plated establishing a cotton plantation and ginning mill in this State.

So far, however, no attempt at cotton growing as a commercial crop has

been recorded in this State. Over the border in Queensland the industry

has been resuscitated, and the area under cotton is being increased.

Various reasons may be advanced to show that cotton growing may
eventually become one of our leading industries. Under the Rural Bounties

Bill, recently passed by the Federal Parliament, a bounty of 10 per cent, on

cotton lint, and another 10 per cent, on cotton seed is granted for a period

of eight years, which is to apply to all the States. Owing to the consumption
of cotton increasing at a greater rate than the production, the cotton mills

in England have been forced into partial idleness. The chief demand is for

a long staple high grade cotton, as the British machinery is reported to be not

generally adapted to the short staple Indian cotton. Samples of cotton

grown in this State and submitted to experts in England, have been reported

of excellent quality, and in every case the staple was of useful length.

* Late Manager, Moree Experiment Farm.
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Cotton si'fil which was at one time wasted, is now of iucieasiug value (jwiug

to the oil extracted therefrom. and the cake manufactured from the residue.

The ])artsof the CommDnweaUli suital)lc for cotton i,'rowin<i are considerably

greater than the area undci' cotton in the I'liircd States, being practically

unlimit(Ml. The uphind \-ari('ties of cotton fioin which the hulk of the woj-ld's

supply is obtained, are no more dilliiuh to cultivate than maize, although the

harvesting is rather more expensixc it should also be distinctlv understood

that black labour is not essential h)r cotton growing. Everything in connec-

Cotton Bolls.

tion with the cultivation and manufacture of cotton can be, and is in many

places, ])erformed by white labour. To those farmers who might like to try

a plot of cotton as an adjunct to other crops, the following notes on its

cultivation in;i\' l»c of interest:—
Varieties.

Cotton belongs to the botanical order of jilants called Malvacerp, which

inchuh^s the common weed mai'sh-mallow, the old-fashioned garden holK'hock.
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the various hibiscus, and many other useful plants. The cotton of commerce

is chiefiv deiived from the species Gosypiurit herbaceuni, or green seeded cotton,

and the Gosypium nigrum, or black seeded cotton, and the various crosses or

hybrids between them. Several varieties were grown at Moree in rows 3 feet

apart which distance proved too close on rich soil for successful horse cultiva-

tion. As the seeds were not received until November, the plot was irrigated

to ensure a quick growth, an average germination of 85 per cent, being thus

obtained.

The varieties were as follow :
—

Varieties.

Esti-

mated
Acre-

yield.

Notes on Growth.

Culpepjier..
Griffon

Russeirs Big- Boll

Jones's Re-improved
Tool's Early Improved .

King's Early Improved .

Lewis's Prize
Peterkiu's . .

lb.

1,012 3 to 4 feet high ; large dark leaves : shed a few pods.
986 4 ft. 6 in. high, vigorous, spreading ; light green crumpled leaf.

1,420 4 to .T feet high, upright ; leaves large, dark, glossy ; large bolls.

1,220 4 to 5 feet high, spreading, prolific ; red stem first pod ; ripe 27th February.
1,010 3 ft. 6 in. to 4 feet, similar to preceding ; pods ripened March.
8S0 3 feet to 3 ft. 6 in., rather dwarf, not so hardy as others; first pods ripe

14th February.
1,498 4 to 5 feet, vigorous, spreading, and upright ; most prolific.

1,108 3 feet to 4 ft. 6 in., vigorous; shed young pods ;
black seeds; seijarated

easily from lint.

The following season only two varieties were grown in plots, viz., the long

staple Sea Island and the early Carolina prolific. The Carolina proved more

prolific than the Sea Island, and ripened practically altogether, which is a

most important cj[uality for picking. It was originally believed that Sea

Island cotton would not grow or bear successfully any distance away from

the coast. At Moree. however, it produced lint which was pronounced to be

of most superior quality, and although the yield was only about half that of

other varieties, the price obtained would be about double. This variety has

also been successfully grown in the Western inland districts of Queensland

on a small scale, and as it is much more valuable than the upland type, should

be grown wherever it has proved to do well.

The perennial tree cottons were also tried at Moree, but proved unsuccessful.

The much advertised Caravonica variety grew to a height of 8 feet, but was

cut back by frosts before bolls ripened. The plants were protected during

the winter, but did not start growing until November, and only a fcAv large

bolls ripened before frosts in May. The alpaca and silk cottons were the same,

but did not grow so high and appeared more delicate. These perennial tree

cottons, or Caravonica varieties, are not profitable to grow in New South Wales

on account of frost, although in Northern Australia they are most prolific.

Of the varieties tested, the Lewis's Prize and Russell's Big Boll can be best

recommended for this State.

Cultivation.

Cotton will grow in almost any soil, but is more productive, and therefore

more profitable, in a deep sandy loam. The Moree soil was a stiff black clay.
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wliitli was not altogether favoui'al)l(' lor the plant. It is distinctly a drought-

resisting plant, and fairly revels in heat and suirshine. Possessing a desp tap-

root it will grow in situations too hot for maize, and can sometimes be sown

as a catcli crop when the wheat tails loi' gi-ain ami is cut eai'K' for ha\'. It

was noticed at jVIoree duiiiig the nudsuniiinT hot winds, when the leaves of

maize, pumpkins, and even sorghum were cuiled up with the heat, that the

dark green foliage of the cotton never wilted or turned a leaf. The ground is

best prepared by deep ploughing in the winter and left rough to weatlier

down : if it can he subsoiled chea})ly, the tap-roots will have a better chance

to get down.

The ])lot
should he cross-ploughed in spring, and roll(>d and harrowed to

"bring it to a fine tilth. Foi' upland varieties the funows should be stiiick

out similar in manner to that for maize, onl\- .') inches deep and 3 ft. fi in. apart

on poor soils, and from 4 to 5 feet apart on rich soil. The seed is sown in

the furrow, three to ftve seeds every 15 inches to 20 inches apart, and covered

lightly with not more than 2 inches of soil. If dropped by hand each
"

hill
"

can be tramped on to tiiiii the soil around the seeds. Seed can be soaked

before sowing if desired, bnt if land is moist will come uj) in four days. The

hest month for sowing is October, or as soon as danger of frosts is over. The

plants should be allowed to grow until about 5 inches high, when they should

be thinned out to two plants in each
"

hill," or single jDlants 15 inches apart.

Where there are many
"
misses," due to attack of crickets, cut-worms, or old

seed, the extra plants may be transplanted. If dibbled in firmly and watered

they take as well as cabbages. One pound of good germinating seed is

sufficient to sow- an acre by hand, but more is required when drilled in by
machine.

The after cultivation merely consists of frequent horse cultivation, similar

to maize or other drilled crops.

The flowers generally appear in three months from sowing, and the pods

ripen a few weeks later. First picking is generally in March, continuing

through April to May. Excessive rain at this period is detrimental, as dis-

coloured or soil-stained lint loses its lustre and is reduced in value. In some

rainy seasons, many young pods,
"

bolls," or
"
sc[uares," shed or drop oft

before reaching maturity, but as this ti'ouble also occurs in dry seasons it is,

probably, only a natural thinning of the crop. When the first crop sheds

heavily or sets thinly, the second crop is generally more prolific.

A complete fertiliser is best for cotton containing a fair percentage of

phosphoric acid, which can be distributed in the furrow with the seeds. In

a course of rotation cotton does well after cowpeas which have been so\vn

the preceding summer after hay.

Harvesting.

The crop is ready for picking when the bolls turn brown and burst open,

emitting the soft dry cotton. It ripens unevenly, and picking should not

commence until a fair number of bolls are open, and always after the dew
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has evaporated. After it is all picked there is no further process for the

grower in this State. It merely requires drying in the sun until the seed

will crack brittle between the teeth, then bale the same as wool, and cart

to the railway station, where it can be sold in its raw state. The actual

picking is certainly rather tedious work, but it is not so back-aching as picking

strawberries or green peas, of which acres are annually grown and picked by
white labour. The writer at a first attempt picked 54 lb. of cotton in half

a day (four hours), and with practice it should be easy to pick 150 lb. per day
from a good crop. The usual rate paid for picking is id. per lb., and as

children can pick as much as a man, the grower with the biggest family has

the advantage during the picking season.

There is, however, every possibility of a cotton-picking machine soon becom-

ing an accomplished fact, which will considerably increase the profits of

cotton growing. According to the Scientific American, Mr. G. A. Lowry has

constructed a machine which is reported to have stood a severe test in the

field. The machine is provided with nicely balanced mechanical arms moving
on a universal joint which is worked by pneumatic power similar to sheep-

shearing machines, and even in its present state picks considerably more

cotton than a number of hand pickers.

A machine that can exercise discrimination in picking ripe cotton bolls

and not leaves, may seem rather too much to expect, but when we compare
the apparently complicated reaper and binder or harvester with the methods

of grain harvesting only a generation back, we may reasonably hope for

similar improvements in cotton picking machinery.

The average yield per acre of the upland types might be estimated at

10 cwt. of raw cotton, or lint and seed, which is worth about 2d. per lb.

before ginning. There are no ginning mills in this State, the nearest being

at Ipswich, in Queensland, or Messrs. Kitchen and Sons, Brisbane. This

firm are also ready buyers of raw cotton delivered to any railway station,

and also distribute seeds of approved varieties for next year's sowing. The

seed can be obtained in small quantities from Sydney seedmen, whilst the

Department of Agriculture distribute small cjuantities of different varieties

to approved settlers, who will undertake to forward reports on the results.

WTien picking, each variety should be kept separate and labelled, and future

plantings should consist of the kind proved best for the locality. The plants

are generally treated as annuals, but where seed is scarce, land plentiful,

and frosts not too severe, the plants may be preserved for the next season.

They are best pruned back to about 9 inches to 1 foot, and then covered or

hilled up with the plough, until spring. When not required for next year

the stock can be turned into the paddock to clear up twigs and stubble. As

grown in this State cotton has not been subject to many parasitic fungous
or insect pests. The ordinary cotton boll worm, which is a serious pest in

America, is not plentiful here, but when it appears can be checked by dusting

or spraying the plants with Paris green and lime.
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At Morcc tlic seed pods of a common weed closely related to cotton and

identified :is lllhis,cus arionunK were found to be infected with some small

cater])illars. 'J'hese were forwarded to Mr. Froggatt, the riovt-nimeiit l^^nto-

mologist, who bred out the moth Earias jrondosaiut, L., wlii( li damages cotton

bolls in Egvpt and Assam, in some cases this moth seemed t.) pi-efer the

more juicy bolls on the cultivated cotton plots to its native food plant.

especially when the lattei- were destroyed. Deep cultiNation. fi(M|uent

scarifying, judiciou.s fertilising, and (piick matui'ity are tlie chief essentials

to be considered to successfully cond)at insect pests, and ensure abundant

crops.

Settlers who aic making money at anv particular crop, are naturallv loatii

to embai'k in an unknown industry. However, as there is an assured market

for the law material, and lhe expenditure for seed heing so little (I 11>. seed

per acre), there is practically no risk in growing a ciop of cotton. The

product is not perishable, and can be stored until satisfactory prices offer,

if desired. The dairy farmer with a family, who has not yet adopted the

milking machine, will probablv find that he can profitably cultiyat(> a few

acres of cotton as a subsidiary aid, and the picking could be economically

performed between milkings
—without any additional outside labour.

Possessing an unlimited area of suitable soil and (dimate, and with improyed
methods of horse cultivation and pi( king machinery, we may reasonably

expect Australia—from being at present the greatest wool -producing country
of the world—to yet become famous for the production of that most important

vegetable fibre—cotton; and thus provide employment for that increased

white popidation which is so necessary for the development of the country.
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Forage Crops on Black Soil at Moree

Irrigation Farm.

A. E. DARVALL.

No. 1 Sorghum.

In the Western States of America the up-to-date cattle rancher not only cuts

and stacks large quantities of the natural grasses and wild oats that grow in

abundance in good seasons, but also sets aside a tract of level land—usually

some 300 or 400 acres in extent—adjacent to the ranch house on which

to grow fodder crops under irrigation for his stock. As it—the house—
is always built near a river or strong spring, he usually has plenty of water

for this purpose, but if not he conserves the rainfall by making a dam across

the mouth of a neighljouring valle}' with a good watershed, by sinking wells

and pumping constantly with windmills or oil engines into a reservoir, or, if

he is lucky enough to be in an artesian belt, by putting down a bore
;
but

water he must have, and usually managf-s to get in some way, if not he sells

his ranch to a " tender-foot
" and looks out for another where he can get as

much as he requires. Having got water he grows lucerne, maize, oats,

cowpeas, ifec, stacking or turning them into ensilage in good years, and

accumulating a store of food that will carry his stock over a series of bad

ones and keep them in good condition in the autumn months when grass is

scarce. In this countiy many squatters still trust to luck, and when a drought
comes they either have to sell the majority of their stock for what they will

fetch in an over-stocked market, or send them long distances by road or rail

to fresh pastures that they have to rent at high prices, probably losing a good

many head on the way, and not improving the condition of the rest. Now,
with the money tlius lost in one bad year, the squatter would probably find

that he could fix up an irrigation scheme by one of the above methods that

would last him a lifetime, and carr}^, at any rate, the majority of his stock

through any drought.
To this end, it is hoped to carry out a series of experiments on this farm by

which the best forage crops, and the cheapest method of growing them, may
be ascertained.

The first trials were commenced in November last on land that had been

cropped with millet in 1905, and oats 1906. It was ploughed with a disc

plough to a depth of about 7 inches and cross-harrowed, bringing the soil

to as fine a tilth as possible ;
it was then sown in three blocks with a

Planters' Friend drill, the rows being 3 feet apart. No. 1 block with

Saccharatum, No. 2 Planters' Friend, and No. 3 with Amber Cane. These

were all sown on 13th and 14th November, and as on 2nd December they

showed no signs of coming up, the land being fairly dry, they were given an

irrigation, furrows being ploughed down every third row with an ordinary

hand plough, which was run back in the same furrow in order to as far as

C
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possible prevent the w ater t'ruiu breaking out
;
the water was then allowefl to

run as slowly as possible down six t'ui'rows at a time, so as to soak but not

flood the land
;
as soon as it was (lr\- enouiih after the irrii^ation it was

liai rowed, and within ten days the crop was coming up well. After this it

was cultivated after I'ains with a single cultivator, and was irrigated for the

second and last time towards the end of January. On 24th Februaiy it was

cut, having occupied the land for thirteen weeks. The stubble has, however,
been left in, from which a second crop will be cut unless we have very early
frosts. This second crop, althongli it will noti)(' nearly as heavy as the first,

will cost practically nothing, and will, thci-efoi'o, reduce the average expenses,

of the whole. The following are the irsults :
—

Block I.—Sorf/lurm Sarcliarutuin.

Seed sown, "ji, lb.

Area sown, 8-58 square chains.

Total yield, 8 tons 1 cwt. Sqrs. 10 lb.

Cost per ton to grow, 7s. 3d., estimated as follows :
—

I'loughiiig
Hui rowing ...

Sowing
Harrovving ... ...

Single cultivating ..

Ploughing irrigation furrows

Irrigating

Man Horses Number
at ! at

V-. perda}'. 4s. per day.

of

Hours.

Rate
per

Hour.
Co it.
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Notes from the Botanical Laboratory.
ha^ykesbury agricultural college.

Rhodes Grass Seed {Chloris gayana,Yd.\'.)
C. T. MUSSON.

A SAMPLE of tlie above seed having lieeii submitted for exaiiiiiiation by

Mr. Sylvester Browne, the results are thought to be worth recording,

seeing that we have no jiublished details with regard to its v;duL' in seeds

present and their vitality.

Character and proportion of actual seed to chaff.

Tlie flowers are small and come away from the supporting stalk in two's

or three's. If two, then only one good seed is usually formed. If three,

there may be two seeds, l)ut one of them will be small. The seeds are

remarkably small for the size of the grass. They are spindle-shaped and

reddi.sli l^rown, weak seeds being short and whitish. In size and number,

per lb., they come near the Poa grasses. The numbers given have been

carefully Avorked over, but when dealing with such light and numerous

seeds the results can only be considered as approximations ; still they may
be taken as sufficiently correct for all practical 2)urposes.

Pounds to the bushel ... . . ... ... !^*

Flowers in the pound 2,940,000

(Of these half ra^y be expected to produce seed.)
Actual seeds found in 1 lb. of " seed

"
... 583,000

Percentao-e of actual seeds to total number ofa

flowers, about ... ... ... ... 20

Germination capacity (vitality).

Percentage of actual seeds that germinated, i.e.,

of the 58-3,000 seeds present in each pound
of seed there germinated in each 100 ... 69

Percentage germinated seeds out of the total

number of flowers, about ... ... 14

Total number of plants obtainable from 1 lb.

of this seed, about 402,000

The seeds come away very easily from the chaff and are readily

examined and counted with the help of a pocket lens.

Quantity required for sowing.

In consequence of its liaving come so recently into cultivation, there is

no guide in tlic use of this particular species as to quantity required for

sowing. It is not an uncommon tiling to use 40 lb. of mixed grass seed

per acre. Tins, however, would allow for "top" and "Ijottom" grasses,

* This Hght "seed" is very ditticalt to pack in the measure, consequently difTerent

observers will usually obtain different residts.
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for "short-lived
'

ami "
loii^-lived

"'

t'oniis, lookiiij^- in j^vncral to a

pasture to last fi'om iivu tu ten years, and allowing- for wealc gonninatin^'

capacity.

lihodcs is such a strung Itidky grass when well grown that there would

seem little necessity to sow heavily: more particularly so, seeing its

capacity for
'"

running"' and I'nnting at the no(U's (joints).

The main difficulty in using a small i|iiantity woidd lie in the cohesive

property tliat pertains to the ludls samples K.\periments might he tried

in tlic matter of mixing it with shai-|i di-y sand, oi' some old small seed,

such as white clover or couch. Seeds used f(U' siieli a<lnn.\tui'e shcudd,

however, have the germ kille<] hy liaking or otherwisi', and should lie

thoroughly and caret'idly mi.\e(l with ihi.' Itliodes hd'oi-c sowing.

Ten 11). of this simmI ]h'1' acre would ]ii'ovide ninciv plants pel' S(piare

foot. Half the (piantity would do, provided a fairly i;ven d ist i'il)ul imi

cotdd be obtained. This should be ample, in the long I'un, probalily (udy
lialf a dozen would live on that area, those getting the Ijcst start pi'oviding

all the successful plants; those coming on later would be smothered out

by the earlier ones overshadow ini;' them. Still it is necessai'y to put in

much iiKU'e seed than is actualh- waided.

Summary.
There are no records to which we can refer in order to jmlge this seed.

It can be taken as an average sample, and we may take it that the main

difficulty in ])lanting would be in relation to its even distribution. If this

difficidty can be overcome, .5 lb. per aci-e of seed showing vitality anywliero
near this sample would be sufficient. It would be well worth while having
a seed-bed, and transplanting: l)ut the lal)our of planting an aci'e would

be considerable, whilst for large areas would be almost tuit of the ipiestion.

Tagosaste or Tree Lucerne {Cytisus proliferus).

J. H. MAIDEN.

I DHKW the attention of Dr. George V. Perez, of Teneriffe, a prondnent
inti-oilucer of this fodder-plant, to the fact that Xew South Wales grazinii"

aidmals were n<it very pai'tial to it. 1 sent him some reports
—amongst

others that contained in the 'rcizette, vol. X, ]>.
."'S.

He recommends that the merits of this plant be still further pushed, and

insists that farmers will realise its value if iicr.severed with. He adds :

"
Exj)ei'inient al jdots, say 10 yards sipiare, should be made. .Mixed with

chaff-straw it makes excellent food: but the fai'iuers have to l)e slujwn,

otherwise it will never be taken u]).

"

When recently in Tasmania I noticed that it was used in more than one

garden for a liedge-plant, ami it looked very fresh and bright. It stands

the shears well.
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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.

Bounties on Australian Products.

The Commonwealth Government have issued a Memorandum for the

information of growers and producers, respecting Bounties on .Vustralian

Products, under the Bounties' Act of 1907, which is now in force, and

provides for the payment of a total sum of £339,000, spread over a term of

years.

The following Schedule shows the goods upon which bounty is payable,

the number of years during wliich payment will be made, and the rates of

bounty :
—

First Schf.dule.

First Column.
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AVhite labour only sliull he cniploycd in the production of goods, upon wliicli

bounty is claimed, the only exception IicIiil; in favour of Aboriginal natives
;

or ;inv coloured person liorn in Australia, and lia\ ing one wlute parent.

The wages jjaid in the production of bountiablc articles must be the

.standard wages payable in tlic ])lace or district.

Notice of intention to claim Ijounty on goods is required to bo forAvai'dcd to

the State Collector of Customs, or to the Otiicer-mchaige of the nearest

Customs Office.

With regard to any soil pi'oducts, notice of intention to claim limintv should

be sent to the Collector of Customs, not later than GO days after planting. In

the event of the crops having been planted before the commencement of the

Act, the notice of intention to claim should be sent to the Collector hefore

10th June, 190S.

As to manufactures, notice of intention to claim bounty should be sent

to the Collector of Customs at least 90 days before bounty is claimed.

In order to obtain bounty the grower or producer must ha\(' produce(i not

less than the quantities specified below, within one financial yeai', that is,

between the 1st July in any one y(>ar, and the .'^Otli June in the next

succeeding year :
—

Gooils. Miiiinmiii i^'naiitity.

CottOD, ginned
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Notes on the Milling Nature of the 1907-1908

Harvest in New South Wales

F. B. GUTHRIE and G. W. NORRIS.

The recent harvest, which appeared at one time likely to be endangered by
the dry conditions prevailing over most of the State during the winter

montlis, has, on the whole, exceeded expectations. While tliere is probably
no great surplus for exportation, the average yield has l^een fair, and,

owing to the good prices obtainable, satisfactory to the grower from a

monetary point of view.

A glance at the figures sui)i)lied by the State Meteorologist shows that

the rainfall for the year 1907 was below the average in most of the wheat-

growing districts, the northern portion of the State suffering the least

from the dry weather. The rain that fell in the southern and south-western

districts was, for the most part, in March and November, the latter fall

having: saved the harvest in many cases. The Riverina suffered most

from the dry conditions, the rainfall being below tlie average in every
month. The winter months were particularly dry, and tlie dry conditions

continued right through September and October. Light to moderate rains

l)ecame general early in Xovem1)er, but did not reach tlie Southern and

South-eastern Divisions until the middle of the month, when fairly good
rains were general. This was followed by hot and dry weather till harvest-time.

The results of the milling tests of typical wheats from the principal

wheat-growing divisions is instructive in showing how the season has

influenced the character of the grain, and particularly the gluten-content
of the flour.

Speaking generally, the gluten-content is much higher than usual, and

this is particularly the case with the southern wheats, including those

from the Riverina,' where the rainfall was below the average for the year
and below the average in nearly every month. The November rainfall was

followed by hot weather, and the previous hot and dry conditions were all

favourable to the production of a grain rich in gluten, whicli is always
increased when the ripening of the grain takes place rapidly.

Rapid ripening takes place when air and soil are hot and dry and the

nights warm. The opposite conditions—moist and cool air and soil—
promote the formation of plump, soft, starchy grain, yielding a less

glutenous and generally a weaker flour. Consequently, tlie conditions

tliat tend to diminisli the yield are tliose that are productive of a grain
of better quality.

It will be seen that the southern wheats give a stronger and more

glutenous flour than the others. The F.A.Q. sample is a remarkably good
one

; indeed, there is to be noted a general and marked improvement in

the quality of the grain produced locally during the last few years, par-

ticularly in the matter of flour-strength.
The samples milled were obtained through the courtesy of Messrs. Gillespie

Brothers, who kindly supplied us with representative samples from the

southern, south-western, and western districts. The F.A.Q. sample
was the sample fixed l^y the Sydney Chamber of Connnerce, and we are

indebted for it to Mr. H. C. Mitchell, the secretary of the Chamber. The

northern sample was obtained through the kindness of Messrs. Lindley,

Walker, k Co.
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Diseases of Fowls.

[Coiitinucd from page 222.]

G. BRADfSHAW.

Chapter VI IT.

Rheumatic Troubles.

This general description includes the several forms (jf limb trouble to which

fowls are subject, because at first sight they are not easil}' distinguishable

from one another, but, as a rule, the treatment is the same. The different

ailments are rheumatism, leg-weakness, and cramp.
Rheumatism may be said to arise from blood ioipurities, which, if not

removed, form deposits in the limbs, and these deposits constitute what is

know as gout. Poultry which are reared in confined places, where the amount

of exercise is limited, or where kept in damp places, or roost in damp houses,

are mo5t likely to suffer from the complaint. The treatment which is

effective for rheumatism and gout consists in giving some saline aperient,

such as Epsom salts, to clear the system, using a little stimulating liniaient,

in order to revive the muscular action, and chssipate any deposit that may-

have a tendency to form.

The legs should be first well bathed with warm water, and then rubbed

briskly with a mixture of turpentine and salad oil. The fowls should have

good and nutritious feeding during the time of treatment.

Leg-weakness is of several kinds, and before deiling with the usual forms

of it, it may be well to mention that sometimes young hens lose the power of

their legs after laying, and this must be carefully distinguishe 1 from the

ordinary leg-weakness, and usually occurs more suddenly.

A young hen may have laid, or want to lay, and she may quite unexpectedly
lose all power from her legs, and remain squatted down, unable to move. This

indicates muscular trouble in the egg organs, to overstraining in laying a

double-yolked egg, inflammation, or other causes.

Leg-weakness proper affects young poultry for the most part, and is due to

constitutional weakness, improper feeding, etc., and appears in cockerels more

often than in pullets, and usually in those of between 3 and -5 months of age.

It is particularly prevalent with the heavier breeds, and those of the long-

legged varieties which require a considerable amount of bone in their long

limbs to support the weight of their bodies. The bird is more or less

incapable of holding itself up, and frequently sinks to the ground, and often

is unable to stand. The weakness is frequently due to a forcing diet. To

obtain this bone-forming substance it is necessary that the birds should be

specially fed on suitable nourishing foods—barley, ground raw bones, and

meat, with plenty of fresh green food.

The best treatment is to administer pills composed of phosphate of lime,

5 grains ; sulphate of iron, 1 grain ; sulphate of quinine, ^ grain ; strychnine.
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tV "'f <'i .uraiii. The above f(uantitv will iii.ikc a (Id/cii pills, one of which

should l)c niscn cacli ilav. The fowls slioiild he kept in a di'V jilacf, ami

allowed to rest on soft hay or straw.

CraiM|), another form of leg-weakness, (hie to defeetiNc circulation, and

brought aljout in the same way as ilieuniatisiu—liy damp, and want of

exercise. It is not a ditlicult matter to distinguish cramp from k'g-weakness,

because, in cases of ci'amp, the toes are usually affected, being turned in ;

and not only so, but ti('([uentlv' a lunnber of the chick(iis or ducklings will

go wrong because the same cause alt'ects inoreJ;lian one. On the other liaml,

in the case of leg-weakness, as a rule, a singli' bird here and there goes

wi'ong. Tt ought not, therefore, to be ditlicult to distinguish between cramp
and leg-weakness. The remedy for ciamp is to use a stimulating liniment,

and to keep the afllected bird in some ^jlace where it will be warm and dry
until it recovers.

An American writer says leg-weakness is caused by pushing foi- growth,

by feeding too much for growth, therebv increasing the weight of the body

beyond the ability of the legs to su])port it.

If the birds are getting into condition they move slowly, and the limbs

.slightly shake. In a week's time they can scarcely keep on their legs, and

w hen feeding will sit down so that the body nearly touches the ground. The

bird otherwise appears to be healthy : the feathers bright, the eye clear, and

the appetite is good. As the days pass he loses his desire for food, and

becomes thin. XW causes of trouble should be removed. 8pice, corn and corn-

meal, buckwdieat, and rye should not be given to such birds. A grass I'un, with

shade and cool water, will help to cure, wdiile one-tenth of a grain of tiuinine

gi\eJi to each bird with leg-weakness will generally bring it to health again.

Professor Woodroffe Hill says:
—"Leg-weakness is occasionally constitu-

tional, and in such cases is manifested in very young chickens. It has also

been observed in the latter when they have been kept on boarded floors 'or

any length of time." Ti eatinent.—A careful attention to the diet should be

obsei'ved
;
the food .should be nutritious, without being stimulating or fatten-

ing. If the bird treated has been forced, and is heavy in body, it is better to

reduce the weight by allowing less food and the a(hninistrati<in of an

aperient. Salts of iron and phosphate of lime are useful niechcinally, also

bone-meal. Friction to the legs, using a mild liniment, is sometimes serviceable

in ])romoting circulation, which becomes retarded, and relieving cramp, owing
to the want of exercise and continued tlexed position of the lind)s.

Frank Townend Barton, First-class Honorinan, Royal College of \'eterinary

Surgeons, London, says :
—

"Leg-weakness is essentially a disease of youth, and

caused by any condition winch interferes with the propei' de\elopinent of the

binl, such as improper food, defective supjjly of bone-forming n^aterial.---, or

l)ad surroundings." Treatment.—Careful attention to the food : allow a free

supply of lime and green food. The following |)ills
w ill bo found useful :

—
Carbonate of iron, 4S grains ; chloride of calcium, '1\ grains ; ])hosphorus, \

grain; extract of Indian hemp, ."i grains : stiychnine, \ grain. Mix thoroughly
and make tS pills. Give one twice daily after feeding.
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Chapter IX.

Crop Troubles.

There are several diseases of fowl's crops, the majority of the cases being

brought about by careless feeding, while sometimes it is due to the birds

themselves.

The fowl's crop is found at the bottom of the gullet, and from various causes

the food may become stoppeil there,

just as it had been swallowed. In the

course of the fowls' wanderitigs they
swallow a very wide collection of

materials—seeds, weeds, insects, worms,

grubs, pebbles, itc, and if long, coarse

grass is had access to, some of this may
form into a ball and obstruct the

passage, with the result that the bird

gets no nutriment at all, becomes

hungry, eats more, all of wdiich lodges
in the crop until it assumes an enormous

size, and, whennoticed, the fowl, through

starvation, has become shockingly thin

of flesh, and, to save its life, treatment

is necessary. Yarded fowls, if they
have been receiving no green food, and

are then supplied with large quantities

of it, sometimes eat to repletion, and

the crop, being unaljle to perf(jrm the

first and necessary assimilation or

softening process, the food forms into

a ball, and being unable to press down

through the passage, is a cause of hard

crop.

Feeding new soft wheat or maize is

often responsible for another sort of crop
trouble The grain swells, the crop
becomes a hard mass, treatment again

being necessary. Occasionally a piece
of broad grass has been swallowed :

this, getting across the passage, bars

the food from its legitimate course, and
causes swollen crop. Often a piece of

string gets into the bran or pollard,

and may cause the obstruction
;
or other

things may be responsible.

Frequently a fowl may have swollen

or enlarged crop for some time before
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tlu^ owiK.'r IS uuari' of it, ami at tiiiies iIk; Inid jiiiics asva_)aiiil dies licforc lli'.-

cause is known, for, a])art tVoiii iiio|pisliness ami a listless appearance, there is

notliiii;r to (leiiotc tln' illiu'ss exci'jit t lie liird is caii^ht and t lie crop examined.

Soiiictimi'^ a liird nia\- lie cauu'lit, and, through liavim;- eaten a ))ig feed, may
appear to bs cropdjound wlien such is not so : and, to make sui'e, in all cases

t e bird should be confined for a dozen hours in some place when,' there is

no food, and, if crop-bound, the enlai-i^ement will still \w there, but if the cro2>

has bi'come emptv the fowl mav be placed back in its iiin.

Should the contents of the ('nlal^'(d crop -be mai/(; or other ^rain, the

simplest rcnie:ly is to pour, s
ly, h df a tcacu)) of modci'atcly hot water down

the fowl's throat, knead tlioroughly on the outside with the linueis, when the

mass wnll become brolcen ; then take the fowl by tlie legs, also holding the

wings, allowing her head and neck to hang down at full length, with a down-

ward working and pi'essure of the Hngers of the right hand, and ])laci)ig the

forefinger of such in the bird's mouth to keep it open : the grain and water

will readily empty out. Sevei-al emptyings will be necessary, foi- the bird can

be held in the position hut a shoi-t time, otlierwise it wdll clioke. .Vfter ea -h

emptying, more water will have to lie adnnnistered, and the last should

contain a teaspoonful of sweet or salad oil, and he allowed to remain in the

crop, when there will possibly be no more trouljle. The Idrd should be

remoyed to a pen by itself, and in an iioui- or two receive a small feed of

bread and nnlk.

Ther<^ ar(^ times wdien the removal of foo 1 in the above w.ty does not r<'moye

the obstruction, and should the crop again lieeome distended, an operation will

be necessary. The following on this subject was lately contiibutetl to an

English pa])er :
—

The Treatment of a Crop-bound Fowl.

Irregular feeding or over-feeding fowls w ith JKinl, dry grain is very liable to cause

crop ti'ouble. Over-distension by giving too lar^e a ipiantity of grain after a long fast,

or meclianical obstruction on account of some indigestible substance (long rank grass, for

instance) blocking the passage from the crop to the gizzard, is a common cause. U'liere

no regard is paid to the hours of feeding, and large quantities of grain, such as Indian
corn and poor oats and barley, are thi'own down, some fowls will be sure to gorge them-
selves givedily with it. As soon as the grain is put witliin reacii they rusli eagerly at it

and eat all they can, a mouthful at a tinuv 'I'liat is unuatuial
;
a fowl should pick up a

grain, and not a nioutbful at once. The 1>ird, stimulated by the presence of tlie otlicrs,

swallows as much as possible, overtills its crop, and then has what in tlu' human being
would lie called

" a pain in the chest.
"

By instinct, the Ijiril lias recourse to water to

remedy it, but food can only pass to the gizzard as that organ empties itself of the stuff

previously in it. In the meantime the food swells, and causes cHstension of tiu' crop.
From the fi-equent occurrence of this, there is a loss of digestive powers ; tin- cio]i has

become large, weak, and flaccid, unable to dispose of the food daily put in it. Ap])etite
ceases and thii\sl increases, the fowl drinks to the last, and dies. If the crop is merely
swollen, a good remedy is to pour a tables])oonful of neat gin or brandy, or strong salt

water, down the bird's throat, and starve it for a- clay
—

i.e., from one breakfast-time until

the next— and then feed it sparingly \\ith soft food three times a day, mixing some tinely-

(•h(>])pecl raw onion in it. If this plan fail to effect a cure, operation is necessary. The

crop may be opened easily in the following nuinner :
—I'ick off the feathers down the

front of the breast in a straight line, and al)out ^j-iiudi wide, then with a lance or a sharp
knife cut it open, the incision l)cing IJ, inch long, and made over the most dependent
part of the crop. Next make a small incision in the crop, introduce the finger and with-

draw all the contents and well wash it. Then, if necessary (that is, if the crop has become
so loose that it appears to have broken through the outer skin), with a pair of sharp scissors

cut a piece out of tlie crop, including the incised part, from ^-inch to "2 inches wide in the
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centre. A piece 2 inches wide will, in most instances, be sufficiently large, but such

cutting is only to be recommended wlien a fowl has a very much-distended crop. When
the crop is open it is best to pass a finger (greased) into the passage to feel the outlet, in

case of there being some obstruction ; also to put into the crop a small piece of lard.

Close the opening in the ci'op by sewing it, and when that is done rub the stitches with

plain healing ointment, then sew up the outer skin. This is the part of the operation
tliat reipiires the most care. The crop is ipiite distinct from the outer skin, and if the

operator is nervous, or the fowl fidgety, it sometimes happens that tlie two are sewn up
together. It is a fatal mistake. The outer suture should Ije sewn closely, and then
rubbed with pure grease or ointment, so that every opening is filled. Let each stitch be

independent of tlie other by knotting the ends, and be careful that the lips of the wound
Ave drawn closely together. About four stitches in the crop and three in the outer skin
will be sufficient. Horsehair or fine catgut, rubbed with glycerine, may Ije used. After
the opei-ation the bird should be put in a quiet and dark place, and fed only on gruel for

a few days, allowing a few hours rest before food is given. If the patient goes on well,
<'i cure w ill generally be effected in ten days, or, at most, a fortnight. Let your flock of

fowls bj constantly supplied with sharp Hint grit, feed them at regular intervals, and see

that they have clean drinking water. A pinch or two of table salt occasionally mixed
with the meat is very beneficial, as it helps to aid assimilation and prevents sour crop.

The other troubles are soft crop, and inflammation of the crop. Mr. E.

Brown, an English authority on poultry diseases, says :
—

It is not easy to exactly determine the causes of soft crop, but in many cases it is due

undoubtedly to very acute indigestion ; sometimes it is owing to water or air in the crop.
I have upon several occasions known soft crop to occur after a case of crop bound. If

thn crop is felt it will be found to be soft, resembling a half-filled balloon. The disease

can sometimes be cured by holding the bird upside tiownand S(pieezing the crop between
the hands, which expels the air or water, as the case may be. If this is ineffectual, it is

necessary to make an incision with a sharp knife or needle. The greatest care must 1 e

<ixercised in the feeding, and little or no drinldng water should be supplied. It is

iidvisable to keep the bir-d by itself, wdiere it can procure no food, as carelessness in

feeding may have very serious consequences. Tlie bird should never be allowed to eat

to repletion. If any drinking water is sujjplied it should only be given after each meal,
<ind to it a few drops of nitric acid should Ije added.

Inflammation of ths Crop.

A bad case of inflammation nearly always ends fatally, and it is only during the early
stages that a cure is at all likely to prove successful. The caiise of this complaint is the

presence of an irritant poison, and the symptoms are di.lxult breathing, a mopish and
dull appearance, and constant vomiting. Mr. W. Hill, an authority on the diseases
which affect poultry, recommends the following treatment :

—
Mucilaginous or albuminous

fluids, such as barley-water, milk, and isinglass, or a thin solution of gum, should be

freely administered after first evacuating the crop. Should phosphorus have been
taken, magnesia may be given, followed by turpentine mixed in cream. Oil must not he
administered. Lead is often a cause of poultry-jjoisoning when paints are about. In
this case the crop should be immediately evacuated, and half a teaspoonful of sulphate of

magnesia and 5 minims of sulphuric acid, mixed in a wineglassful of water, be adminis-
tered without delay. In a couple of hours 5 grains of iodide of potassium may be given
in a teaspoonful of water. Afterwards feed on mucilaginous liquids. If purging
commences, give a teaspoonful of castor-oil, with a grain of opium. Crude or unslaked
lime is an irritant ijoisoa to fowls, producing inflammation of the throat, crop, gullet,
gizzard, and intestines. In this case oil should be at once administered, followed by full

.and frequent doses of mucilaginous or albuminous fluids.

{To be continued.)
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Progress Report from Mr. W. W. Froggatt.

[Mi{. FnucdATT is travrlliiiL; on l)elialf of tlio (Jovei iinnnls of (^)iieenslaiid.

New South Wales, A'icloria, and South A ii>1 lalia, in inu'st of means of

conibatinj^- th(_' fruil-tly and codlinL;- nmih pi'-ts, and other fi'iiit and ])lant

diseases.]

Sir,

My last ri'poi't, written in Hahan'i, dealt with my invest i'^ations in

Mexico. Since then 1 have been thi'onL;h tlie AN'esi Indies, and am writing-

tliis at sea, on my road to London, wldi'h we are timed to ri'acli on Kllji

Febrnary. There I propose to see as many of the economic entomologists

as I can, and all tlu' collections of econtjmic work, at tlie same time

finding out all I can abont the (piickest metlif)ds of seeing the economic

entomologists of Southern iMrrope inti'rested in fruit-flies and other pests,

and the route through the Mediterranean.

I left A\'ra Cruz, Mexico, on 28th November of last year, and connng
round by I'rogresso, on tlie coast of Yucatan, where we speid a day

loading bales of sisal fibre, the chief product of this State, reached

Havana on tlie 2nd December.

As soon as I landed I engaged an interpreter, and after calling upon

the IJritish Consul, juesented my credentials to tlie Ministt'r of Agricul-

ture, wlio gave me letters to the scientific societies and the Director of

the Experiment Station at Santiago des Vegas, to whicli place (14 miles

out of town) I went next daA*.

The Director, Vlv . I. F. Crawley, and his staff (all Americans) did

everything they could to make my stay profitable, and I spent a good

deal of time at this station. The greater part of this distidct is red

sf)il over limestone formation, and one of the most ]irofital>]e industries

is growing wrapper-leaf tobacco. Nearly all the small holders grow some

tobacco, sometimes shaded with banana i)lants, l)ut more often Avithout.

This is all cultivated and Avatered by hand. There are, however, a numljcr

of large growers, Avho cover the ]dants Avith cheese-cloth, which protects

them from insect jiests, l)reaks the dii'ect rays of the sun, and keeps the

soil moist; so that the plants gi'ows more rajdiUy, and with jierfectly

shaped leaves. One firm have 30 acres sheltered with cheese-cloth on i)oles

and Avire about !) feet in height. The filling toliacco is grown in the

ordinary manner. The chief pests of the tobat'co planter are the larA^;f

of the large hawk moths (probably several species) ami cut-worms. The

men employed on the tobacco estates are constantly going over tln' plants

and hand-picking tlie grubs, for even a siuall hole spoils a wrapper leaf.

A number of citrus orchards liaA'e been started these last feAV years by
American growers, and consist of gra]ie-fruit (pomelos), oranges, man-

darins, and a few lemons; luit three-ipiarters of the trees groAvn are"

grape-fruit, Avhieh is the fashionable fiuit in the United States, and is
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now being shipped to England. It is extensively grown in Florida, Cuba,
Porto Kico, and Jamaica, and is eaten as a breakfast fruit, with sugar.
There is a semi-wild species conmion in the peasants' gardens, which lias.

a smooth skin, with a very line flavour- but is smaller than the cultivated

ones. Grape-fruit usually brings i dollars (IGs. 8d.) a case in the New
York market. All the citrus fruit in Cuba is badly discoloured with

melanose, or rust-mite, and many of the fruits look as if they liad lieen

dipped into iidv, they are so black; others are rusty red. Several

lecanium scales are very abundant, and blacken the trees with smut.

One very large lecanid scale, which 1 saw here for the first time, attacks

the bark somewhat like
"
woolly aphis," and damages the bark where it

is cracked or Ijroken. "White louse" is anotlier connnon pest; but there

is no "
red

"
or "yellow scale

"
in these orchards. The annual rainfall

of Cuba is GO inches; but this last year has been a drought all over the

island, and they have only had about half their usual rainfall ; so that

the orchards look at their worst. I found no record of fruit-flies in the

orchards
;
but one peculiar pest is a bright greenish weevil (Pachnaeus

euresce/is), which in the larval state feed ujaon the outer surface of the

roots of the citrus trees, where they pupate. When tliey emerge they
climb up into the foliage, where the beetles lay their eggs between the

leaves, which they gum together in exactly the same way that the
"
apple-

root weevil
"

[Leptops hopei) does in the Victorian orchards.

W^here the leaf-cutting ants {Atfa i/isidaris) are numerous, they do an

immense amount of damage, stripping every leaf off a tree in a single

night ; and roses and vegetable gardens suffer as nuich as orchards.

In the experimental plots I noticed for the first time a native

chrysomelid beetle attacking the foliage of eucalyptus trees. Soma
Cuban cedar trees (Cedrila odorata) were so thickly covered with

the larvcTe of a froghopper (so enveloped in woolly matter that they
looked like mealy bugs) that some of them were killed. A number of

aleuroyds were found ujton dift'erent trees. On tlie 12th, with Mi-. Horn,
of the Experiment Station, I went to the Guines district, where there is

a heavy black soil. The small holders grow tlie tomatoes, and sell them
to the American packers at from 4s. 2d. to Gs. •3d. per bushel at the

packing sheds, which, when shipped to New York and Chicago, usually

bring IGs. h\. per bushel. The tomatoes are of the stone variety, and
are hard and green when packed. Large (piantities of cabbages, onions,.

and green peppers, and other vegetables are also grown in this district.

The chief disease of the tomato is a fungus that forms discoloured black

blotches beneath the skin. It is said to be caused by the tomatoes resting

upon the ground when the hind is irrigated. The tomato packing lasts

from December to the end of May. We also visited one of the largest

sugar-mills in this district, "La Providencia," where they have l)een

growing cane on the same land for over 100 years without any fertiliser.

This estate has about 800 caballarias (over 1G0,000 acres) ; but only part
of it is in cane. The output is 1-3,000,000 arrol)as of sugar (an arroba
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i.s 2.")
11).),

and the iiiill is a very large one, willi iiioilci'ii inacliiuL-ry.

The caiic-lields were full of long-lidrncfl p-rassho])i)ers, and in the village,

round the electric lights in the s(|uai-e, their were thuusamls of thein

flying al)oi!t.

On the l"'ih i)ecenil)ei'. i!l(l7, with letters of introduction to leading

planters at Cienfuegos and Santiago de Culia. 1 left liabana, and reached

the town of Cienfuegos, ]!).") miles soulli, at (i ]i.in. Next morning, with

an interpreter, T called upon the maiiagej of one (if the largest planta-

tions; but found lie had left tlie night beforl* for Santa (Tara. His chief

clerk arranged to send word to him, and 1 should get word early next

morning. In the meantime 1 visite<l a, large experiinent garden some

6 miles out of town, owned l)y a wealtliy Cuhan, Signor Calvado, where

he had all kinds of tro]deal plants and fruits growing. As we could not

get in touch with my man next morning, 1 left in the afternoon for Santa

Clara, where I stopped the night, and caueiit the mail ti-ain for Santiago

<le Cuba at (J a.m., ri'aching that town at 10 p.m. the same evenin<;-.

Next morning 1 visiteil the P>ritis]i Consul, who gave n)e letters to several

representatives of the large plantations in the district ; but in tlie mean-

time the secretary of the United Fruit ('ompany's JJoston Plantations

called upon me, and invited me to go out with him to Banes, about 100

miles north. We left at (J a.m. next morning, and after changing trains

at several junctions, reached the })lanralion at .'i'-'lO p.m.

The United Fruit Company first laid out this country as a banana

plantation ; l)ut fouml that it would not grow fruit, so planted it with

suR-ar-cane, and now have 20,000 acres of suLiar-cane readv to cut, with

GO miles of railway laid through the fields. 1 travelled all over the estate

with the manager, and saw several small jdantations of citrus fi'uit that

were verv free froju ]iests. "\Miile here the British Consul sent me wiu'd

that the boat to Jamaica was to sail a day earlier than advertised, and

that the quarantine between Jamaica and Cuba, on account of yelhjw-

fever, had been raised that day. I left at 2 p.m., 22nd Deceinber, 1907,

for Santiago; but was delayed seven hours (a conuuon thing on these

lines) at Cedro Alto, and did not reach my destination till the following-

morning.

Left Cvd)a at 4 p.m. fm- Kingston, Jiunaica, by the s.s.
''

Oteri,"

and arrived there next morning at 8 a.m. Tliis was Christmas Fve, and

all the officials were out of their offices until tlie 2Tth, when 1 \\vn\ up
to Headquarters House, and presented my credentials to the Colonial

Secretai'v, the Honorable T. Bourne, who gave me a free pass on the

railways, and sent me to the Honorable I. Faucett, the Director of

Botanical (iardens. Forests, il'c. At Hope Gardens 1 obtained a great

deal of information, and received letters to a number of different

planters. The following day T took the train to Piu't Antino (70 nnles

by rail), and next morning drove out to Burlington, and called ui)on

the Honorable H. Cork, who sliowed me round his estate. He had 24

acres of coco-nut palms in full liearing, every one which was destroyed
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in the hurricane of 1!)0.j, which swept over this side of tlie island.

Coco-nuts are worth ."^s. per Imndred for shipment, and 11,000 were

exported to America lust year, while there is a large local consumption.

Port Antino is the chief centre of the banana industry. In 1896 there

were only 19,227 acres in Ijananas, which had increased to 44, -325 acres

ill 1905. Last year Janriica exported 10,000,000 bunches of Ijananas to the

United States and Europe (a liunch consists of from 12 to 9 "hands";

anything smaller is counted as half a bunch). The value of the exported

bananas was £880,000. The bulk of these fruits are consumed in the

United States, and the United Fruit Company controls everything.

Jamaica also exported -32,000 packages (in barrels or Florida fruit-cases)

of grape-fruit, worth Gs. }ier package, and .55,000 packages of oranges,

wortli 2s. 6d. per hundred. I might here remark that the United Fruit

Company practically controls the markets of the United States, and

nearly all fruit in Florida, Cuba, the Central American States, and the

West Indies passes through their hands.

The large banana growers, Mr. Cork informed me, use sulphate of

ammonia as a fertiliser, and fiml it pays them.

Left the same afternoon for Bog Walk, the junction for the Ewarton

line, and stopped there that night. Monday morning left hx the 8 a.m.

train, reached Ewarton at 9'.30, and took a trap out to Wortliy Park,

8 miles over the mountains, and reached there before lunch. Mr. J. V.

Calder gave me a warm welcome, and found me a horse and guide to go

through his cacao plantation, one of the largest in the island. This at

present prices is a very profitable crop ; Init the trees are subject to a

number of different insect and fungus diseases. For the first three years

of life, a cacao-tree has to be grown under shade, and looked after : but

when firmly established is a very hardy plant. Many growers claim that

cacao should always be grown under shade; while others claim that if

the trees are properly planted 12 to 18 feet apart, and ])roiierly pruned,

thev will grow enough shade to protect themselves, and tliat the planting

of shade trees causes the many diseases that attack them. One of the

most serious diseases is "canker," which attacks tlie main stem.

Starting as a diseased pustule under the bark, it spreads all round, and

if not cut away, and treated with a dressing of fish-oil and tar, it will

very soon kill tlie tree. "Black-rot" attacks the growing pods, and if

they are not cut off it spreads into the stem wood, and kills the flower-

bearing wood. Thrips first appear among the foliage, and then spread

down into the growing pods. When numerous, they damage the skin,

and cause the pods to become aborted and the beans inside to perisli. Tlie

rats also damage a good many pods, and the woodpeckers often bore

holes into them and suck out the Ix^ans. In Trinidad the leaf-cutting

ant often does some duniage, and two Ijeetles {Sfeint><foi)ia depres-'id and

S. hi.<fr()/nrti) lay tlieir eggs in tlie bark, which the larva? damage con-

siderably. In this island, I)esides the rat, there is a squirrel and a

rat opossinn whicli damage the pods.

D
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TIk' facad iinlusli'v in tlic West In.li;'- was valucil in 1 lt(i:)-(; at

1 1 ,:)()(),()()(). ii is the sole cro]" of (Irciiada. In 'I'rinidail it is worth

(h)ulilc llic siiuar <Mit|iiit, ami is a hii-,L;i' iinlustry in .lanniica, St. Lucia,

Doininii'a, ami St. \'inccnt. 'riu- avcrauv yirld in (Jreiiada is 7.~^ 1 lb.

to the ai'fe. Mf. Caldrv is also plant int:' dui a cunsidofabh.' amount of

ruhhei' trees; but none of them ai'e of eoiiuiirrcial value up In llie present.

1 also visited the snuai'-mill, where about .")()() tons of sujiar is turned

out cverv vear : but nearly all the mills in .lamaica make their jirofits

out of the rum tliey distil, while the sufj:ar.pays their workin<^- e\])ens3S.

Next morning;- 1 came down by ti-ain to Spaidsh Town, and from there

took a trap to llartlands Estate, where .Mr. .\ . ^Vi,lzens, mana^nii<i-

partner, took me all over the citrus oi'ehai'd of UK) acres. This estate

was first ])laidAMl with bananas; Imt it was found that they would not

du in the heavy black soil, and citrus fruits were subst it uteil. The

greater part consists of u'rape-fi'uit , witli some IJnyal oranLjcs (a man-

darin with a very coarse skin), Navel, ami otiier oranges. The whole

place is irrigated l)y <iravitation. Here, as in Cuba, melanose is very

bad, while "white louse" (Chiitasin's cilri) and "round scale" (Aspi-

(]i()tii>i firi(s) are very abundant, often covering the fruit. ("aidu-r,

somewhat similai' to
"
collar rot

"
with us, and probably due very often

to the same cause— want of drainagi— is very common, 1)Ut is ke])t under

with cutting awa\- tlie diseased tissue, and treating with a mixture

of fish-oil and tar.

Spraving with Paris green and lime, salt, and sulphui- is rcLiidarly

carried on in tliis orchard. Mr. Wigens ships a good deal of his fruit

direct to England.
New Year's Day, left llartlands at 10 o'clock and reached Montigo Bay

at G p.m. This is another l)aiiana district, and there are a good many
small sugar mills in the district. A very large. Hat, briglit-re(1 niamlarin

is grown about Manderville on the road from Hartlands ; the skin, how-

ever, is very loose, and I was told it would not travel well. This is the

only place where 1 came across this distinct vaidety. On the following; day

I left Montigo ]{a\- for Kingstcm, reacliiiiL:' there that evening, and packed

up mv luggage to leave next morning for Ibirbados; but my boat diil not

leave till t'arly on the 4th. After calling at Colon (Panama), Savenilla

(Pt. Coloumbia), La Ciiayra, and 'I'ldnidad, we arrived at Barbados on

tlie evening of the Uth. On boai'd the B..M.S.P. La Plata T met the

delegates to the Imperial Department Aiii'icult uial Conference of the \\ est

Indies, Messrs. Eaucett, Williams, and Savage, and also, latei' (Ui, those

from Trinidad, .Messrs. Hart, Collins, Tripp, and Clarke, who, wlim we

met the reception connnittee, introduced me lo Sir Daniel .Morris, who,

as soon as T explained mv mission, nominated me as an honorary member

of the Conference. During the week that the Conference was sitting I met

most of the leading agricidt urists and teachers re|irescnting nearly every

island in the West Indies, and learnt more from them than T wouhl have

been able to do in a month otherwise. Tlu' chief industrv in liarbados,
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till this last few years, lias been sugar; and the island is dotted over with

small mills, many of which are worked with windmills. Within this last

year several mills are fitting up with modern nuichinery, and propose to

buy and crush cane on the co-operative plan. Last year (1906) Barbados

exported 50,630 tons of sug.ar, while the total output of the West Indies

and British Guiana was 254,118 tons, valued at £2,157,147. The revival of

the cotton industry in the West Indies has been one of the most important
events of the last few years, and the total area now under cultivation is

over 24,000 acres, chiefly in the islands of 8t. Vincent, Muntserrat, Nevis,

Antigua, and Barbados. On the latter, 6,935 acres are under cotton, the

value of the crop being estimated at £120,000. There is a co-operative

cotton ginning mill in Bridgetown which was completed last year, which

is said to be the largest Sea-island cotton mill in the world. Sea-island

cotton is a very profitable crop, bringing up to 2s. 6d. per 11). ; one lot

from St. Vincent bringing as high as 2s. 8d., or 64 cents per lb. Cotton

has a number of enemies, though there is nothing like the American boll

weevil in the islands. The most destructive are the two cotton worms,

Aletia argiUacea and Ahtia Jividula, which attack the foliage. These

pests are controlled by the dusting of the foliage with dry Paris green
mixed with lime. The boll worm larvae of two crimmon moths (Heliothis

armiger and Laphygma fnigiperda) also damage th'^ bolls. Cotton aphis, I

am told, however, is one of the worst pests at certain seasons, and as it

attacks the under surface of the leaves, is difficult to destroy. A scale insect

(Lecanium nigrum) at times is very abundant 0]i the twigs, and " Ked

Maggot," the larva of a Cecidomyia fly, congregate under the decaying bark

of any branchlet attacked by fungus disease. Lately another species of

Cecidomyia fly has been found depositing her eggs in the flowers of cotton

gTowing at Antigua, the larvae of which are said to feed upon the pollen and

canSQ_the flowers to drop.

Montserrat and Dominica are the cliief islands where limes are grown
for the manufacture of limejuice and citrate of lime, and the value of

these products from these islands in 1906 was £62,057. In Montserrat

there is a plantation of 2,000 acres. All of these trees are very much

infested with scale insects, chiefly white louse (Chmaspis citri) and brown

olive scale (Lecanium nha'). It is said that the whole of the forest ti'ees

are scale infested
;
and the country is so rough that the trees, which inter-

lace overhead, could not be sprayed or fumigated. 1 found no evidence of

fruit-fly in any of the islands; but obtained a report upon the action

taken by the Government in Bermuda to deal with the fruit-flies in that

island. Early last year (1907) the Governor passed an Act entitled The

Fruit Fly Destruction Act, which was administered l)y Mr. T. J. Harris,

Director of the Public Gardens of Bermuda, who furnished a I'eport upon
the work done up to the middle of August. The Act came into force on

1st March, the Legislature having granted the sum of £500 for the pur-

pose of carrying into effect the reconnnendations of the Board of Agricul-

ture, namely :

"
that an attempt be made to eradicate from this island the

insect pest known as the fruit-fly (Ceratitis capitata)."
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As trees iiiT fruit iii!^' all t lie year I'dii ml in IJcniiuila, ami the Hies at tack

all kimis, lir>t apiira riii;^-
in tlir l(i(|iiats in l-'cliruary ami Mareli, t'dllnw-

ing into the cit rus fruits, peaehes, Arc in Api-il ami May, and utliri- fi'uits-

riii'lil into December (winter time in IJermmla), tlie\' are verv ditHi'ult to

(leal with. 'I'he Goveriinienl unilertuok the work, ])urchase(l tools ami

ap]K)int((l an inspector for each of tlie nine parishes, witli an achlitioiial

one for Hamilton pai'ish, on account of the ruj^ii'il natui-e of jiart of the

j)arisli, or, in all, ten inspectors were a])pointe(l. Trees were primeil hack

hai-(l, all fruits punctui'ed or fallen were de^stroyed hy eoneetin<: them in

.sacks, weifj;'htin;4- them with stones and throwine- them into the sea. \\ Ikmi

more eoiivcniiMit, the fruits were l)urnt or hoileil. it is too eaidy to see-

the results of this work (.m the islaml : hut, accordin-:- to this re])ort,

Mr. Harris claims that there are fewer fruit-Hies in the orchanls than

thei'e have heeii for many yeai's at this season.

Kegardini;- other legislation dealin<i- with insect pests in Jamaica, sinct^

1001, fnmiLiation of all inconiinf^- plants has ht'cn in foi'ce under a prochi-

iiiation in the Act of 18.S4—Seeds ami I'lants importation Law— which

was brouuht into force to deal with leaf disease of the coft'ee in Cevlon. At

the present time six fumigators are in use at the wharves, post ofHce, and

Government gardens.

In Triniihid the Legislative Council jiassed an oi'dinance which enables

the (iovernor to declare certain districts infested with leaf-cutting ants

(Affa— ccrodoiiKi— n/iha/dfcs), ami thus enaljle planters to take means for

tlu'ii' destruction. There is also an ordinance in Trinidad dealing with

the large ]dagtie locust that at times does consideralile danuige in the-

grass lands. In each large town visited I have made a ]ioint of going

through the native fruit markets and seeing and sampling the different

kinds of fruits, but ]iropose to write a general report dealing witli them

on my return.

I also examined all the different insect collections. In Mexico 1 only

found one, made by a local entomologist at Puebla, in the museum of the

University of State. In Hal)ana I went carefully over the very fine colU'c-

tions made 1)\- I>r. (lundlach over hfty years ago, and still in good preser-

vation in the museum attached to the Instituto <le Secuudo Ensenanza de

la Habana. 'I'here is also a collection in the old Relen church, whicli is

one of the largest Catholic colleges in Cuba. 1 called upon the Father

Director, but could not see what tlie collection contained as the priest in

charge was away. At the Agricultural i'lxiu'i-iment Station, thi'ough the

lundiiess of .Messrs. Home and Housen, 1 ol)tained a line series of all the

economic insects in their collections. .\ t Ixin^ston, Jamaica, I visited

the Jamaica Institute, where, in the museum attached to the library, are

two cabinets containing a collection of Jamaican insects chiefly gathered

toirether bv Messrs. Cockerell and Ta\loi' 'I'ownshead when thev were

curators of this museum.

In conseipieiice of the (uitbi\'ak of yellow fevei' in 'Ihdnidad T was umd)Ie

to laml, and did not see .Mi'. I'rich's collect i(nis. At Hai'bados I went
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tlirouLili tliL' economic collections in the Imperial Department of Agricul-
ture, made by Mr. Ballon, and obtained some typical specimens from

Mr. Bovell, Superintendent of Agriculture for Barljados, and also had

the pleasure of seeing Mr. Edwards' collections at Christchurch, and
Mr. Barnes' at Codrington College.

Stock Diseases.

In Santiago de Vegas I found that the fowl tick {Arrjas ameriraniis) was

very common wherever poultry were kept, and v/as generally distributed

over the island. In Jamaica it is also very common, and is proliably

widely distributed over the West Indies; but as there is little or no trade,

except for local consumption, nobody appears to take any trouble with

their poultry yards.

The cattle tick (RhipicephaJus aitnitlatas) is common in Cuba both upon
cattle and horses, and any stock feeding upon open pastures are more or

less infested with them; but as a general rule little attention is paid to

them, though Dr. Mayo, at the Experiment Station, informed me that

the dei^artment are going to build several dips after our plans, as they
find they cannot use the oil smears, used so much in the United States, on

account of the heat of the sun. The cattle tick is also found in Jamaica,
and tliere are also a great numlx-r of indigenous species found in the

different West Indian Islands.

Another very serious disease in Cuba is tetanus, wdiich attacks both man
and beast. The natives are very careful about their feet when travelling:,

and, unlike Mexico, always wear boots or sandals, for injuries to the feet

are very liable to luring on lockjaw. It is quite a conunon thing for a

mule if it gets staked in tlie feet to develop tliis disease. Dr. ^layo says
that rest and treatment with strychnine are the most effective remedies.

Thrush in the frog of the forefeet is anotlier troublesome disease in

the wet season, and, if neglected, the hoof rots. Treating with carl)olic or

creoline and packing the diseased parts cures it in time.

I have, &c.,

(Sgd.) WALTER W. FROGGATT.
The Hon. the Minister for Agriculture.
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The Growth of Black-spot on Cased Fruit.

il. M. NICHOLLS,
HiKiii Itiver, Tasmania.

TnK (|uestiuu arises t'loin tiiiu' to time as tu whether the (Usease known as

Black-spot or Apple-scab (Ftisirladin/n (letidriticiim), is capable of (Irscloping-

(111 apples after they liave been jiickeil and placed iii cases, and ijuite recently

inanv growers have claimed that alt li(iiiL;h tlieir apples were ipiife clean wIumi

packed, they were spotted with the disease when tlie cases were opened after

a steamer voyage. This has been strenuously d(>nied by some authorities,

who contend that directly the apple is picke(l the dis(>ase ceases to develojj,

so that at present there is considerable doubt in the minds of fruit-growers on

the subject. With a view of finding out the true facts of the ease, the wri'ei-

recently undertook an extended investigation, with an uidiniited supply of

material at hand, and the results arri\ed at show that the apple-growers are,

to a certain extend, right in their contention. Tt must be borne in mind that

the disease is jjroduced by a minute fungus, w hieh grows immediately beneath

the skin of the apple. At first it consists of a sinyle filament, the germ-tube
of the infecting spore, which penetrates the skin, and commences to deve'op

beneath it. Tt soon e.xpands into a mycelium of flattened cells, which

brandies out into tree-like growths. As the fungus matures, dark-bi'ov\n

cushion-like masses of cells are foi-med on the mycelium, and these put out-

dense clusters of conidiophores, each of which bears a single terminal spore.

The conidiophores rupture the skin of the apple, which disappears from the

diseased area, and the closely-packed masses of dark-brown spores give the

characteristic black-colour to the spots or scabs. Where the conidiophores

are densely packed together, they ai-e long, and colourless in the middle of

their length for .some distance
;
but where they are not .so crowded, as in tl.e

rejuvenescence of old spots, they are very short, and dark-brown througliout,

and often curiously clubbed at the apex. As the disea.se progres.ses, fresh

masses of spores are jiroduced ivtund the edges of the spot, which enlarges in

a roughly circular manner. As hot and dry weather comes on, the fungus
ceases to jiroduce s|)ores, and as those alreadv ]>roduced have fallen away, the

dark colour of the disea.sed spot gradually (hsappears, and nothing is to be

seen but a brow^nish surface of dead cells, the pulp-cells of the apple which

have been destroyed by the operations of the fungus. 'I'his is the means by
which the fungus destroys the value of the fruit, as the remoxal of the skin

and the killing of the surface layer of cells })revents its developiiuMit, and

leads to cracking and distortion.

The mycelium extends for a comparatively long distance from the spot, all

round the edges, underneath the skin, but its pi'e.sence is not ijerceptible

to the unaided eye until it produces conidiophores. It retains its vitality,
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however, and when faxoui-a-Ulc conditions again ;irisf% sucli as moist and

still weather, it resumes spore-production, and the spots again become

black.

It very often happens, however, that unfavourable conditions for late spore-

production arise, and when the diseased apples are picked, the grower sees

nothing upon them but light-brown dried-up scabs, which do not resemble the

familiar Black-spot, and are mistaken by him for the work of an insect, or the

roughness attributed to spraying by Bordeaux mixture. But when thes«

apples ai-e placed in the case with others, the still and moist atmosphere they

meet witli provides the very comJitions requii^-d for the resuini)tion of spore-

production. Conidiophores and spores are again produced, and the spots

1) come black, and the disgusted apple-grower comes to the conclusion that

the "spot" ha5 appeared since the apples were picked. Fungi, it may be

remarked, are able to develop independently of light, so that they are not

alf'-cted in the least by being shut up in the dark. The spores produced in

this manner are often curiously distorted, and the majority of them germinate

on the surface of the spot or on the skin of the apple, and peiish. Those that

do not germinate at once appear to be sterile, as the writer could not induce

an/ of them to put forth germ-tul)"s. Where the conditions are favourable

for late spore-production wliile the apple is still on the tree, no further

de^'elopment takes place after the apple is picked. The late crop of spores is

p oduced in the normal manner, and the fungus quietly retires from busine-s

to wait the time when the rotting of the fruit (if it is allowed to rot) enables

it to assume its saprophytic or winter form.

The fungus, in its fusicladium form, seems to have a definite course to run,

and a definite amount of energy to work otf, and if it cannot do it naturally

in the orchard it will do it after the fruit is picked. Last year nearly every

apple-grower in Tasmania was complaining that the spot had appeared on

apples after they were picked, especially in the case of Scarlet Nonpareils,

and the writer was amongst those that suffered. Case after case, in which

the apples had been, to all appearances, quite free from clis^^ase when picked,

were found quite valueless after a few weeks in the apple store. Many of

the apples were covered Avith large black patches, where none had been seen

before Investigation showed, however, that in every case the disease had

already existed on the apple before it went into the store, and that it had

simply enlarged and developed there. Every spot showed a centre of dead

apple-cells, sometimes not as large as a pin's head, and sometimes .so small as

to be invisible without microscopic aid, from which the disf^ase had extended.

These dead and hard cells ("cork -cells," as they are sometimes loosely termed)

show that the parasite must have commenced opeiations while the host w.'is

capable of exercising its vital functions, as cells of this nature are produced

by the fruit as a defence against invaders. A ripe apple has, to all intents

and purposes, ceased its life, and if attacked by a parasite vvould simply rot

without any attempt at resistance. It is clear, therefore, that the disease

must have attacked the apples while physiological operations were in full

force, and then received a check, which preventeil its development until the
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culturo-ch;iiiil)pr eoiulitinns of tlic tVuit-store once more roused it to activity.

Sucli a clicck would lic giMMi by a di'V summer and autumn.

Ill maii\' cases the mvc(dium had e.xlemled Im- half an inch in e\('ry

direction from the oiiginal centre of int'eet imi, and had tinned (piite hiack.

It ahviivs consisted of the u-^nal pavement of fattened cells, extending under

the skin in dentritie ramilleat ions, with here and there protrndim; tufts of

COnidiophores, beai'ilii;- tlui chafHcteiislic spores. 'i'liese spores in nearly e\ery

case had germinated in falling from the conidiophoi'es, and had put out long

germ-tubes, which interlaced with others. 'Ilify were all incapal)le of further

deveh)pment under anv eonditions they would be likely to meet with in an

orchard. Sections across the patches of funuus showed that, in many instance's,

there had been a departure I'lom the noinial habit, and the mycelium, instead

cf growing under the skin, had spiead e ipiously o\cr the surface, (>ven ])ro-

<hiciiig spores in that situation. In none of the spots exaniim d, which

numbei'ed several hundred, was anything found to show that the (hsease had

originated since the ap]>le was picked. What was abundantly demonstrated,

liowever, was, tliat under certain conditions, a microscopic spot miiiht enlarge
itself to an incli in diameter in case or store, and thus lead to the assumption
that it had dexcloped on an apple that was clean when gathered.

There does not appear to be any direct danger of infection from tlie spores

produced in cases. In fact the writer's investigations have led him to the

conclusion that F. (li-ntrU'n-ii m is essentially a leaf disease, and that its

presence on the a])ple is simply an accident, and in no way necessary to the

perpetuation of the fungus. It is sciy doubtful if the ajiple is capal)le of

receiving infection, except during its eai'ly stage », and it is still more doubtful

if the Fusicladium spore is capable of infecting it at all. It is the spore of

tlie winter form, Ventiiria iiupfpialis, which develops in the dead leaves after

they ha\(' fallen, that appeal's to initiate the disease each s]iring, and tin I'e is

a good deal to show that it is onlv by means of the Ventui'ia spore that the

Fusicladium form is comeyed to the ap])le fnut.

It is undoubtedly the case that Black-spot will increase and spread on cased

fruit, by the enlargement or i-eci'udesceuce of already existing spots, liut

nothing was fcmnd tt) show that the disease was able to develop ab iuU'w

under sue'i eircuinst-inces.

J. (,'lieal, the JMiglisb aulho it\' on fi'uit-growing, in his wm-k on " Fruit

Culture," describes the disease under the name of (JJddo^jiDriiun dendriticiiui.

and states: "The fungus continues to spread after the ero]) has heen stored

in the fruit-room, and greatly depreciates the market value of such [iroduce.
'
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Notes on Grasshopper (or Locust) Swarms in

New South Wales during 1907-8.

larger Plain Locust

{i'hiu'ton't^tt's

tcniiinijera).

WM. B. GURNEY,
Assistant Entomologist.

Grasshopper swarms having caused much damage to grass and crops at

intervals during the twelve months up to March, 1908, a summary of the

habits, dates of appearance, and methods employed here and elsewhere

<against these pests will, perhaps, be of use, and suggestive to farmers and

stock-owners.

The species most widespread and

<lestructiveduring the period above-

mentioned is Chirrtoicf'tes terinin-

ifera (see Fig. 1). Belonging to the

family Acridiidre, it is a short-horned

grasshopper, or locust, in the true

sense of the latter word, and not, of

course, to be confused with the singing

Cicadas—the so-called locusts of the coastal districts

of New South Wales

Winged swarms of this grasshopper were reported

to have appeared in certain western districts during i i

March and April, 1907, and spread from the Darling River eastward to the

Bogan and ^Vlacquarie Rivers. They damaged crops here and there in their

course, and finally deposited their eggs in the ground, and were noticed to

congregate and lay in certain defined patches ;
sometimes in cultivation

paddocks, but frequently on bare patches in the grass paddocks, roadsides, etc.

The enormous numbers of eggs thus deposited gave rise to the swarms of tiny

hoppers which appeared in September and October, 1907, and spread in

armies from their various egg-beds upon the surrounding grass or crops.

During these months reports were received of their appearance, and the

damagH they were doing, from Dandaloo, Trangie, Nari-oinine, Nevertire,

Coonamble, Dubbo, etc.

Visiting Trangie and Coonamble during the first week in October, I found

the grasshoppers in various stages of development, from tiny, recently-hatched

hoppeis to almost full-grown specimens, and odd mature (winged) ones. They
were not travelling in any definite direction, but spreading in dense swarms,

and so numerous that the ground appeared to move and quiver as one walked

through them. While young, and with a fair food supply, they advance in

irregular lines
;
as they get older, or where the grass supply is short, it seems

they scatter somewhat, though still congregated in patches. Within three

weeks of mv visit great numbers were on the wing, and throngliout thp
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districts iiKiiitioatd jjliiLjuos
of Hyinir swarms ofrnn-cd, (Icstroyini,' ^rops and

grriss tliat liad tscapcd tlu; imiiiaturc hoppiii.ii swarms. They invaded towns

and llonl^-steads, swarmed into the streets and houses, damaged turniturc and

foDil, dcstrovi'd till' foliage of trees and jilunts in tlie gardens, i-rowdcd into

wcdls, and were soinrtiines massed in heaps ami layers from a few inches to ;i

foot or more in dejith. Wiiere they accumulated on the lailway line, t'le

lai'gH quantities crushed beneath the trains rendered the rails and wheels so

sHpperv as to tem]>orai-ily prevent the advanc<' of several trains.

General Life-history of a Grasshopper.

The female inserts the hinddjody (abdomen) into the gi-ouiid Ky \\ oiking Hie

two pjiits of short, hard, ovipositor valves at the extieiiiity of ilic alulnmen.

Kxcn Imi'd soil of roadwavs and tracks ma\' lie penetrated, and liores, varying

according to the soil fium an inch to three inches in depth ,
ai'e made, in which

the eggs are deposited. As before mentioned the eggla\ing is commonly
effected by the swarm in comparatively linuted ])atches of ground, varying

from a few scpiare yards uji to several hundred scjuare yards, depending upon
the size of the swarm. A frothy li(|iiid secretion is exuded with the eggs,

below, around, and al)o\e them, which hardens into an iiregidar sheath of a

spongy and paperv nature, and protects the eggs somewhat from other insects,

and the effects of moisture. The egg.s, 20 or more in number, are deposited

in transverse rows of four, with the longer axis of the eggs running pai-allel

with the bore, and pointing towards the surface, to which the newly hatched

hoppers immediately make their way.
IiiiiiKiture stages

—The recently hatcln d insect is delicate and small (about

one-.sixth of an inch in length), shaped like the adult insect, but with no trace

of wings showing. Six legs are pi'esent as in the adult, ijut at this stage it

can leap no more than two or three inches. It is vai'iously whitish, brown,

grey, to almost black in colour.

As the insect feeds it develops in size hy a series of moults. 'idie p'l'iod

occupied to pass through the fitst tiiree stages is about three w eeks. The

next stage occupies about ten days, and the duration of the following stage is

two to thi-ee weeks. These last two stages are marked by the prescmce of wing-

pads or rudimentary wings on the thorax (see Fig. ')).

The adult or winged form is the next stage (see Fig. I), and it is hrown

in colour, tlie fore wings mark'il with dark l.rown blotches, the hind wings

transparent, the tips being marked with a smoky blotch. Once winged the

i '.sect never grows larger, and though soinewliat vaiiable in size, measures

usually about \\ inches fi-om the head to the tip of the folded wings. Varia-

tion in the size of individual specimens is probably due to the amount and

(|uality of food available during the immatui-e stages. The females are

yen-rally somewhat larger than the mah s. The adult lives for a ]H'iiod of

about six weeks, and mav deposit several batches of eggs.

As the iinmatuie stages occujiy a peiiod of about seven weeks, the total

length of life from the hatching of the egg is about thirteen weeks.

When the adult stage is reaclied, the insects may mo\-e in swarms by a

series of shoi-t flights of a few hundred feet at a time, or rising higher int )
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the air, pass across miles of country, usually taking the direction of the wind,

and avoiding timbered stretches when settHng again.

Experiments to destroy the younger stages.

At Trangie several parts of the district were visited, and with the assist

ance of Messrs. McDowell, J. 1). Bnyd, and Rev. W. G. Sharpe, some experi-

ments were made with kerosene emulsion and poisoned baits. A spray of

1 gallon kerosene to 5^ gallons water with 1 11^. hard soap was tried on

patches of grasshoppers about half grown, and which destroyed about 50 i)er

c^nt. of them. While the younger ones were readily destroyed, many older

specimens were noticed to eventually recover from the effect of this contact

S|)ray. Strong soap and water was also found to destro}^ num'ers of the

smaller specimens. The insects are at once incapacitated as they becon e

wetted by the spray, and it may be considered from the results obtaine 1 that

kerosene enudsion applied on the patches of young hopper not later than

thi'ee weeks after hatching, and before they have become too scattered, would

be effective.

A kerosene emulsion made from the following formula is recommended:—
Kerosene ... ... ... ... ... 1 gallon
Soft soap ... ... ... ... ... 2 lb.

Water ... ... ... ... ... 10 gallons.

The kerosene and soap shoukl be well emulsified in two or three gallons of

hot water before adding the rest of the water.

Poisoned bait, consisting of Paris green and bran mixed in the jDro^ioi tioii

of 1 to I'l and made into a mash with water sweetened with treacle, whs

spread at the edge of a cultivation paddock, and destroyed numbers of the

hoppei'S. As the bait dries it is less attractive to the grasshoppers.

Visiting Coonamble, experiments were made with Mr. McKenzie, Calga

.Station, with an emulsion of Little's Dip (a carbolic sheep-wash), as follows:—
Little's Sheep Dip ... ... ... 1 gallon

Soap ... ... ... ... ... 3 lb.

Water ... ... ... ... ... 20 gallons.

This destroyed the hoppers as soon as they were wetted by the spray, though
it was found in the case of some of the larger hoppers that they recovered

from the wash, though rendered helpless for hours by the film of oil and soap.

The results of these exj^eriments show that there are certain stfiges when

the liojipers may be destroyed by the use of the above-mentioned sprays.

Fig. 2 represents the stage and size when these sprays can be effectively

applied.

Jtage too old for contact ynhik^jt^AtSwL.- -^jP*wirr^\_^ Stage when contact

spraying. ^.Ji""^' '^
...-'--—

-'--^, -
,

spraying effective.

Fig. 3 represents a stage when the wing-pads are developed, which is too

old foi' the best results from spraying.
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\i 'I'l-aiiuif ;i lic;i\\' Ini; rullcr u;is used on a swanii (if
ydiiiiL;' Impjicrs

advanciiiu' o\cr a ciilliN at ion iiaddnck. It dcst rnycil a small piTccntanc mdy,

as the i:i-i)iind was tdo irri'mdar and lianl, and tin' nilli-i- passed liai inlcssly

alxiNc nianv. W'itl: a licaNici- I'oller and inuic I'avdUi'aMc uiound tliis nictlind

mii-'ht Ix' uf \alu(' fur use onci- liniitf^d ureas.

Conccniinj;' arsenic spi-avs reported to be applieil with success in South

Africa, it niav h^^ poiii'ed out that tliough i^rass poisoned with this spray

destroys the lioppei's rea(hly, it cannot of conr.-e he useij on yrass oi' in

cultiva' ion paddoek> wlicre stork is run. This fact limits its use liere to

paddocks closed to sto(d\', or where a strip aloiiL? the ed.u'e of a crop is spiaV'-'i.

This latter nietliod de.stroys a large percentage of the hopp-i-s advancing into

a crop before they have entered fai-. A stri]i of gra.ss in tlie line of advance

of the hoppers ma\- similarly l)e sprayed with arsenic, but needs to b^;

teni])orarily fenced oil' fi-om stock. Temporary hariiers of, say, a ."i-foot

bagging or lirush fence, act as checks to mo\ing hoppers and assemble them,

when they can be treated by contact or aiseiue spi-ays, or the use of hopper-

dozers described later. Light fencing around the egg patches would allow of

spraying with ar.senic and destroying the young hoppers as they hatch and

feed, witliout danger to stock.

Some s])ray .seems itMpiired, howevei', that will destroy hoppei-s and yet

not be harmful to stock. Tt was noticed that grasshoppers in th^- breedini;

cages readily drank wat-r spiinkled on the grass. This suggested testing

some solutions that might desti'oy the hop|iers upon their drinking a small

quantity. A solution of p )tassium cyatdde quickly destroyed them, hut tins

is open to the same objections as arsenic solution. I made a few trials at

Muswellbrook through the kindness of ]N[r. Jas. White. Powdered liorav

having l)een used in destroying cockroaches, a solution of
'l

11). bora.x, 2 Ih.

treacle, to 6 gallons of water, was sprayed at nddday on the grass about a

small swai'ni of half-grown hoppers. Also, a spray of (S oz. sulphuric acid,

2 lb. treacle, to (i gallons water, was tried. Th(M-e was no apparent results

obtained fiom the use of these sprays, and they were found to dry too (juickly

in the sun.

Burning over the egi; patches wlcre the hoppers are hatching is effective,

dry erass or straw beinu' used. Aiiait from the daimer of yrass tires, this

method could not be used o\'er large areas, though of great value in checking

the spread of loi-d swarms. At Tocal, nearWest Maitland, Mr. F. Reynolds

practically wiped out the hatching hoppers by setting men to burn over the

egg patches in his paddocks with hre-brands. Ivu-li brand consisted of bagging

•soaked in kerosene, and wrapped tightly ai'ound a six or eight foot rod.

Wlien lighted they w ei'e swejjt to and fro by hand, and the
e)X.ii, patches were

one liv one ti'eated in this fashion, the tiny hoppei's being killed in hundred.s

at every stroke. Had the iioppers hatching in the neighbouring paddocks
been treated similarlv, good results could have l)een expected in ihis district.

As it was, however, within a few days afteru-ards, the grasshojipers spi-ead

across from adjacent propi'riies and the good ivsults of 31r. lleynolds ellorts

were somewhat lost.
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Winged swarms appeared in the Hunter River Valley in October and

November, and young hoppers did considerable damage during November

and December.

The grasshoppers at Muswellbrook were reported to have fouled the

so-called "blue couch" grass and caused the death of a number of cattle.

No fouled grass was obtainable, and on visiting soon after no trace was left

of the presence of the hoppers. Rain had followed immediately after tlie

mortality and may have removed the cause of the trouble. However^

incjuiries revealed that this grass has previously affected stock, and that when

no grasshopper swarms had been in the district. Further, other grass

attacked by the swarms apparently had no effect on the cattle. It seems

probable, as Mr. Stewart, the Chief Inspector of Stock, reported, the cause of

the fatalities might be traced to the animals, having been starved for lengthy

periods, being allowed to drink and then dejmsture on so-called "blue couch"

grass.

Fly-parasite of the Grasshopper.

At Tocal I found a number of the winged grasshoppers affected with the

maggot of a parasitic fly [Harcoj>haya pachytyli). One genex'ally, but

occasionall}' two maggots were found in the one grasshopper, feeding

internally within either the thorax or the abdomen. The grub was a white,

fleshy maggot, \ to \ of an inch in length. When fully grown the maggot
eats its way out and falls to the ground, where it burrows slightly and

pujjates. The pupa is brown, cylindrical in shape, and liatches after a few

days as a two-winged adult fly. The adult is greyish, in size and general

appeai'ance resembles a house fly, and again lays eggs upon grasshojjpers, &c.

Number of broods of the Grasshopper,

Judging from the times of appearance recorded, it appears there may be

three generations during th« season, the first hatching during August,

September and early October, the second appearing in November and

December, the third batch of young ones about February and March.

This means the main swarms are on the wing during late October and

November, during late December and January, and about March and

April. The eggs from these last swarms apparently remain unhatched

through the winter months. The eggs deposited during the summer months

hatch in about three weeks' time. On this point I obtained interesting

information from Mr. F. S. Wnlker, Bungiebomar School, near Dubbo, who

reported the appearance of winged swarms there during November, and

noticed them congregated on his vegetable garden and laying eggs. On

writing for the dates' of the egg-laying and hate-hing of these eggs, he replied,

28th November and 16ch December respectively. Tliis makes a period of

incubation of about eighteen days during summer.

The pest appeared irregularly throughout the State fioin New England
districts in the north to the Riverina in the south. The first winged swarms

apparently advanced eastward further than is usually the case, perhaps owing
to the great shortage of gi-ass in the western districts during eai'ly summer.
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anil central

Thcv app'.-iivd ill till' Ncv l^iinland disli-icts, in \\\<- lliintri- iti\('i' \ alley

almost til the sea, and in tlir soiitli as far rast as (^)ueanbeyaii ami

'i'nniliri iinilia. kv. ( )(|(l s|icL'inicns of Oi'daJi-UH sene(jalensis and Ci/rtacanthacr is

ex'irlii wen- ()l)S('i'\cd aiiioni;' the suai'nis of (Imrhnci'toj^ ti'rnihvfira.

Other Species of Australian Plague Grasshoppers.

Tlu? "Smallir Plain Lociis<t" {Chorto-cetes p^isiUn, Walkei-) is abou' an in.-li

ill length from the head to the tip of the wings, l)i'own or yellowish in general

colour, without the distinct blotching on the forevvings and tips of the hind

wings, as in the "
Larger Plain Locust

"
(C terniiiiifer>^), and dei-idedly

.snialli-i' than this latter species. During the suiinners from l.S'J!) to IDOL*, it

appeared in the western districts from Parkes and Condobolin south to the

Murray l{i\cr. (irass and
eri)|)s

were destroyed. Among otlici- nn'tliods

employed to destroy tin' hoppers, Mr. Froggatt used African fungus, but

without appreciable ri-sults. The mrious manner in which the males group
about the female as she is depositing eggs is well shown m the plate (I'cpi'o-

<luced) which appealed in a paper by Mr. Froggatt on this species.

Eastern Plague Locust of New South Wales (Oedalus seneqalensis).

Individuals of this species may be found each season throughout eastern

New .South Wales, Imt in .March, \'M)~i, they

appeared in
lai'i,'e

swarms about tlu^

Singleton districts, and were observed

depositing eggs in (piantity. Thev
were observed by Mr. Frogi.'att to be

attacked by a fly parasite ; also, a

parasitic fungus [Empusa [/ryUi, Fres.)

was reported destroying numbers of the

winged forms. Later a hymenopterous parasite was

bred from the eggs. They did not a|)j)ear in great

numbers this summer, ] 9()7-S, and it seems possible

this liea\y infestation with [larasites considerably
I'^duced their num^'crs. Their filace was taken at

Singleton, Maitland, Szc, by swarms of the Lai-ger Plain Locust {Chortoicetes

terniinifera), which, as previously mentioned, tl(>w eastward from further west

during Novemhei- and December, and deposited eggs from which young ones

were swarming in January. In this species the base of each hind wing is

yellowish, and there is a i>rown band across the centre ami at the tip.

The Yellow-winged Grasshopper (Locusta (hmicn, Linn.).

This species is found along the eastern districts of the State. In (^)ueensland

it sometimes appears in swarms, as a'so a larger species {Curtacanthacris

exncta), and does much damage to the sugar plantations, itc. Driving into

trenches or af;ainst cloth fencing' along the edge of the eanetields is resoi'ted

to, when they can be destroyed (sprayed, liuried, S:c.';. This species is larger

and of more robust build than the Plain Locusts {('/inrfoicetes f-/>/'-).
''^t^'^ 'uay

Fig 4.

Eastern Plague
Locust

{Ocildlciis

sencgaleniilx).
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be distinguished by the bright yellow colour of the I'use of tlie hind wings
and a broad central band of dark brown. Occasionally it is harmful in the

vineyards and gardens in New South "Wales and Victoria.

Fig. 5.

Yellow Winged Grasshopper

{Locvfta danicn).

Causes of Increase ?.nd Decrease.

Dry conditions apparently favour the development of grasshoppers, and

with a series of dry seasons the grassbop,ic. s are able to increase i-apidly until

wet seasons come, or the increase of internal parasitps (flies), parasitic mites,

intt-rnal worm j^ai'asites [Gordius spp.), predaceous insects (beetles, &c.), and

insectivorous biids have their effect. The decrease of native in.sectivorous

birds through useless shooting and other causes is probably directly aiding
the increase of grasshoppers. Ibis, bustards (plain turkeys), wood swallows,
even crows and magpies, are useful in destroying grasshoppers. Ti.e ibis

seems particularly fond of them, and flocks of these birds may be seen feeding
on the hoppers, and following the swarms day by day.

Increased settlement and clearing in the central and western districts has

made the effect of grasshopper swarms more noticeable. In good seasons

there is grass enough for both hoppers and stock, but the presence of the

grasshoppers is felt severely during a scarcity of grass.

Remedies used over limited areas.

It may be well to l^riefly enumerate methods found moi'e or less successful

here and in America in destroying or checking swarms attacking croi:)«,

orchards, vineyards, and gardens :
—

Scarifying egg-patches in the autumn, to expose the eggs to birds, insects,

and frost.

Where the hoppers are noticed hatching thesse swarms should be destroyed
at once by spraying, burning over, or use of rollers.

W hen young wingless hoopers are advancing on the crops, trenches, or

cloth fencing 2 or 3 feet high, are made as temporary barriers to accumulate
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tlie h()[)pei's, wliicli ina\' tlicu he (!• stroycd liy
"il .•mil sodp spiiijs, l)iiiiiiii<^

over, or drajryinf:; a \oy^ tlii'ouyh the trenches. Spraying a 10-foot strip of

the edge of the erop \\ itli an arsenic spray (say 1 Hi. arsenate of lead to

25 gallons of water) destroys a large percentage before tliey have done nmeh

damage. Similarly poisoTied baits (bran 10 lb., arsenic I lb., with I lb.

treacle, mixeil ^\\'y,
and made into a mash with water) can be used wilh good

effect by scattering pellets along the edge of a <-ro)>. Corn-stalks, or grass,

I'l'c., cut and soakeil in a strong arseinc solution also form efJ'ective baits.

Care must be taken in the case of liaits and arsenic spi'ayingto prevent stock

gaining access.

The foliage ( f larksjmr (Delphiniinn) is fuhnd to poison locusts tliat feed on

it., as also does the foliage of the castor-oil plant (Ricinus communis).

Strips of fire, and even grass fires where able to be controlled, have been

used over small ai-eas as a last resource to desti'oy dense swarms.

The "
hop)perdozer

"
is used about the breeding-grounds, in orchai'(k and

young crops, etc. These can be nuide any size on the principle figured in

Fig. G, and drawn by one or two horses. It consists in having a shallow iron

Fig. 6.
"
Hopperdozer."

tray a')out 3 inches clt^ep, anything from (i up to K! feet wide, and '2 or .'5 feet

from front to ba^k. At thf^ back a light framework bearing a cloth or light

iron sci'een, as tigured, is needed. Blue oil or kerosene is poured into the

tray, and the hopperdozer drawn to and fro through the swarm. Great

numbers ai'e destroyed by hopping into the tray, or against tlie screen, from

whence the}' fall into the oil. The dead ones soon accumulate, and the trav

needs to be occasionally cleam^d out and fresh oil added. Nunibei's may hop
out again, but, once wetted by the oil, eventually die. The bottom of the

hopperdozer should be mounted on several wooden I'uimers, and a light pole

fastened in fi' ait to trail about a foot in fi-ont of the pan ami cause the

hoppers to rise.

Winged swarms are difficult to cope with. Snnidging —that is, lighting a

line of smoke tires to the windward of a crop or orchard —frequently deteis

a flying swarm from settling.

Control Over Large Areas.

The sjjread of some fungus disease, such as Mucor racemosus E mpusa

(jrylli, by iiKjculating swarms, suggests itscdf as a cheap, inexpensive, and easy
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method of control. However, expf-riments here and in America and South

Africa, have not shown fungus to be reliable. In isolated cases, and with

warm moist condition?, swarms have been infected, but mechanical means

seem as yet to have given the best results.

With reference to parasites, two fly parasites, Sarcofhaga pachytyli and

S. aurifrons, have been known to be attacking grasshoppers here for many

years. It is not to be expected these parasites will annihilate their hosts,

though towards the end of each summer they may increase sufliciently to

affect a large percentage of winged grasshoppers. Most of the damage, and

much of the eggdaying is accomplished before the efltcts of the parasites are

noticeable. Similarly mites, egg parasites, and predaceous insects play their

part in reducing the swarms. An increase in the host seems necessary

before there is a marked increase of the parasite. But it does not seein

consistent with the fact of a parasite being in existence that, under natural

conditions, it should annihilate its hosts, and thereby itself.

Control of the swarms by mechanical means would require general action

throughout a district. A scheme is necessary, embracing the marking-off of

the egg beds in late sunniier when the swarms are laying, scarifying these to

expose the eggs to frost, birds, and insects. Again the following spring the

young hoppers hatching from the egg-patches should be sprayed with oil or

carbolic and soap washes as before indicated. Each swarm destroyed then

means the prevention of damage by that swarm and two vastly increased

swarms it would produce later during the summer. Such a scheme would

need organisation, inspectors, lal)<)ur, spraying-tanks, fire-carts, <tc., but in

estimating the value and cost of such an undertaking the immense saving of

grass and crops must be considered if some 50 or 60 per cent, of the grass-

hopper swarms were destroyed before doing any damage. In ordinary

seasons theie is often grass enough for both the stock and the grasshoppers,

but in the dry seasons the supply is short, and tlie amount destroyed by

hoppers may then be worth thousands of pounds to each large station.

REFERENCE TO PLATE.

Smaller Plain Locust (Chortoicetcs pimUa, Walker).

Upper portion
—Group of males about female as she deposits her eggs.

A.— 1. Egg-bore.
2. Female in act of depositing eggs in egg-bore.

3. Eggs in sheath removed from egg-bore.

4. Eggs.

B.—Male with wing expanded.

C.—Side view.

E
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Meteorological Burea.u, Xo. 1 Division,
New South Wales.

Weather Conditions during March, 1908,

,s. WILSON,
*

Divisional Officer.

An iimisuiiUy cxli'iisixf ami ciu'r^vtic lUDiisuoiial (iisturhaiicc di'vclijped on

the :2n(l, with iiitensifif-atioii ovci- the iioi-tlieni half, where some heavv

rainfalls were iiM-i.nlcd. In (Viitral Australia, Alice Springs hid 208,

Teiniaiits Ci'eek IN"), and IJai'i'Dw's Creek 124 points. The largest ainouiits

elsewhere in the storm ai-ea were Derby ."508, Port Darwin 206 points ;
ni

Queensland Rotteston recei\efl 480, Thui'sday Lsland .}9(), P>aiiaTia 298,

Westwood 200, and Bi'isbane 175 points. Light to heavy lain was also

recorded in coastal districts of New South Wales, an4 very light along the

.seaboard of the other States. The heaviest falls in our State were :
—220

j)oints at Bodalla, 134 at Wyong, and I-!') at Nambueca.

The distribution of atmospheric pressure remained unclianged during the

ensuing twenty four hours, excepting in the centre of the disturbance, which

had gained two-tenths in baron^.etric value. Further he ivy rains fell in the

heart of the continent, and in its Northern and Eastern parts ;
Warrina had

204, Charlotte Waters 190, William Creek 181, and Oodnadatta 118 [joints.

As a result of this lieavy rain, floods occurred in tlie Farina district. Derby,
in the north-west, reported 2()() })oints ;

and Cairns and (xympie, in (Queens-

land, 161 and 140 respectively. In New South Wales some scattered light

to heavy falls were recorded, 110 points at Nambueca beiiig the heaviest.

Along the south coast of Australia 36 points at Eucla was the largest

amount.

The monsoonal area on the 4th expanded eastwards and southwards, but

little or no grade was shown between its isobars. With the southward

ex]>ansion light to heavy rainfall occuri-ed in the northern disti'icts of oui-

State, and light in the south-east (juadrant ;
1()2 points fell at Casino, 128

at Tweed, 108 at Tibooburra, and 102 at Byron Bay.

Heavy rain persisted in the centre of the continent and r. *cr (.Queensland.

Warrina received another 208 points, Charlotte Waters 200, Oodnadatta

109, and William Creek 120. Tn Qu(>ensland Mackay had 48.5, Douglas :?2(;,

Tambo 294, Alpha 194, Cairns ir)6, and Brisbane 134 points.

By the oth the disturbance had extended as far southwards as the Great

Australian Bight, and developed a cyclonic centre between William Creek

and Charlotte Waters, whilst the rear portion of a high pressure which on

ths 4th was situated along the .seaboard of New South Wales, Victoria, and

Tasmania, exjterienced a retrogressive movement, and now covered the

greater part of those States, thus preventing the easterly progression of the
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disturbance. As the result of this distribution fresh to strong N.E. and

E winds and patches of rough sea occurred around the south-eastern sea-

board of the continent. More heavy rains were recorded over Queensland,
(,'enii-al Australia, and South Australia. In New South Wales the heaviest

falls were reported from coastal districts
;
Tweed Heads had, 228 points,

Maitland 214, Lismore 148, Raymond Terrace 126, Woolgoolga 119, and

Byron Bay 111 points.

On the 7th two high pressures were shown on the chart
;
one covering

the south-eastern States and portion of Queensland, and the other over

the south-west corner of the continent, whilst between there were two

depressions, the monsoonal and an antarctic. These pressure systems controlled

the weather of Australia until the 14th, and covered practically the same

area and maintained their respective characteristics throughout. Pulsations,

however, occurred in their central isobars. The centre of the "
high

"
over

the S.W. portion of Australia lost two-tenths of an inch between the 8th and

lOth, and gained three-tenths during the following twenty-four hours. The
monsoonal depression would extend southwards to Wilcannia, and northwards

again to Cajie York Peninsula.

At 9 a.m on the 13th, the rear portion of a cyclonic storm was shown

between Rockhampton and Mackay, where high seas, strong S.E. to easterly

winds, and heavy rainfall were recorded. The lowest barometer reading
occurred at St. Lawrence, north of Rockhampton, where prior to 9 a.m. it

.stood at 29'33 inches. Between the 7th and 13th, lighcto heavy rainfall was

recorded over the greater part of Queensland, and light to moderate in South

Australia and Tasmania
;
elsewhere over the continent the distribution was

patchy. The largest total reported during this period was 1,192 points at

Cooktown. In New South Wales the heaviest totals occurred at Broken Hill

with 100 points, folloAed by Bundella with 82, Bankstown with 81, and

Lismore with 79
;
the remaining amounts were light and scattered.

On the 14th, the weather chart showed an energetic monsoonal disturbance

over the eastern states, whilst an extensive high pressure covered the western

half of the continent. The centre of the disturbance—-which was the

remains of the remarkable cyclonic storm responsil)le for the floods in Central

Australia—was situated between Cooktown and Mackay, in Queensland.
The chief weather conditions with this distribution of pressure were :

—
^Very

heavy rains and high seas on the Queensland coast south from Rockhampton,
and strong N.E. to S.E. winds. Light to heavy rainfall was also reported
from the New South Wales coast and tablelands. The heaviest falls occurred

in the coastal districts of Queensland. Woodford had 1,112 points ;
South-

port, 1,105; Cape Moreton, 900; Ipswich, 748; Tewantin, 660; and

Yandina, 650 points. In our state, Tweed Heads had 900 points ; Manning
Heads, 230

; Casino, 224
;
and Camden Haven, 200.

Within the next forty-eight hours these extreme conditions extended as

far southward as our Northern TaVjlelands, North-west Slopes, and Hunter
and Manning Districts, causing remarkably heavy and destructive floods

there. The largest rainfalls reported were :
—

Tenterfield, 900 points ;
Wee
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^\'au, S.")l : |>oi;i;ul)ri, ^_Mi ; W'crris Creek, 064 : JMogil, (539; lleiideuieer .-iiul

NuiuUe, 612 each
;
and Tarcp, 60") points. Li.ght to heavy rainfall still

persisted alonij the Queensland coast, and liere and there alonu tlie seaboard

of the continent.

By 9 a.m. on the Kith, the anticyclone had gained c-onsiderably in energy,

for it now had six isobars covering the whole of Australia, with the exce})tion

of that portion east from the (Jreat I)i\iding liange. The centre— 30-4

inclies—was situated over tlie south-west quaihant of West Australia, and

for the following forty-eight hours controlled ffesh to strong south-east to

east winds, and tine weather over a great area. < >n the 18th, howe\er, a

flepression again appeare(i over eastern Queensland, and caused some light lo

heavy I'ainfall along the coast. Mackay had KM points, and Mein 155

])oints. Liglit falls wer(> also reported from the c<jastal districts of New
Soutli Wales. The centre of the high pressure appeared along our coast line

at 9 a m. on the i'.ltli, liaxing wheeleil round fiom the west to east direction

of the j)revious day. Fine weather resulted o\'er the continent generally,

excepting the coast of Queensland, where Mackav registered 19.) points.

An antarctic disturbance which appeared between Esperaiu*e and the

Leeuwin on the 19th was shown a day later over Victoria and Tasmania,

having travelled l,l*0O miles in the twentv-four hours, or more than doul)le the

normal rate. This disturbance caused strong X.\\ . to S.^^ . winds, and

moderate te rough seas on the seaboard. The distriliution of rainfall over

the various subdivisions of New South AN'ales during the weekended the L'Oth

was as follows :
—

Wfcsti'i-ii I)ivi,sion from 40 |)oints at (lougolgon to ,")4."'> at Muiigiiidi.
North-western Phiin.s ,. 138' ,, Walgett ,, 910,, Wee'Waa.
Central-western Plains ,, 10 ,, Dandaloo ,, 109 ,, Quambone.
Riverina ,, .">

,, Henty & JeriMerie ,, 92 ,, Urana.
North-western Slope ,, 46 ,, Manilla ,, S71 „ Boggabri.
Central-western Slope ., 4 ,. Molong ,,

.8S2 ,, Cooiiabarabran.
South-western Slope ,, 1

,,
limrowa ,, 49 ,, Albury.

Northern Tableland ,, 70 ,, Emniaville ,, 9t)4 ,, Tentertield.

Central Tableland ,, G ,, Rockley ,, 3.54 ,, Cassilis.

Southern Tableland ., 13 ,, Goulburn& Kiaiulra ,, 28 ,, Braidwood.
North Coast ,, (57 ., Woolgoolga ,, 1419 ,, Tweed Heads.
HuiUer and Manning ,, 192

.,
Port Stephens ,, 839 ,, Camden Haven.

Metropolitan ,, 77 ,, Windsor ., 159 ,, Glebe Point.

Soutli Coast ,, 8 ,. Bodalla ,, 181 ,, Wollongong.'O'

The isobaric chart of the 2.3rd sliowed that during the preceding forty-

eight hours the several pressure systems had travelled eastward at about

normal rate, and another antarctic depression occupied a ])osition at about

Euchi, in the Great Bight, whilst the centre of an anticycdone was situated

over south-easterit Victoria and Tasmaida, ha\ing replaced the depression

of 21st inst. Another anticycloiU' appeared in West Austialia with its

centre between Ueraldton and Perth. Some good rainfalls occurred over

Cape York Peiunsula and along the coast as far south as Mackay, otherwise

tine weather ruled over the continent generally, excepting the south-west

coast, where some light rain was recorded. The heaviest falls were +22

points at Mein, 237 at Cooktown, and 7S at Mackay.
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During the next twenty-four hours, rapid movements were experienced in the

pressure translation. The high pressure, which was to the south-east, had

passed away to the Tasman Sea ; the antarctic low, after travelling 800 miles,

was now to the south of Portland (V^ictoria), and the anticyclone over West
Australia had expanded 1,200 miles eastward. One hundred and fifty-three

points at Mein was the only amount reported from Queensland, and 1 point
at Leeuwin, and 15 at Albany were the only I'ainfalls in West Australia;

otherwise, excepting for scattered cloud areas, the weather was fine throughout
the continent. Indications of monsoonal activity were ap])arent on the 25th

over Northern and West Australia, where unsettled and showery conditions

obtained, resulting for the most part in light i-ains over West Australia, and

moderate to heavy falls along the north coast of Queensland. The heaviest

amounts were 820 points at Geraldton, 300 at Mackay, and 40 at Cooktown.

Strong west to south-west winds also occurred in the south-east corner of the

continent and over Tasmania, with rough seas in Bass' Straits,

During the early morning of the 26th a retrogressive movement took place
in the pressure systems over the continent, and an energetic flisturlmnce

appeared in the south-east' States, with a central barometric value of 29*4

inches in the M-est of Tasmania; These conditions during the next forty-eight

hours resulted in light consistent rain over the southern portion of West

Australia, also at scattered places in southern New South Wales and Victoria

and Tasmania, where rough seas and very strong winds obtained. On the 28th

fine, cool weather ruled over south-eastern districts of our State, particularly
on Central and Southern Tablelands. Blayney reported frost in the early

morning, and temperatures at Braidwood and Nimitybelle fell as low as 30

degrees and 32 degrees respectively. Warmer conditions, however, occurred

in other parts of the State, the highest being 99 degrees at Mungindi, 95

degreps at Grafton, 94 degrees at Casino and Lismore, 93 degrees at Moree

and Clarence Heads, 92 degrees at Narrabri, and 90 degrees each at Brewarrina,

C'obar, and Bingara.

The low pressure had remained practically stationary during the preceding

twenfy-four hours, and was still centrally situated to the south-east of

Tasmania, where it caused tierce squalls and gales, with high seas. The "high'
had lost some'*'hat in value, and moved in a north-east direction, whilst anothei'

low pressure appeared in West Australia, between Geraldton and Perth, and

was responsible for some light to moderate rainfall in the south-west districts.

At 9 a.m. on the 30th, this disturbance was shown over the south-east

States, its centre occupying al)out the same position as the one on the 2Sth,

having travelled 1,600 utiles in forty-eight hours. The rear isobar of the

''high" was also shuwn over the coastal districts of Queensland. Within
the following two days, light rainfall occurred all along the southern coast-

line of the continent, and northern p9,rts of our south-west slopes, southern

tablelands, coast, and exti-eme south-west districts.

During the month rather mild temperatures ruled generally over the

continent, l)ut a very interesting feature in connection with recent weather

was the development und eri'atic track of the cyclonic storm which, at the
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})(»f^iTiiiin<^ of the present montli, was responsil)l(' fdi- Ihun y ilocjd rains in the

ceiiti'c of the continent, and hiter, after having travclletl in a north-easterly

(Hrection as fai' as Northern Queensland in a comparatively enervated con-

ditiiiii, recursed southward with renewcr] vii^-our tlirouuli the inland districts

of that State as an energetic monsooiial disturhaucc and developed again into

a storm of cyclonic nature, centrally situated at about Mackay nn ihe central

coast. Tts growth from incipiency to the vigoui' it. manifesteil over the latter

district may he asci'ibed to the inducement g.iven hy the abnormal weather

conditions in Northern Queensland for the pfoduction of a storm of this

character.

After appearing on the central coast of Queensland, where some heavv rain-

fall occurred, it extended southward on the 14tl), gradually losing its identity

as a cyclonic storm as it again merged into the monsoonal disturbance which

caused the memorable flood-rains on the Northern Tablelands of our State.

During the month the distribution of rainfall over the various subdivisions

of the State was as follows :
—
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xVs regards mean temperature at the above places during the month, India,

Perth, and Adelaide were below, and Hydneyand Melbourne above normal—
the greatest dej^artures having occurred at Perth and Adelaide with 2-4 and
2 '7 degrees, I'espectively, below the average.

Adelaide was the only city which had both elements (pressure and tem-

perature) in defect, and, of the whole five shown in the table, was the only

place reporting wet conditions throughout the State.

After-birth in Cows.

JAS. D. STEWART, M.R.C.V.S.,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

In my opinion sufficient attention is not given by dairymen to the "
cleaning

"

of their cows after calving, and the retention of portions of the placenta, or

after-birth, is a frequent cause of sterility and abortion in these animals.

Naturally^ the " after-birth
" comes away cleanly of its own accord.

Occasionally it is retained for over twelve (12) hours, and in these latter

cases it is necessary to adopt treatment. Often the administration of a

drench containing the following brings about the desired result :
—One ounce

ammonia carbonate, twelve ounces sulphate of magnesia (Epsom salts), two

ounces common table salt, and one ounce of powdered ginger. Dissolve these

in two pints of warm water or ale, and add a cupful! of treacle. When
thoroughly mixed the drench is given by the mouth with usual care.

If the " after-birth
"
remains intact after the drench has operated it is

necessary to render assistance by passing the hand and arm, lubricated with

carbf)lised vaseline, into the womb, and exercising gradual traction.

If the whole of the membranes have not been completely removed, and the

discharge becomes foetid in character, the womb should be irrigated in a
manner similar to that practised in cases of contagious abortion. To do this

all that is required is about one and a half yards of rubber tubing, 1 inch

in diameter, and fairly stout
;
a glass funnel (bottle with bottom knocked

out will answer), and a supply of corrosive sublimate in tabloid form. The

funnel is attached to one end of the tubing, and the other end, after being

lubricated, is gently passed by means of the hand into the mouth of the womb.
The corrosive sublimate is dissolved in water in the proportion of one part tO'

3,000 parts, and then poured into the funnel which is held higher than the;

animal, so that the fluid passes into the womb. When the womb has been

irrigated with a sufficient quantity, usually about a quart, the animal ejects

the fluid, and frequently portions of the retained membranes will come away
at the same time.

This treatment should be repeated daily until the discharge assumes its

natural appearance or ceases. The buttocks and tail should also be washed
down with the corrosive sublimate solution, which is a reliable germicide.
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Orcljard I\otes.

W. J. ALLEN.

:\Iay.

J)Ui!iN(; tlie last week in Match the Department of Agriculture received from

California a shipment of fruit trees of various kinds, as well as some of the

best varieties of walnuts and almonds, many of which will be planted at the

Yanco Irrii^ation Orchard. The impor-tation consisterl of \arieties of a])ples,

almonds, api'icots, cherries, oi-anges, |K^aclies, plums, pears, and walnuts, the

greater number of which arrived in splendid condition, notwithstanding the

fact that it was two months since they had left the nursery in California.

As it is doubtful whether the apjjle-trees are worked on bliglit-proof stock,

we do not intend })lanting them in oui- orchards, but in an isolated sj»ot

.where they may be expected to do well. Buds will be taken from them and

inserted into older trees which are already established in the orchards, and

in this way we will avoid jtlanting any trees in our orchards which are not

on blight-])roof stocks.

Plantiny Yomty Orcliarch.—Where young orchards are to be planted this

season the work of preparing the ground shf)uld l)e j)ushed on as rapidly as

j^ossible'; that is, the land should be cleared, Mell fenced, ploughed, and

.sub-soiled, and wherever irrigation is to be ))ractised, the land .should be

graded so as to facilitate the running of the water.

Wherever it is necessary to enclose the orchard with wire-netting, and 1

am sorry to say that this is a precaution which cannot be overlooked in many

parts of the State, it is best to use a good wide netting with small mesh at

the bottom, as it is wondei'ful through what a small mesh a young rabbit

will get, as well as how high a fence he will scale ; tlierefore, if the orchardist

wishes to preserve his trees from the onslaughts of these pests, he must see

that the orchard is securely enclosed.

Lay out the orchard ]>roj)erly, giving the trees plenty of room, so that

there will be a sufficient ai-ea from which they can draw moisture to keep
them in good growing coiulition during dry years.

At time of planting cut all ap2)le and pear trees down to within a foot of

the ground, and other fruit trees to within 1") inches. There is nothing like

ii good low-headed tree which lends itself naturally to the arts of the pruner,

sprayer, picker, itc, nor does it suffer so severely as the higher trees from the

effects of liigh winds, the trunks do not sun scald, and it is in every way a

most desirable tree to ha\e.

RefilliiKj Old Orchards.- -Refills in deciduous orchards should be planted
as early as })ossible.
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Citrus Orchards. The orange crops this year are rather poor, but I think

the growers who have a Httle fruit for export might with advantage try the

Canadian and American markets, as fruit was commanding very high prices

during mv visit two seasons ago, and I am told that prices are again good this

year ;
but there would be no use in sending anything there but absolutely

clean fruit. Both lemons and oranges are in good demand there during the

months of Jul}-, August, and September.

Nursery Slock.—Tlie wraps on all budded nursery stock may be removed

any time now.

Vine after being cut olT, ready to receive the scion.

Choosing Varieties of Fruits to plant.
—Ascertain the vai'ieties of fruits

which finds most favour in the markets, then select such kinds as will thrive

Ijest in your soil and climate. After planting, work, manuie, and prune

Appearance of vine after grafts have been inserted.
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tliese ill the most up-to-dato maniier, and when tluy come into lieai'ini;', grade
the fruit carefully

—
j)ack it neatly in a woni do eveiy part of the woi-k

thoroughly, and you will not be disappointed when you make your yeai-ly

halaiice.

Passion Fruit.— Keej) the fruit picked up as it falls, as it is then in its

best condition
; grade it nicely, and ])ack it^ in i'<nvs i?i the boxes. If growers

are exporting any other fruits, it would be a good plan to send a few cases of

passion fruit along in order to test their carrying (piality, as if once we can

successfully land this fruit on the mark(>ts of the Ohl Woi'ld, and get it well

introduced there, there should be an unlimited market for it, and there are

thousands of acres of land iieai' the coast on which this plant does well, and

where, with })roper attention, it produces heavy crops of fruit aiuiually.

Candied Peel.—Those who intend making any peel slmuld see that it is

soaked in the brine for at least four weeks, and that when taken out it is

soaked in fresh water for two days, changing the water after the peel has

been in it for twenty-four hours. Boil the peel for five minutes, and then

place in a s^'rup of a density of about 14° Beaume, wdiere it may be allowed

to remain seven days, after which it may be inmiersed in a sjrup of a density
of 18' to 20° Beaume, where it may be allowed to remain another week.

The density of tlie syrup may be increased by four degrees for three succeeding

immersions, and in the last syrup it may be allowed to remain for as long as

three months if desiivd, as the longer it remains the better it appears to get

according to tests which we have carried out.

>' 1'

^-,
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Garden Notes.

W. SANDERSON.

May.

Vegetables.

The weather for the past few weeks has gradually become cooler, and this

season of the year should be availed of for operations in the vegetable and

flower garden.

If any new land is being added to the garden, this is a good time to

commence getting it in order for subsequent plantings ;
and if the soil is of

a sandy or loamy nature, then by trenching to a depth of, say, 18 inches, at

the same time, giving the land a dressing of bone-dust, the result will repay
for all trouble or expense ;

but if the land is heavy, or has a lieav}' clay

subsoil, then subsoiling to the above depth is preferable, which will lea\e

the land well worked
;
also it is not favoui^able to the raising or planting

out of seedlings, or subsequent cultivation of the land, if it is trodden on or

worked when in a wet state, as the surface sets hard and requii'es much
labour to get it broken up again, and this operation has to be repeated after

every rainfall.

All rubbish should be cleared up, also useless vegetables, weeds, etc., and

piled in a heap, together with any sweepings that accumulate from time to

time from the fowl-house, stable, (fee, which will directly rot and become

useful later on for manuring purposes.

Asparagus.
—

Perhaps one of the most nutritious vegetables grown is

asparagus, and even if only a small plot of land can be spared it is surprising-

how many dishes may be taken through the season from it. This vegetable
thrives in rich sandy or loamy soil, yet it will grow in almost any soil that

has been previously trenched or subsoiled and manured, and although it likes

plenty of moisture, yet the land should be drained to carry off any surplus
water.

If a small bed is to be planted, the soil should be removed to a depth of

h or 6 inches, and the plants (2-year old if obtainable) set out at about a

foot or 1-5 inches each way, taking care that the I'oots are carefully spread
out and the crown of the plants fully 6 inches below the surface when the

soil is returned to the bed.

If an established bed is in the garden, then the tops should be cut off" and

a good dressing of well-rotted manure forked in, care being exercised not to

destroy the crowns of the plants. If a dressing of salt (coarse) or kainit is

made it will also help to improve them.
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Cabbage, Caidifioiver. IVfake a sowing of cnhbage seed to keep up the

reeiuii-ements for future traiis})laTitin,ii, and plant out from time ti> time

])i-evious seedlings as they become advanced
; also, it" any stiong heaitliy

cauliHow(M' plants are obtainable, a few may be set out in well-manui-ed land.

Peas.—Sow a few rows of this excellent \egetable during the month,

giving them some support in the shajx' of sticks, itc, to climh on w hen they

ai'e about 5 (»r (! inches hi^ii.

Carrot and Parsnip. In land that has •been previouslv manured and

worked seed may be sown in drills, and when tiie seedlings appear al)ove

ground thin out to about '! oi- \ ijiches, I'emoving all weeds and cultiNating
between the rows.

Spinach.
—This is a very useful vegetable, as, apart from n\aking a very

nice dish, it is easily grown, and does not, as most vegetables olo, suffer from

aphis. It should be sown in drills about 18 inches apart, thinning out suli-

sequently to 10 inches ot- a foot in the rows, aiui if any young plants are

coming on from )>ie\ ious sowings they can be planted out as above.

Gelerij.
—Keep up small sowings of seed so that a supply of plants are

available when re((uired. Plant out a few strong seedlings in well-nianui-ed

land in trenches that will i-etain water oi' li(|uid manure when applied. The

old method of growing celery, i.e., earthing up to blanch the stalks, seems to

be going out of dat(>, growers now prefei'ring to plant self-blanching sorts,

which, judging from the amount seen dailv in town, must fiiul favour from

the general public as being equal in (luaiity to the earthed-up celery, i.e.,

fi-om a commercial point of view.

Lettuce.—Sow seed in a bed for future planting, but for preference seed

should be sown in drills, afterwards thinned out, leaving only the plants that

are required. As lettuce requires to be grown ([uickly, so that they are crisj«

and tender, oftentimes when transplanting, through unfavourable weather

conditions, they receive a check, the result being that the vegetable is not

nea)-ly so good as it should be.

Radish.—Make an occasional sowing in rich and well-prepared land, and

to ensure them well-grown and tender they must be forced from the start.

Bruiid JJeans.—Broad beans can now he sown, and as they do well in almost

any kind of soil there should be no diiticulty in producing plenty of this

vegetable. The best soi't foi- earh'^ [)lanting is Early Longpod (Hangdown).

Kidiiey or FrenrJi /)W«rts. —-Plant a few rows, about b^ inches apart, and

3 or 4 inches in the rows. In the warmer portions of the* State they should

produce a crop befoie the heavy frost sets in.

Parsley.
—A small sowing can be made where the plants ai'e to permanently

remain, thinning out to a few inches apai't. As this seed sometimes takes

a
faii'ly long time to germiiuite, do not disturb the ground too soon.

Oriions.—Onions thrive well in a rich loamy soil worked to a depth of

about 18 inches, and a sowing of seed may now be made in the warmer
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portions of the State. As soon as the seedhngs are above ground they should

be thinned out to abovit 6 inches. Also the principal thing in onion-gi-owing
is to keep them free from weeds.

If onions ai-e required for pickling, the seed should be sown fairly thick

broadcast, and subsequently thinned out to 1 or '1 inches, when they will

ripen into small bulbs. For the latter, 8ilver-skin or Barletta are good
varieties to plant, Init under any circumstances sow the seed very shallow, as

it is not a strong growing seed.

A planting should now be made of garlic, eschalots, potato and tree onions,

winter rhubarb, horse-radish, and a few plants of herbs.

Flowers.

Any spring flowering bulbs that have not been planted should be put in

without delay, also seedlings or seeds of hardy annuals or perennials as can

l)e procured, such as acrocliniuni, antirrhinum, aquilegia, calendula,

calliopsis, carnation (marguerite), coreopsis, cornflower, daisy, polyanthus,

poppy, stocks, pentstemons, and pansy. Among the latter the following
sorts should not be overlooked, viz., .Jewel, Mammoth, Bugnot's Exhibitioii

and Masterpiece.

A good collection of sweet peas, if planted at once, would make a tine show

of bloom in the spring, and they will do well in almost any soil if cultivated

and drained, but avoid using too much manure, as it tends to make more
leaf and less bloom, which latter should be removed as soon as they are past,

for preventing seed-pods forming on the plant encourages it to bloom

more freely. Sow in rows or clumps, leaving the permanent jilants about

6 inches apart in the rows, or say 6 or 8 in the clumps, about 3 feet apart,

giving the plants some support to climb on. For varieties that may be

planted now for winter bloom, Earliest of All, or Earliest Sunbeams are the

best to jiut in.

Cuttings of roses, geraniunis, pelargoniums, fuchsias, and iiiany other

plants, will strike now if shaded after planting, keeping moist, but not too

wet. Use sharp sand mixed with a small . percentage of loam, taking care to

have the pots or boxes well drained.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.

Secrktakies are invited to forward fur iiiserLiou iu this page dates of their

forthcoming shows ; these should reach the Sub-Editor, Department of Agri-

culture, Sydney, not later than the 21st of the month previous to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once.

1908.
Society.

Dubbi) P., A., and H. Association

Hawkesbury District A. Association ...

Tiie Central Australian V. and A. Ass., l!ourl<f

New South Wales Sheep Breeders' Association

Nyngan and District P. and A. Association ...

l)enili(juin P. and A. Society ...

Hay P. and A. Association

Condobolin P. and A. Association

Narandcra P. and A. Association

National A. and I. Association of Queensland

Forbes P., A., and H. Association

Parkes P., A., and H. Association

Murruinbidgee P. and A. Association

Grenfell P., A., and H. Associatiou

Germanton P. and A. Society ...

Albury and Border P., A., and H. Society ...

Young P. and A. Association ...

Cootamundra A., P., H., and I. Association...

Moloug P. and A. Af.sociation ...

Cowra P., A., and H. Association

Temora P., A., H., and I. Association

Queanbeyan P. and A. Association

Lismore A. and I. Society

Secretary.
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Monthly Weather Report.

HAWKESBURY AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Summary for March, 1908.

Air Pressure
(Barometer.)
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[advertisement.]

Government Stud Bulls available for lease, or

for service at State Farms.

Breed.
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3. Bulls leased will be transferred free of charge to any place not more
than 100 miles by rail from the place from which they are transferred

;
to

any place distant more than 100 miles by rail, lease will be granted only on

condition that the lessee pays all charges for the extra distance over 100 miles.

In the case of bulls sent by sea, or partly by rail and partly by sea, all

expense over the sum of £A (one pound) must be borne by the lessee. The
lessee must make all ari-angements for, and bear all expense of, transferring
a bull from the nearest railway station or port to the place where it is to be

stationed. In the case of leasing a bull already stationed within the district,

the new lessee must send for the bull and bear the expense of removal.

4. A condition of the leasing of the bulls shall be that the farming public
be allowed to send cows to the bull at a fee of not more than 10s. (ten shillings)

per cow, provided the bull's list is not ali'eady full, but the total number of

cows served must not be more than thirty for six months.

5. Each bull shall be treated and kept in a condition to satisfy the Depart-

ment, and shall be at all times open to inspection of authorised Officers of the

Department.
6. A return showing the number of cows served, and distinguishing

between cows owned by those to whom the bull is leased and the outside

public, shall be sent to the Department at the end of the term.

7. All due care must be taken to see that the bull shall not have access to

cows suffering from any infectious disease, special attention being given to

pleuropneumonia and tuberculosis.

8. No farmer who is known to have pleuro-pneumonia in his herd shall be

permitted to send cows to any of these bulls within three months from the

date of the last outbreak.

9. In case of illness of a bull the Department shall be immediately informed.

10. The bull shall not be allowed to run with cows, but shall be kept in a

special bull paddock, which must be well fenced, and each cow "in use" shall

only be allowed to remain with the bull such time as will enable him to have

connection with her twice. However, where necessary, in order to keep bulls

quiet, special permission may be given to run with one or two specially
selected healthy cows.

11. Should any of the foregoing rules not be complied with, the Depart
ment shall have the right to remove the bulls at once, and all fees paid shall

be forfeited.

12. Should a bull be wilfully neglected or badly treated, or Rule 10 be

broken, the Department shall have the right to take any action desirable for

the recovery of damages.
13. All applications for bulls should be made to the Director of Agricul

ture. Department of Agx'iculture, Sydney.

AGREEMENT CLAUSE.

In consideration of the loan of one Stud Bull ( ) for a jieriod of

I, of do hereby agree to be bound by the conditions expressed

in the foregoing Regulations.

Dated this day of 190 .

Witness,— Lessee.

J. P.

Duty Stamp.

One Shilling.

N.B.—This .agreement must be signed on the day the bull is received by the lessee, an

ia to be returned by first post to the Director of Agriculture
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PURE=BRED PIGS
FOR SALE.

Ncu/ingtoii Asylum, Parramatta River.

Breed. AGE. Sires. Dams.

BERKSHIRES.

YORKSHIRE,
LARGE.

TAMWORTH

3 months to

8 months.

do

From 3

months.

Russell Swanwick (imp.

Ocean Wave (imp.)

Gold Digger (imp.)

Sir Wilfred (imp.)...

Cholderton Don limp.)

Cossack I (imp.) ...

Danesfield Lottie III limp.;,
Joyce (imp.>, Queenie.

Black Cloud, Jeanette, Queen
Betsy, Rookie.

Swanwick's Pride, Jean, Miss

Swanwick, Joyce I!. Sea

Wave, Ripple, Sea-Shell.

Newington Countess (imp.),
Hawke's May, Hawke's Lass,
Hawke's Flower, Newington
Empress, Newington Duchess

(from imported stock).

Roileston Cowslip (imp.).
Daffodil imp.).

Ruby (from imported stock).

.All the imported .stock ha.s been selected from

THE BEST STRAIN.S IN ENGLAND.

Terms from J&3 3s.
Prices may be arranged for young sow.s ready for service.

Intending buyers are invited to inspect the stock. The Parramatta

River steamers call at Newington Asylum. If notified in advance, a

vehicle \\\\\ meet the train at Auburn .Station. (Telephone, No. 22i,

Rookwood.j

Communications should be addressed to the Superintendent of Newington Asylum.

G. E. BRODIE.

Inspector-General of Charities.
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A Private Experiment Station for Grasses

J. H. MaIDKN.

Mr. SYtiVESTER Browne, of Minembah, near Singleton, recently invited Mr.

F. G. Chomley and me to insjiect his gra.sses, and our vi.sit took place in

March. It will be remembered that this gentleman originally introduced

liliodes Grass {Chloris Guyana) into Au.stralia. [See this Gazette, December,

1906, p. 1206.]

Rhodes Grass {Chknii Ganana)

Mr. Browne gives attention both to exotic gi'asses and native ones, culti-

vating four exotics in large quantity at the present time, viz.: Chloris

Qayana (Rhodes Grass), Chloris virgata (the Zoet Grass or Sweet Grass of

the Transvaal farmer.*, see the Gazette for December, 1906, p. 1207),

Pas^palum dilatatum (Paspaluin), anrl Trichokena rosea (Natal Red Top).

It would he impossible to exaggerate the robustness of growth of these four

grasses at Minembah at the time of our visit. They could not grow better

anywhere. Rhodes Grass, for example, grows exceptionally up to 6 feet ;

A
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acres of iL arc .") tccl
lii,i;li.

W licii liars cstcil il has an aruiiiatic ulKjiu- (not

oppressive), wliicli is not easy to define ; it is jileasant, and reminds one

distantly of caramel. Cattle are very t'oiid of it, ami nf Swict (Jrass, ^q-ccn

or as iiay.

'i'lic Natal Red Top Grass bpars a profusion of inllorescence of a piid< or

salmon or f)ran<;('-pink colour, anrl with a satiny slicf-n. When in flower, it is

much sought after for houcjuets, heiiig one of the most ornamental ao'l grace-

ful of all grasses, and it is as acceptable lo stock as it is l)eaatit'ul, it is

(h-ought-resistant, and not at all
j)

irt ienlar as to soil. .Mr. Ihowne Ins acres

of it al)out 3 feet high, and the sight of a, laig'c area, of it, with the setting

sun glinting upon it, presents oiu' of the most h'^autiful sights it is possible

t) conceive, tit subiecf for an artist.

l]^^^M^^!j,

'r:i:V^''~-r. Wn&:.
'

;l,X-i'?X''-,i,V,.
I-

iKm/f^J:'^:'

3iK»f.v v-::stf*-»,e iV-

Zoet Grass ii7,/fi \'l,:jd,j.

Kentucky l>lue (Jrass (/•'oa ^.»/7(<e?/-»/\s', var.) alio does well here, and is a

supplementary or winter grass.

Other exotic gra.sses (but in small (pianti(y) are two of the I'nited States

Gramas (^Bouteloua oligoslachya and racemosa), whih; several others are kept
undei- observation.

[ fully believe that tin; wisdom of the old saw about not puttini;' ;dl one's

eggs in one basket will be found applicable to grasses. It will be found,

sooner or later (and the districts of richest soil and most co])ious raintV.ll will

find it out later), that grasses sujjplement each other, and that the produc

tivity of the soil, and the welfare of lierl)i\orous animals can best be
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conservtd by judicious attention on the part ot the grazier to the cultivatiou

of more than outs grass.

Turning to the native grasses, I have never in my Hfe seen them in more

vigorous growth, and ail of them in healthy seed. Many of the species are

gregarious
—that is to say, it is jiossible to take patches of many acres in which

it would be difficult to find the dominant grass intermixed with even one

stragt^ler of any other.

Admitted that this is an exceptional and remarkable season, the thought
comes into one's mind, and remains there, that if graziers have a mind to

cultivate native grasses, the supply of abundance of good .seed need not stand

f

\M^m^^t'.^.^

Natal Red Top {Tyicholcfna rosea).

The trees are small Moreton Bay Figs.

in the way. And while it is wisdom to test and acclimatise the best that;

other countries have to offer us, the truest wisdom wid be to utilise, wherever

possible, the already-proved, already-acclimatised, best native grasses of this

richly-endowed land. All native grasses are of course not valuable to the

pastoralist, but none are useless, although their utilit}' may not always be

clear to us. 8ome of them are but clothing the land, or occupying special

situations, fallowing it, if nothing else
;
and while performing a function not

always obvious, that function is always valuable in the giand economy of

nature, although we may not be able to trarsmute the particular grass, under

present conditions, into sheep or cattle.
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Of the Ti;ili\'(' gj'asses at Min('inl);i]i, jicrhaps the most ciuisiiiciKms ainl

abundant is lUue Grass, of whicli Aitdropoyon s/'riccus is tiie comnionest

species of the genus, although A. aj/inls is aloo heiv. There must be

hundreds of acres of it here in seed.

Perhaps the Windmill grasses (C'hlorin) eome next in abundance, and the

large, purplish-brown inflorescence cdiniiels at tentmn liecauseof its ornaincntal

character. There are three of them, trimcata, vetitricosa, and aclcnlnrin.

There are various forms of the Avidcly-ditfused and vai'ial)le /Jdutlnmia

penicillata, called Wallaby and Silver (j1i'us<. it is very abundant, is drought-

resistant, and has high reputation as a sheep grass.

','!

t'>^-'„ •'

Paspalum (I'a^ixitinii iiiinlaii

Eriochhm innu-faUi, a gr(>en gi-ass
— tliat is to say, its inllorescence is not

]nii|ile or silvery like some of the others— is allied to the Panic Grasses, and

it is increasing in favour year by year. Tt is beginning to le understood

more by farmers, who often pass it over, as it is neither showy nor stiiking.

In spite of its liking for damp situations, it will stand a considerable amount
of drought, while its nutritious properties are well ascertained. There are

two distinct t'onns at M iiicniliali, one 3 feet hi<xh and uk I'e, vie'dinir a lart'e

bulk of succulent feddei', and a smaller, thiinier t'nrni, not l:alf the size.

There apjxars to be no botanical ditl'erence between th^m, and at ^linembah

they grow together, \ et each foi-ni pieserves its individualitv.
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Of tlie le.>s iiupurtaiit or less al)uiidant grasses at Miueinljah may be

mentioned, Panicum gracile, whose seed stalks afford good (juail feed
;

/'anicam eJfusHm ;
P<>Ui)ii(i fulvn and Soryhum phiinosain, hrown-lieaded

grasses : Ei-agrostis leptostachtja and E. Browiiii.

At Minembah I noticed the turkeys greedily feeding on the fruits of

Trihulns terresfrifi, a prickly-fruited, sheepdaming, prostrate plant that

liitherto I had not ascertained any use for.

Mr. Browne is also extensively cultivating lucerne on the high lands, and

obtains most encouraging results
; anybody can get good results with it on rich

alluvial flats.

This gentleman, whose name will also be remembered as one of the earliest

c >ntributors to an exact knowledge of pituri, the Australian aboriginal

masticatory, has been interested in the discrimination, cultural possibilities,

and fodder value of grasses, whether Australian or exotic, for many years.

The consequence is that he possesses a store of ascertained facts in regard to

these economic plants which can be possessed by very few private gentlemen,
.and the willingness with which for years [)ast he has experimented, at my
rr-quest, on various fodder-plants (chiefly grasses) has placed me under a deep
and personal obligation.

Public experiment stations can of course be made of very great utility, but

at most they can be placed in very few localities
;
what we want is to interest

private owners to make obsprvations, and to take up experimental work on

their holdino-.s, and thus the State will be dotted all over with foci of valuable

wDrk.

I cannot conclude these few notes without again drawing attention to the

remarkable luxuriance of the seeding grasses on the Middle Hunter in March,

1908
; superlatives can alone describe it. This state of the countr}- is the

more pleasing because of the comparative severity of the seasons in th *

district since 1902.

(Photographs by tSaunders, Singleton.)
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The Cultivation of Coffee.

AVrni I'AKircuLARS of British and Australian J.Mi'oirrs

roR THE Year lUOi).

H. V. JACK SOX.

The C jiiuH )n A'ealtli (iJuvci'aiiii'iil laviim' UK ludi'il Cotfee among the items

scheduled for bounties under tlie ]^>ouiiti('s Act,il is possible inoi-e interest

n)ay bo taken by some of the New South Wales settlt^is in the eultivation of

eoffee than has oeen the case up to the present, and therefore tlie following
notes may ba of service.

\\ lifii the writei' was stationed at AVol-

longbar, Iviehinoml l!i\('r, some attention

was given to the culti\ation of coffee trees.

The expei'inient farm was suri'ounded

by tiie dense scrub and forest growth

indigenous to that jioi'tion of the countiv,

and although the farm land is undulatinir

and )Kirti<ins are at hiulier elevations than

so)ne parts of the area, ne\ertheless it was

on the whole well shelteivd en all sides.

As the extension of settlement caused

clearings to he made in the innnediate

vicinity, caiv was taken to conserve as fai-

as ])0ssible suitable masses of standing
scrub on tlie borders of the farm where

windbreaks of standing scrub were most

desirable. My predecessor, Mr. G. M.
McKeowii, had exercised wiss discretion

in these matt' rs, and I followed the same

policy.

During some foui' years great and

I'apid changes were ])erreptible in the

landscape through the o[i(>nin^' up of

neighboui'ing land for far/ning, and mv'

observations caused me to come to the conclusion tliat \\ilh tln' openini,' np
of the surrounding country, and the consequent destruction of the ext'iisive

and dense belts of forest growth, it would probaVily be fouml in couise of

time that some tro])ica1 plants would prove less satisfactory than tliev had
been in the past, unless care was taken by intending ])lanters to s-elect

situations in w^ll sheltered valleys, or, on the higher lands, )>reserve shelter

belts of sci'ub and forest, or, in the al)sence of indigeinus trees and slicubs,

measures were taken to plant suitalile (pnekl v-i:rowiiig ti'ees and shrubs.

CofTee Branchlet : Fruit, Flowers,
and Foliage.

«. Fniit.

h. Section of Fruit.
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Although the farm was iiaLurdlly well sheltered when cofi'ee trees were

first planted, the precaution liad been take to jjlant the trees within the

shade and shelter of liananas, plantains, and other suitable shelter, but some

experimental plaiitin<;s of coffee under more open and exposed conditions

did not prove a success.

Seed-bed.

As it is in the North Coast district of New South Wales that there is the

most likelihood of any attempt being made to grow coffee, tlie above remarks

arc made in order to accentuate the fact that the sitiiation nnist be warm

and well sheltered from strong winds.

Deep, rich soil of a free cliaracter, and with good natural drainage, should

be looked for when selecting a locality for coffee-growing. Soil showing low

proportions of phosphoric acid and potasli will not yi^-ld good crops of coffee.

Coffee plants are raised from seed, sown in carefully-prepared nursery

beds, or if only a small number are nijuire'l they are easily raised in nuisery

seed-boxes. The seed should be sown a little more than twice its own

depth, th« incised side downwards. Having placed the seed at the requisite

depth, soil should be lightly spriid^led over it, and each row of seed, when

completed, evenly pressed with a flat board. The seed should be sown not

less than 6 inches apart in rows, and 6 inches between the rows. The seed-

bed should be protected with a covering of any light handy material,

stretched or laid across the top of the side fi-ames of the seed-bed, which

frames should consist of light sapdings or sawn wood battens, constructed at

a height of about 11 inches.

Seed-led with side-bearing frames

These covei'ings are removed in the evening and replaced in the early

morning. If the weather is not showery, of course watering .it regular

ijitervals will lie necessary. During the jii-riod of growth the coverings

sliould be removed at suitable intervals, i.e., on dull and showery days, and
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the plants gradually ex |(Osed to sunsliitu! td Ii.ikIi'u tlirm dli'.
i'.y

iln'iime

the plants are (i or '"^ inches high, the shading may be gradually dispensed

with.

The more robust of the plants may 1)(' removed from the seed-btd and

planted out when they are about a fnot high, the best time for this opei-ation

beinsr when the wet season has eonnncnced.

It is very desirable to avoid \\ indy days for planting, and the roots ot the

young plants should be carefully covered when they are being cariierl t'lom

the seed-bed to the site of the intended plantation.

Coffee Pulper.

Cofi'ee trees are laid out much in the same mantici as when planting an

orchard. in Ceylon o ft. x "> ft. or •") ft. x (i ft. and (i ft. x 6 ft. are the

distances adopted ; but 7 ft. x 7 ft., and excn S ft. \ S ft. ha\e been recom-

mended for planting in this State.

As the young trees increase in height, ihe time will arrive when it will

become neces.sary to jterform the operation called "
tojiping.

'

This is cuttini;'

back I he main stem at the height it is intended it sliall form the future main

truids. NN'liere manual labour is cheap and plentiful, about ."> ft. fi'om the

ground is (•onsidered a good average height in cut the shoot, but in this

country where the soil will in most cases lie cleaned and tilled by means of a

horse cultivator, it is perhaps aflvisab'e to provide for the trunk being some-

what higher. The tree should not be cut until the brown bark is showing,
for if cut while yet green, it will die back.

As expansion takes place in the gi'owih of the young tice, it will become

liable to be swayed l)y the wind, and the moviment of the tree at the foot
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causes an opening in the soil. W'licii this takes place, the earth should I e

replaced ;
for the purpose of steadying the tree it is a common practice to

use a wooden stake. The usual method is to obtain stakes about 3 ft. 6 in.

or 4 ft. in length. The stake is driven into the ground in a slanting direc-

tion in such a manner that it lies at a slight angle across the tree with the

head of the stake facing the point from which the most prevailing wind

blows. Tlie stake and tree are tied witli raffia or other suitable fibre, or

piece of rag, admitting of a little play so that the wooden stick does not

Fcnre, i.e., wear into the bark of the tree.

Drying Coffee in the Straits Settlements.

In due course judicious }>niniug will be necessary. Suckers may have

grown from the bottom, and thev will require to be removed. Dead or use-

less growth also should be cut away. The centre of the tree may be opened
out by thinning, and cross branches cut out. The long branches,

"
primaries,'

require handling, i.e, removing too numerous ''secondaries," leaving only one

or two "secondaries" along ihe branch at each point where several will be

met with, care being tiken to leave those wliich are growing in proper direc-

tions. Through proper attention in the early stages the work of pruning

later will be an easy matter.
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The \'i)Iiiil;' ciillci' tn'(; is vci'V cxiihiTiiiit iii t
iir.>\\'iiig out hir^r ([uaiit.tics

of undesirable shoots, wliich, if allowed to m-iture, necessitates a free use of

the priiiiinLC knife later on. There are some coffee planters who ai-e not in

favour of much pruning until the Hrst or maiden crop has be-n ohtaini'd.

Tn the AyricalturaJ Gdzctie of January, TS'JI. there is an excelleul articli'

on Coffee Arabica by Mr. I^'icd. Turner, F.CS
,
and on the subject of pruning

he says :
—

Tliis is a very important operation ; for on this not only dej)en(ls the health ai.d

longevity of the shruljs but the facility for gatliering (^ tlie crop. Kach .shnib should bu
trained to one stem, and if any of the lateral growths are likely to throw it out of l)alance,

they should be kept ])inchf<l in, and the superfluous shof)ts out out . When the ])lant
•

'nave attained a heiglit of f) feet the leaders should he cut out, and the sluidis ne\>r
.allowed to grow any higher. The plants will then grow Literally, and after a ft-w years
of good cultivation, will nearly meet each other. The centre of the shrul) should be kejit

perfectly clear of iipright growth so that plenty of air can circulate amongst the branches.

Neglect in this particular will cause much dead wood to accumulate to the detriment of

the trees. 1 have found out by experience that, if the shrubs are carefully gone over
with a sharp knife, after the crop is gathered, for the purpose of cutting out supcifluous
growths, and then again during the early pnrt of the year tor tlie purpose of taking out
the water-shoots that grow in the centre (jf the ]jlants, no further attention wdl be

re(]uired in the way of pruning. A well-grown coUee shrub should present a dome
appearance.

Coffee Roaster.

Tn 1<S98 a Grafton newspiper reported that !\lr. Henry Bas'-man, of Emi-

grant Creek had aboul lift\- coir e t

were planted 7 feet apart, and the

rees. live years old. in tul lieai'ing : tjiey

iiraucne )f ilie t I'ees wei'c toueliing. and
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j\Ir. Bassnian favoured wide planting, i.e., up to 12 en- 16 ieet. Mr. C. Skelioii,

who had been making inspections and rejiorting to the Department of Agricul-
ture on coffee-growing, commented as follows on die views of Air. Bas.sman :—

Mr. Bassman contends that the distance I gave in a former number of the Gazette,

namely, 6 ft. x 6 ft., commonly adopted by planters in Southern India and (,'eylon, is too-

close for the rich soil of the northern river districts of this Colony. His trees, he states,
1 hough planted 7 feet apart, are n w, at 5 years of age, touching each other and the

branches interweaving, which 1 can quite believe ; hut at the same time, to ])lant the
trees from 12 to l(j feet apart would ?imply be wasting ground. The primary ol)ject in

jilanting coffee, it is assumed, is to get the most out of it in the way of crops that yon.

])05sibly can. To this end, careful hand-pruning after the plant has ol)tained a height at

which it may be topped is necessary, and after the second crop knife-piuuing must be

resorted to. If the tree is allowed to go on growing as in its natural state, the plantei-
will find that after the fourtli or fifth crop the returns from his trees will year liy year
become smaller and smaller and beautifully less, for the simple reason that the whole

energy of the plant is expended in maintaining a quantity of useless old wood ; the tree

will become an impenetrable conglomerate mass of long whippy brandies, with only a

foot or so at the tip of each capalsle of bearing fruit. When the tree is topped, at a height
to be determined In- nature of soil and aspect,

—
usually from -i to 5 feet, it much exposed,

top low— it will endeavour to continue its upward growth i)y throwing out .«uckers just
under the top pair of primaries. These must be removed by hand, never cut, as also any
secondaries that may spring out within 6 or 8 inches of the steni, so as to have a clear

space in the centre to allow the sun to penetrate. Should two secondary branches be

found springing from one eye, remove one. This is called "
handling." and has to be

resorted to every three or four months, or even oftener, according to the wood-making
capabilities of the plants. As soon as the second crop has Ijcen gathered, that is, in the
fourth year, pruning with the knife must commence. This consists of cutting off the

secondaries that have borne crop. Be careful not to cut too close so as to injure tne eye,
for out of this eye a secondarj' must spring to bear next season's crop. If a primary
branch seems too long, and inclined to interlere with the adjoining trees, cut it back to

the first good secondary at, say, 2^ or 3 feet from the stem, and let it take the lead

Tliree pairs of secondaries on each primary are quite sufficient to bear a very heavy croi>
— at least 3 or 4 lb. of dried coft'ee to each tree. By restricting the wood-bearing
))ropensities of your trees in this way, you make the most of them, and it will be seen

that no such great space as suggested by Mr. Bassman is required. Seven to 8 feet

apart, or sufficient to admit of a cultivator being driven between the trees, would, in my
opinion, be ample. It must not be forgotten that a foot either way makes a vast

difference in the number of trees to the acre, and consequently in the returns of crop.

In Ceylon and Sumatra various trt-es are .spoken of as suitable for shade

pui-poses in cofleg plantations, and it is suggested the shade trees should be

planted some while before the coffee
;

it is contended the shade tree is easily

removed if not required, but if the coffee tree? are suffering through want of

shade it takes some time to provide it.

In Sumatra, Erytkrina indlca, and E. Albizzla s[)ecies are spoken of for

shale tree^, anl in Ceylon GreviUia rohu^ta has, I believe, been tried for the

same purpose.

The coffee-tree begins to come out into full bearing in tlie tldrd ynti-. The

froit, resembling a cherry, has an outer covering named the "
pulp," inside of

which are two beans. The beans are enveloped in two coverings, the outer

called the "parchment," the inner thin covering the "silver skin."

The first operation dealing with the gathered fruit is that of passing it

through a pulper. Fi-om the puiper the beans [lass into a cistern, wdiere they

i-eraain for fermentation. After one or two days, according to circumstances,

the fermented coffee beans are passed into washing cisterns, where the

gumming substance adhering to the beans is washed away. When thoroughly

washed, the coffee is spread out on a prepared level space or on trays for
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drying, preparatdi'v tn lifing despatclied to the nearest port of shipment,
Nvhei'(» it may Ije put thiuii^li a further process of peeling, sizing, and packing
before being shij)pe(I.

With regard to yields obtaineil l)y Indian coHee-planters, it has been

estimated that 100 acres in the third year yield a maiden croj) ranging up to

20 tons, and good crops in the thiril and fourth yeai-s up to 40 tons.

It has been reported that in 1903, 394 acres were under cultivation in

Queensland, of which 318 acres were bearing, the yield ijeing >3,nr)L> lb, and

at Herberton (515 lb. per acre were obtained.

Coffee Milling Machine.

The importations of cottee and chicory into the United Kingdom during

190G were as follow :
—

Coffee (including roasted and gi'oundj
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Australian im
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Wheat-growing in New South Wales.

[Continued lioiii jKige .'^GG.
]

C. L. SUT'I'OX.

Low la Expeiiuiciit Farm.

From Farm to INIarket.

SoMio faiiiiors draw tlicir dwn wheat I'loiii tlie farm to tlie nearest mill

(ir railway station, hut the majority have their produce carted in hv

regular teams, who do this work at reasonable rates, wliich range \\\> to

Is. per bag for a distance of 20 miles.

No difficulty is expei'ienccd in selling the grain afti'i' it is bagg;'d.

<lrain merchants and millers are anxious for it, and compete to secure

it at |)i'i('es which are governed h.v those i-ulinii' in Mark Lane. Lunilim.

The local value is from Is. Id. to Is. .'id. below that ruling in London.

On the London market Australian wheat is generally worth Gd. per bushel

more than British wheat.

The farm horses are usually fed on wheaten hay cut into chal'l' and

mixed with cracked or ]nnclied wheat. A certain percentage of the wheat

harvested is cracked or pinclied, ami during the operation of winnowing
is separated from the marketable grain ;

this is retained l)y the farmer

for horse and poultry feed.

The wheaten hay is made by cutting the croj) just after flowering, with

the reaper and binder. The sheaves are tlu'n stooked in the paddock
for ten or fourteen days, until dry enough to l)e carteil in and stacked.

The climate renders hay-making e.xct'edingly easy, and tends to ])roduce
a bright-coloured nutritious hay. The average yield is from 20 to 22 cwt.

of cured hay per acre. The reaper and binder is draw)i by three horses,

and rerpiires one driver, who on ;in average cuts 10 to 12 ai'res \wy day.
In light crops it requires one man to stook after the machine: in t-rops

3'ielding from l\ to 2 tons per acre two men aic ic(|uii'e(!. Vei'y few

farmers cut their own hay into chaff; this is done by contractors, who
have a travelling plant, comprising u steam-engine, chaff-cutter and

bagger, and who go from place to place and cut up the hay into chaff'

and bag it, charging 9s. per ton.

Assigning market prices to the material used, the cost of feeding farm

liorses amounts to about IGd. \)vv dav.

The Day's Work.
In the jiloughing season, work conuneiices at 7.-50 a.m. and continues

until about 5. '50 p.m., with a I)reak of about two hours in the middle
of the day for dinner. At harvesting or stripping time, work generally
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coimnence.s about 8.-)() a.m. (for during the niuht i\\v wheat becomes

toughened, and does not thrash woU until the sun is well up) and con-

tinues till 7 or 7. -JO jj.ni., with the same break in the middle of the

day and two intervals, one in the morning and one in tlie afternoon, of

twenty minutes each for rest and refreshment. During ])loughing time

the driver is reijuired to take care of his own horses, but at harvest time

his horses are fed, groouied, and harnessed for him, so flint the most can

be made of his services, the machines kept employed, and tlie harvest

completed as rapidly as possible.

Though the bulk of the wlieat is raised by settlers who work their own

farms, with j^erhaps just a little heli^ at specially busy times, quite a

large amount is now grown on large estates, where the most modern and

effective implements and machinery for producing this croji are to be

found.

The wages paid are :
—Ploughmen =£1 per week and board and lodging,

harvest hands—machine-men 7s. to 8s. per day, bag-sewers 6s. to 7s. per

day, and board and lodging.

Cost of Production,

The following figures give the e.x;act cost of jjroduction during two years

on one of those large farms in a district with less tluxn 20 inches average
annual rainfall. They serve to show hov/ cheaply large areas can be

worked :
—-

WHEAT.
Actual Cost of Production in 1904 and 1905.

1904—Area planted, 1,914 acres.

1905— „ „ 1,339 „

Putting ill Crop.
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11 ari'' st I ii<i and (Jarliiiy.

1904. 1905.

£ s. d. £ s d.

Wages ... ... ... 184 17 8 135 12 9

Uations 27 17 !» 14 9 6

Ration sheep ;!1 |S I) 2:5 10

Contracts— Harvesting ... ... ... o'u 1 ."{ (J 172 I 10

Storage on wheat .... ... ... ... 4715 ."5*»

Oil, twine, itc 20 S S 11 7 11

Duplicates, repai 1-8 ... ... ... '.., 58 (i 7 IS I .")

Forage 59 1 I 71 9 (;

Cornsaeks (station) .. ... ... ... l.".!) IS o li'o i 7

Insurance ... ... ... ... ... 57 13 1 28 1 2 7

£985 19 1 £601 12 11

Ccst of harvesting ci'op jut acre—- s. d.

In 1904 ... ... 10 3.L

In 1905 8 llf

1904. £ s. d. 1905. £ s. d.

Putting in 10 7^ Putting in 13 4

Harvesting lU 3^ Harvesting 8 llf

Total ... £1 11| Total ... £1 2 3^

YlELDS.

1904— 1,914 acres, 12 bushels, at 3s

Less cost of production

Pr( )fit per acre

Net return from 1,91 1 acres ...

1905—1,339 acres, 10 bushels, at 3s

Less cost of production

Profit per" acre

Net retuin from 1,339 acres ...

These may be regarded as pj'acticallv minimum yields on large farms in

ordinary seasons, and l)y no means indicate the possible yields on smaller,

well-woi-kcd farms in similar seasons. They show a reasonably remunciative

return from land \alu('d a1 about £.'! ])er acre, even when tlir wlinlc of tlit^

work is done by contract or by hired lalxtur. The "jirizes" of wheat-growing

go, however, to farmers who manage and assist to work' their owti farms^

especially when such are farmed on up-to-date lines, and iji conjunction with

sheep and other live stock.
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Share=farming.

A considerable number of farms, uud particularly the large ones, are

worked on what is known as the
"
shares

'"'

system.
Under tliis system a farmer possessing the necessary team and imple-

ments arranges witli the land-holder to crop a certain area for a season,

or for a number of seasons. The usual form of agreement provides that

the landowner shall provide land, seed, two-thirds of the nianure (where
manure is used), and bags for his share; the farmer on his part must

perform all tlie operations of cultivation and harvesting in a workman-

like manner, and at seasonable times, iising his own plant for the pur-

pose; he must also provide one-third of the nuinure (where manure is

used), and l)ags for his share. Up to a specified yield of the crop, the

owner and farmer take equal shares
; any excess l)ecomes the property

of the farmer, as a bonus to encourage good and thorough farming.

Special arrangements are often made to suit local conditions. This

method of working large areas is invariably a success where the arrange-
ment is drawn up on a truly co-operative basis, and is one of the most

satisfactory ways of working large estates. At "
landra," the birth-place

of this system in New South Wales, some 18,000 acres are planted on

the shares system. Share-farming is admittedly not so desirable a con-

dition as that in which every man farms liis own land, but such a system
is one by which large properties can be successfully handled, and one by
whicli a man who has no land of his own may accumulate enough means

to buy some. That it has done this is proved by the cases of farmers

who now have comfortable properties of their own, but who commenced
as sliare-farmers. To reputable, suitable men, without capital or plant,

some landowners liave advanced sufficient capital to enable the men to

buy plant and make a start. In some cases the owner places a price on

the land, and gives the share-farmer the option of purchasing his area

at tliat price after five years.

Cost of Implements.

Labour-saving machinery is necessary to the wheat-grower, and he is

fully alive to this fact. The machinery merchants assist the man with

small capital to acquire this b\ supplying implements and machines on

easy terms, the payments being spread over two or three seasons, and

falling due after harvest time. For the accommodation provided, a

reasonable rate of interest is charged. The cash prices in Sydney for

some of the various implements, ite., \ised on a farm are :
—

Plouglis
—

Mould-board, ordinary, 2-furrow, £10.

Mould-board, ordinary, i-furrow, £18.

Mould-l)oard, stump-junqj, 2-furrow, £22.

Mould-board, stump-jump, 4-furroAv, £."52.

Disc, ordinary, 4-furrow, £26.

Disc, stump-jump. 4-furrow, £38.
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Peg-tootli harrows, six sections 20 feet wide. £8.

Disc liaiidvvs, 8 feet wide, £18 .Os.

Spring-tooth cultivator, £22.

Spring-tooth cultivator, with seeding attaclniiciit. £24.

Drill—
l.-Mioc, £:M

; 13-<lisc, £'M\.

lo-lioe, £;i7: IS-disc, £-39.

Reaiier and Hinder. £08.

Stripper, £45 to £")0. •

Winnower, £^25.

Harvester. £7.').

Tip-drav (nnc-horse). £18.

Spring-van. £20.

Waggon (six or eight liorsc), £70 to £8(t.

The freiglit on agricultnial maciiineiy is l.'5s. 4d. per ton for 100 miles,

£1 12s. 11.1. for 200 miles, ayid £2 4s. 4d. for :50() miles.

Classes of Wlieats (irown.

Australian wheat, like Australian wool, has t'liaracleristics of its own.

British niilleis ])rize it, because of the large amount of flour it produces,
and because it gives colotir and bloom to their ]ii(>du(r. At present it is

somewhat deficient in
"
strength," and to supply this deficiency, British

millers mix or lilend it with Manitoba varieties ; the two wla^ats com-

bined produce a flour with both "
strength

"
and '" bloom."

The character of Australian wdieat is. however, undergoing a change,
and its strength is being improved by the introduction into general
cultivation of the new wheats wiiich the Deiiartment of Agriculture
has produced by cross-breeding. Some years ago the Department com-

menced the work of wheat improvement with the object of breeding new

wheats which would be stronger, more disease-resistant, and generally
more suitable for Australian conditions than those at that time in general
cultivation. Tani^ible results show that this work has been a success,

Itoth fiom a farmers and from a millei's standpoint. 'i'he area planted
wntli the new varieties increases eacli vear. In l!tO(j. in one district alone

over 10,000 acres were planted with one of the new varieties which had

been introduced three years previously. The effect of these new wheats

oji the (piality of the locally-milled flour is already being felt : its strength
has appreciably improved. Another result of this work is that the impor-
tation of the strong Manitoba varieties, foimerly puichased to blend with

the local wheats, has practically ceased.

The new wdieats as they are produced, are distributed to the farmers

who are anxious to try tliem on their farms, to determine their suitability
or otherwise for their particular districts. Enough of this work has

already been done and sufficient evidence ol)tained to jiredict with con-

fidence that in the future Australian wheats will be desired, not only
because they yield well and for their aliility to produce a large quantity
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of flour of cxcflleiJt colour and lilooiii, UuT also hecause without blrii<ling

with othei' wheats tliev will yiehl a "sti'onjx
"

flour, and one from which

bakers will lie ai)lc to make a larsie, well-risen, nutritious loaf, of <iood

colour.

What the Future has in Store.

The jii(i.>i)eets of the wheat-yrowiny industry are exceedingly Ijright.

It is capable of very wide expansion. Within what is known to be the

area in which wheat-growing can be carried on with safety, a great pro-

portion of the immense areas now devoted to jiastoral purposes consists

of land which could be profitably utilised for agriculture, much of it being
more suitable for wheat than that ali-eady devoted to its cultivation. In

this
"
safe

"
area, it is estimated that there are between 2(), 000,000 and

25,000,000 acres suitable for wheat-growing, and less than 2,."300, 000

acres are now under this crop. In addition to the "safe" area, the

experimental work ilone by tlie Department of Agriculture plainly
indicates that new niethoijs and new varieties will render wheat-growing

possible and profitable in districts now considered to be too dry for it,

thus adding considerably to the area available for the cultivation of wheat.

The Government, recognising that in many districts any large increase

in area under crop can only be brouglit about through close settlement

and the construction of light lines of railways, are pursuing a vigorous
closer settlement policy. New lines of railway to. t^^p the districts con-

taining arable land are being constructed, aiid other lines are being
considered.

There is conclusive evidence that wheat-growing has proved and is still

proving highly remunerative to those engaged in it, and as the naturally

rough-and-ready methods of the pioneers give place to better and more

advanced ones, it is not tin reason al)le to expect that it will prove still

more profitable. The early settlers started with little or no capital, little

practical knowledge, and no experience to guide them : now tliere is the

experience of a centur}- to guide the present farmers, and, in addition,

the work of the Agricultural Department is yearly adding to the informa-

tion already obtained regarding the most suitable and profitable methods

of cultivation. A branch of it is also breeding new wheats especially

suitable for Australian conditions and methods.

With a plentiful supply of suitable land still availal)le, with more

accurate information relating to tlie principles underlying wheat cultiva-

tion, with better methods of cultivation and handling, with better wheats,

there must be and there are immense future possibilities before the wheat-

growing industry in New Soutli Wales.
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Hawkesbury Agricultural College and

Experiment Farm

Rkpokt ok iMiK Sixth Annual Egg-Layino Compktition
FOR PULLK'J'S, AND FIRST TwO-YEAR CONTKST KOR
HiiNS—1st April, 1007, to \\\^v March, 1908.

D. S. THOMPSON,
I'liuliry I'lxpert, Hawkeslmry Af^i-iiniltur;il (

'olk-ge.

Types, Breeds, and Strains.

\\'iiii;K tlir (diicf ohjcct of the promoters was nii(loul>tfill\' ti> s imulati'

systematic breeding for egg producti'ii, tlieiv is no dou'it that many lessons

have been demonstrated, which are of great vahi^- to the egg produL-ei-. Not

the least of these have lieen the plain data evolved in regard to fust hreed

and then stiuins of breeds, and also of dilJ'erent tvpes.

No, 1. First Pen Langshans. J. R. Wakfer.

The great object ever bt-fore the organisers, the conductor, and the com-

Kiittee, lias baen how to set a larwr \\\\ nVx^r of e<j:gs from oii'^ hen in tlie

shortest time and at the least expense. Tlie (luestion of housing and feeding

having been rather exhaustively discussed in previous articles, we intend to

deal with the very important question of types, breeds, and strains which a

long acquaintance with breeding and the extraordinary chance of conducting

these egg-laying competitions has given us.

It has been said that there is no diffei'ence in the egg-laying capacity of

breeds but oidy of strains. To this a distinct tlenial must be made. For

instance, a Game fowl has no conforniity to egs; laying, and could never be

brought up by the most scientific selection to the capacity of an Italian

jjegnorn, wnose contornntv is naturally adapted to j)rolitic egg pi()duction.
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So, just in a less or greater degree, it is the same with all breeds. It is just a

question of how fai- show fads have been followed and how much general

utility has been brefl for, and the breeds thit have had the greatest number

of show fads are those which have deteriorated the most in this respect*

Some people say there have been no fads ; well, let us investigate.

Black Spanish.

They were practicnlly the first

known European fowl; unallo^f'l,

they were splendid layers, and it is

very questionable- whetlier, with all

fuir skill in selection, we have im-

proved on this grand old original

breed in precocity. Fifty years ago
it was recognised as a fowl of splen-

did stamina, very high vitality and

vigour, and a first-class layer of very

large eggs. Then the showmen took

them up ; and foi- something hard

to breed and hard to get, tliey set

themselves the task of producing a

black fowl with whit^^ legs. Then

the Spanish for a time were practi-

cally lost
; but being rediscovered,

" ith the original slatv colour leg,

they were bred ag.in and became

popidar. Hnving red faces, however,

some fancier discovered that by a

system of breeding in and in, the white earlobe increased in size, and now
the Spanish is lost in oblivion.

Cochins.

Oochms were never built for prolific egg production, but they were bred

for profuse foather until they became simply large balls of fluff, and then were

practically lost.

Brahmas.

These Wire of a different conformity to Cochins; and could lay more eggs
and thrive on less food.

<.^riginally they were first-class layers, particularly
in the winter time, and were also splendid table birds

;
but like their Cochin

friends they were lost in fi^ather and fluflF, and have now practically

disappeared.

British Games,

British Uames, although never first-class layers, still laid satisfactorily

in the old^-n days, were very hardy and great foragers, grew fairly fast, and

were excellent for the table. Tiien in the hvuids of the fancier they were

improved out of existence by being put on stilts. A 26-inch coop was not

high eii'iugh for them to stand up in.

No. 2. Langshan. J. R. Wakfer.
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Minorcas.

MiiKM-cas wfic takt'ii u|> originally uii Ici- tliat name, although tliry- wi-r,'

really the original .Spanish. Fiftci'n vt'nrs a^o tliey wcic hied iny excessive

comb, until it was as large as a poiuei of steak, aii'l then a ic\ tilsiun ot" feeliiii,'

set in, and to rapidly hrceil out the al>iir)nnal coiid), Lan^sliau l)ii>od was

inti-oduced and the (liant MiinMca fornicil. 'I'lii-; rn tdc a rcaliv liandsoinc

bird; hut the l)reed has n^ver regained its t'Drnier egg capacity of lialf a

century ago. 'i'lie hlood inserted in the Minurcfi was not tlie true Ijangshan,
but the niodern Larigshan, wldcli is containiNated with JJlack (hinie. It hus

brilliant sheen, liard short feather, scant leg-feathering, making a handsome
bird to look at, but with a facility for laying far behind i's true ancestor.

No 3 White Leshorns. S Ellis

Langshans.

Langshaiis were ruioed through breeding foi' size, reach, fJauie 'ype, and

close feath'^r, anrl now they ai-e being neglected, and the oiiginnl type has

already takiMi tli^-ii' jilace for utility, an I also, to a cei'tain extent for show in

England, although the modern birr! is still shown. W'itli the a(l\ent of

Wakfer's Langshans in the egn-laying compe'itioii came the eye opener as to

the egg capacity in strains of breeds. The old strains, away from the (!ame

modern type, scill inherited a great precocity, as instanct^l by 'he laying of

Pontons Langshans, which were right away from the (iame type, and imt too

big, and laid iieai'ly 1,200 eggs in the seoTid competition. This, however,
was Ponton's best year, and instead of inci-easing in egg-production, they
increased considerably in size, and t he consequence was a re(hiced oiitpuf,

until, in II'DN, they had to l>e discardd in the foit\- pens foi' the second year
test. Truly a lesson in breeding the wrong way for eggs. The (Hscovery of

Wakfei-'s sti-ain is of great importance to Australia. They are moderate

eaters, very small compared with the coarse Langshan, and will lay a much
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larger percentage of eggs of eijiuiliv as large a size, will mature taster, and lay

sooner in the autumn. Referring to Illustration No. 1, the birds shown laid

over 2,400 eggs in twenty-four months, without the replacement of a hen,

showing wonderful stamina and vitality besides precocity. It may be intt-r-

esting to stit*^ that these celebrated layers do not test fii-st-class under the

Hogan system, but they are undoubtedly of tirst-class general conformity for

egg-production. They are not all exactly of one type so far as stature is

concerned ; the one shown in Illustration No. 2 is of medium height, while

others are medium low, showing the tip given to the fancier, how the .size and

reach could easily lie increased,

to the draught-horse type, which

is shown in Illustration No. 2^.

This monster weighed 10 lb., but

might have weighed 20 lb. from

the size of h^r fiame. Mr.

Wakfer says of his Langshans :

" For several years, while em-

ployed on the E and A. line of

steamships, I made it a practice

to bring to Sydney occasionally a

few Langshan fowls for use in my
home, and have never until quite

recently tried any other breed.

I always purchased my birds

from a sampan in which poultry
is hawked around to the ships on

the river at Shanghai, and the

Chinaman who supplied me said

that he bought the birds in Lang-
shan. The pullets at present in

the competition were picked out

from my pens in a haphazard
sort of way the day previous to

being sent away, and are the descendants of hens I purchased in China four

years ago. Two years ago I tried, as usual, to procure a fresh stock of birds

at Shanghai, but could only obtain \ery poor specimens, and was informed

that the reason of the scarcity was that the Indian troops s-ent to China

during the Boxer disturbance had, on returning, bought up all the Langshans

procurable, to take to their homes in India. I have always found them

splendid layers, both in winter and summer, and they are very hardy. During
winter—in fact for many months—forty hens, two years old, averaged a

weekly profit of 20s. That they ar^ hardy is due to thn climate of Noril;

China, severe cold and deep snows in winter and intense heat in summer.

The chickens certainly feather slowly, or they have done so with me, but they

are very hardy. Last season I hatched out about 400 Lang.shans and their

crosses, and the same number of other breeds that 1 intended trying, and the

Langshans proved the hardiest."

-*-».

No. 4. White Leghorn. S. Ellis.
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White Leghorns.

White Lfj^liorns are, no (loul)t, an all)in() s))oit from the orii^iiuil Black

Spanish, and bred to a dirterent confonnity of type by the Italians.

Their wIioIh structure and tem,»erament denote the greatest j»recocity,

and no doubt the bi'eed can eclipse anythinir and everythiiiL: in egg

production in number, under modern conditions of poultry farming.

Unalloyeil in Italy, they are active, hirJy, sprightly fowls of great laying

capacity. Tn their country of fir.->t adoption, viz.. America, they suH'ei-

through want of stamina in continement tlu'Du«h the insertion of lfauibur";li

blood. In England they have Vieen crossed with the modf-rn Minoi-ca to

obtain purity of colour, or snow white, and while they haw liccn much

No. 5 White Leghorns, G. H. Arkinstall.

increased in size, it has been at the expense of egg production. Here in

Australia, l)y an infusion of the American and English strains a nietlium bii-<I

has been bre<l which eclipses b3th in the matter of sustained egg production
in continement.

In Illustration No. 3 will be found a medium type inclined towards the

English, and more of the old-fashioned type of America before the crossing

with the Hamburgh took place.

Illustrations Nos. 29 and 30 are Ixjth single specimens of a (piarter of a

century ago. and are splendid types of laying breeds with a good bod}'.

Illustration No. 6 is a good type of the real An)erican layer, and shows the

Hamburgh character in lines and gait and also in temperament.

They inheiit the intense precocity of the Hamburgh, l<uc with that the

very nervous .system which resents confinement and from which the stamina

suffers.
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No. 6. White Leghorn. G. H. Arkinstall
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Illustration Xo. 10 j.ives a single specitiif'ii of the winning pen, and this shows

a fine specimen of the Australian tyi>e. Medium size, with less Hamburgh blood,

their neivous svsteni is not so highly strung, and tliey take })etter to confine-

ment, of i\\^ eoii'litions i-.eeessHry under protitable pfiultiv t'aiining. The

No 7. White Leghorns A D, Craig.

No. 8. White Leghorn. A, D. Craig.

p(»ultrv breeders of this >State

wisely imported fi'oni both Kng-

land and America, and a wise

blending of tlie two bloods has

given us a better bird for egg

production than either.

Illustration No. VI lepresents

about three (piarters English,

carrying more weight, laying a

la-rfrer egg than the winners.

Tllustration No. 14 is a good

specimen of the Englisli show

type, big bodied, long V)ack and

high stature, with too much

lione, and looking all ov(>r a

sj)iendid specimen of the show

Minorca only in whit<^

The best laying typt^ of Leg-

horit for sustained laying in

contineinent would be like those

shown in Illustration No. 10,

laying a 25 oz. per dozen egg
and going about i H). per hen.
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Black Orpingtons.

The original vai'icties of the brown eo;g or Asiatic on the one side,

and the white egg or European on tlie other, existed before our ken, and

constitute the origiuHl })ure breeds. The Bhick Orpingtons are of modern

development, and contain the two Ijloods, and is a pure lueed only in intcr-

uiating.- TliH origin is of Langshan and Minorca l)kx)d—both, no doubt, the

okl style---and the result is afii'stclass utility fowl. The laying type is not

,so easily fixed in this composite breed as it is in the Langshan and Leghorn.

The pen that was second in tlie second test was made up of very large show-

type hens, weighing about fS lb. each ; and they laid considerably over 1,200

eggs. Illustration No. 2o is xer^' similar to tlicin in type, this pen winning
the third prize for geuei-al utility, the si.\ hens weighing \'-M lb. Illustration

No. 9. Whice Leghorns. P. Lowe.

No. 17. 41 111. foi- ') liens, and laying nearly l,l.'00 eggs, indicates a good show

type ;
and the siniile specimen

—Illustration No. 18—is wliat we would takef(»r

a typical layer in Black Orpingtons I)oubtless there is plenty of material

here for the scientific selector to work uj) a strain of the greatest capacity.

In this breed, leaving out fads, show properties and laying capacity can be

combined. For the best layers and smallest eaters, or, in other words, t' e

mosr |.a\able type, keep away fiom the Cochin type f)f fluffy, big-headed
fowl.

Black Orpingtons, although a plain-coloured biid, with no head ornaments,

and very little room fm- fads, still have had to take their chance of tlecay

through the fancy running on wrong lines. That this has been noticed b\

Orpington breeders this quotation from the Dnihj Tehyroph of lOO-'' will

show :

" As a result of the warning thrown out by a correspondent in this

column a couple of weeks ago, regarding the threatened extinction of the

Black Orpington, fr<)m a utility point of view, by the pieference given by

judges at Sydney shows of late for the small, fluffy, Cochiny type of bird.
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No 10 White Leghorn. P. Lowe
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some prominent Orpington breeders liave decided to take the matter up. A

strong effort will be made to have only the old or Cook type recognised.

Advices from England go to show that the Black Oi-pington is on the down

grade, simply because nothing but the new type, which has an infusion of

Cochin blood in it, can now win in the Old Country. These tests have amply
demonstrated that Cochin blood means a large consumption of food for a

small production of eggs. The true type of Black Orpington is a splendid

utility foAl, and is a handsome fowl in the show-pen
—why depart from it?"

A utility breeder writes as follows to the Daily Telegraph :— " I was pleased

to read in your notes on the Black Orpingtons at the Poultry Society's 8how

that the size, symmetry, and utility characteristic of the birds claimed atten-

tion. To my mind—and I am sure that everyone who weighs their merits

with an open mind will concur with me—the Black Orpington is not only a

most symmetrical and attractive bird, but it is absolutely incomparable as a

No. 11. White Leghorns. R. Boardman.

general purjyose bird. In what other breed to-day can you get such size and

laying qualities combined ? The recent laying competition demonstrated that

the Black Orpington can hold its own with any other breed as an egg

producer. As table birds they rival the Dorking, with their long, deep,

plump breasts, weight of meat, whiteness of skin, and fineness of bone. T

have never shown a BUck Orpington
—

-probably never will ; but I have

never kept a breed—and I have tried all of them during the lasf, twenty

yeais
—that gave me such fine results. If the Black Orpington is given a fair

chance, I am con\ inced it will be flourishing when the other varieties of the

breed, and naost of the other present-day l)reeds, are relegated to comparative
oblivion. But it can only maintain its supremacy as long as its utility

value is not impaired. AN e kudw tliat magnificent show specimens, such as

we have s-een this year, are (piite compatible with a high standard of pro-

ductiveness. It behove> all win. have the interests of this grand breed at

heart lo see that it is not ruined l.y breeding purely for show. If the judges
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No 12. White Leghorn. R. Boardman,
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will persist in giving the blue riblioii to sm^tll, tluffy, clean-legged Black

(Jochins— I can call tliem nothing else—as has be-n don-! in several instances

in Sydney this autinnn, then the ruination of the breed is at hand. We all

know that this is the type that has come into favour in England, but I contend

that we here should not be dominated by the dictum of a country where show

is first and utility nowhere." It is only necessary for a leading breeder of a

variety to act in collusion with a leading judge of the same variety, not

criminal collusion, but coincidence of taste, to run a breed into a wrong

type, which is sometimes done unconsciously by the breeder—that is to say,

in Black Orjnngtons a breeder might get into ])ui-e Cochins without being

aware of the fact.

No. 13. White Leghorns. Mrs. G. Atkinson.

Silver Wyandottes.

This variety has made a good name in the tests. They will always be

justly celebrated, through the fact oi their great utility virtues being

primarily the cause of the initiation of these world renowned tests. The

three great champions of Silver Wyandottes, viz., Henry, Warren, and

Howell, each of whom were not disappointed in their favourites, all

abandoned the breed, so far as having themselves represented by them in the

competitions. Warren, however, has already returned, and, no doubt, Henry
and Howell will follow. Fowls of this variety are very sn)all consumers of food

for a big egg production. They are early maturers, and in the early autumn

and winter will equal, if not excel, anyotiier breed for egg production. They
are very hardy, and, away from show lacing, are easily bred to a moderate

colour. Illustration No. 20 represents a typical layer and is also the correct

type for the show pen, certainly not laced for exhibition, but of good medium

size and typical of the Wyandotte. Illustration No. 26 shows more of the

tableweight type, but, like the Black Oipington, they prove that it is possible

to put out 2,113 eggs for twent}-four months, and yet carry a good carcass of
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meat for the table. But for laying we prefer medium-size type, as shown in

lllustnition No. 20. That there is reason to guard this variety from mal-

formation, the following interview may be (juoted between the Editor of the

Poultry Colunui of the Daily Telegraph and Mr. J. H. Hemsworth, who,
in addition to being a successful exhibitor of this variety for thirteen years
;nid winning the Daihj Telegrapli Cup for Wyandottes, is a show fancier

pure and simple, never having entered these egg-laying competitions. Mr.

Hemsworth said :
—

Ten years ago we were breeding better and truer Wj'andottes— that is, they were

decidedly better in type on the average than they are to- day. Of course, they were

nothing like what they are now in lacing
—the open lacing had not reached its present

jierfection ;
but we are undoubtedly sacrificing type for feather, and if this goes on the

breed will go down. I must say that this has been the fault with almost every bird

imported fi-om England for the past two years. Of course, we have been following
England, and it is time for us to pull ourselves up. I have found that on the average
the birds imported from America have been better in tyj^e

—
fine, l)ig, blocky birds, but

without the open lacing that we want to win here.

wm.. .

No. 15. Minorcas. W. T. Ely.

The judges ought to pay more attention to type. (Som"^, of the winning-

birds in the Poultry Club show coukl not be beaten for lacing, but they are

not Wyandottes in type. If we continue to encourage these leggy, small-

l)odied, hollow-chested birds, they will get further and further away from

what a Wyandotte should be, and tend to the downfall of the Silver Wyan-
dotte. Silver Wyandottes, like the Black Orptinglon, are selected crosses

formed of the Asiatic Brahma and the Eurojjean Hamburgh, the progenitoi-s

being both noted for laying capacity.

Buff Orpingtons.

Buff Orpingtons have had a great fight with the fancier, who has nearly

beaten them, by demanding buffs throughout, including tail, such birds generally

beating good birds with black in tail. The Buff" Orpington can be bred to

c
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No. 16. Minorca. W. T. Ely.
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produce good birds of great size anl stamina, very liardy, and excellent

all-round fowls ; but less consideration will have to be given to V)utl" tails.

The natural tail of a liutt' bird is black with buff mounting ; and it is always
the case, that directly the fancier sets himself against nature, he gains the

fad he seeks, l)ut ultimately loses the bird. Bred to nature this is one of

the finest all-round fowls known to us.

Golden Wyandottes.

Golden \\'yandottPs produced in America in the same way as Silvers, only

using the Golden Hamburgh in place of the Silver, should be vciy much on a

par with the Silver variety for utility in egg-production ; but tliis lias been

demonstrated not to be so : and the reason has been found in the insertion

of Indian Game for colour mai'king, to the reduction of the output of eggs;

y%,^f«^:^,^-<M

No. 17. Black Orpingtons. A. Creaser.

and if we follow in the footsteps of the English fancier, who is now sho\\ ing

Silver-laced Game, tb.en good-bye to the egg productiveness of Silver

Wyandottes.

Breeds and Strains.

Tn the third laying conipetiti(m on one of the plates on the pens, descriptive

of the owner and breed, was marked, "whose strain bred from'?"—asplenchd
idea, had it been thoroughly understood and rightly acted upon. One of the

great drawbacks to these tests has been the failure of knowing the blood con-

stituting the competing pen, so that in the event of a pen giving an excellent

showing, the owner could exactly repeat the same bhjod. In relation to

cro.ssing for egg-production, it i« now generally accepted that no cross will la}'

better than the already tested pure breeds. This has been accentuated in

the great laying of the " Chinese" Langshans. This great propensity must
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No. 18. Black Orpington. A. Creaser.
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be inhei'ited ; l^it inherited egg-produeing strains often luse this feature.

Breeding misunderstood aecuunts for this
;
the great majority of breeders

make the mistake of introducing entirely flifterent blood to an accepted
strain. Atavism misunderstood accounts for telegony and also for sports,

although there is no (loul)t of the albino l)eiiig a sport ;
but they are (jf rare

occurrence, and should not be mixed up witli fr((|u<'nt cases of atavism.

For improving the egg-laying capacity, selection from good layer.s, of strong
stamina and great vigour is nece^sary ;

and while trap nests are good, and
the Hogau .system a guide, single pens for single birds is the best, siaiplest,
and easiest method. From the data given, the Pouliry breeders, and

especially beginners, w^^iX not have such '• will o" the wisp'" careers as they
have had in the past, and the business has been placed on a far better

financial fojtin>9'

No. 19. Silver Wyandottes. J. C. Gould.

The following is a resume of the General Report, appearing in the Daily

Telegraph oi 1st April, 1908 :—

EGG-LAYING COMPETITIONS AT HAWKESBURY COLLEGE.

A Series of Successes.—World's First Two-ye.\rs' Test.—New and Yaiaable
Data.

At the Hawkesbury Agricultural College, yesterday, there was coucluded the first

two years egg-laying competition ever held in the world. Tlie sixth annual competition
also came to a close. Both were organised by Tht Daily Tt/igraph, and were conducted
under the personal sujjervision of Mr. 1). S. Thompson, (Tovernment Poultry Expert.
Tlie executive management was in the hands of a committee consisting of Messrs. \Y. S.

Campbell (Director of Agriculture), H. \V. Potts (Principal of the Hawkesbury Agri-
cultural College), I). S. Thompson, A. A. Dunnicliti', jun. [Thi- Daily Telegrap/i), and
S. Ellis, .J. Stewart, J.Hadlington, A. E. Henry, and E. Waklron (competitors' repre-

sentatives). Liberal cash prizes were ofiered, totalling £120, including £.10 donated by
The Daily Teleijroph. The wisdom of the cummittee's action last year in deciding to
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No. 20. Silver Wyandotte. J.C.Gould.
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extend the duration of all future competitions to two years has been abumlantly justified

by results, and the lecords now available will furnish the poultry world with the first

reliable data of the laying of second-year hens, and as such they will doubtless be

welcomed by Europe and America, as well as Australasia. Ilie following compares the

average number and value of eggs laid per hen by the different breeds during the first

and second year respectively :
—

Breed.
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Nr.22. Black Orpington. S.Gordon.
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Winter test, second year (April to July inclusive) :
—

£ s. d.
j

]. J. E. Wakfer, 328 eggs ... 2 10

•2. S. Gordon, 306 eggs 2

£ s. d.

3. Miss M. McDonald, 274 eggs 1

4. S. Wade, junior, 271 eggs ... 10

Market value of eggs for the two years :
—

1. J. R. Wakfer...
2. S. Gordon

£ s. d.
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No 24. Minorca. A. J. Wood.
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Breeding for Stamina.

There is still a good deal to learn as to how this can be done, not only in the output of

the desired nuniljer of eggs in the shortest time, l)ut in accomplishing this with the least

possible mortality. This is where the records of a two years' test will be of great value.
T)ie series of five one-year tests demonstrated how to breed, when to breed, how to feed,
when to feed, and \\liat to feed, and brought the accomplishment of a possible lay of 250

eggs per hen, and now the two years" test has proved that this can be done without the
loss of a single hen, the two leading pens running right through the two-years' ordeal
without the replacement of a bird. Now this, coinjiared with the fact that some pens
lost ."iO per cent, of the competing hens, oi)ens up a l)ig avenue of thought and research

during the future continuance of these tests wliicli may solve for us this problem. CTreat

egg machines, to put out large numbers of eggs in a short time, is oidy one part ; how to

do this without the early l)reakiiig up of the machine is the other. These two-year
tests should do a great deal of good in this way. To get early pullets, which is absolutely
necessary to make poultr}- farnung pay, breeders have had to resort to l)reeding from
untried pullets with many hereditary atHictions, thus increasing weakness of stamina and

susceptil>ility to disease, and if only the tried specimens of two years are bred from, a

bird of stronger stamina will be produced.

No. 25. Silver Wyandottes D. Salter.

Weather Conditions.

April and May passed over very dry, and m ith \ery little frosty weather. June gave
lis 3 inciies of rain in twenty-one days, and was accompanied witli continued cold weather,
which had rather a depressing effect nn the output. July was a verj- dry month, with

very many severe frosts, but they had no harmful effect. Frosts continued at intervals

throughout August and Septemlier, and October followed very dry, and with the con-

tinuance of the drought right throughout Noveml)er, December, and January, the pens
were completely denuded of grass, and green food was (juite unobtainable. Ten inches

of rain in February gave a beautiful grassy sward, which was much relished by the hens.

Altogether, however, the seasons have been favourable to good results.

Mortality and Disease.

Chicken-pox was nuich less prevalent than in former tests, and scaly leg gave much
less trouble ; no other infectious diseases have been met witii, and the only and great

trouble, which no doubt can be mitigated, is the hereditary weakness of the ovary and its

coimcctions. As already stated, this has been brought about by excessive laying, without
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No. 26. Silver Wyandotte. S. Wade.
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No. 27. Langshan. J. R. Wakler.
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the c-o-relalive strength or stamina. It is gencial lo all broods. It inigiit ha\e been

expected tliat the heavy brecils would have suttc-red the most in tliis way, being more

readily fattened, but it is not thr case, Leghorns, Miiiorcas, Handnirglis, and all Uie light

breeds being ei|ually atf'ected.

The total leplaccnient for the two years was 2() hens, or 10 per cent., 14 as pullets in

the first year, and \'2 as hens ; so that the mortality amongst the old hens was less t'.ian

as pullets the prexious year, a fart which would havr lii(m expected to ha\e worked out

ill the opposite way.

TWO-YEAR TESf.

Financial Result and Record.

Thr two years' test has demonstrated that it \\ ill pay to cany the best layers over the

moult for the second year's laying Here is an illustration of the benefit of the divi-

sional ])en system. With the picking out of the most likely pullets, and ])eiining them u]>

in pens in grades of best, second best, and third best layers, it will be found that many
of the pens will pay very well to keeji for a second term, and just as decisive \\ ill the

fact lie that many of them w ill not pay. To market the secoiul and third grades will

add to the profit of the best. For this, the first double test, it was found that the jiuUets

laid an average value of 17s. 2d. per liead, and consumed 7s. Moith of food, leaviiiga profit

yjer head of 10s. 2d., while the old hens yielded 12s. (»id. wnrtli of eggs, and consumed

6s. 4d. worth of food, leaving a profit per head of 6s. 2id., and a great advantage to the

])Oultiy farmer would be the increased weight of the eggs. It was found that in the

general average the weights increased ajiprcciably in the eggs laid in the second tciiii.

The average prices for foodstiitl's was higher than for any previous year, and

following a succession of bad seasons and high juices, the last cycle of years have been

ruinous to the poultry industry. Maize runs u)) to the high average for the competition of

4s. 3d. |H'i- bushel for the year, wheat 4s. Id., jiolhird Is. 2d., and bran Is. Id. .\s these

prices include I a low contract price of 8s. od. for maize and wheat, and lid. for pollard

and bran, for the first six months, the price to the breeders buying in the open market

would ha\e been even higher.

The total cost of feeiUng the 240 old hens was :—Bran and jiollard, i'20 ; grain, ,t'40 ;

meat, £S ; green feed, .£4 ;
shell grit, £3 ; sundries, £1 ; total, £76-

The total monthly laying was :
—

April, 1,646 eggs; May, l,086;June, 1,321 ;.Tuly, 2,008;

August, 3,6!)1 ; September, 3,891 ; October, 3,068 ; November, 3,447 : December, 3,082 ;

January, 2,759 : B'ebriiary, 2,(160 ; March, 2,t)i8 ; grand total, 29,7r)6 ; average, 124

eggs per hen for the second year. 1'lie average of these hens in the first year was ISO

eggs each.

'{'he nionlhly range of prices for first-grade eggs was :
—

April, Is. 9d. to 2s. ; May,
Is. lOd. to Is. lid. ; June. Is. lid. to Is. 6d. ; July, Is. Sd. to Is. ; August, Is. lid. to

9d. ; September, 9^d. to lOyd. ; October, lOd. to lO.ul. : November, lOd. to Is. :

December, Is. to Is. (id. ; January, Is. 2<1. to Is. 7d. ; Februaiy, Is. (id. to Is. Sd. :

.March, Is. 8id. to Is. lid. jier dozen.

The total net market value of the eggs was £1.10 12s. Hd., from which deduct the cost

of feed, £76, and a surplus of £74 12s. 9d. remains.

The appended table gives full details of the eggs laid and the net market value from

each pen of six hens. The figures in parentheses following competitors' names indicate

the number of hens replaced during the two years.
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No. 28. Langshan. W. H. Ponton.
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SIXTH ANNUAL TEST.

The avera<.'e laying in the sixth annual competition shows a slight gain on the best
results obtained in previous tests of the series. The tirst fifty pens will continue for

another twelve months, to conchide the second two-years' test. The following compares
the results of tlie six competitions :

—

Number of pens ...

Winning pen's total

Lowest pen's total

Highest monthly total

Average eggs per pen

Greatest value of eggs

Average price of eggs

Average value per hen

Cost of feed per hen

Profit over feed ...

1st. •2Md. 3rd. 4 th. 5th. 6th.

38

1,118

4r)9

137

130

140/-

1|1

15/6

6f-

9:6

70
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Nd39. Willie Leghorn. S. tills.
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No, 30. Whi.e Leghorn. J.Stewart,
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Market \aliic of eggs for the twehe lllOIltll^s :
—

f s. (I.

1. i'. Lowe :^

'

:). Mrs. (J. Atkinson

•2. R. Boar.lnuiii ... "2 () 4. L. S. Luck

First niontli (ojx'n to pens laying 70 eggs or more) :

£ s. a.

1. I'\ Hopkins, lUieggs... ... 2 fi l> ;{. v'ovvan IJros., 02 eggs

2. Mrs. A. Tage, 97 eggs ... 1 n o

Winter test (liist four niontlis)

1. Cowan Bros., 410 eggs

2. Mrs. C. Atkinson, ;{87 eggs ..

Last tiiiee months :
—

\. K. IJoardnian, 359 eggs

2. L. S. Luck, :U7 eggs ...

f s. a.

4

.-{

3. W . K. itoutelier, 384 eggs

4. P. Lowe, 379 eggs

£ s. (I.

2 3. 1* Loue, 343 eggs

2

£ s. (1.

1

HI

€ s. (1.

10

£ a. (1.

2

1

£ s. (1.

10

General utility prizes (open to pens tlie hens in wliicli average at least (i 11>. in weight
at noon on 1st March, 1908, decided by the number of eggs) :

—
£ -• 'I. t" s. (1.

1. A. Creaser, total weight of 2. Mr.s. A. M. W'ilcock, 39 lb. I

hens, 41 lb 2 '

3. W. Wills, 43^ lb U 10

Monthly prize of £1 for tlie greatest number of eggs fr.)m a pen, April excepted ;
—

May, P. Lowe ... ... ... 118egg.« Xovember, P. Lowe ... . I43eggs

Juno, Cowan Bros.

July, A. W. Duke

August, P. Lowe...

September, P. Lowe

October, P. Lowe

... 132 „

... 161 „

... 157 .,

... 158 ,,

... Kil ,.

December, It. Boardinan ... 143 ,,

January, K. Boardnian... ... 133 ,,

February, R. Boardnian ... 109 ,,

March, P. Lowe 135 ,,

The Conductor's Notes.
" The pullets," M r. Thompson re})»rts,

" have given an excellent record ; and altliough

only a very s'ight advance over every previous test, it is satisfactory that still an inijuove-

inent can be looked for in the general average. There has been an improvement of over

33 per cent, from the first general average, and the same percentage improvement in the

Inghest aggregate. The deaths and replacements amongst the 360 pullets totalled 31, or

an average of 86 per cent. 'I'he total cost of feeding the 3(50 birds was : Bran and

pollard, £39 10s. ; grain, £64 15s. ; meat, £12 ; green feed, £4 15s. ; shell grit, £4 ;

sundries, £1 10s. ; total, £126 10s."

The total monthly laying was :—April, 2,258 eggs ; May, 2,482 : June, 4,283 ; July,

5,657; August, 7,525 ; September, 7,707 ; Octoljer, 7,247; November, 6,206 ; Decendjer,

5,705 ; January, 5,089 ; February, 3,738 ; March, 4,421. Grand total, 62,318 ; average

per hen, 173.

The total net market value of the eggs was £309 4s. Id., and the cost of feed .£126 10s.,

leaving a surplus of £182 14s. Id.

The appended table gives full details of the eggs laid and the net market value of the

eggs from each pen of six hens, the replacements of birds being indicated by the figures in

parentheses after competitors' names.
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Breeding Sheep for Mutton.

G. M. McKEOWN,
Wagga Experiment Farm.

Sheep for Mutton.

For some time at the Wagga Experiment Farm trials of cross-bred sheep
have been carried out primarily with a view to ascertaining the most profit-

able sheep for the comparatively small landholder, and the best methods

of increasing the carrying capacity of his property.
The most profitable method of sheep-breeding for him is undoubtedly

that of producing lambs for early sale as freezers for export or for home

consumption, as at the age of 4 to 5 months the lambs are saleable at prices

practically equal to the value of their dams, and he has in addition the

proceeds of the wool of both ewes and lambs.

Assuming, therefore, that the lambing average is 90 per cent.—and

in any fair season there is no reason why it should not reach, or even exceed

this figure
—a grazier needs only to provide pasture for half, or a little over

half, his full number of sheep for the entire year.

Lamts (6| months; by Shropshire Rams from Lincoln-Merino Ewes.

As the mating of the rams and ewes should be arranged so that the lambs

shall be dropped at the time that the most succulent pasture is available,

the full number of sheep will be carried during the season when pastures,

whether natural or prepared, are at their best. About 2 per cent, of

vigorous rams will ensure an even lambing.
In the southern inland districts, therefore, the best time for putting rams

and ewes together is in November or December, thus ensuring the drop at

a time when in normal seasons good grass is available, which should continue

in succulent condition until October or November.

This admits of a good margin of time for the sale of the lambs before

they incur much risk of injury from grass seeds.
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If the rams will not work when first run with the ewes the difiiculty is

usually soon removed by yarding them at night for a week or so.

It is best to sell lambs before the grass seed is ripe enough to shed, as they

rapidly lose condition if affected by it. Should it for any reason be considered

desirable to hold them over, the risk is greatly lessened by shearing them

or by running them with their dams on land as free as possible from objec-

tionable grasses.

Where rape or other cultivated pasture is provided for sh'-ep the risk is

removed. •

As lambs are in their most saleable condition while receiving the benefit

of their mother's milk, they should not be weaned before the time of sale,

the effect of weaning being a loss of weight and tho roundness and freshness

of carcass, which are essential features.

The ewes which have given the most satisfactory results as dams are the

first-cross Lincoln-Merino. They are roomy, and. therefore, the risk of loss

at lambing time is far less than is the case with the pure merino. They

may also be bred from at an earlier age than is advisable with the merino.

Two-loolhs by Shropshire Ram l:om Liiuoln-Merino Ewes.

Comparisons of risks \n lambing have been carefully made and the results

have shown that whilst the percentage of first-cross ewes assisted reached

no higher than 4^, it was necessary to give help to 28 per cent, of large-

framed merino ewes when lambing to rams of British breeds in a good
season.

They are less nervous than the merino ewes, which is a great advantage,

as when clearing stubbles or feeding off cultivated pastures the cross-breds

will work close to the fences without taking alaini at passers by, thus avoiding

much trampling of crops and running about to the detriment of themselves

and their lambs.

Trials are now being made of ewes by Border-Leicester rams from merino

ewes, the bleed being of good si.ze and attractive appearance.

In selecting rams for breeding cross-bred lambs for market, care should

be taken to obtain only such as are pure-bred, as loss of time and disappoint-

ment will certainly follow the use of grade sires.
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Such rams are purchased because they are offered at lower prices than

those asked for pedigreed stock, and then the buyer blames the breed (of

which he has never tried a pure representative) for failure to meet his expec-

tations which have been founded on results obt'iincd by others from the

use of pure sires.

Short-legged blocky rams showing good width of hind quarters, standing

on legs set wide apart and carrying meat well down to their hocks should be

selected when mating for producing freezers.

It is not necessary that the farmer shall breed his own ewes, as it will be

found more profitable to buy them as required from breeders on a large

scale. If found desirable thev may be fattened and sold after having reared

their lambs.

Four-tooth Wethers by Shropshire Rams from Lincoln-Merino Ewes.

The following rams have been used at Wagga, viz. Shropshire, Border-

Leicester, Dorset Horn, Lincoln, Suffolk, Hampshire, and Cotswold, but some

of them have had only a limited trial.

So far the results have been in favour of the progeny of the Shropshire

rams from the Lincoln-merino ewes.

The stock resulting fi'om this cross are very shapely animals, making very

rapid growth, dressed w^eights of 40 to 50 lb. at 4 to 5 months being numerous,

while the drop in all seasons has been of even character, very few lambs

having to be rejected at sale time.

The wool has proved of fair quality and the quantity has been satisfactory,

averages of 9 to 11^ lb. having been obtained from a small flock of wethers,

while lambs at 3 montiis have averaged in a goovi season 3f lb. from a flock

numbering sr;me hundreds.

Under adverse conditiojis th^'ir loss of weight has been less than that of

any other cross-breeds, and their gain under hand-feeding in a season of

drought has been greatest. In fact in one feeding test in which every other

breed lost weight the Shropshire x Lincoln-merino showed a fair gain.

The Border-Leicester ram on the Tiincoln-merino ewes has produced lambs of

excellent type which slightly exceeded the Shropshire crosses in daily growth
for the first four months. The risk in lambing to rams of this breed is some-

what less than in the ca.se of any other cross, owing to the heads of the rams

being smaller than others.
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Further, the rams possess the advantage of having faces free from wool,

and bellies comparatively lightly covered, both points being of especial value

in grass pastures with ripening seeds.

The lambs, however, did not hold their condition so well as the first-

mentioned cross, but in fair seasons they may be iclied on to give excellent

results.

In the past season the lambs by a Dorset Horn ram from T;incoln-merino

ewes have surpassed all others in growth, and they give every indication of

proving a valuable cross under our coii(lition!4.

During the drought of last year, although all sheep had to be hand-fed, the

Dorset ram obtained the highest average of lambs, viz., 90 per cent, from

seventv-five ew^s.

Shropshire x Merino Lambs.

In order to relieve the ewes the second lamb of the twins born was killed,

otherwise his average would have exceeded 100 per cent.

As some of the district averages were as low as 8 per cent., the farm general

average marking of 75 per cent, must be regarded as satisfactory. Such

results, however, are only obtainable by giving the ewes strict pttention at

lambing time, so that those in difficulty may be assisted, and the ravages of

crows prevented.

Systematic baiting foT dogs and foxes should be carried out. A good

method is to run a drag round the paddocks consisting of a good-sized piece

of flesh which has been slightly roasted, (bi the trail thus made pieces of

meat, preferably liver, or birds which have been treated with strychnine

should be dropped at intervals and all dead lambs should be treated with

poison for the purpose of increasing the chances of a good catch.
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It is claimed by some that foxes will not take baits which have been handled

in their preparation but the contrary has been our experience.

Where sheep are kept on wheat farms—and no such farm should be without

them—they should be turned on to stubble or fallowed land, as they perform
valuable service in cleaning up fallen grain, and to some extent fertilising

Border-Leicester x Merino Lambs.

the soil, while at the same time they utilise weeds and other matter which

would later become a source of trouble but for their agency. In cultivation

paddocks it is of great advantage to sheep that shade be provided for them.

Second Cross Lamis—Border-Leicester on Lincoln-Merino.

When fertilisers are used for wheat and the land is lat«r allowed to return

to grass it will be found that cultivation has considerably increased its carry-

ing capacity.

In a paddock of 300 acres which is alternately cropped and allowed to

return to pasture, we have carried in a good season 1,400 sheep and lambs
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for five months, and then so little effect was apparent on the pasture that a

large ()iiantitv of it was cut for ensilage. It was 0)ily ])ossil)lr'
to operate on

a limited area as the grasses and herbage ripened ra})idly.

In a later year the pasture would have carried at least twelve sheep for

four to live niontlis ol the grov/ing season, but it was not possible to stock

it fully.

In a paddock which had borne eight crops in ten years, two of which were

fed off while green, we have fed within a fraction of four sheep per acre for

five months, the effect on the pasture being Ixardiy apparent.

Re-seeding has been carried out partly by the action of winds ni carr\iiig

seed from surrounding paddocks, and partly from the grasses which will

usually be found to some extent present in cropped land. A quantity of

grnss seed probibly lies dormant until the land is freed from crops for a time.

As it is desirable in conjunction with lanib-rai dug to provide sonn» cultivated

pasture of a siuculent nature, notes on rape and lucerne are appended.

Crops for Sheep.

Bo,fe.

In conjunction with the raising of cereals, this crop will be found useful lor

rotation, the plants being deeply rooted and therefore of value in opening up
and sweetening the subsoil. The preparation of the land for rape is of value

in causing the germination of the seeds of weeds and such grain as may have

been shed during the previous harvest, and there is thus provided a greater

variety of pasture for stock, while at the same time the land is cleaned for

succeeding crops.

If it be desired that rape should immediately follow a cereal crop, the

land should he ploughed or otherwise broken innnediately after the stubbles

have been fed off by sheep.

In the drier districts the rotary disc plough will be found invalual)le for

the purpose, it being very thorough, expeditious, and economical in its work.

It can also be used in the summer, when work with mould-board ploughs is

impracticable. The soil should be thoroughly pulverised and the surface

made faii'ly even, as the seed is small and, therefore, it must only be covered

lightly.

If sown broadcast it may be covered by harrowing lightly or by rolling.

It may also be sown by means of the grass-box attachment of an ordinary

wheat drill, the latter method having an advantage in the depositing of the

manure with the seed and in slightly reducing the cost of seed.

The latter item, however, is inconsiderable, as the cost of seed rarely exceeds

4d. ])cr pound, and a broadcast sowing of 3 lb. per acre is ample.
The best variety is the Dwarf Essex.

The best time for sowing is February or March, the former being preferable,

as in the event of storm rr.ins the growth, owing to the greater warmth of

the soil, is very ra])id. Still good results may be obtained by sowing as

late as April, provided the crop is manured.
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In all cases it will be found desirable to use about 50 lb. per acre of super-

phosphate, or, better still, one of the f^ommercial manures containing a little

potash and nitrogen in addition to the phosphoric acid contained in the

ordinary sujierphosphates.

Should the crop get a good start in warm weather it should be fit for feeding

ofE in eight or ten weeks. Care should, however, be taken that sheep are not

left on the crop long enough to injure the crowns of the plants by close feeding.

It is, therefore, advisable to have more than one paddock, so that the respective

areas may be fed off in rotation, thus giving the earlier grazed area time to

make fresh growth while those in later use are being fed off. Much greater

value may thus be obtained than if the whole area be stocked at one time.

In fair seasons good pasture may be obtained up to October or November.

The plant being an annual, it seeds and dies in the latter month, unless killed

earlier by stock.

Rape seed wiU germinate here freely in the spring, but the crop is very

liable to be destroyed by aphides in the early stages of its growth, while the

autumn-sown plants either do not attract the pest or are capable of resisting

its attacks.

When first stocking rape with sheep care should be taken that they have

been fairly well filled on some other pasture, so that the risk of hoven is

decreased. After the first day the risk is comparatively slight, and the

stock may be allowed to remain on the crop.

It is an advantage if the sheep can leave tbe crop for a sound camping

ground, whence they may return to feed at will.

In districts favoured with a better rainfall than ours, records of the carrying

capacity of crops of rape up to twenty sheep to the acre are available. Our

best local record is the fattening of nine ewes and lambs per acre.

lAiceme.

Naturally the best situations for lucerne growing without irrigation are

low-lying lands with a good depth of soil, and a possibility of the existence

of water-bearing drifts at a fair depth.
As such conditions are not available on the majority of farms, the sites

nearest approaching those described should be selected, as it will pay to have

an area, however small it may be, under lucerne.

The best seed is that grown in the Hunter or Tamworth districts.

If sown through the grass-box of a wheat drill 4 lb. per acre of seed of the

best quality will be sufficient, as the ground will be in the course of a few

months fairly covered. If sown broadca.st, 10 lb. per acre will be required

under ordinary conditions, but in irrigated land it will be found desirable

to sow not less than 15 lb. of seed per acre, as the increased quantity will

check a tendency to produce too woody a growth.
The land should be subsoiled if the subsoil is not free enough to be easily

penetrable by roots ; but if it be of a free nature it mav be ploughed as deeply

as the soil will permit without bringing sour soil to the surface.
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A fine, firm seed-bed should be prepared, as it is inadvisable to cover tbe

seed very deeply, about an inch being the maximum.

Seed sown broadcast may be covered by lightly harrowing, or by rolling,

according to the condition of the soil. If it be desired to use fertihser with

broadcast seed it should first be sown underground by means of the drill,

as surface-sown maimres in dry localities are comparatively ineffectual, and

in some cases they are iiijurious as they attract the roots of the crop to the

surface stratum.

The use of fertihsers is recommended in wheat land of the ordinary quahty,.

as even a small quantity deposited with the seed is of great assistance to the

young crop in its competition with weeds.

About 50 lb. of supei'])hosj)hate drilled with the seed will be found to give

very satisfactory results. The application of potash has, so far, proved

unprofitable, but at some time in the future its application may become

necessary.

Lucerne may be sown in two seasons, viz., autumn and spring. In the

former, March and April are the best months, and in the latter season August-

and September will be found the best. Where irrigation is possible, however,

the sowing season may be considerably extended.

As the autumn sown crop is usually more liable to suffer from competition

with weeds which start with it, the spring is the most favoured sowing time

inland, but, as already explained, the conditions may be greatly improved

by the proper application of manure.

As the life of lucerne may be considerably prolonged by cutting it instead

of feeding it off, it will be found desirable to use the mower, even though it

may be necessary to allow the stock to pick it up after the cutting. Of course,.

as it is not always possible to obtain sufficient growth for cutting, there are

times when it must be fed off as it is undesirable to allow the crop to run to

seed.

In hot weather, when the growth is sufficiently strong, it may be harvested

with the reaper and binder, as by this means the work can be much more

cheaph'' carried out than is possible with the mower and horse rake. The

hay is of the best quality, as if cut when in flower there is practically no loss-

of leaves, owing to the binding in sheaves, which does away with the necessity

of handling it as is necessary when cut by the mower. The sheaves should

be lightly stooked in rows, not more than two deep.

By cutting and storing the crop it mav be saved for times of greater neces-

sity than those existing when the crop is fit to cut.

As in the case of stocking rape, sheep should not be turned into a standing

crop of lucerne when they are empty. When feeding off is necessary, it should

be done as promptly as possible, and the sheep removed before they can

injure the stools. The crop possesses its best feeding value when just at.

the flowering stage.
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Meteorological Bukeau, No. i Division,
New South Wales.

Weather Conditions during yVpril,
1908.

S. WILSON,
Divisional Officer.

At the beginning of the montli an anticyclone was shown over the greater

part of tlie southern half of Australia, and the rear isobar of another on the

Queensland coast, between Townsville and Brisbane. Elsewhere on the

mainland and over Tasmania, the weather was under low-pressure control.

Steep gradients between Victoria and the east coast of Tasmania resulted in

very strong westerly winds and rain squalls over that area, with rough seas

in Bass' Straits. Fresh to strong easterly winds prevailed in Western

Australia, the direction being governed by the presence of a low pressure on

the coast, between Carnarvon and Geraldton. Some light to heavy rainfall

occurred in the area occupied by the low pressui'es, but fine weather for the

most part ruled over the country covered by the anticyclone. The heaviest

rainfalls recorded were 280 points at Thursday Island and 252 points at

Cooktown.

During the following twenty-four hours the anticyclone advanced in a

nortl I -easterly direction as far as our coastal district^, and covered the whole

of New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia, where fine weather

resulted generally, with the exception of light showers hei'e and there along
the seaboard of Victoria. An Antarctic disturbance a|)peared over southern

districts of West Australia, and caused thunderstorms and light rainfall

there
;
whilst in the depression over northern Queensland. Cooktown had

another 201 points, and Mein 44 points.

The isobaric chart on the 4th showed an irregular-shaped high jn-essure

over the south-eastern States, with its centre between southern Victoria and

the west coast of Tasmania, and two depressions, an incipient one covering

the northern portion and the other the south-western quadrant of West

Australia, having its lowest readings in the south-west corner. This

distribution df pressure was attended by sultry weather conditions in

Northern and Westei-n Australia, and light rainfall on the north coast of

Queensland and at scattered placfs in the south-west corner of the continent,

where fresh to strong north to north-west winds, with moderate to rough

seas, obtained. Light rainfall was also reported from scattered places on the

seaboard of New South Wales, south from Port Macquarie with the excep-

tion of an isolated heavy fall of 162 points at Camden Haven. By the 6th,

the central readings of the anticyclone had increased by three-tenths inch

along our coastline and the south-east of Tasmania, the innermost isobar

attaining the value of 30-4 inches. Its outer isobars, which had arranged

themsehes horizontally, now covered the greater part of the continent, and

controlled south-east to north-east winds througl out. The West Australinn
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"low" liiid surged HOuthwai-d. I^ii^dit to lu-avy I'aiiifall was reported t'loiii

scattered places, and slight to rough seas along the southern and south-

eastei'n shores of Australia. The heaviest falls occurred on the north coast

of New South Wales. Clarence Heatls had 225 points; IJyron JJay, 198;
Lismore, 17"): Tweed Hc^ads, 170; and Oanulen Haven, 162 points. The

remaining falls in our Static were mostly under 100 points. The heaviest

reported rainfall in the other States was 12;-) points at Thursday Island.

On the 7th the centre of the high pressure experienced a slight retro-

gressive movement, and its longer axis assijmed a north to southerly
direction. The "low

"
which was over West Australia on the 4th i-eappeared

in the Great Australian l>ight, south of Esjjerance and FJucia, where it caused

moderate to rough seas. Weather cttnditions intensified along the eastern

shores of the continent and over West Australia, resulting in further rainfall

there. The heaviest fall was reported from Balladonia, with 138 points;

Mackay, in (Queensland, had 66 points, and Tloekhampton 50 points. In

New South Wales the rain was contined to the seaboard north from Manning
Heads. On the 8th but little change was shown in pressure distril)utioii,

excepting that the isobars on the Queensland coast were somewhat congested,
and the frontal portion of another anticyclone apj)eared in the south-west

corner of the continent. The rainfall in West Australia still persisted, light

to heavy falls being recorded there. Mackay, on the coast of Queensland,

i-eported another 650 points ; but the other falls in that State were only light

to moderate, and scattered over the eastern districts. Light rain was also

recorded along the coast of Tasmania, and additional light to moderate falls

occurred on the north coast of New South Wales.

At 9 a.m. on the 9th, the anticyclone which had constituted the chief

weather control of the continent since the 6th now showed evidence of

diminishing energy, for the pressure value of its centre had suffered a loss of

two-tenths. The "Antarctic low
" was still located on the shores of the

Great Bight, and the new "
high

"
in West Australia had gained an

additional isobar. Rain continued on the coast of Queensland, and the

heaviest again occurred at Mackay, with 275 points. In West Australia the

rain area had contracted to the southern districts, and an isolated fall of

14 points was reported from Hythe, in Tasmaiua. The rainfall in New
South Wales was confined to the North Coastal and Tableland districts.

On the 10th, the "Antarctic low
" was sliovvn on the east coast of

Tasmania, having travelled over 1,200 miles during the preceding twenty-four

liours, which i-epresents about three times the normal rate
;
and the advance

isobars of the "
high

"
o\er West Australia had shot ft)rward to the western

(Hstricts of Victoi-ia The rainfall with this distribution of atmos|)heric

pressure was coiiKned to practically the same area as on the previous day.
The temperature in New South Wales during the past week was mild,

the highest barely exceeding 90 degree.s, whilst the low(^st registration was

25 degrees at Kiandra.

On the 11th, portions of two anticyclones were shovvn over the southern

half of Austndia, whilst an incipient "low" coverefl northern parts. Light
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to heavy rainfall occurred along the Queensland seaboard, and very light at

scattered places along tlie southern shores of Australia. The heaviest fall

reported was l^Ol points at jlein. Within the following forty-eight hours

light to heavy amounts were recordel at many places over the eastern half of

New South Wales. Bungendore had L*7() points, CoonabarabraTi l'40,

Carinda 218, Millie 198, Junee ITS, We^ Waa 152, Quambone 134,

Oundagai 114, and Cassilis 113 points.

At y a.m. on the 13th, the south-western and south-eastern corners of

the continent were covered by portions of the high pressures, otherwise its

weatlier was dominated by a monsoonal depression whicii had extended as

far southwards as Broken Hill. Sultry conditions obtained over Northern

Australia, and scattered light to moderate rainfall occurred in various

districts. In New South Wales only two places reported I'aiii, viz.,

Newcastle 1 3 ^loints, and Maitland 9 points.

During the following twenty-four hours, monsoonal influence expanded, and

the unsettled rainy conditions intensified over the northern half of Australia,

resulting in some good light to heavy falls. Powell's Creek had 102 points,

Camoweal 71, Windorah 52, and Daly Waters 50 points.

In New South Wales, light to heavy rainfall occun-ed over the north-west

quadrant and central districts, and extended as far eastward as the coast ab

Sydney and Jervis Bay. A few places in tlie north-east corner also

reported rainfall. The heaviest falls were 110 points at Tilpa, 107 at

Tibooburra, 65 each at Hungerford, Cobar, and Byron Bay, 62 at Louth,
and 61 at Milparinka ; otherwise the amounts were under 50 ])oints.

On the 15th, with the disturbance in practically the same position, further

rain, associated with thunderstorms, was recoixled over many parts of

Australia. In South Australia splendid rains occurred generally, excejiting

west of Lake Eyre. Over New South Wales, with the exce^Dtion of the

north-east quadrant, good rainfall was recorded generally. Five stations

reported falls of 1 inch and over. The high pressure over West Aus'ialia

gained in energy during the following twenty-four hours, and its outer

i-sobars advanced eastward at an unusually rapid rate and considerably
les.sened their distance from the "high'" over Queensland ana north-east

districts of New South Wales. The monsoonal disturbance which had

hitherto occupied a position over Central Australia was now severed and

displaced, one portion having retreated as far north as the Gulf of Carpentaria,
and the other to our south-eastern districts, where, on the 17th (Good Friday),
it developed into a cyclonic storm of considerable energy, causing strong
east to southerly gales, heavy rains, and rough to high seas on the coast.

At 9 a.m. on Saturday, the 18th, an energetic anticyclone was shown

covering the greater part of Australia, with its centre—30*4 inches—located

in Tasmania, whilst over the eastern States was a monsoonal depression.

Steep gradients in the south-eastern corner of the continent resulted in more

severe gales and rough seas along that portion of the seaboard. Kainfall

was reported from many districts in the interior, and on coastal districts of

Australia. Light to heavy falls occurred generally in Central and Southei-n

E
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Australia, as als > in New SouMi Wal.s and |inits of Queensland. The

largest amounts in oui' State \v(M-e recorded on tlie Soutli (Jcas' and tal'ln-

lands, altliouiili iijood fall- nceurreil in other fiarts. I>at' man's B
•}'

had r).'V2

points, Ulladulla 437, Moruya 405, AraUien ;;0!), I'.^-a l'Il'. P.ciidx.ka -J.'J.S,

atul many otheis approached or exceeded 100 jioints. Tli" htavii-st in ilu^

rnt't ri)]K)litan area were—Tmramnrra L'SO, (ilebe Point i! 1 1. l!i\ it\ iew 177,

and Sydney 150 points.

T)ui-ing the follnwinj: forty-eiglit hours, a ijreat cliang
> occui-red in pressure

disti'ibutiiiii ; the barometeis in Tasmania h^ul suH'erecl a fall of between

one-half and three-quartei's of an inch, and the centre cf a lui^li pressure

appeared in the soutli-we'^t corner of ihi- cijiitinent. The rain area had

contracted consideraMv in the sevnral States, a tlinn^li some <;-nod falls were

recordeil ovcv the eastern districts of New South Wales. Paniliula had

194 points, Casino 1G5, Byron Bay, 150, Yetman 15:!, Uralla 1 4S, WOlion-

gon<f 144, Cl•ookha^(Ml 111, lMullumhind)y 1 -{O, and Clarence Heads 1 l'O

points : the remaining amounts ranged fi'oin ''> to slightly over 101) ])oints-.

Between the 21st and 24th, thf^ weather of the main jx'ition of the

continent was conti'oUed by the anticvclone which had gradu;dly increased

in enei'gy until the 2."5i'd and 24th, when the value of its central isnliar

reached 30 5 inches, between Eucla and Adelaide. Some further light to

heavy rainfall was reported from coastal and tableland districts of New
Soutli Wales, Camden Haven with 203, anfl Port Stephens with 110 points

being the heaviest.

Temperature for the most jiai't was cool, the highest duiinLT the week ended

the 24th being 86 degrees at Moree, and tlie lowest 21 degrees at Kiandra.

On the 25th, a high ])ressure covered the southern half of Australia, with

its rentie—30 5 inches—running along the seat>oard from Albany to Cape
Borda. The northern districts of the continent were under low pressure

control, and a slight monsoonal depression was shown over eastern Queens-

land. Congested isobars along parts of the western and southern coast-line

were responsilde for local strong winds and rough seas. Light to heavy
rainfall was reported from various districts of West Australia, and from

scattered places on the coast of the eastern States.

AVitliin the next forty-eight hours, the ciMitre of the high pressure

contracted to about Adelaide and Kobe, and the main bmly of it h kI

whe led north-eastward displacing the depression from Central to Noithern

(^)ueenslind ; but the dis'url)ance over North-western Australia intensified

its central readings, having diminished by lu'arly two-tenths inch. At

9 H.m. on Monday, fine weather ruled over the greater part of the e^istei'n

half of .Australia, with frosts at p'aces on the highlands, and in the S luth

Coast disti'ict of our State. But prior t'lat, on the 25tli and 2Gtli— rainfall

occurred almost generally along the coast of New South Wales, and at a

few scattered stations in the north-eastern (juadiant. The heaviest falls

were— 195
ji

lints at Byron Bav, 1 10 at Biymond Tenace, 137 at Newc^istle,

and 1 1 2 at Poi't Stephens. Some light rain was also registered along the

coast of Qn(^(>nsland. Yerv heavy fidls, destructive winds, and rough seas.
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weie exi)ei-ience(l in and adjacent to the ai-ea covered by the centre of the

•disturbance in the north-west corner of the contint^nt. Broome had 766

point-', Lagr-tnge Bay 425, Onslow 189, and Derby 112 points; otlierwise

the rain in the western State was light to moderate in character.

On Tuesday, the 28th, although covering |)ractically the same area as on

th- previous day, the anticyclone had lost upwards of two-tenths inch in the

value of its centre isobar. But the disturbance in West Australia had

•extended southwards thruu^lnjut that State, resulting in general rainfall over

the interior and South Coast districts. The heaviest falls were—187

p 'ints at Derby, 121 at Wiluna, 95 at Kalgoorlie, and 83 points at Menzies.

Cloud areas also formed over the centre and in the soutli-east corner of the

contine it, and light to heavy rain was reported from the Hunter and

Manning District, as also from one or two places in the nieti'opolitan area.

Port Stephens with 127 points being the heaviest.

At 9 a.m. on the 29th the centre of the high pressure was shown over

Yiutoria and the south-eastern half of New South Wales, having diminished

considerably in area
;
but its outermost isobar had extended we.stward to the

Coolgardis GoldfieLls and displaced the depression there. Further rainfall

was record d at scattered places in the interior of We^t Australia, and here

and there along ths seaboard of the continent. The heaviest occurred on

•our exfreme North Coast, where Byron Bay had 252 points and Mullumbinl)y
115 points. Fog was also reported from scattered places on the highlands of

New South Wa e<, but elsewhere, excepting for a few scattered cloud arcHS,

the weather was fine generally.

On the last day of the month the anticylone was situated over the eastern

half of Australia, its centre —30'3 inches, located oif the south-east corner—
having been reduced considerably in dimensions. Relatively low and flat

barometric conditions obtained over the western half of the continent, and

^n "Antarctic disturbance" was shown in the south-west corner, where it

caused more light rainfall and moderate to rough seas. Light to moderate

falls were also recorded at scattered places in the north-eastern quadrant of

New South Wales, with the exception of an isolated heavy one at Clarence

Heads, registering 103 points. Little or no rain was reported from Victoria,

l)ut many frosts weie experienced during the earl}' morning.

Temperature over our State during the week ended the 30th was, for the

xnost pirt, cool to mild
;
the lowest occurred at Kiandra, with 22 degrees, on

the 27th. Other places with registrations below freezing point were—Nimity-

belle, 28 degrees ; Walcha, Rockley, and Orange, each 29 degrees ;
Braid-

Avood, Bowral, Carcoar, and Mudgee, each 30 degrees ;
and Cooma, Coona-

barabran, and Molong, each 31 degrees.

Taken asawho^e, the character of the rainfall during the month just ended

may be classed as patchy and, for the most part, discrepant, the preponder-
ance of totals which were above normal being confined chiefly to northern

districts of the State. But even there, between areas showing excesses as

<;ompared with the normal, there were large tracts of country in which the

amounts were in defect. In the Metropolitan District, Central Tableland,
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iiiid Ikivciina ii'»l one staiioii had laiiit'all in cxccs.s of tlii- ii iniial.

largest totals were recorded at scattered places (ui tlie coast : IJyron Ba

1,059 j)oints, Camden Haven Tof), Clarence Heads 704, Bodalla

Bateman's liay 612, Ulladulla 557, and Port Stephens 517 points.

The distribution over the \arious sid)di visions of the State during

1908, was as follows :
—•

|'hc

y had
"

(J 3:5,

April,

North (,"oast

Hunt<;i' ami Manning
Metropolitan
South Coast
Noi-tliei-n Tabk^land
Central 'j'ableland

Southern 'J'alileland

North-western Slope
Central-western Slope
South-western Slope
North-western Plain

Central-western Plain

Riverina
Western Division

from

Departure from iioriii.il.

Points.

Above. Below.

r>44 to

282 to

338
87

171

23
07

273
142

](»7

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

238
3(i4

143 to 2.X)

37!)

r)3

1 to 177

27!)

lis

!.-)()

14(i

43
112

13 to 129

100

CoMPAiasoN AviTii India.

The following is a statement showing a brief comparison of the chief

meteorological elements over India, togetliei' witli Australia as far as data,

are available, for the month of April, 1908 :
—

India

Sydney (N.S.W.) ..

Deijarture from normal.

Pressure. Temperature.

General Conditions

(referrinj^ to State as a whole).

inches.

-•03
+ •08

Melbourne (Victoria) + •IG

Perth (W. A.) ... -(-•02

Adelaide (S.A. 05

degrees.

+ r9
-0-2

-0-4
-0^5

10

Normal.
Scattered areas above normal in north-

ern parts, Southern Tableland, and
South Coast Districts ; ntherwise

below.

Very dry.
Below normal in tiie South-west and

Gaseoigne Districts ;
elsewhere

greatly aliove.

Below.

In the above table, IncHa alone is shown to have had temperature in excess,

of the normal and i)ressure in defect, and Adelaide witli lioth elements in

excess. The other Australian capitals, on the contrary, all had temperatures

in defect and pressure in excess. Melbourne's mean barometric pressui'c for

the month was sixteen-luindredths incli aboNc average. hiuI temperature in

India and Adelaide 1^9 ;ind 1-0 degrees above normal respectively.

Victoria, during April, was the driest of all, not one station having rainfall

above the av-^rage. South Australia, also, was btdow normal. In New South

Wales, although scattered areas, principally in northern parts, had falls in

excess of the norma', yet, judged as a whole, precipitation was somewhat

less than the average for the month. The rainfall in \\'est Australia was, for

the most part, greatly above, excepting in the south-west and Gaseoigne, whert^

the amounts recei\cd wei'e Ixdovv the noinial.
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Entomological Notes,

WM. B. dURNEY,
Assistant Entomologist.

Beetles Attacking Furniture and Woodwork.
Heports having been received during the past few months of furniture and

woodwork having been attacked by beetles, some methods of treatment

recommended ai-e given below. After furnitui-e has been made up, frequently

tiny holes appear, while

small piles of wood dust

may be seen below. A
c-ommon cause of this is the

grubs and adult beetles of

Lyctus hrunneus (Fig. 1).

Similar att^icks by beetles

of the genus A vohium are

made in furniture, wains-

coting, itc, and the follow-

ing methods of treatment,

to be applied according to

circumstances, are given :
—

Benzine, or benzine and

carbolic acid mixed,

painted on the surface

(polished surfaces

treated will be spoilt,

and need repolishing).

Chairs and such small

articles may be enclos-

ed and fumigated with

hydrocyanic acid gas.

The inside of ward-

robes, or even entire

rooms, may also be

fumigated with this

gas, which will destroy
numbers of the beetles. The gas is a deadly poison, and requires careful use.

Painting flooring boards and woodwork affected with a corrosive sul)]imate

or arsenic solution is recommended to poison the beetles boring
into or out through the surface of the woodwork. (One ounce

corrosive sublimate dissolved in a pint of methylated spirits and

mixed with about 5 gallons of water—care must be taken in the

m-tual handUng of this poisonous solution
;
or }, lb. white arsenic,

1 lb. washing soda, in 8 or 10 gallons water.)

:'V':;*

ii '

Fig. 1.—A Furniture Beetle

(Lijct iin full iniviis)

and damaged woodwork.
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Tlif Furniture Beetles of the genus Aiiohiiim ni-c soini^tiines known as

"Death Watches," owing to the ticking sounds made hy tapping their heads

against the wood. Both AnohiiDii and Li/cIkx attack cane and rattan

furniture. Chair.s and baskets mightbe treated by dipping tln'm into boiling

water, the heat destroying the grul)s and beetles where the fi-ame-work is not

too thick.

"9*

Pea and Bean AVj<:kvils.
«

Tlie grubs and adult beetles of several species of the genus Bruchus com-

monly attack \arious pea and bean seeds in store. The cowpea weevil,

Bruchus chineusis, the common bean weevik />. ohtectus, and another .species

are recorded doing damage in New South Wales. Some inipoited Hindoo

|>eas called "
Mungi

" weie found to lie infected with 7L diinansis at Jiallina.

recently. Some cowpea seed from

Wagga lias been inf. sted for the

past eleven months with a i-ed-

disli Bruchus 8p. with four I 'lack

spots on the elvtia, res(Mnl)ling

]>. (luadr'iiKarnlaivs. This occurs

when the temperature is not low.

These beetles have bred and

increased anrl riddled tlu; seed

badly. This same species has

now been sent to me by Mr.

Steel of the Coloinal Sugar Keiin-

ing Co. (Ltd.), Sydney, with the

report that it is in some Delhi

gi-am recently imported into Fiji.

For destroying these pests, which

are the cause of the loss of a large

pei'centage of stored seed, fumi-

gation with carbon bisuljjhide is

best. The seed is placed either

lofise Of in l)ags in some fairly-

tighfc box or other receptacle, and

the charge pouted into the top of

each bag, either on some cotton

waste or directly on to the seed.

The heavy fumes siidv amongst the seeds, destroying the beetles atid the

grubs, even those within the .seeds. 1 lb. to every 100 bushels, 1< fi; for

twenty-four hours, is said to be effective.

A stronger charge, say 1 oz. to a bushel, is recommended to ensure better

results, or where the seed receptacles are not close titting, or when the seed

is to be left only ten or twelve hour.s. Neither the fumes or li<iuid as used

will affect the germinating {|uality of the seed.s. The fumes are highly

intlammable, and no lights should l)e allowt'd near.

Fig. 2. Bean Weevil ( Jj,i(,)ims o&ftcdi.s).
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Mr. Chiltuii, l>elni Te Markets, Sydney, who used eatbou bisulphide as

lecommended with success, also found cold storage effective, Cowpea seed

was kept in cold storagn (35° F.) from August till December, 1907, and,

though infect' d, the wt-evil vvas found not to bave developed. The seed

planted in December yielded a g ou crop, and seemed, evidently, not affected

by the coM. This metbod des'roysthe grubs and beetles, and, if it doev not

destroy the eggs, prevents their development, and the method of cold storage
can be rec mmended to save a large percentage of grain otherwise lost owing
to these beetles.

Aphis causing Scab on Sheep, Cattle, and Horses.

FroiTi time to time reports have been received by the Entomological Branch

of aphis said to attack white-skinned sheep, horses, and cattle. No specimens

actually from the affected animals have been received, though it is thought
the clover aphis is the cause, as this is always pre^-ent on the trefoil or

swarming in the air at the time the damage commences. White-skinned

animals or the white-skinned patches on dark-skinned animals are alone

reportbd to be aiTected, and sheep just off shears are particularly subject to

attack. For this reason white patches are often discoloured by paint, kc,
as protection.

Through the kindness of Messrs. Wm. Cooper and Nephews, Sydney, Mr.

R. C Timsoii, of that tinn, pmcnrtd for me some clover aphis and a damaged

sht'epskin. Fiiiure 3 shows a pho'ograph, about natural size, of a smdl

portion of this affected skm. The wo il is permanently destroyeil, and a rough

yellowish scab, consisting of thick irretiular scales, is formed, suggestive of

the work of a srab mite. Large irregidar patches of this scab, from several

inch s up to 2 feet or more in length are often formed on the bodies of

the sheej).

Mr. Timsoii reports :

" Clouds of these clover a])his will be noticed in

spring, the touch of which are irritating and a nuisance %vhile travelling. The

first attack on the animal i-; not noticeable, but in a few days irritation of the

skin sets up, accompanied by exudation of a sort of mucius . . . and

after all trace of insect life has been remo\ed the sore remains active for

months at a time . . . and the wool never grows again
—at any rate, in

a h( althy condition. The troubln is looked upon as serious where it exists."

The exceptional habit of a vegetable-sucking insect attacking animals is

curiou-i, and, shn\dd the pest appear next season, a study will be made of

how, it' it does, it causes the irritation. A tobacco and soap w^a-h, and various

dips, wduld readily destroy aphis on the animals, though they may not prevent

reinfection from the aphis, except, perhaps, where, as considered by some, tlie

discolouration due to the dip protects them from further att-icks. We would,

thereibre, be glad to receive word in the event of the pest reappearing, that

nvestigation as to the cause and an effective remedy may be made.
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Fig. 3.—Sheepskin, showing scab said to te due to aphis.
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Report on Beetles from the SoLO:\[OiV Islands

ATTACKING CoCO-NUT PaLMS.

The beetles forwarded proved to be Xylotnipes gideon, and a variety with

shorter horns, viz., Xylotrupes yideon var. oromedon (family iScarabaeidse).

The male possesses large horns projecting from the head and thorax, which

projections are not present in the female.

This species is found in the Pacific and East Indian Islands and China,
and is closely allied to a Queensland beetle [Xylotrupes australicus), the

grub of which sometimes attacks sugar-cane roots.

Among the specimens sent were also a few of the genus Oryctes, in which

the thorax is njuch sunken. This species is allied to Oryctes rhinoceros,

reported as a similar pest of date, coco-nut, and Palmyra palms in India.

The habits and life history of Xylotnipes and Oryctes are similar
;
the

•eggs are laid in rotten trees or decaying vegetable matter, and the grubs feed

thereon, or on roots for a j^eriod of about two years. The grub is white,

thick, fleshy, and curved, with a dark-brown head, and grows to a

length of 2 inches or more. At night the adult beetle, which, though heavy-

bodied, can fly, settles on the crown of a palm, and burrows down through
the folded leaves to the heart of the growing shoot, decay sets up, and eggs

may be laid in these burrows, and the grubs continue the damage of the adult.

Without seeing the beetles at work in the plantations, the nature of the

trees, and the surrounding forest, it is dithcult to suggest what might be

practicable and effective asa remedy.

The tirst necessity s^ems to be destroying all decaying palms and heaps of

rotting vegetable matter likely to harbour the beetles or their larvte, which

may he in or about the plantations.

Spraying with a strong tobacco and soap wash may have a deterrent effect,

as well as penetrating the burrows and destroying the grubs within
; similarl)',

arsenate of lead (1 lb. in .50 gallons of water, or stronger) might be tried to

poison the outer surface of the crown. Such sprays can be applied by b.irrel

pumps and hose and nozzles
;
in the case of older })lantations, bamboo poles

or ladders could be used to raise the nozzles. After rain, the spraying would

need to be repeated. The beetles are attracted by lights at night, and lights

placed above trays of kerosene may attract and destroy numbers, especially

on warm and cloudy nights.

Some few heaps of rotting matter or trees might be effective if left as

traps for the eggs and grubs, and destroyed at regular intervals of a few

jnonths.
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Seasonable Note :5,

V.KO. L. SUTTON.
Uhtut Ivxiicriiiieiitalist.

Farmers' Experiments.

FaK'MKKS r('S])(Mi(lc(l liciii-lily \n tlic iiinMiiniccinciit in the Mnrcli issue of

lliis (lazcllf., inviliiiii llicin li> ((induct 1ri:ils with new wlicnts. More appli-

cations wore r('c('i\c(l than conld lie supplied I'l-din llic st()cl<s oi' seed reserved

f(ir tliis i)ni'pose, so that those who oniillcd lo apply early could net dhlain

tlie seed they desired.

Over 2 tons of seed have been distrihuted to seventy-two farmers, who

are conducting' tlie experiments in (Hft'ereut parts of the States. Most

districts are represented, from the coast In the east to Balranald in the west,

and ff<mi Inverell in the north to Corowa in the soutii.

From the planting ])articuhirs to hand, very little difficulty seems to have

been experienced by the experimenters in carrying out the directions

forwarded with the seed. In a few cases, the object of having cheek plots

has not been fully understood, and, in consequence, some of those who

decided to sow according to either Tlan No. 1 or No. 2, as being better

than No. 3, have planted a different variety in each check plot, instead of

])lanting the same variety in all the check plots. The experiment in these

<'ases is not rendered valueless, but the Kxperimenter's intention to ado))t

the best ])lan is frustrated, because i)lanting a different variety in each check

l)lot reduces the value of the best plan to that of the least desirable.

The object of having check plots is to have a common standard with which

all the other plots can be compared; in other words, the check ])lots can be

used as a 2-foot rule, by which the value of the plots near or adjacent to

it can be measured. This measuring is the more reliably and easily per-

formed the nearer the check plots are to each other.

In field experiment work, to olitain the most reliable results, through

minimising variations which are always present and which cannot Ik^

obviated, plots to be comi)ared with each other should be adjacent ]ilots;

but this, in most cases, is impossible, and so the next best ])lan, viz., that

of having a series of check plots, each of which is treated (as tar as it is

possible to do so) in ))recisely the same way, and with which each of the

other plots can be compared, is adopted.

Though the value of check plots may not le ai)parent to those con-

(hicting an experiinent for the first time, it is certain that the majority of

observant fanners will be fidly seized with their inijioi'tance, and the vital

necessity for tlieiu, before their experiments are concluded.
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Macaroni Wheats.

Further evidence of the (h'ought-resisting character of the macaroni wheats
is furnished by a correspondent from Parkes, who writes as follows with

reference to a wheat sent for identification, and which proved to be the

macaroni variety Medeah :
—"

I found a few heads in the crop in 1903, and
have sown it every year since. I find it is very prolific and stands drought
well, especially the hot dry winds in October, when it is ripening." A state-

ment like this, supported by similar ones in the past, leaves no doubt as

to the value of macaroni wheats for dry conditions. For various reasons

these wheats have not appealed to our farmers as they did to the farmers
of the arid districts of the United States of America.

Whilst being drought resistant and suitable for ensilage, they are misuit-

able for hay, because of their stiff, harsh beards, which also add to the

difficulty of harvesting the grain when ripe. These featin-es considerably
lessen the value for our conditions. Chiefly because of these defects, com-
bined with the possibility of producing a macaroni variety without beards,

the cidtivation of these bearded macaroni varieties has not been pushed
as actively as it otherwise would have been.

Next season it is expected that a limited quantity of a beardless variety

(possibly two or three varieties) will be available for distribution amongst
farmers. The result of trials with these is awaited with great interest, in

order that it may be seen whether the good qualities of this class—the chief

of which to us is superior drought resistance—have been retained during-

the process of eliminating the undesirable ones.

Smut in Wheat.

From inquiries received, it is evident that there are some who still believe

that steeping wheat in strong brine is a preventive of smut. It is known
that seed so treated has often produced crops free from smut ; but there must
have been some cause for freedom from smut other than steeping the seed

ill l)rine, for Mr. McAlpine, Pathologist to the Victorian Department of

Agriculture, has tried it without success at Port Fairy.

Steeping in brine is useful if the method adopted is such as affords an

opportunity to remove unbroken smut balls, oats, chaff, &c. The removal

of the unbroken smut balls is the only factor connected with this treat-

ment which will assist in preventing smut, and in this respect it has iu>

advantage whatever over steeping in a bluestone solution, and which, in

addition, destroys the microscopic spores adhering to the grain; whereas the

utmost effect the brine can have in this direction is the mechanical one
of washing some of the spores off the grain.

Instances are still occasionally reported in which the bluestone treatment

has failed to act as a preventive of smut. On investigating these cases, it

is invariably found that failure is due through neglect to remove the

nnbroken smut balls when treating the wheat. The great necessity for

treating the seed in such a way that these smut balls can be skimmed off

as they float on the surface of the solution is apparent to any intelligent

man who considers that in an unbroken bunt ball no larger than a wheat

grain there are about 4,000,000 spores, or more than enough to infect, if

evenly distributed, every grain in 4 bushels of wheat.
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Orel] arc! I\;otes.

W. J. ALLKX.

f
1

I

June.

PlantiiKj. WliciH! (Ii'cidudus fruit ti'ecs or vines arc to l)e })liuited tliis

jseasun, it is be.st to start the work as early as possible, whether it be for reiills

in an establislicd oichatd, or the ])lantinj:i; of ;une\v oi'chard. The sooner now
that any phmtin^ is tinislied the better v\i]l be the early root j^rowth, as the

roots start to tlirow out new o;rowth in Jidv. Tf the soil is drv, however, it

woidd be liettcr to defer the planting until after more rain falls, but \\hcie\er

there is sutticieiit moisture this work should be pushed on to completion.
Plant only such varieties as have proved themselves suitable to the district,

and only plant a few varieties. Wherever there are old growers in the

district it is well to be ^uided by them as to which they consider the best

kinds of fruits to plant, then clioose the very best varieties of the respective

kinds, as it is only the lii^'i^rade fruit which is worth <;i'nvin^.

Pru iiiiuj.
—Th i s

work may be pushed
on with as fast as

p(jssible now, as this

and next month is the

best time to prune all

deciduous trees and

vines. During the

tii-st few years after

the trees are planted,

seethat theyaregiven
a heavy pruning, re-

moving the central

branches, so as to

lea^•e the centre of

the tree quite open,
in order that the

niidilh- as well as the

outside, and the bot-

tom as well as the

top, have plenty of

room and light to

develo])good fruiting

wood in every poi'l ion

of the tree. If this

system of pi'uning is

followed, the weight of the fruit, when the tree begins bearing, is borne by

strong sturdy branches, which will not swing and bend with every breeze

that blows.

Kieffers Hybrid Pear-tree,

before pruning.

The same tree pruned, with

the exception of shortening

lack the leaders.
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Bearing-ioood.-
—-Good fruit develojJS on good bearing-wood, and good

bearing-wood is the product of pro[)er degrees of light and heat, as has just

been urged ;
but bearing-wood in the case of some fi-uits is new wood, and

reduction of old wood for the purpose <jf forcing the growth of new wood

must be constantly borne in mind. Renewal is more or less a consideration

with all trees, and especially the securing of strong new wood. This is a

point u|)on which close study of the bearing tree will yield most satisfactory

suggestions.

The same tree as it looks

when finished.

The same free a few months later,

carrying fruit.

Pruning to obtain a loxio head.—It is as well to begin with the tree from

the very start, which is at the time when it is transplanted from the nursery
to the orchard, as a good beginning is half the battle.

Assuming that a tree is about to be planted out, the first thing to do is to

examine the roots carefully to ascertain how they have fared in their removal

from the nursery, as in this country, where proper treedifters or diggers

are seldom used, it is frequently found that the roots have been badly muti-

lated. Before planting, all roots which have been broken or damaged should

be cut away, and all the young roots cut back to within 6 or 8 inches of the
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tap root. All small roots may l)e I'emoved, leaving only tin- lai-_;('r ones, as

on (ligginij; up a tree which luts been planted for some time, it "ill 1)(! found,

exci'])t in ve'V rare cases, thnt the very small roots never thr )\v out any

vounii; rootlets, but wither away and die, becoming a hidin_'-y)lace, perliaps, for

white ants, which ofti'ii, in time, through such medium, take possession of

the tree and cjiuse its uhimate death. 'I'he roots should he cut with a sliai'p

knife, and in such manner that when the tiee is jilanted the cut w 11 face

downwards. By cutting this way, new lo 'ts which will form, or, rather, grow
from the cut, will have a tend^-ney to gi-ow in^t he riglil direction, downward.

The next, step to consider is as to how the top of the tree shall be dealt

with. 'I'his, of course, will depend largely on the age t)f the ti'ee in ([ue-tion.

if a two or three year-old innsery tree, it may bi' ;id\isal)le to leave eit ler

three or four short auiM, as it is found that if the head is cut awav and only

a straight trunk left, tie- top of the tree may not shoot, but will die, and the

tree shoot fr. ni th(^ mot. This is often tbe cas^^ wit'i the j)each, but, where a

few shoots ate left this danger is avoided. If a well-grown veailing tree, I

would ])refer cutting it back to a single stem. It must be bori.e in mind

always that in moving a tree it loses the greater jiortion of its roo's, and

that, in consequeiK'e, ihe remaining roots are una''le to sutti.iently su])port or

nourish the growh above ground, for wh ch the whole root system was

intended. We nuist, there'ore, shotten the top in such a way as to re-estah-

lish the lost equilibrium, aiul the planter must, bear m mind that it is always

better to cut a newly planted tree back rather severely than to leave it with

too much top, as by so doing it will rea)ver more quickly, and in the end,

make a much better ttee.

Fruit-fly.
—Tn one or two districts there are still evidences of this p-'st, but

owing to tlie rigid inspection and the compulsory destruction of all iallen and

infesteil fi'uits, the damage caused by this enemy is greatly reduceil. In fact,

in mv opinion, the frui'-grower has a much more hardy enemy to fitfht in the

•codling moth than in the fruit-fly. In one of our orchards this yeai', whei'e

we have dine everything that is possible to keep the moth in check, we liave

had to boil a thousand case.s of fruit, wdiich, had they been sound, would

have easily sold at 7s. 6d. per case. Where is there an orchard of 25 acres,

in even the wox"st district, that has lost anything likn a quarter of that

through the ravages of fiuit-tiy ?

Verjetatioii Diseases Act.—Such an Act e.Kists in neai-ly all the States of the

Connn')nwealth, but there is no other State which is striving to live up to

the conditions of the Act to the same extent as we aie doing in New South

AVales. We have at least five qualitied inspectors (
wdio are also practical fruit-

growers) to every one in almost any other State. These ate apjjointed to

.see that fruit-growers are following out the conditions of the Act, and, in the

<-()urse of their visits, are able to disseminate much useful information among
the growers, who are doing their be>t to keep oi'chard pi'sts in check, and

while this nor any other State ca"not totally eradicate these disea.ses, we

liope to reach to as near a state of freedom from pests as ifc is possible to

attain.
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Jarm Notes.

Hawkesbury District—June.

H. W. POTTS.

The winter season may fairly be estimated as upon iis this month. Fro.sts

arrived last month earlier than last year, and have rendered operations in

connection with ensilage-making more urgent. The maize crops suffered

in this regard. As usual, sorghums proved hardier and mure suitable for

late conservation as ensilage.

The summer rains and those again at Easter provided lis with a good

growth of couch, and all the paddocks provide enough fodder for stock. In

addition this season, early cuttings of Skinless barley, also rape and turnips,

are available.

We have not entered the winter with better provision for stock for many
years past, although rain is again required. Last month was fully occupied

in sowing the main crops of cereals.

Wheats.—The final crops for the season may be put in during the early

part of the month, and the varieties best suited are John Brown, Marshall's

No. 3, Plover, Upper Cut, Warren, and White Loaf for greenstuff. Medeah

and Cretan macaroni wheats are very rust-resistant, and should provide

useful green fodder to cut for late winter or for ensilage, and then allowed

to mature as a grain crop for milling or 2>'>iiltry feed. Unless cut back

or eaten off in the winter, tlie tendency of tliese wheats is to grow rank

and produce a thick crop of straw. This makes it difficult and costly to

deal with when thrashing.

Oats.—The best variety for hay is Algerian. In this district Red Rust-

proof gives good returns. These main crops should be sown now. Coarser-

growing sorts for green feed or ensilage are White Tartarian., Tartar King.

Peerless White Bonanza, Abundance, Danish Island, and Potato. The

last-named becomes easily discoloured with rain, and turns yellow rapidly

after flowering. These points are not favourable for hay.

Barlei/s.—Further sowings of Cape and Skinless barleys may be made

now. The latter not only affords a nutritious green stuff, but may be

converted into good hay. The Cape variety is the hardier.

Rye.—The outlook at present points to a dry winter, and in that case

it will be good practice to provide. Sow further crops of this hardy plant.

It resists dry conditions and affords a useful green crop. ^^Hiite and

Thousand-fold are the best sorts for grain, and Emerald for grazing or hay.

Turuip'i, Swedes, Field Caht)age, Kale, Kohl-Rabi, and Tree Kale.—
Thin the rows freely, and keep up thorough cultivation. Small sowings of

field cabbage, kale, and turnips may Ix' made, in order to maintain a

supply of stock feed for the spring.
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I (IrJux, l'(iis, li((ins. — 'I'lio fiii;il sowiiiLis of vctclics. aloiir oi' willi oats,

or hai'lcy, can 1k' made in ordei' to indvidc caih s])iin^' mTfii freil for

stock. Field peas and beans are alsoc)'o)is Wdilli |iayin<i- some attention lo.

()ni(>)is.~\''\[\\\{ ont the youn^- seedlini^s inio well-draineil, inellow. rich

soil. 'I'lns plant needs <i-ood soil, failin.^' wlueli it will lie essential to enrich

jt witli tai'niN'ard niannre oi- artitieial ten ilisers.

Rape.—This crop may he classed as a foddi'r U<v steck in eluse line with

hiccrne from a nntrient point of view. As a catcli-croj) in the i-otation it

is most valualile, and where shee|i er pi.iis an' I'eai'cd no hetter or cheaper
form of eni-icliin.ii impoverished soils can be adopted, more especially where

the land is to he snhs(>qnently utilised foi- maize.

The plant is succulent , i-elishahle. and rich in those elements fov forming

flesh.. Moreover, it is a ijuick grower, and does ]iot interfere witli the

main crops.

Fnrthei' sowintis slioidd he made now in ordei- to pro\ide a grazing crop

in SepteiYil ei'.

Glen Innes Distkict—June.

r. h. cjennys.

Tillage of the Soil.

One of the most important of farm operations is the preparation of the

soil for farm crops. In its natural state the ground is generally covered

with a thick coating of various kinds of vegetation, which ^ake up the

surface area and use the available plant-food underneath; it is also usually

too compact, or even in some cases too loose, foi' the roots of foreign growths;

also the ])lant-food re(piired for the latter, although there in ahundance,

is mostly in an insoluhle ccunlition, ami much deleterious acid may also

be present.

If it is not intended to cultivate green-timbei'ed land for some years it

certainly should he ringharke(|, to sweeten and improve the herhag(> and rot

the roots of trees, s(j that i\\.v grnhhing, when it takes place, will he wvy
much less expensive. When clearing, take out all roots that may imi)e(|e the

plough right ont to the greatest depth to which it is likely to he stirred,

and in no casi' slnndd this he less than .'^ inches. Make one operation
when means will peiinit : had clearing means l)roken ploughs, hroken

machinery, and continuous work through removing fallen timber for

vears to come— fai' the deai'er way in the hmg lam. Ploughing and othei'

modes of tillage tni'ii the natural grasses and otiier vegetation lying on

the surface into humus for future use, the soil is loosent'(l and thi' paitii-les.

which composi' it ai'e sejiarated so as to pei'tnit of the free circulalioii of

air and water, and the young roots can easily lind thi'ir way among the

channels so foi'nied. Th(> s(d! nmlerneath is also l)i'(night to the sui'face.
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and there sweetened l)y exposure to the sun, frost, and all atmospheric

agents that tend to sweeten and enrich it : liarnifnl acids are also driven

out, and the mechanical natni'e of tjie soil is changed in every way for

the better. Good cultivation must he ])ractised to obtain good results.

It is (juestionable if bad cultivation is l)etter than nothing, because good
land in its natural state may be a sourci' of profit to the owner for grazing

purposes, while l)ad cultivation simply destroys tlie natural grasses and

grows often nothing but weeds in their stead : it always costs something,

too, and may return nothing.

Tickling' the soil and blackening the surface is not ploughing. This

operation must be done deeply and thoroughly, so that the ground may be

turned over, pidverised, and fit to grow the crop intended for it. Average

soil is in proper condition for operations wlien it contains about half the

quantity of water that it can take up; but it is better, and more especially

in clay lands, to i)lough when rather dry than wet.

In jiloughing the first time where a further operation is intended later

•on. it is preferable to plough on the dry side and turn up good-sized clods,

leaving these in this state for exposure to the atmosphere. In this way a

far greater surface is aerated than if laid or worked to an even surface ;

the rough clods soon moidder down, and can easily he broken up when required ;

but before seeding the surface should be brought into a fine state of tilth,

and especially should this be so for small and delicate seeds. Anything that

impedes th(- progress of young roots, such as large clods, should be broken up.

for such are unsuitable for supplying food to young roots even if they could

enter them, which they cannot; the adjacent soil, well tilled, is asked to

supply the rootlets which shotdd enter them, and is asked to do more than

its share in bringing these plants to perfection
—by reason of the manifold

openings in well-tilled earth they entice roots to penetrate their manifold

openings that are fidl of sohible plant-foods. Xot only is good tillage neces-

sary for the development of roots, btit it warms the land, provides air and

moisture, without which no seed can germinate. Moreover, how can the

tender blade which first shoots with the root find its way to the surface

through heavy impenetrable earth .' If it does not do so ([uickly it dies.

Much seed is rendered useless through bad ctiltivation ; it germinates, but

never reaches the surface. There is also very little capillary action in soil

that is too compact; it can neither absorb water freely nor give it off evenly

and continuously as well-cultivated land can.

Now, take ploughing that is done at the same depth year after year until

a hard-])an is made like a well-beaten road. How can yotmg roots pene-

trate this? They cannot, and are turned oft' from their })roper direction,

which is first downwards, and hamper the lateral roots which develop

afterwards by sharing with them the surface plant-food, which should

properly belong only to them. In dry weather, then, it follows, as

there is no connection with the subsoil deep down where moisture is,

P
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the j)laiits (lie. Plougliiiiti' twiee bclOrc cioppi iii^' is recoiimu'iKlcd ; it' tlie

land is clraii, deeply at lirst, say (J to 7 iin-lu-s, and aftiTwai'ds, before

sowing', •'{ to -1 inches. Crops lii\e wlieat, for instaijir, like a tiiiii eoii-

dilioii of the sul)S()il. tliereforc plough shallow last. If, howcvei'. weeds

are plentiful, shallow ploii^hin^' should lie JirsI, in (U'iKt that aii\' see<ls

may be indueed to i^eruiinatt', and afterwards \h- turni'd under and liuided

by a deej) sod.

Shallow soils, with Miur, stiff suhsoils, should he ljrouj.;ht ^;i'adually lo the

surface, and in such cases deep plouiihinii, t'oj- .some years at any rate, should

not be i)ra('t ised.

Too inneh rolliui;' in .\e\v I'lnaland, Avhere the >oil i> inoi'e often loo full of

moisture than loo di-y, is not advisable, and when il is done the harrow

should imniedijiiely follow.

Harrowing wheat in dry spells is t'rt'ely advoeated up to, sav, (> inelies

hiyh. After rultivation of maize and potato ci'ops and the like is strongly
recommended. This should be freipieiit and shallow, to de.stroy weeds
and conserve moisture.

Wheat.—The (>arly varieti(>s of wheat are bettei- sown somewhat late than

early. In this district, if they are sown too early the.v are •,\\)X to be in.jui-ed

by late frosts. This month is a very good time, and even by sowinii in -Inl.v

i^ood results have been obtained. The spring is often moist. ;ind jilanls do

not require to l)e sown early and develop such deep roots during winter

as is required in the drier parts. The Manitoba varieties, which do well

here and do not mature quickly, might be sown a little earlier, say May.
or the earlier i)art of this month. As we sow late we nuist sow rather

thickly. One l)ushel to the acre in June is not too much with the drill, and
about 1*2 bushels broadcast.

Manures have not had a sufficiently lengthy trial here to state their value;
but if sowing very late they would be helpful as far as superphosphates are

concerned, in that this manure almost invariably promotes an earlier

maturity.

Wheats that are rec-onunended for this district are Jonathan, John lirown,

Sussex, Power's Fife, and the Blue Stems; Zealand does very well, and
is specially recommended for hay. Nothin.g but good plump grain should

be sown, and in all cases it should be hluestoned for the i)i-event ion of

bunt or stiidving smut.

Oats may be sowai for grain or for hay. Algerian, lied Jiust-|)roof, ami
White Tartarian are good hay sorts. Others that have done well for hay
or grain are Surjjrise, Tartar King, (lolden (Jiant, and Daiusb Island.

Surprise, Algerian, and Tartar King are the best of these for feed oals.

iliic for green fodder or for grain, ma.v be sown. Kmerald for green d^-^d

and White rye for collar-making.

Onions may be sown. See that the land is in .mmd heart and free from
weeds.

Barlci/s. also, for green feed. Cape and Skinless are recommended. Sow
pretty thickly. For maltiim-, I nvincil)le, Kelijise, Staiidwcll, ami
Chevalier are good sorts.

Sow peas, cabbages, cauliflowei-s, parsnips, and carrots.
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Garden Notes.

W. SANDERSON.

Vegetables.

During this month the vegetable garden should be thoroughly cleaned up,

a,nd on no account leave any rubbish lying about, such as weeds, useless

vegetables, haulms, &c., which only harbour slugs, cutworms, and other

insect pests which may destroy seedlings planted out later on.

If all the rubbish, together with plenty of farmyard manure, or anything
in the shape of sweepings, bush rakings, leaves, grass. &c.. is piled in a heap
and occasionally watered and turned over, it will rot and be very useful

later on for manure.

All tomato haulms should be destroyed by burning, as this prevents

iungoid diseases, if any exist, infecting the young plants in the spring if grown
in the same situation next year, but if possible avoid planting tomatoes in

the same ground two years in succession.

Where slugs are troublesome, it is advised to sprinkle the ground freely

with sulphate of iron (green vitriol), around but not too near the plants; this

will destroy the pest if they come in contact with it. Another good method

of collecting slugs is to place cabbage leaves or pieces of bagging on the

ground, putting under them small pieces of fat, chop bones, &c., anything

fatty will do. the slugs collect there and can be destroyed in the morning.

In almost any garden there is room for a small bed of strawberries, and if

it is the intention to plant, now is a good time to do so. Select strong grown

plants produced from the last season's runners, trim the roots and plant about

15 inches apart each way, say three rows in a bed ;
the plants can then be

watered, cultivated, mulched and otherwise worked without walking on the

ground. There are many sorts to choose from, and amongst the best are

Marguerite and Glenfield Beauty.

Artichoke, Globe.—A few may be planted now, and as they grow to a con-

siderable size, plant out about 3 or 4 feet apart, in good rich soil.

Artichoke, Jerusalem.—The tubers should now be quite ready for lifting

and storing, but to avoid having a crop in the same place next year, care

must be taken to collect every small bit that becomes detached during

dig:ging operations.

Broad Beans.—Sow largely from time to time during the month.

French Beans.—As this vegetable will not stand frost, sow in the warmer

portions of the State only.
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Brussels Sprouts.
—Sow a little se('(l. oi- if ;in\- \-ouiiLf phiiits arc ohtainablp.

plant oTit about 2 feet apart.

C(tbba(/<'.
—Make a sowing of seed to keep u]i subsequent transplantings.

If auv voung plants of Savoy Drumiiead can be procured, they are a good
sort to transplant now. being an excellent variety for winter use; a few

red cabbage should also lie planted out Im pickling later on : try Nigger-

head variety.

('(irrot.—Sow a row or two of tlic Mail\- Sliorthoiii \aiiftv.

Parsnips.
—Make a small sowing in di-ills in land that lias been |iic\iouslv

well manured; the addition of ffesii manure at the time of plant iiig onl\- tends

to make the parsnips fork.

Peas.—Sow in rows 2 or 3 feet apart, according to the varieties planted ;

the high growing sorts icipiirc mfuc s])ace between th(> rows than the

dwarf varieties.

Leek.—Make a sowing of seed and prick out any seedlings in heavily manuied

land. London Flag and Musselburgh are sorts that should be tried.

Endive.—This useful salad jjlant does remaikahly well during the winter

months, and owing to its peculiar, bitter flavour, many persons like it.

When nearly full grown tie up or cover to blanch the leaves.

Rhubarb.—Plant out a few sets of winter rhubarb (Topp's Winter). This

variety bears a heavy crop whilst the other sorts are dormant.

Celery.
—Plant out a few seedlings of any varieties that suit the winter

months best, such as Solid White, or Manchester.

Turnip, White.—As turnips should be grown (piickly to avoid being pithy

or strong, the seed should be sown in rich land.

Sow in drills thinly, afterwards removing any surplus plants down to

about 6 inches apart ; keep free from weeds, using the hoe freelv.

Turnip, Swedes.—Sow" a few rows of Swedes, treating the same as White

Turnips, only allowing more space in the rows.

Parsley.
—Sow a little seed where the plants are to remain permanentlv.

Spinach.
—Sow seed or transplant any seedlings. This vegetable is well

worth growing. It is not affected by aphis to any extent, and is not attacked

by the Cabbage moth.

Herbs.—Sow a little seed of any kinds that are likely to be required, or a

few plants might be pricked out from previous sowings.

Onions.—If sufficient plants have not been raised, make a further sowing,
and attend to those already above ground, taking out all weeds, thin the

plants, and cultivate frequently, for it must be borne in mind that if onions

are not kept perfectly clean there is little chance of a crop.
Plant out Tree and Potato onions, garlic, eschalots, taking care that the

latter are planted just under the soil, with only one bulb in a place
—

say about

1 foot each wav.
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Flowers.

The gardens will now ie(|uire much attention in the way of digging and

manuring, and as many bulbs are either dormant or just starting to shoot,

and these may be injured during the operation, a good deal of care will be

necessary.

Dahlias, chrysanthemums, &c., will now be dying dow)i and may be cut

back considerably until dug up or transplanted later on. Cosmos and zinnia

are also past flowering and should be removed to make room for spring

flowering plants. Among the best seeds to sow now for an early spring

show are the following :
—Acrolinium, antirrhinum, aquilegia, calendula,

calliopsis, carnation (Marguerite), coreopsis, gaillardia, pansy, polyanthus,

forget-me-not, cornflow^er, daisy, dianthus, poppy, stocks, wallflower, leptosyne,

and pentstemons.

A good collection of pentstemons should certainly be planted in every

garden, for taking all things into consideration, soil, weather conditions, &(•.,.

they produce plenty of blooms for the best part of the year, and oftentimes

make a good show when very few other plants are in flower.

Seedlings of these may be obtained from the city seedsmen.

Another plant worth growing is the verbena : it makes a splendid show

of flowers, and withstands any amount of dry weather. Bouvardias are an

acquisition to the garden ;
the bloom of this plant should be more appreciated

than it is at present, but the fact that this plant will not withstand dry
weather may account for its absence in most gardens, especially where

there is a limited water supply.

Roses being, perhaps, the favourite flower in the garden, no doubt many
varieties will be planted out, and the present time is a good one for so doing..

In addition to the large number now catalogued by the leading nursery

men which are not classed as novelties, and are obtainable in great variety

at reasonable rates, there are constantly being added new varieties or

novelties which command higher prices. From the lists contained in the

catalogues a good selection can be made ; orders should be placed as soon as

possible (if this has not already been done) as only a limited stock of some

varieties is grown, and by delaying this matter disappointment may result.

No time should be lost in getting them planted after they arrive, as no matter

how well they are packed, they are better in their permanant position, but

before planting, trim the roots w-ith a sharp knife, and cut the branches back

to 2 or 3 inches, leaving, say, two or three spurs.
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AGTMCULTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.
Secretahies are iinited to forward for insertion in this page dates of their

forthcoming shows
;
these should reach the Sub-Editor, Department of Agri-

culture, Sychiey, not later than the 21st of IIm' month [irevious to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once.

1908.
Socict\-.

Tsew South Wales Sheep breeders" Association

Denili(iuiii P. ami A. Society

Hay P. aiitl A. Association

•Condobolin 1'. and A. Association

Narauilera P. and A. Association

National A. and I. Association of Queensland

Forbes P., A., and H. Association

•CowiaP., A., and H. Society ...

Pai'kes P., A., and H. Association

(iunnedah P., A., and H. Association...

Murrumbidgee P. and A. Association ...

-Cxienfell P., A., and H. Association ...

<!ermanton P. and A. Society ...

Albury and Border P., A., and H. Societj' ...

Yoimg P. and A. Association ...

•Cootamundra A., P., H.
,
and I. Association...

Molong P. and A. Association ...

Cowra P., A., and H. Association

Temora P., A., H., and I. Association

•Queanbeyan P. and A. Association

Lismore A. and I. Society

1909.

Kiania A. Association

Kangaroo Valley ...

< Running P., A., and [.Society. .

Tenterfield P., A., and M
Tumbarumba and Uj)per Murraj' P. anil A. Society...

Inv(!rell P. and A. Association...

Camden A., H.
,
and 1. Society

Upper Hiuiter P. and A. Ass., Muswellbrook

, Secretary.
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Monthly Weather Report,

hawkesbury agricultural college, richmond.

Summary for April, 1908.

Air Pressure

(Barometer).
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[advertisement.]

Government Stud Bulls available for lease, or

for service at State Farms.

Breed.
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3. Bulls leased will be transferred free of charge to any place not more
than 100 miles by rail from the place from which they are transferred

;
to

any place distant more than 100 miles by rail, lease will be granted only on
condition that the lessee pays all charges for the extra distance over 100 miles.

In the case of bulls sent by sea, or partly by rail and partly by sea, all

expense over the sum of £\ (one pound) must be borne by the lessee. The
lessee must make all arrangements for, and bear all expense of, transferring
a bull from the nearest railway station or port to the place where it is to be
stationed. In the case of leasing a bull already stationed within the district,

the new lessee must send for the bull and bear the expense of removal.

4. A condition of the leasing of the bulls shall be that the farming public
"be allowed to send cows co the bull at a fee of not more than 10s. (ten shillings)

{)er cow, provided the bull's list is not already full, but the total number of

cows served must not be more than thirty for six months.
5. Each bull shall be treated and kept in a condition to satisfy the Depart

-

«ient, and shall be at all times open to inspection of authorised Officers of the

Department.
6. A return showing the number of cows served, and distinguishing

between cows owned by those to whom the bull is leased and the outside

public, shall be sent to the Department at the end of the term.

7. All due care must be taken to see that the bull shall not have access to

-cows suffering from any infectious disease, special attention being given to

fleuro-pneumonia and tuberculosis.

8. No farmer who is known to have pleuropneumonia in his herd shall be

permitted to send cows to any of these bulls within three months from the

date of the last outbreak.

9. In case of illness of a bull the Department shall be immediately informed.

10. The bull shall not be allowed to run with cows, but shall be kept in a

•special bull paddock, which must be well fenced, and each cow " in use" shall

only be allowed to remain with the bull such time as will enable him to have
•connection with her twice. However, where necessary, in order to keep bulls

quiet, special permission may be given to run with one or two specially-
selected healthy cows.

11. Should any of the foregoing rules not be complied with, the Depart-
ment shall have the right- to remove the bulls at once, and all fees paid shall

be forfeited.

12. Should a bull be wilfully neglected or badly treated, or Rule 10 be

broken, the Department shall have the right to take any action desirable for

the recovery of damages
13. All applications for bulls should be made to the Director of Agricul

ture, Department of Agriculture, Sydney.

AGREEMENT CLAUSE.

In consideration of the loan of one Stud Bull ( ) for a period of

I, of do hereby agree to he bound by t/ie conditions expressed

in the foregoing RegxUatiow.

Dated this day of 190 .

i^'itness,
— Lessee .

J. P.

^' N.B.—This agreement must be signed on the day the bull is received by the lessee, ami

One Shilling, i

is to be returned by first post to the Director of Agriculture
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PURE=BRED PIGS
FOR SALE.

Neu/ington Asylum, Parramatta River.

BREED. AGE. Sires. Dams.

BERKSHIRES.. 3 months to

8 months.

YORKSHIRE,
LARGE.

TAMWORTH

do

From 3

months.

Russell Swanwick (imp.)..

Ocean Wave (imp.)

Gold Digger (imp.)

Sir Wilfred (imp.)

Cholderton Don (imp.) ..

Cossack I (imp.)

Danesfield Lottie III (imp.),
Joyce (imp.), Queenie.

Black Cloud, Jeanette, Queen
Betsy, Rookie.

Swanwick's Pride, Jean, Miss

Swanwick, Joyce II. Sea
Wave, Ripple, Sea-SheU.

Newington Countess (imp.)^
Hawke's May, Hawke's Lass»
Hawke's Flower, Newington
Empress, Newington Duchess
(from imported stock).

Rolleston Cowslip (imp.)^
Daffodil (imp.).

Ruby (from imported stock).

All the imported stock has been selected from

THE BEST STRAINS IN ENGLAND.

Terms from £^3 3s.
Prices may be arranged for young sows ready for service.

Intending buyers are invited to inspect the stock. The Parramatta

River steamers call at Newington Asylum. If notified in advance, a

vehicle will meet the train at Auburn Station. (Telephone, No. 23,.

Rookwood.)

Communications should be addressed to the Superintendent of Newington Asylum.

G. E. BRODIE,

Inspector-General of Charities.
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Forestry.
Some Practical Notes ox Eouestry suitable for New

South Wales.

[Continued from page 273.]

J. H. maiden,
Government Botanist and Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydnej-.

XVIII.

Trees other than Conifers and Palms :

Oaks.

Introductory Note.

I HAVE dealt with the Conifers so far, and the friendly letters received while

the articles were appearing have included a number of useful notes, which

may find a place in an improved edition some day.

I now propose to tackle the non-conifers. I shall exclude those trees

which are indigenous to New South Wales, since these are already being-

dealt with in my pictorial work,* and there is so much to be done that we
cannot afford any duplication. The present series will, however, not exclude

Australian trees. For example, if a ti'ee be a Queensland nati%e, which does

not natui'ally extend into New South Wales, I shall not hesitate to include

it in the present series if I think it is worthy of cultivation.

The principal difficulty experienced in a new venture like this is want of

illustrations. People like pictures. Even if a tree photographed may not

be the best of its kind, it may still have some value, since it may show some

of the characters. I find it difficult to get illustrations. The Government

Printer has very generouslv come to my assistance so far as the trees in the

Botanic Gardens are concerned, and as the articles proceed it will be observed

what a rich ai"boretum (a garden of trees, as distinct from shrubs and herbs)

we have in Sydney. But many trees cannot be illustrated because of the

crowded nature of the Garden, which prevents their form being properly

shown in a picture. Further, I do not want these articles only to display

Sydney trees : I want pictures from all parts of the State. Will my readers

help me for the common good 1 Will they send me good photographs of trees

growing in any part of the State, or tell me where such photographs can be

obtained? It is obvious that I cannot send an itinerant photographer to

* " The Forest Flora of New South Wales." Quarto ; eacli part profusely illustrated.

Thirty-two parts have already appeared. Price, Is. per part, or 10s, per dozen parts.

Postage, 2d. each part extra. Apply Government Printer, Sydney, or any bookseller.
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phutugraph trees: su that it is no us<' fur a t'riciid at Moit'c, tor cxaiiiiik', to

tell ine, "If you will only send a photographer up liere, 1 will show him a

splendid tree."

For want of illustiations, T cmnot arrange my articles according to a

proper botanical or arboricultui'al clalssification. 1 begin with the oaks

(Quercus) simply because T ha\e some pictui'es of them.

I cannot hold out any inducements at present to professional photographer.s

to take tree photograj)hs on speculation. '^Vko sentiment al)out our native

trees is touching. Acres of cold type are brought into play. Xo ti'ces are

like Australian trees
;
no Australian trees are like New South Wales ones.

Study of them develops the national sentiment. How nice it is to teach our

children about them
;
and so on. Then I go to one of the leading photo-

graphers in Sydney, and say to him,
'" Mr.

,
I am a buyer of

photographs of New South Wales trees
;
send your, man all over the State

foi- subjects." He retorts :

" My natural taste inclines that w'ay, and I have

shown my sincerity by spending over £100 in obtaining a large number of

pictures of New South Wales trees
;
but you are the only man who has ever

bought one from me."

So that this photogj'apliic door is closed to me. Fellow New South Welsh-

men, you buy photographs of sheep, of horses (especially racehorses), of

milking-cows, of politicians you buy a few, and of actresses probably more,

but you do not take portraits of trees, and do not buy them, simply because

this form of encouraging Australian industry has not been brought home to

you. A well-grown tree is one of tiie noblest w^orks of Nature! ]\[y message
in the articles which follow is only to lovers of trees. Trees have their points,

just as pigs and dogs have. AVill you let me win the sympathy of some of

you (I am not so foolish as to expect everyone's taste to be directed to trees)

for our trees, not merely our native ones, but the imported ones which do well,

or which promise to do well, in our richly endowed State of many soils and

many climates 1

There is very little literature on the subject wi'itten in New South AVales

for New South Wales people, and still less with illustrations
;
so that I am

engaged in missionary eftbrt, and I feel sure I shall have sympathy in con-

ducting the campaign T have undertaken.

I shall not only deal with trees already acclimatised in New South Wales,

but shall include those which I think will readily flourish in some parts of

this State, and promise to be valuable acquisitions.

It would be a very desirable thing if landowneis would ilo a little

specialising in regard to tiee-planting. For exampile, if one gentleman would

make a collection of oaks, another of poplai-s, another of pines, they would

bi' of great interest to the planter himself ; and, if he would recoi-d not only
his successes, but his failures, much valu^l)le information would be secured fc.r

the country which can be obtained in no other way. Of course such

specialisation would not interfere with any miscellaneous planting he niaj'

desire to indulge in, but a State arboretum seems still a long way off, and when
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it is realised we shall pi()bal)ly only have one, that is to say we shall have

experience of only one district.

Meantime, if gentlemen will favour nie with a list of the planted trees on

their properties, with notes on their experience of them, I shall be glad (with
their permission) to quote such notes in the present series of articles. If

they can state age and size, including girth of trunk at 3 feet from the ground,
such inforination would be of real value.

QUERCUS.
(The Oak.)

The genus Qiierciis belongs to the family Cupulifer;e, and its best known
member is the British Oak {Q. rohur, including (^>. pedunculata, and Q. sessili-

flora). There are about 350 oaks scattered throughout the world, the principal

countries of which they are native being North America, Europe, China,

Japan, and other parts of Asia. They extend from Japan to the Himalaya,
and occur in the Malay Archipelago. Darwin's dictum that variation is most

observed in the largest genera finds no exception in Quercus.

In Australia the term oak has been loosely applied to a numbei* of trees

whose timbers reminded the early settlers of that of the British oak, in its

fissile nature and blotched gi-ain ; tlius we have the Forest, Swamp, and other

8he Oaks (Casuarina), and the Silky and other oaks belonging to the

Proteaceie.

As a matter of convenience, I have grouped them into the three great
divisions of the world, in (a) America, (6) Europe, (c) China and Japan, etc.,

and for easy reference I will arrange the spe<;-ies in alphabetical order of

species names.

Speaking generally, the oaks thrive best in strong, deep, njoist soils. The
acorn soon loses its germinating power, so that it is desirable to sow it as soon

as possible after it becomes ripe, and it is best, if it can ha managed, to plant
the acorn where it is desired that the future oak shall grow. Failure can

be guarded against by planting two or three acorns near each other and

preserving the strongest plant should more than one survive.

Oaks are valuable as ornamental trees ; they have special merits for both

avenue and specimen planting.*
The acorn cups of some, and the bark of others, are valuable tanning agents,

supplementing the dark-coloured tannages of our wattle-bark. At present
these oak products are imported into Australia. The foliage of some has some

merit as stock feed.

Then the value of oak for timber has passed into a proverb. Not all oaks

are, iiowever, valuable in this respect, but the oaks are so diverse, and our

climates and soils are so diverse, that we should expeiimeut freely.

Oaks usually form round-topped trees with symmetrical heads, and are

divided into two groups—the deciduous and the evergreen.

* Oaks are planted on boulevards, avenues in parks and cemeteries, and more recently in

the cities. They make a permanent tree, veiy free from insects, and unsurpassed by any
shade tree. (Meehan, speaking of Pennyslvanian and temperate American conditions.)
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Select Bibliography.

1. Die Eichen Europa's und cles Orient'.s. i)r. Tlieoilor Kotscliy. KJ

folio plates (colourefl). Wien und Olmiiz, ISG'i.

A very line work. For European and Asia Minor Oaks only.

Quoted as "
Kotschy."

2. Sargent's "SJKa of X01II1 Anierira" (Vol. VIII).

A classic. The illustrations sui)erl). (^)uoted as •

Sarnfiit."

3. Tllustraf.ions of West American Oaks, from drawiun's l>y the late

Alhett Kellogg, M.D. The text by Edward L. Oreene. Puhlislied

from funds provided l)y James M. Mcl)()nal(l, Esq., 8an Francisco,

May, 1889. Part II, June, I8i)0. Quoted as '•

Kellogg."

4. The value of Oak-leaves for forage. ^^ .
N\ . Mackie. Hull. 15(i.

Univ. California Exp. Station (IDO.")).

o.
" Select extra-tropical plants." (Mueller.)

G.
" The Oak : a popular introduction to forest botany." (11. Marshall

Ward.) "Modern Science
"
series, Kegan Paul, London (1892).

Mor()hology, chiefly.

The North American Oaks.

1. Q. u(/rifolia, l^iee. '-Live Oak": a '
J'.lack Oak." Fig. in Kellogg, also

Sargent, t. 403
;
Hooker's Ic. PL t. 377.

A low, round-topped evergreen tree, occasionally t^O or 90 feet in height.

Not an important timber-tree, except for fuel. The aenins imporiant to

the Indians of Lower California (Sargent).

The timber compact, hard, and of great strength, but the shortiiess of tlie

trunks and flexuusity of tlie large main branches render it untit for sawing
into boards; it furnishes fuel of the best quality ((jrreene).

Western California and Mexico : ascends to 2,800 fetit in S. California.

Mostly a maritime species. L 18 a.*

2. Q. alba, L. " White or Quebec Oak." Fig. Sargent, tt. 3r)G -7.

Wood used for ship Imilding, and also by wheel wi ights, coopers, and others.

Pliable, most durable, one of the very best of all woods for casks, also of first-

class value for cabinet work, for machinery, spokes, naves, beams, plough-

handles, agricultural implements, carriages, flooring, l)asket-material.

(Sargent.) A large and valuable tree.

From Canada to Florida, westerly to Texas, nourishing in deep, rich soil.

Acorns an article of connnerce. L. 29 c.

3. Q. hicoJor, Willd. (Q. platanoidex. Lam. ; Syn. (J. primis, L. var. hicolor.

Spach.) "Swamp White Oak." Fig. Sargent, tt. 380-1.

A deciduous species : a large tree. The wood splits readily into tough,

thin strips, from which rough baskets are made.

South-eastern United States. Thrives in deep, rich forest soil on the

borders of rivers and swanq)s.

Acorns an artide of commerce. L 29 c
;
U 3 (near the Metrosideros).

• Thfse numbers refer to the place of a specimen in the Botanic Gardens, Sydney.
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4. Q. cal'f-ornkn^ Cooper in ^iini/haonifin /I'ep. (1858)261 (iSyn. (J. Kelloygii,

Newb. and Q. sononiftisis, Bt^ntli.). "The Black Oak." Fig. as Q. Kellogyii

in Kellogg; as Q. cnlifomicd in Sargent, t. 416.

A small deciduous tree, generally found near Conifers. Tt is one of those

oaks which, in its nati\e habitat, aie eaten by cattle and horses, sheep, and

goats (Mackie). TiinV)er makes excellent axles for trucks, buifers for cars,

and is available for many uspful purposes.

Western United States (Oregon and California, often reaching elevations

of 7,000 to 8^000 feet) ;
scarce near the coast.

5. Q. dirysniepis, Liebm. The " California Live Oak,"
" Maul Oak," or

"Green Oak." Fig. Sargent, t. 398
;
also Kellogg.

A tree of 40 to 60 feet, with large sweeping branches.

" Wood heavy, very strong, close-grained, compact, difficult to work

somewhat used in the manufacture of agricultural implements, waggons, &c.
;

the most valuable oak of the Pacific forests.

" More valuable as a timber-tree than the other oaks of Central California :

it produces heavy, very strong, hard, tough and close-grained wood. Although
difficult to cut and work, it is used in the manufacture of agricultural

implements and waggons."- -(Sargent.)

It is used as a browse for sheep and goats, and sparingly by cattle.

Oregon and California, U.S.A., often reaching an elevation of 9,000 feet,

when it becomes a shrub

In New South Wales it does not ap()ear to l)e in cultivation.

6. Q. cinerfa, Michx. [Q. hrevifoHa, Sargent).
" Blue Jack."

See Sargent's
" Silva of North America," t. 431, where it is figured as Q.

brevifoUii, Sargent, t'lat author taking the synonym (^).
Fhdlos var. hrevifolii

of Lamarck, and raising Lamarck's variety to the rank of a species.

A small tree of 15-;20 feet. The leaves are lanceolate, an unusual shape
for an oak.

It inhabits sandy barrens in the southern United States and upland

ridges, and is recommended here for trial in coastal localities. It is too

small for the timber to be of much importance.

M 29
;
L 26 c.

See photo.

7. Q. coccinea, Wangenh. "Scarlet Oak." Fig. Sargent, tt. 412-3.

Chieriy valuable for the brilliant scarlet colour which its leaves assume late

in autumn, when those of most of its companions have fallen (Sargent).

Suitable for the colder parts of New South Wales in light, dry, usually

sandy soil. The acorns are an aiticle of commerce.

L 33 d.

8. Q. cunenta, Wangenh. (Q. falc.2t'7, Michx.
; Q. (Iiyitata, Sudw., following

the variety name Q. niyra diyitata, Marshall, 1785). "Spanish Oak." Fig.

by Sargent as Q. diyitata, tt. 420, 421. A large deciduous tree.
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Quercus cinerea, Michx.

Botanic Giirdeus, Sydney.

Produces excellpiit tiunu'rs" bark. It is finer grained .iiid nidrc durable

tliaii tliat of V- i'"hi\i, and is used tor staves, railway carriages, and in ship-

building (C. Mohr).
South-eastern United States from New .Terse}- to Texas and Florida.

Found in dry, sandy ground, and ean be utilised for sea-coast ]>lantiny-.
" The Spanisli Oak is one of the most distinct of the Black Oaks of North

America which bear lobcd leaves, and, in spite of the various forms its leaves

assume, it may always be easily rec(»ifnised bv theii- drodping habit and the

ppculiai' rusty coverini;' of their lower surface. Tlieii' ample size, curious

forms, and distinct colouring make the Spanish Oak a conspicuous and a most

desirable ornamental ti-ee, and it is often used to sliade houses and village
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streets in tli^ upper districts of tlie South Atlantic and Gulf States, where

noble old siiecinicns may often be seen."—(Sargent, hw. cit., p. 149.)

9. (,). Doii.ylatiii, Hook, et Arn. " Blue Oak,"
" Rock Oak," "Mountain

White Oak." Fig. Sargent, t. 386. Hooker's Icones, tt. 382-3.

A tree of medium size, with a dense, round-topjied symmetrical head and

dark-bluish leaves.

" On account of the dryness of its leaf, only goats and sheep browse on it,

but the acorn mast, which is plentiful and quite certain, is excellent feed for

hogs, cattle, sheep, goats, and often for horses."—(W. W. iNlackie.)

Timber of little value, but one of the oaks lik^-ly to be useful in the drier

parts of New South Wales.
" No American oak, with the exception perhaps of Quercus dumosa, is

more variable than Querciis Doujlnsii in the size, shape, and dentation of its

leaves. They are readily recognised in the field by their blue colour, as this

is the only blue leaved oak of Northern and Central California."— (Sargent,

op. cit., p. 79.
)

10. (J. Garrijanri,'Do\x^^\. "White Oak" or "Mountain White Oak." Fig.

Sargent, t. 364
;
also Kellogg.

" This species, almost unaided, supplies pasture for thousands of sheep and

goats as well as cattle and horses, and not only keeps them up, but actually

fattens them. The stock keep whole ranges of it eaten down often towithir

less than 2 feet of the ground. Aside from the value of the leaves, the

acorn, which is quite sweet, forms a rich diet for stock. The mast is usually

sure and abundant."—(W. W. Mackie).

A valuable timber-tree. It is the only oak used for lumber on tlie Pacific

Coast, ami furnishes the oak lumber for the furniture faccories of West

Berkeley.

Confined to the lower and middle elevations of the iiiountains, chiefly cf

Western California.

11. (J. imhricaria,lsl\chK.
"
Shingle Oak," "Laurel Oak." Fig. by

Sargent, t. 432.

Native of the United States, extending from Pennsylvania southwards
;

it

is one of the most abundant oaks of the lower Ohio River. It inhabits ricli

uplands and occasionally the fertile bottom-lands of rivers.

"
Quercus inibricaria, with its symmetrical habit, smooth bark, and lustrous

dark-green entire leaves, is one of the most beautiful of the American oaks,

and a most distinct and desiral:)le ornament of the parks and gardens of

Eastern America."—(Sargent).

It would appear to be unknown in New South Wales, in the colder parts

of which it might be expected to flourish.

12. Q. Johata, Nee(Syn. Q. Hindsii, Benth.) "White Oak," "Valley Oak."

Fig. Sargent t. 362, and Kellogg.

It is a noble species, said by Sargent to be the largest and most graceful

of the oaks of Pacific North America, but the timber is inferior in quality.
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Tt is tho conspicuous oak of all the inland plains of ( alifornia. fiO(|ncntiiii;

rich river xallcys. It extends to Mexico.

Sari^ent says :
" Like other California oaks, Qiiercus lohntn does not flourish

bf-yond the borders of its native State, and the attempts that have been mad.-

to establish it in Eastern America and in Imuoiic Ikim" not lieen successful."'

Tt is prol)able, however, that, since many Australian rciiions have their

counterparts i7i California, we may be more successful.

7.:

'i^/
VI-

V «• .., ^'L, A'r ^

Quercus nigra, L. iQ. aquatica, Walter). 10 years' growth ; leaves falling.

Stiite Nursery, Campbell town.
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13. Q. Jijrata, Waltfr. The "Overcup Oak/' "Swamp White Oak "
Fig

Sargent, t. 374.

Wood .stated to be heavy, hard, strong, tougli, durable in contact with

ground, but ditficult to season.

"
Q. Ijjrata inhabits river swamps or sm dl d'-p <lepressions in rich

bottom lands often rilled with water, and usually wet throughout the year
"—

(Sargent.)

United States, extending from South TlHnois to the Gulf States.

14. ij. mai-i-dcarpri, Michaux. The "Burr Oak,"
"
Mossy Cup Oak," so

called from the mossy fringe about the rim of its deep acorn cup. Fig.

Sargent, t. 373.

It is one of the most valuable hardwoods of North America, being used for

fence posts and sleepers. It is a fine tree for ornamental planting. See

Circular 56 of the Forest Service of the United States Dejmrtment of Agri-
culture

It is one of the largest trees found in Central North America. It fre

cjuently attains a height of SO to 90 feet, and a diameter of 3 to 4 feet. It is

best suited to deep, rich, river-bottom soils.

Canada and the United States (chiefly in the lowland forests of the

Mississippi basin).

Its acoins ai'e an article of commerce.

15. Q. nigra, L. (syn. Q. aqu'itica, Walter). "Water Oak." Fig. Sargent,
t. 428.

" A tree occasionally 80 feet high, inhabiting the high sandy borders of

swamps and streams, and the rich bottom lands of rivers."—(Sargent.)

Common in the Southern States, and a favourite because of the ease with

which it can be transplanted and the rapidity of its growth.
" It is a favourite shade tree and is fi'ecpiently planterl in the streets and

squares of towjis and in pleasure grounds."
—

(Sargent.)

Acoi'ns an article of commerce.

Of the tree shown in the figure, Mr. John McEwen says,
" Ten years'

growth : height about 18 feet. Planted on grass. Does well here, but should

do better if more rainfall."—(State Nursery, Campbelltown, 4 07).

See photo.

16. Quercus 2>alustris, Muenchhausen. "Pin Oak." (It owes its name to

the small branches which are inserted in the limbs and the trunk.)
"
Swamp

Spanish Oak." Fig. Sargent, tt. 422-3.

Originally described in Germany from a cultivated specimen. It lias been

for over a century an inhaliitant of the parks of Europe, where it often grows

vigorously and attains a lai-ge size.

"Although less commonly planted in its native land, its symmetrical habit

and the beauty of its summer and autumn foliage make it always a distinct

and desirable ornamental tree, and no other oak is better suited to shade the

highways or adorn the parks of the Northern States. '—
(Sargent.)
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Quercus palustris.Muench.

Camden Park.

Mechan sino;les out this oak as particularly adapted for side-walk (]>ave-

ment) plantiui;- in cities, since it seems to thrive under the adverse conditions

usually found in such places. It should he well tried in our colder regions
of good rainfall.

See photo.
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17. Q. Prin'ts, lAiuw. "
Swamp White Oik," or " Rock-chestnut Oak,"

var. bicolor {Q. bicolor, WilM.
),
which see. Fig. Sargent, tt. oTo-G.

Yields an excellent tan-bark. It furnishes a timber used by builders and

c lopers, and makers of agricultuial implenjents. Commercially it is not

distinguished from the wood of 'J. al/nt atid (J. inncrocarpa (Sargent).

A tall tree, inhabiting the borders of streams and swamps, growing in low,

moist, fertile soil (Sargent). Found \n the cooler parts of the eastern Uniteil

States, and extending to Canada.

18. Q. riclrn,, L. "Red Oak." Fig. Sargent, tt. 4UL»-10.

A stately, deciduous tree, 70-90 feet in height, and_^with a stem diameter

of 2-4 feet.

Best suited to porous, sandy, or gravelly clay soils, but they must be well

drained. Does not do well when the air is very dry. It is stated to surpass

all oaks in the rapidity of its growth. (Circ. 58 of the Forest Service of tlie

U.S. Dept. of Agric.)"
" Endowed with a constitution which enables it to withstand climatic

conditions vmlike those oi its native land, (^hierrus ruhni has succeeded in

Europe better than any other American oak, and individuals moi-e than a

century old may ])e seen in England, France, and Germany. No oak of the

northern States grows mure rapidly or can more easily be transplanted, and

few trees are better suited to ornament the parks and roadsides of the

northern United States."—(Sargent, op. cil.
!>. 127.)

It should be well tried in New South Wal s.

See photo.

19. Q. rngosa, Nee {<J. cra-vsifo/ii, Humb. and Bonpl.).

A small evergreen tree, reminding one of Q. pseiido-aiiher. Not much is

known in Australia about this species.

It is a native of Mexico.

L 1.5 a : M S.

20. Q. Skiuneri, Benthani. The " Cozahual."

This species presents a resemblance to the walnut [Jaglans) in its lobed

and wrinkled seed-leaves or cotyledons. The large acorns are used for

feeding domestic animals. See Hooker's Ic. PI., t. 402.

Mexico to (xuatemala, ascending to 7,000 feet. It does well in Sydney
District. Should be tested on the table-lands. L 32 b.

21. Q..stellafa, Wangeidieim {Q. obtitHihba, l^ich^wx). The " Post Oak."

Q. minor, Sargent (after the variety name (J. alba mhior, Marshall), under

which name it is figured in Sargent tt. .3(j8-9.

" Its dense, round-topiped head and its dark foliage, which at a distance

sometimes appears nearly black, make it eas}' to recognise the Post Oak in

the landscape ; and always a beautiful tree, it might be used to advantage in

the decoration of parks an I pleasure-grounds in the (^astern United States."

—(Sargent.)

A large tree in exceptional situations. It is the most abundant oak of

<Dentral Texas, being usually found on limestone hills and ^andy plains. It
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therefore seems indicated t'oi' tiial en our sandy coast lands and uii our

western plains.

'2'1. (.j. cf.lutui't. Lain. (Syn. V- tiactorid, Alichx. ; (^. cucciiira, xar. fmcturla^

A. DC.)
" Black Oak/' '^Yellow Bark Oak,"

"
Dyers' Oak.'" Fi.i;. Sargent,,

tt. 4U-5.

Quercus rutra, L,

Camden Park.
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The yellow dye known as quercitron conies from the )>ark of the v ir.

tinctoria, which is known as "
Quercitron,"

" Yellow-barked or Black Oak."

It is inferior to some other oaks for ornamental planting, but inasmucii as

the inner bark, which abounds in tannic acid, is largely used in tanning and

it also contains a yellow dye, the tree is worthy of experimental culture.

Quercus virginiana, Miller iQ. virens, Ait.;.

Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

This tree extends from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico and it is abundant in

the Mississippi basin. It inhabits gravelly uplands and ridges (Sargent).
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1^;). (J. i-i/yutidna, Miller {f^>. rirens, Air.). It is well kiKiwn in Sydney as

Q. oivf/ens, but virginiand is the older iianic "Live Oak." l-'iij. Saiiicni, tt.

394-r».

A valuiible sliade-tree. Yields excellent tiiiibei', t'oniierly mueh used tor

rmval purposes.

One of the most valuable ti in ber-ti'ees of Noi-tii Aiiieiiea : t'oimeilv it was

largely used in ship-building. The aeoiiis were largely collected by the

Indians, and aH'ord valuable food f(ir hogs (Sargent).

One of the most valuable trees presented by the United .States to New
South Wales. There are nuuiei-ous specimens in the JJotajiic (Jardens, but its

\alue to Sydney may l)e learned from the specim(ms tiourisliing in the sterile,

wind-swept Centennial Park. Tt prefers the coast districts.

" In the southern United States its beauty has been appreciated for more

than two hundred years; and nol)le single s|)ecimeiLs oi- avenues of live oaks

guarding the approaches to tlie stately colonial mansions of Carolina and

(xeorgia, and unsui'passed in majesty by planted trees of any other kind,

testify to the ornamental value of this species, which surpasses the other oaks

of North Amei'ica in grandeur of port, beauty of outline, and solidity of trunk

and branches. No American oak grows more rapidly or is more easily trans-

planted, and its general use as a shade-tree, witli the scarcely less beautiful

Laurel Oak, in the streets of southern cities, gives thein tlieir greatest charm."
—

(Sargent, op. cit. p. 102.)

M 1
;
L 17 d, L';j, 30 f.

See
photi-i.

•-'4. V- WisUzenii, A. DC. "Canon Live Oak." A " Black Oak."' Fig.

Sargent, t. 40(5.

A distinct and handsome tree, but a shrub in desert localities and on the

eoast.

"
'J4ie leaves of this sAr^fi are sought in preference to those of the Scrul)

<_)ak by sheep, goats, and cattle, and it is thus often found stripped of its

leives."— (W. W. Mackie.)

TliC wood is hard, tough, sti'ong, and durable, and of great value fnr

mechanical purposes, also making excellent fuel (Greene).

Califoi'iiia, along the coast; also along the fcot-hills and lower slcjes uf

mountains.

(Z'o he coiitiiniftJ.)
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Refrigeration on the Homestead.

Temperattjee for Cool Storage of Fruit, &c.

H. V. JACKSON AND A. K. LEA.

With the continual advancement which is taking place in tlie improvement
of machines, and the cheapening of mechanism through the simphfication of

parts, the use of refrigerated rooms for the storage of perishable produce is

extending among business people, and it is only a matter of time when, no

doubt, we shall see suitable plants installed on estates and dairy farms,

whereby, in the warmer districts especially, the farmer will not only hold his

milk and cream in a cool temperature, but the household will likewise take

advantage of the opportunity to make use of cool rooms.

Several makers of high repute are now manufacturers of small refrigerating

machines, which are self-contained and automatic in their working, and are

easily managed by any person of ordinary intelligence. It does not require
an expert engineer to work these small plants.

The time is not far distant when many successful pastoralists and farmers

will realise the considerable advantage dei'ived througli the installation of a

refrigerating plant on the estate.

Machines working upon the compression system and cold air are employed
for the cooling of air in store rooms.

It is desirable, in some instances, that the cool chamber shall certainly be

as dry as possible, though some discretion is necessary when using the space
iov the storage of fish and cheese, and even eggs may be kept in too dry an

atmosphere.
As to refrigeration by means of compression machines, where the cooling-

is brought about through the evaporation of a volatile liquid, the refrigeration

must be effected by cooling a non-congealable salt brine, and pumping it

through a system of pipes in the store room, or by forcing a current of air

generated by means of a fan to strike against surfaces reduced to a low

temperature by expansion of the refrigerating agent.

What is known as the direct expansion system has the advantage of being
more economical and more quickly effective than with the brine circulation,

l)ut there are certain disadvantages should a leakage of vapour from the

cooling pipes take place, although some experts consider fears of damage
from this cause to be groundless.

The cold air-blast system is a mechanism so constructed that the refrigerat-

ing pipes are in a separate room, connected with the store room, so that the

air ))eing cooled is then circulated through the store i-oom by means of a fan.

An advantage of this system is that if the temperature of the store room

rises from any circumstance, dripping through the thawing of frost in the

pipes is avoided, although this can be overcome by a false roof or pipe loft.
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One of the most important j^oints in the construction of m foo] room is the

insulation. The insulatiiii^ material should lie of a natnro wliicli is odourless ;

it sliould not readily take up moisture, hut he compact (that is unshrinkaljle),

inipervious to vermin, and at the same time as cheap as possible.

No. 1.—Linde System.—Vertical telt-driven machine.

Suitable for butchers, butter factories, cordial makers, and small ice plants. Capacity, 3 tons.
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A variet}' of Mibstance.s have been used for the purpose, some of which are

of a composite character; while pumice-stone, charcoal, cork, asbestos, saw-

dust, and silicate of cotton or slag-wool is favoured. If charcoal is used it

should be well dried and packed as nearly as possible to a consistency of

11 lb. 23er cubic foot ; and silicate of cottot), 12 to 13 lb. per cubic foot.

In constructing cool chambers due attention is reifuisite to a proper system
of ventilation

;
the opening of doors, from time to time, no doubt, permits

the escape of vitiated air, but at the same time there is a loss of cold air wlien

the doors are opened, which has to be made good by the refrigerating

machinery. In some cases ventilating shafts are provided which can l)e

regulated by the engineer.

<^^

No. 2.—Frick Refrigerating macliine.

Capacity, 4 to 10 tons. Joseph Baker and Sons, Kent-street, Sj'dney.

The construction of the chamber, therefore, requires proper provision for

the circulation of air. The cold air will find a lower level than the warm air,

and in reference to this matter of air circulation, Wallace Tayler says :
—

Using a liroad single distributing duct near the floor in combination with a false ceiling
resulted in a very penetrating and uniform circulation of air, and in practical service it

has been found to produce superior results I his was accomplished by
perforating the distributing ducts with small holes, and so proportioning them that a

larger part of the flow of air is from the bottom of the ducts. The ducts are also

perforated to some extent on sides and top. By piling the goods a few inches from the
floor the air from the ducts flows under the goods and out to the centre of the room.
This action is alsn assis-ted by having the greater number of the perforations in false

ceilings in the middle, third, or (piarter of the room, so as to draw the air out from the
sides of the room.

B
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No. 3. "The Brunswick"— Two-ton compressor.

Buzacott & Co., Syduey.

W'ticic tlie fanner has erected a small

ret'rigeratin.u loum. jn-obably mainly for

the purposr of kcc^piiii;- the milk anrl croani

from the <lairv in a satisfactory c-ool tem-

perature, or for storing his butter, it must

l)c iioi'ne ill iTiind that it is veiy necessary

products uivinu' off oilmir slidiild nut at

the same.time he stored in the room. If

ei-'iT-s are beinu' stored for aiiv length of

time care must be exercised in this ivspect

also. It is desirable the ronin shmild l)e

always sweet and clean. If at any time

a damp and \itiated atmosphere lias lieeu

set uj>, there is danger uf moulds.

Onions, potatoes, fruit, meat, cheese,

and such like, are very undesii-able if in

a condition which is odoriferous, and evi'ii

sound onions, potatoes, cheese, and some

odoriferous fruits will tend to taint other

products.
The approximate cost of a refrigerating

chamber 10ft. x 10 ft. x 7 ft. would be about

£90, constructed with (diarcoal insulation.

Tiie doors and frame could b^ purchased

No. 3a.— "The Brunswick
'

combination ice-making and refrigerating machine.

500 lb. rafrigeratiug capacitj. Buzaaott & Co., Syduey,
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in Sydney, and the rest of the work done by a carpenter on the farm. Cost

(jf a refrigerating niaeliine to keep this size of room at a suitable temperature
for fatm 2:)roduce would be about £160. Cost of power to drive is not here

included, as there may, in some cases, be engines already on the property, and

in use for other jjurposes.

No. 4- Two-ton direct steam-driven maeliins.

JIiiunt';ic-tiii eil I'y Winigli ;mk1 J )sep'.ison, SyJuey,
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The illustratiniis of several types of nuiclune.s are :
—

]S^o. 1.—A Liiide vertieal machine, belt-rli'iven, suj.plic 1 hy \\'iklri<l,ue and

Sinclair, It?, Pitt-street, Sydney.

No. "i.—Frick machine, su))plied byJose^iii Baker and Sons, Kent-street, Sydney.

ha
e

a

No. •').
—A Brunswick machine, supplied hv Duzacott A: Co., Market-sti'eer,

Svfhiey.
No. 4-.

—A li-ton direct steam tlrixcii niacliinc, mannfacturcil liy
W auL;li and

Josephscm, Sydney.
No. 5.—The Budge 6 tun iri'iiL;crat inn ei mi pressors, mafle by •). Budge,

Pyrmont, Sydney.
No. 6.—Hercules machine, from C. A. ^lacDonald.

()."i,
Pitt-street.
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"l\\'t folldwiiiL;- is a .specificuiiu.i for the coii-^tructioii ot' ;i .small refrigerating
chiiiiber :

—
The room sliould 1te built as near air-tight as it is possible to be made

;

each wall is composed of four tliicknesses of tongued and grooved boards, two

layers inside and two layers outside, with one layer of .'^plv P. and B. paper
between each layer <A boards.

When starting to fix the second la\-er of hoards, cut the first board down
the centre, thus preventing the joints comiiiL;- opposite to each other.

Floor to be composefl
of one layer of <) in. x

1 in. T. and G. harrl-

wood, then a layer of

l-])ly Malthoid, then a

layer of 6 in. x | in. T.

and G. Baltic
;
on these

lay 9 in. x 3 in. joists,

spaced L'^ in. centre to

centre, and fill in spaces

with pi-operly hui iit dry

charcoal
;
when all spaces

are filled, lay on 6 in. x

\ in. T. and G. Baltic,

then a layer of 1-ply

.M althoid,andfinish with

4 in. X 1| in. T. and G.

hardwood ; all l)oards

being properly cramped

together and securely

nailed.

On this floor the studs

for the walls are to be

erectefl, composed of 4

in. X 2 in. timber spaced
is in. centre to centre.

Place these in position,

as shown on sketch, so

that the studs on outer

lining do not come oppo-

]^>y doing tliis it allows a better space for

No. 5.—"The Budge"— Six-ton refrigeration compressor.

Australian desifjii, and mauufactiirfd by J. Budg-e, Eug-iueer
Pyrmout, Sydney.

linini.site the studs on insidi

insulating material.

Four in. x '1 in. wall-plates placed on edge, and checked into studs, are

strong enough for small rooms. All wall-plates to he kept flu.sh with outside

and inside of studs, thus leaving a space of f> inches clear between the two

waU-plates to get the charcoal down into the walls. The greatest care must

be taken in puttini^ the charcoal in, and make certain that no empty j^ockets

are left. The r nnw should be kept u|( well fconi the ground, so as to allow
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'
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No. 6.— Hercules steam-driven refrigerator.

5 to 25 tons. C. A. Macl)..tald, i;:i, I'itt-stret't, Syiliiey.

No. 6a.— Hercules belt-driven refrigerator.

1 to 3 tons capacity. C. A. MinDoimld, G:!, Vitt-street,

Sydney.

a cuiriMit (if ;iii- tn
ji;iss

iindci-. 'I'lii--

will ]ii('\ciit (|.inip-rut in the bottom

li()ai-(l>. It ii'uy Im' crrctcd inside

any existing slicd u\ailal)k'. If no

shed is in existence, tlicn erect one

large ciionuli to pivvent tlie .^-uii

striking on the structuie at any

side, and also keep out t'r.e wet.

Tlie ceiling slioidd I c composed
of 1) in. x 1j in. (Oregon joists .set 1 >!

inclies centre to centre, lined on

upper and lower sides with two

thicknesses of (i in. x \ in. longced

and groo\-ed Jiultic, and a sheet of

l' ]ilv P. and B. paper between the

1 oards : well till sjoaces between the

joists w itli eliarcoah Shoulii tl.e tip

of the room lie intended to lie used

as a wiirking tlonr, then substitute

the lop lavei- of boards by using
(i in. \ i in. hardwdod, and have

them thoroughly dry and well

cramped together before finally nail-

ing ilown.
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Section

FLOOR

4'j< /A' TA C HAHDH'ood
I PLY MALTHOID
S <>*'r* C BALTIC

6 x^'rSrG BALT/C
I PLY MALTHOID
e'xl 'H/^/tOWOOD

CEILING

6 x^' TS C BALTIC
PA B PAPER
e'x^A r sa BALTIC

6 X Yt T A C BALTIC
P » B PAPER
e'xilt T iC BALTIC

p °—
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Inside thf louiii at »\\ angles tix tillet piect-o and corueis. These must be

iixed tightly, and should have a layer of Malthoid or P. and B. paper to form
an air-tight joint.

Always bear in mind that when construeting a chamber of this kind, that

the better the insulation the more ethcient will be the working of the

refrigerating machinery.
There is, of course, room for diftVrences of opinion as to the se\eral kind.N

of motive power in the market that would be suitable for driving the small

ice machine.

The sream engine and boiler is a most reliable one, and is cheap to work
where wood is plentiful, and it is easy of management.

The producer-gas or suction-gas plant, the latter preferable for small

installations, and, lastly, the oil engine.

In erecting one of these small plants it would only require about '1 horse-

power to drive the machine alone, but it should always be borne in naind that

a,lmost any kind of work can be greatly cheapened in production bv thf-

introduction of machineiy, and it is advisable to obtain an engine large enough
to do such extra work as sawing, corn-shelling, milk-separating, churning,

chaff-cutting, and even providing electric light for the homestead. The

approximate cost of, say, a 4-horse plant woidd be about £160. The steam

plant lias an advantage over others, as steam can be utilised for scalding-

milk cans and other utensils.

Cold Storage of Eggs.

Owners would do well to arrange for having eggs examined before

23utting them into store, and all cracked ones should be removed. Eggs
•coated with matter from broken ones will suffer injury if not cleaned.

Jn order that eggs may be kejjt fresh anrl good for from four to six

months, it is necessaiy to see that only new-laid ones be selected ; where

23ossible, also, it is advisable to have them infertile, as when fertile eggs get

exposed to a temperature of 90 degrees, for even a .short time, the germ will

start into growth, and no subsequent treatment will then avail to give them

the quality of freshness. Eggs for storage should be gathei-ed daily and placed
at once in the storage boxes in a cool place. To attain the highest success,

they should be graded as to colour and size, the boxes being marked

accordingly. Care should also be taken to have them clean and free from

unsightly stains. But it is not advisable to put them through a system of

absolute washing. Dipping eggs in water tends to remove the natural
" bloom "

of the em.
In New South Wales the boxes used are of trade size, holding 36 dozen or

LS dozen, and packers should see that the}- are made of odourless timber, as

eggs are ])eculiarly liable to absorb flavours from their surroundings.
Another imjiortant point is to see that the boxes and fillers are thoroughly

dry before using, otherwise mustiness is almost sure to ensue. Beyond the

tillers of cardboard, no packing of any kind should be used, and in order to

secure the best results it is recommended that the grease-proof odourless
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curdboard fillers he us(>(l. These are ohtaiiiahlc almost as rliciqilv as tlu'

usual hruwM cardboai'd in iicucial use.

If possible, new cardljoard lilleis should be used caeli year; those that

have been stained with broken egtjs, or lu)ldin,n- the least moisture, will have

a deleterious effeet on the eggs, and ai-e a t're(|uent cause of mould.

^\'hen I'ggs are to be taken from the i-old st<4i(' (and more jiart ieulai]\' in

warm weather), the ehange from the eold atmosiihere of the stoic room

causes a inoisture to be ai)i)arent. Some people term this "
sweating,'' and

think it is some exudation from the eggs. Hueli is not the ease : it is simply
the atmospherie moistuic, and ean be easily avoided by taking the egg cases

out of the cool room two days before they are required and placing the cases

in a medium t(>mperature for the time being.

When the eggs ai-e small, and the to]i layer in the ease does not reach the

protecting bd, it is recommended that white' pa])er be
|ilac<'d on top to act

as a buffer in transit to and fi'om the stores.

Tn his work on Mechaincal l>efrigeration, J. E. Siebel says that assuming
'^V F. is the pro^jer temperature for an egg-storage room, what is the proper

pei'centage which it should contain, and liow should the wet bulb

thermometer or hygrometer or sling psychrometer stanrl in ordei- to indicate

that percentage of moisture 1 For answer—according to Coopei' the

l^ercentage of moisture for cold-storage rooms, especially for eggs, .sliould \ary

with tlie temperature as follows :
—

Temperature
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Fruits, especially tender fruits, should We ])laced in cold storage just when

they are ripe. They will keep better than if put in when they are not fully

ripe.

Pears will stand as low a temperature as .'^2' F. Sour fruit will not l)ear

as much cold as sweet fruit. Catawba grapes will suffer no harm at 26' F.,

while 36' F. will be as cold as is safe for a lemon, and 38° F. is considered

the best temperature.

The spoiling of fruits at temperatures below 40' F. is due to moisture.

Oranges at a temperature of about 34' F. with good circidatii)n, will keep
from one to three months.

Melons may be stored successfully at 33' F. for a few days, a temperature
of 40" F. being about right.

Plums, Cherries, and Strawberries are extremely perishable, and are only

placed in storage for a comparatively short time at a temperature of about

40' F. to prevent rapid ripening or deterioration, tiding over an overstocked

market, kc. Green plums have been kept, however, at 32' F. for ten weeks.

Peaches.—After tln-ee weeks" storage, deterioration sets in. At higher

temperatui'es, 36' to 40^ F., the commercial limit for storage is re-ached in

from ten to fourteen days. To ensure success in storing peaches, every
condition surrounding the growing, picking, the transportation, and the

treatment in and withdrawal from the storage house, must be most favour-

able.

Pears, like all other tender fruit, should be placed in cold storage when
still firm, and before the chemical changes which cause the ripening have set

in, and they must be handled very carefully. The temperature at which to

store them is from 32^ to 40' F. Pears which have been kept in cold storage
will spoil very rapidly after coming out, and should be consumed in as short

a time thereafter as circumstances will permit. Pears should be picked as

soon as the stem will reaflily part from the twig, and before any indication

of ripeness appears ; and, as in the case of apples, should immediately be

placed in storage, but the temj^erature should not be as low as that required
for apples.

Lemons. The best storage temperature for lemons is 38' F. for short

storage, Init below 36' F. they are liable to be injured, if kept at that tem-

perature for any length of time. Lemons should not be expected to remain

good in cold storage over four months.

(-•'rapes for cold storage must be we^ll selected and very carefully packed.
No crushed or bruised or partly-decayed berries are allowable

;
a whole lot

may be tainted by a single berry. Grapes lose much flavour and taste in

cold storage. The correct temperature is from 32' to 40 F.

Apples may be kept either in l)arrels or boxes or in bulk, it is .^aid, with

equally good results. Barrels, if kept in storage for any length of time, must

be refilled, to make up for shrinkage, befoi-e being put on the market.
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Opinions ;is to the hcsl tciii|icr;itui-c tor siorini;- apph's Mivy all tlic \\ay t'loni

'SO to 4U'^ V. 'Pile lalltT Icnipcratuic sliDuld not he cxcccdcil in any case.

If the air in cold stora,if(' is too dry, it wilts the apple, and it' it is too dain|.

it ci-acks and scalds tliiin, cspi'i-ially if the tcnipci'ati:rr is unt low cnouuli.

Experiments made Itytiic Uint('(l States Agricultural hepartinent on the

.stui-age of apples, teacdi, among otliev t lnngs,-.that apples sliould he picked

when fully grown and higldv coloured, except certain varieties, whicli are

liable to overgrow-, and \\ Inch may need picking a little earlier. As soon as

possible after j^icking, app'fs should lie put in cold storage, especially in warm

weathei', and tlie niost favoui'abh^ storage temperature is at -U' to •')-; J"'. It

.stored for any length of time, apples should be placed in closed jiackages, as

ventilated packages are liable to do injury by wilting. After removal from

.storage, apples sliould be kept at as low a temperature as practicalile. The

daTiger of scald is greatest with fruits stored in an innnature condition and

nt a high temjx'ratuic.

Asimr(ujn.-<, Cdhhiute, Ctirrafx, C<-J".rij are carried with little humidity ;

parsnips and salsify, same as onions ami potatoes, excej)t that they may be

frozen without detriment.

Cahhage should be stored in crates about '!}, feet in lu'ight, and jiili'd
on

shehes about 2 feet apart, in order to secure a good air circulation. Late

[ilanted cabbage which has closed heads just before frost, is best adapted for

cold storage. Artihcial (h'ying of the room isadvisabl(>. Temperatuivs from

3r to 36' F. are advised for cabbage, but 'M V. is considered best, and w ill

keep cabbage from fall until spring with compaiatively little shrinkage.

Oder11 may be kept at .'iL' to .'U' F. for se\eral months, according to

variety and ti-eatnient : dressed, [.<'., trimmed celery, for a few days only.

Onions, if sound when placed in cold storage, can be carried several

months, and come out in good condition. It is impoitant that the onions Ix'

iis dry as possible when ]iut into cold storage. if they can be exposed to a

cool dry wind, they will lose much of theii- moisture. They are usually

packed in ventilated packages, ci'ates, or trays. It is claimed, however, that

they will keep well in ^acks, if the sacking is not too closely woven, and are

stored in tiers ?o that the air has free access. Authorities ditler as to the

best temperature at w hich to keep the onions, the I'ange l)eing from 'M) to

35" F. ; but '-Vl to 3.T F. seems to be generally preferred. The rooms

should be \entilated, and ha\-e a free cii'culation of dry air.

Onions should not, of course, be stored in I'ooms with other goods. \\ hen

the onions are removed, the rooms should be well aired, thoroughly scrubbed,

iind after the walls, ceiling, and floor are free from moisture, should be

further puritied and sweeteneij by the fi'ee use of lime or whitewash : and a

good coat of paint or enamel ]>aint would be ad\ antageous, after which the

rooms can be used for other goods. There is no ditHculty experience*! in

keeping onioTis in cold storage for six or seven months, and having them

come out in perfect condition, if they weie originally sound and properly

dry.
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iSxuitAGE Teiuperatuies for \;irious Uood«

m
35

Canned Goods—
Fruits
Meats

Flour and meal—
Corn meal .,, .. ... 40
Oatmeal . . ... ... ... 40
Wheat flour 40

Minrcllaiicow^—
Cigars .. . . ... .. 3.3

Furs, woollens, &c. ... ... 25-32

Furs, undressed .. ... 85
Game to freeze—long storage... 0-5

,, after frozen— short storage 25-28

Hops 33-36

Honey 33-40
Nuts in sliell 35-38

Poultry after frozen — short

storage 28-30

Poultry- to freeze —long storage 5-10
Tobacco ... ... ... ... 35

Fruit—
Apples 30-40
Bananas ... ... . ... 34-36
Berries (fresh) for three or four

days 34-36

Date.s, figs, &c. .. ... .. 34
Dried fruits 35-42

Fruit (continued)—
°
F.

(irapes 32-40
Lemons ... ... ... 36-45

Dranges . ... ... ... 36
Peaches ... .. ... ... 35-45
Pears 33-30
\\ ater-nielons, carrying about

three weeks ... ... ... 32

Viyrtidilex
—

Asparagus ..... .. 34

Cabbage 32-34
Carrots 33-34

Celery 33-35
Dried beans 32-40

,, corn ... ... .. 35

,, peas . ... ... 40
Onions 32-34

Parsnips 33-34
Potatoes 34-36
Tomatoes ... .. 34-35

Fi.'<h -
Dried fish ..'. ... 35
Fresh 25-30

Oysters 33-40

,, in shell... 40
in tubs ... ... ... 35

Freezing Rabbits.

On thi.s subject Mr. Inspector Bradshaw, of the New ,Soutli Wales Go^ern-

nient Cold Storage Branch, .says :
—"The crate now in use, which is the result

of several years' experience, although more difficult to freeze than thost-

originally used, has the advantage of carrying more carcasses to the ton than

any of the previous ones, while that great dread of all cold stores—mould—
is now rarely seen. The case, for holding twelve pairs of large rabbits 2.^ lb.

each and over, is flat, being but 6 inches deep, 33 inches long, and 17 inches

wide
; appro.ximately, 2 cubic feet in size. The top and Ijottoai are 3-inch

thin boards, with al)out the same space between each.''

To en.sure .soundness, each carcass has to be specially examined by those

having experience of the product, for, to the unskilled, a fresh rabbit and one

termed sweaty, are much alike in appearance. The latter term refers to a

.stage when the carcass is just turning, and, wlien packed tightly and placed
in cold storage, may became unsound before the cold penetrates the centre of

the package. The carcasses are placed two deep in tlie box, the first row on

their backs, with heads at each end of case, and legs meeting in the centre

of the case, the upper row being reversed, thus leaving the furred side of the

oarcass exposed on the two .sides, a circumstance which, with the close

packing, is respon.sible for rabbits being the most difficult of all prodticts to

freeze. The thick fur carries info the freezing-rooms a (juantity of the air

of tlie same atmospheric heat obtaining outside the chambers, and thi.s has all

to be driven out before the 2 feet of solid fiesh benefits from the refrigera-

tion, this fact warranting a lower temperature than is neces.sary foi' any other

meat.
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Ill t!u' lirst year or Iwo ui rabbil frcc/iii.^', tliis Icaturt' w;is scjiivrly iralii-LMl.

The cases could be seen stacked as closely in tlic ficc/iiiLi-cliainhers as any
other goods. Later experience showed that the lower teiii|iei-attire was not

sutHeieiit to get the best results, tlie iiiaiii|iiilat iiig of the cases in the t'reezing.

rooms being of additional iuiportaiu'e. In other words, in a t're(,'zing-room

stocked sobdly full of cases of ral)l)its at zero t,ein|K'ratur,?, sonic^ in the centi'e

might go stale, soui-, or e\(Mi mouldy before freezing, while, if stacki^l in

what may be termed the orthodox way, a iem|ieiat ure of 10 or 1 1' F. will

do more even and cori'ect work.

'•'lie system ii()\v usuallv adojited is to conniieiice at the lo\\-er end of the

freezing-room, stacking the cases on their sides four or Use deeji, and lea\ing,

say, '] inches between each row, this biding eoiitinuecl at each side of the

I'oom, leaving a working space in the centre. With this system there is

always an ap|)areiit great waste of space, but such is not act ually so, seeing that

the temperatur(> need not lie so low as if stacked more densely, while they will

fi'eeze quickly, and can tlieii he stacked away in the stoi-e room foi-fuither work.

Under the above system of stacking in the chambers, about onedialf of the

actual chandler space is utilised, a 5,00U-fe(!t capacity rocmi being thus

capable of freezing, say, 2,500 feet of case rabbits, or 1,250 of the standai'd

2feet cases. In a temperature of 10 oi- 15 degrees, 1,250 of these cases

sliould l)e fiozen hard enough for the store-room, oi' sliipjjing under a fort-

night, while if packed more denselv, the freezing will be slower.

Tt is claimed for some descripthm of goods that too (|uick freezing is not

beneficial to the i)roducts. Such, however, cannot ajiply to rabbits, for no

matter how low the temperatur-e, some time is retpiired before tlie frost

{)enetrates the carcass.

Tt is always absolutely necessary that rabbits intended for })i-e3ervation by

freezing should be forwarded from the country to the freezing works or store

under the most favourable mt-thod of packing that is possible. Th(> rabbits

should be clean, fresh, and white in the tlesh. The whiteness of the Hesh

can only be obtained by properly bleeding the rabbits, which is done by

making a small slit behind the ear as soon as the neck is broken.

Experts ai'e of opinion that the inside of the rabbit should not be reino\cd

until about ten minutes liave elapsed, otheinvise the rabbits will get red or

discoloured
;
on the othei- hand it is not, advisable to lea\'e the inside^ too

long, or discolouration will take place. (Jreat care should be taken not to

break the paunch : the bladfler, etc., should also be removed carefully. Do
not remove the kidneys, aiul in favourably cold weathe'- the liver mav also

be I'etained.

Poultry for Export.

In connection with the e.\]iort of ]ioultry from New South \\';des, the

official grade sizes as laid down bv the Agricultural Department some time

ago were as follow :-

J'oiiltry j'lir Ilrifaiyi.—Grade I.

Choicest, I lb. and oxer. (Toslings, 9 11). and o\'ei-.

Prime, ."U ,, ,, Turkey gobblers, 12
,, .,

Standard, .3
,, ,, Turkey hens, <S

,, ,,

Ducklings, 4 ,, ,,
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All poultry must be young, fi'om (say) 3 to 5 months old, and not under

3.', lb. live weight. The weight alone will not constitute quality, but the

birds must bear evidence of having been well-fed and be well-Heshed. Large-
framed bony fowls and old birds will be rejected.

Ducklings must be from 10 to (say) 14 weeks old, and weigh not less than

4^ lb. live weight. The 10-weeks old ducklings are the best ; being free

from pin feathers, their appearance is better.

Goslings for the British market should be 10 lb. each and over uli\e.

Turkeys.
—Gobblers must not be over 10 months old, and should weigh

not less than 13 lb.
;
hens not under 9 11). live weight.

Poultry for Sotitlt Africa and the Ei(i<t.—Grade T.

Boiling fowls, 3;l lb. and over. Mixed poultry, ?)}, lb. and over.

Prime chickens, 3
,, ,,

Prime ducks, 3^ ,,

Prime cockerels, 2| ,, ,, Ducklings, 3| ,, ,,

Mixed ducks and ducklings, 3i lb. and over.

Hens should be pluuip, and each weigh up to \ 11). and over alive.

Young fowls, not less than 3^ lb. each alive.

Ducklings and ducks should weigh not less than 4 lb. each alive, and be

Avell conditioned.

Geese and goslings, not less than 10.', lb. each alive, and hens i^ lb.

Packing.

The following are the numbers usually packed in cases for export in ISTew

South Wales, and shippers would do well to regulate their consignments

accordingly :
—

Fowls and ducklings...

Goslings

Turkeys
Hares ...

Rabbits

Skinned rabbits

1l' or 15 or 25 in aerate

12

12

24

30 and 36

Measurement of Crates.

Crate. Measiuemeiit.

Hare, crates

Poultry (l.Vs)

,, A (lucks (12's)
A fowls (12'.s)

,, ,, inch

Flat rabbit crates, special

,, large
•,, young

,, ,, small
Skinued rabbits (30's and od'

Butchers' sundries, crates

Kidney, crates...

f in

20 X

28 X

33ix
2Six
29 X

29 X

29 X
33 X

33 X
32 X

30 X

28 X

20 X

dies

29 X H)

14 X 7

20i X .")

18S X .-)

24 X

S

9

18 X 6

X 6

X 6

X o
X 7

18 X 10

10 X in

24 X

24 X

17

15
14

14

Culjic

Measure-
ment.

Numliev
to ton

shipiiiiiii.

ft. in. crate.s (about)
3 4 12

1 7 •'-

2 1

1 7

2 10
3 3

3 8

2 1

1 11

1

1

1

2
1

8

3

10

•Jo

19

2.1

14

12

11

19

21

24
32
2.->

14

34
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Frozen Pork, Ham, Bacon, and Fish.

Wliilr the juhcut of the rcfriiicialidii pi'oce.ss for preserving meats has l)een

of very great utility in tli<' liandling inid ilisjiosal of large (|Uaiititi's of lieef

and mutton in P>ritisli and other markets, it has also been of valuable

afhiitioiial assistance in places wheii- a hot vdimate made the business of

dealing with the disposal of hogs a somewhat dillii-vdt work.

In this State, however, thei"e is great sropc for the further dexclo^iment

of the frozen jioi-k, ham, and bacon industi'W and the comparative elieapness

of refrigerating plants for the small as well as the large factoiy, jjlaces

I'efrigeration within the scope of opei'ations of small co-ojx'i'at i\e societies.

Til lik(> manner, if the fisheries of tlie State arc; t(j be more fully developed
and thoroughlv worked along our coast-line, then i-(^frigeratioii will l)e a

factor as-istiug in the develoj)ment of small hshing communities which may

yet be established at \arious points.

The satisfactory classifying or grading of egi;s into suitable cases for

market and the holding of same in cold storage is another class of business

which has not been taken up in that tliorough and businessdike manner

which one might expect in communities composed of keen and piactical

businessmen of the farming fraternity, notwithstanding that a little addition

iu the matter of accommodation at dairy factories would materially assist in

t'le development of the egg industry.

In the absence of other methods, the storing of mai/.e and other grain, and

seed, ill cold stores, is al-o an excellent means of lK)lding o\cr seed i('(piired

for special pur|)Oses.

^r)
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Some Results of the Experiments with European

Grape Vines Grafted on Phylloxera-

resistant Stocks.

At the Viticultukal Station, Howlong.

M. BLUNNO.

The accompanying table? refer to the results obtaiiied from some experiments
carried out at the Viticultural Station, Howlong, where a number of the

principal varieties of wine-grapes, a few table-grapes, and three raisin-grapes-

are grafted on various phylloxera-resistant stocks.

Each variety grafted on a stock has the same corresjjonding number of

vines along the same row, which are not grafted and are designated in these

tables " Witness." Therefore, the word •' Aleatico
"
in the table of Rupestris

du Lot means Aleatico grafted on that stock, while the following word
" Witness " means the same Aleatico, l)ut not grafted. This disposition I

adopted in planning out the experimental plots in order to test the affinity of

a given variety with a given resistant stock. By affinity is meant the

readiness with which the vine and the stock graft and form a whole, having
the root system resistant enough to d^ify the attacks of phylloxera, and the

portion above ground representing any fruit-bearing variety, Ije it Aleatico,

Cabernet, Syrah, &c.

The readiness to take the graft is not the first and only indication of

affinity, otherwise it could be settled a year or two after the graft. Affinity

means the mutual influence between stock and s-cion, whei'eby vines thus

grafted not <jnly form a good strong plant, but also bear good fruit for

quantity and quality for quite a number of years, just like the same non-

resistant vine not grafted.

The vine stocks experimented with ar.^ planted in soils of different texture,

and as suitable to each stock as it was possible to tind in a limited area of 60

acres. The ground in such area varies from j^ure sand to very stiff clay, but

no one could expect every plot to be planted in a soil typical and representing

the desiderata of texture, fertility, and moisture required by every kind of

stock, urdess we nuide up the soil of 4 or 5 acres to a depth of i or 5 feet.

Tlie Hiparias are in a sandy soil, l)ut the soil towards the end of that ])lot

gets a little bit stiff for them, also the Riparia x Rupestris, 3,306, Riparia x

Rupestris, 3,309, and Riparia Rupestris, 101^, are in ground inclined to

be too heavy for them ; tiie others are in soils ap})roaching more to their

requirements.
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The rdiiipaiittixe crops i<ii' I'tiiii- coiist'cut i \ c yours -1904-1907— are reported

for five out of nine stocks, and it will he seen how they vary, sometimes beiny-

in fa\uui- of the witness vine, some others in favoui- of the uraftecl ones.

For each European xaricty there are fourteen vines not yiafted (witnesses),

and fourteen of the same \ariety grafted on ax-ertain stock. The crop borne

by each ,<,'roup
is caleulat'd at the rafc per acre, taking- o.'^T vines per acre,

planted 8 ft. x 10 ft. 'Die results as to (piantity of crop tiom a vine, whether

orafted or not, depends a yreat deal on the pruninir. To get results wiili

mathematical accui-aey, all the vines expei'inicntcd u|i(in should In- pruned

exactly alike, which is an impossibility. Of course, the system a(lo])ted is

the same all through, \i/., two bearing canes with spurs, but we know thar,

apart from the number of eyes left on each cane, whicli could easily be made

equal for every vine, much depends on the position of such buds, on the bend

given to the cane on tlie wire, and even a twist, or curve more or less pro-

nounced, nearer or farther from the junction with tlie oki wood, will make

a difference as to quantity of crop. On i)aper the various vines grafted and

not grafted could l)e drawn as to be prune(l exactly alike; in nature we can

•only get appi-oxiuiat(dy near to equality, but the difference between apjiroxi-

mate e(]ualitv and alisolute equality is sufficient to give a wide range of

difiei'ences in ((uantity of crops. The reader, therefore, in scanning these

tables, will have to be satisfied with tlie evidence that vines grafted on those

nine kinds of phylloxera-resistant stocks, taken all round, crop as well as

when they are grown on their own roots, and any variation, some year in

favour of the grafted vines, some other in fa\our of the witness vines, is

independent of the fact that they are grafted or not.

Scanty data are to be found about the Sultana, as we found that it does

not graft well with the phyllo.xera-resistant s-tocks, althtmgh information

received bv one vinegrowei' would show that it does fairlv well on Rupestris

Metallica. No information is obtainable on the subject from the home of

Sultana, because that is about the oidy \-ine growing country so fai' free from

phylloxei-a.

In the above experiments wine-grapes pre\ail in nundtei-. There are a few

table-grapes only. For these, however, there are already the splendid results

obtained from the vineyards in the counties of Cumberland and Camden,

certifying to the quality of the crop, which is as sweet and of as good

appearance as any ever produced on the vines not grafted. Bunches and

berries in most cases are bisjger, containing more juice, very sweet, and of

good flavour : but when a \ i^oi-ous growing stock like the Ru|ii'stris du Lot,

for instance, whieh {)i'efers a loamv soil, with gravel oi' bits of stones, inclined

to be dry, is planted in a rich Hat of alluxial soil, loose, deep, and fairly

moist, then the vine grafted on it is likely, accoixling to the v:.riety of the

scion, to eithei- prod nee wood and leav(\s to the detriment of the crop, or

produce an enormous \ield, but tlie grapes are then likely to ripen unevenly.
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and lack tiavour. I'liat is the reason wiiy J alua\s iiirsist that appli-

cants for phylloxera-resistant stock should submit samples of soil and sub-

soil, in order that I may judge the kinds most suitable. Very often vignerons

apply for, say, Riparia Gloii'e de Montpellier and Jliparia x Cordifolia-

JUipestris No. 106 J, intending to plant them side by side in the same

ground, wliich. if it is suitable for one sort, cannot possibly be suitaljle for

the other. Suitability of a stock to a certain .soil does not mean vigorous

growth of the plant oidy, but vigour enough with good grapes and a long life

of the vineyai'd.

Preference was given in these experiments to jiretty well all the wine-

grajjes grown in the State, in \iew of the situation of the Viticultural Station,

Howlong, half-way between two important wine-gi'owing districts, \i/..,

Albut-y and Corowa, closely threatened by an outbreak of phylloxera, whicli,

in fact, did occur last I)eceml>er, near Alburv, nine years after the estal>lisli-

ment of the station.

These trial [ilots were also established for a com2mrati\"e test of the ct)ntent

of grape-sugar and acids in the crop from the grafted and from the non-

grafted vines respectively.

What I said of the yields applies also to the percentage of the abcjve-named

c<jnstituents of the juice : sometimes the grafted \ ines l)car a crop that is

sweeter than that of tlie "Witness" vines: sometimes not : the same also

applies to the acids.

Grape-sugar, as is well known, is composed of two sugars
—

gluco.se and

levulose. It was always admitted that these two sugars occurred in e((ual

(juantities in forming the sacctiarine matter of the grape-juice. All the

polarimetric determinations niade for the last four yeai-s on o\ei' SS4 samples

go to show that, whetlH^i- the grapes came from grafted or from ungrafted

vines, the (juantity of levulose is almost constantly slightly superior to that of

the glucose, and varies up to 10 per cent, of the quantity of the latter.

During fermentation, the glucose is first to be split up bv the alcoholic

yeast, then the levulose. Therefore, when wines are not (juite dry, but still

cont'UTi traces of sunar. that suyar is mainlv. if not all, levulose.
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Grafted on Rupestris Metallica. 1906

3.

4.

5.

<).

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

1-2.

13.

14.

15.

1«.

17.

IS.

19.

'Ju.

21.

Black Hanibm-g
\Vitue8.s

Cabernet ....

VVitness

Black Priiif-e ...

Witness

Mall)eck

Witness

Royal Ascot ...

Witness

Muscat Haml)in-jj;

Witness

Muscat Frontiunac
Witness

l)ora<lill<i

Witness

Syrah ...

Witness

(ionlo Blancrt

Witness

Vei'delho

Witness

Pedio Ximenes
Witness

Pinot Blanc ...

Witness

Shepherd's Rieslinj
Witness

Riesling
Witness

Aucarot
Witness

Sultana
Witness

Raisin des
Witness

Tokay . .

Witness

White Sherry
Witness

Alnieria

Witness

)ames

? o
3 cS

c3
73
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American Bronze Turkeys—Breeding and

Raising.

A. L. WYNDHAM,
Wagga Experiment Farm.

The breefling of American Bronze Turkeys is within the reach of anyone who

can allow them a fiee range of not less than 2 acres.

The flock may be commenced Wy ptxrchase of a sitting of eggs, when a turke}'

hen is available to mother the brood, or by btiying an unrelated gobbler and

he IS. A thoro iglibred male will improve the progeny of common tiirkevs at

<iny time, but it is impossible to arrive at pure bred ^tock by this means, as

the influence of the common turkey must predominate.
One gobbler is sufficient to m>ite with ten hens on the average. Special

•c-are shotild be exercised in his selection. Choo-e a bird rather tmrler standard

weight (35 I'l.)
than over, in geneial outline pleasing to the eye, thick and

medium short in shank, clean in mouth, atifl about IH months of age, though

they are fit for service from about 10 mouths.

The hens are best for breeding from 2 yeiU'sof age and upwar.ls, being more

-sedate and matured. They lay, on the average, two settings a year, with odd

eufgs at times, and one service of the male is sufticient to fertili>e a setting.

As it is generally necessary for saft-ty to shut them in a yard at night,

build the yard round some trees where they may i-oost—though the heavier

l)irds should be discoui-aged from roosting, or the place where they fly down
made soft, on account of the damage cause'! to their feet by corns, kc. Clean

water, grit, and shell, with gra,ntilated charcoal, should always be provided,
and green stuff when none is availal)le otitside their yard. A feed of grain
in the evening, to attract them home, is generally sufficient, but during

moultin.; time and winter give some soft food in the morning.

Clean up the droppings often, and feed in troughs where possible.

The chief laving season seems to be from July to September. The hen

utters a peculiar cry when ofl" to lay, and should be watched at a distcince.

It is well to leave a ne>t e^jg
—a fov\rs egg will flo.

There is no difticulty in dis'inguishing a clticky turkey ;
their legs go red,

and the redness on neck and head goes away ; the breast al.so bee imes bare.

If they can be set on their own nest w- 11 and good, but should a change to

aiiMther nest be necessary, handle very quietly and flrmly, and give the hen

a few eggs, other than those you intend to set, for the first few days. The

change may be made from the old nest during the day time if the bird is

(|uiet, and there is no need of a dnse of wine or anything to keep her clucky.

but liave the new nest of such heiijht that the hen cannot stand upright.

Keep a board sci-een before the nest all the hatch. Release for a run every
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otlier (lay at'trr tlic tliinl. \ <'' V little food is r('(juire«l : a run. a diitik. and

possil)ly a dust bath, i^ all tlio lieji needs.

The I'eeognif^ed time tor hatehiiiL; is li\f weeks, hut is liable to vai-y sliobtlv.

Test for fertility i:)n tlie seventh day witli the ordinaTV titld tc'stei" in llir mui.

When the hateli bei^ins, take every three or four clucks away to some warm

place, otherwise the hiMi Ix^comes restless. Place the niotliiT and biond in an

American Bronze Gobbler imported>.

enipt}' shed if axailable: a cuo|i is too contined. If tlie hen sl)o\vs a tendencv

to leave the brood, shut thfin in the she<l foi- the first day or so till they Icaiir

to follow, beinn' apt to follow anything at first. They do not take harm

<'amping outside from the start, but bewaie of holes in the corner of var([

which are likely to yet flooded.
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The gi'MUud ot' the yunl is best l);n'e, urn I liave small-niesli wire or uocirds

rouarl to prevent tlie chicks leaving without the hen. Let theut roam outside

ixW day when about a week old, evon in showery weather if the hen takes them

out. If caught in a .storm, leave tliem with the mother till it clears up. The

hens are very faithful, and will stay with tlie pnults long after they are

wanted. Tlie more hens and chicks together the better for safety. They

H'enerally travel against the wind when out, cii/cling back lu»me.

Feed not more than three times a day: the yolk of hard-ljoiled turkey egg,

finely mashed and mixed Avith meal, foi- a day or two, and then pollard and

bran or chicken mixture. Mix pollard and bran with milk, whey, or butter-

milk any time, but a\ui(i meat or soup foi- the first week or so. Pi'ovide

.-'rKi^%jri^.Ajt^^ *

American Bronze Gobblers and Hen Gobblers imported .

plenty of green stutt' when there is none to be iiad out where they roam.

Have oyster-shell grit and small pieces of charcoal for them in the yard.

Keep their drinking water in .shallow tins at first, or they will drown

themselves; and give enough Condy's Fluid to slightly colour the drinking

water, with a teaspoonful of Epsom salts to a gallon of water, abiait once in

ten days.

There is often no need to overhaul chicks for lice if they have an oppor-

tunity to take a dust bath. Where tliey are seen svith wings hanging down

they .should at once be caught, and Moitein or .some insect powder sprinkled

over them, if lice are to be seen
;
but in the case of sickness very little can

l)e <h)ne bevond a small dose of Epsom salts.

The jioults should be matured for market :it 10 months.
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Tui-keys ai'e very nervous birds, and stnjiiil nt times, Imt well repay care

and attentiun. It is l)(>st for one person to he in conlimieil cliaige. Try aiul

hear in mind that the tui-key is pj-actically lialf a wild bird, and liive them

just that mixture of care and lea\ iiii; to tliemsi-lves that meets the case.

Bronze Gobbler.
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Judging the Competitive Wheat Exhibits,

Royal Agricultural Society's Show—Easter, 1908.

F. B. uuthrie.

As ill previous years, the jii(l.i;iny was l)ase(l on tlie actual behaviour of the

samples wlieu milled in tlie model mill of the Department of Agriculture.
In addition, an exhibit was prejiared in the Farm Produce Pavilion, in which

the competing samjiles where shown, cards being attached to each bag, showing
the results obtained l)y the actual milling of the wheat, and of the testing

of the tlour obtained. Samples of the mill-profhicts
—bran, pollard, and

Hour— »vere also sliowii aloi\gside the wheats, so that each competitor, oi'

anyone interestefl in the sul)ject, could not oidv see the reasons whicli

influenced the judges in forming their decision, but also the actual results

obtained on milling the indiA idual samples.
The chisses were four in number :

—
t'lass 6SG for macaroni wheats. Class 688 for inediam hard wheats.

,, 687 for liard or strong-Hour wheats. ,, 689 for soft or weak-Hour wheats.

A first prize of £7, and a second of £3, was awarded in each class
;
and a

Champion Prize of £'i 3s. for the best bag of wheat exhibited in any class.

The judging was entrusted to Messrs. E. W. Harris, head miller, Gillespie

Brothers, Anchoi' Mills, Sydney, and F. B. Guthrie, Chemist, Department of

Agriculture.

The milling of the samples was carried out by Mr. G. W. Norris, on the

small model mill in the laboratory of the Department of Agriculture.
The following is a copy of the judges' report :

—
Chemical Laboratory, Department of Agriculture,

The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society,
— Sydney, 15th April, 1908.

Dear Sir,

We have the honor to forward herewith the results of the judging of the MJieat

samples competing for the Commonwealth prizes.

The method adopted in judging these wheats was the following :
—The wheats being

placed in their respective classes were in the Hrst place suhjected to careful scrutiny with
the object of eliminating those that were outclassed or of inferior quality. The hushel-

wcight of each sample was taken at the same time, and these weights are given in the

taijle attached. The result of this ]jreliminary examination was as follows :
—

In Class 686.—Nos. 3860, 88.59, and 3861 were rejected.
Xos. 3863, 3862, and 3864 were milled.

In Class 687. -Nos. 3875, ,3873, 3865, 3867, and 3870 were outclassed.

Nos. 3871, 387'2, 3868, and 3869 were rejected as inferior.

Nos. 3866, 3874, and 3876 were milled.

In Class 688.—Nos. 3891, 3878, 3879, 38SU, 3887, and 3884 were outclassed.

Nos. 3881, 3890, 3889, and 3883, rejected as inferior.

Nos. 3885, 3886, 3882, and 3888 were milled.

In Class 689.—Nos. 3902 and 3898 were outclassed.

Nos. 3900, 3899, and 3896, rejected as inferior.

Nos. 3892, 3893, 3897, 3895, 3901, and 3894 were milled.
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The wheats thus set aside were milled and marks assigned, as shown in the attarhed

tabulated stateiiieiit, in accordance with their afipearance, weight, and beliavioiir

the mill.

I'he tii'ures in brackets sliow the actual results olitaincd on inilling, tlie other rigures

being the marks assigned.

Jt must be undei'stood tliat the marks aic assigiyjd only as between wheats in the

.same class.
*

The milling of tlie saMi|)les v\as in all caseis done liy .Mr (i. W. Nniiis, in tlie Depart-

ments model mill, and our best thanks arc due to him.

The judging of tlie wlu'iit samples has bi'cn more than usually dillirnlt this year on

account of the even and excellent (|ualit\- of the exhibits.

The exhibits .show a considerable improvement in all classes over previous years, and

a. glance at the table of bushel-weights siiow that some of them are remarkalily heavy.

There was, as always, some difficulty with wheats entered in their wrong class. Some
of these were verj' tine samples of grain and would certaiidy have received a pri/.e had

they been entered in tlieir proper class. It is particularly in the hai-d and mediumdiard

classes that wrong entries have been madt'.

In awarding the championship pri/.e for the best bag of wheat exldbited. these out

classed wheats liave lieen taken into accf)uut.
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'I'll!' tolliiw in^ iiifdiiiiation reganliiiL: tlie prize-winning wheats was obtained

frou) the eiitrv tonus tlirmiuli tlie coiii-tcsy of the Secretary of \]\v Koyal

Atiricultiiral Society :
—

Class 686. Macaroni.

First prize, No. 38()"2, W. (J. IJeinhard ; \ariety not stated ; grown at •)d<lfiel(l,

near Wellington, on choeolate soil ; sown ""at, rate of 1 bushel j)er acre ; yield
16 Uushels.

Second prize, No. 3808, A. Thiliault : \aricty not stated ; grown on w hito gritty
soil, on Peel River Co.'s P^state, near Taniworth ; sown at rate of § bushel per
acre ; j'ield 10 bushels.

Class 687.—Hard Wheats.

First prize. No. .SSOfJ, W. I'ulljames ; variety Manitoba
; grown on Peel River

Estate, near Taniworth, on strong black land ; sown at rate of 1 bushel per acre
;.

yield 10 bushels.

Second prize, No. 3874, \V. <t. Reinhard ; variety Manitoba; grown at Oddfield,
near Wellington, on chocolate soil : sown at rate of 1 bushel per acre ; yield
VI Imshels.

Class 688.—Mediu n Hard.

First prize, and Champion pri/.e for best bag of wheat exhibited. No. 3886, Russell

Brothers ; variety Bobs ; grf)wn at Woodbine, near tirenfell, on undulating

country ; sown at rate of ;j
biashel per acre ; yield "20 bushels.

Second prize. No. 3882, Hon. G. H. Greene, landra Estate, near Grenfell : variety
Comeback; grown on dark chocolate soil on laiidra Estate ; sown h bushel, yield
20 bushels per acre. Rainfall 14^ inches during growing season.

Class 689.—Soft Wheat.

First pi'ize, No. 3897, George Lindon ; variety Jade ; gi-own at ( ^obbagumbalin, near

Wagga, on chocolate loam ; sown at rate of 40 lb. per acre ; yield 12 bushels.

Second prize, No. 389."), Hon. (i. H. Greene, landra Estate, near (arenfell (variety

not stated) ; grown at landra Estate, on granite ridge ; sown at rate of i bushel

per acre ; yield 30 busliels. Rainfall 14^ inches during growing season ; 194

inches during the year.
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The Weeds of New South Wales.

Rib-grass or Plantain [Plantago lanceolata, L.)

J. H. MAIDEN,
GoveriDiient B(jtani.st and Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

For a description of the <,f^^nus Pluntago and of the Family Plantaginacese,

see the Flora jhistraliensU, vol. v, page 137.

Vernacular JVames. —"Rib-grass," or "
Ribwort," because of the stout nerves

or ribs of the leaves ;

" Plantain
"'

;

"
Ripple Grass

"'

(of the United States) ;

"Buck or Buckthorn Plantain" (United .States);
" Narrow Plantain

"
(in

comparison with the " Broad Plantain," Plantago major). Occasionally, with

other species, called "Lamb's Tongue."

Botanical Description.
—A herb with radical tufted leaves and a tapering

rootstock
;
more or less woolly or bilky-hairy at the top.

Lexioes.—Lanceolate, very variable, from under 3 to above 12 inches long, generally
with 5 strong very prominent parallel nerves ; rarely with more or fewer nerves.

Flo'wer-sfalk.—Leafles.s, about as long as the leaves.

Flowers.—Small, crowded at the top of the stalk into an ovoid or cylindrical spike,
h to 3 inches long, usually shore in flower, but lengthening out in fruit.

Sepals.
—

4, hairy at the tip, 2 united nearly to the top.

Co7-ol/a.— With, a tube exceeding the calyx and -4 broad, concave spreading or

reflexed lobes.

Stamens — 4, the long, thin filaments much exserted from the corolla-tube, bearing

large mobile anthers.

Stt//e.
—Long and filiform, with 2 stigmatic lines in the upper part.

Ovarium.—2-celled.

Cnpside.
—Opening transversely (circumsciss) below the middle, with 2 large, black

shining seeds with a mucilaginous testa.

Very common in Europe and temperate Asia, and now established in New
South Wales everywhere in cultivated land.

In his iiiteresting paper
" Notes on the Fertilisation of some Australian

and other Plants" {I'roc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., xxiii, 763 [1S9S]), Mr. A. G.

Hamilton discusses the evolution of the entomophiloiis form
[i.e.,

in which the

pollen is carried by insects) from the anemophilcjus condition {I.e., in which

the pollen is carrieil by the wind).

Bad points of this weed.—In the United States it is reputed to be one of

the worst weeds, particularly on light, sandy soils. It is aggressive and

smothering. It often conies with dirty grass or clover seed. Where there is

but little of it, it ran I'C eradicated with a narrow hoe. Where it is plentiful

the breaking up and cultivation of the land is the only method of dealing

with it
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If it is pliMitifiil in lawns, it is h '^t to cut tlic all'cctcd [xn-tioiis out and

returf.

Never allow it to seeil. The seed is the food of many hirds, and is

aVmndantly (lissiMuiuated through th(>ir n^ciii y.

An official AiiKM-ican report calls it a ••

viU' ])e.st.'" It is sj)reading in

New Soutli Wales, and should be kept under c()nfrol.

(jHes.—" Home farmers have recoimncndcd tliis ]ilant, by the nami' of rib-

'"•rass, as a good food for sheep, or to b(» made into hay for cattle in general.

It yields indeed an abundant croj), bur it has been said no domestic animal

will eat it, except mixed ^vith otlusr \ egetables ; which, if true, is not much

in its favour."— (h'ln/lis/i /l<>/(nn/, \'ol. '). J. Sowerby.)

There is no doubt, however, that they eat it when it is young. To this

day it is frequently reconnnended in Europe as a constituent of pasture

mixtures. It possess(>s the a-dv'antage of growing on the most sterile soils.

I certainly do not rcconnnond its cultivation in New 8outh Wales,

believing that we lia\c many plants superior in merit to it and |)Ossessing

fewer of its disadvantages.

EXPLANATION OF rLATK.

A. Floweriiitr specimen ; ovate-shaped tlower, cylitiiU'lcal in fruit.

B. Tlie whole tlower supported b}' a bract (a).

(bb) 4 sepals.

(r) Two of the sepals wliich are connate.

((/) Oorolla witli 4 recurved lolies.

(e) 4 stamens.

</) I long style.

c. The capsule opened cu-cumseiss and showing the two seeds {b) ;
tlie corolla with

its reflexed lobes (a) adheres to the capsule.

Noj-jj;. —The leaves are n-ribbed, one rib in the middle and two on each side, though
in broad leaves there may be two more faint riVis, one on each side. The 5 ribs are so

constant that the species has been named "
(pun(|ucnervia

'"

on that account, though the

name is abandoned.

The inflorescence is ovoid when in Hower, rarely more elongated, but it lengthens
out to cylindrical when in fruit.
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Wheat^growing
At Wagga Wagga Experiment Farm.

G. M. McKEOWN.

Preparation.

Experience in a variety <>f seasons has furnishefl ample proof that it will

pay wheat-growers to thoroughly prepare the land for sowing, and it is

recommended that all soils of fair depth should lie ploughefl to a depth of

6 inches where practicable. This cannot be accomplislied under all conditions

experienced here, as m\ich of the Riverina soil sets very hard in dry weather,

and is then difficult to work.

The use of rotary disc ploughs has largely improved these conditions, as

with them it is possible to start ploughing much earlier after the removal of

a cr.ip, or when weather conditions are unfavourable. In all seasons we

have been able to commence work in January, and in a large proportion of

our land it has been possible to perform excellent work in deeply ploughing

and pulverising the soil. In addition to their being excellent dry-weathei-

implements, their work is very economical, as we have ploughed up to 5 acres

in eight hours with one plough drawn by five horses. The cost of discs is

moderate, an expenditure of £3 10s. per year covering the wear and tear

under this heading for, say, o()0 acres. The cost of repairs is light, one of

our ploughs having recently required some new parts for the first time after

nearly six years' use. For fallowing, however, the use of mould-board ploughs

is essential, as in the spring season weeds which are then plentiful are better

covered by them than is possible with disc ploughs.

The pulverisation of the soil to as great a depth as possible is of very great

importance ; therefore, the value of these implements cannot be overrated.

Tin system of shallow ploughina; is ti be condemned ;
and if farmers would

prepare areas side by side, respectively ploughed deep and shallow, they would

soon become convinced that the extra cost incurred of breaking their land

6 inches instead of 3 inches deep would be more than repaid to them in the

increased crops.

It is sometimes urged that, as wheat is a surface-feeding plant, shallow

ploughing is all that is necessary. A forest tree may exist in the soil

contained in a 6-inch pot, but it cannot attain its full development ;
and

wheat compelled to find nourishment in the upper 3 inches of the soil naturally

cannot find as much food and moisture in that: space as in 6 or 7 inches of

free soil. Besides this, it is often found that wlien the first 6 inches of the

soil is broken, that next below is sufficiently free to readily admit the roots

of the plants in search of nourishment at a greater depth.
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The iiicIIkkI (if |irc});iriii<4
land l)y iiicrely scarifyinff tlic surface of stul)l)lc

paddocks is stroiinly coiidemued, as it can (nily have a cliance of success in

imusuallx' fa\oinahlc seasons, wliicli, nnfoi'tunatcly, ai'e of fare occurrence.

Rolling and Harrowing.

In soil wliicli is liable to ciust on the surface, i^ is desirable, wliere rolling

is necessary, to cany out tlic work before tlie seed is sown, anil not to roll

afterwards till the ci'op is faiily well i;i'own, anrl then to t'nilow with light

harrows drawn across the drill fui'rows. Soils vaiy so gri'atly that it is not

<lesirable to lay down any hard and fast rule on work of this kind, as much
can be learnt by obserNation on the part of cidtivators, nianv of wlium lia\f

a variety of soils under tlicir- vnw in which uniform treatment would be

undesirable. Under oui' conditions we liave usually found it best to leave

the land with the slight furrows foi'med by the di-ills, as an tncn suiface is

very liable to crust and cause the rainfall to run otl'.

./

Disc Plough ul Work, Wagga Experiment Farm.

The harrowing of growing ci-ops may be carried out until t he croi)s are

about 6 inches high, provided the soil is tirin cnouirh to keep the harrows from

penetrating deeply, l)ut it should not be done before the plants are well rooted.

The best time foi- the operation is after the hind has been made fairly firm

i>y rain, as then there is less risk of damaging the crop by too deeply operating

with the tines of the harrow. r)amage to roots is thus decreased, and the

chance of injuring plants by means of the bars of the harrow is also lessened.

Light harrows duly should be used, aiul tluy should be di'awn at riglit-

angles to the drill furrows. Care should also be taken to a\i)id harrowing

after anv of the straw joints have foi'med in the plants.

Seed Selection.

The importance of .seed selection is again impressed upon those wtio are

about to sow ; therefore, where individual farmers cannot afford a grader of
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the best kind, it is suggested that such implements he obtained and worked

by groups of grain-growers for their mutual benefit.

Good implements, however, are obtainable at moderate prices; and as

<iOnsiderably increased yields may be obtained l)y using only the best grade

of seed, the cost of a machine would soon be recouped.

Some years ago tests of varying grades of seed, graded and sown by hand,

were carried out on a small scale on this farm, and the results were always in

favour of the best qualities.

Trials of varying qualities of seed carried out on a fairly largo scale with

machine-graded seed resulted in a gain for first-grade seed of 2^ bushels per

acre above that harvested from second and third grades sown together.

Method of Sowing.

The advantage of drilling over broadcasting seed has been frequently

advocated and demonsti'ated. The increased yield, together with the saving

in cost of seed, will more than cover the cost of a drill on the first 150 acres.

Trials of varying quantities of seed have been made, and results amply
demonstrate the desirability of sowing only moderate quantities of seed, as

although sowings of 60 lb. per acre show a larger total return, the average

gain from the extra seed is only nominal.

For general field work we set out drills to sow half a bushel
;
and as grain

varies in size according to v;iriety, our average sowing will work out at about

33 lb. to the acre. Half a bushel per acre under our conditions we regard as

the minimum (Quantity to be sown, with a maximum of 40 lb. per acre for

seasonable sowing.

Should sowing be delayed, as is sometimes unavoidable, the seedmg should

be increased to 50 lb. per acre to compensate for the decreased stooling or

tillering power of the plants, which diminishes as the season advances.

Drill-drivers, when sowing, should see that their machines have the inner

wheel so far overlapping the land sown in the previous round as that the

space between the rounds shall not exceed that between the tines of the

drill.

It is frequently noticed in district crops that the space of a tine is left

unsown in every round through failure to drive with the necessary overlap.

As these blanks are equal to 8 per cent, of the area prepared for sowing, it

will be realised that the omission is an expensive one.

Fertilisers.

Tests carried (jut tluring the past eight years have shown that very

profitable results may be obtained from the use of moderate quantities of

superphosphate drilled in with the seed.

In districts with a light to fair rainfall a maximum sowing of 60 lb. per

acre is recommended, as, if this quantity be exceeded, there is a risk of crops

suiFering should adverse conditions set in, as a larger bulk of manure may
remain partly undissolved round the roots of the plants. In new land the
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quantity may he i-cdiiccd to 10 lb. foi' the lii'.st Kowiiiir. In course of time

it will probably be found necessary to increase the (|uantity, and to supply a

fertiliser more closely approaching^ a complete manure.

The practice of manuiiiiL; wlicat on the lines sliown by our tests to be the

most successful is now Ijeing extensively followed, and no farmer who has

once tested the value of the system will abandcm it for the old method, under

which wheat-growing was far less certain of suc(;ess.

Our paddocks are rested occasionally by a sowing of rajie, which 2jr(n ides

pa?iture for sheep, besides which the rape is of valu(^ in opening up the

subsoil for succeeding crops. This practice is also valuable in helping to free

the land of weeds, which are also eaten off by the slieej). A partial rest is

also afforded by the cultivation of hay crops, which are cut while green, and

hefore the grain reaches a forward stage of develoj)ment

One pafldock is being alternately used for the production of crops and

pasture, and the trials so far are showing excellent r(;sults in improving both

branches of fanning.

With the use of fertilisers it has been shown that the yields of grain niav

be increased by 35 to 40 per cent, at a very moderate cost. It is necessary,

however, that the manure should be sown with the drill, as the young plants
receive benefit from it from the beginning of liie. The root system is

rendered more vigorous, and the plants are induced to feed at a greater depth,
thus utilising a greater ai-ea of soil for their sustenance than is the case

where the manure is sown on the surface or the crop is not fertilised. The

supply of moisture, also, is better at the greater depth.

Top-dressing is unsatisfactory, as the roots are attracted to the surface,

and the crop suffers when their growth approaches maturity, or wlien adverse

conditions set in.

At Wagga, manured crops usually ripen about a fortnight earlier than

those untreated, and most probably this feature will be found to have a very

important bearing on the rust problem.

Treatment lor Smut.

As a preventive of smut and bunt, we treat the seed with a 2 per cent.

(1 lb. to n gallons) solution of sulphate of coppei-, immersing the seed for not

more than four minutes. Should the scn^d, however, not be well filled, the

dipping should accordingly be of less duration, it being desirable not to

exceed two minutes. Some vai'ieties are more liable to the attacks of bunt

than others, and in such cases it has been found necessary to increase the

quantity of bluestone to 3 per cent. (1 lb to 3^ gallons). Ten gallons of

solution should treat about 10 bushels of seed.

Our practice is to spread the seed on a floor to dry, after dipping, and to

sow it as soon as it is dry enough to pass through the seed di-ills, about twelve

hours usually being sufficient for the drying j)rocess.

No more than sufficient for one day's sowing should be treated at once, as

it has been clearly proved that delay in sowing treated seed is responsible for

considerable loss of seed.
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Care should be taken to pui-chase only the best quality of sulphate of

copper, avoiding crushed or discoloured samples. The crushed bluestone

renders its adulteration ivisy, and the discoloured article usually lacks

strength.

Care should also be taken that the sacks in which the grain is placed after

drying are perfectly clean, it being preferable to use new sacks, or those

which have been dipped in the solution.

Sowing Time.

The best time for sowing is from the middle of April to the end of May ;

but, when circumstances require it, a week in June may not be too late. A
good deal of sowing is carried out in Riverina before April ; but in our

portion of the district crops sown so early, no matter what the variety of

wheat, have a tendency to produce too much straw in good seasons.

Should insufficient rain fall in March or April, there is considerable risk

of loss of seed, or at the least of a severe check to earlier sown crops which

may have obtained a start.

These risks, howevei', are greatly decreased by fallowing the land from

winter or spring in the preceding year, as land so prepared is in a better con-

dition to receive and retain such moisture as may fall between the ploughing
and sowing seasons. As it is seldom that late sown seed returns anything
like the crops harvested from seasonably sown area«, it will pay better to

fallow such land as cannot be sown by the first week in June.

It has been further noted that a curtailment of the areas sown should place

many growers in a position to carry out their harvesting more seasonably,

thus benefiting themselves individually, in addition to increasing our district

average, as crops are considerably decreased by insufficient preparation of the

soil which is due to a desire to sow large areas.

If the labour expended on such areas were concentrated on half or two-

thirds of the land, seasonable sowing and harvesting would be possible, and

the profit on capital and expenditure would be much greater than is the case

at present.

Wheat for Hay.

The raising of wheaten hay for home consumption in (ii'dinary seasons, for

fodder reserves against drought seasons, or for sale in the city markets, is

worthy of greater attention than is usually given to it. Under our conditions

a crop of wheaten hay may be counted on with much more certainty than is

the case with oats, which requires much more moisture to bring it to

perfection. It is, however, possible to secure payable crops of oaten hay
when good varieties are sown early in the autumn.

The average hay yield at the Wagga Farm for eight years, including two

drought years, is slightly over 2 tons per acre, which, in ordinary seasons,

can be sold at a profit of £A 10s. per ton.

At present, sales could be made at a profit of nearly £5 per ton.

The profitable nature of hay-growing, if properly carried out, will therefore

be apparent, but, so far, it is comparatively neglected by farmers.
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OiiH <>t' tlif recent developinents of the industry is its a(l()])ti(iii liy

pastoralists, on a lar^e seale, for- t'(HHlin,i; tlicii- own stock. Ifi tact, we liave

for souie time been unable to meet tlie (leniand for seed of \arictics wliidi

we recoinnienfL

The method of jn'cpai-ing the laud is the sauie as that applied to land used

for the production of i^rain.

The most successful fertiliser has been Shirley's No.
."i, coiitainiiiif 1 .'> per

cent, water-soluble phosphoi'ic acid, •!•)
|>er cent, nitroi^en, and •'J-?? sulj)hate

of potash, the (piatitity used beini;' 70 lb., costing 4s. (id. per acre. in all

cases the seed and manure have b(H!n .sown with the drill, the quantity of

seed iised being 45 lb. ])er acre, fii'.st (|uality grain. March and Apia'l will l)e

found the best months for sowing.

White straw wheats are far preferable to the purple straw varieties for

haymaking, as the weight is nmch greater, the straw has far less "dead

flag," and the hay is better liked by stock of all kinds. in selecting

varieties, care should be taken to choose those which carry a green colour to

the lowest possible point on the straw. The varieties wliich liave jiroved the

best with us are Zealand or l^erthoud, White Essex, Australian Talavera,

and White Lammas, in the order named. The best stage of growth for

cutting wheat for hay, to secure weight, colour, and (pjality, is just when it

is flowering. Tf properly saved at this stage and cut into chaff not less than

half an inch, it will command the best prices in the Sydney market, as the

best ((ualitv liiverina cliaft' is mucli sought after.

Varieties.

Among the best croppers in this district are some of the varieties which

have recently been rejected by the Department on aecouat of thcnr lack of

flour strength.

Of the new varieties, those which have stood the longest trials, and have

come out best, are Federation and Plover.

Of those which have been grown foi- a slioi'ter peiiod, .luiuhiu-k has jiroved

the most satisfactory.

Of old varieties, Marshall's No. 3 will be found to meet all recjuirements,

being a good cropper and not liable to rust. Of the grain vai'ieties, it will

be found to make hay of good ([uality.
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Gosford-Narara Fruit Fly and Codling Moth

Control Experiment.

WM. B. (lURNEY,
Assistant Entomologist.

Codling Moth, though one of the most widespread orchard pests, may he

checked by spraying with an arsenical wash at the right time, and bandaging

the trees. The bandages are not [jut on merely to prevent the grubs crawling

past up the trees, but to form an attractive home to collect the grubs about

to pupate, and therefore the bandages require to be removed every week, and

the grubs and pupa?, to the last one, destroyed each time : otherwise, and as

too frequently happens, the bandages not being attended to, the orchardist is

merely providing a safe home for the m(jth, grubs and pupsc, and aiding the

increase of moths in his orchard.

Fruit flies as yet have not been found susceptible to spraying or fuinigating,

and the only known methods are destroying all windfalls and infected fruit

found in orchards, shops, and markets, and therefore preventing the maggots

from de\eloping ;
also scalding empty fruit cases which may have held infected

fruit, and thus destroying any pupa* within the cases. Useful results have

sometimes been gained by oil-traps, consisting of flat tins or china saucers

containins a little kerosene or other oil. As manv as 200 adults ha^-e been

captured in a couple of tins within three days.

The life history of the connnon Mediterranean Fly, with variations

according to th^ season of the year, is briefly as follows : -The eggs are

inserted up to a quarter of an inch beneath the skin of the fruit l)y the

ovipositor of the female. From four to fourteen eggs may be found in a single

puncture. The eggs hatch within a few days, up to a week or two. The

giubs feed for a period from a couple of weeks to about six weeks, and then,

fully grown, crawl out of the fruit and pupate just below the surface of the

soil. The fruit usually has fallen to the ground by the time the grubs ar^^

full-grown : if not, as in the case of Seville oranges, the grulis simply drop

to the ground from the hanging fruit.

In from six days to a couple of weeks or more the adidt Hy hatches from

the pupal stage.

I have bred a<lnlt flies from pupa' buried in soil to a depth of G, t<, 10, and

over 12 inches. In each case a large percentage of the adult flies worked

their way to the surface, and were apparently as lively as those bred from

pupre at the surface
;
therefore l)urying fruit is not permissible under the

Regulations as being too uncertain and requiring too much labour to bury

•deep enough, and in sei>ar;ite holes, every three days throughout the year.
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Inspection of oi'clijinls uiulei- the X'iiic and Vegetation Diseases (FiTiit

Pests) Ac, 190(i, coiiinieiKHMl in May, liJ07. Tlu- fii'st Regulations, fitli

Marcli, 1907, were superseded by tliose ga/.elled on I'Ttli November, 1907,

and further amendments, including a peuilty elause, are now esseiiiial. The

following extracts are tVom the Novemhei-, 1907, Regulations:
—•

2. The fnllovvitig methods of treatment of plants aliected by any fruit pest shall, until

further notice, be deemed to be effective :
—

(n) For Codling Moth {Carporapxa pomonclln)—
i. All apple, pear, and ([uince ti-ees must he bandaged witii a band of suitable

material with two folds, from the first day of November in each year until

the crop has lieen harvested. The banihxges nnist be examined at least

once in each ])erio(l of seven days, and all larva; and \Yi\yx found therein

destroyed.

ii. All infected fiuit nuist i)c collected and destroyed at least once in each period
of four days.*

iii. All apple, pear, and quince trees shall be kept clear of dead bark and broken
limbs. If, in the o[)inioii of an inspector, any siip])oits or other materials
attached io or used in connection with any such trees are likel\' to convey
any fruit pest, the inspector may require the owner or occupier to remove
or destroy such supports or other materials.

iv. All fruit-trees remaining in any abandoned, deserted, or neglected orchard,
and being, in the o|)inion of an inspector, likely to convey any fruit pest,
shall be uprooted by the owner or occupier and destroyed.

(h) For any species of Fruit Fly (Tephritida)
—

v. All infected fruit a)id windfalls (except wiiulfall lemons) must be collected

anil destroyed at least once in each period of three days : Provided that an

inspector may l)y notice in writing recjuii'e the owner or occupier to destroy
windfall lemons.

vi. All Seville oranges remaining in any orchard on and aftei- the first day of

August in each ytar, whether on the trees or otherwise, must be destroyed :

Provided that at the request of the owner or occupier an inspector may
exempt any crop or portion of a crop from the operation of this Regulation
for such period and subject to such conditions as he may think fit.

8. The destruction of fruit iniist be effected by boiling tor fifteen minutes, or by
burning, and of plants and packages by burning. Fruit cases or other packages may be
treated by immersion in boiling water for two minutes.

It is discouraging to note the shoitsightedness of some growers in wilfully

neglecting to cany out the Regulations winch are framed for no other purpose
than to help tlie fruit industry. The refusal of other States to receive

Hy-infected fruit has forced the necessity for univei-sal action tnider an Act

upon the.se growers. And it must be apparent to all eonceined that

continuous and frecjueiit destruction of fallen and infect(>d fruit by every

person, from those growing on the largest scale down to the per.son with but

one ttee in the back yard, is a method by which we may expect to control

these pests.

Experiment to demonstrate to growers the practical value of carrying out

the provisions of the Fruit Pest Regulations.

I have now conmienced (May, 1908), with the approval of the Minister for

Agriculture, an experiment (to extend over a period of two years) to

demonstrate in a single district the advantage, or otherwise, which will result

* Note.—(Trowers are advised to pick off and destroy any infected fruit remaining on
the trees.
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from rigid application of the methods ndvocated by the Entomological Branch
for checking fruit flies and codling mcjth. These methods are embodied in

the Regulations above indicated.

Tiie scheme was initiated in a conversation with Mr. Thacker, President,
Miranda School of Arts, where I had delivered a lecture on "Fruit Pests."

After inspecting various Curabei-land and Nortliumberland orchard districts,

Gosford and Narara was chosen as presenting a somewhat isolated district

with codling moth and badly infested with the three species of fruit flies :
—

Geratitis capitata, the so-called Mediterranean Fly, and the commonest in

our orchards; Dacus (Tephritix) trijoni, the Queensland Fly; and Trypeta

psidii, the Island Fly. The flies have every opportunity for increase there

as there is a very great variety of fruits grown ; and, moreover, wild fruits

abound in the district, growing in some cases a few hundred feet from the

orchards.

Dacus trijonl and Trypeta psidii have beea bred from three species of wild

fruits in the district, viz., native plum or black apple [Sideroxylon australe),
berries of white ash {Schizo7ieria ovata), and wild black fig (Ficus stephano-

carpa). There is, therefore, opportunity to test if reinfection from wild

fruits annuls to any great degree the value of the work done in the orchards

to check the
fly. It is thought not, as the two species of fly attacking the

wild fruits are not nearly so prevalent in the orchards as the Mediterranean

Fly ; and, further, if reinfection from the bush wei-e frequent, it is thought
not to be so serious as reinfection from the infected fruit neglected within

the orchard, and, therefore, destruction of infected fruit within the orchards

would still reduce the fly considerably.

Below is printed a cii'cular sent to every grower and person concerned

^about 120) in the Gosford-Narara district, and which indicates the points
to be investigated :

—
o^

Entomological Branch, Sydney, New South Wales, May, 1908.

Control of Fruit Flies and Codling Moth in the Gosford and Narara D:stricts.

CuMMEXCiN'u from this month tlie Minister for Agriculture has arranged that the

Entomological Brancli will carry out practical oiDerations during the next two years to

check and control fruit flies and codling moth in the Gosford and Narara districts.

Universal destruction of all infected fruit, on or off the trees, and spraying and

bandaging for codling motli are the only methods known to checl? these pests. So long
as any infected fruit is left undestroyed, so long is the fly going to continue and increase,
and it is the only way in wliich this and simihxr pests can increase. Similarly codling-
infected fruit, and the grulis in the Imndages must be destroyed, or the moth will not be
checked. These principles are now recognised by all intelligent growers, and the people
of Gosford and Narara will be glad to learn that the object of the present undertaking
is to demonstrate in their district, and record for the information of the growers
throughout the State, that fly and moth can be controlled by the above methods.

The inspection and requirements in tlie orchards and shops will be exactly the same
as in other districts under the Regulations of the Fruit Pests Act, 1006. A small

insectary will be erected at Narara, at a central spot, and experiments and thorough
inspection will be made under the direction of Mr. Gurney, Acting Entomologist. The

inspection of the orchards and shops wdl be undertaken by Mr. Gallard, Fruit In.spector.
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Mr. (Uirncy intends making a record <if :
—

Tiie amount of infection at different seasons, and in diticrcnl crops.
'I'he life histories of tlie various fruit flies ; nund)er of broods each year, and

se<jueiie(! of crops attacked.

Infection of wild fruits ; extent of I'einfectinn of tiie orchards, if any, from

adjacent wild fruits.

Results of destruction of infected fruit in (jrchaids and shops, and ini]iorted into
the distri(;t liy rail, &c. *

Experiments with any methods which may suggest themselves as likely to check
tiic pests, such as oil-traps, sprays, use of jjarasites, &c.

The success of Mr. Ourney's work will depend much on the co-ojieration of the

grower.s. Tlie owner or occupier of every orchard, and even the person with hut one

fruit-tree, becomes a benefactor in, or a menace to, his district, according to the

thoroughness with wliich he undertakes the proper allenlion to infected fruit and

windfalls, and appreciates the geneial effort to l)e made to cope witli these two most
serious pests of the orciiardist.

As a first step, growers are asked to kindly till in the attached .slip, and hand the same

to the Fruit Inspector some time during the next two weeks. This will enable some

idea to be formed of the distribution and extent of the various fruits in the area under

experiment.

The effects of the general operations, and of any other ex})erinients made at the

insectary, or in the district, will be made known wlien successful, and should result in

much useful information for tlie growers in coping with the pests concerned.

At the same time information will be gladly supplied by the Entomological Branch

upon other insect pests, and the sprays and methods necessary to clieck them.

I have, &c. ,

HEXRV C. L. ANDERSON,
Acting Under Secretary.

'^.'-
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A Valuable Fibre Plant {Asclepias semihmata).

CHAH. A. WHITE, F.R.H.S., &c., Uganda Protectorate.

(Late Forest Officer, Coolgardie, W.A.)

When the Coolgardie gold-fields were first known, the writer was an employee
in the Melbourne Botanic Gardens, and having been seriously attacked by
the gold fever was, with thousands of others who have been more or less

successful, soon upon the field. That was at the end of 1893. Some two

years after, while camped near BuUa-Bulling at an old deserted camp, the

writer was astonished to find some oats in full ear ; but what struck him

principally was a plant producing white clusters of flowers, and large bladder-

like capsules containing a fluffy silky fibre like the Scotch thistle, and

producing a white milky substance similar to rubber. This plant must have

been brought by seed in imported forage.

When the South African war broke out, the writer this time got the war

fever and proceeded to Africa, and remained there, having travelled from the

Cape to the Zambesi, Portuguese Africa, and then to the Equator and Congo.
In all these countries this particular plant was seen in isolated parts, but

not cultivated. Nobody knew of its value, only that the silky cotton could

l)e used like Kapok for stuffing furniture, and would not pay to export. The

writer merely mentions this to show that it can adapt itself to various

climates, although indigenous to the Congo, Uganda, and Abyssinia. While

at Uganda, planting rubber at the head of the Nile on the Victoria Nyanza,
the writer wanted some rope for a line, and speaking to a native requested
him to get some, thinking he would get the bast of a banana. Much to his

surprise the boy started pulling this particular plant, and drawing the fibre,

then twisting it into rope of remarkable strength. The writer then forwarded

samples of rope, fibre, and botanical specimen to the Imperial Institute,

London, with the result that the plant was identified as Asclepias seniilunata,

and that the fibre, if properly prepared, was worth on the London market,

£35 per ton. The examination of samples sent from Uganda has shown

that it is very strong and of excellent quality, and would doubtless be useful

for cordage manufacture, but has not yet been exported in suflicient quantities

iov actual trials on a maniifacturing scale. It is possible that the fibre might
also be utilised for the manufacture of explosives, but this question is at

present under investigation. The writer has sent to the Hon. John Perry,

M.P., a sample of the fibre and a quantitv of seed to test if it can be success-

fully grown in New South Wales. The writer feels confident that it can be

])rofitably grown, as its geographical distribution is so well known to him
;
he

has seen it at an elevation of 7,000 feet above sea level at Johannesburg;
also at Rhodesia au'l in Australia, but has not f^een it near the coast, though
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it iiiav succeed near tlie sea. 'Viw cultivation of AacLepias semilunata is

simple: sow as you would wlicat or oats, after the ian<l has been liarrowed ;

seed thickly so as to })roduce stems 5 feet to G fec^t long. It will grow on

stonv land, on the flat or hill-sides, and requires no irrigation, and will with-

stand drought with impunity. With clieap freight from >Sydney to London,
let alone local market, this iiV)i-e may pi-ove t« he a desirable subsidiary

industry for New 8oulh \\ ales. The writer, who is an Australian, thinks

that the seed must at some time have Ix'cn introijuced into Australia by the

late Baron von Mueller, otherwise it is a mystery how ha saw it at Coolgardie.

The writer trusts that through the columns of the AgricuUural Gazette

more will be heard from tests in New South Wales.

Tlie sam})lt^ of fibre forwarded l»y Mi-. ^\ lute to the Hon. the Ministiu' lor

Agriculture has been submitted to Messrs. Forsyth & Co.. rope manufacturers,

Sydney, who i-ejiort as follows :
—

The fibre is equal to Manilla, and is valued at £."?5 \w.v ton. The length and colour are

good. They would give £.S5 per ton fur it, but the fibre must not be less than 4 feet long.
The quantity submitted was too small to maUe a test.

The seed forwarded at the same time has been distributed among the

following experiment farms:—Hawkesbury Agricultui'al College, Wagga,
Bathurst, Wollongbar, Belindigarbar (Grafton), Moree, and Pera Bore, for

planting in the spring.

An endeavour will be made to obtain, by this means, sufficient fibre for a

thorough test by the firm mentioiu-fl.

Mr. White, in his letter accompanying the seeds and fibre, emphasises the

fact that the price quoted him from London was for the bast and not for the

silk cotton which surrounds the seeds, very like our wild cotton. The seed

evidently belongs to a plant of the geims Asclepia.-i, and is closely allied to

som3 of our native plants, liut in all the botanical litertiture at oui' coinniand

there is no mention of a spcicies seiniJiinita. [Further imiuiry will !«!

made.—Ed.]

The Pipe Calabash Gourd.

Some time ago small (piantities of the Pipe calabash seeds were sent to this

State from Soutli Africa, but it is not known by wh(mi these sup])lies were

obtained. The Department of Agriculture has received an iiujuiry from a

buyer for a quantity of the gourds, and would be glad to get information

as to the result of their trial fi'om any persons who obtained and planted

the seeds.
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An Inexpensive Silo.

F. G. OHOMLFA'.

An opportunity was recently aiforded me, by the courtesy of Mr. C. W.

Bowyer-Smijth, of Green Hills, near Moss Vale, to visit liis dairy farm and

there see his silo. The pliotographs which accompany these notes were

kindly foi-warded by Mr. Bowyer-.Smijth, and by referring to the first illus-

tration it will l)e seen verv clearly how advantage has been taken of a rather

-steep hill in which to excavate the pit, so that filling can be carried on by

l)ringing the loarJs to the silo on the upper side and throwing them off.

This form of silo has been used by several farmers, and where the natural

lay of the land permits, it is a great saving of labour in filling.

The silo, which is 20 feet square by 12 feet deep, was excavated in the

hillside as shown, and the roadway leading to it also cut. The walls of the

.silo are vertical and are lined with split slabs, firmly spiked to horizontal

hearers 23 feet long by 9 inches thick, which cross at the corner, and are

there held by coach screws : the slabs are butted up to each other, edge to

edge, as close as possible, the wliole forming as smooth a surface as can be

obtained with split timber. The doorway, as shown in the illustration, is

formiNl of sawn hardwood put in horizontally
— the pieces of wood forming

which are held against the rebate on the door-posts by the silage
—the method

of fixing H doorwav of this description is shown in the Gazetfe for ]March,

190.S, page 244.

The cart-wav is cut right into the [lit, the bottom of which slightly falls

iiway from the bottom of the silo for drainage, and to .secure that storm-

water does not lodge in it.

The full cost of each section of the silo is clearly set out in the appended
.statement kindly handed to me by Mr. Bowyer-Smijth :

—

Cost of Silage Pit.

Excavation— £ s. cl.

Pit, 20 ft. X 20 ft. X 12 ft. = 177 square yards 8 17

Cartway to pit 75 cubic yards ... .. ... ... ... o 15

Timber—
12 logs, 23 ft. X 9 in., for foundation of walls (liorizontab ;

120 slabs for walls (vertical): laljour for cutting and

•splitting

"^

... 2

Drawing timber to pit ... ... ... ... ... 10

Labour, timbering pit ... ... ... ... .. 1 10

Iron—
Ten 10 in. x 1 in. coach screws .. .. ... ... ... 3 6

40 lb. 7 in. X g in. spikes 10

Fencing—
Fencing round pit, including three slip rails, 4 chains ... 10

Total £18 5 6
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The silai,'e was made fniiii a crop of" inai/.e urow ii on a little less tlian

20 acres, and was carted to the site ami tliei-c plarcd in thr silo uiicliati'cd in

a similar way to that ado2)ted when building a silage stack. 'I'lie inai/.c

stalks were crossed at tlie corners, butts outwards, and kept as tirinly

pressed up to the slabbing as possible
—the latter is inipoitant, as there is a

great tendency, if any undue haste is allowed to i>nterfere with this necessarv

precaution, for tlie maize to draw away from the corners and sides, as settle-

ment in the middle, (hie to more pei-fect solidification, takes place.

The stack was continued above the to]) of the silo to a height slmwn b\-

the dotted lines, about 2'2 feet. This was kept to the same dimensions as

the silo, and the sides trimmed with a hay-knife, and as solidilication took

place most of the part above the silo sank down, till, on the occasion of mv
visit, there was oidy from 1 foot at the sides, to alxait 21 feet in the middle,

above the walls of the silo
; the top was covered with a f(>\\ loads of -'fat

hen" aiifl "pig weed,"' then l)ai'k, logs, and stone.

Harvesting Maize for Silage.

Mr. Bowyer-Smijth calculates to have now lOO tons of silage, and

half a ton a dav for liis herd has 'iOO days feed <in hand. The present silo

occupies the site of a smaller one erected last year which gave good results
;

in fact, such good r(>sults that he was persuaded of the necessity of enlarging
the silo for tht; present season.

Tt is well known that to obtain the maximum amount of ]ierfect silage

from a gi^cn quantity of green fodder it is essential to chatl' it in addition to

thoroughly treading it into a silo which should be perfectly airtight with

smooth vei'tical sides free from angl(>s. In this case none of these conditions

are found, the maize was not chaired, the silo is built strongly, but the sides

being made of split slabs are necessarily rough, and a large part of the mai/.e

»vas in the; forn\ of a stack which ultimately sank into the silo as consolida-

tion due to fermentation took place. What proportion of waste is there, and

how far does the amount of waste go as a set-off against the additional cost
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of u moic expensive silo and chatting the ciop ] In tliis case the average
ainount of waste is said by Mr. Bowyer-.Smijth to amount on the average to

8 inches all round. At the bottom and lower part of sides it may and

probalily is less, but on the upper part, which was practically a stack, the

waste on the sides and corners maybe a little more, so no doubt the estimate

•l^imtm^

Pit Silo, Green Hil's.

The dotted lines indiciite height of tiuished stack, about 22 feet.

is neai- the mark. This, however, will be better calculated when feeding-

starts, which, as far as present indications go, will not be for some little time,

as there is plenty of feed on the farm.

It is rather a hard matter to decide which form yields, under varying

circumstances, the best tinancial result; but the fact that Mr. Bowyer-Smijth
had a small silo last season and has a larger one this, and—being in possession
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ot' all tiic facts ami I'niulit ions, is t lirift'iPiH' better ahlf to jiulge than anyone
else in ])0.ssessi()ii luily of liald tiuures -is satistied, must betaken l)\- tin-

average practical man a.s good e\ idciice of tlir value of the enterprise. With

regard to the cost of the silage, thi.s works out at 7s. lid. per ton, based on

the tigurei su]iplie(l me by Mr. Bowver-Snn'jtl), wlio kept detailed accounts of

tlie vai'iou.s items making the total co.st. Allo\ting the cost of tlie silo to

extend over, say, tive years, the following statement of cost is ol)taine(l :
—

f S. (1.

Onc-tiftii cost of silo S \:\

Co.st of putting in croji ... .. ... ... ... .. 1."! o (i

Co.st of ciUtinir, liaulinu-, .unl .-^tacUin!,' iiiai/.e •l.\ 1 (»

.S9

II

i;

1 1

Cost 100 tons ...

Cost per Ion

Such excellent feed for dairy stock pro\ ided at a c-o.-t of ies^ than Ss. per
ton is a matter of no little importance in our dairvin.2 districts, ami. if there

are not very good reasons to the contrary, (>very one should endeavour to

pi'ovide .some feed for the winter or othei' periods of scarcity to maintain the

milk flow. In the United tStales the cr\' is,
••

.\ silo a fai'mer must have,

even if he has to l>orro\v the money to l)uild it. Wliile we have a shorter

wint(U' than most i>aits of the States the necessity for basing a supply of

sihige is no less, on account of <lry spells and the impossibility in some

seasons of "I'owin'' ijreen feed just when it is wanted. With a silo on the

farm advantage can be taken of the ]>eriods of growth and a surticient fpiantitv

of silage made to tide over the ever-recurring short spells of scareitv.

MONTRLV WeATHEH KeI'ORT.

ha\vkp:sburv aoricultur-al college.

Su.\i.\i.u;v for May, 190S.

Air Pressure
(Barometer.)
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Meteorological Bureau, No. 4 Division,
New South Wales.

Weather Conditions during May, 1908.

S. WILSON,
Divisional OfficL-r.

At the beginning of the iiKinth an irregular-slmpeil high jnvssiue covered the

mainland of Aiistraha, ^\itll the exception of the fai" western and soutli-

eastern portions, where two depressions svere shown. The "low" in the

south-east was rather energetic, and had its centre over the ocean to the

south-east of Tasmania. Strong westerly to south-westerly winds and rougli

seas occurred in Bass Strait and over and around Tasmania. Light rainfall

was reported from scattered places in tlie southern border of Australia and

along the coast of Queensland. In Xew .South Wales the rain was confined

to the Murray, the southern half of lliverina, and here and there on the

slopes ; elsewhere over the continent the weather was fine and pleasant.

Between the 2nd and 4th the several pressure systems advanced eastward

at about the normal rate, the centre of the "high
"'

being now in the soutli-

east of Queensland, and that of the depression between Tasmania arid The

Bluff (Ne\\- Zeahmd). Barometric conditions over the western half of

Australia were flat and incipient. With this distribution of atmospheric

pressure, further light to heavy rainfall was recorded in West Australia and

in the southern districts of the south-eastern States, but fine weather ruled in

the interior. Strong winds, attaining the force of a fresh gale, occurred in

Bass Strait and Tasmania, with moderate to rough seas. The heaviest

reported rainfall was 145 jioints at Eyre, 137 at Bunbury, 86 at Carnar\on,

and 83 at Leeuwin. In our State 50 points at Carcoar was the largest amount.

On the 5th the centre of the high pressiu-e had almost passed off the

mainland, but ajiotlier had appeared in West Australia, with its centre. 30*2

inches, in the south-western corner. Between these two anticyclones there was

a new depression centrally situated to the south-west of Streaky Bay, with its

northern limits extending inland as far as Charlotte W^aters. Strong winds,

moderate to rough seas, and a continuation of the rainy conditions in southern

districts resulted from this distribution. By the following day the weather

over the western half of the continent held come under the ci>nti(il of the hiafh

pressure, which liad expanded southwards; whilst that of the soutli-eastern

States, the Tasman Sea, and New Zealand was governed by a remarkable

Antarctic ]ovv-])ressure system, whose lowest barometric value, 29' 17 inches,

was on the east coast of the North Island of New Zealand, resulting in ^ery

steep gradients, and, consequently, fresh to very strong gales and rough to higli

seas between Tasmania and New Zealand. Light scatteretl rainfall and frosty

i-onditions were reported from our southern districts, and all along the

southern seaboard of the contineni.
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N\ illiiii til- iif.xt twenty four liours the unticycloiie covered llie wliole of

tlie mainland of Australia, witli its centre still in the south-west corner.

A jiortion of the ^\ntarctic distui-banee was still over Tasmania, Imt its centre,

29'On inches, was to the south-west of 'I'he iJluH' ( New Zealand). Suutli west

to westerly i,'ales with li.tjht rains still prevailed in Tasmania and the south-

fustorn cortier of the continent, hut otherwise tjie weathei was fine yenerallv.

.At *.) a.m. on the Sth the centre of the high ]iresstire was well estal)lished on

tlic mainland Ix'tween Alice S|(rin<;s, Espei'anee, ami Adelaide, a d tine, cool

\\eather was experienced t hrougliout, e.xeeptinii a little ])atchv rain in e.\trem«>

southern (list licts and a light snowfall at Kiandra. IN ugh scasand hoisterous

westerlies still obtained in Kass Strait. Tasmania, and the South Coast

districts of New South Wales.

The temperature o\cr the State during the tirsl week was, for the most

part, cold to mild ; the lowest readings occurred at scattered places on the

InLtlilands. NiniityheDe registered I'l degrees, ("arinda 'I'l degrees, l\ia?idra

and Glen Innes each '!''>, Inverell i'l, Wellington, .Vrmidale, and Waldia each

26, Waiialda and (jtinrindi each 27, together wit li manv otheis liclow freezinii

ytoint.

' )n the Dth, at '.) a.m., an eneigetic disturbance was shown over Victoria

and Tasmania, with its central leading, 21)-(i inches, in the soutli-east of the

latter State ; otiierw ise the continent was co\i'red l)\' a high pressure of verv

little charactei-. With this distribution, linlit scattered rainfall was i-ecorded

along the seaboards of Queenslaml. South .Vustralia, Victoria and Tasmania,

as also in southern districts of New Snuth Wales. Strong north-west to

.south-west winds and rougli seas occurred in ilass Strait and on parts of the

west coast of Tasmaiua.

Within the following fortv-eight hours the depression ha<l expanded

considerably, and covered the south-eastern States and the Tasnian Sea as far

eastward as New Zealand. The high pi-essure, on the contrary, had contracttMl

eastward to Queen.sland and S(uith .\ustralia, and lost upwaids of one-tenth

inch in its central readiiii;. .Viiother depression appeared in the southern

districts of West Australia, and the advance portion of an antic\ c-lone in the

noi-th-\vest corner of that State. Some further light scattered rainfall was

reported from tiie southern districts and coast of Ncu South Wales, as also

fi'om here and there on the seaboard of (^)ueriisland. The falls were heaviei-

in West iVustralia and along |tarts of the .southern districts of the continent.

Ikudnu-y had 137 points, Kyre l4o, Leeuwin S.">, Winning Pool 77. and Perth

7;) ]H)ints. Strong .south-w(>st winds, i-eachinu the force of gali's, oc-curred in

N'ictoria and Tasmaiua, with rough seas in the Straits. Over the area

coxcred by the high pressure, tine weather ruled for the most part.

IJythe I 2th the .Antarctic de[)ression had advanced from West to Siuith

Australia, with its centre to the south of Lincoln. It now controlled the

weather lietween P]yre, Charlotte Waters, and Tasmania, ulieic fresh to

str(mg north-west winds and rainy conditions obtained, and modi-rate to

rough seas along the seaboanl. Two high pressures wei'e also shown on the

isobaric chart, viz., the rear poi'tion of one over the south-eastern States, and
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the ;ul\iince isobars of another in West AustraHa. With this distribution,

hght to raodei'ate rainfall occuri-ed along- the southern seaboard of the

<jontinent and southern districts of New South Wales. During the next

twenty-four hours the centre of the "low
"'

traxelled south-eastward to Hythe,
in Tasmania, the distance covered in one day being 900 rniles, which

represents about double the normal rate of translation. All New South

Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, and the southern portion of South Australia were

now undei- its influence. The south-west quarter of the continent was under

anticydonic control, the highest pressure value being -iO"! inches, in the

.south-west corner. Fresh to strong south-west to west winds occurred in the

region occupied by the depression, and more light to moderate rainfall along the

MOuth coast districts of Australia. Rough seas also obtained between Cape
Borda and Gabo. The disturbance shown over the south-eastern States on

13th, after travelling eastward, reached its greatest intensity just north of

Gisborne, in the Noith Island of New Zealand, where the value of its central

reading had fallen as low as "JO-l? inches, influencing very strong gales and

high seas in the vicinity.

The depression ovei' the south-eastern States steepened considerably during
the following twenty-four hours. At 9 a.m. on the 14th, the lowest pressure
value shown on the chart was 29* 1 inches on the west coast of Tasmania.

This disturbance was unusually energetic, having nine isobars within a

radius of 900 miles, and was responsible for strong west to southerly gales

-(jver a great area
;

as also splendid rainfalls in South Australia and New
South Wales excepting the north-east corner. In the former State the

distribution of rainfall was light between Farina and Powell's Creek, and

moderate to very heavy elsewhere, many stations reporting over 1 inch, and

on the Ranges and Lower North over 2 inches. In New South Wales the

heaviest falls were 137 points at Kiandra, 102 at Murruniburrah, 95 at

Tumbarumba, 91 at Yass, 87 at Tumut and Deniliquin, 82 each at Bungen-
dore and Moulamein, 79 at Marsden's, 74 at Young, 75 at Albury, and 73 at

Adelong ; the remaining amounts were all under 70 points.

On the 15th the centre of the low pressure occupied a position between

Tasmania and New Zealand, having travelled in a south-easterly direction

since the previous dav, and the bai'ometers over Tasmania showed a rise of

upwards of
^''^

inch. An extensive anticyclone now covered the greater part
-of the continent, with its centre in the south-west corner.

Some cold weather occurred on the highlands during the week ending the

15th, and snow was reported on three occasions from Kiandra. The lowest

temperatures in that period were 24 degrees at Kiandi'a, 28 degrees at

Nimitybelle, Cooma, and Glen Innes, and 29 degrees at Armidale and

Coonabarabran .

At 9 a.m. on the IGth an anticyclone of medium intensity covered the

whole of Australia, with its centre, 30'4 inches, between Port Augusta and

Hay, Light showers resulted all along the southern seaboard and in

Tasmani;). Light to heavy i-ainfall also occuri-ed ov'er coastal districts of
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New .South NN'alcs. TwcccI Heads had 1 -m , r>\ rmi ll;i\' Ih). aiiil Chunice
109 points. On the 17tli tlic centre of the •'

liiiili

"

had ailvanced as far as

the centre (»f the coastline, and was associated with f'lostv, foygv, showci'v

conditions eastward from the hii,dihinds.

By tht! 18th this pi'essure system liad expanded eastwaivl to ^'e\v /ealamh
and its centre had passed oil' the maiidand to the Tasnian Sea

;
a depi-es-^ioii

was shown in its outer isol)ars over the eastei'n States, wliilst another

appeared on the fi'inge of the West Austr;dian seahoai-ih

Light rainfall wa.s i-ecorded at scattered places in Northern Austialia and

along the coast of Queensland ; but the di]) in the isobars over Xew South

Wales was attended bv an expansion of the rainv conditions as far wcstwaid

as the centre of- the State. The heaviest falls, however, were iccinded tVom

the coast and the highlands. jiyroii r>ay had 410 points, Tweed Heads 3(i5,

^[ulhnnl)ind)y li)(S, Jervis Bay l-'iO, and Lismori' 111 points. Other amounts

approaching 100 points were: (^larence Heads 98, Camden 91, and Casino SO.

The I'emaining falls ranged fi-om 1 point to 70 points.

During the next t wenty-foui- hours the ant icyclone t ra\clled eastwai'd aixnit

oOO miles, its centre, 'M)'i inches, being now shown in the vicinity of Gisborne,
in tlie North Island of New Zealand. The forward moxcmeiit gave
influcement to the establishment of an enei-getic Antarctic disturbaiu'c to the

south-west of The Leeuwin. This distiu'bance resulted in unusually heavy
and beneficial rainfall in the westei'ii State; 286 points were I'ecofded at

Geraldton, 227 at Carnarvon, 200 at Hamelin Pool, 187 at Perth, and '.IS at

Onslow. Fierc(> northerly s(|ualls and rough seas weic also reported fr t he

south coast. A depression still existed o\<'r the eastei-n States, and was

responsi])le for further light to hea\v rain in various districts, chiellv eastern.

In New South Wales, it was contined chieflv between the coast and the

slopes, although isolated registrations occurred on the plains. The heaviest

falls were 381 ])oints at Clai'ence Heads, 3.39 at Bvron P)av, 236 at Lawson.

158 at Mullumi>ind)y, loj at Sutton I'^orest. I 10 at i.ismore, l.'l'.tat .\owra,

125 at Moss Vale, 117 at Newcastle, llO at Casino, and KM) at I'.owial.

Many other amounts also approached 1(10
|

mints.

Some heaxy falls were also iccorded in (^)ueensland, the chief being 1 .")0

points at Townsville, 1 19 at Mackay, I 12 at Ibisbane. and I 0:! at bochnagar.

At 9 a.m. on the 20th the centic of the high pressure was well established

in New Zealand, having gained ^\y inch, which brought its \alue to 30-r)

inches; and the depression which on the previous da \ was over the eastern

States, had advanced eastward just beyond the coastli?ic.

'The Antarctic disturbance now covt'ivd the aica south of lines joining I'lie

Leeuwin, Charlotte Waters, and Adelaide, its centre, 297 inches, being
situated south from Eucla and Eyre, on the Great Australian Bight. The
advance jiortion of another "high'' was also shown over West ^Vustralia,

where furthei- good i-ainfall was recorded. JSullagine had 158 point.s, Cossack

126, Mtnizies 101, and Nungarra 100 points. Fierce squalls, with hail, and

rough to vei-y rough seas, were reported from stations on the (^i-eat liight.
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Many fogs occurred on the tablelands and slopes of New South Wales, and

light to heavy rainfall with disturbed seas along the seaboard, the latter being

probably due to the existence of steep gradients between the anticycloni' in

New Zealand and the depression on our coast.

On the 21st tlie centre of the high pressure was still central!}' situated in

New Zealand, but the main body of it had passed from the mainland of

Australia to the Tasman Sea, its former position being occupied by the
" Antarctic low,'' which had made its way further eastward, but in a

comparatively enervated condition, the centre now being well to the west of

Tasmania. Rough seas still persisted along our coastline and in Bass

Strait, but the rainj' conditions with the disturbance had worked soutli of

New South Wales, causing scattered light to moderate falls along parrs of the

southern seaboard of the continent and in Victoria.

Every day during the week ended the I'lst, except the 21st, rainfall was

recorded on the coast of New South Wales, in parts heavy, and now and

again extending as far westward as the slopes, but the falls there were for

the most part light. On the 20th fogs were very prevalent over the slopes

and tablelands, and during the week frost}' conditions were reported from

many highland stations. Temperatures were comparatively mild duiing the

greater part of the week, on the 20th not one station being below freezing

point, and on the 19th only two, viz., White Cliffs 30 degrees, and Euston

31 degrees, both in the Western Division of the State. The lowest rei^orted

temperatures were : Kiandra 24 degrees, Niniitybelle 2;") degrees, and Ivoeklev,

Coonal)arabran, and Glen Innes each 29 degrees.

At 9 a.m. on the 22nd an anticyclone covered the w hole of Australia, with

its centre, 30"3 inches, situated between the southern gold-fields of Western

.\ustralia and Port Augusta. This distribution of pressure was attended b\-

fine weather inland and light rainfall along the southei'n seaboard of the

continent. Light to moderate rainfall was also recorded at scattered places
on the coast of New South Wales, and an isolated heavy fall of 162 points at

Newcastle.

Within tlie next forty-eight hours, although tlu' anticyclone covered

practically the same area as on the 22nd, its centre half gained j^j inch

pressure value and expanded both eastward and westward, and on Monday,

25th, extended from Perth in West Australia to Hay in New South Wales.

More light rainfall occurred at scatteretl places along the south coast of the

continent, but elsewhere line settled weather prevailed, with south to soutli-

ea.st and easterly winds.

On the 2()th little or no forwai'd movement was shown in the high-pressure

system, but its centre, which was now SO'f) inches, had contracted and again
covered an area between the southern gold-fields of Western Australia and

the southern part of South Australia. ^lore light rainfall was registered

along the coastline between Adelaide and Manning Heads in New South

Wales, and strong south-west winds with rough seas occurred between

Victoria and Tasmania. ( )theiwise the weathei- over the continent was fiiu-

generally.
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At 9 a.m. on the 27th, the isobai'ic chart showed an c.xamjilf of pressure

(Hstriliiition over Austraha, which is typical of the wiiitei- season.

'The isohar-s of the anticyclone wiiicii coxcred tlie wjiole contiiicnl were

arranged synniietrically around a central area, 30"6 inches in value, located

a little to the south-west of Adelaide and Kobe. Rous^h seas occuii-ed aionij

tlir coast l)etween Wilson's l*roiiioiitory and 'Newcastle, and cold, frostv

<-onditions pi-evailed over a very extensive area. Fn New South Wales

fiosts wei-e repoi'ted from I^iverina disti'ict and the slopes and tal)]elands ;

lii^ht to heavy i'ainf;dl was recorded also on our coastline from Kiama to Port

Macquarie and at a few jilaces in the lluntei- and Mannin*;' disti'icts. The

lie;i\iest fall was 1 1'T |)oiiits at Xewcastle.

By the 'l^i\\ (he centre of the ''

liiLjli," dimiiiisheil in \aliic Kv
,',,

indi. was

shown between Wilson s Promontory and .Vdelaide. Tts most western isolt^irs

had also workefl a little eastward, allowing' space foi" the developmmt of a

<lepression in the western district of West Australia, which at !> a.m ap|)eared

in the south-west corni'i', hut during the previous night had probably ati'ei-ted

the more noithei'n portion of that State, foi' light to heavy rainf^dl was

recorded west of a line joining Onslow in the noi-th-west and Esperance on

the south coast. The heaviest registrations wei'e : W inning Pool i' I .">

points.

Cape Leeuwin 158, Pei'th 80, i-iunbury 'i'\ ;ind Cainarvon <")_'. the remainitig

jimounts ])eiiig uiuler 50 i)oints.

On the coastline of New South Wides, light to moder;ite i;iinfnll was

registered between Crookhaven and Poi't Mac(]uarie.

On the 'l\)t\\ the anticyclone which, duiing the past week, had controlled

the weather of the continent, was shown over the easti-iii half, somewhat

<merva,ted, with its centre covering the gi-eatei' portion of the south-eastei'ii

States. Anothei' "high" had appeared in West .\ustralia, and between tin-

two systems was the depression, which liad moved about (iOO miles eastward

trom Albany since the prc^vious dav after having caused extensive, tliongh

for the most part light, rains in West Australia.

huring the week ended the 29th very low temperatures were registereil irt

man\- inland districts. Hockley and Kiandra had the lowest, 18 degrees on

the 2Gth ; (Hen Innes 22 degrees, Nimitybelle 25 degrees, Annidale and

Coonabarabran 27 degrees, Coolamon and Muri'innburrah 28 degrees, ami

Orange, Tenterlicld. and fnverell each 2!) degrees.

.\ considerabK- chain;e was ettected bv the -'{Oth in the distribution of

atmospluM'ic pressure, for the rear isobars of the anticyclone had expandt'd
westward about 1,000 miles, the system as a whole having an elongated shape,
with its highest barometric values along our coastline. With this alteration

in the arrangement of the isobars, the nortlu^rn portion of an Antarctic

<lej>ression ajjpeared oxer the Great liight, extending from the Leeuwin to

Cape Otway.

huring the month of ^lay, the rainfall over New South W ales was for the

most part below the average. ( )nly a few stations, and tho.se widely scattered.

had falls in excess of the average.
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The pressure systems which travelled across AustruHa were all more or

less of the winter description, the anticyclones being of huge dimensions, and

covering the whole of the continent. Cotisequently, some very low tempera-
tures were experienced at manv stations in the \arious suhdis isioiis of the

State.

The distribution of tlif I'ainfall in 2sew .South Wales during Alav, 1908,

Avas as follows :
—
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Seasonable Notes

GEO. L. SUTTON.
WHieat Kxpi'iimen till ist.

Spring Crops.

'I'liK 1 9()S
2>l'«iitin,<.c

scarson is now osci', and, as the plaiilinu is cdnijilcted,

the teams sliouhl he utilised to cDn-.ineiHf |ilouuhin,i>' foi' next season's crops^

both spi'inu and aiitiniiii.

T.,aiid intended for sjirini;' croiis slioidd he broken \\y at (Uicc ;ind liaimucd

down at favoural)le ()]^))oi-tunities. to conserve tlic moist iivc mid liiinij it into

good til til.

In the past, spring and sunnner crops liave failed in many districts, not

because the crop or climate was unsuitable, but because the pre])aration of

th(; soil hafl been wi'ong. To j)lough the ground in the customai-y wav, just

before the crop is to be planted, is to couit faihire iiidess the district is

fa\oinvd with abundant i-ains after the planting. To jilou^li and winter-

fallow land intended for stnnmcr (ro])S is to eliminate a lari^e amount of tliar

element of speculation regarding their success which lias chai-autei'i.sed such

cropping in the past. To plant such crops in (hills and to t-ulti\ate the soil

betweoi the di'ills is to ensure success in any season but one of absolute

(h-ought.

Fallowing.

Land intended for next seasons rape and wheat eioii^ should, if po>sil)le,

be ploughed during the winter, and l)efoie tlie harvest coinniences. Tliis will

be found beneficial inallour wheat districts, but will be
particiilai'ly beneficial

in districts where the autumn rainfall is scant v or unceitain. In such districts,

with the jilougliing done in the winter and the fallow woiki'd during the

sunnner, planting can take place in the autumn with every ceitaintv of the

seed germinating when it is plantcMl. 'i'his is the practice followed at Coolabah.

and there the wheat is up and looking as well as could bedesiicd. thougli

with theordinaiy practice in vogue of ploughing just before seeding, sufficient

rain has not fallen to admit of plou;.;'hing brMiiii' pei'fonned ami to L;('nninatc-

the .seed.

Old Cultivation Paddoclis.

Inquiries are to hand as to the most suitable grasses to sow in old

cultivation paddocks. Difficulty is exj)erienced in replying satisfactorilv to

these, as it is almo.st impossible to obtain seed of our native grasses, which

are the most valuable for this ])ui'2X)se, and in addition, there is verv little

information available as to whi(di L;rasses are most suitable for diflei-ent
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<listricts when sown in cultivated land. Seeing the value and ini|i()rtance of

grasses to landholders in this State, there should he on everv holding at least

a small plot devoted t<i ihe trial of grasses.

Those who desire to di) so can obtain small trial packets of mauv of nur

native and other grasses fi-oni the Cowra Experiment Farm.

< )f the grasses of wliich seed can he obtained, Rhodes Grass will probablv
be found admirably suitable for planting in the wheat districts, but sutttcient

experience has not been obtained to \\'arrant reconnnending the extensive

planting of it.

A ivniinder is given that there are two varieties of Rhodes Grass, viz.,

Chloria Gayami and ('}il(iri.'< viiyata. ('hlnri.s Gayaiia will proliablv be more

suitable for drv conditions than <'. r'n-yitUt.

Assuming that the object of iilanting the cultivation paddocks with grass
is to renovate and c'ean them, these ol)jects can be protitably, and possibly
more e.xpeditiouslv. ol)tained in anf>ther way, b}' planting rape in such

])ad(]ocks next February. To ensure success the ground should be broken uj'

now and worked fhn'ing the summer. If this be done the rape can be planted
in February w ith e\erv prospect that it will pi'ovide green, succident feed

during the autumn and winter. l')V feeding oH' the rape, wild oats, and other

weeds which grow, the land will be improved, and l)y ploughing in the winter

or spring before the oat seeds, the weefls will be killed and the paddock cleaned.

Rape.

Reports are to hand of aphis attacking early sown rape. Such attacks,

though expected in the warm spring, are unusual in the cold autumn, and

are possibly due to the drv weather experiencefl.

Sheep evince a reluctance to graze such rape, but eventually take to it if

kept on it. The remedy seems to be to kee[i the eai'ly sown rape eaten down
until the cold weather sets in.

The value and advantages of raj)e a<-e being more and more realised by
farmers each year, and, in conspcjuence, the ai-ea planted with it is increasing,

and it will still further inci-ease as its possibilities are realised. This year a

farmer in the Gowra district planted rape at the beginning of the year,

fattened shee2> '"^
•'^j

'^"'' then ploughed the ground, which is now seeded

with wheat.

This instance sIk^ws how rapid is the growth of the I'ape plant, and. ///

disiricts ivherf tla rainfall renders such intense cultivation, possible, what

jirofit can l>e derived from its cultivation.
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Orchard I^otes.

\V. J. ALLEN. -

July.

Plantiny and liejilliny (Jrcharils. -(Joixl scasoiiublc ijiiiis li;i\c fallen in

many parts ot" tlio State (luriii;^' tin' la^t inoiitli. mikI in conM'ijuciici' tlic soil

lias been in splendid condition tor tlic planting of new ordianls. and ntillin;^'

in those ali'eady estal)lisli(Mi. If sndi plantijii;' has not Ix'cn coinplctcd, sec

that it is finished this niontli, as the soonei- now that \(iuni; (leeidiioiis rret-s

and vines are planted the betier.

""^•^^£5^

-Kl.
> -•

Pruned Cleopatra Apple-tree (12 years oldi

^ <il

Varieties of Apjt/es to J'lant for Export. -Up to the piesent we havf oiilv

piu\ed a few of the many varieties of a})ples we are ifrowing to be suitable

for export, the two Ijcst being Cleopatra and .bmathan : Miiin'oe"s Faxourite,
Five Clown, and Granny Smith are also very good, 'i'he Jiuiuombe is an

ap))le which is doini;- well in otit- eonl(>r climates, but is rathei- lackiiii;- in
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fiavour, and does not colour quite early enough for the English luai-ket. The

Rome Beauty is also a good keeper and good flavoured variety, but it. too,

ripens somewhat too late for the Continnntal market, though it would suit

the American market. Esopus Spitzenberg does i-emarkably well in many
of our apple growing district :, but up to the present we have not tested its

carrying quality. Pomme de Neige is a beautiful medium-sized dessert

apple for the local market.

Fair Sample of unpruned Cleopatra Apple-tree i,12 years oldi.

Priming. -This work should be completed this month, in t)rder to give the

orchardist time to apply the yearly spraying of either lime and sulphur, or

Bordeaux mixture. At our Wagmi orchard we have used the followiiiii:

winter spray with excellent results:—Take 12 lb. of sulphur and 6 lb. of

properly slacked lime, and boil in 100 gallons of water for tliree or four

hours.

At the Agricultural E.\i)eriment Station, Illinois, United States of America,

the following spray has been found the cheapest and best:— 15 lb. of best

lime, and an equal weight of sulphur to 50 gallons of water. The sulphur,

after being mixed with enough water to form a thin paste, was put into-

12 gallons of water, nearly at the boiling point
—the lime was then added.
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jiikI rill' mixtuir lioilcil inv f(iit\' iiiiiiiitcs with tlic necessary stirring:. I"ln-

whole was stfaiiu-il into a •"•(•uailon tank, wiiich was tlicii tilled w ith water.

This lattci- is clrtimed to hi- tin- most ed'cctive out of eleven sj)i-ays tefetcd in

the di'StriR-tion of San .losi- scale. Ft is ini])Ortant that tlic opci-.-itor- should

hear in mind that solutions made l.y stiriini;- the sulphur into the hot watei-

first, and a(ldin<f the lime to this mixtuic, arc mi^rc ctlicicnt than if the order

of procedure is revei'.sed.

Cifi'^x Crop.
— Notwithstanding the fad that- the past season has been a

verv unfaAourable one, there cun he seen in some of our young citrus orcliards

some of the tiniest cro})s of oranges as regards size, (juality, and crop that ont^

<'ould wisli to .see. The older trees, however, in many places, have \-ery light

crops.

From rime to time in(|uities are recc'ved as to the cost of thi' \arious

clienncals used for the different sprays and fumigating. Herewith is a list

iN'liich will 1)1' of interest to growers, showing th<' latest ipiotations :

(Quotation ki;om Two Wholk.sai.k Housks.

1.

Cyiiiiidc of I'otassiuni —
7 11'. lots, (a Is. '2(1. per 11.. .">(i lb. lots, C" Is. per 11>.

14 ,. ,. Is. !c1. ,, I uwt. ,. Kid. ,,

•28 „ ,, Is. 1,1. „

Sulphuric .^cid.. 40 lb. jar (a "id. per lb.

Fish Oil ... ... 1 gallon lots, ((/ 4s. per gallon: taking 1<I gallons, .'{s. lid. pergallen.

Resin—
1 U). lots, («j 2d. per lb. 112 lb. la l'2s. per ewt.

2S ., ,, Ud. „

•Soda ... ... Id. per \h., .Is. per ewt.

BUiestone—
7 11>. lots, (a r)d. per lb. ) .,,-,

,

i

^
.,0.-. per cwt.

2.

Cyanide of Potassium—
7 11). lots, (<i Is. per lb. 1 cwt. lots, (a 9.Vd. per

:^5 ., ,, lOd. ,,

."suljjjiuric .Acid

.")lb. for Is. tkl. to lb. t'oi' Ss. (jd.

10 ., 2s. Sd. 160 ,, 32s.

•20 ., OS. 4d.

Fish Oil-

Resin -

Soda

BUiestone

1 gallon for ."is. 1

.") gallons ., 21s. 3d. Xote. Casing and packing extra.

10 ,, ,, 41s. \

7 II). lots, fe 2d. per lb. 28 lb. lots., @ lid. per lb.

14 ,, ,, lyd. ., 112 .. ,, 12s. 6(1. er cwt.

7 lb. lots, for 7d. 2S lb. lots, foi- Is. iM
14 ,, ., Is. 112 , ,, .")s 6<1. per cwt.

7 lb. lots, (ih 4^(1. per lb. 28 lb. lots, (fc .3.UI. per lb.

14 ,, .. 4cl. ,, I cwt. ,, „ 3ds. ,, cwt.

.Suitable scales can be obtained from any of the Ironmongery establishments.

from Is. C)(\. upwards.
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Jarm Notes.

Hawkesbury District—July.

H. \V. rOTTS.

The weiithfi- L-oiiditiuns duriiiy lust montli wiTe seasoiiuljle. Frosts prevailed

early, and, in conseijuenee, the couch and other useful grasses have suffered.

The rains have been light and farming operations are well forward. Moisture

in the soil is by no nienns ample, and il is dithcult at this stage to forecast

the ultimate crop returns. The early sown wheat, barley, and oats are

looking well.

The maize harvest may be c )nipleted this month. The earlier collected

maize will be dry enough at this stage for husking and shelling.

The crops have been very light this year, and, in many instances, a failure.

The preparation of the land intended for our main crop, maize, must have

attention this month. The Hawkesbury Valley soils, unlike those of the

more favoured northern livers, are not so rich in plant food
; moreover, they

have been cropped longer, and hence manuring and cultivation are essential

as well as moisture to ensure a iirotitable crop.

Tliose who adopted the sensil)le course of growing cowpeas last summer as

a fertilising crop will secure a benefit, as will also those who put in a cover

crop of raoe in autumn. The latter has given good results following on the

amijle rainfall in Fibruary.

AVIiere the crop has been grazed by sheep or jjigs the land has been c'eai'ed

and restored to normal fertility, especially suitable for the deep-rooted maize

plant,

Tilis month the heavier stiff soils should l)e subsoiled to loosen and stir

them, to enable them to absorb all rainfall, and hold as a reservoir. The

moisture-storage capacity of the suV)soils is a leading factor in the successful

growth of the crop.

Land may also be got ready and cultivated for early summer crops such as

millet, sorghum, pumpkins, and marrows. Wheats: The last sowings of

wheats for the seas(jn may now be put in, and where baidey is required for

grain, such as the English and Cape varieties may be sown. Skinless barley

may also be sown for a continuation of hay supplies. The last crops of oats

may be sown. The quickly growing crops of rape and mustard are worthy of

further attention, anrl may be grown as catch crops on land that may be

utilised iov maize or sorghum.
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Garden Note:

W. HANDER.SON. •

July.

As July is generally M cold iiioutli very little uiovvth can be expectefl from

seedlings that have recently been planted out ; h<j\vever, the frosty weatlier

will do a larcje amount of good in checking many insect pests, especially

cabbage niotli, which causes t-o much ti()ul)l(\

Fig. 1 —A small glass-covered

frame.

Harsh westerly winds frequently prevail during this mouth, which are

a considerable drawback to the garden, makiiii,' the soil very dry, consequently
the plants will re(piire jjlenty of water to keep them growing.

"Watering soil that has become very smooth and hard is practically of little

use
;

in fact, it is only so much watei' wasted. It is better to have the soil in

a loose, rough condition so that the water can soak in, and mulch the surface
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with old rotten straw, grass, leaves or any litter that will prevent evaporation
of the moisture that is ab^olutel}' essential to the })ro(lartion of good

vegetables.

In the warmer or coastal flistricts some preparation should l)e made now for

raising seedlings; for this purpose a frame may be made that will answer the

purpose and the cost of which will be almost nil. Obtain any rough timber,

slabs, boards or old cases for the sides and ends—a convenient size would be

6 feet long by 3 ft. 6 in. wide, 3 feet high at the back, sloping to 1 ft. 6 in. in

front : glass is generally used for a covering, but provision must be made for

ventilation. This is most easily obtained by inserting a piece of stick under

one edge of the glass covering (See Fig. 1).

j-ig.2.— A rough frame covered with hess'.an.

A blind made of hessian (jn a r(jller should also be jn-ovided, to lower over

the glass when anv shade is required, or the youn'j; plants may be burnt off.

This frame should now be half filled with fresh stable manure, on which

should be placed 5 or 6 inches of bush rakings or leaf mould. .Sufficient heat

will be immpdiately developed to start any seeds planted in i'.

The seeds should be sown in shallow boxes or pans and placed in the

surface soil to a depth of 3 to 4 inches.

Instead of the glass covering a blind of hessian may lie used, as sl)own in

Fig. 2; but if wet weather sets in the manure soon los' s its heat, and tlie

spedlings die off with the cold.
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AN'licii tlic lic;it ill the t'r;iiiic is dyiiiL:, lliR seed boxes or puns may l>f'

i('iii()\c(l while ii h'ttle fresh m.-inure is mixed tliinii^h that ah-en(lv in llie

t'laine, (ir a (|uaiitity of fresh stiil)le inaiiiire can l)e pijed up aiiaiiist tlie

outside ; this will create^ sutiieient heat to luiii^;- tlie seedlinns aloiiii-.

When they mic strong;' enough they should be pricked out into boxes ;ind

hardened ott', in any wann and shelter(»d ])]aep' subsequently transplanting
tliem into their perinaiient position when all danger from frosts is past.

The slight trouble entailed raising i arly ))lants is amply icpaiil, as they will

come in at a time when fresh NCgetables are ratlier scarce.

Any \U'\\' ground that is to l)e added to the vegetable garden should be well

worked now: manure should l)e put in at the sniiie ,tim(>, so tliat it will be

W(dl rotted before any crop is sown in the spiim;. If the manuring is

deferred until the planting out of seedlings, the ciiances are that if a dry

spring follows, instead of the manure benefiting the plan's it will tend to

create heat, and do more harm than good, unless a gooil supply of water is

available.

For spring [ilanling it would be well to ehoos" seeds and plants of the very
best varieties, sorts that will suit the summer months, espec-ialh' the cabbage

family. For instaiu-e, St. .lolin's 1 >ay Cabbage imariablv pinduces good heads

(juickly ;
whereas many other sorts fail or take so long *.<i produce hearts that

the cabbage moth tuins anv chanee thev miLdit have had. The same appli^s

to other vegetables, and even it a litth- nunc has to be paid foi' good seeds or

plants it is well to do so, and insiston lia\ ing the best—thev ai'i' the chea[)est

and most profitable in the end.

When sowing seed, especially cabbage, eaulilhiwcr, and broccoli, can' should

be taken not to sow the seed too thicklv. Thick sowing is a great mistake as

the seedlings become leggy, with very little substance in them, and freijuently

much trouhh> is experienced in getting th^-m to make a start when planted out;

whereas, if the seed had been sown thinly they would have been sturdy, well-

grown and strong-rooted plants, and when raised for transplanting they

would carry a fair ipiantity of soil on their rootlets, conseipicntl\- the\- would

hardly feel the shift.

In districts free fiMiu frost, any sufHcieiith" advanced seedlings of t<imato,

cucumber, and caiisicum ma\- ite planted out.

Asparojjxs
— If a bed is to be established, los- no time in getting the plant.s

and setting them out. Attend to any established plants : a heavy dressing of

well-rotted dung should l)e forked in, avoid cutting the crown of the plants

during the operation.

Broad ll-'ans.—^In the cooler districts a sowing might be m;ide, and any

early plantings should bi- cultivated thoroughly, fer by this time they should

be making good headway.

Carrots. —Sow .se-d in any land that was well manured and a crop of

cabbage has been taken ott" : this is tin? best possible preparation of the ground
for cat ruts. Sow earlv \arieties, such as Short Horn, itc.
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Le^J:.—8()w a little seed and ti'aii.splaut any seedlings that, me available in

!ffoo.l land, and those that are coQiini;- along might have a little earth drawn

up to them to l)laneh the stems.

Endive.—Plant any seedlings that are sufficiently grown. This salad

vegetable is very useful, the peculiar bitter flavour making it very much

appreciated by many people.

Peas.—Sow a few rows and keep any previous or growing crops ^\•ell

cultivated
;
also see that they have plenty of support in the wa}- of sticks to

prevent the heavv winds from dest^roying the haulms.

Spinach.
—Sow a little seed and plant out any seedlings that may be ready.

Spinach is well worth growing in every garden, for, apart from lieing easily

grown, it produces more for the space of ground occupied than many other

vegetables.

Turnips.
—Thin out any seedlings that are coining on, and keep them

growing so that they Avill not be pithy or strong.

Herbs.— ^ee that the stock of herbs is not getting low ; there should always

be plenty for the kitchen use.

Flowers.

This is a very good time of year to undertake any alterations in tlie flower

garden in the w-ay of making new borders, grass plots, lawns, w^alks, etc.

Hedges might also be trimmed up or new ones planted.

For making hedges, there are many varieties of plants to choose from.

Amongst thoi-e wdiich louk very well are, Salthush, Duranta Plumierii,

Hawthorn (May), Olive (coiniuon), Pittosporum (of varieties), and Japanese

Privet [Liguslrum lucidum).

All deciduous plants might now be put out. For making some enrly bloom

many varieties may be obtained, such as Deutzia, Diervilla oi Weigelia,

Guelder Ptose, Pomegranate, Magnolia, -Spirea, Lilac, double-flowering Plums

of varieties {Prunus triloha and Primus mztme), also double-flowering Peach,

Cherry, and Hawthorn of ^arious colours. Any of these should have a place

in the garden as they make a mass of bloom in the >p'ing and are very

attractive.

Dahlias should now be taken up and stored until tlie next planthig season.

Chrysanthniiiums may be dug up and the young offshoots rooted for spring

planting as they produce better blooms than when the old clumijs are allowed

to remain for flowering next year.

If sufficient seedlings of spring flowering plants have not been raised they

should be put in at once. Any pansies that have not been planted out.

.should be attended to as soon as possible.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.
Secrktauiks are invited to forward for insertion in this page dates of their

forthcoming shows
;
these should reach the Sub-Editor, Department of Agri-

culture, Sydney, not later than the 21st of J^he montli previous to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once.

1908.
Society.

Deiiilii(uiii 1'. ami A. Society ...

Hay P. and A. Association

Condobolin P. and A. Association

Narandera P. and A. Association

National A. and I. Association of (j>ueensland

Forbes P., A., and H. Association

Murrumbidgee P. and A. Association ...

Gunnedali P., A., and H. Association...

Grenfell P., A., and H. Association ...

Parkes P., A., and H. Association

Germanton P. and A. Society .•

Albury and Bolder P., A., and H. Society ...

Young P. and A. .Association ...

Cootainnndra A., P., H.
,
and I. Association ...

Alolong P. and A. Af^sociation ...

Cowra P., A., and H. Association

Corowa P., A., and H. Association

Temora P., A., H., and I. Association

Queanbej'an P. and A. Association

Lismore A. and I. Society

Berry Agricultural Association...

1909.

Kiania A. Association

Kangaroo V^alley ...

< Running P., A., and I. Society. .

Tenterfield P., A., and .\1

Tumbarundja and Upper Murray P. and A. Society.

Newcastle A., H., and I. Society

Invcrell P. and A. Association...

Camden A., H., and I. Society

Uppir Hunter P. and A. Ass., Muswellbrook

Bathurst A., H., and J". As.sociation ...

Diirliam A. and H. Association, Dungi

Secretar.v.

L. Harrison

(i. S. Camden

G. Bennett

W. 'J'. Lyncli

C. A. Arvier

N. A. Read

A. F. ]). Wliite .

M. C. Tweedie .

(ieo. Cousins

G. W. Seaborne .

J. Stewart

\V. I. Johnson

G. S. Whiteman

T. Williams

C. E. Archer

E. A. Field

J. O. Fraser

.John Clark

E. (). Hinksman .

T. M. Hewitt

A. .1. Col ley

R. R. Sonierville...

E. (. Williams ...

W. r. Plumb ...

1'. W. Hoskins ...

E. W. Figures ...

C. W. Donnelly ...

.1. iMcllveen

C. A. Thompson ...

J. M. Campbell ...

(J. W Thompson..

C. E. Crant

[)at-t .

July 10, 17

,, — -, -.J

Aug. 4, 5

,, 5, 6

,, 10 to 15

„ 12, 13

„ -25,20,27

Sept. 1, 2, 3

„ 2, 3

., 2, 3

„ 2, 3

„ 8, 9, 10

„ 8, 9, 10

,, 15, 16

,. Ki

„ If', 17

„ 22, 23

>, 22,23,24

Oct. 1

Nov. 11, 12, 13

•'4 •>.)

2fi, 27

Jan. 26, 27

Feb. IS, 19

•'5 26

.Mar. 2 to 6

„ 10, 11

,, 11,12,13

,, 16, 17, 18

,, 17, 18, 19

„ 31

Apl. 1,2

Mar. 31

A])l. 1. 2

May 5, (i

[2 Plates.]

Printed and published by WILLIAM APPLEGATE GULLICK, of Sydney, Government Printer and
Publisher of the State of New South Wales, at Phillip-street, Sydney.
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[advertisement.]

Government Stud Bulls available for lease, or

for service at State Farms.

Breed.
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'6. Bulls leased will be tfaiisfeneil free ut charge lo any [)lace not more
than 100 miles by rail from the place from which they are transferred

;
to

any place distant more than 100 miles by rail, lease will be granted only on

condition that the lessee pays all charges for the extra distance over 100 miles.

In the case of bulls sent by sea, or partly by rail and partly by sea, nil

expense ovei' the sum of £1 (one pound) must be borne by the lessee. The
lessee must make all arrangements for, and be3,r^ll expense of, transferring
a bull from the nearest railway station or port to the place where it is to l)e

stationed. In the case oi leasing a bull already stationed within the district,

the new lessee must send for the bull and bear the expense of removal.

4. A condition of the leasing of the bulls shall be that the farming public
be allowed to send cows co the bull at a fee of not moiv tlian lO.s. (ten shillings)

per cow, provided the bull's list is not already full, l)ut the total number of

cows served must not be more than thirty for six months.

5. Each bull shall be treated and kept in a condition to satisfy the Depart-
ment, and shall be at all times open to inspection of authorised Officers of the

Department.
6. A return showing the number of cows served, and distinguishing

between cows owned by tho.se to whom the bull is leased and the outside

public, shall be sent to the Department at the end of the temi.

7. All due care must be taken to see that the bull shall not have access to

cows suffering from any infectious disease, special attention being given to

pleuro-pneumonia and tuberculosis.

8. No farmer who is known to have pleuro-pneumonia in his herd shall be

permitted to send cows to any of these bulls within three months from the

date of the last outbreak.

9. In case of illness of a bull the Department shall be immediately informed.

10. The bull shall not be allowed to run with cows, but shall be kept in a

special bull paddock, which must be well fenced, and each cow " in use" shall

only be allowed to remain with the bull such time as will enable him to have

connection with her twice. However, where necessary^, in order to keep bulls

quiet, special permission may be given to run with one or two specially
selected healthy cows.

11. Should any of the foregoing rules not be complied with, the Depart-
ment shall have the right to remove the bulls at once, and all fees paid shall

be forfeited.

12. Should a bull be wilfully neglected or badly treated, or Kule lU Ik;

broken, the De[)artmenl shall have the right to take any action desirable for

the recovery of damages
13. All applications for bulls should be made to the Director of Agricul

tare, De])artment of Agriculture, Sydney.

AGREEMENT CLAUSE.

In rmisideration of the loan of one Stud Bull ( ) for a period of

/, of do hereby agree, to he hound hy the conditions expressed

in the/ortyoirig Reyulation> .

Dated this day of 190 .

f^'itn^^'is — Lessee,

J. P.

I

Duty Stamp. N.b.— rhis .tgr<«iiieul musl be sigued on the day the bull is received by the lessee, and

One Shilling, i

'8 to be returned by first post to the Director of Agriculture,
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Artesian Irrigation.
An Antidote for xIlkaline Waters.

E. S. SYMMONDS.
Chemical Laboratory, Department of Agriculture.

The injurious effects of alkaline artesian water on vegetation and the soil,

when used for irrigation purposes, are unfortunately too well established.

A perusal of the evidence given by pastorahsts and others before the Royal
Commission on the Administration of the Lands Department, shows clearly

the difficulties met with in their attempts to utiUse artesian water for agri-

cultural purposes. In this connection, Exhibit No. 334 is of particular

interest, and is as follows :
—

"82, Pitt-street, Sydney, 21/9/05.
" His Honor Mr. Justice Owen,

"
Lands Commission, Lands Office, Sydney,

bir,
"
May it please your Honor : as much evidence has been tendered in

connection with artesian bore-water and its influences on the soil and vegeta-

tion in the Coonamble district, I should like to state the result of my own

personal observations.
"

I have had some four years' experience with bore- water on Quambone

Station, and took particular interest in practically testing its efficacy when

used for irrigation purposes. My late employer, Mr. John Hain, was very

anxious to make a success of irrigation by bore-water, and had it used in

various ways, but without success.
"
In the first place, I might state that when first emitted from the bore,

it gave off a rather offensive smell, similar to burning sulphur. I also noticed

that it had a similar action to that of sulphur on brass, as it turned it nearly

black. The water also leaves a white deposit along the banks of the drains

for several miles, and when allowed to spread over the land it forms a crust

of blue-black colour, similar to that made by exploded gunpowder.
"

It is almost impossible for young plants immediately after germination
to burst through, and those which do are either very stunted or die altogether

after a very short time. Owing to the dam on the creek being washed away,
it became necessary to use bore-water on the Quambone vegetable garden,

but the effects were disastrous. Strong healthy plants soon became smothered

with aphides. Seeds were germinated with rain water, and the plants raised

therewith until fit for transplanting, but when the bore-water was applied

they died off. Fruit-trees, which had hitherto thriven in dry seasons, under

the influence of creek water, became unhealthy when bore-water was appUed.

A
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The leaves turned yellow and dropjx'd oiT, and .several ol the citrus trees

died, while all the peach and .Japanese! plum trees died outright.

"Lime was used in t!ie soil l)y reconiniendatiou of experts to counteract

the effects of the salts in the bore-water, but it failed to have the desired

effect. I tried lucerne growing, but the young plants which appeared healthy

at first soon died, both when the water was cai'ried by furrows through the

land, and when it was allowed to flow over the surface. The roots rotted and

turned black, and when the plant was jJuUcd up it left a black outside skin

in the grouiul.
" The soil in the (^uand)one gardens is of a rich sandy loam of deep tilth,

well drained, a,nd veiy suitable for irrigation. Bore-water had not only the

effect of destroying vegetation at the time of its application, but for some

considerable time afterwards it would not successfully produce cro])s wdien

rain water was used, thus proving that the land was practically stei'ilised.

"
My experience with bore-water, after trying various methods of using it

on different kinds of crops, is that it is of little or no value, and by continually

using it the soil becomes absolutely barren.
"

I realised the immense value that bore-water would be to that arid part

of the country, if fodder crops could be successfully grown by it, and during

some four years I endeavoured unremittingly to prove its utility.
" No doubt the development of the artesian system has done much to

render the land more safe for pastoral purposes, as stock are very fond of it,

and it can be distributed i<\ drains throughout the countrv, thus saving the

stock the otherwise necessity of walking long distances for water; in which

case they not only lose their condition by the exercise, but cut up the feed.
^

"
Yours, &c., T. W. SANDS."

"
P.S.—The bore-water had a similar effect upon the flower garden to

that on the vegetable garden. When water was turned into natural shallow

swamps, the grass grew most luxuriantly for the first year ;
the second year

not nearly so well; and the third year, scarecely any grass, but in place of

grass a growth of rushes aj^peared which are useless for fodder.—-T.W.S."

Analyses of Artesian Waters, by Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye.

Grains per Imperial (lallon.
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and destroys the liumus in the soil, it also attacks and combines with silica

and produces silicate of soda—a substance known in domestic circles as
"
waterglass," which is used on account of its cementing; properties for pre-

serving eggs. It is also used for cementing together sand, in the manufacture

of grindstbnes.

The cementing and hardening properties of the silicate thus formed are

very clearly seen when testing the capillarity of soil which has been irrigated
with bore-water. The capillary rise of water in unirrigated soil (light loam)
from Pera is 10 inches in three hours, and only | of an inch in twenty-four
hours in the same class of soil which had been irrigated with alkaUne water.

The capillary power of unirrigated soil (stiff clay) from the vicinity of the

Moree bore is 3| inches in three hours, and soil selected from a channel along
which the artesian water had been running, showed a capillary rise of f of

an inch in three hours, and only li inch in forty-eight hours.

It has also been noticed at the Moree farm lucerne plots, where the water

was run along furrows 8 to 10 feet apart, that before the centre was soaked

the plants near the furrows were drowned, unless great care was exercised.

It was, therefore, found necessary to resort to flooding quickly with a good
flow of water.

The estimated area of the great artesian basin is .364,000,000 acres {more
tluni ten times the area of England), 53,000,000 acres being situated in New
South Wales. A method which would successfully and economically correct

the injurious effects of artesian water would be of immense value; while a

scheme that would not only correct those evils, but convert the soil into a

condition of extreme fertility, would be of incalculable value.

Milton Whitney, Chief of the Bureau of Soil, United States Department of

Agriculture, when writing of American alkaline soils in Bulletin No. 21,

says: "The subject of alkali has been a source of much anxiety to our

western people, and the vast injury that has been done through the occurrence

of alkali has prejudiced outsiders in irrigation enterprises to such an extent

that in many communities the subject has been exceedingly unpopular, and

any reference to it in connection with certain localities has been vigorously

opposed and criticised.
"
The value of this alkali land is nominal, the greater part of it being

priced at $10 per acre or less. Were this land in a fertile condition, its value

under irrigation would be at least $75 per acre. If it can be brought into

a state of fertility its value will, therefore, be increased $65 (£13) per acre."

A scheme which would increase the value of that portion of the 361,000,000

acres suitable for irrigation by, say, £1 per acre, is worth more than a passing

thought; in fact, it would be an achievement of the greatest national

importance.
It occurred to me that the alkali in our artesian waters could be neutralised

by nitric acid, and thereby converted into a valuable fertiliser—nitrate of

soda—upon which the world has been spending, for agricultural purposes,

something like £14,000,000 per year. In order to test this idea in a practica
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manner, I obtained some alkaline soil wliifli Iki'1 Immmi uihIit iiTigatiou \>y

artesian water, and on Se|)tenil)er 2.^th. r.MKi. lillcd three G-incli flower-pots

with the soil. No. 1 being the soil as obtained. Nos. 2 and 3 were treated with

nitric acid. Two grains of wheat were sown in each pot and allowed to

mature. The wheat was cut on January 2Sth. J!i()7. and the giain weighed,

which gave the following results:—
No. 1, untreated 2"f).") grainn;es of wheat.

No. 2, treated 11 ••")() „ „

No. .3 „ U-4()

The latter showed more than live times the yield ol'^the iirst named, wliick

was considered a very satisfactory result.

In oidei' to makequite

sure, I repeated the ex-

periment in (biplicate

on February 2nd, l'.)U7,

and the illustrations.

Figs. 1 and 2, show

the latter series of ex-

periments; and although
the season (winter) was

against the growth and

ripening of the gi-ain,

the results showed an

increase of from eight

to ten fold.

The pot on the left of

each illustration, Nos. 1

and 5, contain the alka-

line soil untreated
;

the

other pots contain the

same soil in which the

injurious effects of the

alkali have been cor-

rected, by the addition

of nitiic acid. Nos. 2

and G received '2 per

cent., Nos. o and 7 re-

ceived '5 per cent., and Nos. 4 and S received 1 per cent, nitric acid.

Tivo grains only were grown in each pot ; consequently it is fair to assume

that the
"
stoohng

"
properties of wheat are greatly assisted by the process,

and as the pots containing '2 per cent, nitric acid showed an increase in yield

practically equal to those containing 1 per cent., it is only reasonable to

suppose that the same result would be obtained by the use of a iiiucli lower

percentage of acid.

Fig. 1.
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From these^experiments, whicli must be regarded as purely of a pre-

liminary nature, it is quite impossible to attempt to estimate the cost, and

until the experiment has been tried in the field, on a comparatively large

area, I would prefer not to express an opinion on this point.

Mr. F. B. Guthrie, Chemist, Department of Agriculture, on seeing the

photographs of this experiment, sent to Moree for soine alkaline soil, in

order to ascertain, by experiment, the smallest quantity of nitric acid necessary

to correct the poisonous properties of the alkali.

The Moree soil, when wet, is naturally a very sticky clay, and in a com-

paratively short time, under the influence of the alkali,
"
puddles

"
to such

an extent as to render percolation practically out of the question. The

soil used for the follow-

ing experiment was

specially selected from

an old drain or chan-

nel which had been

alternately saturated

with bore-water, and

dry, for the past nine

years. It was very

hard and tough when

dry, and in order to

bring it into something
like a suitable condi-

tion or tilth, it was

necessary to use a ham-

mer to pulverise the

clods. It was strongly

alkaline, and contained

sufficient carbonates

and chlorides to pre-

vent the proper growth
of cereals.

The pots, nine in

number, were sown

with wheat on June

1-ith, 1907
; germina-

tion was excellent. Four ^plants only were allowed to grow in each pot.

No. 1 contained the untreated alkahne soil as obtained. No. 2 was treated

with -002 per cent, nitric acid, No. .j -004 per cent., No. 4 -008 per cent.,

and so on up to No. 8
;
No. *.) received -25 per cent, nitric acid.

The illustration, from a photograph (Fig. -j), represents four of the pots

on September 13th, 1907, and was taken in order to record the date on which

the benefit of the treatment became clear. The plants in No. 1 made very

little progress after that date, and practically remained stationary ;
all the

Fig. 2.
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])laiits ill the IriMtcd pots, from that date, grew in a startliim iiiaimer.

No. '1 contained twelve ears ."i.l inches long, which w;is a reninrkuhh- uikkI

crop, wlien the past history of the soil is taken into consideration.

On October 1 1th. 11)07, all the plants in the treated soil looked remarkably
W(>11. the ears of wheat varying in size and number according to the cjuantity

of acid added to the soil. The ears of Nos. (5, 7, 8*, and 'J, were from 5 to <)

inches long; No. '.) contained forty ears—that is, ten ears from each grain

of wheat sown.

The experiment was conducted in a vegetable garden connected with the

Botanic Gardens. Svdne\-. On October I^ith. I'.t(l7. ;i cow managed to lin,l

Fig. 3.

her way into that garden, and completely destroyed the exjDeriment by eating

the wheat. This was a great disappointment, which was intensified by the

fact that the cow walked over and did not touch the cabbages, carrots,

parsnips, lettuce, &c., which were growing in the garden.
It was, however, a very agreeable surprise to learn that the toxic properties

of the alkali were corrected by such a small amount (•002 per cent.) of nitric

acid. To treat an acre 6 inches deep with that ])ercentage, tlie nitric acid

would cost, if inoduced by motlern methods, about 2s. 6d. per acre.

There is another very important use for nitric acid in connection with

agriculture. For many years the application of sulphuric acid to rock
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phosphates, for the manufacture of suj^erphosphates, has been successfully

practised, and the enormous influence which the introduction of super-

phosphate has had on the development of agriculture may be gathered from

the quantity now annually employed by farmers. The annual manufacture

of superphosphates in the world is about 6,000,000 tons.

As regards agricultural needs, it is evident that nitrate of lime, closely

related as it is to nitrate of soda, has before it almost unlimited prospects,

which are daily increasing. It is already well known that all nitrates of

alkaUes or of lime are as good manure as nitrate of soda.

It occurred to me that rock phosjjhates treated with nitric acid—instead

of sulphuric acid—would produce nitrate of lime and water-soluble phos-

phoric acid, or nitrated calcium superphosphate.

In order to test in a practical manner the manurial value of superphosphate
manufactured by each acid, some samples were prepared, the procedure

being otherwise similar to that usual in the manufacture of superphosphate.

Some strongly alkaline soil from Moree was procured for the experiment.

Fig. 4 illustrates the result,

and shows clearly the su-

periority of the nitrated

phosphates. Pot No. 1),

unmanured soil
;

No. 10,

manured with 5 grammes
nitrated superphosphate ;

No. 11, manured with 5

grammes ordinary super-

phosphate. The pots were

sown on June 8th, 1907,

with four grains of wheat

in each pot; germination
was excellent.

Only two plants were

allowed to mature in each

case. The foUage of No. 9

wasmoreyellow thangreen ;

No. 10 was a rich dark-

green, and very vigorous;
No. 11 was not a healthy

green. In view of the extra-

ordinary results of this ex-

periment, it is only reason-

able to assume that the

nitric nitrogen corrects the

toxic properties of the

alkali, and restores the soil
Fig_ 4_
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to a \\\\i\\ state of tVit ility. Nitrated calcium superphosphate should he of

innncnsc value, not only as a fertiliser for ordinary soils, but also in conjunction

Avitli oiii' artesian irrigation with alkaline waters. The expense of packing
and transport would not be higher than for ordinary superphosphate, and

it would be particularly applicable to that portioji of the artesian area where

the pressure of the bore is not sufficient to produce'nitric acid.

The mechanical power derivable from the pressure given in the outflow

from artesian wells (some of them give a pressure so high as 150 lb. per square

inch) could probably be turned to account in producing, on the spot, electro-

cluMuical nitric acid fi'om the atmosphere, a process which is now being

carried out in Europe at a cost of £8 -is. (id. ])er ton. This process for con-

verting atmospheric nitrogen into nitric acid offers some novel features

which render it particularly applicable to our unique conditions, the high

pressure bores providing the power to produce from the atmosphere an

antidote for their own toxicity, and thereby enormously increasing the

fertility of the soil, and rendering us independent of a precarious rainfall.

The workers of one process state that they obtained a maximum output
of 440 kilos (970 lb.) nitric acid per kilowatt year, when using a current

of O-O-l ampere of 6,000 to 10,000 periods per second, at 50,000 volts, each

arc absorbing 2*5 kilowatts. So tliat 2*5 kilowatts (about 3*4 h.p.) produced
I'l ton of nitric acid per year.

A plant such as that mentioned could be duplicated according to the

jDower available. There would not be any expensive transport, or packing
of the acid, and it would be quite unnecessary to concentrate it for our

purpose, which would mean a considerable reduction in the cost of the plant
and working expenses. As the cost of raw material and power is nothing

—
an occurrence unique in the industrial world—it is simply a question of

plant, working expenses, and intelligent supervision, and the enormous

advantage of this process is apparent when working on such a large area.

In connection with the question of power derivable from artesian bores,

Professor Mason writes:—"It would be difficult to find an artesian field

more deserving of study, or more interesting to the investigator, than the

one underlying the south-eastern corner of the United States, and which is

tapped by the w^ells of northern Florida,—notably that of the Ponce de Leon

at St. Augustine.
"
The pressure was found to be 17 lb. to the inch, and the flow 10,000,000

of gallons in twenty-four hours. A turbine wheel fed by this flow maintained

120 incandescent lights at Hi candle-power, proving that the well was capable
of supplying a force equal to 15 horse-power.

"
Concerning the maintenance of the supply, we are possessed of informa-

tion upon which to form a judgment. Tliere are now in the town of St.

Augustine and its immediate vicinity, in the neighbourhood of fifty artesian

wells, varying in diameter fiom 2 to 12 inches, and exactly the same force

exists to-day as when the first well was driven—about ten years ago. Another

ground for believing that the supply of water is so abundant that it will
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PbotO.lliy E. F. Pittiuan, Esq.]
Tenjndra Bore.

[Government Geologist.
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prove equul to any possible draught u[)oii it Ijy artesian wells lies in the

unvarying pressure indicated by the very sensitive gauge of the electrical

apparatus operated by th(> li.'-incli well. suiTouiidcd as it is by wells on all

sides being used in constantly varying (juantities.
"
Again, the increase in the diameter of the wells has been attended bv

more than a proportionate flow.
"
While the dynamo was being o])erated l)y tlu; lli-inch well a li-inch well

in its vicinity was turned on and off suddeidy to test the steadiness of the

force, but the closest observation did not detect the slightest trembling
of the gauge."

Ml'. (Jibbons Cox, C.K.. has dealt with this question i)i his ijook on

"Irrigation and Land Drainage." He says: "The value of artesian water

for irrigation purposes does not by any means exhaust the benefits derivable

from the bores. Over the artesian areas of New South Wales and Queensland

alone, amounting to 528,000 square miles, it is admissible to predict a great

increase in the number of bores and a much larger outflow of water. As

the natural rainfall is thus augmented by an increased water supply, settle-

ment will proportionately increase, and with it a greater demand for lalxiur-

saving appliances to meet the various requirements of station and farm.

In New South Wales and Queensland, for instance, there are 897 artesian

bores running night and day, and, according to careful scientific calcula-

tions of the capacity of absorption of the average rainfall by the water-

bearing rocks, they may be increased, as heretofore shown, forty-fold. The

bores are all running under well-known laws that govern the movement and

pressure of water. That pressure may be utilised in the simplest, most

economical, and effective manner for work now done by th(> more costly

and ciimbersome modes of steam and horse power.
"
These bore pressures are exceptionally great, and are equivalent to those

very high heads of falling water—a source of pressure, as applied to turbines

or water-motors, much in request of late in Europe and America for working

ordinary machinery, and for the generation of electricity for lighting, for

locomotive, and for manufacturing purposes.
" The use of water for the purposes of power dates back to the early

centuries, and, even with the crude and primitive means then available, was

made to subserve many useful purposes. It is, however, only within a

comparatively short time that it has come to be recognised as tlie most

practicable and potent of all the elemental forces, destined, in the near

future, to do a large part in the world's work. The practice, which has so

long prevailed, of appropriating only the larger streams, with low heads,

allowing the higher lands to go to waste, is attended with so many dillieulties

and such expense, as to make a power so obtained often of questionable

expediency. The old style of huge water-wheels has had its day. The

modern turbine offers so many advantages for the general utilisation of all

these sources of energy, that streams or waterways favourably situated for

power purposes are now being eagerly sought for and approjjriated. By its
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use the cntii-c force, or pressure, from artesiau flows obtainable can be made

available for all industrial purposes, with a greatly reduced cost, wider range

of application, and fuller adaptation to varying requirements, than has before

been reaUsed. Nothing in a mechanical way has so signally and quickly

proved its own usefulness, as well as its right to the first place in hydraulic-

power appliances. Every stream or waterfall, aad every bore outflow, is

a mine of energy that, by means of this most simple appliance, can be con-

verted directly into useful effect, witli almost entire absence of machinery,

and made available for any desired purpose, witli a high degree of efficiency

and comparatively small outlay.

<i

"--^ek

lM6/^''<nH

Photo, by E. F. Pittmau, Esq.]
Yarrawin Bore.

[Goverument Geologist.

" The following bore pressures (which may be taken as representative

ones) are from the New South Wales Government Report (1905), the other

calculations being made by myself. It will be seen that bore pressures are

of a very high value, as shown by the equivalent pressures from the high

heads of fallinfj water :
—

Belalie

Enngonia
(ill Gil

PiUiga
Tooloora

Careunga
Oreel

Pressure, lb. ]>er

S(|. iiK-li.

187

165

101

109

12fi

120

190

Eiiuivalcnt Head, Effective horse-power,
in feet of falling;- p .'r Pelton wlieel,

water.
"

2 feet tiiaineter.

430 ... 67

380
230

250

290

280

4-10

•j6

27

30

">(

35

69
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"
It will be seen from the above table that there are inconsistencies in the

pressure, as there are in the flows from artesian bores. It is generally, but

erroneously, thought that the greater the pressure the higher the water rises

above the surface, and that so in proportion is the flow greater. This is not

the case. The discharge depends upon three factors: (1) the pressure under

which the flow takes place; (2) the depth, diameter, and conditions of the

bore itself; and (3) the nature and character of the stratum in which the

flow is obtained. The ascertaining of (1) is an easy matter; (2) is, of course,

known in the sinking of the bore
;
but (3) cannot be directly known. For

instance, the flow from a thick seam of low porosity might be equivalent to

a thinner seam of greater porosity. A bore with a very low flow—say,

30,000 gallons per diem—when closed might indicate a pressure of 150 lb. to

the square inch, and, owing to the low porosity of the water-bearing stratum,

which must certainly control tlie volume discharged, might take considerable

time to reach this pressure. Another bore might have a much greater flow—
say, 1,000,000 gallons

—
but, owing to the high porosity of the stratum, and

a constantly free flow when closed, show a pressure of only 50 lb. to the

square inch. Take, for example, two bores of equal diameter and pressure,

but with different thicknesses of water-bearing stratum, of equal porosity,

it is evident that the bore which penetrates to the thicker stratum must

have the greater discharge. With variations, subject to conditions, there is

a workable pressm-e fi"om all flowing bores.

" Where power is to be derived from the higher pressure of artesian bores,

or an extremely liigh fall, the use of the ordinary impulse and reaction turbine

is rendered impossible
—the one because of the enormous stresses which

would be set up in the machinery; the other because of the prohibitively

high speed which would be developed. With such bore pressure, or falls,

an engine of the simplest construction is desirable, and one in which a

reasonably high speed is obtained \vithout undue strain on the working parts.

Such a form of engine is found in what is known as the Pelton wheel, if this

be intelligently designed. The engine consists essentially of a stout wheel,

upon the periphery of which a number of specially shaped buckets, or vanes,

are secured. The wheel is rotated by the impulse of the rapidly moving

jets, working tangentially against the lowermost vanes, and the power

developed is conveyed through the shaft. The power is regulated by a shding

valve, or sluice, behind the nozzle. The action of the vane, or bucket, on

the wheel is to divide the jet into two equal parts, each of which ghdes over

the curved surface of the vane, and is deflected backward until it is discharged

from the wheel with practically no velocity.
"
In falling water, the water in a state of pressure from gravity, is led

through nozzles into the vanes of the wheel. In artesian flows, the water is

hkewise led through nozzles into the vanes—also in a state of pressure due

to gravity of the body of water held in the water-bearing rocks lying above the

level of the bore site
;
so that, in practical effect, there is no difference between

the two sources of supply, the final apphcation being in both cases the same.
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"
This form of watpr-iiiotor is specially adapted to utilise the pressure

power from artesian Inires. because the power can be applied dlrcci from the

bore itself, whereas falling water has in most cases to be led from its head

source to the wheel, a considerable loss of power accruing jnnii frictional

resistance inside the piping.
"
Taking New South Wales and Queensland comijined. there are as stated,

81)7 bores now running in these two States. Twenty-eight of them—officially

measured—give an average pressure of S2 lb. per square inch (ecjual to

I'JO-feet head), at which rate the bores now running would give, in pressure

applied to a •) feet Pelton wheel, '51),468 horse-power. That power is now

mostly unused, unheeded. I'unning to waste, but it appeals, as does the artesian

water itself, with Nature's mute ehxjuence. for perfect utilisation.

" The power derivable from artesian flows in Australia is both ul)i(piitous

and unique. It is cropping up in out-of-the way places where steam power
is not 2;)ayable, and ordinary falling-water power is out of the question. The

power is direct, and one of the most economical conceivable. To meet the

numberless mechanical operations of the station or farm, and for electric

lighting
—a small dynamo and wheel combined being procurable

—it is most

desirable. The power being free from working expenses in its production,

and the cost being extremely moderate, should ensure its extensive use in

the future."

Sir William Owen, in bis report on the administration of the Lands

Department, says :
—

"Tlie artesian basin in this State is estimated to cover 83,000 square miles,

and to extend over almost the whole of the north of the State, extending
south as far as Dubbo. To the westward it covers a large part of South

Australia, and to the north it runs through a great extent of Queensland up
to Cape York. This enormous supply of water ought to, and will; I have no

doubt, be in time availal^le, not only for watei'ing the Hocks and herds, but

also for supplying fodder, for agriculture and fruits
;
but as yet we have done

very little to make it really effective for any purpose except the first.

"At Riverside, in the San riciiiaidiuo Valley, in California, many of the

wells are within 1.^) feet of each other, and have been Jloioiiuj for sixteen years.

In this State, T believe, none are nearei- than about •") miles, and v('r\- few so

close.

"In the San Louis Valley alone, containing an ai-(;a of about i^,000 stpiare

miles, there are 3,700 artesian wells. In this State, where the artesian basin

comprises 83,000 s(pi;irc miles, there are only about 372.
"
In this State httle has been done beyond sinking the bores and letting

the water run to waste, except to provide sheep and cattle with water to

clrink.

"
Mr. Boultbee has made a full and most interesting report on artesian

boring and irrigation in America, which was laid upon the table of the House

by the Honorable E. W. O'Sullivan, on the 2.jth November, L)02. This

report contains a detailed account of the great and successful efforts which
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have been made in America to utilise the artesian water in the arid parts
of the Western States, and ought to be carefully studied if the 83,000 square
miles of the artesian basin in this State are to be properly utilised.

y
-

1

"
In America, great stress is laid on the analysis of the soil, not merely

of the surface, but to a depth of 4 or 5 feet, and in one respect it appears
that we have a great advantage over the Western States of America, in

that the land in this State is almost free from the presence of alkalies,

whereas in America the land is to a considerable extent charged with alkaUes

in its natural state.
i-T]

"
I think the Government ought to have the w^ater in each bore periodi-

cally tested to ascertain whether the flow increases or diminishes, and whether

it is affected by drought or flood, or by the proximity of other bores, and
whether the alkaline constituents in the water increase or diminish with the

continued flow of the water.
"
In America, elaborate tests have been made to determine to what extent

various cereals, fodder plants, and fruit-trees are tolerant of alkalies; and
I think a very useful experiment might be made of a Government farm in

some arid district watered by bore-water in order to see what cereals, fodder

plants, (fee, do best when so watered, and to determine scientifically what

the effect of bore-water in agriculture is, and how far the injurious effect

of the alkalies can be counteracted.
"
Such a farm ought to set at rest many of the vexed questions as to the

effects of bore-water on agriculture, and would be an object lesson to settlers

as to how bore-water ought to be aj)plied, in what quantities and times,

and to what soils, and the kinds of cereals, fodder plants, &c., ought to be

grown.
"
So far as the evidence before me goes, the soil in the arid districts is

unquestionably rich when suppUed with sufficient water
; indeed. Professor

Hilgard, the great authority on the subject in America, lays it down that—
'

Arid countries are always rich countries when irrigated
'—

principally on

the ground that— '

Where the rainfall is insufficient to carry the soluble

compounds formed in the weathering of the soil mass into the country

drainage, these compounds must of necessity remain and accumulate in

the soil.'
"

A glance at Mr. Pittman's Map of Australia, which shows the extent,

as far as known, of the great artesian basin, impresses one with the importance
of producing the nitric acid on the spot, and as the power derivable from

some of the bores would not be sufficient for that purpose, the suction gas

plant could be economically and successfully applied.

Suction gas engines are in general use in Australia, and well known as
"
the cheapest power on earth." With charcoal or coke at £1 per ton, a 28-

B.H.P. plant can be run for a day of nine hours, at a cost of Is. 6d. for fuel.

Mr. F. Howies, M.Sc, has dealt at considerable length with this question
in a paper read before the Society of Chemical Industry. The following

has been copied from his paper :
—'' With regard to resources nearer at hand.
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and iiR'ans availabk- ior producing electncal energ\' in cnir own count iv, it

will be generally conceded that steam power is out of the question for the

problem in hand, although it is estimated that, with the best modern

appliances, 1 kilowatt yimv of 8,7<>() hours can be iHoduccd in south-east

Lancashire for £(). The gas engine, however, offers more hope of success,

and it will be interesting to considei- the rosf*o:^ production by tliis motor

when run on gaseous fuel obtained from various sources. The gas obtained

by the distillation of coal in closed retorts does not come within the scope
of this iii(|uiry. as the only suitable sources of sup])ly wouhl be the modern

coke ovens, and tlie gas in such cases is entirely consuun'd in caiiyiug out

the operations of the works, partly in distilling tlie coal, tar, &c., and partlv

in raising steam for power pur])oses, and also for the rcct ilicjition of the

low-boiling fractions of the tai'.

" We mnst, therefore, turn to ])r()ducer gas as a source of supply. Even

the smaller units, of which so many are now in the market, show great

economy over steam engines in the production oi power. I may cite a case

of such a unit, now running in London, and using coke as fuel, with which

Suction Gas Plant.

a four weeks' test was carried out. The results showed that a kilowatt

year could be produced for .£() 2s. ; this sum includes all charges. On this

basis, ] ton of nitric acid would cost £10 (is. Sd. With the larger plants,

however, and taking the Mond producer as the best representative type,
a very much greater economy is shown. Using the figures given by Guye,
in his paper, read before the London Section of this Society, in May, l'.)06

we find that, with fuel at 7s. per ton, and reckoning £14 as the cost of the

outfit, the kilowatt year costs £"> I'is. (id., approximately. Under these

circumstances, the energy-cost per ton of nitric acid, would amount to £6 3s.
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" At the pit mouth, coal suitable for Mond producers could be obtained at

5s. per ton, thus decreasing the cost somewhat as regards fuel, but not in

the same ratio as the difference in the cost of the fuels, since the lower priced
fuel would contain more ash.

"
The Mond producers possess the further advantage, that about 90 lb.

of ammonium sulphate are obtained per ton of coal consumed. This opens

up the possibility of preparing ammoniixm nitrate and nitrite as a subsidiary

industry.
"
There is still a source of power in this country which is probably cheaper

than any we have considered this evening. I allude to the enormous volumes

of blast-furnace gases which are regularly produced in the manufacture of

iron, and a very large proportion of which, in this country, are just as regularly

wasted. The first to apply these gases to the production of power was

B. H. Thwaite, who, in May, 1895, was granted a patent for the special

methods he employed in effecting a purification of the gases, and using such

purified gases in the thermo-dynamic motors. A small plant was put down
at the Glasgow Iron and Steel Co.'s furnaces at Wishaw% and has since run

continuously, supplying electric light for the use of the works."

Since that date enormous advances have been made on the Continent

in the utilisation of blast-furnace gases. The matter has long passed the

experimental stage, and success is assured. In Germany alone, about 340

blast-furnace gas engines, with a total capacity of 200,000 h.-p., were in use

m 1902. Since that date, another 100,000 h.-p. has been installed, represent-

ing 100 engines, each of over 1,000 h.-p. The Niirnberg Engine Co. are now

constructing engines up to 4,000 h.-p. Other well-known makers of blast-

furnace gas engines are Deutz, Korting, Berlin-Anhalt Engines, Daner, and

the Corkerill. I am also informed that the British Westinghouse Co. are

contemplating the construction of engines of more than 1,000 h.-p. The

very finely-divided dust remaining in the gases after scrubbing, and amounting
to about 0"17 per cent., does not apj)ear to have any deleterious effect on the

working parts of the engines. Very favourable reports as to the condition

of the cylinders after the engines had been running for a period of two years

have been received. Arfter providing for all the power necessary for the

operation of the works, such as heating the blast, blowing, hoisting, &c.,

there remains a surplus which, when gas engines are used, is estimated at

fi'om 500 to 1,000 h.-p. hours per ton of iron made.

Now, in 190G, V), 592, 737 tons of pig iron were produced in Great Britain.

For the sake of simplifying the calculations w^e will assume a yearly produc-
tion of 10,000,000 tons, or 1,250 tons per hour, and taking an average surplus

of 750 h.-p. hours per ton, the total available surplus will amount to 750 x

1,250=937,500 h.-p., or nearly 1,000,000 h.-p.

In Germany, about the same amount of surplus power would be avail-

able
;

in France, about one-third of this amount
;
thus making a total for

Europe of at least 2,300,000 h.-p.

B
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The shipiuriits of lutic to Kiuojm' in J'.MHi. as shown hy statistics, wore

1,335,6S9 tons. Assuming a production of J ton of sodium nitrate per

l-'i
li.-p. year. iM-lT.Jn:.' li.-p. would ix' necessary to produce the quantity

of nitrate above indicated. Thus tlie surphis power from the hhist -furnaces

of Europe woukl be more than sufficient to supply the electrical energy

required for the manufacture of nitrates, at the''pi;<>sent rate of consumption,
in this continent.

Our own furnaces could suppl\' eneri^y (Hpiivalent to 585.'.i.J7 tons of

nitrate, or 472,404 tons in excess of our retpiireiuents.

The output of ii'on fi'om the American furnaces is almost ec[ual to that

obtained from those of iMuope : and if the surjdus power were used foi- the

production of nitre, the world's output of this commodity could be trebled.

Allowing a capital outlay of £10 per kilowatt for the buildings and power

outfit, and for— £ s. d.

Interest and depreciation, 10 per cent. ... 1

Upkeep {) 8

Labour 6 8

Total per kilowatt year ... £1 l-"] 4

(Exclusive of blast-furnace gases.)

It may be interesting to note the relative costs of power derived from tlie

various sources for the production of 1 ton of anhydrous lutric acid, to which

end I have drawn up the following table :
—

Source,
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Taking into consideration the fact that the electro-thermic combustion
of atmospheric nitrogen, as a means of producing nitric acid cheaply, is

thoroughly estabUshed, the carbonate of soda in our artesian waters, which
at present is a substance poisonous to vegetation, promises to be in the near

future an asset of incalculable value to Australia, and a great lasting triumph
of man over natural productions.

The whole scheme is fascinating and sound. The geologist, chemist, physi-

cist, electrician, engineer, and agriculturist each play an important, well-

est.^bhshed part, and the capitalist should not be slow to recognise the

advantages of an enormously increased yield. To get in one season, with

one tillage, sowing, and harvesting operation, what under ordinary circum-

stances would take five or six years, and to get it practically for nothing,
without risk, is an occurrence extremely rare. The results so far achieved

are phenomenal, and the process may fairly be regarded as worthy of being

fully investigated in the field.

Note.—The Ministei-, being deeply impressed with the potentialities of exj^erimental
work on the lines herein indicated, has approved of a start being made at once on soil at

the Moree Experiment Farm, which has been irrigated for a number of years with
artesian water, of which an analysis is given in this paper.
An area of 2 to 3 acres is being sown witii one variety of wheat, one part is to be left

untreated, and others treated with nitric acid at the rate of varying quantities per acre.

If the results of the experiment, which will be carried on for several years, after still

further irrigation with this artesian water, corroborate the pot experiments herein

described by Mr. Symmonds, a distinct addition to our knowledge of this important
subject will have been made.
The next step must be to experiment in the direction of making cheap nitric acid, for

the present price in Sydney (£32 per ton), with the cost of transport to our artesian

bores added, makes the use of it on large areas practically impossible. If, however, the

power generated by the ascending column of artesian water in an average bore can be

harnessed and used to develop electric currents, which will oxidise the inert nitrogen
of the air into nitric acid, the use of this agent to neutralise the toxic effects of the

carl)onate of soda, and make it into a valuable fertiliser, will be brought within the

realm of practical agriculture.
For this second stage of the experiment it will be necessary to get from Great Britain

the machinery needed to generate the nitric acid liy the operation of a Pelton wheel
driven Ijy the force of the artesian bore, and Parliament will be asked to make the

requisite appropriation. Meanwhile the other problem of making cheap acid by the

agency of the blast-furnace gases now going to waste at Lithgow and elsewhere, is one
well worthy of the investigation of our engineei's.--H.C.L.A.

^^^'^'-r^^^^^r/^^
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Forestry.
SoMJ: L^lLVtilCAL TSOTES ON F0IIK8THV SLiTAliLE FOR XeVV

South AVales.

[C'ontinucil from page 5S(i. ]

.1. 11. MAIDEN,
GoveriiiiK'iit Botunisl and Director of the Butaiiic Gardens, Sydney.

XV Til—continued .

Trees otlier tlian Conifers and Palms :

Oaks.

The European and Asia Minor Oaks.

1. (J. (ifji/nps, L. The " Valoiiia ()ak." Fig. by Kotschy as Q. gro'ca,

Kotsohy-''^. o'gilojjx \ar. i/rti<'ca.

Q. vaUonea, Kotscliy, and (J. mac rolepis, Kotscliy, also figured in tho .same

work, are clusely allied forms.

I would invite attention to an illustrated and lengthy article by me in tiiis

Gazette for July 1899, which it is unnecessary to reproduce. It is entitled

"The Valonia Oak
;
a tree of the greatest importance to tanners." Its acoi-n

cups an^ the part utilized, and are termed Yalouia. It is a beautiful tree,

apart from its economic value.

It is evei'green and will flourish in moist places in the cooler parts of the

State. I have no hesitation in reconnnending it as one of the most valuable

of all oaks.

Native of South Euroiie and Syria.

'1. Q. eerria, L. The "Moss-cupped"'
—or "Turkey Oak." The former nanu^

is given because of the mossy like processes of the acurn cups.

A deciduous and beautiful species. It is a large, shady tree and doe.s

admirably in the liotanic Gardens, Sydney, in a rather dry situation, but it

will stand much cold and is specially rc^commended for trial in the colder

districts.

It furnishes a timber mucli in favmu- with whct'hvrights, cabinet-makers,

turners, coopers, &c.

South Europe and South-Western Asia.

L 30. See photo.

3. Q cocciferii, I..
" Kermes Oak." Fig. by Kotschy.

This is an oak wliicli yields a ^aluable tan-bark and also a red dye

(Kermes) from insects, allied to Cochineal insects, which infest it, "The
name Kermes is derived from tlie Arabic word for worm, and is the jiai-ent

of the French crainoisi, and the English crimson
'

[Treasury of Botany).
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Tliis is recomnieii(k'(l by ^Mueller, and I insei-t it because he does so
;
but

the introduction of trees and of insects to feed upon them raises the (Question

Quercus cerris, L.

Botanic Gardens, Sj'dney.

of two kinds of acclimatisation (see also Q. hcsitanica, var. infictoria), and it

may be that insects introduced into AustraHa may not be as amenable to

discipline as in their native countries.

It is a native of the Mediterranean Region.
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4. Q. Ih'x, L. The " Holm or Holly Oak." Yv^^. Kotschy.

This is ail ovei-green species and, like the Live Oak (O. rirginiancC) of the

United States, it is an admirable tree t'oi' many parts ol: New Soutli Wales,

espociallv near the coast. It is espcn-ially worthy of attention.

The b;irk is used by tanners, and the wood enn)loyed for various ])urpose.s.

The acorns are eaten in Fiance.

Tt is a native of South Ivnope, extending also to Algeria and the

lliinalayas, which it ascends up to about l(i,O00 feet.

L 7. See photo.

^i^,

Quercus Ilex, L. var.

Botuiik' Gardeus, Sydney.

The following, Q. BnVota, Desfontaines, is by some considered a variety of

Q. Ilex, but by other botanists as specifically distinct, being also of a more

delicate constitution. The Ballota-acorns form really a considerable share of

agreeable table fruits in the countries of their nativity. (Dr. R. Prior.)

It is a native of Spain and Portugal.

5.
(^>. luntanica, Lam. The "Gall-nut Oak.' Fig. in Hooker'.s Icones

Plantar urn, t. 502.

Q. injectoria, Olivier, is by most authors considered to be a variety of the

above and is a small tree which yields the round oak-galls (the product of the

punctures of a hymeni)j)terous insect) which are u.sed, or at all events were
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emploved formeily, in dyeing and ink making. Now they are used for the

preparation of tannic and gallic acids and in medicine.

Quercus lusitanica, Lam.

Botanic Gardeus, Sydney.

The Gall-nut Oak is a native of the Mediterranean Region. It can be '

higldy reconnnended for the coast districts. With us it forms a small tree of I

"20 feet so far, but it is in a very exposed and unsuitable situation. The factj
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Quercus Ijsitanica, Lam.

State Nnrsery, C ampbelltown.
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that it flourishes at all in its present situation shows how hardy it is.

L 26 a. See photos of (J. lusifanica. The Canipl)elltowii specimen is six

yeax-s old.

Quercus pseido-suber, Santi.

BotiiuiC'Gardens, Sydney.

6. Q. j?seudo-suber, 8anti. South Europe. The " False Cork Oak." Fig.

Kotschy. It yields a cork inferior to that of Q. Siiher.

The remarks made under Q. lusifanica apply to the Botanic Gardens tree.

It has not fruited with us so far.

L 26 c. See photo.
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7. (/. l\oh>ii\ L., is tlie British Oak. It cxteiuls throughout the greater

part of Imu(i|ic and Western Asia. It includes two forms, Q. fedunculata

and <^. aessihflora, which, liowever, run into each other.

These forms are tigured in Kotschy and other works.

O. iindnncnhita is tlie variety wliich furnished most of tlic timlK-r used in

Britain for ship-building, staves, eVc.

'<'MMt»>

Quercus Robur, L., var. ( pedunculata .

Government Uoinain.

Following are instructions in regard to the piojiagation of tlic liritisli Oak
issued by Mr. Hutchins, late Chief Conservator of Forests, Cape Town, for

use in South Africa.
'' Care is necessary in collectiny acorns for seed purposes. Pejecting the first that

fall, seed acorns sliould be jjicked oti' the ground a.s soon as possible, mixed witli sandy
soil and stored in a dry place till spring, or eke sown at once. The latter plan is the
best. Make a nursery ready, by digging and (in almost every case) manuring a piece of

groun<l. Lay out drills about 10 inches apart and sow the acorns close (about touching), in

single lines. \Veed between the lines by hand or witli the Amei-ican single-wheel
cultivator. A simple method, and one that often succeeds quite as well, is to sow close
and broadcast in small beds and trust to the young oaks keejjing down the weeds. In
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either case transplant out into lines during tlie tirst winter after sowing, spacing tlie

young oaks 5 inches in the lines and setting the lines 12 inches apart. They may stand
thus for three or four years according to size of transplant required. Specially large and

strong transplants are made by transplanting once or twice in the nursery and spacing
the trees then 8 in. x 18 in. It takes five or six years to produce a full grown oak

transplant 7 or S feet high. Transplants that are obtained by digging out young trees

from existing woods are, as may l)e observed any day, of doulitful success. And the

jjollard tree produced by this method is never a sound tree.
" Oaks should Ix' planted during July or August as slender saplings .j or feet high,

with a good ball of fibrous roots. They should, for this pur])ose, have been twice

ti-ansplanted in the nursery. Any side Ijranches that exist in the nursery tree should be

taken off with a smooth cut close to the stem. When tlie planted tree shoots, rub ofi^ all

side sprouts and allow only two or three branches at the crown of the tree during the
first year. The second year is often the most trying for oak trarsplauts, so that the
tree's store of food material should be husljanded for that year Viy checking a too

exuberant growth during tlie first year. If necessary, water during the first summer.
" The oak in Eurojae is scarcely ever planted pure. It is usually mixed with beech

and more rarely horn-ljeam or pine.'

^M^^^^:M^^-^^s9%.M' .-S

The Major Oak,

U 8 d
;
L 7, 8, 19, 29 b. See photo, also a photo of the Major Oak, the

largest in Sherwood Forest, Nottinghamshire, England ;
it can hold sixteen

persons in its hollow trunk.

S. Q. Suber, L. The " Cork Oak." Fig. Kotschy.
This is the tree whose furrowed bark yields the cork of commerce. I

would invite attention to an illustrated article on this oak I w^rote for the

Gnzette for February, 1902.

See also the article "Cork Oak' by Dr. J. D. Jone.s, in Bulletin No. 11,

Department of Agriculture, U.S.A. (Division of Forestry.)
It is an evergreen tree and it is well adapted to our coastal districts. I

do not see wliy w^e should not grow all the cork we require.
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1

Quercus Suler, L.

famCcu Park
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Soutli Europe and North Africa. Near the Opiiiitia beds, Garden Palace

Gi'oiinds. See j^fioto.

Quercus Saber, L.

Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

9. q. Toza, Bosc. Fig. Kotschy.
South Europe. One of the handsomest oaks with beautiful pinnatifid

foliage. It is one of tne quickest in growth. Will liv(^ in sandy soil and

emits suckers. It furnishes superior tanners' bark.

We have no experience of it in the Sydney Botanic Gardens.

(To he continued.)
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Hawkesbiiry Agricultural College and

Experiment Fanii.

FeedIxMg of Pigs.

("Continued fioni paye l(l!)0, Xdvemljfi-, 190G.]

H. W. POTTS.

IX.

Lucerne.
" LrcKRNE is de.stinerl to become a fmtur of tlie greatest iniportanre in pig-feeding
operations wherever that wonderful plant will grow."— Professor Hknky.

Owing to its high protein contents lucerne is known to t)e one of tlie most

suitable foods for giving vitality and strength to tendons, muscles, and nerves.

It assists in developing the bony structuie of all domestic animals, and in

addition it produces lean meat.

It is a cheap and relishable fodder for pigs in all stages of their growth,
more especially for sows during the period between service and farrowing ;

and for boars and young pigs when building up frame prior to fattening.

It has long been recognised that whilst wheaten bran provides an excellent

food for cows in milk, its effect on pigs is distinctly different, and its use as

a food for them is contra-indicated.

The object of feeding bran is to provide protein in the dairy ration in a

conveniently concentrated form. The best substitute is lucerne, as may be

seen by the following analysis, in which the leadiivi food constituents closely

agree :
—

Digestible nutrients in ion lb.
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In arranging a ration the protein content is of equal importance with that

of cost, but both must receive consideration. The general principle applies

that foods containing a high percentage of protein are costly, whereas the

wider rations containing more carbo-hydrates are cheaper.

A narrow ration produces the quickest gain in weight, especially in young

animals, hence the need for increasing the carbo-hydrates in the ration as the

pigs grow older.

Experience bears out the scientific truth that protein increases the quantity

of red meat. When pigs are fed on lucerne in sufficient quantity to provide

a well-balanced ration, there is a greater distribution of lean throughout

the flesh.

During the period of pregnancy sows require a class of food rich in protein

to maintain the demand for tissue making, and developing the unborn pigs,

each of which weighs from 2 lb. to 2h lb. at birth.

As a rule our grasses are sufficiently rich, but it is always an advantage
to give lucerne. The sows are in better condition for suckling, and the young
more thrifty and sturdy at birth.

When denied food containing a proper quantity of. protein, and fed too

largely on maize or other carbonaceous foods, the sow becomes abnormally

depraved in the desire for foods containing protein, and by no means infre-

quently satisfies this inordinate appetite by eating the sucklings just born.

Young pigs, after weaning, when fed on lucerne judiciously balanced with

grain, have more lusty vital organs, stronger bone, and more blood.

Boars at the stud are always better for service with a diet including lucerne.

In all cases lucerne alone, either as hay, green fodder, or silage, is too

narrow a ration, and hence should be balanced with maize, barley, rye, oats,

potatoes, or other starchy foods.

Lucerne hay or green fodder is best fed from a rack, as pigs are so hable

to injure and soil food of the kind fed on the floor of the sty.

The practice of depasturing lucerne is highly profitable. Pigs are very

partial to it. Much depends on the nature of the stand as to quantity, but

under average conditions 1 acre has been found ample to graze fifteen pigs,

when supplemented with grain. A gain of 776 lb. of pork per acre was made

in a test in Kansas on lucerne-grazing supplemented with maize.

In Ught sandy loams, such as we find in many parts of the Hawkesbury

district, at the College and other parts of the State, direct grazing is not satis-

factory, and the pigs have been known to destroy the stand in two seasons.

In such cases it is better to mow, and feed through racks.

Where the land is a heavy or medium heavy loam, with the plants full

grown, i.e., at least three years old. then grazing may be conducted, with

periods of rest to enable the plants to produce another growth, and before the

crowns of the plants can be injured by too close grazing.

Feeding green lucerne will yield a greater quantity of pork per acre than

clover or grasses, and at much less cost.
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How to grow Lucerne.

Small areas of land can bo profitably ('ni])loyed tor pig-feeding as green

fodder, hay, or grazing. It will be of interest to those engaged in pig-raising

to briefly describe the chief points as a guide in its cultivation and nianage-

luent.

The plant grows best in deep, friable, loaifiy, soils, containing lime, with

porous well-drained deep subsoils. In this lucerne establishes itself rapidly,

penetrates the subsoils to great depths, and eventually becomes one of the best

drought-resistant plants we possess.

In all situations where there exists underground water, lucerne will send

its roots down. Rich creek or river flats are best, provided there is no serious

overflow. The long vigorous roots of the plant grow to great depths in search

of plant food and moisture.

Instances are on record in Australia where splendid lucerne paddocks sown

forty years ago are still giving six to eight heavy cuts per annum. The roots

are found in a healthy state .">() feet bellow the surface.

This, of course, is where the plant is grown under ideal conditions. It is

much shorter-hved on poorer soils and in dry districts. It can be grown
more or less luxuriantly on a wide range of soils. It is simply surprising

how vigorous the plant is, and how it survives the greatest hardships so long

as the soils, however poor, are deep and naturally or artificially well drained.

No better instance of its drought-resisting capacity and hardy nature can

be adduced than the case of •")() acres growing well at this College farm on

low-grade soils, and with drought conditions during the past three years.

Lucerne is not influenced by altitude, so long as the soils are deep, warm,
and well drained, and moisture is available.

On lands with stiff clay subsoils, and where water is likely to lodge around

the roots more than forty-eight hours, the plant does not flourish.

Preparation of the Soil.

It must be remembered that lucerne is a gross feeder, and when once estab-

lished will last a number of years, and, from a monetary point of view, will

afford a greater return than any other fodder. The success of its growth
to a great extent depends on the selection of the land and the care and intel-

ligence bestowed on the preliminary preparation of the soil.

The land must be clean and free from weeds. To effect this, one or more

crops should be taken oft', not only to get lid of weeds, but to enable a proper

system of fertihsation to be effected (also liming if needed).

Any of the following crops will be suitable :
—Wheat, rye, maize, barley, or

potatoes. The best crops are cowpeas, soy beans, clover, Canada field peas,

or vetches, seeing they provide nitrogen to the soil as well as humus.

Where couch grass is growing, a crop of barley or wheat followed b\- one of

cowpeas will be found necessary.

A summer fallow has the advantage of rendering the land free from \veeds,

as well as releasing plant food.
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Where the soil requires enriching, farm-yard manure is useful. One objec-

tion to its application is the presence of weed seeds. This may be overcome

by applying it to the cleansing crops, or using it only when well rotted.

Thorough cultivation is a paramount necessity in securing a strong, healthy,

even, continuous growth. The richer and cleaner the land, the greater the

assurance of a successful stand.

Summarising the leading points, we have to bear in mind those of good

drainage, a deep porous subsoil, lime, manure, fertilisation by bacteria,

moisture, cultivation, and warmth.

Soil inoculation has only of late years been discovered to be an important

element in the preparation of land for lucerne. The land may possess all

other essentials and yet be deficient in the bacteria or micro-organisms which

provide centres of action in the warty excrescences or nodules found along

the rootlets of the plant. These act as the medium through which nitrogen

is transmitted from the atmosphere and made available as plant food at a

minimum cost. Without this form of inoculation the plant fails to flourish,

and this is often the cause of farmers' abortive efforts to establish lucerne.

Inoculation can be accomplished in a simple way, by carting five to thirty

loads of soil from old clover or lucerne paddocks and spreading over each acre.

In order to correct acidity in the soil and to aid the plant in gathering

atmospheric soil nitrogen, lime should be supplied at the rate of from half to

1 ton per acre. It is better to add the lime with the cleansing crop.

Where there is a deficiency in mineral elements, such as we find in light

sandy soils, the following manure may be applied :

—
No. 1.

Dried blood .3(X) lb.

Superphosphate ... ... ... ... ... 720 ,,

Sulphate of potash ... ... ... ... ... 200 ,,

and applied at the rate of 3J cwt. per acre
;

or

No. 2.

Sulphate of ammonia ... ... ... ... 50 lb.

Superphosphate ... ... ... ... ... 300 ,,

Sulphate of potash ... ... ... ... ... 100 ,,

per acre.

Early in each spring a top dressing of either of the above mixtures will

stimulate growth, if applied at the rate of 2 cwt. per acre, but omitting the

dried blood in No. 1 and sulphate of ammonia in No. 2.

Where the subsoil is hard or set it will be necessary to loosen or stir it with

a subsoiling plough to a depth of 12 or 1-i inches, without bringing any of

the soil to the surface. The roots are thereby enabled to readily penetrate

the subsoils, and furthermore provision is made for storing moisture. This

is especially needed in semi-arid areas. So much depends on keeping the

young plant well supphed with moisture in its early stage of growth by capil-

lary attraction.

The object is to work up a compact, mellow, moist subsoil.
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The young plant is a weak feeder, and requires considerable attention

in the early stages of germination and growth, and in this connection a well

cultivated and thoroughly fine seed bed must be prepared to a depth of

4 or 5 inches by ploughing, harrowing, and rolling.

It is occasionally advised to sow a nurse crop with the seed, such as oats,

barley, or wh(>ut. In a warm climate this is not'always found good practice,

seeing all available moisture is wanted to effect complete germination in the

lucerne seed. In ordering seed strict care should be observed in obtaining

it bright, plump, clean, and free from weed seeds and dodder.

Tamworth seed has the best reputation.

Use 15 lb. to 20 lb. to the acre. Broadcasting is the most favoured method

of sowing, while the wheel-barrow seeder is the handiest implement.
The seed should not be covered more than 2 inches with the harrows, and

in a wet season 1 inch is enough on compact soil. If planted too deep the

young shoots become choked and fail to reach the surface.

Where the soil is light or dry it will be necessary to roll, and cover the

seed and compact the soil.

The best time to sow is late in February or March, when the soil is warm
and just after the early autumn rains.

Cutting.

The first growth will be found associated with weeds, and these ought to

be checked by early mowing. Frequent cutting is not recommended in the

early stages, and the cutter-bar should be raised slightly in order not to

cut too closely. Root growth is stimulated by leaf growth : the lattei- affords

the stimulating constituents. When the plant is well established, frequent

close cutting creates a more vigorous growth. It is also benefited by
occasional cultivation with the disc harrow or lucerne cultivator. This

loosens the soil surface, conserves moisture, aerates the soil, and checks the

growth of weeds. The first cut invariably is so nrixed with succulent herbage

and weeds that it is impossible to convert it into hay. It may be consumed

at once as green fodder, or converted into silage.

The proper time to cut each main croj) is when one-tenth of the plants

are in bloom. One week after the bloom appears, the indigestible portion

of the plant increases, and its more nourishing constituents—protein and

fat—decrease until the seed ripens. The yield is slightly greater at the time

of blossom, but the quality of the hay is superior a few days earlier.

After full blossoming the lower leaves begin to fall.

Leaves are the most valuable portion of the plant, and it is the chief aim

to cut, wilt, and dry the hay in such manner as to collect the plant whole,

without losing any leaves.

It requires very careful handling and good judgment to convert it into

well-cured and rich-coloured hay, perhaps more so than any other fodder.

The digestible nutrients in lucerne hay are easily dissolved and washed

out by rains. It is best kept in big stacks under a sound roof.
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The Incubator at Work.

A. L. WYNDHAM,
Wagga Experiment Farm.

The hotise o?' room to run the machine in is the first consideration, not so

much for the purpose of helping the incubator to keep the proper heat, but

to have normal temperature to air the eggs in, 60' Fahr. being the best for

results. Pure air, with ventilation from the level of the tioor to the ceiling,

if possible, light, freedom from harmful dampness, such as may result from

the want of proper drainage or the use of an absorbent, such as sawdust, on

the flooi', and a cement or earth floor to provide against the machines being
shaken are essential.

The machine.—No special make can be recommended. Experience alone

can teach the beginner what incubator he will be most successful with.

The eggs should not be more than three weeks old, and be turned once

daily whilst gathering. Do not wash them, if possible, as it destroys the

mucous covering of the pores in the shell
;

if it is necessary, let it be done

just before placing in the incubator. Keep them in some place with an even

temperature. Avoid hatching brown and white eggs together. The brown
on the shell is a coloured matter, which makes the mucous harder to dissolve ;

and if you have both sorts of eggs in the machine at once, there is a big
chance of the white eggs needing artificial moisture, while the same will be

harmful to the brown eggs. Run one batch of eggs right through ; filling up
the space caused by withdrawals of infertile eggs will not compeiisate for the

loss and extra trouble caused. Grade the eggs for setting carefully, putting
out all extra large or small shells with faults or lumps of lime on them.

They should be stored while gathering, with the large end slightly elevated-

Mark on one side, for convenience while inculcating, with plain lead pencil.

The matter from ink or indelible pencil may be absorbed into the egg- Avoid

touching eggs at any time with dirty hands, or when there is kerosene on

them.

Starting and placing the machine.—The incubator should be run empty
for at least a day or two till quite under control. Place it where a draught
is not likely to blow out the lamp at any time, and where the sun cannot

shine on it and interfere with the heat. Start going in the morning, and

get the day's heat to help. It is also necessary to be about when the

temperature is up, and adjust regulator.

The lamps should be filled and trimmed in the evening to get the best heat-

at night. Have a place away from the machine to do this work. The lamp
should be just filled, and best kerosene used. There is a small hole near the

filler which must always be kept open to allow gas, which the kerosene
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inakos, to
(>.s(';iju'.

The burnt jwirts of the wick .slioiild he liglitly pulled oft'

daily, and same trimmed smooth with the fingers; cut off the corners of wick

with scissors when the flame is higher thei'O than in the centre. When the

"wick is first inserted pull it backwards and forwards several times to make
sure of its running free

; try and get a nice oval flame. Th6 brass part
near the flame will require the sooty deposit^ sui-iping off dailv : the brass

gauze round under the Hame nmst have all the holes free from dirt, to allow

the i)roper circulation of air. Wash the whole burner in boiling water with

washing soda at least after every hatch.

General Treatment of the Eggs.—Put the eggs into the incu])ator in the

morning, and get the warmtli of the day to help to heat them up. The

temperature of the machine will of course go down and not regain the proper
lieat for some time

;
this also occurs at any time when the (>ggs are taken

out.

The morning of the fourth day is generally recognised as the right time to

next handle them. Lift out the tray of eggs and close the incul^ator, after

a few days the door may be allowed to be opened for a few minutes only, to

let the chamber air; now turn the eggs half round or over on the .'mall end

and continue this practice twice daily till the shells chip with the chicks

coming out. The methods of turning are immaterial, the former is the one

"used by fowls and the latter by ducks. Tf the American way is used of

placing an empty tray over the eggs and turning the lot over—the eggs will

require to be graded to size, or there will be a lot cracked. Turning is

necessary to the germ for exercise, and if it is not done the pulsation of the

germ will carry it through the protecting layer of white of egg when it will

stick to the shell and die.

Moisture.—There is sufficient moisture in an egg to supply needs while

hatching under ordinary conditions and proper treatment. The mucous

covering on the shell which keeps out the air—the same which is seen rapidly

drying when the egg is first laid—is dissolved shortly after the heat of

incubation is applied, and allows the moisture in the egg to commenco

evaporating. For the purpose of stopping too hasty growth of life and

lielping evaporation, the eggs must be aired and cooled down—the time

allowed increasing as the period of incubation grows, starting with just

sufficient time to turn the eggs up to three-quarters of an hour.

A preferable way to a time-limit is found, however, in trusting to feeling

the eggs with the palms of the hands and returning them when just warm.

This process will also indicate the hot eggs, generally about the centre in Hat

trays, and these should be removed to the outside of tray and replaced with

cool eggs from there
;
in fact, shift the positions of the eggs on the tray

frequently.

When the application of artificial moisture becomes necessary, let the

water be tepid. A tray for the purpt)se is provided in some machines, but

others with slides on the ventilators which control the air outgoing, and

consequently moisture, simply require that the slides be shut some little way
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generally. To apply water in these incubators a small tray can be found to

use, or simply throw the water into the chamber or on the floor under the

machine. A helpful guide as to the need or not of artificial moisture is the

chart shown in the illustration. This chart is a gauge of the air-cell, the

Hen-egg. Duck-egg.

empty space on the top of the eg^,, which increases during hatching, and on

the days named the contents of the greater number of eggs should be about

down to the mark. If below same, moisture should be supplied or the

ventilators closed a little. If above the date, the eggs have not been aired

sufficiently or the germs are weak. More turning and airing now is required,
and the hatch will often run a day or two overdue. It has been advocated

to practise rolling the eggs gently in this case, but it is too much labour where

a large number of eggs are being hatched. The amount of water used is

about an ordinary tea-cupful to 100 eggs.

The Thermometer.—There are two ways of placing same : hung from the

top of the hatching chamber, in the centre, with the bulb just on a level with

the eggs, or the thermometer resting on the eggs, with the bulb on two eggs.
The former method is by far the most convenient, especially at hatching time,

and the other way has no apparent benefit on results.

Testing for Fertility is best done on the fifth day, the germ being very

fragile before that date. The leather tester, the size of an egg at one end

and large enough to cover both eyes at the other end, is used for testing with

sunlight. The egg should be held in position below the level of the face, and
the sunlight allowed to shine on it. For night testing, a tester is often
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supplied witli the incul)iit()r, or it is only necessary to concentrate tlic li.ulit

on the cut,'' in some manner. A caiKlle or lamj) in a l)o.\ or tin, with a hole

the size of an egg cut in it, used in a darkened room, will suit the puriiose.

The (hij testing seems th(» preferable way, as there is less chance of the eggs

getting cold.

The Germ is actually alive when the hen la^^s the egg, hut goes into a

state of coma when the egg cools off, the visits of the hen to lay the next egg

livening it up for a while, and providing against same getting too coM. Tliis

points to i\w necessity of careful treatment of eggs for hatching pui'poses,

already spoken of. Once sufficient heat is applied for thirty-six hours to the

germ, same will die if deprived of it. Tt is not visible to the naked eye with

a tester till about the fourth day. Tt will first be seen in a '"ed spider-like

appearance, perhaps with an outside i-ing. Sometimes one or more veins will

be seen descending from the air-cell ; hut wliere a vein aj)pears alone and

disconnected, or two or one black spots are seen, the germ is dead. If the

germ travels round as the egg is turned, it is an indication the bird which

laid the egg was too fat, and same is unlikely to hatch. If the egg is clear,

except for the yolk, as when ptit in, the egg is infertile, and these eggs are

([uite good for use in puddings, i^'c. Testing should be done again twice, say
on the tenth and fifteenth day, to remove any dead eggs,

-

Hatching.
—When the eggs begin to chip on the day or so before they are

due, close the incubator, and leave it shut till it is thought all the chicks are

out. Where a lower part is provided for the hatched to drop down to, they
are doubly safe : but they are well enough on the tray, even if they pant a

lot. Opening the floor to shift them or help, only lets out heat and moisture,

and harms the hatch. As to turning eggs risjht side up that have chipped

underneath, it is not necessary. The makers of some machines advise not to

turn fowls' eggs after the nineteenth day, and duck eggs after the twenty-sixth

day, to provide against this happening. The completed liatch can be shifted to

hens, or a foster-mother heated from 9;") degrees to 1 00 degrees Fahr. No food

is necessary for a day. Nature having provided for that in the part of the

yolk drawn into their systems. The small piece of skin on chicks' beaks

must never be touched
;

this is simply to protect the beak wliile knocking

against the shell. Tt will fall off. Tlnally, as to tempeiuture to run the

incubator at—any degree of heat from 97 degrees to 106 degeees I"'ahr. will

hatch, but 103 degrees is considered best for fowls' eggs, and 102.', degrees

for duck eggs. Considerable ^'ariation over or above for any length of time

is harmful. The heat recorded will increase as the eggs are incubated, and

must be regulated as necessary. Accidents, of course, will occur—-cracked

6ggs ami high or low temperatures
—but it is very hard to say what will

actually kill the germs, especially if they are several weeks old. In conclu-

sion, run the incubator according to the maker's rules, and do not start

hatching unless you have a sure means of brooding, as the raising of young
chicks is by far the hardest part.
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Diseases of Fowls.

[Continued from page 399.]

G. BRAUSHAW.

Chapteh X.

Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Diphtheria, &c.

Diarrhoea is a discharge of excrement in a fluid or semi-fluid state. It

is a very common complaint amongst fowls, and a symptom of several other

diseases. We find it in birds affected with consumption of the bowels and liver,

and is a pronounced symptom of cholera.

In adult fowls simple diarrhoea can be easily cured, but it is a terrible

scourge amongst chickens reared in brooders, particularly in America, where

it is termed white diarrhoea.

Unwholesome food, sour or decayed vegetable matter, extreme heat, or

impure water may be the cause. Feeding largely on bran may also bring on

an attack. Irritants of many sorts may be picked up in the fowls' wander-

ings, and be responsible for the disease.

There are many and varied remedies. The affected fowls should be

separated from the others, and the food supply reduced, rice or oatmeal

boiled in milk being the best diet. A teaspoonful of olive oil should first be

given. This may remove the irritant, if any, and allay any internal in-

flammation.

Professor Woodriffe Hill recommends a teaspoonful of castor oil, followed

by 5 grains rhubarb, 10 grains carbonate of soda, or 1 grain of opium.

Chlorodyne, 3 to 6 drops in a dessertspoonful of water, is also recommended.

Mr. Tegetmeier, poultry editor of the EngUsh 'Field, recommends—
rhubarb, 5 grains ; chalk, 5 grains ; cayenne, 3 grains ;

to be given as a pill at

night.

Other formulas are, a teaspoonful of castor oil mixed with 6 drops of

laudanum. Personally, I have found nothing more effective than a tea-

spoonful of prepared chalk, mixed with pollard into a bolus about the size

of one's httle finger, and dropped down the bird's throat.

The following article on this disease was contributed by a medical authority

to an EngUsh paper a few months ago :
—

Diarrhcsa may be simply an upset of the digestive system, or it may be a symptom of

some more serious disease. Simple diarrhoea may arise from the presence of some indiges-

tible matter in the intestinal canal, or it may be due to exposure to heavy rain, or to

draughts in the roosting-house. Amongst other causes may be enumerated the giving

of sour or sloppy food, allowing the fowls access to water that has become heated by the

sun, or that has been allowed to stand in the trough from day to day until it has become

soiled with excrement and ahnost putrid. The too free use of animal food, or the irregular

use of green food, may also be put down as common causes. When there is indigestible

or decaying matter in the intestinal canal it is not advisable to suddenly stop the di arrhoea ;
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consoqiicntly, the first efforts should be directetl towards removing the offending matter.

For this purpose the simj)k'st thing to use is a small half teas])oonful of Epsom salts to

eaeh bird; this can he dissolved in the water which is used to mix the food. The food
should be light and iiourisliinix. and welt cookcMJ, and if the diarrhiea is jx^rsistent, from
four to six drops of cldorodync will be found an luifailing cure; tlie same may be snid

of a few drops of spirits of camphor, about four dro[)s for a snieiU hen; but, i)ersonally,
we {jrefer chlorodyne to anything else for the purjxjse. It may be observed that camphor
is commonly used in the drinking water of young checks as a ])ieventive of

"
gapes,"

and, being an astringent, often gives rise to c;onsti])ation and general upset of the digestive

system.
The indiscriminate use of hard-boilcf! egg as food for young chickens and turkeys is

responsible for many eases of this ailment. The long-continued use of egg in this form

always leads to constipation, followed by diarrhcca; hence many peoj)le condemn egg
food for young birds, when it is the method of using it that is entirely to blame. Even
the much ai)used

"
hard-boiled

"
egg may be safely fed, jjrovided it is so linely cho])ped

that the chicks cannot easily se])arate the pieces of egg from the crumbs or oatmeal or

biscuit-meal with wliich ii is mixed.

A frecpient cause of diarrhoea with young birds is allowing them to drink sun-warmed
water. If the water is supplied in a shallow vessel, which allows of the chickens standing
in it, and so ]iolluting it with their droj)pings, the soiled water soon goes putrid, and is

almost poi.sonous to the chicks. In very hot weather the water vessel should l)e emptied
and refilled twice daily; careful rearers give fresh water at each time of feeding, but such

extreme care is not necessary if shade can be contrived for the water.

Where green food is given at irregular intervals, or where it is fed in quantity after

it has been withheld for some time, or where meat is similarly used, bowel troubles may
always be expected; when meat has caused the trouble, the droppings are often st/eaked

with blood. For simple diarrhoea in chickens and turkey jioults, the best food to use is

rice boiled in milk until it is dry; this will often effect a cuie without further treatment.

In severe eases a coujjle of drops of chlorodyne in a small quantity of milk, oi on a. bolus of

bread and milk, may be given to each bird. In every instance the cause of the attack

must be sought for and removed, or remedies will jirove of little avail.

AVe have so far been dealing with simiile diarrha^a, and to many people it may appear
waste of time to notice such a trifling ailment. It is, however, well to point out that it may
be just a passing derangement of the system due to any of the above-named causes; but,

on the other hand, it may be a symptom of far more serious and deadly diseases, such as

tuberculous liver or cholera. Hence the need for care and vigilance, as instead of being
harmless the discharge from the bird may be a source of infection and a menace to the

health of the entire f!.)ch.

In a well-managed poultry yartl simple diarrha^a will rarely be found, excejit in

occasional isolated cases; its presence is more frequently observed in yards where the

feeding is irregular, and where the birds have to a great extent to look after them.selves.

The owners of such birds need not look for much jirolit, and will usually be found asking"
does poultry-keeping pay?

"

Dysentery is a more aggravated form of diarrhoea, and the odds are usually

against the bird.

The risky dose of 10 drops of chhjrodyne lias, however, been reputed the

means of saving some lives.

THpMheria is a highly contagious disease, and is feared by every poultry-

man, being most contagious, and in many cases proving fatal. The symptoms
are a discharge of an ill-smelling sticky liquid from the eyes, nostrils, and

the corners of the mouth. In a day or two there is a growth in the mouth
and throat of white cheesy-like matter. This deposit sometimes increasing

in a day to the extent of closing up the larnyx passage, the fowl dying from

want of breath.

The treatment of fowls affected witli this disease is anything but pleasant^

and as cured ones are most hable to again contract the disease, the majority
of poultrymeu kill the affected ones on the discovery of the disease, and burn

the carcases.
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At times valuable show birds take the disease, such specimens being,

perhaps, worth attempts at curing.

The procedure is to scrape ofE the growths with a small piece of pointed

stick, then swab out the mouth with warm water, using a small piece of

sponge tied on the end of a stick. The throat should be thoroughly dried,

and, using a camel's hair brush, paint the sores with the following, obtainable

at the chemist's:—Nitrate of silver, 20 grains; water, 1 drachm. This will

usually prevent any further growth, the next thing being to look after the

bird's health. The affected ones must be separated from the others, and

placed in a clean, dry pen. The houses from which the diseased specimens
came should be hme whitened, to v/hich carbolic has been added. All drink-

ing vessels and food troughs should be scalded in boiling water and a strong
solution of washing soda before being used by the healthy fowls. The runs

should be dressed with Hme, and allowed a good rest. Those who have cases

of diphtheria or diphtheritic roup, will find doctoring both unpleasant, dis-

appointing, and unprofitable, from the small percentage that can be positively
cured.

In connection with diphtheritic fowls, it was long an ojDen question whether

such was communicable to man, and about a dozen years ago, it was thought
the question was settled in the negative. However, of late years, the number
of poultrymen in America affected with sore throats has prompted further

investigations by the bacteriologists of that country, several of them now

being assured that the disease is communicable. The eminent Dr. V. Moore

mentions particulars of over fifty deaths having taken place in both hemi-

spheres, attributed by various pathologists to diphtheria, communicated by
the presence of diphtheritic fowls. With this question so conclusively set at

rest, poultrymen should hesitate before attempting cures on diphtheric fowls,

but rather should, on discovery of the diseass, kill those affected, and destroy
the carcase by fire.

The following article on this disease was lately contributed by an English

authority to a London poultry journal, and demonstrates the danger of an

outbreak of diphtheria, and was prompted by a discovery made by Dr.

Eobinson, the Medical Health Officer of East Kent. His attention was drawn
to an outbreak of fever amongst the school children in Elham. On investi-

gating he found on the premises some fowls which had diphtheric throats^

and that the germs were conveyed to the children by means of the play-

ground dust, and caused the fever, the origin of which had baffled the

authorities. A cat which had slept in one of the hen's nests also communi-

cated the disease to a child :

—
I am not at all surprised to read of the communication of diphtheria from fowls to

children. The wonder is that it does not occur more frequently, and doubtless many
cases that would be traceable are never suspected of having originated in the poultry.
One of the means of conveyance mentioned in the paragraph is open to question, viz.,

the playground dust—a necessarily dry product
—and it can be taken to heart by keepers

of fowls that ordinary drjoiess (as we commonly understand things being dry) is a destroyer
of the germs of this disease. Then the cat seems to have been the medium of conveying
the infection in one case, and though my experience of cats is rather limited—being
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obtained cliiclly from their gardeiiin<^ proclivities
—I am inclined to agree with Mr. Atlalo,

the naturalist, who, in commenting on this transference of disease, hits va'ry haril at

"the harndess and unnecessary house cat
"

as a go-between for infectious tliseases.

We have, liowever. to concern om-selves with the poultry aspect, and, unfortunately, it

is too little recognised among the generality of j>oidtry-keepers what danger there is

surrounding an outbreak of vindent diphtheria among tiicir birds. I have always insisted

that, diiectiy an attack of this occurs, the utmost caution is recjuired. for one central

instance has the gravest possibilitie.- among all the birds of the neigiibourliootl, and, as

now shown, may be also a menace to human life. The? safest and cheapest remedy ia to

isolate any mopy bird, and, at the least confirmation of suspicious throat, to kill, and burn
the body right away. iJurying in (piicklime not less than 3 feet deep is good, but not so

linal as burning; tiien to set the iiouse sanitarily in good ortler.

Commonly with cottage ami farm i)oultry
—and it is here that most diplitheritic cases

occur—tlie procedure is to bring the moping, dcjcctetl ])aticnt into the kitchen, and put it

in an open basket on the fire- hearth, to become an object for compassion, and surreptitious

fontlling, by the children of the family. A few days later one of the youngsters may
be down with dipiithei'ia, and the doctor, not knowing there is the decomfjosing body of a
diseased cliicken on the adjacent dunghill or ashpit, ascribes the cause to some other

quarter; and as the parents are unaware of wliat the bin! dieil of, and that it was
"

catching," the true origin of the child's illness is never traced.

When it is remembered that fowls are scavengers by nature, and if the opportunities
occur will feed largely on garbage acquired in questionable ])laces, and drink of the filthiest

j)uddle. it is not to be wondered at that in some cases the combination of foul food and
water with foul roosting-j)laces sets up this loathsome disortlei-. JJouljtless tiie time will

arrive, and will be welcomed, when fowl diphtheria and fowl diseases will be made notifiable

diseases under tlie Diseases of Animals Acts, for they are apt to be quite as devastating
among poultry as, say, swine fever among pigs; and much the same restrictions should
be brought to bear ujjon their keejjers. An im]iost placed by authority on a farm or

village where the disease is rife, to prevent the removal of birds for sales or shows, and

enforcing the destruction of eggs and infected fowls, would cause the small necessary
attention to cleanliness to be observed that the poultry retpiired.

Mention of swine fever calls to mind the great affinity between it and f(^\vl diphtheria,
and the question has been raised whether or not they are the same complaint in two
diilerent animals.

It will be most frequently found that when one is on a farm the other is ()revalent also;
but whether this is a coincidence dependent ujjon the common fact that both originate
amid dirty surroundings and filth, or whether the one animal contracts it from the other,
is uncertain. One American ])athologist, who had also been struck by the possibility of

the two diseases being very closely rclatetl, says, in a report upon
" Fowl Dii)iitheria,"" from the other {i.e., a di])htheritic fowl) were obtained pure cultures of a bacillus not

distinguishable from that of swine plague."
In this country we can hardly hope to progress far into the history of poultry diseases

imtil official aid in the shape of grants for laboratory and experimental work and pub-
lisiiing is given; and anyone conversant with the information at tlie ilis))osal of ])oultry-

keepers in some other countries, and com|)aring it with that contained in our meagre
and frequently absurd text- books o-\ ])ouitry complaints, cannot fail to reahse how far we

lag behind. I daresay it has come to the knowletlge of very few poultry-keepers here

that definite experiments have been made in the United States of America by Dr. Veranus

Moore, with the object of ascertaining the contagion risk of fowl diphtheria, and as far

back as lS!t5 the j)roofs were amiile. The animals inoculated by virus direct from

diphtheritic jjoultr}' inchuied rabbits, white mice, grey mice, cavies, and healthy fowls.

Taking the results as tabulated, rabbits were very susce])tible and died in one to fourteen

days; mice in four to six days; cavies developed the bacillus, ant! were then chloroformed
for examination; healthy fowls seemed to be the least impressible, and in many cases,
after showing the disease, they recovered.

Continuing, the same authority, in a ])aragraph headed " The Relation of Diphtheria
in Fowls to Public Health," admits that a com])arison of the organisms of hunuiu diph-
theria with those of fowl dii)litheria shows the two to be very dissimilar. Notwithstanding
this, the liability of human beings to contract fowl diphtheria and vice verxd is evident,
and he proceeds to give chapter and verse of cases, in both hemis])heres, embracing about

fifty deaths in all, each attributed, by various pathologists, to a form of diphtheiia com-
municated by the ))resence of diphtheritic fowls, and he sums uji :

'" Tlie indiscriminate

handling of cliickcns, especially by children, and the exposure of fowls lo the infection

of diphtheria in the human species, whereby they become carriers of the virus, should
be strenuouslv avoided."
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Chapter XI.

Various Diseases.

The diseasss already treated are the most serious ones to poultrymen, and

responsible for the greatest losses. There are, however, many other poultry
ailments requiring but a small amount of care to restore the patient. Others,

which are of but apparently slight importance, if neglected may result in the

deaths of the affected ones, and the disease possibly spread to other

members of the flock. These will follow alphabetically.

Abcess.—This is the name as applied to a collection of pus or matter, and

may form in any internal or external part of the fowl's body; sometimes

the result of an accident, while often the cause is not apparent.
A common place for abcesses is the breastbone of growing cockerels, and

usually situated about half way up the breastbone, and may be any size

from a marble to, in rare instances, that of a golf ball. The skin on this

part of the fowl is very transparent, and the matter is quite liquid, its dark

blue colour showing through the skin. These abcesses, or boils, are most

easily treated, only requiring an incision, when the watery matter will run

out. The wound should then be syringed with warm water, to which a few

drops of disinfectant have been added, then dried. The slight incision will

heal up without further treatment.

The cause of gathering is usually supposed to be an injury to the breast

by flying on to the roosts, and why cockerels should be more liable to the

trouble than pullets can only be explained on the ground that, as a rule,

the breasts of pullets are better covered with flesh than the growing cockerels,

whose breastbones are usually prominent ; and it should be noted that, in

two instances, when I killed birds with the object of discovering the cause,

in both the bone had been injured, it being the seat of the trouble.

Another common location for abcesses, but of another form, is on the ball

of the foot, and known as Bumble-foot. The commencement of this trouble

is the thickening of the underparts of the foot, which ultimately become

inflamed. The tissue under the skin becomes affected, a thick matter then

forming. The pressure of the bird's body on the part irritates the trouble,

which, if not treated, gradually works into other parts of the foot and leg.

The heavy breeds are most liable to the ailment, Dorkings in particular.

At the same time I have seen many instances of it in Leghorns and Ham-

burgs, while it is not unusual in Bantams, particularly the feathered-legged

breeds. Bumble-foot, although at first a simple looking ailment, is really not

so ; for although slow in development, if not treated, usually accounts for the

death of the subject. It is believed to be the result of a bruise from con-

tinually being kept on hard or stony ground ;
while many think it is caused

by the fowl's flying from a high perch on to the hard ground. In connection

with the latter, I have had experience of keeping Brahmas which were never

allowed to perch, and cases of Bumble-foot were in the flock.
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The remedial measures are, to pare the hard surface of the swclhng and

poultice frequently. If pus has formed, then two good clean cuts should

be luade across the wound in the form of a X. and the matter squeezed

out. Krcciuontly this is of a cheesy nature, and will have to be scraped out

with a jx'nknifc. The wound should then be washed out with carbolised

water, or diluted Condy's Fluid ;
the foot to be bapdaged up with a clean wet

cloth, and not removed for, say, a fortnight, at the end of which time the

wountl will likely have healed, and no further trouble ensue. In cases where

the disease has got into the tissues beyond the ball of the foot, it is difficult

to effect a cure. Male birds are more frequent subjects of the disease than

hens. In relation to this, and the abcess on the breastbone, low perches are

advocated, which, if not wholly preventive, will be partially so.

Anipmia.—This means a deficiency or poverty in the blood, and there are

many strains or families of fowls which are thoroughly aniemic. The fowls

have a pallid appearance, the comb and wattles pale, and the legs usually

cold ; they have a bloodless look, while the walk is listless and languid.

The causes are frequently insanitary conditions, overcrowding, innutritious

food, &c. Fowds of this sort should be got rid of, treatment being both

expensive and useless, for even should a cure be effected, these patched-up,
doctored specimens will make wretched breeding stock.

Apoplexy is a diseased condition of the brain, frequently the breaking of

a blood vessel, owing to undue fulness there. The breaking of the vessel

allows blood to escape into or upon the brain substance. The causes are

usually overfatness, stimulating food, while some authorities say it may be

hereditary. Dr. Woodriffe Hill says :
—"

The exciting causes are, violent

exercise, intense heat, derangement of the digestive organs, over- straining in

laying hens, which are frequently found dead on the nest."

The symptoms are, the bird falls to the ground in a state of partial insensi-

bility, and is sometimes found dead. In cases wdrere the fowd staggers and

falls dow'n, the simplest remedy is to pour cold w'ater over its head, wdien

there will likely be a recovery. Bleeding is also recommended. This can

be readily done by making an incision in the vein under the wing, and taking,

say, a tablespoonful of blood from a full-grown fowl. Purgatives should

also be given.

Apoplexy is usually associated with old fowls, often show birds, but even

wdien cases are successfully treated, the trouble may return, and each time

it is more severe. Like several other fowd troubles, the cheapest and most

effective way to treat apoplectic subjects is to get rid of them.

Ascites, or Abdominal Dropsy.
—Exhibition hens, if of good quality, unlike

market sorts, are often kept till they become diseased, meet with an accidents

or die of old age.

A frequent disease, particularly in old fat specimens, is that known as
" down behind." The abdomen becomes very large and pendulous, some-

times touching the ground. One form of this is abdominal dropsy. The
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enlargement is frequently minus feathers, looks shiny, it feels soft, and is

movable. The accumulation is of a thin watery nature, and is sometimes

colourless, or it may be straw coloured. The causes are varied. Several

scientists who have studied the disease have disagreed as to its cause ; the

majority, however, think it arises from an escape of water from the blood

vessels into the tissues or into some cavity, as the abdomen.

This form of dropsy can be reheved by a puncture with a surgeon's hollow

needle, when most of the liquid will run out, but it must be remembered that

this is only a temporary relief, there being always a tendency to further

accumulation of the fluid. Further, birds that are dropsical have no right

in the breeding yard ;
while even if of otherwise exhibition quality, the

enlargement warrants the fowl being disqualified from securing a prize.

Bronchitis.—Bronchitis is an inflamed condition of the bronchial tubes,

or air passages, and mostly occurs in connection with roup (which see).

Indeed, it rarely exists as a .separate disease in a fowl. There is usually a

quantity of mucus in the throat, quick breathing, discharge from the nostrils,

and, at times, one or both eyes become inflamed ; there is dulness and loss

of appetite. There are many causes for this trouble. Draughty, or even

too close houses have been responsible for attacks, while foul air and filthy

conditions sometimes bring it on. Prize fowls sent by rail to shows or private

customers frequently develop the disease, or when being carted from a hot

show-room to the railway or other destination, get cold, which quickly

develops into bronchitis. A difficulty in breathing, and noise or rattle in

the throat, and coughing, are sure signs of the disease. Sometimes the noise

becomes chronic, and I have known instances where fowls were apparently

healthy, with the exception of this noise. The simplest effective treatment

is, 2 or 3 drops of spirits of camphor in a teaspoonful of glycerine, two nights
in succession, which should be followed with about 10 drops of sulphuric

acid in a pint of the fowls' drinking water. Should the fowls refuse to drink

the mixture, a spoonful of sugar may be added. In more severe cases,

3 drops of chlorodyne in a teaspoonful of sweet or salad oil should be given,

which usually effects a cure.

Bowels, Inflammation of.
—The bowels may be the seat of an attack of

inflammation, which may arise from exposure to cold or damp, blows or

wounds, irritant poisons, or long-continued diarrhoea. Thirst, and a great

heat on the under parts of the body, are the usual marked signs of the

disease.

The patient should be given a teaspoonful of castor oil along with 4 drops
of laudanum. This should be followed by half a teaspoonful of the following

mixture every three hours:—
Hemlock juice 2 drachms.

Belladonna juice ...

Syrup of chloral hydrate

Syrup of poppies ...

Water

12 drops.
1 drachm.
2 drachms.

1 ounce.
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Catarrh, Co/d in 'he Head.—The symptoms are usually a discluir<;e of a

thin fluid from the eyes and nostrils, sometimes mucus in the mouth, and

sneezing. There may be swelling of the head and eyes, hut unlike roup, it

is not contagious, but if not attended to may result in that serious affection.

Roosting in draughty houses, damp and cold, are the causes of the disease.

A cure can usually be effected without roroursp 4-o drugs, or at least by the

use of those of a simple character.

When catarrh is confined to the eyes and nostrils, it is usually known

as cold in the head ;
the symptoms being watery swollen eyes, a discharge

from the nostrils, ruffled plumage, and general dulness. When neglected

the nostrils become blocked u]). the sticky discharge seals u]i the eyelids,

and the first stage of roup ensues.

When catarrh is noticed, the fowl's head and eyes should he washed with

warm water, the fluid from the nostrils squeezed out and syringed thoroughly.

This repeated a few times will frequently effect a cure.

The nostrils should be syringed with warm water, into which a few drops
of Condy's Fluid or other disinfectant have been mixed, and the mucus

thoroughly squeezed out. This repeated two or three times will usually

effect a cure.

Lewis Wright recommends a dose of 20 grains of Epsom salts, followed

up by 2 or 3 drops of eucalyjitus and terebene every three or four hours,

or the above may be put in the fowls' drinking water. The majority of colds

will yield to the above simple treatment, but the affected hird should be

separated from the general flock, and kept in a place fi'ee fi'om draughts.

Cholera.—This virulent disease has been previously treated. Post mortem

examinations show that ib is caused by a living germ
—" The Chicken Cholera

Germ." The germs may be carried in water, food, manure, &c. It is usually

fatal in from twelve to thirty-six hours. The symptoms are great thirst,

and incessant purging, the evacuations become like rice-water, and later

streaked witli blood. Treatment has been previously shown.

Consumption.
—See Tuberculosis.

Crof-hound.—^QQ Impaction and Inflammation of the Crop.

Cratnp.
—See Leg Weakness.

Chicken Pox.—See Warts, &c.

Comb Disease.—See Favus.

Catarrh is a simple inflammation of the mucous membranes or linings of

the air passages. Catarrh is not roup.

Debility is sometimes known as going light, and is a more general term

for ana?mia. It refers to a condition in which there is a wasting away, for

which there is no apparent cause, loss of appetite and want of vigour

being the only observed symptoms. Many causes may be responsible for

the disease, the seat of which may be the heart, liver, lungs, bowels, &c.

When no cause can be ascertained, the best thing is to try and build up the

constitution, and one of the best things for this is a raw egg beaten up in,

say, a tablespoonful of cod liver oil, and 1 grain of quinine
—one teaspoonful
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to be given twice daily. Fine-chopped raw meat is also good, together with

a full supply of green food. Half a teaspoonful of Parrish's food given daily

will also do good. Another useful remedy is 2 grains of extract of gentian,

1 grain iodide of iron, and \ grain of nux vomica—made into a pill, and

given twice daily.

Dropsy.
—The chest, crop, brain, wattles, and other portions of the fowl's

body are subject to dropsy. Abdominal dropsy has already been dealt with.

After this the most frequent seat is the fowl's wattles, and is most common
in the Mediterranean breeds, and often the result of injury. The wattles

assume an enormous size. The simplest remedy is to make a clean cut in

the lower part of the swelling, when the liquid will flow out. The cavity

should then be syringed out with warm water, into which a few drops of

Condy's Fluid has been mixed. Following this a teaspoonful of cold water

and a few drops of iodine should be syringed into the wound, which will heal

up in a few days, and no more trouble ensue.

Dropsy of the crop can usually be relieved by placing the fowl's head

downward, and squeezing the crop gradually. Chest dropsy is rarely

detected, except by fost mortem examination.

Egg-bound.
—Sometimes a hen is unable to lay her egg, which blocks up

the passages from the oviduct. Unless she is relieved, the result must be

fatal sooner or later. A hen so affected will be seen to visit the nest

repeatedly without result, and will show general distress, with a depression
of the wings and tail. The stoppage may be the result of contraction of

the egg passage, or an abnormally large egg. If the latter, the remedy is

easy; but when the former is the cause, then the matter is more serious. For

large eggs, which can be discovered by an examination of the bird, the vent

should be softened by salad oil, followed by an injection of the same if not

effectual within an hour. Great care must be taken in handling or making
an injection, for if the egg be broken the result will probably be fatal.

Benefit has been derived also from the holding of the bird above a jug of

hot water, allowing the steam to enter the vent. Contraction of the vent

is generally accompanied by inflammation, either the cause or the result

of the contraction. This can be discerned by heat of the part, and feverish-

ness of the bird. As an internal remedy homoeopathic tincture of aconite

should be given. The vent and surroundings also should be fomented with.

a weak solution of aconite.

Dr. Greene, writing on this subject, in
"
Poultry," England, says:

—
The passage of the first egg with every pullet is always a process which is somewhat

prolonged, but which seldom has other than a successful termination. Apart from this,

however, an occasionally and exceptionally large egg may pass successfully through the
oviduct in its plastic state, but on the shell becoming hardened in its short sojourn in the

cloaca, it will encounter an outlet which, though of the normal size, is out of all proportion,
to the gigantic ovum to which it is expecteti to give passage. Or, again, a somewhat
similar condition arises when the egg is of the normal size, but the outlet is narrow. It is

a good ]ilan to watch those birds that are about to lay. Should they visit the nest

frecpiently during the course of the day and leave without depositing an egg, it is almost
certain that something is wrong; and when a pullet is in such a state there arc three good
remedies that may be tried. The first is : Take the bird up gently, and hold her so that her
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stern is over the nidiitli of a ]\v^ of hoiliiij; water,

get to the ]>arts and help to rehix and procure tlie <

desired etieet after an hour's rest in a quiet coop,

n

that the steam arising therefrom may
U'hvery of the egg. If this lias not the
tile vent should be oiled gently with a

feather, and the hen given a

])owder composed of 1 grain of

calomel and one-twelfth grain
of tartar emetic. 'J'he powder may

^l)e nii.xed in a bolus of footi, and

put into the bird's crop. If it be

acting projierlya marked imjirovc-
iiicnt should be noticeable in the
bird a few hours afterwards, while
a second powder given two days
subsecpientljf will probably com-

l)lete the cure. It is advisable for

a while to feed the fowl sparingly
on a somewhat low diet, withhold-

ing any fat-forming food, and

giving lime-water to drink, after

the system is rid of the ])owtIer.

«.>, Blood in.—Occasion-

Organs ol the Fema'e Bird.

1. Su))rarenal capsule.
'Z. Kidney.
3. Rectum.
4. Ovary.
5. Eks;.'
6. Infnndilmlar eml of oviduct grasping a riie egg' as it

falls from the ovary.
7. Oviduct.
8. Uterus.
9. Oviduct.

10. Exit opening of oviduct.
11. Outlet of ureters.

ally a speck of blood is found

in new-laid eggs. As a rule

this is the result of over-

stimulation, due to too gener-

ous feeding, or sonae spicy

condiment, or irritant to the

diet.

Of course, the blood is from

ruptured blood vessels, and

when the blood is found in

the yolk of an egg it is the

result of the rupture of a blood

vessel in the ovarium
; and

when found in the white, it

is due to the rupture of a

blood vessel in the oviduct.

As a remedy, try the effect of

adding a little Epsom salts

and tincture of iron to the

drinking water. A teaspoon-

ful of tincture of iron is suffi-

cient to add to a gallon of

water and 2 tablespoonfuls of

Epsom salts.

(if'o
he contiiLutd.)
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Science in yVgriculture.

R. HELMS

Soil Bacteria.

A GREAT deal has been written about soil bacteria during the last twenty
years, when first they excited attention in the scientific world. Especially
those contained in the swelhngs found on the roots of leguminous plants
have come in for comment. Newspapers, copying one another and enlarging

frequently on their own accounts, have excited attention to this subject every-
where. Unfortunately, however, through the exaggerations and false deduc^
tions promulgated by non-scientific writers, the farmers were led to expect .

too much, and the promised benefit these micro-organisms were to bring the-,

agriculturists have not been realised in the greater number of instances.

The scientists who have investigated the important part bacteria play in

connection with the fertihty of the soil, one and all acknowledge that the

subject is not yet completely understood. At the same time the functions of

soil bacteria have beenjevealed to a certain extent, and also their importance
demonstrated. What so far has been definitely estabhshed by scientific

research and is known of this important problem I intend to repeat in the:

plainest language possible.

It is always extremely difficult to popularise a scientific subject, or rather

to treat scientific matter entirely in popular language. In order to be quite
lucid to the non-scientific reader, technical terms have to be avoided, and this

cannot always be done, as they have been specially coined to express definite

meanings, and, therefore, require to be translated, wliich frequently obscures

their meaning. The disregard of scientific work in the past has been largely

due, no doubt, to the fact that scientific research tended to discredit the.

preconceived notions that had been inherited for generations. Scientists,

were regarded as abnormal creatures, or mere speculative dreamers dabbling
in untenable theories. A number of practical men holding such views are

still to be found. Perhaps there is an excuse for it, considering the inherited

system of rule of thumb by which their forebears did very well. It is true -.

the work of the pioneer requires no scientific knowledge; the expert axeman,
and the man who can handle a team of bullocks or horses well, possesses,

an advantage over the less experienced, and herein the practical mostly
consists. There is nothing to prevent a scientist being a good worker with

his hands, but the man who can only use his hands is not likely to make
a scientist very readily. This, moreover, is not necessary ;

a division of

labour has its advantages. It is a jjleasant sign of advancement in general

knowledge that the modern farmer is becoming keen on utilising the achieve-

ments of science. The idea of considering a scientist an impractical theorist

D
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or bookworm is becoming a thing of the past, and the man who hmdly boasts

about his piactical knowledge is beginning to he hiokcd u|)on as being

mentally iudoli'iit 'and attempting to hide liis ignorance under pretence of

superior experience. The valuable services science has rendered agricultui'e

are, however, scarcely realis3d yet by most people.

Farming is as old as history, and, for the matter of that, science also, but

its universal application to agriculture dates back oidy a few decades. All

applied sciences contribute their quota to make agriculture and its adjuncts

more profitable now than in former times. Chemistry, pathology, physics,

metallurgy, medicine, botany, entomology, meteorology, bacteriology con-

tribute their share. It may be worth while to select a few items which have

prominently benefited agriculture, and proved the devotees to science practical

men par excellence.

Liebig, fifty years ago, invented superphosphate, and laid tlie fouiulation

of the present universal use of artificial manures. Investigations into the

chemical constitution of plants determined their food requirements and laid

the basis of rational manuring, and led to the utilisation of many waste products

for that purpose. Chemistry has in other ways much enhanced agriculture,

and is, without doubt, the science which has influenced modern agriculture

to a greater extent than any of the others. The dairymen throughout the

world have to thank the bacteriologist for many advantages ;
and but for

Lavall, the physicist, thinking out the separator in his laboratory, dairying

would not be profitable in warm climates. Between the botanist and the

pathologist means were found to produce rust-resisting wheats, besides

. ameliorating other plant diseases. By studying the life history of insects the

entomologists have found proper Avays of suppressing or checking insect pests.

The improved knowledge of the metallurgist made it possible to produce

cheaper steel and other metals, and thereby cheapened and improved farm

implements and machinery. When in the sixties of last century a disease

broke out amongst the silkworms in Southern France, killing every caterpillar

wherever it made its appearance, and I'apidly spreading through almost every

establishment for the rearing of silkworms, thereby bringing thousands of

silkworm rearers to the brink of starvation, and jeopardising the whole silk

industry which gave employment to several millions of people, ii" was science

that came to their rescue through the medium of the great Pasteur. By the

attenuated virus of anthrax, discovered also by Pasteur, the means of prevent-

ing that terrible disease was disclosed, and thereby Australia has benefited

to an enormous extent. Many other similar instances might be (juoted in

which agriculture has benefited bv scientific research.o

Bacteria.

From the fact that a nund)er of bacteria are disease-producing in man.

beast, and birds and plants, the whole tribe of these minute plants have

acquired a detestable reputation in popular opinion. Such a general con-

demnatory opinion thoy do not, however, deserve. The mischievous bacteria
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and allied forms of micro-organisms, terrible as they manifest themselves at

times, are numerically insignificant in comparison with the great number

which may be termed either directly or indirectly beneficial to the higher

forms of life, and still more with those which are decidedly harmless, and whose

role in the economy of nature is not understood at present. Many hundreds are

well known, and their characteristics have been worked out, and as researches

progress they are constantly added to. Being of very delicate structure they

are very sensitive to external conditions, especially to the presence or absence

of oxygen, which striking characteristic divides them into two distinct groups.

Those which require oxygen for their growth, and prosper ill without it, are

called aerobic, and those upon which oxygen has a toxic efEect, are called

anaerobic bacteria.

Nitrogen.

In order to fully understand the importance of the bacteria to be specially

discussed, it is necessary to make a few remarks regarding the element

nitrogen, which is absolutely needed as a food by all animated nature.

Nitrogen in its simple form is a gas abundantly present in our atmosphere,

where it is practically inert, and acts as a diluent of oxygen, the element

required by all breathing beings. In this simple form it is otherwise perfectly

useless to either plants or animals. Moreover in this state it will not readily

combine even with oxygen, almost the only element it attaches itself to when

in the elementary state. Plants, however, cannot utilise it unless it has

been oxidised into nitric acid. In that form only is it assimilable by plants

which possess the power of elaborating it into other complex compounds known

by the term of organic-nitrogen compounds, and albuminoids, in which forms

it serves as food for animals. The fact must not be lost sight of—that whilst

animals require organic nitrogen compounds for their nutrition, plants cannot

directly utiUse again the compounds they elaborate, but require them sim-

plified into nitric acid. This is done by bacteria, a group of which are called,

Nitrifying Bacteria.

As soon as a plant or animal is dead it is attacked by bacteria whose function

it is to reduce it into the elements from which it was built. The same appUes

to any dead organic substance, the voidings of animals, offal of any kind,

stable manure, &c. These bacteria are the putrifying organisms, of which

there are a number of forms, and which are the forerunners of the nitrifying

bacteria. In the process of decay different gases are evolved during the

progress of fermentation. Some bacteria liberate nitrogen, and others am-

monia, from the organic nitrogenous compounds. The nitrogen so evolved

is lost in the air, but the ammonia, unless the fermentation is very violent,

and the bacteria cannot consume it, is fastened on to by a certain type of

organism and converted by it into nitrous acid. This is the first stage of

nitrification, the organisms bringing the ammonia to a lower state of oxidation

than that required by the higher plants. The further oxidation^ of^nitrous
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acid into nitric acid is pcrfoniiod by another type, which completes the

complex process of nitrification. It will be seen that it requires quite a number

of different bacteria to convert the organic nitrogen compounds into an

assimilable form for plants. The different putrifying organisms break up
the multiform compounds into elementary substances, and whilst ammonia

is evolved this is fastened on to by a distinct oxidising organism ; and then

by another distinct type, that cannot oxidise ammonia, it is further oxidised

to the final stage. These breaking-up and oxidising bacteria, it must be

borne in mind, woik simultaneously from the start of the decay, and in this

manner a continuous development of nitric acid is proceeding, always presum-

ing that all the types necessary for this evolution are present. As a rule

they are present in every soil that is sufficiently aerated. I found the nitri-

fying bacteria absent in the samples from very sour or waterlogged localities

only, in the many samples of Australian soils I have examined for the purpose.

The importance of the presence of these different bacteria in the soil, and

their co-operation, will readily be perceived. All organic matter would

remain intact were it not for the putrifying organisms, and unless the nitrify-

ing bacteria were present the nitrogenous gases evolved during the decompos-

ing fermentation w^ould escape into the air. It would be useless to add fertilisers

to the land, whether in the shape of green plants, stable manure, or artificial

nitrogenous manures (except such containing nitric acid), were it not for the

activity of these silent workers. The whole tribe of this soil flora is necessary

to prevent a loss of plant food
;
but if a preference of importance may be

assigned to any of them it is the nitrous-acid former which fixes the very
volatile ammonia.

These infinitesimally minute plants, which persistently though invisibly

retain by their activity in the soil the most precious of plant foods, cannot

be too highly esteemed, for upon them depends entirely the productiveness
of the land, and the sustenance of life generally.

A few words concerning the effect produced by tilth, and consequent
aeration upon the soil flora, is not out of place here. The greatest value of

aeration is generally attributed to the oxidising effect it has upon the

mineral plant foods contained in the soil, by which these become soluble, and

consequently assimilable by the crops. But the effect it has upon the bacteria

in the soil, probably, is no less important. The nitrifying bacteria require a

liberal supply of oxygen dictated by their functions, whilst on the other

hand the greater number of the putrifying bacteria are anaerobic. Aeration

therefore encourages the multiplication of the nitrifying bacteria, which is

of the utmost importance, as their number is always smaller than that of any
other kind, owing to their much slower grow'th and reproduction, and at the

same time the development of the anaerobic putrifying bacteria is retarded

by the admission of air into the soil and a too violent fermentation may be

prevented. Aeration balances the functions of the different kinds of soil

bacteria.
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Besides the nitrifying bacteria, a series of other organisms occur in soil,

the activity of which is even more mysterious, and which benefit higher hfe

to a considerable extent. These are the

Nitrogen-fixing Bacteria.

The inertness of nitrogen has already been mentioned, and, in reahty, only

two phenomena in nature are known to oxidise and fix it. The one is the

discharge of electricity during thunderstorms, and the other the activity

of certain bacteria. At the high temperature produced by the lightning

flash the nitrogen combines with the oxygen of the air. How the bacteria

fix the elementary nitrogen is an entire mystery. Nevertheless quite a

number have been credited with the characteristic of being able to fix nitrogen

in a greater or lesser degree. European investigators have proved one or

the other, or several, to occur in almost every kind of soil. All Australian

soils probably contain similar organisms. In two examined by me I found

considerable assimilating power. The quantitative fixation of nitrogen from

the air is not very great in these free living organisms, but study may reveal

substances that Vv^ill encourage their multiplication, and consequently, produce

greater fixation results. They are naturally all aerobic, and therefore thrive

best in open, well aerated soils. A greater assimilating power than is possessed

by these free hving organisms may probably be assigned to the

Nodule Bacteria.

During a certain period of their existence these bacteria are living free in

the soil, but it is not known whether they multiply under such circumstances.

When, however, they insinuate themselves into the hair-rootlets of plants,

especially those of the leguminosae, they produce upon them swellings or

nodules, wherein they multiply enormously. They then actively assimilate

atmospheric nitrogen, and in some way benefit the host plant. How this

is brought about is not yet understood, in the face of the fact that the higher

plants require nitrogen in the shape of nitric acid to feed them. The fact

that there quasi parasites materially benefit their host by the assimilation

of aerial nitrogen, however has been established without reasonable doubt

by repeated experiments. Pots filled with sterilised soils, one of which was

inoculated with nodule material, have proved the effect. The inoculated

pots yielded larger crops, and nodules had been produced on the roots of the

plants, whilst on the plants of the uninoculated pots no nodules occurred. In

the field many similar results were obtained, and inoculation with artificially

reared nodule bacteria has produced remarkable results. On the other hand

very many inoculations in the field did not in the least benefit the crops.

This non-success of inoculation in the greater number of instances in my
opinion is mainly due to the previous presence of the bacteria in the soil

experimented upon. The want was already suppUed and inoculation was

not required.
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A difference of opinion still exists as to whether the nodule organisms

found on different plants are distinct, or merely varieties of the same species.

Latest researches tendj^towards the latter opinion, and probably, correctly,

as recently some German experimentalists have made the nodule bacteria of

French beans, after two or three generations, effectively accommodate them-

selves to other leguminosae. But this is merely an absolutely scientific

question; the fact remains that these bacteria are so different in their

character as to require for successful inoculation that the soil on which the

particular crop is grown must be inoculated with cultures taken from the

nodules of similar plants.

These nodule bacteria, like the other nitrogen assimilating organisms and

the nitrifying bacteria, are also emphatically aerobic ; neither they nor the

other kinds can, consequently, hve deep in the ground. At a depth of from

4 or 5 inches from the surface they generally thrive well; below G inches

they begin to occur sparingly, and deeper than i) to 12 inches they are only

found under exceptionally favourable circumstances.

The benefit lucerne fields receive from harrowing in spring is no doubt

partly caused by enhancing the bacterial activity through the aeration of the

soil surface.

In conclusion I draw attention to the universal axiom, that nature con-

stantly works with exceedingly small quantities. As an example we may
take one of the nodules attached, say, to roots of lucerne

;
not a milhmetre

in diameter, it frequently contains from 500,000 to 1,000,000 of bacilli,

and yet every individual of these assimilated some nitrogen. ^Vllen we con-

sider the minuteness of the individual organism, how infinitely small must

be the quantity of nitrogen absorbed by it. Even the quantity fixed daily

by a milhon is so minute that the most delicate balance would scarcely weigh
it, and chemists can weigh to the one hundred thousandth part of a

gramme. According to Paul Herre, 2,000.000 of organisms only weigh
1 milligramme (the thousandth part of a gramme). The number contained

in an acre of soil in order to bring about the assimilation of 10 to 20 lb. of

nitrogen is, therefore, so prodigious that expressed in figures they would

cover a couple of lines of this page. Bacilh vary in size, but it takes generally

from 15,000 to '30,000 laid lengthways to measure an inch, and yet the

results produced by them in a very short time are considerable.
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Progress Report from Mr. W. W. Froggatt.

[Mk. Froggatt is travelling on behalf of the Governments of Queensland,

New South Wales, Victoria, and .South Australia, in quest of means of

combating the Fruit-fly and Codling moth pests, and other fruit and plant

diseases.]

Constantinople, Turkey,

Sir, •29th April, 1908.

I had the honor to forward to you a progress report on my investi-

gations when passing through Cuba and the West Indies, posted on my arrival

in London on the 1 0th of February.

I herewith furnish a brief report upon my work in England and while

crossing through Europe to this place, which I leave on the .'30th for Cyprus.

As soon as I arrived in London I called upon Mr. Coghlan (Agent-General),

and, at his suggestion, upon the respective Agents-General of the other States-

I am representing. I then presented my credentials to the Chief of the-

Entomolosical Staff, who took me round and introduced me to all the

officers of the Zoological Department, and placed all their immense collections-

of material at my disposal. Heie I spent all the spare time at my disposal

going through the diptera with Mr. Austen to see all their species of fruit-

flies, and, though the Economic Branch was discontinued last year, I obtained

a irreat deal of valuable information from the officers and the examination of

the collections in their charge.

I visited the Zoological Museum at Cambridge University, where Dr.

David Sharp is in charge, and spent a day going through their collections,

which contain many Australian specimens, and noted the methods they adopt

in the mounting and preservation of their museum specimens. Later on I

visited Oxford University, and, in the absence of Prof. Poulton, was shown

the collections by Commander Walker, who for some years was stationed at

Sydney, and welcomed me as an old friend. Here are deposited the very

extensive Hope and Westwood collections, containing the types of many
Australian insects of economic importance, among them a collection of scale-

insects, probably the first made of these obscure and then little known insect

pests. The collection of diplera contained many specimens of fruit-flies, some

of great interest, several specimens of Mediterranean fruit-flies captured in

London, noted in Westwood's handwriting in 1840. At the invitation of Mr.

G. H, Verrall, of Sussex Lodge, Newmarket, who has the Bigot and Meigen

collections of dij)tera in his great collection, I spent two days at his place

examining these collections, where also there are many Australian types, and

established the habitat of a number of Dacus and other fruit-flies in Cairo,

India, Africa, and the Malay Islands, and found specimens of Ceratith catoirei,

closely allied to C. capitafa but only recorded from Mauritius and the Island

of Bourbon, which I think is a distinct species.
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At tlic iii\ itJitioii of tlic J Ion. C. N. Kothscliild (who is the greatest

authoi'ity on that important group of insects, tlu; fleas), I spent a very

interesting day with the Director (Di-. .lorihm) at the Tring Museum at Tring

Park, one of, if not the linest private collection of natural history specira(Mi8

in the world. As you are aware, the bubonic ])lague and, it is suspected,

leprosy even, has been spread to man by fleas, ^o^ that much attention has

been paid during the last few years to these insects.

I visited the Tropical School of Medicine attached to the Liverpool

University, where Mr. llobert Newstead, the leading econonn'c authority in

England, has charge of the entomological woi-k, whei'e the identification of

all the insects and their parasites which have l)een found or are suspected of

spreading tropical diseases, such as malaria, yellow fever, and "
sleeping

sickness
"'

ai-e collected and preserved. At the present time this Tropical

School of Medicine, which has made such wonderful discoveries in medical

entomology, has three expeditions in the field—two in Egypt and Central

Africa, and the third in Brazil. This institution is well supported by the

anerchants of Liverpool, and at the present time they are subscribing funds

to establish a Professorship of Entomology in connection with the University.
The damage to trade in Central Africa caused by

"
sleeping sickness

" can

hardly be estimated. The presence of the blood-sucking fly. Glossina nohilis-^

closely related to the much better known Tsetse fly of more southern Africa—
has altered the whole trade relations of a vast territory, and is spreafling every

year. This fly, by biting man, introduces an organism known as Trypanosoma
into the blood and causes the death of infected persons. ,Tust after I left

London an International Slee})ing Sickness Conference was held in Loudon,
where scientific men from Germany, Belgium, France, and England met, and

T may be allowed to insert the following note from an African newspaper of

last month, in which, speaking of sleeping sickness, the writer says :
—

It is hardly seven years ago since tlie terrible and at present incurable malady known
as Trijpanonomoniii or sleeping sickness Hrst made its way into Uganda from the Congo
basin. In a few months it spread with tcrriiile rapidity, and, within a year of its

appearance, over 20,000 people died in the single distiict of Usoj'a. Since then the

]K)pulati()n of the districts on the lake shore, and of the islands, has l)een ])ractically

wiped out. Brayoma Ishand, a few years ago, counted a population of over 30,000.
Two-thirds of that number have ahead}- died, and, as the rest arc all believed to be

infected, it is only the matter of a year or two before the complete extinction of the

•stunly race of islanders who defeated Stanley and Metesa of Uganda and were with

difficulty subdued l)y Sir F. Lugard. In all, some 200,000 out of .S00,000 are estimated
to have died already in the infected area.

I also visited the London School of Tropical Medicine, where I met Sir

Patrick Manson, the Director, and Colonc'l Alcock, late of the Calcutta

Museum, but now in charge of the entomological work of this institution.

This work is carried on with the Sailors' Hospital at Woolwich, where all

seamen infected with malarial diseases are received.

Among a number of other institutions visited I might note the London

University, where Professor Hill, late of the Sydney University, showed me
over the biological section, and the Nottingham University, where Professor

Carr has charge of the economic entomology. Here also I met the Rev. F.
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Thornly, wlio has charijfe of all the Nature Study work done in the schools of

Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire.

The only Agricultural College in England with a scientific staft' doing

original investigation is Wye Agricultural College, in Kent. Here I met
Mr. F. V. Theobald, the Yice-Principal, who has charge of the economic

work, and went all over the laboratories, and through the orchards and

experimental farms with him. One of the most important diseases at present
under observation by the Pathologist (Mr. Salmon) is

"
warty disease

"
or

"black scab of potatoes" (Chrysophlycetis endobiotica, ^chh.). Introduced

into England about 1895, it has spread over nine counties of England and

Scotland, and Mr. Salmon says could be very easily introduced into Australia

with seed potatoes. I would suggest that it be proclaimed a disease under

our Vegetation Diseases Act, and that a close watch be kept on seed potatoes

coming from England.

Another fungus disease that has caused so much anxiety among fruit-

growers in Gi'eat Britain that the Board of Agriculture has had a Vegetation
Diseases Act passed a few months ago to deal with it, is American Gooseberry
Mildew (Spho'rotlieca morsiiv(t^), and proclamations have been distributed and

stuck up all over the country districts warning growers to look out for this

pest on their gooseberries. Mr. Theobald informed me that in the pear
orchards of England probably the worst pest is

' bud gnat," a small fly

(D/plosis sp-^, which lays its eggs on the opening flowers, in which the

maggot feeds, causing them to swell out and then drop off. There is also a

small mite that damages the young gooseberries in a similar manner.

Blight-proof stocks are unknown among the apple-growers in England ;

most of their apples are. grafted on the Paradise stock, which is very much

subject to " American blight." Codling moth is very common, but most of

the wormy apples are made into cider, and very little trouble is taken with

them. Canker in the bark is very common, and attacks every bit of injured

bark, often killing the trees.

At the request of Mr. F. Cooper (of Messrs. Cooper and Nephews) I visited

his laboratories at Watford, where chemical combinations for dealing with

parasites of plants and animals are studied. He is doing some fine scientific

work in conjunction with Professor Warburton, of Cambridge University, in

the study of cattle-ticks, and making very fine photographs and anatomical

drawings of all the known species. Through want of time I was unable to

visit their other establishment at Berkhamstead.

At the request of Mr. Taverner (Agent-General for Victoria) I called

upon Mr. Middleton, in charge of the experimental work of the Board of

Agriculture at Whitehall Place, who, with Mr. Roger.?, of the Intelligence

Branch, gave me some information as to their methods of administration and

carrying out experiments.
I was able to attend the monthly meeting of the Entomological Society of

London, where, at the President's recjuest, I gave the members a short address

on our economic work in Australia, and met many of the leading entomo-

logists of Great Britain. I also attended the monthly meeting of the
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Linnean Societv of London at Burlin<ftoii House. Haviiii; Ixm'ii four weeks

in England, and i;'oiie tlirouu'li most of tlic iniiiortaiit econoinic collections, I

left for Fiaiici> on the 10th March and I'eached Paris the same evening. I

engaged an interpi-eter, and next morning called upon Pi'ofessor Marchal, at

tlie Department of A'^riculturo, and with him 1 sjjcnt three days, first going

through liis collections and noting his methods' o^ work, and then in various

institutions. At the Jardin de Plantes I found the Natural Histoiy ^Tuseum

very beautifully arranged for the puMic, the nests of insects being jiarticiilarlv

fine, and went through the cabinets of diptern and other s])ecimens. Professor

Marchal informed me that the Mediterranean fruit-tlv has on several

occasions Ixvn taken in the orchards near Paris, but it has never become

established, and has prol)ably been brought in the larval state witli impoi'ted

fruit. The olive-fly, Da'us olea% is common in sevei-al districts in the south of

France, but has never become a serious p(>st, and they have no vegetation
diseases law to deal with anything but jihylloxera. I met the pi'ofessor at

the Pasteur Institute which has charge of specimens connected with the

tropical diseases, aiid attended a meeting of the doctors on "
sleeping

sickness,' upon which they are carrying out many investigations. T was

also fortunate in attending the monthly meeting of the mendxM's of the

Entomological Society of France, and there spoke on our work in Australia,

my remarks being translated into French by Professor Picet. At Professor

Blanchard's laboratories I met Dr. E. Brumpt. who has worked on liio!o_'y in

Central Africa, and is now investigating the fowl-ticks and their methods

of transmitting diseases. At the College of France T nvt Dr. Felix

Henneguy, who had done a great deal of fine work on the morphology of

insects. With Professor Marchal I went through the Experiment Gardens

at the Luxemoburg, and also to Professor Griti'on's laboratories and expei-i-

mental grounds, he being Vegetable Pathologist to the Do^partment of

Agriculture and Director of the Grenoble Station. On the 13th ^Nlarch I

left for Madrid, and reached there on the following day. 1 first went to thi^

Museum of Natural Sciences, where I examined the collections and met

Dr. Bolivar, the Director, who said they had plenty of specimens of olive-fly,

but iu)ne of the Mediterranean fruit fly, though it was at times a pest in the

south of Spain. I visited the Agricultural Experiment Station and (

'ollege

where the Director, Professor Navarro, gave me a great deal of information

about the insect pests in Spain, and advised me to go to Valencia to see the

oi-ange orchards. I irujuired about Mr. Compere's statement that has been

so widely circulated through the newspapers, "that there was no codling
moth pest in Spain on account of the parasite he discovered there destroying
them." Professor Navarro said "

tliat, from his own observation, he knew
there was hardly an apple grown in Spain that was not daTuaged by the

codling moth, but as tliere was no export trade in apples, and the whole of

the crop was usually turned into cider, the growers took no notici- of wormy
apples

—
they all went under the press." Next day I called upon the Minister,

and Director of Agriculture, and the latter so strongly advised me to visit

the Valencia district that I arranged to take my interpreter, and \ isit the
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place, where the Department also have a large experiment station. From
Madrid I left the following night for Valencia, via Barcelona, arriving there

early next morning. At the last named town we found that we could not get
a train till evening and were all night in the train but saw all the country

returning.

The whole of the land between the sea and the mountains south of

Barcelona is well cultivated, the poorer land growing olives, which apparently

grow without any soil as long as they can get their roots into the limestones.

Where nothing else will grow the olive tree finds a living. At Tarragona
there is a large alluvial plain, well irrigated, where a great number of

different kinds of fruit-trees and vines are grown ;
then more poor country

growing olives. At Castellon the orchards are all oranges between the sea

and the mountains right down to Valencia, and the whole of the land is

under irrigation. The crop was being gathered, and great piles of low-grade
fruit were scattered about the orchards and lying about the railway stations

where they were packing. Dr. Marti (director of the station) says that

fruit-fly is practically unknown in the Valencia orchards, but further south,

at Malaga, in the months of September and November, Halterophora capitata

often does a great deal of damage, but no methods are adopted to deal with

it, though there is at present a Bill before the House of Parliament to give
the Department of Fomento power to destroy all infested fruit in the

orchards. Outside Valencia great quantities of vegetables are grown,

particularly potatoes, in small fields, all under irrigation from the mountain

streams.

From Valencia I went straight through to Montpellier (France) to the

celebrated Viticultural and Horticultural School, and though the Director

was away in Paris, through the kindness of the Secretary I went over the

Entomological Division under Professor Mayet, and through the experiment

grounds. Among some interesting experiments noted were those of growing

plots of vines in ground covered with a porous cement made of slag and

concrete, and the surface painted in different colours ; under similar conditions,

ground covered with a coating of river gravel and flag-stones. From here I

went to Marseilles, and was fortunate in catching a boat leaving for Naples
next morning.

I landed at Naples on the 27th March and went out next morning to

Portice to the R. Scuola Superiore di Agricoltura, where I met Professor

Silvestri and the members of his staff and obtained a great deal of interesting

information regarding the destruction of the olive oil industry by the ravages
of the olive fruit-fly Dacus olecc.

To give some idea of the actual damage done, the following figures from

their reports may be quoted :
—

hectolitres.

In 1879-83 the yield of olive oil in Italy was ... 3,390,000
„ 1884-89 it dropped to 2,354,000
„ 1890-94 it rose to 2,514,000
„ 1895-99 it fell to 2,005,000

(one hectolitre equals 22 gallons),
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and lias not iiiij)rovecl since the last records were coinpilcd, and as each

hectolitre is valued at £i, the loss is a national one. There is a standing
rewai'd oll'cred by the Italian Government of 6,000 lire for any effective remedy
f<jr the destruction of the olive fly, so that all the Italian entomologists are

turnijig their attention to this pest. Professor Silv(>stri is a great believer

in its control by parasites, and parasites irione, while the other side,

r('j)resented ])y Professor Berlese at Florence, though they ])clieve that the

indigenous parasites will do some of the woik, also advocatr the use of

mechanical means to sup])l('iiu'iit the work, and Berlese has usnl a mixture

be has compounded of a sweet spray consisting of arsenic, honey, and molasses

diluted with water which he has sprayed over infested areas with marked

success, the adult flies coming into the poison and dying after feeding upon it.

The chief difficulty is the expense, and tlie fact that bea^'y rain washes it ott".

He is now experimenting with jars or small ])ottles containing this mixture

hung in the trees with bundles of cotton threads placed in the bottles and

trailing several feet, down which the fluid is flrawn, and upon which the flies

rest and feed.

Professor Silvestri claims that, if sprays are used, all the parasites will be

destroyed, but up to the present, as far as I can learn from both sides (though
there is much more hope for a parasite to be effective in a thin fleshed fruit

like an olive, where the maggot is close to the surface, than in an orange where

the maggot is out of reach), after all these years, where the parasites have had

a fair field, with nothing to disturb them (and quite a number have been bi-ed

fi-om the fruit-fly maggots and pupaj of the olive flies) yet they have not

checked their increase.

At Professor Silvestri's suggestion, furnished with a letter of introduction

to Dr. Perez in charge of the Agricultural work in Sicily, I started off to

Palermo by the mail-boat, reached the town at daylight, i-oused him out of

bed at 7'."}0 on Suiiday morning, spent the day with him in the lemon

orchards outside the town, and left for Naples again the same night.

In consequence of the bad condition of the lemon trade, the greater pare
of the crop is still on the trees. There is a large area of rich volcainc land

between the mountains and the town covered with oicliards, the greater part
of which are devoted to lemons, all of which are undci- irrigation. Most of the

trees are small, though many of them are sixty or seventy years old, because

they are planted so close together, and as they are all grafted on sour orange
stocks about 4 feet above the ground, have all their foliage above interlacing
their branches, and thus form a regular thicket, so they have little chance to

expand. They claim that this high grafting or budding (for they do both)

prevents collar rot or gumming. J)r. Perez says that every year they lose a

certain percentage of the oranges in iSicily and on the mainland in Southern

Italy from the fruit-fly, but it is not considered a serious pest, and no pre-

cautionaiy methods are adoj^ted against it. From Naples I went to Rome,
where I stopped a day to see Dr. Grassi, the great authority on White Ants

{Termitlda'), and wejit over the Agricultural Museum, where there is a very
fine collection of agricultural products, among them a number of samples of
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wool "from Van Demonsland." Next day I readied Florence, where I par-

ticularly wished to meet Prof. Berlese, who has done so much work on fruit-

flies. When I reached his laboratories next morning, I found he had just

left for Genoa, so telegraphed to him that I would follow on next morning.
His stall: showed me all their methods of work, and particularly their experi-
ments against the olive flies. One of the worst scale nsects in Italy is Diaspis

pentayona, which attacks the mulberry, and if neglected often kills the trees.

It is this scale that Prof. Berlese had gone to report upon, and had taken

some, hymenopterous parasites he had received from Japan to liberate them
in the mulberry gardens north of Genoa. I arrived at Genoa that evening,
met Professor Berlese, and had an interesting talk with him on his methods

of dealing with the olive flies, and gave him some idea of what we are doing
in Australia. I saw him off next morning, and then called upon Dr. Gestro,

who has charge of the Genoa Museum, where the D'Alberti collections, made
in New Guinea, are deposited. I also went to the botanical section of the

University of Genoa, where they have a very fine herbarium and collection

of living plants.

From here I went to Vienna, via Milan, where I had to change trains, and
left the latter town at midnight, and passing through Northern Italy, reached

Vienna the following night. Next morning, I went to the Museum, and met
the Director, Dr. Ganghbaur, who introduced me to the staff, and placed the

collections at my disposal. This museum contains some very valuable col-

lections, and is particularly rich in economic ones, such as Signoret's collec-

tions of scale insects, Coccklw, and the combined collections of dijjtero, made

by 8chiner, "VVeidmann, Mik, Meigen, and Loew. I spent a considerable time

over these collections, and made many notes on Signoret's types of Australian

scale insects, and a number of notes on the named fruit-flies in the diptera.

I then visited the laboratories of the Experiment Station of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, where I was shown over the buildings, and met Drs.

Wahl and Fulmer, who have charge of the economic entomology and vegetable
diseases of plants, and have made collections of all the pests found in Austria.

Among the leaf devouring caterpillars, the class of the web moths seem

to be the worst, while several weevils of the genus Cleonus do a great deal

of damage to sugar beet. After another morning in the museum, spent the

afternoon at the chemical laboratories, veterinary branch, viticultural and

peat branch. The latter deals with the utilisation of the large deposits of peat
which is largely used for fuel in manufacturing spirits. The Fisheries Branch

was closed, as they had a show on ar the Agricultural Show Grounds. The

following morning left for the Show Grounds at St. Marx at 7 'SO and reached

there a little after 8, before the crowd. The fish exhibit consisted of

about 300 glass-fronted tanks placed around the walls full of living fresh-

water fish (for which Austria is noted), some cf the fish so large that there

did not seem to be room for them to swim. There must have been at least

10,000 liWng fish exhibited, besides quantities of the small fry, showing their

development. I was invited to a conference of the Fisheries Experts by one

of the Commissioners to whom I wont for information, but had to leave
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before it took ]ilace. Tlic next and most remai'kable exhibition to an

Australian was the collfclion of and the interest shown in i-abbits. I

counted 600 cages, most of them containing tliree or four animals, and

comprising all the breeds and varieties known—Belgian, Russian, Japanese,

etc.—many of them grown to a great size—larger than hares. The judges

weighed each animal on the scales, measured ib even down to the lenirth and

sliape of its ears, and I wondered what an Australian s(juatt('r wuuld have

thought of this section in oiw iJoval Auricultural Show.

The other sections consisted of pigs, of whifh thcrr were a great number,

chiefiv White Yoi'kshire, and cattle, chiefly Swiss
;

besides these were

manures and agricultural implements, cliielly of English manufacture. Fi-om

here we went on to the Natural History Museum and went through the

general collections on the three main floors with the ])irector, who explained

the plan of arrangement; then returned to the offices and went through

injurious lejndoptf'va with Professor Rebel, who, besides being in chai'ge of

this Department in the Museum, lectures to the students at the Agricultural

Department.

Next afternoon I left for ]^uda]iest, arriving there the same night, and

the following morning met Dr. Horvarth, Director of the lioyal Museum of

Hungary, and with Dr. Kertesz, one of the greatest authorities on the Diptera

(flies)
went through their collections and obtained a great deal of information

about the distribution of the fruit-flies, particularly those collected some five

years ago in the East by Biro. In the afternoon visited the Central Bureau of

Ornithology under the charge of Dr. Otto Herman, who has raised this branch

of the Departnaent of Agriculture into one of the best known in the world,

second only to the United States Bureau of Biological Survey at Washington.
Under this, useful birds are protected, both on account of their insectivorous

habits and value as game birds. Exhaustive studies are made on the migration

of birds
;
and nests are constructed iii large (juantities and placed on the

islands in the Danube and distributed among the foi-est guards and inspectors.

Through the schoolmasters, literatui-e on the value and uses of birds, and even

specimens, are given to the children's school museums.

W^ith Dr. Horvarth, called upon the Minister for Agriculture (Dr. Daranyi)
who is one of the foremost agriculturists in the country, and afterwards went

to the Agricultural Museum, whicli is unique in its way, and has the finest col-

lection I have seen. It comprises all kinds of agricultm-al implements, all

products made in the country, raw products, models, and pictures of all kinds of

stock ami methods of dealing with them. It includes all branches of forestry,

animals, and birds found in forests, and dead ai\d living fish, the old and

modern weapons used in hunting, and the harness and implements used l)y

.shepherds, stockmen, and fishermen. Tiie collection is beautifully arranged
in a very fine building built on an ai'tificial island, which cost .£50,000 when

built as part of the Hungarian E.xhibition. I also visited the city markets,

another fine block of Iniildings, wliere ever}' kind of product is sold, from

'flowers and fiuit to the curious curly haired Hungaiian pigs, lambs, and

fish—the latter alive in tanks. All the orange-; in the market behjnged to
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t-.vo kinds of blood oranges, sweet but rough-skinned, and said to be imported

from Italy. The technical branches of the Department of Agriculture are

housed in a very fine set of modern buildings on the Buda side of the Danube,

and have fine grounds and experiment plots of ground round them. Here I

met all the experts, consisting of the Chief of the chemical branch, viticulture,

pathology, entomology, etc. Dr. Fablonowsky, the Assistant Director, is

also the Entomologist, and has a very fine collection of all kinds of injurious

insects and samples of the damage done by them exhibited in cases. The

phylloxera here, as everywhere else in Europe, has done an immense

amount (^f damage to the viticultural industry, and here in all clay or loamy
soil they are replanting with American stocks, or going into the light sandy
soil of the hills, where the phylloxera cannot exist. This has to a considerable

extent changed the nature of their vintage, and they pr-oduce a great deal of

light wine that is chiefiy sold in Germany and Northern Europe, but will

not sell in England. The Government have constructed some very extensive

wine cellars in the side of the mountain, outside Buda, down the river,

where they mature a large quantity of wine grown in their own vineyards of

2,500 acres. Here they also have a staff" and train ten young men a.s "cellar-

masters." I visited tliese cellars, and was shown all over the institution,

where they also hold auction sales of wine four times a yeai".

I also had the opportunity of going down to Nyir Egyhaza, near Tokay, at

the invitation of Dr. Kallay, and on Easter Sunday visited some vineyards,

where I found the rows are planted so close together that everything has to

be done by hand once the vines are planted. Most of the small growers
here sell the grapes, or simply press the grapes and sell the must to tlie larger

growers who have wine cellars. All the soil here and round the hills of,

Tokay is a very fine sandy soil, and phylloxera proof, with few exceptions.

On the 21st April, 1908, T left by the Orient Express at midnight for

Constantinople, on my road to Cyprus and Cairo, and reached there on the

morning of the 23rd. Soon after my arrival, found that I could not get a

steamer till the 30th, so called upon the British Consul, who very kindly

gave me letters to several people interested in agriculture.

At the invitation of Dr. Thompson, a British merchant interested in wine

culture, and having large vineyards at Bolandjvk, about 12 miles out iii

Asiatic Turkey, I spent Sunday afternoon at his orchai-ds, and saw the

methods used also in some Turkish vineyards adjoining his. At one time

they made a large quantity of wine, but through the bad times that came to

the Armenians, the chief wine-drinkers in Turkey, they have given up

making wine, and sell the grapes for eating.

All the orchards through Turkey have been more or less destroyed by the

phylloxera, which appeared about twenty-five years ago. Mr. Thompson's

vines, now twelve years old, are all grafted on American stocks, and are

some of the largest vines I have seen ; they are simply staked, and tied up at

the top. ]Most of the Turkish wine growers graft on a native grape that

grows wild in the country.
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Witli a letter of introduction, I called upon Monsieur C. de Haymend,

Inspector, Technique de la Dette Publique Ottomane, who has charge of the

work done in connection with helping the vine and silk industries. Mr.

Kayniond informed nie that they distributed cuttiiiics and mulberry plants

free to encourage the industry, and the introduction of silk has increased

in Turkey in Europe from l,(S71,7i39 kilos of cocoons in 1902 to .1,62.'}, 1-45

kilos in ly07. A kilo is 2 lb. S oz. Wine making is in a very bad way, but

the Smyrna raisin industry is one of their big industries. Tliis Department
also deals with forestry and fisheries, but does no replanting

—simply collects

the license money from the timber getters.

In the fruit markets, one of the sights of Stambul, there are a great many
varieties of oranges and other citrus fruit otfei-ed for sale, and I am inforrned

that the commissi(m agents tix the selling price to the retailers every

morning. The Jafl'a orange is a very large long orange, with an e.Ytremely

thick skin, Init has a very fine flavour and very few pips. They vary from Id.

to l.Ul., buying from the basket-men. A very fine blood orange, and a line

round orange with a thinnish skin, comes from Syria, from whence also comes

a very large deep-coloured mandarin, which has a very loose skin, and is as

sour as a lemon
;
these I am told aie boiled in sugar and made into sweet-

meats. Large quantities of tlie lemons, and soms oranges also, come from

Sicily and Italy. I saw no signs of fruitfly among them, but scale was pretty

thick upon some Syrian ones, Aspidiotus hederce, probably, and Chionaspis

citri. Apples are scarce and very poor at this time of the year. T^hey are

chiefly grown at Amasa, in Turkey in Asia, and are a small red variety.

Bananas are practically unknown in the markets, but some come to the fruit

shops from Egypt and are a luxury.

The vegetables are very fine and of many kindy—nearly all grown in the

Asiatic side of the Bosphorus,
—while dried fruits and all kinds of nuts, grain,

and legumes are very abundant and cheap. There was almost a total failure

of the harvest in Asia Minor last season, and I'ain is wanted very badly now.

All the vineyards are dug by hand, the Turkish labourer using a very hea^•y

fork with two straight prongs and a long handle, and two of them working

together turn over a great mass of soil at each dig. They work from 7

o'clock in the morning to 6 in the evening, and get Is. Id. a day.

I leave here to-morrow at 4 p.iu in the M.iM.S. Co. boat for Cyprus, and

should reach there on the 4th or 5t!i of May, and should leave there a week

later for Cairo.

I have, itc,

WALTER W. FROGG.ITT.
The Hon. the Minister for Agriculture,

Sydney, New South Whales.
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Dairying in the Argentine.
Paper read before the Co-operative Butter Factory Managers and

Secretaries' Association Conference, 16th April, 1908.

L. T. MacINNES,
Dairy Branch, Department of Agriculture.

I iiavj: been asked to read a paper at your conference, taking for my theme,
'•'

Dairying in the Argentine Republic."

This subject, I hope, will prove of interest to you, especially when you take

into consideration that South America is a country where work is carried on

under exactly similar climatic conditions to those we experience in Australia.

Their butter factories reach their maximum output during the same months

of the 3'ear as ours, and they place their exports on the same markets.

My observations are the result of some years' stay in the Argentine, during

the whole of which time I was actively engaged in the dairy industry
—at

first amongst the milking herds, afterwards on the manufacturing side—so I

think I can claim to have had a good practical experience of their methods

of handling dairy matters, from the milking yard up through all the various

processes until the manufactured article is placed on the world's mai"kets.

Modern growth of Dairying.
—Modern methods of dairying are quite of

recent growth on the River Plate. Prior to 1896 the mechanical separator,

the creamery, and the butter factory were practically unknown. Now they

are quite up-to-date in these things.

System of Milking.—But while the manufacturing side of the business has

progressed, the sj'stem of handling the milking herds is quite out of date.

The Argentine dairyman, whether in a large or small way, generally

considers the milking of cows as but an adjunct to fat-stock raising. The

opinions of the owner of the station on which I was engaged are typical of

the country. He said it paid him if he only cleared working expenses out of

his milk—tlie real profits lay in the quietening of his young stock, through
constant handling in the yards, for exportation alive to England. That is

what the Argentine cattleman always strives for—the re-opening of Britain's

ports, closed a few years ago on account of the foot-and-mouth disease, to

the live-stock trade. When I Avent to take up my duties first on the station

on which I was engaged, the owner wanted to have the establishment run on

Australian lines ; but, on hearing that the calves would be hand-reared, lie

said that would not suit him at all, so things went on in the old-fashioned

way during my stay, except that they saw the benefits of hand-feeding during
the winter months. He scouted the idea that the gain in quality and

quantity of the milk by hand-rearing the calves would more than make up
for the loss in the calves through poddying them. He would not even let me

show him in a practical way the profits he was losing by adhering to his old

.style of doing things, even though he had some 3,000 milkers on the place.

E
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Sluire system.
—T\w large owiiei' mostly dairii's on the share system. He

finds the land, subdivided intd the necessary paddocks, stock, and wmking

plant; the latter including a complete creamery outlit. 'I'lir dairyman linds

all the labour i-equired in connection with tlu' milking yard. The cost of

running the creamery, freiglits on cream, (-aitage, tV:c., arc di-dnrtcil from the

gross earin'ngs, and th(^ net returns halved beCween the two. Where more

than one yard of cows is milked a, tally is kept of tlie quantity delivered

dailv by each, and tlieii' accounts aic reckoned out on that basis. W hen we

save a man ehar"e of a yard he was "iveii two lots of cows with their calves

at foot—-from SO to 100 in each lot. One herd was for milking in the

morning, the other for evening milking. In addition, about lOO to 1 oO

springers and dry cows are kejit in i-eserve to keep the yard u]) to its full

capacity all the time. It takes about 300 cows to keep each yard going in

full swing all the year round. Each tambo (local name for dairy) had the

run of two paddocks—one for each lot of niilkeis. The siirii:gei-s and dry

cows belonging to the various tambos were run in a common pa<l(lock, each

different lot having a distinctive brand, sometimes on the horn, mostly
dew lap, or ear-mark. The milking is done out in the open

—no shelter

whatever is p)iovided, not even a tree. The yards are of light structure,

wired ;
small round hardwood ]>osts, mostly as crooked as a rams horn, are

sunk in al)out 3 feet, every 30 yards; in between, the wires are run through

stays. Adjoining the milking yard, a smaller one of similar structure is put

up for the calves. After the morning's ndlking is done, the calves of the

second herd are parted from their mothers—with whom they have l)een

running all night. Later on in the afternoon they are penned up whilst the

cows are yarded for nnlking. By this system, each herd is w ithout its calves

for twelve houi-s. Thi-ee milkers and one tier-up do the work of each taml)o.

No bails are used. To start operations, several calves are let out into the

big yard
—

they immetliately seek out their mothers and commence sucking.

The cow's hind legs are at once tied togethei-, just above the liocks, with a

green-hide rope ;
the calf is dragged away from the teats, and tied by the

neck to the off-side front leg of its mother. The cow has l)y this time let

down hei' milk, so the milker squats down with his l)ucket (he carries his

stool strapped to him). As soon as he gets his quota he lets loose the calf,

unstraps the cow's legs, and goes on to the next, whom the tier-up has by
this time ready hobbled for him. The calves are let run with their mothers

till next morning, and get the best part of the milk. Some kee]) special teats

for the calf to suck two when very young, one when older. W hen this is

the case the cow is milked night and nioining. A couple of posts are tirmly

set in each yartl for tying uid)rokcn cows to. These latter are lassoed, and

dragged up to the post by tb(> lassoer on his horse. To this post they are

lashed by the head, and their hind legs tightly tied together, so that they
cannot move an inch. As soon as a yard gets dirty, the fence is removed in

a few hours to a fresh s])ot. It is not to be wondered at that the yield, under

these circumstances, is very small per cow—averaging about '2 quarts a day—-

and the period of lactation ruiming for only five or six months. Near Buenos
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Ayres, where the bulk of the dairying is carried on, the quantity given by
each cow is the highest, but the test is only 3 per cent. Further south, in

the hilly country, and across the river in the province of Entre Rios, the

quantity yielded is smaller, but the test higher^about 4 per cent, on an

average. The variation is accounted for by the different pastures indigenous
to each locality. Where hand feeding is resorted to, alfalfa (lucerne) is

mostly used, for the growth of which enormous areas are cultivated. An
average pidce to pay for milk is about 2|d. a gallon; many dairymen ocntract

with a creamery to supply all the year round at this price, the buyer inserting

a clause in the contract giving him the power to reject all milk testing below

3 per cent.

Skim Milk.—After the cream has been separated, the skim milk is run

into vats, and manufactureti into casein, for which ready sale is found in

England for the manufacture of knife handles, buttons, &c.

Casein.—In 1904, dried casein was fetching £30 a ton in London
;
in

1906, it dropped to about £20, but it has since gone up again in value. There

are several casein companies in the Argentine, with central mills in Buenos

Ayres. They buy all the skim milk from a creamery, for, say three years,

giving about a farthing a gallon for it ; manufacturing the casein at their own

expense. It takes about 7,500 gallons of milk to make one ton of casein.

This works out at somewhere near a penny per gallon realised for skim milk,

with the price for casein at £30 per ton. Deducting freights, commission, &:q.,

leaves about three-fifths of a penny per gallon as the net value of skim milk.

The whey, after the casein is extracted, is given to pigs, who do well on it.

The plant required for the manufacture of casein is very cheap ;
the chief

items of expense are a press, and a drying room fitted with boiler and steam

radiator, for use in wet weather. In fine weather the sun's rays do all the

drying. The S3'steai of manufacture is simple, but it would take too long to

give all details here. The Argentino does not require his skim milk for

raising calves, and he can utilise the whey residue of the casein for his pigs
—

when he keeps any. Prior to the introduction of casein factories, the bulk

of the skim milk was thrown away.

Measuring, SavijMng, Testing.
—Milk is not weighed, Ijut is j^oured into a

small measuring vat placed on the receiving platform
—

graduated to 5 litre

marks.

Testing is done by either Gerber or Babcock machines. Most of the

factories take daih' tests
;
others are satisfied with a composite sample tested

every week. One central butter factory, which owns some fifty creameries,

has samples taken daily at all its stations. These are forwarded by rail,

under lock and key, to the head factory, where two samples are taken for a

check
;
one to be tested straight away, the other placed in a flask, and a

composite test taken at the end of the week. Skim milk, butter-milk, and

cream tests are all checked in the same way. Cream samples are also

weighed. I do not know of a single factory that measures the sample for

testing, as we do in New South Wales.
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Bntter Factories.—Butter factory iiistiillatioii.s are ijuite up-to-date, and

pro\ idi'd with jiowcr
—both steam and ficc/ing

—
greatly in excess of present

requirements. La Union Argentina, a co-02)erative company, has tlio largest

factoiy in the country. Its output during the height of the season has totalled

over iM) tons a day. It has ]>bint and ]M)\ver suflicient to treat 50 tons a day,
and its cold rooms can store L'(),0()() boxes,

-^i'liey
also have equipped and

niaiuicd carpentering, tiiisniitliing, aii<l fitting shops. They keep a qualified

analytical chemist to analyse all tlieir butter for water, lioric, itc.

Boxes.—The boxes used are of the Australian shape and size, made from

Canadian white wood. These are put togethei' and end)ossed at the factories.

The Canadian wood does not make such a good box as the New Zealand

pine; the strips are only 6 inches wide, and nails do not liold well in such

soft timber.

Cream Cans.—The factories are under very heavy expense in has ing to

supply these free to all cream suppliers. This genei-al custom necessitates a

big outlay, for which no return is got : and you can depend on it, the dairy
farmer does not take great care of the cans he uses, and they often have to

be renewed.

Churns.—The churns used are mostly the box concussion—similar to

Cherry's make—and the barrel churn and worker combined. AN'ith the

latter, the butter is salted and worked in the churn. Those who use it speak

highly in its favour. I do not thiids; it is known in this State.

Marketing.—The commission agent is not at all evident. The whole

output is controlled by about six factories, who do their own marketing,
both local and export.

Fnel.—The question of fuel is a serious one in the country ;
no wood is

obtainable, so coal has to be used. This is imported from England, and, in

cases where the factor}^ is inland, the cost is very high, reaching to over £2
a ton. This accounts for the majority of the factories being centred in the

capital, near the sbipjiing.

Labour.—In South America, labour is very cheap and plentiful -drawn

from all countries under the sun. I paid for ordinary workers £2 10s. and

£'Z a month
; butter-makers, £5 to i^lO

; managers of creameries, ,£n to £9.

One or two creamery managers, in charge of stations handling o,000 to 7,000

gallons of milk a day, received £13 to £14 per month. Butter factory

managers range from £15 a month to £1,000 per aiininn in one case.

Quantity of Exports.—The (piantities exported duiing the past live years
show a decrease of about I 1 per cent, in 1903, 5,700 tons were sent away ;

for the year just passed only 3,200 tons : a decrease of 2,500 tons.

(Juality.
—-The quality, on the whole, is very good ; the percentage of

superfine would be higher than with us. This is accounted for by—
(1) the cream coming in the most pait from large separating stations,

and delivered daily to the factories : and also

(2) the Indk of the cream is cooled and aerated inunediately it is

separated, and before being put in the cans.
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Local Sales.—The local sales amount to about 2,000 tons per annum. Tliis

is all unsalted.

Prospects of Increase in Exports.
—I do not think an increase in the

Argentine exports can be looked forward to, unless they change their

methods on the dairy farms, and run theni for the production of milk first,

and make everything else secondary to that
;
and until such time Australia

has no cause to fear the competition of its Argentine rival. Under the

present system, it does not pay to milk cows, and, if things keep on as they

are, in a few years, the exportable surplus will have vanished, only enough

being produced to supply local requirements.

"The Daily Telegraph" Farrek Scholarship.

The following Regulations to be observed in connection with the above

Scholarship :
—

1. The first examination will be held in December, 1908, and will be

open for all First Year Students of the Wagga Farm School, and

the second in December, 1909, open for similar Students of the

Bathurst Farm School
;
and so on in alternate j'ears.

2. Candidates are to present themselves for a written and viva voce

examination on "The Cultivation of Wheat in New South Wales."

3. Candidates are, at time of examination, to submit a paper which has

been prepared during their residence at the Farm, on Plant Breed-

ing and results of observations amongst the Stud and Crossbred

Wheats which grew at the Farm during their residence.

4. The Scholarship will be awarded only on the understanding that the

holder will use it for the payment of his fees for a Second Year's

training at either the Wagga or Bathurst Farm School, and on a

Certificate of Good Conduct and aptitude for Agricultural work

from the Farm Manager.

5. In the event of the fees for that training being more than the amount

of the Scholarship now offered, the Department will forego that

excess, in order that the scholar ma\' enjoy the whole year's

education free.

6. The Government Wheat Experimentalist .shall be the sole examiner ;

and the Scholarship will be awarded by the Minister for Agriculture'

after consideration of his report.

H. C. L. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Mummy Wl]eat.

GEO. L. SUTTON^
Wlu'ut Experiinenlalist-

Statements regarding- uiumiuy (if mirac-le wlieat have l)f'eii revived, .uid liave

appeared in a section of the countrv Press. As these statiiients may mislead

some to whom this variety is not known and inchice them to consider tlie

advisability of phxnting it, the following details regarding it are of interest :
—

"Mummy" or " Miracle
" wheat belongs to a group of wheats known

as Poulard, Turgid, or Rivet wheats (botanical name of which is Triticam

turyidiim), to which also belong the better-known " Australian Poulard,"

and " Galland's Hybrid." Many of this family have the habit of pioducing

compound or divided ears, and because of this habit they arc called

" Miracle
"

or wonderful wheats, so that the name " Miracle
"

is not

confined to one variety, but is given to any variety of this class having
divitled or branching ears ; this habit of producing compound ears is likely

to lead the person not familiar with these varieties to believe that extra-

ordinary jaelds would be obtained from them, but they are by no means

prolific, and only yield in a very moderate manner.

Their value for milling is hiw, the Hour being rich in starch, and poor in

gluten, dark and unsuitable for bread-making, except when mixe<l witli niucli

"
stronger

"
Hour.

This group of wheats is by no means new to Australia. Under the names

of "
Young's Bearded,"

" Hen and Chickens," "Mummy," "Miracle," and

"Egyptian," different varieties have been growing in this country since the

early days of wheat-growing.
Some of these varieties are rust-resisting, one of them under the general

name "
Egyptiasi," because of its rust-resisting character, was fairly generally

grown on the east coast, just after the prevalence of rust made the cultivation

of common bread wheats impossible in those districts.

One of the varieties of this group \vasealle(l "Munnny," because the single

grain from which this particular variety originatt^d was said to have been

taken from the \\rappings of an Egyptian mummy, and was reputed to be

several thousand years old. Tliere is not likely to be any truth in such a

statement, because the wheat grain, if still sound after such a lengthy period,

would most probably, have lost its vitality. AVheats of this class have been

grown in Egypt from very earlv tiim^s, and are still grown tlieie (hence the

name "Egyptian" applied to some of them), and this tale probal)ly originated
in the fertile mind of some tourists' guide who was anxious to relate some-

thing W'onderful, and who wished to impress the recipient with tlu' great and

unique value cf the grain he was receiving. Colour to this probable view is

given by the fact that similar stories are related about grains of nmize, whicli

is known to be a modern yrain. and one unknown to the ancients.
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Injports ai]d Exports of Poultry ai]d Eggs, 1907.

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA—STATE OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

The Minister for Agriculture is in recei^it uf tabulated returns from the

Acting Collector of Customs, .Sydney, showing the imports, inter-State

transfers, and exports into and from New South Wales of live poultry, frozen

poultry, and eggs during the year 1907, as follow :
—

Return showing the imports and inter-State transfers into New South
Wales of live poultry, frozen poultr}", and eggs duiing the year 1907.

From whence Imported. Live Poultry. Frozen Poultrv. Eggs.

Victoria ...

Queensland
South Australia
West Australia...

Tasmania
United Kingdom
New Zealand

German}^
Hong Kong
Norfolk Island ...

United States ..

Japan

Total

No.
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A Native Bird destroying the Sparrow.

C. T. MUSSON,
Hawkesbury Agricultural College.

In the Luchlaiulcr and CoiulohoJi n JJixtrict Recorder, 2Glh l'"cljruury,

1908 (sent by Mr. G. L. Sutton, with paragraph marked), the following
statement appeared :

—
Mr. A. J. Taylor, of Wheatacre, informs ws that during the past few nioutLs he has

noticed the presence of numbers of large birds, blue in colour, with black heads, w liich

are very destructive to sparrows. In fact since the arrival of these aerial cannibals,

sparrows are practically an unknown quantity al)Out \Yheatacre.

"We wrote Mr. Taylor for furtlier information, and received the follow-

ing reply :
— "

lit the bird that takes the sparrows, it is quite trtie there

is not a sparrow left about the place, and there were hundreds here. I

tried in every way to get rid of them, but since those birds came we got
rid of them. We never saw the birds before; they are strangers. There

are aljout four of tliem in a Huck, and they keep together. 1 (hj not think

it is a hawk, though they balance in the air like a haAvk. They keep after

the grasshoppers, but they are death on the sparrows. The other birds

are not frightened of them. They are very (piick on the wing, and, when

flying, spread out the tail."

Three days later came a specimen for identification : it is tlie Ground

Cuckoo-Slirike {Fteropodocys 'phasianella). The head and neck are dark-

grey; breast and lower back dull white crossed by narrow black l)urs;

wings, uppL'r side black ; under side white ; tail forked ; the terminal half

black. It is abotit the size of a small pigeon, but more slender: total

length from tip of bill to end of tail, 14 inches. Commonly, they make

use of their legs a good deal, not flying much. Insects are the chief food,

and we do not hear of them doing any damage.
This is a most interesting fact, which should be noted Ijy all dwellers

west of the range whore the bird is found. If this is to become a flxed

haliit, whicli probably it now will, it would appear that the spariow has

at least one enemy in its new abode. Sportsmen should take note and act

up to the fact stated. Nature would here seem to be coming in. foi- evi-

dently the cheeky little interloper is no longer to have such a peaceful time

as it has had in the past. The "
balance is beginning to kick," and we

may congratulate ourselves that at least one catise is in operation which

will help in bringing the sparrow down in numbers to such reasonable

limits as will preserve a due balance of life forms, and not allow this jiar-

ticular bird to l^ecome undidy plentiftd.
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Goat's I|ue {Gakga ojficinalis)

AT Bathurst Experiment Farm.

R. W. PEACOCK.

This is a hardy herbaceous leguminous plant, which grows to the height of

5 feet. It is written of favourably as a forage plant. The generic name

Galega is derived from qala, milk
;

the herbage being supposed to be superior

for milking cows, goats, fee.

I'V k-.^'-

Goat's Rue.

It thrives exceptionally well under good cultivation. Its vigorous root

system enables it to withstand considerable dry weather. It also withstands

many degrees of frost, making some growth throughout the winter at this

farm.

Where it does not receive attention the hardiest weeds crowd it out.

Apparently stock must acquire a liking for it. When fed to cattle at this

farm they would not eat it. Sheep were turned upon it. but would have

none of it. Stray plants grew in the pig paddock where the pigs had free

access, and it was not eaten by them. One old horse seemed to relish it.

It has every appearance of an excellent fodder plant.

Stock not so well fed as those on this farm may be taught to eat it.
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Useful y\ustralian Plant s.

.1. H. MAIDEN,
( ioveiiinienl Botanist anil director, Botanic ( Jardcins, Sydney.

No. 1)(). Clitoris dlcarlcala, ll.l)i;.

Botdnical Name.— Chloris, the Greek word for "pale ifreeii,

"

in allusion to

the colour of some of the member-s of this genus ; diraricafa, Latin, literally

"straddling" or spread asunder, licnee \ery divergent. This refers to the

spikes of flowers.

Brown uses the word in his original descrijition when he says "
spieis G-U

digitatis divaricatis."

VeriKicidar Name-— I know of none.

Botanical DescrijJtion.
—A glabrous erect tufted grass of 1 to '1 feet.

Leares narrow, flat or convolute, the sheaths often much tiattencd.

Spike.t 6 to 12, slender, .3 to 6 inches long.

Spikelefs very numerous Ijut not crowded, rarely 2 lines long without the awns.

Oiitir (///niu's uncijnal, very narrow, tiiuily pointed.

Floircrin<i (j/iimc narrow, keeled, ,3-nerved, the Hue awn 3 to (5 lines long, with a

point or narrow lobe on each side.

Terminal empty (jltimc broadly linear, 2 lobed, with an awn between the lobes some-
times as long as that of the flowering glume. (B. Fl. vii, 612.)

Note.— ( 1 ) The leaf-sheath appears to be more flattened in this than in any other species.

(2) Comparing this with the closely related C. (triruhtrl-i: in that s])ecics the flowerinu

glume tapers into the awn, while in C. dimricata the flowering glume has an acute tooth
or lobe on each side of the awn.

Vahie as a fodder.—Like most other species of C/doris it is, probably, a

valual)le pasture grass for sheej), more })articularly before its flowei--spikes
become I'ipened, but we have few detailed observations by pastorali.sts con-

cerning it.

Habitat and liamje.
—Collected at Yandama, north-western New South

AVales, by Mr. A. W. Mullen, Surveyor for the Western Lands Board, April,
lOUG. It has since been received from the Moree district from 3Ir. C. d.

McFarland. It has, probably, been ]>assed over as other species, ami will,

probably, be found to have a wide range in this State.

This interior grass is recorded in Mueller's " Census " from North Australia

and (.Queensland. .Mr. !Max Koch, who did good work in the botanical

e.xploration of South Australia, discovered it in 1900 at Mt. Lyndhurst, in

that State, and in Proc. Linn. Soc. N.SJV., I90(j, p. 740, Mr. Betche and I

recorded it as an addition to the flora of New South Wales.

REFERENCE TO PLATE.

1. Entire Plant. Natural size.

2. Part of rhachis of a spike, showing the two persistent outer glumes of two spikelets.
3. A single spikelet, showing—

(I. (I. The two jjersistent outer glumes.
//. The flowering glume, opened out so as to show palea and grain,
c. The emj)ty terminal glume.

4. F'lowering glume.
f)- Flowering glume aiul empty terminal glume in their natural position as they drop

off witli the ripe grain, leaving the two outer glumes persistent on the rhachis (2).

(). (irain.
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Meteorological Bureau, No. i Division,
New South Wales.

Weather Conditions during Juqe, 1908.

S. WILSON,
Divisional Officer.

During the first week of the month the pressui'e systems which passed over

Austraha were all, more or less, of the winter description, the anticyclones

being of such huge dimensions as to cover the whole of the continent, and

the antarctic disturbances making their presence felt along the southern

seaboard and New Zealand, in the form of cold west to south-west gales and

rough seas. The central value of the anticyclones gradually increased until

a barometric pressure of 30*7 inches was attained between Adelaide and

Kobe on the 2nd. The lowest barometer readings on the mainland for that

week also occurred on the 2nd, when 29-6 inches was registered at the

Leeuwin, in an antarctic disturbance.

The rainfall during the week ended the 6th, was for the most part along

the coast, but on the Ist, some scattered light to moderate falls were recorded

on the North-west and Central- western Plains, and Central Tableland.

On the 3rd the southeast corner benefited to the extent of moderate rainfall.

Oil the 6th an anticyclone of medium energy covered the whole of the

mainland of Austi-alia, with its centre over South Australia and our western

districts. As a consequence, fine weather with low temperatures ruled for

the most part in the various .States, with the e.xeeption of a few isolated

showers along the seaboard. By the Sth a considerable change had occurred

in the distribution of pressure. The anticyclone had travelled eastward, and

now covered only the eastern States, with its centre over New South "Wales

and Victoria. The advance portion of another "
high" appeared in West

Australia, between Geraldton and Perth, whilst between them were shown

two depressions, an antarctic, between Albany, Charlotte AVaters, and Ade-

laide, and a monsoonal over North-west Australia.

The presence of the centre of the anticyclone over New South Wales and

Victoria was responsible for ver}" cold weather in various parts of these two

States, especially in the south-eastern corner and highland districts of New
South Wales. As the result of the influence of the antarctic disturbance,

light rain was recorded along the Darling, and at isolated places in the north-

west of New South Wales, as also light to moderate falls at many places on

the shores of the Great Australian Bight, on the southern gold-tields, and on

the west coast of West Australia. In the north-west (juadrant of the latter

State some light to heavy falls were recorded, as the effect of the monsoonal

disturbance there. The heaviest reported amounts were 328 points at Cos-

sack, and 164 points at Condon.

During the following twenty-four hours the "
high"' over Eastern Australia

had worked in a north-easterly direction, its centre at 9 a.m. on the 9th
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bciiii;- situated in the \ icitiity of Brisbane. The otiii'i- |in>,ssure systems liml

also adNaiiccd castNNard, tlic distui'bance causiiii;' bi'iiciicial lainfall ovci' tbe

soiit lii'iri districts of New South Wales, and o\(i- nurthciii paits west tVuni

the slopes. The heaviest falls were 95 points each at Wentwurth and

Euston, 94 each at Moulaniein and Albury, 91 at Deniliquin, n8 each at

Tocuinwal and Conargo, (S.o at Jerilderie, (SO-*dt Coi-owa, 79 at Wliitton and

Henty, 75 at Urana, and 7-^ each at Coolanioii and 'raicutta. (iood

consistent I'ainfall was also rci-drdrd in Smitli Australia
;
and iduuh seas

prevailed along the southern shores of tlie continent from the Leeuwin to

Streaky ]'>ay.

By the 10th tlie disturbance had l)ecom<' tiie dominating weather system
over an area south from lines joining E3're, in the (Jreat Biglit, ^^'illdorah

(Queensland), and Newcastle, and still further good i-iins were experienced
over New South Wales and South Australia, and at scattered places in

Victoria and Tasmania. Tlie rain area in our State had expanded eastward

over the highlands to scattered places on the coast, the heaviest amounts

being 154 jjoints at Bendemeer, 150 at Nundle, loi^ at Uralla, l."^7 at

Narrabri, 135 at Walcha, Bundarra, and Coonabarabran, 129 at \\'arialda,

131 at Murrurundi, 125 at Yetman, 121 at Emmaville, 120 at Inverell
;
as

also many fails over 100 points.

At 9 a.m. on the 11th, the antarctic disturbance was shown to have

contracted somewhat towards the east, but still persisted over tlie south-

eastern States, resulting in more light to moderate rainfall, and fi-esh to

sti-ong north-west to south-west winds. During the 12th the anticyclone,

which during the previous few days was situated over the western half of the

continent, assumed a very elongated shape, extending from the western

coast to Russell, in New Zealand: and the isobars of the antarctic

disturbance ai-ranged themselves horizontally between Streaky Bay,

Newcastle, and Gisborne (New Zealand), on its northern limits, and between

the Bluft' (New Zealand) and Hythe (Tasmania), to the south, influencing

the continuation of the west to north-west element in the winds
;
as ako

more rainfall over southern portions of New South Wales and South

Australia, and in Victoria and Tasmania.

On the 13th, the incipient high pressui'e covered the whole of Australia,

excepting in the south-east and south-west corners, where the northern isobars

of a very extensive antarctic disturbance were shown. As the result of this

distribution, northerly winds obtained for the most part over southern

di.stricts of Australia, with rough to high seas in Bass Straits, and on the

western coast of Tasmania. In the interior fine weatbei' laded, but scattered

showers were recorded on thi^ southern seaboard between Fowler's Bay and

Gabo, as also in Tasmania and coast il and talileland districts of New South

Wales.

By 9 a.m. on the 15th tlie high pressure had travelled south-eastward, and

occupied only the eastern half of the continent, but it had gained considerably
in energy, its centre—30-4 inches—being now over Tasmania and eastern

districts of New South Wales and A^ictoria. As the result of this southerly
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movement of the anticyclone, the antarctic disturbance was dishjdged from

the south-eastern corner. The other portion of the depression in the south-

west, however, showed intensification, and an expansion eastward as far as

Eucla. Fine weather resulted for the most pai't in the area occupied by the

high pressure, excejDting along the coast of our State, wliere light to heavy
I'ainfall was recorded. Light falls were reported also from south-western

districts of West Australia, and along the southern seaboard
;
moderate to

rough seas occuii-ed between Cape Borda and the Leeuwin. The heaviest

rainfall was reported from scattered places along the coast of New South

Wales. ByroQ Bay had 116 points, Port Stephens 75, and Moruya Heads

72 points.

During the following twenty-four hours little or no forward movement was

shown in any of the pressure systems overlying Australia, but the "high"
over the eastern half had gained another tenth of an inch in its central

value. Further light to moderately heavy ram occurred along coastal dis-

tricts of our State, and the soutliern shores and south-west corner of the

continent. Heavy seas still persisted on the south coast of West Australia.

.A.t 9 a.m. on the 17th the anticyclone v.'as again shown over the eastern

half of Australia, but its centre had passed off the mainland to the Tasman
Sea. The depression occupied a portion of tlie Southern Ocean, between

Cape Borda and the Leeuwin, and an advancing high pressure over West
Australia. With this distribution of atmospheric pressure, fine weather

obtained over the area under anticyclonic control
;
but over southern districts

of West Australia, and along the southern seaboard of the continent, light

rainfall for the most part was recorded, and an isolated heavy fall of 100

points occurred at Albany. Strong north-west to south-west winds, with

slight to rough seas, also occurred between Cape Northumberland and the

Leeuwin, as the result of the influence of the antarctic disturbance.

The isobaric chart of the following day showed that the eastern high

pressure was gradually losing energy on the mainland, and moving north-

eastward. The disturbance had also advanced as far as the western coast uf

Tasmania, but as yet only one isobar was in evidence. The frontal isobars

of the West Australian anticyclone had extended as far as William Creek

and Alice Springs, its central value being increased by more than one-tenth

of an inch. Light rain still persisted along the southern seaboard, but other-

wise, excepting for cloud areas in the south-eastern States, fine weather

prevailed.

By the 19th a great change had occurred in pressure distribution over the

eastern half of Australia, for at 9 a.m. the anticyclone there was over the

seaboard districts of Queensland, its north-easterly movement giving induce-

ment to the extension northward of the antarctic disturbance, whose lewdest

readings were showm in Southern Tasmania. The western high-pressure had

also extended further eastward.

During the week ended the 19th splendid rains were experienced o^•er the

greater part of the south-eastern States. In New South Wales the falls

ranged between 30 points and 100 points, and the lowest temperateres recorded
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were JS degrees ut Kiandi-a, oti tlie Soutlieiii Taljlclaiid ; I'l degrees at Coona-

baraliraii, on the Central-western >Slope ;
and 25 degrees at Aiiuidalc on tlie

Noithei-n Tahleland.

At 1) a. III. on the 20th an extensive high-pressui'e system covered practically

the whole mainland of Australia, excepting a narrow stretch of country south

of a line joining Sydney and Perth (Western Austi-alia). This latter portion

was occupied by the northern isobars of an antarctic disturbance, with its

lowest barometric I'eadings on the east coast of Tasinania. With this (hs-

tribiition light to heavy rainfall occurred at scattered places in the area

dominated by the depression, with moderate to rough seas between the

Leeuwin and Wilson's Promontory. The heaviest falls wei-e 120 points at

Robe and 10-4 at Cape Borda. Liglit to liea\v rainfall was also recorded

genfrally in the southern districts of oui- State west from the talilflamls,

the largest amounts being 88 points at Kiandra, 7-") at Albuiy, •"):! at Corowa,

and 56 at Tumberumba.

Within the next forty-eight hours a great change was shown in pressure

distribution, for the "
high

" had tilted north-eastward, so that its advance

portion at 9 a.m. on the 22nd covered Central Queensland. This northward

movement was attended by an expansion of the antarctic distui-baiice over

the whole of the south-eastern States, which resulted in unsettled to showery
weather over many districts. In New South Wales the i"ain was chiefly

confined to the area south of the Lachlan, with snow on parts of the central

and southern Inghlands. Victoria reported moderate to heavy falls almost

throughout, but only light in the south-east. In South Australia general

rains were recorded
; light between Port Augusta and Farina, and moderate

to flood falls in the far noith. The heaviest reported amounts were 170

points at Cape Borda, 157 at Adelaide, 95 at Fowler's Bay, 85 at Wallaroo,
and (i7 at Eucla. In our State, an isolated heavy fall of 112 points, the

result of melted sninv, was recorded. Hail was also associated with the

rainfall in this disturbance. Strong west to southerly winds, with rough to

high seas, were ex|)erienced along the seaboard between Lincoln and Wilson's

Promontoiy.

At 9 a.m. on the 2.3rd the advance isobars of the anticyclone were shown

to have expanded south-eastward as far as the western districts of our State,

thus compressing the disturbance into a smaller area. As a consequence, the

barometric gradients became steeper, causing fresh to strong south-west to

westerly gales over Victoria, Tasmania, and our south-eastern quadrant, as

also a continuation of the rough seas between Cape Otway and Gabo. Still

further rainfall (occurred over the greater portion of the southeastern

States, with more snow on the highlands. AVithin the following twenty-four
hours the lugh-pressure had covered the whole of the continent, excepting
the south-eastei'n seaboard, where the rear isobar of the disturbance still

lingered, its central value, 29-2 inches, being now shown at the Bluff (New
Zealand).

Very cold and frosty conditions occurred in various parts of the States^

and fresh to strong westerly winds were still reported from the south coast
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of New South Wales. On the 25th, at 9 a.m., the anticyclone became the

chief weather control of Australia. During the previous twenty-four hours

its centre had advanced about 800 miles eastward, and now covered South

Australia and the greater part of New South Wales. As the result of its

influence fine w-eather ruled over the entire continent, excepting for cloud-

areas at very scattered places inland and in the south-west corner, where
the advance portion of another antarctic disturbance had appeared, resulting
in cloudy to showery weather there. Many frosts occurrpd on the hio;hlands

and inland districts of New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia, but

otherwise weather was tine generally. At 9 a.m. it was snowing at Orange
and Murrurundi.

The isobaric chart of the 26th showed a contraction in the main body of

the high-pressure, and a slight increase in central barometric value, but very
little forward movement had taken place. The influence of the depression,

however, had extended all along the western seaboard districts of West

Australia, and resulted in some substantial rainfall there. The heaviest falls

were 313 points at Carnarvon, 100 at Hamelin Pool, 76 at Gerald ton, and 67 at

Bunbury.
In South Australia, as the effect of the presence there of the centre of the

anticyclone, the weather was generally tine and cold, with severe frosts.

The lowest temperatures registered in New South Wales between the 20th

and 26th inclusive were :
— In Western Division, 25 degrees at Mungindi,

Bourke, Balranald, and A\^hite Cliffs respectively. On North-western Plain,

25 degrees at Collarendabri, Moree, and Walgett respectively. Central-

western Plain, 18 degrees at Carinda, liiverina ; 26 degrees at Hay. North-

western Slope, 20 degrees at Bingara and Warialda respectively. Central-

western Slofje, 22 degrees at Coonabarahran. South-western Slope, 23^

degrees at Junee. Northern Tablelands, 18 degrees at Inverell. Central

Tablelands, 21 degrees at Mudgee. Southern Tablelands, 10 degrees at

Kiandra. North Coast, 29 degrees at Casino, Hunter, and Manning ; 27

degrees at Newcastle. Metropolitan, 28 degrees at Parramatta. South

Coasr, 26 degrees at Bowral.

On the 27th the antarctic disturbance was i^esponsible for further rainfall

in West Australia: the heaviest reported amounts were 110 points at

Winning Pool and 75 at Bunbury, and within the next forty-eight hours

fresh to strong winds, rough to high seas, and rain squalls with hail, occurred

along the South Coast. By the 30th the unsettled weather conditions had

extended as far eastward as Jervis Bay, and thus covered all the southern

seaboard districts of the continent.

During June, the total rainfalls in the various subdivisions of the State

were for the most part below the average. Indeed, over three-fourths of

New South Wales had amounts which were discrepant. Some very dry
tracts are shown on the monthly chart, more especially on the Central and

Southern Tablelands and Coastal districts. Within the area bounded by lines

joining Nowra, Mt. Victoria, and Wyong, little or no rainfall was experienced^
Windsor and Nowra having had none whatever, and at other stations falls
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ranging between 3 points aiul l."> ])oints. On tlie other hand, Riveriiia, tlie

South-wcHteni Slope, and the southern Ijordei" of Western T)i\ision, liave

experienced aiiioiiiiis which were above the aveivige.

As compared with June of last year, the rainlail of the montli just ended

presents some iiiteresting features, foi- wheieas Riveriiia and llie South-

western Slo])e last month were practieallv the only divisions with falls above

average, the chart of June, 1!H)7, sliows that those two i-eyions for the

most pai't were tlie only places with rainfall Ix'low normal. In most of the

other subdivisions of the State, .lune, 11)07, proved a spleiuhd month as

regards rainfall.

Perliaps tin; greatest contrasts in amounts are shown in and around the

Metropolitan area. At Sydney, in June, 1907, 1)11 i)oints were registered as

against only 94 points last month; Parramatta, 412 against 21 points;

Kurrajong, 439 against IS points; Windsor, 3(52 against nil; Camden, 201

against 3 points ; and Pieton, 249 against 22 points.

The largest amounts in each of the subdivisions of the State during June,
1907 and 1908, are shown hereunder:—

North Coast ...

Hunter and Manning
Met rope tUtan ...

South (Joa.st ...

Northern Tableland ..

Central Tableland
Southern Tableland .

North-western Slope
Central-we.stern Slope
South-western Slope
North-westei-n Plain

Central -\\estern Plain

Riverina
Western Division . . . _

During the month some very low temperatures were registered in each of

the subdivisions, the absolute lowest being experienced at Kiandra. with

2 degrees, or 30 degrees of frost.

At Sydney the mean temperature 51-3 was 3 degrees below average,
and the extreme minimum, 39-1 degi-ees, registered on the 25th, was only
1 degree less than the absolute lowest during the past 49 vears, recorded on

29th June, 18(52.

The distrilnition of luinfall over the \ari(>us subdivisions of the State

during June, 1908, was as follows
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Comparison with India.

The following is a statement showing a l)rief comparison of tlie chief

meteorological elements of India, together with those of Australia as far as

data are available, during the month of June, 1908 :
—
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Orcljard I\otes.
\V. J. ALI.KX.

August.
'

Almonds.—The nuts whiili lniriL; tlic highest prices in the Culit'oniian

market a ic the Nonjiureil, which stand at the top, followed liv I.X.L. and

Ne Plus Ultra respectively. C)ne of the \arieties coming into j)rominence is

tlie Texas Prolific, which is rather a round-shaped nut, hlooms late, and is a

prolific bearer. The tree is an upright, strong grower. 31r. .J. P. Dargity,
who is a large almond-grower in California, speaks very highly of this latter

variety. G. C. Roeding places tlie .Jordan as the best hai'd shell almond

gi'ovving in California.

NiDiiher of trees or phnits to the acre.—Square method: Multijily the

distance in feet between the rows by the distance the trees are apart in the

rows, and the result will be the number of square feet for each plant or tree,

which, divided into 43,5(30 feet (the number of feet in an acre), will give the

number of trees to an acre.

Distance
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Oriental Plane is a beautiful shade tree to grow in our more moist and

cooler districts. It grows quickly and makes a good shade and wind break

during summer months, but being deciduous it loses its leaves in the winter.

GreviUea Rohnsta is another indigenous tree, and is well worth a place as

an ornamental tree.

Sugar Gums, although great robbers, make a good quick-growing wind break.

The Pepper-tree does well in most of the warm districts of the State, is a

quick grower, and makes a good shelter for stock, but it is a great robber, and

the wood is of little use.

Peach-tree which has been pruned every season since planting— ten years old.

Graftinq.
—The latter part of this month is a good time to start the

grafting of deciduous nursery stock, and should there be any unprofitable

apple, pear, or other trees standing in the orchard, these also may be grafted

to good varieties. Grape vines are easily grafted just as the buds are well

swollen and about to burst. Old peach, plum, and apricot trees will be found

much harder to graft than either apple or pear-trees. If, however, there are

any such in the orchard which are unprofitable, it would be as well to cut
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thciii hack and yraft to l)ett(>i- varieties ; and in the event of tlie i;i'af'ts not

taking, y()un<;- shoots might be allowed to grow, and buds inserted either in

the suininer or fall.

Grafting IVax.—The following are Iwo methods for jircjiaring grafting wax,

the lirst for a rather hard wax and the Seconal for a soft one :
—

No. 1.—Take 2 li). of resin, 2 U). of beeswax, 1 lb. of nnitton tallow.

Dissolve over a slow lire and applv warm \s itii a brush. If it is

fonnd necessary to iipplv this with the hands, thcv sh()id<l be kept
well greased to pi'event the wax from sticking to tln-m.

No. 2.—Take 1 lb. of beeswax, o lb. of resin, 1 ]iint of linseed oil, and

1 ounce of lampblack, and mix together. If not soft enough add

a little more oil.

Sj)rai/inrj.
—Besides the abo\t' work, theiv is the winter spraying with the

sulpluir and lime solution, which wdll kill two birds with one stone, being
both an insecticide and fungicide. It answers fairly well in keeping in

check the curl leaf of the peach-tree; but for this latter disease Bordt aux

mixture is even better. Trees treated with either of these solutions will

show very little curl.

The sulphur and lime is one of the very best sprays we have for the

San Jose scale
;
but where trees are badly infested it is better to give two

sprayings
—one in the fall and another in the spring, just as the leaf buds

begin to swell, and before the trees are in bloom.

Peacli Aphis.
—For peach aphis the resin and soda is a good useful spray,

as is also the blue-oil emulsion, but it usually takes several applications to

kee]) this pest in check. Another mode of treatment is to dissolve a cake of

Sunlight soap in 2 gallons of water and spray when warm. This is easy
to mix, and has given satisfactoiy results in destroying this pest, and the

wash will not injure the blossom, conse([uently the trees can be spi'ayed at

any time. It is not safe to use other sprays a\ hen the trees are in bloom.

IVoolly Aphis
—At time of pruning, particularly in young apple orchards,

a sharp lookout should be kept for the appearance of AVoolly ai)his, and should

any trees be found infested they should be cai'efully pruned, removing and

burning as many of the infested twigs as possible. Then either scrul) the

trees thoroughly, using a strong kerosene emulsion, oi- funugate with hydro-

cyanic acid. gas, so as to eradicate this pest if possil)le.

Codling Moth.— All liai'k should l)e st-raped from apjile, jiear, and (piince-

trees, and the scrajnngs l)urnt, and e\-erything in the orchard which would
be a harbour for codling moth destroyed. Keep all fiuit liouses as clean as

possible, as there is no (K)ubt that they are responsible for harbouring a great

many moths every year Therefoi-e keep the rooms as airtight as possible,

and as soon as the moths begin to hatch in the s[)ring, burn sulphur in the

rooms once every other day for a fortnight, so that the moths as they begin
to fly may be destroyed by the fumes.
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Vine JSlotli.—In working around vines, keep a sharp lookout for the pupa>

of the vine moth. If there are any old, partially rotted stakes, the moths

will be found adhering to these and also to the old bark which is hanging to

the vine. Crush these wherever found and thus assist in keeping down the

pest as far as possible.

Commercial Manures.—These may be applied towards the latter end of the

month, or in September. In the drier districts, where late rains are

uncertain, it is better to make the application early rather than late, as it is

iiidMii "^m

Peach-tree which was pruned the first year after planting only— ten years old.

vvell known that they do not give the same results if applied when the soil is

at all dry. If summer applications are made it is better to make them

immediately after a rain, while the ground is quite moist, in order to obtain

the best results.

Pruning.—In the illustrations of the two apple trees shown in the last

issue of the Gazette, it should have been mentioned that the tree shown on

page 601 has not been pruned since the first year after planting. As far as

the growth of the trunks is concerned it will be noticed that it is very much
the same in both the pruned and unpruned specimens.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.

Secretaries are invited to forward for insertion in this page dates of their

forthcoming shows
;
these should reach the Sub-Editor, Department of Agri-

culture, Sydney, not later than the 21st of tlia nioiitli in'cvious to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once.

Society.
1908.

Condobolin P. and A. Association

Nai-andera P. and A. Association

National A. and I. Association of Queensland
Forbes P., A., and H. Association

Murnunbideee P. and A. Association ...

Gunnedali P., A., and H. Association...

Grenfell P., A., and H. Association ...

Parkes P., A., and H. Association

Germanton P. and A. Society ..

Albury and Border P., A., and H. Society ...

Younj; P. and A. Association ...

Cootaniundra A., P., H., and I. Association...

Molong P. and A. Association ...

Cowra P., A., and H. Association

Corowa P., A., and H. Association

Temora P., A., H., and I. Association

Wyalong District P., A., H., and I. Association

Queanbeyan P. and A. Association

The Lachlan P. and A. Association

Adelong P. and A. Associatioii

Lismore A. and T. Society

Berry Agricultural Association...

1909.

Kiaina A. Association
Shoalhaven A. and H. Association, Nowra ...

Kangaroo Valley ...

Manning River A. and H. Association, Taree

Gunning P., A., and I. Society. .

Tenterfield P., A., and M
Tuml)aruniba and Upper ^lurraj' P. and A. Society-
Gloucester Sliow ...

Newcastle A., H., and I. Society
Inverell P. and A. Association...

Camden A., H., and I. Society

Blayney A. and P. Association ..

Yass P. and A. Association

Mudgee A. Society
Upper Hunter P. and A. Ass., Muswellbrook

Bathnrst A., H., and P. Association ...

Durham A. and H. Association, Dungog

Secretary. Date.

G. Bennett
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[advertisement.]

Governmeat Stud Bulls available for service

at State Farms, or for lease.

Sr«B(l.
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3. Bulls le<ased will be transferred free of charge to any [>lace not more
than 100 miles by rail from the place from which they are transferred

;
to

any place distant more than 100 miles by rail, lease will be granted only on
condition that the lessee pays all charges for the extra distance over 100 miles.

In the case of bulls sent by sea, or partly by rail and partly by sea, all

expense over the sum of £,\ (one pound) must be borne by the lessee. The
lessee must make all arrangements for, and bear all expense of, transferring
a bull from the nearest railway station or port to the place where it is to be

stationed. In the case of leasing a bull already stationed within the district,

the new lessee must send for the bull and bear the expense of removal.

4. A condition of the leasing of the bulls shall be that the farming public
be allowed to send cows to the bull at a fee of not more than 10s. (ten shillings)

per cow, provided the bull's list is not already full, but the total number oiF

cows served must not be more than thirty for six months.

5. Each bull shall be treated and kept in a condition to satisfy the Depart-
ment, and shall be at all times open to inspection of authorised Officers of the

Department.
6. A return showing the number of cows served, and distinguishing

between cows owned by those to whom the bull is leased and the outside

public, shall be sent to the Department at the end of the term.

7. All due care must be taken to see that the bull shall not have access to

cows suffering from any infectious disease, special attention being given to

pleuropneumonia and tuberculosis.

8. No farmer who is known to have pleuro-pneumonia in his herd shall be

permitted to send cows to any of these bulls within three months from the

date of the last outbreak.

9. In case of illness of a bull the Department shall be immediately informed.

10. The bull shall not be allowed to run with cows, but shall be kept in a

special bull paddock, which must be well fenced, and each cow " in use" shall

only be allowed to remain with the bull such time as will enable him to have
connection with her twice. However, where necessary, in order to keep bulls

quiet, special permission may be given to run with one or two specially-
selected healthy cows.

11. Should any of the foregoing rules not be complied with, the Depart-
ment shall have the right to remove the bulls at once, and all fees paid shall

be forfeited.

12. Should a bull be wilfully neglected or badly treated, or Rule 10 be

broken, the De}tartment shall have the right to take any action desirable for

the recovery of damages.
13. All applications for bulls should be made to the Director of Agricul

ture. Department of Agriculture, Sydney.

AGREEMENT CLAUSE.
In consideration of the loan of one Stud Btdl ( ) for a period of

I, of do hereby agree to be bound by the conditions expressed

in the foregoing Regvlationa.

Dated this day of 190 .

Witness^— Lessee.

J. P.

Duty Stamp.

One Shilling.

N.B.—This agreement muat be eigned on the day the bull is received by the lessee, and

is to be returned by first post to the Director of Agriculture.
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Wheat- growii]

On the Tablelands.

R. W. PEACOCK,
Bathuist P^xperiment Farm.

Increasing the Average Yield per Acre.

It is felt tliat with a better knowledge o£ the salient points of wheat-farming,

the average yield per acre could be materially increased. Assuming that the

average cost of producing sn average crop of 10 bushels per acre is 2os., this,

c

J-^ -c-. *.

-^J

Wheat crop, Bathurst Experiment Farm ; average yield, 32 bushels per acre.

Rainfall for year, 18'26 inches.

at 2s. 6d. per bushel, would but pay expenses, leaving nothing for the grower.

By increasing the average yield by 1 bushel, a profit is assured. A farmer

should not be satisfied with a 1 Inishel crop, but should rather aim at 20.

Speculative wheat farming is rife in New South Wales, with its cheap and

nasty methods. Many of the largest wheat-growers are realising the necessity

of better culture. The methods which induced gond results from virgin areas

liave been found sadly lacking after 10 years of cropping. The novice may
deplete a soil of its fertility. It is oidy the good farmer who can live by his
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farm for a lifetime, and liaiiW it to posterity improved l)y his oceupaiicy.

Australian wheat-fai'ininif has passed tlie expei'imeiital sta^e. Facts have

been deduced which should assist materially those who ai"e inexperienced in

wheat-culture. Australian ])ractice has muiy asi^eots peculiarly its own, and

many old-world practices have to be mudilied or discarded if success is to be

achieved. Success depends largely upon the alylity of the farmer to interpret

underlyinjif principles aright, and apj)ly ihem to Fiis conditions.

The following notes will tersely describe the principal points in wheat-

farming; modifications of such must be made to ap|)ly to varying conditions.

They are more strit^tly applicable to ai'e<s of light rainfalls, to which we must

look for the greatest expansion of tli(» wli(»at area. The attempts to grow
wheat in districts of unsuitable rainfall, upon soils not adapted to them,
unseasonable seedings, a want of knowledge respecting the peculiarities of

varieties, and cultural methods, all tend to i-educe the average vield per
acre.

Climate.—Wheat will thrive unrler an extremely wide range of tenijiera-

tures. Rainfall is an important consideration, es2:)ecially as i-egards its dis-

tribution. Districts having copious summer rains and high temperatures
are unsuital)le on account of losses througli fungoid diseases, such as rust,

and difficulty in harvesting. Districts in which suitable rains fall during

autumn, winter, and spiing, with comparatively dry .summers, are the most

suitable. The dry summers allow of ch«ap methods of harvesting, and losses

from diseases and rains are not so frequent. The wheat .season requiring

rains is prictically from first of April till end of November.

Soils.—Wheats prefer good sandy loams i-ather than rich alluvial deposits,

or heavy clays. Rich soils induce too much leaf and stem, which requirn:

more moisture than can usually be spared under Australian conditions; such

soils are more suital)le for the production of hay rather than grain. Light

virgin soils are extremely suitalile. The richer lands often give better results

if cropped a few years before putting under wheat.

Flouyhing.
— Hoih vary to such an extent that it is ditficull to jirescribe

any general method of treatment, and much nuist be left to the judgment of

the farmer. The depth to plough varies ccmsiderably. Tpon light shallow

virgin soils 4 inches may be fleep enough the tirst year. The fallowing year
it should be ploughed 1 inch deej)ei', and this continued ujitil '> inches is

reached. The turning up of too much of the sour subsoil in one operation

should always be avoided. The deepening of the mellow sweetened surface

should be aimed at. Seven to 1^ inches of such retains moisture better, and

allows of free root devehjpment. A crop should not be sown iniiiiediately

after deepening the soil l)y turning up an extra inch of subsoil ;
such

deepening should be left foi- the fallowing period if fallowing is practised. A
good rule is to leave the unsweetened subsoil exposed to the weather at least

three juonths before sowing. Under no consideration should a crop be sown

late in the season u]ioii a soil so deepened. The layer into which the seed is

placed should be sweet and mellow to ensure a satisfactory early growth.

Lighter soils lacking vegetable matter must be deepened with caution, and
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organic matter such as stubble or green crops worked in during the process.

H(-avier soils rich in organic matter on the surface may be deepened quickly
to advantage. Too much vegetable matter on top absorbs light rainfalls,

keeping them at the surface, and no inducement is offered for the plant to

root deeply. Shallow-rooted plants cannot withstand droughts and are

dependent upon more continuous rains. It will thus be apparent that deep

ploughing would be advantageous consistent with the keeping of a mellow

surface. Ploughing should be performed in such a manner as to discourage
the growth of weeds. Ploughs which do not invert the surface and cover

young growing weeds are faulty and should not be used. Disc ploughs do

not cover weeds as effectively as mould-board ploughs. For fallowing, ploughs
which present the largest possible surface of the soil to the weathering agents
should be used. kSmooth fallows also are invariably weedy ; rough surfaces

should be aimed at. Smooth surfaces readily crust and run together after

Harvesting Wheat after being fed-off.

heavy rains. Rough ones mellow and crumble down during the fallowing

period, thereby continually changing the surface, which is desirable. Heavy
storms run off smooth surfaces, whei'eas rough ones trap them. With mould-

board ploughs the clods are kept on top when the land is ploughed dry, the

finer particles settling beneath. The disc plough carries the fine particles to

the top, sprinkling them as an impalpable dust over the surface. Such

particles readily crust after heavy rains, and the fine condition of the surface

induces the germination of the small seeds of weeds.

Weeds.—Weeds should be attacked vigorously. They are robbers of plant-
food and moisture. Heavy yields cannot possibly be obtained where they
are abundant. Land should be ploughed as soon as possible after the crop
comes off to destroy all weeds which have not matured during the time the

wheat occupied the land. By a rational crop rotation weeds are kept in

check. Wheat should never be .sown amongst a lot of young weeds ; the

weeds always retain the advantage. The land should be newly ploughed,
and the grain sown upon a fresh furrow

;
stale furrows are unsatisfactory.
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Selection of V(trieties.—M.any fanners sow wheat as though there was

only one variety ;
such cannot be too strongly (leprecated. A study of

individual varieties is essential. Every farmer should know whether the

wheat he sows is an early, mid-season, or late variety ;
whether it stools

freely or sparsely ;
whether it has a procumbent or erect habit of gi'owth in

its early stages ; whether the straw is long' or short, weak oi- strong ;

whether it sheds or holds its grain ;
whether it is a weak, medium, or strong

Hour \ariety ; whether suitable for dry conditions ; and its behavioui- to such

diseases as bunt or rust.

Generally speaking, late maturing varieties should be sown first, raedium

varieties next, and early maturing ones last. It is not wise to have all the

eggs in one basket, and depend solely u])on one variety. Three well-selected

varieties can be made to fit in admirably. It is difficult to forecast any

_U

i >

Wheal lodged, not led-oll.

seasoiT. A season may prove suitable except during November, thus favouring

early maturing wheats. It may be ilry earlier in the spring, and suitable

during the early summer, and thus favour later maturing varieties. It may
prove exceptionally frosty with a wide range of temperatures, playing havoc

with early sown winter-proud varieties of erect habit of growth duiing the

early stages. Moist conditions, accompanied with high temperatures previous

to harvest, may induce rust
;
under such conditions rust-escaping and rust-

resistant varieties would prove the best. Strong winds, accompanied by

heavy rains when the wheats are heading, may cause weak-strawed varieties

to lodge and be placed out of the reach of harvesting machinery. A farmer

may sow a wheat for hay, and at harvest find, to his disgust, that it is a

variety of very short straw. The choice of suitable varieties for a farmer's own

particular conditions calls foith his best powers of thought and observation.
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Selection of Seed.—The seed should be of the very best
;

it should he

chosen from the heaviest yielding crop on the farm. The area from which

the seed is to be taken should have the very best of treatment. Deterioration

is rapid when slipshod methods are followed. >Stud seed, or seed that has

been carefully selected and not allowed to suffer deterioration for many years,

should be used. All seed should be carefully graded t«j get rid of all second-

class grains and weed seeds. It is more profitable to feed the chick-wheat to

poultry than to sow it for crop.

Treatment of Seed for Bmd.—Treatment of the seed is necessary to

combat stinking smut or bunt. Neglect in this particular may lead to a

rejected sample at the mill. The treatment most desired is that which

destroys the bunt spores without injuring the vitality of the grain.

Formalin Treatment.—This treatment is performed by immersing the

grain for five minutes in a solution made by mixing 1 lb. of formalin of

40 per cent, strength with 400 lb. (40 gallons) of water. One bushel of wheat

should be placed in a clean bran bag, immersing the whole of the bag as well

to destroy any bunt spores adhering to it. By opening the moutli of the

bag, and stirring the grain under water, many bunt balls would rise to the

surface, and could be skimmed off together with other impurities light enough
to float. After Ave minutes it should be lifted on to a draining-board, allowing
the solution to run back into the cask. By tying the bag at the mouth the

bushel of grain could be spread thinly without taking out of the bag and left

in a draughty place to dry. It should be dry l^efore putting through the

drill
;
also before broadcasting by hand, unless the land is sufficiently moist

to ensure germination. The formalin solution should not be kept longer
than one week. It is much wiser to use a fresh solution every time. Grain

so treated should be sown within a few davs of treatment otherwise the seed-

coat may be hardened and germination in some measure prevented. This is

the weak spot of the treatment. Very satisfactory results are obtained if

the above precautions are taken.

Bluestone Treatment.—The ujethod of dipping is similar in every respect to

the above. The solution should be made by disolving 1 lb. of bluestone

(sulphate of copper) in from 6 to 8 gallons of water. Bluestone readily dissolves

if suspended in a coarse bag near the surface of the water. If of the strength
of 1 11). to 6 gallons the grain should only be immersed until thoroughly wetted

and then allowed to drain. If made with 1 lb. to 8 gallons of water, it can be

immersed for five minutes, and the stirring and skimming jirocess followed.

The thin film of bluestone adhei-ing to the grain has a caustic action upon
the young rootlets, and, if the soil is dry may reduce the germination by
50 per cent. Under moist conditions the caustic action is materially reduced.

In order to overcome this the grain should be dipped into lime-water after

dipping in the bluestone solution. It should be well drained before dipping
into lime-water, or otherwise the lime-water will need more frequent renewal.

Lime-water is made by placing 1 lb. of quicklime in 30 or 40 gallons of water.

The clear solution is then poured oft' the sediment, and the grain dii)ped in it.

It is wise to renew the solution frequently. One gallon of the above solutions
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would treat approximately 1 bushel of wheat. Of course, small (quantities

require a sufficient number of gallons to insure complete immersion.

Jensen or Hot-water Treatment.—Thi'A m(!thod i.s very satisfactoiy if

properly carried out. The disadvantages are the keeping of proper

temj)('ratui'es and the time re(]uired. The grain is immeiscd for 15

minutes in water kept at a temperature of from l-'JO" to 13.5" Fahr. and

afterwards dipped in cold water. Seed containing many bunt balls should be

avoided. The bluestonc and lime and formalin methods are to be recommended

under dry conditions.

Quantity of Heed to sow per Acre.—No hard-and-fast rule can be laid down

as to the most desirable quantity to sow oer acre. Much depends upon the

preparation of the seod-befl, time and method of seeding, variety, size, and

{|uality of the grain, nature of soil arul climate, and the freedom of the land

from weeds. Tlie seed-beds should be in such condition to allow the seed to

be covered uniformly. The soil particles surrounding the grain should be

sufficiently fine to ensure moisture being conveyed to the seed tVom tlic

subsoil. Well prepared seed-beds require less seed than badly prepared ones.

Sparse stooling varieties shtndd be sown thicker than prolific stoolers. Early

sowings may be thinner than later ones. Poor soils should be sown thicker

than i-ich ones. A bushel of wheat of large grain gives fewer plants per acre

than wheats of small grain. Clean land, or land free from weeds, may be

sown much thinner than weedy soils
;
thick seeding may smother weeds if

the wheat gets established first. If the climate is dry, wheat should be sown

thinly and weeds kept in check by other methods. In moist climates heavier

seeding may be practisetl. Twenty pounds of graded grain of good quality,

properly treated for bunt, would be sufficient upon clean land in a climate of

low rainfall if drilled in a decent seed-bed at a reasonable time. Thirty

pounds would give a maximum result throughout the average wheat districts

of fair average rainfall. Farmers must consider the above factors and weigh
them in relation to the conditions under and beyond their control.

Methods of Soiving.
—

Drilling is unquestionably the best method of sowing ;

it allows of the seed being covered uniformly, the depth regulated, and

manure distributed economic-ally with the se(»d. Such cannot be claimed for

broadcasting, either by hand or machine. It is more economical of seed,

one-third less being required than by broadcasting. Upon soil that has been

fallowed by ploughing thoroughly, the grain may be broadcasted and ploughed
under to a depth of 3 inches to advantage. Such ensures uniform covering,

and is placed where soil moisture can ensure germination in comparatively

dry weather.

Depth to Sow.—The most desirable depth is from 2 to 2i inches. Under

certain circumstances it may be sown deeper in friable soils. Deep-sowing

prevents many plantlets reaching the surface. It is not wise to plant deeper

than 3 inches in ordinary soils. Two and a half to 3 inches allows of the

placing of the grain into the moist soil away from the drying effects of sun

and wind. Should heavy rains fall upon deeoly-sown wheat before it appears
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at tlie surface, and a crust is formed, a large proportion cannot get through.

Under such conditions it shoukl be harrowed. Large wheat grains may be

sown deeper than small ones.

Time to Sotv.— It is wise to complete the sowings of wheats between

1st April and end of May. Generally speaking, early sowings yield the

best crops ;
late sowings, veiy often, do not pay expenses. By sowing

comparatively early, root development is encouraged before the winter. 8oils

covered with a fair proportion of leaves and permt ated with roots are not so

liable to get out of condition by heavy winter rains as soils upon which the

wheat has but the first blade. A fair growth also keeps the soil from getting

water-logged so readily during the winter months when evaporation is at its

lowest. Light sandy soils should be sown early to allow of larger root

development to enable the plants to get sufficient plant-food from a soil

lacking it. Richer soils may be sown later as the extra plant-food has a

forcing action
;
such soils are warmer, and the growth faster during very

M ""til I 'I I \ll^"' .-j±^'^!
'

No. 1 unmanuied

f .ill;'A\'feSL-; -

Plots bhowiiig effect of superphosphate. No. 2 manured.

cold weather. If wheats are sown during March they frequently get winter-

proud, and should be fed-ofF by stock, preferably sheep. If wheats are

sown after May a judicious application of fertiliser gives a desirable fillip.

Different varieties should be sown at different times -see under " Selection of

Varieties." In climates of reliable rainfalls till midsunnner they may be sown

later. Generally speaking, in the wheat districts dry summeis are the rule.

Manuring.—It is not premature to state that generally speaking the wheat

soils of New South Wales lack phosphoric acid. An application of from 56

to 112 lb. of superphosphate per acre, in conjunction with good culture,

invariably increases the yields profitably. Good virgin lands do not require

manuring. It is easy to over manure the wheat plant under Australian

conditions. A too rank developmejit too frequently exhausts the limited

moisture before the grain is matured. A desirable balance between plant-
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food and luoistui-c should lie aimed at. An applirat ion of sii]M'r])liospl)ate

ii)duces a vigorous stai't and uiaturcs tlie cioi) at)<)ut a. week eailicr t!iaii it'

iinmanured, two vci-y dcsiraliln effects under certain cunditions. Upon very

light sandy soils an application of potash may he desirable
;
this should be

ascei'taincd by experiment. Sucli soils aie leachv in districts of heavy
rainfall and may respond to an application of -^nitrogenuu.s manures, such as

sulphate of ammonia or nitrate of soda. Mixed manures may be purchased
when the retjuirements of the .soil are ascMtaincd by experiment. 'The

majority of our wheat soils have suliicicnt clav in tlietn to be retentive of

potash and lutrates, and are content with phosphates alone, at any rate

for a time. Tlu' lack of response* when nitrogenous manures are userl is in

contradistinction to English recjuirements. Such is due to the light rainfall

not washing away a portion of the nitrates as they are formed from the soil.

Also that nitr-ates are formed practically throughout the year when the

winters are not severe and soil tempeiatures. dui'ing the heat of sunnner

i

*C'A

-r-mn

Rape crop.

Battiursi Experiment Farm.

reduced by cultivation and sutHcient moi;Uure consf-rved. The fact r^-mains

that, generally speaking, superphosphates increase the yields profitably,

whereas nitrogen and potash do not apprecial)ly increase returns. Tt is impos-

sible to state how long si/cli \n ill remain the case. Manures recpnre moisture

to render them available to p)lants. Conservation, of soil moisture by every

possible means sliould be carried out in conjunction with manuring. ^\ hen

a rotation of crops is followed in conjunction ^\ itli an occasional bare-fallow,

manuring presents very dilferent aspects than when wheat is grown

continuously upon the same land.

Fal/oimni/.—In the driei' districts fallow ing is indispensable to successful

wheat-growing. By such, moisture is conserved and the i-ainfall of one

season carried over to supplempiit that of the next. Fallows are readily

])ermeable by rains. The loose condition of the soil renrlers it a non-conductor

of heat
;

soil temperatures are thereby kept lower throughout the heat of

summer. Australian soils get very hot in summer and the functions of the

valuable micro-organisms wliich libeiate plant food, itc, are suspended. Hot

soils dissipate moisture. It will thus be seen that fallowing, in keeping the
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soil cool, conserves moisture and favours tlie liberation of jjlfiiit-t'ood. Tlui

organisms which fix the free nitrogen of the air in the soil are also benefited,

thus increasing the nitrogen available to the plant. The various organisms
are specially stimulated by ploughing under organic matter in the form of

crop residues.

Crop-rotation.
—In districts of fair average rainfall, fodder cro])s grown in

rotation with wheat possess many advantages. Crops suitable for grazing

by sheep are very desirable. Shee[) and wheat tit admirably Australian

conditions. Continuous cropping with wheat exhausts the soil. Under a

rational system of rotation fertility may be increased, manui-es are more

.•w.%li
in ^**«Nllii,

Ploughing under Rape crop.

economically applied, moisture conserved, and weeds checked. Rape, on

account of its value as a sheep- fodder and the residues available to Ije

ploughed under, is an excellent crop in rotation with wheat. ^lany other

crops may be chosen which would suit the various districts. Bare-fallowing

should be relied upon in the drier districts.

Feeding-off Crops.
—

Early sown crops which have made considei'able growth

during the winter are frequently fed-oft' by sheep to advantage, if discreetly

practised. Crops should not be fed too late in the winter, especially where

dry weather during the early part of summer is the rule. Stock should not

be turned on in wet weather, especially on soils with a fair ^Ji'oportion of clay

n their composition. Continuous grazing for any length of time may be

harmful. It is wise to subdivide a paddock if the whole cannot be
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completely eaten off within a fortnight. Crops which have gr-own verv rank
from any cause are much better fed-oflf", it at all practicable. Hank crops are

liaV)le to rust, to lodge, and to be injured by frosts, besides making large
demands upon soil moisture. Reducing, oy feeding-oflf, may ward off rust by
allowing greater' access of sun and wind. The base of the stem is strengthened

by access of light, and lodging prevented. Frosts, undei' certain condition.s,

may rupture the cells of the nodes or knots of the bottom part of the stems.

The st(Mns of the growth after feeding-off are not so liable to injury. Moisture

is conserved by reducing the transpiring surfaces of the leaves which are in

excess.

Rolling and Harrowing.— Rolling is advantageous to consolidate light open
soils and fit rough land for the use of machinery ; it should always be

followed by the harrows. Harrowing loosens the surface, preventing the sub-

soil moisture rising to be dissipated by sun and winds. A compacted I'olled

Feeding-oS Wheat by sbeep.

surface has the opposite effect. Wheat after having been grazed should be

thoroughly harrowed with sharp heavy harrows. It is preferable to harrow

during early spring, before excessive evaporation fi'om the surface of the soil

commences
;

it may be performed when the crop is a foot high. It is better-

to harrow after a reasonable fall of rain, when the soil is fit to get on to with

the teams.

Harvesting.
—The stage to harvest wheat for grain varies with the class of

machinery used and variety. String-binders, strippers, and complete har-

vesters are used. In the cooler, more humid districts, the string-binder is the

most satisfactory. The stripper and harvester are more adapted to the drier

districts upon level areas. Upon a large farm both the binder and stripper

or harvester have their places. A binder is used to cut what is required for

hay whilst it is green ;
the same man, team, and machine should be used to

cut wheat for grain before it is ripe enough to strip ;
when it is dead ripe

the strippei' may be used to advantage. Such practice fits in economically as
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n>gan].s labour and horses. Stripping witli stripper or harvester is unques-

tionably the cheapest methofl of getting the grain reatly for market
;

it has

the disadvartages of risk from storms and fires, whilst dead ripe in the field,

loss of (|uality of grain and straw, and the fouling of the land with weed-

seeds, which are left in the field. Stripped wheat is apt to be bleached by

Winter-proud Wheats injured by frost long before ears

appeared ; subsequent development.

Uninjured ear.

exposure after ripening in the field
;
a reduced price is always paid for such.

If the harvesting period is wet and damp, considerable losses may result..

Cutting with binder with the necessary carting, stacking, and threshing is

much more expensive. The advantages of the system are less risk from

shedding of grain, storms, and fires, and the better quality of straw and

grain. With the binder it may be harvested to advantage when the crop is-
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quite touifli, vvith a slight gi-ceii tinge llirtMigli il. Varieties liable to

shed their gcain arc iiioi'e econoinically iiarvcste(l in that \vay. Many
immatui'e weeds are cut and removed to the stack as well as ripe ones.

Straw is saved before it is perished in the field, and is more

nutritions
;
there is not the trouble of dealing witli largi;

crops of straw as after the stripper. Tf the soil is deficient

in vegetable matter, (S to I l! inches of stubl)le, if ])ractical)le,

A

Lv,

k.

K

V.

I

SOVIIJKINIEI

N.S.W

shuui left on the land to be iilougheil under: such

jirevents the soil froni runnini together at the surface, and

Winter-proud Wheats injured by frost long before ears appeared ; subsequent development.

is. in many ways, beneficial. The straw, after stripping, .should not be burnt

excepting upon soils too rich for wheat. The reduction of the organic matter

of very rich soils may lead to the growth of less flag and better grain.
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Generally speaking, the l)uinin,ij; of the straw is very bad practice, and im-

poverishes the soil very quickly. Soils depleted of their vegetable matter by

burning and cropping are not so retentive of moisture, and do not retain that

desirable tilth so necessary to fertility. Con.siderable quantities of dry straw-

ploughed into the soil in dry climates keeps the land far too open to allow of

a crop growing satisfactorily upon it directly after ploughing under. It

requires time and moisture to allow of its desirable incorporation with the soil
;

means should be devised to effect this. A good practice would be to disc the

land and sow a few pounds per acre of rape seed amongst the straw. If the

weather proved favourable, a considerable growth of rape and self-sown wheat

would be available for sheep-feed. The stock may eat a proportion of straw

with the green fetd, the rest would be trampled down and cause the plouiihs

very little trouble in a few months time. The paddocks should then be

ploughed during winter or spring : such would clean the land of weeds,

conserve moisture, and allow of seasonable operations for next crop. This

would, of course, mean that one wheat crop only would be sown upon the

same land in two years ;
such practice has much to recommend it. Where-

ever practicable, land should be ploughed as soon as possible after hai'vesting

to destroy weeds, and tit it for succeeding crops. The careful consideration of

the above suggestions, and a rational application of them to the many con-

ditions of the New .South Wales wheat areas should lead to a considerable

increase in the yield per acre, and profits for the individual farmer.

Appendix.

Analysis of typical wheat soil at Bathurst Experiment Farm capable o£

yielding 40 bushels per acre under favourable conditions :
—

Locality of soil.—Bathurst.
Nature of soil.—Loam.

Depth of soil.—6 inches.

Colour of soil.—Dark brown.
Reaction of soil.—Strongly acid.

Capacity for water.— Fair, 43 per cent.

Absolute weight per acre, 6 inches deep.
— 1,663,194 lb.

Capillary power.
—Very good, 8"5 inches.

Mechaukal A nali/sis.

Coarse gravel, more than -^ inch in diameter, 3 '66 per cent.

Fine gravel, more than ^^ inch diameter, 21 94 per cent.

Fine soil, sand 24'70 per cent.

,, impalpable matter, chiefly clay, 49-70 per cent.

Anafy-iis of Fine Soil.

Moisture.—2 "80 per cent.

Volatile and combustible matter, principally organic.
—4 '95 per cent.

PerantayeH of Fertilisiiuj Suhstancfy.

General Value.

Nitrogen '056 per cent., eijual to "068 per cent. Ammonia, fair, equivalent to

931 lb. in an acre of soil 6 in. deep.
.Soluble in Hydrochloric Acid, Specific Gravity I'l.

Lime (CaO) '184 per cent-, satisfactory, etjuivalent to 3,"60 Hi. in an acre of soil

6 in. deep.
Potash (K^O) 'LSG per cent., satisfactory, equivalent to 2,2G1 lb. in an acre of

soil 6 in. deep.

Phosphoric acid (PjOg) "094 per cent., fair, equivalent to 1,563 lb. in an acre of

soil 6 in. deep.
F. B. GUTHRIE.
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Wheat-growing in New England District

R. H. GENNVS,
'

Glen Iiines Experiment Faiin.

Wheat will grow well on the New England tableland, and no better liay

from suitable vai'ieties can be produced if cut at the Howering stage and

properly saved
; large yields of grain in favourable seasons can be jn-oduced,

but there are few varieties suited to the changeable climate, and careful

selection must be made before good average yields can be obtained. It is

found after careful observation and experimenting for four years that the best

sorts are strong Hour wheats that mature quickly. The time of sowing is

important : if too early they may come in head before frosts are over, the

flowering stage being a dangerous time \i\ this connection ; they should be

harvested before Christmas, or they may be caught in the lield by the summer
rains which take place after that period. Good nailing wheats of early matur-

ing varieties sown rather late—say in June—are likely to prove most profit-

able. Manitobas also have a good chance if sown ful'y two weeks earlier;

very early sowing is not recommended.

The district contains a variety of soils ranging from light grarute to heavy

clays of light, brown, and black colour, anfl until lately the two latter were

deemed quite unsuitable for wheat-growing, l)ut by draining, liming, and

sowing them with suitable varieties, such as Jonathan, the Blue Stems, and

Power's Fife, good yields have been obtained at the State farm, and these

varieties have given fine yields on other farms from seed grown here, one—
Bolton's Blue Stem—in a good sized area producing 40 bushels to the acre,

which was sold locally at a good advance on local prices, (ienerally, however,

the lighter soils for wheat-growing are reconnnended.

Climate.—The altitude of the district ranges from 2,000 to 4,000 feet above

«ea level. The climate is cold, heavy frosts occur through winter, with snow

at intervals, an occasional fall of the latter being favourabli' to wheat growth.

Phn/t/hiuf/.
—'The mould-board ploughs are genei'allv favoured in New

England, but the occasional use of the disc in throwing up the soil to the

weather is beneficial
;
for covering weeds the mould-board plough is always

recommended. Ploughing with good heavy implements may be done at almost

any time, except when the ground is too wet and cloggy, and this state is not

infrequent ; generally rather dry seasons are more appreciatc^d than wet ones.

For wheat the sununer and autumn ploughings are gencn-ally from 5 to 6 inches

deej), afterwards before the seed is sown a shallow phmghing of about 3 inches

is practised. As a substitute sometimes the double disc cultivator is used ;

in this machine the two i-ows of discs follow one another, and one row can be

set at any angle desired
;

if the bind is not fine enough for the seed drill to
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work across the path of tlie cultivator, then harrowing must follow the latter

implement. .Shallow woi'king is done last fui' wheat in order that grain may-
have a sweetened top soil in which to germinate and get a good start in life,

and also that the roots may find a firm condition in the subsoil.

Draining is most important in New England, a great proportion of the

subsoil being very retentive. By draining, and at a small cost, tlie work

being done by ploughs and scoops, a very wet piece of land of several acres

produced 34 bushels to the acre of Power's Fife wheat.

Liming.—This is of great benefit in sour lands and heavy clays, making
the latter more friable and sweeter, and besides being a necessary plant-

food in itself lime tends to make other important plant-foods available.

Unslacked lime must be used, and should be applied after one ploughing
and one harrowing, then put on the land in convenient heaps to air-slack,

which is the best
; although, if required to spread quickly, this may he

done with water. After slacking spread evenly over the surface and lightly

harrow in, to incorporate with the top soil and leave at least a month before

ploughing in, as lime has a tendency to work downwards. For wheat

lands with fairly heavy soils 10 cwt. to the acre is of much benefit, but for

veiy heavy clays from 1 to "3 tons to the acre may be used. Some 30 acres of

land were limed here at the rate of 10 cwt. to the acre for cereals. The cost of

the lime, which was brought from the Blue Mountains to Glen Innes, delivered

at the latter station, was 34s. a ton, or at the rate of 17s. an acre. Liming
in most soils is sufficient every six years.

Manu7'inq artificially other than liming has not been largely experimented
with hitherto, but it has been shown that phosphates in many cases are likely

to bn exhau-it^id afterafew yearsof heavy cropping, especially on the lighter soils.

Thomas' phosphate gives, so far, very little better results than without manures
;

the quickly acting properties of superphosphates are of more benefit as they

promote a good start for young plants and cause early maturity—two im-

portant points here. The soil here being generally of a clayey nature is well

supplied with potash, though some friable ones and especially those wiiich

have been heavily cropped with potatoes, and where it is intended that wheat

should follow, would be all the better of, say, 28 lb. of sulphate of potash mixed

with 56 lb. <jf superphosphates applied to the acre. Sulphate of potash

seems to act better in combination with superphosphate than by itself. It

.should be mentioned that the superphosphates when used alone are put in the

drill at the same time as the seed and distributefl at the rate of 56 to 60 lb.

to the acre. Nitrogen which is so necessary to soils for cereals may be pro-

vided by sowing legumes such as peas or clover. Red Clover is doing well

here and a three-course rotation consisting of (1) wheat, (2) clover, (3) maize

or potatoes might be followed. The clover could also be eaten off in early

spring by sheep and ploughed in in late summer. Rape has not done so well

in clay soils, otherwise when sown with superphosphates it is a good practice

to eat it off with sheep and then plough it in as a preparation for wheat, but

of course it does not add nitrogen to the soil, but humus, and the droppings

from the depastured flock add to the fertility of the soil.
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Sowing.— I )iilliii,i,'
in seed is lict tcf \\ lien t lie soil can be got into a fine state

of tilth, Imt ill w et seasons broadcusting may lia\c to he resorted to. The quan-

tity of seed used when sown bydrill at the beginning of J une sliould be about 50

lb. per acre, and thn'e weeks later at the rate of (iO lb. per acre
; as sowing early

is not recommended, thick sowing is practi.sed an(] early maturing is hastened.

If grain is broadcasted, about 90 lb. of grain shciuld he sown, say, for the jniddl'^

of June. Too mucli rolling in New Kngland is'not desira))li' as land consoli-

dates (|uicklv enough without ; but when rolling is ic(|nire(l to hi-cak down

clods, liarrowing should immediately follow the i)peration
—

freijuent harrow-

ing in dry weather during growth of cro]) up to ."> inches higli is iidvised.

H(truest i-iig.
—The use of the reajx'rs and liinders in preference to strippers

is strongly recommended here as thei'e is a tendency to uneven i-ipening, and

the straw is of great value in the winter both for bedding and fodder for

stock. When cut early the straw is more \alual)le in every respect.

Wheat-growing should only be adopted here as part of a system of mixed

farming, and can be well carried on in connection with hnnb-raising and

breedirig sheep for mutton purposes.

Wet harvests are a deterrent both in wheat and oat gi'owing, but it is

hoped that destruction and deterioration of grain may be minimised by the

results of experiments now in progress at the State farm hei'e, whereby the

covering of stooks for weeks, if necessary, with cheap rye-straw caps devoid

of grain is aimed at.

In favourable years .several weak tlour wheats liave produced heavy yields

of hirge, soft, giaiii, weighing at a heavy rate per bushel, but their milling

(pialities were bad. Farmei's are advised to try some of the Departinent's

crossbreds which are good yiekler.', less liable to rust, and of hiuh-class Hour

strength ;
such as Jonathan and Comeback. The formei' has undergone

severe trials during four years on all (|ualities of soils in the district
;
the

latter has not had the same trial as yet.

Sussex, a wheat of fair strength, has given very good yields for several

years, proving very suitable for the disti'ict. Power's Fife (a Manitoba of

splendid Hour strength) and the Blue Stems have also done very well, but

should be sown earlier than the others on account of slow matm-ing.

Zealand, Tardent's Blue, Power's Fife, and the IMue Stems (Minnesota,

Haynes', and Bolton's) are recommended for hay wlieats.

In comparison with the driei- districts with lighter soils the tillage of the

soil is expensive, and strong tt^ams of horses must be used
;
but on the oiher

hand the rains being more regular, larger average yields can be expected.

However, the right varieties must be selected, the propei- time and methods

of cultivation adopted, befoiv wheat-growing can reach its most profitable

limits in New England.
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Forestry.

Some Practical Notes on Forestry suitable for New
South Wales.

[Continued from page 637-]

J. H. MAIDEN,
Government Botanist and Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

XVTII—continued.

Trees other than Conifers and Palms :

* Oaks.

Japanese, Chinese, and Himalayan Oaks.

Oaks from Japan and China should be especially encouraged, as they are very

interesting. Speaking generally, oaks want a good depth of soil, which they

cannot obtain in the Botanic Gardens, Sydney, but there are thousands of

places in New South Wales (coast and tablelands) where they should do well.

1. Quercus acuta, Thunb. var. hamhusfffolia, Mast. Japan.

Received as Q. bamhmce/olia. A small neat bushy species which never

attains the dignity of a tree with us.

L .30 d.

'2. (J. Championi, Benth. Hong Kong.
A handsome round-headed bush 4 to 5 feet in height, branching to the

gi-ound. Very slow growing with us. It has entire leaves with rusty under-

.sides.

M 23.

.3. Q. conwa, Lour. China.

The acorns are used for food in its native country. In the Botanic

Garflens it is of rather stragglv growth—a tall shrub or small tree. It has

handsome transversely reticulate lea\ es, veins hairy underneath. The bark

is covered with lenticels.

M U.
4. Q. cuspidata, Thunb. .Japan.

With us a small tree, but it certainly does not have fair play, being in a

place with shallow soil and dominated by large trees.

The foliage is ornamental ; the leaves are not large ; the margin of the

apical half is serrate.

The acorns, boiled or roasted, are regularly sold in Japan for food. See

8ieb. and Zucc, Fl. Japonica, t. 2.

U 8.

•^- Q- gfctbra, Thunb. .Japan.

A small tree (cut back for reasons of space) with very large entire leathery
leaves. It is the largest leaved Oak we haxe, and is specially handsome.

B
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The acorns are used for food in Jaj)a)). See Sieb. and Ziicc., FL Japoaicay
t. 89.

U 6.

6. Q. glauca, Tliunl). Japan to tin- Himalava. The Kashi ot'.)a))aii : the

Green Oak of lower altitudes of the Himal-iva.

A tree with haiidsouie laurel-like foliage, wUieli uiows into a handsome tree

of medium size, witli dense head ; but some of our s|jcciiiicns have had to be

pollarded because they would oeeupv too nuich room.

The timber is used in Japan for tool-makin,i;. Tsed foi- briflges and for

rough carpentry in Northern India. See t. ^l'^. \<>]. ii. Ann. Hot. Gard.,

Calcutta. Brandis, Forest Fl. i^S, t. 60.

M 9, 15; L 15 b.

7. Q. incana, Koxb.
((,>. Imuifn, Sm.). "(trevor Ban Oak." See t. 20,

vol. ii, A)iii. Hot. (rard., Calcutta.

(jlrows into a large umbrageous ti'ee in the Botanic (Jardens, Sydney, with

handsome sen-ate-leaved foliage with white undersides. It is thoroughly at

home in the Sydney (hstrict.

It yields a useful tan hark. The acorns aiv used in nii'diciiic in India, and

are eatoi extensively by monkcvs an(i bears. Tlic hranclics aiv often lnppcd

for fodder.

U 8 c, 2 K : M S
; I. 23 g. 'M) d, :53 c.

8. Q. lameUosd, Sm. (syii. (^>. imliricnfo, Hau).), Himalaya. The "Laurel
Oak."

See t. .'iO, vol. ii, Ann. JJof. (,'nrd., Calcutta : Wallich, 7V. J... h'ar. ii. 41,

t. 149.

At Campbelltown it grows fairly well, and is thu'< reported upon l)y .Mr. J.

McEwen, Suj)eri)itendent of the State Nursery :
-

This tvv<- was planted about twenty-five years ago ; height about 20 feet ; haViit rather
loose and .spreading ; trunk al)out 1'2 indie.s near the ground. Has not made iialf the

growth of some of the large Ameri(;an species near by. A very distinct species. Has
borne acorns more or less during the last ten years.

It is nuieli )(( ommeniled for jdanting in the United States, and |)romises

to be useful in the cooler parts of New South Wales.

9. Q, serrala, Thunb. Japanese "Silkworm Oak."

See t. 16. vol. ii. Arm. Hot. G'ard., Calcutta.

Our specimen is a \civ old tree, with bark almost like an iroidjark. It is-

deciduous, with coaivsely serrate foliage, reminding one somewhat of the Sweet

Chestnut.

Althotxgh our specimen is not the best, it is obvious that it is a valuable

tree, very umbrageous, and we'll worthy of acclimatisation experiments.

Bark used locally for tanning, 'i'he leaves are used for feedinsj; the oak

silkworm {^Bomhy.i: Yaniamai). The timber is used for building' purposes in

Assam.

L 7.

A Correction.

The titles of the two illustrations in the August Gazette, pages 636 and

637— Qrtercus Suher, L.— have been transposed. That on page 636 should

read as from Botanic Gardens, Sydney, and that on page 637, Camden Park.
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Sheep at Bathurst Experimeijt Farm

R. W. PEACOCK.

At the New Soutli Wales Sheepbreeders' Association's Show, lield in July,

190S, aiiitthei- practical demonstration of the results of the system of cross-

breedin.u- of sheep for export lamb and mutton was given. Twenty-four
pens were exhibited, comprising in all sixty-one sheep. They represented
first crosses, second crosse--, aiid comebacks. A sheep from each of seventeen

pens was slaughtered, and the carcasses exhiljited in front of the pens, so

that the quality of nnitton could be readih' seen. These, in conjunction
with the live stork in the jjens, afforded satisfactory (opportunities for the

study of the various crosses. What could be expected from a mutton point
of view was apparent, and those interested could, by inspecting the live

sheep, form an excellent idea of the value of the crosses from a wool-

producing point of view, a most valuable aid in the selection of breeding
ewes.

The sheep were depastured under rather adverse conditions. The drought
affected the younger sheep especially ;

these could only be classed as good,
and not prime. The older sheep were prime. The weights of both carcasses

and skins are slightly in excess of actual weights, as they were weighed

directly after slaughtering, and not allowed to cool
; they are comparative.

The li\ e weights given for the unslaughtered sheep are the average weights
of the shee[» weighed at the farm prior to leaving for Sydney, and are

comparable.

Allowance should l)e made, when considering the table below, for the

individuality of sheep. Although they weri^ chosen very carefully as typical

specimens, slight errors caiuiot be eliminated when figures are given for

individuals only. For instance, the weight (20 lb.) of skin from hogget by
Shro23shire ram on Lincoln-Merino ewe is in excess of what could reasonably
be expected, it being rather exceptional as regards its covering. Also the

weight of skin, ^iz., 21.^^ lb., from comeback hogget with a proportion of

Southflown blood, was heavier than should generally be expected from such,

this individual unquestionably leaning towards the Merino as regarfls its

covering.

The unslauglnered sheej) will be shorn when the tieeces have made twelve

months' growth. Their weights, and a report \ipon theii- roinniercial \alues,

will be published when available.

The results of the slaughtering are in hai-monv with those of last year.

(See 6^«:;eW<^, Septembei-, 1!)07, p. 7-11.) It is again interesting to note the

effect of the greater infusion of the blood of the iiritish breeds upon the

weights of the carcasses, the second crosses being heavier than the first.
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The decrease' in tlic weights by the lai-gur pnijioilion ot' Mcriiiu liluoit in

the comebacks is again noticeable. As regards attractiveness of carcass,

those chiiniing Southdown, Shropsliirc, and Hnghsh Leicester Idood were

ahead in the order gi\cn. Tlie carcass ot" the weaner 1)\" the Southdown

ram, from tlie Soutiidown-IMerino ewe, was the most attiacti\('. The plates

give an excellent idea of tlie carcasses, the p-ineipal feature l)eing a study
in hind-(juarters. The data obtainefl during the past Show will Ije valuable

in conjunction with [last and future results of a siinilai- nature.

Tlie following are particulars of weights, itc. :
—-

Breed. Age.
Livf

Wci-ht.
Diesswl

Wei^'ht

lb.
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Firs: Cross Hoggets—age, 1 year 11 months.

1. Shropshire raiu on Meriuo ewe.

2. Southdown mm on Merino ewe.

3. Ensrlish Leicester on Merino ewe.

4. Lincoln rum on Merino ewe.
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1

Second Cross Hoggets

1. Sliropsliire ram on Tjiiicohi X Meriiui ewe. l

:!. Merino niiii ou Shropshire x Meriuo ewe (comeback).

age, 1 year 11 months.

.Slir(>|)sliire rain ou Border Leicester x Merino ewe.
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Diseases of Fowls,
[Continued from page 656.]

G. BRAU8HAW.

Chapter XT—continued.

Various Diseases—continued.

Egg-eating.
—This vicious habit is quite common amongst fowls, and once

acquired is difficult to cure, and at times the trouble is serious, for one or

two hens may be laying, and the owner unaware of it, owing to the disap-

pearance of the eggs as soon as laid.

Many causes are assigned for this habit, such as the want of shell-making

material, &c. The principal cause, however, is fi'om the accidental breaking
of an egg. The hen tries this, finds it good, and then begins to peck at the

whole article, which she breaks, and eats the contents, and repeats at every

opportunity.

The suggested remedies are many and varied. Catching the culprit and

with a file removing the sharp end of her beak, is a method adopted by some

poultry keepers, with success.

Keeping a plentiful supply of china eggs in the nests and throughout the

runs has also been effective.

A common method is filling an egg shell with mustard, made into a paste,

and placing them in the runs. Aloes have also been used instead of mustard,
while some breeders have been successful in curing the habit by leaving
rotten eggs about

;
but in many instances all the above remedies have been

ineffective, the hens leaving the artificial eggs, and continuing to eat the

genuine ones.

This habit, if acquired by a few hens in a run. may be responsible for the

disappearance of every egg laid, and the losses due to it have been serious.

The following is extracted from an article by a Sussex poultry breeder :
—

Sometimes the cock is the culprit, but the question of sex matters little. When egg
^ating breaks out it must be checked—for no eggs, no protit.
There is no disease—for it is a disease—in the poultry world with so many infallible

cures for it as egg-eating. But. prevention is better than cure: First, keep fowls

well sup))lied with shell-forming material, so that shell-less eges are not laid ; also

see that the nests have plenty of straw or litter of some kind, then there is less liability
of the eggs being broken. It is very uncommon for a hen to drop her egg when
on her perch, but eggs are often dro])])ed in the run, and care should be taken to

remove them imniefliately. Eggs should never be lying about within sight of the hens,

especially wheu they are in confinement; often, for want of something better to do. they
peck at them. Fowls at liberty seldom turn egg-eaters.
The best cure, and I have tried a good many, is cutting the bird's beak. The mandibles,

both upper and lower, are rpiite soft, save for the edging of horn
;

this is hard enough :

we often carry the marks of a hen-])eck for days on our fingers, don't we? Procure a

fairly sharp penknife, and take the egg-eater between the knees. Now proceed to cut
the point of the beak ; do it very delicately, whittlinu away the hard, clear edge. Presently
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n
J

Illustration showing ovaries and stages in growth of egg.

+ Twin ovules : These joined drop into the oviduct, :ind liecemie covered with the white
and shell, forming a double-yolk egg.

the blood will be seen showinsr through, then stop. Do the same with the lower mandible.
On no account draw blood. Properly ])erformed. the oi)cration is quite painless to the

fowl.

What is the effect? The fowl cannot peck atanytiiint; hard any more than a man can
bite with a .sore tootli. She can eat soft food and i)ick up grains of corn, eat as well as

usual, but if she attacks an egii the hard shell daunts her— it makes her beak smart, and
she speedily desists. Presently the horn grows again, but by that time the hen. unless

the vice is fairly established in her, has forgotten her taste for eggs. If egg-eating breaks
out in a small pen. and there is no absolute certainty which is the cul|)rit. cue the beaks
of the whole pen
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As to the other remedies, the most common is to fill an egg-shell with mustard and

pepper and put it in the run. A hard-boiled egg just out of the boiling water is also said
to be a cure, as it burns them. Fresh egg-shells given in large quantities is an American

remedj' highly spoken of. In fact, there are any amount of remedies.

I have said nothing of specially constructed nests. These are so made that when the

egg is dropped by the fowl it rolls out of sight. The difficulty is to make a nest so con-

structed comfortable enough for a hen to lay in it. On the wlK)ie. the egg-eating-

preventing nest is no good.

The only absolute safe way of curing an egg-eater is to wring her neck. Do not let

the vice go on ; always be or the look out, and if it breaks out, cure it at once. A whole
flock of hens may be ruined as egg-producers if this is not done. There is, as I have said,

a choice of remedies, and the poultry-keeper has only himself to blame if he loses many
eggs by egg-eating hens.

Egcj Organs.
—The egg-

producing organs of a hen

are very delicate, and sub-

ject to a number of com-

plaints, which have probably
increased since the inception

of the egg-laying competi-

tions, as evidenced in the

conductors' reports, which

usually tell us how many
hens died during the month,

and in almost every instance
"
from ovarian troubles."

Realising this, it is well

breeders should be acquaint-

ed with the nature and

function of the egg organs.

Anyone who has dissected a
hen is, no doubt, familiar with
the cluster of small eggs that are

found in her intestines; they
resemble very much a bunch of

grapes, and vary in size and
number. In a good-laying strain

of hens they will often number a

hundred or more. The .section

where this rudimentarv egs is

Organs and oiary of hen.

this rudimentary egg
formed is called the ovarium.
It will be noticed that all these

eggs aie covered separately with
a filmy and transparent sac. and

12. Lung.
13. Ovarv.
U. Egs-."

15. Eag eiiteiinii; oviduct.
lf>. Int'umlilaihim.
17 Oviduct.
IS. Etjg- ii;issin;r through oviduct.

1. Liver.
2. Gallbladder.
3. Spleeu.
4. Gizzard.
5. Duodeuum.
6. Pancreas.
7. Intestine ,.^. ^

connected by a very narrow stem 8, 8. Free e.xtremities of oosca. IP. Oviduct.

to the ovary of the hen. These ^' ^- Oppninir of ureters. 20. Cloaca
1- ,

*'
• ., 10. Heart,

rudimentary eggs are in the very n stomach.
first step of egg-formation, and
their number controls the laying

capacity of the hen in the finished product at the end of her laying i>eriod. They are the

supply upon which she draws. They mature one at a time, growing larger and larger,
and gradually separating from the cluster, and when matured in the ovarium, they detach
themselves, their weight causing them to fall into a funnel-sha|)ed tul)e. which leads direct
to the oviduct. In tlie ])assage from the ovarium to the oviduct, the egs travel- an.

average of 24 inches, and in a well-fed healthy hen. they follow one another very rapi'lly.

21. Opeuinii- of the oviduct.
22. Martriii of amis.
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During this state, the egg consists of nothing Iml llic ynlk: the white is acidni later.

This is added to tlie yolk in successive layers, and is drawn or secrctefl fi'oin the hlood-

vesscls in the oviduct. It is a thin, sticky fluid, and, were it not for the sac which covers
the yolk, the two would (|uickly form into one mass. A second sac is added chu'ing its

passage to the oviduct, which greatly strengthens it. These sacs will be found to be

very atlhesive; they can be pricked with a needle, and the very moment the needle is

withdrawn they will close up tightly, and ])revent the yolk oozing out; but if the egg is

allowed to lie in any one ])Ositi()n for a time, it will ;wihere closely to the shell, and cannot
be separated from it without hicaking.

•

The germ, which is the existence of the future ciiick. lies very close to the yolk. This
is why it is advisable to turn eggs intended for hatching very frequently, thus preventing
adhesion, which, of course, is fatal to the germ, 'i'hc germ is held in its place on the

yolk by what appears to be two twisted cords, which are embedded in the white. They
are of an albuminous character, and very strong, serving to keep the germ in its place
when the egg is in motion, and also to keep the germ uppermost during the entire jieriod
of incubation, so that it will receive, all other contlitions being correct, the re(juired amount
of heat—no more and no less.

When the egg is about half-way through the oviduct, it becomes covered with the two
sacs found just in.side the shell. They lie close around the egg until tiiey approach the

large end, where they separate and for'in what is so familiarly known as the air-c-ell. In a

newly-laid egg the air-cell is very tiny, and as the eg<j: advances in age the air-cell becomes

lai'ger. This is due to the contracting of the entire nuiss within the shell—cau.sed by
evaporation.

After the egg has advanced wfjl down into the o\i(liut. it becomes covered with the

shell; but the shell, like the albumen or white, is adiied by a system of secretion from
the blood-vessels of the hen. Very fre((uently the hen lays what i> called a

"
soft-shelled

"'

egg. Home advance the theory that this is due to lack of grit, oyster-shell, or other

"shell-forming" substances. This is untrue. The real reason is this : Over-stimulation
results in the excess of ova matter, and, as the eggs are continually advancing, two of

them (hop into the oviduct on the same day. Only one becomes coatel with shell, and,

naturally, in its ailvancement, the second egu' is laid without the shell, 'ondition powders
and stimulating foods are the real clause of th's trouble, and we have also noticed that
it can be caused by im)iroper feedino;. overfeeding one day and protracted starvation the

next, and so on.

Another result of stimulating feeding is the double egg, often called
""

double-yolk."
This, in fact, is really a double egg, white and all. The cause of this is that when the

eggs are maturing too fast, two of them fall into the oviduct together, an<l are encased in

one shell, each one of them having a complete white and yolk of its own. If incubated
and hatcheil (which they seldom do), they ])roduce one of the nu)nstrosities seen in con-

secpience, such as a chick with more than two legs, &c. Of course, these never live.

It requires about twenty-four hours for the shell to form, but very often a second ovum
rests against the first Just before the latter is laid, and, when comjjlete, it presents a flat,

crooked, or dented shell—this accoi'ding to the position in which it lays against its peifectly-
shelled mate. Of the many freak eggs met with, probably the tiny, marble-sized egg
is the most frequent. After the hen has exhausted her supply of ova, her secreting organs
sre still actively engaged j)roducing albumen and shell. This results in the tiny egg,
which is only a shell, covering a Cjuantity of the albumen. This egg has never been attached
to the ovary, which accounts for its size and the absence of the yolk; Mi'.d is, of course,
mihaichaljlc under any condition.

Very often we hear of the com|iiaint of a strictly fresh egg being
"

rotten." This is

causeii by thi- oviduct being too fat : the egg cannot force its way through the fat, and if

retained foi- two or three days in tliis position, the body hect of the hen will cause it to

become addled.

E(i(i Pasfiaye,
—Protrusion of iho oviduct, or egg passage,, is occasionally

met with in the poultry yard, and usually with old, over-fat hens. It is

caused by the straining to expel large eggs, and is evident at a glance. The

organ should be washed witli warm \vater, oiled, and with the finger gently

returned, keeping the hen's head downwards, so as to favour the simple

operation. After this, a dose of castor oil is rccoiniiicndcd. Further treat-

ment is very rarely required.
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Eqg Passage, Inflammation of.
—Inflammation of the egg passage sometimes

occm's in connection with an egg-bound hen, or it may result from over-

stimulating food. The disease is a serious one, its effects being witnessed

in the action of the fowl, which has a constant desire to strain as if an egg
was to be laid. The fowl stands about witli wings dropped and feathers

ruffled, while the underparts are hot, and the comb and wattles less red than

normal. Cases of this sort are rarely curable, although there are instances

when half a teaspoonful of sulphate of magnesia in warm water has done

good. When this remedy is tried, a little salad or sweet oil should be dropped
into the vent, the head being held down when this is being done.

inches

stages in the development of fowl's egg.

Eqqs : musty flavour.
—Quite often actually new-laid eggs have a stale musty

flavour. This may result from liver or other disease, or from strong flavoured

food. Musty meals, fish, mangolds, putrid meat, or stale cut bone, all con-

tribute to ill-flavoured eggs, the remedy being to remove the cause.

Eggs, soft.
—Shell-less eggs are often attributed to want of shell- forming

material, and while this may be the case, in some instances the cause of

the trouble is more frequently in other directions.
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If fowls hav(^ a free lun. citlici on a faiin (n Miltniliaii area, tliev usuallv

find sufficient slicll-inakiii^ material, liut when kcj)t in small [leiis. thev must

be supj)lie(l witli (lid mortal-, oystei' shell, or any of the several materials

now vended hy produce niercliants. Contimious fccdinj^r with soft food

induces soft eggs, and sometimes extraordinary good layers produce .such,

from the fact that tlie resources of the systeTu .cannot supply the shell (piick

iMiougli. Friglit has been known to

induce soft eggs; over-stimulating food

and fatness are also responsible. The

treatment is to remove the causes, to

teed the liens sparingly, and to supply
a variety of egg-forming materials.

One authoiity recommends giving the

hens lime-water to drink, accom])anied
with an aperient and a httle sulphur.

Lewis Wright attril)utes the major-

ity of such cases to overfeeding, and

suggests doses of Kpsom salts. It.

however, should be mentioned that soft

eggs are most frequently laid bv hens

three or more years of age, and when

fowls are kept with the object of profit,

they will not yield enough to pay for

their food. Consequently, hy removing
the non-paying ones, the soft egg pro-

dncers will also be largely weeded out.

Favus. Of White Comb.—This is a

comparatively new disease in England,

and was unknown in Australia until

the visit of the late W. Cook, about

ilXio. when it was introduced to several

[loultiv vards heic hv [lurchasers of

some of the impoitations of that

bicedei'.

Mr. \\ . N'ale. an English authority,

savs the disease first came under his

notice amongst some Orpington fowls,

the >vm])toms of wliicli ai'e. at first

a circumscribed spot on the small pro-

truberances of the comb. The skin on

the surface of the affected part is soon destroyed, and becomes detached in

minute scales, so that the comb has a whiti.sh appearance, hence the name ot

White Comb. The affection soon spreads to the face and neck, and its mode

of advance, together with its contagious nature, makes it very evident that

it is a distinct disease. When the fowls are badly infected, a peculiar

Double egg. Both parts contain yolk and while,

al:hough oneis not full ; two-thirds natural size.
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"
mousey

"
odour is given off, and the feathers can easily be pulled out.

The affected parts become very irritable, which causes the fowls to scratch,

and the part soon becomes stripped of feathers.

The cause is attributed to a parasite, and rapidly spreads.

Another authority describes it as a scurvy eruption, not unlike to the human
disease known as eczema. The comb looks as if flour had been dusted on

it, and in severe cases a running sore will start, when the remedies have to be

drastic. The best thing to do is to saturate the comb with paraffin or tur-

pentine, and then rub it over with carbolic ointment, and to repeat the

process morning and night for two or three days, when a cure will probably
be effected.

The disease has of late become so prevalent in Erglancl that a few months

ago the Secretary to the Board of Agriculture issued the following leaflet on

the subject:
—

Favus is a disease produced by a minute parasitic fungus known scientifically as
Achorion sdueuleinii (Reniak). This fungus attacks the comb, wattles, and neck, &c., of

birds, and causes the feathers of the latter to fall off ; sometimes one side only of the neck

may be affected, becoming quite deplumed, while the other shows no signs of invasion ;

but, as a rule, it is the comb that suffers first and most from the attack.
It is very destructive in poultry yards, and, being highly contagious, often s|)reads with

great rapidity. A single diseased cock soon contaminates the whole run, and several

outbreaks have been traced to a new male bird fi'om an affected yard.
The first signs of an attack of favus are small, pale, irregular, cup-Uke spots on the

comb or wattles, generally appearing on the comb first. These s]iots grow together, and
sooner or later form a confluent covering of a dirty yellowish-grey substance, wliich is often

arranged in concentric layers. These crusts often grow to a consitlerable thickness. When
they are present on the comb or wattles there may be a complete and rapid disaj^pearance
of the malady; but when the feathered areas become invaded it is more persistent. Some-
times the breast, and especially the rump, is denuded by this fungus, which, when present
on the feathered parrs, usually ends fa tall}', unless treatment is resorted to. The feathers

become erect and dry and fall off, and leave the denuded skin covered with dull yellowish-

grey crusts, showing here and there depressions from which the feathers have fallen. The
fungus may easily be observed by scraping the diseased siu-face or the skin under the crusts,
and examining the debris under the microscope. It will then be seen to consist of a
number of fire threads (the mycelia) and numerous spores, sometimes nearly the whole
mass being composed of the latter. To examine the fungus, the debris from the skin and
crusts should be put on a slide, and then moistened with distilled water and a little acetic

acid.

Care should be taken in handhng patients, as the disease can be transmitted to man, on
whom it is not so amenable to treatment as in birds. It is probable, however, that the
disease can only be planted, either naturally or artificially, on an abraded surface.

Treatment.—The treatment consists in bathing the invaded parts with warm water and
soft soap, and then applying some ointment to destroy the parasite. Nitrate of silver

well rubbed into the comb and wattles has been found of great benefit ; an ointment of

5 per cent, of the nitrate of silver in lard may be used for this purpose. Red oxide of

mercury one part, to lard eight parts, has proved an excellent remedy if used for several

days.
In any case, it is most essential to well foment the diseased parts previously to applying

the ointment, and to remove as far as possible all the favic crusts with a blunt iinife.

One cannot be too careful in examining a fresh bird before turning it into the run, which,
needless to say, should not be done if any signs of

"
favus

"
are noticed upon it.

Should the disease appear, the bird should be at once isolated and treated, as when
the parasite reaches the feathered tracts it is so much more ilifficult to eradicate.

Feather Eating.
—This is one of the most annoying afflictions of the poultry

yard, particularly to those who are obliged to keep their fowls in confined

spaces; indeed, it rarely occurs in flocks that have a free range.
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Tlic cvkIciiccs ot tcatlic! catiim arc. that one oi' inoic ot tin- tlock will be

seen to have hare patches, the (Icmided parts beintj usually tin' \u'vk. l)reast.

and thitjlis. hut the hain'ful habit is sucli. that in.stances are coiuuhui where

the hiiils have been plucked almost to the last feather: the peculiar part

being that the subject usually lends itself to the cannibalistic habits of the

culprit, and s(>enis to enjoy the operation.
"^

,

The causes are varied, soinctimes due to overcrowdinj^. when the fowls

have to stand about all day with nothing to engage their attention
;
one of

them may see an insect on its neighbour, and pecking it off accidently brings

a feather with it. If this be a young growing feather the blood in the ijuill

end attracts the fowl, which eats it. finds it palatable, and the habit com-

mences.

Sometimes it is due to an insufficient supply of greenstuff, but more often

to a shortage of animal food. Instances are in evidence where the habit was

due to the male bird having torn some feathers off the hen. and which were

iit once seized on by the other birds, and the habit acquired.

Unsuitable dieting is also responsible, particularly where there has been

an insufficiency of animal matter in the food. In all Hocks of fowls there

are always one or two who tyrannise over the others, which is more pronounced

at feeding time. In pecking at them the feathers are drawn and eaten, the

objectionable habit being, in this way, acquired. There are also cases where

it is difficult to exactly tell what induced the feather plucking, but the great

proportion of imported fowds which arrive with bare patches show that con-

finement, and nothing to do in the way of scratching is responsible for the

greater number of cases.

The remedies are simple. Observation will soon determine whether one

or more of the flock have the habit ; if it is confined to oiu' or two the

best plan is to get rid of them. If a number are addicted to the vice,

then the runs should be thickly strewed with cdiaff. hay, straw, or litter of

some sort. The morning food should be given of wheat or other grain, well

scattered amongst the litter. This shoukl be given by dayhght. or as soon

as the fowls leave their perches. Immediately on coming into the run they

will commence to scratch for their morning meal, and if the (|uantity given

is too small for their needs, thev will continue scratching until every grain is

found. After this there should be a cabbage, lettuce, or other green food

hung \ip in their run at a height so as to oblige them to jump up a little for it.

There should be a fair supply of meat, such as boiled liver, or any sort of

meat scraps thrown into the run at midday. This will keep them occupied

until the evening meal, which should be again grain, or if soft food is given at

evening, such should be withheld until just before roosting time, when the

fowls will eat their meal heartily and go to roost forgetful of the feather diet.

A more effective way still of combating this vice is to wait until the fowls

have all gone to perch, and then scatter their breakfast grain for the following

morning amongst the litter, so that the fowls, when they alight off their
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perches, immediately commence scratching, which can be kept up through-

out the day. An adoption of this method of feeding has been successful in

many instances.

Flowers of sulplmr has been much used for feather-eating fowls, the usual

quantity being a tablespoonful for twenty fowls, the way of administering

being to mix it in the soft food.

Preventive measures for this and a number of other poultry-yard troubles

will always be found best. A spare diet, but containing a sufficiency of

nourishment, including animal matter, and if possible, a free range. In places

where litter is not obtainable the grain can be raked into the earth, thus giving

the fowls occupation and exercise, lack of which is frequently responsible for

the feather-eating habit.

Gapes.
—This is a chicken disease, and more pronounced in England than

elsewhere. It is most prevalent in spring, and attacks chickens, turkeys, and

pheasants from a few days to two or three months old, and is said to be

responsible for over -50 per cent, of the chicken deaths in that country.

In some of the moister American States it is severe, in others mild, while

in Australia it is scarcely known. Some breeders here who lose chickens,

occasionally attribute the deaths to gapes. At the same time I have never

seen an actual case of the malady here, as known in the United Kingdom.
Old Country breeders resident here have been consulted on this subject, and

all affirm that Australia is free from the disease. The chickens affected are

observed to open their mouths and gape, which is accompanied with a sort

of choking cough. This becomes worse, when, if nothing is done to reUeve

them, they choke and die.

The cause is a minute round red worm, which has a smooth body and

pointed tail, and about one-third of an inch in length. They are located in

the windpipe, and become so numerous as to block it up and cause suffoca-

tion. Many English poultrymen have so-called certain cures, and possibly

some of them are certain. One is to catch the chicken and put a pinch of

salt down its throat, and repeat the dose the following day. Another is to

moisten a camel's hair brush in terebene, and pass it down the bird's throat.

Oil of Scotch fir, turpentine, &c., to be apphed in the same manner as above.

The passing of a feather down the windpipe and twisting it round will remove

the worms. The inhalation of sulphur fumes, and the fumes of carboUc are

also said to be reliable remedies.

Indigestion.
—

Indigestion is something that interferes with the digestive or

assimilating organs. It may arise from overfeeding, sometimes from a weak

digestive system, want of grit, or too much soft food. Often a fowl will be

observed to extend its neck during the day, which is its effort to remove the

load of a large feed, or the too slow digestion of an ordinary meal. Sometimes

it is accompanied with impaction of the crop, which should be removed in

the manner suggested for such ailment. After that, the remedial measures

are correct feeding, and the addition of a teaspoonful of sulphate of magnesia
to every quart of drinking water,

c
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Inflammation.—Infiainmation of the lungs, liver, and other internal

organs rarely respond to treatment.

Joints, enlarged.
—

Enlarged joints aic nu)st coninujidy met with in con-

sumptive poultry. The knee joints are usually those affected, and frequently
verv little can be done in the \va\- of a cure. In most cases it is the cockerels

that become affected, and if the birds are oth(?r\vise vigorous, the following
ointment can be applied with effect:—

Iodide of potash ... ... ... ... "iO grains.
Iodine ... ... ... ... ... 15 ,,

Lard ... ... ... ... ... | ounce.

Mi.v, and rub the enlarged joint each day.

Kidney Disease.—Very little is known of kidney affections in fowls, although

fost mortems have shown that these organs are frequently the seat of disease,

such as congestion, tuberculosis, &c.

Lameness.—See Leg Weakness.

Liver, Congestion of.
—This disease is chiefly denoted by bilious evacuations.

The treatment is a lessening of stimulating foods, and pills made of—
Powdered sal-ammoniac ... ... ... -j drachms.

Extract of taraxcum ... ... ... ... H ,,

Extract of belladonna ... ... ... ... 12 grains.

Mix and divide into four pills ; give one every two days. A little powdered

gentian should be mixed in the soft food.

Moulting, although sometimes spoken of as a disease, is really not so,

but a natural annual casting, or throwing oft" of the old weather-worn

covering, and the provision of a newer and warmer suit for the coming
winter. It commences early in the autumn and extends for several weeks,

and sometimes months. With young birds the process is of much shorter

duration than with old ones, and laying is rarely commenced until the new

covering is completed. During moulting time the sexes should be separated,

and not mated until they are required for breeding purposes.

Paralysis.
—This is but a symptom of a disease, or disordered state of some

part of the fowl's system.

Peritonitis is an inflammation of the lining of the bowels, and discovered

only in post mortem.

Pneumonia.—Inflammation of the lungs, which see.

Poisoning.
— Fowls are liable to sufter from various poisonous agents,

either picked up inadvertently, or the poison may be laid down maliciously.

Barium is an ingredient of rat poison, the fowls sometimes getting it this

way through inadvertence. The symptoms of barium poisoning is a

paralysis of the fowl, and if detected in time. I'd or .JO grains of Epsom salts

and sulphate of soda is a good antidote. Arsenic and antimony produce

dysentery and great thirst ; very little good will result from treatment. Lead

poisoning mostly occurs accidentally, through the eating of paint from old

tins, &c. Strychnine is a deadly poison, and if it gets amongst fowls the

deaths are wholesale. The symptoms are twisting of the muscles, and
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.spasms of the most violent kind, with speedy death. Phosphorus is not a

very common cause of poisoning, the symptoms being similar to those of

arsenic, but easier detected by the poultryman, as the poison can be smeUed,

and if the interior of the fowl be exposed in the dark it will be luminous.

Rheumatism.—See earlier reference.

Scaly Legs.
—See pamphlet issued by the Agricultural Department, No. 945.

Treat the affected legs with a mixture of equal parts kerosene and sweet

•oil.

Tuberculosis, Consumption, Scrofula.
—See earlier references.

Vertigo.
—Fowls are occasionally affected with staggering, or suddenly

running round in a circle; more especially does this occur during exposure

.to excessive heat. It is quite possible that it arises from several causes.

The best thing to do is to put the bird's head under the cold water tap, and

then give a dose of castor oil or jalap. About 12 grains of the latter are

quite enough for an adult bird. Half this dose for chickens.

Wounds.—Poultry rarely meet with injuries, unless inflicted when fighting

with another. The wounds are then simple ones—bathing with warm w^ater,

and a dressing with vaseline being usually sufficient. Other simple wounds

can be brushed over with Friar's balsam. Boracic acid ointment may also

^be used for cuts or skin irritation.

Chapter XII.

A Poultryman's Medicine Outfit.

Almost every ill to which fowls are heir has been dealt with, those of

•a serious nature receiving most attention, the remedial measures suggested

being largely the result of research amongst the leading Enghsh and American

poultry authorities.

While some of the maladies are not of much importance, they may, if

neglected, spell ruin to the poultryman, and reaUsing this, it is the best

poUcy to be always in readiness for any outbreak, and to that end the

following list of simple drugs may well be stocked :
—

Areca.—This is the simplest remedy for intestinal worms. The ground

nut is usually given made up in the form of a bolus with a little fat
;
10 or 12

grains is a dose for one fowl.

Calomel (subchloride of mercury).
—This is a very useful alterative medicine

for fowls, 1 grain pills frequently having a good effect on the hver. When

given it should be followed in two hours by a dose of castor oil. Some

authorities oppose the use of mercury in any form for poultry, but there

have been numerous cases where it has produced good results.

Capsicum (Cayenne).
—Is considered to be an excellent liver stimulant

when given in small quantities. In cases of colds it is also useful, and forms

one of the ingredients in the spice? so much used to stimulate winter laving.
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Catechu.—In powder or tincture foini, in combinatirm with powdered

chalk, is a good remedy for diarrlio-a. The average dose of powdered
catechu is from 2 to 5 grains, and of the tincture from 1 to 5 drops.

Chalk Powder (prepared chalk).
—Is generally given for diarrhoea, and is

in most cases effective. When dysentery has «et in, which is readily known

by the blood in the evacuations, it should not be used.

Cinchona Poivder.—Is the powdered bark from wliicli (piinine is extracted,

and is often used in poultry tonic ])()wdei.s for })irds
"

off colour."

Creosote.—Some breeders use a small quantity of this in the drinking

water when roup is about; 2 drops to about each half jiint of watei' is sulHcient.

It is also used to dress the throats of fowls suffering froiri (li])hth('ria. Creosote

is closely allied to carbolic acid, its antiseptic cjualities being generally

acknowledged. It is also used as a disinfectant and vermin destroyer.

Gentian Root.—A most useful remedy. As a powder it forms a principal

ingredient in cattle and poultry spices. In the extract state it is a thick,

treacle-like matter, and is used as a basis for making up pills, in com-

bination with liquorice-root powder it is made the vehicle for the adminis-

tration of other drugs.

Castor Oil.—Although apparently paradoxical, this is one of the best

remedies for diarrhoea. The latter is frequently due to some fcctid matter

in the intestines; a dose of oil will usually remove this, and often (liminish

the diarrhoea. It is also used in cases of crop-bound fowls. A teaspoonful

poured down the throat, and the mass kneaded with the fingers, and then

warm water poured down will soften the matter, and frequently effect a

cure.

Epsom Salts (magnesium sulphate).
—Is one of tlie snnplest, cheapest, and

most effective poultry-yard drugs. It is useful in liver disease, diarrhoea,

and many other complaints. Half a teaspoonful for a full-grown fowl is a

standard dose. It can be mixed in the soft food, but is more effective by

starving the fowl for a few hours, dissolving the salts in warm water, and

pouring it down the bird's throat. Epsom salts always act best accompanied
with a good quantity of water.

Cod Liver Oil.—Is a fine remedy for a fowl wasting from liver disease, or

those debilitated through colds, &c. Half a teaspoonful three times a day
is a proper doss.

Linseed Oil.—Is sometimes given to exhibition fowls at moulting time.

It assists the feathering, and gives a general glossiness to the plumage.

Olive and Salad O/'.s are us?ful when hens are egg-bouiid for diarrluea,

and also for external use in dressing torn combs and other wounds. In eye^

troubles it takes the place of a sim])le lotion.

Opium.
—In the tincture form of laudanum is most useful in diarrhea,

particularly after a dose of castor oil. Occasionally it is administered in

conjunction with the oil, 2 drops being added to a teaspoonful of the oil.
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Svlfhur is a useful medicine, but should not be given to laying hens, as

it is said to tend to flavour tlie eggs. It is beneficial during the moulting
.season.

The above constitute about all the medicines required in the poultry yard.

There are, however, a few other things, such as vaseline, glycerine, &c.,

which should have a place in the poultryman's medicine chest.

For administration of the proper quantities it should be stated that the

apothecary's pound contains 5,7')0 grains
— 12 ounces to the pound, 8 drachms

to the ounce, "3 scruples to the drachm, and 20 grains to the scruple.

Apothecaries' scales and set of weights can be had at trifling cost.

The Jute Fibre Nuisance.
A. PEFECT in the present packing arrangements is in the poor quality of the

packs used, and so serious has the question of vegetable matter in wool

become, that the Bradford Chamber of Commerce, and other important insti-

tutions upon the Continent and in Australia, have addressed circulars lo

Avool-selling brokers and growers on the subject. Spinners and manufacturers

complain that increasing quantities of vegetable matter, sucli as fragments of

hemp, jute, string, etc., are found in the wool, which depreciate the value of

their purchase, and frecjuently cause considerable trouble in some of the pro-

cesses of manufacture, when jute fibres are not noticed by the sorters.

This subject is worthy of the most serious consideration of all concerned.

Many recommendations have been received from various centres, the most

practical being :
—

(1) Do not tie the fleece with anything at all, and on no account with

twine.

(2) Use packs made smooth side inside, loose topped, and cut down 16

inches at the corners. Have the bale stitched with coloured twine.

As even the smooth side of the present-day jute pack gives off a certain

amount of loose fibres, it is advisable to singe or brush off same before

packing the wool.

{3) Many owners of high-class fleece and lambs' wool are ordering the

ordinary jute pack made loose top, cut-down sides, with a cheap glazed
calico lining, made slightl}' larger than the outside pack, so that same

need not take the strain. By using tliis pack and sewing with coloured

twine, the wool will not only be quite protected from jute fibre, but.

also from a certain amount of dirt wliich finds its wav throuirh the

ordinary pack in transit to seaboard, on board ship, and on wharves.
—

Dalyety^s Wool h'evien).
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Hawkesbury Agricultural College and

Experiment Farm.

Cost of ]^koj)lcing Chops in the IIawkeshury District,

Estimated liy the Staff at tlie Hawkesbury Agricultiual College.

Average wag(>, Ijetween 4s. and 5s. per day —say 4s. (id. per day.

Average cost of feeding a horse on a farm, where all the feed is producerl^
and good padilocks are available, is about -^s.

jici'
week.

The average working life of a fai'in hoi'.se is about 12 years, viz., fidni

4 to 16 years. Value at 4 years, say, £.'i(>. Therefore, depi-eciation equals

f ", or £'1 10s. per annum, or Is. per wepk.

. 5s. + Is. depreciation
Cost per day is, therefore, ^ eijuals Is. per day.

Siii(jU-J'nrroic J'/oKi/himj. s. d.

Wages
•

... 4 (i

2 horses, at Is. ... ... .. ... ... ... 2 o

Wear and depreciati(jn ... ... ... ... .. 10

7 6 per acre.

1 acre per day.

Wear of share would depend on nature and condition of land.

Double-fiirroir Ploufjhim). Threi -fnrroir Plom/hiiti/.'

s. d. s. d.

W^ages, 1 riianat... ... 4 ti Wages, 1 man at .. ... 4 6

Horses, 4 at Is. ... ... 4 Horses, 6 at Is. ... ... (i

Wear and depreciation ... 2 Wear and depreciation ... 2 P)

10 6

or 5s. 3d . per acre.

In light soil 3 and 4 horses, respectively, would be sufficient

HarroiriiKj or Ro/lin;/.

Wages, 1 man at ...

Horses, 3 at Is.

Wear of implement, say ...

8
12 acres per da}', oi' Sd. per acre.

DriUin'i Whtnt.

s. d.

Wages, 1 man ... ... 4 6) Cost of drill, .£40; life, 6 years.
Horses, Sat Is .S or .£6 13s. 4d. per annum of 30'

Depreciation ... ... ... 4 6 ) working days, or 4s. 6d. per day.

12 for 9 acres, or Is. 4d. per acre.

This is not allowing t'cr a lad to pull up tines, which would cost od. or 4d.

per acre extra.
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Drillimj for Corn- -Double Mmi/d-fiourd F/oiKjfi.

Wages, 1 man
Horses, 2 at Is.

Use of plougli, say ...

s. (1.

4 ()

2

6

Wages, 1 man
Horse, I at Is.

Use of machine, say

Droppimi Corn.

7

for fi acres, or Is. 2d. per acre.

s. d.

4 6

1

1

Caltivatinf/ Corn (DouJili'

AVages, 1 man
Horses, 2 at Is.

Use of machine, say

6 6

for 6 acres, or Is. Id. per acre.

s. d.

4 6

2

1
,

(t

7 6

for (5 acres, or Is. 3d. per acre.

Wages, 1 man
Horses, 2 at Is.

Use of machine, say

HUlimi Corn. s. d.

4 6

2

1

7 6

for 6 acres, or Is. .3il. per acre.

Harvesting Wheaten-hay.

s. d.

Wages, 1 man 4 6l Cost of reaper and binder, £40
;

Horses, 3 at Is. 3
jj^ ^ ^ ^ ^^j^ £10

Machme deprecation , »
a„„„„, ^f 30 working days, or

1 wine for 2-ton crop, 5 lb. ,
at 6d. 2 6

j g^ j^^j ^|^^.

Oil, approximate 4J

s.
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Forward ...

Yield, say, 50 busliels.

Husking, at l.Ul. per bushel ...

Thra.shiiig and bagging, at l.\d. per bu.shel ...

UraMing to station, at Id. per bushel

Cutting up corn stalks ... ... ... "...

.Id bii.shol.s of coi-n, at 2s. fid., at station

I'rolit (to rover cost of inanuie, if any)

£3 2 1

(i 3

(i 3

4 2

£3 18 9

1 (i

C4 (I 3 per aere.

() f)

£2 \ !l per acre.

Cost of Producini; a Crop of Wheat foi' Hay in the Hawke.sbury Di.sti'ict.

£ s. d.

2 .siiiglu-furrow plougiiings, at 7s. fid. ... ... 1.5

3 harrowings, at 8d. ... ... ... ... ... "2

2 rollings, at 8(1. 1 4

Drilling crop witli machine ... ... ... ... (I 1 4

Seed, \\ bushels, at .Ss., pickling, fid. ... ... O .">

Cutting with binder ... ... ... ... ... O 111

Stooking ... I (I

Drawing to shed, 2 tons, at 2s. ... ... ... 4

Rent, say, § year, at £1 10s. ... ... ... ... 1

Crop, 2 tons, at £2 ...

Profit, and to pay for manure, if any

£2 11 7

4

£1 8 .5

Cost of Producing Wheat for (irain in a Western Wheat Area.

Plougliing (.3-furrow)

Harrowings, 3 at 8(1.

RoUing, 1 at 8d

Drilling
Seed, 1 bnsiiel at 3s., pickling, fid.

Cutting with liinder

Stooking ...

Drawing to shed and stacking ..

Thrashing and stacking, say
Winnowiiiir and baifsinji

Rent, say ...

Yield, Ifi bushels at 3s.

]| tons of straw, at 12s.

per ton...

€ s. d.

4 4

2
8

I 4

•?, (i

111
I It

4

4

2

10

£1 14 9

£ s. d.

2 8

15

3 3

I'rorit to pay for manure, if any, and carting to

station according to distance ... ... £1 8 3

Note.—These prices arc l)a.s(>(| oji actual costs—that is, the profit is not

stated as made on the operation (»f ploughing, .seefling, ttc., lait is included in

the result. Costs must vary according to—
1. Local conditions of Jahour, ka. 4. Care in liamlling machinery.
'1. The state of ground and weatiier. 5. Area sown.

3. Price of feed and seed (if bought). 6. Class of implement employed.

The cost of raising any other crop can be easily estimated from these figures.
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Stack Ensilage.

R. W. PEACOCK,
Bathurst Experiment Farm.

In building ensilage .stacks the labour may be materially reduced by using a

derrick as shown in illustration. The clutching dogs are made to tisrhten

upon the material as the horse pulls. The points should be made of steel and

polished s(j as to enter readily.

Four stout posts at either corner of the stack would assist in keeping it

plumb. The material should not be allowed to jamb at the posts to interfere

with its settling. Stacks of green material very often tilt over to one side on

account of uneven drying. The wind may dry one side more than the other

and prevent its settling uniformly. A stack may fall over if not watched.

A tarpaulin may be hung against the side to protect it from the wind.

Water also could be applied to the drying side. Large (juantities of fodder

may be cheaply and eifectively conserved by means of stacks. Constant

pressure should he applied in the form of stones, bags of .'•and, or timber,

whichever are the most convenient to minimise the waste at the top. A
covering of some material should be provided. In dry districts pits are pre-

ferable to stacks. The drying winds cannot affect the ensilage in the pits.

Pits are economically excavated by tatik-s'nking appliances. After they are

filled, earth to provide pressure and protection is scooped upon the top. Such

methods are suitable to the pastoralist ra'her than the farmer. Large

quantities of fodder may be economically conseived by such means.

Ensilage from Dry Maize Stalks.

That dry maize stalks can be turned into good ensilage was demonstrated

at the Bathurst Experiment Farm during the past autumn. Forty-eight

acres vere grown upon the uplands. Off a proportion the cobs were pulled

upon the immature side so that the stalks could be fed to advantage to the

dairy cattle. The majority of the stalks were perfectly ripe. These with a

proportion of green lucerne were put through the ensilage cutter together and

elevated into a tub-silo. As the silo was being filled a mixture of molasses

25 lb., suit 5 lb., and water 100 gals., was sprayed by the ordinary orchard

spray pump over the mass and thoroughly mixed. Twenty casks, holding
100 gallons, were thus added. The total quantity of silage was S."3 tons,

allowing 40 lb. per cubic foot. This was of excellent quality, upon which the

dairy cows have kept up their supply of milk thi'oughout the cold weatlier

whilst fed solely upon it. The percentages of the various constituents were :
—

Maize stalks ... ... ... 69 '6 -1 per cent.

Green lucerne ... ... ... 19-28

Water added ... ... ... lOwB ,,
,;

Molasses ... ... ... '27 ,,

Salt ... ... ... ... -05 ,,
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Clutching Dog used for Building Silage S'.ack, Bathurst Experiment Farm.

A lari(er pnjportion of liquid coukl have been added to ad\antage. The

whole should be thoroughly mixed or otherwise the dry patches may become

mouldy. The stalks should be cut as soon as possible after the ripe maize is

pulled, to conserve their nutriment. The above method of ensiling dry maize

•stalks can be confidently recommended.

The following is an analysis of the fodder by Mr. Guthrie :
—

Moisture ... ... ... 6S"39 per cent.

Ash 1-09

Fibre 6-56

Albuminoid ... ... ... 5-06 ,,

Carbo-hydrates 18-30

Ether extract (fat or oil) ... 0-60 ,,

Nutritive value

Albuminoid ratio

Volatile acidity as acetic

Fixed acidity as lactic
Remarks

100-00
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Importation of Live Stock into the Philippine

Islands.

TiiK Minister of Agriculture is in receipt of a (•oiiiiimnication fiDiii Mr.

J. 1*>. Suttor, the Commercial Commissioner in the East for New ."'outli

Wales, forwardina; a copy of an Order issued liy the Government of the

Philippine Islands in connection with the inspection of live stock imported

into those Islands. The Order reads as follows :
—

(ieiieral Order Nu. 10. Bureau of Agriculture,
Manilla, June .5, 1908.

RULES AND UECiULATIONS FOR THE INSPP^CTION ANJ) SHIPMENT OF
LIVE STOCK.

Notice.—These Rules and Regulations are based on Act No. 1760 of the Piiilippiue
Commission. Copies of this Act, in Knglish or Spanish, will he furnished by the

Director of Agriculture to anyone making application for the same, either by letter or in

person, at the Office of the Bureau of Agricultuie, Orient Building, Manilla.

RuLK I.—Impokt.atiox and Qharantink.

1. Except as hereinafter provided, all cattle and carabaos imported into tiie Piiilippine
Islands from other countries where dangerous communicable animal diseases are known
to exist, and p)t rouli' to these Islands, for a period of not less than ten days, shall be

subject to a total i[uarantine of not less than ten days from the date of embarkation at

the port of origin.
2. Until such time as the Bureau of Agricultuie may be able to piovide ijuaranline

corrals and sheds in which to keep such animals during the period of (juarantine, the

present ai-rangement will be continued, and they will be (piarantined in suitable corrals

or sheds ])rovided l)y their owners.
3. Nothing ••11 this, or any other (jf the rules iicrewith jiroiuulgated, siiall be construed

as prohiliiting the slaughter of cattle for meat when they are in good health, or as

requiring the Director of Agricvdture to liberate any animals at the e\pii;ition of the

ten days quarantine, if, in his judgment, dangerous commuiiical)le animal diseases are

liable to spread to other points in the Philippine Islands, by permitting the siiipment of

such cattle or carabaos beyond the port of eiitry at the expiration of the quarantine
period.

Rui.K II.—Imi-oktatiox ok Diseased Catplk pRoiiiiurKD.

1. In view of the fact that during the past year nearly all shipments of cnttle to the

Philippine Islands from Chinese territory, and especially from the port of Hongkong,
have been infected with dangerous commniiicable diseases, as defined in Section '1 of Act
No. 1760, notice is hereby given that w\ and after June '20, 1008, the Director of

Agriculture will no longer use the discretion given him by Section 3 of the said Act to

allow the further importation of cattle suffering from sucli diseases, except as hereinafter

provided.
2. Whenever a shipment of cattk; arriving in a ))ort of the Piiilippine Islands from

any foreign ])ort proves to be infected with any dangerous commuiiiiable animal disease,
notice will l)e given immediately in writing to the local consignee, and by cable, if

jiracticable, and when not practicable, in writing, to the authorities (»f such foreign
port.

3. Whenever three successive shipments arriving in the Philijipinc Islands from an}'

foreign port prove to be infecited with any (huigerous communicable animal disea'-e

other than anthrax, notice will be given immediately in writing to the local consignee,
and by cable, if practicable, and when not practicable, in writing, to the authorities of

sitch port, that landing j)ermits will not be granted for further shipments from such

port containing animals suffering from such disease, save only for shipments which may
have actually left such port prior to the receipt of said notice.
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4. Whenever any shipment arriving from any place proves to be infected with

anthrax, landing permit will he refused for that entire shipment, and for all perishable

articles, such as litter, bidding, and other matei'ial which may have become infected

and serve as a means of bringing the infection of this disease ashore if permitted to he

landed.

Rdle III.—Shipping Permits Required from Points Declared Infected.

1. In accordance with the provisions of Section .") of Act No. 1760, the Secretary of

the Interior has declared the ports of Manilla, llolio, and Cebu infected with dangerous
communicable diseases of animals.

2. Hereafter, during the continuance of such infection, no animals will be permitted
to be shipped, driven, or otherwise taken beyond the city or municipal limits of these

jjorts except when accompanied by certificates issued in accordance with said section, as

liereinafter provided.
3. The public is warned that Section 4 of Act No. 1760 is in full force at all times.

Persons violating its provisions do so at their peril.

PiULE IV.—Shipments from Infected Points Limited.

J Hereafter, so long as any dangerous communicable animal disease continues to exist

in any place which has been declared by the Secretary of the Interior to be infected with

such disease, permits for the shipment of cattle from such place to other ports or places
in the Philippine Islands will not be issued except when such cattle are destined to a

port or place within the Philippine Islands where the Bureau of Agriculture maintains a

system of veterinary inspection, or is prepared to establish such a system, or where a

general outbreak of such disease is known to exist.

2. The Director of Agriculture will establish and maintain systems of veterinary

inspection, so far as the foree of employees at his command will permit, at any place in

the Philippine Islands, upon presentation of satisfactory evidence that the number of

animals to be shipped to such place from ports or places declared to be infected with

dangerous communicable animal disease, is sufhcient to justify him in so iloing.

Rule V.—Certain Classes of Animals Exempt.

The following classes of animals are exempt from the provisions of these rules and

regulations, in accordance witii the limitations stated for each class :--

1. Cattle which have been permanently immunized against rinderpest, or which have

ha 1 rinderpest and recovered from it, when accompanied by a certificate issued by
authority of the Director of Agriculture to this effect, and in which the marks and

brands are so given as to enable anyone positively to indentify each individual animal,

shall not be subject to (juarantine on account of rinderpest.
2. Animals imported from countries where danger-fius communicable animal diseases

were not prevalent at the time of embarkation, and which have been on shipboard more
than ten days, and found to be free from such diseases, may be transhipped without

landing, and transported to any part of the Philippine Islands.

3. Animals imported from countries whei-e dangerous communical)le animal diseases

wei-e not prevalent at the time of embarkation, ariiving at a poi-t declared by the

Secretary of the Interior to be infected with dairgeroui communicable diseases of animals

may, if found to be free from such diseases on arrival, be transhipped without landing,
and transported to any part of the Philippine Islands, the provisions of Rule I to the

contr'ary notwithstanding.
4. Animals actually employed in road or field work may be allowed to leave and enter

any city, municijjality, province, township, or settlement where dangerous communicable
animal "diseases have been declared by the Secretary of the Interior to exist, whenever in

the opinion of the Director of Agriculture they can be per-mitted to do so without

danger of contracting and spreading such diseases, and under such rules as he may
prescribe.

5. Native cattle shipped from one port or place to another within the Philippine

Islands, when free from dangerous communicable animal diseases, and so handled as, in

the opinion of the Director of Agricultur-e, to prevent them from contracting and

spr-eading such diseases, shall not be retprired to be certified by the Director of

Agriculture.
Repeal of Orders in Conflict.

The live stock quarantine order issued by the Secretary of the Interior orr Noverrrber

27, 1907, General Order No. 9, issued by the Director of Agriculture on April 30, 1908,
and all other orders or parts thereof which are in conflict with these rules and

regulations, are hereby repealed
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Eradication of Weeds.

J. K. MAIDEN.

It is ujradually Ix'coininii known that we have now a Weeds Law. What
\vi\\ 1m' the cxtptit of its power t'or good is, of coAirsc, a mattei- foi- tlic future,

since all legislation of this kind must be exj)efinieiital. Municipalities and
Shire Councils are empowered to frame regulations under which landowners
must destroy certain specified weeds on theii- holdings.

People are thus becomii)g educated as to what weeds ai-e, and their

ii'esponsibility in regard to tliein. I think that the display of indignation on

the part of some folks is an excellent sign ; public attention is evidently

.being aroused ; we have been slunibei'ing too long in regard to veg<'table pests.

If people could only be educated to destrcjy the single or little plants as

they appear as outliers much good would be done. We see large paddocks
"with one little Sweet-briai', one Prickly Pear, one Noogoora Bun-, tfec, and
owners are too lazy to pull them out when few and small. Thev then fi'uit,

.are spread l)y birds and catth^, and the pest reigns.
There are two ways of dealing with such pests as Noogoora Burr*—(1)

Pull it up b\' the roots and burn it
;

l)ut this advice can usually only be

followed where it first appears in a district. {'!) Spray with arsenical

solution ; this may or may not kill it entirely
— this depends on its accessi-

bility and the thoroughness of the workman -but much of the plant will die

and can be readily tired.

The same ad\ ice applies to Bathurst Burr.

The Noogoora and Bathurst burrs are chietiy spread by the burrs clinging
to animals. The ground is often saturated with them, so that when the

parent plant is destroyed see that the progeny are dealt with. Weed
ii^radication means incessant care.

Thistles cannot be kept out of a paddock in many cases
;
their feathery

;seeds flv for miles. Some thistles die out naturally ; one, at least, is a good

fodder-plant. tSo that the taking of repressive measures in regard to some
thistles is not unattended with ditiiculty, and is even undesirable and some-

times imjjossible.
Now let us turn to Blacklierry and weeds of that class, such as Sweet-

liriar. In Europe it is a common thing to use bill-hooks for Blackberry, ttc,

then carry out the stems in luindles and burn them. Then sheep, goats,

1ioi-se.«, and cattle are folded on the land containing the stumps ; they eat the

luscious young spineless shoots readily. Briar can be treated in the same way.
Another method is to spray with arsenical solution, and in a few days,

when the leaves and stems are more oi- less dead, the mass is fired. Then
cut away the stcMus which are left and burji them in convenient heaps. If

the roots can then ))e mattocked out in sununer, that would be well, but

the less expensive way, in most cases, is to allow stock to get at the |)lants as

they sprout again, and if the sprouts be constantly eaten down llie plants
'die of exhaustion.

Briefly, my advice, therefore, is—
1 . Take weeds seriously, never let them get a hold, and inquire as to

the nature of all new ]>lants which make their appearance.
'2. Spray or use the brush hook and fii'e.

3. Put shee{i or Angora goats (if available) on sprouting stems or young
seedlings. The above animals for preference.

* (See the Agricultural Gazette tor 1899, p. 1043.
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Drying yVpricots ai]d peacl]es.

W. J. ALLEN.

These fruits can be grown in almost any part of Australia, while the warmer
^nd drier portions of the States are usually the most suitable climates for

the production of the best fruits for drying purposes.

It is often found that fruit grown in the moist coastal districts is inclined

to be rather full of fibre, while that of the di'ier climates is in almost every
case quite free from this detrimental composition. Again, some varieties are

more suitable than others for drying purposes, even when grown in the most

favoured soil and climate, and it is satisfactory to know that some of our best

apricots and peaches for drying are also some of the best for dessert and

canning, and therefore, when it is possible to grow varieties combining all

of these excellent (jualities, one is tempted to ask why there are so many
grown which are of little if any value for anything but dessert purposes. The
earlier and more juicy fruits are seldom of any value for drying, while among
the mid-season and merlium late can l>e found the best varieties for this

purpose.

We have thousands of acres admirably adapted for raising fruits suitable

for drying, and also the climate necessary for producing the best dried fruits.

In many of the interior districts the climate is so well adapted for fruit dry-

ing, owing to the absence of fogs and moisture in the air, that the drying-

process goes on day and night. This lessens the chance of moths depositing
their eggs in the fruit, which is exposed for the minimum length of time, and

has also the advantage of sun drying in place of using an evaporator, and the

fruit drying quickly^ the trays can be emptied sooner than is possible in the

more moist and cooler- climates, thus enabling the grower to handle a laige

crop with fewer trays
—a great consideration to all orchardists.

As soon as the fruit is cured it should be stored in strong calico bau's, to

prevent it becoming moth infested.

Heavy crops can usually be grown wherever irrigation can be practised,

provided the soil is loamy, on which soils these fruits usually grow to per-

fection, and produce the heaviest crops. It can safely be said that there are

many- places in Australia where these fruits can be grown, and the products,

when cured, are equal to the very best grown in any other part of the world.

There is usually a much greater demand for apricots than peaches in this

and other countries, and it is to be regretted that while nature lias been so

generous in giving us all that can be desired in the wav of soil and climate,

that up to the present our fruit-growers have not made more use of these

advantages in the production of greater quantities of the better (piality of

both fruits.
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Givat care must be exercised in the .selection ot vai'ii'ties, as only those

should be planted wliicli attain a c^ood size and proiluce a well-coloured fruit

when cured. 'I'he followiiii,' are ainoiii;- the Ijest for the purpose :
—

Apricotx. Peaches.

Mansfield Seedlinif, !Plberta,

Moorpark, Latly Palmerst(jn,

Alsace, Early Crawfoi'd,

Hemskirke, Comet.
Kaisha.

These all yield Ljood crops, and produce when cured a liigh-oradi' pioiUict.

Plant Required for Fruit-Drying.

1. Cases in which to liandle the fresh fi-uit, such as peaches, apricots, prunes,

apples, etc. Those which hold a bushel of fruit are the most con\enient

to handle. They should be made strongly so as to stand rou,tih liandhng.

2 Where g'owers are operating in a large way, handling, say, from 5 to 25

tons of apricots daily, large sheets are requirefl to place underneath the

trees, so that fruit may be shaken off in j)lace of ]ucking it ; which

latter, howe\er, is l)est foi' small quantities.

3. Good, sharp knives for use in cutting fi'uit, such as apricots and ])eaches,

in halves. A knife somewdiat similar to that used by shoemakers i.s

about the l)est
;
but any knife with a short, sharp blade will answer- the

purpose. Also a pitting-spoon for removing the stones from clingstone

peaches.

4. Trays for liolding the fruit during the process of fumigating and drying.

T). A hand-ban-ow for use in carrying the trays to and from the pitting-shed,

fumigator, and drying ground.

G A wooden fumigator, in which to hoM the trays during the suljthuring

process.

7. Evaporator, where sun-drying cannot be altogether dependeil on.

8. Drying gi-ound.

Apricot-Drying.

As previously suggested, the planter should choose and grow only those

kinds which make a good, bright, clear-coloured, large fruit, and one which

does not dry away too much during the process. To begin with, the tree

must receiw, from the time of its planting, the necessary care and attention

to enable it to jinxiuce a good crop of the very best fruit, both for (piality

and size. Small undersized fruits are moi-e expensive to handle, they lose

more in drying, are more <Htticult to dispose of, and they sell at about one-

half the price of fine, bright, even fruit. This necessitates .systematic and

judicious pruning and thiiuiing. If it is seen that a tree has set too much

fruit, or more than it can possibly develop properly, pick of!' or thin evenly
over the whole tree, leaving only such quantity as the tree will properly

develop.
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This thiiiiiing- sliould be done during the latter part of October, and if the

UTower fiTKls that there are still too many apricots left on the tree, he may,
A he thinks advisable, remove more just when the stone in the fruit is

hardening, either the first or second week in Novembei-. It is not unusual

for some of the fiuit to (hop at this period, in which case the second thinning

may not be found necessaiy.

Girls cutting and pitting Apricots (or drying at Wagga Orchard.

If irrigation is carried on, and the climate is very dry. do not be afraid to

irrigate the trees at the time of ripening if the}^ appear to require it, as a

little neglect at this particular time may make a great difference in the

quantity and quality of the dried fruit.

Tray ul Peai-iies leauy lui lunusaliig.

In a cool, moist climate I would recommend the orchardist to pay particular

attention to his cultivation, in order to keep the soil in proper tilth, in which

condition it retains the greatest amount of moisture, which is a necessity for

the well-being of the tree, and the consequent production of fruit. To make

the best dried fruit, allow the apricots to hang on the tree until they are

D
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pt'rfeftlv ript', but imt ovci- ripe, ur su tluit tticy ciiiinut Ijr cut in halves witli

a sharp knife and still retain theii* shape. In liarvestinf^ apricots for (Iryinjj;^

at Riverside, California, we had a g'ang of foin- men with a sheet |ilaced

underneath the tree ready to i-ec<Mve the fruit. 'I'h" trie was then sliLfhtly

jarrefl with forked poles, which are carried, oiu^ by each man, and wlien all

the ripe fruit was shaken the sheets were t)il^en u]i. and tlie fruit gently

poured into cases holding about -^o lb. each. With a lai-ge staft", such as we
had there, of about 100 pitters and -'lO j)ickers, we had apricots cut and in

the funiigdtor two hours aftei- they weiv sliaken from the tree, so that any

slight bruises were not noticeable on the diied fruit. AN'lien the fruit is fairly

soft, pick it carefully into cases; this will, in all ))robabiiity, necessitate

going over the trees several times. As soon as possible have tlie eases carted

to the cutting-shed, where the fruit should be carefully ami evenly cut

in halves (not pulled apart) and th(^ ])its I'enwned. Place evenlv on the

trays with tlie cut side up, and as soon as po^sibU- i-emove eMch tiviv to the

funiigator, where it may remain, with the dooi- closed, until the fumigatoi-

is sufficiently full to start the sulphur burning. This is of the utmost

importance, as wIhmi once th<' fruit has been cut it must not lie exjiosed to

Spoon for removing pit in Clingstone Peach.

either sun or wind. When everything is ready, jilace sufficient sulphui-

or brimstone to fill the i-oom with the fumes for about three hours (1 lb. to

*>00 cubic feet); l)ut, if possible, allow the fruit to remain in the sulphur-
room from (nght to ten or twelve hours, or until the cup (that is, the

tlepression whence the pit was remo\ed) is fidl of juice. It 2an then be

taken out and immediately placed either in the sun or in the evaporatoi-

(as the case may be). If in the evaporatoi-, do not i)lace the fruit in the

hottest part to begin with, but gradualK- work from the cooler to the

hotter part (say), starting at that part which is 1-1-0 degrees, and finishing off

at 180 or 2l2 degrees Fahr., dry heat. In this way the fruit will dry in from

fourteen to eighteen hours ; but the greatest care must be taken not to allow it

to burn, and some practice will be required to tell when it is just dry enough.
If the fruit is to l)e dried in the sun, use wooden trays, '1 feet x .3 feet,

which are made for the pur|>ose, with a L*,',-inch cleat at both ends. These

are easily handled, and can be used in connection with all fruits. In

cutting the fruit and placing it on the "rays, ])lace it on the top pirt, or so

that the cleats at the ends will be resting on the ground, thus allowing a

current of air to pass underneath, which assists in the drying process. If

till' weather is hot, which it usually is about Christmas-time, it will take

from two and a half to three and a half days to dry the fruit, which will
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ie(}uii-e to he sorted over, so that aiiv whit-li is not quite dry may be allowed

to stand for another half-day oi' so. The di'ied fruit should be taken fi-oni

the traj-s, and put into clean calico ba.^s inniiediately and securely tied, so

that the moths may not reach it. When sorting over in the above mannt-r,

any fruit whicli is small or of bad appearance should not be mixed up with

the good, but removed -AwtX stored in separate bags, and marked as inferior
;

wliile the good can also be marked accordi)igly. When the fruit is dried and

bagged it should be at once stored in a cool, dry place ; if expostnl to lieat. it

will become hard, lose in weight, and deteriorate in quality.

Should, by any mischance, the moths have got into the fruit and deposited
their eggs therein, an etfectual means of cleaning or ridding such infested

fruit is to dip it into l)oiling hot water f<tr a few seconds, and then spread on

trays and allow to dry by exposure to the sun's rays for a few liours.

Fruit thus dipped will not keep its colour long, consequently it should be

disposed of as qui(;klv as ])ossible. Its appearance would be impr<jved if it

was put in the fumigatoi- again and allowed to remain about one and a half

hour Vjefore packing.

Peach-Drying.

The process of drying peaches is very similar to that followed with apricots,

but there are so many hundreds of poor varieties grown that it is very
difficult to find peaches that make a first-class or commercial fh-ied fruit. A
freestone is really tlie only variety to grow foi- drying purposes, and one with

a firm, yellow flesh, n(jt too juicy, anrl above medium size. A peach of this

description will make the very best connnercial article, and one which, when

properly dried and packed, would bring the highest price. .V clingstone

))eacli will dry, but will not sell so readily, and brings a much lower price.

It is true it will not (h'v away so much, but with the market as it is, with

keen competition from America, it will not pay the grower to place an

inferior article on the market, for three reasons, viz.: — (1) Inferior fruits

placed on the market tend to lower the prices of good fruits ; (2) they sell

at such low prices that it barely pays the grower for his work in picking,

curing, packing, and marketitpg ; (.3) they are usually the last fruits on the

market to be sold, and very few wholesale dealers care to handle them, and,

in consequence, will accept almost any offer to get rid of them.

I have already named certain good varieties which are especially worthy of

notice.

Although in California peeled peaches ha\e always brought a much higher

price than the unpeeled, they have not, in Australia, sold for sutficiently

moi'e to pay the gr iwer for the extra trou'de of peeling, and in consequence

nearly all dried peaches found fui the market are unpeeled. With some

vaiieties it is found that the skin will slip ofl" (juite easily with a slight

pressu'e of the thumb and finger immediately after the fruit has been

fumigated, while othei- varieties rrquire the use of a
j
teach-peeling machine.

For drying, the peaches should be cut evenly in halves, placing them on

the trays with the cut side up. in every way similar to the apricot, except
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tliat, ;it the most, tlicv "iily ruquiic two lioiirs fiiuiiiiuliug' ; l)iit if (k'.siiv(i

they iiKiy I'cniain for a longer time in tlie siil|)lnir-roDin, by opeiiini; the doors

and allow inu; the air to circulate freely tliioiij^ii the travs, after wliirh the\-

are plaeed in the evajiorator, or in the sun, as the ease mav he, and exposed
to the same temperature as the apricot. They should lie reiuoxed from the

ti'ay wlnle (pnte pliable, and not allowed to oNcViJry, then tied in calico ba<:s

and stored in a cool, dry place until re(|uiied tor pa( kini;. It ])eachesare very

une\'en in size, it is best to kee]i the ilill'erent sizes together on the tra\'s, as

the\'dr\' more evenlv tliati if the lar^e and small fruits are mi.\e(| on the

same trav.

'

lUit

Fumisator on the left. Evaporator at Wagga Orchard.

Fumigating and Sulphuring.

The finni.L;ator should be built liand\- to the cut t in^ sheds and dryin<i-

grouiid. It should be hirge euouuh for the rei|uii('ments of the orchard, but

I would not recommend building a loom so small that it would not hold at

least a hundred trays
—that is, uidess the grower Jias otdy a few trees, when

almost anv fairlv air-tight Itox capaVi\> of holding a do/en trays would

answer the purpose.

A a'ood-sized room for an ordinarv orchai'dist is one i) feet bv 10 feet, and

6 feet 6 inches high on the inside, liuilt of tongued and grooved boards, and
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put together with wliiti' lend. Any small cracks can be tilled up with putty,

and if the room should be found to leak it can lu- papered inside. Fruit

sulpluuvd in a large room rarely ever tastes of the sulplun-, and this is the

great advantage of having a good-sized room, even though it takes a little

morp sulphur. A room such as this will lidld oOO trays (piite easily, and

requires about '1 lb, of sulphur.

If the orchardist has only a small quantity (if fruit to handle, this could be

sulphui'ed by taking a good-sized packing-case capable of holding a dozen

trays, paper it inside, and, Ii;iviiig stacked the trays one on top of another,

Drying-tray.

place the box over the to[) of the whole. This should l)e placed partly over

a hole in the ground, jireNiously dug foi' the purpose, and about 2 feet 6 inches

deep, wherein the sulphur is to be liuiiit m a small iion pot. AVhen the

sulphur is Hghted, cover the hole closely oti the outside with a pif^ce of iron

or board, so that the fumes cannot escape.

Drying-Trays.

These are made with either three oi- four boards. 1 prefer the three

boards, as there are not so many cracks, which is an advantage in curing small

fruits such, as sultanjis, cur'rjints, kc. iind thev apj>ear to hold toi;»'ther better

than the four-board tray.
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A good tiav is made as t"ollo\\s :-- The riids of cleats arc made '!}, Indies

wide, and J!-incli thick : tlic three l)oards, -^-incli tliicl<. are then nailed

securely on these cleats Wv diisinii t'oui- nails in each end. nails to he l' inch

round wile with tlat heads: each trav to lia\ea strip ahout l.'.inch wide

Sweat-box used for handling dried fruits.

by I inch thick on sides, nailed to ends. Such a ti-ay as this is useful for

anv fruit-dryinu in the sun, and can also he used for storini;' leinoris and

oransi;es l»y i)lacii.n in sweat-lioxes with a layer of fiiiit on each.

Packing dried fruits at Wagga Orchard.

In drying fnut, these trays, when necessary, can easily be stacked one on

top of the other, and the st;ick covered with two empty trays to keej) the

rain oH'.

These trays shoidd not cost more than from Sd. to '.'d. each liy the thousand

in Sydney.
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Drying-Ground.

A lucerne paddock makes an excellent drying-" round, Imt tlic fruit dries

nmre slowly than it does on the dry ground ; any clean, unltioken gi-imnd

may be used instead. This, of course, has its disadvantages, as tlie dust

rises easily, and great care should be taken to keep tlie ground sprinkled

wherever it has to be walked over. Bv taking this j)recaution the fruit can

be kept quite clean, and it dries more (|uickly than when the trays are sju'ead

on lucerne.

[n spreading the ti-ays do not leave roadways br-tween them, but [ilace

tliem side by side, so that the whole ground is covered, and thus there are

only- the outside trays to watch.

Evaporator.

Up to tlie present this means t>f drying has not lieen largely used, but

there are a few small home-made evaporators in use, which ai-e turning out

good samples of dried fruits and vegetables. Tn our warmer climates these

are seldom brought into requisition, but in our moist coastal and cooler

districts they are wry necessary.

Monthly Weather IIeport,

HAVVKESBURY AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

SuMMAKV for July, 1908.

Air Pressure
(Barometer.)
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Rust in our Fruit Crops.

KDWIX CHKEL,
Botanic (Jardens, Sylnev.

The rapidity with which tlicsc piirasitic pests oi nur oichards uiiil i;ar(li'iis

are increasing, necessitates prompt and ethcient attention, to ))rev('nt the

further spread of these fungous diseases, and in tlie lio]»e that some united

effort may be taken to impress upon the minds of the growers the vast

destruction tliat is taking place eacli year among some of their most important
fi-uit crops, I feel it my duty to call attention to the ravages that is being
made through allow ing the unchrckcd sprea<l of tliese paia'^itic fungi.

Peach rust (Puccinia Pnori spinosce, i'ers.).

This is a disease which not only attacks our peach-trees, but also our plums,

apricots, nectarines, ajid almond trees. Tt was first discovered in Queensland,
in 188(), byMi'. H. Trvon, \\ 1k> foiwai-dcd the specimens to liarou \ on Mueller,

who communicated them to Di-. M. C. Cooke for determination.

During the period from December, 1890, to April, 1894, Dr. N^. A. Cobb

published a sei-i.^s of "•Contributions to an tconomic knowleflge of Australian

Rusts," which may he found in this Gazette. In these writings. Dr. Cobb
records the discoverv of peach rust at Springwood, Pennant Hills, Kookwood,
and at North Shoic, near Syihiey. In Isyi, .\Ii-. D. McAljiine, Vegetable

Pathologist to the Department of Agriculture in Victoria, issued a special

report on this disease, whicli w.is published as "Bulletin \o. W." Tn is'.)."),

a further paper was published by ]\[r. McAlpiius which apj)ears in the

proceeflings of the Linnean Society of New .Soutli Wales of that year.

In this latter paper excellent plates are given, showing tli(> s'ructure and

germinating jjowers of the Uredo and Teleut(» spores found u[ion iieadi.

nectarine, plum, apricot, and alniotid trees.

In Mr. Mc.Mpine's paper attention is drawn to the s))r(>ad of this di.sease

in Victoria, as follows :
—Goulbiu'u Valley, Murray to sea coast, and from

Kutherglen to Wangaratta. Spt'c-imens have also been collected in kiouth

Australia by Mr. J. G. O. Teppei-, who forwarded them to Mi-. McAlpine for

iflentification.

Since the above i-ecords have been made, 1 have found this disease infesting

the aforesaid fruit-trees in Sydnc^y, Penshurst, and at (loulburn, and have

recorded their occurrence at these localities in the proceedings of tlie Tiiiuu'an

.Society of New South Wales for 1907.

The most unfortunate ])art about these parasites is, that they are jturely

micro.scopic, and as such, are rarelv notice I by the grower-s, except by the

few who have been tiained to look foi' tlieni. When they are \isil)le to the

naked eye, on the upper and lowei' surface of the leaves, in the foim nf little

brownish colourefl pustules, the damage is then actuallv done, and thei-e is

little chance of trying to remedy the evil done at this period of t\w disease.
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The tirst noticeable si,<;iis
of the disease may be seen about the latter end of

December or early h\ .Tanii;iry, wlien a yellowish appearance may l)e observed

in the leaves. Following- this will then soon be found the iiiiiiute organisms

which cause the symptoms mentioned above, « Inch, wlien microscopically

examined, will be found to consist of countless millions of spores, ready to be

blown through tlie atmosphere, for an attack on the next year's crop.

Soon after the appearance of the spores, the leaves of the trees affected

commence to fall prematurely ;
even as early as February I have found some

of the peach-trees at Penshurst to be almost denuded of their leaves.

When one is reminded that February or Marcii is but the end of the

summer season or early autumn, it cannot but be admitted that this disease,

which is tiie cause of the leaves falling off the fruit-trees prematurely, nmst

have a very injurious effect on the ccjnstitution of the trees, as by the falling

oft' of the leaves they are deprived of the most important organs of tlie plant,

and as a consequence, the crops for next year are seriously affected, either by

the trees bearing no fruit at all, or only small quantities of an inferior kind.

It needs but litde argument to prove that the eneaiies of cultivated plants

are steadily increasing, and T think it can be easily shown that they will

continue to increase .so long as the conditions for which we are largely

responsible, remain as they are af. present.

Because our fungus foes are increasing, it does not follow that they should be

regarded as a calamity, but it should be taken as a clear proof that we are pro-

gressing, for as Professor Bailey, an eminent scientist, has said :

" Oui- enemies

increase because cultivation induces changes of habits in wild organisms:

because it presents an ever-increasing variety of food, or host plants ;
because

the natural equilibrium or tension is flestroyed." It follows naturally, that

the more we try to improve our fruits, flowers, or vegetables, or to change the

habits of these plants to suit our modern rr-quirements, just so nuich more do

we disturb the equilibrium in nature, and thus we must expect to burden

ourselves with the work of maintaining these changeable conditions by more

or less artificial means.

To enable growers of fruit or other crops,
—not only in orchards but also in

small gardens
—to succes.sfudy cope with these diseases, it is necessary to tirst

enlighten the growers, so that they may be able quickly and easily to identify

the many diseases affecting their crops of fruit or vegetables.

At present there is no systematic attempt to put information into the hands

of the practical tillers of the soil, and until this is done we cannot hold anyone

responsible who may happen to have these diseases in his garden or orchard.

It is simply useless for one or two individuals to make an attempt to keep
their fruit-crops free from these diseases when in the immediate vicinity their

neighbours are careless and indifferent about the matter, and the only way to

bring the results of the destruction of these minute organisms under their

notice is to be fairly liberal in oy\v supply of literature, giving the results of the

discoveries of scientists, and probal)le remedies for the destiaiction of the diseases.

Another simple way to instruct the tillers of the soil would be for properly

preservefl specimens, representing the various phases of the diseases of plants.
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to l)(' distributed in com ciiiciit cciitics uf the Htate. Fidiii tlit-Ne it would l)e

.seen at a glance of what nature the fungous disease was, ;ind the effect they
have upon the crops. Accompanying the specimens there siiould be copious

notes in pam])ldet form pro\ ided for (Hstributioii among bu/id Jidr tillers of

the soil, giving as nearly as possible the time of appearance of the disease,

;ind the proper time to apply remedies foi- checking the same.

1 1' photographs could l)e obtained, showing tht' appearance of the plants

allected whilst in a fi'csli condition, additional interest in the specimens
would be the icsult, and thegrowci's would be thus enabled to more fidl\'

understand the disease and its eti'ect.

y>y a ptopeilv oi'ganised system of exchanges, between the principal centres

of agricidture, horticultui-e, or fruit-growing districts, acting under instruc-

tions fi'om a properly e([uipped scientific central office, a good collection of the

various diseases could be built up in the districts most conceriu'd. and with

remedies to check the further spread of these, the result would be of inunense

value not only to the growers themselves but also to the State at large.

As a preventive measui'e to check the further spread of the peach-rust.

the " New Form of I'xirdeaux Mixture" is strongly recommended, which con-

•sists of the follow ing ingredients :
—

Quicklime .. 4 11». 6 oz. Bhiestone (Sulphate of Copper) 4 11). () oz.

Molasses ... 4 ,, G ,, \N'ater ... ... ... ... 2"2 gallons.

Add the molas.ses to 13 gallons of watei, then slake the lime and add I.I

gallons of water to form a milk of lime. Pour this slow Iv into the swcetene*!

water, stirring briskly in order to mix intimately. Next, in a third vessel

(v^'hich must be of wooflen material) dissolve the bluestoiie, and |iour this into

the jM'evious mixture and stii' well.

The first apj)lication of the New Itordeaiix .Mixture for ]»each and |<hMn

laist should be iuniiediately after pruning, sav. -I ulv-August.

The seeoiul application should be applied just before the buds burst. A
third application should be applied when the leaxcs ai'»^ half tleveloped. The

<ipplication of this mixture is also beneticial if applied foi' Fcacli -leaf curl.

The a,p))lication of ])otash manure is also veiv serviceable to check peach
and plum laist.

XoTE Bv Editor.
In 189i* I investigated these fungous diseases—Peach rust and Peach leaf curl.

also the Shot-hole in apricots, and experimented with Bordeaux mi.xture,

which certainly diminished the pest. P>ut the most (>tlicacious lemedy was

undoubtedly found in ade((uatelv feeding the ti'ees 100 peaches, nectarines

iirul apricots
—growing in sandy loam. T added one ptiund of sulphate of

potash and half-a-pound of coppei-as (sulphate of iron) to the ordinary dose of

.six pounds of lionedust per tree, and these diseasrs absolutely di.sapjieai'ed in

three years from the orchai'd. The sui)se(|uenl ve:ii-s were notablv drv ones,

and, therefore, probably less favourable to the spread of fungous diseases;

but the very healthy aj)pearance of wood, leaf, and fruit of all the trees

convinced me that the addition of the above materials to the manure genei-ally
used on sandy soils for ftuit is advantageous. T found some varieties of trees

much more liable to these pests than others, and certain luii'.series famous, or

jathei- infamous, for sending out voung trees badiv infested. -H.C.L.A.
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EUIMJURGH AND EaST OF SCOTLAND COLLEGE OF
Aghiculture.

Lectures on the Meat Ii]dustry

The aljseiiff of any s^'steniatic instiau-tioii in connection with the meat

infkxstry has often been remarked, and, when it is borne in mind that the

use of meat as food is universal, this is all tlie more to ])e wondered at.

There is scarcely any trade which does not see that its members have

oppoi-tunities foi- studying the technical details of their business, and such an

industry as butter-making, which, like the meat industrv. is oidv a develop-
ment of agriculture, occupies the pi-incipal place in the svllal)uses of our

agricultural colleges.

There is every reason why the meat iiuhistry in all its nuiltifarious

branches should take as high a place and should form the subject of con-

tinuous and systematic study ;
and at the moment tliere seems to be a general

desire on the part of those most interested, namely, the meat traders them-

selves, that such opportunities should exist.

Tliere has not, liowever, so far been any orjjanised attempts to translate

this feeling into a definite project, and it is thei-efore interesting to know
that a scheme has just been arranged whereby education in connection with

the meat trarle will, for the first time in the United Kingdom, be placed upon
an acadeuiic basis. This scheme owes its inception to Professor Robert

Wallace, of Kdinburgh LTniversity, -dwX Principal of the East of Scotland

College of Agriculture, Edinburgh. It is at the latter place that it is pro-

piosed to inaugurate the scheme by the establishing of a lectureship on the

meat iiKJustry. Tliis has now been practically arranged, and the lecturer

a^^pointed is Mr. Loudon M. Douglas, whose writings in connection with the

meat industry are well knou ii.

The series of lectures arranged will take jilace during next wintei-, and will

embrace references to the history of the meat trade and its modern develop-

ments, together with detailed accounts of tlic \arious departments of the

industry, the construction of abattoirs, the laws afi'ecting the handling of

meat, the diseases of animals used in the meat trade, pickling, preserving and

otherwise utilising meat, with an account of th(- chemistry and baceriology
of the subject. Cold storage, in theoiy and practicf. will also foi-in the

subject of many references.

On the whole, the course proposed will aim at giving a thoiough account

of rhe industi-y. so as t<i form the inti-oduction to the higher studv of the

subject in future sessions.

As this is the tirst attenijit of the kind which ha> been made, many will

view it with great interest, and more especially those who may contemplate
the orjfanisation of a similar scheme in their own localities.
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Any t'uftlicr iiit'onnat ion nia\' lie ()l)tiiin('(l from Mr. I.oikIihi M. I )oii«las,

East of Scotland Collen'e of Ayriciilt uic. Ivliiilnii^li, wlio will also Itc L;lail 1o

lieai' from those in s\in|iatli\' with tiic scIicmic, whcrcNcr tlii'\- ma\" he.

It may be stated tliat tlic lectureship is supported financially l)y the Kdiii-

hurah Mastei- l^utcliers Association, whose Presirjent. Mr. Thomas (1. Fisher,

tosL'thei" with his colleaiiues, Mr. John (Ira\"; \M'., and .^lr. ilrvdun-Hocjii',

D.C., have, with many other niend)ei-s of tlie trade taken a keen interest in

the matter throuj^hout. The Hoard of Hjducatioii will also cojiti'ihute their

share of the expense, as will also the h>ast of Soitl.ind Ai^ricultural ('olley;e,

Ediid)ur<ili.

Rib-grass oh Plantaix.

With reference to the foddei- value of Rib-grass, referred to by Mr. M;ii(U'n

in his article in the .luly issue, Mr. C W. Bowyer-Smijth, Sutton Forest,

writes :-" W'e look upon it as one of the very best milk pioducers, and I am

sowing it now at my dairy farm, largely mixed with other pasture grasses.

Of coui'se. we ai'i-ive at thesn conclusions in a rough and ready way, but we
have abundance of it in our paddocks and we see the cows eating it jireedily,

and at the same time they give us abundance of rich unlk, and to us the

inference is irresistible. I have lately been sowing the following mi.xtuic of

gras.ses wliere I have been l)uiinng off, viz. :
—

liib-grass ... ... ... ... iSllj.

Paspakun ... ... ... ... ... 18,.
Cocksfoot IS .,

Mixed Clovei- ... , ... ... 4
.,

Seed is merely sown on the Imrncd patches, and the ashes well raketl over

to cover the seed.

The Si'RAYiNti OF Fruit 'I'ukes.

\Vk arc in receipt of a booklet,
" The Spiaving of Fruit Trees,"' from Messrs.

Anderson k Co., Sydney, describing ex|)eriments conducted in England with

two spray-fluids manufactured by Messrs. Wm. Coopei- i*i- Nephews, liirk-

hanisted, England. The eliicacy of these fluids, known as \', and V._,, is being-

tested by the Department of Agriculture. Full reports w ill he pul)li.shed.
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Export of Grapes to England

The Department <>f Agriculture received advice from the Agent-General's

Ortice, London, regarding the excellent prices recently ol)taiiied for a shipment
of gi'apes from Western Austi-alia. The flavour of these grapes was pro-

nounced by experts to be etjUHl to that of the best English hot-house varieties.

The variety which carried l)est was the Black Malaga. The white grapes,

however, did not stand the journey so well, because they were packed when

they were too forwaid. 'I'he temperature in tlie cool chamber of the vessel,

about 40" Fahr., had been judged to a nicety, but the bundles were nearly

all packed in coik dust, and the trouble was that when they were lifted out,

the cork-dust i)acking adhered to the fruit and could be removed only with

difficulty.

Mr. B. Emanuel, of Covent Garden, who Ijought the whole consignment,

says :
—"If each bunch had l)een wrapped in paper as the Cape grapes are,

they would have landed in perfect condition. The Australian fruit is much

sujierior to and of a better class than the Cape variety, and if the packing is

well looked after at the other end there is a big future f<tr Ansti-alian grapes

in this country."'

The grapes commanded a ivady sale, and made from (Ss. to 14s. a case,

averaging from 12 lb. to 18 lb.

In connection with the above, Mr. Bluinio. Viticultural Expert to the

Department, reports as follows :
—

Tlie variety nifiitioneJ as canying best, namely Black Malaga, is knuwn here by tliis

name. We have this variety at the Viticultural Station, Howhxig. It is not grown by
])rivate table-grape growers, because so far they have been satisfied with the local market.

Table-grape vineyards are all more or less smal', proprietors have not large means and

cannot aiTord to take risks. The varieties grown are very few, viz. : Black Hamburg,
Bl.ick Muscat Haml)iug, White Sherry, and Muscat of Alexandria. These form the

bulk. Towards the end of the grape season the Doradillo is marketed. A few years ago
the Department of Agriculture imported several varieties of Chasselas ; they are excellent

table grapes for sweetness and tiavour, they are the earliest grapes to i-ipen anywhere, l)ut

in New South Wales have not met with much favour, because the bunches and berries

are not showy. However, of late, some vinegrowers who obtained vines from Howlong
have devoted more attention to them, and for the last three grape seasons I have seen

Chasselas in the shop windows l)efore any other grape.

Besides the Malaga we also grow the Daria (Syn. Almeria) which is a shipping grape.
There are other varieties of grapes in the collection such as Alicante, Trentham Black,

Gros Guillaume, Syrian, Raisin des Dames, and Pearson's Golden Queen. The latter in

normal seasons have a fairly elastic skin, and might carry over long distances, but

we liave made no experimeiits in tliis direction. Certainly they are not considered

shi])ping grapes. Of the abo\enamed varieties wc have only a few vines of eacli,

l)ecause they were planted for collection purpose.

Most of the varieties enmnerated are rather late varieties, and at Hi)\\ lung they ripen
towards the end of Marcli. In the county of Cumberland and in the Hunter River

Valley, they would be about three to four weeks earlier.

Tire principal shipping table-grapes from Cape Colony are the Red and the Wiiite

Hannepoort. We obtained a few cuttings of these last year and planted tlu-m at

Howlons.
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<Jrapi's from (Jalifoinia aic iiiaiki;tc<l in Nfu ^'<>i-U, C'hicatio, aii<l llDston, and ihe

quantities are on the im-iease. The \ahie of table-giapes niarkeLeil in tlii' cities of the
Kasteni States of America was calculated at two and onelialf million dollars in 1!M>6.

'I'Ik' principal varieties grown and tlieir respective pro])ortions are :
—

Flame 'I'okay... ... GO per cent.

Malaga *..... 20 „
Muscat of Alexandria

) ^

Emperor ... ...
|

•

Kerrara ... ...
; 20 ,,

Oorni(dion ... ...
\

Black Morocco ..
|

Sultanina ... ... J

We liave all the ahoxc \arieties at th<' Niticultuiaj. Station, Howlong : the variety
Feriara is the Black Fcrrar of our collection. The Flame 'i'okaj- grafts well on Rupestris
du Lot in Califoinia ; at Howlong we grafted it on Rupestris Martin, on wiiich it does
well. A table-gra])c grow er at Corowa was so j)leased with tlie sam|)les of Flame 'I'okay
which he had the opjjortunity of tasting at the Viticultural Station, tiiat the fullowini;
season (the season IfloT) lie rook jjiactically all the cuttings of Flame Tokay available fur

use as scions to graft <ni I'hylloxei'a-resistant stocks.

Monsieur Marcs believes that Flame Tokay is synonymous with Amar bou Amai-,
which in Arabic means " red father of the reds'; it oi'iginally came from Algeria. It was

imported into California in 1857.

When in Need of I^abour for Farm or Station,

Apply to—The Director, Intelligence Dep.\I! r\ii:Ni',

Challis House, Martin Place, Sydney.

Experienced farm labourers, strong useful lads, and married couples used to

counti'v life arc arriving in New South Wales every week as assisted immi-

grants. Tlie Inteliigenre J)epartment sends them promptly to agriculturists

and pastoralists who have appli(>d for their services.

When on a visit to Sydney, farmers should make a point of caihng

at the Jntelligence Department (o|)posite the General Post Ortice). Full

particulars may l)e ol)tained, either hy letter or personal call, as to how to

bring out a i-elative or friend from tlie United Kingdom for £t) or £8. The

Government Tourist Bureau, in the sanu^ huilding, e.\])lains, fii'e of all charge,

how to make the most of a slioit holiday.

A Simple Test to Distinguish Pure Wool Goods erom

A Cotton-Wool Mixti^re.

\\'El(iU a sample of the mi.ved fabi-ic, then hoil \w twenty miniites in a Id per

cent, solution of caustic potash oi' soda. This treatment remo\cstlie wool and

a small percentage, possibly o pei- cent., of the cotton. Itinse, dry and weigh

the i-esidue, add 5 per cent., and the result is the weight of tlie cotton in the

original sample. It is well to enclose the sample in a small sack of cheese-

cloth while boiling it in order to prevent loss of the cotton. D<il(jetij'x Wool

Review.
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Apple Report,

Offices of Agent-Cieneial,

123 and 125, Cannon-street, London, E.C.,

Sir, 26 June, 1908.

I have the honor to forward herewith a short review on the season's

apple trade by Mr. A. J. Brisley. This gentleman acts as sui-veyor of frozen

produce for a number of leading firms in London, and has the oppcjrtunity of

seeing the apples alri^'ing from all the States.

I have the lionor to be

Sir,

Your obecHent Servant, .

The Honourable the Minister for T. A. COGHLAN.
Agriculture, Sydney.

I HAVE the honor to submit the following report on fruit sliipped from

Australia and Tasmania. The last fruit sliipped for the season has now been

delivered, and I regret to state that the net result has not been financially

satisfactory to shippers. The numl)er of Ijoxes sent from Tasmania was about

485,000, and from Australia about 110,000 boxes. This was rather less from

Australia as compared w^ith 1907, and more from Tasmania.

The prices for apples from Australia averaged in this market all round

about Is. per box less than the Tasmanians. Apples arrived generally in

good condition, although in the early deliveries I found bitter pit prevail-

ing rather extensively, but later on this was not so noticeable. The

quality was not quite so good, nor were the apples so uniformly graded as

last year. This applies more particularly to those from Tasmania, and in my
opinion this is attributable to the fact that in their anxiety to get full freight

shippers sent apples that were not of sufficiently good quality for export

purposes.

The fruit generally was well carried, at temperatures vai-ying in different

ships, from 35 to 12 degrees Fahr., but while I would not like to draw invi-

dious distinctions, I nmst say it was carried better and more carefully handled

by some lines than others. The packing is open to great improvement, at>

those on the top of the box when opened show the effect of undue pressure.

and present a bruised appearance. Australian pears generally arrived in

much better condition than those from Tasmania
;
a number of the latter

were condemned. The few grapes that were sent vvere fairly good. Cork-

dust is the best packing for these. The passion-fruit was not a success.

There is room for consiflerable expansion in the apple trade, but to make
it entirely successful none but the best selected fruit should be sent. It

should be very carefully graded aTid packed, and a popular price on the market
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here would Ik- 7s. per liox of 4(1 ll». 'I'lic t'avourite jiihI best selliiii; kinds of

Australian ai)ples for this market arc (1) Dunn's Seedling, (!') .lonatlian,

(3) Cleopatra, (1) Itonie Beauty, (5) Munro Favourite. Apples realise the

best prices from the lirst delivei-y till tlie middle of May, after which except for

small specially selected choice marks, they do not as a rule fetch remunerative

prices, as thev come in competition with Etiropeau sunnner fruits, straw-

berries, itc.

25th June, 190.^. (Signed) A. J. I'.IMSLEY.

Apples.

Prit-es curroiit at Coveril (iardeii for the weeU ending 'iHrd Ap
s. (I.

AustraUau— Peaiiiiaiii ... ... ...^ fll (I to

Cle(i))atra ... ... ... I I 13 ,,

Cox's Orange ... ...
j

|

15 ,,

r 40 Hi. bt)X , ,., ,.
'

I

1-2 b .,

I

12 b ,,

Jonathan ... ... ...
| j^n. , ,

13 ,,

Wellington .

Tasnianiau- -N.Y. Pippin
Alexander ..

Reinette
111 „
UO 6 „

VA

I.-)

o

17 b

1.-)

lb

14

13

12

Prices current tor the week ending 14tli May.

Australian-
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Progress Report from Mr. W. W. Froggatt.

'Mr. FrO(;gatt was tnivelliui;- on hi'half oi the Goveniineiits of Queensland,

New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia, in ([uest of means of

combating the fruit-fly and codling moth pests, and other fi-uit and plant

diseases. He has now returned to Sydney, and his complete report will l)e

published in a Special Bulletin as soon as possiV)le.]

R.M.S. -
China," lied Sea,

Sir, 1'3 May, 1908.

T have the honour to furnish you with a brief summary of my
investigations since I posted my last at Constantinople.

I left that town on the evening of the 30th of April, hound to Cyprus, via

Smyrna and Beyrout, reaching the former town on the following day, when

T went ashore and went through the markets, where everything under the

sun can be purchased
—from old weapons to fruit and vegetables. All the

latter were of the same kind and quality as those in. the Stambul markets, to

which Smyrna sends a large amount of produce.

At Beyrout the cultivation of the mulberry is the chief industry, and the

whole Vcdley of the Dog River, and for some miles beyond the town, is

nothing but mulberry plantations, while there were scores of silk-reeling

machines and primitive hand-looms for weaving in the houses T passed

through.

A large quantity of fruit and vegetables is grown in tlie neighbourhood,

and the whole valley was dotted with wells and pumps for irrigating the

land.

Lai-ge quantities of hxpiats were exposed for sale in the markets (some of

rather fine quality), and all the trees in the gardens of the town were covered

with nets to protect them from the birds. Green cherry plums were also

sold in large baskets. Very small cucumbers and immature young squashes,

with quantities of slender French beans, were the chief vegetables. The

large, oblong .Jaffa oranges were i)lentiful, with several small and poor

varieties.

Early on the morning of the Sth May we anchored ofl' Larnica, and 1

joined forces with Mr. Clement Reid, of the British Geological Survey, who

was visiting the Island of Cyprus to iv))ort upon its water supply, and

travelled to Nicosia in his carriage, a distance of 2G mil^s, over a most barren

strip of white, chalk\ mud and limestone hills and valleys. Wherever there

was a bit of land it was planted with barley : but until we came within a

mile of the capital there was absolutely no shade oi' trees except a few

Austi-alian Wattles planted round the re.st-houses and police stations.

E
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As s(M)ii iis we ai rived i pi'csente*! my credentials to tlie !)ii-ector of

Agriculture (Mr. Sarncoiiienos), and made an appointment to go out next

morinni; and see the methods thev adopted foi' catching the v'oung locusts.

The safne afternoon we attended a i'ecepti(jn at the High Connnissioner's, and

left our cards. Nextdav I had an interview with Sii- Cliarles King-Harnian

at Government House, and obtained his auriioritv to get Mr. Bevan,

Assistant Director of Agriculture, to go round the agricultural centres of

the island with me. With Mr. Saracomeiios I droxe out to the low, scrubljy

hills wliere the locust-catchers were at work sweeping the ground with lai-ge

calico nets, shaped in front like a bow, so that the tlat side was drawn over

the suT-face of the ground, aiifl the young hoppers fell into a small bag-like

aj)pendage at the l)ottt)m oi the net, from wliich they were shaken into a

small bag that the hunter carried tucked into his i»elt. We then went down

to the (j!o\crnment Camp, and saw the method of buying them by weight

from the hunters, who receive a slip giving the amount due to them, which

they present at the Treasury for jjaynieiit. The accumulated catch is shaken

into a large sack, which is finally emptied into a pit of quicklime and covered

u}). Since the time of the British occupation of Cyprus, in 1879, active

operations have been carried on against the locusts that breed in the rough,

barren lands of the island, and which had, under Turkish lule, often

devoured the gx"eater i)art of the crops grown on the island.

At first attention was turned to the collection and destruction of the eggs,

and a tax of 7 to 8 okes of eggs (1 oke e(iuals *2I lb.) had to l)e paid to the

Government by every able-bodied man on the island. This collection started

on the 1st of June, and by the end of the year 138,4:L'2 okes of eggs liad

been bi'ought in and buried. Each }iod of eggs was found to contain 30 to

35 eggs, anfl each oke contained from 4-50 to 500 ]tods, so that the ([uantity

of eggs destroyed made a total of 2,000,000,000. In spite of this work being

carried out, on the following year the locusts did not api>ear to decrease, and

the nati\es lost heart. In 188} it was decided to use Mr. Kichai-d Muttei's

methods of pits and screens, and until 1897 this was the plan adopted, an

incouH'-tax being made law, the revenue of which was used for the expense
of killing out the locusts.

Screens were erected, and pits dug along the line of march of the locusts

as soon as they emerged from the eggs and began to feed, and they were

dri\en against the screens, from which they fell, and, moving downwards,

encountered the pits, into which they tumbled, men with spades covering

them over with earth and tramyjing them down when full.

In 1883 the Government employed 2,631 men on the work of locust destruc-

tion, and 7,5 13 screens were in use, most of which were in 50-yard lengths,

in th(^ following year 11,085 screens were in use, when the .sum of money

expended in this woik reached to £14,746, and between the years 1881 and

1886 the sum of £66,841 was spent on this work.

The Conmiissioner, commenting on this expenditure in ili-^ leport, .says :
—

"Large as this expenditure may seem, it is certain that it has already l^een

recovered by the island many times over in the value of the crops saved.
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Assuming- that only one-quaiter of the wheat and cotton, and one-eighth of

the barley and oats, would have heen flestroved had no \'igorous mea'^ures

been taken to destroy the locusts, the loss to the island would have amounted
to £80,000. These figures are derived from the estimated value of the

•crops, based on the assessment of the tithes of the years 1882-83-84."

From this date the Government had the locust plague well in hand, and
the operations were reduced, and the expenditure fell to £3,o98 in 1894,

though it rose again to £7,000 in 1S96. At the present time the only
methods adopted are the catching of the young hoppers with nets, as

previously described, and the amount expended has dwindled down, so that

the income-tax has been relaxed.

I am informed on very good authority, however, that it must be also taken

into consideration that since the British occupation a'very large area of land,

in which the locusts laid their eggs, has been broken up for cultivation, so

that they have been driven into the barren lands, wheie they can be much
more easily dealt with than in the first years of the crusade against them.

On Sunday (10 5/08), accompanied by Mr. Bevan, I left Nicosia and

travelled across the island to the town of Limasol, the centre and port for

the wine and carob bean industry.
This was a distance of 55 miles, with four horses and a coach

;
the road

was over rolling low chalk and marl lands for the first 10 miles, and then we
were well into the carob and olive tree country. The carob tree grows on

very poor soil beyond the area of irrigation, and is apparently as hai'dy and

as long-lived as the olive tree
;
the trees are all grafted, and the beans are

picked about the end of June—the date upon which the picking is to com-

mence being fixed by the High Commissioner, on account of the fact that the

.ownership of the trees is so complicated, as many of the trees belong to per-

sons who do not own the ground on which thev grow, and if thev were al-

dowed to gather the harvest any time, there would be some trouble. In 1906

there were 44,965 tons of carob beans exported from Cyprus, valued at

£157,452 ;
most of these are ground up and made into cattle foods, at least

half of the crop going to England.
There is a wild species of this tree growing upon the island, but the pods

are of no value
;

it is distinguished from the cultivated form by the natives

with a Greek name, meaning
" Sent by God," otherwise, self-grown.

I believe that at one time our Department proposed to plant the Carob or

Locust Tree in the dry parts of Australia, and, as a tree capable of growing
such immense crops of edible beans in our stock country, I think the experi-

ment could be revived
; young plants or seeds could be easily obtained in any

(juantity from the Forestry Department of Cyprus. The olive trees in some

parts of Cyprus are very old, so old that in many places the central portion
ot the tree has rotted out, and each angle has grown round, forming a bunch

of three or four trees. These are said to be in manv instances four or five

hundred years old
; yet when we passed through them they were one mass of

bleom, and as vigorous looking as the younger trees. However, as most of

the land suitable for olives will grow vines, they do not grow enough olives

for their own consumption, and import some olive oil.
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We ari'ivcfl at Ivimasol late that evening, and callcil iqniii tlic I Mstrict Com-

missioners, wild had arraiiii'ed to send us mides to Platens to takr us ovei- the

mountains. On Monday morniiif;' we stai'ted U]> through tlict'oot hills (((xcicd

with vines— for the natives jilaiit their \incyards u]i to the vi^iy top of the

juountains, on slopes so steep that it is wondrriul how they can gather them.

All day h)ng we met caravans of muleteers, with their animals cai-ryint;- a pig-

skin of wine on either side of the pack-saddle. As they treat most of their

wine with gypsum, and often paint the pig-skins on uhidi they carry it to

market with a coat of tar, some of the nativc-macic wine has a somewhat

strong flavour ; hut there is an English company whicli has taken up the wine-

making industry, and the export of an iin])roved ((uality has resulted, in ll)(j(>

there was an export of .'36,2^1 gallons of Coimnanchiria, worth i^l,'Jl).), and

<S78,0")9 gallons of other kinds of wines, worth £2(),4S7. The gi-eater part of

this wine goes to Egypt, though the English company make shipmejits to

England and Germany. We stopped at the village of Perapidha, when next-

morning some of the Greek villagers brought me specimens of a small moth

grub that was eating ofl" the Ijuds of the vines.

Oidium is vei'v bad on these high lands, and the Government imjioi-t large

quantities of sulphur and distribute it at a very low rate, or fre(>, to the vine-

growers, but they are only just beginning to take the matter up. Later on

I found a very curious leaf gall upcm the vines which at hrst sight a]i]ieai-ed

exactly like leaf galls of Phylloxera, but on closer examination appear to he-

caused by a leaf mite.

Cyprus is one of the few vine-growing places in the woi-ld where Piiylloxei'a

has not been discovered, and, since the British occupation, jio plants of any-

kind can be imported from countries where that disease is known to exist.

On Tuesday night we camped in the .Summer Goxcrnment House <m the

top of Mount Troodes (G,000 feet above sea level), occupied by the Commis-

sioner and his staff later on in the season. Next moi'iiing, by winding side

tracks, rounded Mount Olympus, still covered with snow, and turned dow^n

the great Athalassa ^alley. The fii'st village w^e stopped at, Prodromus, is the

highest up the mountains on the island, and confines its attention to gi-owing

apples. Here, as everywhei-e else, we found the trees covered with the nests

of a small "web worm," a lepidopteious larva that does a great deal of damage.
There is another one in the pine foi-ests that often strijjs the young pine

trees of their needles and covers them with masses of its nests.

There was also a la)'ge borer in the branches of the ap])le trees, but the

owner said they were only found on the hillsides. At mid-day we came into

the village of Pedoulous, with very rich black soil, also perched on the moun-

\-A\n side, devoted to cherry and mulberry trees, but, as in the u})i)er village

though they were all irrigated from the river coming ilown the \alley, thei-(^

was no attempt to prune oi- cut out aiiy dead wood, and many of the cheiry
trees were an immense size.

Fx-om here downwards we passed through many small \illages Ijuiit along
the cliflTs, with our path sometimes winding over the flat earthen roofs of the-

lower houses.
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At (lark we had reached the Ijottoni of the valley, and at S o'clock

•entered the Turkish town of Lefka, where all the oranges on this side of the

island are grown, and here we stopped at the Police Station, as there was no

hotel or rest-house in the town. Next morning, under the guidance of a

zaptich (Turkish policeman) we w{mt through a number of the orchaixls,

which in most cases were regulai' thickets, as young trees had been plantefl,

or seedlings had grown up all through the place among the older trees. The

oranges had been nearly all gathered, but still there were some on the trees,

and a great number on the ground. Those upon the grounrl had been all

cleaned of their contents by the rats, and were simply skins. I could find no

•signs of fruit-flies, nor could I find out from the owners if they ever suffered

from the pest ;
but Red Scale was very common, anfl did a good deal of

-damage all through the orchards, and is just as plentiful in all the gardens
about Nicosia.

From here we rode to the railway terminus at Morphou, and returned to

Nicosia that afternoon, after a very interesting trip across the island. The

Forestry Department in Cyprus is a very important institution, and there is

a great deal of the island that is treeless, while the high mountains are covered

with fine forests of pines. Mr. A. K. Bovill, who has charge of this work, has

planted a great number of different species of Australian trees, chiefly E'^ca-

lyptus and Acacia, and at Athalassa has a large area of barren marl and chalk

hills covered with thickets of young wattles, which are growing well in very

j)oor dry soil. He is extending this every year, and hopes before long to sup-

ply the towjis with firewood, of which at present, round all the towns, they

liave none, importing charcoal and using a small prickly shrub {Poterin.iii

Spiuosnm) that covers the low hills, to do all their cooking and baking.

In the island there are about a quarter of a million goats, and as there is

not a fence on the island, these are shepherded through the forests and (jpeii

lands, and supply food, milk, cheese, butter, skins for boots, and hair for

ropes, bags, etc.
;
as soon as the foresters enclose areas for planting, the

villagers cry out they are being robbed of their free range; and the department

savs that the goat, from the amount of trees it destroys, is their greatest enemy,

but it is a vested interest that has to be considei-ed in all forest work.

There are about the same number of sheep in the country, usually shepherded

with the goats. They belong to the fat-tailed variety, the tip of their tail

being twisted like a corkscrew^, and the greater number of them are black or

piebald. Their wool is almost hair, and the best worth only about fid. a It.

The Department of Agriculture is trying to improve the flocks, but find it

very slow work.

The following morning I left Nicosia at 6-30 a.m. for Famagusta, and reached

there at 10 a.m., when I called upon the District Commissioner (Mr. Travers),

who very kindly placed one of his staff and a coach at my disposal to inspect

the orange orchards of this district, about 3 miles outside the town.

The soil of this orchard district is very fine sandy loam, all under irrigation,

with water that is drawn up from wells about 20 to 30 feet in depth with the

old wheel and eartlienware jars, worked l)y a mule. The trees are planted
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in deep basins about !) feet between cacb tree, and tbc water i-- di-^triliuted

from the main channels. For about five months they do nut need to use

water, but later on once a week, M7id when the crop is on the trees, twice a

week. Tliey c(juld not undei'stand how we could grow oranges anywhere
without i-egularly watering the trees, as they have little or no rain for six

months when the ci-op is ripening.

All the ti-ees ar(» biidded in a very primitive mailnei-. but all t lie best oranges
and pomegranates are grown in this district. They are (piite as large anfl

well favoured as any of th(^ Jaffa oranges tliat come into the market at

Constantinople, and besides the long oval form there is a large hemispherical
one just as fine. The Commissioner told me that it was the oranges from

this place that took the first prize in London at the show.

Though Mr. Saracomenos told me that fruit fly was a common pest in these

orchards, the growers did not seem to think nuich about it. The "disease,"

as they call it, that did an immense amount of damage to their trees, and is

still very bad, is our common Red Scale {Af<j>ldiofns auranfi). This scale

is very common all over the Cyprus gardens, attacking roses, and I even found

it on wattles. They are now painting the tree trunks with lime wash, and

do a little spraying after seeing the I'esults of experiments by the Department
of Agriculture ; but, as one orchardist said,

" The Good God sent it, He will

take it away," and this is the attitude of both Greek and Turk in the East.

In 1906 there were 8,431.217 oranges ex))orted from Cyprus, chieflv to

Egypt, valued at £6,056 ;
while in the same year 42,374 cwt. of pomegranates,

valued at £8,107, were exported.

A good many mulberries are grown in some disti'icts, and the Department
has encouraged the growing of silkworms by seeing that all the seed (eggs)

imported is pure ;
most of this is sold in the cocoon, but a certain amount is

made into native silk with hand-looms in Nicosia.

I left Cyprus for Port >Said at midnight on the 15tli, and reached there

early on Sunday morning, 17th, catching the train up to Cairo at 8 a.m., and

reaching the latter place at 2 o'clock.

I went round fii-st thing the next morning to the offices of the Khedivial

Agi'icultural Society, where I met Mr. F. C. Willcocks, Entomologist to the

Society, Mr. Balls, Botanist, and Mr. Hughes, Chemist. This is a private

society, but is supplemented with a sum of money from tlie Govei-mnent to

pay the salaries of the officers, who ha\'e well-fitted laboratoi'ies and an

experiment garden, where experiments on breeding cotton are carried on in

conjunction with other crops. I went through their collection, and also over

their plots, when we called upon .Mi. lUown, in charge of the Gardens of

the School of Agriculture, a separate institution, the Dii-ector of which

(Dr. Fletcher) I met on the following day.

The worst enemy of the cotton all over Egypt is the Bollwcnni {Eur las

insulana), which lays its eggs upon the surface of the small boll, and the

young caterpillars bunow and dcimage it, so that it falls off and never reaches

maturity, much after the same fashion that the larv;e of the American boll

weevil does in the United States.
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The iiHitli is a very haiidsoiiie little tricen eiea lue, ;iii(l the
>s].)

cies fcjund

upon cotton growing at the Hawkeshury College, and also at Moi-ee, and

described in the Agricultural Gazette as Earias fahia (1903), is identical with

this vai-iable and widely distributed species.

The fruit industry is very poorly represented in Cairo ; most of the best

oranges are imported, and it is very curious that while there is some Red Hcale

upon the orange trees here, the common and by far the worst scale of the

citrus trees in Egypt is the Round Scale (Aspidiofns Jici), the fruit often

being thickly encrusted with the scale. There are quite a number of apricot

gardens around Cairo, but the trees are let run wild, apparently all seedlings,

and though they are irrigated, they are very small, and are gathered l)y shaking
the trees and gathering them out of the dust. In the market there was a

great quantity of fine vegetables of all kinds, and on several stalls 1 saw

bundles of vine leaves for sale
;
the seller told me that the Arabs slice them

up and eat them with rice.

I visited the Survey Department, where I saw all the plans of the Nile

Delta lands, with their thousands of little plots of freehold land, often only
three yards wide and a couple of hundreds yards long

—
yet it keeps a family.

At the Veterinary Department I met Mr. Littlewood, who gave me some

notes on the many diseases that attack the stock, and said they had not the

least idea of the number of sheep or horses in Egypt, but roughly there were

718,000 cattle and 781,000 buffaloes on the returns for 1907
; great numbers

of stock of all kinds were imported every year for food, while 44,000 camels

were also imported from Asia for food last year.

In going through the Entomological collection, while Mr. Willcocks had

no specimens of the fruit-fly, Dacns longistyhis, that has been several times

recorded from Cairo, I found he had a number of specimens of our Mediter-

ranean fruit-fly (Ilalferophora capitata), which, as far as I know, has never been

recorded from Egypt. These were bred from Egyptian oranges.

As I was informed that the conditions of cultivation all over Egypt were

the same, and I would have had to remain six days longer in Cairo if I mi.ssed

the next mail boat, I took my passage in the R.M.S. "
China," and reached

Port Said late on Tuesday night f 19th), tiunshipped at Aden into the R.M.S.
" Oriental

"
on the 24th, and expect to reach Bombay on the 29th. I expect

to be there two or three weeks, come down to Ceylon, and, after a week at the

Entomological Station, leave for Australia.

I have, etc.,

AVALTER W. FROGGATT.
To the Alinister of Agriculture, New South Wales.

Sir, R.MS. "Omrah."
I have the honour to report that since my last letter I have been

over a considerable portion of the Agricultural districts of India and Ceydon,
and am expecting to reach Fremantle in two days, where T leave this boat,

to visit the West Australian Department of Agriculture, and come on to
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Adelaide a few days lalef. I was re(|Mested in my iiistructif)ns tVom the

Queensland ( lox (rinnent to visit West Australia, and the Him. T. Price

(Premier <>t" South Australia), who is on this hoat, agrees that I sliould ste|>

off before coming on. As soon as I leaxc Fremantle, I shall lose no time in

coming on to Sydney, but shall call on the 1 )e])artments of Agriculture of

tSoutli Australia and Victoria on my way lionw, and come overland.

I readied I'loinhay on the I'lHli May, 19US, andat once called ujion tin-

Colonial Secretary, who fjave me letters to t he .Acting I )ii'ectoi- of Agriculture

at Poonali, to whicli place 1 went the following day, and. aftei- getting some

information fiom him, di-ove down to where the new Agi-icultural College is

being ei'ected. and met J)r. H. H. Mann, wh'i, after being scientific aflviser

to the tea-planters of Assam, has been appointed tlie I'rincipal. I i-eturnerl

the following night to Bombay, and an houi- later took the nit;ht mail to

Calcutta, to Waine Station, the nearest point to the imperial Research

Laboratories at Pusa, Bengal. ( )n the load I received a telegram from Mr.

Howlett (second Imperial Entomologist), saying he would meet me at

Allahal)ad, where he was investigating fruit-Hies. i met him at the junction

at midnight, and we spent the next three flays around Allahabad, Cawnpore,
and Lucknow, in orchards and melon fields, 'i'hen we j)arted company, while

I went north to ])ehra Dun and Missorie to see Mr. Stebbing, the Entom-

ologist of the Indian Forestry Departmeid : but though 1 met other otiicers

of the department, Mr. Stebbing was away on tour. I then returned,

travelled all Sunday night, and met Mr. Howlett at Mogul Seria on Monday
evening, and reached Pusa at 6 o'clock on the Tuesday morning.

Here I spent five days working in the laboratories with Messis. Lefroy
and Howlett, and collecting and hi-eeding fruit-Hies in the jieadi oi-charfl.

among the mango trees, and in the melon fields. On the Ifitli dune, 1 !)0)^,

accompanied by Mr. Howlett, who has been sj)ecially sent out to Pusa to

study the habits of biting Hies and iliptern generally, T left for Calcutta,

which we reached on the following day, and spent the afternoon going

through the collections with the curator, Dr. Ainiandale. Leaving late the

same evening for Bangalore via Madras, ^\ Inch we i-eached early on the

morning of the 20th. the Director of Agi-iculture at ^ladras sent the Ent<im-

ological Assistant on his stall' with us, and Mr. Aver pioxcd a verv useful

guide and interpi-eter to us while in the State of Mysore. \\ here we collectefl

a ijreat number of fruit-Hies in all kinds of fruits. Though the season was

practically over we obtained maggots on nearly all the fruit.

Though in the course of their investigations on Nortliein India, after

breeding out some thousands of fruit-flies, only tlnec specimens of a parasite

ha\(' been lired in JSaiigalore, Mr. Ayer finds at least three small braconid

wasp parasites in the fruit-fly i>upa' that infest the guavas that ripen in

October and No\t'ml)er, but at the s:une time he estimates them as reaching

only 12 per cent, of the flies, and has ne\fr obtaineil any parasites from

pupfe taken from mangoes, oranges, or peaches.

All the nurserymen agreed that all their guavas have been destroyed for

the last six years with fly maggot. I therefoi'e hold out \eiy little hope of
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this beiiig an effec'ti\(' parasite in Australian orrliaids, if it cannot check the

i-avages of the fruit-tly in its native haunts ; but if any ol the Departments
of Agriculture interested want to obtain those parasites, a number could be

obtained at a very small c(»st.

I have enlisted the services of the Imperial Entomologist and his assistants

to take up the matter, and tlie Director of Agriculture for Madras will lend

his native assistants, who are trained entomologists, anfl if so instructed

would collect and forward via Colombo parasites and pup.e this coming
season.

Returning to Madras on tlie 25th June, 190c^, I parted witli Mr. H<jwlett,

who has given me such valuable assistance, and started for Ceylon via Tuti-

corin the same evening, reaching the boat the following evening and landing

in Colombo early ne.xt morning (Saturday, 27th).

After calling at the Agricultural Society's offices and the Chemical Branch

of the Botanical Gardeiis Station, I left for Paraden3'ia the same afternoon,

and spent the two following days at the laboratories of the Hoyal Botanic

Gardens examining the collections and collecting fruit-Hies. Then, with Mr.

West (Acting Entomologist), I went across to the south-east of the island,

among the tea plantations, where I found that fruit-flies were common in the

garden fruits later in the season. Returning the next day, I met the

Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, who advised me to visit the great

mango district of Jaffna, in the north of Ceylon, and he wired to the Resi-

dent of the district to place his officers at my disposal while there.

Reaching Jaffna late the following night, I was met Ijy Messrs. Matta-

huHuu-a and Chelones, who arranged everything for me until I left. In the

morning we drove through 20 miles of palm groves and cultivated lands, and

though the season was late and there was not much fruit about, I found any

amount of fruit-fly maggots in the melon fields, from which I have since bred

a fine series of a large fruit-fly, allied to Dacus curmihitfv. On my return

to Colombo I spent the morning with Dr. Wiley at the nuiseum, and ex-

amined his collections.

The Mediterranean fruit-fly is not found in India or Ceylon, though I

found specimens in the collections at Cairo. All the fruit-flies in the latter

countries belong to the genus Dacus, and are allied to the Queensland fruit-fly.

The parasites in Bangalore are only bred from species of Dam^, and we

have no record of one on the Mediterranean fniit-flv.

I have, iVrc,

WALTER W. FROGGATT.

To the Minister of Agriculture, New South Wales.
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Meteorological Bureau, No. 1 Division,

New South Wales.

Weather Conditions during July, 1908

S. WILSON,
Divisional Officer.

The inoiitli <tj)eii«Ml vvitli ;iii extensive aiituretie low pressure covei'ing the

southern districts of the continent between Pei-th (W.A.) and Clarence

Heads, on tlie coast of New South Wales. Cloudy ami unsettled conditions

ruled throughout this area, with stx'ong south-west gales and iciugli to high
seas between the Leeuwin and Breaksea. Hail was also expei-ieiiced in the

south-west corner of West Australia. Tn New South Wales light rain

occurred in the south-east quadrant.
A rather energetic anticyclone appeared over the western half of the

continent on the 2nd, with its centre in the southern gold-fields. As the

result of its presence there, liner conditions oljtained, but, on the other

hand, further unsettled, showery weather occurr(^d over the southern seaboard

districts of the continent. Many frosts occuri'ed in the north-east (|uadraiit

of New South Wales.

Within the next twenty-four hours the high jiressure had spread over the

whole continent, its advance eastward being attended by much finer weather

and a contraction of the lain area to the coasts of New South Wales and

Victoria. In our State light to heavy rainfalls were recorded between

Sydney and Bateman's Bay, and light in northein parts of Kiverina and

south-western slopes.

At 9 a.m. on the .'Jrd an anticyclone of considerable dimensions covered

Australia, with its highest barometric values over Centi-al and South

Australia. A rather energetic depression was also shown in the Tasman

Sea, and slight evidence of anotlier in the extreme south-west of the continent.

As the result of this distribution of atmospheric pressure, fine, cold

weath(>r for the most part i-uled o\er inland districts, but cloud areas and

showers along the coastal and southei-n areas. By the 5th the high pressure

had advanced eastward, and covered only the eastern States, whilst an

antarctic di.sturbance had spread northwards and eastwards fiom the Leeuwin

until it occu})ied the south-western quarter of the continent, causing in We.st

Australia heavy rain Throughout, with thirty-one stations registering over

100 points, anfl thirteen ov(>r 200 points. In South Australia light rain

was recoirled at scattei'ed j)laces, chieHy coastal in Victoria, light to heavy
i-ain in South Cippsland, and scattered elsewheic, light falls in the south-

eastern districts of Queensland and in New Soiitli Wales, light to moderate

amounts at two or three places on the central coast and south-westei-n

slopes.
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AVithiii the next foi'ty-eight hours the centre of the low pressure had

travelled GOO miles eastward to Eucla, on the Great Australian Bight. The-
"
high

"
over Eastern Australia had also worked eastward, and at 9 a.m. on

the 7th covered only half its former area, and presented a rather compressed
formation. Strong south-westerly winds, which l)lew in fierce squalls, and

rough seas occurrejcl along the south coast of West Australia.

The heaviest rainfall was reporterl fi-oiii Albany, with 124 points, and

Breaksea 103 points. Many frosts were experienced in the north-east

quadrant of New South Wales.

At 9 a.m. on the 8th, the "
high

" was still located over the eastern districts

of the continent, but the low pressure had contracted considerably, so that

it now covered the area contained within lines joining Eucla (on the Great

Bight), Boulia (in Queensland), and Melbourne. With this distribution

general rain was recorded in S(juth Australia
;
otherwise over the southern

States the falls were light and scattered.

During the following 24 hours, a closed-curve depression developed over

Victoria and western districts of New South Wales, and resulted in light and

scattered rain generally in our State, except in the far west and along the-

southei'n boi'der, and heavy, with thunder and hail, in the metropolitan
area. The largest amounts were 240 points at Marrickville, 215 at Mosman,
170 at Ashfield, 161 at Riverview, 130 at Strathtield, 126 at Carlton, 105 at

Hunter's Hill, 103 at Bankstown, 51 at Parramatta, and 40 at Wahroonga.

Temperatures over the State during the first week were for the most part
mild. Indeed the registrations during the latter part reached into the-

seventies over western areas. The highest records were—Mungindi, Mogil,.

and Moree, each 75 degrees ; Walgett 74, Bourke 73, and Narrabri 72 degrees.

The lowest temperature in the State occurred on the 4th, when Kiandra

reported 2 degrees below zero, or 34 degrees of frost.

At 9 a m. on the 10th an ticyclonic or fine weather condititjns ruled for the

most part, but an antarctic disturbance was shown over Tasmania and the

southern shores of the continent, which resulted in fresh to strong north-west

to south west winds, and slight to high seas in Bass Straits, and on the

west coast of Tasmania. Light and more or less isolated rainfall was also-

recorded in the several States. By the next 48 hours the disturbance had

passed seaward and the weather of Australia had come wholly under the

iniiuence of the anticyclone, consequently fine and cold conditions prevailed.

The high pressure system controlled the weather of the greater part of the

continent until the 16th. Its isobars, which showed a series of depressions^

or dips over Eastern Australia, were so arranged as to influence moisture-

laden winds from the ocean to inland districts, where some good rainfall,

associated with thundei", resulted. The heaviest falls reported at 9 a.m. on-

the 16th were:—Hungerf(nd 164 points, Cobar 156, Wanaaring 132,.

By rock 135, Louth 115, Girilambone 100, Barringun 95, Dandaloo 90,.

Tilpa 88, Bourke 77, and Nymagee 75 points.
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Duriiii; llir wc.k cikIciI tlic J.'Jnl, Iwn aiii ic\'rluiics and one antai'ctic

flistiirbaiice passed ovrr Australia. The aiit i(\ rlones wci'e iinincnsc juvssure

systems. Approachiiijif tlie continent at about (ieraldton. <ni tlic coast of

West Australia, thcv "fraduallv extended tlieir inHuence eastward until all

the mainland and the Tasnian Sea between IS'ew Zealand and the coast

Of New South AN'ales anrl covered by their isobars. Where these latter con-

trolled winds, from the surrounding ocean to the seaboard showery teiideneies

obtained, but for the most jiail tine weatliei- luled o\ei- the interior

districts of the continent. Conditions were cold and fiosty, generally over

the southei-n parts of Australia during the week, excepting fi-om the 17th t >

to 19th, when, owing to the peculiar distribution of atmospheric pressure

over the eastern States, and the resultant winds, some high temjjerature.s for

July occurred over various districts.

The highest temperatures reeoi-ded in eacli of the subdi\isions were:—
"VVestern Division, 7<'^ degrees at Mungindi ;

North-western Plains, 7!' de-

grees at Pilliga : Central-westei-n Plains, 74 degrees at Carinda, (.^)uand)one.

and Coonarable
; Kiverina, 6S degrees at Cudgellico ; North-western Slojie,

7o degrees at Narrabri
;
Central-western Slope, 67 degrees at Coonabara-

bran and Wellington; South-western Slope, 67 degrees at Grenfell; Northern

Tablelands, 74 degrees at Tabulam ; Central Tableland, ()7 degrees at Cowra:

Southern Tableland, 6-3 degrees at Braidwood : North Coast, ."^O degr-ees at

Grafton and Kempsey : Huntei- and Manning, 79 degrees at iNlainiing Heads:

Metropolitan, 78 degrees at Parramatta
;
South Coast, HO degrees at Bodalla.

Between the l8th and the 21st strong northerly winds, with rough to high

seas, and some good rainfall associated with hail, resulted from the antarctic

disturbance, more especiallv over the southern parts of the continent. In

West Australia, Perth had lol' points, Katanning 84, and Geraldton 76;

on the Queensland coast, Townsville had 1-50 and Cairns Til points ; in New-

South Wales light to heavy falls were recorded in the south-eastern (piadrant

and on the extreme North Coast. Kiandra had 14'-' points, Young 117.

Adelong 98, Tnmut 96, Tarcutta 9-3, and Burrowa 7S ])oints.

During the last week of the month, an energetic and extensi\e anticyclone

•controlled, for the mo.st part, the weather of Australia. This high pressure

system, which is remarkable for its longevity, first appeared in West

Australia on the 20tli, and thence i-apidly extended eastward until it covered

the whole continent on the 22nd. Since this latter date the isolmrs were so

ari'anged (horizontally) as to govern fresh to sti'ong south west to south-east

winds along the seaboard and east and north-east inland. Not only was

this jiressui'e disti'ibution fa\onralile to the transportation inland of winds

laden with moisture, but the many depressions around the isobarsof the anti

cyclone were res])onsible also for the accunudation of moisture oxci- many

])arts of New South Wales and the other States.

One series of these depressions in the isobars was show n on oui- central

coastal districts, and assisted in the remarkable rainstorm between July 27th,

and August 10th inclusive, during wliicli so inan\- liea\y falls were experi-

eneed in the metropolitan area and its outskirts. The winds on the coast.
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too, were very strong in parts, fresh to strong gales l)eing recorded at various

places, and a whole gale at Jervis Bay. Hough seas were also experiencefl

on the seaboard. From the 24th, rainfall occurred over many parts of Aus-

tralia. On the 26th, Cossack reported 222 points, and Nullagine 102 points,

being the largest a)nounts experienced in Western Australia, and some good
falls in the aggregate were recorded in Central Australia Alice Springs had

o53 points, and Charlotte Waters 1!)1 points. Light to moderate falls were

also recorded in the other states.

On the 30th, whilst the showery conditions on the coast vvere yet pre-

\'diling, a monsoonal development was in progress in Central Australia
;

in

fact, extending from the Gulf of Carpentaria to the Great Australian Bight,

causing further unsettled, showery weather.

Rainfall during JULY, in New South Wales.

Speaking generally, the rainfall for the month has been below the average
over fully two-thirds of the State. The greatest disparities were experienced
on the north-east quadrant, and over the greater part of the slopes and plains,

ranging from 120 to 356 points below the average on the north coast, from

68 to 170 on the northern tablelands, and from 24 to 170 points on the plain.s

and slopes.

On the other hand, the north-west quadrant of the State has experienced

totals wliich are inuc-h in excess of the average amount, and which, perhaps,

represents the liest winter falls in those parts for some considerable time.

Some very good falls were also experienced on the coast between Port

Macquarie and .Jervis Bay, where, as the result of the persistent rainstorm

from the 27th to the 31st, inclusive, the totals were considerably larger

than the average. The heaviest falls for the month in the latter area were :

1,204 points at Mosman, 1,159 at Sydney, 1,151 at Port Stephens, 1,121 at

Seal Rocks, 1,070 at Newcastle, 1,002 at Glebe Ponit, and other amounts

i-anging from 981 at Cape Hawke to 195 at Wollongong.

The distribution of rainfall over the various subdivisions of the State

during July, was as follows
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Climatological table for tlu; iiumtli of July, IDOcS, compiled from daily

telegraplu'd rctui-ns.
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Orcljard I\otes.
W. J. ALLEN.

September.

Green Manure.—If the crop has Jiot been turned under, it sliould l)e, as

early as possible. Tf the disc cultivator is run (jver the yrowth before

ploughing it will not be ft)und ditticult to turn it under. The ground should

be harrowed immediately it is ploughed, in order to i)ul\erise all the soil and

prevent it from baking and setting hard.

Loosening Soil around Trees and Vines.—All soil should be loosened with

either a fork-hoe or a spading fork, and all couch grass, sorrel, or other weeds

removed and burnt. This work should be carried out in the early spring

while the soil is moist and easy to work.

Ribston Pippin Apple.

Grown by Mr. Herbert ('. Suttor, Brucedale, ue.ic Buthurst : phiated 18?-t.

Biiddiny Walnuts.—A subscriber to the "Pacific Rural Press," of Cali-

fornia, describes his method of budding the walnut, as follow.s : •'losing

Franquette buds and the ring method of budtling. The stock was Cali-

fornia Black Walnut, and J cut out a piece of bark h to U inches wide, and

inserted my ring-buds taken from the Franquette tree. These were cut to fit

as nearly as possible, but if they were not large enough to go around,
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another piece < if Vmrk or a hud wjts cut Dur, .uid fpii'l in the space 'Tin-

Inuls were then secui-ely fastened with strips <jt" calico or cxeii strips of Hour
sack ; it is immaterial which is used, so lon^ as it is tiglitly tied. The huds
were put in in the early fall and cut oM" in the earlv sprini;-, and hv tli("

ensuin»i' fall the young buds had grovvn to a licii;ht of !< feet. P)uds ma\' he

inserted in limbs of a tree in this maimer, or into the stock, as required.

PIhius. ( )ne of liurbank s latest plums is^n;uned the '' Formosa," ami he

claims that it is one of the best he lias raised : a regular bearer, strong, hard,

wiry wood, and the fruit is uiipijualled in (piality, with, perhaps, the excep-
tion of the " Santa Ho.sa,"' whicli was first put on the market last .season. It

blossoms with the "Burhank" and "
Abundance,"' which are two of the

latest bloomers, and in conse<|uence usually esca])es the late frosts. Flesh :

]>ale yellow, and when ripe the fruit turns a rich ifd. A good keepins; and

carrying plum.
Fruit Fltj.

—Theiv is a \ery marked (h^crease in this pest this year, i)ut

growers must not relax their vigilance on this account, hut must continue to

fight v. In addition to picking uji and Itoiling all fallen fiuit, it would be

well to set kei'osene traps in November in oui- warmer districts. In fact, as

soon as the
ti}'

is found it would be well to set the kerosene traps immediatelv.

Spraying.
—A good many growei's are using the lime and sulphur spray

this year, omitting the salt, and those who have done so claim tliat it is not,

so .severe on the hands, and in evei-y respect is a much easier spray to handle.

Some have added 2 to o lb. of bluestone to each 50 gallons, in addition to the
15 Ih. each of lime and sulphur. This spray should he ap])lied hot. Tliis is

one of the best for San Jose Scale.

Codling J/ofh.— It is well to make early arrangements foi- fighting the

C<jdling moth, and while arsenite of soda has proved to he much superior to

the Pai-is green for fighting this pest, it is now claimed by many in America
that the ar.senate of lead is even better tlian the arsenite of soila.

First Spraying.
—Use -) lb. of arsenate of lead to 50 gallons of water, 'i'lie

apj)lication should be given just as soon as most of the petals have fallen.

S''c.on(l Sprai/ing.
—To follow about three we(»ks after the first, using i' il).

of arsenate of lead to 50 gallons of water. Suh.sequent sprayings ma}' be

given at intervals of every four weeks if the moth is had, using about li lb.

of arsenate of lead to 50 gallons of water. This spray is i-ecommended bv

G. \V. H. Yalch {California Fruit (Jroin'r).

In spraying trees with this or any other spray, see that a good pi-essure is kept

up, so that th-^ pump will throw a good fine mist, and l)e particular to cover

the inside as well as the outsid-! of the tree, and aKo tlie whole of the fruit.

If the spring proves to he a wet one it is ad\ isahle to spray any tree.s

which have in previous wet years shown signs of fungous diseases, such as

Peach Curl of the })each-tree, Black S])ot or Scab of the ap])le, Black Spot of the

grape-vine
—and growers of Goi'do Blanco and Sultana vines will lia\c to keep

a sharj) lookout and keep the spray pumps going
—else the crops will be lost.

Bordeaux ^[i\tur(> will 1)r found the best spiviy at this time of the year for

all fungous disr-ases. Should the San dose Scale put in an apjiearance aftei-

the leaves have stalled on the tree, the resin, soda and fish-oil wash will be

found the best to use at this season of the year.

Never spray either trees or vines whih^ they are in bloom, oi' the chance.s

are that the crop will be destrt>yed. They may he sprayed a week l»efore

coming into bloom and a week after the fruit is set.
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Jarm Notes.

Hawkesbury District—September.

H. W. POTTS.

No farmer could wish for more favourable conditions than exist this season

to commence sowing and planting the spring crops. The rainfall of last

month fell in soaking slowness and at sufficient intervals to penetrate and satu-

rate the dried-out subsoils without leachinj^. A store of subsoil moisture is now

held to provide all our requirements for rapid germination and early

growth. We will benefit by the incoming genial warm days of September,

through which our pastures will afford plenty of green feed. The winter

crops already give evidence of a good harvest. In consequence, the farmer

will be occupied fully this month in preparing the soil for summer crops,

and getting them in. It should l)e a month of exceptional activity if advan-

tage be taken of the season and the most favourable cicumstances under

which the spring is ushered in. The greater part of last month was taken

up in opening up drains, road-making, tree and hedge planting, and

ploughing.

Maize.—^The first consideration for this district is the main crop
—maize.

The soil is ready. An ample supply of moisture exists in the subsoils.

Given a good season, the Hawkesbury will continue to maintain its reputa-

tion as a maize-growing district. In years past buyers have always willingly

•recognised the quality and value of Hawkesbury corn. Growers know their

profit by the weight per bushel and yield per acre. It is fair to anticipate a

remunerative return this year, more particularly in regard to yield per acre.

It is customary to divide the various varieties of maize into two main sections,

those required purely for grain, and the second group for green-feed or

ensilage. With the latter class it is possible to produce a large yield of succu-

lent forage at the time when our hut weather sets" in and grass disappears.

Moreover green maize is highly digestible, very relishable, and undoubtedly a

reliable milk producer. It lasts throughout the summer. It also affords the

most suitable of all fodders for conservation as ensilage to carry on the work

of stall-feeding during the winter months. Milk production has now become

a settled industry in the Valley, not only for the supply of the metropolitan

population as milk, but also in supporting the Pitt Town Condensed Milk

Factory. This industry has had a precarious struggle through the initial stages

of its development. Ha})pily that is past, and it is now being realised that the

factory has reached its full-grown stage, has come to stay, and is turning out

a product worthy of the highest market price and a credit to the district.

Our farmers, moreover, are getting into dairying methods. Silage is being

-conserved
;

stall feeding is being introduced
;
and the returns are of such an

F
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attractive nature tliat the N'allcv is suicfjf hciiig cuiivcitrd iuto a dairying'

centre. Owing to its vigoi'ous habit and immense yield jier acre, maize may
be looked ujxin ;is jin ideal fodder for cattle in sumnur. it can lie ii( ilisrd in

so many ways, and is the least expensive of all crops to urow. We have to

look for a variety of a branching habit: in other words, one that \\ ill throw

oft' three to fcnir suckering stalks from the main stem. These cover the main

root, gradually thicken, and provide a heavier and mort' succulent yield than

the single-stemmed sort selected for grain. Eai-ly and rapid growth has also'

to be considei'ed as important factors in their selecti(m.

Amongst those found res})onding best to these requiremejits ai-e Hickory

King, Eaily Mastodon, and Iowa Silvermine.

For this pur-])()se, viz., gi'een feed or ensilage, drills should be struck out

3 feet ajjart, and a single seed sown by hand or maize-di'0])per every 12 inches

in the row. Where the soil needs manuring or plant food, it can be suj)plied

through the inaize-dropper when sowing, l)y mixing lilood and bone manure
with superphosphate in equal parts and applying the mixture at the rate of

1 cwt. per acre. This ([uantity may be increased in the poorer soils.

Tn some soils it is an advajitage to add muriate of potash at the rat(^ of

5U lb. per acre to the above mixture.

It is important to observe that where large yields of green forage are

looked foi', cultivation must be practised shortly aftei' planting. The surface

must be stirred frequently to stimulate growth early, to check the growth of

weeds, and to conserve moisture. We may reasonably anticipate an al)n(jrmal

growth of weeds this season.

X light harrow will be the best implement until the corn is sutiicientlv

grown to indicate the use of the cultivatoi- and shallow tillage.

For grain, we find other varieties are better yielder.s, and among them our

local farmers have secured the best returns from Red Hogan, King's Early,
Golden Beauty, Pride of the North, and Leeming's Early, in the yellow class,

and Towa Silvermine to i-epresent the white varieties.

The customary width between lows to plant is 4 ft. G in. \\ hen the grain
is dropped by hand, three or four gi'ains are planted 3 feet apart in the

rows. With the maize-drop})er, experience favours planting a single grain from

16 to 18 inches apart.

Where manure is apjilied in the form of an artificial fertiliser, it is found

the best practice to apply one half when planting, and the balance as a top

dressing when the crop is - feet high and when the last cultivation is

effected.

This is done to avoid the growth of a weak, tall, saji|)y plant. Planting

may commence the first week in Septembei- and be continued at intervals of

a fortnight up to the middle of December for both grain and forage crops.

Thus a continuation of feed is provided, as well as an economic distribution of

ftirm labour.

Sorghums.—The question of food production to su2:)plement grazing in a

dairying locality must be ever present, and in the allotment of suitable ciops
for this purpose the value of sorghum cannot be overlooked.
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In contrasting the special characteristics of the early lif(! of the maize

plant with that of sorghum, it is known that the young maize is much more

hardy and vigorous and less susceptible to extremes of temperature than

the young sorghum plant, whereas in the mature plant, sorghum is much

hardier, and will grow vigorously richt into the winter months. The maize

plant succumbs to the earliest frosts.

Furthermore, sorghums are more drought-resistant, hence are useful at the

end of the summer.

The sorghums are divided into two classes—non-saccharine and saccharine

or sugar-piMjducing. In the former class we have the Imphee and Kattir

varieties.

Sorghum may readily lie placed second to maize as a forage crop. It can be

•cut twice, and occasionally a third time, in one season.

Apart from its value as a green fodder, it is found a suitable plant, and

most economically handled for conservation as silage. Many farmers

practice cutting and stocking it for hay in the autumn. As such it is

chaffed in combination with oaten or wheaten hay and lucerne to form a

good winter ration.

The crop in this district has been frequently found to give from 15 to

18 tons green feed to the acre. Assuming that the soil has been prepared

by thorough cultivation, and manured in a similar way to that for maize, it

will be advisable to sow plots for sorghum towards the end of the, month.

The Early Amber Cane and Planters' Friend sorts are found sHrtahle for the

Valley ;
7 to 10 lb. of seed U) the acre is sufficient. It is better to drill in

the seed in rows 3 feet apart.

Coirpeas.
—This season will be suitable to test the combination of cowpeas

with the crop. The trailing varieties of cowpeas are the best, such as Black,

Clay-coloured, and Whip-poor-Will. Black, so far, has turned out the best

results. A pea should be planted every 12 inches in the rows.

In our warm climate we are unable to include clovers in the rota-

tion to renovate the soil and restore a special form of fertility, i.^., to

transfix atmospheric nitrogen ;
but we have in cowjDeas the best sulistitute to

effect this, as well as provide a quickly-growing forage crop rich in protein,

the best class of muscle and red flesh forming ingredients.

It must also be remembered that cowpeas will furnish a good crop on

much poorer soils than clover. The cowpea replaces clover with greater

advantage, seeing it is, in its richest condition, most palatable and succulent,

when other fodders—especially grasses
—are dried out with the summer

heat. Cowpeas in their green stage furnish a food nearly equal to bran. For

all classes of domestic animals in the height of our hottest weather, cowpeas

will be found excellent food. If fed off with sheep or pigs, the ground is

manured sufficiently for the subsequent crops, especially cereals. It adds

nitrogen and humus.

On light sandy soils cowpeas make vigorous growth. Where the soil has

been limed it certainly favours the growth of all leguminous crops, including

the cowpeas.
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A further apjiliralidii ol' t'crlilisers, in the absence of farm-yard inaninr, will

be found useful, more particulai-Iy where tlie soil is deficient in jilaut tood.

The following is i-ecommended :
—

Dried blood loO lb.

8u])er])ln)S])ha1(' ... ... GOO ,,

Sulphate of potash ... ... 400 ,,

Ajtply at the rate of 2 to 3 cwt. per acrc.^
A well plouuhcd, harrowed^

mellow and tine .seed-bed is necessary. The soil should be fairly di-y and

warm. Tf wet and cold, postjjone planting.

Cowpeas can be planted broadcast or in drills. The latter we tiiid more

satisfactory, as it enables the farmer to cultivate in order to conserve moisture

and suppress the gi-owth of weeds. The best sorts are Black, l^pright, Iron,

Whip-poor-Will, Clay-colouivd, and New Era. Sow in (h'ills 'M) inches apart.

Potatoes.—The prospects foi' potatoes this season are very encouraging.

Bearing in mind that potatoes are gross feeders, they fully repay a liberal

supply of farm-yard manure. The best state of cultivation is needed. The

varieties giving the most certain returns are : Brownell's Beauty, Bliss's

Triumph, Early Rose, and Manhattan. Other sorts worthy of a trial are :

Aroostook County Prize, Up-to-date, Satisfaction, lioyalty. Country lioy,

Breese's Prolific, Centennial, Early Bed Ruby, and Beauty of Hebron.

To provide against disease the tubers should be soaked for two anil a lialf

hours in the following :
—

Dissolve 2^^ ounces of corrosive sublimate (perchloride of mercury) in 16

gallons of warm water; allow it to cool before using. The solution is poisonous,

and great cai'e must be exercised in preventing an accident.

Millets.—Where early green forage is required it is quite possible to sow

an early variety of Millet such as the AVhite F'rench, early this months
and have it fit for cutting as forage in the middle of November. It will be

ready at a most suitable time, just as the spring gra.sses are failing. Millet

in a green stage is attractive, palatable, antl nutritious. It can be used

green oi- conserved as hay or eiisilage, and is useful as a fodder for dairy

cattle, sheep, and young stock.

Millets have vigorous habits and will thrive on low grade .soils, whilst they

respond freely to rich, mellow soils. They are useful to sow on foul land

that ref[uires cleaning for a late maize crop.

The crop resists drought conditions well. The best method is to sow

the seed broadcast, in quantity ranging from 7 to l-o lb. to tlii' acre. This

must be determined by the nature of the soil. Thin seeding results in coarse-

stalked plants. Should frosts prevail it is well to wait till they are gone.

Pumpkins, Melons,^Squaiihes,
—This class of fodder is always higldy appre-

ciated, especially in districts liable to di'ought. They form a nutritious and

succulent food for cattle, sheep, and pigs. They need little attention so long
as a fairh' rich seed-bed is prepared, followed by some cidtivation after the

seed germinates.
Plant the seed 10 feet apart each way ; placing five or six seeds in the one

patch or hill, and sub.sequently thin out to two plants.
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In dry seasons the soil must be loosened and the weeds kept under. The

best varieties of pumpkin are Crown, Ironbark, Green Button, Turk's Cap,
and Red Crown.

Vegetable Marrows.—Green Bush and Long Vegetable.

Squashes.
—Custard and Chinese.

Mangolds.—With existing moisture in the soil this crop is worthy of much

attention. Mangolds form an excellent food for cattle and pig-s, and are

digestible and relishable. They may be grown on almost any soil, although

deep rich loams are best to produce heavy yields. The Globe and Tankard

sorts may be grown on light fallow soils. So long as they have enough
moisture for growth during the first two months they can withstand drought,

and thrive well with plenty of sunshine.

The soil needs manure, use 10 tons of farm-yar^manure to the acre,

followed by artificials. 8ow 6 to 8 lb. of seed to the acre, | to 1 inch deep,

in drills -3 feet apart. Thinning must follow, reducing the growth to one

plant 8 to 10 inches apart. Cultivation should be frequent and fairly deep.

Mammoth Long Red and Yellow Globe varieties thrive best here.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—The reputation this plant possesses as a drought

resister entitles it to more attention at the hands of our farmers.

It is a hardy perennial, and is propagated much in the same way as

potatoes, and may be grown on soils similarly suitable. Any odd corner about

the farm of | to 1 acre could be set apart. Plant tubers in well-cultivated and

manured land about 2 inches deep, and 18 inches from each other, in row^s

3 feet apart. Cultivate as for potatoes.

The tubers are cooked as a vegetable, eaten raw as a salad, or pickled in

the same way as cucumbers. They have also reputed value as a diuretic

and tonic for pigs, and are considered a specific class of food for feeding sows

after weaning their litters. The Improved White French is considered the

best variety.

Shade Trees and Hedges.
—The attractiveness of the home can be vastly

enhanced by a judicious system of tree-planting, always provided those sorts

are selected which will thrive on the class of soil available and withstand our

climatic conditions.

Apart from its esthetic aspect, tree-planting improves the conditions for

protecting stock, in providing shade and shelter in summer and winter.

Pastures and cultivated lands are benefited by belts of timber. Similar

advantages may be claimed for hedges ;
the latter, however, must be grown

only where they can be kept trimmed and under complete control as regards

seeding.

Amongst the best varieties of trees for the district are the Pinus insignis,

Peppers, Kurrajongs, Silky Oaks, Planes, Sugar-gums, Blue-gums, White

Cedars, and Pines.

In hedges the Japanese Privets, African Boxthorn, Osage Orange, and

Honey Locust are suitable.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.
Secretakies are invited to forward for insertion in this pai,'*' dates of their

forthcoming shows
;
these should reach the Sub-Editor, Depai-tinent of Agri-

culture, Sydney, not later than the 21st of the inoiith pivvious to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once.

Souietv. 1908.

Giinnedah P., A., and H. Association...

Grenfell P., A., and H. Association ...

Parkes P., A., and H. Association

Germanton P. and A. Society ...

Allniry and Bolder P., A., and H. Society ...

Young P. and A. Association ...

Cootaniundra A., P., H.
,
and I. Association...

Moloug P. and A. Association ...

Cowra P., A., and H. Association
Corowa P., A., and H. Association

(iuyra Horse Pai'adc and Poultry Show
Temora P., A., H., and I. Association

Wyalong District P.. A., H., and I. Association

Queanbeyan P. and A. Association

Bega A., P., and H. Society (Spring Show) ...

The Lachlan P. and A. Association ..

Adelong P. and A. Association

Menindie A. and P. Society
Lismore A. and I. Society

Berry Agricultural Association...

1909.

Dapto A. and H. Society
Kiaina A. Association

Alstonville A. Society

Wollon^ong A., H., and I. Association . ...

Moruya A. and P. Society
Shoalhaven A. and H. Association, Nowra ...

Guyra P
, A., and H. Association

Kangaroo Valley ...

Manning River A. and H. Association, Taree

Gunning P., A., and I. Society. .

Tenterfield P., A., and M
Bega A., P., and H. Society
Berrima District A., H., and I. Society, Moss Vale.

Moloiig P. and A. Association ...

Tumharuinl)a and Upper Murray P. and A. Society..
Gloucester Show ..

Newcastle A., H., and I. Society
Inverell P. and A. Association...

Camden A., H., and I. Society

Blayney A. and P. Association ..

Hunter River A. and H. Association ..

Yass P. and A. Association

Mudgee A. Society
Clarence P. and A. Society, Cirafton ...

Upper Hunter P. and A. Assoc., Muswellbrook

Bathurst A., H., and ]'. Association ...

Durham A. and H. Association, Dungog

*
Secretary.
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[advertisement.]

Government Stud Bulls available for service

at State Farms, or for lease.

Breed.
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3. Bulls leased will be transferred free of charge to any place not more
than 100 miles by rail from the place from which they are transferred

;
to

any place distant more than 100 miles by rail, lease will be granted oidy on
condition that the lessee pays all charges tor the extra distance over 100 miles.

In the case of bulls sent by sea, or partly by rail and partly by sea, all

expense over the sum of £\ (one pound) must be borne by the lessee. The
lessee must make all ar-i-angements for, and bear all expense of, transferring
a bull from the nearest railway station or port to the place where it is to be

stationed. In the case of leasing a bull already ^stationed within the district,

the new lessee must .send for the bull and boar the expense of removal.

4. A condition of the leasing of the bulls shall be that the farming public
be allowed to send cows to the bull at a fee of not more than 10s. (ten shillings)

per cow, provided the bull's list is not already full, but the total number of

cows served must not be more than thirty for six months.

5. Each bull shall be treated and kept in a condition to satisfy the Depart-

ment, and shall be at all times open to inspection of authorised Officers of the

Department.
6. A return showing the number of cows served, and distinguishing

between cows owned by those to whom the bull is leased and the outside

public, shall be sent to the Department at the end of the term.

7. All due care must be taken to see that the bull shall not have access to

cows suft'ering from any infectious disnase, special attention being given to

pleuro-pneumonia and tuberculosis.

8. No farmer who is known to have pleuro-pneumonia in his herd sliall be

permitted to send cows to any of these bulls within three months from the

date of the last outbreak.

9. In case of illness of a bull the Department shall be immediately informed.

10. The bull shall not be allowed to run with cows, but shall be kept in a

special bull paddock, which must be well fenced, and each cow " in use" shall

only be allowed to remain with the bull such time as will enable him to have

connection with her twice. However, where necessary, in order to keep bulls

quiet, special permission may be given to run with one or two specially-

selected healthy cows.

11. Should any of the foregoing rules not be complied with, the Depart-
ment shall have the right to remove the bulls at once, and all fees paid shall

be forfeited.

12. Should a bull be wilfully neglected or badly treated, or Rule 10 be

broken, the Dejtartmenl shall have the right to take any action desirable for

the recovery of damages
13. All applications for bulls should be made to the Director of Agricul-

ture, Department of Agriculture, Sydney.

AGREEMENT CLAUSE.

In consideration of the loan of one Stud Bvil ( ) for a period of

/j of do hereby agree to he bound by the conditions expressed

in the/oregoing Regulations.

Dated this day of 190 .

Wit7iess,
— Lesset.

J. P.

Duty Stamp.

One Shilling.

N.B.—This .agreement must be signed on the day the bull ia received by the leasee, and

is to he returned by first post to the Director of Agriculture.
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Forestry.
Some Practical Notes on Forestry suitable for New

South Wales.

[Continued from page 712.]

J. H. MAIDEN,
Government Botanist and Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

XIX.

Trees other than Conifers and Palms :

Urticaceae (Elms and Figs).

For the purpose of this article I will call it the Elm and Fig family. It

comprises many other genera than those I have chosen
;

for example, it

includes the nettles. Very interesting trees are certain New South Wales
members of this family, which are being dealt with in my Forest Flora of

New South Wales.

Dealing with the eight genera of trees I will bring under review in this

article, the following two tables show the classifications adopted by eminent

botanists :
—
A. "Genera Plantarum "

of Bentham and Hooker.

Urticacese—
Tril)us 1.— Ulme(f.

Ulmus. Planera.

Holoptelea.

Tribus 2.— Celtidecf.

Zelkova. Celtis.

Tribus 4.—Morece.

Madura. Morus.

TriVjus 5.—Artocarpere.

Ficus.

B. Engler's
" Pflanzenfamiliek."

Urticales.

Ulmace;e.

Ulmus. Zelkova.

Holoptelea. Celtis.

Planera.

Moracete.

Morus. Ficus.

Madura.
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Part 2—Synoecia, Syeidiinn, CoveUia, -Eu-syee and Neomorphe (^1888)..

Ann. Roy. Bot. Gard., Calcutta, i.

Loudon, .1. C Arboretum et Fruticetuni IWirainiicum. \'ol. Ill, pp..

1342-1420.

Mueller—"Select exti-a ti'Opical plants."

Sargent—" Silva of North America." Vol. VII.

Weddell, H. A.—Monogra])hie de la Famille <les Urticees. Archives du

Museum, t. IX, Paris, ])p. 092, with 20 plates.

ULMACE^..
The Elms (Ulmns).

There are about twenty species, confined to the colder and temperate i-egions

of the northern hemisphere, while the cultivated forms ;iinount to a very great

many.

On this point Loudon, p. 1375, says :
—

These are very numerous, both in Britain and on the Continent : and most of thum
• have been selected by nurserymen from their .seed-beds. Any one, Baudrillart remarks,
who has ever observed a bed of seedling ehns, must have noticed that some iiave large
leaves, and some small ones

;
some are early, some are late ; some have smodth bark, and

some rougli bark ; and some soft leaves, and others very rougli ones. Some varieties are

higher than otheis ; the branches take now a vertical, and again a horizontal, direction.

In short, vvliile botanists describe, and cultivators sow, they will tiiid that nature sports
with their labours, and seems to delight in setting at fault alike the science of the one
and the hopes of the otlier. This is always the case with plants that have been long
submitted to the cultivation of man. The cares that are bestowed upon them, tlie

different situations in which they are placed, and the difierent kinds of treatment
which they receive, appear to change their native habits. (See Die/, des Eaux ttjorvta,

ii, p. 4(H).)

Elms, speaking generally, require rich, deep, moist, alluvial soils in the

coldest parts of New South Wales. The Elms of Tumiit, for example, are

remarkably fine.

Elms seem to require cool winters for their pi-oper development. I am

sorry to hear that the fine Elms of Wagga Wagga are doomed. Beautiful to

look at, they ai-e becoming a prey to boring beetles. The summer heat and

warm nights with insufficient accentuation of cold during the winter, appear
to induce in these trees debility which renders them an easv prey to insects.

Elms of the Old World.

1. U. campestris, L. The Common Elm of Eurojje. It extends to North

Africa. See t. 232 of lientlev and Trimen's " ^Medicinal Plants." The
Conmion Elm does very well in Melbourne and Adelaic^le

;
it succeeds far less

in Sydney. \\\ Europe it is very abundant, being used both in parks and
for street and avenue planting.
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The timber of the Ehn is tough, ami remarkably durable under water. It

was formerly employed in making water-pipes before these were superseded

by iron ones. CofBns are commonly made of it in Europe.
The dried inner bark is othcial in the British Pharmacopceia, possessing

mild astringent tonic and dcimdccnt properties.

Ulmus campestris, L.

State Nursery, Camiilielltowu.
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L 15. See photo of a tree, .State Nursery, Cam|>l»ellt(>\\n. Planted seven

years, \'l feet liiiili.

There are many varieties or liorticult-iral forms of the Coinnioii l''Iiii. For

example, we have the follow ing in New South Wa'es :—
U. suberosa, Sm. The Cork-harked Elm. See Sowerhy, /s'??y. /lot. t. L'161.

The bark of this form develops more or less thick and ridged corky wings.

^i
.>'

^^^

Au
"

Ulmus campestris, L. var. umbraculifera, Trautv.

State Nursery, Canipbelltown.
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There is a tiee in ilie Governnient Domain.

U. campestris var. umhraculifera, Trautv. Of the tree shown, which is in

the State Nursery at Cam])l)ellt(>wn, Mr. J. McEwen says, "planted seven

years, VI feet high. The most compact and symmetrical grower of all the

Elms." See photo.

At the State Nursery, Campbelltow ii,
we liave also the so-called varieties

Chester and amplexicaulis.

2. U. scabra, Miller (Syn. T. tnontanu, Withering). Here is an instance in

which a name hnm in use in New South Wales must give way to the laws of

botanical priority. Native of Europe, Noi-th Africa, Central Asia to China

and Japan.
This includes :

—
U. montana, Withering. The "

Wych Elm,"
" Scotch or Mountain Elm,"

or " Dutch Elm." This is the native Elm of England. Bows were made of

the wood of the Wych Elm, whicli were considered only second in quality to

those of Ye v. See Syme. EnffJ. Bot. t. 1 287.

The Huntington Elm is placed by Loudon, iii, 1404, under U. glabra,

Mill (the Smooth-leaved oi- Wych Ehnj, variety ve</eta, of which he gives

U. montana cegeta as a synonym. This is, according to Loudon, by far the

most vigorous kind of Elm propagated in British nurseries,
" the fastest

grower, and produces the l^est timber oi all elms." For an account of its

origin see Loudon loc. '-it.

Theie is a specimen in the State Nursery, Campbelltown. It is the fastest

g'ower of the Elms in Sydney except the "Canadian Giant." Also L 15.

The photo is that of a specimen of (J. montana in the State Nursery,

Campbelltown. It is 22 years old. Mr. McEwen reports :
— "

Height about

50 fe^t
; upright growth. Well suited for this flistrict. All the Elms grow

well here."

There is also a photo of a tine tree in the Government Domain.

Uhnus " CanacUan Giant
"

is also a variety of montana, and is the quickest

grower in Sydney. It is rather more spreading than the ordinary form.

There is a specimen on the sloping lawn, nearest Government House, and

looking towards the sea-wall.

There is a photo of a specimen in the State Nursery, Campbelltown.
" Planted seven years ;

12 feet ; steady growth." (J. McEwen.)

We have U. montana var. purpurea in Campbelltown, and it, like many
others, is listed by the Sydney nurserymen It owes its name to the purplish

leaves, but thev do not colour well in Sydney. There is a specimen in the

Government Domain.

See photo of a tree, State Nursery, Campbelltown.
'' Planted twenty-

two years ago. Wide spreading ha^>it. About 20 feet high." (J. McEwen.)

3. U. parvifiora, Jacq. (syn. U. chinensis, Pers). The Chinese Elm.

I draw special attention to the fact that U. chincnsis, being a later name,

has been suppressed by modern botanists. The name is widely in use in New
South Wales, and convenient, but w^ must drop it, whether we like it or not.
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It is native of Thibet ;uk1 Noi'tlH?rn Cliiiia and is a beautiful species. Tt

does well in Sydney. Th(;re used to be a line plant at Adinii'ally J louse, but

it had to be removed for stiuctural alterations. The beautiful tree on the

band-house lawn, Sydney Botanic Gardens, failc(i to unfold its leaves in the

spring of IBOf). The droughty yeais liad lu'cii punisliing it severely.

Ulmus montani, With.

State Nursery, Campbelltowu,
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There is also a tree in the Gai-deii Palace Grounds.

See photo of tree in State Nursery, Campbelltown.
" 20 feet high. Planted

4ibout twelve years. Does well here. A fine tree."
(.J. McEwen.)

4. U. lancifolia, Roxb. The Himalayan Elm. Native of the sub-tropical

forests of tlie Sikkim Himalaya (Central and Eastern Himalaya up to

-5,000 feet). Khasia Hills up to 3,000 feet, Chittagong and Burma.

iiV ^tjU^JtW. '-flar.-^**

Ulmus montana. With.

Governmeut Domain, Sydney.
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"This is a large deciduous tree : wood light red and hard." (Gamble.)

5. U. Wallichiaiia, Planchon.

See Brandis' "Forest Flora," 432, t. 51.

A large deciduous tree. Found in the Western Himalaya fioiii tlif Indus

to Nepaul in lavines at elevations varying from 3 to 10,000 feet.

Ulmus montana, With., var.'* Canadian Giant,"

State Niu'sery, Caiupbelltown.
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Gamble {op. cit. p. 627) speaks of it as a large tree with a fine timber,

which deserves to be much better known that it is as a furniture wood.

American Elms.

6. U. (data, Michaux. The " Wahoo "
or "

Winged Elm "
of the United

States.

Ulmus mantina, With., L. var. purpurea.

St ite N>ir;?ry, Cainpbelltown»
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Figured by Sargent at t. ."^3 also at t. 233, of Bentley and Trimen's

"Medicinal Plants." Called "
Wiriy-ed Elm" in allusion to the corkv wings

of the branehlets.

A tree of medium or small size which usually gi-ows on dry gravelly uplands
and sonietinies in rich alluvial soil on the bordei's of swamps and banks of

tr<UXL IK.'

Ulmus parviflora, Jacq. (U. chinensjs, Pers.

State Nursery, Oampbelltowii.
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streams. It is a native of the warmer United States, not extending to the

Pacific. (Sargent says that it grows to its lai'gest size and most aljundantly
in the region west of the Mississippi River.

It should, therefore, be easy of introduction into New Soutli Wales.

"The good habit, rapid growth, small size, and abundant foliage of the Wahoo
make it a desii'able ornamental tree, and it is often planted in the Southern

United States to shade the streets of towns and villages." (Sargent.)

7. U. americana, L. The " White Elm "
or " Water Elm "

of the United

^States.

This is figured by Sargent at t. 311 of his " Silva of North America," and

Pinchot has published Circular 66 of his Forest Planting Leafiets concerning
it. (U.S. Department of Agriculture.)

It is a very large and graceful tree, and extends from Newfoundland here

and there as far south as Texas. Like most Elms it fiourishes best in deep,

well-drained alluvial soil. At the same time it is very accommodating both

as regards moisture, quality of soil and temperatui-e.

It is said to be very liable to Ijorers in its native count ly.

Its timber is valuable for cooi)erage, flooring, wheels, ship-building, and

agricultui"al implements. It is, however, not durable.

It is a specially valuable tree for ornamental and protective planting. Its

seeds do not retain their vitality long, but it is readily propagated from

suckers.

8. U. crassifolia, Nuttall. The "Cedar Elm" of the United States.

Figured by Sax'gent at t. 315 of his work.

A tree of medium or large size occurring in some of the warmer parts of

the United States, e.g. Mississippi, Southern Arkansas, and Texas. In

Arkansas it grows usually on liver cliffs and low hillsides.

" As it grows on the bottom lands of the rivers of Central Texas, the

Cedar Elm, with its broad head of long pendulous branches, covered with

dark green lustrous leaves, is one of the most beautiful and gr-aceful trees of

North America. It is occasionally planted as a shade tree in the streets of

cities and towns in Texas, but except in Texas it is rarely seen in cultivation."

(Sargent.)

It seems, therefore, the likpliest of the American Kims to flourish in

coastal New South Wales.

9. U. fulva, Michaux. " The Slippery or Red Elm "
of Eastern N(U-th

America.

Sargent figures this tree at t. 314 of his celebrated work, and quotes U. 1

pubescens 1 Walter', as a doubtful synonym. On the other hand, Pinchot in

his Forest Planting Leaflet, Circular S.^ (U.S. Dept. of Agriculture), treats

of the Slipper}' Elm as C pubescens without doubt. As these two eminent

American dendrologists and foresters differ, we will leave it at that.

The vernacular names are owing to the mucilaginous charactei' of the inner

Dark and the reddish tint of the trunk.
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It is a native of Ontario, Canada, and occurs soutli to Fldiida. tlie

Mississippi, aiifl Texas, so tliat tlie tree may lie reasonaljly expected to llourish

in parts of New .South Wales. It inhaUits the l);iiik« of sti-canis and low

rocky liillsides, where it i^rows in (h^ep, fertile soil.

Its wood is heavy, liard, stronir, close-ifrained, and duralilc

It is, however, best known from the tinck fragrant iiiiH r liark of tlie

branches, which is mucilaginous, dcniulcent. iTnd slighth' nutritious; it is-

used in febrile aft'ections and extern.dly in the form of poultict's. Sargent

says it is in cultivation a handsome, shapely, fast-growing tree : but Ik; states

that in public; pai-ks and streets its use is to be avoided, for oncf its identity
is establislietl it usually falls a prey to boys eager to devour the inner bark

of the branches. This, of course*, apyjlies to American boys, and it is pre-

sumed that Australian l)oys will be a long time tindiiig out its toothsome-

ness.

10. U. mexicina, Planchon. The one species of Mexico, Occuriing in the

Cordilleras of South-western North America. Mueller states that this elm,

attains a height of 60 feet, or perhaps more.

11. U. pendunculata, Fougeraux (Z7. heviK, Pallas; U. cilia fa, Khrhart).

Eui'ope and Asia through the middle zone. Stated l)v Mueller to be a fine-

avenue tree.

12. U. racemosa, Thomas. The "Rock Elm
'

or " Coik Klin" of the

United States. Figured by Sargent at t. .312.

A large tree, native of Canada, through the Eastern Cnited States as far

south as Tennessee.

Sai-gent says it grows on di'y gravelly uplands commonly in conijiany with

tlie Sugar Maple. It attains its largest size in Ontai'io (Canada) and Michigan.

its timber is heavy, bird, very strong and tough, clo-<'-graine(i and sus-

ceptible of receiving a good polish, and Sargent says that the value of the

wood of this tree threatens its extinction. He, hovvever. points out that it

is a handsome and distinct ornanicnt.il ti-ee, which jilantciN have too generally

neglected.

The Indian Elm (Jloloptelfd).

1. Holopfelen infegrij'ulia, Planchon {Ulmus infet/rifolio, Roxburgh.}
The Ehn of India, extending from the lowlands to sub-alpine regions. A large

tree, with timber of good (puility. Foliage deciduous^.

The above is taken from Mueller, "Select Extra Tropical Plants,
'

the tree

being reconnnended foi- New South Wales. I do not, however, know of a

tree in Sydney. 1 will, however, try to introduce it.

Gamble speaks of it as "a counnon tree, but of little importance." It is-

usually much blanched or twisted. The wood is strong, but is used but

little. Brandis n)entions its use for- building, carts, and carving. The

leaves are lop])ed for cattle foddei-.
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The Water Elms ( Flanera and Zelkova).

1. Planera aquaficn, Gmelin. The Water Elm of the United States-

figured at t. 316 of Sargent's woik.

A tree of medium size, native of deep swamps in the Central United States.

Comparatively rare and confined to the neighbourhood of the coast in the

Atlantic and Eastern Gulf States. The Water Elm is very al^undant in

Western Louisiana and Southern Arkansas, where it attains its largest size

(Sargent). Deciduous.

It does not appear to be of economic importance, but it is an interesting

tree suitable for cultivation in swampy country in the warmer parts of New
South Wales, and indeed up to a moderate elevation.

1. Zelkova acuminata, Planch. (<%«. Planera acuminata, Lindl.) Native

of Japan. Deciduous.

A small tree with us, in a damp situation
;
a very old plant, and we cannot

speak much in regard to one specimen, l)ut it is certainly worthy of trial in

cold, moist districts.

L 19.

2, ^. crewa^a, Spach. {PJaihera Richardi,M.ic\vAMx.) The foliage strongly

resembles the Elm, but the l)ark more resembles that of the Plane than that

of the Elm. This and Planera may be grafted on the Elm (Treasury o/

Botany). Mueller (Select Extra Tropical Plants) givefi the following account

of it :
—" South-Western Asia, ascending to 5,000 feet. In favourable localities

a good sized tree, with qualities resembling those of the Elms. Growth of

comparative celerity. Wood never infested by insects, also otherwise very

durable, fine-grained, heavy and hard."

It forms a small tree with us, but it is in rather a well-drained situation.

The allied Z. cretica, Spach, is restricted to South Europe. Resists severe

frosts. Its tendency to form straight and tall stems and few and short

branches is evident. Attains an age over 200 years ; rate of growth about

2 feet a year. The wood is pale yellowish and streaked, tough and elastic,

neither rends nor warps, also under ground the wood is almost imperishable.

Medwedieff calls this tree the Pearl of the Caucasian forests. The propaga-

tion is either from seeds, or layers, or cuttings. (H. Scharrer.)

U near D 2.

The Nettle trees (Celfis).

1. Geltis australis, L.

The Nettle-tree of Europe. Native of South Europe, North Afi'ica, and

South Asia. The specific name australis means " Southern" and only

secondarily
" Australian."

A tree of medium height, with smooth trunk and long flexible branches.

The tree is deciduous, and the small greenish tiowers are produced at the

same time as the leaves.

In New South Wales it stands dry and cold as well as hot situations,

imitating Grevillea rohnsta much in this respect. It is not cultivated for

avenues or specimen trees as frequently as its merits demand. It is a great

favourite for this purpose in France and Italy.
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"The fruit, wliicli wijcn lipe is bluckisli and icsciiibles a very small withered

wild cherry, is said not to become edible until the first frosts, and it hangs
on until the following spring. Tt is remarkably sweet, and is said to have
been the Lotus oi the ancients. Homer says it was so delicious as to make
those who ate it forget their native country. The berries ai'e still eaten in

Spain, and Dr. Walsh says the modern Greeks are very fond of theoi."
" The wood of the branches is elastic; and supple. I ts compactness renders-

it susceptible of a high polish and when it is tut <)l)Iiquely across the fibres it

much resembles Satin Wood. It is used for furniture and car\ing, and its

branches are extensively employed in making hay forks, coach whips, ram-

rods, ami walking sticks, according to Loudon. [Treasury of Botanij.)

Gamble also draws attention to the conspicuous pores on a vertical section^

and says that in Southern France, where the wood is nmch esteemed for oars^

tool handles, sticks and other purposes recjuiring toughness and elasticity,

this tree is cultivated in small closely-grown coppice-woods in order to meet
such requirements. Hei'e is a minor forestiy ijiflustry available to many
small farmers in New South Wales. Gamble says that in the Western

Himalaya it is often planted to be lopped for cattle fodder. On these

grounds alone the tree is worthy of extended trial in a cattle and horse-

oreeding country like New South Wales.

2. C. occidetdalis, L. "The Blackberry or Sugarberry tree."

Native of Central North America, from tlie Pacific to the Atlantic, extending
from Canada to Florida. Figured in Scirgents

" Silva of North America," t. 31 7.

The United States Department of Agriculture has puljlished a Forest

Planting Leaflet (Circular 75) dealing with this tree.

It is usually characterised by a single stem with warty bark and a broad

conical crown. It is a tree of good size. In tlie Middle West it is exten-

sively planted for a shade tree, and it is recoinmended for adinixtui'e with

other species in wind-breaks.

It should be an excellent tree for our table-lands. It is but shi-ubby at

Campbelltown, in our experience.

Pinchot remarks that it will of course thrive better on a fertile soil than

on a poor one, but the ability to grow on almost sterile soils is one of its best

qualities.
" It is characteristic of the tree to live and bear seed in situations

where almost any other tree would die. In the more humid regions it grows
on dry and sometimes almost barren soil, wlnle in the semi-arid plains it

thrives best along the watercourses. A limestone soil seems to be especially
favourable. It will not endure swampy soil." (Pinchot).

It does not seem a specially valuable timber, but as a living tree for tree-

less country it seems to be specially indicated.

HORACES.
The Mulberries {.\foru.s).

1. Morus alba, L. The "
\\'hite Mulberry." The Mulberry usually

employed for silkworm culture.

A native of temperate Asia. When wild or semi-wild the fruit is small and
rather dry, but under proper cultivation the tree yields several very good
varieties.
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Neither here nor in tlie United States has the silkwoiiii industry attained

commercial importance. The subject comes into the (hjniain of the Entomo-

logist, and there is a voluminous literature, even in Australia, concerning it.

Several articles will he found in back numbers of this Gazette,. The United

States Department of Ai^ricultui-e has published a useful "Farmer's Bulletin"

No. 165, on "Silkworm Culture," by Miss Henrietta Aiken Kelly, Special

Agent in Silk Investigations, Division of Entomology. This lady studied the

subject in France and Italy for a number of years.

Most works on Sericulture also contain references to the cultivation of the

White Mulberry, so there is no tlitticulty in obtaining access to literature.

Bulletin No. 34 of the Bureau of Plant Industry of the United States

Department of Agriculture, by George W. Oliver, i.s valuable. See also

Mueller's " Select extratropical plants.''

The White Mulberry is very hardy, standing much drought, is readily grown,,

both by seeds and cuttings, and although it seems a fp.r cry for Australia to.

compete with the highly trained technical labour of Fi-ance and Italy, poorly

paid according to Australian standards, my view is that, in the course of

years, practically every industry dependent on the cultivation of plants wil-

be undertaken in this country of broad acres and many climates. So that

the White Mulberry, one of the important trees of the world, is one whose

cultivation should be undertak^-n (on a limited scale at present) in every

district in which it can be persuaded to flourish. Then, when the right seri-

culturists come along (and sericulture will probably be a "
petit culture

"
in

Australia for many years, an adjunct to the farm, for the young people, and

those in feeble health) we shall not be confronted at the threshold with the

statement that an all-essential factor—food for the silkworms—is not

available.

L 15 a.

There is a variety (var. tatarica, Loudon,- -J/, tutarica, L.) of the White

Mulberry, known as the " Russian Mulberry," and Circular No. 83 of the

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture (Forest Planting Leaflet) deals with this plant.

See also L. H. Bailey, Bulletin No. 46, Cornell. Univ. Agric. Expt. Station.

It is low and bushy, is a very hardy variety, and was introduced into the

United States by the Prussian Meimonites about 1875. "It will endure

almost any amount of drought and neglect." It is common now in the

Middle West United States.

It is stated that its wood is valuable, but I do not attach too much im-

portance to that so far as New South AVales is concerned. It is certainly a

valuable subsidiary silkworm plant, it is useful as a wind-break, and it

promises to do well in bleak, cold, arid country.

It does not appear to have been introduced into New South Wales, but I

am taking steps to rectify the omission.

2. M. nigra, L. "The Black Mulberry tree." See t. 229, in Bentley and

Trimen's "Medicinal Plants." Native of south-western Russia and Persia.

This is the tree which produces the luscious mulberries so much esteemed

by many. It has large, coarse foliage, and given low-lying, damp situations,
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it is not pfirticular- wlict lii-r the climate is cold in- hot. Tt Houi'ishes in many
parts i)f New 8<»utli Wales, and .seems equally at home in Tasmania and

South Australia, in moist and dry climates respectively.

If I say too much about this tree 1 shall he poaching on the domain of

the Fruit Expert, l)ut [have no hesitation in sayin<>- that the mulberry is,

regrettably, a much neglected tree in New South Wales.

3. M. rxbra, I..
" The Red IVI nil x-rry Tree."' Figured in Sargent,

" Silva of

North America," t. 320. Native of Eastei'n North .Xincrica and North Mexico.

It appears to be the largest tree amongst the nudbei'i'ies, and Sargent
states it attains its largest size in the l)asin of the Lower Oliio lliver and

on the foothills of the Aj>i)alachiaii Mountains.

The fruit is at first bright red when fully grown, but afteiwards becomes

dark purple. Tt is inferior as an edible fruit since horticulturists have

raised better forms, but as a beautiful shade-tree and also as food for silk-

worms in the coldest localities (»f New South Wales, it is well W(»rthy of

cultivation b}' all lovers of trees.

^
The Osage Orange {Madura).

1. Madura aurantiaca, Nutt {Si/u- Toxylon poviiferum, Raf.). "Osage
Oranaje." Native of Southern United States.

Usually in New South Wales it is only known as a hedge plant. T hope to

deal with hedge plants for New South Wales in a subsecpient article of this

series, but would draw attention to the fact that in the colder parts of this

State, in rich, moist, bottom lands, it becomes a medium-sized tree. Its

elastic yellow wood is called Bow-wood, from its being used by the Indians

for making bows. See also Gardeners' Cltronide, 1894. Figure 8S.

At the same time—and this is a great recommendation— it is most accom-

modating as to soil and climate.

It forms the subject of a Forest planting Leatlet, Circular !)(>, of the

United States Department of Agriculture, where it is recounnended as a

timber tree. Mr. Pinchot says that in its native countr}- it rarely succumbs

to di-ought, and this ability to withstand aridity makes it one of the most

<lesirable trees for planting throughout the Middle West United States.

It is recommended for fence-post material, an;l is used " in the manufacture

of machinery, waggon-felloes, insulator-pins, and tool-handles. Where the

tree attains sutticient size the wood is used for railroad ties (sleepers)."

Of course New South Wales is one of the principal countries of the world

producing hardwoods, and the commercial importance of the Osage Orange as

a timber tree, under our conditions, remains to be proved. But ti-ees suit-

able for arid conditions should always be persevered with.

The fruit, like a coarse orange, is well known, and the plant itself is propa^

gated readily from seeds, suckers, and stump sprouts. Its tendency to pro-

fuse branching, which is an (excellent chax'acter in a shade tree, is checked by
close planting.

The leaves of the Osage Orange are readily eaten by silkworms.

M 9
;
L 29 c.
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Cheese-making on the South Coast of New

South Wales.

VV. GRAHAM,
Dairy Branch, Department of Agrimiltiire.

The southern end of the South Cuast of !New South Wales is commonly known
as the cheese district: of this State

; although there are other districts where

cheese is made successfully.

Methods.

In the endeavour to make a good saleable cheese, most of the factories and

dairymen work on the Cheddar principle, and I think I am quite safe in

saying that there is no other system so well adapted for this warm climate.

To prevent loss, deterioration in flavour, and also have a good market

appearance, we require a firm-bodied cheese, and in the Cheddar principle this

is easily obtainable. Some dairymen still make on the old American acid

system, but I am pleased to say that this method is gradually dying out.

With this, as in all soft cheeses, where the climate is warm, the flavour goes

oflT very quickly, owing to the excessive moisture they contain ; hence the

keeping quality is not so good. A mild, clean flavour is what the market

demands, and by the Cheddar system we are better able to produce cheese--

of that class.

Care of the Milk on the Farm.

Too much attention cannot be exercised in the care of milk if we wish to-

produce a good-flavoured cheese. It is necessary that the cows' teats should

be washed, and any dirt sticking to the udder, or legs, should be removed

before commencing to milk. The hands of the milkers should be washed

regularly. The clothes of the milker should also be clean. Each cow's milk

should be strained immediately after the cow is milked. A good strainer

should be used, so that all particles of dirt, hair, &c., are removed. A fine

wire strainer is recommended, as it is a difficult matter to keep a cloth

strainer clean, and very often they become a source of contamination, instead

of being a purifier.

Aeration after Milking.

Aeration, when carried out in a clean atmosphere, is beneficial to the milk

for cheese-making purposes. By aeration food flavours, which taint the milk,

are allowed to escape, and, although they may not be removed altogether, are-

much I educed. It also assists in the coolinir of the milk. Aeration is

strongly recommended, as the benefit is great, but it should not be carried

out if the operation has to take place where the atmosphere is not pure,.

B
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such as close to manure

&c. A sketch of tlie

which is one of the

its kind, is shown in

Fig, 1.

The Canadian M.Ik Aerator

A ami B—Aerator to set on

upright can.

lioaps, fowl pens, stables,

Canadian Milk Aeratoi-,

cheap( st and sini]>lest of

liii-. 1.

(' uimI I) Ai'r.itor can be set on

eitlier of tliese two jiieces,

uiid iilaceil on a staml

Cooling of the Evening's Milk.

By coolinif milk we reduce the tera[)erature, and by reducing the tempera-
tun^ the ai-tivity of the germs that cause souring is checked. The most

favourable tem[)erature to hold milk for cheesp-making purposes is 6-)" Fahr.

A certain development of lactic acid is essential to keep the undesir-able

organisms in check, and it will be found that the best results will be obtained

ai- t 'at teni|)erature. It is to be regretted that th^re are not much better

methods adopted in the cooling of the night's milk than those which at present
exist in the average South Coast dairy, In fact, in some places no attempt is

made to cool the milk
;

it is .simply allowed to stand until the morning, when
it i- generally in an over-ripe condition—it is impossible for any cheese-maker

to make good cheese out of over-ripe milk—and the majoritv of complaints
which arise are due to the fact that proper care and attention h:i\ e not been

given to the night's milk. Every up-to-date daii-y farmer should have

facilities for cooling the night's milk. The little expense inciu red in erecting
a small building to cool and keej) the milk in would be rctuincd in the

increased pric(^ obtaimjd for the product. A concrete tank in the ground to

catch the rain-water from the roof of th(» milking shed, an elevated 400 gallon
iron tank, a small hand pump, and a small spiral cooler are the necessai-y appli-

ances. Tlie water, after circulating through the cooler and performing the

operation of cooling the milk, can be allowed to inn back into the under-

ground tank. A sketch of a small dairy and cooling apparatus, which are

within the means oi every dairy farmer, are shown in tigs. 2 and 3.
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Starter.

A sfood starter is beneficial in the luaiuifacture nf cliccsc, .ind at ii«i time

should the eheese luakei- Ue vvitliout one. Practical exjierience has proved

that a good clean-Ha voured starter can he used at all times with <;-()od results.

Cheese-makers often blame starters for faults in their cheese
;
but if cheese-

inakers will use too much starter, oi- starter that is going off" in flavour, then

it is the cheese-maker's fault, as a bad flavoured starter should iicvei' be used

on any consideration. W itii a starter with an acidity ot" "J^i"^ (which is the

desi)-ed acidity), 1 to '1 per cent, can be used with safety, and will prove

of great benefit to the flavour. In preparing a starter, always select the

best milk procurable. The first propagation sliould not be used
;

in fact, it

is never safe to use until the fourth propagation, or until a sharp clean nutty
flavour is obtained ; and, if that desirable tlaxoui- is not obtained by then, it

is just as well to throw it out and try another one. Once a good starter is

procured
— with care in selecting the milk, keeping the utensils which it

comes in contact with during the preparation scrupulously clean, and kee})ing

the starter in a clean, sweet atmosphere
—it will keep for a considerable time.

The beneficial points of a good starter a,re as follow :
—

1. It is a cultivation of the germs which are so desirable in the manu-

factui'e of cheese.

2. By adding the starter to the milk in the early stages of the process

of manufacture, it retards the growth of all other organisms of an

undesirable nature which may have gained access to tlie milk.

3. By using it judiciously, and by the careful manipulation of the rennet

test before setting, it regulates the working of the curd throughout
the day.

4. In cold weather it assists in the ripening of the milk. It also hastens

the develo})ment of the acidit\^ after the whey has been drawn oti'

during the cheddaring process.

5. It helps to impart to the cheese the nutty flavour so jnuch desired

by the consumer.

In preparing the starter, select good, clean milk, free from any feed flavour,

at)d heat to a temperature of 200° Fahr., and cool quickly to a temperature
of 75 Fahr., then add the culture kept from the previous day. Do not have

the startcM- thick and curdy when it is i-equired for use. When broken up it

should run through a fine sieve without the least troulile. Always add the

starter to the milk in the cheese-vat before the temperature has been raised

to setting point, or it will have a tendency to float on top of the milk, and

will not mix readily.

The (lure culture to begin the starter with may be obtained from the Dairy

Branch, Department of Agriculture.

The Rennet and Alkali Test.

It is necessary to use some test to ascertain the ripeness of the milk before

setting. Some use the rennet test, and some the alkali test. Some even do
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not take the trouble to use a test at all, depending simply on their sense of

taste and smell. The latter is, however, a careless and indifferent method,
and the rennet test is recommended, as much finer work can be done if the

test is carefully manipulated ;
and in the careful use of the rennet test lies

the secret of uniformity in any factory's output.

The Use of Racks in the Vat.

There is one thing I would like to draw the attention of cheese-makers to,

and that is the use of racks in the vat in preference to the use of a drainer

or cooler. Very few [places that

use the cooler have, as a rule,

taps in the vat to whev off liv,

but draw off the whey by means

of a syphon. Now, I have never

yet seen a .'^yphon that could be

kept thoroughly clean, and every

syphon that I have looked into

had a thick yellow slime where

the pipe is bent round. Then

again, the drainer is made of

wood, and the difficulty in keep-

ing it clean is apparent, as evei'y

seam of the wood h(>lds mateiial

for contamination, whilst the

cloth that covers the curd in the

cooler is resting on the cuixl, and

in many cases it is not too clean.

It would be much better to have

a tap in the vat to draw off the

whey, and a neat fitting rack to

cheddar the curd on—one that

can be taken out and placed in

the wash-up tub and scrubbed
;

and also, have a white canvas

covering attached to battens to

cover the whole of the vat, and

which would never at any time

come in contact with the curd.

Fig. 4. -AJsmall Cooler and Starter-can for

preparing Starter.

The Technique of Cheddar Cheesemaking.

The night's milk and morning's milk are mixed together in the vat, and

the temperature I'aised to 86° Fahr. to find out the ripeness of the milk. To

see whether it is ready to add the rennet, we have two tests, the rennet test

and the alkali test,
—either of these are fairly reliable if carefully taken.

In taking the rennet test you are not testing the strength of tlie rennet, but

finding out how fast the lactic acid is developing in the milk.
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The Rennet Test described.

Take 4 oz. of niillc in ;i cui) oi- <);l;iss, lie sure the temperature is 86' Fahr.,

place a float in the milk, a pic(;e of straw or a chip or wood, add one dram of

rennet, and stir with a spoon for five seconds, then witli(h-;iw the spoon from the

cup altogether, and note how manv seconds the milk t;ikes to coagulate, -when

the straw ceases to twirl in tlif ciiii
ilic milk has Ixn-onic thick. Take the number

of seconds from when the rennet is added until fehe straw stops twirling. Now,
for example, say we set at twenty .seconds with the rennet test, and we found

that the curd was slow in working (laid a long time before the whey was

ready to draw), n^xt day we would allow the milk to ripen a little more before

.setting,
—that is, reduce the seconds on the rennet test from twenty to, say,

sixteen
; or, on the other hand, if the curd worked too fast, set sooner, say

twenty-two Seconals. Thus it is the rennet test that is a guide to the

cheesemaker and regulates the work through the day, inasmuch as he knows—-

by careful manipulation of his test—he can set his milk at tlie proper time,

which wdl enable liim to have a good firm shotty curd when the whey is

ready to draw off.

If miking a coloured cheese, add the colouring before adding the rennet,

in the quantity of a quarter of an oz. to an oz. to 1,000 lb. of milk, according

to the shade of colour required. In setting the milk the quantity of rennet

depends upon the strength of the rennet
;
sufficient rennet should be added

to coagidate the milk to have it firm enoiiyh to cut in from thirty to fortv-five

minutes. The quantity as a rule is from 'i\ to 4 oz. to 1,000 lb. of milk
;

dilute the r^^nnet in a little clean cold water, and stir into the milk
;
the

stirring should continue from three to four minutes to ensure it being properly

mixed
;
the stirring should then cease and the milk allowed to set. If the

cream .shows a tendency to rise to the top, the surface could be agitated

with the hand or a light piece of wood, but the moment coagtdation shows

signs of taking place, this should cea.se. After about 30 minutes has elapsed

the curd should be tried to see if it is ready to cut. A good way to da

this is to wet the finger and dip into the curd in a slanting direction, then

on lifting it up if the curd breaks readily and clean off the finger it is

sufliciently firm to cut with the curd-knife
;
avoid cutting too soon when the

curd is soft; it should be allowed to remain a little longer until it becomes

lirm. If the knives are used before the curd is sufliciently firm a good deal of

waste takes place, because the curd being in a soft condition gets broken up,

resulting in the fine particles of curd floating away in the whey. Use the

horizontil knife first longitudinally, or up anfl down the vat: do not hurry
the operation, and be careful not to break the curd l)y pushing it in front of

the knife
;
once with the horizontal knife is sufficient. Then use the perpen-

dicular knife across the vat. and then up and down the vat. When the

operation is complete the curd is cut into cubes of about three-eighths of an

inch in diameter. If the milk should be working fast, necessitating the

hurrying of the cooking of the curd, it will be found an advantage to cut

tbe curd finer
;

a second application of the perpendicular knife will be

found to be an advantage. After the curd has been cut with the curd-knives.
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begin stirrinsr with the liands : iiro round the sides of the vat and the bottona

and remove any curd that may be adhering ;
do not allow it to settle to the

bottom or form in the corners; the stirring should be continued until the

curd has finished cooking. After stirring with the hands for a little while at

first, the agitator or rake could then be used. The stirring should be gentle

at first to allow the cubes time to firm a little. Then, as the cooking pmcess

proceeds, the stirring should be more vigorous ;
never allow the curd to run

together in lumps, thus to ensure an even cooking right through the whole of

the vat's contents. To handle the curd by stirring roughly in the first stages of

cooking, when the curd is soft a.nd tender, the loss in fat will be considerable.

By careful cutting and careful stirring the loss is very small, the colour of

the whey should be more or less clear, not showing the white milky colour, as is

the case when through rough handling a good deal of waste has taken place.

The object of cutting the curds into cubes is that it expels the whey freely

and allows these particles to become firm and properly cooked. In cooking

the curd, gradually raise the temperature from 86° to 98°, 2° in the first ten

minutes and 2° in every five minutes afterwards; thus the time taken from

when the heat is first applied until it is raised to the proper cooking tempera-

ture should be thirty-five minutes. The main object of cooking is the expulsion

of whey from the curd, thus causing it to become firm and shottj. It is

not advisable to raise the temperature too quickly, as then a skin forms on the

outside of the cubes and the moisture is retained within
;
thus a gradual

heating process is necessary, causing the whey to be expelled and the curd to

become firm at the same time. If it is found when the temperature has been

raised to 98° Fahr. that the curd is not firming up as well as could be wished,

raise the temperature a couple of degrees higher, say, 100° or 102°
;
but

never on any o;.'casion is it advisable to raise it higher than 10-1:° Fahr., as

the risk of having a corky cheese is great, and a big percentage of the

butter-fat is melted and lost in the whey. The time for wlieying off should

be from two and a half to three hours after the rennet has been added, not

sooner than two and a half hours if pos.sible, and not later than three hours.

To have sufficient acid to draw the whey off before two and a half hours,

the chances are that the curd is too soft, and the matured cheese will show a

pastiness when rubbed between the fingers, denoting insufficient cooking, and

will go ofi" in flavour very quickly. If, on the other hand, the curd remains

in the whey over three hours, the curd becomes too hard, and has a tendency

to make a tough leathery cheese. The correct amount of acid at wheying off

should be indicated by the hot-iron test, showing threads fr-om
].

to \ of an

inch. Draw the whey off through the gate or tap in the vat, lose no time in

getting it off
;

in fact, be as quick as possible. This is a critical point at this

stage of the manufacture, and too much acid given at this particular time

will result in a dry, mealy, bleached, sour cheese. 8o the cheese-maker has

to be alert. Drain the whey off as quickly as possible, and throw the curd

on to wooden racks placed in the bottom of the vat and hand-stir until the

curd becomes fairly dry, then throw it together to give it an opportunity to

mat or form into a solid mass.
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The vat slioiild be covered with a clean cloth or canvas covorinj? to keep

the temperature even. Tt is essential that the temperature should l)e kept at

.about 90' or 92' Fahr., so that the production of lactic acid is not checked.

If tlie temperature is allowed

to falL tlic development of

acid is cliecked, and the curd

takes a much longer time to

form into a Haky substance.

Fifteen minutes after the curd

has been tln'own together, it

should lie cut into square or

oblong blocks, about 18 inches

liy 6 inches, and tui'iiod over,

and allowed to remain for an-

other period of ten or fifteen

minutes. Then if (he curd is

firm the blocks could be piled

two deep ;
but if the curd is

soft, they should be left single

and turned ovei'. The object

of this process is to eject the

whey from the masses of cui'd. The process of turning evei-y ten ininutes

should be continued, never allowing the whey to form in jiools between the

blocks else the colour is likely to become bleached or mottled in places. In

the course of about two liours from the time the whev was drawn, the blocks of

curd win have assumed a smooth soft velvety feeling, and when tried on the

hot iron will draw fine threads aliout 2 inches long. The object of matting
the eui'd is to iiii])n)ve the texture. Cheeses made from a w(dl cooked curd

that has been properly matted, when they are marketable, will always show
a nice waxy texture so different to the soft pastiness that is always found

in a badly cooked and improperly cheddared cheese. The curd should now
he milled and spread over the liottom of the vat.

Fig 5.—Curd Rack.

Fig. 6. Curd Mill.

The object of milling is to cut up the curd so that the .salt will be eveidy
distributed through the curd. Unfortunately there are a large number of
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mills which cut the curd too small. The pieces of curd should be, after

passing through the mill, ahout h an inch in diameter. When the curd

is cut too fine, too much moisture is drained from the cuid when the

salt is added, and the texture of the cheese is completely spoiled. After

milling, the curd should be tni-ned over gently at intervals of about

three minutes, and should not be allowed to mat. This is called aerating

the curd, the object being to allow any gas which may have accumulated

to escape, and should be continued until the curd assumes a soft, silky,

velvety feeling. The flavour of the curd can be very much improved at

this stage by aerating longer, and the curd will develop that peculiar nutty
flavour so characteristic in a good cheese. The salt should now be

added, the amount is generally from 2^ to 3|- lb. \wv 1,000 lb. of milk.

Of course, the (juantity varies according to the thickness of the milk. Where

Fig. 7.—A Good Style of Cheese-press.

the milk is poor, the percentage of curd is less, necessitating the use of less

salt. When the milk is rich, the percentage of curd is greater, thus requiring

more salt. It is therefore necessary to adopt a sliding scale during the

season. Starting in the spring of the year, when the milk is poor in butter-

fat, with 2| lb. of salt, and gradually increasing the quantity as the season

advances and the milk becomes licher. Of course there are occasions when a

little extra salt will be an advantage. For instance, when the curd is soft

and moist a little extra salt will assist in draining away a good deal of the

extra moisture
;
or if the flavour is not good, a little extra salt vvill assist in

retarding the effects of the bad flavour as the cheese ripens. The salt should

be sprinkled over the curd and mixed thoroughly. Then three or four

minutes should elapse, to allow the salt to dissolv^e, before putting to press.

It will be found that the temperature will have fallen considerably from the

time of wheying off until the jjeriod of salting. From 78° to 82° Fahr. is
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about the
jji^opei- t('iiij)Oraturo to press tln' cuid at. Hi<,'lHM- than 1^2" the

fat is readily pressed out and lost. Lower than 78^ the particles of cuid

will not adhere in a solid mass. When the temperature is too low—below

78 —-the laet ie acid has been iiiiduK' checked, and it is essential in uljtaiiiiii<i; a

close-bodief I cheese to have the proper aniount nf acid when the curd is put
to press. When that is not present, the chee.se is loose and full of holes;

when cut or bored with the trier they show i-ai^^ed openness i-ii(ht through.
It is impossible to i)ress a cheese close if tin; teuiperature lias fallen too low

and the amount of acid insufficient. When the bandage is put on the hoops,

the ends slmuld lie turned in alxiul '1 inches at the bottom of tlie liooj), and a

cap put in to cover tlie wliole of the bottom of the hoop. The unstai'cdied

seamless bandage is })referable to any other, as it is dillicult to get a proper
rind on the cheese with the starched bandage ; it should also be the proper
width so that no wrinkles or laps will show on the finished cheese. The

same amount of curfl should be placed in each hoop so that each cheese

will be of the same size, showing uniformity. When jiutting the cheese to

press the pressure should be put on slowly at first and gradually increased.

The cheese should remain for an hour, then they should be taken out of the

press, the bandage pulled over the ends, the cheese turned and put back in

the press. There they should remain with a good steady and continuous

pressure on for at least twenty hours. When taken out after the twenty
hours have elapsed, they should be wiped dry with a cloth and placed in the

cheese- room. The cheese should be turned on the shelves every day so

that the rind dries evenly and so that the moisture may not leak towards

one end.

Cheese-curing Rooms.

JSutKcient attention is not paid b}^ cheese-makers on the South Coast to tiie

cheese rooms, which in many places are without insulation, being simply
weatherboard buddings, and some are not even lined inside. The loss that

takes place through shrinkage must be great, not to say anything about the

fat which is dripping from the shelves, in some cases, during the hot summer
weather. The one great point in curing cheese is to prevent fluctuation in

tem})erature, and the temperature should not rise above 65" Fahr. It is

necessary to have the walls with at least 1 foot of insulation. Insulating

paper, or malthoid, should be nailed on between the studs and the weather-

boards, with a douI)l(! row of studs inside, and paper, oi' malthoid, nailed

between tlie studs and lining inside
;

the space between the weatherboards

and lining should be filled with dry sawdust. The ceiling should be con-

structed on the same princijjle, with a ventilator that can be closed or opened

going up through the roof, and, should the floor not be of concrete, it should

be insulated also. The windows siiould be double and the doors close-fitting,

and of the same thickness as the walls. A room hnib on these lines will be

found to keep the temperature even, and, consequently, will prevent the loss

and shrinkage already referred to, and repay in one season the additional

outlay.
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Cheese-packing in Crates.

The amount of handhiiL; that cheeses coming from the South Coast get in

transit, and the condition tliey arrive in—after being rolled ahout the

wliarves and in the steamers' hold without any covering
—as a rule, is

anything but enticing to the eye of the consumer. Cheeses that arrive on

the Sydney market from Victorian and Queensland factories are packed in

crates, and present a clean and neat appearance. How nmch more inviting

to the consumer would our cheese look if packed in crates, not to mention

anything of the damage which would be prevented thereby as compared with

present methods of shipping ! It is nothing r.nusual to see piles of cheese

standing four or five deep on the wharves or in the sheds, and in warm
weather it often happens that the bottom row is squashed out of shape, and

sometimes rendered unsaleable : in fact, it is indeed surprising that these

indifferent methods should go on from year to year when a crate suitable for

all requirements, to hold a hundredweight of cheese, can be obtained at a

cost of about lOd. or Is.

An Experiment with Lucerne and Pea Cultures.

During the latter part of last year, Mr. O. Halliger, Bective, near Tamworth,
obtained from the Department of Agriculture a small quantity^ of Dr. Moore's

nitrogen-fixing bacteria, prepared according to this gentleman's formula in

the chemical laboratory of the Department by Mr. F. B. Guthrie. Writing
to the Department, Mr. Halliger reports as follows :

—"The garden peas I

inoculated have done wonderfully^ well. Two patches were put in and grown
under precisely similar conditions. Every plant of the inoculated peas grew,

some to a height of 4 feet 6 inches, and bore plenty^ of sound, large pods.

The I'oots were covered with well-developed nodules, and on some roots they

were very large.
"
Nearly two-thirds of the uninoculated plants died after being above

ground for about fourteen days, the plants that did live were miserable and

produced only a few small jaods. The experiment with the Lucerne culture

was a failure owdng to excessive rain and floods." Further trials of this

culture will be awaited with interest.

Ml'. Keating, Public School, Bective, had an opportunity of visiting and

inspecting Mr. Halliger's experiment plot and confirms the statement regarding

the excess of growth on the inoculated over the uninoculated peas.
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Hawkesbiiry Agricultural College and

Experiment Farm.

Fekding of Pigs.

[Contiiuu'(] fioiii page &4-2.]

H. W. POTTS.

X.

Cowpeas. Soy Beans. Velvet Beans.

With the exception of luecnic, we arc unable in this climate to grow any

permanent leguminous crop as a change of feed for pigs.

In mixed farming the value of cover crops in re[)lacing the fallow is now-

being generally conceded. It is necessary to differentiate from those used as

catch crops and for green manuring.
Cover crops check evaporation, prevent tlie soil l)aking, also the loss of

plant-food by excessive rainfall in washing the soil or leaching, and they
afFoi-d green, succulent food for stock.

Plants belonging to two groups are available for tin's purpose. The first

are those known as the legumes, which possess the specific function of assimi-

lating or storing nitrogen in the soil. They include clovers, cowpeas, Canada

field peas, vetches, soy beans, velvet beans, lupins, and Beggar weed {Desmo-
dium tortnoswn). The second group are non-leguminous and embrace rye,

wheat, barley, oats, Inick-wheat, rape, and mustai-d.

The cowpea is looked upon as the most useful. It forms a succulent,

relishable, nutritious forage for sheep, cattle, and pigs, during the hot summer
months. At that period all other palatable fodders of high protein content

are not available and the natural grasses and herbage are dry.

Cowpeas as a drought-resisting fodder stand uiu'ivalled. They have been

used in India and other notoriously dry countries for centuries.

They liav'e acclimatised well here. The roots of the plant, like that of

lucerne, penetrate deeply into the subsoils, in a vigorous fashion searching for

plant-food and moisture, and at the same time opening up the subsoils and

rendering them porous and available for the storage of moisture and air. The
roots attack the stores of phosphoric acid and potash, dissolving them for their

own use as well as for sub.sequent crops.
The characteristic nodules of legumes are found fi-eely distributed along the

roots, and in these the bacteria are engaged in assimilating atmospheric

nitrogen and promoting nitriKcation
;
inert plant-food is made soluble and a

source of root nourishment.

The roots and stubble are ploughed in with the excreta from the grazing
animal. It is approximately estimated that the formei' alone give to each

acre 24 lb. nitrogen, mostly gathered from the air, and return C; 11).

phosphoric acid, and 1 5 lb. potash, largely drawn from the subsoil, and in a
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form readily assimilable by the next crop. The organic matter provides humus

and increases the moisture-holdinc; capacity of the soil. AVliilst the plant is

growing the thick rich spreading foliage covers the ground, arrests evaporation,

stops the growth of weeds, and keeps the soil in a loose friable condition.

It is an ideal cleansing crop and pays its way in furnishing stock fodder,

and in addition the soil is enriched with humus, nitrogen, potash and phos-

phoric acid, fertility is restored, and the land effectively manured for a main

crop. In short, to use a familiar farmer's phrase, the land is brought into
"
ijood heart.'

As a food for stock, particularly pigs, during the latter part of summer w&
have had abundant evidence of its Hesh-producing capacity, and, as with

lucerne, its power to provide a suitable intermixture of lean ilesh in bacon

and pork. Young pigs, 3 months' old, when building up frame and tissue,

make excellent progress on cowpeas balanced with rye, wheat, barley, pota-

toes, or maize. The ration can be modified to suit the needs of the animal

as it approaches the fattening stages. The foliage of the plant may be

utilised for providing green forage, or allowed to ripen sufficiently for hay or

silage, or the beans can be used as pig-feed. As a fodder, the yield per
acre varies, and is determined by the variety grown, soil, cultivation, and

climate. At this College quantity has ranged from 4 to 12 tons of green
feed per acre. The composition will average as follows :

—
Water ... ... ... ... ... 84 per cent.

Dry matter ... ... . ... 16 ,,

The dry matter contains :
—

Fat
Protein

Carbohydrati-s . . .

Mineral ash

Nutritive ratio

It will be noted that it closely resembles lucerne in feeding value, and can

be fed with equally good results. It contains nearly double the digestive

nutrient of oats, and 40 per cent, more than maize. Tests have demonstrated

that pigs fed on cowpeas, with maize, have produced a high-class bacon.

Owing to changed soil conditions and environment the cowpea has varied

from time to time, hence there are many sorts. Over thirty from America

and India have been tested on this farm. Variation ranges between two

distinct classes, one class being upright in growth, compact, bushy in habit,

and without runners ; the other producing long, trailing vines, or runners, and

spreading well over the soil.

The first or bush varieties are noted for their heavy, quick growth, and

succulence. Amongst these the following have proved most successful on this

farm—Poona and Chinese Mottled. In hot dry districts, with a sparse rain-

fall, cowpeas take longer to mature. The best sorts are those of trailing or

recumbent habit. They possess a deep root-growth and are better enabled td

withstand drought. The sorts recommended are—Black, New Era, Clay,

Whip-poor-Will, and White. It should be remembered that cowpeas readily

alter their habits in response to local conditions of soil and moisture.

100
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The seed-pols ijui-v in Irngtli from 1 tn I <; inches. These, with the

seeds, are of all sorts, shapes, and colours. Ivich sort varies in time of

maturing, liabiL of growtli, ripening, and other features. It is best to select

tested varieties for the main crops and to conduct tests with new sorts on a

small scale.

Tlic most satisfactory vai'iety subjected to a series of trials here for the

past six years is Poona, an u|)right, bushy" jjant, of vigorous and dense

growth. This was originally imported by the late Mr. Farrer, from tlie De-

partment of Agi-iculture of India. We have had a yield as high as 10 tons

to the acre from it. Cowpeas revel in heat and sunlight, and will thi'ive on

a wide range of soils; generally thcyclo l)est on light soils. The light sandy

loams at this College have always atibrded good returns fi'om this plant. The

only soil in which it will not I'espond is that which is constantly wet. In

all cases the soil should be deep, well drained and mellow.

On impoverished soils the crop is one of the safest and most certain reno-

vators. Being a hot climate plant it is necessarily very susceptible to frost,

and planting should not commence until frosty weather has passed. November

is usually the month to sow the main crop, although successful crops have

often been secured from October sowings. Fresh sowings may be continued

until February. The soil must be well cultivated and brought into a hue

condition of tilth. Where manure is recpui-ed, the best stimulant to rich

wrowth can be secured from an application of fertilisers affording phosphoric

acid and potash. This is supplied by the following :
—

.Superphosphate ... l>00 lb. Muriate of potash ... 100 1b.

per acre spread broadcast. In some soils^—clay loams— it is found essential

to release plant-food by dressings of lime at the rate of ^ to 1 ton })er acre.

The best practice is to sow the cowpeas in drills 2 ft. 6 in. a])art, the seed

6 to (S inches from each other, and covering with soil about 2 inches

The use of a maize drill fitted with a plate having jl-inch holes facilitates

sowing.

Cowpeas gei-minate quickly on moist, well prepared soils. The whole cidp

grows lapidlv and evenly. (Shallow cultivation should be followed once a

month with scufiiei' or cultivator until the plant is developed.

Of late years the practice of sowing climbing vai-ieties of cowp(>as with

maize or sorghum has been adopted with very good returns. The yield

per acre, in many instanct^s, has been (h)ubled. For conservation as silage

this class of crop is becoming increasingly popular, especially the cond)ination

of maize with cowpeas, seeing the increase of prot<Mn by the latter assists to

balance the food constituents.

In using the crops for hay the best time to cut is when the first pods begin

to ripen. Like lied clover it is liable to beat if carted and stacked too early.

The cut hay should be left exposed to the sun foi- a few lioui's, and then

j)ut into cocks foi- thirty-six to forty-eight hours.

Care should be observed in drying not to allow the leaves to become liiittle.

If the hay be too moist when stacking it is bkely to become mouldy. It

should be carefully stacked and pi-otected from the weather.
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The following statement of the analyses of cowpea hay and lucerne hay
shows their resjiective merits for stock feed :

—

Lucerne Hay
Cowpea Hay

Moisture.

per cent.

6-95

10-29

Protein. Fat.

per cent.

16-48

19 •7-2

per cent.

•2-0-2

4 04

Carbo-hydrates.

per cent.

42H'2

45-15

Ash.

per cent.

7-49

9-10

Soy or Soja Bean.

This plant comes from Japan, and of late years has attracted attention as

an annual leguminous plant which produces the richest of all bean^* in protein
and fat. It closely resemb'es the cowpea, is of bush form, erect, hairy,

branching freely and growing to a height of 2 to 5 feet.

The seed pods are clustered on the main stems nnd branches, are 1 to 2 inches

long, and contain from one to three seeds or beans.

They give a greater yield of beans than cowpeas. They are not trailing in

habit, hence are more easily harvested. They mature early, but last longer
than cowpeas, and afford a longer season for pigs to feed on them. Either

tlie green forage, hay, or beans should be associated with other fo(jds owing
to their richness. In feeding the bean it should not be more than one-tifth

of the total ration. As high as 10 bushels of beans to the acre have been

harvested here. These are classified as t\'e ri'hest of all natural vegetable

foods, and should bn uswl to strengthen the ration in protein. Wi'h their aid

pigs can then be fed with potatot^s, maize, barley, rye, or other starcliy foods.

As a green forage crop thf-y are Inghl}' appreciated by pigs, and afford a more

nutritious diet even than cowpeas. The plant can be converted into hay in

a similar way to that of cowpeas.
As silage it has been found most successful when mixed with twice its

weight of green maize.

The Soy bean recjuires a good loamy soil well drained, althougli like the

cowpea it is adapted to a wide range of soils.

A deep, firm, wt-ll-ti led, moist seed-'ed is required here. It should be

ploughed to a good depth about the end of July or beginning of August and

worked (harrowed and rolled) to a fine tilth. Should fertilisers he required,

use that recommended for cowpeas. The seed should be sown when all

chances of frost are over
;
as a rule the beginning of October is best when

some warmth is in the soil.

Sow in drills 2 ft. 6 in. to 3 feet apart. One plant should be permitted to

grow every 6 inches. From 8 to 10 lb. of seed per acre is needed. Shallow

cultivation should follow until the plants are well grown. The quickly

maturing plant and pods ripen in from seventy-five to ninety-five days. It

is a good drouglit resister.

As a food for pigs, either as beans, green forage, or hay, it has a high

reputation. The animals fatten quickly, are always thrifty, with strong

appetites ;
the hair and skin acquire a glossy look, and the skin feels as if

they Avere fed on oil meals.
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< Velvet Bean.

So far this leguiiiiiious pljiiit lias only been grown in an cxixMiincntal way
to test its capacicy as a fodder, but sullicient data have been secured to warrant

extended trials for its use as green summer- foi-age, for greeii manuring, and

as a cover crop.

Its leading drawback is lliat it re(|uires a loe.g sununer foi' its proju'i-

development, as it is a nati\(' of India and thrives well in a lint, drv climate.

Hotli plant and bean are useful as fodder for stock, and pigs relish the food

and provide good returns on it. It grows freely on light, sandy land, pro-

vided it is faii'ly well draiiu'd. When moistui'e is availahh; with summer
heat the plant produces enormous yields. Under ordinary conditions it will

give a return above the weight of cowpeas per acre. The plant grows in a

trailing state and produces vines running from 20 to 30 feet in length; they
twine around any obstacle, and ai'e often grown in conjunction with maize.

It is a heavy cropper and has been known under favcnirable conditions to

produce 30 tons of green forage per aciv. The seed may be sown in the

warm districts in October. The roots go well down into the subsoil and

necessarily require a deeply ploughed soil. The seed should be sown in drills

3 ft. G in. apart with a space of 1 foot between each. The best fertiliser is :
—

Superphosphate ... ... 150 1b. per ao-e.

Sulphate of Potash ... ... 80 1b. ,,

Cultivation should he pursued as long as the plant growth will ppi-mit. ( )wing

to the entangled nature of its growth it is dithcult to cut for stall green

feeding or hay. It is therefore best used as a grazing crop, and the pigs

should be turned in to eat it oti'.

Monthly Weather Report.
havvkesbury agricultural college, richmond.

Summary for August, 1908.

Air Pressure

(Barometer).
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heep for Farmers.

Pv. H. GENNYS,

Glen Innes Experiment Farm.

Farmers who combine other industries, such as the

growing of cereal crops, with sheep breeding should

secure a flock that will give them the best net return

annually per sheep.

Having but very limited areas, as a rule, the increase must be got rid of

quickly, so that early maturity is a very important feature, and lamb and teg
nuitton raising is chiefly aimed at; this is quite in agreement with the meat

export trade, which always prefers the early maturing carcase.

Wool is a secondary consideration, but mus-t not be overlooked in the

mothers of the lambs, which may be shoi'u for several seasons.

What the lamb and mutton trade requires as well as early maturity is

quality of meat more than quantity. The weights required in lambs being
from 28 lb. to 40 lb. not more, anything beyond this is too heavy and would

probably be termed teg or weaner mutton, for real lambs should be suckers

up to the time of being slaughtered, and should be taken from their mothers

at about 4 months old in order to give the latter time to propei'ly recuperate
before being mated again.

Earns to be used.—As the British breeds point to the earliest maturity

the}' should be used principally as the sires of the lambs, and of whatever

breed should always be a pure-bred of the best description and constitution,

as he will then be likely to impress his qualities on his oft'spring. For lamb

and mutton raising he should have the mutton points well developed, some

important ones being :
—Good shoulders and broad withers, deep, full chest

and brisket, good girth measurement, wide back with well sprung ribs with

good loins, broad dock and deep full twist
;
with the other male attributes

that should be possessed by all sires—such as masculine heads, wide nostrils,

good scrags, and wool of stronger type generally than ewes of the same breed.

The Ewes should possess a good carcase, but effeminate in character, with

good digestive organs, well developed hind-quarters and good udders, obvious

points necessary for producing a good supply of milk for the speedy develop-
ment of the lambs. In all cases the ewes should be bred in the district or a

similar one, so as to thrive well under all local conditions, as the way they
thrive must in a great measure be reflected in their offspring. Young ewes

should be bred from in preference to older sheep, but in a well-developed
crossbred should have two teeth up before being mated. Tn merinos generally
it is advisable that the four-teeth should be up before breeding from them.

When big-headed British rams are used with merino ewes, attention nuist be
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given at lambino time to assist any ewes requiring aid, and in any case it

pays to be very watchful of the flocks at this season, for the percentage of

lambs may be increased consideral)ly thereby.

Mating.
—It is generally admitted that ewes in rapidly increasing condition,

but not too fat, are likely to be most prolific. Under average conditions a

ram should be mated with not more than sixty ewes ; he should be in strong

condition, but not too fat. If he should be very fat anrl lazy
—when con-

venient, yard the sheep at night for a week or so.

Lambing.
—The ewes should be in good condition, but not t(jo fat. They sliould

be on good pasture from the time of lambing until lambs are weaned or sold. The

lambs must be well supplied with milk all the time or earlymaturity can not result.

Lamh-marhing, drc.—Lambs should be ear-marked, detailed, and castrated

at from 10 to 20 days old, as they recover much quicker fioiii o]>erations

than when older. The latest method is to sear off the tails wicii a red hot

iron instead of cutting them off with a knife. The former method saves

much loss of blood, and consequently little or no check is received from the

operation. Lambs do not appear to sulk after searing as they do after cutting

off the tails
;
the cut dries and heals quickly and is less likely (being drier) to

be attacked by flies. If a disinfectant is used, such as Stockholm tar or a sheep

dip, do not put it on the seared part, but smear it on the wool adjacent

thereto. One of the objects of searing is to dry up the wound
;
that of tar,

&c., to keep flies away by the smell near it. When searing make the iron

very hot, but do not pi'ess too heavily. A moderate time in taking the tail

off makes the operation more complete. The principal advantage in searing

is claimed to be that it checks loss of blood and consequently prevents any
check in development, which is such an important point. Castrate lambs with

care and at an early age. Avoid frosty or very hot weather if possible. Be

careful to use a clean knife. Do not use a knife for other purposes before

thoroughly cleansing it. A clean wound in the scrotum heals quickly. Use

Stockholm tar or other disinfectant on the cut. If any dirt is introduced on

the blade suppuration may supervene, delay healing, and may check gr -wth.

Percentage of Lambs.—Taking for example pure-bred merino ewes pro-

ducing 75 per cent, of lambs, the average British ram on merino ewes would

give about 5 per cent, more, or 80 per cent. The British ram on a crossbred

(British ram on merino ewe) would be about 10 }ier cent, more, or 90 |ier

cent., while several of the pure British breeds would go 100 to 130 per cent.

Food during rearing of Lambs.—It is most important tliat the ewes and

lambs should have good feed continuously, that no check may occur which

would more or loss defeat the object of early maturity in lamb-raising.

So nething more than natural herbage is generally required. Good introduced

grasses such as Perennial and Italian Rye, Prairie, Kentucky I^lue, Timothy,
and the like should be provided. Lucerne for spring and summer topping,

and rape and Red clover for the winter and early spring are hard to beat.

Care must be taken, however, in putting sheep or cattle with empty stomachs

on the three latter fodder plants for the first time, or hoven may result.

Neither should they be put on on windy and wet days at first. Get them
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gratlually accustomed to tlic cIkuihi' ])y putting them on witli fairlv full

stomachs for a few hours a day ; they will then be fairly safe. Lucerne, clover,

and rape are all good preparations for wheat, and the droppings of the slieep

provide valuable manures and greatly help to keep up the fertility of the land.

Rape is a capital crop for topping stock and improving the quality of the

meat—it has been found that from 60 to 100 lb. of superphosphate will about

double the yield of green fodder of rape, and much of the manure can be

i-etui-ned through ploughing in the later growth for the benefit of wheat,
besides adding organic matter to the soil.

Cultivated Pastures.—Land that has been heavily stocked, no matter how
rich at first, must become gradually depleted of phosphates on account of

stock, and especially young stock, appropriating so much in the composition
of their carcases, which is not returned again to the land in their manure.

The phosphates, then, must be returned to the pastures by top dressings

occasionally with phosphatic manures if their fertility is to be kept up. The
clovers which may be sown with all pastures will probably keep the land well

supplied with nitrogen. Burning pastures, as a rule, is to be discouraged, as

this gradually depletes the soil of organic matter, and makes the grasses sour
;

tlie sweeter and shallower rooted grasses will also have their roots destroyed,
and the grass seeds tha": would have renewed them will be lost

;
it will also

be found in wheat paddocks that continuous burning of stubble will gradually
lessen the nitrogenous contents. Stocking heavily for rank, sour grasses is

preferable to burning off.

Change of food is very valuable to ewes and lambs, and keeps them in

health. The point is to keep them improving from their birth until they are

"weaned, for then both the weight and the ([uality will be there at an early age.

For stock grazing on succulent growths, like rape, lucerne, turnips, &c., access to

a convenient paddock with dry grasses is advisable. The drier foods help to make
a, better balanced i-ation, and to a great extent helps to prevent hoven and scours.

In New England a farmer must not depend on the natural grasses, for

while they put on Hesh for a few months in the year, they are really at no

time fattening, and are certainly not succulent enough for young lambs.

Introduced grasses and fodder plants must be provided. On this farm pastures
of lucerne, cocksfoot, Perennial rye, Red clover, Kentucky Blue grass, and

Timothy, have given encouraging results during the first few ^^ears, and all

merit longer trial in the hope of getting a good mixture of pasture grasses

for New England soils. A small })atch of Phalaris commutata also promises

well, hut it is too early yet to say how it will stand close feeding.

Lambs must be young and prime to fetch good prices, and be fit for freezers.

Merino lambs and wethers do not make good sheep for oversea
; they have

neither the shape nor the colour liked, and, as a rule, they mature but slowly.

The British-Merino half-breds generally have mutton of very good quality
—

probably the best liked of all—but it is the experience here that those that

have the largest proportion of British blood attain the weiglits required much

earlier. These might be termed second crosses, and the mothers of them—to

pay the farmer best as he shears them — should be of the long-woolled breeds
;
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the Lincoln-Merino so far has proved the best wool cutter of all tliat have

been tried here, with the Roniney Marsh and Suffolk Down c](jse together next;

both the Border Leicester and English Leicester are shaping well in the wool

line, but have not been tried long enough here for comjjarisons. The pjoint

is, the breeding ewes should have their wool taken into consideration, but not

at the expense altogether of their carcases.

Weight of Lambs at Four Months Old.

The Suffolk-Merino in the first crosses over four years trials are, on the

average, the heaviest, with the Ronuiey-Merino second.

In the second crosses, so far, the Romney x SufFolk-Merino and the Shrop-
shire X Lincoln-Merino are very close together ; on the average the Romney x

Sufiblk-Merino are the heavier. Neither of the crosses, however, in shape
antl (][uality are comparable with the Southdown x Lincoln- Mer-ino or the

Border Leicester x Sutfblk-Merino. The latter have such splendid backs and

well sprung ribs
;
the former Southdown x Lincoln-Merino are chubby, short-

legged, and compact—a butcher's lamb all over
;
but the weights. are not as-

good at the age as the cross mentioned before them.

Now, all the breeds are good when suitably mated and able to adapt the n-

selves to their environments. What does best generally pays best, and ch

will probably have a place in the varied climatic and soil conditions of our

State.

The mutton and lamb trade is a most important one, and the farmer must

consider what the trade wants ;
and it is evident it is not the pure merino,

and th(^ latter is not the small farmers' nor the lamb-raisers' sheep. Why t

The cross-bred lamb for freezing is worth about Id. per lb. more than merino

lamb
;
the pelts of crossbred are worth fully twice as much, and the wool at

auction in many cases fetches as much as merino.

Some people think that lamb and mutton, no matter how well chilled or

frozen, cannot compete against home-killed meat in England. Well, if the

report of an eminent authority, Mr. Samuel Rideal, is to be believed, this,

conception is clearly erroneous. The report is as follows :
—

II.—Lamb and Mutton.

The second part of this inquiry deals with the relative value of hard-frozen Australian

laml) and mutton as against home-killed meat. For this purpose Welsh lamb and

English mutton wei-e bought at .Smithtield market on the 1st January, 1907, and com-

pared with Australian lamb killed early in October, 1906, and with Australian mutton
also killed about the same time, but shipped by a different steamer. The particulars of

these four joints are as follows :
—

G. —A leg of prime young Welsh lamb, being a cross between the Welsh and Radnor

strains, w-eighing about 5 lb., brought to Smithtield market for sale on 1st January,
1907.

H.—One leg of prime Australian frozen lamb, of the well-known "
Champion

"
brand,

weighing about 5i lb. It was shipped by the "
Tropic,"' which steamer arrived

in London on the 18th December, after a voyage occupying about tifty-two days,

during which the meat was kept at a temperature of about '20' Fahr. The lamb-

had subseipiently been kept in the Victoria Dock Store, at a temperature of about-

16' Fahr. The tab attached to the leg indicated that the lamb was of grade -1 (/.'-.,

weighing between 42 and 50 lb.), and certified that the carcase was perfectly

sound, free from disease, and suitable for human consumption. The lamb was
loaded on steamer on October 27th, 1906, and was killed probably about a fort-

night or three weeks prior to that date.
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Pure-bred Romney-Marsh Ram.

J.—One leg of English mutton of the Leicester breed, bred and fattened at Taunton
and offered for sale on the Sinithfield market on 1st January, 1907. The sample leg

weighed about 9 lb., and was fully representative of the characteristics of the

Leicester strain.

K.—One leg of Australian frozen mutton of the well-known "
Champion

"'

brand. It was

shipped by the "
Runic," which arrived in London on the 24th December, the dura-

tion of the voyage, temperature, &c., in the case of sample H applying also to

sample K. The Australian leg of mutton also weighed abi)ut 9 lb. It bore a tab,

indicating that the mutton was of grade 6.5 (i.e., between 00 and 65 lb. ), and in-

cluding a certificate similar to that on sample H. The mutton was killed about the

middle of October, and was put on lioard steamer on .5th November.

It has frequently been alleged in the past that frozen meat is more wasteful than

English, that it diminishes in weight more in proportioa during the cooking process, has

more refuse parts, whicii cannot bs consumed, and less dripping and gravy. These

objections have Ijeen refuted from time to time, and were specially reported on in the
"
Hospital" in 1896, dealing with New Zealand mutton. Since that date no further

tests have been brought to notice. I, therefore, according to youi- instructions, repeated
these baking tests with the abDve legs of Australian lamb and mutton, and followed the

detailed methods of baking in every particular as in the former trials. My results are

as follow :
—

Weight when delivered

Weight when taken from oven

Weight of slices suitable for hospital diet

Weight of bdue and waste ...

Pure bone

Dripping
<iravy in dish after carving...

Gravy under dripping

G
Welsh
Lamb.

H
Australian
Lamb.

Eii:.rlish

Mutton.

K
Australian
Mutton.

lb. oz.

4 15

4 2^
2 13^
1 0^

9

4^

U
ol

lb. oz.

5 Ih

4 15

3 S3
1 H

8?

4v
(, -2

Oi

lb. oz.

8 10

6 13i
4 4i

•2 4

1 2
(t lis

Of
0}

lb. oz.

8 9
6 7i
4 6

1 11

13

1 Oh
3h
oi
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Roniney Marsh sheep feeding beneath bananas.

Tliis breed is very siiitaVile for tlie ciHi.st and niiikes an excellent I'armer's sheep.

WOOL.
Getting up of .s)aaU v)ooI clvpg.

—Many t'arjiierw are losing up to a penny
a poun(] in their wool by not paying sutHcient attention in preparing it toi-

market. There are cases where it might just as well be put into a l)ale witli

a pitchfork and trodden down. Pi-actically everything goes in together-^-v

fleece, bellies, lucks, dags, short a,nd long staple, fine and coar.se, merino and

crossbred. Now what can a buyer make out of tliis ? How can 1ih tell the

proj)ortions of each in a bale !' The consecpience is a low value all round can

only be risked and many will not bid for it at all.

It is not advocated to make too many sorts of a small cliii,
but it always

pays to keep your fleece wool by itself and also to skirt ott' any stained or

injured parts. If the wool is a good length, which it generally is in faimei-^

crossbred s, make two classes of it—flrst combing, which should be the

majoi'itv of the fleece and of course the liner portion, then all the coarser

portion should go into second combing, but there is no hard-and-fast ride and

judgment must be used
;
but make the two sorts as even as possible in each,

that is the point, and any fleece that is not flt for either should l)e cast out

and }int into a l)ale or bag by itself. Do not make an uneven lot for th<' sake

of any fleeces.

Dirty and matted fleeces nuist always come out : tender staple should

rever be put with sti'ong.

The bellies should always l)e kept ))y themselves, and it is better to remove

the stained ])ai'ts from tiiose of wethers.

Piewx. —Where the clip is of moderate size it is always best to makt' the

pieces into " firsts" and "
seconds," keeping the large and bulky ones for firsts,

the remainder l)eing the smallci' and the dirtier poi'tions for seconds. Tlie

locks should be ahvays put by themselves.

Now in a fai'mer's clip thci-e may be .some very small lots, say of bellies oi-

locks, l)ut they can lie put into bags and kept separate, and it will pay to do

it ; all that is recpnred is a little common-sense and tiouble.

Sew everything up neatly and brand bales or bags legibly in more than onf^

place with stencil iid-:, with a letter to siginfy sex as well as sort of wool witliin.
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Shearing.—During shearing, if possible, do not keep sheep long without

feed, as if cold or wet supervenes many may die.

Dijiping for Ticks, etc.—Do not attempt to dip in very cold weather or if

it is likely to rain. Many sheep have been lost after dipping in heavy rains,

though it was summer time. Putting them tlnoiigh when overheated is also

l)iul. In the early morning with the promise of a tine day ahearl is the best

time, so that they can get warmed up and feed before night.

Bheep in mixed farmhuj opfrations are very valuable and keep uj) the

fertility of soils in a cheap way.

They are a valuable source of incoaie both from the sale of tlie wool and

excess of sheep. They provide meat for home use as well as land)s for market.

They eat olf weeds, tread in stubble, and manure the cultivation land ; also

eat off rank growths, when advisable, to the great benefit of themselves.

As before stated the merino is not the small farmer's sheep but the large

grazier's. The merino is a wool sheep and the very best. The mutton sheep

is the crossbred, with a dash of the merino for wool improvement—this is the

farmers' sheep. True crossbreds try fences more severely than merinos.

But why have bad open fences ? Good ones are a heavy first cost, but they

last a great many years and return good interest all the time and save worry

and annoyance to the owner and his neighbours.

It must be impressed on breed<-rs that quality in lamb and mutton must

be paid attention to, to obtain best prices.

The question of the meat export trade is of great importance to this State,

and one that is capable of attaining vast dimensions, if what is required is

produced and impx'oved methods are carried out.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Crosses.

Lincoln-Merino Cros.'i.—The Lincoln has proved an excellent sheep for

crossing with the merino. The wool on the crossbred is excellent ;
its

weight, length of staple and lustre giving it great value. It is unlikely

that any crossbred will surpass it. The mutton, somewhat coarse and

tallowy in the Lincoln, is improved in the cross with the merino. The

shape of carcase when slaughtered is not all that can be desired, though

generally weighty. They are not exempt from fluke or foot-rot.

English Leicester- Merino Cross.—Tlie pui-e bred English Leicester is one

of the oldest breeds, and has been used with great effect in the improvement

of several other breeds. The cross with the merino is nuich fancied. They

require abundance of succulent feed. Rough pastures would not suit them.

They possess a shapely carcase, with mutton of very good colour, with a

fleece of fair w^eight and fine lustrous wool. They are not exempt from fluke

nor foot-rot. Their small fine heads are an advantage when crossing with

merino ewes, and there are few deaths in consequence duiiiig parturition.

Border Leicester-Merino Cross.—The pure Border Leicester is a bigger and

heavier sheep as a rule tlian the English Leicester—more leggy with a

lighter middle piece, which indicates that the proportion of offsxl to dressed

carca.se will be light. Tliey have a good carriage, are active and hardy, being
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able to thfive iniicli better th;tTi the English Leicesters on rough or st-aiit

pastures. Their lieads are long ;infl naiTow, nose aquiline. 'I'lu'
sliai'j)

protubi^ ranees of the eye-caps arc
a^tt.

to do damage to the uterus in lambing.

Tiie wool in the cross is of good leji<fth and (jualitv. though rather light.

Tiamhs in the cross mature (juicklv, have good l)ai'ks. and gcncially of xciy

dcsirahh' shape. They are likclv to take a iiromincnt ]iktcc in himli bicfding

Ritnineij Marsli-Merino Cross.—The pure Jibmney is a large heavy sheep
with wool of (h'mi-lustre which, when crossed with a faii'lv hue volky merino,

produces a wool of much value
;
also mak(!s a line heavy wether at an early

age and produces good m-arketable lambs in the cross with the merino
;
but

tl)ey ai-e rather lacking in tli" sliape desired Itv tlic trade. No couidiy

except the desert should be without the Romney Marsh, for it t'irives wliere

others cannot d ) well, viz., in tlie low svvamjn', coastal, regions, as well as in

poor hilly country where lluke anrl foot-rot abound. The constitution that

enables this breed to resist these terrible scourges will make the Romney breed

desirable wherever these diseases are found. Like other sheep, however, tiiey

suffer from \\-orms.

Shropshire- Mcri 11') Ciosx.—Th^" Shropshire is a u)utton sheep well-known

to fat-lamh raisers. As a shapely sheep with good mutton and early maturing

(]ualities he is to be reckoned with. The wool of the pure-bred is much

improved by crossing with the merino. The i-ams if allowed to get too fat

are very lazy and slow at mating time, and a good deal of difficulty is ex-

])erienced with the ewes—especially merinos when crossed with them—as their

heads are large. The Shropshire belongs to the L)o\\-ns or black-faced breeds.

Southdown-Merino Cro^s.—The Southdown is a ti'ue mutton sheep, not so

heavy as the Shi'opshire or Suffolk, but a better shape in the hind parts than

eithei- : it is nnstirpassed for the quality and flavour of its mutton : the cross

with the merino is compact and shapely, though small, and much sought after

by butchers. The wool of the pure-bred is somewhat harsh, short, and fleece

is light, but becomes softer and better when crossed \\\k\\ the merino. The

breed is hardy and sprightly, but not exempt from foot-rot. Tla^ head is

small, and the progeny of the cross with the merino gives little tioublc during

parturition.

Suffolk-Merino Cross.—Last, but perhaps by no means least, is the Sullblk

she^']) for crossing. The lambs from this cross are amongst the heaviest of all

the half-breds. The Suffolk is not a handsome sheep, neither does the quali-y

<if the mutton come near the Southdown, but it does weigh. The wethers

from tliis cross also attain a great weight and size.

The Heece of the purebred is of fair (luality oidy, but in the cross with a

fairly fine merino the improvement is wonderful, and experts pronounce it to

be one of the best of the Downs half-bred wools yet produced. The Suffolk

(pure) is a big, long sheep, with laige black bai'e head and legs. The mutton

is f-iir, fat and lean being w ell mixed. The ewes are prolific and good milkers,

therefore first-rate mothers.

Comebacks, if bred judiciously, ai-e useful sheep for eithei- mutton or wool,

according to the purpose for wdiich they ai-e required.
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A Plea for Silage in the West.

C. C. BRADLY,

Mungeribar, Nairomine.

One of the greatest difficulties against which this State lias to contend, in her

efforts to obtain for her pidflucts a favourable footing in the world's markets,

is her inability to maintain a regular and continuous supply.

Just as we have struggled intt) a position to command attention, a disastrous

drought will decimate flocks and herds, supplies will shorten, export becomes

out of the question, and in severe visitations our stock become so reduced

that a considei'able time elapses before we are again in a position to compete

•UhoV!^

- -< .^' Ti'^-t?' '-r.r

. ¥s:^

Crop of Sorghum being cut for Silage.

for the favour of foreign mai-kets. In the meantime, of course, our rivals have

been making the best use of their time, and we find ourselves shouldered out.

It is indeed most unfortunate that a country like ours, in many respects the

most favoured on earth, whose pastures are of such superlative excellence,

and whose climate so mild, that over vast stretches stock may be depastured

at large and brought to the pink of condition throughout the whole year,

should be subject to these disastrous visitations. However, we cainiot alter

the natural conditions of the land, and in the natural order of things it is

quite apparent that we shall always be more or less subject to drouglits. It

behoves us then to cast about foi- a practical method of mitigating their dire-

ful influence. Modern methods and practices suggest in the first place two

palliatives : Irrigation, and consei'vaticm of fodder in good times to tide us

over the bad. Irrigation as yet we know practically nothing of, except
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expei'iincntally, aiid wliat little we do know from local exjici-ieiicc is not too

retissiiriny ; iiowcNcr, that is prol)al)ly due in jiait to oni' lark of expcricMicc,

and without douht, much will yt^t be done l>v irrii^ation in localities where it

is possible to })rocuie or conserve the necessary water, still there will always
remain huge tracts where irrigation will mver be practical )le. In tlic-c parts

much nia\' be done without ii'rigation i)y producing and storing sufKcient

quantities of fodder in the good years, for 1 liCTc are I'cally few pai-ts of the

iState where this ina\' not be done in a normal time.

Much has been written of tlii' unwisdom of allowinc the luxuriant growth

of grass and herbage to go to waste in a good season when stock are (piite

unable to keep it down, and men who, for the most part, spend their lives in

an office chair, read a, fcMv miscellaneous agi'icultural ]iul)lications. and acipiire

their knowledge of the country by travelling througli it, in a mail-train, abuse

the poor landholder, who has spent a lifetime in learning his busin(>ss, for not

cutting this supertluous growth and converting it into hav or silage.

These men do not know the difficulty, expense, and disastrous i-esults to the

pasture of doing what they advise. VVe know a number of men who have

cut liirge (juantities of grass hay and stacked it, but they have never persisted

in the ])ractice, in this section of the State at all events. Experience points

to the fact that in almost all cases it will be found far more economical and

profital)le to cultivate fodder crops suitable to the district on prepai-ed land,

and cut and handle them in the regular way.

Hay is better than nothing, but silage is better than hay for most purposes
where breeding stock are concerned. Ewes will rear good lambs and the

lambs will afterwards do well on silage, whereas dry hay is practically use-

less in such a case. The influence that a good reserve supply of succulent fodder

in the form of silage exerts on the management of a holding is far I'eaching.

Not only is this infiuence felt in absolute drought, but the knowletlge that

the supply is there to be called upon if necessary, will affect all the methods,
the stocking, the class of stock carried, etc.

The tendency at present is towai'ds smaller holdings, and in these drv

districts where large runs have been the ordei- of the day, the small man. with

2,000 to 3,000 acres, is slowly but surely taking possessioji. Tliis is the

man to whom silage is going to prore an immense boon, and it needs no great

foresight to })redict that in the next few yeai-s almost all of these men will

be insuring themselves against loss in this way. The tendency is in that

direction. The prejudice and doubt as to its value are disapjiearing. and

everywhere one hears iiupiiiies as t(» the results obtainetl and metliods employed

by those who have j)ioneered the practic(>.

One of the greatest sources of revenui' to the small iiolder is ij-oiny to be

fat-lamb raising for the export market, and with our capricious rainfall one

never knows whether he is going to have sufficient succulent feed to lamb his

ewes on—often indications are so bad that he is afraid to join the rams at all.

Such has been the case to some extent in this and other districts during the

present season, a great shortage in the lambing is the result, and in many
instances where the rams were put in a high mortality lioth.at and after
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lambing has followed. This is not the only aspect of the case, for to make a

decent living- from holdings of this class it is necessary to stock up to the full

carrying capacity of the land, and when the rains fail, if only for a com-

paratively short time, the stock has to be reduced to such a degree that they

will not return anything like a sufficient income. Furthermore, the owner

has usually to (|uit at whatever his stock will bring, and when the rains come

stock up again, at a comparatively hiah figure. It will be readily seen liow

a sufficient standby of silage will change this—^even matters up—and give

one confidence in his (Ji)erations. The idea of the expense of installing the

necessary conveniences prevents many from embarking on the undertaking,

but this need not be at all heavy.

Probably what has kept silage from coming into more general use is the

notion, rather prevalent among farmers, that it reijuires a great amount of

Fibro-cement Silo.

Capacity 110 tons, being- filled by means of a cutter and blower driven by a 10 li p. steam engine.

skill and experience to ensure success. This is not the case at all, for experience

points to the fact that so long as the crop is cut at the right stage and put

together with ordinary care, be it in stack, pit, or over-ground silo—chaffed

or unchaffed—success must result, the amount of waste being inversely pro-

portionate to the amount of care exercised.

It is quite natural that being a new thing to most, and having heard reports

of failures, farmers have in the past hesitated in risking their crops by attempt-

ing to ensilage them, but now with silos scattered all over the country, in

every district, it is so easy for them to see for themselves. As to the merits

of any particular method, opinions are varied. Each, doubtless, has something

to recommend it, and only a man's particular conditions and n'(|nirenients can

determine for him the most suitable plan.

There is no question but that a modern above-ground tul)siloof substantial

construction is the least wasteful : and where, from the nature .of a man's
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operations, as daiiviii^, it will l)i' kept in constant use. tliis plan will pro-

bal)l\' prove most suit inic. ( )n till' ollirr hand, in the casi' of tln' a\craije

sto -k farmer, where the supplv is simply lu'ld as a rtsci-ve in cast; of drought,

and may onXy be (h:;wn uf)on p(>rhaps once in five years, we hold the opinion

that t lie sim]il('r, if somewhat move rouuli and wastclul, inctliMd of
jiittinij;

w ill he found most economical. This is our experience. Stacking we do not

approve of except where facilities for making a yit are not to hand. It is

nuich moi'C wasteful and niore costly in tlie liandling.

One of the cheapest foi'ins of silo now in use is the lihro-cem^nt style.

With our own labour and cutting our own tiud)er on the place, we erected a

1 lO-tnn silo of tliis class at a cost of i^oo 2s. Gd.
;
a No. 1 ."> Ohio cutter and

blo^vcr re(puring lOli.p. to drive it, cost a fiu'ther £42; and we can grow,

harvest, and till into it an average ci-ojt of soighum or maize at a cost of

4s. (id. per ton, inclu<ling intei-est on the plant employed exclusive^ of the silo

im-^'

** *

- 1(

Filling a Pit Silo.

A pair of bullocks may be seen on the extreme ritrlit of the illustration pulling the load oil ; the team
and wasH'Ou pass over the sorghum already in the pit, which assists to consolidate the silage.

itself. Whether these silos will stand the test of time we cannot say. The

other method adopted here is the ordinary scooped pit, and we incline to the

oj)inion that this will prov(> th(» most economical method foi- the majoi-ity of

stock farmers.

A convenient size for ordinary needs is 100 ft. x 2") ft. x 10 ft. deep, ends

battered to ."i in I. It can r(>adilv be put down with ordinary tank plough

and scoops, the sides being trimmed down as straight as the character of the

soil will allow, with a pick. The ca|iacity will be 390 cubic yards, at (id.

per yard will cost a fraction over £9, will last foi- many years, and hold about

200 tons of made silage to the level of the i,fround. Pits, however, should

always be heaped u]) another 4 or T) feet and rounded oil' so as to ensure the

silage beinii' well above the lii-ound lexcl after it has settled. We can till this

class of silo without chatting at a cost of 2s. 9d.
]iei-

ton. inchuling cost of

growing crop, itc, as before
;

chatl'ed it will cost the same as the tub silo.

The cost of emptying diftei's but little in either case.
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Where sheep are to l)e fed it will probal)ly always pay to cbati' the coarse

growing nops, as the waste in feeding is much greater with the long stuff.

The pit shoukl be hlled well up above the surface of the ground and
allowed to settle foi- a few days, then a littl" old straw spread on the top if

convenient, and about 18 inches of earth scooped back on top ; it can stay
there —let us hope for years

—until required, and will open up good and

succulent.

Particularly in Barley grass country there is usually a grassy strip round

the edge of the wheat crops that is cut in cutting the firebreaks and roads.

Many farmers keep this grassy hay for their own use, either because it is

unmarketable or because they strip the rest of the crop for grain. The
result is invariably trouble during next ploughing season from the grass seed

getting into the horses' mouths and jaws and preventing them from doing
well. It is false economy to use this stuff for chaff, nmch better to burn it,

so why not scoop a pit and turn it into silage ;
it is an experiment that will

cost little and I am sure will not be regretted.

Note o\ Argemone mexicana.

.J. H. MAIDEN.

[Previous references,
—1891, Jan., p. 32 : Mar., p. 125

; Apr., p. 175 ; 1895,

Mar., p. 157; Apr., p. 227: 1897, Jan., p. 3; 1899, .June, p. 490; 1901,
June, p. 643.]

This weed known as " Blue Thistle,"
" Yellow Poppy,"

" Mexican Poppv.
"Devil's Fig," "White Thistle,"

"
Binniguy Thistle,'" "Prickly Poppy,"' is

widely looked upon in Xew South Wales as one of the few weeds without ajiy

redeeming feature.

In the Cape of Good Hope Agric. Journ. (April, 190^, p. 493) the follow-

ing statement appeared :
—

Mr. Bergh (Modder River; moved:—"That Congress [Farmers' Congress, 1908]
recommends to (Government the necessity for removing from tlie list of noxious weeds
the plant commonly called Mexican Poppy." Seconded hy Mr. Haarhoff'.

Mr. P. Nt4 (Beaufort West) moved, as an amendment:— " That the Government be
informed of the diversity of opinion between farmers as to the value or otherwise of the
Mexican Poppy as a fod<ler plant, and that they be requested to appoint experts to make
immediate investigation."
On a vote being taken, the amendment was negatived, and the motion agreed to."

On inquiry of the Under Secretary for Agriculture at Capetown, the follow-

ing information was elicited :
—

With reference to your letter of the loth May last, relative to the above subject, I

am directed to inform you that the principal reason advanced by those witliing to have
Mexican Poppy (Ar(//rnoiie niexirniia) withdrawn from tlie list of noxious plants is that
in their opinion it is not nidy not injurious to, but will even, in certain seasons, serve as

food for stock This statement it will be noted is not an official one l)y tlie Department,
but emanates from the farmers themselves.

Now I want to give even Blue Thistle its flue, and if any one will show
cause why this weed should not be exteiminated 1 shall be very glad to hear
it. T particularly desire evidence that stock eat it, not an odd nibble, but
use it as food.
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Indian Cane {Sacchanmi o/Jicinamjii) as a

Fodder for Dairy ^Cattle.

^ \^ liU

wim h

Y

A. H. HAV\V()(»J>,

ISelindigarljar Kxperinient Farm, (Iraftoii.

Tins cane was j)r()l)ably first introduced to the Clarence by the Sugar Refining

Company. ( )\ving to its peculiar characteristics it has not been grown for sugar

])r(iductii)n, Uut it lias been grown for fodder for some years by several i-iver

tai'uiei's who testify to its value.

Its merits as a foddci- do not

ap[)ear to ])e known generally.
Ill rccoiunicnding cane to

daiiymm it must not be in-

ferred that it is as nutritious

or as desira-ble for the pioduc-
tion of milk as some otlicr

fodders; its greatest qualifica-

tion is that it is a\ailah!e all

the year i-ound and provides

gi-een succulent food at times

when other fefd is scaix-e.

(Statements have been made
that cane wlien fed to cows

jowei-s the fat percentage of

the nulk. The writers ex-

perience, extending over two

years, with daily tests by the

Babcock test of milk produced

by cows fed mainb' on lane, is

that the test is not afiected

an\- more than it is when fee<b

ing exclusively on anv other

single food, in which case the

Ik altli of theanimaleventually
sufiers and the test is thereby
lowered. Furthennore, feefl-

ing tests conducted at the

AX'oUongbar Experiment Farm demonstrated that a ration of cane aiul bran

was eaten by cows with greater relish and gave equal results in milk yield

and test as when fed on a ration of maize, silage, and bran.

\1

.•r;-'

V

kJ^jIk.,

Indian Cane I >iaci-li<ii-ii m ojjiciiinfuni) .
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Description of Indian Cane.

The plant grows to a lieiglit of ll' feet to 15 t'cet
;
the stems are pule yellow,

tender, about the thickiiess of sorghiiin, the rind is not so woody or indiges-

tible as the ordinary sugar-eane ;
the base of the leaves is devoid of the

minute priekles found on some varieties of cane, such a variety foi- instance

as No. 14, which is injurious to stock when much used.

Home cuttings of Indian Cane were planted on this farm on 3rd December,

1907, 5 feet apart in rows. At the end of June, 190S, this cane had reached

a height of 8 feet, and the number of canes to a stool totalled 40, and the aver-

age weight of each stool 30 lb.

Its resistance to frost was manifested during -June when exceptionally

heavy frosts occurred which bleached the leaves of the adjoining Aarieties, viz.,

Mauritius Ribbon and No. 14, while the Indian Cane remained green.

An important feature of this cane is the slender upright stems with soft

rind, which renders it easily eaten by stock, without being chaffed.

The dairy-farmer of the Clarence and Richmond having suitable soil and

location, with a couple of acres of this cane, has in it the best substitute for

•ensilage and a safe standb}' summer and winter.

If used in conjunction with other fodders possessing higher protein con-

tent, we have a good milk producer, but when used alone the tendency is to

fatten at the expense of the milk yifld. < )ctober is the best month for planting.

Pertflity of Teosinte {Euchloina luxurians) Seed grown
AT BeLINDTGARBAR EXPERIMENT EaRM.

From tests made by Mr. A. H. Haywood, Manager of the Belindigarbar

Experiment Farm, near Grafton, with Teosinte seed, it has been found that

78 per cent, germinated. The light and immature seeds were removed by

winnowing.

This is an extremely satisfactory result, as this very valuable forage i)lant

does not mature seed in the cooler parts of the State. Supplies have hitherto*

been flra\\n from hot climates outside New .South Wales.

As a ijreen fodder for dairy cattle it is stron^lv recommended.
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Feeding Milking Herds

H. R. ALEXANDER,
r-

Experiment Farm, W'olloiij^liar.

AViTii tlic t'xce))ti()ii of the cows of town iuiil siil)urli;iii (lairymcMi, tlic tVcdiii^

of dairy cattle in tliis State has so fai- not l•ecei^e(l llic attention it deserves.

Every year our dairy farmers are becoaiin<;' nioi'e convinced of tlic advan-

tages to be gained by growing and conserving sutHcient fodder at least ta

carry their stock in fail' comlition through the winter and dry summer

periods.

Nothing could be more disheartening to the dairyman than to see a fine

spring opening out, and his cows too low in condition to allow (jf the respond-

ing at once in milk with the new growth of feed. \^'hen grass becomes

plentiful the poor cow takes some considerable time to come propcM'ly on in

h^r milk. This means a falling off in cows' milk yield for this particular

lactation period. Further, a cow low in condition is liable to go down
under a too liberal supply of fresh young grass.

On the other hand the fed animal being in good heart and having no con-

dition lee-way to make up, increases at once in her milk How with the spi-ing

grass. Knowing this, the farmer should feed not only his milkers Init the

dry cows as well.

Under our New South Wales dairying comlitions the farmer must regulate

his cows and fodder crops to suit his particular district. The cows should be

bred so that the majority ai-e at full profit during the period at which, on the

average, it is fount! feed is most abundant. The balance of herd could then

V)e bred to calve at intervals throughout the year.

To maintain a i-easonable milk i-evenue at the period wIkmi the majority of

cows are dry, say June to August, a good plan is to liave all heifers

replacing culled cows bred to calve at this time of year.

By so doing, milking being slack, the heifers can be broken in, udders-

attended to, &c., without unduly upsetting the yard routine. Tlu^se heifers

would not be again bred to bull till November or December, ami would then

work in with the main hei'd. To allow of economical management this regu-

lating of dairy herd is advisable: less fodder is requireil to feed dry cows

than milkers. Further, a small, com pai-atively freshly-calved lot of cows can

be jii\-en eveiy attention, an abundance of feed, and be made to milk lita\ily

right through the winter without the farmer incurring any additional labdur

expenses.

Tn the lower South Coast grass feed is found to be most abundant from

September to December. During January and February, having seeded, grass

is usually somewhat dry, and failing good rains to stimulate a fresh growth,

the milk (low will show a considerable shrinkage, unless the cows" feed is

supplemented with soine green fodder.
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The South Coast farmer should, by growing crops, prepare for feeding his

dair}' liei'd from January, and to continue from then, if need be, right

through the winter montlis. On the best managed jjroperties a regular

supply of green fodder could not always be maintained even dui'ing very
favourable seasons. There would always be a break between the summer cro[)s

of maize and sorghum and the winter crops of oats, itc. ; the gap between

winter crops and spring grass would also call for attention.

To tide over these or other bad periods reserves of fodder are necessary.
Stacks of oaten, lucerne, millet or meadow hay, and silage made from any
of the crops already mentioned, should be on every farm.

Of all crops suitable for dairy-cow feed, lucerne and maize are the best.

While maize flourishes on the South Coast, lucerne is only grown in isolated

places, and in many instances with indifferent success. Lucerne hay is the

ideal concentrated food for the dairy cow. Lucerne, fed in conjunction
with either green maize or silage, makes practically a complete, home-

-grown milk-making ration.

Every daiiy farmer having a suitable piece of land would profit by growing
ii few acres of lucerne.

To have a regular supply of maize and sorghum for cow-feeding fr3m

January, begin early in October by sowing a section of paddock sufficiently

large to feed milking herd for one month, sowing as seed in this case one of

the early maizes, such as Ninety-da}' or Early Learning. Follow u[> this

sowing at an interval of, say a fortnight, with another section of paddock,

using in this case seed of Hickoiy King, Red Hogan, or any other tall

growing maize.

Also sow at this time the main crop of corn for ensilage making.
Another sowing of maize could be made towards the beginning of

December. From December to January, a suitable piece of land being a\ailable,

as a catch crop a sowing of Ninety-day maize would, provided frosts held off,

give a good cutting of green feed by April ;
this crop could be off the land in

iimple time t) allow of ploughing and sowing for late crop of l)arley or oats.

During spring months two sowings of sorghum should also be made.

Sorghum grows slower than maize, and though not so good a milk-makin*

food, has the advantage of holding out after frost much better than the corn

crop. Sorghum should come in as the fodder to follow maize. Amber Cane

variety is good for early feed. Planters' Friend being the better winter

stanfl-by, will cut fresh, though frost-bitten, well into June.

As there is always a risk of losing part of crop through heavy rains, it is

advisable to either cut, bind and stook, or make into silage any sorghum

required for feed after the month of May. Maize and sorghum yield
enormous quantities of fodder to the acre, and are the South Coast farmers'

principal siloing or ensilage crops. Cowpeas are often recommended as a

heavy yielding summer fodder crop.

In warmer localities cowpeas undoubtedly are \aluable. On the lower

South Coast the writer's experiences of this crop grown on good land were far

from profitable.
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For a suininer catch cioj) Huiigaiia)i millet is a success, can be harvested

witliin ten weeks of sowing, yields a fine Haggy hay much relished by calves-

and cattle ;
it also makes excellent silage.

For winter green feed, oats and Cape bailey hold pride ot' place.

Of tlie varieties of oats, when a crop of hay is look''(l for, Algerian is the-

best, being comparatively free from rust attack. Tartarian is the better

variety for actual green feed, also makes a gooff hay, but is very liable to i-ust.

Cape l)arley is relished as a green fodder by stock
;
has no value as hay on

account of the dangerous and disagreeable beard.

Rye flourishes better on poor country than oats or barley. As a green food

stock eat it readily ;
has no value as hay. When oats or barley receive a fail-

start, and are fed off when from (J to S inches high, as many as two, and.

during very favourable seasons, three feedings can be got from the one sowing
with an additional ton to the acre crop of hay from the oats.

When cut with a scythe or mower, oats cr barley die out during frosty

weather. If a subsequent feeding or hay c:-op is desired, cows must be allowed

to do the mowing by grazing.

In feeding off allow the milkers from an hour to an liour and a-half everv

morning on the crop. Some farmers herd the cattle while gi-azing, confining

them in I'otation to certain sections of crop.

This had better be done when paddock has been sown at inter^als of a week

or fortnight, the green stuff being more advanced in growth on the early-sown

portions of the field. When crop is all of one sowing and growth the cows

may be left to themselves for the usual hour ; they are too busy feeding foi-

this short period to wander far and trample under foot imu-h of the green stuff.

Cows fed in this way, and given a reasonable allowance of hay at night, will

freshen up wonderfully in their milk.

Oats being a soft bulky food, cows ration needs building up with a more

concentrated fodder. Hay assists in regulating the bowels, thus preventing

scouring, and in a way balances the ration.

In the south winter crops can be sown from Marcli to May, and for eai-ly

spring feed as late as June.

To obtain best results when feeding cows it is advisable to chaff and feed

all fodder from troughs. In feeding chaffed ensilage troughs are absolutely

necessary. AVhen cattle are fed in this way their allowance of ensilage,

maize, or sorghum can be balanced up to a full milk making ratio by the

addition of concentrates, in the form of lucerne, oaten, or meadow hay. bran

or oilcake, as the case may be. To obtain best results from a milking cow

this balanced ration is necessary.

A cow may be being fed as much ensilage as she can eat and still not be

milking up to what her average would be if running on good grass.

Ensilage, green maize, or sorghum are the bulky cheap appetite satisfying

foods, but are deficient in ])rotein
—the necessary milk making element.

To get this protein for a heavy yield of milk from say ensilage, the cow

would have to do the impossible and consume perhaps twice the weight of

fodder she was capable of eating in the twentv-foui- hours.
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To balance the i-ation the feeder reduces the bulky food, substituting an

e(|ual weight of the more expensive concentrated article and keeps on adding
this food rich in protein and i-educing tlie bulky, while the cow responds by
increasing in her milk flow. When this point is reached no further addition

of expensive fodder would make the cow milk any better.

During winter and dry speTls every farmer should endeavour to feed his

fi-esh milking cows a l)alanced lation. This ration is not needed in the case

of dry stock or cows nearly dry, they can l)e kept in goofl condition when fed

solely on ensilage.

However, as very few farmers have troughs the only altei'native is to feed

in the paddock.

By feeding ensilage or bulky food at night, and hay during the day, or

vice versa, fairly good results will be got.

If possible clioose sheltered hilly country for the feeding ground. Lay the

fodder out in long thin lines
;
if dumped out in heaps, the cattle trample and

spoil fully half the feed. Change direction of lines daily, this helps keep
fodder clean.

During wet weatlier let the cows have the fodder as fresh from the slide or

cart as possible. Cattle will not eat sodden hay oi- other food that lias been

lying out in the rain for hours.

By chain harrowing the manure on feeding grounfl during damp weather,

dung is broken up, rubbish cleaned away, and the growth of grass on sucli

places when spring sets in will be greatly accelerated.

Grow fodder, and in abundant seasons conserve the surplus. The days of

dairy squatting are done. Good dairy country becomes dearer and more
difficult to obtain every year.

To make ends meet the farmer must get more milk from his cows : this can

only be done by feeding.

No matter how well bred an animal may be she cannot milk without a

liberal supply of food.

The "Daily Telegraph" Farker Scholarship.

The regulations to be observed in connection with the above Scholarship

originally provided that the first examination, which is to be held in

December next, was to be open for all first-year students of the Wagga Fat in

School only, and the second, in December, 1909, was to be open foi- similar

students of the Bathurst Farm School, and so on, in alternate years. It has

now been decided that the Scholarship will be thrown open foi- competition

between the students of both farms at Wagga and P)atliuist at each examina-

tion, and further, that the successful student will lie allowed to take his

second year at any of the Agricultural Schools, the Hawkesbury Agricultural

College, and the Wagga or Bathurst Experiment Farms, proxided lie has

already spent one year at one of those institutions.
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Useful Australian Plants,

J. H. MAIDEN, .

(Government Botanist and Director, Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

No. 97. Eriachue ohtusa, 11. Br., variety (jlahrata ; new

variety.

Botanical Name.—Eriachne, already exi)lained, this Gazette, .Januarv, 190-"),

page 26 ; ohtusa, Latin, blunt, or obtuse, referring to the appearance of tha

spikelets when in fruit.

Brown, in his original descrij)tion (Prodnrnms 1S4), speaks of "ylumis

glabriuKculis acutissimis perianthio obtKHinsculo brevioribus."

This obtuse appearance is well brought out in the figure of the normal form

figured in this Gazette for -January, 1891, page 27, in which a specimen,

probably of dry country origin, is depicted.

It will be observed that, in the new variety now figured, the spikelets have

a more acute appearance.

Botanical Desc7'iption (B.Fl. vii, 632).
—A variable grass, usually I to 2

feet high, often branched in the lower part.

Leaves narroM', Hat, or subulate, glabrous, or the lower sheaths sprinkled with

rigid hairs.

Panicle loose, sometimes much-branched and 4 inches long, sometimes almost
reduced to a raceme of half-a-dozen spikelets.

Spikelets ovoid, about 2 lines long, appearing acute when young, assuming tlie obtuse

aspect wiien in fruit.

Outer (jlumcs membranous, acute, with fewer nerves than in most species (usually
five) sprinkled on the back and ciliate with a few huig hairs, rarely (juite

glabrous.

Floweritiij ij/iuvis about as long, more obtuse, rarely with a inituite point, densely
ciliate to the top, and sprinkled on the back with spreading hairs.

Pa/ea entire, slightly hairy.

Grain much flattened.

Value as a Fodder.— " A fairly good pasture grass, suitable for sheep ; it is

variable as to height, but generally branches much fi-om the l)ase, and befoie

seeding makes a good leafy bottom.'' (Bailey.)

Mr. P. Corbett, of near Wilcannia, calls it "No. 8 Wire Grass," which

sums up his view as to the value to pastoralists of the normal form.

The variety is rather a wir}' grass and although it is eaten by \\ andoing
stock, it is too scarce to pi'onounce an authoritative opiin'oii in regai'd to its

fodder-value.

Habitat and Range.—Found in all the States, except Tasmania and

Victoria. Believed to be exclusively an interioi' specifs until discovered in

1897 in the Port .Jackson district.
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This variety, fur wliicli tlio variety name yhihrnhi is proposed, was

discovered by Mr. W. Forsyth near Rose Bay. Owin^ to the spreafl of

Sydney in this direction it cannot now be found in this h)cality and is

believed to be exterminated. Fortunately the same observer has found it a

few miles north of Port Jackson, at no great distance from the sea, and this

discovery leads one to hope that additional coastal localities connecting the

Queensland ones may be found. It is an almost glabrous form, with no

woolly hairs on the base of the stem as in the desert forms
;
the outer glumes

are quite glabrous, and the hairs on the flowering glumes are shorter and

more oppressed than in the typical tUnii. 8ee a note by Mr. Betche and

myself in the Proceedinf/n of the Linnean Sociefi/ of Xeic South Wales

f..rlS97.

Speaking generally, this is an interior or dvj country species. In Queens-

land, however, as in the case with so many of our western plants, it

approaches the coast. The type was oljtained from the tropics or ilu>

Endeavour River, itc. (Cook anfl Banks), or from Gulf of Carpentaria or

Arnheim's Land localities.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

1. Entire plant, natural size.

2. Upper portion of panicle.

3. A single spikelet.

a. Persistent outer glumes.
h. Deciduous Howering glumes.
<:. Paleas of the two Howering glumes.

4. One of the two flowering glumes with palea and grain.

h. Flowering glume.
c. Palea.

d. Grain.
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Analyses of Soils from the Eden District.

Samples of soil f)-om tlic ft^llow iny ])l;u<'s were submitted to Mr. F. B.-

Guthrie for iinalysis and report :
— «

Soil Samples.
ParUli oj] lihnmiJ :

—
Bag marked No. 1

—Soil 4 inches deep. ) Sliown on parisli map
2— .Sul)soil about 18 inches deep \ thus ... ... (1).

M—Soil 4 inches deep. / , ,q>

4—Subsoil about 24 inches deep. \

'" ^~''

.") —Soil 5 inches deep. / , ..i,

6— Subsoil 14 inches deep. \

'" '"'

7—Soil IS inches deep, overlaying \ , ...

drift about 9 inches deep.
' \ )•

8—Soil overlaying drift referred to ( , .,, • ,.

i. 1 Ji o," -11 \ (Alluvial .

not less than 3() inclies deep. ;
^

Parish of Victoria :
—

Bag marked No. 1"—Soil li inelies deep. ") Shown on county map
2-'—Subsoil 12 inches deep. J tlius ... ... 1'.

3*—Soil over 3 feet deep, alluvial. d(j ... .3''.

Parish of Wa/la(jaraugh :
—

Bag marked No. 4-'— Soil from Nadgee Swamp from 10 to 30 feet deep.
Shown on county maj) thus ... ... ... ... 4'*,.

Pariiih of Pamhula :
—

Bag marked No. .5-'— Soil taken from portion 209, S inches deep. Shown
on litliograph.

Parifili of Yovku :
—

Bag marked X'—Soil 2 inches deep. ") Shown on jiai-ish map
X-— Subsoil 15 inches deep. j thus ... .. X'.

Parish of XnUira :
—

Bag marked A—Soil, stony, 12 inches deep, overlying slate formation.

Shown on parish map thus... ... ... ... ... A.

Tins sample may be taken as representing a large area of land in the parish of

Nullica and other parishes south.

The following are the analyses accompanieii l)y a .soil i-eport :
—

Sample marked No. 1.

Locality of soil—Eden district, parish Bimmil.
Nature and depth >if soil— 4 inches, light loam.
Colour of soil— Dark grey.
Reaction of soil— Strongly acid.

Capacity for water— 41.') per cent., fair.

Absolute weight per acre, 6 inches deep— 1,01."),()74 lb.

Capillary power— 6'1 inches, good.

Mf-chnnicfif A nah/si-s.

Root fibres— 00 per cent.

Stones over-
j
iiu li diameter -MO per cetit.

Coarse gravel, more tlian
,',7

inch diameter— ")4 per cent.

Fine gravel, more than
,.'„

inch diameter—l2o4 per cent.

L-.- ^1 1 Sand—60 "00 per cent.

I Impalpable matter, chiefly clay
— 26 '92 per cent.

Analysi-f of Fine Soil.

Moisture —1 -39 per cent.

\'olatili- and combustible matter, principally organic
—5'65 per ceat.
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Ptrv>'Htuij<:.s (ij Ftrtil
i.'^iiiij t'iiili.sfunv.ius.

General value.

Nitrogen
— '050 per cent, (equal to "061 per cent, ammonia), deficient, equivalent to

807 lb. in an acre of soil 6 inches deep.
Soluble in liydrochloric acid, specific gravity 1*1.

Lime {CaO)— '146 per cent., satisfactory, equivalent to 2,.358 lli. in an acre of soil

(> inches deep.
Potash (KjO)— "OrZ per cent., bad, equivalent to 193 lb in an acre of .soil 6 inches deep.
Phosphoric acid (PoOs)— •042 per cent., indifferent, equivalent to (>78 lb. in an acre of

soil 6 inches deep.

Report.—Speaking generally, the soil is sour and is deficient in plant-food.
It is a light, easily worked, rather gravelly loam, and the present sourness

will probably disappear under cultivation. It is advisable to add lime at the

rate of about 8 cwt. per acre. It will require fairly heavy manuring in order

to get the best results. When the land is sweetened it should grow any crop
suitable to a light soil and the climate of the distiict. The oi'flinary green
fodder crops, fruits, and vegetables, should do well.

Sample marked No. 3.

Locality of soil—Eden district, parish Bimmil.
Nature and depth of soil— Light sandy loam, 4 inches.

Colour of soil—Brown.
Reaction of soil—Faintly acid.

Capacity for water—40 7 per cent., fair.

Absolute weight per acre, 6 inches deep
—

1,(542,829 lb.

Capillary power—5 "6 inches, good.

Merhanicii/ A iia/i/sis.

Eoot fibres— "00 per ceiit.

Stones over J inch diameter— '00 per cent.

Coarse gravel, more than j\ inch diameter— "26 per cent.

Fine gravel, more than ,'o
inch diameter— 9'40 per cent.

t.. -, f Sand—73 "73 per centme SOI
"^ jnipalpable matter, chiefly clay— ]6'(il percent.

Analysis of Ftnt So',1.

Moisture— 1'41 per cent.

Volatile and combustible matter, principally organic
—4 '49 per cent.

Percentages of Fertilising Substances.

General value.

Nitrogen
— 06') per cent, (equal to '079 per cent ammonia), fair, equivalent to l,OfiS lb,

in an acre of soil (j inches deep.
Soluble in hydrochloric acid, specific gravity 1 "1.

Lime (CaO)— '154 per cent., satisfactory, eiiuivalent to 2, .530 lb. in an acre of soil 6

inches deep.
Potash (K-iG)

— "014 per cent., bad, equivalent to 230 lb. in an acre of soil 6 inches deep.

Phosphoric acid (PjOs)
— "041 per cent., inditlerent, equivalent to (574 lb. in an acre of

soil 6 inches deep.

Report.—A light sandy soil, of ;i brownish colour. The volatile matter

consists largely of particles of burnt timber. It is a very poor soil chemi-

cally, and will require fairly heavy manuring to get good results. Both tliis

and No. 1 soil will benefit more from oiganie manures, such as bone-dust,

dried blood, &c., than from chemical fertilisers. The potash, in which the

soil is deficient, must be supjilied in sulphate of potash or wood-ashes, if the

latter are available. Should grow any crops suited to the district.
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Sample marked No. 5.

Locality of soil VAcw distiict, parish Hiiiunil.

Nature and deptii of soil— Light loam, o inches.

Coloiu- of soil— Light gray.
Reaction of soil Acid.

Capacity for water.—34 3 per cent., lo\\ .

Absolute weight per acre, (j inches deep— 1,84H,485 11>.

<'apillary power—7'2 inches, goo<l.
«

Mrchaniral A n(i/i/>iix.

Root fibres— '00 per cent.

. •Stones over \ inch in diameter— '00 per cent.

Coarse gravel, more than ,',,
inch diameter— '94 per cent.

Fine (iravel, more than
>;',.

'"ch diameter— 17'80 per cent,

p-
., f .Sand— 60'70 per cent.

\ Impalpable matter, chiefly clay— 'iO'Sli per cent.

A naJl/.sis of Fine Soil .

Moisture— "ST percent.
Volatile and combustible matter, principally organic

—3'3(j per cent.

Percnffufrs of Frrfilisin;/ Siihstanres.

General value.

Nitrogen— '043 per cent. (e(iual to •052 per cent, ammonia), deficient, equivalent to

793 lb. in an acre of soil 6 inches deep.

Soluble in hydrochloric acid, specific gravity I'l.

Lime (CaO)— "086 percent., fair, e((uivalent to 1,587 1b. in an acre of soil ti inches

<leep.
Potash (KjO)—.015 per cent., bad, e(iuivalent to ^H'} 11). in an acre of soil 6 inches deep.

Phosphoric acid (PjOj)— "042 per cent., indifferent, e(iuivalent to 775 lb. in an acre of

soil 6 inches deep.

Report.—A very .similar soil to No. 1. See remarks to this. These .soils,

and all the soils from Bimmil parish, will benefit by the application of

vegetable matter to form humu.s, in which they are deficient. This can be

done either by liberal dressings of farm-yard or compost manure or by grow-

ing and ploughing under a green crop, so as to incorporate it with the soil.

This, on decaying, will supply humus, and iniprow the texture of the sell

and its water-holding capacity.

Sample marked No. 7.

Locality of .soil—Eden district, parish of Himmil.
Xatuie and depth of soil—Light sandy soil, 18 inches.

C'olour of soil— Dark gre\'.
Reaction of soil—Faintly acid.

Capacity for watei- -38 per cent., fair.

Absolute weight per acre, 6 inches deep— 1,75S,234 lb.

Capillary power—7 "5 inches, very good.

Mechanical Analysis.
Root fibres— •QO per cent.

Stones over ^ inch diameter— '00 per cent.
Coarse gravel, more than

,'„ inch diameter— '54 per cent.

Fine gravel, more than J, inch diameter—3266 per cent-

Fine soil !•

^aii'l—56-10 per cent.

(.Lnpalpable matter, chiefly clay— 10'70 ))cr cent.

Analysis of Fiin' Soil.

Moisture— 1*72 per cent.

Volatile and combustible matter, princi])ally organic -5' 10 percent.
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Percentages oj Fertilising Suhsiances.

(Teneral value.

Nitrogen
— -078 per cent, (equal to -095 per cent ammonia), fair, ecjual to 1,371 lb. in

an acre of soil 6 inches deep.
Soluble in hydrochloric acid, specific gravity I'l.

Lime (CaO)— "171 per cent., satisfactory, equal to 8,006 lb. in an acre of soil 6 inches

deep.
Potash(K20)— '041 per cent., indifferent, equal to 7'21 lb. in an acre of soil 6 inches deep.

Piiosphnric acid (P2O5)— "056 per cent, fair, equivalent to 984 llj. in an acre of soil

6 inches deep.

Report.—^Siinilai- to 1 ;ind 5. Same remarks apply as in the case of the.se

soils.

Sample marked No. la.

Locality of soil —Eden district, parish \'ictoria.

Nature and depth of soil—Loam, 6 inches.

Colour of soil—Dark brown.
Reaction of soil—Strongly acid.

Capacity for water—35 "5 per cent., fair.

Absolute weight per acre, 6 inches deep— 1,439, 172 lb.

Capillary power— ,5 inches, fair.

Mechanical Analysis.
Root fibres -"00 per cent.

Stones over \ inch diameter—7 •60 per cent.

Coarse gravel, more than ^77 inch diameter—i'OO per cent.

Fine gravel, more than ^-^ inch diameter— .3'40 per cent.

T-- •, f Sand—34 '33 per cent.
'

\ Impalpable matter, cliiefly clay
—50"67 per cent.

Analysis of Fine Soil.

Moisture—5 '35 per cent.

Volatile and combustible matter, principally organic
— 13"66 per cent.

Percentages of Fertilising Suhsfances.

General value.

Nitrogen
— "155 per cent, (equal to 188 per cent, ammonia), good, equivalent to-

2,230 lb. in an acre of soil 6 inclies deep.
Soluble in hydrochloric acid, specific gravity, 1"1.

Lime (CaO) —'064 per cent., indifferent, equiv^alent to 921 lb. in an acre of soil 6 inches

deep.
Potash (K,0)— "U.i3 per cent., fair, equivalent to 762 lb. in an acre of soil 6 inches deep.
Phosphoric acid (P2O5)— '063 per cent., fair, equivalent to 906 lb. in an acre of soil

6 inches deep.

Report.—The principal defects in this soil are its present sourness and

deficiency in lime. Thorough cultivation and the application of about ?x a ton

per acre freshly-slacked lime should remedy these defects, when the land should

prove a fertile one, as it is well supplied with humus and the elements of

plant-food. Cultivation will improve its water-holding power. At present
it has a very low nitrifying power, the lowest of any of this batch, but the

treatment recommended will improve it in this respect, and it should, without

doubt, prove a very fertile soil.

Sample markej No. 4a.

Localitj- of soil—Eden district, parish Wallagaraugli.
Nature and depth of soil— Peaty, 10 to 30 feet.

Colour of soil—Black.

Reaction of soil—Acid.

Capacity for Water- -96'8 per cent., very hii;h.

Ab.solute weight per acre, 6 mclies deep—651,7o0 lb.

Capillary power—Over 10 inches, excellent.
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M I i/ii/ iiir./il A iia/;/-sis.

Root Hljres--"flO per cent.

StouoH over
j
inch (liaiiiclcr (III per cent.

Coarse gravel, more than
,',,

iiicli diameter 0(1 ])ur cent.

Fine gravel, more tlian
-\j

inch diameter— lid pur cent.

„. .,
^
Sand—"JOO per cent.

line sou
^ f,|,p.i}p,.^i,i^. iiiattcr, diiifly vegetable matter—!)6-90 per cent.

, I iinl i/sis i,f Fine SoU.

Moisture— "JT'dO per cent.

'S'olatilc and combustil)Ie matter, principally organic— 'iti 87 per cent.

Pi'vci'iilayvs of Fcrtilisinij Snlistdiire.H.

General Value.

Nitiogeu
— 3.')3 per cent., (equal to 4'2cS per cent, annuonia), good, e(|ui\alent to

•2,80(1 lb. in an acre of soil (i inches deep.

Soluble in liydrochloric acid, .specific gravity, 1"1.

Lime (CaO)— "095 per cent., fair, equivalent to 019 lb. in an acre of soil 6 inches deep.
Potash (K,.0)

— "027 percent., bad, equivalent tn I7() lb. in an acre of soil (i inches

deep.
Phosphoric acid (P.jO;,)

— '232 per cent, good, e(iui\alenl tn l,r)12 lb. in an acre of

soil 6 inches deep.

Report.— This is u peaty soil, and would l)c imicli iiin>ro\c(l l)v tlu'

addition of lime at the rate of about \ ton per acre. It is more suitable

for use as a top-dressiiit;' or for iiicoi'poratiii.i; with stilt' or sau(l\- soil-,

•flefifieut ill humus than foi- use alone.

Sample marked No. 5a.

TjOcality of soil—Eden district, parish Pandjula.

Nature and depth of soil—Stony loam, S inches.

Colour of soil—Light grey.
Reaction of soil—Faintly acid.

(,'spacity for water -20 per cent, very low.

Absolute weight per acre, inches deep—2,1 IS,027 lb.

Capillary power—2 inches, poor.

M < elm nil-ill AiikIysiH.
Root fibres— 'OO per ceiU.

Stones over \ inch diameter- 34"14 per cent.

Coarse gravel, more than
,',,

inch diameter—.S2(I0 ])er cent.

Fine gravel, more than -/^ inch diameter—6 20 per cent.

^.
., f Sand— 15"40 per cent.

me soi
^ i,^, palpable matter, chiefly clay

— 12-26 per cent.

Anahisis of Fine Soil.

Moisture -
1 '89 per cent.

Volatile and comV)ustil)le matter, purely organic
— (J'.IO per cent.

Pi-rreii/ar/e-i of lurtiliyliii/ Suhstaiire^.

General Value.

Nitrogen
—0'72 per cent., e(iual to '087 per cent, anunonia) fair, ei|ui\aleut to

1,525 lb., in an acre of soil 6 inches deep).

vSoluble in hydrocliloric acid, specific gravitj' LI.

Lime (CaO)— "546 per cent., good, equivalent to 1 l,ofi4 lb. in an acre of soil fi inches

deep.
Potash (K-jU)

— "074 per cent., fair, ecpiivalent to 1,507 lbs. in an acre of .soil 6 inches

deep.
Phosphoric acid (PjOs)— '047 l)ci' cent., iuditterent, equivalent to 995 11). in an acre

of soil 6 inches deep.
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Report.—This is a very stoiiv,
)

i' lainl, hikI will r("(^uir<' the expenditure
of a yood deal of tiiiu- and troiihlc, followed hy fairly heavy maiiuriii^, to

get good results. Good cultivation, together with the application of lime,

followed by oreen manuring ''ploughing under a green crop, such as cow-pea)
to provide humus is essential. The soil is deficient in humus, and veiy poor
in its relation to water. The addition of vegetable mattei', either by green

manuring as suggested, or by liberal dressings of farm-yard or compost
manure, will improve the watei'-holding and capillary powei' of the soil and

increase its fertility. The above treatment will liring it into good condition.

It will still I'equire fairly heavy manui'ing if g(»od yields are to l)e ol)tained.

Sample marked No. X'.

Locality of soil—Eden district, parish ^'o\\ ka.

Nature and depth of soil—Sandy loam, "2 ineJies.

Colour of soil— Black.

Eeaction of soil—Acid.

Capacity for water—42 per cent., fair.

Absolute weight per acre, (j inches deep— 1,68;^,560 lb.

Capilliary power^O 6 inches, excellent.

Mechanical A uali/sis.

Root fibres— '00 per cent.

Stones over t inch diameter— •00 ])er cent.

Coar.se gravel, more than ^'^ inch diameter— 1 1;^2 per cent.

Fine gravel, more than
-^^

inch diameter—40 00 per cent.

p,.
., f Sand— .3000 per cent,

fine sou
I i„^paipable matter, chiefly clay— 18-08 per cent.

Analysis of Fine Soil.

Moisture—4'36 per cent.

Volatile and combustible matter, principally organic
— 15 '79 per cent.

Perctntayev of Ferfiliniui/ Snhsidnccx.

General ^'alue.

Nitrogen
— '149 per cent, (equal to 'IHl per cent, ammonia), satisfactory, e<|uivalent

to 2,508 llj. in an acre of soil, 6 inches deep.

Soluble in hydrochloric acid, specific gravity 11.

Lime (CaO)— 731 per cent., good, equivalent to 12,306 lb. in an acre of .soil (i inches

deep.
Potash (Kv.0)

— 037 per cent., indifferent, equivalent to 623 lb. in an acre of soil

6 incbes deep.

Phosphoric acid (P-O3)— '102 per cent., satisfactory, e(^uivalent to 1,717 lb. in an acre

of soil 6 inches deep.

Report.—The soil is a fairly good soil, and if deepened should prove a

fertile one. It is well supplied with lime and witli humus, ajid its relations

towards water are satisfactory. It is a good nitrifying soil, being the best

in this respect of the present batch, and should not require any special

treatment. It is, however, very shallow, and its value will depend upon the

nature of the subsoil, and whether it can be incorporated with the surface to

deepen it. From the appearance of the sample of subsoil submitted, there

would appear to be no difficulty in thus deepening it. The operation should

be done graditally, taking up 1 iiicli oi' so with each successive ploughing.
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Sample marked No. A.

Locality of soil— Eileri district, parisli Aiillica.

Nature and depth of soil—Stony loam, 12 inches.

Colour of soil—Light fawn.
Keaction of soil—Strongly acid.

Capacity for water 2.'^ i)er cent., very low.

Absolute weight per acre, G inches deep— 2, 131,604 lb.

y
Mfclianical Au'i/i/s/.s. «

Root fibres -'00 pei' cent.

Stones over
.}

iiicli diameter— •22'.')4 per cent.

Coarse gravel, mon; than
|',^

incli diameter —24 "20 per cent.

Fine gravel, more than ^'^ inch diameter—9 00 per cent.

Fine soil ^
^'in<^l—22"6fi"per cent.

/ Impalpaljle matter, chiefly day— 21"(i0 ])er cent.

A iinl
i/'<i'< of FiiK So!/.

Moisture— 1 '2.5 pei' cent.

Volatile and combustible matter, i)rincipally organic— 4 '10 per cent.

P< rcciitcu/is of FertiliMixj SiiJmtana-x.

( leneral value.

Nitrogen
— 0.37 pei- cent, (equal to '045 ])er cent, ammonia), deficient, e(juivalent to

789 11). in an acre of soil 6 inches deep.

Soluble in hydrochloric acid, specific gravity, LI.

Lime (CaO)— "OcSl percent., fair, equivalent to 1,620 11). in an acre of soil 6 inches

deep.
Fotash (KjO)— '056 percent., fair, e(|uivalent to 1.194 lb. in an acre of soil inches

deep.

Phosphoric acid (P-Oj)— "038 i^er cent., indirt'erent, e([ui\alpnt to SOO Hi. in an acre of

soil 6 inches deep.

Report.—A very pom-, sour, stony .soil, reqtiiring the same treatincnt as

recommended in the case of oa. Liming is especially important, as the soil

is very sour. It is also poor in j)lant-food, and will require fairly liberal

manm-ing. Organic manures, such as b'ood and hone manures, will
iirol)al)l\-

do bettei- tliati tlie more soluble chemical ones.

ii

M '

hi

»^^^^W>J*,#
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Report by Fruit Expert on the land lyii]g

between Gosford aijd Mangrove River.

Department of Agriculture,

Sydney, 6th July, 1908.

1 HAVE the honor to report that on the 2nd and 3rd instant,

accompanied by Mr. Saml. Moore, jun., I inspected part of the country lying
between Gosford and the Mangrove River, passing through portions of the

parishes of Gosford, Narara, Popran, Eglington, Stowe, and Kooree, where I

saw a good many thousands of acres admirably adapted for the culture of

passion-fruit. I mention this fruit first as there is no part of Australia, and

I think I may safely say the v/orld, where this fruit will do as well. The

better portions of the land will grow a good orange, while on some of the

richer and heavier parts good apples could be grown. There are only small

areas where this fruit would do, and these are mostly found in the gullies and

.along the banks of creeks, where the soil is usually deeper and richer than in

most other parts.

Persimmons could also be grown to perfection on most of the better

portions. Lemons, plums, peaches, and nectarines could also be grown in

places.

After leaving Gosford there is very little (if any) Crown land available,

aintil after the 7-mile post is passed, which is quite close to Woodlands, the

Avell-known orchard of Mr. C. Robinson, and also that of Mr. Alex. Hunter.

Roth of these gentlemen have tried a goodly variety of the different kinds of

fruits.

Even after passing these orchards it is found that most of the larger

blocks of best land lying in close proximity to the main road for the next 5

miles, is taken up. There are, however, a few blocks on which could be found

from 10 to 30 acres of land suitable for cultivation, but most of the best land

has been selected in fairly large blocks along the road
;
but on leaving the

main road at Raid Hill, at the 13-mile post, some good Crown lands were

found in the parish of Popran, from 3 to 4 miles from the main Gosford Road,
and lying close to Mr. J. Rushell's 400-acre farm, and to the east of it.

Lying to the south, and across the creek, there is more good land, which is

not more than 7 miles from Mangrove Whai-f .

Returning to the Gosford-Mangrove Road, some fair land is still open for

selection, not far from the 14-mile post, but from here to Mangrove the

greater portion of the best land has been selected recently. There still

remain, however, many blocks on which some good land can be found, but the

larger portions of the blocks are composed of poor worthless soil, and to get

the good the poor also must be taken, so that it makes that portion which is

jit for fruit-growing very expensive.
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Takiiii;' the Yai'iunmlong Road, which joins the Gosfurd between tlic 15th

and lOlli mile posts, some fair land was scon on several of the unselected

blocks, but the best land is found after leaving the Yarramalong lload at its

junction with the AVollonibi Road, not far from the village i-eserve
;
and lying

between 2 and 5 miles distant can be found one or two thousand acres of the

best land, etjual to that lying around Mr. Ikishell's farm. No doubt if one

had time to pros])ect, thousands of acres of such land could be found lying

away fi'om the road, and not discernible from it.

Tiie village reserve on the Yarramalong Road is a splendid piece of soil,

on which some very fine timber is growing. The greater portion of the best

land lying along the I'oad is taken up, as far as my insp(»ction went, which

was to within about 3 niiU^s of Yarramalong.

Returning to tlie Gosford Road, most of the good land betw^een this point

and Mangrove, aiul lying in the immediate vicinity of tlie i-oad (a distance of

abovit 6 miles), is selected. From wliut T could learn fi-om old settlers there

are many places scattered through the bush where good land can be found in

different sized areas.

In the parish of Olney, lying to the north of 8towe, there is to be thrown

open on the 9th instant some of the best land in that district

On the map (not reproduced) and marked in red ink, is some of

the best land operi for selection which I saw during my trip. The land in

question is mostly hea\ ily timbered, and very expensive to clear. It cannot

be classed as rich, l)ut is chiefly light, easily worked, and will always require

liberal applications of manure, and would also benefit by the a|)plicatiou of

lime. There will be room for men with money as w^ell as those wdthout

nuicli, if they have muscle and Avill, hut it is not a country for the man
who has a natural aversion to w^ork, as for the first three or four years the

pioneer will have a big fight with the giants of the forest. After the second

year some very handsome returns can i)e looked forward to from the passion-

fruit. The man who has liad previous experience in fruit-growing, and who
is thoi'oughly practical, is the man who will do well in that district.

It may be ask(^d : what about the price of passion-fruit if a few thousand

acres were planted in that district 1 My reply is : Can them when they are

cheap, as also all of the small and inferior ones, and only market the best.

If we cannot succeed in placing the fresh passion-fruit on the Old Country

market, we can at least easily place the canned article, and the growers

might easil}' co-operate and i-un their own I'annery at a central spot, for

which purpose I would recommend that a 20-acre block be reserved adjoining
the ci-eek, somewhere close to the 14-mile post on the Gosford-^Mangrove
Road.

I would not recommend the extensive planting of apples, peaches,,

nectarines, or plums, as I consider passion-fruit and oranges would be the

most suitable crops to grow, so long as there is mucli trouble w ith the fruit fly.

There is very little of the land suitable for growing crops. It is purely
fruit land, except in a few isolated spots.
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As heavy falls of laiii ai-e occasionally experienced, good large drains are a

necessity, to prevent the washing away of the light soil. The country is

rolling, and well watered, and in my opinion no one person should be allowed

to select or lease more than 120 acres, as that is quite a sufficient area for

any one man to make a living from at fruit-growing, and as 1 said before the

land is of little or no value for anything else.

Mr. Parsons informed me that there was a very fine waterfall about \h

miles off the Mangrove Road, somewhere between the 8th and 9th mile posts,,

and he suggests reserving this and protecting the ferns, ifec, which are

gi'owing around, and beautifying it. Unless this is done it will not be long
before vandals will remove and destroy that which at piesent makes the spot
beautiful.

3Iessrs. Robinson, Hunter, and Black have all proved that passion-fruit

will yield up to £100 per acre at the third year. Mr. Black, who started

three years ago, claims that he has already marketed £300 worth of fruit

from 6 acres, and he saj^s there is as much fruit remaining on the vines as he

has taken off. It has been well demonstrated, therefore, that this fruit does

well on this poor soil, especially when handled by practical orcharclists.

I have, ifec,

W. J. ALLEN.

[This repoi't was obtained from the Fruit Expert for the benefit of a number of men
who liad heard of tliis district and wished to secure blocks at tlie alluring price of 10s.

per acre fixed by the Lands Department. A number of practical fruit-growers from the

County of Cumberland have taken up blocks for themselves or their sons. These men of

life-long exjjerience in fruit-grov.ing have faith in the district, especialh" for passion-fruit
and citrus fruits. There are large tracts of absolutely useless land, wliere outcrops of

ironstone and quartz gravel, with vegetation consisting of burrawangs, grass-trees,
stunted and gnaided white gums and ti-tree, proclaim its sterility. But there are

occasional patches of deep sandy loam with which tlie practical men are well satisfied if

they get 40 out of a block of 100 acres. Cost of clearing is £10 to £12 per acre. The
highest point on tlie range crossed between Gosford and Mangrove is 1,200 feet above tlie

sea ; the climate is deliglitful, the rainfall generally abundant, above -lO inches ;
the out-

look over Terrigal and the sea-coast is ver\- beautiful where glimpses can be got as tlie

Peuang ilountain is climbed, and the j^rospects for the man who can do his own clearing,
and most of his building, and can attbrd to wait for two years, are fairly encouraging.

—Ed ]
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Phalaris Commutata.

Mr. W. II. Wel)l), of Batlmrst, contributed the following paper on

riialaris commiifdta to the Daily Telegra'pJb, ITtli June, 1908 :
—

On May 24, 1007, I saw an aci^ount of Mr. Fui'pliy"s..su(cess in the (iippsland district

witli riuihiris coiiimntata. He obtained .sonic plaiit-s from Mr Harding, Curator, Botanic

Gardens, ToowO()nil)a (Q.), and put tiieni out at the end of April in drills .'} feet apart, and
eacii plant 2 feet apart. l>y the end of June they had grown 2 feet, and by the end of

the season 167 seed stems Mere on some of the jjlants. The highest averaged 7 feet, while
some were 8i feet. The clumps measured 2 feet across. The grass stood a severe winter

well, and showed no yellow leaves. The crop yielded at the rate of 00 bushels of seed
to the acre, and S tons of hay. In forty-five days it was 3 feet high from the time of

cutting at the end of January, during dry weather, in 1907.
Such an account would make most persons try to get such a grass. At all events I

mentioned it to Mr. E. T. Webb, Mr. Perry (of O'Connell Plauis), and Mr. F. A. Webb
(manager of Springfield, near Oi'ange), to whom I sent a package of seed. We got four

packets of the seed, at 5s. each. The one I got contained 125 seeds, and upon carefully

weighing them on a gold scale I made the cost about £70 per lb. Not being too sure nf

the best time to sow these costly treasui-es, I had sixty-three seeds sown on August 2,

1907, leaving the remainder with the gardener to sow later on. Unfortunately, the mice
made short work of them, and all were lost.

On September 20, 1907, thirty plants grown from the sixty-three seeds were all we had.

These wei'e transplanted near a sprinkler in a good spot in the garden at Hathrop, on rich

chocolate soil, on Avhich vegetables had been grown the previous year. When put out in

rows 2 feet wide, and the plants 1 foot apart, they Avere well watered, and afterwards all

were frecpiently watered, except a few at the ends of the rows that were not reached by tlie

water from the sprinkler. The weeds were kept down. Under these favouraljle circum-

stances it gre\\' apace. I noticed that the plants at the ends of the rows, that did not

get the water, were at least 60 per cent, behind the others. The rain was very short—
September 21, 46 points ; October, 30; November (better), 319 ; December, 142 ; Janu-

ary, 226 : February 1, 265, increased bj' the end to 290. Dry conditions followed—
March, 21 points ; April, 69.

On April 20, 190S, some of the rows were thinned out, and the Ijunches split into 132

plants, containing from three to five seed stems, and put into similar soil, l)ut drier, and
more clay, near a sprinkler, and within 30 feet of an Osage Orange hedge, standing at

least 30 feet high, on the southern side. This would keep the cold southerly winds away,
but our prevailing cold winds come from the west. The roots of this hedge extends at

least 40 feet into the garden, and generally retard growth. All of the Phalaris coinmuiald

plants were well watered when transplanted, without cutting the tops, and they came on
without serious cheek, doing so well in the drj' time that followed that they were not

watered until June 9. The total rainfall for April was 69 points, only 6 of which fell after

the removal ; May, 110; and June to date, 33 points. On June 9, about eight bunches
on the hardest of the soil that caked hard, and were verj' small when put in, had done

only fairly, but the rest had grown splendidly, the seed stems counting from sixty to

eighty-two on each plant, and many being 12 inches long. The frosts were very severe.

On the grass the thermometer has recently recorded 11 and 12 degrees, being 21 and 20

degrees res2)ectively below freezing point.
On May 19 and 20, 1908, tlie balance of the thirty plants grown from the seeds were

split and transplanted in a cosy spot, where they can be watered if necessary. They were

put out in rows 2 feet apart each way. On account of the previous lot doing so well with-

out cutting the tops off, these were not cut. The very severe frosts above referred to

(which caused waterpipes to burst and ice to form in the be<lrooms of some houses where

jieople slept with the windows open) cut the tops back seriously, and turned them all

black, during some twelve days after being put out. They were at once cut off from
1 inch to 2 inches above the ground, and are now coming along splendidly.
The finest bunch taken up on May 19 measured 28 inches by 18 inches across the roots

when the bunch was upside down, and when turned back on the roots 66 inches by
.59 inches across the bunch from end to end of the seed stems, many of which were IS

inches long, hence the solid part of the top of the bunch was 30 inches across. We put
out 670 plants on May 19 and 20, varying in size from five to fifteen seed stems, from
the balance left in the ground on April 20, 1908.

We feel pretty safe now, as we have 802 plants, and a small plot sown to seeds

obtained from a few of the jilants that ran to seed.
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The grass was always a rich green colour, soft and nutritious. It sends its numerous
fibrous roots well down into the ground, and these spread below the surface ; the seed

stems shoot out round the plant all tlie way around. From wliat I have seen of it this

appears to be going on all the year round. Prior to the plants seeding the stems shot up
higher than the leaves, and longisii heads formed about % inch in diameter at the bulb,

tapering sligiitly at the top, and about 2 inches in length. At the top the seed stems shot

up, and as they ripened they dried off, but otlier young stems kept coming on.

At Littlebourne, aboiit 4 miles out of Bathurst, on a hill, Mr. E. T. Webb sowed
his packet in two lots, one in a hothouse, the other in July out in the open. This did

much better than the other. The land is hard, light, clayey stuff, mixed with decom-

posed granite, and cakes very hard in dry weather. It was just the place for a test in

comparison with the test at Hathrop. The grass grew well, although only watered twice

during a dry time, and all ran up to seed nnich earlier than the Hathrop plot. The
stems died off in the hot summer after seeding, and very little grass showed. The rains

and cool weather brought the green shoots up again, and tliey are green no'V. One plant
that he had sowed in the garden, and had well watei'ed, kept green all through.

Phalari>( commutata is an Italian gi-ass, and the original of that mentioned herein was

imported from America for the Toowoomba Experimental Farm in 1884, with a lot of

other grasses, and on account of the great drouglit none did any good ; hence all were

dug out, and thrown away on a rubbish heap. Some years afterwards a beautiful grass
was observed doing well where the roots, &c., were thrown. This was Phalaris com-

mutata. We have not yet tested this grass practically as a fodder.

Interim Report from the Experiment Farms.

HaivTceshurij Agricultural College.

No accurate experiments made to ascertain feeding qualities or value for

hay. Leaves and stems are soft and succulent. It grows to a height of

2 feet 6 inches, can easily be plucked, and cures into what is apparently a

good hay. Is a splendid grass for winter or spring feed. Resists frost

exceedingly well, and is not equalled in this respect by any of our other

grasses. The roots were transplanted early in June, and fresh leaves 3 to 4

inches in length formed during an almost unbroken succession of heavy frosts.

Grows well up to about December, when it seeds. Appears to resist drought
well and is not easily killed by heat. Has not been grown under ordinary

pasture conditions.

Waqga Experiment Farin.

Without irrigation do not think it likely to make a good hay grass, but as

a pasture grass it proves very promising. Rainfall for last three months was

little over .5 inches, and the grass has stooled very well during that time.

Bathurst Experiment Farm.

The grass made a desirable growth throughout the summer
;

it grew con-

tinuously during the winter and withstood severe frosts
;
no signs of frosting

were apparent. It grows a compact crown which withstands considerable

tramping ;
from this crown, seed stems are sent up, which are harsh and

comparatively sparse. For this reason, under the local conditions, it could

not be a desirable grass for hay-making. Sheep eat the grass readily. Owing
to unfavouraljle conditions none of the plants produced seeds.

Wollongbar Experiment Farm.

Is an excellent winter and good summer grower. As a winter grass it

should prove of considerable value in Richmond River district, is unaffected

by frosts, grows freely, remains green riglit through the winter, and carries a

soft, flat, succulent leaf, readily eaten by stock. Sliould make palatable hay.
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Compared Avitli Praii'ie gi;ass, it is a much hettiT summer, but not so vigui'ous

a winter, grower, and has the advantage over Prairie by being a perenniaL

Fully 6,000 roots liave l)eeii distributeil tree In local farmers during the past
month.

Coivra Exper'niHii / Farm.

Have not sutlicient data to warrant any definite statements. The grass

^vas planted about twelve months ago and iir^ide little growth during last

summer. At present it is making more rapid growth, and is veiy fresh and

succulent.

Glen Innr-x Farm.

Growth during winter months is really wonderful, is a great stooler, pro-

vides a great quantity of apparently not succulent undergrowth. Seeds

sparsely, but fi'om appearanc(^ is one of the very best of frost-resistei's. A
fodder plant of very great ])romise. Have not yet tested it foi- iuiy, Ijut the

head is soft, althougli the straw appeal's soniewliat hard. If cut verv green,

however, it should make fail' hav. It £>i'ows to a "ood liei^ht.

Grafto I) Esperi iiicnt Farm.

Experiments not suflieiently arlvanced to draw any conclusions. Basing
an opinion on tests made at Wollongbar, do not think this grass will prove

very suitable for North Coast district. It is more suitable for cooler climates

•ajid more adapted as a fodder than a pasture grass.

A Local Market tor T.insee]).

Under tbe Bounties Act of 1907, whicli is now in force, pi'ovision is made
for the payment of a total sum of £.1-!9,0()0 (spread o\er a term of vears) as

bounty for the ])roduction in Australis of cfi'tain specified articles.

Among the articles are Flax and Hemp, on which a bounty is oll'ered of

10 per cent, on market value of fil)re for a period dating from duly 1, 1907,

extending over five years. The maximum amount w hieh may be paid in any
one year is £8.000

;
and in connection with linseed oil. the material obtained

from the s(»ed of the flax plant, a duty of 10 per cMit. is oflfered on the

market value, over a period of five years ; the maximum amount which

may be paid in any one year being £.5,000. The minimuin quantity of

Jjinseed which a grower must produce is .5 cwt.

Messrs. Thompson, Frasei', and Ramsay, of '36") Kent-street, Sydney, call

the attention of the De[)artment of Agi'iculture to the fact that Linseed Oil

Mills have been established at Parramatta, and that they are the oidy oil

mills of their kind in the Connnonwealth, and the linn, ^NFegyitt (Ltd.), Parra-

matta, for whom ^lessrs. Thompson, Fraser, and Ramsay are agents, are

buyers of linseed seed.

A sample of oil submitted
b}'^

the firm was tested by Mr. Guthrie at the

Chemical Laboratoiy of the Department, and he reports obscM'vations taken

indicate that the sample submitted is pure Linseed Oil.

.Should any farmers be contemi)lating attempting to grow flax and linseed,

it is satisfactory to know thrre is a local linn pi'epared to buy the seed.

Notice forms of "Intention to claim bounty arc obtainable on application
to the Department of Agriculture.
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Paspalum dilatatum and Clover.

c. r. JULIUS.

Central Bucca.

The necessity of providing some auxiliary grass in our predominant paspalum
pastures is yearly becoming more evident. The excellence of paspalum as a

good strong reliable grass under every circumstance has been already proved,
and it deservingly holds with us first place. Yet it is much a disappointment
to the stock owner that, even witli abundant paspalum, something seems

lacking to make a complete grass feed for liis stock
; while, in the spring,

paspalum does not respond as prom})tly as could be desired, and therefore w^e

are at this season continuall}' at a disadvantage, and unnece.-sarilv so. To
make a perfect ration paspalum requires the addition of some leguminous crop,
such as lucerne, cowpeas, or clovers

;
and passing over the first two named as

presenting some ditficulties in cultivation, we come to clover, and in cloAer we
see the promise of certain relief.

Whilst almost every other grass is compelled to give way and perish before

the development of paspalumj it is remarkably noticeable that clover is

almost, if not altogether, the only exception to the rule. This delicate-looking

plant, the joyful herald of spring, seems to find in the midst of the paspalum

stronghold a protection for its own bloom. .Surelv "out of the strong comes

forth sweetness," in other words, if paspalum is "king" of the graminea?, may
not clover be termed the "

queen
"
of the leguminossx?. In any case paspalum

seems to cherish the society of clover as its necessary consort, and the sight

of a strong combined growth of paspalum and clover has often aroused much
wonderment in the beholder. Probably paspalum cultivates a clover growth
for the sake of its nitrogenous element. However tliat maj' be, the paspalum

grower should adopt nature's suggestion, bui-n his old paspalum paddocks
and sow clover—White clover preferably

—also in every new sowing nevei'

omit a jDruportion of clover seed.

Note.—The Editor would strongly emphasise this sensible advice : Neither paspalum
nor any other grass or fodder-plant is a complete food for production of meat or milk.
It is a badly balanced ration, and must be supplemented Ijy some leguminous plant. At
the present time the paddocks along the Tweed and Brunswick Rivers, and less sti'ikinglj-
in the Richmond River district, are wdiite with clover blossom, and all cows on sucli

mixed pastures are doing well— if tliej^ are watched and not allowed to take too much
clover and get "hoven." All dairy farmers, who find that paspalum iias taken complete
possession of their paddocks, sliould sow 3 lb. of White Dutch Clover and 1 lb. of

Perennial Red Clover per acre. If clover does not thrive, it will pay well to top-dress
with 5 cwt. of lime per acre. Lime made from the burning of shells will probably be

cheaper, and cj^uite as effective as stone lime, in the coastal districts. Dairj' farmers
cannot he too strongh' urged to sow a legume with every fodder crop, vetches with barley,
lucerne or red clover with oats and wheat for hay, cowpeas witli maize and teosinte.

To supplement the fodder, increase the feeding value, bring mineral matter from tlie

sub-soil with their deep roots, gather nitrogen from the air l)y means of the bacteria in

tlie root-nodules, farnish a second bite of green food after the main crop is cut, and

improve the soil both mechanically and chemically, giving a riclicr and more friable sod
for the succeeding crop

—whether roots or grain. iStudy the composition of the best

pastures—natural and artificial, and you always find trefoils, medic, vetches or clover

present. Learn the lesson, and put it into practice.
—Ed.
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Meteorological Bureau, No. i Division,
New South Wales.

Weather Conditions during August, 1908.

S. WILSON,
Divisional Officer.

At the beginning of the month severe cyclonic weather developed o\er the

eastern districts of New South Wales, from an extensive monsoonal dis

turbance which on the 1st covered the eastern half of Australia, This

disturbance enclosed a closed-curve depression, which had travelled southward

from the Gulf of Carpentaria at the rate of 600 miles per day, until on the

night of the 2nd it reached the south coast of New South Wales as a

cyclonic disturbance, its proximity being indicated by strong easterly gales.

During the 3rd and 4th, as it moved north-eastward, heavy rain, strong, and

in parts whole gales, and very rough seas marked its progress. One of the

best rainstorms over the State for many months resulted from this distri-

bution of pressure. The largest amounts registered between July 27 and

August 7 were, 1,808 points at Bondi, 1,626 at Rand wick, 1,566 at Sydney,

1,539 at Turramurra, 1,167 at Kiama, 1,110 at Parramatta, 1,095 at Maiming
Heads, 1,193 at Byron Bay, 1,042 at Katoomba, 1,012 at Lawson, 1,004 at

Nowra
; and, speaking generally, many others ranging between 1 inch and

10 inches.

Finer conditions set in over western areas on the 4th, but the unsettled

showery weather persisted until the moi-ning of the 7 th on tlie coast, when
the rain area showed a tendency to work northward.

On the South Queensland Coast, a depression which had been lingering

thereabouts since the 5th, gradually developed into a disturbance there on

the 7th, causing south-east to easterly winds, strong to gales, with heavy rain

and rough seas, as far southward as our North Coast districts.

On the 8th an energetic disturbance was shown over the southern districts-

of West Australia, having its lowest barometric values between ^\.lbany and

Eucla, where very high seas and southerly gales occurred. The continent

otherwise was covered by a very extensive anticyclone, which stretched

eastward beyond New Zealand, and governed fine conditions generally over

the area it covered, excepting on the coast and In'gldand districts of New
South Wales, where some light to heavy rainfall was registered. The largest

amounts reported were 245 points at Lismore, 225 at Casino, 175 at

Nambucca, and 163 at Tweed Heads.

By 9 a.m. on the 10th, rapid movements of the pressure systems had taken

place ;
the anticyclone above mentioned had tilted north-eastwaid, and now

occupied only the eastern districts of the continent. The antarctic dis-

turbance had worked as far eastward as Melbourne, and another high

pressure with its centre over the West Australian goldfields covered the
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greater part of Australia. With tliis distribution partial rains were recorded

in various districts
;
in New South Wales light to heavy on the coast, and in

West Australia light to heavy generally in the S.W., extending to Winning
Pool

; otherwise the falls were light to moderate.

Between the 11th and 14th the weather of the continent came wholly
under antieyclonic control, and fine conditions, for the most part, ruled in

the various states. Persistent rough seas, however, obtained on parts of our

coast, especially to the north.

Speaking generally, the temperature in ISTew South Wales between the 8th

and 14th inclusive, was rather mild
;

the registration of 70 degrees being
exceeded in various parts on many occasions. The highest points reached

were 80 degrees at Mungindi, 78 each at Moree, Gunnedah and Nymagee,
76 at Walgett, Pilliga, Casino and Murrurundi, and 7-5 at Urana and
Narrabri.

The lowest temperatures were experienced between the 1st and 14th

inclusive, during which Kiandra registered 1-5 degrees, Marsdens and Coota-

mundra each 26 degrees, and Inverell, Queanbeyan, Coonabarabran and

Molong each 27 degrees.

Between the 1.5th and 22nd, a very extensive anticyclone and two
antarctic depressions were shown on the isobaric charts. The high pressure

system covered the entire continent, and attained its maximum intensity

(30-4 inches) on the 15th and 17th. Fine, cold weather ruled for the most

part during its passage, excepting here and there a shower or two along the

southern and eastern seaboards. On the 17th the disturbance was very
extensive, occupying the Tasman Sea, south of lines joining Melbourne,
Norfolk Island and AVellington (New Zealand), and resulting in fresh to

strong N.W. to S.W. winds along the shores of the south-eastern States,

with rough seas in Bass Straits. During the next 24 hours the area of

disturbed seas expanded along the New South Wales coast and around

Tasmania, and in several instances hail was experienced in Tasmania.

On the 19th and 20th, the greater portion of the disturbance was located

over New Zealand, and the following high pressure had advanced eastward,

bringing with it fine weather conditions for the most part. The passage of

this disturbance across the southern districts of the Continent was attended

by some light rainfall and strong westerly blows at various places. At

Sydney during the 16th, a west-north-west gale blew for a short period at

the rate of 5.5 miles per hour.

The second depression made its first appeai-ance on the 17th in the S.W.

corner of Australia, and travelling eastward at normal rate, covered an area^

south of lines joining Esperance, Alice Springs and Wilson's Promontory on

the 21st, With its approach cloudy, unsettled weather affected the western

districts of our State, and during the night of the 20th, or early morning of

the 21st, light rain was recorded soutli of the Murrumbidgee and in the

extreme north-east and south-west. In South Australia, light to moderate

rain was experienced in agricultural areas south of C^uorn, and in north-

western and western pastoral countjy. In West Australia, light to moderate
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falls generally from Hameliii Pool and Peak Hill : (^)u('enslan(l, lis-lit to liea\y

and scattered on N.E. Coast and Peninsula.

Dnrinc: the week, 'I'lwX to 28tli inclusive, an anticyclone for the most ])art

controlled the weather of Australia, atid consequently line conditions pre-

dominated, excepting on the L*2nd, when, as the result of the presence over the

south-eastern States of an antarctic dt>pression, unsettled to sliowery weather

obtained thei-e generally, as also along the southern sealjoard of the Continent

The rainfall recorded over New South Wales was light to heavy, and

chiefly confined to southern and eastern districts. The heaviest falls were :
—

103 points at Coi-owa, 9!) at LHladulla, 88 at W'yalong, 85 at Bateman's Bay,
75 at Ungarie, 72 each at Coolamoii and Marsdens, 71 at Tumharumba, and

70 each at Henty, Morangai-ell, and Yc^tman.

The centre of the anticyclone was first shown on the 22nd over the AVest

Australian Goldtields, and later, travelling along the shores of the Great

Bight, it gradually increased in barometric value until 30-5 inches was

attained on the 25th between Adelaide and Fowler's Bay. On the 27tb, a

slight retrogressive movement of its advance" isobars resulted in sti'ong west

to south-west winds over Victoria and Tasmania, and rough seas in and

around Bass Straits.

The highest and lowt^st temperatures reported (betvveen the 22nd and 28tb)

in New South Wales were :
—Western Division : 86 at Bourke and 29 at

Euston. North-west Plain : 81 at Moi'ee and 34 at Pilliga. Central-western

Plain : Quambone and Coonamble each 77, and Carinda ."^O degrees.

Riverina : Hillston and Cudgellico each 73, and Narrandera 2() flegrees.

North-western Slope : Gunnedah and Narrabri each 78, and Tarnworth 26

degrees. Central-western SIoj^h : Wellington 72, and Coonaljarabran 22

degrees. South-western Slope : Barmedman 68, and Cootamundra and

Murrunil)urrah each 26. Northern Tableland: 70 at Tabulam, and 25 at

Armidale and Walcba. Central Tablelands : Cowra 70 degrees, and Btithurst

and Carcoar 31 degrees. Southern Tablelands : GouHturn 02, and Kiandra

12 degrees. North Coast : Clarence and Kenipsey each 77, and T.isnioi'c 33

degrees. Hunter and Manning : Jerry's Plains 75 degrees, and Scone and

Jerry's Plains each 28 degrees. Metropolitan : Parramatta 71 and 36

degrees. South Coast : Bega 73, and Bowral 25 degrees.

The distribution of the rainfall over the State for the month was as

follows :
—

Western Division fr<

Nortli-westeni Plain ,.

Central -western Plain
,

Riverina
,

North-western Slope ,,

8outh-wcstein Slope ,,

Northern Tal)Ielan(l
,,

Central Tableland ,,

Soiifchern Talileland
,,

North Coast
,

Hunter and Manning ,

Metropolitan ,.

South Coast

Avei'a!,'e Points.
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The Past Winter.

The past season, on t\\v whole, furnishes a good example, both as regards

ainfall and temperature, of the weather usually experienced in New .South

Wales during winter. Prolonged spells of fine, frosty weathei- attended the

passage over of the high pressui^e systems, and, on the contrary, erratic periods
of thunderstorms, with hail, snowstorms, and gales, rough seas, and heavy,

soaking rainfall, associated with a cyclonic storm, as also a warm wave in July
sandwiched in between two cold pei-iods.

During June the total rainfalls in the various subdivisions of the State

were, for the most part, below the average. Indeed, more than three-fourths

of New South Wales had amounts which were discrepant. Some relatively

very dry tracts of country were sliown on the monthly charts, especially on

the Central and Southern Tablelands and Coastal districts. Within the area

bounded by lines joining Nowra, Mouiit Victoria, and Wyong, little or no

rainfall was experienced, Windsor and Xowra having had none whatever,

and at other stations the falls ranged from between 3 and 43 points. On the

other hand, Riverina, the South-western Slope and the southern border of

the Western Division experienced amounts which were above the average.

Compared with June of last year, the rainfall of June, 1908, presented
some interesting features. For, whereas Riverina and the South-western

Slope, in the latter period, were pi-actically the only divisions with falls above

average, the chart for June, 1907, showed tliat those two regions for the

most part were the only places with rainfall below normal. In most of the

other subdivisions of the State, however, Jun^, 1907, was a splendid month

as regards rainfall. During last June, 1908, some very low temperatures
were registered in each of the divisions, the absolute lowest being experienced

at Kiandra with 2 degrees, or 30 degrees of frost. At Sydney, the mean

temperature, 51 -3 degrees, was 3 degrees below average; and the extreme

minimum, 39 "1 degrees, registered on the 25th, was only 1 degree less than

the absolute lowest during the past 49 years, recorded on June 29th, 1862.

July, 1908.

Speaking generally, the rainfall during July was below the average over fully

two-thirds of the State. The greatest disparities were experienced on the north-

eastern quadrant, and over the greater jiart of the Slopes and Plains, ranging
from 120 to 356 points beh^w the average on the North Coast, from 68 to 170

on the Northern Tableland, and from 24 to 170 below on the Plains and Slopes.

On the other hand, the north-western quadrant experienced totals much in ex-

cess of the average amount, and which, perhaps, represent the best winter falls in

those parts for some considerable time. Some very good falls were also

experienced on the coast between Port Macquarie and Jervis Ray, where, as

the result of the persistent rainstorm from the 27th to the 31st, inclusive,

the totals were considerably larger than the average. The heaviest falls for

the month were : 1,204 points at Mosman, 1,159 at Sydney, 1,151 at Port

Stephens, 1,121 at Seal Rocks, 1,053 at Newcastle, 1,002 at Glebe Point, and

other amounts ranging from 981 at Cape Hawke to 195 at ^\'ollongOTlg. uq
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July SJth, a very heavy thunder and hailstorm was experienced in tlie city

and suburbs
;
and on the 20th a warm Avave developed from combined

antarctic and raonsoonal influence, the 9 a.m. readings of the temperature

reaching well into the seventies. At Sythicy, the maximum—73 degrees—
established a record for the season. This temj)erature was exceeded in July
on only thi'ce occasions during 49 years, and eclipsed all maximuni records

in June since 1872, when 74^7 was registered- on the 24th.

The totals during August were moi-e satisfactory than those of either June

or July, for, excepting Riverina and the Central disti'icts of the State, falls

more or less in excess of the average have l)eeii experienced. As a result

mainly of the rainstorm in the early part of the month, a great preponderance
over the normal amount appears in the totals of many stations in the coastal,

highland, and metropolitan districts. The largest figures were : In the

Central Tablelands, 1,111 points at Lawson, and 1,035 at Katoomba ; on the

Southern Tablelands, 743 at Araluen, 489 at Crookwell, and 472 at Nimity-

belle; on North Coast, 1,341 at Byron Bay, 1,228 at Tweed Heads, 773 at

Casino, and 754 at Lismore, Hunter, and Manning, 782 at Camden Haven,
and 732 at Port Macquarie ; ^Metropolitan, 968 at Sydney, 805 at Kurrajong,
and 694 at Parramatta

;
South Coast, 1,124 at Kiama, 1,018 at Ulladulla,

934 at Wollongong, and 908 at Nowra.

Temperature of the past Winter.

Notwithstanding the occurrence during certain days of some relatively warm

weather, the temperature over the State generally during the winter of 1908

may be said to have been below the average. The departures from normal,

in degrees, are shown in the following table, for representative stations :
—
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During last month in both India and Australia temperature was below

the average, the largest defect being over two degrees at Melbourne. Over

Australia, the barometric pressure was somewhat greater, but in India,

slightly less than the normal.

A large excess of rainfall was experienced in India, whilst, judged as a

whole, the Australian States were not so fortunate
;
the above statement

.showing that, although the greater part of New South Wales and northern

part of South Australia were above normal, yet Victoria, West Australia

and parts of the other States, suffered a deficiency.

Climatological table for the month of August, 1908, compiled from daily

telegraphed returns.

station.

TEMPERATUEE.
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Walgett
Bourke
Wilcannia
Wentworth
Hay ..._

Deniliquin
Albiiry
Forbes
Dubbo

Clarence Heads
Port Macquarie
Newcastle

Sydney
Jervis Bav ...

Eden ...

'
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Seasonable Notes,

(iEO. L. SQTTOX,
Wheat Kxpcriinentalisi:.

Wheat Exhibits r.t Shows.

In tlic Southern wheat districts i\\v shuw season is now in full swini;'. A few

reuiiirks relative to the classes for wheat will be opportune and relevant.

The majority of agricultural societies are actuated by a desire to so ai'range

their schedules that the pi'izes offered shall have the effect of directly

encouraging the ad(ii>tinn of better methods in tlu' diil'erent sections of

agrii-ultural [iractice. NN'ith some classes th(> results have been very

satisfactory, but in others (|uite as unsatisfactory, c.g.^ the majority of those

classes arranged for the encouragement of good farming in the wheat districts.

The general practice to encourage the best methods in connection with

wheat growing is to offer a prize for the best sample (generally a bag) of

wheat. Such exliibits have a certain a alue at country shows, more especially

when the classes foi' them are open ones and are properly included in the

scheflule, but their influence is not in the direction intended. They show the

quality of wheat the various districts represented are capable of producing,
when it is cleaned under the best conditions, which often include laborious

hand-picking, and which is quite in order. The exhibition of a bag of grain
should not be hampered V)y any restrictive conditions regarding cleaning or

winnowing : the veiy nature of the class, which is a coiiipetition for " the

heat bag of w^heat," implies that a miller's sample is required, and as wheat

for the mill(>r cannot be cleaned too well, any resti'ictive conditions are out of

place, anid the most thorough methods are permissible. At a miller's, or at

a metropolitan exhibition, when supplementing a class for growing crops,

such classes are of great interest and of considerable educational value, but

tlieir influence for the improvement of methods of farming is verv small.

Tliese classes, rather than encouraging good farming methods, maiidy,

though indirectly, encourage the manufacture of superior tyjDes of cleaning
and grading machinery, which in its place is a most desirable thing to

encourage, but in this instance is not achieving the object aimed at, viz., the

encouragement of good farming methods.

The production of a> 'iww sample depends rather upon the cleaning

machinery a farmer possesses than upon his ability to farm well. With

good machinery a splendid sample can be produced from a crop grown by
iiidiflerent and slovenly methods.

N\'itli the object of inducing farmers to adopt better methods, at least one

society has insisted upon the sample for exhibition being taken directly from

the harvesting machinery in the paddock, ami placed undersea! until judging
takes place at the annual show. This jiractice, whilst it is an advance upon
the usual one, in that it ensun^s samples being taken under field conditions, is
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also defective, in that it is still obviously an indirect encoiuayenient to the

machinery manufacture rather than a direct one to the farmer. In addition,

this plan (if the farmer is iiiHuenced by the desire to win the prize, as it is

intended that he should be) may unintentionally encourage a practice that is

not commercially good. Tlic pi-iine object of harvesting is to secure all the

grain produced, and to do this it is sometitues necessary to so adjust the

harvesting machinery that it does not clean it as thoroughly as it is capable
of doing, therefore under some conditions the production of an inferior show-

sample, i.e., marketable grain with chaff amongst it, may be an indication of

good, i.e., profitable farming.

8ome may think that the farmer should reclean his wheat thoroughly before

selling it, but fi'oma commercial standpoint it is questionable whethei', under

present conditions, it will pay a farmer to recleati his wiieat after it has left

the harvestiiig machine. It is probable that it will suit him better to accept
a correspondingly lower price for his product than to instal machinery to

reclean it. In any case it will only be very large' farmer-s who will ever find

it profitable to instal machinery sufficiently large to clean it in an economical

manner, or as cheaply as it can be done by the millers.

From a farmer's standpoint the practice of offering a prize for the best bag
of wheat, irrespective of any other condition, is objectionable in another way,

for, as the most show}" and attractive varieties ai'e, sometimes, very poor

yielders, it may prove an encouragement to the growth of unprofitable

varieties.

Judging Standing Crops.

The i-eal test of good farming is the production of good crops of varieties

which have satisfactory characteristics. Good farming can, therefore, be

encouraged by offering premiums for the best and cleanest crops, which shall be

judged as they are standing, and the relative value of which shall be deter-

mined chiefly by their ability to yield well. I am sure that many societies

have realised the necessity of encouraging the practice of better methods in

this way ; but few, ver}^ few, have attempted to do so, because of the diffi-

culties surrounding the judging of such a class. The difficulties in this con-

nection are great, but are not insurmountable, as is shown by the few cases in

which classes of this character have been successfully judged.

From the nature of such a competition most of the competing crops will

be- widely separated, and can therefore be judged only by a pre-determined

scale of points, which takes into consideration the factors that are indicative

of good farming, and also such charactei-istics of the plant as make it a

satisfactory and desirable variety in the field.

The tim-e for judging growing crops will shortly be here : with the object

of assisting those societies who have already initiated this claas of competi-

tion, and also those who feel disposed to initiate it, the following scale of

jjoints for judging standing crops, drawn up by the late AV. Farrcr. in 1904,

is submitted.
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Scale of Points for Judging Standing Crops of Wheat.

The crops to Ix' jmlged when quite ripe.

Qualities of Merit.
Maximuui I

points.
' Remarks.

Yield

Qualitj' of sowing as indicated by
(^•cnness of stand.

Puiity

Cleanness of croj)...

Healthiness of ciop
Ability of the heads to hold grain

Ability of the heads to j^rotect
the grain from rain.

Ease of thrashing...
Attractive habit of growth
Suitability of harvesting by

machineiy.
Strength of straw .. .

Scantiness of flag.

25

9

9

9

5
4
6

10

3

Tlie yield to be determined by harvesting a

portion of the crop, at least
,'fj

acre in

ai'ea. The Miunowed grain, after the

unmerc^iantable small grain has been re-

jected, to be weighed, and from this the

yiidd per acre is to be computed.

Freedom fiom admixture of plants or other
varieties.

Freedom from wild oats, weeds, &c.
Freedom from rusts, smut, take-all, &c.
It is necessary for the crop to br ripe to

determine this.

Freedom from brittleness, with al)ility to

carry well-filled heads. The crop must
be ripe to determine this.

Freedom from excessive leafiness.

So that the society at its annual show may derive some benefit from this

class, a necessary feature of it should be a condition providing that a bag of

the grain be exhibited at the show following the competition, and in order

that the most might be made of the educational \'alue of such a class, the bag
exhibited should have details as to variety, yield, and the points awarded to

the growing crop, affixed to it.

Judging Grain by Points.

Some agricultural societies are adopting the plan of judging by points.

As this practice is likely to increase, the following scale of points for judging

samples of wheat grain is given for the guidance of those who are interested

in this phase of judging :
—

Qualities of Merit.
Maximum
points.

Remarks.

Weight per bushel

Brightness ...

Translucency

Purity of sample
Cleanness . . .

Uniformity

Size of grain

Shape of grain :
—

Crease...

Brush...
Germ . . ,

This carries with it ])lum])ness, and a large

jjroportion of tiiose ijualities which millers

value most.

A characteristic of high quality.
The grain when cut across should be horny

and hard, rather than soft and starchy.
Freedom fiom grains of other varieties.

Freedom from weeds, seeds, smut, chaff,

broken and damaged grains, rubbish, &c

Size, colour, brightness, and

appearance.
general

Smooth, not angular.
Should l)e shallow, rounded, and
Should be small.

( Should be small, and not prominent.

Exhibits which are badly smutted, mouldy, musty, or contain a palpable
admixture of varieties, should be disqualified.
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Orcbard J^otes.

vv. j. allen.

October.
Cultivation.—A^ the warm dry weather will sDon be upon us, it is

important to see that all weeds and ci'ops which have been allowed to grow
between vines and trees are turned under, and that all soil underneath such

trees and vines has been well loosened. After each rain the soil should be

worked up to prevent excessive evaporation. Under no circumstances should

this necessary work be overlooked or neglected, as if this season should prove
as dry as last, much will depend on tlie proper working of the soil during
this and subsequent months. Where there is any neglect in cultivating, the

•orchardist need not feel disappointed should he lose his crop and possibly

some of his trees.

Irrigation.
—At each irrigation it is best to give the soil a good soaking.

Where trees, vines, sorghums, or corn are growing, the water should be kept
confined to the furrows, and under no circumstances should it be allowed to

flood the land or stand around trees or vines. It is very important to culti-

vate after each irrigation, and this work should be done before the soil has

time to cake, that is, just as soon as it is dry enough for the hoi'se to work

the cultivator without the soil sticking to it and the horse's feet. Lucerne,

hay, and wheat crops may be flooded, but water should not l)e allowed to

stand on the land after once it is well soaked but should be drawn otf without

delay, else the result would be patches of drowned lucerne or hay, and the

probable cause will be ascribed to salts in the water rather than to neglect on

the part of the operator.

Codling-Moth.
—'As all growers are compelled to keep their orchards free

of this pest, it may not be out of place to remind them that the first spraying

. should be given as soon as the petals fall. The higher the pressure at which

the pump is worked the better will be the results.

Stock Sohition.—1 lb. of best white arsenic (arsenious oxide) and 2 11). of

washing soda boiled in 1 gallon of water for from 20 to 30 minutes, or until

the mixture is quite clear, then add 1 pint of this stock solution to 40 gallons

of water, to which has already been added from 6 lb. to 8 lb. of best freshly-

slaked lime. If this latter precaution is neglected, the result will be serious

damage to the foliage. Some varieties of apples are much more tender than

others
;
for these use the larger quantity of lime. The arsenic is much cheaper

than Paris green, and when bought in quantities should not cost more than

about one-third as much per pound. For this State, I am of opinion that at

least four sprayings will be necessary to keep the moth in check.

If it is desired to add bluestone to the arsenite of soda solution, •? lb. of

bluestone may be dissolved in 1 gallon of hot water, by suspending the

crystals on the surface of the water in a bag of open material, and when

thoroughly dissoh'ed can be made up to 20 gallons by the addition of more

F
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water. Now take 1 pint of the stock solution of arsenite of sorla and dilute

in 20 gallons of water in wliich from 6 11). to 8 lb. of freslily-sla<,-ked liinc has.

been added, and pour this into the bluestone mixture thus making the whole

up to 40 gallons. Strain before using.

In spraying use as fine a nozzle as possible, the object being to cover tlie-

tree with a fine mist, without anv of the solution lunniiit: t>\T.

Bmidagimj.—It will be necessary to get the bandages on the trees now,,

and these should be removed and examined e\ery ten flavs after the gi'ubs

have made their appearance, and all grubs and chrysalids destroyed by cutting
them in halves with a sharp knife carried for the purpose, or by squeezing
them between thumb and fingers.

Bitddimj and attending dormant buds and grafts.
—If the sap is well up

citrus trees may be successfully budded this month. Keep all dormant buds

and grafts well disbudded so that the bud may get awav good and strong..

No suckers or shoots should be allowed to grow below tlie buds. It is also

very essential that stocks should l^e cut back properly. The cut should

be slanting, being slightly lower on the side opposite to the Imd, and it is.

advisable to stake them, not oidy to prevent them being blown out, but to

encourage a straight trunk.

Where gi-afts have been put in old trees, they are even more liable to be-

blown off than small ones and must be tied to prevent it. To do this a good
stake should be tied to the branch grafted, and allowed to project a foot or

more over the end
;
then as the graft grows it can be tied to it.

Care of neivly-planted vines and trees.—Keep all vines well disbudded. I

have noticed in many small vineyards that this important work is neglected.

Never allow any branch to grow below the crown of the vine. To do the

work properly it will be necessary to disbud all vines fi'om two to thi'ee

times.

Keep a strict watcli on all refills, and if thess show any signs of wilting

give them one or two buckets of water from time to time until they get a.

good start.

Disbud all newly-planted trees, leaving good shoots at least 4 inches apart

along the trunk of the tree, and do not allow two or three shoots to start

from the same place as so many have done, but give each branch a separate

hold of the main stem.

Borers.—While workina; around trees watrh for borers on the truid<s and

branches, as it is very easy when they ai'e just starting their work to cut

away the bark and find them—in this way keeping the orchard free of this.

pest.

As soon as the vines begin to grow, .sulphur tlieni for mildew at least

once before blooming and twice if the weatlier is very damp. In coastal

districts it is well to spray them immediately after the fruit is set with

Bordeaux mixture, and should caterpillars of any kind be eating the leaves,

add to the solution arsenite of soda as given above. Repeat the sulphuring
from time to time, giving as many as eight ajTplications if the season is at all

damp. This will pretty well keep the oidium in check.
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Mussell Scale, Woolly Aphis, Lichen, Moss, &c.

No. 1. Wohurn* Improved Einulsion : Caustic Winter Wash.—This may
be used for removing moss, lichen from trees, and destroying mussel-scale, and

possibly some other pests. The wash is identical with the Wol^urn wash,

-except that iron sulphate is substituted for soap.

Formula.—For 10 gallons of wash :
—

Iron Sulphate ... ... ... ... ^ lb.

Lime ... ... ... ... ... j ,,

Caustic 8oda ... ... ... ... 2 ,,

Parrafin (kerosene) ... ... ... 5 pints.
Water to make ... ... ... ... 10 gallons.

Dissolve the iron sulphate in about 9 gallons of water; slake the lime with

a little water to make it into milk of lime ; run this into the iron sulphate
solution through a piece of sacking, so as to remove any gross particles which

might clog the spraying machine. The kerosene is then churned into the

mixture, and the caustic soda added. It is not necessary to dissolve this

separately in water before adding it, especially if it is in a powdered condition.

The amounts of the ingredients in this wash may all be varied to a certain

extent without affecting the character of it. The kei'osene may be increased or

diminished almost ad libitum—-so may the caustic soda
;
but if this is reduced

below 20 per cent, the cleansing of the trees will not be perfect, and an in-

crease beyond this quantity renders the wash more dangerous to the workman.

No. 2. Woburn Improved Combined Emulsion and Fungicide.

Formida.—For 10 gallons of wash :
—

Copper sulphate ... ... ... IJ lb.

Quicklime . ... ... . . J ,,

Caustic .soda ... ... ... ... 2 ,,

Kerosene... ... ... ... ... .5 pints.

Water, to make ... ... ... ... 10 gallons.

This is made in exactly the same way as the wash with iron sulphate.

The amount of copper sulphate given is nearly the same as that used for

" normal
" Bordeaux mixture. In most cases this mixture will turn grey

in the course of a few days, owing to the formation of copper oxide, and in

course of time the basic sulphate would probably be entirely converted into

oxide, and the mixture would lose its fungicidal properties. Lime-water

cannot be substituted for milk of lime in this case.

Aphis, Caterpillars, &c.

No. .3. Woburn Summer Insecticide and Fungicide.

Bordeaux mixture (without caustic soda) may be emulsified with kerosene,

and this forms a wash for dpstroying aphis, caterpillars, kc, as well as fungi.

Formula.—For 10 gallons of wash:—
Copper sulphate ... ... ... lOoz.

Lime-water 8 gallons, ."5 pints.

Kerosene I pint, 2^ oz.

Water, to make up to 10 gallons.

•
Eighth Reijort Woburn E.xperimental Fruit Farm.
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The Bordeaux mixture must be made tlius :
—Dissolve 10 o/.. of copper

sulphate in 1 gallon of water by suspending it in a piece of sacking. This

must be done in a wooden or earthenware vessel. Take some good (juicklime,

slake it in a little watei-, and put it into a tub with about 20 gallons of

water; the quantity of lime does not matter so long as it is not less than

1 or 2 lb. Stir the lime and water up two er three times and leave it to

settle till the solution becomes quite clear. If it is left for any length of

time the tub should be covered. From this cleai- solution syphon off

8 gallons 3 pints, and add to the sulphate of copper solution. Testing the

solution for copper must by no means be omitted.

The kerosene in the above recipe amounts to 1-4 per cent., and may, of

course, be reduced or increased according to circumstances.

The above solution may be made with iron sulphate instead of copper

sulphate ;
it would be then much cheaper, but would possess no fungicidal

properties.

Green Manuring in Departmental Orchard.

Test for copper in Bordeaux Mixture.

Put a few drops of a solution of potassium fcrrocyanidc into u wliite saucer

with some watei", and drop into this some of the clear li([uid ubtained after

the Bordeaux mixture has been allowed to settle; any brown or red colora-

ti<m indicates that there is copp(M' in solution, and a little nioic lime wati'i-

must be then added to the mixture and the test repeated.
A wire nail, free from grease, dipped into the Bordeaux mixture will, if

there is any unprecipitated copper present, lu'come coated witli a deposit of

copper which appears like a stain mi tlie iinn ; a bright knife blade isunsuit

able as it does not become wet.

With the iron nail test, '05 per cent, of coppei- sulphate may be detected,

but with the ferrocyanide, '005 per cent., or even -002 per cent., when more

delicate means of observing the colour are employed.
No more lime-water should be added than necessary to l)ring alxiut complete

precipitation.
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Jarm Notes.

Hawkesbury District—October.

H. W. rOTTS.

Light showers fell last month, and favourable temperatui'es prevailing^

vegetation responded on all sides. Our spring crops exhibit a rich healthy

growth, and sliould these conditions last with an absence of hot westerly

winds, we have the prospect of a good harvest. It should, however, be

remembered that we have had three yea,rs of unexampled drought, and so far

thi.s year we have only had 21 inches of rain in contrast with the district's

normal rainfall of 34 inches for twelve months ; we have yet an anxious time

ahead in which every precaution and method should be adopted to conserve

soil moisture.

Preparation should be made for an early harvest. This includes overhaul-

ing the reaper and binder, and mower, anfl getting appliances and hauling

gear into useful working order.

Lucerne.—The first crop to demand attention is lucerne. In some cases

the first cut has been made, in many instances it is just i-eady. The indica-

tions in the plant of the first season's cut being ready is different to subsequent

crops, seeing there is no flower to guide us. The time to cut is determined,

in the absence of the bloom, by the length of the stem and the decay of the

lower leaves, which turn yellow and readily fall. Care must be exercised to

note this at the right time in order to mow. Wilt anfl diy the hay without

losing the leaves, which contain the greater quantity of protein and noui-ish-

ment for stock. At this time of the year lucerne liay making is surrounded

with many difficulties in order to obtain a cut jjalatable and rich in colour.

Where the stand is cut for the first time the intermixture of weeds and

herbage renders it almost impossible to convert it into hay. It can be fed

green to sto3k or conserved as silage.

With old stands after the hay has been removed it will be advisable to

cultivate with the disc or ordinary harrow.

To loosen the soil around the plant, and even cut up the crown of it, always
results in increased and vigorous growth.

During the early part of the month the final sowings of lucerne for a

permanent stand may be made.

Maize.—The main crop of this most valuable plant sliould l)e planted now,

both for iireen forai^e and grain.»'

sAbout the middle of the month attention must be given to the young crop^

sown last month. They have germinated very well. When about 3 inches

hi<;h they should be rolled to break down the furrow lliiown out with tlie
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<lrill ])Ioii^li. This shiiulfl be followed by cultiv^ation twice with u lii^lit three-

leaf haiTow, one week intervening between each opei'ation. One week after

the last harrowing, commence a regular series of operations in light or shallow

cultivation with the spring-tooth cultivator or scutller every fortnight until

the plants are too high for the eultivatoi-.

The importance of light cultivation this season cannot be over stated.

Our soils ai-e fairly moist at present, and the ai«n is to keep that moisture

conserved solely in the interest of the maize plant to maintain a strong growth.
With increasing temperatui-es, caked or bakefl soils and weeds, this essential

and by no means too abundant moisture would soon disappear.

Systematic shallow cultivation destroys weeds. If not checked they utilise

moisture and rob the maize plant of sustenance as well as light. Abak(>d sf)il

always encourages rapifl evaporation. Stirring the soil, and loosening it,

causes soil })articles to lie closel}' and forms an effective earth mulch, through
which evaporation is retarded, the soil is aerated, and plant food is rendered

available for the growing corn.

Sorghum.—Fuithei- sowings may be continued this month, and with greater

safety, seeing this plant is very susceptil)le to frost in its early stages of

growth. The crops sown last month will require attention towards the end

of this month, to keep the soil stirred well and check the growth of weeds.

Potatoes.—The main croj) is planted. When the young ])lants are ab(jut

3 inches high, the harrc^w may be used to cultivate. Every three weeks

a cultivator should be passed through each row until the flowering stage
is reached. Then tliey can l)e hilled.

Sweet Potatoes.—Tt is surprising that this valuable and succulent tuber is

not more generally used as an article of diet in the hourehold, as well as

for domestic stock. Light sandy soils afford hea\ y and profitable returns.

When all chances of frosts are gone, the plants may be taken from the hot-

bed, soaked in a mixture of cow-manui'e and water of creamy consistency
and transplanted in rows 3 feet apart and 2 feet from each other. The soil

.should be enriched with fertilisers, 1 cwt. supei-phosphate and | cwt. sulphate
of potash to each acre. The best varieties to grow are Pink and White

Maltese.

Pimipkins, Marroivs, Squashfs, and Melons.—The season is very favouralile

for the growth of this relishable and succulent class of fodder. Every corner

and small plot of waste land with sufficient soil fertility, should lie used to

raise these useful crops.

The Pot-iron Scjuash, Crown, Ivio, King < f the Mammoths, Custai'd, and

Chinese are all good sorts. The old ironbark pumpkin has not been replaced

as a profitable stock fodder, especially tor pigs, during the hot weather.

Marroivs.—Long White Bush and Moore's Cream are the Ijest.

Towards the end of the month culti\atioii must l)e ]>ractised to give the

plants a good start.

Coivpeas.
—The main crop should l)e planted now, and where their place

in the rotation is needed, the value of covvpeas as a green and i-elishable
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foflder in the height of summer cannot be overlooked. Moreover, its remai'k-

able power of restoring fertility to exhausted soils is one of their greatest

(jualifications.

The variety which so far has given the best yield is a compact bush sort

known as Poona. Other sorts worthy of trial are Black, Iron, Whip-poor-

Will, Clay Coloured, ISfew Era.

The crops planted last month should now be cultivated and the soil kept
well stirred.

Mangolds and Sugar Beets are sufficiently well f(jrward to be cultivated

and thinned.

M'dltis.—Whilst the paddocks are on all sides green with a fresh spring

growth of grass and herbage, it is as well to be prepared for the early

bleaching effects of summer, and be ready with a crop as green feed about the

middle of December. Millets, Hungarian and White French, may now be

sown to accomplish this. Soil moisture and conditions at present are ideal

for that purpose.

Pastures.—Our experience dui'ing the past five years evidences the reliability

of lucerne as a grazing j^lant to withstand harsh conditions of soil and

drought. In several tests lucerne has survived the most trying ordeals.

In several paddocks we had a good growth of Paspalum dilatatum until

the very dry seasons set in, when growth ceased, and only i-ecurred as a result

of rain or thunder storms during warm weather.

During the genial rains in April last paspalum responded remarkably welL

The value of lucerne as a stock food cannot be over estimated. It equals

bran in its food constituents, and is more palatable. In the ordinary pastures

the addition of lucerne increases the feeding value of the grass, and takes the

place of clovers where feeding qualities are so highly appreciated in colder

countries. Lucerne is a most valuable substitute. It increases the quantity
of protein per acre, when judiciously intermixed. It is a hardy plant, resists

droughts, and is always green and succulent. Necessarily to ensure success

in its growth the soil nnist he deep altliough not necessarily rich, and it must

be well drained. The plant will grow to great depths in a hardy fashion in

search of moisture and sustenance. With this experience in successfully

substituting lucerne for clover, the grazing ration is increased in protein and

well balanced when combined with, Paspalum dilatatum, Rhodes grass, or

other pasture plants.

This month grasses may be sown in well cultivated areas in the following

proportions :
—
Paspalum dilatatum ... ... 3 lb. seed

Lucerne ... ... ... ... 1 ,,

or

Rhodes Grass ... ... ... 5 ,,

Lucerne ... ... ... ... 1
,,
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.
Secrktaries are invited to forward for insertion in tliis page dates of their

forthcoming shows
;
these should reach the 8ub-Editoi', Department of Agri-

culture, Sydney, not later than the 21st of the month previous to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once. •<.

Society.

Queanbeyan P. and A. Association

Bega A., P., and H. Society (Sprinj.
Tlie Lachlan P. and A. Association

Adelong P. and A. Association

Menindie A. and P. Society
Lismore A. and I. Society

Berry Agricultural Association...

1908.

Show)

1909.

Dapto A. and H. Society
Kiania A. Association

Alstonville A. Society

Wollitngong A., H., and I. Association

Moruya A. and P. Society
Shoalhaven A. and H. Association, Nowra ...

•Guyra P., A., and H. Association

Kangaroo Valley ...

Manning River A. and H. Association, Taree

•Tiunning P., A., and I. Society. .

Nambucca A. and H. Association, Macksville

Tenterfield P., A., and M
Bega A., P., and H. Society
Berrima District A., H., and I. Society, Moss Vale.

Molong P. and A. Association ...

Tunibaruniba and Upper Murray P. and A. Society..
Bowraville A. Association

Crookwell A., P., and H. Society
Gloucester Show ...

Newcastle A., H., and I. Society

<jrulgong A. and P. Association...

Invcrell P. and A. Association...

<Jamden A., H., and I. Society

Cobargo A., P., and H. Society

Blayney A. and P. Association ..

Hunter River A. and H. Association ..

Macleay A., H., and I. Association

Yass P. and A. Association

Mudgee A. Society ... .;,

Clarence P. and A. Society, Grafton ...

Oundagai P. and A. Society
Coonia P. and A. Association ...

Upper Hunter P. and A. Assoc, Muswellbrook

Bathurst A., H., and P. Association ...

Durham A. and H. Association, Dungog
Centi-al Australian P. and A. Association, Bourke .

Murrumljidgee P and A. Association...

[1 Plate.]

Secretary
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Electricity and Agriculture.

W. H. P. CHERRY,
Department of Agriculture.

A FEW years ago Sir William Crooke in a Presidential Address to the

British Association prophesied that the day was drawing nigh when resort

to the aid of chemical science for the purpose of increasing the productivity
of the soil and maintaining the supply of wheat would become necessary.
Last year Professor Sylvanus P. Thompson declared that a shortage of

wheat is already imminent. The available territory, at the present rate of

production and consumption, he estimates as sufficient for 666 millions of

people, and by the end of 1910 he reckons we shall have a wheat-consuming
jjopulation equal to that number.

It may fairly be urged that Ijoth these scientists take a pessimistic view.

Not only have they failed to recognise the vast possibilities of the Australian

continent and other countries which so far have but little developed, but

the gauging of these possibilities is at the best a matter of rough conjecture.
The Commonwealth potentialities are great now, but with the achieve-

ment, for instance, of the projected inland sea, who can say how extensively

they would be enhanced ? That there are conflicting opinions regarding this

scheme is of course admitted.

Furthermore, it remains to be seen what effect changed conditions of

holding land will bring about, Ijoth in old and in new countries. The ti*ena

of modern legislation in connection with the question of the best disposal of

the land in the interests of the whole community, instead of for the advan-

tage of a grasping few, cannot fail to have an influence on the general food

sujoply. In the dictum of the famous scientist (Crooke), that " starvation

may be averted through the laboratory," and, presumably, only through that

-channel, there is a somewhat gratuitous assumption that all other means are

practically exhausted. It is the province of that class of social economist

who looks more to the fuller utilisation of the existing circumstances, to

show that we ought still to be a long way from the absolute necessity/ for

adopting the scientific methods advocated for increasing natural production.

Nevertheless, while not a matter of sheer necessity, it may still be recog-

nised as a very desirable course to pursue. The application of such methods

may be more advantageous than cultivating larger areas of land. In the

advance of science it is possible, for instance, that the application of elec-

tricity, chemistry, or other scientific treatment, to an area of 1,000 acres of

wheat, might be more profitable, and entail considerably less labour than the

ordinary cultivation of an additional 500 acres, which would thus remain

available for other use. In this connection the .scope of the present article

is to collate the information bearing on the recent developments of electricity

as applied to agriculture, both directly and indirectly.
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The iiiaiM points dealt witli in tliis ])aper are the fullowiii^ :
—

(1) The fixing of atmospheric nitrogen by electricit\- in the pi-oductioii

of tile fertilising agent known as C'aleiuin Nitrates, by tlif Uiikclaiid-

Eyde process.

(2) A second process of a similar character resulting in the production
of the fertiliser called Calcium Cyamimide or Nitrolim.

(3) The depletion of the Chilian saltpetre fields.

(4) The direct application of electric liglit and heat to plants, under the

Thwaite system of electro-cidture, at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
London.

(."i) Kadio-culture in (;onnection with the Thwaite system, and also

a])art from electricity.

(G) The experiments of Professor Lemstrom in the direct application of

the electric current to cultivated fields.

(7) The French system of utilising atmospheric electricity in agriculture.

(8) The preliminary electro-culture experiments of the United States

Agriculture Department.

(9) The recent experiments of Sir Oliver Lodge, Principal of ihe

Birmingham L^niversity.

(10) Preliminary investigations at the Havvkesbury Agricultural

College.

(11) Experiments with electrified seed-wheat in South Australia, and

with various seeds at Werris Creek.

(12) The practicability of establishing nitrogen-fixing industries in

Australia, and the i)robable forces available for generating the-

electricity.

(1.3) Electricity in farm household life and in fi(>ld machinery operations
in other countries.

(14) The same in Australia; lighting and motive power; at the

Hawkesbury College; anticipated extensive inti'oduction of electric

machinery in rural operations ;
fai'm tele})hone systems in New

South Wales.

':r^::- Jij*iM

The AtmDspheric Nitrate Works at Nctodden, Norway.

Illustration from The \\\n-\A'» It'or/c.
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1. Manufacture of Atmospheric Nitrates.

1 JlKKELAND- E VDE PkOCE.SS.

In October, last year, Professor Thompson, in an article in The

WorUrs Work, entitled, "When wheat fails," shows how electricity may be

utilised to produce the new fertilising agent, nitrate, with the object of

ensuring the continuance of an adequate supply of grain. That nitric acid

can be generated by the chemical combination of nitrcjgen and oxygen, by
means of an electric spark, has been a known fact for more than a century,

but the production of nitrates on a scale which promises to be of commercial

advantage is a scientific achievement of very recent date, and Professor

Thompson explains the processes.

Ten years ago certain experiments Sir William Crooke was making in

this direction strongly suggested a possible solution of the food problem.

He came to the conclusion that if the supply of electric energy could be

generated at a cost of 1-17 of a Id. per unit (i.e., per kilowatt hour), nitrate

of soda could be manufactured at £-5 per ton. Chilian saltpetre, nearly 7-5

per cent, of the output of which is used for manuring wheat-fields, sells at

the present time at more than double this price.

Since the time of Crooke's experiments, the fixing of atmospheric nitrogen

has become an accom23lished fact
;

in Scotland and Germany in connection

with raining products ; and, finally, in Norway a factory has been success-

fully established where, under the name of Norwegian saltpetre, nitrates are

directly produced from the atmosphere on a commercial scale. Discoveries

made by Professor Kristian Birkeland in the course of certain investigations

\

Group of Birkeland-Eyde Electric Furnaces, each of 800 h.p.

in connection with the phenomena of the Aurora Borealis, led eventually to

fin-ther examinations into the action of a transverse magnetic field upon an

electric arc, formed when an alternating electric current is passing between

the tips of two conducting rods, the result being the pi-oduction of pure nitric

acid. The acid is absorbed by treatment with limestone and caustic lime,

thereby producing nitrate of lime. This product is concentrated and packed
in canisters. The Professor's collaborator in this achievement was Samuel

Eyde, a Christiana engineei'.
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Cominencing witli a imxlrst experimental jilaiit (if oiilv -") liorse-power,

operations expanded i-apidly, until a factory was Imilt at Notodden, in the

Hittersdal, with a horse-power of '2. IOC. supplied by the Tinnfos ^^'aterfall.

Shortly after this came into operation it became necessary to incic^ase the

output tenfold in older to meet the demand for nitrates, and another water-

fall, capable of l^G, ()()() horse-power, was ci^lled into requisition. Other

similar projects are now in coui-seof deNclopmciA in Scandinavia, and a large

water-power factoiy is also bciny' erected in Italy.

Interior of the Birkeland-Eyde Furnace. Showing the striking of the electric flame.

The generating power at Notodden and Svaelgfos is produced at a cost of

about 0'02") of Id , which is rather less than Sir William Crooke's estimate

of 1-17 of Id. The ([uality of the lutrate of lime is quite eijual to that of

Chilian saltpetre : and the Norwegian product can be mainifactured at a

cost of not more than one-half the price at which the Chilian ai-ticle can l)e

delivered at Hamburg or Christiana.

2. Manufacture of Calcium Cyanamide.

The Birkeland-Eyde calcium-nitrate process has not been allowed to re-

main in undisputed possession of the field. Another method of h.xing jntrogen

is the formation of a substance calletl cyanamide by the electric heating

of calcium carbide in a stream of atmospheric nitrogen. Calcium cyanamide
is manufactured from the same quality of carbide as is used in making

acetylene gas. Pulveiised caibidc is charged into retorts mounted in a

furnace, and nitrogen is jiassed ovei' the carbide. When the carbide is

saturated with nitrogen the cyanamide is extracted in the form of a hard

cake. After being cooled this substance is pulverised, and is then ready for

use. It is placed on the market untler the name of Nitrolim. Souietimes it

is called "Lime INitrogeii."

While its jn'incipal use is as a fertiliser to take the place of Chilian

saltpetre, cyanamide is also usetl for making (pnte a variety of chemical

products.
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Electric Furnaces at Odda, for producing calcium cyanamide.

Illustration from Nature.

The energy required in the nitrogen-fixation process in the cyanamide form

is stated to be only one-fifth that necessary for the Birkeland-Eyde nitrates.

The industry was first started at Piano d'Orta in Central Italy, with an

annual output of 4,000 tons, which has, however, recently been increased to

10,000 tons. Other factories are being established in' Italy and Austria.

At Almissa, in the latter country, an installation giving .50,000 horse-power

is in course of erection, with an annual capacity for -an output of about

18,7-50 tons. At Notre Dame de Briancon, in France, there are works w^ith

an annual production of 4,000 tons
;
and at Westeregeln and Bruhl, on the

German Rhine, 10,000 tons are produced. At Bruhl steam power is used on

account of the cheapness of coal. At the Niagara Falls the American

Cyanamide Company are building a factory with a capacity for 6,000 tons,

to be later on enlarged for an output of 40,000 tons; The Cyanamide Works

at Odda, in Norway, are the enterprise of a British company, which treats

about the same quantity of nitrogen as the Birkeland-Eyde nitrate works at

Notodden. At the close of this year they expect to be treating at the rate

of 45,000 tons of nitrogen, and to still further increase it next year.

In sandy soils, poor in lime, nitrolim is said to be unsuitable : lime has to^

be added. With other soils it is generally satisfactory.

3. Depletion of Chilian Saltpetre fields.

Less than sixty years ago the output of Chilian saltpetre was only

25,000 tons per annum
;
the production during 1906 was 1,500,000 tons, and

during 1907 the quantity exported was 1,740,000 tons. Various authorities

estimate that even at the present rate of consumption the supply will lun

out in from sixteen to forty-eight years. In view therefore of the depletion

of the existing sources while there is an ever-increasing demand, the necessity

for the establishment of the new industries is sufficiently apparent.
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Ill (•(iiiiicci ion with tlic (|ucsti()ii
of iiiti'O^cn mijijiIv tlu- ]M)t('iitialitii's of

ieguiniiious cfdiis ill idtatioii with niain, such as hiccnic, ch^vcr, cowpeas,

tares, peas and Ix-aiis. are not overlooked. This system ot' culture is strongly

advocated, but it could not be as extensive as the forcL'oiiig. General resort to

it would inevitably reduce the grain area.

4. Thwaite System of Electee culture.

Not only indirectly is electricity a \aluable aid to agriculture, as in the

manufacture of atmospheric nitrates, l)ut it has now been satisfactorily

demonstrated that the direct application of the ravs of electric light has a

iiowei-ful and Ix'iieficial effect in stinudatiTi"- and acceleratinsr tiie growth of

plants. This fact was known innneiliately after the invention of the electric

arc by Jablockhoff", and nearly

thirty years ago Sir William

Siemens in England made
conclusive tests in this direc-

tion. ^\'ell-developed straw-

berries of excellent flavour

were exhibited by him at a

meeting of tlie Royal Society
in 1880. Bei'thelot in France,

liemstrom in Sweden, and

Bailey in America, prosecuted
further investigations of a

similar nature with satisfac-

tory results.

But it remaine<l for the

experiments now being carried

out at the Koyal l'>otanic Gar-

dens in London to solve more

completely the problems of

plant grow ing under electric

light, by means of what is

known as the Thwaite system
of electro-culture.

The necessary aarents in this

syst(>tn ai-e CI) nil ample sup-

ply of violet or chemically
active rays, projected fi-om

powerful and luoNini; arc

lamps ; (2) a supply of electrostatic current for the atmosphere and the plant

roots
; (3) the plant environment of an atmosphere containing moisture and

carbon dioxide, in the pi'oportion common to f(>rtile countric^s, and a

temperature ranging from 70 to cSO degrees Fahi-. : (4) an ideal fertilising

agent; and (5) an ample suj>ply of water for the loots.

The apparatus em ploved to fuliil these conditions is installed in an <ir(linary

glass-house, and consists of a suction power gas plant, the engine of which i.s

Thwaite Electro-Culture System Rear Side of the Arc Light

From The Srifntiiic Aii\encii7i.
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The larger plants were stimulated into a vigorous growth by electric rays, under the Thwaite System
at the Royal Botanic Gardens.—Illustration from T/ie .Scitdtino 4 /iitTicaii.

connected with a dynamo, from whence the electric current is conveyed to the

travelHng arc lamp. An electrostatic machine, wliich charges the atmosphere,

the plant and roots, is driven from the gas-engine crank shaft
;
in fact, the

whole requirements of heating, feeding, and lighting are supplied by the

gas-engine.

Excellent results have been obtained both with vegetables and flowers,

and from three to four seasons are attainable during the year.

In regard to the cost of working a glass-house under the Thwaite system,

apart from the initial outlay it is said to be absurdly low
; indeed, it is

asserted that the whole expense of the apparatus and its working is about

one-third that of the ordinary glass-house process.

Similar experiments to those of Mr, Thwaite have been made with a

A^ariety of plants at the Cornell University Agricultural Station in America.

These have shown that the system does not benefit all plants equally, but

that in regard to method of treatment they must be considered individually,

and classified accordingly. The cauliflower proved absolutely unresponsive

to the new stimulus under the conditions in this test
;
while from the lettuce

most striking results were obtained, plants of the best quality being ready

for market ten days earlier than by the ordinary glass-house process.

That electric light is a valuable aid in forcing and perfecting both market

garden and horticultural produce is so far recognised that many American

gardeners have already found its introduction distinctly profitable.
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Carrots: The two larger were grown with electric stimulus at.the roots ; the other two under

ordinary conditions.—From T/if WoM'n WVufc.

5. Radio culture.

\ [Anotlier probletn which the Thwaite's and similar experiments throw

considei-able light upon is the effect of [colour rays. While red rays
stimulate growth very powei'fully, blue rays have a marked retarding

effect. For the horticul-

turist whose greatest

trouble is the fluctuation of

the market this discovery

may prove of great advan-

tage. Valuable plantsabout
to blossom at an unprofit-

able time can be transferred

to the blue-ray house, and

ictarded for perhaps several

weeks until a more favour-

able opportunity for dis-

posal arises. In order to

l)ring about either the re-

tarding or forcing result,

all that is necessary is to furnish the arc lamp with a screen of the

recjuired colour. Probably the retarding colour would be more frecjuently

used by floriculturists than the forcing agent.

Effect of colour rays on young Oak-trees. Both plants are the

same age ; that on the left showing fuller foliage and more

vigorous growth, especially in the lower part, was grown under
red light ; the other under blue light.—From T/ic Wodd's IJ'y/A-.
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Apart from the application of electricity, the study of radio-culture, or

plant-growing under coloured glass, has occupied considerable attention for

many years past. Very interesting experiments have been conducted at the

Station de Climatologie Agricole de Jaivisy, mainly with red, blue, and green

glass. It has been found that not only was development and growth affected,

but that a change in the form of both flowers and leaves is possible. The

Sensitive Plant, (3Iimosa fudica) sank into a state of suspended animation

under the blue light ;
in the control house, where plants were kept for

compaiison under ordinary conditions, it had increased fourfold in height ;

in the green-house sixfold
;

while under the red light it had attained,

gigantic proportions, having increased in stature tifteen-fold. Under this

colour the natural sensitiveness of the plant was so abnormally intensified

that the slightest touch or breath sutflced to make it instantly droop its stem

and fold its leaves
;

in the green light the sensitiveness was practically

unchanged ;
while under the blue light the plant had become as stolid and as-

tough as a cabbage.

It is thei-efore apparent that although radio-culture has scarcely emerged
from the experimental or suggestive stage, an expansive outcome lies before

it
;
and as coloured glass-houses are 50 per cent, more costly than ordinary

glass-houses, an adaptation of the colour screens to the Thwaite electro-system^

in ordinary glass-houses is bound to receive more attention.

6. Professor Lemstroms Experiments.

While the Thwaite experiments consist of the application of both

rays and current, and are confined to vegetables and flowers in glass-houses,

those of Lemstrom are of a different character. They are open-tield experi-

ments, in which only the current is applied, and rays form no part. In 1902'

and 1903 Lemstrom carried out experiments at Newcastle in England, at

Breslau in Germany, and at Atvidaberg in Sweden, and remarkable results

were obtained. Strawberries under this treatment showed an increase of

from 50 to 128 per cent., corn from 35 to 40, potatoes 20, and beet 26 per

cent. Lemstrom came to the conclusion that an all-round increase of 45 per-

cent, over normal crops on land of ordinary fertility might be reckoned upon..

His method was a wire net stretched across the field a little above the

surface. From a machine stationed in a building outside the field an electric

current was made to traverse the net. Occasionally it was necessary to raise

the net, as it must not be allowed to touch the plants. The current does not

act during rain, and its application to the plants during brilliant sunshine

was found to be injurious.

The cause of the improvement effected is somewhat conjectural, but

probably on the one hand ozone and nitric compounds beneficial to the plants

are produced by the positive current passing from the points of the wire net

to the earth ; while, on the other hand, the negative electricity passing from

the earth to the points of the net stimulates growth by drawing up the sap-

from the roots.
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\u rcLjard ti> tho coimiici'cial side of tlir ijucstinii. Professor Lemstrom

takes for an exainjile a :^r)-acre liclil of \\lieat. He puts the initial cost of

the apparatus at <£10(~', and the ainuial upkeep at £23. The inercased

yield of 45 per eent. in the first crop pays not only the upkeeji, hut two-

fifths of the initial outlay. On larger areas the profit would Ic much greater,

inasmneli as the cost of working does not increase in the sanu' i-atio. Foui'

years have passed since Lemstrom jiuhlishcd tlic^c jtarticular.s, and as there

i.s considei'ahle modification in the system novv in use in England by Sir

Oliver liodge, and decreased expense is usually the natural accompaiument
of scientific advance, further information as to the cost of the later system
is awaited with considerable interest.

It was as the result of years of study '\n connection with Ins jiolar region

voyages of research, in which lie realiscMl that the greatest plant acti\ity was

concurrent with the periods of greatest auroi'al vividness, that Lemstrom was

led to the conclusion that electi'icity nuist be reckoned among the priiicipal

factors of })lant life.

It is said to have been demonstrated that the use of electrified .seeds not

only produces a larger quantity of successful plants, but that a greater pro-

portion germinate.

7. Utilising Atmospheric Electricity.

fSo far back as the year 1746 a Scotch scientist named Maimbray made

experiments on the influence of atmospheric electricity on myrtle trees, and

in a pajier read last year before the Bristol Naturalists' Society, reference

was made to the mode of applying electricity to plants employed by a Fi'encli

ecclesiastical scientist, the Abbe Berthelon, in 1783. He used an apparatus
for concentrating atmospheric electrical discharge upon plants, and demon-

strated an improvement in the appearance of vegetation, and in the fertility

of the plants. Contrariwise, Grandeau, in 1S79, protected plants from the

atmospheric electric influence, and showed that development was therebv

gi-eatly retarded. Coming to the present day, Professor Berthelot, in his

experiments at the Mendon Agricultural Chemistry Station, compared the

growth of plants at the top of a tower nearly 100 feet high with that of

plants at the foot of the tower, and concluded that the greater gro\\th at the

higher level was largely due to the potential gradient in the atmosphere.
French scientists have directed theii' attention particulai'ly to this question

of utilising atmospheric electricity, with successful results. The system is to

set up a geomagnetifere
— or kind of lightning conductor—in the centre of a

field, and to connect witli it a netwoi-k of wires ruinung through the soil.

One trial of this kind showed an increase of ')() per cent, in a potato crop,

while the improvement was still greatei in the case of tomatoes, peas, and

other plants.

8. Preliminary Experiments of the U.S.A. Agriculture Department.

Experiments in electro-culture are being made by the United States

Department of Agriculture, in order to determine whether any increased

yield or hastening of maturity results from such treatment. The iiivestigations
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•are being conducted mainly with the object of enabling the Department
-to answer inquiries for information, rather than with the vievv of establishing

systems of commercial utility. It is sought to protect market gai-deners and

•others engaged in intensive culture from the unscrupulous representations of

parties interested in the sale of electrical machines or patent rights. Field

tests are now in operation at the Arlington Experiment Farm. The system
differs from that of Lemstrom's wire-netting arrangement. Instead of being

just above the surface, the network is supported on insulators 7 feet above

the ground. The network is heavily charged for several hours each day by
means of a mica plate electrostatic machine. Areas on each side, not under

the network, serve as controls or checks. In tlie last annual report of the

Department, published last April, it is stated that the experiments have not

yet progressed sufficiently for a definite report thereon. Experiments on a

tobacco crop, by means of an electric current passed through the soil,

.brought no advantage to the crop. As before remarked, experience every-
where seems to establish the fact that all plants do not respond to the same
treatment. In regard to the cabbage and several other plants, Lemstrom

•explains that this inequality was found to arise from an insufficiency of water.

9. Sir Oliver Lodge's Experiments.

In the experiments which are being conducted by Sir Oliver Lodge,

Principal of the Birmingham University, the current is also sufficiently

overhead to admit of the free working of the crops by horses and vehicles
;

and the system differs from that of Lemstrom, in having no close network.

Wires are stretched across the field on poles. The generating power required
is small

;
a two horse-power oil engine, driving a small dynamo in an outhouse,

^ives sufficient current to fertilise an area of 18 acres. The current is thrown
off by the main wires and cross wires, and is absorbed by the plants.

Anyone walking beneath the wires can feel the effect on the hair of the

iead, and on the face.

In the wheat area experimented on Ijy 8ir Oliver, the effects were visible

from a very early stage. The plants wer-e of a darker green, the stalk was

superior, and gave a straw from i to <S inches higher than that on the check

area. In the case of Canadian Red Fife, the yield of grain was 3o^ bushels, as

compared with 25|^ on the check area, an improvement of nearly 40 per cent.

In the English variety the improvement was not so pronounced, being about

30 per cent. The produce of the electrified area sold in the market 7^^ per
cent, higher than the other, and the bakers reported it a better flour.

Notwithstanding all the evidence in its favour, it is, perhaps, somewhat

early to accept electro-culture as a complete connnercial success : but more

than sufficient has been demonstrated to justify the matter being taken up
in Australia. With our abundance of sunlight it may not appeal to us as

strongly as to those in duller climates, but in one or other of its various

forms it is surely worthy of our serious attention. Already some attempts
have been made iv Australia, particulars of which are now given.
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All who are inteiested in tlic closer study of this important subject of x\w

utilisation of the electric current in the a<^ricultural and horticultui-al indus-

tries are i-ecomniended to obtain a co})y of Professor Lenistroni's "
Electricity

in Agriculture and Horticulture,"' a handy little volume of 72 pages, published

by the Electrician Printing and Publishing Company, Ltd., Fleet-street,.

London. Further details in connection with the experiments dealt with in tliis

article will also be found in The World's Work oi October, 1!)(>7. ;nid Ajiril

1908; in Nature of July 2.3, 1908; in the FortniyJuly Rerv'iv of .April,

1908
;
in the Hcientijic American of October 19, 1907, and February 22,.

1908
;
and in the Electrical Eiiginter of July 24, 1908. The latter is a

contribution from the pen of Sir Olixcr Ijodge.

10. Preliminary Experiments at tlie Hawkesbury Agricultural College.

At the Hawkesl)ury Agricultur-al College, Professor Lemstrom s experi-

ments, as set forth in his Ijook on "
Electricity in Agi-iculture and

Horticulture,
'

have for some time been a matter of study ;
but in the absence-

of his appai-atus, it did not seem practical to apply the tests. Recent

developments reported, however, led to some interesting laboratory tests in-

the shape of pot experiments. .Subsequently, attention was drawn to some

results obtained from treating wheat with a high intensity current while in a

solution of copper sulphate, and seed has since been subjected to this treat-

ment at the College and planted out in the experimental plots. Framed

samples of wheat plants, showing a great improvement in stooling and in'

general vigour, are on \'iew in the visitors' room. Further pot and field'

expeinments are now in progress, with the object of testing the correctness

()! otherwise of the first laboratory experiments, but under cf)nditions some-

what raoi'e varied. When there have been sufficient repetition trials, definite

conclusions will be arrived at and made public.

With regard to the more extensive experiments in connection with the-

direct application of the electric current to wheat fields, further details of

Sir Oliver Lodge's tests, and the arrival of the necessary plant for carrying
out this kind of work, are being awaited, and, as soon as possible, it is pro-

posed to treat an area of about 10 acres.

11. South Australian Experiments with Electrified Seed.

Experiments with electrified seed have also been made in South Aus-

tralia, near Yorketown, in the Yorke Peninsula, by the late Mr. George-

Butterfield, and tlio results have b(!en made public in a jiaper read at a

meeting of the local branch of the Agricultural P>ureau. It should be stated

that unsuccessful attempts at the direct application of current to the soil had

been made. The seed to which electric current had been appliefl during,

from three to five minutes, in various degrees of strength, was then sown in

different pots, while in one pot untreated seed was planted for comparison-
There was an improvement reported in the plants from the electi'ified seed

ranging from 55 to 80 per cent. This encouraged Mr. Buttei-field to make
an extended field trial. From one plot planted with seed electrified with the-
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full strength of the machine for five minutes, a result at the rate of 20

bushels 44 lb. per acre was obtained
;
from another plot, planted with seed

electrified to one-half the full strength for five minutes, the result was 18

bushels 40 lb. per acre
;
while on a check plot sown in the ordinary way,

the yield was 16 bushels 10 lb. per acre.

Mr. Butterfield did

not live to continue his

experiments, but they
were followed up by Mi-.

Charles Barclay, of Cor-

ney Point, who is stated

to have increased his

own yield with treated

seed on 60 acres by fully

40 per cent. Strangely

enough, though he is

reported to have treated

his whole crop in the

following year, no pai--

ticulars of the result

appear to have been

made available.

The machine used for

applying the current to

the steeped seed appears
to have been an ordinary
medical coil set, such as

is used for rheumatism, and costing from £2 to £3.

Other experiments have been made at Werris Creek, in this State, by a

farmei', who is reported to have obtained very satisfactory results from various

plants, the seeds of which had been electrically treated.

Medical Coil Set; as used in the South Australian seed-electrifying

experiments.—From block by Anthony Horderu & tons, Sydney.

12. Question of Nitrogen-fixing Industries in Australia.

In regard to the pi^acticability of establishing atmospheric nitrogen-fixing

industries in Austi-alia, we certainly have not the extent of water-power
like that employed in Scandinavia, Germany, Italy, America, and other

countries with great waterfalls. Nevertheless it need not be concluded that

we are destitute of the means of obtaining the necessary power. It is held by
some that even in the hydro form available power might be obtained from the

Barron Falls, the Tully River Falls, and the Wallaman Falls near Ingham, in

Northern Queensland. The question is whether the falls are of sufiicient per-

manence
;
and in this connection the representations, pictorial or otherwise,

which we are accustomed to, are published more with the idea of attracting

tourists to the district. What amount of power could Ije obtained therefrom

would require careful consideration.
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Block kindly lent )iy Mr. J. M. McNaught, Manager of the Advertising Brancli, Queensland Railways.

However when people are prepur-ed to vontui-e their cajiital in an enter-

prise we may ordinarily assume that the prospects are enticing, and in regard
to the Barron Falls it is well known that a company is at the present time

desirous of acquiring tli(5 Falls for power purposes. About seven years ago,
when the Dawson Government came into power, it was discovered that an

agreement of this nature had been almost concluded by the previous admini-

stration. The new Government being adverse to it the negotiations lapsed.
The power is not exactly claimed to be available to the full extent desired in
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the natural state of the Falls ; certain deviations would be necessary, and

public feeling was against the project on the ground of spoiling or detracting

from the original beauty of the place.

In connection with similar power available in New South Wales, it will be

remembered that over ten years ago a scheme was seriously considered for the

purpose of lighting Sydney by electricity by means of power from the Colo

Falls on the Grose River. Though not deemed sufficient for so big an enter-

prise it is quite evident that a vast amount of power is obtainable from this

source. Another source is the 8nowy River. In a recent leading article the

Sydney Bulletin says,
" There are scores or rather hundreds of places on

the Snowy, both above and below the (Dalgety) capital site* where turbines^

could be erected, and unlimited power transmitted."

It has been suggested that it might be practicable to harness our North

Coast tidal rivers, which have a I'apider current, and consequently a

stronger force than those further south, with the object of wresting power
therefrom for industrial purposes. It is by some objected that the cost

would be too great, but the matter deserves attention.

It is certain that a vast amount of energy which could be utilised for

generating electricity goes to waste from our artesian bores. According to

the latest available information published by the Bureau of Statistics there

are fifty-eight completed Government flowing bores, with an annual output
of about 9,600,000,000 gallons ;

and there are in addition over 2-50 private

bores, the complete supply of which cannot be accurately stated. Such a

diminution in the output of some of the bores has, however, lately been

observed that a Commission has been suggested to investigate the matter.

The question of utilising the artesian bores for power has been raised by
others, quite recently by Mr. Symmonds, of the Chemist's Branch of this

Department, who is conducting the nitric acid experiments on the soil at the

Moree Irrigation Farm. The problem of using the bore-water for both

watering and power purposes, however, presents serious difficulties. But

whatever threshing out this demands, the subject has undoubtedly occupied
serioiis attention from scientific and other able writers, amongst whom may
be mentioned Prof. Mason in America, and Mr. Gibbons Cox, C.E., of our

own State. Further infoi'mation in this connection, as well as on one or two

othei' points dealt with in this article, is given by Mr. Symmonds in Bulletin

No. 12 of this Department, copies of which can be obtained free on

application to the Under Secretary for Agriculture.

We have seen that the Cyanamide Works at Bruhl, in Germany, use steam-

power on account of the cheapness of coal. This raises the point whether

alongside our large collieries, with their vast quantities of refuse coal avail-

able as cheap fuel, such works could not be established in this State. There

are several large coke-works where the refuse coal is treated, and here, too,

a very large proportion of heat goes to waste whicli could be turned inta

steam power.

* Since rejected.
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Possibly also the power of some of the big mining works might be turned

to further account in generating electricity for this jiurposo, in wln'ch case it

could probably be effected with very little addition to the stall'.

Last, but not least, with

the completion of the Barren

Jack scheme, there aiv also

vflst possibilities for a grand

system of geneiviting elec-

tricity which could be utilised

for various industries. As
the recent decision of the

Common weal tl i Pari iamen t

makes it highly probable that

the Austi-alian capital will

be in this disti'ict, additi(jn-

al interest and importance
attaches hereto.

Wherever the power i«,

nitrogen is close at hand. It

is calculated that over every
9 acres of the globe there are

280,000 tons of nitrogen, which is the quantity that would be necessary to

produce the e(juivalent to the present output of Chilian saltpetre.

Stationary Transformer on a German farm, connected with

a supply station. From this point the cnrrent is transmit-

ted all over the farm.—Frmn illustration kindly lent by
Siemens Bros., Ltd.

13. Electricity in Farm household life and field operations, in other

Countries.

A notice of this kind would not be com])lete without some reference

to the adaptation of electricity to farm-life, apart from its application to the

soil. Tn America it has effected an agricultural revolution. The electric railway

light lines have played a great

pai't in this development.
In a report on the subject of

these lines most of the towns

attribute great part of their

progress to an increase of

business from farms. Closer

contact between town and

farm is mutually advantage-

ous, but it makes more in

favour of the farm-house. As
well as better and quicker

transportation it means better

social conditions, more fre-

quent entertainment and

anmsement, and suiierior edu-
Portable Transformer and Distributor on a German farm,

cation. lUustnitiou l.y Siemens Bros., Ltd.

^
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Portable Motor connected with Chaff-cutter in a left on a

German farm.—Illustration by Siemens Bros., Ltd.

Next in iuiportanct' is llie farmhouse teleplionc. In llip United States

the official weather forecast is communicated daily to every subscriber on

the circuit. A few weeks ago we learned how warning of the ap| roach of a

disastrous flood was conveyed
to the settlers by means of

the ti-lephone, and how the

lieroic o,ierator lost her life

while remaining at her post

to complete her duty of com-

municating the dread intelli-

gence.

On a farm in New York
State electricity generated
from wa'er-power saws timber,

cuts up fodder, and lights the

homestead and premises. At
a summer hotel farm, 25 miles

from New York, an electric

plant d t i ves washing machi nes,

bails swampy pools, crushes stone, and does lighting and lifting for the hotel;

it also works a bottle-washer, churn, cream-separator, buffer-worker, can-

scrubb^ r, and ice-crusher.

Electric motors for farm travel and driving machinery, such as thresher.",

are said to be less expensive than steam-power. Two electrical com-

panies in Kent and Gloucester (England) are pushing a business with the

farm^-rs. In the South of Fr.tnce, w'here water-power for generating the

current is available, electrical farming is found to be profitable, and on the

Continent generally they appear to be in advance of England and America

in this respect. At Summern, a portable motor is attached to three machines

and curs up in one hour 1,430 lb. of carrots, crushes 1,100 lb. of linseed cake,

aiid lifts water to the stables. Disconnected, it goes to the fields where it

drives a threshing machine and a chaff-cutter. An electric plough used suci ess-

fully near Turin, travels 1,000 feet in eight minutes, turning three furrows

at a time, ar a good depth.
In scientific fai-ming pump-

ing apparatus plays an impor-
tant part. First we had the

windmill pump ; now the elec-

tric pump is the watering-pot
of the south-west of the

American States. Very fre-

(juently the windmill, gas, or

other iiH'tor is now employed

i-itj,^^,^:,-: ./' _ _~.lr:..s:L..c^:i.;r ''..
to generate the electricity.

Land which foimerly was of
Portable Motor attached io Winnower on a German farm. . -

Illustratiou by Siemebs Bros., Lt.l. bttlc or no Value IS nOW ot

B
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Portable Motor attached to Threshing Machine on % German
farm. Illii-traticiii liy Sieiueus liro.s., Ltil,

enormous value l)otli foi-

iiraziriy pufposcs and for tViiit-

^^t•o\vitll,^

In t his section scviral illus-

trations of electricity as

applied to farm operations in

Jiermany are from copies lent

InvMi'ssrs. Siemens I^ros., Ltd.,

Lcntdon and Sydney. The

•extensive electric plant at the

H illgi'ove MininLC WOrks, the

power for whicli is carried

from a water source 20 miles

(hstant, was supplied hv this

tirin.

14. Electricity in Farm household life and field work, in Australia.

In Australia, electricity for illuminating' or (hi\iiii;' purposes is at present

little used on farms or stations. In this State it has been installed on Sir

Samuel McCaughey's homesteads at Yankoandat Coonong, in the Riveriiia
;

at Mr. R. J. Simpson's station, at Morduval, near Quirindi : at ]\Ir. G. Binnie's

station, near (.Quirindi, it is used for pumping as well as for lighting; on the

estate of Mr. H. R. Denison, hor.se-breeder, near Guntawang, in the ]\ludgee

district
;
at Toonia, in the Upper Murray district, for lighting and dii\ing ;

at Butterbone Station, in the Warren district ; at Werrina, near Miiiigindi ;

and at Conargo Station, in tlie Riverina.

At the Hawkesbury Agricultural College, Richmond, in addition to the

whole of the 2^i'emi.ses being lighted by electricity, the current is also utilised

as a motive power for numer-

ous purposes. Ttiere is at the

lighting station a storage

battery, from which power is

distributed to the motors in

the dairy for separating milk,

and (h'iving churns, butter-

workers, and pumps ; in the

feed-room there is ;tn S horse

power motor for cracking

maize, and another motor for

shelling corn ; a portabl(> S

horse-jjower motor used for

cutting chaff at the hay.stacks

reduces the risk of fire; silajje

is also cut by electricity;

pumps at the septic tank driven bv a motor raise 1l',()0() gallons of effluent

daily a height of 24 feet; wood is cut by this power,' and in the carpenter's

.- 'J- -M

Plough worked to and fro in connection with two movable

electric motors on a German farm. lUnstnitiuu by

Siemens Bi-os., Ltd.
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shop risk of fire amongst the shavings is avoided by heating the glue-pot by

electricity ;
the laundry is fitted up with electric irons, and there are electric

fans in the dining-room ; in the chemical laboratory an electric motor

developes gas for heating, and the centrefuge for soil analysis is driven by

elf'ctricity ;
the lectnre-room is heated by electric radiators, and electric light

is used for the demonstration

lanterns
;

in the poultry-yard tlie

incubators are being made electro-

thermic.

In connection with the scheme

for important irrigation works

shortly to be established on a

portion of the Hawkesbury Col-

lege Farm, it has been decided

that the pumping is to he effected

by electric p'lwer. Additional

machinery will be erected at the

present lighting station to raise

the pressure required to ti-ansmit

the current to the pumping station.

The rapidity with which in this

country electric power and light

is being taken on in all directions,

except in the agrarian industries,

is remarkable ; and we may confi-

dently prophesy that, with the

increasing perfection of this kind

of plant, and with its superiority
over the old systems, the conser-

vative prejudice against its intro-

duction by agi'iculturists and

pastoralists will gradually he over-

come. One great drawback to

the more general use of tl)e com-

pact oil-engine dynauio is the pro-
hibitive railway freight on tiie

feeding material. The freight on

kerosene and other oil is from two
and a half to three or four times

that on agricultural i)roduce,

according to the quantity and

distance. This militates airainst

the efforts of engineers and supplying firms to pusli a l)usiness in i\\v rural

districts. In respect to spirit as a motor fuel the regulations of our Distilla-

tion Act form another bar to the more general introduction of small power
jilant on farms. In Germany considerable latitude is given by the Government,

VT HRINIER
N.S.W

Electric Motcr workin; various applances in the

Dairy, at the Hiwkesbury Agricultural Co'lege,

Richiriond, N.S.W.
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.•ukI hs farniors are priviloffcd to

luanut'acture white spii'it t'nr

power purposes, we tiiid tluit

alcnli(il en,yin('s are in Ni'ry

coiiiiiioii use. The necessary

spirit is distill<'(l from potatoes,

nuuze, and other siibstaiiees.

I*]v('ry fai'iiicr wiili a small

alcohol or other engine and

dynamo can n^t onl\' generate
his own electricity tor lighting,

but by running wires and using

small el(,:'ctric motors po\s('r can

be supplied anywhere within a

reasonable distance, ^\'ith an ac-

cumulator llie plant can be shut

down and
[
ower be available

iiidepencient of the generator.

Ill the case of a suction-gas

jjlant, either simple or with

dynamo, charcoal can l)e used as

fuel. The (|uanfit\" reijuii'ed is

very small, ;uid most fainiers

could make their own supply.

The majt)rity of our Australian

timbers are unequalled in their

suitability for making charcoal.

The suction gas-plant is the class

of engine previously referred to

as being used in connecti<ui with

the Thwaite electro-culture experiments at the Royal Botanic Gardens. .Vs

showing how it is regarded from an economical point of view, it may be

Electric "Motor ccnnfcted with ccrn-crusher, at the

Hawkesbury Agricultural Colleg3, Richmond, N.S.W

Small " Ruston "
Sucticn GiS Plant, consisting of Gas Engine and Gas Producer; will work on small

quantity c( charcoal or coke.—From hlock kiudly lent by Messrs. Qibsoii, Battle, .V Co., Sydney.
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mentioned that it has been recommended to substitute this kind of power
at the works of the Hay Irrigation Trust. The small Ruston suction gas

power plant illustrated in these pages is from a block supplied by Messrs.

Gibson, Battle, k Co., Sydney ;
also the small oil engine with dynamo, which

is capable of supplying eighty-two electric lights of 16-candle ])Ower each, and

of being used as a 2-h.p. motor. The Mather-Platt electrical pumping plant

for the Menangle Water Works, an

interesting account of which

appeared in the columns of the

A'ngineer, was supplied by this fii'ni.

There is one phase of electricity

as applied to agrarian life in this

country, which has undoubtedly

caught on with thefarmerand grazier
— that is, the introduction of the

telephone. One firm alone—thnt of

Anthony Hordern and Sons—do a

bu.-iness iii farm and s'ation tele-

phones and material to the extent of fully =£3,000 a year, with an increasing

tendency. They have supplied extensive material for Brookong, Widgiewa,

Cannonbar, Urangaline, Tarco^la, Coonong, Carrathool, Wilga Downs, Uardry,

Grnongal, Nangus, Cronga Peak, and other la'ge sfat'ons in the int'-rior, some

of which have over twenty telephones connected
;
and a large number of

smaller stations and farms have been supplied.

:mit
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A very useful apparcatus is the portable tele[)hon(', fitted in a leatliei' case

with shouldt'i-strap, and carried on hoiseback or afoot. Tt is largely used by

boundnry rideis and other station employees, who can thereby promptly

report any urgent matter to the head ttatioti, or communicate with any part

of the estate, by simply attaching it to a wire-fence, ]»rovided, of course, that

the necessary connections have been made with this (jbje^t in view.

1. 2.
Portable Farm and Station Te ephone (li tor hrrse'ack; (2i for vehicle.

From Ijloclis kindly lent by Messrs. Anthony Horderu and Sons, Sydney.

During the year 1906, the Telephone Branch of the Postal Department
connected 347 farm and station telejjhones, and 554 during 1907. The total

numlxT connected with inland post-offices is now between 1,700 and Iji^OO.

In addition t) these, the number of j^rivate lines is very large. On the

Central-Western Slope, the Narromine, Peak Hill, and Trundle district is a

perfect network of telephone systems. The north-western district is also

well supplied, and, as an illustration of the value of this means of comnnnii-

cation, it may be mentioned that the postmaster operating at a .small town

in the Narrabri district was recently the recipient of a pr.^sentation in

recognition of his services in frequently apprising the pnstoralists and farmers

in a large circuit of the rapid rising of the rivers, caused by lains higher up
and over the Queensland border. The stock were quickly iemo\ed fi-oui tlir

low-lying lands, and considerable loss averted. It reniinls us of the more

serious American incident previously mentioned.

As surely as the telef)hone is so rapidly Ix'comMig a necessary adjunct to

farm and station life and operations, so we may safely predict that the day
will come when, from clectriL-ity generated on i he ])remises oi' from sup]ily

stations, no*; only will farm dwellings and other buildings be lighted. l)ut

numerous household and field operations will be worked by the same ])ower ;

when the chatf-cutter and the sinving-machine will both be switched on.
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A list of electrical engineering and supply firms in Sydney is given here-

under :
—

Australian General Electric Co., Equitable Buildings, .Sydney.

Crompton & Co., Ltd., 56 Margaret-street, Sydney.

Dick, Kerr, k Co., Ltd., .'{50 George-street, Sydney.
Edison and Swan United Electiic Light Co., Ltd., 5S Clarence-street,

Sydney.

Gibson, Battle, & Co. (Mather and Piatt, Ltd., Manchester), 7 Bent-

street, Sydney.

Hayes, Oswald, 2 Hunter-street, Sydney.

Hordern, Anthony, and Sons, Universal Providers, Brickfield Hill, Sydney.

(Telephone and other electrical supplies.)

Hungerford, B. B., 165 Pitt-street.

India-rubber, Gutta-percha, anrl Telegraph Works, Ltd., 279 George-street.

Lawrence and Hanson, 55 York-street, Sydney.
Lohniann ife Co., 9 Castlei-eagh-street, Sydney.

Noyes Bros., 109 Pitt-street, Sydney.
Siemens Bros., Ltd., 16 O'Connell-street, Sydney.

Warhurton, Franki, & Co., 167 Clarence-street, Sydney.

Note on Amsinckia echinata, a very bad Weed.

J. H. MAIDEN.

The following letter has been received :
— " Per bearer, I hand you specimen

of a weed which, for some two years past, has made its presence felt in wheat

paddocks in the Yass district. It grows to a height of about *2 feet or more,

and shoots out from one firm stem, It literally chokes the wheat, which is

simply annihilated by the weed. Horses eat it with relish, and pigs will fight

each other to get at it. I have been asked to ascertain if the weed is known

to your Departnif^nt, and, if so, the best means to have it eradicated (ploughing

the ground seems to have failed in that direction) ;
or you a)ight be able to

say whether it could be made into hay. Any information that you can

furnish will be greatly appieciated. The specimen herewith was handed to

me by Mi-. Laurence Boche, of Nanangtoe Station."'

This is an American weed, with yellow flowers, belonging to tlie Borage

Family, and named Amsinckia echinnta, A. Gray. I know no coiiiinon name

for it, and it is not convenient to publish a plate of it just now.

It was first referred to in the Gazette for January, 1905, page 27, and

May, page 430. It was first recorded from Blayney, and later from Wagga
Wagga, so that it is surely spreading. It is getting a firm hold in the Yass

district. The only way to deal w ith it is to eradicate it before it seeds It

is a profuse seed-bearer.
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A Permanent Poultry Farm.

G. BRADSHANA" ,

Introduction.

In !i scries of articles on suhurhan pdiilti-y yards, of wliicli tliis is the

second, there is one coiidition which has hccii kept in view, viz., that each

oiie dealt with sliouhl he i)f known stahilitv. To those iinac(Hiainted with

fowls and fowl-farniin<z- this provision may apjx-ar unnecessary, as farms

of whatever soi't, stot'k or cro]>s, are considei'ed to he established with

the ohject of inalsin^ a liviiit:' and ]iroht to those condueliiiL; thciii: and

when farms are spoken of they are understood to he pi(ihtal)le, of per-

manence, and stability. 1''rom sevi-ral catises it, unfortunately, is not

so with farms devoted solely to fowls— not throu;^]! the inability of hens

to i)roduce a reasonable profit, but rather to the undue booming which

this branch of culture has, in the past, been subjected to, resultin<f every

year in a lar<;e numl)er of people without any t'xperience goin<.i^ into tlie

business, the larger jDercentage of them in one or two years abandoning

it, and, in most cases, retiring with e\])erience which had possilily cost

them their entire capital.

It needs no gainsaying that in most l)usinesses there are a ]iroportion

of failures each year. Siu'h may be due to sickness of the owner, unfair

competition, losses throiiLih liad debts, mismanagement, (U' a score of

other things. Indeed, witliin t)ie last dozen years, quite a number of

jteople who had failed in other businesses personally consulted me on tlie

subject of j)oultry-keeping, leaving the im})ression that they regarded it

as a sort of refuge for the destitute. One case is illusti'ative of others,

the only difference being tliat of degree. A wi(h>w lady, a new arrival in

this count
I'y,

who had |>ossibly seen something in the |)apers al)out the

profits from fowls, consulted me on the j)ossibilitv of an investment of

some J;2()() in j)oulti'y-farming, this being the eiitii'e amount then left of

her husband's estate. She believed she had an intuition for manag-ing

poulti-y, but candidly a(biiitted she had had no experience.

My advice Avas
" Don't." However, she was one of those people wlio

ask advice all round, then folhiw their own idea. Six months afterwai'ds

she brought a case of eggs to tlie (iovernment cold stores, which was tiie

first time I learned that she had invested all she had in a farm in a

Sydney suburb. 'I'hree months aftei' this it was in the mai-ket, and

witliin twelve months from its inception it was sold, £7') l)eing bi'ought

out of tlie place.

Witliin the following three years the farm hail tliree tenants, all of

whom lost more or less money. At the ])resent time it is a going concern,

small, but affording a living for those working it : for the simple reason
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that they did not consider themselves born poultry-farmers, but com-
menced in a small way; had another occupation from which they made a

living; gradually increasing their stock, thus gaining experience until

the present time, when, witli good, hard, constant work and long hours,

they are making a living solely from the fowls-

I have had letters from numerous people in employment, l)ut who de-

sired an out-door life, asking about the possiliilities from a poultry-farm ;

in one or two instances actually asking from how many fowls thev coiild

make a living. Such were always told that it all deiJends on what ihey
call a living. Some people live on less tliun a £1 a week, while to others

this amount would be starvation. Perliaps the most remarkable of these

communications was tliat received a few months ago, and on a post card.

It was dated from another State—a Melbourne suburb—and is certainly

unique, as showing the ideas held by even well-informed people. The

communication was as follows :
—"

In the interest of my health, I iiavo

been ordered to give up my present position in favour of an out-door

life. Will you please inform me how much money is required to com-

mence poultry-farming in your State ; tije best locality ; and how to

succeed ?"

Here was a man who, probably, had served five years' apprenticeship
to a busii:ess ; was obliged to give it up, and really expected to become

proficient in iinother one at the expense of a postage stamp. Of all

businesses poultry-farming is one that cannot l)e taught by jiost.

Like instances are of regular occurrence. The widow of some city man,
with a few hundred pounds, inquires as to the profits from fowls. At

times the shopkeeper thinks the strain of over-keen competition is too

much for him ; the prosperous mechanic, and sometimes a newly-married'

couple with nothing definite about the futiire, have all thought of poultry-

keeping, and in too many instances have indulged in it to satiation, i.e.,

till their all was spent.

My point in introducing the above matters is to dispel some false

notions about the poultry business, and to disabuse the mind of many
erroneous ideas about it. To make a living from fowls only, i.t., ])oultry-

farmiiig, re(]uires a special education <iiid personal knowledge more than

any other l)usiness ; and such can be acquired neither by post card or

other corresTTondence, but by actual practice and experience. Reading
even the best poultry literature available will not make up for the lack

of personal knowle<lge of tlie many details necessary to success.

One other error should be pointed out. Those desirous of going in for

poultry-farming fre(juently thiid\ it is a nice easy business; just the

thing for a ladv ; nothing to do l)ut throw tlie urain to the fowls and

gather up the eggs ; it being often forgotten that tlie corn has to be

purcluised, and that even on the best-regulated farms there are many
times when the eggs gathered will not pay the feed l)ill.

Strictly speaking, poultry-farming is a twelve or fourteen hours a -lay

Avork, and seven days in the week. Withal this, like other businesses,
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lius its successful votiiru'S, the liiiiidicaps iiieiit i(iiic(l hciii^'^ discounted l)y

tlic advantaj^cs of fi'ccdoiu from city worries, tlic oul-doiu' life so essen-

tial to henltli and a sound mind, to^etln'r with the exti'eme of satisfaction

in that individual liuinan cravin;^' of licin^' one's own nuister. 'i'hese

attributes, and the additional (Uie of making a livinj; l)y fowls, apply in

every degree to the sul)iect of this article, and safely warranting the

com])endious title of a Permani'nt Poultry Faryi.

The Locality.

Commencing at Sydenham, the junction station of the Helmore and

Illawarra line, and proceeding to the teiininus of the former, and to

Penshurst, on the latter, there is an extensive V-shajied t'ountry, con-

taining many thousands of acres. Sti'iking a circuitous route from

Penshurst along Forest, Honds, iJelmore, and other roads, a goocl idea

of the original state of the big expanse of country can l)e realised. The

evidence shows that the district had been sparsely settled on in early days,

the commercial object being the massive ironbark and other eucalypts;

the best of these yiehled to the pioneer's axe.

Poj)ulation increased ; tiie later generation doing well out of the

leavings of the early timber-getter. An attem])t had been made at

farming, and the remains of abandoned orchards implies that, even in

the days prior to the advent of the fruit-fly, there were more remunera-

tive means of making a living than by fruit-growing.

Altnous^h the settlement in the district gradually increased, it was the

extension of the Subui'ban line beyond Hurstville and the o|iening of

the Sydt'iiham-Belmore line wiiich really brought population to the place.

The immense forest with its occasional homestead and e.xti'iisive area of

bush is now largely open country, with hundreds of cond'ortable dwell-

ings, to which are attached fi-om 1(1 to .")() oi- moi-e aciX's, ami in the

majority of instances owned by the occupiers. Fruit-growing to a small

extent has been entered on. The principal operations are, however,

market gardening; there being hundreds of acres of cabbages, peas, and

like crops successfully cultivated for the Sydney markets.

Pig-keeping and ])oultry-farming are also largely cari'ied on : tlie

methods which lontribute to the success of one of the latter places being
the object of this pa})er.

J3elmore-road, Helmore, is the address of the farm under notii'i'—train

to Penshurst being the first stage of the journex'. From here the next

instalment of the passage is bv coach, ria Forest-road to Peakhurst, a

distance of some ."5 miles, 'idie passengers alight at the Peakhurst Pulilic

School, a walk of 2 miles furthei', rid Bond's and Pelmiue lloads, lii-ings

one to tile fai-m of ]\Ii-. D. Iv Stajdes.

The Farm.

The owner of the farm was (uuLiinally a ])ig and duck farmei'. The-e

sections usually go together in the Sy<lney suburbs, ihietiy from the fact
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that ducks are gross feeders, and not so particular as to (juality as fowls,

Glebe Island and other ofi'al, hotel and restaurant waste, and varied

bulky cheap foods being most suitable.

Mr. Staples commenced the above business some twelve or fourteen

years ago, and made a success of it, l)ut gave tliem up in favour of

fowls, and, except a sojourn in Soutli Africa, has been engaged in the

business to the present day.

The farm, like many others in the neighbourhood, consists of about

10 acres, and no doubt is a section of the subdivision of some of the big
forest.

Mr. Staples, being a practical man and knowing exactly the re([uire-

ments of fowls and the conditions of this country, did not take the advice

of the poultrj- books to select a high and dry aspect, with a slope to

some point of the compass. The fact is that Australian conditions are

such that, rather than the dry elevation, the chief trouljle to poultrymen
is over-dryness. In England, with weeks of continuous rain and little

sunshine, the liigh and dry situation is important, but conditions here

are altogether different. We get our rain on but a few days in the year

and the results (juickly disappear. Indeed, often, even on a poultry

farm, tiie dust will lie lilowing off the jdace the day following a "2 or 3

inch rainfall.

The lU acres constituting the farm is flat, neither is it t)n a hill, and

had the site been any other jdace, there is scarcely a doul)t l)ut the results

under the present owner would have been the same as before described,

viz., a permanent poultry farm.

The Runs, Houses, etc.

The principal operations to the end of profit is egg-laying, and for

this purpose 7 or 8 acres are wire-netted into large runs.

As previously mentioned the heavy timber had been removed many
years ago, the present state of the farm being a further growth of gum-
tree saplings, reacliing from 12 to 30 feet high, and from the.se the many
gates, posts, and other woodwork of the- farm are made.

Some of the houses are also made from the wood on the farm ; in others

second-hand timber and iron have been utilised. The hinges of the many
gates and doors, fastenings, and other appurtenances connected with the

business are all home made. Indeed, from a cursory glance, the wire-

netting excepted, the bulk of the material to accommodate several

thousand fowls was obtained on the place. The liouses are the open-
fronted ones, long since advocated in tlie A<irinili tinil (rdzctic . The illus-

tration shows one of these, a plain structure measuring about 15 feet long.

8 feet high in front, sloping to 7 feet at back, witli a depth from front to

back sufficient to allow five rows of ]ierches, and capable of acconuno-

dating 120 to 150 fowls. In keeping with the inexpensive constructions,

the water vessels are those advocated in the Gazette, nauielv, kerosene
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An open-fronted poultry house.

A small poultry house.
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tins. These cut (liaj^-onally nuike two excellent water vessels capable of

holding 2 gallons. But however cheap the above appliances and fittings

are, the nest boxes are more so.

Tile farm, irresj)ective of the eucalypts, is covered with a thick native

scrub, and every few yards one goes through the large runs a nest of

eggs, containing from one to twenty, can be seen in the centre of a busli.

One of these is shown, not exactly in its natural state, as the bu-li ha:l

to be removed in front, and others bent down to facilitate the camera's

vV^-t- .•=>ir ^. j<«j^ /"V-"*

S
^•. 'AfiiSm

A nest in the bush.

operations. Where a nest has been selected by the hens in a scanty scrub,

a lioard, or portion of a sheet of iron, is Ijeiit over the nest to keep the

sun's rays from the eggs; although this is scarcely necessary, as all the

eggs are infertile, there being no male birds kept with the layers.

Despite the fact of there being ample roosting-houses in every run,

quite a numljer of the hens roost in the branches of the trees, and, for

the entire laying period, have never been under cover. Withal this,

every hen on the farm looked the picture of health.
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Hatching.

'I'liL' liiitcli i iip' is (lone on tliis farm mostly l)y i iicuI)atoi"s. Tlic owiior

sav's lie cannot afford the lien's time to hatch and rear chickens, as it

pavs him host to kccj) them hiving'.

When an\ liecome liioody. a few days is sutticiciit to cure them, and

the\' usiialh commence to hi\" aeain in ten or twelve da\s. There is the

further fact that those who use hens have ot;ciisional ones which leave

the nest hefofe the hatch cniiies off. the whole Setting:- and I Hue of the

lien lieine- thus lost. The i ncuhator-hutched chickens have the advanta^v
of coiuiuenciiii:- life with a coiu]ilete freedom from vei'iuin. which is the

S?ri'at iiane of chickeidioo(L Tlie fost ei'-iuot hers an' all home luade. siiui)le,

aiul effective.

A breeding; pen cf White Legtiorns.

Feeding and Rearing.

"When the chickens are hatched 1 do not ti'ouhle with any of the fancy

luixtures," said tlii' ]iro|irietor. "(h\ a fariu where one has to luake a

living' from fowls there is no time for tliese sjiecial foods. Chicken

mi.xtures are, no doubt, all idejit, hut when 1 can rear !).") pi-r cent, of

those liatclied on hran ami pollard luade into a cruiui)ly state, what ni-ed

i.s there to chantje for foods luore expensive? I commence the newly-
hatched chickens on l)ran and pollard, luade into a cruiuhly state, with

hot water. This 1 altei'nate with cracked wheat. With this plain, siiuple

feedin;^' they thrive well, and when the cockerels get as luuch as they
will eat, they are in fit condition for the imirket at four or five months,

while the ptillets, through not iK'ing forced, are well constituted for a

twelve months' laying."

Feeding the Layers.

"The layers are also simply U'A. hut mi fixed rule, weathei- conditions

governing the meals, while at other times a certain food ma\ run out,

and they have just to take whatever is available. Pollard and hran, with

cut green sttiff. ami meat three times a weels is the usual nioi'uing feed:
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cut "ireeii stuff mid-day and whfut at ni^lit. The food is vai'ied through-
out the year, cooked veyetal)les sucli as Ix'ct, cabbage, and other lil;e stuff

I occasioiiallv mix with the brai; aii<l polhii'd in winter, while maize ami

oats often take the place of wheat. Cut bones are sometimes given, while

cut barley, rve, oats, lucerne, or otlier green stuff, all grown on tlie fai'in,

is supplied daily all the year round."'

Breeding for Layers.

It has often I>een said that the show type and the laying ty])e of fowl

cannot be found in the same specimen. Mr. Staple.s's large flocks of

Orpingtons and Leghorns disprove this statement, for in lioth breeds

there are scores of birds that would secure a place in any show-pen ; many
of the Leghorn pullets, now from 10 to 12 months' old, weigh from 5i to

(jj lb. each ; and although 1 di'l not see any Orpingtons scaled, the bulk

of them were lieavyweights, and true to type. Questioned as to how this

A breeding pen of Orpingtons.

size was secured, Mr. Staples" reply was: "" To secure 1,000 or 1,.")00

layers re(|uires some Hatching, and 1,000 good lavers are always better

than 1,.")00 bad ones. They eat vei'v little more food and re([uire less

attention. If my stock only averaged 100 or 120 eggs for each hen, the

farm would never pay me. The average of the entire flock is about 185 to

195 per hen, although many of them lay consideralily over 200 eggs each.

My system is to put up several pens of pullets, and keeii them there for

twelve months. 1 keep a score card in the pen and record their eggs
each day. I soon find out those that lay best and lay the largest eggs,

and Ijreed from these oidy tlie following year. The great size of niv

Leghorns 1 attribute to this selection of the largest eggs, for large eggs
invariably hatch a large chicken, and a chicken which is large of its

breed when hatched generally grows into a large hen. After 2 years of

age, as layers, I dispose of tliem, as all profit is had from them hy that

time. 1 only kee)) Black (Orpingtons, White Leghorns, and a few Silver
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W\;iiiil<pt iL's. All WW liiTil IiIl; and lay lii^ efJfgs, wliirii lup the market

everv tiiiic, and as I mai-kct I'rdin L'OO up lo .'JOO do/ciis weekly, a Id. per

(lo/A'ii advance would In' a £1 a wev'k. Tlien wln'u tliey liave done laying

ogg's tlie\' make splendid tahle l)irds: tin' tlin_'(j breeds have all t'elelie(l

11U' as high as (is. (id. pel' paii' Uw killing jmi'poses. 'I'here is not niiieli

(liflerenee between the laying of the three breeds, still 1 I hiiik the Legiiorns

do best with me." ^

The illusti-at ions of the iireedine pens show the type and size iis men-

tioned above, while those in the lai'Liei' Hocks are iUust cat ive of t he general

stock of I he farm.

A mixed assembly.

Ducks.

In an earlier portion of this ai'ticle it was stated that Mr. Staples had

given up pigs and ducks in favour of hens only: howt'ver, two oi- tiiree

years ago tliere was so much written about the wondeiful laying of

Indian Runnei' ducks, a number were securecl. Altliough not up to

e.xpectations they are to be given another years trial, and if found not

to be worth keeping, they will have to go.

At jiresent they are laying well, ami the high ]irit-e of ducks in the

market is in their favour. .\ few years ago old ones of this breed fetched

as low as I's. (id, per couple, now .Is. fid. is the current rati'. The illus-

tration of the Kunners show them to be of the correct type, Avhilst that of

the six weeks' old duckling is sutiicient warrant that they are good
til rivers.

The ducklings are fed like the t'hickens, on bi-an and pollai'd mixed with

hot water. They are kejit out of any rain, given plenty of drinking
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A pen of layers.
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Indian Runner ducks, six weeks old.
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water, but nut iillowcd to ^ct into imv : Lirit ami ]ilcnl\- of ^tclmi food,

Avitli some int-at, coin])k't(_' tlicir ralioii until mai'kctinu' time. Incul)ators

and Muscovy ducks arc hot!: used in iiatcliin^-.

IMarketing.

Mr. Stai)lt\s is a shareholder and one of the Directors of the i'oultrv

Farmers" Co-o])erative Society, and, naturally, markets his stufl there.

In breedinji', to get 1,500 pullets each year«entails double that nuuil)er

of chickens to I)e reared, as, ap|>roximately, tin' half of them will be

cockerels whicli have to be sold. Mi-. Staples says, he likes to sell them

at about four months' old, for if tiie market is at all pfood they pay best

at that age. Keeping chickens till they ai'e .1 or (i months of age is a

risky business, they may get disease in tlie meantime: it takes a lot to

feed them, and often ther fetch no more at (> months of a-ie than thev

would liave done at 2 months younger.

Indian Runner ducks.

The best price received the jiast year for cockerels was 8s. 'M. per pair :

the highest price received for hens was Gs. (id )>er pair. The highest price

ever received for eggs was in the drought or dear year of 1001, when he

got 2s, 9d. per dozen for hen eggs; the lowest price received was (Jd. per
dozen on 2nd September, l!)0-i. The lowest price received during tlie

present ^-ear was lOJd. per dozen; the highest, 2s. 5|d., in May last.

Mr. Staples says that although ])rices for fowls and eggs are now very

high, at the same time he made more money when the price was 50 or (W)

per cent, less, from the sim])le fact that feed was then about half t! e

price it is now.

Apart from the above ])rices, whicii certainly are good, the laying of

the fowls at his farm has become well known, and there is a good sale

for stock birds and settings of eggs at considerably more than the market

rates, and this without any advertising.
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General.

Mr. Staples says :

"
My experience with fowls began wlien I was a boy,

and I have kept them ever since. I liave made a living from them for

myself and family for many years, but not without hard work. To be

successful in pouItryd\eeping one must have experience, plenty of energy,

and no fear of work. A man that has experience and is not afraid of

h)ng hours, seven days in the week, can always make a living from fowls.

I would not advise anyone to start poultry-farming who knows nothing

about it, for if they have any cash they will soon lose it."

In the February, 1908, Gazette, a large poultry farm at Manly was

descril)fd, and the methods which made it a profitable establishment.

This one at Belniore is of considerably less dimensions, and the methods

different, yet the owner has reared a large family on it, all showing that

there is no hard-and-fast rule in managing fowls.

Hatching, rearing, feeding, and marketing niay be all different and

.successful withal.

The Use of Nitrate of Potash as Manure.
Orciiardists who have been using nitrate of potash with sulphate of ammonia
and superphosphates as manures in their orchards are somewhat concerned

at the higher prices which are now being asked for the nitrate of potash, and

incjuiries have been made of the Department of Agriculture, as to

whether an equivalent can be used in the form of sulphate of potasti with

nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia.
For their information the Department has had prepared by the Chemist a

report showing the relative value per unit of nitrogen, and per unit of potash
with these manures at present value, and nitrate of potash at £30 per ton.

Mr. Guthrie states that 1 cwt. of pure nitrate of potash contains 52 lb. of

potash, and 15| lb. of nitrogen. A mixture of 1 cwt of sulphate of potash
and 95 lb. (or practically 1 cwt.) of nitrate of soda, will provide these quan-
tities. The cost of a mixture of 1 cwt. of sulphate of potash and 1 cwt. of

nitrate of soda will be £1 5s. 9d., as against £1 10s., the cost of 1 cwt. of

nitrate of potash.
The unit values are as follow :

—
Nitrogen—-in nitrate of soda, at £12 5s. per ton ... 15 -

Potash—in sulphate of potash, at £13 10s. per ton ... 5/2

If we estimate the nitrogen and potash in nitrate of potash on the same basis,

its manurial value would be only £22 per ton, as against £30 the price usually

charged. In spite of this, it is preferred by some fruit-growers even at the

higher rate, and there is little doubt that it acts more promptly, and perhaps
more effectively, than the similar ingredients mixed in a different form.

The Department is now making inquiries to ascertain whether a supply of

nitrate of potash can be obtained in large quantities for the use of Fruit-

growers' Unions and others wishing to import large quantities direct, at a

cheaper rate than the one now quoted.
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Hawkesbury Agricultural College and

Experiment Farm.

Experiments with Swede Turnips.

A. H. E. McDonald, Kxperimentalist.

I.—Trials with Fertilisers.

TlIK olijcct of these trials was to determine the ell'ects of ditlerent inanm-es

alone, and in combination uitli caeli otluT, upon tlic yii'ld of turnips. The

soil was a fairly open pi|)eclay loam, overlyiny a slii;litlv still" suhsoil. Ft

liad l)('en erop]ied previously with wheat for grain.

Superphosphate gives the turnips an early vigorous start. Photo, laUen one month after sowing.

The preparation was similar to that adopted in field practice. The land

was broken up in December, worked down into a fairly fine condition, and

can occasional harrowing given to maintain a fine loose surface, to minimise

the loss of moisture by evaporation. At the end of February the land was

lightly reploughed, and reduced to a fine condition for sowing b}' harrowing

and rolling. The effect of this preparation was to kvive the soil in a cf)ndition

suitable both for the crop and for good action of the fertilisers. The previous

cropping had equalised the soil, and the thorough culture left it in such a

state that the crop was able to utilise, to the gre;itest advantage, its inherent

fertility. The pulverisation and deep working encouraged rapid diffusion of

the fertilisers to every part of the soil, thus bringing them into close contact

with the roots of the plants.
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The seed was sown in drills 2 feet 7 inches apart. Pi-evious to sowing the

plots to receive fertilisers were shallowly drilled, the fertilisers spread evenly

by hand, and well mixed with the soil. The drills were then filled in, and

the seed sown 2 inches deep. The variety of swede turnip sown was

.Skirvinf]f's Purple Top, seed sown at the rate of 2 lb. per acre on 11th March.

The soil was moist and in splendid condition. An even germination was

obtained, and when the plants reached the height of 4 inches, they were

thinned out to 8 inches apart. The cultivator was run through the rows

about once a month, whilst the crop was growing, to prevent the growth of

weeds and to check evaporation of soil moisture.

The experiment contained eighteen plots, eleven of which received applica-

tions of fertilisers of different forms, whilst seven consisted of unmanured

plots arranged in such a way that ea^ h manured plot was adjacent to one

»
^^

View showing the effects of superphosphate ; two months after sowing.

receiving no manure. By adopting this system each manured plot could be

compared with the adjoining unmanui^ed one, thus giving a reliable check on

the results. The following rainfall was recorded during the time immediately

preceding the commencement of the experiment and during its course :
—
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affeced tlir yield to some extent. 'This was particularh' tl:e ease with the

uiiiiianr.reil plots, which were rather Iciek ward in their earh' Lfi'owth. and

were, consei|neiit ly, not so well de\chi|ied wlien the dry weather set in.

The turnips were liarvested on ^Vugiist I •">. Two drills in each plot 1 eliain

in length were dug, the turnips weighed, and the yields ealcuhitefl at
jiei-

acre. The results are given in the following t;i1)le.

E.KPKiiiMKNTS with Fertilisers for Swodu Turnips. IMaiitud on lllh .Maicli ; liarvested

13th August, 1907.

No.
of

Plot.

Kind of Maniitin;,'-.

Quantity | y.
, ,

per acif. '

Yieia

per Acre.
Increase- i Deeri-ase
in vield. in vield.

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

Uninaiuired

Superi)liospliatc

Sulphate of potash
Uumaiiured
Nitrate of Soda

Sulphate of anunonia..

Uninanured
Blood
Not included in this

nient.

Unmanured
Superphospiiate
Sul])hate of potash
Superphosphate
Nitrate of soda
Uninanured

Sulphate uf potash
Nitrate of soda

Su])erphosi)hate

Sulphate of potash
Nitrate of soda
Unmanured
Superphosphate
Sulphate of potash
Blood

Superphosphate
Sulphate of potash
Sulphate of ammonia .

Unmanured

experi-

cwt. Ih. cwt.
(|i'.

Hi. ton.cwt.qr. tijn.cwt.qr.
1 U -i () 10

2 1 3 H 1(1 3

•2 1 14 7 -21

S 3

3 2

1

9o

150

2

1

2

1

2 14 4

2 1 .") 14 i:t (I

1 2 2(i

1 1 7

1 2 2

1111
S 7 3

9 13

9

2 13 2

CU t. 111-.

1 5 1

1 2 11 1(1 4 1

2 1 8 14 1() 2

1

1

2 20 13 IS 1

1 3 111 4 3

4 12 1

2 13 2

1 2 20 1(1 14 2

2

1

150
2
1

9.-)

2 IB

1 2 24

2 20

2 8

1 1 24

13 13 3

10 19

13 18 1

13 4 2

9 7

2 14 3

2 19 1

3 17 2

10 1

The i-esults show clearly the value of manure. Tf the unmanured plots

are considered it will he seen that, with the exception of one, the yields are

comparatively lo^v, and that, on the whole, they agree fairly well one with

the other. The results from tlie manured ]ilots are valuahle, indicating as

they do the influence exerted upon the ciop by the ditierent fertilisers.

Prominently aljove others stand the results following the ap})lication of

superphosphate. The greatest increase in the series was olitained on the

plot manured with it alone, and wherever it was used in combination w ith

other manures its influence cannot fail to be traced. The results go to show

that a supply of soluble phosj)lioric acid is very essential to the tuiiiip crop,

owing, not so much to the quantity taken fi'om the soil, but to thi>

peculiar inability it appears to lia\-e, in comparison with many other
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crops, of utilising the supplies naturally existing in the soil. The super-

phosphate supplied a readily available form of phosphoric acid, and the crop

responded to its application with a largely increased yield. It had a

marked effect upon the young plants, inducing a vigorous healthy growth

from the very start. Tho^e plots treated with it could easily be detected by

their robust appearance inunediately they commenced to grow, and they

maintained this lead right through. The tjuick early growth accounts, in

part, for the increases in the yields. The early part of the season was moist,

while the latter part was abnormally dry and the \veather very cold. The

plots treated with superphosphate had, however, taken full advantage of the

early rains, and the turnips were well developed before the dry weather

occurred, whilst those which had not received a dressing were slow in

^,Jkt*ik.

General view cf fertiliser experiment.

gi-owing and did not derive full benefit from the favourable portion of the

season. The application of potash and nitrogen seems to have had a beneficial

effect upon the crop. This was particularly the case with nitrogen, but

before drawing definite conclusions further tests are required.

The results of these experiments are quite in accord with what we should

expect in the case of a crop like turnips, which occupies the land for a short

period only and is a gross feeder. It requires a considerable quantity of

food constituents, and they must be in a form in which they can be used at

once by the crop. Crops which occupy the land for long periodts, such as

wheat, give goorl yields on comparative'y poor soil, largely because of the

longer time in which the inert plant food in the soil may become available.

This is not the case with turnips, and unless the substances required for its

growth are present in a soluble condition in the soil, or are added by
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iiiiuiuriiiii, the yif'M suffers consi(l('i-;ihl\-. Not only must ttic food constit

uents 1)1' s()lul)l(', l>iit they must lie in a positimi wlin-c tlic\- c-iti Kr utilised

by the ciop. it is a shallow coott'i', ami (\('ry ell'oit must \u- mailc in the

•cultivation of the soil and in the ajiplication of manui-cs to retain the plant

food iieai' the surfaee, where it can he reailily drawn ujion hv the crop.

Whilst niaiuiriii,ti; lias heen shown hy tliese e»x])erinients to liaxc such a

marked influence upon the yields, it must not h(» forifotten that it is cfpially

important to hiinn' the soil into a jiroper physical condition. It should be

ploughed de-eph' some time hefm-e sowing and lii;litlv replou^hed just previous
to ])lantinLj, as indicated in th*^ l)ei;iniuni;' of" tins article. At'er the crop has

connneiired to grow, the cultivator should l)e kept going until the leaves

meet a-cross the i-ows. This maintains a loose surface, which has the etlect of

lessening evaporation of moisture from t\\v soil, much in the same wav as a

u)u'ch of straw. Where the soil is allowed to heconx' crusted on the

surface, moisture (piickly evaporates, luit w here it is kept loose and line the

moisture rises through the soil as far as the loose l)rok«i: surface hut no

farther, aTuI instead of being dissipated into the air is conserv( d in the soil

and utilised by the ]ihiiif. This intertilla^e also prevents the growth of

weeds, which draw upon fertility and moisture, exhaustim.,' profithsslv wliat

should be retained for the use of the crop. h: this State the stern facr must

be recognised thnt dry ]ieriods will ever recur, and one of the chief olijects in

all treatment of the soil must be the con'-ervadon of moistui'e in the .-oil while

rain is plentiful, to eiuiMe the cro]) to maintain a healthv growth when the

rainfall is scanty.

Trials of Varieties.

This experiment was carried out on a j)ipeclav loam, similar to that on

which the trials with ferti'isers were made, which had previously been cropped
with wheat. The soil was pre])ared according to the system outlined in the

fertiliser e.xpei'iment. It was manured with 1 cwt. superpho.sphate, \ cwt.

sul})hate of jiotash, and \ cwt. dried blood per acre drilled in with tlie sepd.

Sowing wa-i done on ^JSth Fehruary in favoui-aljle weather, and a perfect

stand obtained. All the varieties were hai'vested on l^.oth Jidy. The yields

were estimated hy harvesting two r<»ws 1 chain in length from each, variety,

and the ivsults calculated at ])er acre.

E.VPEUIMENTS with Swede Turnips ; planted I'Stli Fi'hruaiy, luuvested

25th July, 1907.

Name of Variety. Yield per plot. Yield per acre.
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Experiments with varieties of Turnips and Swede Turnips in 1908.

The soil and methods of cultivation for this exi)priment were similar to

those of the previous year, with the exception of the manuring. Fifty-six lb.

of sujoerphosphate and 28 lb. of sulphate of potash were applied per acre.

The calculated yields per acre were obtained Vjy harvesting three rows 2|
chains in length.

The rainfall recorded during the experiment was :
—

Inches.

0-05

1-83

4-75
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HAWKESBruv Agkicultural College.

Score cuds aic in extensive use at the Hawkesbury A<irlcultiiial College,

llichinond, in connection with the judgini;' by students of the various farm

products and stock. The cards as used for judijing lucerne chaff' and oaten

and wheaten hav aic of stout card, 8^ inches Jjy 6i inches, and have the

follow iiii; |iriiitr<l on one side:—
HAWKESBURY AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,

Richmond, X. S. \V.

STUDENT'S SCORE CARD.
LrCEKNK (JUAFF.

Scale of Points.
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Co-operative Farm Machinery.

p. QUIRK,
Ben'v Stud Farm.

At the Berry Stud Farm there exists in a small way all the necessary machinery
for silage-making, the cost of which, at a low estimate, may be put clown at

£200, exclusive of the tub-silo. Now, while it is absolutely necessary that

each farmer should jiossess his own silo or silos, the same necessity does not

exist for each farmer laying out from £200 to £2-50 in special plant for

cutting and elevating the fodder. When a farmer has a steam-engine or an

oil-engine of 6, 8, or 10 b.h.-p., the other expenses for a cutter and elevator

or blower are not so serious. Many farmers can afford, or feel justified in

erecting a silo
;
but it is the cost of the necessary machiner}' that is keeping

back silage-making on the coast. The arable land is there
;
it requires

only that means be devised to work this to the best advantage. I have

talked and advocated a depot of co-operative machinery for years : my aim

being to suggest a means of placing in the farmers' hands, at a minimum

of cost, the same appliances as we have to carry out the work at the Govern-

ment farm. The want of agricultural machinery is the great drawback to

the farmers of the coast. It would cost from £250 to £300 to equip a farm

with modern appliances. This first outlay is beyond the means of the

average farmer, and what I most strongly recommenri is a system of co-opera-

tion, and institution of a depot of agricultural machinery. A society of

farmers to be formed, with necessary capital to purchase machinery and let

out to the members of the co-operative society only at nominal i-ates. This

system might be carried out by agricultural societies for the benefit of its

members, and I feel sure the townsmen would support the expenditure

in the interests of the farmers. The system suggested for hiring these

machines is that the farmer should receive them in thorough working order

and return same to the depot in the same condition, less reasonable wear

and tear. It is not necessary to have in the depot plant that is in every-

day use on a farm, but those special machines only that are required

for a few days in the year. Say £350 worth of special machinery is placed

in the depot ;
this would be about the sum a lai-ge farmer would spend

to equip his farm, whereas, if worked from the depot, tlie £350 would serve

twenty or thirty farmers. No doubt this would be an innovation here, but

is successfully employed in Ireland
;
and there is no district better adapted

for local trial than the South Coast, as the farms are in close proximity to

each other. The question arises : Which is the proper body to take up the

scheme 1 As the agricultural societies on the South Coast are supported

principally by farmers, should it not be their one great aim to take the

initiative, and form a co-operative depot 1
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Tt has been said several farmei's mi<jfht require a machine at the same time.

Would that not l)e a stnmi^ incentive to purchase other machines of the same

class to meet the demand 1 Aj^aiii, it lias Ixhmi asked where is the capital to

come from 1 In answer I say, we found the capital to huild co-operative butter

and bacon factories, and we found tlie money to purchase fodder to keep our

cattle alive durin<,' the recent drouiijht. Sup[)Osiiii;- there were thirty silos

in the district, each 100 tons capacity, tliat woultl mean 3,000 tons of silage

conserved. This should show the valuable asset such a plant would be to

the district. During the late drought, chaff was selling from £6 to £8 per ton,

and the j)ricc of bran was also high. Now, if chatl' is wortli £(> jter ton, the

lowest value that could possil)ly be ])lace(l on silage would Ix' £"_' per tdii :

then 3,000 tons of silage would b(> worth £G,000 to the district. If such

a result could be brought about by the establishment of n co-operative silage

outfit, it is a very strong argument in favour of establishing, not one but many
in different localities. Tt has also been said if this scheme is a sjood one

why is it not taken up by private enterprise? The slirewd businrss man is

not going to expend £350 in machinery, and wait for silos to be l)uilt.

Private contractors will probably come into the field when there area number

of silos, as travelling chaff-cutting plants and threshers do in the wheat-

growing districts. It is in the initial stages where co-operation is required.

Editor's Note.

While noting that there are 500,000 silos in America, Mr. (^hiirk asserted

that there is only one in the Illawarra. If this be correct, it is either a

serious reflection on the forethought of the dairy farmers of that district, or

a high testimony to the favourable and stable conditions of climate which

make dairy farming possible over a series of years without any pro\ision for

a time of scarcity. As it was mentioned that during the late dry spell, diaff

was selling at £6 to £8 per ton, lucerne hay the latter j)rice, ami luan at

Is. Sfl. per bushel, it would seem as if some of the dairy farmers on the South

Coast must have had good reason to inciuire into the value of silage and

the methods of conserving it in times of plenty.

Mr. Quirk estimated that at these prices silage would be worth £l' per tt)n,

but whether its milk-producing value would be as high as that, is a question

which has not yet been settled by a series of satisfactory experiments ;
but it

is a well established fact that good silage can be made at a pi'ice ranging

from 4s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. per ton according to circumstances, and that the

same fodder, if kept for a time of emergency, may have a value very much

exceeding its cost, and greater, under certain conditions, than even its milk-

producing value, reckoned either by its chemical composition or its results

with the bucket.

The Junee P.A.I. Association have invited the co-operation of similar

Associations throughout the State in bringing before the Department of

Agriculture the necessity of appointing one or more capable men to investi-

gate economical methods of conserving silage, and recommend that such otticer
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be at once appointed and sent to inspect places where silage has been con-

served on a large scale
;
also to inquire inio the Victorian method of Govern-

ment time payment silos, and their success or otherwise. This laudable action

on the part of the Junee Association has met with the hearty sympathy of a

number of other Societies who are equally anxious to be advised as t(j the

most economical silage crops for the drier districts, and to get the services of

some man capable of supervising the building of silos, the making of silage,

and of advising as to the relative merits of pit, stack, tub-silo, feno-

concrete, timber, and other methods and materials. The Junee Association

has evidently recognised the fact that, with all the experience gained during

the last twenty years, the question of making and conserving silage is still,

more or less, in the experimental stage, and deserves much furrher investigation.

It is well known that the system pursued at Jemalong would not succeed in a

district with soil of different character and with a heavier rainfall. The man

who might succeed in making pit silage on the Western Slopes in a stiff clay

loam, and with a rainfall less than 20 inches, might succeed in making

nothing more than manure if he pursued the same plan on the Coast district,

with a more porous soil, three times tho rainfall, and consequent heavy

soakage from the soil.

As this State has done much pioneering work in many directions, and has

had to pay the cost of failures, as is the fate of all pioneers, whereby other

States have benefited by our experience, it will not be amiss if we, in certain

cases, hasten slowly, in order to get the benefit of experience gained by other

people's mistakes and experimental work. Victoria has led the way in pro-

viding silos on a number of farms in certain districts, on conditions as to

payment which are generous to the men on the soil. Whether the}' will turn

out to be as fair to the general taxpayer is only one of the many problems to

be solved.

In the short time during which the experiment has lasted, enough has

been learned to show the value of certain materials for making silos, com-

pared with others ; but a good deal more is yet to be learned as to the most

effective way of building a cheap silo which will last long enough to warrant

the initial capital expenditure. We have seen some silos built of galvanised

iron, protected on the inside by paint and other dressings ;
but it is clearly

evident already, that the acids generated in the fermenting silage will find

a way of quickly eating through the zinc and iron of which these were built.

Some have been built in this State of concrete, reinforced with steel netting,

which seem to promise exceedingly well, although apparently very slight in

structure, being not more than 4 inches thick. This class of silo needs

skilful workmen and exact moulds, and precise proportions of materials
;
and

these requirements necessitate the employment of a skilled class of labour not

ordinarily available on the farm.

In districts where cement, sand, and broken metal or gravel can be got

cheaply, these silos will be a great success.

Meanwhile, the Minister has provided for the employment of two experts

to give practical instruction in the building of silos and the making of silage.
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and Hs soon as Parlianiciit has passed the necessaiv apiuopiiation, steps will

I'f taken to i^i-t the best incii procurahic in tiie wlndc of Australasia, in nrfler

to provide for the two distinct classes of settlei's who ate now conceiTied with

this great problem oi the conservation of foddei-. One of tiiese will con-

fine his attention to the Coast district, where the tlairv fanners liave to he

served, and the othei' will work on the Tablelands and Western Slopes where

assistance is demanded by pastoralists and farjners who wish to conserve

natural ij;rasses, and othei- fodders i^i'own in those diici- climates, for the use

of theii- sheep and other stock in times of scai'city.

The models of different silos which have been made at the Hawkesbury
Agricultui-al College for the instruction of the students, will be du|ilicate(I

and sent I'ound to diflferent Shows in charge of men competent to explain
them ; Init it is not expected that these will have anytliing like the educa-

tional effect of a few practical demonstrations in the building of silos suitable

to the different climatic conditions of the State. Probably the experience

gained by the Victorian Department of Agriculture with ivLjard to terms on

which these are built f n- farmers will be of assistance to us in helping the

Minister to decide how far he can go in the direction of State aid to those

who cannot, provide the money for the initial expense. Meanwhile, the

question of financial assistance for small holders w-ill not be lost sight of,

and the experience of France, Germany, Italy, and Austria with People's

Banks, Agricultural Banks, Village Banks, Credit Foncier, and other forms

of co-operative effort subsidised by the State, is b^ng coll(>cted and will be

published for general information.

Monthly Weather Ueport.

havykksbury agricultural college.

Summary for September, I90S.

Ai

(B.
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The y\lmac Cob Stud,

The Almac Cob Stud was founded in 1899 Ky Frank D. Brown, at Kiandra,

in the southern part of the State of New South Wales. It is a very moun-

tainous country, and the elevations range from 1,600 feet to 5,000 feet above

sea level. At the lower and intermediate levels tlie valleys tall into the

Tumut River, and this part gives very good feed for wintei- grazing. The

higher altitude, which is S miles to the westward of Kiuidra, is a mixture

<)'" undulating plain country, and produce-! th^ best of natural grasses for

.summer feed. The Norfolk cob and the Welsh pony are the breeds of hoises

of v\'liich the Almac Coh Stud is composed. For founda'ion mares to start the

stud, Mr. Brown purchased all those of thoroughbred and pure trotting bred

and Welsh pony blood, with confo'mation, that met liis approval, and the

result is to-day a very tine group of youngsters, from foals 6 months old to

mares 7 years old, that are doing exceedingi} well, and the Sj'dney and

Melbourne show lings have seen the geldings brought from the Stud whidi

have won prizes at both Sliows and have been sold at a good remunerati> n

to recompense the breeder.

During the last two \ ears Mr. Brown has been able to purchase about

fifteen pure-bred cob ma'es from the States of Victoria and South Australia,

where they were bred by Mr. R. G. Wilson, who has imjiorted sires and

dams, and Mr. C. H. Angus, who also has imported sires and dams
;
and from

these mares Mr. Brown feels satisfied he will be able to show sta'lions bred

in the State of New South Wales that will prove of good beneHt in nssisting

others to advance in the breeding of true cobs. The pony maivs were

purchased from different States throughout Austialia, and four very fine pony
stallions have already been sold in different parts of Australia, and the result

of the use of them is proving beneficial to pony breeders.

We show the photographs of

two of Mr. Brown's cob stallions

and one of his pony stallion
;
also

one of a pure-bied cob mare, a

half-bred c^b gelding, and a half-

bred cob gelding shown in saddle

with the owner of the Almac Cob
Stud.

Almac.—The first cob stallion

Mr. Brown interested himself in,

was bred in New South Wales by
Mr. Thomas Cook, of Turonville,

Seme. His sire, Flying Shales

(imp.), was a very superior horse

and a most prepotent sire, and Almac, champion Cob staiiiop..
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a vpiy fast trottei', a.s in liis day he has trotted 17,1 miles within the

hour. He was a horse of wonderful vitality, and jn'oved himself a

good sire at 28 years of ago. All his stock have the best of dis])ositions,

and Almac is indeed a very fine docile stallion, now risiiig 1 (i veai's old. The
dam of Almac, Gipsy, was also hn-d by ]\Ir. Cuok, and her sire was Flying

Shales, so you will note the result of inbreeding witli a sire to his daughtei'.

.Vlinac is a beautiful rich dai-k bay with black points, and stands only 14?,

hands high, and when in condition he has tui-ned the scale at nearly 1,200 lb.

His bone is over 8 inches below the kiu'e, and todav, as a Hi-year-old, he

is as sound as a bell. Almac won first piize foi- two years at Sydney Royal

Agricultural Society's Show.

Snowball. Sire, Bismark ; dam, Tam-o'-Shanter.

Snowball.—A Welsh pony, bi'e<l in South Australia, and purchased from

there Ijy Mr. Brown. His sire was Bismark, nnd his dam bv the celebrated

Tam O'Shanter, the great progenitor of jtonies in the State of Victoria.

Although Snowball is only \'2\ hands high, he is strong, and well able to

carry 18 (v 20 stone. He is now also 16 years of age and has proved himself

a very valuable sire, and tlie constitution he has will probably see him live

to an old age, as he runs with his mares summer and winter in the hills,

and the country is as much like the mountain ranges in AN'ales as can

be compared. Snowball won first prize at Sydney Royal Agricultural

Society's Show.

Vim.—A pure-bred Norfolk cob, bred in Victoria by the late Hon. W. I.

Winter Irving, ]\I.L.C., who imported Vim's sire. Detective, and his dam,

Darwinia, from England. Vim is a chestnut horse, 14.3 hands high, and
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Vim. Sire, Detective (imp.) ; dam, Darwinia (imp.).

shows great dash with beautiful action, and a very fast trotter. He won

first and champion prize at Sydney Royal Agricultural Society's Show,

Vis.—A chestnut mare and a full sister to Vim, and she was bred in

Victoria by the late Hon. W, I. Winter Irving, M.L.C.. Vis stands 14.3

hands high, is strong enough to pull a spring cart or hansom cab, and is a

Vis, pure-bred cob mare. Sire, Detective (imp. i; dam, Darwinia (imp,).

very fast mare in harness, with beautiful action and a tine disposition. She

won the double at Sydney Royal Agricultural Society's Show by annexing
the dogcart class and the special for best cob in two- wheel vehicle.

D
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Barnum, bay cob. Sire, Almack ; dam, half-bred mare.

Bainum.—Bay gelding, 14.3 hands high, bred at tlie Aliiiac Cob Stud.

His sire is Almac, and his dam a thick-set mare, whose sire was a trotting
horse and her dam a half-bred mare. This shows the class of horse produced

by the first cross with the Norfolk cob Almac to a half-bred mare. Barnum
has won two first prizes at Sydney Royal Agricultural Society's Shows, one

in saddle and the other in harness as a gentleman's cob. He is a very rich

dark bay, like his sire, and coming from a mare a little heavier than his sire

he shows a bit more substance, but with it he has good pace and a kind

disposition.

Geoi'ge.
—A dark bay horse, bred by the Almac Cob Stud, 14.3 hands high.

The photograph showing
liim shows Mr. Brown,
the breeder, in the saddle,

and George is carrving 20

stone, and with it has won

prizes at Sydney and Mel-

bourne Royal Agricultural

Society's Shows. (Jeorge

is also a son of Almac,
out of a very well-bred,

sturdy mare, bred on the

Monaro country, a mare

that one could ride or drive,

as she was very hardy ;
and

George has also proved
himself a very hardy useful

George and owner. Sire Almac; dam, Monaro mare. animal in saddle Or harness.

-HI
ui|m.

-
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Mr. Brown also has an imported cob stallion called Reality, an imported
Welsh pony stallion nametl Vero, and a Victorian-bred Welsh pony stallion

named Young Wonder, whose photographs we shall show in another article

at a later date.

The result of crossing the mares hred at the Almac Cob Stud by Almac
with Vim has proved successful, and the same may be said of the cross of the

ponies bred by Snowball to the other pony stallions. It is hoped that in a

few years' time the horses coming from the Almac Stud will be an object

lesson to show what can be done by breeding from pure-bred sires to good
conformation mares with some breeding, and retaining the fillies from each

cross to stint back to other pure-bred sires of the same class, and afrer two

crosses out, to return the third cross to the original sire, to still retain the

conformation and keep the blood pure so long as a sire will prove himself

prepotent.

Sultanas on Phylloxera-Resistant Stocks.

M. BLUNNO.

Thompson's Seedless, a grape grown for drying purposes, very similar to

the Sultana, has been grafted on phylloxera-resistant stocks at Howlong
Viticultural Station with some success. In the year 1904 a crop yielding at

the rate of 9,046 lb. per acre was obtained. This was no doubt an abnormal

one, and has not been reached in any year since on any variety of stock. The

stock which gave this yield was the hybrid Ripariax Rupestris No. 101". As

these abnormal crops may occur, they must be carefully excised from any
data used for calculation, as it would undoubtedly mislead one into expecting

such yields.

The experience with seedless grape-vines grafted on resistant stocks is at

pre>ent limited. There is no previous European experience to go on, as the

Levant, the home of the seedless raisin industry, is one of the few vine-

growing districts as yet free from the pest. At the Howlong Viticultural

Station the results of experiments have been various, but so far no definite

information is available. The experience of one grower near Junee is that

the Sultana bears as well when grafted on Rupestris Metallica as on its own

roots. It may with almost perfect safety be said that Thompson's Seedless

would behave in a similar manner.

The experience at Howlong, and also in Victoria, indicates that the crops

are rather erratic, and until more is known of their behaviour on phylloxera-

resistant stocks it behoves intending planters to proceed slowly with putting

out seedless grapes not on their own roots. It is very desirable that a more

complete knowledge of their behaviour should be obtained, and in this

connection vine-growers, in those districts suited to the Sultana, can assist

the industry by conducting trials on a small scale and keeping a record of the

results, and communicating the same to the Department.
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Stack Silage.

(!. M. MoKEOWN,

Wagga Experiment Farm.

The advantages of conserving green fodder in stacks consists in the economy
of the process, the cost being nominal only. .\ t'ui'ther advantage is that

where the crop is good or the gi'owth of natural herbage is luxuriant, stacks

may be constructed in localities so situated as to i-e(juire cai-tage for short

distances only. Such sites should, as far as possible, be chosen with a view

to economical stacking or pitting and distribution of the silage when being
fed out, therefore this advantage will be gained by l)uilding where paddocks

converge. A well drained site should be selected, and, if necessary, it should

be levelled to (Misure a secure base. The gi-outid should be covered with

timber evenly laitl on the surface, or with a good Vjed of straw, to prevent
moisture rising from the soil into the fodder. All surface water should be

cut oft". If logs are used as a l)e(l, all space should be well filled with earth

to prevent access of air into the bottom of the stack.

So long as the weather is fit for cutting by mowing machine or reaper and

binder, it will not matter if the material is wet at the time of stacking, as

it will not suffer damage.
In this point silage-making possesses a great advantage over hay-making,

as in the latter case dry warm weather is essential to success.

It is of the greatest importance that the base of the stack should be of right

dimensions, so as to ensure the least possible amount of surface exposure anrl

the exercise of the greatest possible pressure on the lower part of the stack

by the upper jiortion of the material, therefore a careful estimate of the

amount of available fodder should be made before commencing to build. It

is inadvisable to build small stacks, owing to the greater waste consequent on

the larger surface exposure in proportion to the quantity of material. A
stack to contain 25 tons should be the least size that should be attenqited,

and where only this (piantity of fodder is available, it will be found prcferal)le

to use a pit or a disused room or building if such is available, as in the latter

case even a much less quantity may be conserved. The base of a 25-ton

•stack should be about 10 ])y 10 feet. About 45 cubic feet of good silage will

make a ton. Stacks to contain from 50 tons upwards will be found preferable

•owing to lower proportionate waste, and the larger thev can conveniently be

built the better. A base of 14 feet sijuare will carry 50 to 60 tons, and

18 feet square will carry 120 tons, and so on in proportion if not built too

rapidly. It is preferable to allow intervals for settlement, as by thus allo^\ ing
time the stack may be more compactly built and the lift may be considerably
reduced. Where a large quantity of material is available, the erection of two

or more stacks may be proceeded with alternately, and thus no time lu^ed be

lost.
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The best time to cut grass and other natural herbage is when it is in

flower, and cutting may be continued as long as the crop is in succulent

condition. It should be carted and stacked as promptly as possible so as to

prevent loss of moisture.

Wheat, barley, vetches, and peas should be in a similar stage of growth in

the drier districts, while in coastal and other moist localities they may safely

be cur in a more advanced condition, as in the latter case the fodder is likely

to contain more moisture than is usual under the former conditions, and they
do not dry off so rapidly after cutting.

Wheat alone is of rather too dry a nature for successful conservation in

stacks, therefore it will be found safer to conserve it in pits from which air

may be excluded more effectively than is possible where stacking is adopted.

Where natural grasses are to be conserved, pits will be more effectual than

stacks, as, owing to the number of varieties of which most pastures consist,

the periods of ripening vary so nmch that the earlier kinds lose much of their

succulence, while others remain in a backward condition. In cases where

trefoil or variegated thistles predominate, the stack system may safely be

adopted, as both contain a much larger proportion of moisture than is to be

found in the grasses, even where the latter are in their best stage of grow th-

in dry districts it will be found advisable also to cut sorghum and maize

at an earlier stage of growth than is usual in the moister conditions pre-

vailing on the coast, and to use pits or buildings in preference to stacks, as

the comparative dryness of the fodder causes greater loss in stacks than that

which occurs in the case of fodder plants of finer texture, which admit of

more compact stacking than is possible with those of coarser growth.
The chaffing of maize or sorghum is recommended, and therefore their

conservation in a walled receptacle is necessary to secure the best results in

quality and quantity of silage. The material if stacked whole, should be spread

evenly, and if cut with a reaper and binder the bands should be cut and drawn so

as to admit of more compact building and the more effectual exclusion of air. If

the bands are left intact, there are liable to be considerable spaces between

the sheaves if they are of full size. The butts of the sheaves should be placed

outwards, each row binding the next, and the material should be well trodden

from the start. Under no circumstances should material be placed trans-

versely in layers, as by this means a large quantity of air will be admitted

into the stack and loss of fodder will naturally follow. .Special attention

should be paid to the sides and corners, so that they may be as compact as

possible. The sides should be kept plumb, and the corners well rounded off.

The surface of the stack should be kept quite level while in the course of

erection, as, if the middle be raised, the material w'hen saturated with moisture

has a tendency to slip outwards
;
and an outward slip is much worse than an

inward one, as it is difficult to remedy. Should an outward slip occur, it sliould

at once be remedied by strong supports being placed on that side of the stack.

Greater safety in building may be secured by the erection of a few posts

with occasional pieces of timber secured to them horizontally on each side of

the stack.
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At tlie close of eacli day's woik it is advisable to apply sonic |)i('ssure to

assist in consolidating" the material, and some heavy timbers of i;;ood length

will be found very useful for the purpose. The weights sbonM be removed

on resuming woik, but on the completion of the stack they should be allowed

to remain on toj). The material should be thoroughly comjn-essed by treading

(luring the erection of the stactk, and this operation will be greatly assisted

where some support to the sides such as described is afforded. Pre.ssure may
be applied by mechanical appliances, oi- by placing heavy timbers, stones,

bags of earth, kc, on the surface of the stack. )Suthcient pressure should he

used to ensure the thorough compression of the material in tiie upper portio i

of the stack, which, in its turn, provides pressure for the lower por'tions.

Failure to exclude air by insutficient treading of the material, oi' bv insuffi-

cient application of pressure to the upper portion of the stack, mav cau^e

spontaneous combustion, or, at any rate, consitlei'able actual loss of material

by overheating. Similar results may arise from the use of material which

has passed the requisite stage of succulence. Should it be desired to take

the temperature, a piece of metal pipe should be built into the stack, so as to

admit of a thermometer being suspended, by means of a flexible wire, fairly

in the middle of the stack. The thei'mometer can then be withdrawn when
it is desired to ascertain the temperature. Fermentation commences at DO

degrees Fahr.
; and, as it is undesirable that the temperature should rise

above 150 degrees Fahr., more pressure should be applied should it appear

likely that the limit will be exceeded.

A stack, when built as high as possible, may be rounded on top and well

covered with straw, ,so placed as to throw the rain off; or it may be covered

with galvanized iron or rooting felt. The more permanent roofing is to be

preferred in districts liable to heavy rain, and there the use of the latter

material will be advantageous for protecting the sides.

A stack may be opened and the fodder used in eight to twelve weeks after

completion ;
but sufficient for the day's consumption only should be removed,

as it is liable to deteriorate when exposed to tlie air. A hay-knife should he

used to cut it out.

As little as possible of the opened portion of the stack should he exposed,
and loss may be prevented by covering it with a tarpaulin or (hv straw.

The feeding value of silage will be greatly improved by a .selection of

varieties of plants, which, where possible, should be grown togetliei- for

convenience in harvesting and stacking, and so as to ensure a more regular

admixture of fodder plants possessing varied (pialities.

Thus, field-peas or vetches should be sown with oats, barley, or wheat

intended for silage ; and, apart from tlie added value of the silage, the

leguminous plants will prove of value in fertilising the soil. The growth of

crops for silage will piove of great value in combating the black oats pest,

as, owing to the necessity for cutting such crops before maturity, weeds may
be removed before the seeds can ri[)en.
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Where conditions are favourable for the growth of cowpeas, they may be

sown with maize or sorghum, or in separate ai'eas, and the respective crops
mixed when stacking or pitting.

Lucerne, also, may be profitably harvested from the area devoted to its

separate culture, and mixed with any crop with which the growing period

corresponds.

For feeding cattle the quantity of silage to be used will vary with the age
and size of the animals, and the quantity of natural pasture which is

available.

The nutrient value of the fodder will naturally vary with the crops com-

posing the silage, but in most cases it will be found desirable to add to the

ration some grain, oilcake, or bran. The silage ration will range from 15 to

4.5 lb. per day, according to the conditions described and the purpose for

which the stock are fed. For sheep, the allowance should be 3 or 4 lb. per

head, with about 4 oz. of grain per day where improved condition is sought.

Where it is desired to conserve fodder in pits in the drier districts, it will

be found that the cost of excavation is very moderate, amounting to about

j£5 for a 100-ton pit. Two of the sides should be vertical, and well trimmed,
the other two having batters of 1 to 2, or 1 to 3, so as to admit of working
the plough and scoop during the excavation of the pit, and for convenience in

filling it with fodder after completion.

In filling the pit, the instructions for stacking should be carefully followed,

but the compression of the material and the exclusion of air will be found

much easier than is the case in stack building.

The work of consolidation will be greatly assisted by the passage over it of

the teams conveying the fodder, which should be driven in at one end and

out at the other. In large pits a horse and rider will do good work in

trampling the fodder after it has been spread.

The material may be extended a fair distance outwards along the deeper

parts of the batters, and, if necessary, carried above ground as a stack to

such a height as may be convenient. When extended far above the surface,

pressure will be necessary to consolidate the upper portion ;
but if the

excavation only be filled, covering with the earth which has been removed

from it will exert sufficient pressure, while at the same time it will prevent
the access of air.

The durability of silage conserved in dry pits should exceed that of stack

silage, as the outsides are not subject to the action of air or rainfall.

On the Wagga Wagga Experiment Farm the cost of silage has ranged
from 2s. 9d. per ton for natural herbage to 6s. for cultivated crops.
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Botaijical l^otes.

Useful Australian Plants.

J. H. MAIDEN^
Government Botanist and Director, Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

No. 98. Sporoboliis actinocladus, E.v.M.
Botanical Name.—AciinocJadus, Greek, actis, actinos, a ray (of the sun),

a spoke of a wheel, &c.
; dados, a young branch or shoot, the panicle

branches being verticillate (rayed).

Aboriginal Names.—" Katura "
of the Boulia natives (Queensland) ;

" Coocheramunda "
of the Georgina natives, Queensland (Coghlan, quoted by

Bailey) ; "Gnurinurn" of those about Lake Eyre, South Australia (Spencer).
Botanical Descri/ition (B.Fl. vii, 623).

—
Stems 1 to 2 feet high.
Leaves flat, tapering to fine points, glal)rous.

Panicle pyramidal, 3 to 5 inches long, the brandies numerous, spreading, the lower
ones, or nearly all, verticillate at regular intervals, the upper ones scattered, all

capillary and shortly bare at the base, but bearing narrow, dense, spikelike
partial panicles of ^ to 1 inch.

Spikelets sessile and crowded (Nota bene !), nearly 1 line long.

Outer glume very small, hyaline, almost obtuse ; second very acute, keeled, h to

f line long.

Floicering glume similar, but longer.
Palea divided into two from the base, even at the time of flowering.
Seed enclosed in a loose pericarp.

Note the verticillate branches of the panicle.

Value as a Fodder.—A useful grass for the dry, hot districts of the State.

HnTYian Food.—Dr. Roth, late Protector of Aborigines, Northern Queens-

land, points out that this grass is one of those species whose seeds are used as

food, and gives the following account of the method of collecting and

preparing it :
—

The grass is cut down, tied into small bundles, taken down to the nearest waterhole,
and dipped under, just for a minute or two ; the bundles arc next laid out to drj- in the
sun for a quarter of an hour or so, but to prevent the desiccation taking place too rapidly,

especially on a very hot day, they may be covered over with some other grasses or bushes.
When the moisture has been sufficiently removed, each bundle is firmly held by the stalk

portion with one hand, while the head portion is gently brusjied over and squeezed with
the other, the seed so loosened being allowed to fall into the water contained in a wooden
bowl beneath. The water is drawn ofi subsetiuently by ti])ping up the vessel, and so

letting the fluid escape through the interdigital spaces of the hollowed hand. The seed
itself is then dried again before being ground and made up into a

"
damper.''

Habitat and Range.
—Found in all the colonies except Western Australia,.

Tasmania, and Victoria. It occurs in the dry western districts of New
South Wales.

The type came from Sturt's Creek, Central Australia, and was collected by
Mueller himself.

Bentham also quotes :
—

Queensland.—Gracemere (O'Shanesy) ;
Ballandool River (Looker).

Central Australia.—Charlotte Waters (Giles).
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In the National Herbarium, Sydney, we have it from—
South Atistralia.—Charlotte Waters (though not Giles); Oakden Hills

Station, 100 miles north of Port Augusta (W. Gill); Lake Eyre (W. Bald-

win Spencer), "Gnurinurn." "The blacks do not eat seeds." This is, of

course, contrary to what obtains in Queensland, according to Roth.

Queensland.—Jericho, 300 miles west of Rockhampton (R. Simmons) ;

Boulia (F. M. Bailey). A very common inland grass (F. M. Bailey).

New South Wales.—Brewarrina (J. L. Boorman) ; Wonnaminta, Wil-

cannia (Mrs. Kennedy).

EXPLANATION OF PLATE.
\. Entire plant, half size.

2. Braoch of the panicle, greatly enlarged.
3. Ultimate branch of the panicle.

4. Single spikelet, opened out, showing the glumes, the palea divided into two,
and the seed enclosed in the loose pericarp.

5. Ghimes and seed of the single spikelet.
a. Outer glume.
h. Second glume.
c. Flowering glume.
d. Palea divided into two fi'om the base,

ft. Pericarp, seed taken out.

/. Grain, without the pericarp.

A New Suspected Poison Plant.

The following letter has been received :
—

"
Wingecarribbee, Bowral, 5th September, 1908.

" The Director of Agriculture,
"I have the honor to forward to you, by this post, a sample of a lily

or weed growing wild here, which some pigs were seen to be rooting up and

eating the roots.

" Several valuable pigs and some suckers that were just beginning to pick
about died. One sow got very ill, and, after lingering for a week, recovered.

TJie Inspector of Stock says that it is no disease the pigs had, but that they
had apparently been poisoned, and suggests that I forward you a sample of

weed. I shall be glad to know if anything of a poisonous nature is in the

weed. It has a blue flower.

"H. M. OXLEY."

The root specimens are, in my opinion, DianeUa, but I cannot determine

the species with certainty without flowers or fruits. DianeUa is an exceed-

ingly common Australian plant belonging to the lily family. It has strap-

shaped leaves and blue flowers.

Nothing is known about the properties of the Australian species of DianeUa,

except that some have been occasionally used as fibre-plants. Certainly I

have never heard of them as suspected poison plants before.

On inquiry I find that Dragendorff mentions DianeUa nemorosa, L., and
D. ensijolia, Ait., as medicinal plants, and says the roots are used in cases of
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Dysuria and other ciiiiiplaints. He mentions fufthei' that the foiiiicr |ilaiit

is used in the Htraits Settlements in the preparation of rat-poison, l)ut does

not stat(? what part of the pUint is used.

There may, tlierefore, be souu," founcUition in liie report that the roots of

DianeUa are poisonous, but we shoukl first ascertain the species.

Dianella roots are long finger-like processes, in masses like a bundle of the

old tallow candles strung together. Here is certaiidy primd facie evidence

warranting a careful chemical investigation of the roots of these common
Australian plants.

A Valuable Fibre Plant [Asclepias semllunata).

In the Gazefft' for Jidy, 1908, p. 585, is a note under the above heading. The

plant being unkno\vn in Australia I had, in the meantime, communicated with

Kew and Mr. J. Burtt Davy, the Government Botanist of the Transvaal.

The replies are now to hand.

Mr. Davy says :
—

I do not think any relianre can l)e placed on tlie statement that it has stood the
winter of Johanneshui-g. During the last live years my correspondents and I have been

energetically collecting Asclepiads, and .4. scinilunata has not turned up in any of our
Transvaal collections. I think it is very uidikely that it occurs with us.

With tlie exception of the alien species A.frntiroifii and an allied indigenous species
A. lini/ari-s, it is doubtful whether any of ours are of use as fibre plants. We often receive

samples of the silky seed-hairs, from persons who think they may be useful as a substi-

tute for cotton, but as they lack the tirisf and are inferior to cotton, I do not see how
they can be of any commercial value.

If we turn to the Kew BiiJletin we get the following information :--

" Fibre from Uganda {Asdepias semil.unata), N.E. Br., Asclepiade?e."
Mr. M. T. Dawe, Director, Scientific and Forestry Department, Uganda, has for-

warded for the Museni a sample of fibre prepared from the siems of this plant, which
attains a height of "i- o feet, and is found in Nile Land, Lower (Guinea, and South
Central Africa. A report on this fibre appeared in the Bulletin of the Imperiallnstitute,
\'ol. iii, No. 4. 1906, p. 316 {Kew Bulletin of Misc. Information, No. 9, 1906, p. 397).

The reference in the " Bulletin of the Imperial Institute" is to an article

entitled "The fibre of A.sclepins .semilunata from Uganda."'
A chemical examination of the fibre is given and the paper, which cannot

usefully be briefiy abstracted, should be referred to. The concluding

paragraph is as follows :
—

The fibre of Asclrpias semilunata therefore appears worthy of further attention in

Uganda, especially if the plant is abundant or can be easily cultivated. In this case

efiforts should ]>e directed to the production of a uniformly long fibre, as the value of the

product in this form will be much greater than if a considerable proportion of short
fibres is present. The short fibres would probably only be commercially useful in the
event of the technical experiments, to which reference has been made, proving successful.

The evidence so far available points to the fact that this plant belongs to

a tropical country solely, viz., Uganda, a British Protectorate of Central

Africa, north-west of the Victoria Nyanza, and not far from the Equator.
Acclimatisation experiments are provei'bially full of surprises, and whether

the plant will flourish in any part of New .South Wales is a matter for

experiment. If it does do so in any locality, theii the cost of production of

the fibre and the demand of this particular kind will have to be gone into.
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Yanco Irrigation Farm.
JfTT^^

W. J. ALLEN.

The starting of this, the first iriigation

farm, by the Department of Agriculture,
under the Great Northern Murrumbidgee
Irrigation Scheme, is the beginning of the

utilisation of the surplus wateis of the State.

Ic is one of the most, if not the most impor-
tant work which the Government has yet
undertaken, as it is hard to estimate the

value which will be derived by the people of

Australia from the wedding of the water to

the land. As years go by and the population
increases, the conseivation of water and its

application to the land must of necessity
receive the attention which it deserves.

In igation
—what does it mean ? A method

of producing or increasing fertility in soils by
an artificial supply of water. Up to the

present its value has not been understood by
the people of Australia. We have the land,

which, with the aid of water, will produce
any crops that can be grown in a semi-tropical

country. We have the water, flowing on and
on to the ocean by the millions of cubic feet

annually in years of plenty and in years of

drought; yet we have always said "suthcient

unto the day is the evil thereof," and so far

have been entirely satisfied with ourselves

during years when the rainfall has been good,

congratulating ourselves with the fact that

with a fair rainfall Australia is one of the

best countries in the world, where cereals and
fruits will grow to perfection, and stock can
be seen fat all the year round, excepting

—
yes, I am sorry to have to use that word—
excepting when the rainfall falls below our

requirements. In many parts of the State

a very little suffices to produce ample feed

for stock, and we have soil on which wheat
will mature and yield splendid crops on a 10

to 12 inch rainfall. Most of our wheats and

fruits, however, are grown where the rainfall

averages from 14 to 24 inches.

When droughts occur, which they do with

unfailing regularity, they find us quite unpre-

pared to withstand their severity, with the

natural result that the loss of stock is enor-

mous during such years. In a large country
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like Australia it may be found difficult to make provision which will ensure

against losses in isolated places in our interior, but by niakinf^ the most of

our rivers and artesian watei- supply, not only can we save the most of our

stock during dry years, but fruit-growing, dairying, pig and lamb raising

may be carried on successfullv, ])lacing us in a position to defy the (h-ouglit,

and the i-esult would be tliat wide tracts of what at pi-esent may be classed

as almost desert land may be turned into a pfoductive farming country, on.

which hundreds of thousands of people will yet make their homes, on areas-

of from 10 to 100 aci'es of land.

Showing the countiy belore clearing.

The starting of the Great Northern Muriumbidgee Irrigation Scheme is-

one which, when completed, will provide sufficient water to ii-rigate large
tracts of land lying between Narrandera and Gunbar, and should prove an
untold blessing to the whole of this southern country ;

and the Government,

by initiating this irrigation farm at the present time, will be in a position to-

supply considerable valuable information to intenditig settlers in the near

future, or when the Barien .lack dam and the channels will he so far

completed, as to be able to supply water for lands under this scheme.

The place will be an object lesson as to what will grow on this particular
soil. A good assortmeiit of gi'ape-vines, fruit and nut trees, have been

planted. Hay and fodder crops have been sown, and the Department is

desirous of showing what can be grown on this land, which is classed as

second quality, there being large tracts of the better soil lower down the

canal, but where it would be difficult at present to obtain watei*.

The present site has the advantage of being easily seen from the train,

which in itself is a great advantage, as the public have a good view of the-
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20^h.p. Ploughins Engine at work breaking up the soil.
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farm while t f;i\ ('lliiiL;-, and it is easy of access fur those wlio wisii to visit it,

lyin<^ as it (l<ies within a few lnuidred yards of the YaMco platform, where all

ti'aiiis stop. Th(ne is no accommodation at this place yet, but visitoi's may leave

Narrandera at midday, have an hour and a half on the farm, and, returning,
reach Narrandera at 2 '30 p.m.

Contractor working buck-scraper.

The problem which will be the best industry to follow uu this land will depend
largely on the person and the soil. It should be an ideal place for the dairy-
man, as there is no soil which will produce heavier crops of corn, sorghums,
ttc, than the rich, heavy soils, found in many parts of the area which it is

pi-oposed to irrigate, and not unlike part of the present Irrigation Farm.
Then there are some of the lighter and niallee lands, on which lucerne will

gi'ow to perfection, which will be the home of the shee|) and pig enthusiasts.

Almost any of the soil will produce good crops of cereals, vegetables,

tobacco, <kc. Horse breeding should prove very profitaljle here, where plenty
of green feed can always be relied upon.

If f'ne or two irrigations can be given to wheat land it will make the

diff'ei-ence between a good crop of, say, six bags to the acre and no crop, or

only two or three bags ;
in fact, there are great possibilities for those who

Home-made leTeller at work ; an invaluable implement.
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Staking out the orchard and vineyard.

will do the work thoroughly, that is by the combination of a thorough

system of cultivation and watering ;
but it must not be forgotten that too

much water supplied b}- irrigation results just as disastrously as drought.
It is intended to find out how the various crops do on this soil, and it is

quite possible that experiments in pig and sheep raising on a limited scale

may be made later. For instance, it might be well to know how many sheep
could be kept on 20 acres of lucerne, or how many pigs on 10 acres. Also how
cows would milk when fed all the year round on lucerne, sorghums and corn,

either in the green or dried state, or as silage.

Horses for working the farm are necessary, and therefore a few foals will

be raised each year, and everything done that will help to make this farm of

the most practical use to the man who is seeking information for the

Holes dug ready to receive fruit-trees.
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^
Planting the vineyard.

purpose of settling on these lands. It is a question whether any grasses -svill

ever produce the same amount of feed as lucerne, corn and sorghums, but
Rhodes and other kinds will be tested.

The work of grubbing antl clearing tlie timber (pine, l)Ox, and boree) from
the land was started in April, and completed about the 1st of June. The
ploughing was started simultaneously with the clearing. This latter

Planting fruit-trees.
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(clearing) was done by day labour, and the

roots taken out to a depth of 20 inches. The

ground was particular!}' hard at this time, as

no rain had fallen for months, and conse-

quently the expense of clearing the soil was

considerably more than it would have been

ha'l the soil been moist.

The breaking of the soil was dune by a

large scarifier, which was drawn by two large
traction engine.*, standing about 500 feet apart.
A cable fi'om each of these was fastened to the

scarifier, and the latter was drawn aci-oss the

space alternately by the engines, each en

moving up after each round made by
scarifier. This machine did not turn up the

soil, but broke it up to a depth of fruui

18 to 20 inches, and wotild liave gone

deeper had it not been that the ground
was so hard and dry.
That portion planted to vines and

trees was worked both ways with the

machine, but the lucerne, wheat, oats

and barley ground was only worked
•once. The traction engines and
scarifier were kindly lent to the Department by 8ir Samuel McCaughey, and

without these we would have had a very difficult task in breaking up the

soil in time for planting this season.

After the land was all broken uj), the work of l:)reaking the lumps and filling

in old channels and preparing the land for the several crops, trees and vines,

was no small contract, and it was not until July that we finished sowing the

hay crops, which comprise the following :
—

4 acres malting barley 13 acres John Brown wheat

3 „ skinless barley 1 „ Plover wheat
10 „ Bobs wdieat

The first tree planted under this great iriigation
scheme.

7 Algerian oats

•% ..-wT *%

Home-made crowder at work making the ch.'.nnels ; a valuable implement.
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Thirty- tlut'f aciv.s have already hn-ii .sow ii with lucciuc, soiiu' ot' which is up
nicely, and all the above crops are makins^ fair headway, notwithstanding the

fact that they were sown vei'y late.

The orchard anil \ ineyar<l ai'e laid out in six different blocks, and 30 acres

of vines of different varieties, in which are phmttid lU acres of Sultanas, 10

acres of Gordo Blancos,
^ 5 acres of Zante cur-

rants, and 5 acres of

assorted table-grapes.
A small block of about

() acres was jilanted to

nuts; a good many of

the walinits being im-

ported fi'om California.

'I'he almonds and wal-

nuts were ]>lanted alter-

nately in tlie rows, so

that later, when the

walnuts re(juire more

space, the almonds can
be removed. .\ i-ow of

almonds lias been plant-
ed as a wind-break ahmg
the inside of the avenue

fence, in front of the

vines and fruit trees.

Sixteen acres of assor-

ted fruit trees lia\e been

planted. About IfiS

tig-trees have been })lant-

ed, consisting of eleven

varieties, which com-

prise chielly Smvrna and

Capi'i varieties, the latter

to provide the wasp for

fertilising the Smyrna
varieties. The following list shows the number of varieties of each ditierent

fruit wliicli is planted, viz. :
—

Apples ... ... 26 varieties. Almonds

Apricots ... ... 20
,,

AValnuts

Cherries ... ... 9
,, Grapes

Lemons ... ... 6 ,, (.Quinces

Loquats ... ... 6
,, Oranges

Mulberries ... ... .3
,,

Citi'ons

Olives ... ... •")
J, Shaddocks...

Each of the blocks is divided bv a row of oli\cs and an irrigation ditch,

and the orchard and \inevaid is to be sui ronnded liv a 6-foot wii-e netting
fence with a bi'eak-wind consisting of three rows of trees, as follows: Sugar
(aims, Oriental Planes, ami Kurrajongs on the south and west, while on the

eastern side Blue-gums alone are planted. These are to be used for firewood

later, as they usually sprout readily after being cut down. They have ]>roved

very valuable in Cahfoi'nia for such, and we wish to Hnd out if they will do

e<|ually well here when grown under irrigation.

Supply channel in the orchard, about 3,000 feet long.

6
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The avenue is 99 feet wide, and is laid out as follows : A row of palms
{chietiy Plui^nix cmiariensis), down the centre, while at either side and 15

feet from the fence are rows of Silk}' Oaks (Grecil/ea rohusta) and Kurrajongs.
Sugar Gums and Kurrajongs are planted on the north of the cultivation

area, while on the we.st are 8ugar Gums, Oriental Planes, KurrMiungs, and a

few othei' ornamental trees. I'nt'ortuiiately all of our trees and palms for the

avenue were very small, and it will take them some time before they are

Inrge enough to make a good sliow, l)ut when they are gi'own it will be one of

the prettiest drives in Australia.

r^

Posts reidy to receive 6-foot wire netting ; and row of young almond trees along tlie front
of the orchard.

The first l)uilding to be erected was a shed for the implements and a stable

for the horses ; then two workmen's cottages were erected; and a hay-shed,
-^30 feet X 60 feet, is now nearing com|)letion.

The farm is at present being worked by six young horses, which were

purchased a few months ago. We have already two foals, and we hope to

breed a few each year.
Leather harness, collars and reins, are being used, special hooks on the

whiffletrees, and patent clij)s in place of buckles on the traces are in use.

Rope reins and plough chains will not be used on this farm.

The implements at present in use on the farm consist of seed-drill, spring-
tooth cultivator, double-disc harrow, two single-furrow' ploughs, lever-
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Hay crors.

harr'ow, siiKiotlicr, l)UC'kscraper, and lidiut'-iiiacle crowder tor makiiiL;- cliaiiiicls.

We have also an anvil and hlacksniithing tools, and tlu' nt'cessaiy rar)i('nter's

outfit.

A good sti'ong spring cart and a serviceable waggon lia\c alsd hcen aflded"

to our stock—in fact, we are l)y degrees emerging from the pioneering stage, as

we are j)urchasing the implements recpiired to run an et|ui]>}ied farm, as

necessity arises. Our crops are coming on, and we will shortly add a reaper
and binder and mowing machine, a horse rake and necessary hay rack, to our

list The latter will be made on the place.
The engine and pump are installed, and the lirst water was turned into our

channels on the 2!)tli September, and into the furrows in the orchard on tlie

stable, Implement Shed, ani Chaff and Harness Room.
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30th September. The orchard and vineyard are to be irrigated first, after

wliidi tlie hay crops will receive attention. The orange trees and i)ahns will

be planted during the tirst irrigation in the latter part of October. The source
of our water supply is about two and a half miles away from the farm, and by
kind permission of Sir Samuel McCaughey we were allowed to ei-ect our pump
on the same stand as one of his is standing, and to pump out of one of his billa-

bongs into one of his channels, which delivers the water to within about three-

quarters of a mile of our country. The land lends itself i-eadilv to irrigation,

having a nice fall two ways. The cost of grading tlie land was very low, not

exceeding £1 an acre.

Waikraen who have been employed in laying out anl planting the orchard, and putting in crops,

fencing, &c., and carpenteri who have put up the buildings, together with implements used on

the station.

The crops of wheat, oats and barley are looking well, and promise a fair crop
of hay. Sorghums, corn and other summer crops are being planted as fast as

time permits, and by the fall we expect to make (|uite a show of the first fruits

of this the beginning of the Great Murrumbidgee Irrigation Scheme.

To one who has spent ten years in California, and about eighteen years

among irrigation works in this country, there appears to be every indication

of a very bright future for this part of the State with the advent of the water.

Tlie system of applving the water at this farm is the same as I have described

in previous articles, that is, the furrow system for trees antl vines, sorghum,

maize, etc., and flooding for the lucerne.
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MarketforNewSouthWales Honey ill Great Britain.

As tlie result of iiii|nii'ics lliat lie had rccrMvcd tVum time t<> time, the

Agent-General asked— in Septenilier, II)(l7 that he might be su|ijiiieil witli a

few saniph^.s of New >South Wales honey, with a view to testing the liondon

market. The Intelligence Department accord i ugly cuimnunicated witli the

leading apiai'ists, with the result that H\e ditlereiit saiiijihs of New South

Wales honey were forwarded to the Agent-( ieiieial, \\ Im has now suhmitted

reports to the Pi'emiei-. '^I'he following extracts are puljlislu'd foi' ^enei-al

information :
—

liOth .June. I'.IOS.

I have the honor to inform you that I am giving special attention to the question of

finding a remunerative market tor New South Wales honey, samples of whieli readied
me last week. I submitted samples to several of tiie leachng buyers in (Jreat liiitaiu,

amongst whom were Messrs. Upton, Lyons. Sainslnuy, and Crosse ami Blackwell. I

am pleased to l;e able to say that all \\\\o have tested the lioney speak veiy highly fif its

(juality. They rank it as quite equal to the Soutii Austrab'an honey, and some nf the

samples sent as superior thereto. I have not yet taken steps to test prices, as under
the conditions under which the South Australian trade is conducted I am afraid the

price obtained for that honey will dominate tlie market for all Australian honey. Tiie

j)Osition taken up Ijy South Australia may be gathered l)y a speech made to the Bee-

keepers" Conference yesterday by Majdr Norton, commei'cial agent for that State.

Sjieaking of the honey exported by his State, lie said : "They did not wish to c()mpete
with home production, but to popularise the commodity as a food. The more they
could create a demand, the l)etter it would be for the English bee-keeper."'

South Australian lioney is sold wholesale here at such price that 1 lb. can Ijc purchased
in a glass jar with screw top, retail for 6d., and I presume, therefore, tiiat this honey is

sold to wholesale firms at not more than 2^1. per lb. In the circumstances, I do
not think it would be possible to put New South Wales honey commercially on this

market. So long as South Australia is engaged in the work of popularising honey, I

think it would be wise if we refrained from exporting, unless, indeed, we can come to

an agreement witli the Soutli Australian (iuvernnient or exporters to cliarge a more
remunerative price for the commoditj'. South Australian lioney is certainly as good as

the Imlk of the honey retailed in London—in fact, 1 siiould say it is superior to any but
the best British. Nevertheless, South Australian honey is retailed (>d. per lb., while
Jamaica honey fetches 9d., New Zealand ]()d., and Britisli honeys from l(!)d. to Is. per lb.

I do not, liowever, think tiie outlook for AustraHa is at all bail. Honey is not largely
consumed in England ; first, because when it is good it is dear, and when it is cheap it is

much adultetated, Tlie taste for pure honey is certainly growing, and if the Australian

growers would combine to fix a remunerative price, and one not too high for the general
consumer in London, I think good business might be looked forward to.

During the course of next week, I shnll take an op])oitunity of confeiriiig with the
Soutli Australian and (j»ueensland authorities here, in ordei- to ascertain their views as to

price, and let you know the result as soon as I am al)Ie to do so.

Sir, 8rd July, 1908.

\\'ith reference to my letter of the 'lQt\\ .June, regarding the samples of honey
forwarded to me by tiie Intelligence Department U)v the purpose of inquiring if trade
could be done, I have tiie honor to inform you that I have made exhaustive investiga-
tion and find tliat although the honey is well thought of by the trade, the higliest definite

offers for it are 2os. per cwt., c.i.f. London, for No. 1 sample, and 2-3s. per cwt. for No. 4,

untler the same conditions, for 5 tons and 3 tons respecti\ely. These offers were made
by Messrs. Batger & Companj-, and Liptons, Ltd., respectively.

As pointed out in my previous letter, these low prices are largely the result of 6d. per lb.

having been establislied as a retail maximum price for choice South Australian honey.
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Comparatively speaking, there is not a large quantity of honey consnmed in Great Britain,
and stocks take a long time to clear. IJuyers say tliat with a fid. standard for retail

price they cannot pay more than 2^d. per lb. wholesale, for after they have paid Id.

)>er lb. for handling, bottles, &c., the retailers' margin of profit is not great on an article

like honey, which is not of quick sale. Confectioners use fair quantities of honey for

manufacturing purposes.

The samples sent were submitted to twenty of the most prf>minent and influential

wholesale honey merchants, retail distributors, manufacturing confectioners, as well as

two or three of the honey brokers. Tiieir opinions varieil widely, not only in regard to

(pialit}', l>ut also as to proljable ])rices which could be realised here. Afterweighing them
ad up carefully it seems jirobabk' that there is a market to be found here for Xevv South
Wales honey, and probaljly 801) to 500 tons could lie sold in a season, provided the ]irices

olitainable on tlie home market would be sufficiently attractive to New South Wales bee-

farmers. I had numerous offers and orders for sample lots as test shipments, but I only
mention the following, which are the best :

—
Batger & Co.—5 tons No. 1, at £25 per ton. c.i.f. London.

Clark, Richards, and Coombes, Ltd.— 1 ton No. 4 (equal sample), c.i.f. London, prompt
shipment, at 22s. per cwt.

Liptons, Ltd.- 3 tons No. 4, at 28s. per cwt., c.i f. London, prompt shipment.

Eagle Confectionery Co.— I cwt. No. 2, at 24s. per cwt., prompt shipment.

Callard and Bowser.— 1 cwt. of Nos. 1 or 2, at 24s. per cwt., prompt shipment.

Some of the firms interviewed informed me that honey of Australian origin had been
sold on the Mincing Lane markets at 14s. to 16s. per cwt., but the quality was not, of

course, as good as, say. No. 4 sample, or No. 1 and No. 2. On the other hand Jamaica
of fair to inferior (quality has jjeen sold at somewhere in the same region of price.
Merchants and others handling honey are generally prejudiced against Austi-alian

honey, and state that on the Knglisli markets English and Scotch honey rank first,

Narbonne French honey next, then Californian and New Zealand (the best of M'hich is

highly appreciated on this market), then Jamaica, of which there are all (pialities

obtainal)le, from inferior to fine ; tlien they place Australian. Handlers here are very
much afraid of the prejudice against Australian honey, because it is popularly supposed
to be flavoured with eucalyptus. In this connection the Hrms to whom I submitted the
s im])les expressed diversity of opinion, some stating that the honey submitted had a

sli.tjht trace of eucalyptus, others said there was no trace of eucalyptus flavour ; in

addition to which, one firm expressed the opinion that sample No. 5 had a slight trace of

tallowy flavour I only mention this to show the diverse views expressed.

There was a decided concensus of opinion that No. 1 was the best, but the value of

this would undoubtedly be enhanced if it was set white. Then No. 4 sample was very
favourablj' commented upon as being of fairly good flavour, and it seems as if equality of

this sample to a little lietter would sell readily at about .£22 to £23 per ton. One

sample, whilst fairlj' good lioney. was, unfortunately, fermented, and consequently of

very little commercial value. Merchants, one and all, impressed the necessity for

bee-keepers to use only clean, bright tins, otherwise the honey becomes di.scoloured, and

may deteriorate and cause disappointment to shippers in the price realised ; and in

connection with the whole business it must be understood that shippers guarantee the

honey as absolutely pure. Some of the firms thought that No. 3 was too syrupj-.

I attach a list of some of the firms called upon, together with theii- expression of

opinion, and I may sa.y, as far as possible, I am only submitting to you refiorts originating
from people in whom I have the utmost confidence, and I therefore think these reports

may be taken as sound and commercially valuable.

1 ma^- add that the autumn and winter aie the best seasons for disposing of fairly

large (juantities of honey on these markets.

Report from Messrs. Clarke, NichoUs, and Coombes.

This firm will take 1 ton of No. 4 simple at 22s. per cwt. (not more) as this is the

price paid by them for Jamaica honey lately.

The honey buyer, Mr. Matheson, is of opinion that all the honey is of a lietter class

than the ordinary run of Australian honey. The red honey he values at 20s. to2Is.,
but tiiinks if they could be diawn white they would fetcli 30s. to 31s per cwt.

Report from Messrs. Callard and Bowser.

This firm will take 1 cwt. as a sample of either No. 1 or No. 2 sample, at 24s. per cwt.
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Report ftoiii Mr. F. J. ('iirmichai'l.

Tlie.se pcfjple say they would like to see actual dock saiii[)les if they cimie in. Honey
was sold this week (2(v(6(0S) at Mincing Lane, Australian li(jui(l and set, at 15s. to

15s. 6d per cwt.

Report from Messrs. Doulton and Young.

The sanii)Ies submitted to them were classed into three grades. The flavour is

superior to the usual run of Australian honey. They sold 100 cases of West Australian

honey on I'ttli .huie, 1!)08, from dark to pale colour, <it 14s. to lo.s. per cwt.

Report from Messrs. E. and T. I'ink, IStaple-street.

Mr. Comin says tlie Australian iioney is by far the best he has handled, but as he has

bought his stock for a month or two, lie regrets that lie could not liuy just now, but he
will be pleased to see any honey we may have on hand. No. 1 sample he thinks ought
to fetch 3"2s. per cwt.

Report from Messrs. Petty, \\'ood, & Co.

No. .") sample worth, ])erhaps, 'iSs. ])ercwt. ; No. 1 sample worth, perhaps, 26s. per cwt.

They think that the honey has a eucaly]jtus flavour. No. 3 sample good honey ;

eucalyiitus flavour hardly noticeable.

Repoit fiom Messrs. I'ascall, Blackfriars-road.

The honey is good for Australian, but there is a peculiar flavour in them that would
be harmful to the class of confectionery they use.

Report from T, Smith, Cambridge-street, P]dgware-road.

Sample No. 1 is the finest honey in the lot, and he thinks it is fit for the English
market. He is to blend Al with some English honey, and if the result is satisfactory
he will take a (piantity. He prices No. I samjile at •25s. per cwt.

Repoit from Messrs. Sliarwood & Co., Ltd.

The samples left with this firm are to Ijc tested l)y their chemist, and they will let us

know what their decision is. Three of the samples they price at 25s., 24s., and 25s.

per cwt. each.

Report from Messrs. Lyons & Co., Ltd.

We handle some Australian honey, l)ut we do so only on a small scafe, and regret
we cannot take up a fresli line of these goods. Unfortunately, the flavour and smell of

Australian honey are not popular with the British public. We find a much more ready
sale of honey of a pleasing nature, which we are afraid from our inquiries cannot be

produced in Australia.
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Ttje Co-operative Marketiijg of Citrus Fruits.

The California Fruit-Gkowers' Exchange.

The Honorable the Minister for Agriculture is in receipt of a letter from Mr.

A. Downe, a resident of Los Angeles, California, who recently visited New
South Wales, and made a careful inspection of the citrus groves of the County
of Cumberland. Mr. Downe has an orchard of some 24 acres at Duarte,

California, and can therefore speak as a fruit-grower to fruit-growers. Mr.

Downe refers to the prevalence of fumigating with cyanide in preference to

spraying, declaring that the latter process has been abandoned, as it causes
" die-back

"
of the fine twigs and sprouts.

The freight from California to New York is is. 6d. per 100 lb. box a

distance of 3,000 miles.

Oranges are shipped east to New York and London and throughout Canada,
and arrive in good condition.

The new ci'op for next year promises to be a heavy one, proljably the

heaviest for years, due no doubt, Mr. Downe says, to liberal fertilising and

fumigating.
The marketing of the enormous ci'op is as important as growing it, and

California fruit-growei"s have established the California Fruit-Growers'

Exchange to perform this work. As there is nothing of this kind in existence

in this State, the need of such a corporation was apparent to Mr. Downe ; he

has therefore been to no little trouble in collecting information on the suliject.

From a pamphlet issued by the California Fruit-Growers' Exchange forwarded

by Mr. Downe the following is taken :
—

"
Twenty-five years ago tlu^ annual total shipments were scarcely twenty

carloads. Fifteen yeai'.^ ago the annual shipments were apjjroximately

4,000 carloads, or slightly in excess of a million and a quarter Iwxes (a box
holds 2 cubic feet).

" Since that time there has been an increase from year to year, until the

average of the last three seasons lias reached the vast vcdume of -10,000

carloads, or 11,000,000 boxes yearly. The net f.o.b. value of the crop of

1906 has been conservatively estimated at twenty million dollars.

" When citrus fruit-growing in California emerged from the stage of

experiment and pastime into that of profit-seeking, tlie ]irobleiu of marketing

immediately confronted the growers. They were thousands of miles from the

populous centres in which their fruit must find consumers, and they had

practically no home markets nor agencies througli which they could convert

it into ready money at i-emunerative figures. It is true there were speculators
in the field, bvit their offers to buy were at very low prices, and only spasmodic
at best. This is not strange, as the speculators were but go-betweens, and

the markets being unfleveloped, they could only offer for the most part to

take the fruit on consignment for grower's account. If passing the speculator

by, the gi-ower sought relief by consigning his produce to the market himself,
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he wiis little, it' anv, tlic gainer, 'i'licsc wefc tliH condit inns in the cai-K'

nineties, when the citrus tVuitsof California orchards were less than one-tenth

the present value.

" Various expedients were resorted to for the hctlcnnent of tlicbc conditions.

Speculators attemjited to form a compact to a])p()rtion among themsf-lves the

territory where the fruit was grown, to fix maxim uni prices to be 2)aid for

fruit, and also to establish f.o.b. pi-ices, regulate credits and ecjualise distri-

bution in consuming markets. (Irowers and speculators togetliei- sought to

regulate prices, consignments, and otlicr impoitant ijucstions. The most

disasti'ous year so far as net returns were concerned that the citi'us fruit

industry in this State has ever experienced was l<sy2-3. Tn Fuverside and
all other sections, where there was any quantity of fruit to shiji at that time,

account sales in " red ink
"
wei-e received without number. In many instances

gro\\('rs not oidy furnished their entire cro|)s for nothing, but were also

requir(>d to pay freight and packing charges, which the gross sale of their fiaiit

did not co^•er. All of these clibrts to improve marketing conditions were

inade(iuate and short-livetl. In the very nature of things they could not be

more than partially successful, since the interests of growers and s]>eculators
are necessarily divergent on important points. In several localities a few

growers had associated themselves to secure better packing facilities, and foi-

mutual protection. Tn some instances these associations l:ad marketed on a

mutual basis.

" As a result of the above-mentioned failure of speculati\e shifters to sell

the year's crop at fair prices, and particularly stinudatKl by the association

experiences, a large pei'centage of growers sought to solve the vexed pi'olilcm

by an enlargement of the association idea.

" A convention of growers assembled at the Chamber of Commei'ce, Los

Angeles, on the 4th April, 1903, the declared purpose of the meeting being :

" To provide for marketing of all the citrus fruit at the lowest possible cost

under uniform methods, and in a manner to secure to each grower a oertaui

marketing of his fruit, and the full average price to be obtained in the market

for the entire season."

"Following the recommendations of this convention of gi'owers, organisation
of associations and district exchanges was etl'ected in all the princi{)al citrus

fruit districts, the packing to be done by the association at .cost, and the

marketing thi'ough an executiveconnnittee, com})osed of one member from each

district. This arrangement for the marketing of the fruit continued during
two seasons, viz., those of 1S93 4 and 1S94-5, but not being entirely satis-

factory, on October 21, 1895, the Southern California Fruit Exchange was

organised,since which date the marketing of the fruit controlled l)ythe various

disti'ict exchanges and their associations has been exclusi\ely in the hands of the

Southern California Fruit Exchange, and its successor, the California Fruit-

Growers' Exchange, except during the period of seventeen months, from April

1, 1903, to August 31, 1904, dui-ing which time the Exchange interests com-

bined in the sale of their fruit with the principal non-Exchange shipping
interests under the name of the California Fruit Agency. The net results

obtained during the Agencv iteriod were not satisfactory to the growers, and

on Sep'eudjer 1, 1904, the Exchange resumed the sale of the fruit it con-

trolled, independently of any other factor.

"On resuming its marketing operations, the Exchange passed the following
resolution as a basis on which to operate :

On May '20tli, we issued a circular advising all growers of the dissolution of the Cali-

fornia Fruit Agency, to take eti'ect Septeml)er 1st next.
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Upon the formation of the California Fruit Agency, every effort was made to sell the

fruit f.o.b. California. All agents were instructed to push this policy, and men were

employed as salesmen in the Sales Department of the Agency who possessed ability and
much experience in that line, and who have been in the employ of the leading packers,,
as their salesmen, for many years.

Immediatelj' after the California Fruit Agency was organized, April 1, 1903, f.o.b.

orders for fruit (usual terms of inspection, etc.) were only received in limited numbers
andnot sutticieut tomove a reasonaljle percentage of the crop

—although climaticconditions,
in California were most favourable to restrict shipments. It soon became necessary, in order

to move the crop, to shijj, antl attempt to make sales in transit, or sell the fruit delivered

at market value at the point and time of delivery.

Our crops are now so large that all markets shoidd be constantly supplied with their

full quota of fruit in order to consume the output. This distribution can be betttr

accomplished liy those most directly interested,—the growers themselves. The citrus

fruit-grower is no longer independent of his neighbour as to marketing liis crop, but
each one is dependent upon the other, especially in so far as systematic distribution is

concerned.

ThcvSouthern California Fruit Kxchange is composed only of growers, who recognise all

legitimate dealers in the trade, and who are organised for the purjxjse of disposing of their

products in all markets of the country upon the most advantageous terms, and to secure

distribution to the trade at the least expense compatible with the best service, securing
to the consumer tlie fruit at reasonable prices, and to the grower the liest average
returns.

When the Southern California Fruit Exchange I'esumes its selling operations on Sep-
tember 1st next, in the absence of other instructions from, or a change of policy being in-

augurated by the growers themselves, through their representatives on its Board of

Directors, the ^^lanagement will endeavour to sell the fruit in such a manner as will bring
the most moneii for the prodwt contining itself neither to cash sales in California, f.o.b.

sales California (subject to inspection, draft attached to bill of lading), or sales delivered,
nor to an}' other one method. Its agents and repi-esentatives will be instructed to secure

all orders possible for fruit, allowing the customer to take his preference as to whether
he wants these orders to be for spot cash, f.o.b., usual terms, or delivered, suliject of

course to the confirmation of the Exchange or Association sliipping.

Growers or Associations of growers not connected with the Southern California Fruit

Exchange have the opportuniiy now to associate, or to form new associations according
to tiieir preference and to conditions existing in their localities.

Believing that in co-operation with each other, the best net results to the growers can
be obtained, we appeal to all present Exchange members and others interested in main-

taining values of orchard property to put forth every effort to secure as large a member-

ship as possible in our assuciations ami exchanges.

"On March 27, 1905, the California Fruit-Grower.s' Exchange was incor-

porated, and on September 1st following succeeded to the business of the

Southern California Fruit Exchange. This change in name being deemed
advisable in order that the marketing organisation itself might in name, as

well as in fact, become general throughout the state I'ather than remain

local to Southern California.

" The Exchange was founded upon the theory that every member was en-

titled to furnish his j^ro rata of the fruit for shipment through his associations,

and every association to its pro rata of the various mai kets of the country.
This theory reduced to practice gives every grower his fair shaie, and the

average price of all markets throughout the season.

"Another cardinal provision of the plan was that all fruit should be marketed

on a level basis of actual cost, with all books and accounts open for inspection
at the pleasuie of the members. These broad principles of full co-operation
constitute the basis of the Exchange movement.

" The Exchange system is simple, but quite democratic. The local associa-

tion consists of a nnmber of growers conti^iuously situated, who unite them-

selves for the purpose of preparing their fruit for market on a co-operative
basis. They establish their own brands, make such rules as they may agree
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upon for grading, packing, and pooling tlu^ir fruit . I'suall}' these associations

own thoroughly ecjuipped packing-houses.
" All nicnihers arc given a like pi'i\ilcgc to pick and deliver fruit to the

packing house, where it is weighed in and pruj)erly rc'ceipted for. Every
grower's fruit is separated into difFeient grades, according to quality, and

usually thereafter it goes into the connnon pool, and in (hie coiii'sc takes its

percentage of the returns according to grade. ..

"
Any given brand is the exclusive property of the Association using it,

and the fruit under this brand is always packed in the same locality, and
therefore of unifoi'm quality. This is of great advantage in marketing, as the

trade soon learns that the pack is relial)le.

"There are more than eighty as ;ociations ; c(t\cring e\ery citius fruit

district in California, and packing nearly two hundred relial)leand guaranteed
brands of oranges and lemons.

" The several associations in a locality unit(^ to foi'm the local Hxcluinge,
which serves as a medium, and to a certain extent as a builer between the

associations and the generak Exchange.

"Questions of purely local interest, and many real or supposed grievances
are disposed of in the local Exchange, and tlu'ongh it more imjioitant mat-

ters reach the general Exchange.
"The California Fruit-Growers' Exchange, referred toabo^e as the General

Exchange, consists of thirteen stockholders, all directors, and all selected by
the local Exchanges. In other words, the several local E.xchanges designate
one )nan each from their membership as their representative, and he is elected

a director of the California Fruit-Growers' Exchange. By tbis method the

policy-making and governing power of the organisation remains in the hands
of the local Exchanges.
"From top to bottom the organisation is planned, dominated, and in general

detail controlled absolutely by the fruit-growers, and for the connnon good of

all members. No corporation or individual reaps from it eithi'i- dividends oi'

private gain.
" 8o far we have dealt almost exclusively with the organisation of the

Exchange, its co-operative as[)ects, and general policy at home Equally im-

portant is its organisation in the markets.
"
Seeking to free itself from the shifting inHu(^nc(^s of speculative trading,

by taking the business out of the hands of middlenuMi at home, the Exchange
founfl it quite as impoi'tant to maintain the control of its own atl'airs in the

markets. It never contemj)lated the opening of eithei' I'ctail or jobbing

houses, but to put the fruit into the hands of the legitimate dealeis iirst hand.

For this purpose the Exchange established a system of exclusive agencies in

all the principal cities of the country, employing as agents active, capable

young men of (wperience in the fruit business. ^NTost of these agents are

salai-ied, and have no other business of any kind to engage their attention,
and none of the Exchange representatives handle any other citrus fruits.

These agents sell to smaller cities contiguou'^ to their headipiarters, or in t' e

territory covered by their districts.

"Over all these agencies are two general or traNclling agents, with authority
to supervise and check up the various offices. These general agents maintain
in their offi(;es at Chicago and Omaha, a complete bureau of information,

through which all agents receive every day detailed information as to sales of

Exchange fruit in other markets the previous day. Possessing this data the

selling agent cannot be taken advantage of as to prices. If any agent finds
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his market slnggisli, and is unahle to sell at the average prices prevailing else-

where, he
2:)roiiiptly advises the head office in Los Angeles, and sufficient fruit

is diverted from his market to relieve it and restore prices to normal level.

In actual practice approximately 40 per cent, of all the fruits shipped by the

Exchange is sold by public auction at point of consumption, and of the

remaining GO per cent, the greater part is sold at private sale at a price agreed

upon between the seller and purchaser at point of arrival on market condi-

tions as they prevail at that time. Through these agencies of its own
the Exchange is able to get and transmit to its members the most trust-

worthy information regarding market conditions, visible sujDplies, etc. This

system affords a maximum of good service at a minimsim cost. The volume
of the business is so large that a most thoiough equipment is maintained at

a much less cost to growers than any other selling agency can offer.

"During the fourteen years of co-operation in the marketing of citrus fruits

under the Exchange system, the output of the State has increased from

4,100 cars in 1892--> to 31,791 cars (including Northern California shipments)
during the season of 1904-5, with a prospect of a still further increase in

in the voluaie of shipments in the very near future.

"Marketing the fruit for its growers at actual cost, the Exchange has been
able to bring about a great reduction in packing ar:d selling charges, with
the result that the average cost per box of both packing and marketing
oranges to Exchange growers has during recent years averaged around 35c.

as against 75c. per box at the time the Exchange was organised, when the

charges by speculative shippers for packing alone was 40c. to 50c. per box,
to which was added for selling 7 to 10 per cent, commission on the delivered

price.

" This co-operative movement is no longer an experiment. Organised upon
lines materially differing ivom any other co-operative organisation, all the

details had to be worked out with extreme care and caution. To have failed

would havp been to utterly demoralise the citrus fruit industry, as there v.ere

no other adequate marketing facilities. Serious blunders in the execution of

the plan would have been almost equally disastrous. Naturally this growers'

organisation has met with very strenuous and, in some instances, bitter

opposition from the speculative elements in the fruit trade

" The Exchange is not a Trust. It neitl.>er seeks to control production, nor

arbitrarily to fix prices. It does, of course, undertake so far as possible, by a

simple method of co-opei'ation, to displace the competition of one grower with

another in the matter of packing and marketing their fruit. By purely
economical, as distinguished from trust methods, it ensures to every grower
the full reward of growing good fruit, and to every association the benefit of

good grading and })acking."

i.-^^
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Veterinary Notes.

JAS. D. STEWART, M. !;.('. V.S.,

Chief Iiisi)ector of Stock.

IxjUKiors Effects of Wu.d Toijacco IYaxts.

huuiNU l;ist 'July n mob uf l,-380 Ijullocks were o(;ing travelled fioui

Mnrrawonibie, near Mungindi, to Muswellbrook. Wlien neariiig Nanabri
a imiiilici' of the hulloeks were noticed to jircseiit signs of sickness, and three

head liad to be dropped at tlie lionbarks, near Xarrabii, <ine of which died

soon afterwards. The sym))toms of an affected beast were reported as

follow:—Animal emaciated, Jimbs affected and conse((uent staggering gait,

eyes prominent, ears sliglitly lopped, no discharge from nostrils, and np sign

of cough even after the beast had run some distance. Befoi-e death tlie beast

lost [)o\ver of its lindjs and seemed to stretch out its legs as if |iaral\s('<l.

The trouble was thought by the drover to be "
pleuro," but a post-mortem

examination by Mr. Stock Inspector Brackenreg revealed not the sliglitesfc

sign of pleuro or of any specific disease. 'I'he stomach anfl intestines were,

however, very much inflamed, ap])arentlv due to the effects of an irritant

poison. A search was made for poison plant, and the rumen was found to

contain portions of a plant which resembled \evy much the native tobacco plant.

A month later, a mob of 1,095 bullocks travelling from Beaufort, Queens-

land, to Muswellbrook met with similar misfortune when within about 10

miles of Narrabri. Fully 100 head showed signs of illness, and four deaths

occurred. The symptoms shown by these cattle were exactly similar to

those of the mob in charge of Drover Barnett, and the evidence forthcoming

clearly proved tlie cause of the nmrtalitv to be due to the poisonous effects

of tlie tobacco i)lant {Nicotiana sitaveolens). The eradication of this plant

from the stock reserve is being strongly advocated, and in the meantime the

Stock Inspector has caused notices to be posted at pi-ominent phnjes warning
drovers of its existence on the reserve.

Mortality in Pregnant Ewes (Parturient Apoplexy).
Owing to tlie drought conditions experienced in \arious parts of the State

during the past season and the consequent shortage of grass, owners were

compelled to resort to scrub-feeding their sheep, which, in the case of

pregnant ewes, was responsible for many deaths. The actual cause of death

was really a foi'in of parturient Apoplexy, and is usually excited by the

following combination of factors :
—

1. The mating of constitutionally weak or aged nieiino ewes with

vigoi'ous Shropshire or Lincoln rams.

2. InsutHcient sustenance at the critical ]>eriod of gestation, i.e., during
the month prior to lambing.

3. Want of proper attention dui'ing lambing.
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The common result of mating vigorous young Shropshire or Lincohi rams

with merino ewes is multiple fecundation, viz., twia or triplet lambs, and

udIpss the ewes have a good ccmstitution and are left undisturbed on good

pastures dui'ing the latter period of pregnancy, the nervous system becomes

deranged and the animals suffer apoplectic seizure. Many owners have not

yet realised that the same liberties cannot be taken with cross-breeding as in

the case of bi'eeding of pure merinos, and therefore they do not devote the

necessary attention to the ewes during their critical period.

When ewes in advanced pregnancy are indicating symptoms of nervous

derangement, such as giddiness, peculiar high erratic movements of tlie legs,

staring appearance in
eyt-s,

and convulsions followed by a comatose or sleepy

condition, during which they grind their teeth and discharge a greenish fluid

from their nostrils, the most satisfactory measures to adopt are to bleed from

tail, ear, or eye vein
;
the administration of a pui'gative up to 2 ounces of

Epsom salts, or a wine-glassful of castor oil, followed by an allowance of

nutritious food (green and succulent, if practicable), and a liberal sup)ply of

water.

Until the ewes have lambed and the lambs strong anil suckling well, they

should not be driven or exposed to hardships of any kind.

Outbreak of Mortality among Stock in Candelo
District.

Recextlv a somewhat mysterious disease was reported to have broken out

amongst the dairy herds in the Candelo district, which caused the owners of

infected herds in that locality serious alarm.

The tStock Inspector for the district (^Ir. C. O. Furniss) was directed to

invcbtigate the cause of the mortality. As a result he reported that infected

animals were noticed to have ceased feeding, and stood about in a listless,

tucked-up manner, back slightly humped, movements cramped, and occasion-

ally looking round to side as if in pain. The trouble lasted from one to four

days, when the animals died without a struggle. Post-mortem examination

revealed that the fourth stomach and intestines appeared normal but empty.

Contents of flrst stomach wern ferns, blady grass, dead leaves, and some grass.

The third stomach was impacted and the contents hard and dry, while the

whole stomach showed considerable inflammation. With these exceptions the

organs were in a more or less healthy condition.

There is no doubt that the mortality was due to impaction of the third

stomach, consequent upon the dry, hard feed, as a result of the long drought

experienced in that part of the State. In many cases the climax was hastened

owing to many of the animals being heavy in calf.

Upwards of twenty deaths occurred in the district, and in all cases the

carcasses were in an emaciated condition. Splendid rains have recently fallen,

tind the young grass is shooting rapidly, affording the stock a nibble of green,

succulent feed. The mortality has now abated.
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m kikokological bureau, no. 1- division,

Nkw South Wales.

Weather Conditions during September, 1908.

S. Wll.SUX,

Divisional Officer.

(_).\ the 1st uf the iiioiLtli, an aiitafct ic (list iirltainc cdNf red Suutli Australia

;iii(l ;i groat portion of New South ^\ ales aiul \'ieti)ria. At 9 a.iii. on tlic

following day the isoburic chart showed that this depression was but a

poi'tion of a very ext3nsi\ (' low-pressure l)elt stretcliin^ for at least tlie wh.ole

length of the southern shores of the continent. The lowest barometric value

was i^O'O inches between Gabo and Swansea (Tasmania).
Within the ne.xt fortv-eight hours some intensilication occuired in the "'Col'

or narrow neck of low pressure between two adjacent anticyclones. This

"Col"' was very extensive, stretching from the Gulf of < 'arpentaria. in

Northern Australia, to the south coast of Victoria.

During the tirst week, the weather with the above pressure distribution,

especially over South Australia, varied between tine and frosty to showei-y

conditions, with light to strong north-west to south-west winds and smooth

to rough seas. Associated with the depression, thunder and hail-storms and

snow were reported from several places along the southern seaboard. Light
to heavy rainfall was recorded in the south-eastern States. The heaviest falls

during the week occurred in pai-ts of Victoria. Natinmk, on the 1st, had 250 •

points, Dunkeld 257, and i)iud)oola 225. In South Australia the amounts

were light to heavy south of Farina, including the north-eastern pastoral

country. Melrose had 155 points, Spalding 145, and Watervale 136 points.

In New South Wales, Tumberumba recorded 140 points, Kiandra 132, Tumut

110, Adelong 107, Albury 98, and Jerilderie 94.

At 9 a.m. on the 5th, a closed curve depression occupied New Soutli Wales

and Victoria, having developed from the "Col" above mentioned. Splendid
I'ains associated with thunderstorms resulted generally over our State east

from the Darling. The heaviest amounts were 315 points at Nimitybelle,
301 at Gabo, 2G0 at Cooma, 255 at Bega, 245 at Adaminal)y, 239 at IJom-

bala, and 230 at Delegate. The remainder of the falls i-anged from a few
'

points to nearly 2 inches.

In Victoria, light to heavy amounts weie recoi-dcd over the eastern half,

and light and isolated over the north and noitli-west. Light to heavy falls

wei'e also registered in the coastal districts of Queensland south from tiie

tropics, including the central and easteiai (h>\\ns.

Within the next forty eight hours, the pressure system had tra\("lled slowly

eastward, the depression at 9 a.m. on tlie 7th being shown just oft' the coast of

New South NVales where fresh to sti'ong south to south-west winds were

blowing, and slight to rough seas obtained. Otherwise the continent was

covered
li}'

an extensive anticyclone, with its highest I'eadings ovei- the
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Central and Southern Districts.. Fine weather ruled for the most part, with

the exception of extensive cloud areas over coastal districts, and a few

isolated showers.

By 9 a.m. on the 8th, the anticyclone had worked north-eastward, thus-

giving inducement to the northward expansion of the outer isobars of a.

very extensive depression located in the Southern Ocean. Fresh to strong

north-west to westerly winds resulted between Streaky Bay and Gabo, with

slight to rough seas. Cloudy conditions still persisted over the southern shores-

of Australia, but otherwise the weather was fine tluoughout. On the 9th

the high pressure had assumed an elongated appearance, lying east to west^

whilst the antartic disturbance had steepened considerably, with its isobars-

arranged horizontally over Victoria and Tasmania- As a consequence^

winds strengthened from the west to the force of a fresh gale, and seas

became more disturbed in and about the Straits. These unsettled cond'*:ions.

were displaced from the south-east corner of the continent by a fouthsrn

expansion of the high pressure as it moved forward and assured fine and

milder weather over the eastern half of Australia. Within the following

twenty-four hours this high pressure worked over to the eastern districts, and

permitted the expansion eastward of another depression, which at 9 a.m. on.

the 11th, covered the south-west quadrant of the continent.

The highest and lowest temperatures registered between the ith and the

11th over the various subdivisions of the State were as follow :—

85 degrees at Bourke. 33 degrees at Balranald
SI
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liiiili pressure \\m\ male its ajipcarauue over W est Australia, and Uy the 1 Itli

its advance isobars \vcv\ shot 1,500 mi'es in a north-east direction to the

central coast of Queeiislainl. These isobars exliiltiicil a series of kinks as

they proceeded ovei' Ninv .South Wales, and upon naehini;' the coa^t, on the

ir)th and 16th, assisted .in the develojaiient of the severe rain-squalls and

rouo'h seas aloiiL;' the seahoard, as also the " cold snap
"
experieiiced dui-ing

that season.

These conditions ]>assed oil" the mainland by wviy of the North Coast by
the l-")th, and after a hrirf spell of fine weather attending the passage over

of the antievelonc, more unsettled weatlii'r (ii'\cli)|)t(l over the south western

area and on the coast, as the result of the proximitv nf a iMpiillv-inoving

antaT'ctic depression.

The highest and lowest temperatures registered in the various disti'icts

during the week ended the lf*th, were as follow:—
Western Division
North-western Plains .

Central-western Plain .

liiverina ...

North-western Slopes .

Central-western Slopes.
iSouth-westei n Slopes .

Noithern I'ahleand

Central Talileland

Southern 'J'ablelaiid

North Coast
Hunter and Manning .

jMelropolitan
South Coast ....

At 9 a.m. on the 19th, an e.xtensive and eneigetic antarctic disturbance

covered the south-eastern Sta'es, and during the following forty-eight hours

was respon.sible for very stormy- conditions o\er a gretxt; area. The winds in

various districts reached the force of fresh to strong gales, and light to heavy

rainfall, associated with hail, was experienced almost genei-aliy east from the

Darling.

As the depression worked eastwai'd, cold conditions set in, and many
places reported niinimum temperatui-es below the freezing-point. Snow also

occurred at scattered places on the highlands. In th(> city a westerly gale

with strong squalls commenced at 5 a.m. on the 20th, one of the squalls

registering a velocity of 55 miles per hour.

By the 22nd the disturbance had practically passed off the seaboard to the

Tasman Sea, and although further light to moderate rainfall, with fresh to

strong westerly winds, still ]iersisted over Victoria and Tasmania, yet in

New South Wales fine weather obtained generally.
- At 9 a.m. on the following day, the eastern half of the continent was under

anticyclonic control, but the high jiressure was perceptibly weakening daily,

having lost three-tenths of an inch in central barometi'ic value since the 19th,

thus giving inducement to the I'ather rapid ad^"ancement of another depression,

"vthich, between 9 a.m. on the 22nd and 23rd, had travelled 900 miles eastward.

JJourke
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The pressure distribution on the 2-l:th and 25th was rather unusual, for

the depression by 9 a.m. on th<^ former day had assumed abnormal proportions
and covered the area south of lines joinin<^ Perth, Alice Springs, and Mel-

bourne, whilst over portions of Northern Australia, monsoonal activity was
in evidence between the Gulf of Cai-pentaria, l^oulia, and Alice Springs.

Strong dusty northerly winds, with tierce squalls, occurred over South

Australia and on the sliores of the Great Bight, and rising temperatures

together with falling barometers, were reported from all the States but West
Australia. In tlie latter State showery weather, with south-west gales and

rough to high seas obtained on the South Coast.

Tl:.' highest and lowest temperatures recorded over the various subdivision.^

of the State between the 19th and 25th were as follow :
—

Western Division ...

North-western Slopes
Central-western Plains
Riverina
North-western Slopes
Central-western Slojies
South-western Slopes
Northern Tableland

Central Tableland ...

"Southern Tableland
North Coast
Hunter and Manning
^Metropolitan
South Coast...

Between the 2Gth and 30th, two high and two low pressure systems travelled

across the continent. The first
"
high," represented by only one isobar, was

shown on the 26th over New South Wales and the South Island of New
Zealand, and was associated with fine, clear, and quiescent weather conditions.

The "low" which appeared on that day, was situated over the southern

districts of tlie continent, from Esperance to the Great Bight, ami controlled

fresh to strong northerly winds for the most part, but strong south-westei'lies

on the south-western seaboard, and a strong westerly gale at Eddystone in

Tasmania. Moderate to rough seas also occurred between the Leeuwin and
Wilson's Promontory. By the 28th, the incipient high pressure had passed
off the main land, but the i-ear isobars of the depression were shown running

along the coastal districts from Clarence Heads to Hobart
;
and showery

weather obtained south from Jervis Bay. In proximity to the "low" was the

advance portion of the second anticyclone, on the north east side of which

had appeared a I'ather pronounced depression. During the night of the 28th,
or early on the morning of the 29th, as the result of this distribution, some

,sevex'e .squalls and rain, with scattered thunderstorms, were experienced along
the coastal and north-eastern districts of New South Wales, as also in south-

eastern parts of Queensland. The jjatli of the centre of the high pressure
which had attained the barometric value of 30'47 inches, was well to the

south of the continent. This circumstance assisted in the development of

severe wind and sea conditions on our seaboard.

Bourke
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The above table shows that, with pressure and temperature practically

normal in India, the rainfall also has equalled the average amount. In

Australia, however, temperature and pressure were botli below normal,

•excepting in Adelaide, where the latter element was slightly above. Rainfall

in fxcess of the avei-age was experienced in South Australia and the

south-eastern districts of West Australiaj as abo over the greater part of

Victoria and southern borders, slopes, and tableland divisions of New South

Wales, but otherwise the monthly totals were in defect, and in parts

very dry.

Climatological Table for the mouth of September, 1908, coiupiled from

daily telegraphed returns.

station.
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Orchard Notes.

W. J. ALLEX.

NOVEMBEK.
Ciiltivatlon.— It is most iiiiportaiit that the cultivation of the soil sliould

receive special attention at this season of the year, as by keeping the gi-ouiid

well worked to a depth of several inches it prevents evaporation. Aftei- each

"rain oi' irrii;atioii tlu^ whole <if the urchards and vineyards sliould receive a

thorough cultivation iimnediately the ground is dry enough. 1 >(> not wait

until a hai-d crust forms on the top of the soil, but jjut on all available help
and have the surface broken up immediately. Keep the trees and viiu's well

worked around with a fork hoe or pronged fork. The plough should never

be brought into requisition at this timf> of the year, except, ]»erhaps, in a

very wet, cool district
;
but the soil sliould he kept stirred to a depth of four

or five inches with a good cultivator.

Summer Priming may be started this month, and it is well to go ovei- and

regulate the growth of all j'oung trees, thinning and shortening back where

rec^uired, that is, where the tree is growing too thick, and prurung or piiudiing

back so as to keep the tree evenly balanced and symmetrical. This early

suinmer pruning is more for young trees, to aid in directing the growth to

that part of the tree where it is most required.

Pruning of citrus trees may be continued wherever not completed.

Pruning and majiui'ing of passion-fruit vines may be cai-ried out during
the early part of this month.

Whenever Thorny Mandarins show signs of cropping too hea^ily, it will

be well to prune them a little more severely, as well as removing some

of the fruit from the tree, so that the latter will not overbear and exhaust

itself this season. If aUowed to overbear the fruit will be small and almost

worthless.

Budding of citi'us trees may still he carried on.

Irriyation.
—Where irrigation is practised, a thorough watei'ing should be

given to all trees towards the end of the month. This should be the second

watering of the season. Be most careful to keep the water confined to the

furrows, as wherever the land is flooded it is likely to become hard. As
soon as the furrows are dry enough to work, cultivate the orchard twice, and

loosen the soil around any young trees with a fork hoe.

Spraying.—All citrus trees attacked by the iNIaori or other fungous diseases

should be sprayed with Bordeau.x mixture. In applying a spray like Bordeaux

mixture to citrus trees it will be found advantageous to apply it in a small

quantity at a time, in two successive spraying.s, rather than one heavy appli-

cation, which may run off the surface of the young fruit.
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Never fumiijate trees for several months after they have been spravod with

Bordeaux mixture, as, if they are so treated, all the leaves will fall off,

many of the smaller twigs, and occasionally the top part of the tree, will be

killed.

If it is desii-ed to spray citrus trees with Bordeaux mixture for any of tlie

different fungous diseases which attack them occasionally, it would he well,

wherever the trees rp(juire fumigation, to treat the trees for the scale pests
first

(if fumigation is to be practised), ..aftin' which they may be sprajed as

many times as is necessary, without fear of damaging them—that is provided

they are in a good healthy condition.

Fruit-fly.
—In districts where the fruit-fly has been troublesome in

previous seasons, particular care should be taken to pick up and destroy all

fallen and fly-infested fruits, and boil them, in order to ensure the destruction

of all larvye which may be contained therein. Set kerosene traps as soon as

the fly appears. At present these are the only sure ways known of helping
to keep down this pest, and I would urge upon growers the importance of

doing their best in this respect.

Codliny Muih.—Every care sliould be taken to destroy the codling moth,
which makes its appearance about the' time- the apple-trees finish blooming,

la^'s its eggs on the young fruit. and leave?,, and after hatching works its w^ay
into the apple, and within a few w^eeks emerges and lowers itself down to the

gTOund by a silken thread, and immediately seeks shelter by crawling up the

tree and getting into any crack or underneath any old loose bark, either on

the tree, or pi'ops, or any loose rubbish which will provide a hiding place.

The orchard should, therefore, be kept free of such rubbish, and all trees

bandaged at a height of about 10 inches fi-om the ground. The grubs will

harbour in the bandages, which. should therefoie be I'emoved every ten days
and all grubs killed. Pick up and destroy all fallen fruit. Continue spraying
with arsenate of lead or arsenite of soda.

Inspectors have now been appointed in different parts of the country, with

instructions to see that all growers are using every reasonable precaution to

k^ep the codling moth and fruit-fly in check
;
but we hope that by this

time every grower is convinced that it is to his own interest to co-operate
with his neighbours in using every means to stamp out these pests, and I feel

sure that if they will work with a will the fruit industry will soon be in a

much better position than it has been in the past.

Diishudding.
—See that all superfluous gro'vth is removed from the roots

and trunks of all trees and vines, so that the new growth wdll be confined to

the development of limbs and canes which have been selected to form the

main arms and branches of such tree or vine. It is regrettable to see suckers

growing from the roots of many trees and vines which could, with a veiy
little trouble, have been removed, when such misguided encrcy]- would have

gone towards the development of the tops of such plants.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.
Secri<:tai!Ies urc invited to forward foi- insertion in this page dates of their

forthcoming sliows
;
these should reach the 8ul)-I'AUtor, Department of Agri-

cultiii'e, Sy«hiey, not later than the 21st of the month pi-evious to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once.

Soeic^ty.

Lisiiioru A. ami I. Society

Berry Agricultural Association...

1908.

190;).

Dapto A. and H. Society
Kiauia A. Association
Al.stoHville A. Society

WoUniigong A.. H., anil I. Association

Moruya A. and P. Society
Shoalhaven A. and H. Association, Nowra ...

Guyra P , A., and H. Association

Kangaroo Valley ...

Manning River A. and H. Association, Taree

Gunning P., A., and I. Society .

Nanibucca A. and H. Association, Macksville
Tenterfield P., A., and M
Bega A- > P'l and H. Society
Bellinger River A. Association ...

Nepean District A., H ,
and I. Society, Penrith

Benima iJistriet A., H., and I. Society, Moss Vale...

Molong P. and A. Association ...

Campbelltown Agricultural Association
Tuml)aruniba and Upper Murray P. and A. Society...
Bowraville A. Association

Crook well A, P., and H. Society
Gloucester Show ...

Newcastle A., H., anil I. Societj'

Gulgong A. and P. Association...

Inverell P. and A. Association...

Camden A., H., and I. Society

Cobargo A., P.
,
and H. Society

Blayney A. and P. Association ..

Hunter Ri\er A. and H. Association ..

Yass P. and A. Association

Macleay A., H., and I. Association ...

Wariahla P. and A. Association

Mudgee A. Society
Clarence P. and A. Society, Grafton ...

Gundagai P. and A. Society
Murrunihuiiah P., A., and I. Association
Coonia P. and A. Association ...

Upper Hunter P. and A. Assoc, Muswellbrook

Bathurst A., H., and P. Association ...

Royal Agricultural Society, Sydnej- ...

Orange A. and P. Association ...

Durham A. and H. Association, Dungog
Central Australian P. and A. Association, Bourke ...

Forbes 1'., A., and H. Association

Murrumbidgee P. and A. Association, Wagga Wagga
Grenfell P., A., and H. Association ...

[1 Plate.]

Spf^retary
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Forestry.
Some Practical Notes ox Porestry suitable por New

South Wales.

[Continued from page 796.]

J. H. maiden,
Government Botanist and Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

XIX—continued.

Trees other than Conifers and Palms :

The Figs (Ficus),

Moracese.

AVk how come to the genus Ficus or Fig, so called from the best known species

•of the genus Ficus Garica, the edible Fig,

The Port Jackson Fig (Ficus rubiginosa), is illustrated and described in

Parts i and xx of my " Forest Flora of New South Wales," in which work

will appear all the New 8outh Wales ones in due course.

Many of the Figs have fruits which are eaten by birds and animals, and

a few by human beings. Some of them contain caoutchouc (india-rubber)

in their sap. Speaking generally, this substance is a tropical product, and

the most likely portion of New South Wales for success with rubber-

producing species is the north-eastern corner (Clarence to Tweed), but

experimental work in this direction in New South Wales is only in its

infancy at present.

Figs are very useful trees for the warmer parts of this State, as a number

of them flourish in the poorest soil, and are so tenacious of life that they may
be hacked into shape with impunity. They, indeed, as a class, stand bad

treatment to an extent which is fatal to the majority of trees. Many of

them are hemi-epiphytes, that is to say, they spend at least a portion of their

existence on or embracing other plants, not, however, penetrating their

tissues as parasites do.

Figs are propagated readily enough from seed when one can get it good.

For example, it is easy enough to propagate F. macropfu/lla in that way ;

F. ruhiginosa (Port Jackson Fig) is rather uncertain, and F. Cunninghamii
is very uncertain. F. Bennettii produces fruit every year in Sydney, but

not a single seed in it has been seen so far.

Figs in general are propagated from layers and cuttings, l)ut to make a

success of the work requires the technical skill and appliances of the

nurseryman.
I am specially indebted to jVIr. George Harwood, Superintendent, Botanic

Gardens, Sydney, for Aahiable infoi'ination in regard to some of the Figs

A
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referi'ed to in this paper. Indeed, I am often under special obligations to

Air, Harwood for the results of his long local experience in regai'd to the

cultivation of exotic trees.

1. F. hetujalensis, L. (syn. F. indica, Rox)).) The celebrated "
Banyan tree"'

of TncHa. See tt. \'^ aTid Sir. nf \ol. i, Kings Ann. Hot. (lard., Calcutta.

Native of Tropical Asia.

Sydney is just a little cold for it, aUliougli in the Botanic Gardens we

have had a fair specimen tor many years. People used to ihjmc its aerial

roots, so a few years ago 1 caused the ground a few yards from the stem

to he enclosed with liarhed wire. I am hopeful to make the tree foiin an

arch over a jiathway. It should do well on the Northern rivers.

1. Ficus bengalensis, L. (F. indica, Roxb. i

Botiuiic Gardens, Sydney.

It is one of the so-called
"
Sti-angling Figs," that is to say, it starts life

on another tree, the seed being di-ojiped on it by a bird. It grows, and

finally envelops the original plant. Such Figs, of which our Port Jackson

Fig is one, are said to be henii-epiph\tnl.

An interesting account of tlie eelehrated Banyan tree of the Calcutta

Botanic Garden will be found in Hooker's '• ITimalavan douiiials," ii, "216:

it originally spi-outed on a Date Palm.

Tliose who desire to pursue the sul)jcct of Strangling Figs further, may
turn to Dr. William Trelease's paper on the subject in the 16th Annual

Report of the Missouri Botanic Garden, p. I (11.

For an excellent account of F. iemjahnisis, see Gamble's " Manual of

Indian Timbers," 1902 edition, p. 638.'

L 17. See photo, of a specimen, Sydnev Botanic Gardens.
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2. F. Benjamina, L. "
Weeping Fig

"
;

"
Wai-riiigin

"
of the Malays. See

tt. b'l and 83/(. of vol. i of King's Ann. Bot. Oord., Calcutta.

One of the most beautiful of all species. Its l)ranchlets have a graceful

drooping hahit. It is a native of Tropical Asia, including Malay.sia (King

says it is truly indigenous only in Timor, Sumatra, and Celebes), and is hence

just a little tender in Sydney ;
but on the Northern rivers it .should tlourish.

In a sheltered situation in the Sydney Botanic Gardens it does sufficiently

well to .show how beautiful an object it would be under tropical conditions.

2. Ficus Benjamina, I.

Botauic Gardens, Sydney.

Our tree has had to be cut back owing to the exigencies of space, and

contemplation of many beautiful Figs in this garden which have had to be so

ti-eated makes one regret very much that there is in Sydney no area sufficiently

large for a proper arboretum, where trees could live their lives with a

minimum of interference. Hundreds of acres would be required.

L 23 a. See photo, of a specimen in the Sydney Botanic Gardens.

3. F. Benneltii, Seem. " Dr. Bennett's Fig."' Following is Seeraann's

original de.scription of this specially handsome .specie.s,
whose original habitat

is even yet a matter of surmisp. The present plate and the desci'iption are

furnished in the hope that we may be able to trace it.
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F, Bennettii {n. sp.) Seem, iiiss. in Herb. Mus. ]irit.
; arborea ; lamulis petiolis

pedunculisque ])ubescentibiis : foliis alternis ovato-obloiigis acuiiiiiiatis l)asi cordatis,

margine integerriino undulato, glal)ris j)enniiiervii,s, \eni.s priiiiaiiis utrinque 10-12,
subtiis prope axillas glandtiliferis ; receptaculis axillaribus solitaiiis (an semper?)
j)e(luii(ulaUs globo.sis pedunciilisiiue velutinis ; pedniiculis medio 3-braiteatis ;

l)racteis

ovatis <)l)tiisius(idis,
—Viti, exact Incality not specified (accniding tn specimens cultivated

at tlie Botanic (hardens, Sydney).
I have named tiiis fine species, whicli is allied to /'. (7r<matimi, Forst., F. Moorei, Seem.,

F. haliro]j/n///a, G. Bennett, and F. To,nenKi>i, G. Bennett, in honor of my esteemed
friend Dr. (ieorge Bennett, F.L. S., of Sydney, author of several well-known works on

Polynesia. Branchlets stout. Leaves coriaceous, from 8-10 inches long and 4-6 inches

broad. Petiole, I inch long. Peduncle, lO-PJ lines long. Receptacle, li inch in

diameter. {Fl. Vitiensis, p. 250.)

Mr. W. R. Guilfoyle, Director of the Botanic Garden.s, Melbourne, who
made extensiv(> travels iii the Pacific Islands, informs me thnt both this

3. Ficus Bennettii, Seem.

Botanic Gardens, Sydne.v.

species and that named P. pa7idui-ijo7-m'- l)y ^\^ Sharp Macleay, of Sydney,
were first obtained by his father, the late Mr. M. Guilfoyle, of Sydney, from

Mrs. Geddie (wife of the Rev. Dr. Geddie), of Aneityuni, New Hebride.s,

brought by a schooner to that island (of which it is not a native), and no one

knows the original island to this day. The name Benupftii was originally

applied to this Ficus by Mr. M. Guilfoyle, anfl adopted by Dr. Seemann.

U 8
;
L 5, 15 b, i'3. See photo.

4. F. hrasiliensis, Liid'cl. A medium-sized, shapely tree, with rather a

spreading habit. It does well with us. We have to cut it back each year
to keep it in bnunds. ()ne(if th<- numerous large-leaved Figs, with entire

margins. It is semi-deciduous, and grows very dense in summei'.

L 5.
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5. F. capensis, Tliunb. "Cape Fig."

" A good-sized ti-ee, indigenous in the warm lowei- foi'ests at Knysna
iind the Amatolas. In tropical countries various species of Figs are commonly

employed for roadside planting. They succeed better than most trees on dry,

stony ground, and afford an ample and dense shade. They are propagated by

simply planting a stake in the ground, watering, and protecting by a mud
wall or otherwise. When once rooted they ai-e able to withstand the most

intense drought and heat. In a nursery, Fig trees are raised easily from

layei-s and cuttings ; with difficulty from seed
"
(Hutchins, Capetown), i.e.,

tlie difficulty is to get good seed.—(J.H.M.)

^J^^

6. Ficus Chauvieri, Hort.

Botauic Gardens, Sydney.

This Fig does not appear to be in New South Wales, and I am endeavouring

to introduce it

6. F. Chauvieri, Hort. I cannot ascertain its botanical origin : it seenif^

to be related to F. hengalensis.

It is a handsome, broad-leaved' species, which does well in places, even in

exposed situations. The two specimens that we have, have had to be cut

back owing to the requirements of the Garden, otherwise they would have

formed large trees.

L 5, 17. See photo.
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Th lianvaii
"

of Lord Howe7. F. coli(,m,)tariH, AIooic ivnd ^NIucIKt.

Tslnti.i.

The aerial roots ot' this tree ultimately toucli the i;rouiiil uml toriii thick

trunks. (Some of them each eover '1 acres and more.

IJanyans can readily be note(l, on the island, even at a consideruhle dis-

tance, amidst the surrounding;' arboreal vegetation, by the brown appearance
i)f their foliage,, which gives them the look of fading or dying trees This

species reminds one of /''. macropJuilId a good deal. Cattle eat Banvan leaves,

and they are reputed to be good for dairy cows. See also F. macroj>h]jUa.

Its habit causes it to furnish an excellent shade tree.

L IS. .See photo, of specimen in Sydne\' Botanic Gardens.

7. Ficus columnaris, Moore and Mueller.

Iji.tauic Gr;iT<leii», Sydney.

8. F . CunningUamii, Miq.
"
Cuneingham's Fig.

"

This is a native of coastal

Queensland, not occurring indigenously further south than I'S^ S.

" Beni
"
of the al)origines, according to Roth, who says that the natives of

the Pennefather and Batavia Rivers make a r(>ddish twine foi' dill v-ba<i:s from

the dried inner bark of the roots.

It is a Fig which accommodates itself to the lower temperatures of coastal

New South Wales admirably, and, although ih'ciduous in most winters in

Sydney, it tlourishes admirably as far south, and it is an excellent addition to

our ornamental trees. Indeed, in oui' climate, where the vast preponderance
of trees is evergreen, a good deciduous tree is, in my view, a decided

acquisition.

L 1, 23, 35, 20 b. See photo, of specimen in Government Domain.

9. F. cydonioefolia, Hort. A small tree, of erect habit, absolutely deciduous

with us, and one of very few species so deciduous in the Sydney climate. Its
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leaves remind one of those of the (Quince, hence the specitic name, whicb,

however, I cannot trace. The origin of many Figs now under cultivation is

exceedingly perplexing, and, as t)pportunities offer, I may draw attention to

them from time to time.

.
M 25.

10. F. elastica, Roxb. " India-Rubber Tree." Native of Tropical Asia,

The sap yields some of the India-Rubber of commerce. See t. -54 of Ann.

Bot. Gard., Calcutta.

In my view this is the india-rubber producing tree most likely to be com-

mercially successful in eastern New South Wale?. From the photograph of

,f:*%^^,'e.v^

8. Ficus Cunninghamii, Miq.

Goveriimeut Domaiu, Sydney.

the Botanic Gardens' tree it will be seen that it will grow in Sydney, but it

does not grow rampantly as an India-rubber tree should, and therefore it is

oidy recommended for our warmer Northern rivers.

In its native countries it is a gigantic tree, and is usually epiphytic. When
we read of the veiy great size and abundance of this tree in the Indian

Empire, and realise the fact that there is an enormous amount of native labour

available, skilled in rubber getting, we see that the competition of New
South Wales in the world's markets (and even Australian) for i-id)ber is

exceedingly difficult.

For an account of the cultivation of this tree and the extraction of rubber

from it, with practical details, see Gamble, oji. cit, p. 641.

L 21 c, 35. See photo, of specimen in Garden Palace Grounds.
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11. F. (jibhosa, iJluine, Native of the East Indies, F. ctcneata, Miq., from

the Philippines is a synonym. See t. 2, and vol. i of Ann. Bot. Gard.,

Calcutta.

This is one of the trees which, in its native home, is epiphytic.

Gamble ("Manual of Indian Timbers," 1902 edition, p. 637) has the

following interesting note concerning it.

It is curious that King should write of this species as a " tree
" and his statement ia

followed by the Fl. Br. Ind. Bedomnie also calls it a tree, Brandis a large tree or ei)iphyte,

10. Ficus elasUca, Roxb.

Garden Palace Grounds, Sydney.

and tlie
"
Ceylon Flora

'" " an epiphyte in a young state, rinally a tree.'" I have myself seeu

it growing in various parts of Inilia, but never that I can remember as anytliing but a

large epiphytic shrub, preferring to grow on other tigs such as the pipal and banyan, or on
walls or well-sides, and giving out a multitude of interlacing aerial roots. Talbot seems
to share my experience. It is, however, strange that Roxburgli who lived long in the

Circars, where it is common, writes of it as a tree, and mentions a beautiful specimen at

Ganjam. Its broad iliomboid scabrous leaves are characteristic. The leaves are used to

polish ivor\' (Roxb.), and are given to cattle, being supposed to increase the flow of milk.

This is a very variable species, and Sir George King recognises the typical

form and three varieties. Our plant seems not to be different from the typical

form
;

its leaves are not scabrous like those of Mr. Gamble's tree.
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In the Garden Palace Grounds our j)laiit is a sturdy tree of jnediuin height,
and nearly deciduous in winter in the very exposed situation in which it is.

It is symmetrical, and very umbrageous in the summer. Certainly a valuable

tree for park conditions. Leaves quite smooth and shining, almost ovate (no-

apex), and on the average, say, 4 inches long by 1\ inches wide. Texture
thin.

U 2 k and 4c; L 35 c. See photo, of a specimen in the Sydney Botanic

Gardens.

11. Ficus gibbosa, Blume.

Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

12. F. qlahfUa^^Xunx^ . This is a tree which, in the Sydney and Melbourne

Botanic Gardens, has passed under more than one alias. It was labelled

F. luclda and also F. rubiginosa, var. lucida. Sir George King determined our

plant to be F. glabella.

F.
glabella., Blume, is synonymous with F. nesophila, Miq., or, more correctly,

it should be referred to as F. nesophila, F.v.M. (ex Miq. Ann. At us. Lugd,

Bat.).

It is a noble evergreen Fig-tree, which is thoroughly at home in Sydney. It

is umbrageous, hardy, handsome, and remai'kably free from disease.

L 26. Photo, of specimen in Sydney Botanic Gardens.
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1.". J-\ r;lomeraf,(i,Vvi>\h. {syn. F. vesca,F.\.y\,).
" Clustered Fig." Seet. 21H,

v(»L
i, Ann. Bot. Gard., Calcutta. " Clustered Fig," oi'

" Leichhardt's

Clustered Fig"; "Parpa" of the aborigines according to Thozet. The fiuit is

called " Mu-char" Ijy the al)i)i'igiiios at Cooktowii (Dr. Koth).

This is a largf deciduous tree, native of tlie Fiast Indies, and also of

Queensland and Xo!'therii .\ustralia.
.,

12. Ficus glabella, Blume.

Botnuie Gardens, Svduev.

In the Sydney district it is a small tivp, and renmrkahle to us because of

the position of the fruits, which are directly produced on the stem. They are

often seen just above the ground. This phenomenon of the occurrence of

flowers (and therefore fruits) on the trunks of trees (in some kinds of trees

they may be on the branches also), is technically called "
caulitlory."

Gamble, speaking of India, says :

" The large fruits appeal' on the trunk

and branches, are produced in profusion, red when ripe and edible, but

usually too full of insects."
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As regards Austrdliau ti-ees, I wrote some years ago that the tVuit, wliich

is of a light red colour when ripe, hangs in clusters along the trunk ami on

some of the highest branches, and is used as food l)y the aborigines.

Mr. C. Hedley {Prnc. R.S. QcL, v) mentions that the Port Curtis l)lacks

feed on them, and at the same time states that the settlers make excellent

jelly of them. Palmer makes a similar observation. Perhaps this Fig is

referred to in the following passage, written about 1 770 :
—" To tlie northward

we had a kind of very indifferent fig {Ficus caudicijlora), growing from the

stalk of a tree."—{Journal of the Right JJon. Sir Jos'^pli Banks, jj. 299.)

This was contirmed in the Journal of Botany, 1901, p. 4.

The ripe fruit is eaten, and is good either raw or stewed (Gamble).

Brandis, however, says :

" In times of scarcity the unrijie fi'uit is pounded,

mixed with flour, and made into cakes."

This tree possesses an astringent bark ; this, as well as the fruit, wliich is considered

to have similar properties, is prescrilied in lueniaturia, nienorrhagia, and lutmoptysis.
The dose is about 200 grains. The fruit, tilled with sugar, is considered to be very

cooling, and the small, blister-like galls which are common on the leaves, soaked in milk

and mixed with honey, are given to prevent pitting in smallpox. Ainslie tells us that
" from the root of the tree, which in Tamil is called Attievayr, there exudes, on its being

out, a fluid which is cauglit in earthen pots, and which the Vytians consider a powerful
tonic when drunk for several days together." In Bombay the sap is a popular remedy,
which is locally applied to mumps and other inflammatory glandular enlargements, and

is used in gonorrhcea. (DyniocK, Materia Meilica of iVi'sttnt India.)

The leaves are used in India for cattle and elephant fodder (Gamble).

Bird-lime is made in India oi the milky juice of tliis tree.

The timber, like that of Figs in general, is of little value : 1)ut the tree,

from the way in Avhich the fruit grows, is one of the most interesting of trees

to many people, and is therefore worthy oE a place in the garden of a lover

of trees.

L 29 b.

14. F. habropht/Ua, G. Bennett. Native of the New Hebrides.

See Bennett's "
Gatherings of a Naturalist," p. 341. Nomen nudumthen,

but description furnished by Seemann. Fl. Vitiensis, p. 248.

F. habrophylla, G. Bennett, op. rif. ; arborea ; ramulis, petiolis receptaculisque

velutino-pubescentibuK ; foliis alternis obovato—oblongis integerrimis attenuatis basi

cordatis penninerviis, venis primariis utrinque 1.V17, glabris ; receptaculis axillanbus

geminis pedunculatis obovato-obtusis iiedunculo medio artieulato .S-bracteato, bracteis

ovatis acutis.—Tana, New Hebrides. Cultivated in the Botanic (hardens, Sydney, New
South Wales. Branchlets stout. Largest leaves from 12-15 inches long and from G-8

inches broad. Eeceptacles as large as those of the ordinary garden Fig.

This is the tree probably referred to by Mr. Guilfoyle (see F. Bennettii) as

having been named F. pandariforme by the late W. Sharp ^Slacleay, and

distributed under that name.

It is of the F. Bennettii character, but less umbrageous. The leaves are

exceedingly large in a young state, and are softer than those of F. Tanensis,

and less bullate than in that specit s. The bases of the leaves are more or

less cordate and the margins of the leaves are more or less toothed, which is

accentuated towards the base. The size of the leaves is now about 1 foot to

1.5 inches, and 5 inches wide. Formerly they were 2 feet long.

M 17. (Amongst the Palms.)
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15. F. Jlarlandi, Benth., China. 8ee p. 11.3 and t. 148 of vol. i, Ann. Bot^

(Jard., Calcutta. Sir George King suspects that it may Ix' only a t'oriii of

F. fistnloxa, Kcinw.

This has pi'oved an adniirahle tree for the Sydney disti-ict, standing the

sea-air well. It is hardy, shapely, and umbrageous. It is one of the few

species that loses all its leaves for a short time. Thry are broadly-lanceolate,

entire, smooth, and of the same colour on botlr surfaces, say ') inches long

and half as wide, l)ut rather variable as to size
;
small-fruited. The tree

can be readily trimmed to one trunk, but naturally forms a dense growing

umbrageous tree, with branches close to the ground.

L 1, 17, IS, 22, 2.3. 8ee photo.

15. Ficus Harlandi. Benth.

Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

16, F. laurifolia, Lam. Tropical America. The tree in the Garden Palace

Grounds is the largest specimen we have. It is about .30 feet high. It

does not form a single trunk, but a large agglomeration of several large

branches.

It is well named laurel-leaved, and it has unusually long leaf-stalks. It will

certainly flourish in Sydney.

It is just inside the Garden Palace grouTids, to the left from the Marble-

Fountain in the Middle Garden. A second specimen is in the same border,.

100 feet away.

See photo.

17. F. macroj)hi/Ua, De^t " The Moreton Bay Fig."' This tree is thor-

oughly well-known to people in the Sydney district.
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16. Ficus laurifolia, Lam.

Garden Pahice Grouuds.

1& -.^J^V.

To hear some people talk, all Moreton Bay Fisfs should Vje banished from

the Sydney district, but it does not seem to be realised that it is one of the

best trees ever introduced to 83'dney. It will grow amongst rocks where

scarcely anything else will grow, and it will stand being blown upon by
fierce w inds and beinsj liacked about and otherwise ill-used. I admit that it

can be put in the wrong place ; but a Moreton Bay Fig witli plenty of x'oom,

so that it can live its life, is one of the most beautiful of trees, while its

foliage and fruit are nutritious to stock, and its umbrageous head affords a

grateful shade.
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T liuve (Itviwn attention {Ayric. Gazette, 1893, p. 609; 189-t, jj. :2UG) to

tlie value of this tree to dairy fanners. The observations wer-e original as

regards Australia, though T afterwards found that leaves of other species of

Ficus are used for feed in parts of India.

Bearing in niind the way in whicli these and other nati\(' Figs Hdurish

exceedingly in the jiooi-est soil, that cattle ttevour the leaves and branchlets-

greedily, that they will submit to persistent hacking back to an extent which

will kill most other trees, it seems a matter for consideration that these trees

should always be planted for shade purposes on dairy farms and they should

even be planted as a i-eserve of fodder in stony, sterile places where no grass
will grow.
L 15 c, IS, 34. Ree

]>li..t<..

..M:M
«4'i

W^i
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!*!??
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p. 89 (?)—Samoan Islands (according to tlie rt'(;ords of the Sydnt^y l>ntanic Oardens).
Branchlets stout. Petiole \h-2 inches Ion;,'. Blade of leaf from \i)Vl inches long, and
from 42-5 inches broad. Peduncle about

^^
as long as the petiole. Receptacle 6 lines in

diameter. I have named this species in honor of my esteemed friend, Mr. Charles Moore,
Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney. Dr. Bennett writes,—"The plant is sold here
at Sydney under the name of F. sdiKjaiiicj-rium, from the midrih and jirimary veins being
of a purplish colour, but as tliis peculiarity is only seen in very young specimens, and

disappears as the plant grows older, it would be an objectionable specific name." I am
almost sure that F. Coojieri of our gardens, lately described by ni}' friend Dr. Kegel in the
Seed Catalogue of the Petersburg Garden, must also be referred here as a synonym. Dr.

Kegel was good enough to send me a leaf, which agrees tolerably well witli those of the

specimens from the Sydney Gardens. (Seemann, Flora Vitien-sis, p. 249.)

19. F. natalense, nochfit. "Natal Fig." . .

A-Ccording to Mr. Hutchins, late Chief Conservator of Forests, Cape

Colony, this is a handsome tree, affording a dense shade, that has been success-

fully planted in the streets of Capetow-n. It resists the south-easters well.

20. Ficus nymphaefolia, Mill.

Botanic Gardens, Sjcluey,
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.So far as T know, this tree lias not been introthiced Into Ausfralia, though

i^tcps are being taken to rectify the omission.

20. /. }i >/ IIIpJurfolia, Mill. Tropical America.

A broad, large-leaved, shade-giving, large, prominently veined sjjecies. It

is a handsome plant, and distinct species. It would be a very large; tree even

in the Sydney district, wei-e it not that exigencies of space require it to be

cut every year.

M 8. See photo.

21. F. panduriforme, Macleay. (See F. Jlennettii, above.)

I am anxious to recover this Fig for tlie national collection
;

it is probably

somewhere in Sydney.
The following species have somewhat similar names :

—
Pandurttfolia, Hort. Par. ex Miq. in Hook. Land. Journ. Bot., vi (1S47),

biQ^^Jiirsuta f Brazil^.

Pandurtpformis, 31iq, Ann, 3Ii(s. Bot. Lu(jd. Bat. iii, '1^% dieterophijUa

(Tropical Asia), but we do n(^t ajjpear to have either at present.

See also Ficus
sji. (below).

22. F. Parcelli, Yeitch, VeifcFs Caf. of PI, 1874, p. 17; figs. pp. 8 and 9

It is figured in Flares des Sert-es, xx, 13 (1877).
A handsome stove plant received througli Messrs. Baptist and Sons, of Sydney, whose

collector, Mr. Parccll, discovered it in the South Sea Islands. The leaves are handsome, as

large as those of Ficus elastica but thinner in texture, and profusely blotched with irregular

patches of cream-white (our plant shows patches of purple, in addition.—J.H.M.) on a

gi'een ground ; it is still in vise as a stove decorative plant.
— [Horttis Veitchii, 1906, p. 260.)

The above is written for English readers. In Sydney it forms a small tree,

though tender. The coloured variegation of the leaves and fruits is very

pretty. It is a very desirable ornamental tree for the Northern rivei's.

The x-eference to F. elastica may be perfectly true as regards plants under

glass, but not of plants growing in the open air in Sydney. It is a totally

distinct class to F^. elastica, with which it should not be compared.
F. Parcelli is soft leaved.

We have a tree from the Admiralty Islands, either a distinct form or pro-

bably conspecific with F\ Parcelli. The foliage is greener and it has rather

larger leaves than those of F". Parcelli. (Jur tree is younger than our speci-

men of F". Parcelli, but the leaves are much larger at present (perhaps
because of its youth, as the leaves of -Figs are very commonly larger in the case

of young trees), though leaves of F. Parcelli have, exceptionally, been seen

as large.

L 5.

23. F. parietalis, Bl. (Syn. F. acuminata, Bot. Mag. t. 3282, non lloxb.)

See also Plate 8 of King's ]\lonograph, vol. i, Ann. Bot. Gard., Calcutta.

Native of the Malayan Peninsula and Archipelago.
With us a small, bush}' tree, w itli small, nearly ovate leaves, drawn out to

a, long point. Leaves darjj green above, pale green below
;
veins very prominent

underneath
;
the leaves underneath are rough. The fruit is bi'ight yello^v.

L 6 a.
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24. F. religiosn, L. "
Peepul" or "Pipal." The " Sacreci Fig Tree

"
of

India and Ceylon. See tt. 67^ and 84« of vol. i, Ann. Bof. Gard., Calcutta.

The sacred "Bo" tree at Anuradhapura, in Cpylon, which was brought

from North India and planted in 288 B.C., is probably the oldest, or nearly

the oldest tree in the world, historically known. (Emerson-Tennant,

"Ceylon," ii, 613, quoted by Gamble.) The sacred tree at Budh Gya, under

which Gautama Buddha sat, is only now represented by a successor.

24. Ficus religosa, L.

Botanic Gardens, Sj-diiey.

Gamble describes this Fig as usually epiphytic, but without aerial roots.

It is one of the best known of In(han trees, it is coiniiinnly iilanted in

villases, and held sacred botli bv Hindus and Buddhists. Bv Hindus the

cutting of a Pipal tree is looked upon as a great sin, so that it is rarely

felled, and though it is very destructive to forest trees it is ditticult to

get it cut.
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It is, however, larn'clv lopjicd for caille, ('lc|ili;uit ,
.ind cainrl t'nddri', hut

fliietly b}' Muhaiumcdaii a'ti'iidants.

Gamble states that it (Hko F. hoK/nlohsi.s) is sdinctiiiies found enveloping
the Date Pahn, as in the Sah;ii an|iiii- Botanic Garden

The I'ipal does reniarkablv well in the S\(ln('\- district. It is a deciduous

ti'ee, readily I'ecognised by its long, aeuininate^ graeeful leaves. It is well

woi'tliv iif cultivation in Eastern Anslrnli,!.

LJ 4 c
;
M :\ : L 4, If) c. 19, 25, I'l). Sec photo, of (ti-ee not in full foliage).

25. Fxus rhododendrifolia, Miq.

Botanic (Jarik'iis, .Sydney.

25. F. rliododendrifolia , Miq.

Native of the base of the Sikkini and IMuitan IlimaUxya and Khasi and

Pegu Hills, India. See tt. 58" and S3;// (for details) of vol. i, Ami. Bot.

GariL, Calcutta.

One of the most beautiful of all Figs for the Sydney district. Pendulous

in habit, and very dense foliaged. With us a small tree
;
but in warmer

places with better soil, there is no doubt it will become a large tree. Leaves
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ontire lanceolate-acuminate, shiny above, dull underneath, 6 inches long,

with under 2 inches broad is a common size.

L 18 c, 22 f. See phot...

26. F. R(jxhur(ilili ,
Wall. Himalaya and liuniia. See t. 211 (also

frontispiece), vol. i, Ann. Bot. Gm-fl,^ Calcutta.

A moderate-sized tree in India, A fine species, with lar-ge heart-shH}ied

leaves, and conspicuous masses of large figs growing on the trunk. The

fruit is eaten, and is fairly good. The leaves are used for fodder. (Gamble.)
AN'ith us it is only a shrub

;
it has grown 6 or 8 feet high in Sydney, but

like many of the tropical Figs its wood decays and the plant eventually

perishes.

In India it is one of the Asiatic species with largest leaves, and its large fruit

is abundantly borne on the stem
;
the naming of our plant may Vje quite

correct, for it is grown in unnatural conditions. The leaves of our plant are

very dark coloured (reddish east) when young, and distinct in that respect

from any other Fig growing with us.

M m: L 32 h.

27. F. Schlechteri, "Wai'burg in Troijenpfianzer, vol. vii (I'JUo), p. 582;

figured on p. 583. A complete botanical description is given on page 582 in

Latin and in German. For some years previously caoutchouc was imported

to Sydney from New Caledonia and this caoutchouc was believed to come

from a Banjan Ficus, supposed to be Ficus jyrolixa ,
Forst. From the material

collected by Schlechter this is found to be an error
;
the source of the

caoutchouc is the tree described as F. Schlechteri. The tree is closely allied

to Ficiis retusa, L. var. ttiltda, the common Banyan tree, and has entirely its

hal)it, bun while the caoutchouc of the Banyan tree is worthless, the caout-

chouc of F. Schlechteri is of excellent quality.

The tree is found throughout the whole island of New Caledonia, on all

kinds of soils, but ahvays in single specimens. It is also a native of eastern

South Asia. The price of its caoutchouc was, in November, 1900, 3s. 5d,

per lb., and in Hamburg 3-65 marks per h kilo.

Our largf-r tree in the Sydney Botanic Gardens is only 4 feet high at

present, but it promises to do well in the Sydney district. Sydney people

will n)ost likely compare it with F. riihiginosa as regards its foliage, but

bi)th sides of the leaf are glabrous.

28. F. Taneyis is, ik Bennett. New Hebrides. See Bennett's "
Gatherings

of a Naturalist," p. 341, Nomen nihdumthen : but description furnished by

Seemann's, Flora Vitlensi.i, p. 248.

7'^. TaiKrti.'iis, G. Bennett, op. cit. ; arborea ; ranuilis petiolis(|ue glahris ; foliis alteniis

petiolatis ovato-oblongis v. obovato-oblongis abrupto-aeuminatis basi conlatis niteger-

rimis glabris penninerviis, venis ])rimariis iitrinquc S-10 : receptaculis axillaribus

geniinis longiusculepedunculati.s gloljosi.s basi in pcduncuhun attenuatis pubemilis denunn

glabratis, peduncuhs puberulis basi 8-bracteatis, bracteis ovatis aeutis.—Tana, New
Hebrides. Cultivated in the Botanic (Jardens, Sydney, New Soutli Wales. Branchiets

stout. Leaves from 6-S inches long, and from 3-4 inches broad. Peduncles as long as

the petioles. Eeceptacle as large as a cherry.
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With us a small treo, with lara;p, broarl, stroncjlv-voinorl leaves. Sydney is

undoubtedly too cool fof its full development, it is allied to F. Bennettiif

which ifrows very much more vigorously with us.

29. F. Vogelii, Mi(|. Tniiiical Afi'ica.
"*

,

A small vigorous tree, with large entire smooth leaves, many (if which are

a foot long and Ti inches wide. Petiole long. The midfil) and main lateral

veiTis conspicuous.

••.JUKaaKTSfiC^iMfeMVT^

SO. Ficus sp.

Botanic (i.irdfus, Sydney.

There is no doubt that, given good soil and plenty of shelter, this would

become a large tree in the Sydney district.

L 33 c (at the back of a lai-ge tree oi Greciih'a ruhusla).

Following are some interesting trees in the Sydney Botanic Gardi-ns, the

specilic names of which are uncertun at present.

30. Ficus sp. A noble tree with aerial loots. Leaves nearly ovate, blunt

pointed, the average dimensions about 3 inches long by 2 wide, dark coloured,

and very shiny above, paler below, veins not specially prominent exce})t the

midrib. Both surfaces quite smooth.
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Wp have no sturdier tree in the garden. It is exposed to the sea air

and north-easters, and is ()l)viously a grand species for this situation.

L 22 (npar F). See i)hoto.

31. Ficus sp. A. snifill tree, yet the stem is a foot in diameter as it

has been cut back many times owing to the exigencies of space.

It is a native of the South Sea Islands, but like so many plants from that

region in this garden, we have no more definite locality for it. The leaves

are lanceolate, with a blunt point, about 4 inches long anrl 2 wide, thinnish,

both sides smooth, paler underneath, margin entire. Bears a profusion of

small fruits, spotted in a young state

L 8 (near the statue of "
Summer").

32. Ficus sp. We have a tree 10 feet high, and slender. Its leaves are

now 1.5 inches long, with a maximum width of 3 inches. Foimerly they were

at least 20 inches long, broader, and more panduriform (fiddle shaped) than

they are now.

The tree forms one of the interesting species of the garden. I cannot trace

its origin at present. It has been variously labelled F. panduriforme and

F. hpterophylla, L. f. (which it is not). Compare note on F. panduriforme,

Macleay, above, p. 972.

M 17.

33. Ficus sp. This is another species I have not been able to trace. It

was a present from Di-. (now Sir John) Hay, of Sydney, a well-known plant

connoisseur. Its origin does not appear to be known.

Our plant is about fifteen years old. It is planted in a warm border and is a

slender tree, 12 feet high (it has been lopped), with striking (to us) lanceolate

leaves up to 11 inches long by 2 broad; channelled above, entire, perfectly

glabrous.

L5.

34. Ficus sp. Known in the Sydney Botanic Garden as the " White-

barked Fig," and raised from seed many years ago from a supposed F. rubi-

ginosa (it may not be F. rubiginosa at alJ) in the area now kiiown as Cook

Park.

It has been very largely distributed during the last few years by nursery-

men and others.

It is quite distinct from typical F. rubiginosa, the leaves being narrower,

more lanceolate, and with no sign of rustiness. It more readily forms a

handsome tree than the latter species. The fruits are small (apparently a

little smaller than those of F. rubiginosa) and yellow. Its habit is more

pendulous than rubiginosa.

There are three specimens in the Garden Palace Grounds, viz. :
—One ad-

joining the small fountain (svith a basin) not far from the Domain ; a second
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a little north of the main tlii^'lit nf steps, aiid overldnkiiiL;' tin' liank : the third

on the lawn a littU' to tlie uofih of the (Jovernor Phillip foiuiUiiu. .See photo.

^-.,asi?l'4«.*.&?li^

34. Ficus sp.

BcHiiuic Gardeus, Sj'dney.

I desire to invite attention to the following species which, it would appear,

should 1)0 introduced into New Soiuii AVales :
—

F. cordifolia, Hlume. Native of .lava. Gamble,
" Mainial of Indiun

Timbers," 1902 Edition, p. (54, i-efers to it. See also King's remai-ks at p. 1 S(J

of vol. i of Ann. Bat. Gard., Calcutta.

F. lanccolata, Ham. Native of l?urnia. See t. 224 of vol. i of Ann. Bot.

Gard., Calcutta.

F. qnei^cifolia., Roxb. Native of the ^lalayan I'l-niiisula. See t. 9.") of

vol. i of Ann. Bot. Gard., Calcutta.
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The Type and Colour of the Modern Jersey.

M. A. O'CALLAGHAN.

The two illustrations given will serve as an interesting study for some of

our Jersey breeders and judges. If either of these animals were exhibited

in New South Wales, especially at country exhibitions, there is little doubt

but that they would be 2:)assed over by the judge and classed as grade Jerseys

owing tc the amount of white showing in their colour, and moi-e especially

owing to the positions in which the white patches are placed. As a rule we
are accustomed to see any white patches confined to the flanks and underneath

Fnni) '•
Iliianl'x Daiijiiiinn." Golden Fern"? Sensation.

Graud Champiou Jersey Cow at National Dairy Show. Owned by A. B. Lewis, Virginia.

portions of the body ;
l)ut here the streak of white, in one instance, extends

right from underiieatli the forearm to the shoulder, while in the othei' there

is a large patch of white on the shoulder, a large star on the forehead,

and a considerable amount of white on the right thigh and flank. Yet these

cows won first place in competitions of considerable consequence ; the one was a

Grand Champion in the Jersey Cow Class at the United States National Dairy

Show, which was hekl in Virginia, while the dtlicr was First and Champion
in the Jer.-ej Cow Classes at the Oxford County Show, and is the property of

that well-known breeder, Lord Rothschild. As a rule, one j^refers to see

whole coloured animals winning fir>.t places in Jersey classes
; but, if we bear
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ill iiiiiul tliat only ahout 1(J ficr cent, nt' tlic original cows
jilac-inl

in ilie first

Jci-scy registei-, in the Island of .Iciscy, were witliout white markings, we

will not 1)(' suipiiscd when an animal of undoubted pedigree is presented

bearing white niaiks. I )o what we eaii to breed whole coloured animals,

now and again our very best e(jws will thi-ow hack and give us calves showing
a considerable amount of white.

l^jippH :—The English-bred cow "SultaTia 24tli" is a very good illustration

of what we recognise as the vigorous or English-bred type of .Jersey —an

animal that is considerably sti'ongei- and more robust-looking than her island-

bred sister. It is this robust typie that we so much need in Australia,

because we recjuii'e the animals for use only. Their beauty is a very second-

ary consideration to the dairy farmer. With him "Haiulsome is as haud-

Phiito h;/ F. Bahhmjc. Jersey Cow, Sultana 24th.

First Huil Champion attlm Oxfunl County Sliow. The property of Lord Rothschild, Triirg

Parli, Herts.

some does," and the Jersey cow which does not yield a large (juantity of

butter fat has no beauty in his eyes, even though her head may l)e lu^autiful

and her frame deerlike and hand.some.

The American cow illustrated is also the strongly constituted type
—though

carrying very little flesh at the time this photograph was taken. If judges
of .Jerseys at New South Wales Shows can be induced to place the dairy

type as the first consideration—^provided, of course, the animals ai'e pure bred,
—we shall have, in time, produced an animal fulfilling all the i('i|uirements

of the modern dairy farmer.
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Experimental Test of Treatments for Worms

in Sheep at Glen Innes Experiment Farm.

31 R. H. H. Gennys, Manager of the Experiment Farm, Glen Innes, having
recommended that a certain proprietary drench foi- lung-worms in sheep be

tested upon some infested sheep at the Farm, it was approved that the

oppoi-tunity be embraced to carry out a series of experiments in connection

with tlie various methods usually recommended for the treatment of lung-

worms in sheep. In pursuance thereof Mr. Max Henry, M.R.C.V.S.,
Government Veterinary Surgeon, was instructed to proceed to Glen Innes

and make necessary arrangements to carry out the woi'k. Mr. Henry was

dir.-cted to divide the number of sheep at the Farm into various lots, so

that the following treatments might be tested in an equal manner, viz. :
—

Dosing with Proprietary Drench No. 1 and Proprietary Drench No 2
; by

intratracheal injections ; by fumigation ;
and by feeding on artificial grasses.

A certain number of the infested sheep were to be retained under ordinary
natural conditions as "control animals." Also one sheep from each lot was

to be specially marked, in order that a record of its weight might be kept

during the test.

As the sheep were also found infested with stomach and intestinal worms,

Mr. Henry extended his observations to the effects of the various treatments

upon these parasites.

A few days before the conclusion of the test, two drenches were dispensed

in accordance with the Departmental formula for the arsenical drench, and

were forwarded to the Manager of the Farm, to be given to two infested sheep

that were not under treatment. An accident, however, occurred whilst

drenching one of the sheep, and the animal died soon afterwards. This was

unfortunate, as accidents of this kind very seldom occnr, and the arsenical

drench has been used so long and by such a large number of stock-owners

that its efficiency in dislodging stomach worms cannot be questioned, and as

a rule, sheep suffer no inconvenience from this treatment, providing the

ingredients are mixed an 1 the drench administered in a proper manner.

It is generally recognised that complete expulsion of worms infesting the

lungs of sheep is ditficult to accomplish by medicinal remedies, but the im-

mediate result of the intra-tracheal injections and fumigation is the expulsion

by coughing of a number of the parasites, and temporary relief aft'orded. One

need only carefully open up the bronchial tubes of lungs badly infested with

the thread worms and observe the tangled masses of myriads of these parasites

occluding the lumen of the passages, to appreciate the fact that successful

results are only obtainable by treatment prolonged and systematically

applied.

Probably the most effective treatment of all is the administration of the

arsenical drench to destroy worms infesting the stomach, followed by a
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liberal allowunce of nutritious food, and sidpliate of iron and salt lick ad lib.

It is also most desirable that the pi-eventive measures reconnncnded in the

Af/riculfiirtti (razette of October, 1900, should be appliefl, as far as practicable,

as the accepted doctrine iliar "prevention is licttci- than cine," is well

exemplified in connection with woi'nis in sheep.

Mr. Henry's report, sununaTising the results of liis observations at the

recent e.\])eriment, is attached herewitli. Next year it is proposed, sliould

conditions be propitious for the purpose, to continue to carry out a further

series ol tests of the (Hffei'cnt methods of treatment in res])ect of these

jiarasiti's. 'I'lie assistance of stock-owners and persons interested in this work

will l)e yladlv availed of 1>\' ihis 1 )cpaitinent.

JAS. I). STEWART, M ll.C.V.S.,

Chief Inspector of Stock.

Stock Branch, Dejiai'tuient of Agriculture,

•iOth.Optober, IDOS.

I ii.w E the honor herewith to sultmit mv report on tlie experiments recently

carried out at (jllen Times on "
Lung-worm in Sheep

'

These experiments were commenced on IDth September, 1908, at the Experi-
ment Earm, Glen Tnnes, when forty-thrt-e sheep, got together by Mr. Gennys,
the Manager', as being aliened with "lung worm," were in one way or another,

brought within the scope of the experiment. Tlie sheep were mixed merinos

and cross-breds, forty-tivo about 11 mouths and oneahout two years old, the

property of the Experiment Farm and of Mr. L)a\idson, a neighbouring

farmer, who very kindly provided them fni- experimental ])urposes. All tl)e

sheep were in poor condition, many with a constant cough, and some showing-

marked cedema between the lower jaws. Jn order to discovei' the extent of

the infestation, three were killed, with the following icsults: —Sheep No. 1 :

11-month ni' rino
;
verv jioor, with marked (edema Ix-twcen tlie ja^s. On

post mortem e.xannnation tliere was found considerable al)doniiiiid fluid, the

lungs were slightly mottled, no nodules, :(nd on section the bronchi and

bronchioles were found to be l)a(lly infested with str(mg\ les ; the rumen,

reticulum, and omasum were normal, hut a cnnsi(l(>rable numlier of strongyles

(stomach worms) \vere found in the abomasum, the cacuni also containing

large nund)ersof tliin white worms, otherwise the intestines appeareil noinial.

The li\ci' and spleen were normal, Itut the ki(hieys on section wei'e pale,

especially the medulla. On examination, the strongyles proved to be in the

bronchi and smaller air-passages, strongy/us flnria: in the 4tli stomacli,

stronyylus corUortus, wdiile the worms in the ca'cum were tlie tnchocephalus

affinis.

Sheep No. 2,— 11 months, ci'ossd)red ; in fair coniiition, and without

oedema. The post mortem appearances were as in No. 1, save that no other

parasite was found liesides the d. filaria in the lungs, and tlie kiilneys wei'e

normal.

Sheep No. 3.—2 years old : similar to No. 2, but the lung infestation was

very bad, and many worm nodules were found in the mucous membrane of
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the intestines (due to cesophagostoma columhianum). Microscopical examina-

tion of the mucous from the bronchi of this sheep revealed ova and embryos
of the st. filaria in immense numbers, and in all stages of development.

The remaining forty sheep were treated as follows :
—

Lot 1.—Three sheep received the following injection intra-tracliealiy :
—

01. Tereb : M xx.

01. Creasoti : M x.

Cliloroform : M x.

()]. Olivae: 3i.

Lot 2.— Six sheep were drenched with Proprietary Drench No. 1.

Lot .3.
— Six sheep were drenched with Proprietary Drench No. 2.

Lot 4.—Six sheep were drenched with 2 oz. of a mixtui'e of turpentine, 1

part, and linseed oil, 2 })arts.

Lot 5.—Six sheep were fumigated with | lb. sulphur. They were fumi-

gated for ten minutes, then, on showing signs of distress, the sulphur was

withdrawn, and they were left for a further ten minutes in the fumes.

Lot 6.—Seven sheep were set apart to be fed on artificial grasses and

lucerne, and given abundance of salt during the experiment.

Lot 7.—Six sheep were left untreated as controls.

All the sheep were marked for purposes of identification, and, with the

exception of those put on artificial grasses, were kept under identical

conditions.

In ten days' time the above treatment was repeated, and the results

obtained are as follows :
—
With regard to "

Lung-worm."

Lot. When killed.
No.

killed.
Results.

At 10 days, after 1 injcL-tiuii

At 20 days, after 2 injections

(1) No worms foiuul.

(2) A few worms found.

(3) Do do

No worms found.

2 At 10 days, after 1 drench
At 20 days, after 2 drenches

3 A- I days, after 1 drench
At 20 days, after 2 drenches

A few worms foiuid.

(1) Many worms found.

(2) A few worms found.

1 Many worni< found.

2
I

(1) Al any worms found.

(2) No worms found.

At 10 days, after 1 drench

At 20 days, after 2 drenches

1 A few worms found.

2 (1) Many wcjrms found.

I (2) No worms found.

After 1 fumigation
After 20 days, and 2 fumigations

1

o
Very few worms found.

(1) Very few worms found.

(2) Do do
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With regard to "Lung-worm"—cnvfinued.

Lot.
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The following results were obtained
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Notes
01]

Varieties of Fruit grown at various

Departmental Orchards.

W. J. ALLEN.

IIawkesbury Agricultukal College.

Peaches.

"Christiana."—Tliese trees ai-e woi-ked (Hi peach stock, ami have been

]>hiiite(l
for eleven yt^ars. The fruit is lar^e, and of dcHcious Ihnoui'. Skin

pale yellow, rich red in the sun; tle.^h, yellow ; freestone; suitaMc for des-

sert and drying'. Bloomed Ttli Septeniher : ri]>eiied 2r)th Jannarv : poor crop.

Free from disease.

" Cumberlanc).''—A very fine peach resembling Brigg's Red May, l)ut, on

jiccount of its shy bearing, could not be recoimnended. Bloomed lltli Sep-

tember
; I'ipened "JSth November.

"Governor Garland.''—Similar to Cumberland. A .shy bearer. Bloomed

20th Sei)tember ; ripened 28th November.
"
King's Perfection."—These tre^s are worked on peach stock, ami iia\e

Ijeen planted for sixtnen years. The fruit is highly coloured : cbngstone,

suitable for dessert. Bloomed lOth Septembei- : ripened 2.:)rd January ;
free

from disease. A good variety to grow for matket.
" Sneed."—These trees arc worked on peach stock, and are 7 years okl.

The fruit is of medium r-,ize, oval, creamy white in colour, -"'ith a red blush

on sunny side. Freestone, suitable for dessert. Bloomed 7th September;

ripened 19th November; free from disease; crop light. A good market

variety on account of early I'ipening.
"
High's Early Canada."—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fiaiit

very large ;
skin yellowish, with markings of crimson; fiesh greenisli, tender

and melting ;
a dessert \ariety. Bloomed 7th September ; ripened 2nd De-

cember
;
free from disease. This variety is similar to Brigg's Red May, but

much better. Very good for market, but so ftir inclined to be a shy bearer.

"
Lady Ingold."

—Worked on ])each stock, and 7 years old. Fruit large

and very even in foi-m : skin rich yellow-crimson in sun ; flesh yellow ;
free-

stone; suitable for dessert. Bloomed 3rd September; ripened (Jth Jaiuiai-y ;

free from disease.

" Lord Palmerston."—AVoi-ked on peach stock, and 14 yrai-s old. I'ruit

above average size and pale in coloui' ; llesli white and fine in texture; good

flavour; clingstone. Bloomed 3rd September ; ripened l"th l-'ebruary ;
fi'ee

from disease. Fair crop, good ((uality.

"Thames Bank."—Bloomed 17th September. No crop set.

"
Osprey."

—Bloomed 17th September. No good.
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"
Exquisite."- -Bloomed 13th September. No good.

"Warrington."—Bloomed 13th September. No good.

"Alexander."—Bloomed ISth Septi^mber. No good.

"Red Italian.'—Worked on peach stou-k and 12 years old. Fruit large

freestone; suitable for dessert and drying. Bloomed 7th September ; rijiened

7th February ; free from disease
;
fair crop.

" Yellow Italian."—Worked on peach stock, and 1-4 years old. I*'iuit ob-

long, pointed, one-sided; skin deep yellow; flavour vinous; clingstone ;
suit-

able for canning. Bloomed L'Oth September ; ripened 18th Fehi'uaiy ; free

from disease
; good cro}) ; gootl quality ;

catches the fruit fly.

"Kia-Ora."—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Flesh yelhiu : free-

stone
;
suitable for dessert. Bloomed 27th August, during windy and frosty

weather
; ripened 15th January ;

free from disease
;
a seedling from Elb^rta.

"California."—Worked on peach stock and 12 yeai-s old. Fruit large;

flesh yellow; clingstone; suitable for de^ssert, shii^ping, and canning. Bloomed

7th September; ripened 25th January; free from disease; crop medium;

quality good.
" Lemon Cling."

—Worked on peach stock, and 17 years old. Fruit medium

to large, oblong ;
skin clear, lemon yellow with a tinge of I'ed in the sun;

colour yellow; clingstone; suitable for dessert, shipping, and canning. Bloomed

7th September ; ripened 27tli January ;
free from disease

;
medium crop ;

good quality.
" Henrietta."—Worked on peach stock, and 17 years old. Fruit large,

rather flattened
; skin, bright yellow ; flesh, yellow ; clingstone. Suitable

for dessert, shipping, and canning. Bloomed 3rd September ; ripened 20th

January ;
free from disease

; good crop ;
medium quality.

"Royal Geoj'ge."
—Worked on ]ieach stock, and 17 years old. Fruit large,

round and even, pale, yellowish white
;

flesh whitish
;
freestone. Suitable

for dessert
;
stone large. Bloomed 4th September; ripent^d 8th Januarj^; free

from disease
; good crop.

" Frazer's Newington."— Worked on peach stock, and 15 years old. Fruit

very lai'ge and highly coloured
;

flesh greenish-white ; clingstone. Suitable

for dessert; stone large. Bloomed 14th September ; ripened 8th January;
free from disease

; poor crop ; poor quality.

"Noblesse."—Worked on peach stock, and 17 years old. Fruit large,

but not worth growing, as it will not hang a day scarcely. Flesh greenish-

white
; clingstone; .suitable for dessert. Bloomed 11th September ; ripened

8th January ;
fair crop ;

free from disease.

"Eclipse."
—Worked on peach stock, and 17 years old. F>uit large, but

not much good ;
flesh whitish

;
freestone. Bloomed 11th September ; ripened

1st February. Free from disease.

"ConkHng."—Worked on peach stock, and 7 j-ears old. Fruit large;

flesh yellow; freestone; suitable for dessert and canning. lUoonied 11th

September; ripened 10th January. Free from disease.

"Gold Dust."—Worked on. peach stock, and 7 years old. Fruit very

large and round
; yellow, with a red cheek

;
flesh yellow ; clingstone. Suitable
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for dessert and caiuiiiiL;'. Bloomed lltli Sc|itciiil(ci' ; n|ieiicd lOtii -laiiuai-x'.

Free from disease.

"
Early Newini^toii."— W'oiked on iicach stock, and 17 years old. l''ruit

larj^'(>, and of i;((od colour: clinnstone. Suitable for deS'Sert. l>looined 11th

September : ripened 15th January. Free from disease.

"
Brig<f's Red May."—Worked on peach stock, and 17 yeais old. Fruit

of medium size
;

freestone. Suitable for dessert. P)loonie(l 7tli Se])tpmber ;

I'ipenetl L'7th Novendjer
; _i;dod crop; poor quality. Free from disease.

"Early Crawford."—Worked on peach stock, and 17 yeai-s old. Fruit

large, yellow, with red cheek; ilesh yellow; freestone. Suitable for

general purposes
—

dessert, drying, canning, antl jam. Bloomed 7tli Septem-
ber

; lipened 8th January ; good crop. Free from disease.

"Royal George" (Cling).
—Worked on peach stock, and 1 7 years old. Fruit

large, quite round, light yellow in shade, fine red in sun
;
tlesh whitish, Hrm

melting, rich flavour
; clingstone. Suitable for dessei't and canning. Cood

crop, good quality ; good variety to grow. IMoonied 7th Septendjer ;

ripened 8th January. Free from disease.

" Foster."—Worked on peach stock, and 12 years old. Fruit l.irge, deep

orange red ; flesh yellow, rich, and juicy ; freestone
; good crop, good (juality ;

ripens a few days before "Early Crawford.
'

A. good variety to grow. Suitable

for dessert, canning, and drying. Bloomed 7th Sep)tember; ripened 8th

January. Free from disease.

"Bidwell's Early."-—Bloomed ."hd July. Never crops; oidy one or two

peaches. No good here. This variety blooms wlien the frosts are very

severe, and consequently suffers.

" Stieme's Nonpareil."
—Worked on peach stock, and 17 years old. Skin

pale white, with slight blush of red; flesh whitish
;
freestone. Suitable for

dessert. Bloomed 27th August; ripened 9th January. Good croj), good

quality. Free from disease.

"Fulton."—Worked on peach stock, and 17 years old. Fruit large,

roundish, very pale yellow ;
flesh hrm, white, I'ich, and juicy ; clingstone.

Suitable for dessert. Bloomed 27th August; ripened lltli Febi-uary;

medium crop. Free from disease.

"
Cooper's Seedling."—Worked on pieach stock, and 17 years old. Fruit

medium size, reddish ; flesh whitish
; clingstone. Suitable for des.sei't.

Bloomed 27th August; ripened 12th danuary. A good niarket variety;

good crop) and quality. Free from disease.

"Susquehainm."—Worked on peacti stock, and 17 years old. Fruit

large, almosc globular, deep yellow with red in sun; tlesh dt ep yellow, tine

grained, tender ;
freestone. Suitable for dessert and (hying. Bloomed 27th

August; ripened l-'ith Januaiy. Poor ciop, fair quality. Inclined to be a

shy bearer here. Free from disease.

" McDevitt's Cling."
—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fruit large,

even-shaped, deep rich yellow, covered with dark purple ; clingstone. Suitable

for dessert and canning. Bloomed 24tli August ; ripened 1st February.

Crop medium
; good quality. A good variety to grow. Free from disease.

»
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" Hale's Early."
—Wor-ked on peach stock, anfl 1 <1 years old. Fruit

medium sized, roundish, pale yellowish white, deep red in sun ; flesh "greenish

white, tender; freestone; suitable for dessert. IJloouied L'Tth August;

ripened 8th December. Crop poor. This is a goad early variety to grow
for market. Free from disease. '

"
Carrington."

—Worked on peach stock, and 1 7 years old. Fruit large,

whitish
;

flesh firm, whitish
; clingstone ; suitable for dessert, shipping, and

canning. Blotxned 23rd August ; ripened 3rd February. Good crop, good

quality ;
free from disease.

" Parramatta.
"—Worked on peach stock, and 17 years ohl ; clingstone,

suitable for dessert; good crop, medium quality. I^loomed 23rd August;

ripened 24th January. Free from disease.

"
Early Rivers."—Worked on peach stock, and 12 years old. Fruit medium

sized, waxen white, cleai" carmine cheek: flesh whitish, clingstone ;
suitable

for dessert. Bloomed 26th August ; ripened 6th December. Good crop ;

good quality ;
inclined to bruise very readily when packed for market. Free

fi'oni disease.

"Triumph."
—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fruit large,

yellow, nearly covei'ed with red and dark crimson on sunny side
;
flesh yellow,

rich
; clingstone ;

suitable for dessert
;

earliest yellow-fleshed peach ; regular

cropper and prolific; a good variety to plant. Bloomed 26th August;

ripened 5th December. Free from disease.

" Late Seedling."—Bloomed 26th August ;
never matures properly, and is

generally attacked by fly. No good.

"Globe."—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fruit very large,

quite round, bright golden colour, with deep crimson cheek in sun
;
flesh tender,

melting, rich and spicy ; freestone
;
suitable for dessert, caiuiing, and drying.

Bloomed 28th August ; ripened 1st February. Good crop; good quality;

a very good variety. Free from disease.

" Elberta."—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fruit very large,

yellow, and red
;
flesh yellow and richly flavoured ;

freestone ;
suitable for

dessert, shipping, drying, canning, and jam. Bloomed 25th August ; ripened

8th January. Good crop, best quality. This is undoubtedly the best peach

of its season, being useful for all purposes. A good variety for private

gardens. Free from disease.

"Mountain Rose."—Worked on peach stock, and 12 years old. Fruit

large, whitish yellow, almost covered with clear bright red
;
flesh whitish,

tender, Aery rich
; freestone; suitable for dessert. Bloomed 27th August;

ripened 2nd January. Good crop ; quality medium
;

a good variety to

grow. Free from disease.

Brandywine."—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fruit large ;

flesh yellow ;
freestone

;
suitable for dessert, shipping, and camiing. BU)onied

27th August; ripened 1st February. A very good peach to grow. Good

crop, good quality. Free from disease.

" Lovell."—Worked on peach stock, and 12 years old. Fruit large,

round
;

flesh yellow, rich
;
freestone ;

suitable for dessert, canning, and drying,

c

&
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lUuuiiR'tl 27tli Au,i;u,st ; ripened ^Ui .Jamiary. Medium erop ; good tpudity.

Free from flisease.

"
Wiijifiiis."—Worked on peaeli stock, and "> years old. Fruit of good size,

whitish, with fail- amount of red; Hesh whitisli, rich and juiey; freestone;
suitable foi- dessert. Bloomed 27th August: ripened 2 1th December.

Vahiable fui- its season of i-ipening. Good urop ; podi- (piality. Fi'e'^ fi'om

dis(uise.

" Borance."—Worked on peach stock, and Ifi years old. Desseit \ariety.

BloonK>d 27tli August; i-ipened ]Oth January. Poor crop. Free from

disease.

" Thurber."—Worked on peacli stock, and 11 years old. Fruit large,

creamy white
;
flesh fine-grained, white, red at stone, rich and delicious in

flavour; freestone; suitable for dessert. Bloomed 23rd August ; ripened 1st

February. Free from disease.

" Wonderful."—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fruit, large,

oblong, golden yellow, carmine cheek : flesh yellow, tender, rich and juicy;
freestone

;
suitable for dessert. Bloomed 2.5th August ; ripened 1st February.

Medium crop. Free from disease.

" Bonanza."—AVorked on peach stock and 7 years old. Fruit large, round

and even, almost white in shade, carmine cheek
;
flesh white

;
freestone

;

suitable for dessert. Bloomed 25th August ; ripened 12th February. Free

from disease.

"
Salwey."

— Worked on peach stock, and 4 years old. Fruit medium sized,

round, yellow, fine red in sun
;
flesh fine, yellow, and with a flavour peculiar

to itself
;
freestone

;
suitable for dessert and canning. Bloomed 25th August ;

ripened 12th February. Good crop ;
fair ([uality. A good late peach.

Free from disease.

"Camden's Golden."—Fruit large, clear golden colour, bright ivd cheek;
flesh yellow, firm, melting, rich and sugary ;

freestone
;
suitable for dessert.

Bloomed 28th August ; ripened 12th February. Free from disease.

"
Picquet's Free."—Bloomed 28th August; no crop set.

" Chair's Choice."—AVorked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fi'uit large,

deep yellow with red cheek
;
flesh yellow, tirm

;
freestone

;
suitable foi- (lessert

and canning. Bloomed 28th August ; ripened 1st February ; good crop ; good

quality ;
a very good late variety ;

free from disease.

" Nichol's Orange Cling."
—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fruit

large, round, deep orange, with rich red cheek; flesh deep yellow, firm; cling-

stone
;
suitable for dessert and canning. Bloomed 27th August ; i-i])ened 1st

February. Crop poor ; good (juality ; very fine canning peach ;
free from

disease.

"Prize."—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fruit large, highly
coloured

;
flesh yellow ;

freestone. Bloomed 23rd August ; ripened 23rd

January. Similar to Kia-Ora and Champion, i'ip(>ning sanu^ tim(> ; fi'e(^ fi-om

disease.

" Roser."—Bloomed 27th August ;
no «Top set.

"Beer's Smock."—Bloomed 27th August ;
no crop set.
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"
King Edward VII."—Bloomed 27tli August; no crop set; planted in

1907.

"Lady Palmerston."—^Worked on jieacb. stock, am^ 11 years old. Fruit

medium to large, quite round, greenish yellow, d(>ep red cheek; flesh, pale

yellow, tender; freestone; suitable for dessert, shipping and drying. Bloomed
7th September; ripened. 4th February. Good crop ; good (quality ;

a very fine

variety to grow ;
free from disease.

" Muir."—Worked on peach stock, and 14 years old. Freestone; suitabli- for

canning and drying. Bloomed 7th September ; ripened 8th January. Good

crop ; good quality. This peach on sandy ground is spoih on account of skin

collecting all sand that blows
;
free from disease.

"
Stump of the World."—Bloomed 7th September; not true to name.

"Comet."—W\irked on peach stock, and 14 years old. Fruit lai-ge, round,

with slight point, fine yellow, deep red in sun; flesh deep yellow, juicy, melt-

ing, vinous flavour
;

freestone
;

suitable for dessert, canning, and drying.
Bloomed 7th September; ripened 10th February; good crop ; good quality;
fi'ee from disease.

"Yellow St. John."—Worked on peach stock, and 14 years old
;
freestone.

Bloomed 7th September ; ripened 23rd of December
; good crop; good quality;

valuable for its season
;
free from disease.

i' Heath's Cling."
—Bloomed 7th September ;

no crop set.

"
Early Moorpark

"

"Red Masculine"
" Ouillin's Early

"

"Large Early"
"Newcastle"

"Bobby Allen"

"Harris"

"Royal"
"
Royal George

"

" Pennant Hills
"

"Turkey"
"Hemskirke"
" Mansfield Seedling

"
...

"
St. Ambroise "

." Shipley's Blenheim "
...

" Hatif D'Auvergne
"

...

" Canino Grosso "

"
Carrington

"

"Campbeimeld's Seedling
"

"Elruge"
"W^arwick"

"Pineapple"

Apricots.

Planted, August, 1905.

. . Making rapid growth ; poor show for fruit.
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"Kaislia"
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coloui-ed ; Havour, rich and juicy ;
freestone ; suitable for dessert. Bloomed

7th September; ripened 10th January. Free from di.sease
; crop large;

quality poor.

"Goldmine."—Fruit of very large size; skin purple, with Ijrigiit, bronzy
red

;. Hesh, sugary and melting, cream coloured ; freestone
;

suitable for

dessert; small stone. Bloomed 10th September; ripened 1.3th December.

Free from disease
;
small crop ; good variety.

" Cardinal."—Worked on peach stock, and 7 years old. Fruit, large and

brilliant in colour; freestone; suitable for dessert. Bloomed 10th

^September ; ripened 9th December. Free from disease
; crop, medium

;

good early variety.

"Lord Napier."
—Worked on peach stock, and 16 years old. Fruit,

medium to large, inclined to oval ; skin yellowish, covered with vermilion
;

freestone
;

suitable for dessert, canning, and drying. Bloomed -^th

Sejitember ; ripened 8th January. Free from disease
; good crop ; good

variety.

"Meek's Scarlet."—Worked on peach stock, and 12 years old. Fruit,

medium to large, oval, dark red
;

freestone. Bloomed 7th September ;

ripened Sth January. Free from disease
; good crop ; good quality.

" New White."—Bloomed 7th September. Cannot recommend for here.

Cracks open in the rain.
"
EIruge."

—Worked on peach stock, and 12 years old. Fruit, medium to

large, roundish
;

skin greenish, dotted with red
; flesh, tine grained and

rich in flavour
;

freestone
;

suitable for dessert. Bloomed 10th September ;

ripened 23rd January. Free from disease.

Grapes.

"Mrs. Pearson's Golden Queen."—A mid-season variety of strong habit,

re-worked on wine grapes, and more suitable for trellis than stakes. Berry
of medium size, round, amber in colour, and with tough skin

; flavour, slightly

Muscat ; quality good. Free from disease.

All the vines were sprayed with sulphuric acid solution in August ; again,

the second week in September, with Bordeaux mixture (winter strength) ;

and, again in November, with the latter mixture (summer strength).
"
Temperano."—An early dessert variety of strong habit, i-e-worked on

wine grapes, and suitable for trellis. The bunches are large, I'egular in form,

but rather loose. Berry of large size, round, amber coloured, tender, soft,

juicy ; flavour, fair
; quality fair. Free from disease.

" Red Portugal."
—A late dessert variety of medium habit, re-worked on

wine grapes. The bunches are long and fairly compact. Berry of large size,

oblong, reddish black, taiily tough skin
; flesh. Arm : flavour, very good ;

quality first-class. This is a very fine grape, and free from disease.

"Lady Downe's Seedling."
—A late dessert variety of strong habit, re-worked

on wine grapes. Bunches long and slender, rather loose. Berry of fairly

large size, roundish, oval, black, thick-skinned, fiim flesh
; flavoui', rich :

quality only fair. This variety is not well-adapteil to this locality.
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'•(}reeii (Jascoiiijiie."'
—A large di'sscrt variety, of strong lialiil, worked oji

\s\\w grapes. TIk" hiiiiclies are large, s])reading in form and fairly compact.

Beri'v under medium size, i-ound, amlicr in colour, with faiiK' tough skin.

l''l('sh juicv ;
lla\dur midilling : (juality middling. .\ \ery heavy croppri-. and

more suitable for trellis than stakes.

"Snow's Muscat Hamiuni;h."—A mid-seas5n dessert variety of strong

]ial)it. I'unclies long and loose; berry large ; oval; deep purple ;
skin

tender; Jlesh juicy and witli a muscat flavour. Quality good. Free from

disease.

" Gros Colman."—A late dessert variety of strong habit, re-worked on

wine grapes. iUiiu-hes of medium length, branchini; and fairly romiiact.

Berry large ; round: purplish black ; tough skinned
;

flavoui' fair : (piality

fair
;
free fi'om disease. A heavy beai-er and a good show grape.

"Duke of Buccleuch."—A mid-season dessert variety of strong habit,

re-worked on wine grapes. launches of medium length, spi'eacHng and fairly

loose. Berry medium
;
round

;
amber in colour

; fairly tender ; sweet and

juicy; flavour good: ([uality good; free from disease. Fruits well here;

should be grown on ti'ellis.

" Centennial."—A mid-season dessert variety of strong habit, re-worked on

wine grapes. Bunches of medium length and fairly loose. Berry very

lai'ge ; round : amber in color
;
skin fairly tender

;
flesh firm ; flav(;iir only

fair ; (j[uality good ;
free from thsease. Not bearing heavily here. tShould.

be grown on trellis.

"Gordo Blanco.''—A late raisin and dessert variety of medium habit.

Bunches fairly long; shoulder compact; bei'ry large; roundish: light

yellow; skin fairly tender; flesh firm, with muscat flavour : (puility good ;

fairly free from disease. One of the best white muscats.

"(Syrian."
—A late dessert variety of strong habit, reworked on wine

grapes. Bunches long, branching and fairly loose. Berry large ;
oval :

white; skin tough ;
flesh solid ; flavour fair

; quality fair
;
free from disease ;

bunches large ; heavy bearer. Requires trellising.

" Calabrian Raisin."—Similar to Doradillo.

"Blue Impei'ial."-
—A mid-season dessert variety of strong hal)it. lUmehes

large and long, spreading; berry large, roundish, blackish ])urple ; skin

faii'ly tender; flesh juicy. Flavoui- good; (piality good. Crops well.

Suitable for trellis.

"Black Ferarra."—A late dessert variety of strong habit, re-worked on

wine grapes. Bunches long, branching, and fairly compact. Berry large,

roundish, black
;

skin tough ;
flesh firm

;
flavour good ; tjuality good ;

free

from disease. Should be on trellis.

" Mrs. Pearce's Black Muscat."—Not fruited yet.

"
Royal Muscadine."—-An early dessert vai-iety of medium habit, re-worked

on wine grapes. Bunches long and loose. B(M-ry small, round, greenish

yellow; skin tender; flesh juicy ;
flavour sweet

; quality fair. Free from

disease.
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"Grand Turk."—A late dessert variety of very strong habit, re-worked on
wint graj^es. Bunches long and shouldered. Berry large, roundish, black

;

skin tough ;
flesh firm

;
flavour good ; (luality good ; free from disease.

Medium cropper on stakes. More suitable for trellis.

" Jerusalem."—Very similar to Grand Turk.
" Waltbam Cross."—X late dessert variety of strong habit. Bunches long

and fairly compact. Berry large, oblong, an-il)ei' in coloui-
;
skin fairly tough ;

flesh firm; flavour good; quality good. Free from disease. Bequires trellising.
" Black Tokay."

—A late dessert variety of medium halnt, re-worked on
wine grapes. Bunches of medium length, spreading and fairly compact.

Berry large, round, black; skin fairly tough; flesh Hi in and of good
flavour

; quality fair. Free from disease. A very heavy bearer.
"
Malaga."—Not fruited yet.

"Crystal."
—A late dessert variety of medium habit. Bunches of medium

length and fairly compact. Berry large, round, pale amber
;

skin tough ;

flesh firm
;
flavour fair

; quality fair. Free from disease.
" Gros Maroc."—A late dessert variety of medium habit. Bunches of

medium length and slightly tapering. Berry large, rounded, blue-black
;

skin fairly tough ;
flesh firm. Flavour very good. Quality very good. Free

from disease. Bears well. Fruit very attractive.

"Red Prince."—^A mid-season dessert variety of medium habit. Bunches
of medium length and fairly compact. Berry large, round, deep red

;

skin fairly tough ;
flesh firm ; fla\our good ; quality good. Free from disease.

A noble looking grape.

"Gros Guillaume."-- A late dessert variety of very strung habit. Bunches

long, shouldered and loose. Beriy large, round, black
;

skin tough ;
flesh

tender
;
flavour good, quality good. Free from disease.

" Alicante."—^A late dessert variety of medium habit. Bunches of medium

length, tapering and fairly loose. Berry large, oval, jet black
;

skin tough ;

flesh tender
;
flavour good ; quality good. Free from disease.

" Daria."—Not fruited yet.
" Cornichon Blanc."—Not fruited yet.
"
Royal Ascot."—An early dessert variety of medium habit. Bunches of

medium length and compact. Berry of medium size, round, black
;

skin

tender; flesh firm and juicy; flavour good; quality good. Free from disease,

" Flame Tokay."
—-A late dessert variety of medium habit. Bunches of

medium length and compact. Berry large, oblong, red
;
skin fairly tough :

flesh firm
;
flavour very good. Quality very good.

" Doradillo."—A late dessert varietv of medium habit. Bunches of

medium length, well shouldered and fairly compact. Berry of medium size,

round, and amber in colour
;
skin tough ;

flesh firm ; medium flavour and

quality. Free from disease.

"Black Hamburgh."^An early dessert variety of medium habit. Bunclies

of medium length and fairly compact. Beriy of medium size, roundish and

black; skin tender; flesh juicy; flavour fair: quality fair. Free from

disease.
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Cherries.

" De Boppard."
—
-Upright, vigorous growth : fiist Hine trees fru i t od

;
;i

few specimens only, liangiiig chietlv in pair.s. IM('(Hum to rather above

medium size ; ovah flattened on side ; stalk medium length, set in a deep
and rather narrow cavity ; red, mottled with a lighter red ; flesh veiy

light pink, stained witli red radiating from the stone; juice piidc : stone not

large, with flesh adhering. Lacking flavoui', and split, wliich ina\- ha\<' been

caused by 25 points of rain just as fruit ripened. Hipp for mai'ket 4th

October, 1907.
" Noir Precoce de Strass."—Tree fairly vigorous. Heavy crop ; hanging

in fours and threes
;
small oval, flattened on side ; stalk medium length in

shallow cavity ; red, becoming very dark red as fruit becomes dead ripe ;

flesh reddish pink, rather soft
; juice pink ;

stone large in comparison with

size of fruit; very little flavour; cracked from I'ain just at ripening time;

ripe for market 4th October, 1907. Too small for sale.

"
Bigarreau Reverchon."—Trees stunted, delicate, spreading ; heavy crop,

mostly hanging singly ;
fruit large to very large ;

stalk short, stout ; rounded

heart-shape, slightly flattened on side
;

dark i-ed with small brown specks
and brown spot at apex ;

flesh firm, light red showing white veins ; juice

light red
;
stone medium size. A good marketable cherry and carries well,

but trees are too delicate. Ripe towards end of December.
" Black Tai'tarian."—Trees stunted, spreading ; heavy crop, fruit small ;

hanging in twos and threes, much clustered together ;
stalk varying much in

length ; heart-shaped, dark red, almost black when dead ripe ; good flavour
;

flesh dark, juice red, fairly tiiin, but does not travel well. Ripe 20th

ISTovembei', 1907.

"Bigarreau de Hollande."—Trees spreading, stunted; heavy crop, fruit

large, handsome, rather acid flavour ; firm, but shows bi'uises badly, whicli

aftects its sale; flesh yellowish white. Ripe lOtli December, 1907. Very
similar to Napoleon.

" Elton."—Tree small, upright, making small Itut healthy growth ; lieavy

crop, hanging singly and in pairs; stalk slender, al)out
\'\

inch long; fi'uit

rather above medium size, pointed ovate, flattened on side ; rather scjft and

liable to bruise in carriage, which spoils it for market ; yellowish, sliglitly

mottled with red; flesh whitish, juice clear; stone rather large; flavour

good. Picked 14th November, 1907.

"
Bigarreau Rockport."—Trees spreading, small, making little growth ;

heavy crop ;
fruit small, roundish, flattened, yellowish, almost covei'ed with

a red speck at apex ; hanging singly and in pairs ;
stalk short, leather stout j

flesh soft and whitish ; juice clear, no flavour. Picked ISth Novendier, 1907.

Too small and soft for market.

"Centennial."—Heavy crop; fruit firm, medium size. Ripe end of

December.
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" Black Heart."—Trees stunted, spreadinif, heavy crop ; very small

fruit. Worthless.

" Governor Wood."—Vigorous, spreading, heavy crop, hanging in twos and
threes

;
stalk short

;
fruit medium size, roundish heart-shaped ; yellow,

partly mottled with bright red; flesh yellowish; juice clear; stone .small
;

good flavour; bruises too much for market. Ripe 27th November, 1907.

"Florence."—Upright, spreading, heavy crop, hanging in pairs; stalk

slender, of medium length; fruit small; light red, turning inucli darker on

hanging after ripe ;
flesh whitish

; juice clear
; good flavour

;
stone rather

large ;
carries well. Ripe 6th December, 1907, but would hang a week later.

"
BigarreaudeMezel."—Trees vigorous, upright, spreading. No crop, 1907.

"Bigarreau Napoleon."
—

Upright, sagging with weight of crop; making

very poor growth ; very heavy crop, mostly in i)airs ; stalk rather short
;

fruit small, long, heart-shaped ; glossy yellow, nearly covered with light

red
; firm, but shows bruises very badly, which makes it ditHcult to market.

Ripe 4th December, 1907.

" Werder's Early Black."—Spreading, vigorous ;
fair ci'op ; hanging

singly and in pairs ;
stalk about li inches long ;

fruit small, heart-shaped,
flattened on sides

;
dark red, turning nearly black when dead ripe ;

flesh

dark, juice purple. Ripe 12th November, 1907. Had complaints from

buyers that fruit went wet in boxes when held a couple of days.

"Twyford."—Tree vigorous, upi'ight, spreading ; heavy crop ;
fruit haiiging

singly and in pairs ;
stalk slender and long ;

fruit rather above medium
size

; roundish, heart-shaped, flattened
;

flesh whitish, tinged with red near

skin; juice clear; firm enough for market if picked in time; yellow,

mottled with bright light red
;
flavour ^ood. Ripe 11th November, 1907.

"St. Margaret."
—Trees rather stunted; heavy crop; fruit medium to

large. Ripe end of December.

"Bohemian Black Bigarreau."
—

Upright, fairly vigorous, heavy crop,

mostly in pairs ;
stalk medium ; fruit large, heart-shaped, dark red, firm

;

flesh and juice purple ;
stone not large ;

flavour good, sub-bitter
;
marketed

well. Ripe 10th December, 1907.

"
Bigarreau Jaune de Drogan."

—^Tree upright (sagging with weight of

crop) ; heavy ci'op, hanging in twos and threes
;
stalk rather long in narrow

deep cavity ; fruit large, round, obtuse, flattened on one side
;
whitisli yellow,

nearly covered with a glossy lively red ; flesh nearly white
; fairly firm

;

juice clear
;
flavour rather acid. Ripe 11th December, 1907.

"
Early Rivers."—Tree vigorous, upright, spreading ; heavy crop, hanging

chiefly in twos and threes, stalk about 1J inches long ;
fruit above medium to

large, roundish, but broader than it is long ;
dark red, flesh dark red, and

though appears firm, gives trouble in packing; juice purple. Ready for

market 9th November, 1907.
" Belle d' Orleans."—Somewhat stunted, upright, spreading ; heavy croj),

mostly hanging in twos
;
stalk long ;

fruit small, roundish, hearted-shaped,

and flattened on sides
; glossy yellow, almost covered with bright light red

;
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tk'sli wliiiisli, .stained witli li.ulit })i)ik ; juice clear; \t'iy iiisipic] Lu taste;

too soft for market. Ripe 12tli November, 1907.

"Black Hawk."—Upi'iglit, vin'orous ; lieavy crop, stalk medium to short;

fruit lai'ye, dark, almost l)lacl< : llesli dark, juice [)urj)le ; soft, but toughens
after picking ; rich tlavoui. I {ipe 23rd November, i!)')7.

"Toronto."—XTpright, ftiilv \ igorous ; heavy cro}), hanging in twos and

threes ; stalk medium ; fruit small, heart-shajx'l, flattened on sides
;
dark

red ; llesli dark reil
; juice dark I'ed : soft, and too small for market. Ripe

^Sth November, 1907. Not mentioned by authorities.

"Frogmore Bigarreau."
—

Upright, vigorous; heavy crop, hanging in twos

and thi'ees
;
stalk short in shallow cavity ; fruit roundish, slightly flattened,

medium siz(», bi'ight glossy yellow, partly mottled with light r-ed : llesh clear

yellowisli, juice clear
; fairly firm, but looks as if it would show bruises

;
lacks

flavour. Ripe 23rd November, 1907.
" Black Eagle."

—
Upright, fairly \igoidus ; heavy crop, lianging mostly in

])airs ;
fruit medium size, heai-t-shaped, daik red, with spot at apex; llesh

red, streaked with white ; juice red
; good llavour, but raiher small and soft

for market. Ripe 29ih November, 1907.
"
Bigarreau."

—Tree stunted, spreading ; heavy crop, mostly in [)airs ; stalk

medium length in shallow cavity ; fruit medium to large, rounded obtuse,

heart-shaped; slightly flattened on one side; yellow, partly covered with a

lively red blush and mottling ;
flesh yellow, good flavour, fairly lirm, but

shows bruises slightly. Ripe 9th December, 1907.
" Brant."—Upright, spreading, fairly vigorous ; heavy crop, hanging in

pidrs, stalk medium length ;
fruit small, roundish, flesh re([dish, and juice

nearly clear
;
b ith skin and flesh darken on hanging after rii)e ; firm and

good flavour, but too small for market. Ripe 25th November, 1907.
" Duke of Edinbui'gh."— (Not mentioned by authorities). Tree stunteil,

u])right, spreading with weight of crop ;
too small and soft foi- market ; very

similar to l^elle d' Orleans. Ripe 9th .November, 1907.
" Kirtlands Mary."

—Tree stunted, heavy crop, fruit small, light glossy

yellow, partly covered with red ; llesh yellowish, juice clear : firm and fair

flavour, but too small for market. Kipe 2(ith Novend)ei-, 19(J7.

"Bedford Prolific."—Upright, vigorous ; heavy cro]), hanging in twos and

threes, stalk long, fruit medium size, rounded, beart-shaped, daik red. fairly

firm; flesh red. Ripe 30th November, 1907.
"
Llewelling."—Stunted, upright; fair crop, hanging singly; stalk slioit and

stout in deep nairow cavity; fruit lounded obtuse, heart-shaped, with suture

sunk on one side and discernible right round; medium to largn daik led

with many small brown specks; flesh dark red. A Vfvy fii-ni cherry, and

should market well, but the trees are too stunteil to carrv jiayable ci'ops. Kijie

12th December, 1907.

Apples.
"
Wagener."—Heavy croj).

"Twenty Ounce."—Fairlv upright, vigorous; fruit oblate, coinc ; large,

yellowish green, with faint dull red streaks on one side
; cavity deep, with
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some russet
;
stem medium

;
basin deep, i-ather nai'i-ovv aiid al)rupt ; eye

closed
;

core axile, Hesh greenish white, suV)-acid. Bitter Pit rather bad.

Picked early for cooking on this account.

"Melon."—Tree rather small; fruit roundish, one sided, medium to very

large; yellowish green, with a delicate red blush and splashed with (leei)er

red
; cavity wide and rather deep ;

stem medium
;
basin narrow, eye shut ;

flesh white
;

flavour good. A. dessert apple. Fair crop.

" Lord Nelson."—Tree spreading ;
fruit oblate, conic

; large, pale greenish

yellow, striped and splashed with two shades of red
; cavity wide, shallow,

sometimes rusty ;
stem short, basin shallow, eye flat, closed

;
core abaxile

;

flesh coarse, yellowish white. Only fit for cooking. Heavy crop.

"American Summer Pearmain."'—Tree rather upright, dense; fruit conic;

medium to rather above
; yellowish green, faintly sti'iped with dull red and

many light dots
; cavity wide, stem long, basin fairly deep, narrow and

abrupt : eye closed, core axile
;

flesh white
;
flavour good, sprightly. Ripe

from 30th January, 1908.

"
Emperor Alexander."—Spreading, vigorous, stout growtli ;

fruit oblate,

conic, large ; yellowish green with red blush, showing a faint stripe through it
;

cavity deep and wide
;
stem rather thick, fair length ;

basin rather shallow,

eye closed
;
core abaxile

;
flesh greenish white, woolly, poor flavour. Only

fit for cooking. Ripe 16th January, 1908. Heavy crop.

" Carolina Red June."—Tree large, spreading, vigorous ;
fruit oblate, conic,

angular ;
medium to large ; yellow, almost covered with a lively red

; cavity

v/ide, stem short, basin narrow, deep and ribbed ; eye partially open, core

abaxile, flesh white; flavour poor. Ripe from 30th January, 1908, to 15th

February, 1908. Heavy crop. Only fit for cooking.
" Gravenstein."—Trees spreading, very little growth, stems and branches

twisted
;

fruit oblate, irregularly angular ;
small to medium

; yellow,

mottled and striped with two reds
; cavity wide, shallow

;
stem short, fleshy ;

basin mostly shallow ; eye closed or partially so
;

core abaxile
;

flesh

yellowish white, flavour good ; good early dessert. Ripe fi'om 14th January,

1908. Crop very light.

"Lord Suflield."— Upright, fairly spreading, vigorous; fruit oblate, conic,

medium to large, whitish green with grey dots. Shows bruises easily.

Cavity narrow, russetty ;
stem medium ;

basin shallow, slightly plaited : eye

closed
;
core abaxile

;
flesh white, flavour acid. Ripe 1 Itli January, 1908. An

early cooking apple.

"Robinson's Seedling."—Tree spreading, fairly vigorous: fruit conic,

truncated, small to medium ; yellow, nearly covered with red and red stripes ;

cavity wide and rather deep ;
stem rather long, basin medium, eye open or

partially so
; core abaxile

;
flesh coarse, woody, greenish white. Heavy crop,

ripe 12th February, 1908. A showy looking dessert apple, but its \ery poor

quality would condemn it when known on the market.

"Margil." Tree spreading, radier stunted; fruit oblate, conic, small;

greenish yellow, almost covered with a dull red
; cavity rather narrow and

deep; stem medium to long; basin shallow, eye closed; core abaxile;
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flesh greeuisl) wliiLc, lljivoui- ^ooil. Heavy cm p. Kipc lltli February, 1908.

An excellent dessert apple, but rather small for market.

"Ribston Pii)pin."
—-Tree spreading, vigorous: tVuit irregular, conic,

medium to large, dull yellowish green, splashed and blotched with dull red on

one side
; cavity wide, with some russet

;
stem short, basin medium, eye eivct

;

core abaxile
;

flesh greenish white, flavour good. Attacked by Bitter Pit.

Heavy crop. Ripe 27th -January to 10th Fc'ln-uary, 190S. An excellent

dessert apple, but not of very atti-active appearance, and falls fiom tree very

badly.
" Adams Pearmaiu."—Spreading, rather stunted ; fruit oblong, conic,

medium, a few only very large ; yellowish green, shaded dull red ajid many

light clots
; cavity narrow, angular; stem medium; basin abrupt, wide; eye;

closed or i)artially so
;
core abaxile

;
flesh rather woolly, white. Heavy crop,

picked 12th February, 1908.

"Ben Davis."— Fairly upright, large tree, but making little growth ;
fruit

roundish, conic, small to medium
; yellowish green, nearly covered with

bright red and red stripes ; cavity medium, stem medium, l>asin mcMliuni

but abrupt ; eye closed, core axile
;

flesh dense, rather tough, whitish
;

poor flavour. Heavy crop. Picked from 18th February, 1908. A poor

quality dessert ap])le.

"Claygate Pearmain."— Spreading, rather stunted; fruit conic, medium

size
; yellowish green, with a pale red blush and stripes, many light dots

;

cavity shallow, wide ; stem short, thick
;

basin rather wide and abrupt ;

eye open ; flesh granular, yellowish white, sub-acid, good flavour. Ripe from

16th February, 190S. Fair crop.

"Blenheim Orange."
—

Spreading, fairly vigorous; fruit large, oblate,

angular; fair crop ; drops very badly before it colours at all.

" Cox's Orange Pippin."
—Tree upright, fairly vigorous : fruit oblate, conic,

medium size
; greenish yellow with a red blush and red stripes and many

light dots ; cavity very shallow
;
stem short and often fleshy ;

basin shallow,

slightly plaited ; eye closed and core abaxile
;

flesh white, flavour excellent
;

Water Core prevalent; a few specimens only on the trees. llipe 21st

February, 1908. An excellent dessert apple but irregular bearer.

" Worcester Pearmain."—Tree vigorous, fairly spreading : fruit oblate,

conic, angular, medium to large ; green, nearly covered with a dark red, ob-

scurely striped and some light dots
; cavity wide with a green russet ; stem

short and thick, basin shallow, eye closed
;
core axile

;
flesh white, good

flavour; fair croj) ; ripe .30th .January, 1908.

"Cellini."—Spreading, fairly vigorous: fruit conic, oblate; flattened at

base and apex ; small, greenish yellow, mottled and striped \\ itli i-ed
; cavity

shallow
;
stem short and rather thick

;
basin shallow, plaited ; eye open, wide

segments; core axile
;
flesh white, poor flavour ; heavy crop, picked from 27tb

January to 20th February, 1908
; only a poor (quality dessert.

" Scarlet (^ueen."—Tree fairly spreading, vigorous ;
fruit oblate, small,

yellowish, nearly covered with lively red and red stripes ; cavity medium ;

stem medium
;
basin narrow, slightly plaited, eye closed

;
core axile

;
flesh
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greenish white, fair tlavoiir
; heavy crop; picked from 12th February, 1908;

a fair dessert apple, but rather too small for market
; not mentionerl by

authorities, but identical with Scarlet Queen of Wagga Experiment Farm.
" Charleton Pippin."

—Tree fairly spreading, vigorous ;
fruit oblate, flat-

tened at the base and apex ;
medium size

; yellowish green with russet and

green dots; cavity shallow, stem short, basin abrupt, rather deej) ; eye slightly

open ;
core axile

;
flesh white, flavour good ; light crop ; ripe 10th P'ebruary,

1908
;

it lacks colour as a dessert apple ; not mentioned by authorities.
"
Hoary Morning."—Tree vigorous ;

fruit conic, medium to large, yellow,
covered with two shades of red stripes and splashes and a thin white bloom

cavity narrow, stem short, basin deep and narrow
; eye closed

; core axile ;

flesh yellowish, sub-acid flavor. Ripe 14th February, 1908
;
fair crop ;

a good
dessert apple.

" Cornish Gilliflowei'."—Fruit oblong, conic, very large ;
dark green, shaded

and striped with dull red on one side
; cavity rather deep ;

stem rather long,
basin shallow

; eye closed
;
core abaxile

;
flesh greenish white

; attacked by
Water Core and Bitter Pit

;
no specimens ripened.

" Cowell's Red Streak."—Tree upright, vigorous; fruit conic, symmetrical

small, yellow, partly covered with red mottling and faint red stripes ; cavity
rather deep, with a little russet

;
stem medium, basin shallow, plaited, eye

closed
;
core abaxile

;
flesh white, fair flavour. Water Core prevalent. Heavy

crop. Ripe 22nd to 31st January, 1908. Too small for market. Not
mentioned by authorities.

" Smoke House."—Tree spreading, vigorous ;
fruit oblate, large, yellowish

green, with many light spots, thickest about the eye ; cavity wide, rather

shallow, with distinct ribs
;
stem rather long ;

basin wide, shallow, plaited ;

eye closed. Bitter Pit slightly. Picked early for cooking to avoid Bitter Pit.
" Stone's Seedling."

—
Fairly oblique, spreading, vigorous ;

fruit oblate,

conic, large, yellowish, nearly covered with red stripes; cavity wide
;
stem

medium
;
basin narrow

; eye closed, or partly so; core abaxile
;
flesh yellowish

white
;
flavour fair. Bitter Pit very bad

; destroyed whole crop.
" Brittle Sweet."—Upright, vigorous ;

fruit conic, even in outline, large,

yellow, with many light dots, smooth
; cavity medium, russetty ;

stem short ;

basin rather deep, not wide, slightly plaited ; eye closed, or nearly so
;
core

axile
; flesh, tender, white, fair flavour. Water Core prevalent. Light crop.

This apple lacks colour, as described by Downing.
"Lake."—Upright, vigorous; fruit oblate, conic, small to medium ; yellowish

green, with red and red stripes on one side
; cavity narrow ; stem short ;

basin narrow and deep ; eye closed ; core axile
;

flesh granular, white, fair

flavour. Water Core prevalent. Ripe 16th February, 1908. A few specimens

only. Soon goes soft after picking.
" Richard Love."—Very large, conic, irregularly ribbed

; green, sometimes

with a faint reddish blush; cavity wide and deep; stem medium; basin

furrowed, rather deep ; eye partially closed
;
core axile

;
flesh greenish white

;

flavour acid. Fair crop. Picked 18th February, 1908. Not mentioned hj
authorities.
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"Beauty of Ivciit/'—Upright, vigorous ;
fruit oblate, conic, irregular, and

ribbed towards the eye; large, yellowish green ; cavity shallow, wide, with

light russet; stem short; basin narrow; eye closeil : core abaxilc : th^sh

greenish white. Bitter Pit prevalent. Light ci'op : pickccl early for cooking

to avoid Bitter Pit.

" Duchess Oldenburg."—Upright, small gr(Avth : fi-uit oljlate, llattened at

apex and base
; large; greenish yellow, striped Tvith red

; cavity deep ;
stem

medium ;
basin rathei' wide, abrupt; eye closed ; core not lai'ge, axile ; flesh

tender, greenish white
;
ilavour rather good.

"
Chenango Strawberry."

—
Upright, dense, vigorous; fruit conic, oblong,

pinched in near apex, medium to large, yellowish white, mottled and splashed

with red and some light dots; cavity deep, angular; stem medium; basin

i-ather wide and deep ; eye open, or pa.rtially so
;
core axile

;
flesh greenish

white
;
flavour good. Bore few good specimens only ; ripe 4th February,

190S.
" Mank's Codlin."—Tree small upright ; liealthy but light growth ;

fruit

conic, small to medium, whitish green, sometimes with a red blush ; cavity,

wide, shallow
; stem, short, thick

; basin, narrow, irregularly plaited ; eye,

closed ;
core axile

; flesh, greenish white
;

flavour sub-acid
; heavy crop ;

rather too small an apple to class as a cooker, and too acid for dessert
; ri})e,

14th Januaiy, 190.S.

"
King of Pippins."

—Upright, vigorous ; fi'uit, oblate, conic, flattened at

top and bottom, medium size ; yellow, striped with red and many light dots
;

cavity, shallow, wide; stem, short, thick; basin shallow, wide; eye open;

flesh white
;
fair crop ; falls badly. Ripe from 8th February, 1908.

"
Family."

—
Upright, vigorous ; fruit, oblate, conic, angular, metlium size

;

yellowish green, nearly covered with red mottling and stripes and many light

dots
; cavity deep and wide

;
stem rather long ;

basin narrow, slightly

]:)laited ; eye closed ; core axile
;

flesh greenish white
;
flavour sub-acid ; ripe

from 1st February, 1UU8
;

fair crop. An attractive dessert apple. Farly, but

soon goes mealy after picking.
" Reinette Fawbs d'Accuba."—Upright, vigorous ;

fruit roundish, some-

what conic; medium to large; pale greenish yellow, nearly covered with red

"blush and red streaks
; cavity deep ;

stem medium
;

basin narrow, slightly

plaited ; eye closed
;

core axile : flesh yellowish whit(% sub-acid
;

fair ci'op ;

goes soft soon after picking. Not mentioned by authorities.

"Washington."—Upright, spreading; fruit roundish, varying from oblong

to oblate, large to very large, yellowish green, sometimes with a feN\ dull red

stripes and a slight bloom; cavity shallow; stein short, fleshy; basin

abrupt and fairly deep; slightly plaited; eye closed; core abaxile : flesh

greenish white; Water Core and Bitter Pit.

"Kerry Pippin."
—

Upright, vigorous; fruit ol)late, slightly conic, sinall

to medium, yellowish-striped and mottled with (kdl red
; cavity narrow

;

stem medium
;

basin wide, rather shallow
; eye mostly closed

;
core axile ;

flesh yellowish-white, poor flavour. Ripe 30th January, 1908. Heavy crop,

too small for market.
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"Tuscaloosa."—Fairly spreading and vigorous; fruit conic, ol)late ribbed,

showing mostly at the eye ; large yellowish green, with light gi'ey dots

and whitish bloom
; cavity small, slightly russety ;

stem short
;

basin

narrovv, not deep ; eye rather large, closed
;

core axile
;

llesli yellowish

green. Attacked by Bitter Pit and Water Core.

" Isham Sweet."—Upright, vigorous. Fruit oblong, conic, very large, green,

nearly covered with dull red and streaks of red
; cavity wide and deep ;

stem

medium
;

basin rather deep, open or partially closed
;

coi'e axile
;

flesh

yellowish, fair flavour
;
attacked by Bitter Pit

;
fair cro}). Ripe from 12th

February, 1908. Not mentioned by authorities.

"
Grange's Pearmain."—Upright, vigorous. Fruit oblate, slightly ribbed

;

large, yellowish green, with small grey dots
; cavity deep, wide, russety ;

stem

I'ather short
;

basin deep ; eye closed ; core axile ; flesh white
;
bad with

Bitter Pit and Water Core, which prevented it ripening properly.
" Huon Pearmain."—Tree rather spreading, vigorous; fi-uit conic, some-

times oblate; large, yellowish green, partly covered with light red, showing

light dots
; cavity wide and deejj ;

stem medium
;
basin rather iiai'i'ow and

deep; eye sometimes open ;
core axile; flesh yellowish ;

flavour good; heavy

crop. Ripe from 10th February, 1908. A promising dessert apple.
" Kentish Fill-Basket."—Fairly spreading, vigorous. Fruit conic, oblate

;

very large ; greenish yellow, and small light specks, with thin white bloom
;

cavity wide
;
stem medium to short

;
basin deep, plaited ; eye closed

;
flesh

greenish white, acid flavour
;
fair crop. Ripe 6th February, 1908. Large

cooking.
"
Peasgood's Nonsuch."—Fruit round, oblate, large ; light green with red

blush and stripes and light spots ; cavity wide and rather deep ;
stem short

;

basin wide, eye open. Picked 28th February, 1908. Heavy crop. Suitable

only for cooking.
" Trivett's Seedling."

—
Upright, vigorous ;

fruit oblong, small to medium
;

greenish, nearly covered with red and red stripes ; cavity narrow, rather

deep ;
basin fairly wide, abrupt, and rather deep ; eye closed

;
core axile

;

flesh white, fair flavour; heavy crop. Ripe 5th February, 1908. A dessert

apple, but rather small.

" Fall Beauty."
—Fruit oblate, flattened at apex and base, very large; green

with slight dull-red blush
; cavity shallow and small, stem short, basin some-

times ribbed, eye partially open ;
core axile

;
flesh greenish white

;
flavour

acid. A cooking apple. Not mentioned by authorities.

*' Mrs. Fergusson."
—Upright, rather stunted ;

fruit conic, very small,

yellowish green, striped with red; cavity small, stem sliort, basin plaited,

rather deep, eye closed
;
core axile

;
flesh AvooUy, white, flavour poor. Hea\-y

crop. Worthless on account of small size.

"York Imperial."
—

Vigorous, fairly spreading; fruit oblate, conic, and

ribbed towards the eye ; large, greenish yellow, glossy; cavity wide, stem

mostly short, basin deep, eye closed
;
core axile

;
flesh greenish white, flavour

fair; bore few specimens only ; cooking. Ripe 16th January, 1908. Soon

went bad after picking.
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" Nelson's Codlin."—Uj)ri,i;lit, t'iiirly
\ i,i,M)ruu.s ;

fruit oblong, conic
;
small to

medium ; whitish yellow, i^lossy, skin smooth ; cavity deep, russety ;
stem

medium; l)asiii uaiidw. lat lici- deep ; eye closed : core abaxile
;

flesh greenish

white; rather acid, cooking: fair crop. I!i|)(' iMJtli .lanuarv, 1908.

"Cullender."— Spreading, stunted; fi'uit oblate, conic, very large, green,
almost covered with dark red l)lush, and a feNN"" light dots

; cavity wide, stem

short, basin deep ; eye partially open ;
core abaxik.'

;
flesh greenish white,

tough, acid
;
a poor quality aj)ple, only fit for cooking. Ripe 7th Feljruary,

1908. Not mentioned by authorities.

Pears.

"
Clapp's Favorite."—Upright, rather stunted : fruit acute pvriform, large,

yellowish green, with dull red blush and many brown dots
;
stem medium,

set at an angle ; basin shallow ; eve partly open ; flesh I'ather coarse, wliite
;

flavour fair; dessert or cooking. Ripe 8th February, 1908. Tree bore few

specimens only.
" William's Bon Chretien."—Upright, vigorous ; fruit ovate jjvriform,

large ; greenish yellow, turning to waxen yellow ;
when ripe, skin sometimes

with a brown blush and many grey spots; surface uneven; basin plaited,

shallow; eye partially closed; flesh melting; yellowish white, juicy;

excellent flavour
;
dessert or cooking, evaporating. Ripe from 1st Febi-uai'v,

1908. Heavy crop.
" Monchallard."—Fruit obliipiely pyriform, lounded at stalk, large; greenish

yeHow, many greenish brown specks; stem in slight depression; basin shallow,

wide
;

flesh coarse, white
; poor fla^or. Tree bore few specimens only.

" Howell."—Upright, stunted
;
fruit acute pyriform, turbinate, medium to

large ; yellowish green ;
stem medium, set at an angle ;

basin wide, shallow •

eye open ;
flesh greenish white; fair crop. Picked .5th Febi'uary, 1908.

" Chaumontek"—Upright, rather stunted; fruit long, obtuse, pyriform,

large; yellowish, with many brown dots; stem rather long, set obli([uely ;

basin very shallow
; eye open ;

flesh coarse, white
;

flavour poor. Fair

crop.
" Sheldon."—Upright, vigorous; fruit roundish, ol)late obovate, large;

green, with many brown specks; bore few specimens only. Picked 17th

February, 1908.

"
Fertility."

—Stunted, upright ;
fruit obtuse })yriform, turbinate, small

;

yellowish green with many brown dots
;
stem short, set obliquely ; basin

shallow, eye open ;
flesh coarse, greenish white

;
fair crop. Ripe -Ith

February, 1908.

" Petite Margaret."
—Tree very stunted

;
fruit roundish pyriform ; small,

yellowish green, uneven
;
stem about 1 inch long inserted in slight depression

on one side; basin shallow, eye closed ; bore few specimens only ; ripe 5th

February, 1908
;
not mentioned by authorities.

" Peach Pear."—Fruit obtuse, pyriform, turbinate, small ; green turning

to yellow with a mottling of russet spreading from "

the stalk
;
stem long ;
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basin shallow, plaited ; eye open ; flesh melting, juicy, white
;

flavour good ;

fair crop ;
a good dessert pear, but clashes with Bartlett, to wiiich it is

inferior. Ripe 8th February, 1908.

Plums.

"Hale."—Vigorous, fairly obliquely spreading ;
fruit roundish, inefliuin to

large ; greenish yellow ;
stem slender

;
suture part way round

;
flesh greenish

golden, juicy ;
flavour good ;

stone cling, medium. Ripe 1 1th Januai-y, 1 908
;

light crop.
"
Kelsey."

—Tree vigorous, fairly oblicjuely spreading ; fruit conic, ovate

with obtuse point, medium to large ; greenish, with light blue bloom
; cavity

rather deep ;
suture raised on one side, distinct half way ;

flesh greenish gold ;

very little flavour ;
stone cling, small. Ripe 21st February, 1908.

" Giant Prune."—Tree upright, vigorous ;
fruit oval and slightly necked

;

very large ; purple with grey dots, turning a very deep purple when fully ripe ;

•cavity slight; stem fairly long, suture distinct half way; flesh melting, juicy;

g-reenish gold ;
flavour good ;

stone free, fairly large ;
bore few specimens <jnly .

Ripe 7th February, 1908. This variety has not proved good for drying.
"
Fellemberg."

—Rather stunted, spreading ;
fruit oval, oblate, slightly

necked, large ;
dark purple with blue bloom and many l)rown spots and

markings ; hardly any cavity ; stem medium
;
suture distinct half way ;

colour

golden; flesh golden ;
flavour good ;

stone large, free; light crop : ripe 23rd

February, 1908.

" Coe's Golden Drop."
—

Spreading, rather stunted ;
fruit oval, one side pro-

trudes beyond other at apex, necked
; large to very large ;

colour golden when

ripe ; light crop.

"Pond's Seedling."—Tree rather stunted, upright; fruit oval, slightly

necked, large, red with a light bloom, cavity slight ;
stem fairly long ;

suture

fairly deep half way ;
flesh rather dry ;

colour reddish gold ;
fair flavour,

•stone free, medium size; heavy crop; a handsome plum. Ripe 17th

February, 1908.

"Kirke's."—Fairly spreading, vigorous ; fruit roundish, oval, above medium ;

dark purple with a blue bloom
; barely any cavity ;

stem medium, suture

scarcely distinct ; flesh greenish gold, very sweet
;
stone free, above medium

size
; very light crop. Ripe 12th Februar}", 1908.

"
Burbank,"—Fairly spreading, vigorous ;

fruit roundish, conical, with

a distinct point ;
small to medium

; green, co\-ered with purple to a grey

bloom
; cavity fairly deep, stem slender ; slightly raised on the side

;
flesh

juicy, greenish ;
fair flavour; stone free, medium to small; heavy crop. Ripe

14th January, 1908.

"
Bavay's Green Gage

"—
Fairly spreading, vigorous; fruit roundish oval,

medium size, greenish yellow, with a light bloom and many light specks ;

cavity very slight ;
stem rather short

;
suture raised on one side, distinct half

way ;
flesh greenish gold, very sweet

;
stone clings, rather small ;

fair crop.

Ripe 25th February, 1908.

D
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" De Montfort."—Spreading, vigorous ;
fruit roundish, medium ; purple

with brown specks and veins : cavity medium, stem fairly stout ; suture

distinct part way; flesli fairly firm, greenish gold; fair crop. Ripe 14th

.Fanuary, 1908,

" Prince Englohert."
—

Upright, fairly vigorous; fruit ovate, flattened on

sides, medium to lai'ge ;
blue with light liluq bloom and many grey specks ;

cavity shallow, stem medium; suture distinct' half way; flesh dry, golden^
acid ; stone almost free, large. Kipe 2nd February, 1908. Heavy crop.

"Purple Gage."—kSpreading, fairly vigorous ;
fruit roundisli (»\al, slightly'-

ovate
; medium, purj)le with blue bloom, and many brown dots

; cavity slight,

stem long ; suture sunken half way ; flesh greenish, fair flavoui-
;

stone

partial cling, small ; fair crop : fruit rather too small for dessert.

" Belle de Septeinbre."
—Tree upright, vigorous ;

fruit roundish, small,

blue, almost black, with blue bloom
; flesh, soft, watery, greenish golden ;

fair

flavour. Ripe 7th January, 1908. Heavy crop.
" Yellow Egg."

—
Upright, thick, stocky wood ; fruit oval, flattened on

suture side
; large, bright yellow with thin whitish bloom, and many light

dots
; cavity rather deep, stem medium, suture sunken half way ;

flesh yel-

lowish
;
fair flavour : stone clings, rather large. Ripe 12tli Februaiy, 1908.

Light crop.

"Washington."— Vigorous, upright, thick wood; fruit oval, oblong, some-

times roundish, flattened on sutui-e side ; large, yellowish green, many light

dots, thin light grey bloom ; shalLjw cavity, short stem
;
suture distinct half

way ; flesh melting, juicy ; greenish gold ; stone almost free, rather small ;

light crop. Ripe 3rd February, 1908. Shows bruises very badly.

"Gold."—Upright, healthy, but small ; fruit round, small; golden glossy ;:

cavity fairly deep, stem medium
;

flesh juicy, greenish gold, fair flavour ; fair-

crop. Ripe 30th January, 1908. An attractive plum of Japanese type, but

too small to be of commercial value.

Glhn Innes Orchard.

Apples.—Taking them as a whole, these trees continue to make satis-

factory growth. The year a fine, sturdy lot of trees, very even in size, and

they present a very attractive appearance, and are admired ])y all who see

them. About 50 varieties blossomed last year, but only about a dozen

carried fruit. Those which cropped the heaviest were the "
Buncombe,"

followed by
" Jonathan "; "Rome Beauty,"

"
Cleopati'a,"

" Five Crown,"
" Stone

Pippin
" and " Munroe's Favorite" carried some fruit, Imt did not crop

nearly so heavily as the first-named two varieties, which two were also quite

free from any disease, while most of the others suffered in a greater or less,

measure from Powdery Mildew.
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Apricots.
—These putN)ii a very strong growth again, but the crop was

frozen after it had set.

Cherries.—Some varieties are doing fairly well, but generally speaking
the trees are not doing well in this orchard, and I fear they will not prove a

success in this class of soil.

Peaches. -These also put on very heavy growth, and, like the apricot

crop, the young fruit was completely destroyed by frost.

Pears.—These trees are doing fairly well, making satisfactory growth, and

are a nice sturdy lot of trees.

Plums and Prunes.—Most of these trees are making satisfactory growth,

but have not carried any fi-uit yet. The frost destroyed all the fruit on the

early blossoming varieties last season.

Grapes.
—A few of the American varieties have done exceedingly well,

but some of them are not correctly named, and therefore I cannot mention

the varieties until they have been identified. There is, however, a big

demand by local residents for the cuttings, and we are unable to supply

half of what are required.

Berries.—Only one red raspberry has proved of much value, but as this

is not true to name I cannot give the correct designation until we have

succeeded in identifying it.

Gooseberries and Currants have proved failures on the light soil.

Shelter Trees.—The Oriental Planes and Pinus Insignis have made very

satisfactory growth, but the Walnuts are failures. The Cedrus Deodara

are making fair growth, while the Osage Orange is doing well.

Grasshoppers.

Letters of complaints of damage done to crops, and appeals for advice,

which annually reach the Department at the commencement of the

grasshopper season, are now being i-eceived, and the repetition of the advice

given by the Government Entomologist for the treatment of this plague will

not be out of place at the present time.

Mr. Froggatt is of opinion that the most effective method is the spraying

of the young hoppers with kerosene emulsion. One gallon of water should

be boiled with a half pound of hard soap, to which should be added 2 gallons

of kerosene. This should be thoroughly well mixed by pouring from one

bucket to another. Water should then be added in the proportion of 6

gallons to every gallon of the mixture. This emulsion should be sprayed on

when the grasshoppers are in the young stage, and preferably when massed

closely together. When they reach the flying stage little can be done to

deal with the pest.
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Useful Farm IiiiDlenients

A. H. HAYWOOD,'
Grafton Experiment Farm.

Furrower for Corn-planter.

This attachment fitted on to the Farmers' Friend Corn-planter has reduced

the co«t of growing maize considerably on this farm. Its introduetion has

saved the cost and labour of one man and two horses during eorn-plunting

operations.

The furrower is simply constructed by riveting two liillcrs or mould-boards

ofFa Planet Jr. cultivator on t<t a standard (as shown in diagiain).

Furrower attached to Corn-planter.

The furrower standard is bolted into the socket of the wheel standard

(which is discarded).

A furrow is thus opened in advance of the seed-drill and can be regulatefl

to any depth. Witii it thf drill works steadier than with tlie wheel : the

clods are thrown aside and a fine moist seed-bed prepared.

The scribe or marker is. of eour.se, used in combination to mark out drills.
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Potato Raiser.

There is nothing new

about this, as it has been

on the market for a long

time, but it is doubtful if

a cheaper device can be

had for potato harvesting.

It is specially recommended

to the small grower.

It does not cut the tu-

bers, and in clean ground
does excellent work. One

man with two horses can

keep six men picking and

bagging. It does equally

well in raising sweet pota-

toes.

The raiser prongs can be

fitted on to the ordinary

Howard plough after the

share and mould-board are

removed.

The raiser attachment may be had from Messrs, Lassetter & Co., Sydney,

at a cost of 17s. 6d.

Tde Furrower.

A Potato Raiser.
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Useful y\ustralian Plants.

J. H. MAIDEN,
Government Botanist and Director, Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

No. 99. Sporoboltis pidbh-ellus, R.Br.

Botanical name.—Sporoholus, Greek, sporos, a seed, hofos, a tlirow witli a

casting-net, in allusion to the grains, which are on the outside of the panicle,

as if they had fallen or been thrown out
; jndckeUus, Latin, pretty, the grass

being ornamental when in tiower. It is, indeed, one of the most beautiful of

all grasses.

Botanical description (B.Fl. vii, 623) :
—

Stems tufted, 6 inches to 1 foot high.

Leaves chiefly cat tlie base, tiat or keeled, broad or narrow, rather rigid, bordered l)y

rigid ciha tiiberculate at the base. (Note the remarkable cilia. See Figure 5.
)

PawicZf loosely pyramidal, 2 to 5 inches long, with munerous capiUaiy spreading
branches verticillate at regular intervals.

Spikelfts pedicellate, not ^ line long, shining.

Glumes almost liyaline, rather obtuse, slighlly keeled, the second outer emjjty one

and the flowering one nearly equal and similar, tlie lowest empty one about half

as long, narrow but obtuse.

Palea very readily splitting in two.

G7-nin globular, enclosed in a loose hyaline pericarp.

Value as a Fodder.—A useful fodder plant, but little specific information

as to its value is available.

Habitat and Range.
—It extends from New South Wales to northern Austra-

lia. As regards New South Wales, it is found in the diy north-west.

The type came from northern Australia in the sense of somewhere between

the Endeavour River and the Gulf of Carpentaria. No doubt "North Coast,"

R. Brown, and Endeavour River, Banks and Solander, as quoted by Bentham,

are the co-types.

Bentham also quotes :
—

Nort.h Austraiia.—\J])iper Victoria River, F. Mueller : Fort Darwin, Sc/nilf: No. 112 ;

Escape Cliffs, Hulse.

(Queensland.
—Kennedy District, Damiree ; Elliot River, /iomnan : Peak Downs, iS/a^e?-.

The National Herbarixira, Sydney, contains co-types of this species collected

hy Banks and Solander and also by Robert Brown.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE.
1. Entire plant.

2. Branch of the panicle, greatly eidarged.

3. Single sjjikelet showing the glumes, the split palea and tlie ripe grain enclosed

in the loose pericarp.

4. Glumes and grain of the single spikelet :

a. Outer glume.
b. Second glume.
c. Flowering glume.
d. Palea split into two.

e. Pericarp, grain taken out.

/. Grain without the pericarp. (Note its globular shape.)

5. Part of the leaf, much enlarged, showing the rigid marginal hairs (cilia).
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The Composition of Green Maize and of the

Silage produced therefrom.

HAROLD E. ANNETT, B.Sc. (Lond.), 8.E.A.C., Dip.,

Indian Department of Agriculture,

AND

EDWARD J. RUSSELL, D.Sc. (Lond.),

Rothamsted Experiment Station, late of the South Eastern Agricultural College, Wye.

Introduction.

The process of making silage is an ancient one,i and the scientific investiga-
tions date back at least to 1873, when Weiske,- at the Proskau experiment

station, showed that there was a loss of carbohydrate, fibre, and protein in

making silage from sainfoin and other crops. It was, however, l)y no means

general till after the publication, in 1875, of Goffart's remarkable success

with maize silage at Burtin, in the barren district of Sologne (Loire-et-Cher).3

Both Grandeau^ and Barral^ analysed Goffart's silage ;
the former noted the

production of volatile and non-volatile acids, and labelled them acetic and

lactic acids respectively, in which practice he has been followed hy most later

analysts. Five years later Kellner^ demonstrated by careful quantitative
measurements that the decrease in protein was accompanied by an increase

in the amount of " amide "
nitrogen. In his experiments about 28 per cent,

of the nitrogen was lost, but in a subsequent paper*" this was traced to

volatilisation of ammonia during manipulation of the sample. Kellner

considered, and probaljly correctly, that no nitrogen is lost in the free state

from the silo.

Much attention was given to the subject in the wet cycle of years

ending in 1883 : Fry's letters appeared in the Agricultural Gazette and

Mark Lane Express for 1883 and 1884, and were reprinted in book form in

188.58 ; numerous papers, scientific and practical, were published in 188+ and

1885, and in the latter year a commission sat under Lord Walsingham to

collect evidence and report thereon. 9 Experiments were also made at

'

See, e.(/., .Johnston, rrans. Hujldand ami Agrk. Soc. 1843, new series, 9, .')7. A good
historical account is given by Jenkins, Journ. Roy. Agric. Soc. 1884, 2U, 12l).

* Quoted by Voelcker, .Journ. Roy. Agric. Soc. 1884, 20.
' Sur la culture et Fcnsilage du Mais-fourrage (Memoire present*? a la SociL'te centrale

d'Agriculture de France, 1875). On p. 8 he says :

"
Lorsciue j'ai achete le domaine en

1840. ..huit nialheureuses vaches et cent vingt br<^bis composaient tout le cheptel d'alors

et vivaient miserablenient...aujourd"hui le meme domaine nourrit abondamment soixante-

huit betes a cornes, six chevaux, et trois cents moutons." He had about .300 acres.
* Ibid. p. 39.

^

p. 50 and Part 2, p. 24.
« Land. Versuchs-Stat. 1880, 26, 447. Mangold leaves were used.
' Kellner and Sowano, Land: Vcr-nichs-Sfat. 1889, 37, 16, also Kellner, Chem. Zeil.

1890, 14, 905.
* Sweet Si/age, 1885, Agric. Press Co., London.
^ The Evidence and Report contain interesting accounts of the methods of making

silage, its place in the economy of the farm, and its value here and elsewhere.
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Rothamsted.' The scientific papers were mainly analytical, ami did little

more than continn the <'arlicr I'esiilts. Weiske and Schulze- made inai/.e

silago in barrels and observed an increase in the amount of ether extract :

they supposed this was due to the conversion of su<,'ai- into lactic and butyric

acids, both of which are soluble in ether. Analyses were published by
Kinch,3 Lloyd,* Richardson,-^ Smetham,^ Voelcker,'' and the late Dr. A.

Voelcker,8 and served to corr(>ct a mnnber of niis«conce])ti<)ns that had arisen.

As silage never became general in KngLuid thei'e liavc been only few papers

published here since 1S85.

Meanwhile the subject was being taken up in America. Tn most })arts of

the States maize is a far more popular crop than roots, and silage provides the

stock with their succulent food in winter. A vast amount of work has been

done at the different stations. It is only necessary to mention the investiga-

tions of Jordoni" and Armsbyii on the digestibility, which proved con-

clusively the loss of nutritive value
; \Voll,i2 Hills,i3 Collieri^ and Kingi'' on

the loss of dry mattei- ; Kingly on certain physical questions involved ; and

Babcock and RusselP*' on the bacteriological aspects of the question.

The composition of Green Maize.

For some years past it has been the practice at the W'ye College to grow
green maize as a fodder crop and make a certain quantity into silage. The

original idea was to see if silage could to any extent take the place of roots,

which, on the light chalky soil of the College farm, are often difficult and

sometimes expensive to secure. It may at once be stated that green maize

was found to be valuable, but silage was only economical in exceptional
seasons.!'' The maize was cut during October as opportunity offered, chopped
into pieces, and filled into the silo, a cylindrical wooden structure 12 feet in

diameter and 17 feet high, standing in an extension of the barn. A large

sample of the cut pieces (10 or 15 kilos) was drawn, a small subsample taken

' Agric (jazette, 1885, also Rothamsted Mvmoir^, Vol. 4, No. 12.
- Jourri. far Landirirffchtft, 1883, 32, Heft. i. Abs. in Joiim. CIhvi. So<\ Ah-^., 1S84,

p. 1409. Cf. also Paladin, Btr d<r Bot GeseUsrhaft, 1><8S, (I, 20,j and 296.
2 Tram. Chtm. Hoc. 1884, 45, 122. '' C'/u.w. A'e«-.s, 1884, 49, 210.
5 Trans. Ghem. Soc. 1885, 47, SO.
'^ Journ. Roy A</rir. Soc, 1884, 20, 380. ' See R< port <>f Gornmi^sion.
** Journ. Roy. A<jrir. Soc. 1884, 20, 482 ; other workers quoted in this jiaper are Moser

and Holdefleiss.
'•'

E.g.
—It was often supposed that fibre became digestible during tlie proeess, and some

even considered that sugar was produced. Lawes, in iiis evidence before the commis-

sioners, pointed out the fallacy of supposing tiiat poor, coarse grass, weeds, etc., would

cliange into useful, nutritious food in tlie silo.
'" Maim Reports, 189.S and 1894 (Ex/,t. Station Record, 1895, (i, 746 and lS9fi, 7, ^84).
'-

Pennsylvania R< ports, 1889 (E.cpt. Station Record, 1S92, .S, 457).
12 LandVirsachs-Stat. 18S9, 3(5, lOl.
'5 Vermont Reports, 1893 (Erpt. Station Record, 1895, ti, 919.)
1* Neiv York State Reports, 1892 {Expt. Station Record, 1895, 6, 65.)
>' Wlsconsiyi Report, 1894 (Expt. Station Record, 1897, 8, 350 and r)87 : 1898, 9, 393) ;

also Wisconsin Report, 1900.
"' Wisconsin Report, 1900.
" E. J. Russell, Journ. Board of Agric, April, 1907, p. 14. Reference is also made

to the feeding value of silage, which is not dealt witli in the present paper.
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for analysis, and the bulk weighed into a sack, sewn up, and thrown into the

silo. This operation was repeated sever-al times during the filling, so that at

the end we had several sacks buried at different depths in the silo, each con-

taining weighed quantities of maize of known composition.
The maize is green when cut and far from being ripe. Its composition

depends very much on the season
;
in warm, dry sunnners there is about

20 percent, of dry matter, while in cold, wet seasons only about 13 per cent,

is found. 1 The difference falls almost entirely on the nitrogen-free extract,

so that if the nitrogen-free extract and water are added together the sum is

very fairly constant. The nitrogen, fibre and ash show only slight differences-

from year to year. Most of the nitrogen (about 80 per- cent.) is present as

true protein, not much amino acid or amide being present at the time of

cutting. The nitrogen-free extract contains a certain amount of sugai', which

appears to be mainly dextrose, but no starch. The juice is slightly acid to-

litmus paper, and contains gallic acid, but we could find neither lactic, malic,

succinic, nor volatile fatty acids. Distillation with hydrochloric acid caused

fuifurol to be liberated from the pentosans.

Table 1.

Average percentage composition of green maize, end of September and early
October. 2
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Table 2.

Percentage composition of dry matter of [a) large, well-advanced and

{h) small, less mature plants, cut the same day.
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When silage is pressed it rc^adily yields quantities of a brownish juice of

very complex composition. The amount and nature of tlie nitrogen

•compounds in 100 c.c. of typical sample of this juice were as follows :
—

Total nitrogen ... ... 'lei

Nitrogen as NHj .. ... •030= 18 "6 per cent, of total

Nitrogen as amide ... ... '014= 8"7 ,, „

Nitrogen as amino acid ... 'OBO^SS'S ,, ,,

Nitrogen not accounted for .. . •028= 17*4 ,, ,,

A list of the more important compounds present in silage appears in the

:accompanying paper. It comprises a number of acids containing no nitrogen,

-which probably have no actual feeding value
; anvmg these are formic,

.acetic, butyric, caproic, and hexoic acids, two hydroxyacids, lactic and malic,

.and also succinic acid. There are also simple nitrogenous compounds, amino

acids, basic diamino acids and amides, the feeding value of which is not yet

•settled, but is certainly less, and probably much less, than that of protein.

Finally there are amines which are actually injurious, though whether they

normally occur to a sufficient extent to do any harm may be doubted
;
cases

have come to our notice, however, where animals have not thriven (m silage,

.and the trouble may very probably be ascribed to these bodies.

It is common to speak of the large amount of ''amides" present in silage,

but Table 3 shows how very small the quantity really is. Amides occur to a

.smaller extent than ammonia, and to a still smaller extent than amino-acids.

They form only about 5 per cent, of the non-protein nitrogen, and in view of

this fact it is highly desirable that the practice of regarfling all of the non-

protein nitrogen compounds as amides should be discontinued.

The losses going on during ensilage.

On comparing the composition of silage with that of the maize from which

it was formed it is possible to discover what has been the loss during the

process. An exact quantitative comparison is rendered impossible by the

difficulties of sampling and of preventing loss of ammonia, but it is quite

clear that a considerable amount of dry matter has disappeared during the

process. The loss is not- uniform throughout the silo, and no two bags give

exactly the same results, but the average of our experiments during 1905

and 1906, set out in Table 4, shows its general distribution.

It will be noticed that the fibre is practically unaltered in amount, and we

liave confirmed this observation by microscopically examining sections of

maize and of the silage afterwards produced. We found that the epidermal

cells had undergone no change in the silo beyond a certain amount of

shrinkage; even the stomata were unaltered. Similarly the vascular bundles

were intact.

The nitrogen-free extract suffers most. Direct tests showed that the sugar

disappears almost entirely. The fall in the furfurol indicates a decivase in

the amount of cellulose, i.e., the less resistant cellulo.se, which alone falls into

this group ;
this was confirmed by microscopic examination, which showed

that many of the cells of the mesophyll were completely disintegrated.
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The pi'utciii surtcrs cousidci'uhlv, though not in i-culity ;is inucli us the

nitrogen-free extract. Hyth-olytic decomposition, complicated hv bacterial

action, takes phice, and altnough there is Tiot iiimli, if any, loss of free-

iiiti'oi;('ii, the iii'w nit I'diiciioiis coniiMHinds air li'ss \'aluable as food than the

protein.
Tahlk 4.

Mean losses in the sih), l'J()4 :Ind 1905.

Dry
matter.

Ether
extract.

Nitrogen-

extract.

Fibre.
Total I'l-otoiii

nitrogen, nitrojjeii.

Noii-

protein
nitro'^en.

Ash.
Fur-

fiirol.

I'utin
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^iniount of each constituent thcit should be present. This method is much
better than another which is sometimes used— viz., to assume that the ash is

unchanged in amount, and to use it as the basis of calcuhition
;
in the first

instance, as we have just seen, the soluble ash is liable to wash downwards,
and in the second place the percentage of ash is so small that a trifling error

in sampling or determination very considerably affects the result. Of cour.se

there is in any case the dithculty of getting the average composition of the

green material and the silage, which is only got over by taking a number of

samples. In our experiments more than one-third of the total dry matter

was lost, including more than half the nitrogen-free extract and the protein ;

in the latter case some of the decomposition products, the amino-acids, etc.-,

remained in the silo, so that the actual loss of nitrogen was only 2G per cent.

The fibre appeared to undergo no change.

Experimental details.

Analytical Methods.—The determinations of fat, total nitrogen, fibre, etc.,

were all made in the ordinary manner. N^on-protein nitrogen was estimated

by Stutzer's method, the substance is boiled with a mixture of copper

hydrate and glycerine, which dissolves the non-protein but leaves the protein

in the insoluble residue. The method is no doubt open to objection, because

some proteins may dissolve and some insoluble non-protein bodies, e.g., the

purin bases, may remain insoluble. But when used for purposes of com-

parison, and not with an idea of getting absolute results, we consider that it

gives quite valuable information.

To determine the quantities of nitrogen present as annnonia, amide, and

amino-acid respectively, we adopted the very elegant methods used by Drs.

Horace Brown and Millar, described in the Transactions of the Guinness

Research Laboratory, Vol. I, Part 1, 1903. We have fouml them work very

satisfactorily with our substances.

The furfurol obtained on distillation with hydrochloric acid was converted

into its hydrazone and weighed. Krug's method of working was adopted,

but we prefer not to attempt expressing our results in terms of any particular

pentosan. It is well known that several groups of bodies give furfurol on

distillation, including pentosans, celluloses (the so-called
"
oxy-celluloses "),

glycuronic acid, etc., but that certain members of the groups yield instead

non-volatile Iwdroxy-furfurols, and hence cannot be estimated in this way.

In view of the fact that the furfurol yielding bodies of green maize ha\e not

been carefully examined, we prefer to give the experimental figure only, and

in the Tables have given the actual weight of furfurol obtained from lUO

parts of substance. No doubt the less resistant or "oxy-celluloses" are

responsible for much of the furfurol.

Method of Procedure.—The maize was cut up, roughly dried at about SO'

C, ground in a coffee mill, and reduced to a fine powder in the Maercker

mill. Drying could now be completed, and samples taken tor analysis.

A different scheme had to be adopted for silage. As the bags were

recovered from the silo they were weighed, Ijrought to the laboratory, and
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samples taken as speedily as possible for the various nitrogen determinations.

But no matter how quickly we worked we could not altogether avoid loss ;

our fisrures for total nitro<;en and free ammonia are therefore low. Still, the

loss is much less than if the samples had been dried before the nitrogen was

determined, for the nitrogen found in the dried material is always le.ss than

one expects by calculating from the amount in the original wet silage. It

will be observed that in three cases the dirt'erem-e is approximately equal to-

the amount of ammonia present in wet silage, but in the other cases it is

much greatei

Samples 1 to 4 were drawn from the 1905 silage, sample 5 was taken in

1906, and sample 6 comes from a silo on another farm.

Another sample of silage was quickly drawn for the determination of

the volatile acid. It was distilled in steam, and the distillate titrated with

standard alkali. The results are only approximate, the higher acids come

over so slowly that the distillate never really becomes neutral. The non-

volatile acid was estimated by titrating the residue in the flask, but we soon

gave up this detei'mination because of the difficulty of getting a sharp end

reaction.

Table 5.

Percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter of silage.
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The Chemical Chaijges takiijg place durii]g tlje

Eijsilage of Maize.

EDWARD J. RUSSELL, D.Sc. (Lond.),

Rothamsted Experiment Station.

When the green parts of living plants are cut up and packed in a loosely
covered vessel allowing entrance of air, mould soon makes its appearance and

decomposition begins ;
the mass becomes alkaline and is ultimately converted

into black humic bodies quite unfit for cattle food. But if air is excluded

the change is fumlamentally different
;
no mould developes, the temperature

rises, the mass takes on a greenish-brown colour and characteristic odour, it

becomes acid, and for a long period is suitable for cattle food. The former is-

a putrefactive change, the latter gives rise to silage.

The general chemical changes known to take place during ensilage are the

conversion of sugar and similar bodies into carbon dioxide and water, the

production of volatile acetic and butyric acids and of non-volatile lactic acid,,

and the conversion of protein into non-protein^ material.

Several hypotheses have been put forwai-d to account for the silage

changes, and to explain why the product keeps so long. According ta

one—perhaps the commonest—fermentations set up by micro-organisms-
evolve so much heat that everything is killed and the mass becomes

sterilised. Another view is that certain thermophilous organisms bring
about the observed changes.- WollnyS considered that the lactic and acetic^

acids were formed by bacteria, but that the rise of temperature was a respira-

tion effect. On the other hand, Pasteur's work on anaerobic respiration led

Fry* to conclude that the changes are not due to bacteria at all, but to the

cell, and are the result of the altered conditions in which the cell now finds-

itself. In absence of air oxidation of sugar does not go as far as carbon

dioxide and water, but stops at alcohol and acetic acid. This view has been

developed by Babcock and H. L. Russell^ in an important paper published
in 1902

; they found that silage could be made perfectly well in the presence
of ether or chloroform, and they therefore conclude that bacterial activity

cannot be an essential factor in the process. No acid was produced in tins

case, however
;
but acidity appeared when the cells were not killed, and the-

longer the cells lived the more acid was formed.

'Sometimes called '•
amides,

" but it is highly desirable that this term should be

dropped. The word "amide" lias a definite chemical significance, and many of tlie

nitrogenous non-protein bodies in plants are not " amides" but amino-acids, etc.
-
E.g.

—
Griffiths, Chtm. Xeics, 1894, 70, 273 : see also Lafar, 7VcA. Mijcology, p. 262.

' Die Zersetzung der Organischen Stojj'e, 1897.

Su-eet Si/age, 1885, Agric. Press Co., London.
^

Centr./iir Bakt. 1902, 9, 81.
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The lirst of these liyjii>tlit--es may l)e dismissed at once, since silage

invariably contains l)actei-ia and is never sterile. Bacteria must, therefore,

obviously plav some pai-t, even if only a secondary part, in the process. Tt is

equally clear that the liviiii;- cell is an active agent. Silage is always made

from living plants, and the cells live for some time after they are put into

the silo; the Itreaking down ]irocesses can
stilly go on, though they may he

nuxHHed bv the absence of air, l)ut the building-Qp })rocesses depending on

light and air are stopped. Thi'ee sets of agents
—the living protoplasm,

•enzymes and bacteria—a[)peai- to l)e involved, and no hypothesis is satis-

factorv \\ Inch fails to take account of all three.

The green maize and the silage dealt with in the present paper wei-e produced
at the Wye Agricultural College, where a large part of the experimental work

was done. The method of making the silage is described in the precerling

paper; the details of the separation and the analytical results ai-e in the

experimental ])ai^t of the pi-esent one.

The substances produced during ensilage.

On comparing the weights of the various groups of constituents of gi-een

maize put into the silo with those (»f the silage brought out, it is found

(see article, "The Composition of Green Maize," itc.) that (1) there has Ijeen

practically no change in the fibre; {-) all of the sugar and some of the less

resistant celluloses disappeai^ ; (3) carbonic acid is evohcd and a niimliei- of

acids appear, which were not before present; (4) the "protein'' niti^ogen

compounds, i.e., those forming insoluble compounds with copper hydrate, are

reduced to about one-half
; (•"))

the non-protein nitrogen compounds, i.e., those

forming soluble copper compounds, practically double in amount.

The changes undergone by the nitrogenous compounds are well seen in tiie

juices pressed outfrom maize andfrom silage respectively ;
the latter contains

more substances reacting with nitrous acid and with j)hos])hotungstic acid

than the former.
Relative weights,

Weights in 100 c. c. of juice. total N. = 100.

Fresh maize

juice, grams
•0677
•0183
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These results indicate the general nature of the chaM<,'es ;
we can, huwcver,

get more definite information by ascertaining what compounds are actually-

present. The following have been isolated by the author from silage :
—

Alcohols. Fatty acids. Hydroxy-acidn. Dibasic acids.

Ethyl, alcohol Formic acid Lactic acid Carbonic acid
Acetic acid Malic acid Succinic acid

?i-Butyric acid

Isopropylacetic acid

Hexoic acid (either vt-caproic
or isobutylacetic acid)

Nitrogen compounds.
Mono-amino acidx. Diamlno acids. Basic compounds.

A mixture which could not Histidine Ammonia
be separated. Reactions Lysin Pentamethylene diamine
indicate Ornithin Betain (trace only)

glycocol Adenin
alanine and others Another purin base not identified

In addition there was some gummy matter, some lecithin, a fragrant oil, a

little humus, besides the usual celluloses, protein, oil, etc.

The following were sought for, but could not be found :
—

Aldehyde, higher

alcohols, glycerin, arginin.

Many of these are altogether absent from maize, e.y., the volatile acids,

lactic acid, etc.
;
others are found, e.g., the amino acids, but to a much less

extent.

This list does not include all the constituents, for indications of other

bodies were obtained
;
but it will be found sufficient to give a fairly accurate

idea of what goes on in the silo.»^

The agents producing the changes.

It has already been stated that there are three possible agents likely to be

involved in bringing about changes in the silo, viz., living protoplasm carrying

on its vital functions, particularly respiration, enzymes which, though origin-

ating from protoplasm, can, nevertheless, act independently of it, and micro-

organisms. The relative parts played by these three cannot be ascertained

by direct experiment because of the impossibility of sterilising pieces of living

maize
;
hence the effect of the cell alone, apart from organisms, cannot be

investigated. The method adopted in the first series of experiments was

to pack into bottles (which make very good miniature silos) pieces of (A)

living maize, to get the total effect of all three agents, (B) maize killed and

sterilised with toluene, which still allows enzymes to act, (C) maize killed by

heating to 98° C, when enzymes and living organisms are destroyed, but

not spores; certain organisms may, therefore, develop, (D) living maize

inoculated with silage juice containing large numbers of the organisms

actually occurring in the silo. In all these cases the bottles were closed to

prevent entrance of air, but provision was made for the escape of gases.

Further, in order to observe the effect of admitting air, some of the bottles

containing living maize were simply plugged with cotton-wool (E). The

bottles were then kept for five months at 20° C. in an incubator. At the
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end uf the period the bottles were opened and the contents exainincd.

results may be summarised as follow :—
The

Air excluded.
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The mixture found in the silo consists mainly of butyric and acetic

acids, but there occur also formic acid and some of the higher acids.

Formic acid and the higher acids are known to be the products of the

bacterial decomposition of cellulose, and as cellulose disappears during
ensilage one can safely attribute part of the volatile acid to organisms.
These decompositions are, however, quite secondaiy.

The conversion of protein to non-protein.
—Unlike the forriiation of

volatile acids, the decomposition of protein does not depend directly on the

living cell, for we find it going on in B, where the cells had been killed by
toluene. It does not, however, occur in C, where the enzymes had been

decomposed, and this change is therefore to be attributed to enzymes, which
can act not only during the life but also after the death of the cell. The
amount of change observed was—
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be attributed to enzymes. It is therefore evident that the inai/.e put into

the silo contained enzymes caj)al)le of hydrolysini^ tlie ])i-otein of the cell even

after the cell is dead.

The change that has gone on in the silo clearly indicates that such a

hydrolysis has actually taken place, and is to he i-egarded as the primai-y

cause of the decomposition of protein dining rtisilagr. In the first placp,

the average general grouping of the nitrogen compounds in silage (seep. iO"21)

is much the same as that in the hydrolysecJ maize juice just refen-ed to;

nitrous acid liberated 55i per cent, of the total nitrogen in each case, and

phosphotungstic acid precipitated 37 and 33 per cent, respectively. In the

second place, typical ])n)(lucts of proteolysis occur in the silo. \\ hen pi-otein

is hydrolysed by tryptic enzymes the j)roducts include mono- and di-amino

acids (lysin, histidin, ifec).
When nucleoproteins aj-e hydrolysed the purin

bases are obtained in addition. All these compounds are found in silage.

it would not, however, be correct to ascribe the whole change to enzymes.

The organisms present are not without action on the nitrogen compounds,
and certain bodies—e.g., amines characteristic of bacterial action—are found

in tli(^ silo. But tlie bacterial changes a})pear to be secondaiv, and not an

essential jiart of the process.

The hifliience of Free Oxygen on the Process.—The effect of allowing free

oxygen to have access to the maize in E (see p. 1022) was to alter the jjioduct

completely. There was a great development of Penicilliuin, which did not

appear when air was excluded. The mass became black and had a musty
smell ; it was alkaline and appeared to be free from acetates and butyrates ;

there had been an increase in the amount of protein, indicating that some

had been formed from the simpler non-})rotein material, presumably by the

mould. The general changes were :
—
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down as far as the air can enter. A<^ain, some fresh sihige juice, which gave

up 38 per cent, of its nitrogen on treatment with nitrous acid, was allowed

to become mouldy ;
after three months only 18 per cent, was set free.

The disappearance of non-protein, and the formation of protein, indicates

that the moulds and other organisms have utilised the simpler substances as

food, and built them up into complex cell constituents. A similar change is

known to take place when farmyard manure is stored.

The chemical eflfects following on the admission of air can be ascribed to

the course of respiration in the cell, which now remains normal, so that

butyric and acetic acids are no longer formed in quantity, and to the

development of mould, which appears in the black, decomposed layei's at the

top of the silo as far as oxygen can get in, but not lower down. Indeed, the

absence of mould is characteristic of good silage, though it is very ditficult

to explain. Penicillium is reckoned among the hardiest forms of life. It

seems able to grow almost anywhere, and to tolerate bodies that would be

fatal to most other organisms, yet it cannot grow in the silo, and at a certain

distance down it stops absolutely short. On the dividing line, Avhere the

black, mouldy layer ends and the good silage begins, the author has often

found pieces of maize 1 inch long, one end of which was strongly acid and

free from mould, while the other was alkaline and had a growth of Penicil-

lium. It would appear that there is some actual inhibiting agent produced

in the silo when oxygen is absent and not formed when oxygen is present,

though no doubt the absence of free oxygen in the silo is also a cause why
mould does not develop.

The Course of the Process in the Silo.

Putting together our results, it is possible to sketch out fairly completely

what happens in the silo. When the cells are put in they are alive and their

vital functions continue. Respiration goes on and sugar, ikc, is used up,

but in absence of air oxidation is not complete, and intermediate bodies—
alcohol, acetic acid, butyric and other acids—are formed, in addition to carbon

dioxide and water. The tryptic enzymes of the cell act on the protein

forming the usual hydrolytic products
—amino acids, diamino acids, ttc. :

from the nucleo-proteins purin bases are produced in addition. The heat

developed during these processes cannot be dissipated, as it usually is in the

living plant by the evaporation of water, because water vapour cannot

escape from the silo
; instead, it raises the temperature of the mass. Respira-

tion is accelerated by the increased temperature, but, as no more material is

being elaborated, and only decomposition is taking place, the process soon

comes to an end. The cell then dies for want of more substance to break

down
;

it loses its turgidity and becomes Haccid, causing the mass to settle

down. The temperature also steadily falls.i The decomposition of the

protein, which had also been accelerated by the rise in temperature, can

continue even after the cell is dead, because the enzymes when once formed

1 The maximum of 33° to ST C (91-4° to 9S-6° Fahr.) observed in the Wye silo was

always reached in about five days ; there was then a slow but regular fall.
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are not dependent on the: life of the cell— in otluM- words, it is ;iii autolytic

decomposition. Some of the products formed in the above changes inhibit

the development of mould, and the general conditions obtaining in the silo

are unfavourable to putrefaction Tne mass therefore remains good for food

for a long time.

It is, however, not sterile. Certain bacteria are always present and attack

the softer celluloses (but not to any extent the resistant "
fibre") producing

the humus, some of the fatty acids, and probal)iy thr succinic acid present in

silage. They also cai-ry several stages furthei' tlic decomposition of certain

of the nitrogen compounds, and produce thos(^ bodies which cannot be sup-

posed to arise from tryptic hydrolysis of pi'otein. Thus pentaniethylene

diamine is a well-known decomposition pi'oduct of lysin ;
ornithin is known to

arise from arginin, and the absence of the latter body may be due to its

decomposition into ornithin and urea, which would further change into

ammonium carbonate.

In the following scheme are set out the changes as the author supposes

them to take place. The lactic and malic acids might have arisen from the

amino acids or from the carbohydrate material
;
the present experiments do

not enable one to decide this point.

On the above hypothesis the changes essential to the production of silage
—

the disappearance of sugar, the formation of volatile fatty acids, anH the

hydrolysis of protein
—are all considered to be the result of the activity of

the living protoi)lasm or of the enzymes of the maize cell. The other changes,

due to the bacteria invariably present, are considered to be of purely secondary

importance, and merely have the eftect of complicating the product without

greatly altering its nature or even masking the primary changes.
—{.Journal

of Agricultural Science).
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Wonder Wheat": An American Wheat Story.

Paragraphs have been in circulation in the Press recently concerning won-

derful returns from wheat grown in Alaska. It was asserted that the Alaska

wheat will yield 200 bushels to the acre, and conjectures have been made of

the results when the wheat-producing countries of the world are sown with

this fabulous grain. Many inquiries have been made of the Department of

Agriculture respecting it, and it is possible that efforts may be made to sell

small quantities of this, or a similar alleged wheat, at exorbitant prices.

The Departmental Wheat Experimentalist states that the variety referred to

is the well known "Miracle" or " Mummy" wheat, which belong to a group
of wheats known as Poulard, Turgid, or Rivet Wheats (botanical naine of

which is Triticum turgidrun), to which also belong the better-known Austra-

lian Poulard, and Galland's Hybrid. Many of this family have the habit of

producing compound or divided ears, and because of this habit they are called

Miracle, or wonderful wheats
;
so that the name Miracle is not confined to

one variety, but is given to any variety of this class having divided or branch-

ing ears ;
this habit of producing compound ears is likely to lead the

person not familiar with these varieties to believe that exti'aordinary yields

would be obtained from them, but they are by no means prolific, and only

yield in a very moderate manner.

Their value for milling is low, the flour being rich in starch, and poor in

gluten, dark and unsuitable for bread-making, except when mixed witli much
^'
stronger

"
flour.

This group of wheats is by no means new to Australia. Under the names

of Young's Bearded, Hen and Chickens, Mummy, Miracle, and Egyptian,

different varieties have been growing in this country since the early days of

wheat-growing.
Some of these varieties are rust-resisting ; one of them under the general

name Egyptian, because of its rust-resisting character, was fairly generally

grown on the east coast, just after the prevalence of rust made the cultivation

of common bread-wheats impossible in those districts.

Personal : Mr. P. G. Ciiomley.

Readers of the Gazette, whilst regretting that Mr. Chomley is severing his

connection with the Agricultural Gazette, will be pleased to learn of his

promotion to the position of Manager of the Experiment Farm at Yanco.

Mr. Chomley has acted in the capacity of Sub-editor of the Gazette for nearly

four years.
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The yVmerican ^pple Industry

G. BRADSHAW. '

The late immense arrivals of American a])})l('s have been rt^sponsible for a good
deal of notice in the daily papers, mostly reflective on the grounds that we
can grow every variety of apple in this country, and did the Sydney cold store

warehousemen only cater for this trade there would be small need for the

thousands of pounds worth of Californians. Tn relation to the American

apple crop, the Agricultural Depai'tment of the Unitetl States estimates that

the average throughout the entire country will be about 58 per cent, of a full

crop, as compared with 44 per cent, of a full crop for the previous year.

The great centres of the ap2:)le industry in America are in New York

State, Missouri, Illinois, Colorado, and the Pacific coast. Tn these widely
scattered regions the apples are brought to the centres of distribution and

consumption, and what is not sold or shipped at the time of harvest is placed
in cold storage for use until another crop comes in. This State, which

is credited with being the pioneer of refrigeration, is slow to realise the

possibilities of cold applied to products other than meat, for even before our

orchards are harvested, negotiations are opened with other countries for

supplies to keep us going until our next crop -is ready-

Appended are the wholesale prices realised in the Sydney markets for this

season's first arrivals.

Apples
—America7i.

per bushel case. per bushel case.

s. s. s. s.

Canada Reds ... 12 to 15 Spitzenburg ... 14 to 15

Red Permains ... 12
,,

15 Delaware Reds 13

Mo Pippins ... 12 ,, 15 Hoovers ... 13

Jonathans ... 12 „ 15 Connnerce ... 13

Winesaps ... 12 „ 15 Baldwins ... 13

The first apple shipment to England the present season from America,
was put on the Covent Garden market at the end of September, Baldwins

fetching but 10s. per barrel (containing about 2^ bushels) as against 13.s. for

a bushel of the .«aine variety here.

'^K'^J^.

-€7^&'^'^'-^f^j^>&^,i^::'^
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Ai)otl]er Bad Weed for New South Wales.

J. H. MAIDEN.

Scoly^nus macidatus, L., the "Spotted Golden Thistle."

Botanical DpHcription.
—An annua] large herb with slender roots and

much branched stems, especially at the base.

Stems slightly villous, winged nearly to the base with the broad decurrunt bases of
the leaves.

Lemicfi alternate, stiff, lanceolate in outline, green and shiny, variegated with white

spots and margins, crowded at the base, but becoming gradually more distant
and shorter on the stem, sinuate-lobed, with thickened margins and irregular

strong and sharp marginal prickles.

Flower-fieait^ soHtary and terminal on the stalks, enclosed in leafy bracts longer than
the flowers, and in a few rows of pungent-pointed involucral bracts.

Flowers golden yellow, all uniformly ligulate.

Receptacle conical, scaly, the chaffy scales partly enclosing the achenes.

Achenes without any pappus.

It is closely allied to Kentrophylluni lanatum [Carthamus lanatus), from

which it is chiefly distinguished by the winged stems and branches. It may
be looked upon, by non-botanists, as a coai-se edition of that plant, which is

figured in the Gazette for May, 1894, p. 298.

Occurrence in Uurope.
—A long description of the plant is given in ISIiller

and Martyn's "Gardeners' and Botanists' Dictionary," but this is a description

of the appearance of the plants, without economic notes. The only note of

interest in this Dictionary is that Johnson says :

" I saw this plant in this

year (1633) growing in the garden of Mr. John Tradescant, sen., at South

Lambeth, London."

This shows that the plant was ah-eady cultivated in England in 1633.

In W. Miller's "Dictionary of English Names of Plants" it is called

"Spotted Golden Thistle." In the "Gardeners' and Botanists' Dictioiuiry"

it is called "Annual Golden Thistle."

It was evidently cultivated only for its beauty, but not for any economic

value. Indeed, I cannot find any redeeming feature except its picturesqueness.

It is a native of the Mediterranean region. It has not been hitherto

recorded as a naturalised plant in any of the Australian States so far as I am

aware. It may originally have been a garden escape.

Occtirrence in New South Wales.—"This thistle has been known to me for the last

fourteen years or more in the neighbourhood of the cattle track, wliicli is on tlie main

stock route through Warrah, from Breeza to Sydney, rid Merriwa. I iiave never seen it-

anywhere else. We, of course, destroy it and prevent an abundant growth ;
otherwise

I feel sure it would soon take po3session. Nothing will either eat it or approach it : it is,

in fact, the most worthless and most dangerous phmt I have ever met with bclougintr to

the thistle family."
—^George Fairbairn, Australian Agricultural Co., Warrah, Willow

Tree.)

Mr. Ogden, manager of West Warrah, knew of the plant for several years

prior to the 1902 drought.
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Mr. Windeyer Thompson says it occurs at Miller's Creek, under the

Liverpool Range (property of Messrs, Reid Bros.) ; Walhallow, on tin- Mucki

River, Quirindi, and that it is said to have been in the district f(jr sixteen or

seventeen yeai\s.

The Warrah Shire Council, Murrurundi, are taking steps to proclaim it

noxious.

The only way to exterminate it is to era'3i(;3,te it not later than the

flowerina stage, if it be allowed to seed it will get a still tiiinei- hold, and

fi'om Mr. Fairbairn's testimony it is a most dangerous weed.

The allied Scobjmus hispanicns is a native? of countries at or near the

Mediterranean Sea. The young roots and tender shoots of this biennial herb

.serve as a culinary vegetable, much like salsify ;
the aged root acts as a

diuretic. It is known as "
Scolyme d'Espagne," or "

Cardillo," or "Tagarninas"

by the French
; "Cardouille," near Montpellier (France). It has largely gone

out of cultivation in France, but a full account of it will be found in "Le

Potager d'un Curieux" (Pallieux and Blois).

Thrips.

W. W. FROGGATT.

In a letter to the Department of Agriculture, a correspondent states that

hundreds of apple-trees in the Marsfield flistrict—full of bloom—had not set

a single apple owing to the prevalence of thrips. The apple most affected was

"Granny Smith."

The question of thrips in the flowei's of different fruit trees is a very

interesting one. It is stated that in certain districts around Sydney the

flowers of the trees, from no apparent cause, do not set
;
and though the tree

may be covered with bloom, not a single fruit sets through some fault in the

fertilisation.

It is a well-known fact that several species of "black Hy" [Tliri/pidcp) feed

upon the pollen of the flowers they infest, and the question is asked as to

whether these tiny insects swarming in the opening flowers eat all the jiollen,

so that none comes in contact with the stigma, and the whole flower withers

and drops off without maturing into a fruit. It seems hardly likely that all

the pollen would be destroyed ;
we would rather expect to find that cross

fertilisation woulfl be caused by the presence of multitudes of these insects.

They might, howtvei', attack the stigma above the ovaries; and if they
sucked the surface off, it would not be able to receive and assimilate the

pollen that should fall upon its sticky surface. The flowers submitted by the

correspondent, though being a second bloom, were full of small thrips in all

stages of development, which is apparently the same species that attacks the

rose in our suburban gardens.

The thrips pro])agate by means of egs;s laid iu clustei-s, pr( ibuhly upon the back

of the twigs of the apple-tree. Spraying in winter before the buds open, with

a caustic spray, such as lime and sulphur, would be probably one of the best

methods of clearing them off the trees before they could get into the flowers.
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The English Royal Horticultural Society's

Examinations in Horticulture.

The Minister of Agriculture has received advice from the Agent-General for

New South Wales in London to the effect that, on the invitation of the

(government of the United Provinces of India, the General Examination of

the Society in the Principles of Horticulture is to be modified so as to

fulfil the local requirements, and a first examination will be held in April

1909, at Saharanpur. This has suggested the possibility of other countries

and districts considering it desirable to enter candidates for a similarly

modified examination, in which case the Council would doubtless be prepared
to organise it.

The examiners are leading horticulturists in England, and for examinations

abroad, will be assisted by suitable experts acquainted with the special

horticultural conditions of the various countries desiring to adopt the English
tests.

The General Examination is now an acknowledged standard of qualification

in Horticulture in Great Britain, and it is thought it may V)e of similar

advantage and assistance in New South Wales. Other details arranged
will be communicated on application for the examination, but the following

prospectus as arranged for 1909 will indicate its general lines and the sort

of knowledge required.

If it should be considered desirable to adopt this proposal locally, tlie

Department of Agriculture will be willing to connnunicate with the English

Society, which would also greatly value the suggestion of the name and

address of a competent person in Great Britain versed in the horticultural

conditions of this country, who could be asked to co-operate with the

examiners appointed by the Society.

The following is a prospectus of the examination :
—

Royal Horticultural Society.

GENERAL EXAMINATION.

Candidates must be 18 years of age or over 18.

Elementary Principles

On which liorticultural practice is based.

1. Soils, good and bad : their mineral composition, chemical nature of fertilisers

and tlieir respective values.

2. The physiological values of water, beat, and air in plant growth.

3. The structure of seeds and their modes of germination ; the chemical phenomena
of germination ; the movements of seedlings and the uses of them'.

4. The functions of roots, their anatomical structure ;
hindrances to healthy root

action and their remedies.
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(

5. The uses of stems jiiul branches ; th(; anatomical striutvire of ordinary

dicotyledonous and of a monocotyledonous stem.

6. The physiological functions of leaves, and the action of light u{)on them.

7. The structure of tubers and other subterranean stems ; the structure of bulbs

and buds ; the general phenomena of vegetative multij)lication.

S. The plivsiological processes undergcme in growth and develop?nent ; the

structure of an active cell, and the process of cell division and the formation of

tissues. ,

9. The structure of flower buds and of flowers ;
the methods of pollination, natural

and artificial.

10. The process of impregnation of the ovide, and the formation of tiic embryo
and endosperm.

11. The classification and description of fruits ; the changes and development duiing

ripening.

1"2. The general chai'actcrs of the conunoner families of plants in cultivation.

18. The origin of species.

Horticultural Operations and Practice.

1. Surveying and landscape gardening ; elements of.

2. Choice of site for garden.

3. Description and use of implements under each head.

4. Operations connected with the cultivation of the land, with explanations and
illustrations of good and bad metliods ; digging and trenching, draining,

hoeing, stirring the soil and weeding, watering, preparation of seed beds,

rolling and raking, sowing, transplanting and thinning, potting, planting,

aspects, positions and shelter, staking, earthing and blanching, etc.

5. Propagation, elementary principles ; cuttings, buddings, and grafting, stocks

used, layering, division, branch pruning, root pruning, old and young trees

and bushes, ttaining.

6. Fruit culture : Open air and under glass, small fruits, apples and pears, stone

fruits ; gathering and storing, packing, marketing, selection of varieties, etc.

7. Vegetable culture : Open air and under glass. Tubers and roots, green

vegetables, fruits and seeds, rotation of crops and selection of varieties.

8. Flower culture : Outside and under glass.

9. Manures and their application.

10. Improvement of plants by cross-breeding, hybridisation and selection.

11. Arboriculture : Trees and shrubs and their culture.

12. Insect and fungus pests : Prevention and treatment.

A Liquid Manure for Tomatoes.

1. Two parts nitrate of soda, one part dried blood, four parts superphos-

phate of lime, and three parts kainit.

2. One-half part nitrate of soda, one part guano, and one part superphos-

phate.

Sulphate of ammonia can Vie used in lieu of the nitrate of soda and dried

blood in the first-mentioned mixttire.

Apply 1 oz. to a g^llon of water once a week as soon as the first fruit has

set and begins to swell.
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The Preservative Action of Boric Acid in Butter.

Some months ago the Minister of Agricultuie approved of the Dairy Expert

undertaking a series of experiments to determine the best quantity of boric

acid to add to butter for preservative purposes, without injuring the flavour

or other qualities. Varying percentages of boric acid, from nil to 0-50 per

cent., were to be added to butter, which was then to be put in cold .storage

for six weeks, and examined from time to time.

The Dairy Expert (Mr. O'Callaglian) has submitted his report to the

Minister on the first series of experiments made with butter manufactured at

the Berry Central Factory on the 28th August, 1908.

Weather conditions.—The day was bright and fine, the previous day being
similar.

Pasture conditions.—The grasswas commencing to spring after the previous

fortnight's heavy rain.

Period of lactation.—A great many newly-calved cows were represented in

the cream supplied at this time, and hence the keeping quality of butter in

the ordinary way would not be as good as it should be at a later stage in the

period of lactation, apart from any question regarding the food or pastures.

Age of cream used.—Two days.

Acidity of cream (not quite as inpe as desired).
—About "SS.

Manufacture.—The butter proved of excellent grain, and the manufacturing
conditions regarding temperature right through were good.

Details of Experiment.

A jwrtion of about 90 lb. of butter from one churn was divided into three

equal parts
—Nos. 1, 2, and 3. To No. 1, 3 per cent, of salt was added, but

no boric acid was included. To No. 2, salt at the rate of 3 per cent., and a

preservative, consisting mainly of boric acid, at the rate of 0*25 per cent.,

were added, the latter having been previously mixed with the .salt. To
No. 3, salt at the rate of 3 per cent., and the preservative at the rate of

0*5 per cent., were added, having been previously mixed, as in No. 2. The
butters were woi'ked and finished in the ordinary way, and packed in 28 lb.

boxes. They were then stored two days at Berry, and shipped to Sydney
with the ordinary butter consignments of the factory, and placed in cold

.store on their arrival in Sydney. Previous to placing them in the cold room

they were examined, when no noticeable difference in flavour could be

detected, the opinion of the examiners—Messrs. O'Callaglian, Stening, and

Maclnnes—being that No. 2, if anything, had a slightly better flavour than

the others.
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Points awarded for flavour on tiist cxaiiiination, after having l)eeii one.

week in cold store; grading l)y Mr. OCallaglian :
—

No. 1 ... ... ... 4l' points.

2 43.V „

3 43 „

Mr. Maclnnes' markings— "
,

No. 1 ... ... ... 4.'{ points.

2 4:U „

3 44 „

No ]ioints were awai-dod for texture or condition, because tlie ((uestioTi of

manufacture was not being taken into account. The butters exhibited very

little difference in this respect.

Second Examination on October 2, about five weeks after the date of

manufacture.

Points for flavour and remarks, as graded by Mr, O'Callaghan
—

No. 3 40 points,

^ ... ... ...
-iO.^ „

1 ... ... barely 37 „

Remarks.—No. 3. Flavour fair, with a good clean taste ; would just pass

for a first quality frozen butter 'as regards flavour. No. 2. Smell, showing
evidences of decomposition, though not very pronounced ; the taste was not

as clean as No. 3. No. 1. The taste and smell in this butter showed definite

evidences of decompositiftn of an undesiral)le character, and, from the smell,

Mr. O'Callaghan arrived at the conclusion that butyric fermentation, or

decomposition, was rapidly progressing. This butter would be pi-actically a

third-class in flavour,

Mr, Pedersen and Mr. Maclnnes placed the butters in the same order, as-

above, and made practically the same remarks.

Amount of boi-ic acid and water in the finished butters—
Boric Acid. Water.

No, 1 Nil, ll-4(i per cent.

2 ... ... 0-13 per cent. ... 12-73

3 0-26 „ ... 12-06

Conclusions.

The first thing to be considered is that a considerable loss of boric acid

took place in the working of the butter, reducing amounts present in the

finished article to about one-half the quantities added Notwithstanding

this, a definite gain and keeping quality was given to the butter to which

boric acid had been added ; and that to which Oo per cent, had been added,

and in which only 0-26 per cent remained, retained its flavour so well that it

passed for a first quality butter at the end of the five weeks" keeping period ;

whereas the sample to which no boric acid had been added would be described

as a very bad .second.
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Bacteriological Examination.

These butters were examined bacteriolugically from samples taken on

arrival of the butter in Sydney, and again from samples taken after buttf-r

had been four weeks in cold store. The bacteriological condition of the three

butters might b'^ described as good. There were no moulds, and but very
few liquefying colonies present in the gelatine plates made at either examina-

tion. The number of lactic acid colonies were, however, considerable, and
the number appeared to have been as great at the .second examination almost

as at the first.

Remarks on the apjmrent prevention of decomposition of No. 3 butter by
'Lvhat appears to have been a very small percentage of boric acid. When con-

sidering this question of the inhibition or ret;irding of bacterial growth by
the action of a preservative such as Ijoi-ic acid, the substance that is being

preserved must be considered. The addition of considerable quantities of

boric acid to ordinary milk does not prevent butyric fermentation therein.

But there a substance is being dealt with containing about 87 per cent, of

water, whereas with butter the percentage usually averages about 12. It

should now be borne in mind that the preservative is in solution in this

moisture, and when the percentage of boric acid in the moisture which is

contained in this butter (No. 3) is worked out, it comes to '2\b per cent.

Herein lies the secret of its great value as a preservative in butter in small

quantities, and also in other substances (such as condensed milk), which do

not contain large percentages of water.

Monthly Weather Report,
hawkesbury agricultural college, richimond.

Summary for October, 1908.

Air Pressure

(Barometer).
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Meteorological Bureau, No. 4 Division,

New South Wales.
r

Weather Conditions during October, 1908.

S. WILSON.
Divisional Officer.

The month opened with an anticyfloiie with its centre to the south of

Tasmania—covering the eastern States, over which fine weather ruled

generally, excepting on the central coast of New South Wales, where the

rear isobars of a departing
" low

" were causing cloudy, showery, and s(jually

conditions. The heaviest falls were 174 points at Green Cape and IGG points

at Gabo. An antarctic depression was also shown on the southern shores of

West Australia, between the Leeuwin and Eucla, and resulted in cloudy,

showery weather and slight to rough seas. By the following twenty-four
hours a great change had occurred in the relative dimensions of the pressure

systems, the "
high

"
over the eastern States being now very deflated and

occupying one-fourth of its former area, the "low" to the east had slightly

retrogressed, whilst the depression to the west had advanced 300 miles east-

ward. With this distribution, rough to high seas and fresh to strong winds

and cloudy or showery weather obtained on the coast soutli from Port

Macquarie. Over inland districts of the continent fine weather ruled for

the most part, but on the south-west coast of We.st Australia unsettled

conditions with rough sea had appeared. Between the 3rd and tl;e 9th, two

anticvclones and an extensive belt of low pressure over the southern distiicts

of the continent controlled the weather conditions. The high pressure,

which on the 1st and 2nd covered the south-eastern half of Queensland and

north-western districts of New South Whales, was represented by only one

isobar. By the 5th, however, the pressure had increased considerably over

the eastern States, the anticyclone now consisting of three isobai's.

These barometric conditions were indicative of a slight I'etrogressive

movement. On the 6th and 7th, evidence of still further intensification was

shown on the isobaric charts, the centi'al reading at Brisbane reaching

30 "36 inches on the latter day.

In the meantime the depression, which on the oth was rather energetic,

had moved eastward, but with daily diminishing pressure, until the 7th,

when it covered Victoria and Tasmania, but oidy contained two isobars.

The stagnation of the anticyclone, together with the j)roximity of the

advance isobars of the depression, i-esulted in a heat-wave which affected

various parts of eastern Australia. At Sydney, under the influence of a hot

north-west wind, the temperatui-e rose to 90"o degi'ees, which repi-esents the

highest since February 8th last, when 91-3 degrees was recorded. The

extreme temperatures over New South Wales occurred for the most part

on the 7th.
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In the western districts, at Bourke, 102 dc-rices was reached, and at

Menindie, 100 degrees; on the North-western Plains, Mogil, 93 degrees;
Central-western Plain, Quambone and Coonamble, each 99 degrees ; Riverina,

Hay, 99 degrees ;
North-western Slopes, Narrabri, Gunnedah, and Quirindi,

each 90 degrees ;
Central-western Slopes, Wellington, 94 degrees ;

South-

western Slopes, Marsden's, and Barmedman, each 92 degrees ;
Northern Table-

lands, Tabulam and Glen Innes, each 8-t degrees ;
Central Tablelands, Cuwra,

92 degrees ;
Southern Tableland, Goulburn, 83 degi-ees ;

North Coast,

Kempsey, 92 degi-ees ;
Hunter and Manning, Jerry's Plains, 95 degrees ;

Metropolitan, Parramatta, 94 degrees ;
South Coast, Picton, 94 degrees.

By the 8th, the high-pressure had given way slightly, and permitted the

advance of the depression, so that at 9 a.m. only its rear isobai'S were shown
over the eastern districts of our State. Another high pressure, which on the

7th was centrally situated in the south-west corner of West Australia, was,

at 9 a m. on the following day, located 900 miles eastward on the southern

seaboard, having travelled at almost double the normal rate. Between the

night of the 7th and 1 p.m. on the 8th, a cool squally southerly change swept
across the State from west to east, and light to moderate rainfall was

recorded in western districts and Riverina. Between the 9th and 16th, two

anticyclones and one depression governed the weather of Australia.

The first high-pressure travelled very slowly after reaching the centre of

the continent. On the 10th, its centre was shown to the south-east of

Adelaide, after which it gradually worked eastward with decreasing pressure
until the coastline of New South Wales was passed. It then worked north-

•eastward and gained slightly in barometric value. The northern isobars of

the antarctic depression appeared in the south-west corner of Australia on

the 10th, and gradually expanded until the 14th, by which time it had

attained abnormal dimensions, covering the greater part of the w^estern half

of Australia. On the 15th it was shown over the central districts of the

continent, between Northern Territory and the Great Bight, the centre, 29 '6

inches, occupying a position to the south-west of Eyre. By 9 a.m. on the

16th the depression had travelled eastward and steepened considerably,

its central value now l^eing 29'28 inches on the west coast of Tasmania.

With the above distribution of atmospheric pressure during the week,

sultry, unsettled, and rainy conditions were experienced more or less generally

over the continent.

Splendid rains occurred over western portions of Queensland and New
South Wales, as also in South Australia and Victoria, many stations in that

area recording amounts of 1 inch and over, some of the falls exceeding
2 inches.

Rough seas were also experienced along the southern shores of the conti-

nent, with fresh to strong northerly winds on the advance side of the

disturbance, and cool southerly at the rear.

Between the 17th and 24th one anticyclone and one antarctic depression

controlled the weather of Australia. The former pres.sure system was

situated in the south-western half on the 17th, after which it advanced very

p
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slowly eastwunl, and cxpunik'il until tlu' L'.'inl, wlu'u it covitciI the entirr

continent. At 9 a.m. on the 17th the disturbance was shown over the

south-eastern States, where it was responsible for extensive rains, but was

gradually dislodged from tlir maiidand as the "
hi^fh

"

approjiched eastward.

It thence passed over the Tasman Sea to New Zealand, where it intensified

considerably. At the Blufl", to the south-west of, which the centre passed, the

bart)meter dropped to 28 '98 inches.

Since the 17th, temperatures, on the whole, were rathei' mild in the day-
time and cold at niijlit A few scattered frosts wen- repoi'ted fi'om \arious

districts, particularly on the tablelands and slopes. The lowest temperatures
were experienced at Braidwood and Cooma witli 1*0 and 21 decrees respectively;,

whilst the highest occurred at Coonambleand Muri-ui'undi, witli85 degrees each.

Between the 24tli and 31st, two anticyclones and one depre.ssion were

shown on the isobaric charts. The first of the high-pressure systems travelled

across the continent from west to east, and stagnated over the eastern and

southei'n districts. The rear portion of the centre, during the 29th and 30th,.

occupied a position on the eastern seaboai'd, between Port Macquaiie aiifl

Brisbane, and its immobility resulted in a heat-wave over inland flisti'icts.

Temperatures over 100 degrees were registered ou the 30tli at Balranald and

Hay, with 105 degrees each; White Cliffs and Euston, with 104 degrees;.

Bourke and Wilcannia, 10.") degrees ; Cobar, Urana, and Menindie, 102

degrees; Brewarrina, I^roken Hill, AVentworth, CudgeUico, I >enili(|uin, and

Jerry's Plain, 101 degrees.

Unsettled thundery conditions set in, chiefiy over tlie eastern and north-

eastern districts of New South Wales, between the 26th and 29th inclusive,

and resulted in some light to heavy rainfall there. The largest amounts

were recorded on the Northern Tablelands. During that period, Glen Innes

had 144 points; Emmaville, 105; Camden Haven, 91
;
and Tabulam, 63 points..

Light to moderate falls were also reported from the extreme south-west

corner of the continent, and at a few scattered places in the eastern districts

of Queensland.

Comparison with India.

The following is a statement showing a brief comparison of the chief

meteorological elements over India, togetlier with Australia, as far as data

are available, for the month of October, 1908 :
—
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Jud,i,'ing from the foregoing table, a rather extensive area of country, com-

pri.sing the greater part of S(juth AustraHa, We.stern Division of New South

Wales, and .scattered places along the Great Bight and south-western districts

of Western Australia, has had rainfall above average, otherwise fairly dry

•conditions have prevailed generally. It has also been very flry in India.

Higher pressure than is usual for the month of October has been experi-

enced over the Australian States mentioned above, but in India it has been

slightly less than normal.

At Perth, Melbourne, and Simla (India) temperature was in excess of, but

.at Adelaide and Sydney below, the average, the latter city being 1-2 degrees

in defect.

Olimatological Table for the month of October, 1908, compiled from

daily telegraphed returns.
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Orcljard I\otes.

W. J. ALLEN.

December.

Exporting Apples.
—Tt is time to make ari-angements tm- s|iac(' in boats if

fruit is to be sent to Eurojje this cominj^ fall. It woiild Ih' well for those

who have a good crop to arrange to send a ti'ial shipment, l)e it ever so

small, either in conjunction with some ])erson or (•()in])any wlio are e\])orting,

or better still, through the medium of tlie Fi-uit (Jrowci-s' T"^jiioii.

IrrKjation.
—Where irrigation is practised it will he found necessary in

most cases to give the soil a good soaking this month. Where young trees or

vines are being watered, see that the soil is \<A\ soaked around their i-oots,

and as soon as the ground is dry enough aftei' the watering, cultivate the land

thoroughly and work niound the ti'ees and \ines witli a fork hoe.

Fruit Curing.
—

Apricots will be.the principal fruits for curing this niontli.

>See that the fruit is jierfectly ripe before picking ; then cut them evenly,

fumigate, and put them out in the sun with as little delay as possible. Do
not cure them too much, but take them in when yet quite pliable, after most

of the moisture has left them. Pamphlets on curing fruit may be had on

application to the Department of Agriculture, which will give all details in

connection with this important work. (Fruit drying, Miscellaneous Publica-

tion No. 919 ; Canning and P,ottling, No. 999.)"^

Cultivnf ion.—All orchard land siiould be kept free from weeds, and to this

end the horses and cultivators should have but little rest this month, as an

orchard neglected for a few days will soon be covered with a coating of summer

grass which will take many a hard day's woi'k to eradicate
;
aiul couch grass

spreads rapidly when left undisturbed. Where there are l)ad patches of

couch grass, they should be ploughed up and harrowed on a vei'v hot day, as

the roots soon die wlien e,\]iosed to the suji.

Passion lunes wliich have been properly pruned and manured during
November will now l)e putting on good growth and blooming freely. This

fruit will be ready to meet the demand at Easter, when it usually finds a

ready sale at good prices.

Pests.—Keep a strict lookout for pests, and if trees have not been fumigated
or sprayed, as the case may be, the grower should lose no time before beginning
to fight them.

For scales on citrus trees December, January, and February are good
months for either spraying or fumigating, but for fungus diseases it is gener-

ally best to spi-ay once before the tree blooms and again as soon as the fruit

has set, ra+^her than leaving it until now. In many cases, however, later
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sprayings are both beneficial and necessary. The grower should not neglect

to either fumigate or spray all citrus trees so as to ensure clean fiuit an<l

healthy trees, but do not treat trees that are weak and out of condition, else

they may be damaged.

Complaints have been made by a few orchardists, of tin; burning of tlie

foliage, after spraying with arsenate of lead. As there are several brands on

the market, it would be well for orchardists to apply the spray to a section

of a tree of the different varieties in the orchard, as
Viy making such tests

one is enabled to ascertain if the mixture is too strong ; and, if so, the

quantity of arsenate of lead may be reduced, so that no scorching or damage
to either leaves or fruit will occur. Some varieties are more tender than

others, and by carrying out experiments as described above, the grower will

know to reduce the strength of the arsenate of lead when spraying such

varieties. The first spraying to be given just as the petals are falling, should

be the strongest application, while for subsequent sprayings, the (juantity of

arsenate of lead may be reduced to H lb. to 50 gallons of water, and it may
be found that for some brands of arsenate of lead, 2 lb. to 50 gallons will be

quite strong enough for the first application.

By testing the spray on a few trees before proceeding to treat the orchard,

the possibility of damaging foliage or fruit may be avoided.

Codling Moth.—Keep a strict watch over bandages on the apple, pear

and quince trees, and see that all fruit is picked up and destroyed either by

feeding it to stock inunediately, or boiling or burning it : but not by burying

it, as a few of our careless growers have tried to do. It is to the interest of

every grower to see that every grub is destroyed before it can fly.
The man

who buries his fruit is only breeding moths for himself and his neighbours,

and therefore it is hoped that in the interests of the fruit industry, any

growers found resorting to this means of disposing of their fruit, will be

reported to the Inspectors and made an example of. We hope that growers

will assist the Inspectors in every way possible, and where they know of those

who are trying to evade the Act, they will report them.

Fruit Fly.
—As soon as this pest makes its appearance set kerosene traps

around the trees or hang them in the trees. These traps are tins about

5 or 6 inches square, 2 inches deep, with a half inch of kerosene in the bottom.

Pick up and boil or burn all fallen and infested fruit every day.

Pineapples.
—In tropical districts pineapples may be planted if moist weather

prevails. Suckers are the best to plant, being much the strongest and earliest

to arrive at maturity. Being great feeders, a dressing of strong nitrogenous

fertiliser will promote rapid growth and fine fruit. While the plants are

young, cultivation must be thorough but not deep enough to cut th^ feeding

roots, which are near the surface.

Bananas and other tropical fruits may also be planted during the rainy

season.

The dry weather on the coast is still the cause of great anxiety to most of

oui" growers, and in many cases the prospects for the comiiig season's citi'us

crops are anything but promising.
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Jarm Notes.

Hawkesbury District— Dec em ber.

H. W. I'OTTS.

We are having another spell of dry weather, and although not (juite

unseasonable, it has suited most of the farniei's in the Valley and enahlcd

hay-making of cereals to be conducted successfully. The yields this year are

far ahead of those of the last two seasons. The i-ainf;dl has been more

generous, although far from the normal. During llJUIJ-7 we had a little

over 1() inches, and this year 22h inches have been registered so far. On the

ilats, hay crops have given up to 2^ tons to the acre, whilst on the uplands ^ to

1 ton to the acre crops are not uncommon. These weights chiefly apply to

the early sown crops.

The first cut of lucerne provided a fair return, but owing to scarcity of

rain now the crops are almost dormant.

Where it is intended to increase the area under lucerne, a favourable

opportunity now offers to turn in the stubble of the hay padflocks, cultivate

thoroughly, and grow a crop of cowpeas. The land nmst be clean and

naturally fertilised, ready for laying down in lucerne during the wet months

of autumn. It will V)e advi.sable to add i ton of gypsum to the acre piior to

sowing the cowpeas.

M'lize.—Owing to prevailing hot westerly winds, the young crops of maize

are being subjected to severe conditions, in addition to the absence of rain.

Our only hope of relief is from occasional thunderstoi'ins.

Every oj.portunity should be seized to practi.se shallow cultivation, to stir

the surface soil between the drills, in order to establish an eftective earth

mulch and check evaporation. The supplies of subsoil moisture are almost

exhausted. Whenever rain falls, be it light or h('a\y, the cultivators sliould

be brought into use immediately afterwards to conserve moisture. It is only

by assiduous attention to this woi'k that a croj) will be secui'ed with our

present outlook.

It will be necessary to make provision for future sowings of maize for

ensilage up to the end of this month, in order to i>ro\ idc food for the winter

The following varieties may be planted :
—Red Hogan, Golden Beauty,

Hickory King, and Early Mastodon. Should the season prove fa^•ourable,

a satisfactory yield of grain may be expected from any of these.

Millets.—The crops of this useful fodder sown in September are not

promising, owing to the scanty rainfall. Where tln-y are drilled it will be

necessary to keep up constant cultivation to ensure a medium cro[). Fresh

sowings may be made this month.
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jSor(/hums.
—In the past we have relied on sori;huiiis to furnish us with a

good stand of green fodder for early winter, in fact into July. The special

feature to be remembered is that sorghum is not adversely afiected Vjy early

frost, as is the case with maize. It is wise to make provision this month to

meet the demand for green food at a period when all other fodders of a

similar nature are scarce.

What is not eaten as green fodder can be readily converted into ensilage

or cut and stooked to dry as hay.

The land may be cultivated and got ready at once, brought into fine tilth

and manured, as for maize. When the young plants appear above ground
cultivation must be continued right through tlie early changes. The delicate

nature of the young plant is well-known, and more; attention is requiied

with it at that stage than is needed to stimulate the young life of maize.

Oowpnus.
—This plant provides a juicy appetising class of food for stock

during the months of February and March, when other fodders are eitlier

dry or out of season. All classes of stock soon become accustomed to-

thi« fodder and thrive well on it. The outlook points to provision being

n-'cessary for green feed in the middle of summer. We are evidently facing

a dry hot season.

Cowpeas thrive on light sandy soil, and are hai'dy, drought resistant, and

profitable. The crop may be grazed, and as such it is most usetul. It can

also be converted into hay or ensilage, so that should tiie forecast be

otherwise than that quoted, the fodder can be conserved.

The soil should be brought into a fine condition and manured with super-

phosphate from 2 to 3 cwt. to the acre.

The peas may be planted in drills 3 feet apart, with the seed 6 to 8 inches

distant. From 7 to 10 lb. of seed is needed per acre.

The best varieties to grow are Poona, Black, Wai-ren's Extra Early,

Warren's New Hybrid, Whip-poor-will, Iron, and Clay.

Pumpkins, Melons, Squashes, Marrows, and Grammas.—Further sowings

may be made for the purpose of raising stocks to preserve at the end of

summer for winter feed. The dry weather necessitates constant attentioa

to the plants now growing. All require mulching.
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AOR[CUI/rrTRAL SOCIETIES' SHOWS.
Secrktahies are invited to forwaid for insertion in this page dates of their

forthcoming shows
;
these should reach the Sub-Editor, Depai'tment of Agri-

culture, Sydney, not later than the 21st of the month previous to issue.

Alteration of dates should be notified at once. •

1909.
Society.

Dapto A. and H. Society

Kiaina A. Association

(jiosford A. and H. Association...

Alston ville A. Society ... .. ...

Coramba Dif:tiict P., A., and H. Society

WoUongong A., H., and I. Association

Morviya A. and P. Society

Shoalliaven A. and H. Association, Nowra ...

Guyra P., A., and H. Association

Pambula A., H., and P. Society

Kangaroo V^alley ...

Wyong A. Association ...

Tamworth A. Association

Central Cumberland A. and H. Association ..

Manning River A. and H. Association, Taree

Gunning P., A., and I. Society. .

Naml)ucca A. and H. Association, Macksville

Tenterfield P., A., and M
Bega A., P., and H. Society

Bellinger River A. Association ...

Nepean District A., H., and I. Society, Penrith

Beninia District A., H., and I. Society, Moss Vale...

Bombala Exliibition Society

The P. and A. A. of Central New England, (Uen Innes

Molong P. and A. Association ...

Campbelltown Agricultural Association

Tunil)arunil)a and Upper Murray P. and A. Society...

B(}vvraville A. Association

Crook well A., P., and H. Society

Gloucester Show ...

Newcastle A., H., and I. Societj'

Gulgong A. and P. Association...

Invcrell P. and A. Association...

Camden A., H., and I. Society

Cobargo A., P., and H. Society ... •

Blayney A. and P. Association ..

Hunter River A. and H. Association ..

Yass P. and A. Association

Macleay A., H., and I. Association ...

Secretary.
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Society.

Warialda P. and A. Association

Muilgee A. Society

Clarence P. and A. Society, Grafton ...

Gundagai P. and A. Society

Murrumburrah P., A., and I. Association

Cooma P. and A. Association ...

Secretarj'.

W. B. Geddes

H. Lamerton

T. T. Bawden

A. Elworthy
J. A. Foley

C. J. Walmsley

Upper Hunter P. and A. Assoc, Muswellbrook ... J. M. Campbell ...

Bathur.st A., H., and P. Association ... ... ... G. \V Thompson.

Royal Agricultural Society, S\-(lney ...

Orange A. and P. Association ...

Narrabri P., A., and H. Association ...

Durham A. and H. Association, Dungog
Central Australian P. and A, Association, Bourke ...

Corowa P., A., and H. Association

Forbes P., A., and H. Association

Murrumbidgee P. and A. Association, Wagga Wagga
Parkes P., A., and H. Association

Grenfell P., A., and H. Association ...

[1 Plate.]

H. M. Somer

W. Tanner

W. H. Ross

C. E. Grant

G. W. TuU

J. D. Fraser

N. A. Read

A. F. D. White

G. W. Seaborn

(ieo. Cousins

Date.

Mar. 24, 25, 26

,, 24,25,26

„ 24, 25, 26

,, 30, 31

„ 30, 31

„ 31,

Apl. 1,2

Mar. 31,

Apl. 1, 2

Mar. 31,

Apl. 1, 2

Apl. 6 to 14

„ 21, 22, 23

„ 27, 28, 29

May 5, 6

„ 19, 20

Aug. 17, 18

„ 18, 19

„ 24,25,26

„ 25, 26

„ 31,

Sept. 1

Printed and published by WILLIAM APPLEGATE GULLICK, of Sydney, Government Printer and
Publisher of the State of New South Wales, at Phillip-street, Sydney.

Dairy Bull for Sale
Department of Agriculture,

Sydney, 2nd December, 1908.

AT GRAFTON EXPERIMENT FARM.

SHORTHORN:
NOBILITY: calved 21st December. 1905 ...

Sire, Royalty ; dam, Tilly.

o

Price, £15.

Other particulars on application to the undersigned.

H. C. L. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.

o
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[advertisement.]

Government Stud Bulls available for service

at State Farms, or for lease.

Breed.
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New York Botanical Garden Librar
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